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Anabaptism is the

best-kept secret

in town

by Mathew Swora

E very so often in the first few years after my
wife, Becky, and I joined Faith Mennonite

Church in MinneapoUs in 1981, some fellow Men-

nonites would ask: "Swora—that's not a Menno-

nite name, is it?" At first I didn't know how to

respond. Now I would say, "That's a very good

Mennonite name, just like Chiu, Jefferson,

Hernandez, or Rokossovsky."

Since mine is an odd surname, virtually every-

one asks about its ethnic derivation. It's Polish,

but even with Sworas in the Mennonite church,

most of the general pubhc in North America still

sees Mennonites primarily as an ethnic group.

When we first told my family about our intent to

join the Mennonites, someone asked, "Do they

even allow people to join?"

I see membership in the Mennonite church as

a natural development of my faith and family ex-

perience. As an infant I was baptized into the

Roman CathoUc Church and even attended a pa-

rochial kindergarten for half of that school year.

But our family didn't stay CathoUc for very long.

It was in the summer between my sophomore

and junior year in high school that I became a

Christian in earnest through contact with a

youth group and other individuals in the '70s



"Jesus movement." I came into that movement
with some anti-Vietnam-War and pro-civil-rights

activist sensibilities intact, even if I was too

young at the time to be part of the demonstra-

tions and sit-ins. I was living in Ohio then, in the

period just after the shootings at Kent State Uni-

versity.

The Jesus movement overlapped with the char-

ismatic movement. In the early years of my life

in Christ I was involved with both. The Jesus

movement has long since disappeared and the

charismatic movement turned to the sharp right

poHtically. I was soon chafing under the weight

of this political and social baggage. Some of us

called it the " 'Kill a Commie for Christ' syn-

drome."

Jesus' teachings on peace were crucial to me
from the start of my Christian walk. War is a re-

current theme in my family history. It drove my
father and his family from Europe to North

America as displaced persons in 1947. My
mother is a New England Yankee. Multicultural

identity is another family theme.

I went through a series of churches in this

phase, preferring to think of myself as nonde-

nominational. My involvement in the charismatic

movement stemmed from my need for powerful

and convincing proofs for my new faith and for

power for personal and lasting transformation.

It was in college that I read Arthur Gish's The

New Left and Christian Radicalism. Here I dis-

covered Anabaptists/Mennonites. Later, in a

class on Christianity and social ethics, we read

works by John Howard Yoder to contrast with

the works of "Christian realists" like Reinhold

Niebuhr. The professor held obvious sympathies

with Niebuhr, but I was struck by Yoder's posi-

tions. I found myself consistently in agreement

with him. I can remember telling another stu-

dent at that time that, were I to join a denomina-

tion, it would probably be the Mennonites.

The issue of joining a denominational commu-
nity became acute during my first year of semi-

nary in St. Paul, Minnesota. Until then I had be-

lieved that denominational structures

automatically stifled the work of the Holy Spirit.

Should we guard our Anabaptist vision

within the confines of our own camp, it

will break out on its own, finding pro-

phets and people of disparate backgrounds.

Yet I was also disillusioned by the immaturity,

pride, and presumption of many independent

groups. My dream was for a community of faith

that had some collective experience and wisdom,

one that had learned from the mistakes of zeal

and pride which nondenominational (or "anti-

denominational") churches often repeat.

Then, too, my seminary work required me to

find placement for field education with a church.

While a church of a liturgical tradition offered

tradition and maturity, I was uncomfortable with

practices like infant baptism.

During that first year at seminary, the reli-

gious right and the Moral Majority were making
enough impact on society to get a Hollywood

actor, who claimed to represent their interests,

elected to the White House. There were militant

students of this kind at my seminary. They
forced to the fore the issue of what I believed

and where I belonged. What I found particularly

galling was the ethnocentrism of this movement,
which nearly equated the kingdom of God with

the military and economic interests of the

United States.

In contrast, my studies of overseas mission

had consistently led me to examples of Menno-
nite mission which appealed to my sense of jus-

tice. As for spiritual power and proof, the Ana-

baptist histories of faithfulness under

persecution and of nonviolent resistance to evil,

the heritage of an alternative society based on

Jesus' indiscriminate love, gradually became
more important to me than did emotional or

charismatic phenomena.

When recruiters for Mennonite Central Com-
mittee and Mennonite Voluntary Service came
to that campus in January, I invited them over

for dinner and Becky and I engaged them in

lengthy conversation. They steered us in the di-

rection of Faith Mennonite Church. Some nine

months after we began attending there we joined.

Next I left seminary to prepare for missionary

work by earning a degree in elementary educa-

tion. I wanted some marketable skill to take over-

seas. Through an MCC contact I got a job teach-

ing at a Native American alternative school. The
Red School House, in St. Paul, Minnesota. The
Mennonite peace stance and the openness it en-

genders to people of various cultures proved an

asset in my relationships and witness with Na-

tive Americans. That was one of a long string of

cross-cultural situations in my life, beginning

with my own family, in which I continue to find

myself.
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// we can differentiate our theol-

ogy from our ethnicity, being a
Mennonite needn't be a stum-

bling block to newcomers.

I've found that Anabaptism speaks most ade-

quately to this multicultural world as I have ex-

perienced it. It is ironic that we have historically

hedged our formulation of the faith with ethnic

walls. Anabaptism is against being exclusive. It

also stands against the powers and idols which

divide humans from each other and from God.

The problem of ethnic and cultural barriers

keeping out newcomers is not unique to Menno-

nites as a denomination. I sometimes felt ex-

cluded during my first seminary experience for

not being of Scandinavian stock. And Anabap-

tism has never been the exclusive possession of

the Mennonites. Many other churches have Ana-

baptists and sympathizers in their ranks. Should

we guard this vision within the confines of our

own camp, it will break out on its own, finding

other prophets and uniting people of disparate

backgrounds.

If Anabaptism is biblical, as I beUeve it is, it

will accompUsh its historic task, as I saw it doing

in Burkina Faso. There I once counted members

of five different African ethnic groups—some of

whom still bore scars of tribal identification-

worshiping God together, even though it took

three languages to do so.

It was Anabaptism, more so than the Menno-

nite ethnic heritage, which drew me to this fold.

Yet I experience that ethnic heritage to be as de-

lightful and worth celebrating as any other which

one can't help but carry into their church. It's

like my father's Slavic heritage. I'm told that

after spending a summer with my grandparents

at age four, I came home speaking some Polish.

With all that's happening in Eastern Europe I re-

gret not knowing it today.

If we can differentiate it from our theology,

Mennonite ethnicity needn't be a stumbling

block to newcomers. Our fellowship cannot be at-

tractive to others if we pretend to be other than

who we are. If in turn we extend to seekers the

freedom to be genuinely themselves, they're

more likely to stay.

"Where there is no vision the people perish."

People in places where we have yet to begin

looldng for them are literally dying for lack of

the Anabaptist vision. Leslie Tolbert, of the

Mennonite Church in Markham, Illinois, made

this observation at the Chicago Congress on

Urban Ministry last April. He added that, "Ana-

baptism is the best-kept secret in town."

People are dying for lack of a radical peace-

making and Christ-centered alternative commu-

nity. Nothing short of that is relevant to their sit-

uation. That is true in the bUghted sections of

our rust-belt cities and in our wealthiest suburbs

as well as in the tribally divided regions of West

Africa and Eastern Europe.

With all neighborhoods becoming global vil-

lages through immigration and a global economy,

we have a tremendous opportunity as Anabap-

tist peacemakers. Our vision of an alternative so-

ciety based on Jesus' love is needed more today

than ever before. It's time we let out the best-

kept secret in town.

Mathew Swora graduated last June from Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, In-

diana, with a Master of Divinity degree.
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If the After Christmas Blahs Have
You Feeling Low, Lift Your Spirits

with a Good Story

Sara's Summer
An orphan at 15, Sara found a

whole family of aunts and uncles,

cousins, and grandparents she never

knew in a Hutterite colony in

Manitoba. She learns many new
things about her father, how he grew
up, and why he left the Hutterite

community. Sara, too, must make a

decision to stay with her father's

family or to return to her familiar

world in Toronto. For teens and
adults by Naomi R. Stucky.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

A Life Apart
Fifteen years ago Gail gave up her

baby for adoption. Now that

daughter is nearly the same age Gail

was then. Memories, hopes, and
fears cloud Gail's mind as she

wonders what her daughter is doing

now. Though her husband. Brad,

knew and understood her past, he
becomes strangely distant when she

tries to share her fears with him.

Then Brad makes a shocking

decision that changes their lives

forever. A sequel by Shirlee Evans
to A Life in tier Hands for teens

and adults .

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95

Leah
Jacob, the Bible says, marries two

women: Leah, by mistake, and
Rachel, because she is beautiful and
he loves her. Leah becomes the

mother of Jacob's children, his

closest friend and adviser. She has

everything she wants except what
she wants most—Jacob's love, the

love he offers Rachel. In a society

where women are not highly valued

for gifts of wisdom, intelligent Leah
has much to offer Jacob, but she is

not beautiful like Rachel. Will

Jacob's love always be for Rachel

alone?

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95

The Deserter
Robert Koch's gripping Civil War

novel of a young man working out

his relationships—to his country in

the midst of war, to his heritage of

faith, to his minister father, and to

his sweetheart.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95

For Children

The Hard Life of

Seymour E. Newton
Peter is good at third-grade math.

He is hopeless at writing and
spelling. Somehow by the time the

letters get from his brain to his paper
they get turned the wrong way
around. The school wants to put him
in a special class.

Peter's dad thinks he is lazy. His

mom thinks he has changed schools

too often. Peter just wants to get sick

so he can stay home. Seymour E.

Newton helps him get courage to

work at his problems. For

seven-to-nine-year-olds by Ann
Bixby Herold.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

The Great Shalom
The animals are happy and safe in

their lovely forest home. Then the

man comes to cut down the trees.

How can the animals save their

home? This fable by Peter J. Dyck
teaches concern for the environment

and living peacefully with others.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50
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"The fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom; all

those who practice it have a
good understanding. His
praise endures forever."

—Psalm 111:10, NRSV

readers say

No alternative

but to integrate

I read with chagrin "Should the MCs
and the GCs Integrate?" plus the

editorial "What's the Question?" (Dec.

11). Based on God's Word, these

questions cannot be answered with a yes

so that we can rejoice in a new reality to

Jesus' prayer (John 17:11). We should

answer with a yes because we don't have

an alternative.

Your final statement, "Either way, our

decision becomes an important

milestone in salvation history that will

eventually unite all God's children into

one," seems to be handling salvation as

a history-making event. God's Word
should be making unity have a now
effect through us, his ambassadors, to a

world that needs our labor of love. Let's

together fulfill the great commission.

Alfred E. Pilong, Sr.

Oak Bluffs, Mass.

Women in leadership

ordained by God
The matter of a woman being

moderator of the Mennonite Church

(Nov. 6) would never be an issue if we

took our faith and theology seriously. I

believe the Spirit chooses a person

regardless of gender. Who are you and I

to tell God who should be used to bring

God's message?

God must be getting very impatient

with our unwillingness to accept the fact

that the cross knows no second-class

citizens. Paul apparently received an

exceptional inspiration contrary to his

traditional Hebrew orientation to a

male-dominated society (Gal. 3:28). So I

beheve the Nominating Committee does

not have to justify to the church what

God has already ordained.

Maurice S. Brubaker

State College, Pa.

New foundation
in Jesus Christ

Way to go with the new look and new
arrangement: front page with table of

contents; masthead with your pictures;

names of consultants; "Readers Say" on

that same page—near your ears and

near the front of the paper. I take heart

in a new way when I see at the

"foundation" of your Dec. 4 masthead

the verse, "For no one can lay any

foundation other than the one that has

been laid; that foundation is Jesus

Christ."

I have been concerned with the

question, "What is it that we are doing

in our Mennonite church life and daily

life that is different from those with

good intentions in any other religion or

of no religion?" Our story is the story of

Jesus' life, death, resurrection—his

spiritual presence through the Holy

Spirit, his intercession, his coming again.

Our activities must spring from our new
life in him, but they must not take the

place of telUng and retelling the Jesus

story to ourselves and to the world.

Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus

Harrisonburg, Va.

Jesus the basis

for peace stand
The Persian Gulf crisis challenges

Mennonites to make our faith crystal

clear. We should be far more articulate

that Jesus is the reason for our peace

stand.

No other reason is so distinct, so

simple, and so convincing. We are Jesus

people, and Jesus would never kill,

period. He chose instead the cross. We
also are called to the cross. Let us not

waste so much effort trying to fight the

good uses of the "sword" by the

government.

The "Statement to Our Mennonite

Churches on the Persian Gulf Situation"

(Dec. 4) did not once mention Jesus or

the cross (even though there were many
good things in that statement). Jesus is

the only reason I am a pacifist. Are we
afraid of his name?
Andrew Leatherman

Coatesville, Pa

How to save on
Gospel Herald
subscriptions.

Get your congregation

on the Every Home Plan.

And sign up before

prices go up on Feb. 1

.
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How the Persian Gulf looks from

by Ardell Stauffer

TThe young Jordanian Christians were angry

and intense when I asked them for their views

on the Persian Gulf crisis. We talked together

following a Sunday night church service in

Fuhays, Jordan, on October 29. Everyone was
eager to talk about the crisis and about what

they wanted to tell North American Christians.

Only a small percentage of the population in

Jordan is Christian, said one young man. But
many Americans are Christians. Why are Ameri-

can Christians not thinking about the effects of

their government's actions on Middle Eastern

Christians, he asked?

Some 300,000 Iraqis are Christians, added an-

other participant. WTiat about them?

The United States' actions are putting Middle

Eastern Christians in a difficult position, said a

young woman in the group. "Muslims tell us

'You are not Arab.' Western Christians tell us

'You are not Christian.' What are we to do?"

Gabriel Habib, general secretary of the Middle

East Council of Churches, made a similar point

in a meeting in Limassol, Cyprus. Habib noted

that Western, largely Christian, troops in Saudi

Arabia reinforce the Muslim belief that Christi-

anity is a Western religion, not really indigenous

to the Middle East. Many Muslims view the

Western presence as a new crusade against

Islam, similar to those of the Middle Ages, he

said.

Some Western Christians view the current situ

ation as a new opportunity to witness to Muslims.

This view also creates problems for Middle East-

em Christians, Habib said. It again makes Christi-

aruty seem an outside religion, and it does not ac-

knowledge the work and presence of Christian

groups who have been in the Middle East since

the time of Christ.

Jordanians repeatedly raised several points in

other discussions about the crisis. Saddam Hus-

sein was wrong to invade Kuwait, they said. But

the Gulf states hold tremendous wealth that

they are not sharing with poorer Arab nations.

"Americans think all Arabs are rich sheiks," said

one young Christian woman. "But in Jordan we
are not rich." The Jordanian economy, already

in poor condition, has been drastically hurt by

the crisis.

For example, according to the Christian Sci-

ence Monitor, Jordan has lost 40 percent of its

gross national product since the crisis began.

Thirty percent of the population is now unem-
ployed. The Jordanian government provided $55

million for aid to evacuees fleeing Iraq and Ku-

wait; it has only been reimbursed for one per-

cent of that amount.

Jordanians see Western troops in the Gulf as

an attempt by the West to continue dominating

the region. And people repeatedly express anger

that the United States ignores United Nations

resolutions about the Palestinians while immedi-

ately sponsoring resolutions defending rich Ku-
wait. Western nations have a double standard

about whom they defend, many people told me.

"Why are we waiting for the American and
Iraqi coffins to start coming home before we ne-

gotiate?" asked Omar Jedullah. JeduUah is a

Jordanian who worked for Mennonite Central

Committee as an agriculturist in the 1970s and
will again work with MCC beginning in January.

He is one of many Jordanians angry at American
lack of willingness to negotiate with Iraq. "We
must not wait until there is a lake of blood in

the desert before beginning to talk," he says em-
phatically.

"What George Bush does not realize is that

the Arabs are the world's best negotiators,"

What evangelicals and

by Kenneth S. Kantzer

I grew up in a small town near several communi-

ties of Mennonites and Amish. They were the ob-

ject of considerable curiosity and mild ridicule.

But when my mother became very ill, a young

Brethren in Christ woman moved into our home
to cook and supervise the housework. My mind
began to change about Anabaptists.

Across the years, my mind has continued to

change. As an evangelical, I now identify with

them. I am not an Anabaptist, but I feel we be-

long to each other.

The distinctive Anabaptist doctrine of the

"gathered church" has always attracted me.

Most evangelicals give Up service to this doc-

trine, but it is the Anabaptists who have given it

rich meaning: Christians are a people called out

to be followers of Jesus Christ and servants of

one another.

This has given Anabaptists a sense of belong-

ing—they uniquely belong to Christ and to each

other. This, in turn, creates a special identity, a

sense of "we" and "they," the believer and the

unbeliever, the saints (those set apart, not neces-

sarily those who are especially holy) and the
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the Middle East

whether in market transactions or political bar-

gaining, said Jerry Martin. Jerry and Jeanette

Hertzler Martin, MCC workers in Jordan, com-

mented on the pervasive dread in Jordan as the

Jordanian economy crumbles and war in the re-

gion seems more likely.

But MCC workers in Egypt report a different

reaction to the crisis among most Egyptians with

whom they work. Many Egyptians say Saddam

must leave Kuwait and agree with the Egyptian

government's support of the United States.

Even so Egyptians have little sympathy for rich

Kuwaitis.

MCC workers acknowledge that their Egyptian

contacts may not be entirely representative.

Most of them teach EngUsh, primarily with Egyp-

tian Christians, though they have some Muslim

students as well. For the most part MCC work-

ers do not have contact with more conservative

Muslims, the group most likely to support Iraq.

Nonetheless, even Mushm students seem to

support Egyptian President Mubarak's position

against Iraq. But more Egyptians are saying that

the crisis should be resolved by the Arab world,

say Jim Haaksma and Noel Nickle. Haaksma
notes that most Egyptians are careful about ex-

pressing their political views, often talking poU-

tics only with close friends whom they can trust.

Egypt is distinct among Arab nations, said a

Jordanian journaUst. Egypt has a centuries-old

history of national identity that most Arab na-

tions do not have, and it is more closely tied to

the United States through money and support.

Among other Arab nations siding with the

United States in the Gulf, said this journalist, na-

tional leaders support U.S. action, but most citi-

zens oppose it.

Ardell Stauffer, who works in information services

for Mennonite Central Committee in Akron, Penn-

sylvania, traveled in the Middle East from Octo-

ber 21 to November 9.

Anabaptists can learn from each other

world. Our values are not the same as those of

the world. And the difference is important

enough to make us willing to be judged a bit odd

by the norms of society.

Anabaptists have grown by discovering that

their true identity consists not in putting on the

bonnet or taking off the tie but in the heart of

the beUever, who is called to be different from a

self-seeking world and to follow the Savior in self-

giving service to all who are in need. It is no acci-

dent that many Mennonite churches first began

to grow after bringing these matters into proper

focus.

In recent years, moreover, many Anabaptists

have come to see more clearly that their fellow-

ship draws its nourishment from the gospel of

the redeeming, self-giving God of the Bible. To
forget this is to become a do-gooders' society.

For most people, that cannot generate the spine

of steel that would enable them to respond by

blessing those who persecute them.

Mennonites and other evangelicals have all

grown in our sense of the breadth of God's love

and concern for all. Evangelicals had become so

embroiled in the battle against liberaUsm and its

"social gospel" that they forgot the social impUca-

tions of the true gospel. We have learned that

we have a mandate not only to carry the gospel

to the whole world, but to bring good to all peo-

ple.

Many Anabaptists are recognizing also how
much they share with other evangelicals in their

commitment to peace. Years ago, I asked a mem-
ber of the Church of the Brethren which was

more important to him: his pacifism or the gos-

pel of divine grace through faith in the Savior.

He paused, and then answered: "I am not sure; I

think maybe my pacifism." He wouldn't give that

answer today. Without repudiating their paci-

fism, many like him recognize that the gospel

Ues at the base of their nonviolence.

On the other hand, many evangelicals have

also changed. We may still believe that it is

sometimes necessary, as a last resort, to destroy

Ufe to save lives. Yet Christians must always

seek peace, and peace does not come automati-

cally. It is a fragile flower that must be culti-

vated at great sacrifice. Anabaptists can work

with evangelicals for a common goal of peace.

Kenneth S. Kantzer is an executive editor of Chris-

tianity Today. This article appeared as an edito-

rial in the October 22, 1990, issue of that maga-

zine. It is reprinted here by permission.
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church news

Peace group calls for 'Emergency Sabbath'

if war breaks out In the Middle East
Chicago, III. fCPT)— Christian Peace-

maker Teams is calling for an "Emergency
Sabbath" where church members will not

go to work in the event of war in the Middle

East. On Emergency Sabbath members
would engage in education, prayer, and

other forms of witness during their day

away from work.

Preparations for Emergency Sabbath

were developed over the first two weeks of

December by the Steering Committee of

CPT, a four-year-old group supported by

four Mennonite and Brethren denomina-

tions. "This unusual action is a direct

outgrowth of the CPT delegation to Iraq,"

according to Hedy Sawadsky, a member of

the Steering Committee and a participant

in the Nov. 21-Dec. 1 trip.

Participants in the team urgently called

for release of all hostages. Moves to com-

plete their release were set in motion just

four days after the team's return from Iraq.

In response to meetings with Iraqi offi-

cials and common people, including Chris-

tians, the 12 members of the delegation

have repeatly called for a lowering of the

volume of the rhetoric, especially from

Washington, and the start of negotiations.

"We are in a new situation now," said

Gene Stoltzfus, CPT coordinator. "We in-

ferred to Iraqis that if the hostages were

released the way would be open for nego-

tiations and that our people would struggle

even harder for a peaceful solution. In-

stead the Iraqis have seen stalling from

Washington, more troops, and more stories

of how war will lead to big body counts."

The CPT call for an Emergency Sabbath

on the first Monday following an invasion

is a way for congregations to prepare to act

against the threat of war. Organizers hope

that the preparations for the event will

serve as a deterrent against war. They
hope that it will never be necessary to have

an Emergency Sabbath. The period of

preparation for the special day of prayer

and action will include a variety of peace

activities.

The pledge of the participants says in

part, "If war in any form begins I commit
myself to take time from regular work to

act on my faith. I will be acting in the

tradition of Moses who left his job as a

shepherd to confront Pharaoh. During that

time I will engage in direct nonviolent

actions to free the human community from

being engulfed in war."

Emergency Sabbath is part of a series of

activities that the CPT Steering Commit-
tee has undertaken in order to question the

buildup of U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf

area. Earher CPT encouraged energy con-

servation in North America and peaceful

resolution of the Gulf crisis through an "Oil

Free Sunday" in churches on Oct. 21. More
than 40 percent of the 2,500 Mennonite and

Brethren churches participated, according

to CPT estimates.

More information on the Emergency
Sabbath is available from CPT at 1821 W.
CuUerton St., Chicago, IL 60608; phone 312

421-5513.—Gene Stoltzfus

EMC&S board
re-appoints president,

okays new budget

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Joseph
Lapp has accepted a second four-year term

as president of Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary. He took office as the

school's seventh president in July 1987,

succeeding Richard Detweiler. His second

term officially begins next July 1.

In responding to an invitation from Men-
nonite Board of Education and from the

EMC&S Board of Trustees to continue as

president, Lapp stated, "I believe in the

purpose, program, and people of EMC&S
as being part and parcel of God's mission

in the world. With competition for students

and for contributions in a time of interna-

tional economic uncertainties and reduc-

tion of government services and support,

our struggle to maintain a program of

excellence will be quite keen."

In addition to reappointing Lapp, the

EMC&S board at its recent meeting on

campus spent much of its time on the

operating budget for the 1990-91 fiscal

year. The trustees approved the $10.8 mil-

lion budget after much discussion on ad-

justments that were made to bring it into

balance. It reflects a 6 percent increase

over last year.

Even though EMC&S had a small enroll-

ment increase this past fall, some of that

tuition revenue was offset by having less-

than-anticipated income from room and

board, owing to more students than ex-

pected choosing to live off-campus. "This

is a balanced budget, but one that involved

a lot of hard work and trimming to

achieve," said Ronald Piper, director of

business affairs.

The 13-member governing body also

heard a progress report on plans and fund-

ing for the proposed new seminary build-

ing. Some $909,000 in cash and pledges has

been received so far toward the $2.8 million

project.

The board approved a fund-raising

schedule for the project, authorizing the

bidding process to begin after Feb. 1 if 65

percent of the funds are committed by that

date. All funds must be secured before

final approval is granted by Mennonite

Board of Education. A projected
groundbreaking date is early summer.

—Jim Bishop

Goshen College board
postpones decision

on '91 -'92 fees

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—The Goshen College

Board of Overseers dealt primarily with

financial issues during its recent meeting

on campus. Normally this is the time to set

fees for the next academic year. This time,

however, the board approved a range

within which the fees should fall. After

college administrators have had more time

to study the various options, they will

announce the fees, no later than Feb. 1.

Several board actions concerned the

Merry Lea Environmental Learning Cen-

ter, the college's 1,100-acre natural sanctu-

ary for plants and animals near Wolf Lake,

Ind. The board approved Merry Lea's mas-

ter plan for future development and re-

quested that Mennonite Board of Educa-

tion authorize fund raising for the staff

housing project at the center.

The board also moved ahead with plans

for the Recreation-Fitness Center on cam-

pus by requesting authorization from MBE
to complete the construction documents

for phase 2 of the project.^Jo^n Yoder
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New Listening Committee
on Homosexual Concerns
holds first meeting

Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MC)—Coming
from Illinois, Kansas, Manitoba, Ontario,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia, the eight mem-

bers of the new Listening Committee on

Homosexual Concerns held their first

meeting recently. The committee ap-

pointed by the Mennonite Church and

General Conference Mennonite Church is

to be a sounding board for church mem-

bers and a Ustening post for families inter-

ested and people involved in the subject

of same-sex orientation.

At this meeting the members planned

their participation at Oregon '91, the MC
biennial convention scheduled for next

summer. They will have a room where they

will be available to listen to people's sto-

ries and opinions surrounding the subject

of homosexuality. They will also offer ed-

ucational topics such as "Perspectives on

Recovery Programs," bibUcal interpreta-

tion, family and congregational involve-

ment and support. The structure used at

Oregon '91 will serve as a pattern for the

GC triennial convention in 1992.

The committee heard a report of and

response to the third international conven-

tion of the Brethren/Mennonite Council

for Lesbian and Gay Concerns by Edward
Stoltzfus of Eastern Mennonite Seminary,

who attended the event. "How do we lis-

ten?" Stoltzfus asked. "We need to place

ourselves where this subject is being dis-

cussed. We should try to understand feel-

ings as well as arguments on this subject."

Stoltzfus, along with Sue Goerzen of Har-

row, Ont., cochairs the committee.

The committee will next meet at Oregon

'91. For that time two members of the

gay/lesbian group have been invited to sit

with the committee. Both have the com-

mendation of their congregations for this

function.

—

Muriel Stackley

Farm representatives

recommend exchange
with Soviet Union

Winnipeg, Man. ("MCCJ—Mennonite
Central Committee should establish an

agricultural exchange program with farm-

ers in the Soviet Union as soon as possible,

according to two Manitoba farmers who

visited that country in November.

The two, Harold Penner and Ernie

Wiens, were sent by MCC to explore the

creation of an agricultural exchange be-

tween Canadian, American, and Soviet

farmers. MCC decided to explore the ex-

change following a request from Alim

Djambourchin, agricultural counselor at

the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, who sug-

gested that MCC could help Soviet farm-

ers change from collective to private farm-

ing as well as provide training in modem
farming methods.

In making their recommendation, Pen-

ner and Wiens say there is a shortage of

food, a dire need for management skills as

people begin to move to private farms, and

a tremendous opportunity for adequate

food production in the country.

They also note that the program would

be significant for North American Menno-

nites, since MCC was founded 70 years ago

to provide food relief for starving people

in the Soviet Union. Additionally, many
North American Mennonites trace their

origins to the Soviet Union, and still have

significant ties there. The parents of both

Penner and Wiens were bom in the Soviet

Union.

At the same time, Penner and Wiens

point out that needs in the Soviet Union,

while severe, are not as bad as in many
developing countries. "For this reason

MCC should not diminish its program in

other parts of the world to make this

program possible," they state.

Penner and Wiens also urge MCC to

take immediate steps to implement the

program since "changes are coming very

quickly" in the Soviet Union. "We were

told by a very informed government source

that a strong move toward privatization in

agriculture is likely within six months. Man-

agement skills are desperately needed."

As well as sending people to the Soviet

Union, farmers from that country would be

brought to North America to learn from

farmers here. They would stay between

eight months and a year.

Penner and Wiens had hoped to visit

with Mennonites in the Orenburg area,

where churches have lost many members

to migration to Germany. Soviet officials

had displayed considerable interest in

closer ties between Canadian and Soviet

Mennonites, seeing it as a way to encour-

age German-speaking people who are

choosing to remain in the Soviet Union.

Unfortunately, travel to that region of the

country could not be arranged.

In reflecting on their visit, they note that

"many people we talked to appeared to

have very httle hope for the future. When
asked about their vision for the next sev-

eral years, the feeling is that things will get

much worse before they get better. There

may be violence as food shortages grow

more acute."

A final decision about whether to pro-

ceed with the exchange will be made soon,

following a second visit to the Soviet

Union.

—

John Longhorst

Ghana Mennonites to build chapel in capital. Pimpimso, Ghana—Ghana Men-

nonite Church will constmct a $57,000 chapel in the capital city of Accra,

announced Prince Asilevi, secretary of the church, during the 28th annual

delegates' conference. He said Mennonite Board of Missions has so far donated

$1,000 and "surveyors and draughtsmen have been consulted for the drawing of

the building plan and that of the land." Asilevi also urged members to contribute

toward the church's evangelism program. He deplored the lack of commitment

toward the project and said evangelism is the bedrock of the church "and every

dedicated Mennonite must contribute to make the program a success." He asked

Ghanian Mennonites to unveil their minds and hearts from all bitterness, hatred,

resentment, and prejudice and "clothe our minds and heart with love, good will,

and understanding with which we can achieve our meaningful goal of develop-

ment and growth." The conference, held in Pimpimso, also included plenty of

time for worship.

—

G.B.K. Owusu
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Monitoring Vietnam relief shipment. Quang Bink, Vietnam (MCC)— "A mouthful

of rice when you are hungry means more than a bowlful of rice when you are

satisfied. " Vietnamese quoted this proverb repeatedly to Janet and Stan Reedy,

Mennonite Central Committee country representatives for Vietnam, when they

visited Quang Binh Province recendy to monitor a shipment ofMCC quilts, school

kits, and health kits. Three typhoons struck in close succession in 1989, and MCC
agreed to send aid. Due to delays, the goods were finally received in April 1990.

The shipment, valued at $270,000, included 10,200 quilts. Provincial and district

officials who handled the distribution arranged for the quilts to be given to the

poorest individuals in the poorest communities. They told the recipients the quilts

were made and donated as a symbol of friendship by Christians in North America
who heard of their need and wanted to help. Pictured is Janet Reedy (left), who
is from Elkhart, Ind., with one of the recipients.

Conference ministers
call for better way
of placing pastors

Hesston, Kan. (MBCM)—At their annual

meeting here, the conference ministers of

the Mennonite Church considered a pro-

posal for improving the way pastors are

matched with congregations. It would
move the Ministerial Information Center

of Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries beyond its current role as a

listing of non-endorsed pastoral candi-

dates.

The encouragement to have the Minis-

terial Information Center become an advo-

cacy program for its pastoral candidates

evoked considerable discussion around
polity issues. How can the center provide

the necessary discernment of a candidate's

gifts to become an effective advocate for a

candidate to a congregation? What kind of

reciprocal assessment might congregations

be asked to provide pastoral candidates?

What might be some basic requirements

for a candidate coming from outside the

Mennonite Church before the Ministerial

Information Center would ever advocate

him or her to a congregation?

With the encouragement of the confer-

ence ministers to begin developing an ad-

vocacy program for candidates, the

MBCM staff will now develop such a pro-

posal for approval by the MBCM Board of

Directors in February.

Paul Lederach, pastor of Franconia (Pa.)

Mennonite Church, reported on his corre-

spondence with the lead pastors of 24 large

congregations (more than 400 members).

Nearly all of them indicated a strong inter-

est in an event which would focus on the

needs of large congregations.

Noting that two-thirds of Mennonite
Church members are in one-third of the

congregations, Lederach used the parable

of the shopping mall to illustrate the role

of large churches. Much like the large

anchor stores which enable the small shops

to survive, he claimed that it is, in many
cases, the large congregations which pro-

vide conferences the financial resources

and staff to serve the needs of small

churches.

The conference ministers then held a

joint meeting with their counterparts in the

General Conference Mennonite Church.

They discussed the role of conference

ministers and the issues of authority and
responsibility. Many spoke of the need for

conference ministers to exercise appropri-

ate authority in oversight duties. The var-

ious traditions and unique roles which have
developed locally across North America
reminded the conference ministers of the

wide variety of expectations still operative

in both the MC and GC denominations.

The issue of discipline and appropriate

procedures sparked a lengthy debate
about polity. Where ministerial credentials

are lodged became the root issue. MC
credentials are lodged at the conference

level; GC credentials are lodged at the

denominational level. The group con-

cluded with an introduction to the new
ministerial leadership information form
which will, for the first time, include a

required reference from conference minis-

ters.

—

Everett Thomas

Indiana congregation
appoints 'bus pastor'

to expand Sunday school

Rennselaer, Ind.— Does your congrega-

tion have a "bus pastor"? Burr Oak Men-
nonite Church of Rennselaer, Ind., does.

His name is Brian Voss. Burr Oak is a

church where children are special and

members have a burden for reaching out

in their community.

The 70-member congregation has found

it necessary to adapt its style of Sunday
school teaching to those hearing the gospel

for the first time. The members have

learned to be patient with children unused
to sitting quietly in church. Children whose
parents do not attend sit with another

adult who becomes a surrogate parent.

Following the worship service on Sun-

day, the toddlers—two years old through

kindergarten—participate in a separate

meeting, as do grades 1-4. This involves all

the children of the congregation, not just

the bus children. Bible memory is empha-
sized one Sunday a month. A Bible mem-
ory marathon is held quarterly on a Satur-

day.

A special "Funday Sunday" celebration

about once a month following the morning
service helps to maintain interest in com-
ing to church. The fun has included treats

like hot dogs and pizza or a trip to the zoo

or the pool. Funday Sundays are an-

nounced by special colored flyers with

eye-catching artwork, including the name
of the church and a telephone number to

call.

Voss says he spends much time on Sat-

urdays visiting the bus children to invite

them to church and to distribute any flyers

announcing special events. He also uses

the telephone and encourages his helpers

to call children. At present he is the bus

driver.

Pastor Phil Leichty and his wife, Vir-

ginia, who are also both elementary school

teachers, are strong supporters of the bus

ministry and often serve as chaperones for

various events.

—

Levi Hartzler
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'Can the West
be converted?'
ask church leaders

ElkhaH, Ind. (MBMJ—"Can the West be

converted?" is a question Mennonites and

other church leaders around the world are

beginning to address. "The Gospel and

Our Culture" project initiated by the Brit-

ish Council of Churches is focusing on that

question, according to Wilbert Shenk,

missiologist for Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions and director of the Mission Training

Center at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries.

Shenk began working at his part of the

question January-May 1990 as it related to

mission training and will continue January-

May 1991, beginning with a working group

he has called together in January.

"The church has been conformed to

Western culture, increasingly so that we

don't realize it," he said. "That's the trick

of the enemy; conformity blinds us to that

very thing. As a result of conformity, the

church is increasingly unclear about what

it is and what it should be about in today's

world."

The purpose of the project is to help

people and the church understand what

the gospel is, what Western culture is up

to, and what drives it. "In addition, the goal

is to help the church regain a sense of how

it can bear witness against the idols of our

culture and assert the lordship of Christ,"

added Shenk.

"It's not a matter of new techniques and

more pizzazz or new evangelistic assaults,"

he said. "Conversion means we have to

turn our back on the systems of this world.

We're only playing games if we think the

answer is evangelism based only on tech-

nique and methods."

According to Shenk, the challenge to the

church in the past 200 years has come from

intellectual forces. "The church has not

always been able to combat those forces,

so its witness has lost credibility and au-

thority."

Relativism in the arts is a prime example,

he noted, pointing to the graphic lyrics of

the rap group Two Live Crew and the

display of the homoerotic photographs of

Robert Mapplethorpe in Cincinnati. "In

music and art, we don't seem to have a

sense of limits anymore," he said. "People

are reeling as the boundaries—in this case,

decency—keep getting pushed back more

and more."

Shenk suggests that one of the best

popularized books today dealing with the

concern is Chuck Colson's Against the

Night. "Here's a person who had bought

into the culture and power system com-

pletely and knew how to use it," Shenk

said. "Then he came to a personal crisis

point. His Christian conversion and release

from the power of the world's system has

given him a different perspective—a per-

spective he shares with compassion and

criticism." Colson was an aide to President

Richard Nixon and was jailed for his in-

volvement in the Watergate scandal.

"Without overdramatizing the situation,

Colson says we in the West are in grave

peril," Shenk said. "He documents his

claims both from observation and experi-

ence. It's time we as Christians take Colson

and others like him seriously."
—Phil Richard

New Buffalo church
shares building

with Episcopalians

Buffalo, N.Y. (MBM)—An emerging

Mennonite congregation here devised a

creative way to obtain a worship facility.

Bob Tice and other leaders of Westside

Church of the Living Word approached a

local Episcopal church about the possibil-

ity of renting its auditorium/gymnasium.

The Episcopal church responded that

Mennonites could use the facility rent-free

for seven years if they remodeled it.

The auditorium/gymnasium was in dis-

repair, and the dwindling Episcopal con-

gregation had been unable to maintain it

in recent years. So Tice and members of

area Mennonite congregations pulled to-

gether volunteers who helped renovate the

facility and install a new heating system.

The Mennonite congregation, a multi-

cultural group, held its first worship ser-

vice in the remodeled facility in October,

with 60 people attending. Previously, they

met Saturday evenings in a rented church

building. The October service was exactly

one year after the congregation's first pub-

he worship service.

"The group creatively found itself a wor-

ship center," said Brent Foster, the Men-

nonite Board of Missions consultant for

the church-planting project. "The unique

part is the cooperative effort between

three groups—the Mennonite fellowship,

the Episcopal congregation which contin-

ues to worship in its sanctuary, and a soup

kitchen being set up in the basement of

the renovated auditorium/gymnasium."

The Good News Soup Kitchen is spon-

sored by 14 area churches.

Foster works alongside Perm Clark and

other New York State Fellowship staff

persons in relating to the Buffalo group.

MBM also supports the church planters

financially through the conference.
—Phil Richard

Harold and Elizabeth Bauman

BACK FROM IRELAND

Baumans finish work
with Dublin church
Goshen, Ind. (MBM)—Providing pas-

toral support and assistance to a small

Mennonite congregation in Dubhn, Ire-

land, was the role of Harold and Ehza-

beth Bauman for the past two years.

Baumans, appointed jointly by Menno-

nite Board of Missions and Mennonite

Central Committee, recently completed

their assignment with Dublin Menno-

nite Community and have resettled in

Goshen.

Baumans went to Dublin at the re-

quest of the congregation, which

evolved after Mennonite workers first

went to Ireland in 1979. According to

Harold, the group was able to begin a

congregation of people they had con-

tacted. But the group began to realize

they lacked pastoral gifts among their

members.
Baumans helped the congregation

work through a leadership plan and a

mission statement. They met with the

three-member leadership team every

two weeks to discuss their pastoral care

of members and nonmembers alike, and

to plan for the life of the community.

Other ministries included Elizabeth's

hospitality work and Harold's involve-

ment with Conflict Resolution Services.

The two years in Ireland helped

Baumans better understand the present

conflict in Ireland and Northern Ireland.

"It's not just a reUgious conflict be-

tween Protestants and Roman Catho-

lics," Harold explained. "The conflict

also has historical, cultural, economic,

and civil rights roots." But Harold sees

some hope for resolution of the conflict.

"I experienced and was inspired by

people who, in spite of hard and dis-

couraging times, are still people of

hope," said EHzabeth.

Harold served previously for 14 years

as an administrator at Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries. Before

that he was campus pastor at Goshen

College. Elizabeth has been a lay leader

at Assembly Mennonite Church.
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Box 500, Akron, FA 17501, or from any other

MCC office.

• Video on job-creation in Bangladesh from
Mennonite Central Committee. This shows how
an MCC job-creation project has improved the

lives of local women. The seven-minute video is

entitled Wheat Straw Cards: Makin^i a Differ-

ence in Bangladesh. It is available for free loan

from the Resource Librai-y at MCC, Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501, or from any other MCC office.

Church-related job openings:
• Executive director, Mennonite Home of Al-

bany. This is a retirement community with 200

independent-living apartments, 52 residential-

care beds, 90 intermediate-care nursing beds,

and 5 skilled-nursing beds. It also serves phys-

ically handicapped people. Contact the Search

Committee at the home, 5353 S.E. Columbus
St., Albany, OR 97321; phone 503 928-7232.

• Staff persons, Lakewood Retreat Center.

Needed are two people—a maintenance person

with carpentry, mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing skills and a person to serve as a host,

recreation director, and kitchen worker. Contact

Lakewood at 25458 Dan Brown Hill Rd., Brooks-

viUe, FL 34602; phone 904 796-4097.

• Houseparents, Agape Homes for Youth. The
program serves abandoned, abused, and ne-

glected children ages 2-17. Contact Agape at Box
7320, Sarasota, FL 34278; phone 813 378-3487.

marriages

births

Bontrager, Gary and Julie (Stutzman), Hills,

Iowa, third child, second and third children, first

son and second daughter, Allison Joy and Brad-

ley Joel, Nov. 8.

Deer, Rick and Pam (Jenness), Fisher, HI.,

sixth child, first daughter, Dorothy Brystal, Nov.

27.

Eash, Michael and Angle (Gingerich), Kalona,

Iowa, first chOd, Zachary Michael, Oct. 25.

Geib, David and Linda (Deiter), Lancaster,

Pa., third child, first daughter, Kristina Joy, Nov.

20.

Friesen, Al and Luisa, Akron, Pa., second

daughter, Vanessa Suzanne, July 12.

Horst, Tim and Donna (Eberly), Leola, Pa.,

third child, first daughter, Sarah Louise, Nov.

27.

Horst Nofziger, Harold and Phyllis,

Ephrata, Pa., second son, Joel Horst, Nov. 29.

Hostetter, Jay and Evelyn (Swarr), Pow-
hatan, Va., second child, first daughter, Jennifer

Rose, June 9.

Johnston, Daniel R. and Michelle (Stauffer),

Wellman, Iowa, third child, second son, Nathan
Bryce, Nov. 12.

Kuepfer, Don and Wanda (Pehlke), Atwood,
Ont., fourth son, Justin J. Edward, Oct. 14.

Kurfman, David and Cindy, Denver, Pa.,

second daughter, Lydia Grace, Sept. 20.

Lantz, Tammy, Stryker, Ohio, first child,

Jordan Rae, Dec. 4.

Lengacher, Greg and Lisa (Harker), Jasper,

Ind., first child, Austin Patrick, Oct. 29.

Martin, Lee and Peg (Shenk), Bergton, Va.,

first child, Maria Louise, Dec. 1.

Nussbaum, Bob and Lois (Steiner), Mt.

Eaton, Ohio, second child, first son, Jordan

Robert, Dec. 5.

Steinman, Dwight and Ruth (Lichti),

Tavistock, Ont., second daughter, Bethany
Christine, Sept. 29.

Wagler, Eugene and Betty (Gingerich), Odon,
Ind., fifth child, second daughter, Maggie Rose,

Nov. 28.

Yoder, James and Trish (Albrecht), Plym-

outh, Ind., first child, Lynelle Joy, Nov. 29.

Epstein-Naylor. David O. Epstein, Allen-

town, Pa., and Margaret A. Naylor, Lansdale,

Pa., both of Covenant Community cong., by Earl

Anders, Dec. 1.

Fulk-Headings. Carl Fulk, Linville, Va., and
Kathryn Headings, Harrisonburg, Va., Park
View cong., by Owen E. Burkholder, Nov. 24.

Kreeger-Bauder. George L. Kreeger III, Tel-

ford, Pa., and Felicia L. Bauder, Quakertown,

Pa., Salem cong., by J. Mark Frederick, Jr., Dec.

1.

Miller-Weiler. Denver Miller, Brethren
Church, and Crystal Weiler, Sarasota, Fla.,

Bahia Vista cong., by Daniel Gray, Nov. 24.

Mohler-Hornberger. Ralph Mohler, Lititz,

Pa., and Kathryn Hornberger, Stevens, Pa., both

of Ephrata cong., by L. Keith Weaver, Dec. 8.

Rufenacht-Hicks. Douglas Rufenacht, Arch-

bold, Ohio, and Dawn Hicks, Stryker, Ohio, both

of Central cong., by Charles H. Gautsche, Nov.

23.

obituaries

Beachy, Manasses J., son of John and Bar-

bara (Mullet) Beachey, was born at Sugar Creek,

Ohio, Jan. 3, 1903; died at Sarasota, Fla., Dec.

2, 1990; aged 87. In 1927, he was married to Katie

Beachy, who died in 1969. Surviving are 4 sons

(Ezra, Menno, Melvin, and John), one daughter

(Shirley Roaden), 17 grandchildren, 20 great-

grandchildren, and one sister (Ella Yoder). One
daughter preceded him in death. He was a

member of Howard-Miami (Ind.) Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on

Dec. 6, in charge of Lee Miller and Doug
Eldridge; interment in Christner Cemetery.

Beachy, Verba Bontrager, daughter of

Jacob and Mary (Troyer) Bontrager, was born

at Kokomo, Ind., July 2, 1911; died at Sarasota,

Fla., Nov. 30, 1990; aged 79. On Oct. 31, 1931,

she was married to Eli Beachy, who survives.

Also surviving are one daughter (Doris Marner),

2 grandchildren, 3 great-grandchildren, and one

sister (Lula Hochstetler). She was preceded in

death by one son (Mark). She was a member of

Howard-Miami Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Dec. 4, in charge of

Mick Sommers and Lee Miller; interment in

Christner Cemetery.
Derstine, Alvin A., son of Noah B. and Meiry

Ann (Alderfer) Derstine, was bom at Souderton,

Pa., May 9, 1907; died at Grand View Hospital,

Sellersville, Pa., Dec. 5, 1990; aged 83. In 1926

he was married to Martha Landis, who died in

1961. On Feb. 24, 1962, he was married to Mary
Ehst, who survives. Also surviving are 6 sons

(Clair, Kenneth, Vernon, James, Carl, and
Glenn), 22 grandchildren, 28 great-grandchO-

dren, and one brother (WiUis). He was preceded

in death by one sister and 3 brothers. On June

27, 1948, he was ordained as a deacon and served

Souderton Mennonite Church. He was a mem-
ber of Souderton Mennonite Church, where

funeral services were held on Dec. 9, in charge

of Gerald A. Clemmer, Russell B. Musselman,
and Michael L. Derstine; interment in

Souderton Church Cemetery.
Kinsinger, Ethel Miller, daughter of John

P. and Lavaine (Colflesh) Miller, was born in

Garrett Co., Md., Dec. 22, 1893; died at

Pleasantview Home, Kalona, Iowa, Dec. 10,

1990; aged 96. On Oct. 11, 1923, she was married

to Vernie Kinsinger, who died on Nov. 19, 1971.

Surviving are 2 sons (Orville and Vernon), one

daughter (Orthella Reece), 7 grandchildren, 9

great-grandchildren, and one brother (Pete

Miller). She was a member of East Union Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held

on Dec. 12, in charge of Michael Loss and David
L. Yoder; interment in East Union Cemetery.
Miller, Eli D., son of David J. L. and Katie

(Bontrager) Miller, was born May 27, 1909; died

at his home at Middlebury, Ind., Dec. 8, 1990;

aged 81. On Dec. 15, 1940, he was married to

Elsie Lambright, who survives. Also surviving

are one son (David Lee), 4 daughters (Ruth,

Verna, Miriam Bontrager, and Lois Miller), 10

grandchildren, one great-grandchild, and one
sister (Susan Beachy). On Dec. 19, 1948, he was
ordained to the ministry at Townline Mennonite
Church and was later ordained a bishop in

Conservative Conference.

Sommers, Bertha May Taylor, daughter of

Elam M. and Mary W. (Horst) Taylor, was bom
in Lancaster Co., Pa., Apr. 22, 1895; died at

HilHard, Ohio, Dec. 12, 1990; aged 95. On Apr.

4, 1916, she was married to John E. Sommers,
who survives. Also surviving are 6 daughters

(Maxine Brooks, MUdred Schmucker, Arline

Schmucker, Gladys Gingerich, Lucille

Schmucker, and Lavera Helmuth), 4 sons

(Owen, Elvin, Earl, and Merle), 39 grandchil-

dren, 67 great-grandchildren, 7 great-great-

grandchildren, 2 sisters (Anna Showalter and
Savilla Diener), and one brother (Ira Taylor).

She was a member of Beech Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Dec. 15, in

charge of Paul and Grace Bmnner; interment in

Beech Mennonite Cemetery.

Stuckey, Donald A., son of Aaron and Sarah

(Eicher) Stuckey, was born at Archbold, Ohio,

Nov. 25, 1928; died of cancer at Wauseon, Ohio,

Dec. 6, 1990; aged 62. Surviving are 2 sons (MLke

and Jon), 2 daughters (Marilyn Spotts and Car-

olyn Gundy), 7 grandchildren, 5 brothers (Wal-

ter, Joseph, Earl, Ivan, and Arthur), and 2 sisters

(Anna Aeschliman and Clara Frey). He was a

member of Lockport Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 9, in charge

of Jim Groeneweg and Allen Rutter; interment

in Lockport Cemetery.

calendar
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

interterm, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 7-25

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting,

Goshen, Ind., Jan. 10-12

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary
school for leadership training, Harrisonburg,

Va., Jan. 14-17

Mennonite Central Committee Canada annual

meeting, Clearbrook, B.C., Jan. 17-19

Mennonite Cenral Committee U.S. armual meet-

ing, Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 23-24

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting,

Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 25-26

North American Evangelism/Church Planting

Committee, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 25-29

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

pastors' week, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Cedeir Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biermial convention of Mennonite

Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991
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items and comments

Ranks of 'bom again' and evangelicals

continue to grow in U.S.

The ranks of Americans identifying

themselves as "bom-again" or evangelical

Christians continue to grow, according to

a survey for the Princeton Religion Re-

search Center. In a poll conducted for the

center by the Gallup Organization, 38 per-

cent identified themselves as bom again or

evangelical—up from the 33 percent re-

corded in a similar poll in 1988 and the 35

percent recorded in 1978. According to the

poll, groups with heavy concentrations of

bom-again or evangelical Christians in-

clude Southemers, blacks, persons who

did not graduate from college, and persons

with incomes under $30,000. (RNS)

Mourners observe 10th anniversary

of murders in El Salvador

Ten years after their bmtal murders,

four American church women were remem-

bered in religious services and other cere-

monies as martyrs who shed their blood

for the people of El Salvador. Catholic

missionaries Ita Ford, Maura Clarke, Jean

Donovan, and Dorothy Kazel were gunned

down by members of the Salvadoran mili-

tary in late 1980.

An ecumenical religious service at Trin-

ity College in Washington, D.C., the oldest

Catholic women's college in the United

States, was the highlight of events in cities

around the country marking the deaths of

the four women. Ford and Clarke were

MaryknoU nuns, Kazel was a nun in the

Ursuline order, and Donovan was a lay

volunteer. They conducted pastoral and

humanitarian work among poor Salvador-

ans, including those left homeless and

displaced by the country's civil war. (RNS)

Three-year-old revival movement
packs churches in Cuba
They're calling it revival in Cuba. It

began in 1987, Angel Gonzalez of the Pen-

tecostal Open Bible denomination said.

"Thousands and thousands of people"

stood outside small churches trying to get

in. There were healings and other miracu-

lous signs. To accommodate the crowds,

pastors throughout the island nation

scheduled back-to-back services, 12 to 15

in a row some days. Many who came were

young people, and now 70 percent of

Cuba's church membership is age 30 or

under
—

"extraordinary," Gonzalez said.

The revival "took most pastors by sur-

prise."

In prerevolutionary days, most evangel-

ical churches were full, but 30 years of

atheistic and materialistic influence took a

toll, and many pews went empty on Sun-

days, he recalled. Now, with the awakening,

multitudes of the old-timers are back, min-

gling with the newcomers, he said. Al-

though some churches and pastors oppose

the revival movement, he said he believes

it will eventually touch the entire nation.

Meanwhile, there are urgent needs for

Bibles, leadership training materials, and

audio equipment. Other needs range from

musical instmments and Christian video

tapes to materials for repairing church

buildings, he said. (NIRR)

First public religious services

in 23 years held in Albania

The first of several Catholic masses in

Albania was conducted recently in the

northem city of Shkodar by priest Simon

Jubani. Jubani was released last year after

spending more than 25 years in prison.

Witnesses estimated that 30,000 people,

including many Muslims, attended the ser-

vice, held at a Catholic cemetery. The
masses, including one in Tirana, the capi-

tal, were the first public religious services

in Albania since its communist rulers

banned religion in 1967. With the ban came

the closing of the country's 2,169 churches

and mosques, along with the jailing or

killing of religious leaders. (NIRR)

How's Your

Congregation's

Love Life

Firstfruits giving is one of the ways we love God.

January is the time congregations can call each

member to a new firstfruits commitment for

1991. MBCM staff members Ray and Lillian Bair,

along with the Churchwide Stewardship Council,

encourage each member to consider giving

1%-of-income more in 1991 than was given in

1990.

How is your love life?

Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries

Box 1245

Elkhart IN 46515-1245

219 294-7523

Lillian and Ray Bair

Congregational

Stewardship
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Wrapping up the second millennium
One of the first letters I received last fall as

the new editor of Gospel Herald quarreled with

this magazine calling January 1, 1990, the begin-

ning of the decade of the '90s. Accuracy de-

manded we wait until January 1, 1991, to declare

that, this reader argued.

That, of course, depends on how you count. At
least now we're all there. So what can we expect

as we go toward the year 2000?

More such arguments, for one thing. I suspect

the 12 months between December 31, 1999, and

December 31, 2000, will be full of squabbles

about when the 21st century really begins.

Second, the '90s will likely bring efforts to get

our house in order, to clean up the human act

before turning over the world to the next millen-

nium.

We have changed millenniums before. But we
have little record of the last time, the year 1000.

This time we have presses and computers and

instant replays. Makes it scary.

So what about the church? How might we tidy

the Mennonite house for the future? What I've

heard clusters around three ideas:

1. Priorities. The 20th century was a fertile one

for Mennonites. We started churches, created

publications, established schools, organized our-

selves into conferences and assemblies, and

worked feverishly to take the good news all over

the world.

A few voices are beginning to call us to look at

priorities. Should a group our size try to do it

all? Should we be all things to all people? Will

we leave more than a legacy of exhaustion for

the next generation?

2. Growth. Growth has been our modus ope-

randi for the past century. We knew what we
started was good and right if it grew.

But wait. Is growth the only measure of suc-

cess for the church? In a world of unequal distri-

bution of wealth and resources, might faithful-

ness now mean cutting back?

3. Volunteers. A genius of our church is its vol-

unteers. People giving freely of their time and

energy has allowed us to grow with services of

all kinds.

But volunteerism may be in for some rough

times. SpeciaUzed jobs and professions demand
much more of our time. Most of us are just too

tired, come evenings or weekends, to give much
of ourselves to the church.

Then there's our expectations. In our profes-

sions we've learned to do things right if they're

done at all. We're not satisfied with second-best.

The same is true in the church. We demand
more than volunteers can give.

So we hire people to do our work: Christian

education directors, music leaders, youth minis-

ters, administrative secretaries. Now more of our

money stays local. Soon conferences and church-

wide boards will be forced to ask the priority

question.

A bleak legacy for the next millennium? We
could have it a lot worse: lack of interest, empty
buildings, no activity at all.

Priorities, growth, volunteers. Let them be-

come challenges. They're ways we can fine-tune

the Mennonite act as we go into the third millen-

nium.—j/p

Apocalypse now

Of course, there's the possibility we'll never

make the year 2000. At least not if Michael

Stone is right.

Stone heads DOOM, the Society for Secular

Armageddonism, out of San Francisco. He be-

lieves so much in the eminent demise of the

world that he's started a hotUne to deal with the

topic. Since September more than 10,000 people

have called.

"What do you tell them?" a National PubUc
Radio reporter asked. Stone says he tells people

they don't need a book to know the world is

about to end. Just observe what's happening:

the nuclear threat, the greenhouse effect, AIDS,

to give three examples. "My goal is to get peo-

ple depressed; maybe they'll do something

about such things."

Next question: people have been predicting

the end of the world since Bible times. What's

the difference between them and you? Said

Stone, straight-faced: "They were wrong and we
are right."

Makes you think little has changed since year

1, doesn't it?—y'/p
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How Ohio grows
Mennonite churches

, How do you grow a church? During the '80s a

plethora of church growth experts produced an

array of formulas, many backed by scientific re-

search. Specialists offered comprehensive pro-

grams that almost guaranteed growth. But in

interviews with four pastors of growing congrega-

tions in Ohio Conference, I found that the Men-
nonite approach to church growth cannot be

reduced to formulas and checklists.

Wayne Nitzsche, pastor at Wooster Menno-

nite, says, "I'm convinced there's no magical for-

mula. The church-growth people would have you

beUeve that if you just get your signs right your

church will grow. I resist selling ourselves to gim-

micks and preprogrammed church-growth plans

0 God! who giv'st the winters cold, that put us in a box. Too often we forget about
As well as summer's joyous rays, the Spirit of God and the mystery in the way
Us warmly in thy love enfold, ^^rks in the lives of people."
And keep us through life's wintry days.

Wooster Mennonite began in the 1940s. Men-
-Samuel Longfellow

^^^.^^^ ^^^j ^^^^ ^^^^^^ q^-^^ ^^^^^^

provide Sunday school for children in the city of

Wooster. By the mid-1970s, the congregation's

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE membership had swelled to 300. But after a

major church conflict many people left. When

The rocky road for CPT 6 Wayne came to Wooster three years ago, the
^ church had an average Sunday morning atten-

dance of 160, with 130 members. Since then the

Peacemaking: let's be more church has grown by lO members, and usual at-

creative this time around 8 tendance is now 170.

Wayne, a graduate of Associated Mennonite

11 f
Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Indiana, said he en-

Penn View students collect courages his congregation to focus on Mennonite

one million pennies 11 theology in outreach efforts, although he senses

by

Joanne
Lehman



Four Ohio Mennonite church-

es find it is the mystery of the

Spirit moving in the hearts of
people that gives the increase,

some resistance to this from some members. "I

wish we could come to a consensus that as Ana-
baptist Mennonites we have something to share."

Wayne would like his members to combine the

evangelism committee with the peace and social

concerns committee. He believes the Mennonite
church can grow by attracting people who desire

spiritual nourishment and a depth of commit-
ment that goes beyond that of many evangehcal

and mainline churches.

"If we're wanting to be part of the successful

majority, I'm afraid we'll sell ourselves out. Our
tradition doesn't know anything about that,"

says Wayne.
"I try to address where people are, speak to

current issues in society, and outline what our re-

sponsibility might be as Christians."

Worship services at Wooster Mennonite are

not highly poHshed or professional. They include

diverse styles of music and involve many mem-
bers as leaders.

Sharing personal concerns is an important

part of each service. "This sends an important
message to the congregation," says Wayne. "It's

okay to show our pathology—to be authentic

and vulnerable. That degree of humanness and
vulnerability is a breath of fresh air.

"People often perceive the church to be play-

ing games. People have to 'kiss up' all week. Sun-
day should be a time for them to be themselves.

I think we can grow as people and as a congrega-

tion if we can somehow live the good news that

we are sinners and we've been redeemed."

Cxrace Brunner is associate pastor at Beech
Mennonite near Louisville, Ohio. Grace is a

member of General Board, the governing body
of the Mennonite Church. She is a promoter of

Vision '95, the church's 10-year goals adopted in

1985 to promote bibUcal stewardship and church
growth.

The Beech congregation is typical of many
Mennonite congregations in Ohio started by
Amish Mennonites 100 or more years ago.

Grace, who pastors with her husband, Paul, has
been at Beech eight years. In that time atten-

dance has gone from an average of 200 to 235.

Grace reports that several years ago the Beech
congregation set a goal of drawing in and retain-

ing families. In the past, people came to visit,

perhaps several times, but then drifted away.
"We're beginning to use more baby boomers in

leadership. I'm pleased with the way the older

people in the church have made room for them,"
says Grace. She believes people from ages 25-40

are attracted to a church that provides social ac-

tivities and a place for relationships to develop.

Beech has Super Sunday Nights two evenings
a month. These services are especially attractive

to young famiUes. They begin with a meal in the

church basement at 6:00 p.m., followed by sing-

ing with guitars, Bible memory quizzes, and
other invigorating activities for adults. There are

also children's programs for all ages.

Sunday morning worship at Beech includes a

mix of traditional hymns and modern church
music. "Vibrant worship is what people are look-

ing for," says Grace. "We have a vocal and in-

strumental group made up of some of our youn-
ger members. They lead the congregation in

praise songs before the sermon."
Beech Church offers several weekday Bible

study groups for women and couples. Some peo-
ple begin attending church after coming to one
of these groups. An invitation to a lively cross-

generational Sunday school class, follow-up on
visitors, attention to helping visitors find their

way around the building, and invitations to Sun-
day dinner are other ways the church maintains

contact with people who may become future

members.

I^hil Shenk is the pastor at Northridge Chris-

tian Fellowship in Springfield, Ohio. This rela-

tively young congregation was started in 1962. In

1979 when their building became crowded, they
made a decision to start another congregation.

Approximately half the members left to begin

Southside Christian Fellowship. Northridge grew
from 60 members in 1982 to an average Sunday
morning attendance of 225 in 1990.

Although the congregation is affiliated with

the Mennonite Church, they chose the name
Northridge Christian Fellowship. This was to

combat stereotypes of people in Springfield who
link the name "Mennonite" to plain clothing and
horse-and-buggy transportation.

Phil has studied church-growth principles in

his work. He says the congregation anticipated

growth and added staff ahead of actual need.

When the building became full, the congregation

rearranged the seating to make better use of an
overflow room.

In 1988, to avoid overcrowding, the church

began having two Sunday morning worship ser-

vices. According to Phil, studies have shown
that, when church attendance reaches 80 percent

of the building's seating capacity, the church
sanctuary seems crowded, and people no longer

feel comfortable. Northridge also added a new
parking lot on the south side of the building.

Trained greeters look for visitors and go out of
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their way to make them feel welcome. Their pas-

tor makes a special effort to spend time with

guests after the services, even if it means spend-

ing less time greeting members.
Northridge is planning to add to their building

in the next two years. They hope to seat about

600 people in the new facility. Because they

have two morning worship services, at present

the church offers no adult Sunday school

classes, although they do have children's Sunday
school and children's church for those through

fifth grade.

"Our worship is mellow and charismatic in

style," says Phil. "There is a lot of emotional

and spiritual hunger for an intimate relationship

with God. We have an open style of worship, yet

our leaders take their responsibility seriously."

Phil says the church has ten gifted musicians

who meet every Friday to pray together and pre-

pare for the Sunday services. The worship lead-

ers meet with the musicians to give direction

and help incorporate other elements of the wor-

ship service.

Phil's preaching reflects a strong biblical em-
phasis. "We touch on the great majestic themes
of the Bible, yet try to keep it practical," he

says. He feels this is especially important be-

cause many new members at Northridge have

had little Bible teaching. Each sermon includes

practical applications to everyday life.

Rapid growth is not without its problems. Phil

says some people were so uncomfortable with

the many changes at Northridge that they left.

"A core of our leadership is absolutely con-

vinced that growing is God's plan for the church.

Theoretically everyone agrees with that, but

practically speaking a significant number of peo-

ple didn't really like it at all. Our rapid growth

threatened their positions of power and caused

stretching and instability as things changed."

Instability and change are not a problem at

Maple Grove Mennonite, near New Wilmington,

Pennsylvania. Paul Versluis is the pastor of this

long-established Mennonite church that has

grown from 25 attending seven years ago to 50

this year. "I'm not comfortable standing up and
sajdng 'We're growing!' But for today I believe

that our congregation has a spirit of love and
openness," says Paul, who works part-time as a

carpenter and studies at Pittsburgh Theological

Seminary.

"I feel like I don't even have a plan for the

church to grow. People just come and are loved.

We have simple ways of working. A new person
comes and is invited over to someone's house.

Someone becomes their friend. I visit personally,

sort of talk and listen to them. I also think our

service makes them feel welcome. Intimacy with

people and intimacy with God is an important

emphasis at Maple Grove," says Paul.

He beheves that the small church can have

self-respect and that his congregation offers au-

thenticity and honesty to those who choose to

belong. "Really good music is lacking some-

times, though sometimes it is good. We're plain,

ordinary, simple people—nothing to brag about

—

but there's integrity in that.

"I'm really aware of our weaknesses. We have

some new people coming, but in a month or two

The Mennonite Church can
grow by attracting people who
desire spiritual nourishment
and a depth of commitment,

they might be gone. It usually takes new people

about three years to develop a commitment to

the congregation. I can recall coming home on a

Sunday and feeling so depressed about who
didn't come or how little participation there was.

But I've learned to let go of people who aren't at-

tending or have too many problems. I try to

help, but I don't let their needs consume me,"

says Paul.

"Growth has more to do with me. God's grace

must be alive in me. The best thing I can do for

my congregation is to be spiritually healthy my-
self. In our situation there could be a lot of

unmet expectations, but sometimes I see this

church as being here to help me grow. We're not

a big church. I'm not busy. I have time. I'm not

too busy for my church members, for my family,

or for God. God is nourishing me here and giv-

ing me time to grow in my own spiritual walk."

Foiu" Ohio Mennonite churches and how they

grow. Their stories show that while books and

programs contain many valuable hints, those

who practice the science of church-growth must
always put people and their needs first.

Getting the church's signs right is a good start

for growth. But it is the mystery of the Spirit of

God moving in the hearts of people that gives

the increase.

Joanne Lehman is editor of her conference's peri-

odical, Ohio Evangel. She is also a student in

journalism at Malone College. This article was
first written for one of her courses there.
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"Arise, shine; for your light

has come, and the glory of
the Lord has risen upon you.
For darkness shall cover the
earth, . . . but the Lord will

arise upon you."
—Isa. 60:1-2, NRSV

Wrong time for

a divisive issue

Is the Nominating Committee really

convinced it is God's will that there be a

woman moderator (Nov. 6)? There is

much evidence in Mennonite and other

Christian circles of uncertainty and con-

fusion about what the Bible says as to

the roles of men and women.
Scriptures such as 1 Cor. 11:3, Eph.

5:23, 1 Cor. 14:34, and 1 Tim. 2:12—as
well as examples in the Bible—indicate

that God planned for man to have the

leading authority in church and home. It

is both unfortunate and tragic for the

Nominating Committee to have thrust

this divisive issue upon the Mennonite
Church at this time.

J. Mark Martin

Harrisonburg, Va.

How we choose our leaders

I like your exuberance as the new edi-

tor. It's exhilarating! However, I wonder
about your statement on leadership: "We
need to throw our energies behind the

good, weed out the mediocre, and to-

gether look for better ways to be the church

with the leaders we've got" (Dec. 18).

In our church community, we have

used the voting process as the Spirit di-

rects. After weekly prayer meetings, we
vote with amazing results. The last time

we chose two deacons and two

deaconnesses with a 90 percent vote.

What I'm affirming is discerning the

mind of God instead of counting on ei-

ther training, experience, or charisma. In

Acts 6 we read that the church selected

seven as deacons after devoting them-

selves to prayer.

Let's not forget the power of prayer in

a day of neo-sophisticated churchman-
ship, based on quantity rather than qual-

ity! We're not living in the day of

avoiding a priest with a crooked nose or

a physical blemish. We are looking for

people who are tallest when they are on
their knees!

Norm Teague
Chesapeake, Va.

Where we need help
I fear that at a number of points the

Mennonite body is less than totally

healthy. Yes, I could recite strengths

and hopeful elements, but here my em-
phasis is on concerns.

Among these: a diminished acceptance

of the authority of the Bible; a decrease

in the biblical literacy of our youth; a de-

cline in Sunday school attendance; less

opposition to the use of alcoholic bever-

ages; the tendency of some elder teams
to undercut pastoral leadership; more
emphasis on congregational maintenance

than expansion; too little emphasis on

the work of the Spirit; a large-scale re-

fusal to trim expensive lifestyles to

make possible higher giving percentages.

Some of the above find statistical sup-

port in Church Member Profile 11. Oth-

ers I think are obvious. Several are

personal opinions. Discussion, anyone?

Stanley Shenk
Goshen, Ind.

White-ribbon campaign
to witness for peace

In response to the call of the Council

of Moderators and Secretaries of Ana-
baptist-related groups, more than 40

members of the North Clinton Menno-
nite Church in Wauseon, Ohio, gathered

at noon on Dec. 16 for prayer and fast-

ing for peace in the Middle East. Follow-

ing their time of prayer, the group

discussed ways that we might give wit-

ness to our convictions that war can never

be the solution to conflict between nations.

We considered writing letters to our

government leaders, using White house

and congressional telephone numbers to

express our opinion, and participating in

the "No Blood for Oil" campaign. Yet
the increasingly loud hawkish calls for

use of force heard in our own commu-
nity led us to reflect on ways we might

witness more openly right here at home.
One person noted the number of mem-

bers of the congregation that have

joined the red-ribbon campaign against

drinking and driving. Could we choose

another color ribbon to tie on our cars

that would serve as an expression of our

convictions concerning war? Such a rib-

bon could be a conversation starter,

opening dialogue with our neighbors

about our desire that God would guide

our world leaders to take courageous

and creative steps toward a peaceful so-

lution to the current conflicts in the Mid-
dle East.

The idea caught on quickly. We chose

white as the color of peace. One person

volunteered to find white ribbon, cut it

to length, and bring a supply to our ser-

vice the next Sunday. We have invited

other churches in our area, both Menno-
nite and others, to join us in this expres-

sion of our desire for a peaceful

settlement of the Middle East conflicts.

We would invite other Mennonite con-

gregations across North America to con-

sider a similar witness. We also

encourage each to give leadership to a

community-wide effort in their area. Giv-

ing such a witness seems most appropri-

ate at this time of the year when we
remember and celebrate the birth of the

Prince of Peace.

Lavon J. Welty, pastor

North Clinton Mennonite Church
Wauseon, Ohio
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The rocky road for CPT
Many people are not comfortable with
the style of the Christian Peacemaker
Teams, They find the activist model
something that's difficult to accept.

by Paul Schrag

Six years after the Christian Peacemaker
Teams idea was born, CPT is emerging as a

high-profile peace-action group. But it continues

to struggle for acceptance.

CPT's response to the Middle East crisis—in-

cluding October's Oil-Free Sunday and the No-
vember 12-person peace mission to Iraq—has
placed the organization in the limeHght. But
some Mennonites, Brethren in Christ, and
Church of the Brethren members disagree with

CPT's style of activist peacemaking, which some-
times includes civil disobedience: breaking the

law because of one's beliefs.

CPT supporters say there's a lot more to CPT
than civil disobedience. They see CPT as a way
to get more church members involved in peace-

making. They believe CPT gives various kinds of

organized peace action more of a key role in the

church. Grassroots enthusiasm is apparent, but

so is ambivalence and even opposition.

"Many people in the church are not comfort-

able with CPT's brand of peacemaking," says

Harriet Bicksler of Harrisonburg, Virginia,

Brethren in Christ representative on the CPT
steering committee. "The activist model is some-
thing that's difficult for people to accept."

Most peace church members don't feel called

to take part in peace marches or to trespass on
military installations. But others say those activi-

ties are ways to be faithful to the gospel.

"There are a lot of ways to carry out Jesus'

message. Working with CPT is one way," says

John Darrow, a member of Garden Park Menno-
nite Brethren Church in Denver. "We may differ

in terms of tactics, but we're all trying to be
faithful to Jesus and the word of God."
Darrow was one of about a dozen MBs at

CPT's Christian Peace Revival in Denver No-
vember 9-11. Though MB leaders decided in

1987 to withdraw their conference's support

from CPT, Mennonite Brethren individuals and
churches are free to be involved in its activities.

Herb Brandt, moderator of the of MB Church,

says the Board of Reference and Counsel de-

cided to withdraw from CPT for two reasons:

few MB leaders supported CPT, and the MB
representative on the steering committee in 1986-

87 had raised concerns about CPT's direction.

That representative was Harold Jantz of Win-
nipeg. Jantz says he thought the steering com-
mittee had not followed the original CPT man-
date, outlined at a meeting in Techny, Dlinois, in

1986.

"The vision at Techny was that we would act

as peacemakers between groups that were in con-
flict," Jantz says. "The emphasis was on inter-

vention and trying to be mediators. That kind of

activity was the original vision, which I think

MBs could identify with.

"Some of that agenda has been taken away by
those who were more interested in confrontation

[such as protests at military installations]. I

didn't feel comfortable with it, and I felt many
MBs wouldn't feel comfortable with it."

CPT coordinator Gene Stoltzfus of Chicago
and steering committee chairman Bob Hull of

Newton, Kansas, both say the committee had
not deviated from its original mandate.

"I strongly disagree with the accuracy of their

perception that we moved away" from the

Techny statement, Hull says. "We have contin-

ued to work at mediation efforts." He cited CPT
involvement in the conflict between Mohawk In-

dians and the Canadian military at Oka, Quebec,
in the summer of 1990.

Stoltzfus cites this phrase from the Techny
statement: "We believe a renewed commitment
to the gospel of peace calls us to new forms of

pubHc witness which may include nonviolent di-

rect action." Protests and civil disobedience fall

under the category of nonviolent direct action,

he says.

Civil disobedience, such as five people tres-

passing at Lowry Air Force Base during the Den-
ver Christian Peace Revival, is one of the main
reservations some church members have about
CPT activities.

Historically, Mennonites have favored quiet

nonresistance over activist peacemaking. When
people move from nonresistance to nonviolent re-

sistance, Hull says, "that is a tremendous turn-

There is a seed in the soul of
peace churches that has some-
thing for our world. We need
to find a way to call it out.
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around for those who grew up with a nonresis-

tant theology."

Stoltzfus, who was one of the five detained for

trespassing at Lowry, thinks civil disobedience is

a legitimate form of public witness. He believes

CPT has room for various expressions.

That's also the opinion of Ron Sider, the "fa-

ther of CPT." Sider is a professor at Eastern

Baptist Theological Seminary and executive di-

rector of two peace-and-justice organizations:

Evangelicals for Social Action and Just Life.

At Mennonite World Conference in Stras-

bourg, France, in 1984, Sider proposed a nonvio-

lent peacekeeping force that would stand be-

tween warring parties. That kind of risky

peacemaking hasn't caught on, but Sider isn't

critical of CPT's emphasis.

He says he's delighted the CPT vision is being

pursued. He only wishes it could have happened
faster.

"There are many ways to work for wholeness

and shalom and to change society," he says.

"We need a nonviolent activist group . . . [but]

civil disobedience isn't the only way to work for

a position."

While seeking to buUd support in the

churches, CPT has struggled financially. Fund-

ing from some of the supporting conferences has

been less than expected.

The Mennonite Church and General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church both have given more
than their $2,000 commitment this year. The
Brethren in Christ Church has made a $1,000

commitment and has paid $500 so far. Bicksler

says she hopes the other $500 also will be paid.

The Church of the Brethren has never pro-

vided any funding to CPT. Brethren peace con-

sultant David Radcliff said he'd like to contrib-

ute to CPT, but that would mean he'd have to

cut something else out of the Brethren peace

budget. He thinks Brethren members don't

know much about CPT.
Stoltzfus says CPT's financial problems have

been frustrating. CPT's 1990 budget was about

$26,000. This doesn't include expenses for the

Iraq delegation. Each person going to Iraq had
to pay $1,500 to subsidize the trip.

"We need to increase our income so we can do
creative things," Stoltzfus says. "What's the use

of having CPT if we can't respond to needs?"

CPT should have at least $5,000 budgeted for

sending people to work in conflict situations like

the Mohawk dispute in Canada last summer and

Participants in a CPT-organized Christian Peace Revival, held last

November in Denver, place sacks of groceries on the "peace altar" outside

Lowry Air Force Base. Individuals and churches across North America

donated $4,000 to buy groceries for the needy in Denver.

the Iraq crisis now, Stoltzfus says.

CPT ought to be able to respond to conflicts

like Mennonite Disaster Service responds to

floods and tornadoes, he says. When a situation

arises, you need to drop everything and go there

to help.

Hull has a vision for a group that would serve

as "CPT reserves," a sort of peaceful military re-

serve. He envisions these reserves working in a

Voluntary Service unit. The members would be

able to drop their work on short notice and go to

serve as mediators in crisis situations.

Stoltzfus sees reasons to be hopeful that

CPT's dreams can be accomplished. He discov-

ered lots of grassroots support for Oil-Free Sun-

day, estimating that 40 percent of CPT's 2,000

constituent congregations participated. This

showed CPT involvement by local congregations,

which is the best place for CPT work to be

done, he says.

"I think there is a seed in the soul of the

peace churches," Stoltzfus says. "There is some-

thing we have to offer to our nation and our

world, if we can just find a way to call it out."

CPT will continue to try to be a prophetic

voice in the church. Sider, the person who
started it all, says he hopes CPT's peacemaking

ventures will always be "grounded in historic bib-

lical faith and dependence on the Spirit."

Paul Schrag is assistant editor of Mennonite

Weekly Review. This article was written for Meet-

inghouse, an organization of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ publications.
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Raising our voices for peace

Lefs be
more creative
this time
around

by Earl Martin

fever mounts every day in the Persian
Gulf. In the midst of it all, how do we raise the

voice for peace?

I was one of those involved in the "peace
movement" during the Vietnam War. As we con-

sider how to work for peace in 1991, 1 hope that

we can be more creative this time around. We
can learn from the lessons of Vietnam. Here are

a few ways I hope our peace witness will be dif-

ferent this time:

• Reach out to the common humanity in all

parties. Can we affirm that Saddam Hussein
was, in the beginning, created in the image of

God? Can we discover the breath of God in the

Iraqi troops? In George Bush? In the American
men and women deployed in the sands of Saudi
Arabia? The "Open Letter to the Iraqi People"
that Mennonite communities around the country
have written and printed in local newspapers re-

minds us that the lives of Iraqi children and
mothers are as precious as our own.

• Support families of American troops. As one
who lived in Vietnam five years and saw the real-

ity of war, I am tempted to separate myself from
anything or anyone supporting a military re-

sponse. But we now know that many of the

American troops in Vietnam, whatever their ac-

tions, also became victims during that war.

Today I wonder if there are ways we "peace
people" can sit down with families of American
troops and listen to their anxieties about war in

the Middle East.

• Speak with courage and respect for our politi-

cal leaders. The hallmark of the Vietnam protest

was polarization. Action. Reaction. Exaggeration.

Return hyperbole. Shrillness.

Perhaps now is a time not to ridicule political

leaders in a way to make them react. If Presi-

dent Bush is ridiculed too much for his "flip-

flop" on the no-new-taxes pledge, for example.

perhaps he will become more intransigent and
unyielding in his position in the Gulf crisis. Per-
haps now is a time to call forth in him and all po-
litical leaders the appeal to strength like bam-
boo: tough, strong, and flexible.

• Show we are ready to sacrifice for peace.

When I phoned the Sierra Club to see if they
would support an oil-free Sunday to save the en-

vironment, their spokesperson laughed. She said

she did not think Americans would be willing to

give up their cars.

Are we ready to make some personal sacrifices

that would demonstrate to ourselves and our po-
litical leaders that we think blood is more pre-

cious than oil? Or that peace, even an imperfect
peace, is better than the destruction of war?

• Rediscover prayer. I admit to being impa-
tient during the Vietnam War era with people
who suggested that as Christians our primary
task was to pray for peace. Prayer is fine, I

would think, but where is your action? Perhaps
that is still a valid—and biblical—reponse. And
yet we have discovered that many actions, if not
rooted in love, can lead to more polarization and
agression. Prayer—relaxing in the dehght that

each person, even my enemy, is loved by God

—

allows us to act in ways that transform war fever

into opportunities for life-giving peace.
• Believe in the mustard seed. I often feel that

my small voice for peace has about the weight of

a grain of sand. But even those tiny grains of

sand can stop the carburetors of war. Could it

be that only my tiny response, blessed by the

one who is our peace, is what is really needed to

bring peace in the Middle East and our world?

Earl Martin, Akron, Pa., is Mennonite Central

Committee co-secretary for East Asia programs.
He worked in Vietnam 1 966- 75.

A witness for peiwe also means considering the feel-

ings and the anxieties of those with an opposing viewpoint,
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church news

MMA board approves new auto insurance plan
Hesston, Kan. (MMA)—The Board of

Directors of Mennonite Mutual Aid ap-

proved plans for implementing a new auto

coverage plan for Mennonite Auto Aid

during its recent meeting here. MMA has

offered a physical damage plan for vehicles

since 1955. The new plan will provide a

complete package—both liability and
physical damage—under a protected self-

insurance arrangement.

The new coverage will be offered in

Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, and Kansas begin-

ning early in the second quarter of 1991. It

will then be expanded into additional

states in 1992. The plan will be sold di-

rectly to members from the MMA office in

Goshen, Ind.

Richard Reimer was elected vice-chair of

the MMA board as one of several moves.

J. B. Miller, former board chair, resigned

earher in the year to become MMA vice-

president for stewardship services, and
board member Shirley Yoder resigned to

become vice-president for human re-

sources. Following Miller's resignation,

Mary Swartley, vice-chair, was elected

chair until her term on the board ends in

1991. Reimer was elected vice-chair with

the understanding that he will chair the

/board at the conclusion of Swartley's term.

Reimer, a board member since 1986, is a

professor of economics at the College of

Wooster in Ohio.

In other business, the board spent con-

siderable time discussing two options pre-

sented by a special MMA staff task force

studying alternatives for individual health

insurance. One option stressed continued

development of health insurance products

including a low-benefit, low-cost plan and
arrangements with "preferred provider

organizations" and "health maintenance

organizations." The second option relied

more heavily on the development of prod-

ucts and concepts for congregations to

support their members who have little or

no health insurance. Among other things,

it called for congregations to set aside

15-20 percent of their annual budgets to

help meet health care costs and insurance

premiums of their members and the devel-

opment of a national endowment fund. The
majority of the board encouraged the staff

to continue immediate development of the

health insurance products with a long-

range goal of more congregational involve-

ment.

—

Steve Bowers

New church formed
in Medford, Ore.
Medford, Ore.—A new Mennonite con-

gregation is budding in southwestern Ore-

gon. Since September five Bible study

fellowship groups in the city of Medford
have been meeting with a total of more
than 40 persons.

The groups combine for worship services

on Sunday mornings in a rented meeting
room downtown. Leadership is provided

by Dennis and Wendy Cole, a young couple

originally from New York City. The Coles

came to faith through Brethren in Christ

connections and for a time Dennis was a

minister in that denomination.

The new congregation, under the name
Living Scripture Fellowship, is being par-

ented by Grants Pass Mennonite Church.

"We had hopes to plant a congregation in

Medford," said Pastor Dennis Stutzman.

"However, little did we realize that it

would all come together this quickly."

Almost none of the participants in the

new group have recent church involve-

ment. They have already formulated a

statement of purpose, have their own bud-

get, and are looking for a permanent meet-

ing house.

—

Beryl Forrester

A building for Mennonites, Jews, and Baptists. Lancaster, Pa.— Nearly 500 people
attended a fundraising banquet here to benefit the New England Worship Center
in the Boston suburb of Needham. When completed it will house three groups:

Good Shepherd Christian Fellowship, a Mennonite congregation; Ruach Israel, a

Messianic Jewish congregation; and offices for the Greater Boston Baptist Associ-

ation. Pictured are (left to right) Rich Nichol of Ruach Israel, Larry Martin of the

Baptist association, and Art MePhee of the Mennonite congregation. Although these

groups purchased land for the center in 1985, the building project was delayed by
opposition from local residents. Last June, however, a judge ordered the town to

issue the church a building permit by July 30. Excavation began then, and
construction started in late fall. David Harnish, a Mennonite from Lancaster
County, is volunteering full-time to supervise the construction. After the foundation

walls and steel superstructure are in place, the majority of the work will be done
by volunteer labor. Rich Nichol, leader of Ruach Israel, thanked those present for

their support over the years. "God has providentially brought together our two
communities—Messianic Jews and Mennonites—to demonstrate shalom to the

world," he said. "This is only a foretaste of what he is going to do in the future in

reconciling Jews and Gentiles." Guest speaker Myron Augsburger, a well-known
Mennonite leader, spoke about what it means to co-labor with Christ to build his

kingdom.

—

Nancy Witmer
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Seattle Mennonites
turn movie theater
into church building

Seattle. Wash. (GY'MCJ—"Coming Soon:

Seattle Mennonite Church," read the mar-
quee on Lake City Movie Theater. The
church purchased and will renovate the

building with a loan from Church Exten-

sion Services, a program of the General

Conference Mennonite Church. The con-

gregation is affiliated with both the GC
Church and the Mennonite Church.

Angle Lake Shore Club, a community
center and dance hall, served as the first

home for Seattle Mennonite Church back
in 1968, when the congregation outgrew its

house-church status. Since then it has met
at two other locations: University Friends

Center and Woodland Park Presbyterian

Church.

But those places didn't have such unique
features as a turnstile, three sets of glass

doors, or a concession stand. "We tried to

get them to throw in the popcorn machine
as part of the deal, but they took it out,"

quipped Pastor Steve Ratzlaff, describing

the transfer of ownership.

Inside, hundreds of cushy theater chairs

press together at the front of the theater,

put there by church members who spent

half a day painstakingly unbolting the seats

from the floor. The floor reveals the habits

of previous audiences: dried-up pools of

spilled soft drinks, stale Milk Duds, dis-

carded cigarette packages.

New walls will provide room for Sunday
school classes, an office, maybe a library.

The move to the theater is some months
away, but it is inevitable as the church
seeks to make room for its burgeoning
membership. Membership rolls list about
160, but that doesn't include children

which account for 100 more.

Only two of the 10 founders, Darryl and
Linda Graber, remain in the congregation.

Linda reflected on the beginnings of the

church. "It was kind of Hke Bible study at

first. Often we had our meals together."

When their numbers grew they decided to

buy the Angle Lake Shore Club. Milton

Harder soon joined the congregation as

pastor and by 1970 the church was able to

sponsor a Mennonite Voluntary Service unit.

As the Vietnam War trudged into the
'70s, the congregation attracted university

students and other peace activists. "We
decided we had to be a peace church, not
another community church," said Linda.

They continued meeting at Angle Lake
until 1983, when they agreed to share space
with a Quaker fellowship in the university

district.

"Initially, we were an enclave of ethnic

Mennonites who sought refuge together,"

said Ken Kraybill. Now only 40 percent of

the congregation is "ethnic" Mennonite.
Andrew and Sue Wade call themselves

"cookbook Mennonites." "The first few
years we were married we were wanting a
more simple lifestyle, but not finding that

emphasis in the churches we attended,"

Andrew said. "Then we read More with

Less Cookbook and thought, 'This is great!

We need to check this out.'
"

Caring for each other is emphasized in

the congregation. "That kind of thing is so

normal for me, but it is not always found
in other churches," said Linda Graber.

Ultimately, the need for space prompted
the church to buy the large theater. All

decisions are made by consensus, and
processing the decision to buy the theater

took nearly three years.

Now the renovation will begin: scraping

floors, scrubbing walls, building class-

rooms. And, of course, removing the fore-

boding "We reserve the right to refuse

service to anyone" sign from the box of-

fice.

—

Beth Hege

Kratz to retire in '92

as MMA president
Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—James Kratz has

announced plans to retire as president of

Mennonite Mutual Aid at the end of his

current contract in September 1992. He
revealed his plans at a recent meeting of

the MMA Board of Directors.

Board chair Mary Swartley said Kratz's

announcement was accepted with regret.

"We have all appreciated the excellent

leadership Jim has brought to the organi-

zation," she said, "He is highly respected

by both board and staff. The board also

greatly appreciates the length of time Jim
has given us to find a successor."

A search committee has been formed to

begin the process of finding a replacement.

Arthur Jost, a board member and former

board chair, heads the committee. No
timetable has been announced for naming
a successor.

Kratz first joined MMA in 1974 as direc-

tor of office services after serving seven

years with Mermonite Board of Missions

as associate secretary for overseas mis-

sions. He became MMA vice-president for

administrative services in 1978, was named
executive vice-president in 1984, and be-

came president in 1986.

—

Steve Bowers

Benin Bible seminar. Cotonou, Benin rMBMJ—Christians from a variety of
churches in the West African country of Benin attended a Bible seminar in

Cotonou, Benin, recently. "We were taught about the need for humility in the

interpretation of the gospel," commented a deacon in an African independent
church. Such a comment, according to Rod Hollinger-Janzen (pictured right), a

Mennonite Board of Missions worker in Benin, "is significant in a country where
churches struggle with how to live together with their differing views about
Scripture. ' Some 50 students, coming from 17 different churches ranging from
mission-planted denominations to African independent churches, attended the

seminar. Participants included several executive council members of the Inter-

confessional Protestant Council of Benin. This was the seventh annual seminar
cosponsored by the council and MBM. Pictured, standing, are Pierre Togbe, a
church leader in Benin, and a participant reporting on his discussion group.

Hollinger-Janzen and James Krabill (pictured second from right), a former MBM
worker in Ivory Coast, led the seminar on "The Work of the Spirit from Acts of

the Apostles to the Present Day," a topic chosen by the council. They attempted
to show the significance of African church history within the larger story of the

development of today's global church.
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'Walk before you talk,'

say mission leaders
Techny, III. (Meetinghouse)—"Walk be-

fore you talk" and "Tell the story of Jesus

so that they might believe." These
emerged as refrains when about 50 mis-

sion/service administrators gathered in

this Chicago suburb to talk about Eastern

Europe. The group is the CouncU of Inter-

national Ministries, and it brings together

a variety of Mennonite agencies.

Each year CIM studies an area of the

world. This year it was Eastern Europe

and a chance to debrief 1989, the most
tumultuous year in recent history from the

point of view of changing governments.

"The unexpected events of '89 force us to

examine all our assumptions," said Tim
Reimer, a Mennonite Central Committee

worker in Berlin. With the removal of

former structures all across Eastern Eu-

rope, "we must listen to the stories," added

Reimer. "This emboldens people to speak

their faith."

To assist in this year's discussion CEVI's

invited guests included Peter Kuzmic, a

seminary president from Yugoslavia; Peter

Deyneka, director of Slavic Gospel Asso-

ciation; and Mark Elliott, Institute for the

Study of Christianity and Marxism; and

four others.

Kuzmic, the keynote speaker, said, "I did

not anticipate revolution in my lifetime.

The revolution exposed hate. Marxism
promoted mediocrity and killed creativity,

the uniqueness of God's creation. But now
the euphoria of new political freedom is

giving way to reality. Anarchy is very pos-

sible. This winter we'll be both cold and

hungry."

The answer to the disorganization result-

ing from revolution, continued Kuzmic, is

not wealth and materialism. "Both Marxism
and materialism sin against God," he said.

In response to Kuzmic, Gerald Shenk, an

Eastern Mennonite Seminary professor

who formerly served in Yugoslavia, said,

"If there is an end to communism, let there

also be an end to anii-communism." In

order to rise to the profoundly changed

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,

Shenk advised, "Avoid cheap opportun-

ism, affirm and assist the authentic witness

of local congregations, and remember that

the area is rich in recalled memories of

Christian tradition."

Agreement was evident: Mennonites are

coming to a critical period in Europe. One
Hungarian told an MCC representative,

"We have been a secular country for a long

time. It's important to now have Christian

teachers." CIM also agreed: We must help

them as we are asked.

Questions also emerged. Should aU of

CIM-related work be in partnership with

European Mennonites? Will world re-

sources increasingly shift away from
poorer African and Asian countries to Eu-
rope?—Muriel Stackley

Students collect one million pennies. Souderton, Pa. (PVCS)—"How much is a

million?" When Carol Woodcock, math coordinator at Penn View Christian School,

posed the question, she planned to show everyone the answer. "We're going to

collect one million pennies," she announced in October 1989. And so began a

remarkable math project and fund-raising effort which culminated with a successful

celebration recently when the millionth cent was counted. Forty buckets were a

visual illustration of the volume required to store all those coins. Pictured are (left

to right) Neal Frederick, Erin Wentorf, Daryl Kulp, Bryan Moyer, and Wendy
Wilson.

Woodcock's vision of one million captured the attention and interest of

students, faculty, parents, the Mennonite church community, local businesses, and
school neighbors. Pennies began to pour into the school. Students at all grade

levels (1-8) used special math exercises to count the pennies, learn place value,

and solve questions like, "How many pennies are needed to make a one-mile line?"

Answer, $844.80 worth. Homeroom contests, penny posters, jingles, and other

special events kept enthusiasm running high. And special attention was given to

teaching spiritual lessons. "One penny seems small, but with God s involvement,

whether it's one penny or one person, something special can happen," said

Woodcock. She added, "We try to teach service and the importance of tithing, so

one-tenth of the money collected was donated to Mennonite Disaster Service to

help victims of Hurricane Hugo. " The remaining $9,000 benefited the school's

Annual Fund.

MBM uses media to urge
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—The Media

Ministries Department of Mennonite
Board of Missions is using a newspaper

column and radio and television spots to

urge a peaceful end to the current crisis in

the Persian Gulf area.

In a special "Another Way" weekly col-

umn sent to newspapers across the United

States, MBM staff writer Melodie Davis

cautioned readers that silence is deadly. In

response, a reader from Virginia wrote,

"Surely the least I can do is give up a lovely

Saturday morning and afternoon to write

letters to register my protest."

TV spots, responding to what appeared

in December at the end of NBC's "Nightly

News," add the voices of five prominent

Mennonites who offer wishes and prayers

for peace. The five are Gerald Hudson, an

Eastern Mennonite College staff person

who was part of a peace mission to Iraq in

November; Myron Augsburger, a pastor

eaceful end to Gulf crisis

and educator in Washington, D.C.; John

Paul Lederach, a mediator with Mennonite

Conciliation Services; Marg Foth, a former

MBM radio speaker; and Joe Lapp, pres-

ident of Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary. The five appear in five different

spots to be used in a series of videos on

peace offered by Vision Interfaith Satellite

Network (VISN) to cable television sys-

tems. They are being aired Jan. 1-15.

Six radio spots have been written by

David Augsburger and Jerry Holsopple

and produced by MBM Media Ministries

to stimulate members of Mennonite con-

gregations and other American citizens to

speak out for nonmilitary resolution to this

current crisis. "The spots are not judg-

mental, but encourage people to speak up,

stating their opinion," says Media Minis-

tries director Ken Weaver. They were sent

to 2,500 radio stations to be aired following

New Year's Day.

—

Margie Vlasits
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Recycling venture
in Edmonton, Alta.,

burdened by success

Edmonton, Alta. (MC'CV—Edmonton Re-
cycling Society has a problem— it's too
successful. When ERS received a $6.4

million contract in 1988 to pick up recycla-

bles from 64,000 homes in the north part

of the city, the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee-supported program expected to re-

ceive 30 tons of recyclables a day. Today
it gets 40-50 tons on average, and some
days collects as much as 60 tons of paper,
glass, metal, and plastic.

It's all because Edmontonians have en-

thusiastically embraced curbside recycl-

ing, says Dave Hubert, ERS board chair.

When ERS started, it was expected that

around 75 percent of the city's residents

would participate. But surveys show a

participation rate of 92 percent today. The
volume of recyclables pouring into the
ERS sorting depot shows that "people
want to put into action their concern about
the environment," Hubert says.

But the success of the program has led

to some problems—as evidenced by the

mountain of plastic in the ERS depot. At

present there is insufficient demand for

"post-consumer" plastic, although Hubert
is confident that a viable market will ap-
pear in the near future.

As well, the sudden influx of massive
amounts of newspaper from recycling ef-

forts around the country pushed the price

down from $40 a ton to a point when
"buyers" were hauling the paper away for

nothing. Paper prices today are around $15
a ton; it is expected that the depressed
paper market will rebound when new de-
inking plants open in Canada and the U.S.

The problems faced by recyclers like

ERS has prompted some North American
cities to postpone plans for curbside re-

cycling until stable markets for recycled
materials are found. But, says Hubert,
concern about future markets overlooks
environmental benefits here and now. He
estimates that Edmonton's program has con-

served over 400,000 frees, saved around 600
million Liters of water from pollution, and
reserved over 60,000 cubic meters of landfill

space for other commodities.

In addition to the environmental bene-
fits, 70 people work full-time at ERS and
another 25 participate in a government-
funded training program for people with
disabilities. Some 27 other people vidth

Beyond the cold war. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—"Were in the midst of some
incredibly revolutionary events in our world," John Bernbaum declared at Eastern
Mennonite College. "Rapid reform movements and spiritual revival in many
nations are offering remarkable opportunities for Christian colleges to share
biblical values in the larger world setting." Bernbaum (left), here talking with
professors John Martin and Alphie Zook and student Jane Bateson, is vice-presi-
dent of Christian College Coalition, to which EMC belongs. He spoke twice in

college assembly and led informal evening sessions as part of the sixth annual
Augsburger Lectureship in Mission and Evangelism. He shared observations from
a recent visit to the Soviet Union in which educators there gave an invitation to
establish a Christian college in Moscow—"an opportunity to be involved in a
restructuring of Soviet higher education ... a Macedonian call to 'come help us,'

"

Bernbaum said. The lectureship was established by former EMC president Myron
Augsburger and his wife, Esther, to deal with issues related to communicating the
gospel across geographic lines and cultures. Augsburger is now president of the
Washington-based Christian College Coalition.

disabilities have gone through the program
and have become members of the regular
work force. As a result of the new jobs,

Hubert, who also directs the MCC Canada
Employment Concerns program, estimates
that ERS has saved the Alberta govern-
ment $150,000 this year in welfare payments.
"Edmonton is known throughout North

America as an environmentally conscious
city," he says, noting that every major
western Canadian city has sent represen-
tatives through the ERS depot. Other vis-

itors have come from many parts of the
U.S. and from nine foreign countries.

—John Longhurst

MBM explores work
with Ecuador Indians
Conocoto, Ecuador (MBMj—Mennonite

Board of Missions is exploring long-term
ministries with an Indian denomination in

the South American country of Ecuador.
That exploration included a recent three-

day workshop conducted for pastors and
other leaders in the denomination.
Jack Suderman led the workshop on the

theme "Holistic Gospel and the Kingdom
of God." Suderman is a missionary in

neighboring Colombia with the general
Conference Mennonite Church. Also at-

tending was Gerald Mumaw, MBM Latin
America director.

The denomination is made up of
Quichua Indians. It has over 50,000 mem-
bers in 1,200 congregations and its name
is Federation of Indigenous Evangelicals

of Ecuador. Suderman had previous con-
tacts with Quichua people while teaching
at a seminary in Bolivia.

Mumaw said the workshop was impor-
tant for two reasons: It was the first such
event conducted by the Indian church at

the national level. And it was a "significant

contact" in the process of MBM and the
Quichua church exploring a long-term
working relationship.

Preliminary contacts followed a two-year
evaluation of MBM ministry in Latin
America, led by Mumaw. That evaluation,

completed last spring, called for MBM to

explore ministry with another major indig-

enous group in addition to ongoing MBM
work in the Chaco area of Argentina.

The Quichua church has afready invited

MBM to send long-term people "to help

us train our ovm theologians so we don't

have to rely on someone from the outside."

Mumaw noted that the Quichua pastors

have little or no formal education.

Mumaw said MBM involvement could

be on four levels—biblical and theological

training for present pastors, upgrading the

training of present Bible institute teachers,

helping high school and university trained

Quichua Indians to articulate their faith

equal to their worldviews, and training

people to become theologians.
—Phil Richard
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"Raise 100,000 Voices Against War" is the
name of a campaign to urge a peaceful settle-

ment of the crisis in the Persian Gulf area. The
call comes from several groups, including Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S. Peace Section.

Participants are asked to telephone the White
House with that message and to recruit three

others to do it as well. The campaign opposing

the use of American troops in the Gulf coincides

with the United Nations resolution approving

the use of force after Jan. 15. The White House
number designated to take citizens' cortmaents

is 202 456-1111.

Members of an Ohio congregation are tying
white ribbons on their cars to show their

support for peace in the Middle East. The idea

grew out of a Dec. 16 prayer vigil for peace at

North Clinton Mermonite Church of Wauseon
(see "Readers Say" on p. 5). The congregation

is inviting other churches to join in this visible

symbol. "The ribbon is a conversation starter,"

says Pastor Lavon Welty, "opening dialogue

with our neighbors."

Nearly $130,000 in aid has been distributed

to military non-registrants who attend college

and are refused the usual federal aid because of

their Ulegal action. The money was paid out over

the last six years from a special fund adminis-

tered by Mermonite Board of Congregational

Ministries. It is a way of showing support for

young Mermonite men who, for conscience' sake,

refuse to register with the U.S. Selective Service

System as required by law. This year's recipi-

ents of aid—a total of $8,600—are three students

at Eastern Mermonite College. Contributions to

the fund can be sent to MBCM at Box 1245,

Elkhart, IN 46515.

Denominational guidelines influence the
way 81 percent of the congregations set

their pastors' salaries, according to an infor-

mal survey conducted by Mermonite Boeird of

Congregational Ministries. But only 66 percent

actually pay the amounts suggested by the

guidelines, which are formulated by MBCM.
The survey form was enclosed with the guide-

lines when they were mailed last July. Some 64
congregations responded. All of them said they

provide family medical plans, and most of them
pay retirement benefits. Only 20 percent offer

sabbaticals and children's education grants.

Painter Deborah Remington shared her
knowledge at Goshen College with students,

faculty members, and community residents re-

cently as part of the Eric Yake Kenagy Visiting

Artist Series. A direct descendant of Frederic

Remington, famous for his paintings and sculp-

tures of the old West, she is a noted abstract

artist whose works hang in museums in Wash-
ington, Paris, and Rotterdam. The eirtist series

is named for a GC art student who was killed in

an accident in 1986.

Mennonite Camping Association adopted a
statement on racism which it hopes will

prompt aU member camps to review their poli-

cies. Meeting recently at Laurelville (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church Center, the group called racism
a "sin and a sickness that destroys right rela-

tionships." The statement includes wording
from the Normal '89 statement adopted by the

Mermonite and General Conference Mermonite
churches that called for better practices in

employing and promoting minorities. Mennonite
Camping Association, founded in 1960, is made
up of nearly 50 camps.

Feb. 2 has been designated as a day of
prayer for Afghanistan and the main agency
that conducts Christian work in that war-torn

country. The agency is International Assistance

Mission, and Mennonite Board of Missions is

one of the member groups. MBM, which placed
five short-term workers with lAM during 1990,

is currently seeking long-term people, particu-

larly medical personnel, to serve with lAM.

Mission workers Max and Pauline Beachy
are moving from Suriname to Ecuador in

January because of continuing unrest in Sur-

iname. They have served with Mission Aviation

Fellowship since 1985 and are overseas mission

associates with Mennonite Board of Missions.

MAF flights have been severely curtailed by
rebel activity in Suriname's interior, and
Beachys have not been able to perform their

assigned work. So MAF has transferred Beachys
to similar work in Ecuador. Max flies and main-
tains airplanes.

Palestinians in Israeli-occupied West Bank
have "strong hearts," says Mermonite Central

Committee worker Angel Ocasio. Despite efforts

by the Israeli military to crush the spirit of the

Palestinians as they openly resist the occupa-

tion, the people do not give up hope, he says.

Ocasio and his wife, Joarme, teach Enghsh to

primary school children in a village not too far

from Jerusalem.

Mennonites in the Tokyo area prayed in-

stead of celebrated on the day the new
emperor was enthroned. The 24 people from
the five Mennonite congregations who got to-

gether also heard presentations on the history

and meaning of the Daijosai enthronement cer-

emony. They discussed the danger of a possible

revival of emperor worship that this represents

and the attempt by right-wing groups to use

How to save on
Gospel Herald
subscriptions.

Get your congregation
on the Every Home Plan.

And sign up before
prices go up on Feb. 1.

reverence for the emperor to build up the mili-

tary, like they did in the 1930s and '40s. The
Mennonites then offered prayers that lasted

long after the scheduled ending time.

Mennonite World Conference has reduced
its Assembly 12 deficit from $285,000 to

$150,000, thanks to contributions from partici-

pants. The shortfall for Assembly 12, held last

summer in Winnipeg, Man., resulted from lower

registration and lower income than anticipated.

MWC is continuing efforts to erase the deficit

as rapidly as possible.

Mennonites will be represented at the
World Council of Churches gathering in

Canberra, Austraha, Feb. 7-20. But only two
Mennonite church bodies are members of
WCC—the 18,000-member church in the Neth-
erlands and the 7,000-member church in north-

ern Germany. The Dutch and German delegates

want to know if any other Mennonites plan to

attend the Canberra event. They are asked to

contact Daniel Geiser by Jan. 25 at Tomeystr.
91a, 5450 Neuwied 13, Germany.

An art exhibit united three generations of
artists at Goshen College recently. On the

walls were 30 paintings, dating from 1940, by
Ezra Hershberger, who built the GC Art Depart-
ment during his 1955-70 teaching stint. Joining

him at the opening of the exhibit were his

nephew, current Art Department chair Abner
Hershberger, and Abner's nephew Kevin Gar-
ber, who teaches art at Washington University

in St. Louis.

"We are among those who proclaim it's

alright to be in business," said John Rudy to

the Kansas Chapter of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates. "We even go so far as

to say we might be God's gift to the business

world." Rudy, who is vice-president of MEDA,
told his 75 listeners of eight ways which his

organization helps business persons at home
and abroad. The Kansas Chapter, with about 90
members, is one of 23 MEDA chapters in North
America.

Mennonites set the example for the
churches of Valparaiso, Ind., by their high

participation in the local annual CROP Walk to

fight hunger at home and abroad. For the second
consecutive year, the two local Mennonite con-

gregations—Valparaiso and Hopewell—had the

largest number of walkers in the 10-mile trek

and raised the most money. "Once again, our
congregations demonstrated that size is not as

important as a sense of purpose and dedica-

tion," said CROP Walk chairman Mark Rudd,
who is a member of Valparaiso Mermonite
Church.

For people in wheelchairs, washing hands
can be a meaningful substitute at a foot-

washing service. At least that's what Edith
Herr found at Mennonite Home in Lancaster,

Pa. The idea was suggested by Pastor Bob
Meutin, who conducted communion at the retire-

ment community recently. Herr agreed to wash
hands with another resident, Katie Prescot. "I

felt so clean after this handwashing experience,

thankful that I could participate in such a mean-
ingful and practical way," said Herr.

Redirection or retirement: Which sounds
more exciting? Barbara Reber, executive di-

rector of Inter-Mennonite Council on Aging,

brought this challenge to Hopedale (111.) Men-
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nonite Church recently. She conducted a semi-
nar on "Aging Is a Family Affair," and she
encouraged the whole congregation to give seri-

ous thought to the last one-third of their lives.

She offered communication ideas to bring gen-

erations together and guidelines for improving
the retirement years. Other congregations may
also schedule such seminars by contacting Reber
at IMCA, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219 294-7523.

Science teachers from Mennonite high
schools gathered at Eastern Mennonite Col-
lege recently to explore "The Cutting Edge of

Science Education." They dealt with issues re-

lated to environmental education, science and
Christian faith, and new approaches to teaching
science courses. Participating were 14 teachers
from 12 schools.

A Goshen College professor has been
named Indiana "music teacher of the year"
for the second year in a row. He is Marvin
Blickenstaff, who has taught piano at Goshen for

13 years. The honor came from the state chapter
of the Music Teachers National Association.

Last year's winner was Lon Sherer, a longtime
violin instructor at Goshen.

The civil rights movement was the work of
many everyday folks—not just a few promi-
nent leaders, said Washington Post staff writer

births

Baynard, Timothy and Karen (Shultz), Phil-

adelphia, Pa., third son, Maurice Trae, Sept. 19.

Bontreger, Vernon and Sue (Detweiler), La-
Grange, Ind., second and third daughters,
Rachelle Sue and Regina Elaine, Dec. 12.

Brislen, Michael and Cindy (Shutt), Djibouti

City, Djibouti, second child, first son, Jordan
Yusuf, Dec. 9.

Frey, Drew and Tonya (Bachman), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Tianna June, Dec. 13.

new members
Groffdale, Leola, Pa.: Jeff Deacon.
Franconia, Pa.: John M. Alderfer, Allen J.

Caroff, Jermifer L. Caroff, Daryl T. Freed, Mi-
chael T. Halteman, Douglas T. Myers, John B.

Vasey II, Ann L. Landis, and Christopher
Bencsik.

Huber, New Carlisle, Ohio: Georgia M.
Blake and Catherine D. Smith.

Crown Hill, Rittman, Ohio: John Shingler
and Rob Studer.

Gilead, Chesterville, Ohio: Elton and
Lorrene Eash.

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Connie Rush, Deborah
Freed, Jolene Myers, Laura Hostetler, Peter
Hoyt, Tracy Meyers, Connie Warne, Raub
Weeks, Stephen Wicen, Eileen E. Eshelman,
Stanley G. Eshelman, Berdine Leinbach, Steve
L. Leinbach, Ross McConaghy, Stephanie
McConaghy, Lili Meyers, Philip W. Swartley,

Renee Swartley, Darwin F. AUebach, Ann
Bishop, J. Vernon Bishop, Kay Crawford, Wil-

liam C. Eyer, Wendy T. Gross, Bonita F. Miller,

Lowell Q. Miller, Bruce W. Thomas, Joy Ann
Thomas, Ida C. Tice, and Lory Moyer.
Ambler, Pa.: Joe and Missie Phillips, and

Clara Bermer.

Correction: In the "New Members" section

in the Dec. 11 issue, there were two names
misspelled for Bellwood, Milford, Neb.: Christ

Hostetler should be Chris, and Tonay Troyer
should be Tonya.

Juan Williams at Goshen College. He told stories

of unsung heroes who had made a difference in

the struggle for equality by black people. Wil-

liams, who often writes about the civil rights

movement, was at Goshen as part of the Yoder
Public Affairs Lecture Series.

Church-related job openings:
» Director of facilities development, Landis

Homes Retirement Community. The person will

coordinate a long-range development program.
Qualifications include skills in planning/orga-
nizing and experience in handling sizable pro-

jects/budgets. Some knowledge of design, con-

struction, financing, and marketing is preferred.

Send resume to the administrator at Landis
Homes, 1001 E. Oregon Rd., Lititz, PA 17543.

• Programmer/analyst, Mennonite Mutual Aid.

The person is responsible for analyzing, designing,

coding, testing, and installing computer programs.
Qualifications include a bachelor's degree in ap-

plied or analytical science, strong interpersonal

skills, and leadership potential. Contact the Per-

sonnel Department at MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN
46526; phone toU-fi-ee 800-348-7468.

» Actuarial student, Mennonite Mutual Aid.

The person must have a bachelor's degree with
an emphasis in actuarial science, math, or fi-

nance (including a background in calculus, alge-

bra, probability, and statistics). Contact the
Personnel Department at MMA, Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone toll-free 800-348-7468.

Gingrich, Dwight and Darlene (Albrecht),

Waterloo, Ont., first child, Jennifer Marie, Oct.

27.

Hess, Donald and Kathy (Shultz), Lancaster,

Pa., third child, second daughter, Emily Kath-
erine, Oct. 3.

Hochstetler, John and Sheila (Chupp),
Salem, Ore., second son, Brett Landon, Oct. 23.

Leatherman, Lee and Donna (Parcell),

Goshen, Ind., second child, first son, John Mi-
chael, Dec. 8.

Reesor, Paul and Ann (Roth), Markham,
Ont., second son, Jonathon Alan, Nov. 13.

Stutzman, Gordon and Ten (Christian), Bea-
ver Crossing, Neb., third son, Cody Lynn, Dec.
15.

Troyer, Doug and Anisa (Ropp), Albany,
Ore., first child, Venisa Darlene, Nov. 8.

Weaver, Mike and Chrissy (McCulloh),
Ephrata, Pa., first child, Kathrine Elizabeth,

Dec. 4.

Correction: In the Births column in the Dec.

11 issue, Laci Lanae Gautsche was reported as

being the second daughter of Luther and Mary
Ann. She is the third daughter.

obituaries

Brenneman, Edna May Swartzendruber,
daughter of Jacob and Mary E. (Miller)

Swartzendruber, was bom in Wellman, Iowa,

May 11, 1908; died at Mercy Hospital, Iowa City,

Iowa, Dec. 11, 1990; aged 82. On Sept. 9, 1928,

she was married to Ralph D. Brermeman, who
died Sept. 4, 1984. Surviving are 2 sons (Elwood
and Marlin) and 6 grandchildren. She was a

member of Kalona Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 14, in charge
of David Groh; interment in East Union Ceme-
tery.

Martin, Helen May, daughter of Christian

and Catherine (Halsy) Gaibler, was born in

Bucks Co., Pa., May 22, 1911; died at Grand

View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Aug. 18, 1990;
aged 79. In 1937, she was married to William
Koehnlein, who died in 1945. In 1948, she was
married to Harold Martin, who survives. Also
surviving are one daughter (Linda Helverson),
and 4 grandchildren. She was a member of
Salem Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Aug. 22, in charge of J. Mark
Frederick, Jr.; interment in Haycock Mennonite
Cemetery.
Neff, Katie E., daughter of Christian and

Lavina (Shaub) Neff, was born in Paradise Twp.,
Pa., Aug. 5, 1902; died at Mennonite Home,
Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 2, 1990; aged 88. She was
the last of her immediate family. She was a
member of Paradise Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at the Mennonite Home on
Dec. 5, in charge of Robert Martin, Fred Martin,
and Clair Eby; interment in Paradise Mennonite
Cemetery.
Yoder, Milford Lee, was bom Feb. 27, 1924;

died at Asheville (N.C.) Hospital, Dec. 1, 1990;

aged 66. He was married to Susie May
, who survives. Also surviving are 2

sons (Gary Lee and Robert Alan Yoder), 2

daughters (Bormie Sue Troyer and Michelle K.
Baker), 7 grandchildren, and 2 brothers (Paul

and Lloyd D.). He was a member of Asheville

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 4, in charge of Mark Landis and
Roger Crassi; interment in Forest Lawm Memo-
rial Park.

Yoder, Sara B., daughter of Enos M. and
Emma L. (Bergey) Yoder, was born at
Souderton, Pa., Mar. 11, 1913; died at Rockhill

Mennonite Community, Sellersville, Pa., Dec. 8,

1990; aged 77. Surviving are one sister (Eliza-

beth B. Boaman) and 2 brothers (Paul B. and
Walton B.). She was preceded in death by a
daughter (Eileen). She was a member of
Souderton Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Rockhill Mermonite Community on
Dec. 12, in charge of Wellington K. Alderfer and
Gerald A. Clemmer; interment in Souderton
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

calendar
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

interterm, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 7-25

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting,

Goshen, Ind., Jan. 10-12

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary
school for leadership training, Harrisonburg,

Va., Jan. 14-17

Mennonite Central Committee Canada annual

meeting, Clearbrook, B.C., Jan. 17-19

Mennonite Cenral Committee U.S. annual meet-
ing, Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 23-24

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting,
Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 25-26

North American Evangelism/Church Planting

Committee, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 25-29

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
pastors' week, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

Mermonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mermonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991
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items & comments

Business leaders express concern
over erosion of ethics

Corporate leaders have become increas-

ingly worried about what they see as an

erosion of moral and ethical values in their

companies, according to a study group of

business, government, and academic lead-

ers. The group issued a report saying the

breakdown of ethical discipline in business

is harming the internal operations of com-

panies as well as the wider society. Ethical

values, says the report, "are the foundation

upon which such business goals as profit-

ability, market leadership, or innovation

rest. ... In the long run, the failure to

adhere to such values as integrity and
reliability hurts profitability."

Much of the recent attention to ethical

misconduct in business has centered on

individuals such as Michael Miliken, the

former junk bond king who recently re-

ceived a 10-year prison sentence for secu-

rities fraud. But the report, titled "Creat-

ing and Maintaining an Ethical Corporate

Climate," suggests that the misdeeds of

individuals may be of lesser consequence

than the general ethical tone set by corpo-

rations. (RNS)

Wife abuse said to be problem
within the Christian community

If battered wives and the husbands who
abuse them have been almost invisible in

the
,
general society, the same has been

particularly true in the Christian commu-
nity. While abusive husbands are often

able to pass themselves off as models of

Christian behavior in their churches and
among their friends, according to experts,

their wives are often either cowed into

silence or remain voluntarily passive. And
both partners often misuse scriptural pas-

sages about husband-wife relationships to

justify such behavior, thinking that it is

sanctioned or even commanded by God.

But there are signs that the situation is

beginning to be dealt with. The National

Council of Churches adopted a policy

statement on family violence and abuse at

its recent meeting in Portland, Ore., that

deals with such matters in a social, legal,

and ecclesial context and offers a scrip-

tural basis for involvement of the church.

And Margaret Rinck, a Christian clinical

psychologist in Cincinnati, described the

problem and suggests resources for treat-

ing it in a recently published book titled

Christian Men Who Hate Women.
Feminists with secular or atheistic per-

spectives sometimes maintain that Chris-

tianity and the Bible perpetrate abuse of

women. But Marie Fortune, founder of the

Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence in Seattle and one of

the drafters of the NCC statement, says it

is the misuse of the Bible that should be
blamed. Similarly, Rinck notes in her book

that contrary to popular belief and the

traditional wedding vow, the Bible no-

where commands wives to obey their hus-

bands. (RNS)

Methodist panel reports much support
for ordaining homosexuals
An overwhelming majority of persons

who have appeared in recent months at

hearings conducted by a United Methodist

Church committee on homosexuality be-

lieve practicing homosexuals should not be

barred from the ministry, according to

panel members. The committee members
said they based that assessment on testi-

mony given at each of five public hearings

conducted by the panel at sites across the

United States. However, some of the 27

committee members questioned whether

sentiment expressed at the hearings fairly

reflects the views of United Methodists in

the pews. They cited a recent opinion poll

that indicated 80 percent of rank-and-file

members support the denomination's cur-

rent stand against ordaining "self-avowed,

practicing homosexuals." (RNS)

Pastors and families living in

houses intended for homeless
A small charismatic church near the Fort

Worth, Tex., suburb of Keller has become
the nation's largest sponsor of a program
under which at least four pastors or family

members are living in federally financed

houses meant for the homeless. An inves-

tigation by the Fort Worth Star-Telegram

found that a vaguely defined program of

the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development that is aimed at pro-

viding temporary shelter to the homeless

poor has placed expensive housing in the

hands of church officials, congregation

members, and other people in the Dallas-

Fort Worth area.

"Obviously, these kinds of abuses are

unacceptable," said Walt Sevier, deputy
administrator for the five-state region of

HUD that includes Texas. "I don't want to

overreact, but that is simply obscene."

HUD is moving to tighten its guidelines

and may remove the congregation. Calvary

Christian Center, as a sponsor. (RNS)

Nearly 73,000 Filipinos become
Christians through Project Philip

Nearly 73,000 Filipinos made first-time

commitments to Christ, and over 30,000

joined a church during the past year as a

result of Project Philip programs supplied

by The Bible League, a Scripture distribu-

tion agency based in South Holland, HI.

Almost 1,800 Filipino churches partici-

pated in Project Philip in 1990 and re-

ported a 44 percent gain in membership
over 1989. As part of the year's program,

the league printed and shipped 71,000

Bibles, 266,000 New Testaments, and 1.27

million evangelistic studies to the Philip-

pines. The league's 1990 annual report

shows the ministry placed one million com-
plete Bibles and 26 million Scripture por-

tions throughout the world. (NIRR)

Religious right has lost some zeal,

but not fading away, say scholars

The religious right has lost some of its

zeal but is not fading away. That was the

conclusion of a group of scholars who met
in Washington, D.C., to assess the past and
forecast the future of evangelical involve-

ment in American politics. The colloquium,

hosted by the Ethics and Public Policy

Center, was staged to determine if and how
1980s-style Christian activism will resur-

face in this decade. WhUe most ivory-tower

observers shared a gloomy view of the

movement's future, activists in attendance

countered that rhetoric with glowing re-

ports of new momentum in their ranks.

Tom Minneiy of James Dobson's Focus
on the Family said citizen pressure was
behind recent federal crackdowns on por-

nography and broadcast obscenity. He also

pointed to the abrupt decision by Burger

King to stop sponsoring antifamily TV
shows after a coalition of religious leaders

called for a boycott of the hamburger
chain. Donald Wildmon, president of

American Family Association, flatly denied

that Christian activism is on the wane. "It's

much, much stronger than it ever was," he

said, adding that 350 attorneys volun-

teered to help him launch AFA's Law
Center. (NIRR)
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editorial

Fighting about peace
Ask a non-Anabaptist what a Mennonite is,

and after getting past horses and buggies and
the difference between Mennonites and Amish,
the answer will likely land on peace. Mennonites
are known as a people of peace. We are, after

all, one of the "historic peace churches."

Announce a special meeting on peace in most
any Mennonite church these days, and what hap-

pens? Eyes glaze, and people head for the door,

if they can do so judiciously. They don't want to

stick around for what they're sure will be an-

other discussion of war taxes or missile site dem-
onstrations.

Something odd has happened to Mennonites
on the way to peace. We've taken up sides on
how it should be done. We call names, impugn
motives, and question sincerity—in short, wage
our own little war on how to make peace.

The sides have become more pronounced re-

cently in relation to the Christian Peacemaker
Teams (see page 6), an inter-Mennonite en-

deavor begun four years ago to promote peace
and reconciliation. In seeking concrete ways to

work for peace, CPT has found itself in the mid-
dle of the peace church argument on how activ-

ist peacemaking should be. The controversy has
led the Mennonite Brethren to withdraw their

support. Other groups haven't kept their finan-

cial commitments to CPT.
This is not a new debate. Once it focused on

burning draft cards or "escaping" to Canada.
Today it's on paying war taxes or demonstrating

at missile silos. Some define these activities as

faithfulness; for others they are foolish if not po-

litically naive. Peace marches and military base
protests invigorate one side, humiliate the other.

So the dispute goes on. Meanwhile the world

slides toward war in the Middle East while Men-
nonites continue to debate about peace.

It's time to call a truce. To do so we must:

1. Trust. We must believe in the sincerity of

the other. Both "activists" and "traditionalists"

act out of faith. Too often each questions motiva-

tion when confronted by the other.

We are sisters and brothers in the same
church. We believe in the same peace. We may

disagree, but if we doubt our sister's or

brother's sincerity, we have first to be reconciled

before bringing our ideas to the peacemaking
altar.

2. Watch our language. It's time to tone

down the disagreement rhetoric. Words like civil

disobedience, resistance, and protest make some
people see red. So do radical, fanatic, and crimi-

nal on the other side. Occasionally we still quar-

rel on whether it's pacifism or nonresistance

we're engaged in.

Earl Martin (page 8) also reminds us to watch
our language in relation to those who make deci-

sions about war. Ridicule comes much easier

than respect when some talk about their

country's leaders. But veneration and idolization

are equal temptations for others. Ridicule and
veneration both fuel the peacemaking debate.

3. Keep our objective clear. Some peace-

maker pronouncements smack more of telling

the government what to do in specific situations

than of witnessing to a better way for human re-

lations. At the same time silence too often al-

lows the government of one country to threaten

another in the name of all citizens, including

Mennonites.

As Mennonites we believe in another way. We
are citizens of another kingdom. The task of that

kingdom, writes David Heim in a Christian Cen-

tury editorial (12/12/90) is "not in rendering judg-

ment on specific strategic or political decisions

(how many troops should we deploy?) but in ar-

ticulating and clarifying the moral basis for right

decision-making."

For Mennonites, that moral basis comes in

Jesus' words to love our enemies. It comes from
our belief in the sanctity of human life.

We must witness to that moral basis to all gov-

ernments and all peoples. We must allow differ-

ent expressions of peacemaking as we embrace
each other as brothers and sisters.

Debate about how to make peace is important.

But it must not keep us from working together,

even in our disagreements. To do so is to model
for our world the true way to peace.—y/p
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THE

INVITATION
For many years I too believed it 'confuses

the fundamental issues of the gospel' and
places an undue emphasis on a single

act—walking down an aisle/

V * "
f 1% ^ Her name isn't really Rachel. George and

\: ) I
. Elroy and the others exist, certainly, but not all

* I in one piece, so to speak, or place, and they

didn't necessarily do these things. So how much
of this story actually happened?

I will say this: Rachel did, indeed, wear her
shiny green blouse one momentous Sunday
morning. That is the only thing I will say is for

sure. Whether Eunice and Perry and the chil-

dren actually came for dinner the night before is

I , quite beside the point. You'll recognize the be-

;^
' havior. But perhaps youW managed to shake

J » ^ the surly bonds of prideful habits.

«^ I How to begin to tell you about that awful Sat-

urday—I mean, before the company came?
An entire filthy house staring Rachel in the

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE face. Three children listlessly dragging dust rags.

("Upstairs, all of you!" she'd barked at Mary
Who will be patient? Beth and Jonathan and Tad. "Get the stuff

Who will not iudge? .... 6 ^^'^^^ the beds, too.") The cracked wheat buns
she had to get started on, and the pies. (Fruit

pies; Eunice was always saying that a dessert
Bible project unites ought to have some redeeming value.) And the

two African churches 8 windows. (This was not something Rachel gener-

ally bothered with, but there was a buildup.)

T ^' iv/r« I.' ^ • 1 When the pies were in the oven, Rachel got
Indiana-Michigan festival out a bucket and put cold water and a rag in it

makes a joyful noise 9 and ran around taking care of the windows. She

by

Shirley

Kurtz



About halfway through the first verse of
"Just As I Am/* Rachel had this strange
notion. Like she ought to walk up front
Now this, of course, wa^ ridiculous.

guessed it would be about dark by the time

Perry and Eunice came, and the dirt wouldn't

show then; the thought of this very nearly in-

duced Rachel to empty her bucket. Oh well,

George would be home by noon; he could do the

floors.

The telephone rang right when Rachel was get-

ting out the white store-bought bread and jelly

—

there wasn't time to make lunch, of course. She
stopped screeching at the boys—they were con-

jointly stabbing their knives into ther peanut but-

ter—and adjusted her face before she said hello,

but it was just George. The car, he said, was up
on the hoist now. They'd just now gotten to it.

Was she getting along okay?

she getting along okay? She was furious.

It wasn't the boys' fault, certainly, and then
somebody's knocking the jelly jar onto the floor,

reducing it to a mass of quivering shards, was
just an accident. Did she have to slap the boys?
Both of them? So hard?

How often that afternoon did Rachel have to

remind the children about their books and dirty

hankies and socks strewn about? (I would have
to say she yelled, actually. Repeatedly.) The
spots on the living room carpet wouldn't come
out. There were cobwebs she hadn't ever even
seen before. Jonathan kept saying he had so

straightened up the hall closet. When George
did get home, about 4:30, Rachel threw her

bucket at him, or maybe it was the buns.

What with having to deal with him, and the po-

tatoes that needed to be peeled, and everything

else, Rachel barely managed to get the table

ready, and herself; she was up in the bathroom
trying to get some hairs out of the washbowl
when she heard the children squealing and
Perry's booming voice, and she raced downstairs

and hugged Eunice and laughed and told Perry

not to worry about his shoes—what was a little

thing like mud?
Rachel hugged Perry, too, and all the children.

She told Eunice to go sit down; no, she didn't

need any help. Perry said she was looking great,

thinner than ever, which pleased Rachel enor-

mously, but she only said Aw, like it didn't mat-
ter, and sucked in her belly some more.

She was practically reeUng with hunger. But at

dinner when the cracked wheat buns went
around again and everybody was moaning about
how good they were and the basket got to Ra-
chel, she said, "Oh, I can't."

"Won't somebody eat this little bit of salad?"

she pleaded as she took the leftovers from the

table.
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And right before she urged the men to have a

little more pie, which they did, Rachel cast dark,

warning looks at Tad and Jonathan and Mary
Beth, just in case they were forgetting what
she'd told them at lunch about not being pigs to-

night, for once, and containing their greed.

Eunice couldn't help Rachel after dinner, ei-

ther. The dishes could wait.

George and Rachel and Eunice and Perry

talked till, oh, it must have been 11:00. The con-

versation was affable, benevolent, sometimes up-

roarious; it seemed a pity to break it up, but
they all had to be at church in the morning.

George wanted Rachel to come to bed right

away, after the children were settled. But there

were still all those dishes, and Rachel just

couldn't bear to think of them sitting all night in

their own grease, even though George said he'd

do them tomorrow.

So Rachel and George washed dishes until

midnight. Rachel finished off the salad (it

would've gotten slimy in the refrigerator) and
the rest of the mashed potatoes, and there were
two small buns that were sort of dried out by
now and not worth saving. And then she had to

do something about the mud, which made her

angry, because George had gone to bed.

"^^ou can see why the Sunday morning rush

was worse than usual with nobody waking up
until 8:00. George had to drag Mary Beth and
Jonathan out of their beds and get Tad's clothes

and get out the cornflakes for everybody. Rachel
had to do her hair. Then she put on her shiny

green blouse and stood for a while in front of

the mirror, trying to decide whether to wear it

with the green cloth rose and buttoned the

whole way up or to leave the rose off and the

top button undone. She decided she preferred

the rose off. She thought she looked pretty good.

George kept yelling about being late, and at

the end everybody was sort of trampling over

each other trying to get out the door. You can

imagine the mess they left on the kitchen table

—

the knocked-over cereal box, the sodden corn-

flakes stuck fast to the insides of the bowls.

Right before the sermon Rachel saw that

she'd forgotten to button her sleeves.

Rachel told George (above the

noise) that she believed it is

only through the mercy of God
that we are saved by grace.



George was drawing fire trucks for Tad, and
Jonathan was lining his cars along the bench,

and Mary Beth was reading the papers she'd got-

ten in Sunday school. So Rachel could listen,

some, to Elroy. He seemed to be in rare form
this morning—louder than usual and troubled by
the sins of the world. It looked like he was going

to extend an invitation. He'd never done that.

Everybody was getting to their feet, now—pull-

ing out hymnals. Jonathan piled his cars into a

heap and Mary Beth stuffed her papers inside

Rachel's purse and George laid Tad, who'd
fallen asleep, on the bench.

About halfway through the first verse of "Just

As I Am," Rachel had this strange notion.

Like she ought to walk up front.

Now this, of course, was ridiculous.

During the second verse Rachel could hardly

sing; she was hot all over and her chest was
thumping, although George, if he would've

looked over at her, wouldn't have noticed.

Rachel go up front? She, a full-grown woman?
Dear Lord.

George's wife go up front?

The fear and shame that were flooding

Rachel's soul—dread fear of losing her dignity

and making a spectacle of herself, and shame for

her temper and vanity and lies—swirled and ed-

died and pounded at her ears.

They were on the third verse, now. Rachel
gave up; she told Mary Beth to move and she

pushed past George and Jonathan and she

stepped into the side aisle, and Rachel's feet in

their high heels went one in front of the other

the whole way up, almost to where Elroy was
standing, gawking, probably.

There she stood, Rachel, in her shiny green
blouse. She was soaking one of George's hankies
(Rachel always used his hankies) and her shoul-

ders were heaving. Well, having to walk up front

like that would upset anybody. Rachel should
have been praying, she knew, and she did pray,

a little. But mostly she just cried. Sobbed. Elroy
was praying; he had his hands on her head,
smashing her hair down. Rachel couldn't pray
much, herself.

Something else seemed to be happening—an
eventuality she'd actually considered, briefly, be-
fore she left her bench. They were into another
song, now, and other people were coming up
front; Rachel couldn't exactly see who all. There
were, why, five or six people; you know how it

goes.

She, Rachel, had probably started this.

She wasn't crying, now. And there was a cer-

tain familiar feeling warming Rachel.

She was able to get back to her seat before

the closing prayer. Folks all around, she could

see, were rheumy-eyed and blowing their noses.

Afterward George got everybody out to the car

almost right away, for which Rachel was grate-

ful; her face was all red and swollen. He was real

sweet about everything, said it was fine if that

was what she'd needed to do.

Rachel twisted George's hanky into a tight ball

and didn't say anything; she felt terrible. What
could she say? How could she tell him that she'd

felt like a hero, doing it?

E,I unice, unfortunately, missed out on Rachel's

conversion. She'd had to hurry home after Sun-
day school to put the spareribs in the oven be-

cause the pastor and his wife were coming for

lunch. Also there was some dusting and sweep-
ing she hadn't gotten to yesterday, and every-

one's wet towels were still slopped all over the

bathroom.

And then she had to get that black fungus off

the tub faucets. She got back to church just in

time to pick up Perry and the children, after-

ward, and still beat Eh-oy and his wife to the

house.

In the car, on their way over to Eunice and
Perry's, Elroy's wife turned to her husband.
"What do you suppose was wrong with Rachel?
My oh my. There must be trouble we don't

know about."

Elroy couldn't say what. But some days after-

ward, alone at the church and ostensibly at work
on another sermon, he fingered thoughtfully the

clipping on his desk, then set to work, instead,

on a letter to the editor of Gospel Herald:

"I have in my files an article that appeared
some time ago in your 'Hear, Hear!' column, in

which Ernest J. Hershberger wrote why he as a
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"A public confession can be instrumen-

tal in relieving us ofparticular sins.

How sad to have deprived people this

opportunity for spiritual growth. "

pastor stopped using the altar call. For many
years I, too, believed that it 'confuses the funda-

mental issues of the gospel' and places undue
emphasis on a single act—that of walking down
an aisle.

"A recent experience, however, has convinced

me that public confession, by its very nature,

can be instrumental in relieving us of particular

sins. How sad to think that we have deprived

our people opportunities for spiritual growth."

And maybe it was that very same day, or the

next, that George and Rachel and the children

were going somewhere in the car; George was

punching the radio buttons, hunting for music,

but he got a radio preacher instead.

And Rachel told George (above the noise) that

she believed that only through the mercy of God
are we saved by grace, and George said, "Of
course, Rachel."

She knew, though, that George didn't under-

stand. But she let it go at that.

Shirley Kurtz is a free-lance writer who lives in

Keyser, W. Va. She and her family attend the

Pinto Mennonite Church.

A fiftieth year

The first

Civilian Public

Service (CPS)
camp for

conscientious

objectors to

World War II

opened in

Maryland on
May 15, 1941.

A fiftieth year arrives to light the faded days of CPS.

A gentle wind touches the trees and stirs the falling leaves.

In barracks timbered black we took our cots and national

work.

Wind laps tarpaulin trucks, sumac fires the margins of the

road.

Soil and forest are the Lord's, the child-mind his dear love.

Demented, depressed: the Spirit's kindness knows them all.

We were there, Menno's sons, Amos, John, and the rest,

Conforming to church and word, and far from war and

camps of death.

The quiet in the camps, restless in service the Spirit

moves.

—Irvin B. Horst
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"Then God said, 'Let there
by light'; and there iva^
light. And God saw that the
light was good; and God
separated the light from the
darkness."
—Gen. 1:3-4, NRSV

readers say

Things that make for peace
I want to thank Duane Beck for his in-

sights in "How to Pray for the Middle
East" (Dec. 25). His points should not
be exclusive to the Middle East. Those
involved need also to acquire the things

that make for peace: mercy, forgiveness,

justice, love, growing in generosity, and
knowing Jesus as Lord. I do not recog-

nize much of those traits on either side

of this conflict.

Barbara Watts-Huebert

Monttoursville, Pa.

A prayer of perspective
for the Middle East

In reference to your suggestion in your
editorial that we spend a day praying for

"Peace in the Persian Gulf (Dec. 25), I

feel the following is an appropriate

prayer:

"Lord, today I am praying for peace in

the Persian Gulf. I pray our armies do
not use the weapons I helped pay for

with my tax dollars. Never mind. Lord,

that I could live at an income level that

did not require paying war taxes. And,
Lord, a war will only increase the price

of oil. I am so addicted to oil that I can't

imagine life without it. Never mind.
Lord, that I use at least 10 times more
fossil energy than 75 percent of the

earth's human population. Protect me.
Lord; I am a North American Christian."

Jim Leuba
Yellow Springs, Ohio

Why Pontius' Puddle?
I would like to share my concern and

disappointment that you continue to use
the "Pontius' Puddle" cartoon in Gospel
Herald. I don't think we need this way of

getting a gospel point across.

Jacob H. Musser
East Earl, Pa.

No uniqueness left

Your most recent issue (Dec. 11) had
much to say about the imminent merger
of the General Conference Mennonite
Church and the Mennonite Church.
Both the editorial and the article dealing

specifically with the merger brought up
the concern that we as a people (MC)
might lose our identity or "uniqueness"
in a merger.

What uniqueness? Let's see, there's

nonconformity. That's been "out" since

the 1960s. Then there's believer's bap-
tism. But what was that resolution

passed by Indiana-Michigan Conference
last summer all about?

Nonresistance? "Pacifism" is all the

rage now. Well, we as Mennonite s at

least hold to a literal interpretation of

Scripture—except where Scripture cuts

into our efforts at assimiliation into the

larger society on such issues as divorce

and remarriage and women in ministry.

No, we really are not a unique people
anymore. I don't think we would have
much idealogical trouble "integrating"

with any major or minor religion on the
globe, except with our own conservative,

Bible-based remnants. MC/GC integra-

tion: why not? The door is wide open.
Martin A. Franke
Paradise, Pa.

Whose birthday is it?

Whose birthday do we celebrate at

Christmas?

Usually at birthdays we give gifts to

honor the person whose birthday it is.

Then how come at Christ's birthday we
give to each other?

Why not give the gifts to the ones
Christ cared so much about—the poor,

despised, needy, hungry, and homeless.
I've done so the past two years and plan
to continue.

We have so much allowed the world to

press us into its mold. So at Christmas
we become part of the money business.

It's Christ we should honor and worship
because of the unspeakable gift to us.

Helen Lindhorst

Cambridge, Ont.

Plea for more care
in reporting church news
The news story on the Hmong Menno-

nite church in California (Dec. 4) has a

correct title but incorrect information.

This church is not the first Hmong con-

gregation in North America. The Hmong
Christian Fellowship (75 members) was
begun in Kitchener, Ont., in 1980. It

meets at First Mennonite Church of

Kitchener.

In an earlier story on the selection of

the moderator-elect, you printed an un-

fortunate title (Nov. 6). The process of

selecting a new moderator is not com-
plete until General Assembly delegates

confirm the discernment of Donella
Clemens. Announcing the selection of

Donella as completed misrepresents the

facts and confuses the constituency as

to the nature of the discernment pro-

cess. My plea is that you would be more
careful in reporting church news.

Ralph Lebold

Kitchener, Ont.

P.S. The Dec. 11 issue came today with
another goof. It is not immediately ap-

parent where you got the idea of a

"Mennonite school for postgraduate theo-

logical studies." The article talks about
a center, not a school. To talk about a

"school" gives the impression of a more
elaborate venture than, in fact, is in-

tended at this time.
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When young people ask questions about war and peace

Who will be patient? Who
by

Tony
Lapp

L.y co-worker Dave and I talk about war a lot

these days. Baghdad butchers swarm across the

headlines, U.S. troops perform maneuvers in

Saudi Arabia, and world leaders seem united in

opposing the "threat" from the Persian Gulf. So

Dave, an atheist Vietnam vet, and I, a young

Mennonite just out of college, have plenty to dis-

cuss.

Like a lot of new "issues," the war in Iraq took

time to register on my consciousness. Despite its

prominence in the news, the Persian Gulf

seemed far away and the United States' reaction

to the invasion of Kuwait a little unreal.

It is only in the last few weeks, as the number
of U.S. soldiers in the Persian Gulf ballooned to

350,000 and the words of President Bush shifted

from "defensive" to "offensive," that I slowly

began to look into what was really going on
"over there." News reports suddenly became
very important to me, as did other people's opin-

ions.

One person whose opinion I value highly is

Dave, my veteran friend. Talking to him—hear-

ing his hfe experiences and understanding his

opinions—makes it painfully clear how little I un-

derstand about our complex world. It forces me
to pick out what I do know, or think I know, and

structure it into a form that can be communi-

cated to him. I'm learning to articulate what I be-

lieve.

Discovering how little I know is scary, though,

especially now. Each day seems to find us closer

to war, and my hopes for a peaceful solution

grow dimmer. This is a time of crisis for our

world. As for me, I'm young, male, of draft age,

and have many more questions than answers.

As a young person, I need the wisdom of expe-

rience older people can offer. And as a member
of a "peace" church, I need help in understand-

ing the beliefs that have led my fellow believers

to speak out against war. I need to hear Menno-
nite voices discussing topics like:

J. he Iraqi threat. One of the most confusing

things about the whole Persian Gulf affair is why
the United States is over there. "Gasoline

prices!" sneer the critics. "Curbing aggression!"

say the supporters. Some paint it as a Christian-

Muslim conflict—almost a modern Crusade.

Syndicated columnist William Safire believes

that by not attacking immediately, the U.S. and
its allies are playing right into the hands of Iraqi

leader Saddam Hussein. Hussein's strategy, as

mapped out in a recent Safire column, is to staU

long enough to develop nuclear weapons. After

building the bomb, says Safire, Hussein will be

able to "impose nuclear blackmail on the super-

powers." My coworker, Dave, also believes this.

Until recently, the only role U.S. and interna-

tional forces supposedly had in the Persian Gulf

was of containment. The Iraqis must not be al-

lowed to invade any other countries. President

Bush proclaimed.

Now, however, the Security Council of the

United Nations has voted to allow military ac-

tion in the Gulf if Hussein does not withdraw

from Kuwait by Jan. 15. U.N. forces (composed

mostly of U.S. soldiers) are poised for offensive

action. If the bullets start to fly, will we know
what we're fighting for?

u,nited States presence in Saudi Arabia. As a

young person, I have yet to live through the be-

ginning of a full-scale war. The military encoun-

ters I've witnessed in my lifetime have been
quick and low on casualties, like the Panama
and Grenada invasions.

Young people like myself have very limited ex-

posure to war and its costs. Dave, my co-worker

who sees the Iraqis as a threat and would not op-

pose U.S. military action, still calls taking lives

"playing God." Are we prepared for our military

to "play God"?

I onscientious objection. Scott Kennedy in a let-

ter in the Nov. 13 Gospel Herald asked how we
Anabaptists are preparing ourselves for the pos-

sibility of a new military draft. Are draft-age

young men (and women) prepared to respond to

a call from the government? Do fellow church

members know how they would react to their de-

cisions? Is there support for those who seek al-

ternate service or refuse to be drafted?



will not judge?
For myself, I wonder how the church will re-

spond if Mennonite young people choose to join

the military. How clear is the peace call in our

churches? Is it accepted by people my age?

I^rotesi? In recent years some Mennonites have
begun to involve themselves in politics. Many no
longer hold themselves "separate" from the secu-

lar world.

If our nation goes to war, will we Mennonites
speak or even act against the fighting? Various
Mennonite organizations and churches have
drafted letters to President Bush, asking that he
pursue peaceful methods in the Persian Gulf.

Other groups are stepping forward in different

ways.

As for the rest of us, do we want to speak out?

Do we object to the U.S. military presence in

Saudi Arabia? I talked recently to an Amishman
who told me the Amish don't go to war, "but
somebody's got to." Would that be a typical

Mennonite response? Do we believe, in this im-

perfect world, that military strength is a neces-

sary evil?

Oaiside help. What are other resources for un-
derstanding the present conflict? The Bible, of

course, yet I am no Bible scholar. Who will

guide me in that study?

I went to Provident Bookstore, looking for

help, but the section on peace is huge. Where do
I begin? I can start from the top left and work to

the bottom right, but is that the wisest use of

my time? What are the books Anabaptists have
found most helpful in clarifying their peace
stance? Who are the writers?

T'/ie other Daves. My atheist veteran friend

isn't the only Dave in my life. My younger
brother, soon to be 17, has the same name. He's
not draft age yet, but 15 months isn't a long time.

It's the other Daves I'm most worried about

—

the people on the lower side of the draft age,

the ones newly introduced to the call to peace.
Yes, I'm scared about how much I don't know.

But think about how much I do know. TWenty-
two years and a college education have given me
many advantages others don't have.

Who will guide the 18-year-old, fresh from
high school, sports, and dating, if he (or she)

must wrestle with a decision about whether to

obey a law ordering him or her to kill? Who will

think creatively of ways to present beliefs about
peace in a language young people can under-
stand? Who will be patient, who will not judge,

when youth don't seem to care about what
seems to older believers a life-or-death issue?

Equally as important, who will reach out to

those in our community who do not come from
our faith tradition, who do not bear what my co-

worker calls "the red M," yet who believe that

killing is wrong and do not want to participate in

war? Can we, as Christians who profess a peace
stance, speak to the atheist?

Finally, does it matter to us that the armed
forces contain a disproportionate number of

poor people and minorities? I come from a
wealthy, suburban, "white" church, and I never
considered the military as an option. My money
saved me from a trap that many find unavoid-
able.

Carrying the label "Mennonite" means some-
thing to draft boards, I've been told, and I fear

the color of my skin does also. If that's my es-

cape route, I'm privileged in a way I don't de-

serve, and that makes me feel hypocritical. How
can I help those who don't have my special pass?

I feel unprepared to respond to the Persian
Gulf crisis, but I know that through prayer, talk-

ing, and thinking, I can. The response I make,
however, must be my own. I cannot be spoon-
fed a peace stance; I must fashion it for myself

—

from my desire and my own personal experience.

In this process what I lack is perspective.

Older believers, people with broad and varied ex-

periences, could be of great service to me and
others like me. Who will respond to our question-
ing and enter into dialogue with us?

Tony Lapp, Lansdale, Pa., plans to go to San
Jose, Costa Rica, in February to work for the mag-
azine, Mesoamerica.

/ need help in understanding what has led my fellow believers
to speak out against war, I need to hear Mennonite voices,
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church news

Bible project brings together
two types of African churches
Birmingham, England (CNRM)—Twelve

African church leaders have completed the

first three-month phase of an experimental

Bible education project aimed at produc-

ing booklets to help grassroots leaders of

African churches who preach or teach the

Bible without the benefit of any formal

Bible training. Working in two teams of six,

the writers completed guides to the books

of Luke, James, and Hebrews.
On the surface the African Bible Guides

Project may appear to be simply an at-

tempt to create a new educational re-

source, but it has an additional purpose at

a deeper level. It is an attempt to promote
peace between African churches founded
by European and North American mission-

aries and the so-called "African indepen-

dent churches" founded by Africans.

Though their membership is estimated

to be 25-30 million, the independent
churches are generally so fragmented that

few are large enough to run Bible institutes

or produce literature of their own. They
tend to appeal most strongly to the poor
and less educated people, many of whom

are then put into positions of leadership

quickly because the churches are growing

so fast.

For obvious reasons the relationships

between these newer churches and the

older ones have not been marked by peace.

In some cases the new movements began
as breakaway groups. The independent
churches have criticized missionaries for

being imperialistic and claimed that mis-

sion churches lack spiritual vitality. Mis-

sion churches have replied that the inde-

pendents are uneducated, heretical, or

even demon-inspired. In many countries

very little communication passes between
the two kinds of churches.

The African Bible Guides Project starts

with the assumption that God is at work in

different ways in mission churches and
independent churches. It recognizes that

all kinds of churches could benefit from
introductory Bible teaching materials re-

lated to African life. It seeks to bring a

broad spectrum of churches together to

write the materials, including the indepen-

dent churches, on an equal footing with the

mission churches in the cooperative effort.

The project is sponsored by the Centre
for New Religious Movements at Selly Oak
Colleges, a mission training center in Bir-

mingham, England. For the past 10 years

the center has been encouraging African

students and Western missionaries to

study African independent churches.

The Bible project is an attempt by the

center to take a more active role in peace-

making among the churches. It received

support from a diverse group of donors,

including five Mennonite agencies who
also cooperatively support the project co-

ordinator, Stan Nussbaum. Mennonite
Central Committee also released two of its

workers in Botswana to assist with the

project for three months.

In most of the African countries, this is

the first time that independent churches

and mission churches have cooperated in

a writing and publishing project. However,
the 12 African writers are each committed
to duplicate in their home countries the

peaceful cooperation they achieved at the

continental level.

—

Stan Nussbaum

MCC to assist

refugees from war
in Mozambique
Nyamithuthu, Malawi (MCC)—For the

past four years Malawi has been host to an
ever-growing number of refugees from war-

torn Mozambique. Current official num-
bers stand at 860,000. Malawi is a poor
country of 8 million people and hosting 10

percent of its population as refugees has

put great strain on the country.

Mennonite Central Committee will begin

supplying funds to the Christian Council of

Malawi soon to purchase supplemental
food for distribution in refugee camps.
Because the country is so densely popu-
lated, refugees are not given land to grow
food. The council helps organize small

vegetable gardens, poultry projects, and
income-generating activities so people can
purchase a few basic necessities.

Until people can return home, however,
basic food items need to be provided. The
United Nations has been supplying corn

flour and a few other crucial items such as

blankets and cooking pots. The council has

provided supplemental protein, organizes

training for income and employment pro-

jects, and coordinates recreation and social

activities in camps.

During the past year the Malawi council

had no funds to provide supplemental

food. MCC's donation of $350,000 will

allow purchase of dried fish from Malawi
fishermen. The fish will be distributed

once a month.

In October the 14-year-old civil war in-

tensified in the central and northern prov-

inces of Mozambique. Fighting has pushed
back into the most rural villages. With
these new arrivals comes the possibility of

news from home; desperate news to those

who have been living as refugees, cut off

from routine life for months or years.

Six months ago people had new hope.

Peace talks were starting and people

talked of returning home. But in Septem-
ber talks broke down and government
troops started pushing the Renamo rebels

back into isolated rural communities along

the Mozambique/Malawi border. Renamo,
seeking to overthrow the leftist govern-

ment, is known for brutal tactics and grue-

some killings. As its forces are rolled back,

the pressure on defenseless rural villages

is becoming unbearable.

Sometimes whole villages pack up and
leave, bringing some meager supplies for

the trip. More often people run away in

small groups following an attack, leaving in

a panic with nothing but the clothes on
their backs. Families are often separated

and children get lost.

Many Malawi refugee workers are dis-

couraged with the current influx and the

continuation of fighting. "Six months ago,"

stated one, "we thought we would be busy
with repatriation work by now. But once

again we are overwhelmed with the arrival

of so many new refugees."

MCC will continue to support the sup-

plemental feeding and will help people

return to their homes when the conflict

ends. Repatriation will be difficult. Many
villages have been destroyed and fields

have grown up in weeds. Schools and
health services have been disrupted.

Added to the 860,000 Mozambicans in

Malawi needing to go home, many dis-

placed people within Mozambique have

had to move to city camps and other areas

where there is security.

—

Bob Herr
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Sandi Swartzendruber balances a waterjar at the

India/Nepal bazaar. Looking on are formerMBM
missionary Genevieve Friesen (left) and Sandi's
mother, Nancy.

Indiana-Michigan
mission festival

makes joyful noise

Goshen, Ind. (MBM)—The message rang
out joyfully! God is at work in the world.
And God's people are to be up and about
participating enthusiastically in that work,
using all their varied gifts to share the good
news of Jesus entrusted to them.
Beginning Saturday afternoon with wor-

ship led by the Ninth Street Mennonite
Church choir from Saginaw, Mich., and
ending Sunday night with nearly 1,000

participants singing "Praise God from
Whom All Blessings Flow," the mission
festival called "Noissim" (mission spelled
backward) was an energizing celebration.

Held at Bethany Christian High School, it

was a place to catch a glimpse of the
diversity and breadth of being God's peo-
ple in mission at home and around the
world.

Sponsored by Indiana-Michigan Confer-
ence and Mennonite Board of Missions,
the event involved hundreds of Indiana-
Michigan persons both behind the scenes
and visibly. Many of those involved had
served in mission and service assignments.
The praying, planning, collecting of arti-

facts from around the globe, designing of
banners, cooking and serving of national
foods, singing, acting, and sharing of per-
sonal experiences created an environment
for children, young people, and adults
which promoted a healthy interest in mis-
sions.

Worship times, 20 different seminars,
mission videos, visits to six international
bazaars, slide presentations showing parts
of the church around the world, folk games,
and soccer for children provided a great
variety of activities for persons of all ages.

Worship brought all participants to-

gether in body and spirit, modeling the

suggestion of one of the seminars that

worship can move people to reach out in

mission, that mission activity and worship
are interlocked. A wide variety of music
styles, including songs from other cultures,

helped worshipers enter some unfamiliar

worlds. Short presentations of personal
and group experiences held the attention

of young and old.

During the Saturday evening worship
time, a surprise telephone call connected
the distant world of China with those
attending Noissim. The familiar voices of

MBM workers Del and Charlotte
Holsopple Ghck and their daughter Renee
resounded through the Bethany gym. Del
and Charlotte had been pastors in Goshen
until last summer.
The seminars provided a time to interact

with persons interested in the how-to's of
mission motivation, mission education,
church planting, and mission/service activ-

ities for youth. Thoughtful questions
emerged: "How can we get our congrega-
tion to regain a sense of a need for mis-
sion?" "How do we communicate more
closely with mission workers?" "When do
we stop talking about mission and start

doing mission?" "Is there still a burden in

the Mennonite Church for people who
don't know Christ?"

During bazaar time, the hallways and
classrooms of Bethany buzzed with people
of all ages. The bazaars provided interna-

tional environments with foods, clothing,

and activities—a hands-on way for young
and old to imagine what it might be like to

serve God in Africa, Europe, Asia, the
Middle East, and Latin America.
Ned Wyse, dramatizing the parable of

the talents, provided a closing challenge
for the festival. "Is our life an act of

"Brother Wally" Fahrer, in a monk's robe, intones

the Psalms. A former MBM worker in England,
Fahrer is now missions minister for Indiana-Mich-
igan Conference.

worship? Are we 'doing business' for our
Master while he is away? Will we be found
faithful?" Inspired anew, participants re-

turned home to work at the question.
—Lima Reimer Geiser

China Educational
Exchange is looking
for a few good teachers

Techny, III. (Meetinghouse)— China Edu-
cational Exchange is looking for a few good
EngHsh teachers. Twelve to be exact.

CEE's director and assistant director,

Myrrl Beyler and Gail Zacharias, with of-

fices in Winnipeg, reported to CEE's spon-
soring agencies recently at a meeting in

suburban Chicago. Five Mennonite mis-
sion/service agencies sponsor CEE. In ad-
dition, Mennonite colleges host Chinese
teachers and students.

In 1990, operating on $190,000, CEE had
25 people working in 11 Chinese institu-

tions. Of these, 13 plan to return for a
second year. For the 1991-92 school year,

CEE hopes to place two to four master's-
level teachers in Henan Province for the
first time. This is China's second largest

province and has both a medical school
and an agricultural school.

"Our commitment to China should not
waver," said Earl Martin, a Mennonite
Central Committee administrator, com-
mending this geographical growth of the
program. "Within a 3,000-mile radius of

Hong Kong lives half the world's popula-
tion." Atlee Beechy, an at-large member of

the CEE board, agreed: "The church's
mission is to be present in situations of

change." Jim Bomberger of Eastern Men-
nonite College said, "The June 4, 1989,
events in Tiananmen Square have not hurt
our part of the China exchange."

Special guest for the meeting was Xiyi
Yao, a student at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries. "What," asked CEE
board member Dale Warkentine, "has
been the influence of Christians in China
in the past?" "Model workers," came the
answer. "Even the government recognizes
a conscientious worker."

Other Chinese scholars are studying in

Mennonite colleges in Canada and the
United States. Ron Matthies of Conrad
Grebel College, indicating the rapport that
develops, reported how Conrad Grebel
surprised their resident Chinese scholar
with a birthday cake in the middle of the
night.

Lee Snyder, dean of Eastern Mennonite
College, will chair the CEE board for a
three-year term, succeeding Ron Yoder of
Mennonite Board of Missions.

The next orientation for CEE workers
will be July 22-25, just prior to departure
for China. Interested people should con-
tact their denominational missions of-

fices.—Murie/ Stackley
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MBM transfers

evangelism project

to MBCM
Elkhart, bid. (MBCM)^On Feb. 1, Men-

nonite Board of Congregational Ministries

will begin administering the Living in

Faithful Evangelism (LIFE) project, and

has hired a new staff person to direct it.

G. Edwin Bontrager, who currently directs

the project through Mennonite Board of

Missions, will continue as LIFE director as

part of his assignment at MBCM.
The LIFE project was started in 1987 as

a response to the Vision '95 goals of the

Mennonite Church. Adapted from "Pass-

ing on the Promise," a similar Church of

the Brethren project, LIFE is a three-year

strategy which helps congregations de-

velop new habits and learn new ways to

invite others to become part of the congre-

gation. It is a church-growth plan with

careful adaptations to Mennonite Church
convictions about peacemaking and disci-

pleship.

LIFE is sponsored jointly by the Men-
nonite Church and the General Conference

Mennonite Church. By next fall, five con-

ferences/districts will be at various stages

in the LIFE process. It is projected that

by next year 13 more conferences/districts

will enter the process.

The shift of the LIFE project fromMBM
to MBCM signals a change in priorities for

both agencies. MBM is focusing its North
American resources and vision more di-

rectly on ministries in metropolitan areas;

MBCM is broadening its congregational

vision to include evangelism and church

growth in established congregations. After

about a year of discussions, both agencies

approved the transfer last October.

MBCM has committed itself to adminis-

tering the project for five years, during

which time MBM will provide about half

of the costs.

Bontrager, who first joined the MBM
staff in 1987, will serve as MBCM's minis-

ter of mission and peace. This new role will

require that church growth and evangelism

programs carry in them historic peacemak-
ing values. MBCM envisions peacemaking

as an explicit part of every congregation's

evangelism and outreach efforts.

—Everett Thomas

MCC finishes clinics

in quake-ravaged
Soviet Armenia

Yerevan, Soviet Union (MCC)—After 16

months of hard work and countless logis-

tical hassles, Mennonite Central Commit-
tee has completed construction projects in

earthquake-ravaged areas of Armenia in

the Soviet Union. Following the December
1988 earthquake there MCC joined with

Adventist Development/Relief Agency to

construct a rehabilitation center in

Yerevan, Armenia's capital, and six village

health clinics.

Along the way the project was slowed by
fuel and other supply shortages, communi-
cation difficulties, and technical problems

with building materials. But the Dec. 3-4

dedication of the clinics "made all of the

struggles worthwhile," says Lowell Det-

weiler, who has coordinated MCC Armenia
work the past year and who visited there

recently.

Six villages now "proudly claim 'dove

houses,' " clinics with the MCC logo

painted on the side, says Detweiler. "The
dove and the cross—what an appropriate

symbol for a people with a long history of

suffering and a continued cry for lasting

peace." More beautiful than the finished

clinics, he says, are the "bridges of love

and friendship so evident between caring

MCC workers and the warm Armenian
people."

Seventeen MCC-appointed personnel

served in Armenia for terms ranging from

three months to one year. Two were sec-

onded to MCC by American Friends Ser-

vice Committee and two were from the

Hutterite communities in New York and
Connecticut. Five were from Europe and
the rest were from Canada and the United

States. One nurse assisted with health

personnel training for the rural clinics.

Continued upheavals in the Soviet Union
may mean some clinics will not operate at

full capacity immediately. One did not yet

have a water supply; others were without

electricity and gas. But Armenian medical

Andy Hofer, a Swiss Mennonite volunteer in Ar-

menia, signs an agreement turning a new health

clinic in Tsahaper over to local authorities.

personnel are eager to put the buildings to

use, says Detweiler. "At one clinic I asked

when they would be open to receive pa-

tients," Detweiler recalls. "The nurse an-

swered: 'Tomorrow.'
"

MCC's budget for Armenia was
$900,000. In addition to designated contri-

butions to MCC for the project, several

agencies donated funds, including Ameri-

can Friends Service Committee, Lutheran

World Relief, Dutch Interchurch Aid, and
Swiss Mennonite Organization.

Primary responsibility for completing

the large rehabilitation center in Yerevan
has been assumed by Adventist Develop-

ment/Relief Agency. Dedication ceremo-

nies are scheduled there for Feb. 5.

—Andrea Schrock Wenger

AIDS ministries

supported by MCC
begin in Canada

Winnipeg, Man. fMCCJ—Mennonite
Central Committee-supported ministries

to people with AIDS have begun in three

Canadian provinces, but a volunteer is still

needed for an AIDS-related service in a

fourth province.

In Ontario, MCC worker Kurt Schwarz

is serving as volunteer coordinator at the

HIV/Hemophelia Clinic of St. Michael's

Hospital in Toronto, where he is setting up
a support network for people with AIDS.
Volunteers will help outpatients who are

HIV positive by visiting, running errands,

doing chores around the house
—

"things

that people with AIDS may not have the

energy to do," Schwarz says.

In British Colombia, Ruth Thiessen is

heading up MCC B.C.'s AIDS education

program. The one-year effort will result in
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the creation of an AIDS resource packet

for pastors and congregational leaders and
provide workshops and seminars for Men-
nonite and other churches.

In Quebec, Crystal Klassen has begun a

two-year assignment at Nazareth House, a

residence for people with AIDs in Mon-
treal. The residence, the only one of its

kind in the province, offers shelter to

people with AIDS who are financially des-

titute. Many are in the final stages of the

illness. Nazareth House provides a Chris-

tian home where they can live out their

final days with support and dignity.

MCC still needs a volunteer for the Nova
Scotia People With AIDS Coalition, a Hal-

ifax-based organization which offers sup-

port and counseling for people with AIDS.
MCC's involvement with AIDS in Can-

ada grew out of a 1988 Task Group on
AIDS which proposed some concrete ways
that Canadian Mennonites could assist

people living with the illness.

Krabill urges MBM
to see babyboomers
as a challenge

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The call to "view
the babyboomer generation as a glorious

challenge, not a menacing threat" echoed
numerous times throughout the recent

Board of Directors meeting of Mennonite
Board of Missions. The call came initially

during a presentation by James Krabill, a

missionary in Ivory Coast who is serving a

special three-year North American assign-

ment in mission education.

Krabill shared recent research that con-

tends babyboomers (those bom 1946-64)

are the key to the church's mission and
service efforts in the next decade. Many
have little overseas mission interest. Those
who do tend to favor holistic causes and
the training of national leaders.
Babyboomers prefer to support individu-

als rather than institutions and are inter-

ested in short-term service opportunities.

The implications for MBM, according to

Krabill, include the need to consider addi-
tional ways to involve babyboomers in

short-term service. "If we don't respond,
we may lose the interest and participation

of this generation," Krabill said.

"MBM also needs to work harder at

putting a face on mission, linking individ-

ual MBM workers to North American con-
gregations, and linking conferences to spe-
cific sections of the world where MBM
ministry is going on," Krabill said. He
noted that linked giving is increasing, and
that discussions are underway on linking

conferences to regions of the world. Mean-
while, the MBM Church Relations Depart-
ment has begun implementing a decentral-
ized system of volunteer representatives
located in various regions of North Amer-
ica.

Board discussions also focused on a new
service program for older adults. Service

Opportunities for Older People (SOOP) is

a short-term program administered by
MBM and Inter-Mennonite Council on
Aging. Suzanne Lind, director of MBM
Service Ministries, said the volunteers will

pay most of their costs. The service loca-

tions, now numbering six, will make assign-

ments and provide accommodations.
"Older people want to travel and give

some time to the church," said Barbara
Reber, executive director of the Council on
Aging. "We think SOOP combines these

interests in a way that will use their gifts."

SOOP is one of several new programs
contained in an operating expense budget
of $8.7 million the board approved for

1991. The new budget contains a contribu-

tion goal of $5.3 million—a 3 percent in-

crease over this year's goal.

Program changes expected by Feb. 1

include the transfer of some congregation-

ally based services to Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries. The transfer,

approved by the MBM board at this meet-
ing and by the MBCM board a week
earlier, includes the LIFE (Living In Faith-

ful Evangelism) program and Ed Bon-
trager, the current director of evangelism
and church development. "This is one way
for MBM and MBCM to avoid duplicating

services to established congregations," said

President Paul Gingrich. MBM will con-

tinue to help emerging congregations.

The MBM board also approved a new

emphasis on metropolitan church develop-

ment. "We will shift our focus and priority

to the identification and formation of a

network of urban leaders who will partici-

pate with urban councils and conferences

for cooperative church development in

metropolitan areas," explained Irv

Weaver, vice-president for home minis-

tries. The plan includes the employment
of a new director of evangelism and church
development with urban experience.

Weaver said MBM will invite conference

mission leaders and urban leaders to help

develop the details during the coming year.

He emphasized that present commitments
to conferences will be honored.

Next year's budget also projects the first

long-term MBM workers in Afghanistan

and additional workers in Chile. During the

meeting, a total of 22 new or continuing

workers were appointed to assignments in

nine foreign countries.

Board members received an update on
the situation in war-torn Liberia. Ron
Yoder, Africa director, said estimates of

those killed in the 11-month-old civil war
now range fi-om 10,000 to 100,000. A total

of at least one million people are refugees

either inside or outside the country.

For Liberians still in the country, food is

the most critical need. Yoder shared re-

ports of people eating human flesh or

boiling and eating leaves. MBM is conduct-

ing an above-budget effort to raise

$100,000 for food, medicine, and short-

term medical personnel.

—

Phil Richard

Elaine ^

Kauffman '. .

BACK FROM BRAZIL

Kauffman says church
is growing up
Elkhart, Ind. fAffiAf)—Brazil Menno-

nite Church is becoming a mature,
"adult" church, reports Elaine
Kauffman, a Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions worker who recently returned for

a one-year North American assignment.

The church began in 1954 through the

efforts of MBM missionaries.

Only Brazilians now serve on the ex-

ecutive committee of the church.

Kauffman and MBM missionary Otis

Hochstetler left the committee in 1989

and were its last foreign members. Dur-
ing her latest term, which began in 1985,

Kauffman served as treasurer of the

church. In the last year she became
assistant to the treasurer, who is a

Brazilian.

The church now has its own center,

dedicated a year ago in Campinas.
Kauffman's office is there, along with

that of the executive secretary, and a

storage room for Mennonite publica-

tions. The second floor is the living

quarters for the executive secretary and
his family.

Campinas Mennonite Church, where
Kauffman attends, is nearby. She
teaches a Sunday school class of chil-

dren ages 7-10. The congregation has
not had a pastor for the past three

years, so the church council, presently

led by a woman, organizes church Hfe.

"People take turns sharing, leading, and
using their gifts," Kauffman said. "It's

a different model of church, but it's

being accepted."

Kauffman is a native of Kalispell,

Mont.
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mennoscope
Former Eastern Mennonite College profes-
sor Jesse Byler, 62, died on Dec. 23 in

Harrisonburg, Va. He had been ill for many years

with bronchiectasis, a chronic lung disease. He
was a member of the EMC faculty 1971-82,

sei-ving as chaii'man of the Education Depart-
ment and director of teacher education. After

resigning for health reasons, he served part-time

as director of faculty development. In 1984 the

college established the Jesse Byler Endowed
Education Chair in his honor. Before going to

EMC, he was principal of Eastern Mennonite
High School in Harrisonburg.

Mennonite Board of Missions still needs
over $1.2 million in contributions Jan.
31 to reach its goal of $5.1 million for the 1990

fiscal year, which ends on that day. "Contribu-

tions were strong through November, but fell

$200,000 behind budget projections in Decem-
ber," says President Paul Gingrich. "Ongoing
financial support of the Mennonite Church is

needed to continue present ministries and to

respond to new opportunities."

A top-level Canadian official used the home
of a Mennonite couple for a meeting recently

in Israeli-occupied West Bank. External Affairs

Minister Joe Clark, who was also once prime
minister of his country, met with moderate
Palestinian leaders to talk about the need for a

Palestinian homeland, especially in light of the

current Persian Gulf crisis. The site for the talks

was the home of local Mennonite Central Com-
mittee leaders Kent and Linda Stucky. The
home also doubles as the MCC office in West
Bank. The Canadian government chose the site

because it was "neutral ground" and because of

MCC's reputation for seeking "justice and
fairness" for the Palestinians. MCC has been at

work in West Bank since 1950.

A decline in contributions concerned the
leaders of Mennonite Central Committee
who gathered for the Executive Committee
meeting Dec. 14-15 in Akron, Pa. They are also

worried about what the uncertain economic cli-

mate in the United States will mean for MCC.
After much dehberation, they approved a 1991

budget that calls for total income of $35.8 mO-
lion, up from last year's $34.4 million. But the

Executive Committee also asked staff to pre-

pare a list of activities that will not be started

until midyear, depending on how much money
is raised in the first part of the year. The budget
will be presented to the 36-member MCC board
for final approval during its annual meeting Jan.

25-26 in Archbold, Ohio.

The growth and vitality of the church in

South Korea impressed Christians from
other countries who attended Asia Missions
Congress '90 in the capital city of Seoul. The
1,200 participants were hosted by the huge
Choong Hyun Presbyterian Church. Paul and
Esther Kniss, longtime missionaries under Men-
nonite Board of Missions, were part of the India

delegation. They noted that thousands of people
attend the predawn prayer meeting at the

church every morning throughout the year. They
frequently heard the comment during the con-

gress, "When wUl my country see this kind of

thing happening?"

"Missions Tours" for children were the
highlight of the Missions Festival sponsored
by Virginia Mennonite Board of Missions. The
annual event was held this time at Harrisonburg
(Va.) Mennonite Church. Six Sunday school
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classrooms were transformed into foreign coun-

tries by present and former missionaries. In each

country the children made flags which they took
home as reminders of their tour. While 200 kids

enjoyed this glimpse of life in other countries, the

adults could choose to attend one of four semi-

nars. The festival also included an international

food bazaar and a program of stories and music.

"A Night of Praise" brought together 50
singers from eight churches to form a choir

under the direction of Jim Sauder and Jim
Roynon. They sang for the public at Central

Mennonite Church near Archbold, Ohio. The
first part of the program consisted of hymns
from the old Harmonia Sacra book, followed by
contemporary arrangements of favorite hymns.
The last half of the program was spirituals and
choral music. A congregational hymn of each
type of music was sung at the begirming of each

McCarthy lives! Harrisonburg,

Va.—He looks much older, but the

years haven't dulled his caustic wit

and keen observations on life in the

political arena. Two-time presiden-

tial aspirant Eugene McCarthy spoke

at Eastern Mennonite College on
"the influence of religious values in

the political process." In a rambling,

conversational style, the former Min-

nesota senator declared that "reli-

gious-moral judgments are needed
more than ever in dealing with

thorny issues facing the country,"

adding that "traditional church-state

separation arguments must not stand

in the way of a serious response."

Specific problems he cited were
overconsumption and pollution, civil

rights, the economy, and the milita-

rization of American life and foreign

policy. McCarthy, who campaigned
on a platform in 1968 to end the

Vietnam War, was in Harrisonburg to

speak at the annual meeting of the

Community Mediation Center. He
prescribed a mediation process as

the best way for the U.S. to end its

dispute with Iraq, along with "dras-

tically cutting American oil con-

sumption."

—

Jim Bishop

section of the program. The event was spon-
sored by the Northwest Ohio Mennonite Minis-

ters Fellowship.

"I Want My Life to Tell for Jesus" is the
theme song of the Michigan Mennonite
Men's Chorus. Now in its third season, the

chorus practices in smaller regional groups in

the fall and then comes together for a mass
rehearsal and program. The latest program was
at Fairview Mennonite Church, with over 50 men
participating. A variety of musical styles were
included— classical, gospel, spirituals, and con-

temporary. A free-will offering raised $1,700 for

Mennonite Central Committee. The chorus,

started by Gale Ely and others, is directed by
Larry Diener.

New appointments:
» Raymond Martin, executive secretary.

Southeast Conference, starting in March. He
succeeds Martin Lehman, who is retiring. Martin
has been pastor of Homestead (Fla.) Mennonite
Church for the past 15 years. A longtime resi-

dent of Homestead, he previously was a local

Voluntary Service administrator for Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions and operated a

family lavra-care business. He has also been the

Southeast Conference representative on Men-
nonite Church General Board.

• David Yoder, president, Virginia Mennonite
BoEird of Missions, starting in January. He suc-

ceeds Paul Yoder, a former missionary doctor,

who served five years. David Yoder served
previously as associate director of development
at Eastern Mermonite College. He has also been
an administrator with the Media Ministries De-
peirtment at Mennonite Board of Missions. He
and his wife, Shirley, were missionaries in Mex-
ico for 10 years. The Board of Missions is a

program of Virginia Conference.

Coming events:
• School for Ministers, Feb. 18-21, at Conrad

Grebel College. This is an annual event spon-

sored by Eastern Canada Conference. The
theme is "The Congregation as a Healing Com-
munity." The speakers are Delton Glebe, a

professor of pastoral care and counseling at

Waterloo Lutheran Seminary; John Esau, direc-

tor of ministerial leadership services for the

General Conference Mermonite Church; and
Lydia Harder, a lecturer at Conrad Grebel Col-

lege. Also scheduled are a variety of workshops.
More information from Eastern Canada Confer-

ence at 60 New Dundee Rd., Kitchener, ON N2G
3W5; phone 519 748-2162.

• Christian Doctrine/Values Conference, Feb.

15-17, at Laurelville Mennonite Church Center.

It will be led by Levi Miller, director of the

Mennonite Church Historical Committee. The
speakers are Conrad Grebel College professor

A. James Reimer, Ohio pastor Sharon Speigle,

writer-editor Michael King, and Penn State Uni-

versity professor Carl Keener. More information

from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;

phone 412 423-2056.

Job openings:
• Administrator, Belleville Mennonite School,

starting in July. The school offers grades K-12.

Qualifications include a master's degree and/or

experience in administration. Contact Search

Committee chair Max Zook by Feb. 15 at R. 2,

Box 24, Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717 935-216.

• Campus pastor, Bluffton College, starting in

August. The person fosters and coordinates

Christian spiritual life among students, faculty,

and staff The person also enhances relations



church in bar. Philadelphia, Pa.—
The six-year-old congregation of

Vietnamese immigrants met here re-

cently in their newly renovated

sanctuary on the second floor of a

building that once housed a bar. The
176 people in attendance praised

the Lord in Vietnamese and listened

as Pastor Quang Xuan Tran spoke of

God's love and forgiveness. Various

choirs from the congregation pro-

vided special music. Vietnamese
Mennonite Fellowship is affiliated

with Lancaster Conference and re-

ceived financial help from Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions to pur-

chase and renovate the building.

Members of the congregation do-

nated many hours of their time to

clean up and repair the dilapidated

building. In addition to the sanctu-

ary, the congregation uses the third

floor of the building for children's

activities and a fellowship hall. The
first floor will be renovated for office

space or a store. In other parts of the

building, four apartments are being
made ready for occupancy. Rent
from the first floor and from the

apartments will be used to repay
Eastern Board.

—

Nancy Witmer

with constituent pastors and congregations.
Send resume to Elmer Neufeld at BC, Bluffton,

OH 45817.

Change of addlress: Kenneth G. Good from
Elida, Oliio, to 1631A S. Burkwood Ct.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801. Terry Miller from
Steinbach, Man., to Box 39, Sidney, MB ROH
IhQ.Lloyd Gingerich from 1003 Third St., to 1014
First St., MOford, NE 68405.

new members
Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.: Sharon Smith,

Diana Lapp, Jason Lapp, John Mark Shank,
Norman Lambright, Deborah Stidham, Harold
Robb, Sharon Robb, Keith Pentz, Gail Pentz,
Robert King, Jill King, Melinda Hostetler, Perry
Hostetler, Roman Mullet, and Mary Mullet.

Plains, Hatfield, Pa.: Harold and Shirley

Miller, and Thomas, Jo Anne, Jason, Jennifer,

and Matthew Ceirlson.

Elmira, Ont.: Sousack and Somsanouk
Xaysy.

Pittsburgh, Pa.: Kris and Tom Charles,

Donna Gaither, Ed Hostetter, Susan Ambrose,
Tim Kuhns, and Drea Toretti.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Elizabeth

Brenneman, Rachel Eash, Adam Fleming, Tim

births

Clark, Donald and Lisa (High), Paradise, Pa.,

first child, Katelyn Anne, Dec. 2.

Esbenshade, Ted and Mary (Fox), Mt. Joy,

Pa., first child, Allyson Marie, Nov. 29.

Good, John and Lori, Atlanta, Ga., first child.

Lance Jacob, Nov. 12.

Hartzler, Keith and Glenda (Halteman), Orr-

ville, Ohio, third child, second son, Jeremy
Christopher, Dec. 6.

Horsch, Anthony J. and Rhonda (Ensz), New-
ton, Kan., second child, first son, Stephan Na-
thaniel, Nov. 23.

Kraybill, Leon and Audrey (Roth), Lancaster,

Pa., second, third, and fourth children; first,

second, and third daughters, EmUy Hannah,
Rebecca Hope, and Molly Caroline, Nov. 10.

Lofthouse, Dennis and Cathryn (Knott),

Markham, Ont., first child, Jordon Daniel, Nov.
22.

Long, Kevin and Juanita (Wolfgang), Hat-
field, Pa., first child, Kierie Alyssa, Dec. 21.

Martin, Doug and Jennifer (Lee), Elmira,

Ont., second chUd, first son, Kyle Nicholas, Nov.
30.

Pawling, Mark and Kathy (Labotz),
Manheim, Pa., first child, Lauren Ashley, Dec.

17.

Sherer, Michael and Patsy (Musser), South
Bend, Ind., first child, Monica Joy, Dec. 16.

Smucker, Jim and Anna (Fisher), Bird-in-

Hand, Pa., first child, Jordon Paul, Dec. 24.

Stewart, Kevin and Rose (Breneman), Lan-
caster, Pa., first child. Amy Breneman, Nov. 25.

Smith, Anna Yoder, and Sharon Yoder.
Harrisonburg, Va.: Issa Atawnah, Kevin

Phengsitthy, and Phoune Liambounheuang.
Thomas, HoUsopple, Pa.: Crystal Ogline

and Teresa Schrock.

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.: Deborah
Stidham.

Pleasant View, North Lawrrence, Ohio:
Bruce Arney, Rhonda Arney, Terry Bradford,

Bill and June Robinson, and Holly Troyer.

Stutzman, Maurice and Carla (Miller), Sug-
arcreek, Ohio, third child, second daughter, Eva
Noelle, Dec. 14.

Yoder, Douglas and Vonda (Metzler), State

College, Pa., second son, Matthew Ross, Dec. 2.

Zehr, Dennis and Ellen (Davis), Tiskilwa, 111.,

second child, first son, Luke Nyakallo, Dec. 18.

(First child deceased.)

marriages
Burckhart-Zook. Phillip Burckhart, Buhler,

Kan., Hesston cong., and Joanne Zook, Denver,
Colo., Glennon Heights cong., by Mark Miller,

Dec. 22.

Chanthavong-Phaymanivong. S i r i p h o n e
Chanthavong and Soudsakone Phaymanivong,
Elmira (Ont.) cong., by Mary Schiedel, Dec. 8.

Detweiler-Miller. Steven Todd Detweiler,

SOverdale, Pa., Blooming Glen cong., and Lori

Jan Miller, Silverdale, Pa., by Robert L.

Shreiner and Truman H. Brunk, Dec. 15.

Larrison-Bontrager. Philip Larrison, Com-
ins, Mich., Comins cong., and Lisa Bontrager,

Fairview, Mich., Fairview cong., by Virgil

Hershberger, Dec. 1.

Miller-Clemmer. J. Nathaniel Miller, Green-
wood, Del, Greenwood cong., and Janelle F.

Clemmer, Marion, Pa., Cedar Street cong., by
Paul Clemmer, Oct. 6.

Miller-Stoltzfus. Tim Miller, Goshen, Ind.,

Four YES teams depart. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism Service
teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left on Jan. 2 for

short-term assignments in Central America, Mexico, and New York City. They
spent the past three months in preparation at YES Discipleship Center in

Philadelphia. The team members are: Front row (left to right)—Alex Tellado, Sam
Sauder, Lowell Brown, Karlton Click, Phil Eby, Sam Petersheim, and Kent
Kauffinan. Second row—Doug Zimmerman, Cheryl Lyndaker, Tema Gerber,
Dawn Martin, Amy Ramsey, Sherri Bowman, Gayle Stoltzfus, and Dwane McCee.
Back row—John Comeaux, Carol Bollinger, Melanie Martin, Bonita Todd, Wanita
Knouse, Pam Hofstetter, Trisha Moyer, Janell Nolt, and Chuck Albrecht.
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Kalona (Iowa) cong., and Tonya Stoltzfus,

Goshen, Ind., East Union cong., by Michael

Loss, Dec. 15.

Reed-Kauffman. John Reed and Lanee
Kauffniun, Atlanta, Ga., Berea cong., by Dave
Lambert, Dec. 15.

Steinmann-Bauman. Roger David Stein-

mann, Steinmann cong., New Hamburg, Ont.,

and Darla Jane Bauman, Elmira (Ont.) cong., by

Mai7 Schiedel and Fred Lichti, Dec. 1.

obituaries

Beachy, Manasses J., son of John and Beir-

bara (Mullet) Beachy, was born in Holmes Co.,

Ohio, Dec. 2, 1903; died at Sarasota, Fla., Dec.

2, 1990; aged 87. On Jan. 13, 1927, he was
married to Katie Beachy, who died Sept. 9, 1969.

On Jan. 29, 1970, he was married to Fannie

Helmuth, who survives. Also surviving are 4 sons

(Ezra, Menno, John Henry, and Melvin), one

daughter (Shirley Roaden), and one sister

(Elmina Yoder). He was preceded in death by
one daughter (Mary). He was a member of

Howard-Miami (Ind.) Mermonite Church. Fu-

neral services were held at Sarasota, Fla., on

Dec. 4, in charge of Gerald Mininger, and at

Howard-Miami, on Dec. 6, in charge of Lee
MiUer; interment in Christner Cemetery.

Bontrager, Truman T., son of Eli and Katie

(Johns) Bontrager, was born at Fairview, Mich.,

Oct. 27, 1904; died at Grand Rapids, Mich., July

29, 1990; aged 85. On Jan. 1, 1929, he was
married to Clarice Henson, who died Nov. 10,

1990. Surviving are 2 sons (Farol and Larry), 10

grandchildren, 5 great-grandchildren, and 4

brothers (Ottis, Erie, Floyd, and Ernest). He was
preceded in death by 3 sisters and 5 brothers.

He was a member of Bethel Mermonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Aug. 1, in

charge of Gordon Myers; interment in Collier

Cemetery.
Harnish, S. Laban, son of Samuel D. and

Jennie (Dombach) Harnish, was born in West
Lampeter Twp., Pa., Nov. 30, 1919; died of

pneumonia at Lancaster (Pa.) General Hospital,

Dec. 17, 1990; aged 71. He was married to Ruth
H. Risser, who died Mar. 31, 1986. Surviving are

2 daughters (Doris and Carol), one son (Glerm),

7 grandchildren, and 2 brothers. He was a

member of Neffsville Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 20, in charge

of Linford King.

Hostetter, Kathryn Kauffman, daughter of

Reuben G. and Ellen (Kraybill) Kauffman, was
bom in Lancaster Co., Pa., Jan. 12, 1898; died

at Oak Lea Nursing Home, Harrisonburg, Va.,

Dec. 8, 1990; aged 92. On June 16, 1921, she was
married to D. Ralph Hostetter, who died Sept.

27, 1978. Surviving are 2 daughters (Kathryn H.

Bucher and Elizabeth Hostetter). She was a

member of Bank Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held Dec. 11, in charge of

David Burkholder, James Goering, Lloyd Horst,

and Herman Ropp; interment in Weavers Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Jones, Douglas Abram, son of Douglas and

Sharon (Rabuttino) Jones, of Hatfield, Pa., was
bom and died on Nov. 25, 1990. Funeral services

were held at Providence Mennonite Cemetery
on Dec. 1.

Kauffman, Leora M. Alwine, daughter of

John and Pearl (Thomas) Alwine, was bom in

Conemaugh Twp., Pa., Aug. 19, 1913; died of

cancer at Windber (Pa.) Hospice, Nov. 28, 1990;

aged 77. She was married to Ernest Kauffman,
who died Aug. 2, 1983. Surviving are 2 sons

(Dwight L. and Carl), one daughter (Joyce

Thomas), 17 grandchildren, 34 great-grandchil-

dren, one brother (Lowell Alwine), and 6 sisters

(Edna Kaufman, Amy Cable, Naomi Holsopple,

Ivie Short, Reda Kaufman, and Ida Holsopple).

She was a member of Thomas Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 30, in charge of Homer Schrock and Marvin
Kaufman; interment in the church cemetery.

Keiner, Paul, son of Fred and Anna (Falb),

was born at Kidron, Ohio, Mar. 22, 1912; died at

his home at Kidron, Ohio, Dec. 20, 1990; aged
78. On June 4, 1933, he was married to Gladys

Nussbaum, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (Roger Lee), 3 daughters (Betty Lou Geiser,

Ann Weaver, and Phyllis Hofstetter), 11 grand-

children, 5 great-grandchildren, one brother

(Elias), and a half sister (Matilda Burkholder).

He was preceded in death by one brother (An-

drew), 2 half brothers (Ezra and Enos), and a

half sister (Mary Ann). He was a member of

Kidron Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Dec. 22, in charge of Bill

Detweiler; interment in the church cemetery.

Lehman, Myra Kendig, daughter of Abram
S. and Hettie (Stehman) Kendig, was born at

Lancaster, Pa., Mar. 21, 1896; died at Harrison-

burg, Va., Dec. 22, 1990; aged 94. On May 26,

1921, she was married to Chester K. Lehman,
who died Mar. 2, 1980. Surviving are 3 daughters

(Miriam L. Weaver, Esther K. Lehman, and
Dorothy L. Yoder), one son (Robert), 11 grand-

children, and 6 great-grandchildren. She was a

member of Mount Clinton Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Dec. 24, in

charge of Paul L. Kratz, Paul T. Yoder, David

Lehman, and Kenneth Seitz, Sr.; interment in

Weavers Mermonite Cemetery.
Lehman, Ruth C. Sommer, daughter of Dan

and Dinah (Moser) Sommer, was born July 7,

1901; died at Doctors Hospital, Massillon, Ohio,

Dec. 17, 1990; aged 89. On June 4, 1922, she was
married to Waldo E. Lehman, who died Jan. 17,

1986. Surviving are one son (Orel K.), 10 grand-

children, 14 great-grandchildren, one sister

(Selma Gerber), and one brother (Oren). She
was preceded in death by one son (Chester) and
2 brothers (Allen and Clyde). She was a member
of Kidron Mennonite Church, where memorial
services were held on Dec. 20, in charge of Bill

Detweiler; interment in the Kidron Church Cem-
etery.

Mullet, Roman B., was bom Mar. 20, 1916;

died of cancer at Sarasota, Fla., Nov. 20. 1990;

aged 74. On April 18, 1937, he was married to

Mary Mullet, who survives. Also surviving are

one son (Alvin), 4 daughters (Freida Welty, Ruby
Farmwald, Betty Hochstetler, and Carolyn Law-
rence), one sister (Clara Miller), one half sister

(Arma Miller), 6 brothers (Steven, Amos, Albert,

Isaac, Henry, and Enos), and one stepbrother

(Moses Gingerich). He was a member of Bahia

Vista Mermonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Nov. 23, in charge of John H.

Shenk; interment in The Palms, Sarasota, Fla.

Schwartzentruber, Elizabeth Wagler,
daughter of Christian Z. and Fanny (Schwartz-

entruber) Wagler, was born in North Easthope
Twp., Ont., Nov. 26, 1904; died at St. Mary's

Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., July 22, 1990; aged 85.

On Jan. 29, 1925, she was married to Allen

Schwartzentruber, who survives. Also surviving

are 3 sons (Kenneth, Vernon, and Leonard), 15

grandchildren, 16 great-grandchildren, 3 sisters

(Lavina, Alice, and Lauretta), and one brother

(Nyle). She was preceded in death by one son

(Lyle) and one sister (Katie Yantzi). She was a

member of St. Agatha Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on July 24, in charge

of Gerald Schwartzentruber and Elmer
SchwEirtzentmber; interment in the church cem-
etery.

Troyer, Wilber, son of Lloyd and Emma
(Kennel) Troyer, was born in Shickley, Neb.,

Aug. 7, 1924; died at his home in North EngUsh,

Iowa, Dec. 11, 1990; aged 66. On Aug. 23, 1953,

he was married to Vivian Eberly, who survives.

Also surviving are one daughter (Neva Ver-
Helst), one son (Gordon), 3 grandsons, one
brother (Lloyd Troyer), and 6 sisters (Nettie

Fehlberg, Ida Kliewer, Wilma Becker, Verda
Troyer, Alta Troyer, and Delia Yoder). He was
preceded in death by one daughter (Janice). He
was a member of Wellman Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Dec. 13, in

charge of Dan Johnston and John Helmuth;
interment in Wellman Mennonite Cemetery.
Yoder, Edith Zook, daughter of Ed and

Martha (Bender) Zook, was bom in Kalona,

Iowa, Apr. 16, 1916; died at Garden City, Mo.,
Dec. 13, 1990; aged 74. On Nov. 21, 1937, she

was meuried to Gideon Yoder, who survives.

Also surviving are one daughter (Rozella
Swartzendruber), one son (Rodney L. Yoder), 6

grandchildren, one brother (Raymond Zook),

and one sister (Mary Davis). She was a member
of Sycamore Grove Mennonite Church. Funeral

services were held at Peterseim Funeral Home
on Dec. 16, in charge of Ken Steckly and Morris

Swartzendruber; interment in Upper Deer
Creek Cemetery.

calendar
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

interterm, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 7-25

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. annual

meeting, Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 23-24

Mennonite Central Committee armual meeting,

Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 25-26

North American Evangelism/Church Planting

Committee, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 25-29

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
pastors' week, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

School for Ministers, Waterioo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,

Ind., Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mai. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,

Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,

Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mermonite College and Seminary board

of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, HI.,

Mar. 14-16

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 15-17

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference armual meeting, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

boeu-d of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991
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items & comments

CO applicants sent to Saudi Arabia
before cases are heard
The possibility of war in the Persian Gulf

has prompted an increase in the number
of military personnel who claim they are

conscientious objectors, religiously or eth-

ically opposed to war and killing. But
today's aspiring conscientious objector

must overcome an obstacle that COs of the

past did not face. The army, in an apparent
switch from procedure in previous con-

flicts, is forcing applicants to deploy to the

potential combat zone in Saudi Arabia
before making their cases for CO status.

An increasing number of these peace-
time soldiers and weekend warriors—men
and women—have sought help from reli-

gious groups that counsel COs. The agen-

cies, who claim it is impossible to estimate

the number of new applicants, say they are

suddenly overwhelmed with calls from re-

servists, college students, family members,
and even soldiers who have gone AWOL
(absent without official leave).

The counselors complain that the gov-

ernment is unfair in changing the ground
rules governing the way COs have been
allowed, if not legally required, to make
their case. The new policy makes no sense,

said longtime counselors like Robert
McClean, a United Methodist Church ex-

ecutive and board chair of National Inter-

religious Service Board for Conscientious
Objectors, who added that it defies prac-

tical army wisdom on how to deal with
COs. (RNS)

California evangelist completes
purchase of Bakkers' Heritage USA

California evangelist Morris Cerullo has
completed the $43-million purchase of the
Heritage USA property in Fort Mill, S.C.,

formerly the domain of Jim and Tammy
Bakker. Morris Cerullo World EvangeUsm,
based in San Diego, said that the MUI
Corporation of Malaysia and the Seraphim
Corporation of Canada were partners in

the deal, which was finally approved re-

cently by Judge Thurmond Bishop in

Charlotte, N.C. Cerullo said he hopes to

have the "family-oriented, Christian desti-

nation resort" open again by July.

A U.S. bankruptcy court took control of
the property after the Bakkers' downfall in

1987. Cerullo's organization has an-
nounced plans to spend $15 million in the
first phase of a renovation and expansion
of the 2,200-acre property, which he has
renamed Hew Heritage USA. An earlier

agreement between bankruptcy officials

and Canadian businessman Stephen Mer-
nick, who planned to buy the property, fell

through.

Cerullo's organization took effective con-
trol of the former PTL television network
in September with a $7-million cash pur-
chase. A telethon was held to raise money

for purchase of the Heritage USA property

and netted about $19 milHon. Cerullo is a

former Assemblies of God minister. He
appears on a daily television program that

he began last year. (RNS)

Roman Catholics launch
evangelization program
The Roman Catholic Church has

launched Evangelization 2000, a 10-year

international outreach to Roman Catho-
lics. The ambitious undertaking is a re-

sponse to Pope John Paul II's exhortation

to make the '90s a decade of evangeliza-

tion. The program is aimed at instilling a

deeper faith among practicing Catholics

and calling back those who have left the

church. The church, based in the Vatican,

has named the Paulist National Evangeli-

zation Association in Washington, D.C., to

spearhead the effort in North America.
"The Holy Father is calling for a new
fervor, new methods, and a new language
understandable to the modem world," ac-

cording to a statement from the Paulist

organization. The Vatican will publish a

magazine and estabUsh schools of evange-
lization around the world. An international

prayer network has been organized under
its auspices. (RNS)

Released missionary says church
continues ministry in Kuwait
A Southern Baptist missionary who was

among the 150 Americans released from
the American Embassy in Kuwait says the

National Evangelical Church in Kuwait is

continuing its multiethnic ministry despite

all the turmoil in the Persian Gulf state.

Maurice Graham of Shelbyville, Term., was
serving as copastor of the EngHsh-lan-
guage congregation when Iraqi troops in-

vaded Kuwait last August. He and his wife,

Laurie, and their two sons were part of a
small band of refugees who went to the

American Embassy after their home and
church building were broken into by Iraqi

troops. Laurie and the boys were able to

leave Kuwait with 270 other Americans in

September but Maurice was among the
remaining hostages. (RNS)

Lawyer accuses Guatemalans
of stonewalling nun's charges
The lawyer representing an American

Catholic nun who allegedly was kidnapped
and tortured in Guatemala in 1989 accused
Guatemalan authorities of stonewalling the
investigation to protect members of the
country's security forces who have been
implicated in the case. Paul Soreff, a Lou-
isville lawyer representing the Kentucky-
based Ursuline order, said a special com-
mission appointed seven months ago by
Guatemalan President Vinicio Cerezo to

investigate the abduction of Sister Dianna

Ortiz has failed to even meet, much less

investigate anything.

Ortiz had been in Guatemala two years,

working with indigenous children in the

western highlands, when she was kid-

napped in November 1989 from a religious

retreat in Antigua. She said she was taken
to a warehouse near the capital where she
was beaten, burned with cigarettes, and
repeatedly raped by members of the Na-
tional Police. She took refuge at the home
of the papal nuncio after being dropped off

the next morning and fled the country two
days later without discussing the incident

with U.S. or Guatemalan officials. (RNS)

Prison Fellowship starts

newspaper for inmates
Prison Fellowship has launched the first

newspaper aimed at inmates and written

by current and former inmates. Inside

Journal, an eight-page quarterly, is based
at Lorton Federal Prison in Virginia. The
first issue will be distributed to prisons in

six states and the District of Columbia,
with plans for monthly nationwide distri-

bution. Chief editor Craig Pruitt is a free-

lance writer and former businessman who
served time in federal prison for conviction

on charges of tax fraud. Two broad goals

of the paper are to provide resources to

survive both prison and re-entry into soci-

ety and to promote a deeper understand-
ing of the U.S. justice system from the

prisoner's point of view. Prison Fellowship,

founded by Charles Colson following his

imprisonment for a Watergate-related of-

fense, is a Christian evangelical ministry

for prisoners, former prisoners, and their

famines. (RNS)

Vatican restores diplomatic ties

with Bulgarian government
The Vatican and Bulgaria have agreed

to exchange ambassadors, formally restor-

ing diplomatic ties that were severed in

1949, and bringing to a close the era of

formal estrangement between Rome and
the former communist Eastern bloc. The
feat is due, in part, to 30 years of Ost-
politik, the policy of diplomatic dialogue

adopted by Pope Paul VI to improve the
situation of the church and believers in

those countries.

In the last 18 months, the Vatican com-
mitment to church-state detente has pro-

duced a rich harvest. In the wake of the
democratic revolution which has swept
communist governments from power there,

the Vatican has restored diplomatic ties

with Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, the Soviet Union, and—now

—

Bulgaria. Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, the
architect of the Vatican's policy of Ost-
politi, retired in December as Vatican Sec-
retary of State. (RNS)
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editorial

Will there be war?
Seldom has so much of the world galvanized

around so single an issue as the one that con-

fronts us today: will there be war in the Middle

East? For the first time in history global mass
communication has the world holding its collec-

tive breath while its leaders debate and chal-

lenge and threaten.

On the face of it, it doesn't look good. Jan. 15,

the United Nations' deadline for Iraq to with-

draw from Kuwait, is upon us. The withdrawal

doesn't appear to be (though in volatile situa-

tions such as this a lot can happen between

when this is written and when it's read). There's

talk of a "quick strike," of "no more than 15,000

casualties," of chemical warfare. Now Newsweek
in its January 14 issue dares to raise the

"unthinkable": nuclear war.

The Persian Gulf is particularly distressful for

those of us who are Mennonites living in the

United States. We cringe as we see our govern-

ment taking the lead, in our name, in the con-

frontation. We are also aware, somewhat guiltily,

that while our friends and neighbors have fears

for their sons and daughters who are part of Des-

ert Shield, we have anxieties about what pro-

longed conflict could mean for our children. Are

they ready for military conscription and a possi-

ble new draft?

But we have not only been asking questions.

Those of us in the peace church tradition have

joined many other voices in a concerted witness

we seldom muster except in times of war and

emergency. A few examples:
• Many of us are participating in the Fellow-

ship of Reconciliation campaign, "No Blood for

Oil." It tells government officials we want peace

by sending them "oil barrels": plastic 35mm film

canisters with a message enclosed.

• A group of Mennonite pastors in Northwest

Ohio has begun a white-ribbon campaign for

peace. They suggest we tie white ribbons to our

vehicle antennas as a sign to our communities

we believe in the way of peace.

• At the suggestion of Mennonite Central

Committee, many of us are calling Washington,

D.C., to raise our voices for peace. Reports are

that the number, 202 456-1111, is always busy,

we hope from constant use. One woman in my

congregation reported trying 20 times in one af-

ternoon before getting through.

• Christian Peacemaker Teams, a Mennonite

and Brethren cooperative endeavor working ac-

tively for peace, sent a delegation in our name
to fraq to meet with Christians and others there.

They returned with a strong message for North

American Christians: pray.

• And praying we are. From across the coun-

try Gospel Herald has received reports of congre-

gations and conferences fasting and praying

about the Persian Gulf.

I believe those prayers are part of the reason

we can find signs that the war question could be

answered no.

For one, at the very hour I write this, U.S. Sec-

retary of State James Baker and Iraq's Foreign

Minister Tariq Aziz are sitting down to talk.

That's encouraging, for just a few days ago the

argument was when those talks should take

place.

It's also encouraging that so far war has not

broken out in the Middle East. Though the Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait happened in early August, so

far we have seen only talk. That's unusual in a

world that witnessed the speed of a United

States in Grenada or the secrecy of a Soviet

Union in Afghanistan.

There are other signs of hope. As one person

who lived through World War II observed during

a prayer session in our congregation: thank God
for all the pubUc debate about the Middle East.

Never before has there been such open disagree-

ment about whether a country should go to war.

But in spite of our hope, the question remains:

will there be war in the Middle East? We pray

God not. We pray those forces that have for the

past five months kept our leaders talking, regard-

less of how blustery or strident, will continue to

keep them talking.

Will there be war in the Middle East? The
question persists because of the uncertainty of

the no for which we hope. Thus we must pray:

God, grant those of us for whom violence is

never an answer to conflict the grace and cour-

age to live our behef, regardless of what that

might mean. As a people of peace, that can be

our only answer to war.—j/p



Donald E. Yoder, pastor of Koinonia Fellowship in

Phoenix, Ariz.: the question is what can be done to

help a pastor he more faithful in five years.
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How to reduce
pastor casualties
Beginning a two-part series on what
both pastors and congregations can do
about the revolving-door syndrome.

he future of the church is at risk. Too many
Mennonite pastors are being fired or pressured
into resigning. They tend to stay in congrega-
tions for shorter terms than was once true. Since
a pastor's greatest effectiveness occurs after five

years, short-term pastorates make it difficult

just to maintain congregational Hfe and well nigh
impossible for congregations to be involved in

meaningful, creative mission in the local commu-
nity. Add to that the transition time between as-

signments and, frankly, we have a major problem.
We have to find ways to reduce pastor casualties.

These casualties don't result from a lack of
Christian commitment. Rather they come for at

least three reasons:

1. The congregational system has forces which
create pastor casualties. Two groups within the
church may have had a conflict for a long time,

but both blame the pastor for the lack of church
unity. A congregation may call a pastor because
of teaching skills and later fire the same pastor
for lack of dynamic preaching. Often what hap-
pens to a pastor is a symptom of what's happen-
ing on a deeper level of congregational life.

2. Pastors themselves may cause their own cas-

ualties. A pastor may put in far too many hours

by

Duane
Beck



trying to please all members of the congregation,

wanting to control everything, or lacking self-con-

fidence to enter new learning experiences. These
are symptoms of deeper problems within the

pastor's own family system.

3. The third cause of pastor casualties, of

course, are those forces within the world, exter-

nal to both the church and pastor: individualism.

the success syndrome, instant gratification, con-

sumerism. These affect both the pastor and the

congregation.

Congregations and pastors can work together

to change the momentum of destructive relation-

ships. This article is the first of a two-part series

that explores how to do so. This week I focus on
congregation, next week on the pastor.

Part 1: What the congregation can do

What can we do now to help the pastor be a

more competent pastor and a more faithful per-

son in five years? That'a a better question than

how we can reduce the casualties. We hope the

pastor will grow in a deeper relationship with

Jesus Christ, a clearer vision of God's kingdom
work, and more effective ways to use pastoral

gifts. A pastor who is being transformed will

more likely lead the congregation into transfor-

mation. Here are several things a congregation

can do to encourage that transformation:

De/ine expectations. A good deal of pastoral

stress comes from not knowing what members
expect. And members' stress levels rise when
they do not receive what they expect. Congrega-

tions can greatly reduce stress and help them-

selves and their pastor by developing clear

pastoral expectations. Guidelines promote a com-

mon understanding of what the pastor is to do

and what members can expect. These guidelines

give the pastor a perspective about priorities

and where to invest time and energy. They pro-

tect against the unrealistic expectations of some
members. If the guidelines include the amount
of time per week expected, they serve to keep

the pastor accountable and free him from being

swamped by too much work. Guidelines can be-

come the foundation for evaluation as well as

promote dialogue about changing expectations

of both pastor and congregation.

^^onduct helpful pastoral evaluations. The peri-

odic every-member pastoral evaluation has sev-

eral pitfalls which hinder pastors in becoming
more competent and faithful. When each mem-
ber is asked to rate the pastor in preaching, wor-

ship, pastoral care, administration, counseling,

and evangelism, they too often measure their

pastor against a "perfect pastor" with great abil-

ity in all responsibilities. This kind of evaluation

is not biblical; no one person is supposed to

have all the spiritual gifts.

This type of evaluation also only lets pastors

know they cannot do everything well. It creates

unrealistic expectations which overload the pas-

tor. Every-member evaluations allow some peo-

ple to deflect their problems onto the pastor.

They confuse pastors when members have differ-

ent or contradictory expectations.

Every-member evaluations remind me of a

lone duck slowly crisscrossing the lake at low al-

titude during hunting season. The chances of

pastors becoming wounded or dead ducks are

greater than becoming more competent and
more faithful.

A congregational vote on the pastor's tenure

connected with the performance evaluation is

not helpful. Often when a congregation needs a

75 percent vote for the pastor to continue and
26 percent vote no, the pastor leaves. That
means a minority of 26 percent controls the con-

gregation. Who will work at this conflict that is

then set up among members? The next pastor?

And what happens three years later when an-

other 26 percent do not like the way the new pas-

tor handled the conflict which came over the fir-

ing of the previous pastor?

Pastoral evaluations should plan for the fu-

ture, not blame for the past. There are healthy

processes of review whereby both pastor and

congregational leaders can set goals for their

work and evaluate how pastoral skills can be

sharpened for the benefit of the church's ongo-

ing mission.

Annually, a pastor can project goals for the

next year so that the evaluation process is based

on the vision of the congregation. Congregational

leaders, who are the ears of members, can help

the pastor shape goals to fit congregational

needs. If a conference minister or overseer is

part of this process, all the better. (For evalua-

tion help, see Effective Church Leadership by
Kennon Callahan and Learning and Growing in

Ministry by Ralph Lebold.) "The way people are

evaluated shapes who they become," says

Kennon Callahan. Need any more be said about

the cruciality of helpful evaluation processes?

!P/an for the pastor's continuing growth. Studies

done by the Alban Institute indicate that the

pastorate has one of the fastest burnout rates of

any helping profession. Whenever a person takes
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seriously the emotional, spiritual, and relational

weight of a group of people, burnout becomes a
risk. Carrying that weight too long puts the
pastor's spiritual life at risk. Ears to hear God
speak become damaged. Pastoral vision for the
church becomes blurred. Burnout contributes to

the pastoral revolving-door syndrome, with some
leaving the pastorate altogether.

Congregations who invest time and money for

annual continuing education and frequent short-

term sabbaticals for the pastor's refreshment
and renewal will greatly benefit. The pastor will

stay longer, have renewed vision, and be more
competent to help the congregation develop a vi-

able ministry in the local community. In con-
trast, a "use'em up and throw'em away" attitude

toward pastors destroys not only pastors but
churches as well.

^^e^ofe'ate realistic salaries. Salary discussions
can raise anger and anxiety in the congregation,
pastor, and pastor's family. (I discover I am ap-
prehensive writing about the subject and wonder
whether I'm being courageous or stupid.) One of
the anxious times for the pastor and family is

the period when the pastoral salary is being ne-
gotiated. It takes a fairly strong ego to have
one's salary reviewed by everyone in the congre-
gation and to be able to negotiate for an ade-
quate salary.

The salary is one of those components of the
congregational system that has an impact on the
care and feeding of pastors. The basic question
"How can a congregation help to develop a more
competent and faithful pastor?" applies to salary
as well.

The unwritten rule over the years seems to be
that a pastor's salary is equal to a teacher's. In
reality, Mennonite pastors, considering their edu-
cation and years of experience, would get more
income on a nine- or 10-month contract teaching
children in public school than they get pastoring
a church for 12 months. Salary levels of begin-
ning pastors are fairly close to the nine-month
beginning teachers' contract. But as the experi-
ence level rises there is a widening disparity,

Pastors are challenged by a
group ofjoyful, committed
people willing to be trans-

formed into Christlikeness,

with pastors getting significantly less than teach-
ers. Mennonite churches want experienced pas-
tors but are reluctant to pay for that experience.
Most pastors I know are not scrambling for

extra dollars, else they would be in different oc-
cupations. Pastors can do a better job if they
aren't strapped with financial worries and
stressed over salary hassles. Each congregation
should have some official advocate within the
church and from conference to help negotiate
the pastor's salary. '

Conference salary guidelines should be the
ground floor, not the salary ceiling. A written an-
nual financial contract spelling out salary, bene-
fits, continuing education, vacation, and hoUdays
should be signed by the congregational chairper-
son and the pastor.

^Become committed people. Pastors are chal-

lenged by a group of joyful, committed people
willing to be transformed into Christlikeness.
They are encouraged by members who clearly

want to be the body of Christ empowered by the
Spirit. They are enriched by a church that wants
to continue the mission and ministry of Jesus.

Duane Beck, Elkhart, Ind., writes out of his experi-

ence ofpastoring two congregations and listening

to other pastors and churches. "After 13 years of
pastoring the Bethel Mennonite Church in West
Liberty, Ohio, I left a better pastor and a more
faithful person than when I arrived. That growth
has continued during what has now been six

years at Belmont Mennonite Church in Elkhart.

"

In the next issue Duane will look at the responsi-
bility the pastor has in reducing leadership casual-
ties in the congregation.

Pontius' Puddle
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readers say

Someone is abused
every 17 seconds

I appreciated the news story, "Confer-

ence on Domestic Violence Sheds Light

on Darkness" (Dec. 25).

In my home there was sexual, verbal,

emotional, and physical violence. The
perpetrator was my dad—a church super-

intendent, council member, and adult

Sunday-school teacher. We catered to

his moods, danced to his tune, and

walked on eggs whenever anything went

wrong.

Dad is forgiven. But I am still striving

for acceptance. I still feel a loss of self-

worth that I catch myself trying to fulfill

by being a perfectionist and by volun-

teering hours in church work.

I can confirm that neither Mennonites

nor other Christians are immune from vi-

olence. The domestic violence shelter

where I work helps women regularly

from fundamentalist, evangelistic Chris-

tian families. Their pastors regularly tell

them that it is their duty to return to

their husband. The husband received im-

mediate salvation and is pronounced

cured. A broken leg would receive more
attention.

The issue of domestic violence needs

to be raised constantly. One person is

physically abused every 17 seconds in

our country. We cannot continue to look

the other way. The chain of violence will

not be broken unless we intervene. It

will only become stronger in the next

generation.

Name withheld by request

Emphasis needed today
on Christ's second coming

I was surprised and chagrined by your

editorial, "Apocalypse Now" (Jan. 1). If

ever we have needed a positive empha-
sis on Christ's second coming, we need

it now. Jesus promised his disciples that

he would come back after he had pre-

pared a place for them (John 14:3). He
also urged them to watch for his coming,

"for you do not know on what day your

Lord is coming" (Matt. 24:42).

Furthermore, Jesus gave his disciples

the signs for his coming in Matt. 24 and

Luke 21. Although some of these signs

have been present throughout the

church age, some are becoming more
prominent today: e.g., the violence char-

acteristic of pre-Flood society and the

immorality of the residents of Sodom.

Jesus said, "This gospel of the king-

dom will be preached in the whole world

as a testimony to all nations, and then

the end will come" (Matt. 24:14). With
the Bible translated into all major lan-

guages and into many tribal languages

and with radio and television available,

the message of the gospel can reach all

the world today as never before.

It is said that one verse in every 30 in

the New Testament speaks to some
phase of the second coming. Why do we
not hear more about it in our publica-

tions and from our pulpits? You would

do your readers a favor by providing a

clear exposition of the New Testament
teachings on Christ's second coming.

Levi C. Hartzler

Goshen, Ind.

Tangible demonstration
of belief in equality

This comes in response to the letter

"Is Scriptural Backing No Longer Neces-

sary?" (Dec. 11). I can use the the same
biblical literalism to support the oppo-

site view.

Nowhere in Scripture does it say that

women are allowed to hold positions of

power. But Christ was constantly in di-

rect conflict with his culture's opinion of

women. He treated them as his equals.

He saved an adulteress from a mob who
would have stoned her. He accepted the

gift of a prostitute's love when she

poured expensive perfume over his feet.

He took the time to talk with an

"immoral" Samaritan woman.
In all cases Christ was showing a re-

spect for women which men at his time

did not have. Clearly this is a call to

later believers that men and women are

equals and both are deserving of the

same divine grace.

The greatest example of Christ's oppo-

sition to all human inequality can be

found in his two laws: "First of all, you
must love God above all else, and then

you must love your neighbor as your-

self." These laws are not selective, they

are for all people regardless of gender;

men and women are our neighbors.

If we love our neighbors as ourselves,

then prejudice of any kind is intolerable.

But "love thy neighbor as thyself also

demands tangible action. To support

this statement we must show that men
and women are equal by giving them the

same unbiased treatment in all aspects

of life, including positions of power in

the church.

Ken Janzen

Heidelberg, Ont.

Committee welcomes letters

on confession of faith

Your report, "Committee Halfway in

Drafting New Confession of Faith" (Oct.

23), has elicited at least two readers' re-

sponses. Both focused on one sentence

in the report: "The confession will also

use inclusive language when referring to

people and not use pronouns in relation

to God."

Your phrasing accurately reported

what the committee is proposing and

what has so far been affirmed by Menno-
nite Church General Board. This pro-

posal has not been challenged either by

the delegate assembly at Normal '89 or

by representatives in several conference

consultations. Judging from the readers'

responses, however, some clarification

on what the committee is proposing

would be helpful. Let me give one illus-

tration:

From the committee's draft of an arti-

cle on "God," the first paragraph reads,

"We beheve that God exists and is

pleased with everyone who draws near

by faith (Heb. 11:6). We worship and

know the one and only ever-living God,

who is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, as

revealed in the Scriptures. We believe

that this only true and triune God has

created all things visible and invisible,

has offered salvation and a new way of

life to humanity through Jesus, and con-

tinues to sustain the church and all

things until that day when God sepa-

rates good from evil and becomes 'all in

all' (1 Cor. 15:28)."

This paragraph illustrates inclusive lan-

guage when referring to people. In the

first sentence it refers to "everyone

who" rather than "all men." In the third

sentence it says that God has offered a

(continued on page 5)
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"Because your steadfast love
is better than life, my lips

will praise you. So I will
bless you as long as I live; I
will lift up my hands and
call on your name."
—Ps. 63:3-4, NRSV

new way of life to "humanity" rather
than to "men."
The paragraph further illustrates not

using pronouns in relation to God. In the
third sentence, it simply says that "God"
has created all things, has offered salva-

tion, and sustains all things until that
day when "God" separates good from
evil (rather than "he").

Drafts of completed confession of

faith articles will again be available to

Assembly '91 delegates for evaluation. In
the meantime, concerns, inquiries, or sug-

gestions are welcomed by the commit-
tee. They may be sent to General Board
at 421 S. Second St., Elkhart, IN 46516.
All such correspondence is reviewed by
the committee in its regular meetings.
Martin E. Miller, cochair

Confession of Faith Committee
Elkhart, Ind.

God with us now
Amen to Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus' article,

"The Good News Is That God Is with
Us Now" (Dec. 25). Our present daily

walk can be a very real experience of
God with us now.

What a wonderful privilege to share
the yoke with Jesus. We may experience
some very trying times in life, but if we
truly walk with him, we are safe. No man
can pluck us out of our Father's hand.
There is no higher calling and no

greater security. This should thrill the
heart of every Christian.

Manasseh E. Bontreger

Goshen, Ind.

Understanding other religions
I affirm the printing of David W.

Shenk's article, "What's the Difference
Between a Muslim and a Christian?"

(Nov. 20). In order to help us under-
stand other religions and intelligently wit-

ness to Jesus Christ in our pluraHstic

culture, we need this to be equipped
this way. I encourage the publishing of
similar articles comparing Christianity

with various other religions.

Steve Drudge
Pickering, Ont.

What would happen
if everyone tithed?

Money is not my main objective as I

attempt to be a follower of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Yet I must recognize the
fact that there are numerous references
in the Bible to money and the posses-
sions of material goods.

I wonder how many of us as Menno-
nites follow the advice of Jesus when he
stated that we are not to lay up for our-
selves treasures upon earth but we are
to lay up for ourselves treasures in

heaven? We are taught to tithe, but we

only give 5 percent of our income to the
work of the Lord.

I was challenged when I attended semi-
nars led by Lester E. Miller at the
Grace Mennonite Church in Phoenix,
Ariz. I asked myself, "Am I giving as
much as the Lord would have me give?"
As I listened to the lectures on biblical

financial guidelines, I gained new in-

sights on giving.

It is my understanding that if every
member of the Mennonite Church really

tithed, the various boards of our church
would have more than sufficient funds
to carry out their work. Then what of of-

ferings beyond that?

H. Harold Hartzler

Glendale, Ariz.

'Items and Comments' should stay
As a response to Lee M. Yoder's let-

ter, "Talking with the Editors in a Per-
sonal Way" (Dec. 25): I agree that
adding a section on "personnel gifts

discernment" is a good idea. I disagree
that "Items & Comments" (or a func-

tional equivalent) should be eliminated.
As a Mennonite "outsider" (geographi-

cally, ethnically), I feel Mennonite publi-

cations should continue to move in

directions that are less parochial and eth-

nically oriented.

Robert Lee
Tokyo, Japan

To be Mennonite
is to oppose war
James C. Kauffman's letter, "Differing

on the Issue of War" (Dec. 25) was ironi-

cally published on Christmas—the day
we celebrate the birth and life of Jesus,
the Prince of Peace. I basically agree
with Kauffman's statement about why
he and many—though certainly not all-
join the armed forces. People join "to as-

sist in preserving freedom" for U.S.
citizens, "and nothing more"—not be-
cause they want to be a part of an "insti-

tution 'whose business [is] to kill, maim,
and destroy.'

"

Unfortunately, however, the best inten-

tions do not always create the best re-

sults. The military does kill, maim, and
destroy our current "enemies." No mat-
ter what the personal benefits of these
actions for us might be, I do not see
them as consistent with Jesus' life or
statements. Also, I cannot beheve that

our government is so moral and incapa-
ble of mistakes that Christians should
not question its actions.

If being a Mennonite does not mean
opposmg the deliberate taking of human
life, then I do not want to be one.

Michael Bauman '

San Francisco, Calif.
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Mary Oyer and music:

^There are some I don^t like, hut

by Mary Oyer has given a life-

Michael time of service to the Menno-

Sherer nite Church in the fields of

music, hymnody, and worship,

the cut-off the director smiles and offers a

word of encouragement to the choir. Then she

gives a brief pep talk to the bass section. Her
choir will perform the next Sunday at two local

,

Mennonite churches.

Director Mary Oyer, now age 72, could justifi-

ably sit back and relax. Instead, she is in the

middle of a three-year assignment at Associated

Mennonite BibUcal Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.,

after retiring as professor of music from Goshen

College. At AMBS Mary teaches courses on

music and the arts and directs the choir. Many
weekends find her on the road, giving workshops

and seminars on hymnody and African music to

Mennonite churches across the continent.

Mary lives in Goshen in the same home where

she grew up in the 1920s. Her surroundings

speak of her life and interests. In the front room

are a piano, cabinets full of chamber music, and

in the corner a cello. The living room has pieces

of African art—wood carvings, a brightly colored

painting, a weaving draped over a chair, and a

large wooden percussion instrument. The coffee

table is covered with art history books and a vid-

eotape on the Italian Renaissance painter

Giotto—all material for her current class, "Chris-

tianity and the Arts."

Mary speaks easily about her past, often laugh-

ing at experiences which at the time must have

been very painful. In the '40s and '50s as a

music professor at Goshen College, she faced a

constituency which viewed instrumental music

with suspicion, even hostility. "There were a few

men who made it their duty to try to persuade

music majors that they were making a mistake.
' They should throw their records away and serve

the Lord," she recalls.

She goes on to relate how one man even called

her own faith into question. At a 1957 meeting

on church music, he stood up and said, "I don't

see how Mary Oyer can play the cello and be a

Christian." In the face of such opposition, it

would have been easy to become discouraged.

She recalls, however, that "there was always

some place where people were appreciative."

Gradually, the resistance began to fade. Mary
demurs about taking any credit for the change.

"What caused it? "Time ... the '60s, though it

actually started turning a little before." One of

the more vigorous opponents of instrumental

music changed "when his children grew up and
desperately wanted to play the piano. So he fi-

nally got a piano in his house after teaching that

it was all wrong," she says with a wry smile.

"Children change many people."

Mary remembers with great fondness the first

time the college was permitted to perform

Handel's Messiah with an orchestra. Up to that

time it had only been acceptable to use piano.

"When the day came that we could use instru-

ments, oh, that was very exciting."

The '60s brought the Mennonite Church not

only greater openness to instrumental music but

also a new hymnal project. Mary became inter-

ested in helping with the research associated

with the project but found being a woman a bar-

rier. It was Walter Yoder, coeditor of the hym-
nal, who got her involved. "He knew I would
never be elected to such a committee. Women
were never even nominated," she muses. "He
just co-opted me."

-ary became so interested in the field that

in 1963 she spent a sabbatical leave researching

hymnody in Scotland and studying with Erik

Routley, a noted hjrmnologist. In the years that

followed, Mary became executive secretary of

the hymnal committee, spending summers and

any spare time working toward the completion

of the project. When Herald Press published the

hymnal in 1969, she took on the highly visible

role of promoting it throughout the Mennonite

Church.

After that project, Mary found herself with

time on her hands. It was at this point that inter-

est in African studies began to increase.

Through a U.S. government project, Mary was
one of 30 sent to Africa to work on Swahili and

African studies. She has been going back regu-

larly ever since, doing research into African

music and teaching Western music at Kenyatta

University.

Mary: '/ want to find how to

make bridges across different

styles of music because those

styles separate churches/
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Fm working at it*

Mary's current teaching assignment at AMBS
affords her the flexibiUty to pursue her interests

in African culture and hymnody. She returned to

Kenyatta University in the summer of 1990 for

two months of teaching.

In her first year at the seminary, Mary discov-

ered that the constraints of the curriculum do
not allow students to take many courses in the
arts. While she accepts the situation, she cau-

tions students that "when they get out [of semi-
nary] they'll find that they're struggling with
things that have to do with taste. How do you
deal with people who are angry because of the
rock music their kids are hstening to?"

0,utside of her teaching, Mary finds time to

share her vision for music in worship with the
wider Mennonite church. A lifetime of work in

music and the arts, paired with her involvement
with Mennonite Church music over the last four
decades, gives Mary a unique perspective into

the status and direction of music within the Men-
nonite Church today. "I have great interest in

finding how to make bridges across different

styles [of music], because those styles separate
churches. They make people angry with each
other. They threaten people," she explains.

Mary has taken that interest on the road. Her
presentations in churches embody a broad range
of styles, from old favorites, to African hymns,
to the music of Taize. She also demonstrates
techniques which make music more accessible to
non-music readers. The net result for the congre-
gation is a living experience of how they can
cherish their own tradition while embracing a va-
riety of different styles. "Both the familiar and
the new have to function in the congregation,"
Mary says.

While Mary is encouraged by the openness
she finds in the congregations, she is not optimis-
tic about the future of our four-part singing in

the church. "I think we're losing it . . . because
of a lack of leadership," she warns. "A lot of the
leaders of the youth think that they need some-
thing that isn't a hymn. Young people would
love to sing hymns if they were sung with the
right kind of bounce."
Yet she is anything but resigned to that fate.

"In spite of all the forces that would make us
lose our singing, it's still very strong. And [con-

gregations] still love to do it."

They have also shown a willingness to try

something new. Responses to the new Hymnal
Sampler, of which Mary was editor, have been

very positive—a good omen for the success of a
new hymnal scheduled for 1992. Yet however
well received the 1992 hymnal is, some congrega-
tions will stay with their old hymnals, whether
that be the 1969 Mennonite Hymnal, the 1927
Church Hymnal, or the 1902 Church and Sunday
School Hymnal. The multiplicity of hymnals
does not bother Mary. "That's okay. Let people
use what they want."

Perhaps because she has experienced first-

hand the hurt and division which intolerance can
cause, Mary brings a tolerant and open attitude
to the topic of church music. "There isn't a bad
style of music," she states. "There are some I

don't like, but I'm working at it." In addition to

that openness, she brings a particular vision for

the arts in the church. "If we as the body of be-
hevers open our minds, the arts of different eras
and cultures can enrich our lives and worship;
they can unify, not divide us."

Michael Sherer, South Bend, Ind., is a computer
consultant at the University of Notre Dame and a
part-time student at Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries.

Mary Oyer:

"The arts of

different eras

and cultures

can enrich

our lives and
our worship;

they can

unify, not

divide us."
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The Reference Tool No
Mennonite Church Library
Should Be Without
The Mennonite
Encyclopedia
Just released is volume five of The Mennonite

Encyclopedia. Nearly 1,000 articles in this volume
cover new, pertinent topics of interest to the Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ family around the world. An
additional 400 articles update entries in the previous
four volumes.

The publication of The Mennonite Encyclopedia,
Volume V reflects continuing research into Anabaptism,
takes into account new interpretations arrived at since

the first four volumes were published, and examines
current developments within the church globally.

Interspersed among the articles are human interest

stories that highlight a particular episode in a person's

life or give biographical information. "French Fries and
World Mission" and "Missing in Action: The Daniel

Gerber Story" are two of these feature stories.

Entries in volume five are cross-referenced to all five

volumes. Bibliographies document the articles and
facilitate further research.

The Mennonite Encyclopedia, Volume V was
prepared under the direction of the Institute of

Mennonite Studies at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries in collaboration with an Editorial Council. It

is published by Herald Press, Scottdale, Pennsylvania.

Volume five joins the first four volumes of The Mennonite Encyclopedia published in the 1950s.
Together the five-volume set covers 465 years of Anabaptist Mennonite history.

Order now, special price until February 28, 1991, pay only $75.00 plus $4.00
shipping (in Canada, $92.50 plus $4.00 shipping). After March 1, $80.00 plus $4.00 shipping (in

Canada, $100.00 plus $4.00 shipping).

Five volume set, until February 28, 1991, pay only $225.00 plus $10.00 shipping (in Canada,
$280.00 plus $10.00 shipping). After March 1, $250.00 plus $10.00 shipping (in Canada, $312.50
plus $10.00 shipping).

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press.

®- Herald Press Herald Press
Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 490 Dutton Drive
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7



church news

Mennonites make impact
with Gulf peace efforts
Elkhart, Ind. fMCj—From radio and

video spots, special prayer, a speech in

Canada's House of Commons, to plans for

an "Emergency Sabbath," Mennonites in

North America are petitioning for a peace-
ful resolution to the Persian Gulf stand-off.

From Jan. 1 to 15, Mennonites mounted
a media initiative to invite church people
and the public at large to speak out for

nonmilitary resolution of the Middle East
crisis. Public-service-announcement radio
spots, produced by the Media Ministries

Department of Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, were sent to 2,500 radio stations in

the United States. As of Jan. 8, nearly 50
stations said they planned to air the spots.

In addition to radio spots. Media Minis-
tries produced seven video spots on peace.
Four of the seven spots were offered by
VISN (Vision Interfaith Satellite Network)
to cable television systems in the country.

VISN programs are available on over 400
cable systems with a confirmed reach of
7-10 million people. "The spots are not
judgmental," said Kenneth Weaver, direc-

tor of Media Ministries, "but encourage
people to speak up, stating their opinion
about how true peace can be achieved."
In an action taken in November, the

Mennonite Church General Board called

on its congregations "To pray daily for

world leaders, particularly President Bush,
Prime Minister Mulroney, President Hus-

sein, and United Nations General Secre-
tary Cuellar, that they will find a peaceful
and just solution without war."

Also in November, Ray Funk, a Menno-
nite who is a member of the Canadian
Parliament representing the Prince Al-

bert/Churchill River District in Saskatch-
ewan, spoke out for peace in the House of
Commons. "There are people probably not
many blocks from here, and people in the
Pentagon, who are perhaps at this very
moment, if they work this late, planning
meticulously what would happen under
various scenarios—how many people
would die, how they would die, and when
they would die," he said. "These things are
well planned in advance and, if the people
of Canada had that kind of information laid

before them by the government, rather
than lofty rhetoric and appeals to emotion,
it might well cast a much different Ught on
the question we are debating."

Funk urged the Canadian government
"to not let us go down the slippery slope
we are on, to not let ourselves get sucked
into a situation that we cannot get out of,

to not engage in a kind of demonization
that allows us no options. Canada has been
a leader in the search for peace interna-

tionally. We are not showing leadership
now. Let us show leadership again."

While Mennonites in Canada have been
more active in the political process than

their counterparts in the United States,

church groups have made statements to
their government on various issues, like the
current Persian Gulf situation. "As people
committed to peace and reconciliation, we
feel it's incumbent on us to witness to
alternate ways of resolving human con-
flicts," said James Lapp, executive secre-

tary of Mennonite Church General Board.
Lapp said Mennonites see that part of

being responsible citizens includes "speak-
ing to government leaders who represent
us." Part of Mennonites' stance as Chris-
tians, Lapp said, "is to be advocates for

the oppressed people of the world wher-
ever injustice is being done. War inevitably

results in greater oppression and destruc-
tion. We seek to give voice to our concern
for a world of justice and peace."
Other ways Mennonites and other mem-

bers of the historic peace churches-
Brethren and Friends (Quakers)—have
been involved in witness to peace, include
the visit of a Christian Peacemaker Teams
delegation to Iraq, Nov. 21-Dec. 1; obser-
vance of an Oil-Free Sunday on Oct. 21; a
call to congregations for a day of prayer
and fasting; and plans for an "Emergency
Sabbath" should war break out. In an
Emergency Sabbath, members would be
invited to engage in education, prayer, and
other forms of witness during an emer-
gency day away from work.—John Bender

Native Americans
suggest responses
to Columbus events

Elkhart, Ind. (MBMj—Native American
Mennonite leaders suggested responses to
the 500th anniversary celebrations of
Columbus' "discovery" of America during
the recent meeting here of United Native
Ministries Council. The nine leaders rep-
resented five tribes.

Several themes surfaced regarding the
1992 anniversary. Although the celebra-
tions may bring up old wounds, council
members felt this could be a vehicle to help
heal the past. "Indian people need to be
allowed to grieve," said Ehner Myron, a
Hopi from Arizona.

Tom Burbank, a Navajo from Arizona,
said, "White people took with one hand

and carried the Bible with the other. They
hid behind Christ and said, 'Now let's

forgive each other.' " Added Jimmy Isaac,

a Choctaw from Mississippi: "The person
who takes, carries the load of having taken."

Realistically, white people are not going
back to Europe, the council agreed. But
knowing the injustices done in the name of
God, how should the church respond?
Several positive expressions of com-

memoration were suggested, including the
possibility of designating various Indian
Day celebrations in the U.S., honoring what
Native Americans have given to the world,
and educating against stereotypes which
are perpetrated through movies and his-

tory textbooks. A victim-offender reconcil-

iation model could be used to help Native
Americans process their feelings. The bib-
lical year of jubilee could also serve as a
model for positive action.

The need for forgiveness was another
common theme. "Let the Lord take care
of revenge," said Bobbie Jean Frazier, a
Choctaw from Mississippi. "We need to

forgive and love one another."

No action was taken to plan a response
to the 1992 celebrations. Council members
will carry this issue to their congregations
for discussion, then bring recommenda-
tions to their next meeting in March.
Harold Nussbaum, assistant executive

secretary of Mermonite Central Commit-
tee U.S., participated in the discussions.

He pledged MCC's support for whatever
response the council makes to the Colum-
bus celebrations.

Also participating was Ray Horst of
Mennonite Board of Missions. MBM
sponors the council financially and sup-
ports Horst in a half-time assignment with
the council.

—

Saralyn Yoder
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Most Mennonite students are COs,
according to EMC survey

Harrisonburg, Va.—Eastern Mennonite

College students have expressed their

views on conscientious objection to war in

a survey sponsored by the Student Gov-

ernment Association. A questionnaire was

distributed to gauge student attitudes in

the context of the Persian Gulf crisis.

A result of the survey was the stimula-

tion of dialogue on campus. Because of the

prospect of war, students are giving serious

consideration to how they would respond.

One senior male commented that "many
of those who consider themselves COs do

not fully realize the implications of that

commitment. In general we need to be

better educated about this issue."

Men and women were asked to respond

to the five questions posed on the survey.

Traditionally, conscription has been a

male-dominated issue. Women have never

been drafted. That is not to say that female

draftees are unlikely in the near future.

"Although it would take major legisla-

tion," says a sophomore female, "I believe

females need to look at this as a real

possibility. If women are not remaining

quiet on other issues, they shouldn't re-

main quiet on this issue either."

The overall return rate of the question-

naire was excellent. Given one week to

reply, 39 percent of the students returned

their completed surveys. About 75 percent

indicated that they are Mennonites.

Tabulations from question one may be the

best indicator of the current stream of

thought among Mennonite young adults to-

ward conscientious objection. At EMC, at

least, Mennonites are still mostly COs. Some
88 percent of the Mennonite returns either

strongly agree or agree that they would claim

CO status in the event of a draft. Fewer

students—57 percent—were sure that they

would be willing to go to jaU if that is what
it took to object to military participation.

Results from the survey are a beginning

point for discussion. And a five-question

survey does little to undo the complexities

of the issue. What the survey hopes to have

achieved is to remind a generation un-

touched by war that war has implications

for Christian faith when Jesus' example is

taken seriously.

—Ken Burkholder and Jeff Hoffman

MPH employee Gerald Schroyer extracts a completed bale of scrap paper and closes the baler door as

another 300-pound bale begins to form. The trimmings are from the edges ofperiodicals and books.

Publishing House
increases efforts

to recycle paper

Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—Mermonite Pub-

lishing House practices care for the earth

as well as talks about it, according to

manufacturing manager Glenn Millslagle.

MPH recycles waste paper, film, and metal

printing plates. In addition, all Herald

Press books are printed on recycled paper.

MPH also extracts the silver from film

development chemicals, says personnel

manager Nelson Waybill. This keeps the

poisonous metal out of the water supply of

nearby residents.

According to maintenance manager Mer-
vin Swartzentruber, MPH sends about 100

tons of waste paper a year for recycling.

Office waste is separated and the paper

recycled along with scrap from the printing

plant.

Such practices remain the exception

rather than the rule in U.S. business, says

a recent report in Industry Week magazine.

The report says that less than one-fifth of

the estimated 8 million to 9 million tons of

office waste generated annually in the

United States is recycled.

Although MPH has a good record of

recycling, MPH officials want to do more
to protect the environment. Because the

availability of recycled paper fluctuates

widely, it is now used only for books.

According to Millslagle, the U.S. has only

a handful of plants to de-ink paper that is

collected for recycling. Within the next

several years, he expects more plants to

open and the supply of recycled paper to

become more reliable. When that happens,

Millslagle wants to print magazines on

recycled paper.

Meanwhile, MPH is reducing its use of

potentially harmful chemicals, Waybill

says. For example, it has switched to inks

that are more environmentally friendly

than the old ones.

Sometimes change is expensive, Waybill

points out. One cleansing agent costs five

times as much as the compound that was

used before, but is safer both for employ-

ees and the environment.

In the case of heating, change has had
economic as well as ecological benefits. In

the mid-1970s, MPH used an average of

nearly 3.5 million cubic feet of natural gas

annually to heat its plant and offices. De-

spite the construction of a 275,000-cubic-

foot warehouse in 1980, that figure has

been reduced to 1.6 million today.

At current natural gas prices, this trans-

lates to an average savings of $11,000 a

year, Swartzentruber says. The savings

came about through a $100,000 investment

in insulation, including the installation of

new windows.

As a church agency—and as a publisher

of books and articles about the environ-

ment—MPH has an obligation to be eco-

logically responsible. Waybill believes.

"Everything that comes into the operation

goes out in some form," he notes. "How it

is used and disposed of affects the lives of

employees, the neighborhood, and the

larger world."
—Dave Graybill
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Ministry growing
among Haitians
in soutii Florida

Miami, Fla. (MCC)—"You never under-
stand how the milk enters the coconut,"

declares a Haitian proverb. But somehow
200,000 Haitians have settled in south Flor-

ida over the past 20 years. The vast ma-
jority have arrived since 1980.

Several Mennonites have come to Miami
over the past decade to help meet some of

the needs of these Haitian immigrants.

Joel Buissereth, a Haitian pastor who
came to Miami in 1986, is one of them.

Buissereth, supported by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee, has led a local interde-

nominational effort to establish a leader-

ship training school for Haitian ministers

in south Florida. The classes, which started

in January, are taught in Creole, the lan-

guage of Haiti. Academic credit is ex-

tended for some courses through Miami
Christian College. Grants from World Vi-

sion and affiliated denominations help
support the school.

Walter and Joy Sawatsky and their two
sons are also Mennonites who have made
Miami their home. Walter, who formerly

served with MCC in Haiti, is now sup-
ported by MCC to work for Southeast
Conference as a liaison with the Haitian
community. His first task was to help
establish Eglise du Nouveau Testament, a

Haitian Mennonite congregation in

Miami's Little Haiti neighborhood. In 1990
Sawatsky helped establish a second Hai-
tian congregation.

In its four years of ministry, Eglise du
Nouveau Testament has blessed many new
arrivals to the United States, providing
stability for people who have survived a

traumatic voyage. Some 70-80 people reg-

ularly attend there on a Sunday morning.
Mondes and Laude Mondesir are two of

those survivors. Not long before they
joined the church they arrived on U.S.
shores by boat. Like thousands of other
Haitians the Mondesirs risked their lives

for a chance at a better future.

In September 1980 they boarded a 40-

foot wooden boat with 113 other Haitians
and set sail for Miami 800 miles away. They
were willing to make the precarious trip,

having no hope for life in Haiti where food
is scarce, soil is eroded, jobs are unavail-

able, and education is meager. After 10
days without fresh water and a howling
storm on the 11th, many in the boat were
ready to return. A day later, however, the
waves threw them ashore on Miami Beach.
By God's grace they had dodged all the
potential dangers. Most unportantly the
U.S. Coast Guard had not spotted them.
For eight years U.S. Coast Guard cutters

have patroUed the Caribbean in search of
wooden sailboats crowded with Haitians.
When they find such a boat, they return
the occupants to Haiti. Over 22,000 Haitian

refugees on more than 300 boats were
stopped by the Coast Guard, most of them
in international waters, and returned to

Haiti as illegal "economic migrants."

Much has been written in the press
about the Haitian "boat people." Most
press coverage has presented these travel-

ers as illiterate, rural, poor, and disease-

ridden. The unfortunate coincidence of a

large influx of Haitian boats in the early

1980s and the rise and spread of AIDS led

to the banning of all blood donations from
Haitians. This baseless action by the Fed-
eral Drug Administration guaranteed Hai-
tians a place on the bottom rung of the
social ladder in their adopted home.
"The unavoidable perception is that Hai-

tians are being denied entry to the United
States because they are poor and because
they are black," said Thomas Wenski, di-

rector of the Haitian Resettlement Pro-
gram in Miami. In fact, many Haitians feel

this racism is a greater blow to their dignity

than the hardships they left behind.

MCC continues to serve Haitian refu-

gees through membership in the Inter-

Faith Coalition for Immigrants, which ad-

dresses abuses by the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service and is an advo-
cate for refugees, particularly Haitian.

Like the gathering of milk in a coconut,

Mennonites in Miami are quietly, yet
steadily, growing in number. The future of
the Mennonite Church in Miami lies in its

ability to befriend and evangeHze the ref-

ugee populations.— Wa/ier Sawatsky

Council on Aging
will give way
to retirees' group

Goshen, Ind. (IMCA)—The increasing

momentum and growing membership of

the Mennonite Association of Retired Per-
sons highlighted the recent meeting here
of Inter-Mennonite Council on Aging. The
council, founded in 1981, is a cooperative
effort of the Mennonite Church, General
Conference Mennonite Church, Brethren
in Christ Church, and Mennonite Brethren
Church.

The council gave birth to Mennonite
Association of Retired Persons in 1989.

Barbara Reber, executive director of the
council, noted that unlike the American
Association of Retired Persons, which pri-

marily seeks to give benefits to seniors, the
Mennonite group is organized to foster

fellowship and mutual support and to chal-

lenge Mennonite older adults to continuing
service in the church.

As the retirees' group gains strength and
sets direction, it will assume many of the
responsibilities carried by the Council on
Aging. The council will in turn phase out,

pleased that it gave birth to an idea whose
time now has come, said Reber.

CKEdONOI

What, who,
when, where,
and why?

From now until

the biennial Gen-
eral Assembly and
adult and youth
conventions of the

Mennonite Church, this periodic col-

umn will inform readers about the
what, who, when, where, and why of
Oregon '91.

What's coming. The 1991 biennial

convention of the Mennonite
Church will be an experience of
worship, discernment, fellowship,

seminars, and field trips, according to

Miriam Book, convention coordina-
tor. The mini-convention for chil-

dren, too, holds plenty in store.

Young adults will have opportunity to

pursue specialized interests.

General Assembly delegates will

meet for four days to discuss issues

facing the church and exercise ac-

countability with churchwide agen-
cies, reports James Lapp, executive
secretary of Mennonite Church Gen-
eral Board. All registrants are wel-

come to sit in on delegate sessions.

Congregations and members of Pa-
cific Coast Conference will host the
event, held in Oregon for the first

time since church reorganization in

1971.

Site. Lane County Convention
Center and Fairgrounds in Eugene
provides an easily accessible and spa-

cious setting in the midst of Oregon
greenery and flowers. Worship, Gen-
eral Assembly, meal, and display
areas are only a few steps apart.

O'Hara Catholic School, the
children's site, lies close by. Four-
square Church Faith Center, the hub
for seminars, is only six blocks away.
Youth will hold their convention on
the University of Oregon campus, 15
blocks distant.

Location. Located at the junction
of the Willamette and McKensie riv-

ers, surrounded by farmland, forests,

and mountains, the city of Eugene
(pop. 110,000) and Lane County
(pop. 280,000) off^er the beauty of
the Pacific Northwest. Lane County
stretches from the Cascades to the
coast. The Eugene/Springfield Con-
vention and Visitors Bureau invites

queries on vacation opportunities be-
fore or after Oregon '91. Call them
toU-fi-ee at 800 547-5445.

Mennonite Church General Assembly
July 29 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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Activity sheets for children. Sellersville, Pa. (MBM)—]oa.n and Bob Wismer of

Sellersville, Pa., add finishing touches to one of the new children's activity sheets

Joan designed to be used with the adult Following God's Call video curriculum.

Looking on is their daughter Becky. Joan, a former elementary school teacher,

created the activity sheets for children in an intergenerational winter Bible school

at Perkasie (Pa.) Mennonite Church. The adult curriculum and children's activity

sheets are to be used with stories from the All God's People video series produced
by Media Ministries of Mennonite Board of Missions. Adults and children can
watch the video segments together. Children can work on the activity sheets while
adults discuss the video. The 24 activity sheets are designed at two levels: 12 are

for preschoolers and nonreaders and 12 are for readers through grade four and
are keyed to Scripture passages used in the adult curriculum. The activity sheets

are available for $5 (in Canada $6) fi-om MBM Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone toll-free 800 999-3534.

mennoscope
"The shadow of armed conflict in the Per-
sian Gulf calls to our attention that war
degrades the environment, destroying plants,

animals, the earth, and humankind," says the

Environmental Task Force of the Mennonite
Church. The newly formed group calls on Men-
nonites to (1) pray for peace; (2) adopt lifestyles

that require the consumption of fewer renewable
resources (in this case oil); (3) inform themselves
of the relationship between energy use and the

desire to care for creation; and (4) communicate
with government leaders the need for responsi-

ble energy policy.

A retired Kansas pastor has reached age
100. He is Charles Diener, who has lived near

Canton all his life. After studying at Hesston
College, he was chosen by "lot" for ordination

at his church—Spring Valley. He was copastor

with his father, Daniel, for 18 yesirs and with

Edward Selzer for 25 years. He resigned in 1960,

saying, "It is better to do it five minutes too soon
than 10 minutes too late." Diener was a pastor

through both world wars, and he counseled many
conscientious objectors. Twice during World
War I he was tarred and feathered—once for

urging people not to buy war bonds and once
for taking down a flag that local citizens had put
up by his church.

Retired Ohio pastor Paul Hummel, 74, died
on Dec. 26 in Canton, Ohio, where he had been
hospitalized. He was pastor of Berlin Mennonite
Church 1951-76. He was also a member of the

Ohio Conference mission board and was a board
member for Mennonite Mutual Aid, Mennonite
Mutual Insurance Company, and Goodville Mu-
tual Casualty Company. He is survived by his

wife, Mary.

Former Pennsylvania pastor-businessman
Luke Weaver, 84, died on Dec. 17 in Ephrata,

Pa., where he was a resident in a rest home. He
was ordained in 1954 to serve as one of the

pastors at Martindale Mennonite Church. In

1958 he was a cofounder of Charles Weaver
Company, a family masonry firm. He is survived

by his wife, Mary.

Nineteen Soviet mental health care profes-
sionals visited North America recently as

part of an exchange sponsored by Mennonite
Health Services. A North American delegation

went to the Soviet Union a year ago. The 19

Soviets divided into four "clusters" to travel

separately to four different areas. Since chemi-
cal dependency is a major concern in the Soviet

Union, the itinerary included visits to substance-

abuse programs. The exchange not only pro-

vided a chance to share professional skills and
knowledge, but "established bonds of friendship

that are likely not to be forgotten," noted Marie
Snider of Prairie View, a Mennonite mental
health center in Newton, Kan.

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School hit

an all-time high at its annual benefit auction
by raising about $103,000. A highlight was the

selling of "Bridge at Noon," an original water-

color of the 100-year-old steel bridge that spans
the creek running through the school's 90-acre

campus. The watercolor, painted and donated
by 1970 graduate Julia Eby Swartz, along with

33 artist's proofs and limited-edition prints, sold

for a total of $12,900.

An "Over 50 Retreat" brought together 55
people from throughout Northwest Confer-
ence at Glacier Bible Camp in Alberta. The

resource person, Barbara Reber, challenged the

participants to accept a positive view of aging.

She noted that many people are retiring early

and are facing the problem of personal worth
without productive activity. Reber, who is exec-

utive director of Inter-Mennonite Council on
Aging, said God's grace is the foundation for

graceful aging and that graceful aging is best

achieved in community.

About 100 former city mission workers and
children's home alumni gathered in Kansas
City, Kan., for the J. D. Mininger 50th Anni-

versary Memorial JubUee. Mininger was a pastor

in that city and the author of Exalting Christ in

the City. His work included Argentine Mennonite
Church and Mennonite Children's Home. One
of the speakers at the memorial jubilee was Paul
Mininger, a son of J. D. who later became
president of Goshen College. Another was Nor-
man Teague, a resident of the children's home
who later served as a Mennonite pastor.

Volunteers at five material resources col-

lection centers contributed 5,600 work days
to Mennonite Central Committee in 1990—

a

slight increase over the previous year. The five

MCC centers are in Ephrata, Pa.; Kitchener,

Ont., Newton, Kan.; Reedley, Calif.; and
Clearbrook, B.C. The volunteers prepared
66,000 blankets; 8,000 layette bundles; 11,000

pounds of fabric, sheets, and towels; and 27,000

school, health, and sewing kits. The items were
shipped to 16 needy countries.

A Florida congregation celebrated a Home-
coming Sunday after a week of revival ser-

vices and canvassing the neighborhood. College

HUl Mennonite Church of Tampa took time to

reflect on 37 years of ministry in its irmer-city

black neighborhood and honor some of its early

leaders. Pastor Roy Williams read a letter from
founding pastor Alvin Weaver. He then
preached on the need to see things as they really

are in the inner-city and to have the faith to

believe that God can make changes.

The youth group of Neffsville (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church coordinated an outreach effort

in the inner-city of nearby Lancaster. The youth
group, called JAM (Jesus and Me), collected

donations of food and then, with the help of

parents, distributed the food to the needy. "This

gave a wonderful experience of service to the

youth and was a great relationship-builder for

the youth and their parents as they ministered

together," said youth pastor Bradlee Bame.

A family of artists was featured at People's
Place Gallery in Intercourse, Pa., as part of an
armual event that focuses on Mermonite artists.

Esther Rose Graber and her four daughters

—

Jane, Susan, Sibyl, and Ann—talked about their

work and family and attended the opening of

their exhibit. Esther, who lives in Puerto Rico,

is a free-lance artist who has done illustrations

for Mennonite Publishing House. Her daughters

live in four different areas of the country and
are all free-lancers with their own specialties.
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Stanley and Doris Shenk are on a teaching
assignment in Southeast Conference from
early January until late February. They are
serving in the pastoral continuing education
program and teaching courses for Sarasota (Fla.)

Mennonite Bible Institute. The Shenks are re-

tired from Goshen College, where Stanley was a
Bible professor and Doris was an assistant to
the dean.

The North America office of Mennonite
World Conference has a new address. It is

Box 88836, Carol Stream, IL 60188. The tele-

phone number is the same: 708 690-9666. The
fax number has changed to 708 690-9691. The
North America office, which used to be the main
MWC office, moved to smaller quarters in the
same suburban Chicago office building in light

of the fact that the main MWC office moved to
Strasbourg, France, last fall.

Coming events:
•Pre/Post-Oregon '91 Tours, July/August, led

by Leon and Nancy Stauffer of Mennonite Your
Way. The first one, July 17-29, is to cen-
tral/coastal California, and the second one, Aug.
4-15, is to the Canadian Rocky Mountains and
British Columbia. Both tours begin and con-
clude in Eugene, Ore., the site of the Oregon '91

convention of the Mennonite Church. More
information from Mennonite Your Way at Box
1525, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717 653-9288.

• MCC Central States Annual Meeting, Feb.
16, at Neighborhood Church, Denver, Colo. This
is the ninth such event for this region of Men-
nonite Central Committee. It will include a
business session led by Central States board
chairperson Burton Buller, three workshops,
and a keynote address by South Florida MCC
leader Walter Sawatzky. More information from
MCC Central States at Box 235, North Newton,
KS 67117; phone 316 283-2720.

•Dawn Marie Exhibit, Jan. 11-Mar. 2, at The
People's Place, Intercourse, Pa. It features etch-
ings and originals by this Mennonite printmaker
from Fort Wayne, Ind. More information from
The People's Place, Intercourse, PA 17534-
phone 717 768-7171.

•Open House, Feb. 4, at Lancaster (Pa.)
Mennonite High School. This annual event is for
prospective students (grades 6-11), parents, and
others. More information from the school at 2176
Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602; phone
717 299-0436.

• CPS Reunion, Feb. 4, at Bay Shore Menno-
nite Church, Sarasota, Fla. This is a carry-in
dinner for World War II conscientious objectors
who were in Civilian Public Service. More infor-
mation from Alva Schlabach at Box 7062, Sara-
sota, FL 34278.

Job openings:
• Communications director. Eastern Mermo-

nite College and Seminary. Requirements in-

clude a master's degree in communications (or
related field) and experience in mass communi-
cations, marketing, graphic design, and publish-
ing. Send resume to the Personnel Office at
EMC&S, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Principal, Academia Menonita. This is for a
school in suburban San Juan that offers grades
1-12. Requirements include a master's degree in
administration and at least four years of experi-
ence. Contact the school at Calle Asomante
#1751, Summit Hills, Caparra Heights, PR
00920; phone 809 783-1295.

Special meetings: Mahlon Miller, Morgan-
town, Pa., at Neffsville, Pa., Mar. 3-6.

Change of address: W. Roy Walls from Erie,
Pa., to 25 Front St., Akron, NY 14001.

births

Anders, Don Philip and Beverly Ann (Gross),
Souderton, Pa., second child, first daughter,
Natahe Kate, Dec. 28.

Baldridge, Tim and Rose (Stutzman), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., third child, first son, Colin Ross,
Dec. 6.

Brenneman, Terry and (Wagner),
Accident, Md., first child, Danielle Ashton, Dec.
6.

Cook, Charles and Sue (Schumacher), To-
ledo, Ohio, second child, first daughter, Eleanor
EUzabeth, Jan. 4.

Geiser, Ron and Bonnie (Lehman), Orrville,

Ohio, third son, Andrew Jon, Dec. 26.

Goshow, Randy and Tina (DetweOer), Al-
bany, Ore., first daughter, Kaitlyn Rachel, Jan.
2.

Klassen, Rob and Sue (Wallace), Webster,
N.Y., second child, first daughter, Sylvia Doro-
thy, Dec. 12.

Luckhart, Paul and Patty (Jantzi), New Ham-
burg, Ont., second child, first daughter, Chris-
tine Diane, Dec. 7.

Parrish, Tim and Donna (Kraus), Harrison-
burg, Va., third son, Brian Keith, Dec. 30.

marriages
Graber-Jennings. Dan Graber, Goshen, Ind.,

and Michelle Jennings, Sarasota, Fla., both of
Bahia Vista cong., by A. Don Augsburger and
Jerry Birky, Dec. 29.

Hershey-Clark. Marvin E. Hershey, Gordon-
ville, Pa., Old Road cong., and Ruth A. Clark,
Gap, Pa., Kinzer cong., by Paul Clark, Dec. 19.

Roth-Aeschliman. Troy Roth, Archbold,
Ohio, United Methodist Church, and Jan
Aeschliman, Archbold, Ohio, Zion cong., by EUis
Croyle, Dec . 22.

Smith-Headings. Keith Allen Smith, Inde-
pendence, Ore., Christian Church, and Leana
Kay Headings, Halsey, Ore., Albany cong., by
Stan Peterson, Dec. 15.

Widrick-Wenger. Joseph J. Widrick, Sandy
Creek, N.Y., and Donna Wenger, Chesapeake,
Va., Mt. Pleasant cong., by Robert Mast, Dec.
15.

new members
Kingview, Scottdale, Pa.: Jenny Swank.
St. Jacobs, Ont.: Khamphouk Phavongxay,

Vanuthith Phavongxay, and Thile Seng-
thavongsa.

Maple Grove, New Wilmington, Pa.: Jo-
seph and Millie Doutt, James and Alice Davis,
and David and Betty Goehring.
Evanston, 111.: Pierre Gant and Valerie

Metzler.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: Mi-
chael Joseph.

Olive, Elkhart, Ind.: Ed Witmer, Traci
Miller, Chris McFarland, Leah Blessing, James
Blessing, and Rhoda McFarland.
Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.: Stephanie

Bawel, Milton and Marie Cowan, Kathy
Denlinger, Jenny Gehman, Kelly Hershey, Ja-
nice Hoetzel, Jeremy King, Liz Landis, Nellie
Sharp, Diana Sharp, Randy and Sara Steffy,
Tom Steffy, Sandy Shertz, Alanna Stoltzfus,
Amy Stoltzfus, April Stoltzfus, Colleen
Stoltzfus, Paul and Mary Stoltzfus, Don Walton,
Scott and Michelle Wood, Julie Zook, and Sam
Zook.

Roth, Alan and Rhonda (Friesen), Wood
River, Neb., second daughter, Anna EUzabeth,
Dec. 7.

Ruston, Todd and Darlene (Bender),
Brampton, Ont., first child, Taylor GO WOliam
Nov. 8.

Sauder, Carl and Donna (Miller), Alexandria,
Ohio, first child, Jared Andrew, Oct. 17.

Sauder, J. Donald and Twila (Miller),
Manheim, Pa., second daughter, Melissa Joy,
Aug. 5.

Shepherd, Larry and Lori (Leatherman),
Goshen, Ind., second child, first son, Alexander
Joshua, Dec. 15.

Simpson, Brad and Liz (Loepp), Waterloo,
Ont., second child, first daughter, Nov. 15
(adopted Nov. 23).

Springer, Roger and Eileen (Lais), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., second son, Aaron Lais, Dec. 21.

Stutzman, Allan and Beverly (Davis), Shel-
ton. Neb., sixth child, second son, Jacob John
Nov. 23.

Weko, Thomas and Bess (Gonglewski), To-
ledo, Ohio, second child, first daughter, Sylvia
Ruth Gonglewski, Dec. 26.

obituaries

Bender, Wilfrid J., son of Jacob R. and
Veronica Bender, was born Sept. 14, 1911; died
at New Hamburg, Ont., Dec. 8, 1990; aged 79.
On Sept. 18, 1934, he was married to Aleda Leis,
who survives. He was a member of East Zorra
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 11, in charge of Vernon Leis;
interment in the church cemetery.
BovkTnan, Elizabeth Snider, daughter of

Joshua and Lydia Jane (Clemens) Snider, was
born in Peel Twp., Ont., Sept. 8, 1889; died at
Sunnyside Nursing Home, Dec. 31, 1990; aged
101. On Dec. 25, 1913, she was married to
Weston Bowman, who survives. Also surviving
are one son (Orlo) and 3 daughters (Goldie,
Irleen Violet, and Jane Elizabeth). One son
(Delmar) preceded her in death. She was a
member of Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church,
Kitchener, Ont.

Duncan, Flossie Pearl Waits, daughter of
Albert A. and Nancy (Anderson) Waits, was born
in Cincinnati, Ark., Aug. 14, 1906; died at Oak
Lea Nursing Home, Harrisonburg, Va., Dec. 26,
1990; aged 84. She was married to William Earl
Duncan, who died June 29, 1953. Surviving are
7 sons (Allen, Donald, James, Philip, Gordon,
Howard, and Paul), one daughter (Virginia
Turner), 17 grandchildren, and 4 great-
granchildren. She was a member of Staunton
(Va.) Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 29, in charge of Paul L. Kratz
and Richard D. Weaver; interment in Thornrose
Cemetery.
Friedt, Earl D., son of David and Anna

(Keckritz) Friedt, was born at Rittman, Ohio,
June 3, 1914; died at Orrville, Ohio, Dec. 14,

1990; aged 86. On Jan. 9, 1938, he was married
to Edna Croft, who survives. Also surviving are
2 daughters (Macy Steckley and Jane Kamp
Meyers), 8 grandchildren, one great-grandchild,
and one sister (Ruth Friedt). He was a member
of Orrville Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 17, in charge of John
P. and Barbara Moyer Lehman; interment in
Crown Hill Cemetery.
Gehman, Bertha, daughter of Abraham and

Mary (Kulp) Gehman, was born in Montgomery
Co., Pa., Sept. 6, 1924; died of lymphoma at
Akron (Ohio) General Hospital, Dec. 16, 1990;
aged 66. Surviving are 2 sisters (Elizabeth and
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Lavina Gehman) and one brother (David

Gehman). She was a member of Bethel Menno-
nite (^hurch, where funeral services were held

on Dec. 20, in charge of Ed Yoder; interment in

Hillcrest Cemetei'y.

Hosteller, LaVerne Yoder, daughter of

Sanford C. and Emma (Stutzman) Yoder, was
born in Sharon Center, Iowa, Mar. 25, 1914; died

in an automobile accident at Nappanee, Ind.,

Dec. 22, 1990; aged 76. On June 11, 1938, she

was maiTied to Carl M. Hostetler, who died Oct.

2, 1968. Surviving are one daughter (Jane

Robinett), 3 sons (Karl, Frederic, and Michael),

and 6 grandchildren. She was a member of

College Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind., where
funeral services were held on Dec. 27, in charge

of James H. Waltner; interment in Violett Cem-
etery.

Hummel, Paul M., son of Christian and Mary
(MUler) Hummel, was born in Holmes Co., Ohio,

Mar. 3, 1916; died at Aultman Hospital, Canton,

Ohio, Dec. 26, 1990; aged 74. On Mar. 26, 1938,

he was married to Mary Yoder, who survives.

Also surviving are 3 sons (Bruce, Brian, and

Barry), one daughter (Brenda King), 10 grand-

children, one sister (Esther Miller), and 2 broth-

ers (William and Dean). He was a member of

Berlin (Ohio) Mennonite Church, where he

served as pastor 1951-1976. Funeral services

were held at Berlin Mennonite Church on Dec.

29, in charge of Leon Shrock and Phil Ebersole;

interment in Berlin Cemetery.

King, Valentine S., son of Isaac L. and Katie

(Stuckey) King, was born at Atglen, Pa., Feb. 14,

1904; died at his home on Nov. 29, 1990; aged

86. On Jan. 1, 1930, he was married to Naomi
Yoder, who survives. Also surviving are 6 sons

(Joseph S., Paul J., Parke N., Nathan G., Merle

J., and Linford D.), 3 daughters (Pluma
Hostetter, Susanne J., and Rose M.), one

brother (Isaac), and 2 sisters (Martha R. and Ella

Mast). He was a member of Maple Grove Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held

on Dec. 1, in charge of Phil Freed and Herman
Glick; interment in Maple Grove Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Lichti, Barbara Bender, daughter of Jacob
B. and Magdelena Bender, was bom Sept. 16,

1897; died at Tavistock, Ont., Nov. 17, 1990; aged
93. On Jan. 24, 1918, she was married to John
Lichti, who died Nov. 29, 1968. Surviving are one

daughter (Leona Bender) and 6 sons (Elmon,

Stanley, Elroy, Lincoln, Mervin, and Kenneth).

She was preceded in death by one infant daugh-

ter (Helena). She was a member of East Zorra

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were

held on Nov. 20, in charge of Vernon Leis;

interment in the church cemetery.

Long, Mabel A. Bechtel, daughter ofMenno
J. and Elizabeth (Metzler) Bechtel, was born in

Elkhart Co., Ind., Apr. 3, 1899; died at Goshen,

Ind., Dec. 21, 1990; aged 91. On Dec. 21, 1925,

she was married to G. Maurice Long, who died

Dec. 25, 1978. Surviving are 2 daughters (Mary

Alice Lehman and Sharon K. Baker), one son

(Kenneth Long), 9 grandchildren, and 6 great-

grandchildren. She was a member of Waterford

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 24, in charge of Tim Weaver, Roy
Hange, and Duane Beck; interment in Violett

Cemetery.
Miller, A. Mabel, daughter of Roy and Anna

(Snyder) Kauffman, was bom at Creston, Mont.,

Jan. 7, 1912; died at Potomac, Mont., Dec. 26,

1990; aged 78. On June 1, 1935, she was married

to Joseph Miller, who survives. Also surviving

are one son (Eugene), 2 grandchildren, 6 sisters

(Ruth, Mary, Bernice, Lillie, Rosella, and
Gladys), and 7 brothers (Reuben, Paul, Aldine,

Norman, Dave, James and Joe). She was pre-

ceded in death by one brother (Sanford). Fu-

neral services were held on Dec. 29, in charge of

Norman Kauffman; interment in Sunset Memo-
rial Gardens.

Slagle, Thelma O., daughter of Daniel and
Morna (McFeaters) Gossard, was born at Rich-

mond, Va., Dec. 22, 1990; aged 66. She was
married to Keimeth C. Slagle, who survives. Also

surviving are one daughter (Dawn Flanagan), 5

sons (Kenneth, Eugene, James L., Daniel C., and
Paul W.), 10 grandchildren, 3 great-grand chil-

dren, and 2 sisters (Nora Hart and Agnes De-

Clare). She was preceded in death by one son

(Larry). She was a member of Stahl Mennonite

Church, Johnstown, Pa. A memorial service was
held on Dec. 26 in Richmond, and a graveside

service was held at Grandview Cemetery in

Johnstown, Pa., Dec. 27, in charge of Harold and
Mary Grace Shenk.

Weaver, Luke S., son of Henry G. and Anna
Mary (Sauder) Weaver, was born on May 13,

1906; died at Fairmount Rest Home, Ephrata,

Pa., Dec. 17, 1990; aged 84. He was married to

Anna S. Martin, who died in 1961. On Oct. 6,

1962, he was married to Anna Mary E. Martin,

who survives, Also surviving are 5 sons (Ray-

mond W., Irwin M., Luke, Jr., Emory J., and
Lloyd E.), 5 daughters (P. Pearl E. Eberly,

Miriam A. Weaver, Thelma M. Hershey, Edith

C. Gehman, and Rosene Martin), one step-

daughter (Lois M. Zook), 40 grandchildren, 13

stepgrandchildren, 73 great-grandchildren, 7

step-great-grandchildren, and one brother
(Titus W.). He was preceded in death by one
infant daughter and one son (Charles). He was
ordained to the ministry on Dec. 23, 1954, and
served Martindale (Pa.) Mennonite Church,

where he was a member. He also served

Tamaqua (Pa.) Mennonite Church. FunereJ ser-

vices were held at Weaverland Mennonite
Church on Dec. 20, in charge of Earl Sensenig,

Robert Trupe, and Larry Groff; interment in the

church cemetery.

Correction: There were several errors in the

obituary of Manasses J. Beachy in the Jan. 1

issue. His birthdate was Oct. 2, 1903. He was
survived by 20 grandchildren and 23 great-

grandchildren. His second marriage was to

Farmie Helmuth, who survives.

calendar
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

pastors' week, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Mermonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mermonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

School for Ministers, Waterioo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,

Ind., Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,

Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,

Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastem Mennonite College and Seminary board

of tmstees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, HI.,

Mar. 14-16

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 15-17

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite

Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991

YES teams go to five places. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Five Youth Evangelism

Service teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left on Jan. 2

for short-term assignments in Hawaii, Honduras, Jamaica, the Netherlands, and

the Philippines. They spent the past three months in preparation at YES
Discipleship Center in Baltimore. The team members are: Front row (left to

right)—Rita Hess, Jonathan Miller, Charles Norton, Dwight Huyard, Tim and Lori

Zimmerman, and Antone Rodriques. Second row—Michael Kauffman, Chris Miller,

Anita Leatherman, Brenda Hamsher, Melissa Burkhart, Sonya Kaufftnan, Keturah

Esh, Brenda Landis, and Tricia Engelman. Back row—Floyd Zook, Phil Kopsaftis,

David Mellinger, Kevin Watterson, Duane Weaver, Brian Nauman, JeflF Leaman,

and Bob Kreider. Not pictured—Jo Ann Mast and Rex Baladjay.
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items & comments

Radical Catholic priest elected
president of Haiti

Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a radical Roman
Catholic priest, scored an overwhelming
victory in Haiti's recent presidential elec-

tions. He has been a proponent of libera-

tion theology and has been called "a prophet
of the poor." In 1988, Aristide was expelled

from his religious order, the Salesians, who
accused him of inciting hatred and violence

and removed him from a poor congregation

in the capital city of Port-au-Prince. He
remains a priest but is prohibited from
celebrating Mass publicly. Pope John Paul
n has repeatedly spoken out against priests

holding poKtical office, but Aristide's elec-

tion is unlikely to set up a confrontation with

Rome, since he has already offered to resign

from the priesthood if the church insists that

he do so. (RNS)

Bakker ordered to pay $130 million
to PTL donors
A jury in Charlotte, N.C., has ordered

former televangelist Jim Bakker to pay
nearly $130 million to 145,000 contributors

to his PTL ministry even though the chief

prosecuting attorney has conceded that
the money is virtually uncoUectable.
Bakker is serving a 45-year prison sentence
in Rochester, Minn., on conspiracy and
mail fraud charges for overselling lifetime

partnerships in his Heritage USA theme
park in Fort Mill, S.C. When he imposed
that sentence in October 1989, Judge Rob-
ert Potter also fined Bakker $500,000. Jury
forewoman Denise Eisner said that al-

though the jury agreed that Bakker had
defi:-auded his flock, it did not conclude that

he was guilty of racketeeering, a charge for

which damages would have been tripled.

(RNS)

Returning church delegation rejects
any use of force in Persian Gulf
A delegation of high-ranking U.S. church

leaders has returned from a week-long trip

to the Middle East bearing the message
that war and threats of war will do nothing
to promote peace in the Persian Gulf. The
leaders, many the highest officials in their

denominations, called for further efforts at

negotiating a settlement to the Gulf crisis

and recognition of parallels between the
invasion of Kuwait and the situation in

other occupied territories in the Middle
East. They said they believe there is strong
antiwar sentiment among the people in the
pews, who are often cast as far more
conservative politically than the more lib-

eral church leadership.

Episcopal Church presiding bishop Ed-
mond Browning met privately with Presi-
dent George Bush, a fellow Episcopalian,
to share impressions of the trip and to tell

him that "the option of war was not an
option that would serve anyone." Browning

reported that Bush appeared "very, very
uncomfortable" with the church leaders'

assessment of the "interrelatedness" of

the Gulf situation and other hot spots in

the Middle East, such as the Israeli occu-
pation of East Jerusalem, the West Bank,
and the Gaza Strip.

Joan Campbell, the new general secre-

tary of the National Council of Churches,
which coordinated the trip, called the trip

"a peace pilgrimage seeking an alternative to

war" and said she and others plan to carry

their message throughout their respective

churches and organizations. (RNS)

Cruzan death rekindles euthanasia
debate in religious community
The death of a comatose Missouri

woman whose family won a long court
battle to disconnect her from a feeding
tube has rekindled an intense debate in the
religious community over euthanasia. Nancy
Cruzan died 12 days after doctors removed a
feeding tube at the request of the Cruzan
family. The family had approved the tube
shortly after Cruzan was seriously injured in

a 1983 car accident but in 1987 began seeking

legal permission to remove it.

Human Life International, an anti-eutha-

nasia group headed by a Roman Catholic
priest, issued a statement after Cruzan's
death saying her death would "open the
floodgates for the greatest number of le-

gally sanctioned deaths of disabled people
since Nazi Germany." Meanwhile, protests
and continued court appeals by anti-eutha-

nasia activists seeking a reconnection of
the feeding tube in the days preceding
Cruzan's death drew rebukes from a group
of mostly mainline church executives. Par-
ticipating in the anti-euthanasia protests

and appeals was the Center for Christian

Activities, an affiliate of the anti-abortion

group Operation Rescue. (RNS)

Hotline established to counter
proselytizing by Messianic Jews
Jewish and Christian leaders in Denver

have set out to counter what they describe
as "deceptive" tactics used by some
groups to lure Jews to Christianity. The
leaders said that Hebrew Christians, also

called Messianic Jews or Jews for Jesus,
have lured unsuspecting Jews to services

by using Jewish symbohsm, music, and
other elements, including the Torah and
prayer shawl. "It's pure bait and switch,"

said Gilbert Horn, executive director of the
Colorado Council of Churches. "And that's

unethical in business and religion."

A new group, called Jews for Jewish
Identity, has been formed and it has set

up a hotline for Jews who are proselytized
by Christians. Those who call the hotline

number wiU be put in contact with a Jewish
rabbi and wfll be able to receive counseling
and find a support group of people who

have been "taken in" by proselytizing.

Bert Yellin, pastor of Roeh Israel, one of
two local congregations active in prosely-
tizing Jews, said his group does not prac-
tice deception. "We do not falsely lead. We
state up front that we believe Jesus is the
Messiah I grow weary of this charge of
deception. I don't know what they mean."
He said about 150-250 attend services at

his church each weekend. Of those, he said,

40 percent are born Jews who have con-
verted to Christianity. (RNS)

Gay Methodist minister challenges
rule against gay ordinations
A gay Methodist minister is demanding

a pastorate in Pennsylvania, challenging
one of the strictest prohibitions against gay
ordinations that exists in the mainline
Protestant community. James Hawk said
he has asked for a pastorate in the United
Methodist Church's Western Pennsylvania
Conference because he believes it is time
to stand up to what he believes is the
denomination's "persecution" of gay men
and lesbians.

The United Methodist Church, hke most
other mainline denominations, dis-

tinguishes between homosexual practice

and homosexual orientation, barring from
ordination only "self-avowed, practicing

homosexuals." In practice, only homosex-
uals with ongoing sexual relations with
persons of the same sex have been barred
from the ministry in mainline Protestant-
ism. Hawk was put on leave of absence
from the conference last year after teUing
his bishop that he is a "self-avowed but
nonpracticing" gay man. (RNS)

Sanctuary movement hails

settlement on asylum issues
The U.S. government, after a decade of

efforts to deport undocumented Salva-
doran and Guatemalan immigrants and
reprisals against churches that granted
them sanctuary, has agreed to stop the
deportations and adopt new procedures
for granting political asylum. The agree-
ment comes as a settlement to a class-ac-

tion lawsuit brought by 80 religious and
refugee organizations that formed the

backbone of the sanctuary movement.
Supporters of the sanctuary movement

hailed the settlement as clear vindication
of a cause that had led to the criminal

conviction of some church workers and
infiltration of religious gatherings by
agents of the Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service. The agreement is expected to

cover an estimated 500,000 illegal aliens

from El Salvador and Guatemala. About
150,000 of the refugees whose asylum re-

quests have been denied or are pending
will be given new hearings, and another
350,000 of them wfll be encouraged to

apply for the first time. (RNS)
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editorials

January
Once again our world is at war. At about 7

p.m. EST, January 16, we learned that United

States and Allied aircraft had begun bombing

Iraq and Kuwait.

We shouldn't have been surprised. The rheto-

ric and military buildup since the Iraqi invasion

of Kuwait last August had warned us it could

happen.

But we are saddened. Again humankind must

admit we haven't made much progress since

Cain and Abel. Our only "advance" has been in

the sophistication of our weapons.

So how do we, a "peace church," now deal

with our world, one that irrevocably changed for

us on January 16, 1991?

Perhaps the best we can do, with little per-

spective and much sorrow, is ask our questions:

What happened to all our prayers and our peti-

tions for peace? What about the letters we
wrote? Wliat has happened to our brothers and

sisters in the middle of this war? What does

16, 1991
God call us to do now?
The answers will come. Eventually. For now

we must let the questions be the cries of our

hearts: that we have failed, that we don't under-

stand, that we need help. But may they also be

affirmations that we still believe in the way of

peace. May they show that we won't take sides

or call for quick and easy solutions to difficult

problems.

It is at times like these we realize again that

faith is simply that: faith. It is not analyses or un

derstanding or agreement—or even answers. It

is beUeving that the world is in God's hands.

Even when it doesn't appear to be so.

January 16, 1991: Perhaps Paul Hardin, chan-

cellor of the University of North Carolina,

summed it up as well as anyone in explaining

why he postponed a basketball game for a half

hour on this day: "This is just a moment of rec-

ognition that our lives are changing." Forever.

—jlp

We Mennonites have a love-hate relationship

with the tube. Ever since it's come into our

homes, we've spent much time and energy tell-

ing each other how bad it is. We've probably

spent more time watching.

Not that we like what we see. We're uncomfort-

able with the images and values television brings

into our living rooms.

One thing television doesn't bring too much of

is bad news. With war upon us in the Middle

East, we need all the pictures of blood and gore

we can get.

We won't, however, if the U.S. Pentagon has

its way. Those in charge of war in Washington,

D.C., have laid down stringent rules for media

coverage:
• no live pictures from the front;

• news people to be accompanied at all times

by military personnel;

• security reviews of all reports;

• no graphic pictures of dead or wounded sol-

diers.

Those of us in the communications profession

find those rules hard to swallow. We wonder how
soon they will apply to what we write.

The bad news on TV
They make sense, of course, if you're a mili-

tary strategist. You don't want to be responsible

for the safety of a lot of journahsts. You also

don't want a repeat of Vietnam.

While no one can prove it, many of us believe

television helped to bring an end to that war.

For the first time in the 1960s, more humans

than ever before came face to face with how hor-

rible killing can be. We saw it firsthand on televi

sion.

Michael Gartner, president of NBC News,

puts it this way: "War is not like prime-time tele

vision where people are shot or die peacefully or

whatever. It's horrible. And [we] have a responsi-

bility in news to tell people what's going on."

That's why we Mennonites, people of peace,

need to join hands with television. We need to

call for more pictures of war. People need to see

it in all its bloody gruesomeness. If rationality

can't stop it, maybe horror will. It happened

once; it can happen again.

Mennonites in league with TV? It's not a posi-

tion we're comfortable with. But it could serve

us all in the cause for peace.

—jlp
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Loving the
gray woman

M and living apart

When I was born in 1954, most good Menno-
nites were ethnic Mennonites, except for a few
pockets of odd new folks. During that era, in my
wing of the church at least, Mennonites were a
people set apart. We were marked not only by
blood ties but also by a myriad of faith convic-
tions.

We beheved we were to be God's holy people
in a profane world. The sons and daughters of
the old and fallen Adam and Eve could dwell

Jesus said, "Those who are well have no need of a out there, outside the garden, amidst the
physician, but those who are sick. Go and learn what wrecked dreams of a broken, godless world We
this means: 'I desire mercy, and not sacrifice. ' For I would dwell in here, sons and daughters of Godcame not to call the nghteous, but sinners." through Jesus Christ, the new and saving Adam.

Paul's words in Rom. 12:2 were a guiding star:

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE conformed to this world but be trans-— formed by the renewing of your minds, that you
. _ may prove what is the will of God, what is good
An open letter to the and acceptable and perfect."

American Red Cross 4 For us the fire of the sword blazing before
Eden's gate had cooled. We had entered, at

How to reduce na^tnr !
""^"^ 'Through our prayernow to^reauce pastor covenngs and our plain coats, our refusal to sue

casualties: part 2 6 or bear arms or swear oaths, our prohibitions
against movies and TV, our warm and close-knit

MCCers «jtfiv in MiHrllo TTact centered on God and Jesus and them^L^ers stay in Middle East church, we tasted a new creation. We frolicked
despite outbreak of war 9 in new Eden's laughing brooks and ran across

by

Michael

A. King



Can we hang on to the beauty

of our past as we struggle to

know what it means to be

Mennonites in changed times?

its endless prairies—and praised our God for

this, our peaceable kingdom.

We know now that even then, beside the blue

Euphrates, skeletons cluttered our closets. Par-

ents abused children. Some of us agonized in se-

cret, wondering why we fell in love with men
when we were men and with women when we
were women. Wives and husbands didn't divorce

much then, but now we sense that many mar-

riages were only technically preserved, the legali-

ties covering the emotional divorce.

Today things seem even worse. We young peo-

ple struggle even in Mennonite high schools with

drugs and alcohol and promiscuous sex. We
preachers find we can't assume oin" audience

knows the Bible; many of us have become bibli-

cal illiterates. Some of us feel we were different

long enough; now it's time to have as many
boats and fancy cars as the neighbors. Some-
times it seems as though we've fallen again, as

though we've been cast out of even our new
Eden, and it too is closed to us forever by the

angel with the sword.

I'm partly glad the era into which many of us

were bom is over. We can be more honest now
about the angers, cravings, doubts, and sins with

which we all struggle. We're better now at open-

ing doors to people who join us not through

blood ties but by choice—my own good spouse

among them. We've demolished some of the

stem walls we once used to keep at bay a cold,

sad world.

But there was something special about that

era. It lingers with us still. I hope we can hang

on to its beauty even as we stmggle to know
what it means to be good Mennonites in

changed times. I began to explore loving the old

while making it new after the mailman tossed a

subpoena through our mail slot one day.

The subpoena ordered me, upon pain of fine

or punishment, to report to Room 115 in

Philadelphia's City Hall. From there I'd be sent

to a courtroom to sit as juror if the lawyers

wanted me. I spent 10 hours in courtrooms that

day, watching and listening and thinking.

During those hours, I realized how deeply the

kingdom values I was taught live in me. Particu-

larly I realized this as I listened to the judge

question 30 potential jurors. Would they give po-

lice testimony undue weight? Had they or any-

one close to them been victims of or charged

with a crime? As I heard the answers, I sensed

how different were the worlds that shape us.

"You said someone in your family had been ac-

cused of a crime," said the judge.

"Yes," the woman answered.

"Who was this?"

"My teenage son."

"What was the crime?"

"He was carrying a sawed-off shotgun in his

car."

That was a mild one. Murder had touched

many. I stopped counting after the tenth. A
woman had been gang-raped. Countless people

had been robbed or had relatives who had done

the robbing. Several of those present had com-

mitted crimes.

Then an older woman, who seemed to walk

through a faint mist of tears even before ques-

tioned, was seated.

"Are you married?" the judge asked.

"I was."

"Are you divorced?"

"She paused. "I—I'm a widow."

"You said a relative was involved in crime,"

the judge continued. "Who was this?"

"My son was accused of stealing from the

bank where he worked." She said it firmly but

emotionlessly, as if to tell us neither to judge

nor pity her.

"You said crime victimized your family. Tell

us about this."

"My husband was shot and killed."

We can be grateful for the cen-

turies of sheltered living

which have bred in us the

hints ofEden regained,

"Was his assailant apprehended?"

"Yes. It was my husband's brother."

"Did you go to the trial?"

"There was no trial."

This startled the judge. "You mean he didn't

intend to kill your husband?"

"Oh, he meant to," she said quietly.

"Well, then. . .
." The judge waited.

Emotion rippled across her face, but she con-

trolled it. "The brother had a brain tumor. They

said he was incompetent to stand trial."

"How old is the brother now?" wondered the

judge.

"He's dead," she said. "He shot himself two

years ago."

We spectators gasped. The judge, hardbitten

though he was, said gently, "Thank you. Your

life has been hard." She nodded, still deter-

mined, it seemed, to show no grief to us. We
strangers she was forced to treat as confidants. I

watched her sit there. Beneath the veil of
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strength, her face was wrapped in pain and age
and memories. Gray, the color of her hair, can
be lovely. It spoke in this case of too many gray
days spent by open graves.

As I watched that woman sit there, I thought
how few of us Mennonites, people of peace,
have been touched by bullets and rape and kill-

ing. I thought of the gentleness this has bred

We need to learn how to live

apart—yet invite those carry-

ing the bullets of grief in their

souls to find peace among us.

among us, in spite of all our faults. I wished I

knew a way to wrap that woman in the blanket
of our peace. I imagined her in one of our softer
churches, caressed by invitations to potlucks
and small groups and a cup of coffee when the
nights hurt too much. I imagined her face soften-

ing, and the tears finally flowing, after too many
years of being strong because she had no one
else to be strong for her so she could be weak.
Imagining this made me grateful for our

strengths—our softness, our ability to turn
churches into cozy families, our yearning to
build a better and safer home for ourselves than
the larger world mostly offers. We can be grate-
ful for the centuries of sheltered living which
have bred in us the hints of Eden regained.
We must continue to live apart, separated, so

our strengths will survive. We must tell our-
selves we can only tolerate so many drugs, pro-
miscuous encounters, lawsuits; so much divorce,
spuitual and biblical illiteracy, conformity to the
world, gold-plated living—before we're cast out
of our Eden as irrevocably as Adam and Eve
ever were.

On the other hand, I thought how much the
gray woman could offer us. We need her and the
boy who drives around with a sawed-off shotgun;
the man whose son-in-law was shot but no one
has been caught; and the former poUceman, who
said that, yes, he'd have to give more than fair

weight to a policeman's testimony.
"You mean," barked the judge, "you would de-

liberately choose to believe a policeman just be-
cause of who he was?"
The man didn't flinch. "I know the system,"

he said. "I know what's gone on before this."
You could hear the pain and anger behind the
words, the decades of struggling with hard, cruel

people, trying to bring order to bloody streets.

We need them all to help us bring our peace-
able kingdom up-to-date. We need them to help
us ponder how to live the way of peace when
there is no peace. I beheved in my heritage that
day in the courtroom. I also wanted my church
to grapple with what I was seeing, to help me
know how to live for Jesus in a way that makes
a difference, not only for us privileged to be
born in safety but also for those carrying bullets
of grief in their souls.

Indeed we aren't to be conformed, as Rom.
12:2 insists. But we need other central guiding
texts as well. One of them is Matt. 9:12-13. Hear-
ing the Pharisees grumble that he loved too
many messed-up people, too many jurors telling

their sad and sordid tales, Jesus said: "Those
who are well have no need of a physician, but
those who are sick. Go and learn what this

means: 'I desire mercy, and not sacrifice.' For I

came not to call the righteous, but sinners."
I hope as we move toward a new millennium

we Mennonites can sit in more courtrooms. I

hope we can sort out what it means to be suffi-

ciently separated from the world's sin to play by
laughing brooks. And I hope we can be con-
nected enough with the world to share healing
waters with a million parched and longing sick

ones. I hope we can learn how to live apart—yet
invite that gray woman to find peace among us.

Michael A. King is a book editor for Herald Press.
He and his family live in Philadelphia, Pa., where
he was previously a pastor.
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An open letter to the American Red Cross

by Glenn Lehman

My two young children go to the Leola Ele-

mentary School. Recently they brought home a

flier from the American Red Cross urging them
to donate foot powder to soldiers in the Persian

Gulf. After making this offering, these elemen-

tary children—by standing foot to foot around

the schoolhouse—were to engage in a ritual of

solidarity with these armed Americans on for-

eign soil or sand.

I had always thought the Red Cross would

only request my children's time in school if they

wanted to teach them safety. I had always

thought that when soldiers made war the Red
Cross came along to save lives—which is peace.

I guess I was wrong.

I called you, and you graciously answered my
questions about your role in this school project

and about your relationship to the army and

other military organizations. You told me that

the Red Cross did communicate the idea which

Leola was carrying out and that the Red Cross

is a para-military organization.

An offering of gifts to the military encourages

children to think the army is underfunded. That

is hard to believe when the head of the U.S. De-

fense Department calls for budget cuts. Some of

the families at Leola cannot afford lunch money.

And they are to buy, as you urge them, and pay

sales tax for powder which the army could buy
tax-free in bulk for a fraction of the grocery

store price?

The pamphlet describing the Red Cross,

which you kindly and promptly sent me, states

that one mission of the Red Cross is "to help

people avoid . . . emergencies." Will you help my
children at school hear about avoiding this emer-

gency near oil fields on another continent by re-

ducing our use of oil and force, by exhausting

every avenue of diplomacy, and by respecting

the sovereignty of other countries even when
their ways do not please or serve us? Could you

use this occasion to promote avoiding the pres-

ence of U.S. soldiers there instead of mere
athlete's foot after the drama of war is set in mo-
tion?

Your pamphlet also states that one of your in-

ternational services is "educating the American

public about International Humanitarian Law"
and "the Geneva Conventions." Please do that

for my children. In elementary grades they learn

more by ritual than by concept. Could you bring

an Arab child or a Red Crescent official (with

whom you collaborate) to Leola and, after a dis-

cussion of international peace, lead them in hold-

ing hands in a circle around the schoolhouse?

I would not try to stop people from expressing

care for U.S. soldiers. I do not want any soldier

anywhere to suffer sore feet. But why limit the

concern to these soldiers whom the media are

covering now? What about the soldiers of Viet-

nam? Show my children that munitions are in-

tended to kill and cripple by bringing to school a

legless veteran, for example, and discussing

ways that that tragedy might have been avoided.

I assume you desire a world where the Red
Cross would not be needed, where there are no

emergencies. Help my children dream those

dreams—not romantic notions of nineteenth-cen-

tury, civilian-free wars.

What about the children of these soldiers? Are

any of them in elementary school? Are there any

poor children in Leola or anywhere in America

who need powder or food or a father? These are

some emergencies you might help my children re-

spond to.

If any civilian organization has seen the horror

of war firsthand, it surely must be the Red
Cross. Could you relate that experience to my
children at school? Could you devise a program

and a ritual and an offering that demonstrates

that avoiding war is more skill-demanding and
character-building and fun than preparing for

war? Could you take to school an international

ritual that says that nationalism is not the high-

est goal that children can aspire to? Could you

inspire them to international, interracial, interrel-

gious, universal respect of life?

I like your pamphlet's cover slogan: "People

Caring for People." Will you tell my children

that that also means enemies caring for enemies?

Recently freedom sprouted in many former po-

lice states. The military people in the United

States seemed a bit willing to be self-critical,

even open to public scrutiny. Now might be a

good time for the Red Cross to remember its

mission of avoiding emergencies and promoting

controls on nationalism.

I hope that a Red Cross that uncritically goes

along with every military aggression is not part

of what my children recall from school. I hope

they learn that might does not make right.

I welcome your response. If I have not under-

stood the Red Cross's part in my children's

memory of school this year, please correct me.

Glenn Lehman and his family live in Leola, Pa.

Glenn is editor of the Lancaster Conference News.
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"And Jesus said to them,
'Follow me and I will make
you fish for people.' And
they immediately left their
nets and followed him."
—Mark 1:17-18

readers say

Handling conflicts constructively
Your editorial "Fighting About Peace"

(Jan. 8) was needed. There is too much
to do to spend time and energy on our
internal conflicts! Your analysis and sug-
gestions are excellent.

Mennonites need process and rela-

tional help. We have much to learn

about handling conflicts constructively
and nondefensively. This should be at
the heart of active nonviolent peacemak-
ing. Thanks for lifting up this challenge.
Atlee Beechy
Goshen, Ind.

The power of prayer
Your editorial question, "Suppose

110,000 Mennonites prayed for peace in

the Persian Gulf?" (Dec. 25) is indeed
challenging. What if all Christians joined
with us? Indeed, many surprising things
happened in 1990. I, too, beheve the
prayers of Christian people were a fac-

tor in all of these.

Stating it in another way. Would it not
be sad if war comes to the Middle East
because many Mennonites and other
Christians were not concerned enough to
pray? Or to make their convictions
known to the leaders of our nation?
Eldon Schertz

Lowpoint, III.

Integrity of membership
and spiritual journeys

I am responding to James C.

Kauffman's letter of Dec. 25. I regret
that he was considered a "pariah" by his

church associates for joining the armed
forces. We have so very much to learn
about relating to those who differ with
traditional belief and practice.

The dilemma I face is how to say what
I beUeve so deeply and yet not offend
persons hke Kauffman. To me serving in

the military is not highly controversial; it

is entirely opposite to the way of Jesus.
Many issues we face are very contro-

versial. This, I believe, is not one of
them. The New Testament is clear that
the business of Jesus' army is to no
longer wage war as the world does. This
was the clear position of Christ's church
for the first 200 years. Mennonites have
tried to return to this clarity. But church
history shows that some of us chose to
take up arms—along with much of Chris-
tendom.

Our former congregation tried to avoid
this problem by welcoming searching po-
tential members to be with us as mem-
bers in learning. That didn't avoid pain
at times, but then neither does inviting
them to be members. We need to find
ever better approaches. Perhaps then
the integrity of both church membership
and the person's spiritual journey will be

increasingly respected.

I don't want Kauffman "to go out on
the street again." His passion for free-

dom is to be cherished and used—an un-
folding gift of God to us.

John Shearer

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Celebrating the first,

preparing for the second
I was impressed by the article, "The

Good News Is That God Is with Us
Now" (Dec. 25). The birth, life, and
death of Jesus; the power of the Holy
Spirit within us; our personal prayer life;

the Word of God; and the challenge of
missions—all are there in the context of
Emmanuel, "God with us."

How appropriate and timely to read in
the same issue the article "Apocalyptic
Prayers for Christmas." Having just cele-

brated the first advent with energy and
preparation, we need to hear and read
more about the second.

Elmer Sauder
St. Jacobs, Ont.

Bless this mouse?
Re: "Christmas Prayer" (Dec. 25).

Blessing a mouse presents several prob-
lems. In our area they seem to be able
to take care of themselves, always have
clothes to wear, and adapt very readily
to the changing seasons. It is the people
here and around the world who need the
blessing of spiritual awareness and, in

some areas, material things.

Surely no one will change the words of
"Bless this house" to "Bless this mouse."

R. D. Emerson
Fisher, III.

Aesthetics should be
consistent with rhetoric

I was disturbed by the photograph on
the front of your Jan. 8 issue. It is an
anomaly that a magazine recently advo-
cating an oil-free Sunday now finds aes-
thetic pleasure in a picture of three cars
on a rural highway in the snow. Pastimes
such as these obviously depend on the
continued flow of oil out of the tinder-
box of the Middle East.

Even former U.S. President Richard
Nixon concedes that the only reason for
the debacle m the Persian Gulf is to pro-
tect oil suppHes. The price of our depen-
dence on cheap petroleum is being paid
in the form of American, Iraqi, British,

and IsraeU blood.

By the way, 1990 was the warmest
year ever worldwide, perhaps an even
better reason to curtail our North Ameri-
can auto-oholism.

Paul R. Schlitz

Baltimore, Md.
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How to reduce pastor casualties

by Continuing a two-part series

Duane on what both pastors and con-

Beck gregations can do about the

revolving-door syndrome.

Part 2: What pastors can do

Last issue we looked at what the congregation

can do to enhance the relationship between

members and the pastor. This week we look at

the responsibility of the pastor.

My qualifications for writing this part are nu-

merous. I have preached lousy sermons, been in-

sensitive to people, bungled administrative de-

tail, created conflict, given poor advice, prayed

meaningless prayers, skipped my devotions,

dropped evangelistic opportunities, hollered at

my wife, and ignored my sons.

The list could go on. But it's long enough to re

mind me that I have the capacity to self-de-

struct. I also have the major responsibility for

my growth.

As in the previous article, the important ques-

tion is not how to reduce pastor casualties. It is

rather what we pastors can do now to become

more competent pastors and more faithful per-

sons in five years. Clarifying vision, focusing the

leadership role, and taking care of ourselves are

crucial answers. We can do all of these as pas-

tors by concentrating on the following:

I^rayer. A major task in developing one's abil-

ity to pastor and lead a church is to clarify vi-

sion. Pastoral vision begins with knowing God's

vision for the world and how God is working to

accomplish that purpose. As we become clearer

about what God is doing in the world, we be-

come clearer about what the church's role is in

our local community. And then we can discern

more clearly how we are to pastor our churches

and lead them into mission.

Prayer is the most significant way to develop

vision. Not talking prayer, but listening prayer.

Listening to God speak to us through the Word.

Regular times for meditation on Scripture (per-

sonal meditation, not gaining ideas for sermons)

and becoming quiet in God's presence allows us

to hear God's heartbeat for the person, the

church, the community, the world. Our vision to

pastor and lead the church comes from knowing

God's love for all of these. Jesus said, "I do

what I see my father doing." So we do what we
see Jesus doing. Thus leadership vision and clari-

fying pastoral role arises out of a life committed

to prayer.

Prayer does more than just define our work;

prayer transforms our lives. Regular times of

prayer, meeting with a spiritual director, and fre-

quent personal prayer retreats enable pastors to

stay rooted in Christ. These help the pastor be-

come more deeply aware of Christ's love and for-

giveness and the resurrection power to trans-

form our lives.

If it is true that a transforming ministry to oth-

ers grows out of our relationship with Christ,

then the spiritual disciplines of prayer, fasting,

meditation on the Word, journaling, and spiri-

tual direction are essential in becoming a more

competent pastor and a more faithful person.

^elf-reflection. Growth happens as we learn to

know more of ourselves and more of Christ.

Someone once said that the more we know of

ourselves, the more of ourselves we can give to

Christ; the more we know of Christ, the more we

can receive from him. That is the personal side

of self-reflection. We pastors will benefit when

we get in touch with our fears, grief, loneliness,

pain, sexuality, anxiety, and anger. These issues

can be turned over to Christ for healing and

transformation.

But our profession is a problem. As pastors

we have so many good ways to hide our dark

sides. PubUc praying and preaching become ex-

cellent smokescreens for temptation to be hid-

den from ourselves and others. Busily meeting

other people's needs is a great way to put off

our own. Personal reflection will only happen

when we become intentional about it.

Prayer and self-reflection go together. The

more personal awareness and faith we have in

God's love, forgiveness, healing, and transform-

ing power, the more able we are to look squarely

at ourselves. Without the personal knowledge of

God's grace, what we see in the mirror is some

times so painful that we distort the truth. Jesus,

"full of grace and truth," seeks to free us so that

we might see the truth of the work of Jesus in

our lives.

Besides prayerful listening and journaling,

there are the disciplines of spiritual direction

and therapy which I have found helpful to re-

flect on my inner self Unclogging our lives to be-

come clearer channels of God's grace enhances

personal faithfulness and pastoral competency.

In addition to our personal life, we also need
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self-reflection in relation to our pastoral work.
To reflect on our work is to become aware of
our ministry. Awareness is the first step toward
growth.

Self-reflection is difficult. There are always
more things to get done than time available. It's

easy not to listen to the tape of one's recent ser-

mon to discover areas that need improvement.
It's easy to neglect thinking about better ways to
lead the next meeting. It's hard to reflect on why
that prayer at the hospital bedside was just a
bunch of words thrown together.

We may feel that the load of criticism from
others is heavy enough without adding our own.
But self-reflection is not self-criticism. Self-re-

flection is gaining awareness so that a pastor can
choose how to grow. Developing the habit of ask-
ing ourselves about alternative ways of domg our
work develops a wider range of responses for

the next occasion.

A necessary part of self-reflection is supervi-
sion. One of the things I would do differently as
a beginning pastor would be to seek more fre-

quent counsel from the conference overseer. For
whatever reasons, as a beginning pastor I basi-

cally kept my distance and didn't avail myself of
the wisdom and consultation of a more experi-
enced pastor. This I regret.

After 19 years of pastoring, I still need a super-
visor. I need someone asking questions about
my vision and whether I am doing those things
that help make that vision a reahty. I need a su-
pervisor who knows about my relationships with
the congregation and with my family. I need a
person who is concerned about my spiritual hfe
and growth.

Supervisors become mirrors in which pastors
can see their own reflections. They are not
bosses telling us what to do or teachers giving
us grades. They are people who walk with us on
our journey. They become our advocates when
advocacy is needed.
The conference overseer and chairperson of

the congregation serve as my supervisors. Along
with a spiritual director, they keep me headed in
the right direction—most of the time.

T-L ime management. Managing one's time is not
primarily for efficiency, cramming more work
into a 24-hour day. Time management is the
practical way to turn our vision and call fi-om
God into a hst of daily actions. It is a practical
way to do what we believe.

Pastors have so many distractions that it is

easy to lose sight of the important tasks to

which God has called us. Pastors need good
ways to control their time.

Not only is time management a good way to
live our vision practically, it is also a resource
for self-reflection. A time log is a helpful comple-
ment to a daily action list and appointment cal-

endar. Once a month I find it helpful to review
the percentages of time I spend in each area of
pastoral work. This takes the guess work out of
reflecting on how much time I spent studying,
visiting, or doing administrative work. I can bet-
ter determine whether I am doing what God
wants me to do rather than doing only what I

am comfortable doing or what various critical

people think I should be doing.

Am I putting in too many hours pastoring and
ignoring my own needs or the needs of my fam-
ily? What is the best balance for church, family,
and personal needs? A time log gives data to
make proper decisions.

It also helps to plan the year ahead. In this
new year, how can I best divide pastoral respon-
sibilities to carry out congregational goals and

Clarifying vision^ focusing the
leadership role, and taking
care of oneself are crucial an-
swers to the casualty question,

mission? How will congregational needs best be
handled through the division of my time? Who
will do those things that the pastor can't do?

In addition, the time log becomes data for su-
pervision. We can discuss what is happening
with my time and how to best make any needed
adjustments. A time log summary can also be
shared with the congregation for feedback and
discussion regarding pastoral functions.

To me it's amusing that something so practical
(and something I've resisted) is so helpful. Time
management can help put God's vision into prac-
tice. It can be a tool for reflection. It can also
help us pastors take care of ourselves.
These are three things out of many a pastor

can do to become more effective as a person
and as a leader. Combined with diligent work on
the part of the congregation, they can also help
reduce the number of pastor casualties currently
happening in the Mennonite Church.

Duane Beck is pastor of the Belmont Mennonite
Church in ElkhaH, Ind. He and his wife, Lois, are
the parents of two teenage sons.
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"Sure I Believe in Mutual Aid.

I Just Dont Believe In Paying

More Than I Should For

Insurance."

RL.ecently, I explained to

someone that MMA offers a wide variety of plans

and services to its members. His question startled

me; "Why should I buy insurance through MMA
when I can get something cheaper somewhere

else?" He had missed the point.

The fact is, MMA doesn't just sell insurance. We

offer people in the church opportunities to share

resources to support one another. I suppose you

could sayMMA helps make mutual aid possible.

Ifyou're interested in simply buying insurance

or financial services at the cheapest rate—without

regard for what you get for your money—then

MMA isn't a logical choice. If, on the

other hand, you're interested in

sharing with and supporting others

throughout the church, in addition

to using your money in a way that

reflects Christian values, then choos-

ing MMA makes perfect sense.

My father-in-law recently handed

me an old book entitled Fifty Years in the Men-

nonite Church: 1890-1940by Daniel Kauffman.

In it, Kauffman points out that the Anabaptist

tradition ofcaring includes the church supporting

its own members in need. He quotes Galatians

6: 10, "Aswe have therefore opportunity, let us do

good unto all, especially unto them who are of

the household of faith."

MMA was bom in that tradition, sharing in

needs across the church in an organizedway. Our

insurance plans and financial services are tools

that help the church accomplish its mutual aid

task. Through the years, those tools have become

more diverse and effective. Provid-

ing opportunities for people to share

with and support one another as an

act of Christian love is still our pur-

pose. And that's what you "buy"

when you "buy MMA"

Eldon Stoltzfus

Area Adviser

Sarasota, Florida

We're more than just insurance.
For a Jree copy of our new booklet, Take a Closer Look, call 1-800-348-7468.

Mennonite
MutualAid



church news

Most MCCers stay in Middle East
despite outbreal^ of Gulf War
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Many Mennonite

Central Committee workers in the Middle
East have made contingency plans be-
cause of the Persian Gulf War, which
started on Jan. 16. Most do not plan to

leave the region at this time.

When deciding whether to stay or leave,

MCC ers consider safety concerns, the
opinions of local partners, and the need to

stand with people in the region. Palestin-
ians in the Israeli-occupied West Bank
have told MCC workers their presence is

an important symbol of solidarity when
many foreigners are leaving. Many local

friends have offered their homes to
MCCers for safety if needed.

In addition, the presence of MCC work-
ers provides a people-to-people link be-
tween North America and the region, al-

lowing support and clear communications
of events to North American churches.
Angle Showalter of Harrisonburg, Va.,

who works with MCC's Serving and Learn-
ing Together (SALT) program in the West
Bank, has returned to North America. The
agency she worked with closed for "two
weeks to indefinitely" due to the war.

Jerry and Jeanette Hertzler Martin of
Colorado Springs, Colo., and Denise and
Larry Epp of Eston, Sask., left Jordan for

Cyprus on Jan. 19 because of anti-Ameri-
can anger in the streets of Jordan.

Lori Bohn of Newton, Kan., and Kathryn
Warn of Frewsburg, N.Y., left Sudan for

Kenya on Jan. 18. The Sudan Council of
Churches, MCC's church partner there,

recommended that all foreigners working
with it leave the country temporarily. The
Sudanese government, which has sup-
ported Iraq, may be unwilling to protect
foreigners against possible attacks by peo-
ple angered at Western intervention in the
Gulf region.

In Egypt MCC staff booked seven seats
on Jan. 21 flights to Cyprus, in case any
workers wish to leave. But none did so. All

Egypt MCCers have funds available to go
to the capital city, Cairo, if they wish.

Michelle and Steven Burger of Renton,
Wash., plan to go to Cairo for two weeks;
their school in Port Fouad on the Suez
Canal is on break now.
No other Middle East workers plan to

leave their locations at this point.

When the war started, MCC had five

workers in Sudan, four in Jordan, 20 in

Egypt, one in Lebanon, two in Cyprus, and
seven in the West Bank.
"We lament the outbreak of this conflict

and what it will mean for the people of the
region," says MCC executive secretary
John Lapp. While news reports focus on
military objectives, war in the Gulf will

have long-term effects in the region.

The conflict is already disrupting famine
response in Sudan, says Eric Olfert, MCC
cosecretary for Africa. The Sudan Council
of Churches and agencies working with
famine relief in Sudan have only skeleton
crews at the moment. The food airlift from
Kenya to Sudan is grounded for security
reasons. American pilots and planes are
not flying into Sudan.
MCC Jordan staff say that some 20,000

Egyptians are reported to be at the border
between Iraq and Jordan, trying to flee

Iraq. MCC staff say it is not yet clear if

foreign agency support will be needed to
help evacuees. United Nations agencies
may have enough resources to take care of
evacuees without help from other groups.
MCC staff in Cyprus say that tiny island

country expects half a million people flee-

ing other parts of the Middle East, but the
influx has not started yet.

MCC headquarters staff participated in

the "Emergency Sabbath" on Jan. 21 to
protest the Gulf War. It was called by
Christian Peacemaker Teams, a Chicago-
based group sponsored by Mennonite and
Brethren denominations.

The Selfhelp Crafts tour to Bangladesh
and India has been canceled following
reports of unrest in the area related to the
Gulf War.—Ardell Stauffer

'Mennonite Encyciopedia'
supplement completed
after decade of work
ElkhaH, Ind. (AMBS)—C. J. Dyck, de-

scribed as having "an encylopedic grasp of
things Mennonite," held the first copy of
Mennonite Encyclopedia V in his hands
recently during a recognition event at As-
sociated Mennonite BibUcal Seminaries.
Almost a decade in the making, the new
volume supplements the four-volume Men-
nonite Encyclopedia pubhshed in the 1950s.
Volume V was prepared under the direc-

tion of the Institute of Mennonite Studies,
the research arm of AMBS, in collabora-
tion with an editorial council. It was pub-
lished by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House, one of the three publishers

responsible for the original set. The almost
1,000-page book represents "a once-in-a-

generation event," says Herald Press direc-
tor Paul Schrock.

Introducing the book at the AMBS cele-

bration. Institute of Mennonite Studies
director Ross Bender said the work Dyck
and others have done "creates order out of
the chaos of the many stories of Mennonite
life." Volume V covers topics from
"abortion" to "Zook." A special attraction
in the volume are short human interest
stories of church leaders of the recent past.
Nearly 1,000 articles in the volume cover

new topics of interest to the Mennonite
family around the world. An additional 400
articles update entries in the original set.

Together the five-volume set covers 465
years of Anabaptist-Mennonite history.

Dyck paid tribute to assistant editor

Dennis Martin and the many other persons
and agencies who made the project possi-
ble. Financial support came from the Men-
nonite Church, the General Conference
Mennonite Church, the Mennonite
Brethren Church, and Mennonite Publish-
ing House. AMBS provided a subsidy,
accounting services, "and continuing
strong moral support to the project and
editors," Dyck said. Grants to the project
came from seven other organizations and
from numerous individuals.

Dyck retired from teaching Anabaptist
history at AMBS in 1989. He continues to
work on Anabaptist research, translation,

and writing projects.

The introductory price is $75 plus $4 for
shipping (in Canada $92.50 plus $4 ship-
ping). After Feb. 28, it will sell for $80 (in

Canada $100).-^o;zn Bender
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Liberia relief effort tops $1 00,000 goal;

short-term medical workers arrive
Elkhart, Ind. (MEM)—Four short-term

Mennonite medical workers have arrived

(or will arrive soon) in war-torn Liberia.

They are part of "Operation Hope," a

special above-budget appeal of $100,000

begun by Mennonite Board of Missions in

October. Contributions now total $103,000,

including $20,000 from Mennonite Central

Committee.

Paul and Grace Brenneman of Doyles-

town, Pa., arrived on Jan. 10. Appointed

by MBM, they are serving in Monrovia, the

capital city, for three months. Paul is a

retired family doctor; Grace was his recep-

tionist.

Brennemans are part of a second medi-

cal team of four persons sent into the

country by Church World Service to help

meet medical needs following a devasta-

ting 11-month civil war. A cease-fire signed

on Nov. 28 signaled a tenuous end to the

war; Church World Service, a program of

the U.S. National Council of Churches,

sent its first medical team to Liberia three

weeks later.

Both medical teams are assisting Libe-

rian medical personnel who continue serv-

ing despite overwhelming difficulties. The
medical teams are presently operating in

Monrovia because the medical needs are

greatest there. The population has swelled

in the capital city with persons displaced

by the fighting.

United Nations Childrens Fund (UNI-

CEF) officials reported in mid-December
that 80 percent of the children remaining

in Monrovia are suffering from severe mal-

nutrition. Diseases such as typhus, ty- The suffering of civil war is reflected in the face of

phoid, and cholera, along with widespread this young Liberian clutching her rice bowl.

'Listening meetings' give
direction to MCC U.S.

Peace Section

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Lifestyle, justice

concerns, women's issues, and peace edu-

cation are critical areas calling for attention

from Mennonite Central Committee U.S.

Peace Section. Mennonites articulated

these concerns during "listening meetings"

held during the past year across the United

States.

Linda and Titus Peachey, co-executive

secretaries of Peace Section, visited

churches, schools, individuals, and various

church groups for the meetings as part of

an evaluation of Peace Section. Some 530

people participated in 48 listening meet-

ings; an additional 60 people wrote re-

sponses to a study document.

"It was a long, challenging process,"

admits Linda Peachey. "But it was ener-

gizing to meet so many people committed

to peace and find that they are working at

peacemaking in their own communities."

The goal of the meetings was to hear

from MCC constituents about what they

think the U.S. Peace Section should be

doing. Participants were asked to list the

peace and justice issues they face in daily

church and community life, and to list

important peace and justice issues in the

world today which Mennonites should ad-

dress.

Some 58 percent of the written responses

noted concern for issues including patri-

archism, domestic violence, abortion, male

dominance in leadership, sexism, and teen

pregnancy. Affluence, economic justice,

malnutrition, are also rampant among the

estimated 400,000 residents.

Also scheduled to go to Liberia yet in

January as MBM appointees are Wayne
Weaver, a physician from Mt. Crawford,

Va., and Juanita Shenk, a nurse from Elk-

hart, Ind. Ron Yoder, MBM Africa director,

said that costs related to sending the short-

term medical workers will be paid from funds

contributed to Operation Hope.

"MBM is grateful for the way congrega-

tions and individuals responded gener-

ously and creatively to this emergency
appeal," said Yoder. "Money contributed

over the $100,000 goal will be applied to

MBM long-term personnel serving with the

Liberia emergency program and to MBM's
Emergency Relief Fund."

MBM and MCC are working coopera-

tively in Liberia, withMBM taking the lead

because of its long-term commitment to

ministries in this West African country. In

addition to Liberia, the agencies have

agreed to focus Mennonite response on

Guinea, an adjacent country where many
Liberian refugees fled during the civil war.

In late January, MCC sent 5,000 school

kits, 25 tons of used clothing, and 25 tons

of canned meat through Church World
Service designated for Liberia and Guinea.

Yoder explained that MCC has the school

kits on hand. New school kits received by
MCC as the result of a Women's Mission-

ary and Service Commission project dur-

ing January, February, and March will be

used to replenish the supply. The school

kit project by WMSC is being done in

cooperation with MBM and MCC.
—Phil Richard

hunger, and individualism were also widely

mentioned.

Many people called for MCC to take a

stronger stance on abortion and to address

other social issues such as environmental

concerns, family life, divorce, homeless-

ness, substance abuse, AIDS, illiteracy,

and media violence. Many also affirmed

the MCC Washington Office—its Wash-

ington Memo newsletter, advocacy, and

educational seminars—though some said

the office is too political.

Young people urged the Peace Section

to more creatively promote peace. Older

adults agreed that print material is not

going to convert today's youth to peace.

Video, drama, and interpersonal activities

will help young people learn about the

church's biblical call to peacemaking.

In general, report the Peacheys, partici-
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pants affirmed the practical ways MCC
attempts to work at peace and justice

concerns, such as Victim-Offender Recon-
ciliation Programs, Mennonite Conciliation

Services, and encouraging discussion on
domestic violence and sexual abuse
through its Women's Concerns Office. Peo-
ple generally agreed that Peace Section is

doing a "good job in a very important area

of church life and witness."

Some, however, expressed concern that

Peace Section has "deviated seriously"

from its historic mission and from the

biblical witness of nonresistance and
peace. Some were not satisfied with Peace
Section's theological statement, the "dis-

proportionate influence of interest groups

on the Peace Section board, and the in-

creasingly political nature of the section's

agenda and motivation."

Other participants urged Peace Section
not to get "stuck on historic agenda," but
to remain relevant, giving attention to is-

sues of injustice, poverty, violence, and
racism as experienced by urban and minor-
ity constituents.

The wealth of information Peacheys
gathered will be considered as the Peace
Section plans what issues to make priority

for 1991 and beyond. Some goals are to

integrate peace and justice issues, empha-
size the bibhcal basis for peacemaking,
emphasize cooperation between constitu-

ents and Peace Section, and work at more

effective methods of communicating Peace
Section ideas and actions to constituents.

The crucial task of MCC constituent
churches in the 1990s "will be to recreate

and nurture communities of shalom," sum-
marize the Peacheys. "These 'alternative

communities' would in essence express
conscientious objection to society's preoc-
cupation with wealth, self-gratification,

and violence."

The Peacheys are preparing a summary
of the Peace Section evaluation which will

be sent to those who participated in the
listening process. This report will be avail-

able on request from MCC U.S. Peace
Section at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

—Andrea Schrock Wenger

Enrollment drop and cost increase
MBE concerns at quarterly meeting
Elkhart, /nd—Enrollment at Mennonite

colleges is down for the second year in a
row. Giving to Mennonite education is up.

Those were two of many statistics mem-
bers of the Mennonite Board of Education
(MBE) learned from a host of charts and
graphs and reports at their quarterly meet-
ing Jan. 10-12.

The enrollment statistic caused concern
and discussion. In 1989 there had been a

2 percent drop in Mennonite students
attending Mennonite colleges; this past
year the drop was 7 percent. Enrollment
at both Mennonite seminaries is also down.
Why? Answers suggested by MBE board

and staff included costs, a lower college-

age population, lack of awareness or inter-

est in Mennonite education in the church,
and the fact that students rather than
parents now decide which school they at-

tend.

The board noted that one school,
Hesston, has dropped below MBE guide-
lines for the percentage of the student
body who are Mennonite. MBE asks
schools to maintain a 65 percent Menno-
nite ratio; Hesston's this year is 59 percent,
mostly as the result of admitting a large
group of international students. MBE was
assured that the Hesston overseers are
aware of the ratio and taking steps to
increase it.

The costs of Mennonite education also
came up for discussion. College presidents
told MBE that tuitions will likely increase
in response to increased campus costs.
While there was question on the relation
of cost to enrollment, some also noted that
keeping costs down sometimes gives the
message of low quality. MBE members
also heard that statistics also show that as
tuition goes up colleges tend to increase
student aid, making it possible for persons

with financial need to continue attending.

The enrollment and cost discussions
took place during what MBE has come to

call its "annual meeting." Once a year the
presidents and board chairs of Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary, Goshen
College, Hesston College, and Goshen Bib-
lical Seminary meet with the board to

report on their schools and to discuss
trends in Mennonite education.

Also meeting with MBE at this winter
session were 11 administrators from Men-
nonite high schools, who have joined to-

gether in the Mennonite Secondary Edu-
cation Council. After MSEC principals

reported to MBE on their schools, the two
groups heard Franklin Wilbur, an educator

Checking their docket materials are (left to right)

board members Harold Lehman of Harrisonburg,
Va., Betty Livengood of Pinto, Md., and chair

Charles Gautsche of Archbold, Ohio.

from Syracuse (N.Y.) University, describe
how high schools and colleges can work
together more effectively for total educa-
tion.

MBE and MSEC also worked jointly on
establishing priorities for the work of Or-
ville Yoder, MBE staff member who works
with MSEC. They agreed on three for the
next two years: promoting a "margin of
difference" for Mennonite education that
relates to the Anabaptist-Mennonite vi-

sion; improving the process of selecting

and nurturing teachers and administrators;
and promoting Mennonite education as
part of the "broader mission and ministry
of the church."

It was in meeting alone that MBE
learned of increased contributions from
the church. At the end of six months into

the fiscal year (Dec. 30), giving to MBE
operations was up 19 percent. To minority
leadership education, a special fund ad-
ministered by MBE, giving is up 15 per-
cent.

Discussion also surfaced on the relation

of MBE to the boards of overseers of the
colleges and seminaries. One MBE mem-
ber expressed frustration that tensions
have continued for as long as 15 years: "We
need to talk relationships out, decide who
does what, and then quit talking about it."

The board of education appointed Rick
Stiffney, Goshen, Ind., to the Goshen Bib-
hcal Seminary board of overseers. They
also agreed to change the annual church
school day to the first Sunday in February.
Other business was conducted in execu-

tive session. This included interviews wdth
college presidents and the acceptance of a
letter on the Persian Gulf conflict to the
U.S. and Canadian governments. MBE
spent one-third of its time in executive
session at this meeting.—J. Lorne Peachey
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Addie's question. Scottdale, Fa.—"Why is it murder if you kill someone but in a

war it is okay to kill?" asked eight-year-old Addie Hiebert. She is one of many
Mennonites who are asking that question. The present war in the Persian Gulf has

many people asking questions. One way that many Christians responded to the

military build-up before the war started was to encourage government officials,

such as U.S. President George Bush, to shed no blood to control a share of Middle

East oil. The New York-based Fellowship of Reconciliation started a campaign to

send a three-dimensional message. Made from a plastic film canister to look like

an oil barrel, the words read, "No blood for oil." In one of the canisters sent from

Addie and her family, Addie did send her question about murder and war to the

president.

—

David Hiebert

Mennonite medical workers are staying in

Israel despite the outbreak of war in the

Middle East on Jan. 16. Robert and Nancy
Martin, serving under Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, decided to stay at the Christian hospital

in Nazareth, where Robert, a physician, and

Nancy, a nurse, are both administrators. Mean-
while, MBM workers John and Sandra Shenk
Lapp, who were in the more vulnerable West
Bank town of Ibillin, followed advice to leave the

country, which they did on the day the war

started. Other MBM Israel workers—Garry and

Ruth Denlinger and Naomi Weaver—were not

in the country at the time. They are currently

on leave in the United States.

A soccer game between Jewish and Arab
teams went on as scheduled a few hours

after war started in the Middle East. The
event was a fund-raiser sponsored by Nazareth

Hospital, a Christian institution in a predomi-

nantly Arab area of Israel. Robert Martin, a

Mennonite Board of Missions worker who is the

administrator of the hospital, said, "This was
politically one of the most significant events in

Israel" on the first day of the war—Jan. 16. The
Jewish team was from Haifa, and the Arab team
represented the Nazareth area. About 1,000

spectators cheered on the teams, which battled

to a 1-1 tie. After the game, the two teams shared

a meal together. "To God be the glory!" said

Martin.

Goshen College students prayed for peace
before and after the outbreak of war in the

Middle East on Jan. 16. A 12-hour prayer vigil

in the Church-Chapel preceded the Jan. 15

deadline imposed on Iraq to remove its troops

from Kuwait. A telephone was also made avail-

able for students and faculty to call the White

House with their concerns. On Jan. 17, the

Church-Chapel was open all day for people to

talk and pray together about the war. A prayer

service was held the following evening, and other

activities were planned for later in the month.

Pastor transitions:
• W. Roy Walls, Jr., became pastor of Clar-

ence Center-Akron (N.Y.) Mennonite Church on

Dec. 16. He served previously as pastor of

Foundation Mennonite Church, a five-year-old

congregation in Erie, Pa.

• Percy and Lillian Gerig became interim pas-

tors of Country Christian Center, Pasco, Wash.,

on Jan. 1. They vnll serve this young unaffiliated

Mennonite congregation for five months.

» Lonnie Yoder became interim copastor of

First Mennonite Church of Iowa City, Iowa, on

Jan. 1. He will serve alongside copastor Firman

Gingerich for four months.

Coming events:
• Illinois Conference Annual Meeting, Apr. 5-6,

at Waldo Mennonite Church, Flanagan, ni. The
theme is "Nurturing for Leadership Ministries,"

and the guest speaker is David Sutter, an Indi-

ana pastor who helps direct the denomination's

Pastorate Project. Also planned are worship

services, business sessions, and a special report

from Mennonite Board of Education. More in-

formation from the conference office at R. 1, Box
95, Tiskilwa, IL 61368; phone 815 646-4355.

• Goshen Bible Institute, Feb. 3-7, at College

Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind. The 10th an-

nual event is sponsored by the Goshen Area

Mennonite Ministers CouncU. The five courses

offered are "Ephesians: The Nature and Mission

of the Church," taught by Howard Charles;

"Caring Ministries," taught by a four-member

team; "The Congregation at Worship: Develop-

ing Leadership Skills," Philip Clemens;
"Isaiah's Message for Today," Marlin Jeschke;

and "New Rehgious Movements: A Challenge

for the Church," Gary Martin. More information

from College Church at 1900 S. Main St.,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219 534-2405.

Job openings:
• Summer staff. Camp Hebron. Needed are

counselors, directors, and support people to

serve over 1,500 campers. Contact Ralph
Swartzentruber at the camp, 957 Camp Hebron
Rd., Halifax, PA 17032; phone 717 896-3441.

• Word processing operator, Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. This is a full- or part-

time position. Contact Larry Zook at Eastern

Board, Box 628, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717

898-2251.

Correction: The dates in the Gospel Herald

calendar for the Women in Ministry Conference

have been wrong. They should be Mar. 1-2.

births

Avina, Benny and Josie (Short), Pettisville,

Ohio, first child, Jared Chase, Jan. 6.

Bayler, Michael and Crystal (Eichelberger),

Fisher, El., second son, Travis Michael, Jan. 1.

Belousov, Sergey and Nina, Ephrata, Pa.,

second daughter, Christina, Jan. 3.

Berthold, Josef and Brenda (Wert), Harrison-

burg, Va., first child, Micah Josef, Dec. 11.

Buschur, Robert and Jenelle (Roth), Arch-

bold, Ohio, fourth daughter, Jessanna Valentine,

Dec. 18.

Dehogues, Al and Lois (Miller), Wellman,

Iowa, first child, Alexander Warren, Jan. 8.

Ferris, Tony and Julia (Green), Fayette, Ohio,

fourth child, third son, Andrew Jay, Nov. 29.

Prey, Joseph, Jr., and Gwen (Mast), Akron,

N.Y., third child, second daughter, Anna Re-

becca, Dec. 17.

Harnly, Leon and Donna (Kunkel), Manheim,

Pa., second daughter, Katrina Noelle, Nov. 18.

Hershey, Scott and Andrea (Hess), Mount
Joy, Pa., first child, Peter Scott, Dec. 19.

Hijjeh, Mohammed and Linda (Chapman),

Timberville, Va., sixth child, third son, Michael

Ryan, Dec. 17.

Hochstetler, Timothy and Becky (Steider),

Goshen, Ind., first child, David Timothy, Jan. 11.

Hurt, Tony and Sharla (Hofer), St. Louis,

Mo., second son, Kyle Andrew, Nov. 21.

Leaman, Paul and Mary (Horst), Broadway,

Va., first child, Jennifer Elise, Dec. 13.

Miller, Rodney and Sherri (Schweitzer),

Kalona, Iowa, third child, first daughter, Grael

Jadrienne, Dec. 27.

Miller, Steve and Ruth (Coblentz), Hohnes-

ville, Ohio, second chUd, fi^-st son, Coty Jacob,

Dec. 4.

Miller, Tony and Diane (Hochstetler), Inman,

Kan., first child, Abbie Magdalene, Dec. 29.

Myers, Daryl and Marci (Kauffinan), Harri-

sonburg, Va., second daughter, Kristen Marie,

Dec. 24.

Prochno, Dale and Connie (Miller), Nappa-

nee, Ind., second child, first son. Dale Eugene,

Dec. 12.
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Sanders, Doug and Lisa (Bomtrager), Lima,
Ohio, Timothy Douglas, Dec. 16.

Schlabach, Edward and Anita (Lopez),
Gk)shen, Ind., third child, second daughter, Carly
Beth, Dec. 17.

Short, Gary and Joyce (Krauss), Archbold,
Ohio, second child, first son, Austin Ray, Dec.
19.

Steiner, Mitch and Dawn (Birkey), Orrville,

Ohio, first child, Alyssa Renee, Dec. 28.

Summy, Mike and Ellen (Snyder), Goshen,
Ind., third child, first son, Alex Vincent, Dec. 21.

Wile, Dermis and Lisa (Kulp), Woodbury, Pa.,

third child, first daughter, Laura Denise, Jan. 9.

Yantzi, Greg and Laurie (Ramseyer), Tavi-
stock, Ont., first child, Brett Laveme, Dec. 28.

Yutzy, David and Jewel (Risser), Timberville,
Va., third child, first daughter, Lauren Anne,
Dec. 18.

Zimmerman, Michael and Marlene (Martin),

Lititz, Pa., second child, first daughter, Madison
Ehzabeth, Dec. 7.

marriages
Brenneman-Stoltzfus. Matthew Duane,

Parnell, Iowa, and Kimberly Sue Stoltzfus,

North English, Iowa, Lower Deer Creek cong.,

by Wayne Bohn, Dec. 29.

Gerber-West. Paul Gerber, Baden, Ont.,
First Mennonite cong., and Wanda West,
Shakespeare, Ont., United Church of Canada,
by Brice Balmer, Dec. 21.

Grosmick-Honsaker. Bill Grosmick, Silver
Springs, Md., Christian and Missionary Alhance
Church, and Tami Honsaker, Silver Springs,
Md., Martinsburg cong., by Larry Lane, Oct. 20.

Harrold-Bowers. Barry Harrold, Lament,
Alta., United Church of Canada, and Mary Sue
Bowers, Iowa City, Iowa, First Mennonite cong.,

by Firman Gingerich, Jan. 5.

Honsaker-Miller. John Honsaker, Roaring
Springs, Pa., Martinsburg cong., and Joyce
Miller, Martinsburg, Pa., Brethren Church, by
Philip Sowders, Dec. 29.

Meerdink-Gingerich. Rob Meerdink, Or-
aiige City, Iowa, Reformed Church, and Heidi
Gingerich, Wellman, Iowa, West Union cong., by
Merv Birky, Dec. 28.

Ritehey-Briek. Lincoln Ritchey, Woodbury,
Pa., Martinsburg cong., and Jeana Brick,
Hyndman, Pa., by John Davidhizar, Oct. 27.

Slagell-Rose. Gaylon Slagell, Hydro, Okla.,
Pleasant View cong., and Jennifer Rose,
Weatherford, Okla., Baptist Church, by Daryl
Driver, Dec. 1.

Yoder-Stafford. Morgan W. Voder, Kalona,
Iowa, Lower Deer Creek cong., and DeAnn
Rennee Stafford, Washington, Iowa, by Lonnie
Yoder, Dec. 22.

Yoder-Wiesman. Larry Yoder and Cynthia
Wiesman, Clinton Frame cong., Goshen, Ind., by
John Yoder and Wes Culver, Dec. 29.

obituaries

Buehrer, David C, son of Gale and Dolly
Mae (Bailey) Buehrer, was bom in Fulton Co.,
Ohio, Nov. 20, 1941; died of cancer at Fulton
County Health Center, Wauseon, Ohio, Dec. 15,
1990; aged 49. Surviving are his stepmother
(Jessie Buehrer), 3 brothers (Carl, Bill, and
Richard), and 9 sisters (Phylis Shipman, Gale
Sue Grime, Sharon Daulwater, Faye Couts,
Vehna Canfield, Patricia Dever, Emma Pinker-
ton, Garnet Driggs, and Frances Crabtree). He
was a member of Inlet Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 18, in charge

of Homer E. Yutzy; interment in Winnameg
Cemetery.
Byler, Jesse Thomas, son of David J. and

Sadie (Peachey) Byler, was bom at Belleville,

Pa., Nov. 18, 1928; died of respiratory faUure at

his home in Harrisonburg, Va., Dec. 23, 1990;
aged 62. On Oct. 20, 1951, he was married to
Betty Shirk, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Cheryl Keeler and Judy Keil), one
son (J. Daryl), 5 grandchildren, 3 brothers
(David, Ray, and Leonard), and 6 sisters (Ella

Mae Byler, Martha Zook, Ruth Kauffman, Ber-
tha B. Peachey, Lois B. Peachey, and Florence
B. Richer). He was preceded in death by one
grandson. On Apr. 26, 1959, he was ordained to
the ministry and served congregations at Sun-
nyslope, Phoenix, Ariz., and Zion, Broadway, Va.
He was a member of Zion Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Dec. 27, in

charge of John Drescher, Beryl Jantzi, and Steve
Dintaman; interment in Zion Cemetery.
Charles, Christian E., son of Amos L. and

Catherine (Nissley) Charles, was bom in East
Hempfield Twp., Pa., Dec. 6, 1902; died at
Landis Homes, Lititz, Pa., Dec. 29, 1990; aged
88. On Aug. 7, 1943, he was married to Martha
Newcomer, who survives. He was ordained as a
deacon and served Landisville Mennonite
Church, where he was a member. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Landis Homes on Jan. 2, in

charge of Don Good and Sam Thomas; inter-

ment in Salunga Mennonite Cemetery.
Denlinger, Milton E., son of David and

Celest (Rife) Denlinger, was bom at Gap, Pa.,
Nov. 4, 1909; died at Lancaster (Pa.) General
Hospital, Jan. 5, 1991; aged 81. On Dec. 29, 1932,
he was married to Mae Bmbaker, who survives.
Also surviving are one daughter (Irene Rowe), 3
sons (Donald, David, and Melvin), 17 grandchil-
dren, 11 great-grandchildren, one brother (Vic-
tor), and 2 sisters (Alta Acker and Thelma
Metz). He was a member of Neffsville Menno-
nite Church, where funeral services were held
on Jan. 6, in charge of Linford King; interment
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in Landis Valley Mennonite Cemetery.
Eldridge, Murl C, son of Thomas O. and

Mattie S. (Coffman) Eldridge, was bom in
Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 17, 1908; died at Goshen, Ind.,

Dec. 31, 1990; aged 82. On Mar. 17, 1933, he was
married to Theresa W. Foss, who died Oct. 20,
1972. On Sept. 1, 1973, he was married to Rachel
Arnold, who survives. Also surviving are 4
daughters (Virginia Morse, Dorothy Christner,
Bonnie Amold, and Donna Fisher), 3 step-
daughters (Wanda Jones, Betty Sark, and Nancy
Hitts), 2 stepsons (Richard and Terry Arnold),
14 grandchildren, 14 stepgrandchildren, 15
great-grandchildren, and 21 step-great-grand-
children. He was preceded in death by one son
(Thomas M.), a great-grandson, and 2 brothers
(Chalmers and Guy). He was a member of
Waterford Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Jan. 4, in charge of Vemon
Bontreger, Roy Hange, and Tim Weaver; inter-

ment in Elkhart Prairie Cemetery.
Gautsche, Lawrence W., son of Henry and

Mary (Grieser) Gautsche, was bom at Archbold,
Ohio, June 12, 1907; died at his home on Jan. 3,

1991; aged 83. On June 4, 1929, he was married
to Inez Wyse, who survives. Also surviving are
2 sons (Myrl and Lawrence Gautsche, Jr.), 4
daughters (Valetta Van Valkenberg, Carolyn
Fricke, Geneva Miller, and Joyce Taylor), 18
grandchildren, 26 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Homer), and 2 sisters (Luetta Roth and
Selma Sauder). He was a member of Central
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Jan. 6, in charge of Charles Gautsche
and Ross Goldfus; interment in Pettisville Cem-
etery.

Grubb, Elaine Benner, daughter of Elmer
and Armie (Young) Benner, was born in Franco-
nia Twp., Pa., July 28, 1900; died at Souderton
(Pa.) Mennonite Homes, Dec. 4, 1990; aged 90.

On June 28, 1922, she was married to Marvin
Grabb, who died Dec. 28, 1958. Surviving are
one daughter (Marie G. Moyer), one son (Rich-
ard B.), 5 grandchildren, 10 great-grandchildren,
and one sister (Rena Leatherman). She was a
member of Salford Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 7, in charge
of John L. Ruth and Willis A. Miller; interment
in Salford Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Hersh, Anna K., daughter of Elam and Lizzie

(Longenecker) Hersh, was bom in East Donegal
Twp., Pa., Sept. 25, 1891; died at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Jan. 9, 1991; aged 99. Surviving are 2 sisters

(Alice Diffenderfer and Catharine Greiner) and
a niece (Diane Yates) with whom she lived. She
was a member of East Chestnut Street Menno-
nite Church, Lancaster, Pa. Funeral services
were held at Bossier Meimonite Church on Jan.
11, in charge of James R. Hess; interment in

Bossier Church Cemetery.
Landis, Linford A., son of Abram M. and

Suzanne (Alderfer) Landis, was born in Lower
Salford Twp., Pa., Aug. 5, 1901; died at
Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Homes, Dec. 21,
1990; aged 89. On Sept. 9, 1922, he was married
to Susie N. Derstine, who died on July 10, 1982.
Surviving are 3 daughters (Beulah Derstine,
Naomi Landis, and Mildred Moyer), one son
(Clyde), 9 grandchildren, 12 great-grandchil-
dren, and one sister (Susan Ruth). He was a
member of Salford Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 23, in charge
of John L. Ruth and Willis A. Miller; interment
in Salford Mennonite Cemetery.
Martin, Fanny Rebecca Horst, daughter of

Samuel and Martha (Martin) Horst, was bom at
Chambersburg, Pa., June 17, 1913; died at her
home on Jan. 5, 1991; aged 77. On Dec. 13, 1936,
she was married to Clyde H. Martin, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are one daughter (Dorcas
M. Good), 3 sons (Robert L., Victor R., and
Samuel C), 6 grandchildren, 4 sisters (Elizabeth
Shantz, Martha E. Martin, Lina R. Horst, and
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Mary C. Eshleman), and one brother (Samuel

H. Horst). She was a member of Cedar Grove

Mennonitc Church, where funeral services were

held on Jan. 8, in charge of Nelson L. Martin

and Mahlon Eshleman; interment in Cedar Grove

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Mumaw, Florence Loucks, daughter of

Jonas and Susan (Ramer) Loucks, was born in

Harrison Twp., Ind., May 18, 1907; died at

Goshen (Ind.) General Hospital, Jan. 3, 1991;

aged 83. On Sept. 4, 1926, she was married to

Aaron Mumaw, who died Jan. 6, 1984. Surviving

are 4 daughters (Erma Hartman, Elnora Weaver,

Arlene Poper, and Melba Troyer), 17 grandchil-

dren, and 40 great-grandchildren. She was pre-

ceded in death by one daughter (Carol), 2 grand-

children, 3 half sisters, and 2 half brothers. She

was a member of Yellow Creek Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on Jan.

6, in charge of Wesley Bontreger and Jerry

Troyer; interment in Yellow Creek Cemetery.

Rupp, Sarah B. Voder, daughter of Rudy
and Fanny (Nofziger) Yoder, was born at Arch-

bold, Ohio, June 15, 1898; died at Northcrest

Nursing Home, Napoleon, Ohio, Jan. 3, 1991;

aged 92. On Nov. 16, 1920, she was married to

Ira Rupp, who preceded her in death. Surviving

are one son (Don) and one daughter (Marie

Yoder). She was preceded in death by one son

(Harold) and a grandson. She was a member of

Tedrow Mennonite Church, where a memorial

service was held on Jan. 7, in charge of Randall

Nafziger; interment in Pettisville Cemetery.

Shisler, Stanley Groff, son of James F. and

Alice (Groff) Shisler, was born in Lower Salford

Twp., Pa., Apr. 11, 1920; died at Sellersville, Pa.,

Dec. 21, 1990; aged 70. On June 28, 1947, he was

married to Sallie Souder, who survives. Also

surviving are 3 sons (Jay S., Donald Lee, and

Brent Dale), 2 daughters (Joyce M. Coale and

Darlene F. Shisler), 10 grandchildren, one

brother (Robert G.), and one sister (Miriam

Slemmer). He was preceded in death by one son

(Dennis Ray). He was a member of Salford

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were

held on Dec. 26, in charge of John L. Ruth, Willis

A. Miller, and Donald E. HoUinger; interment in

Salford Church Cemetery.

Studer, Florence G. Staker, daughter of

Andrew and Maggie (Ripper) Staker, was born

in Tremont, HI., May 2, 1906; died at Snyder

VOlage, Metamora, HI., Dec. 25, 1990; aged 84.

On Feb. 23, 1941, she was married to Clarence

H. Studer, who died Apr. 23, 1987. Surviving are

2 daughters (Kathy Herrmann and Elda Thomp-
son), 6 grandchildren, and one sister (Wilma

Gingrich). She was a member of Roanoke Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held

on Dec. 28, in charge of Paul Sieber and Rick

Troyer; interment in Roanoke Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Wagler, Daniel, son of Joseph Z. and Eliza-

beth lutzi, was bom in South Easthope Tw^p.,

Ont, May 30, 1897; died at Tavistock, Ont, Nov.

28, 1990; aged 93. He was married to Mary Zehr,

who died July 1, 1987. Surviving are 3 sons

(Stanley, Lloyd, and Daniel), 4 daughters

(Emmalein Lichti, Alma Yantzi, Erma Bender,

and Lydia Schumm), 32 grandchildren, and 65

great-grandchildren. In 1933 he was ordained as

a deacon and in 1940 as a minister. He was a

member of Maple Grove Mennonite Church.

Funeral services were held at East Zorra Men-
nonite Church on Dec. 1, in charge of Oliver

Yantzi, Elmer Schwartzentruber, Vernon Zehr,

and Henry Yantzi; interment at East Zorra

Church Cemetery.
Weaver, Anna W. Burkholder, daughter of

John W. and Susanna (Wenger) Burkholder, was
bom at Farmersville, Pa., Aug. 3, 1890; died at

Fairmount Rest Home, Ephrata, Pa., Dec. 21,

1990; aged 100. On Nov. 17, 1910, she was
married to Amos W. Weaver, who died Dec. 21,

Home, sweet home at Park Place.

Harrisonburg, Va.—Marv Nisly

shows Emily Elliot (right) the view

from a balcony at Park Place, the

newest addition to Virginia Menno-
nite Retirement Community. Assist-

ing with moving-in is her daughter,

Nancy Deputy. The condominium
welcomed its first residents in De-

cember and will offer a total of 88

units and seven different floor plans

when completed. Park Place is nes-

ded between Park Village and Her-

itage Haven. Nisly, the manager, said

that the modern facility will provide

"enjoyable, secure housing for retir-

ees who desire an independent liv-

ing arrangement." Special features

include a central dining area,

lounges, and activity rooms and easy

access to public transportation,

churches, and public events at

nearby Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege.

—

Jim Bishop

1963. Surviving are 6 daughters (Mabel, Anna
Mary, Alta Weaver, Lizzie Oberholtzer, Emma
Zeiset, and Lillian Shaum), one son (Amos), 30

grandchildren, 100 great-grandchildren, 36

great-great-grandchildren, and one brother

(John). She was preceded in death by one

daughter (Esther), one granddaughter, and 2

great-grandsons. She was a member of Spring-

ville Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Dec. 26, in charge of Amos G.

Martin, Abner W. Oberholtzer, and Leonard L.

Brubaker; interment in Springville Mennonite

Church Cemetery.

Yoder, Jessie J. Zaerr, daughter of Isaiah

and Sarah (Wyse) Zaerr, was born at Archbold,

Ohio, Nov. 5, 1898; died at Archbold, Ohio, Dec.

24, 1990; aged 92. On Oct. 31, 1922, she was
married to Raymond Yoder, who died on Mar.

20, 1976. Surviving are one son (Virgil), one

daughter (Carmaleta Short), 3 grandsons, 7

great-granchildren, and one sister (Frieda

Yoder). She was preceded in death by twin

great-granddaughters, 2 brothers (John and

Raymond Zaerr), and 2 sisters (Pearl Yoder and
Mary Ledyard). She was a member of Lockport

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were

held on Dec. 29; interment in Pettisville Ceme-
tery.

Yoder, Kenneth, son of Sadie A. Yoder, was
born at West Liberty, Ohio, June 28, 1912; died

at St. Francis Hospital, New Castle, Pa., Oct. 1,

1990; aged 78. On Sept. 27, 1935, he was married

to Hazel E. Kauffman, who died in June 1981.

On Jan. 1, 1982, he was married to Katherine

Lehman, who died in April 1985. Surviving are

one daughter (Dorothy McBurney), 2 sons (Cle-

tus and Daniel), 9 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild, one sister (Edna Anfang), and one

brother (Orie Kauffman). He was a member of

Maple Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held in charge of Paul Versluis;

interment in Maple Grove Mennonite Cemetery.

Ziegler, Sara Wile, daughter of Urias B. and

Lizzie H. (Hartzell) Wile, was bom in Lower
Salford Twp., Pa., July 11, 1911; died at

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Homes, Dec. 10,

1990; aged 79. In March 1927, she was married

to Lee Ziegler, who died Dec. 16, 1966. Surviving

are 2 sons (Curtis L. and Harold W.), 6 grand-

children, and 7 great-grandchildren. She was

preceded in death by one son (Robert). She was

a member of Salford Mennonite Church. Fu-

neral services were held at Bergey Funeral

Home on Dec. 13, in charge of Willis A. MOler;

interment in Salford Mennonite Cemetery.

calendar
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

pastors' week, Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

School for Ministers, Waterloo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship, Hesston, Kan.,

Feb. 28-Mar. 2

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,

Ind., Mar. 1-2

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission

executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,

Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,

Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 3
Atlantic Coast Conference armual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mermonite College and Seminary board

of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, 111.,

Mar. 14-16

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference armual meeting, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June

23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite

Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991
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items & comments
Attendance high at religious services
for U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia
"There are more religious services con-

ducted among U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia
today than would ever have gone on here"
on U.S. bases, says Clifford Weathers, a
retired Army chaplain who heads the Na-
tional Conference on Ministry to the
Armed Forces. Chaplains serving in the
Saudi desert have been instructed to take
a low-key approach to ministry among
their uniformed parishioners, but Weath-
ers says reports about limits on religious

freedom among American troops have
been overblown. "They don't put up a big
church and wave the flag. Our people have
just been asked not to flaunt their reh-

gion," he says. Soldiers worship in small,

inconspicuous groups inside military in-

stallations, he says adding: "We have been
given assurances that our people are hav-
ing their spiritual needs met. Chapel atten-
dance is at an all-time high." (NIRR)

Chinese government may return
to tougher control of religion
Chinese authorities may soon return to

tougher control of religion. Following a
five-day conference on religion, officials in

the capital city of Beijing said they plan to
enact new regulations aimed at maintain-
ing "stability of religious policy" while
guaranteeing freedom of religion. They
said an investigation had shown that con-
trol of religious affairs has become lax,

resulting in "many religious problems."
Special targets, sources said, include
Muslims (estimated to number 20 million),

Buddhists (100 million), especiaUy those in
Tibet, and an underground Catholic
Church (3 million) loyal to Rome. In the
opening speech of the conference, Premier
Li Peng said China was willing to develop
contacts with religious organizations
abroad, but he declared that the nation
would not tolerate foreign involvement in
religious affairs.(NIRR)

Jews have mixed reactions following
latest meeting with pope
Jewish leaders who met with Pope John

Paul n and other Vatican officials were
pleased that the pontiff gave his personal
endorsement to a statement urging the
Roman Catholic Church to repent for past
anti-Semitism but expressed disappoint-
ment that the Vatican still refuses to grant
diplomatic recognition to the state of Is-
rael. A 30-member delegation of the Inter-
national Jewish Committee on Interreli-
gious Consultations met with officials of
the Vatican's Commission for Religious
Relations with the Jews, and the Jewish
delegation met with the pope for nearly an
hour the following day.

The Vatican meeting marked the 25th
anniversary of "Nostra Aetate," the Sec-

ond Vatican Council declaration that con-
demned anti-Semitism and removed the
historic charge that the Jews were collec-

tively responsible for the death of Christ.

Rabbi Jack Bemporad of Lawrence, N.Y.,
chairman of the Interreligious Affairs Com-
mittee of the Synagogue Council of Amer-
ica, said that Vatican recognition of Israel

"could do a great deal to alleviate and
assist in both the relations and the dia-

logue." (RNS)

Religious groups push environmental
shareholder resolutions
The Interfaith Center on Corporate Re-

sponsibility, a coalition of religious invest-
ors, says it is coordinating the filing of
shareholder resolutions calling for im-
proved environmental policies with 56 cor-
porations in the United States in 1991.

"This is the largest number of environmen-
tal resolutions ever filed by the organiza-
tion," says director Tim Smith. "It also
targets a diverse set of industries."

Many of the shareholder resolutions call

for companies to subscribe to the Valdez
Principles, a corporate code of conduct
drawn up by environmentalists in the wake
of the Valdez oil spill in Alaska in 1989.

Smith said shareholder resolutions on the
Valdez Principles, though the principles
have been in existence for only a year, rank
second in number only to resolutions ad-
dressing corporate responsibility in South
Afiica. (RNS)

United Methodists to wage antidrug
campaign in eight more cities

A year-long pilot project waged by the
bishops of the United Methodist Church
against drugs and violence in the nation's
capital has been deemed a success and will

serve as a model for similar campaigns in

eight American cities. The bishops have
voted to continue the initiative for a second
year.

Led by Bishop Felton May of Harris-
burg, Pa., the Initiative on Drugs and
Violence was an experimental block-by-
block war on drugs by 14 United Methodist
congregations in a predominantly black
section of Washington and in adjoining

Pontius' Puddle

Prince Georges County, Md. The bishops
committed an initial $100,000 to programs
aimed at some of the economic and social

causes of the drug problem.
Now congregations in Detroit, Boston,

New York, Wihnington, Cleveland, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, and Harrisburg have
asked the denomination's Board of Global
Ministries for assistance in mountmg their
own initiatives. May moved to Washington
for a year to lead the initiative, which
focused on ministries to addicts and other
victims of drug use. He returned to his

duties in Harrisburg in January, but has
been designated by the bishops to also
lead the national program.
A highly visible feature of the initiative

were "saving stations," housed in surplus
army tents at five churches. They were the
sites for community outreach efforts,

which included drug counseling and edu-
cation, distribution of food and clothing,

housing for abused women and abandoned
children, and health programs. Those pro-
grams continue but have moved inside for
the winter. (RNS)

Florida faith healer under scrutiny
by cult-watching groups
Faith healer Benny Hinn is under scru-

tiny by cult-watching groups because of
theological errors he allegedly promotes at
his 7,000-member Orlando (Fla.) Christian
Center and on daily television broadcasts.
Hinn met with representatives of Chris-

tian Research Institute recently to hear
criticisms of his teachings. CRI researchers
are concerned about Hinn's flirtation with
the so-called "spiritual death of Christ"
doctrine, embraced by many charismatics
due to widely circulated books by the late

E. W. Kenyon.
Bud Press of Watchman Fellowship

charges that Hinn is a false prophet be-
cause he set dates for end-time events and
made other questionable predictions, like:

(1) major earthquakes will shake the East
Coast in the 1990s; (2) a woman will be
elected president of the United States who
will "destroy this nation"; and (3) God will

"destroy by fire" the homosexual commu-
nity in America by 1995. (NIRR)
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guest editorial

By the waters ofBabylon
Oh God, our help in ages past, we are dismayed and disheartened by the war now

being waged in the Middle East.

We feel a bewildering sense of loss. During the past weeks and months we have pe-

titioned our representatives in Washington and Ottawa and the leaders of the

nations for a peaceful solution to this conflict. In our homes, at work, and in

our churches we have prayed repeatedly for peace. We have beseeched you, oh

God, to stay hands and melt hearts and keep both sides from warring madness.

And yet war has come.

By the waters of Babylon, there we sat down and wept.

Today we still weep. We weep for families in Baghdad and Tel Aviv, in Amman and

Kuwait City, in Damascus and Riyadh. We weep for those who cower behind

gas masks in the corners of sealed rooms. We weep for those in underground

bunkers who toss fitfully through the night. We weep for those who find them-

selves without water, food, electricity, and other necessities we take for

granted. We weep for the stories parents must tell their children.

We also weep for families in the United States and England and France—famihes

who clutch photographs of smiling young pilots, soldiers, and sailors or nurses,

radio operators, and clerks. We weep for famihes who long to see again their

sons and daughters, wives and husbands, fathers and mothers. As these fami-

lies pray for the swift return of healthy loved ones, we pray with them.

But most of all, we weep for the human family. We claim the people of Iraq as our

brothers and sisters. We continue to pray for Saddam Hussein and George

Bush. We continue to hope for a peaceful solution to this conflict. Over the din

of war, we hear the still small voice calling us, as your children, to be peacemak-

ers. Give us a faith, like that of our Anabaptist ancestors, to live the way of

peace.

We hear the anguish of Jesus on the cross. We know that the world is still not

ready to embrace the Sermon on the Mount. We ask for strength to carry out

the vision of a people who would rather be killed for the sake of Jesus Christ

than to kill for any nation.

Oh God, our hope for years to come, by the waters of Babylon, we sit down and

weep. Amen.
—Stuart and Shirley Showalter

StuaH and Shirley Showalter, Goshen, Ind., are professors of communication and English, respectively,

at Goshen College. They adapted this prayer of petition from one they offered at College Mennonite

Church on Jan. 20. Stuart also serves as one of Gospel Herald's editorial consultants.
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What^s the matter
with the WCC?
Mennonites in North America do not
belong to the World Council of Churches,
But they will have observers at its 7th
assembly in Australia this week.

In 1975 I went to Nairobi, Kenya, to report on
the 5th Assembly of the World Council of
Churches. If I had not known beforehand that

this was a controversial organization, I soon dis-

covered it as the assembly began.

Much of it was predictable: drumming, choir

Often do the spirits,
singing, prayers, readings, responses. But sud-

Of great events stride on before the events, denly a man seized the microphone and shouted,

And in today, already walks tomorrow, "This is an assembly of the antichrist." The po-
—Samuel Taylor Coleridge lice hustled him away.

There were other moments of drama and some
eloquent addresses at that assembly, along with

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE periods when the activity dragged. In my final re-

port for Gospel Herald, I was somewhat equivo-

j^.np , cal about the WCC. I wrote: "In the WCC As-
IJUiereni lOve: sembly, as in many other church-related
three groups that care 5 meetings, the way of the cross is in danger of

being replaced by the way of the statement. In

MCC sends $2 million ^ the oratory and the parliamentary debate and

in food aid to Africa 9 lobbying for position, who remembers that

Christ came to teach reconciliation and love for

p , the enemy?" (Feb. 10, 1976).
tiUll war soldiers But I was not sufficiently equivocal for some
seek CO status 10 Gospel Herald readers. One congregation can-

by

Daniel

Hertzler



At the heart of Mennonite
reluctance to join the WCC is

a different perspective on the

relation between the churches
and the political system,

celed its Every Home Plan as a result.

What is it about the World Council of

Churches that even the mention of it makes
blood pressures rise? I have pondered that ques-

tion without finding a clear answer. But I think

our Mennonite suspicion of the WCC is part

lack of information, part response to public pro-

paganda, and part an instinctive concern about
large bureaucratic religious organizations whose
accountability is not clear to us.

At heart is possibly a different perspective on
the relation between the churches and political

systems. Someone has referred to the WCC as

"the United Nations on its knees." You can take

that analogy several ways and one way you take

it would suggest that the WCC is not sufficiently

clear on the role of the church vis-a-vis the gov-

ernment.

.^i. public example of this has been the

council's Program to Combat Racism, which has
been operated by the Justice and Service Unit
since 1969. Its activity at one point included do-

nations to revolutionary groups in Africa. This
program was controversial enough to make some
denominations resign from the council.

Billy Melvin, executive secretary of the Na-
tional Association of Evangelicals, complained in

a 1990 pamphlet that the council has defined the

issue of racism too narrowly and that it criticizes

the sins of Western capitalistic countries more
than those of Eastern communist regimes. Now
that the communist countries of Eastern Europe
are in disarray, and apartheid is perhaps being

dismantled in South Africa, Melvin's criticism

seems less important.

But the debate over Marxism and capitalism

goes back to the beginning of the WCC in 1948

and has not been completely one-way. I recall an
intense interchange at Nairobi when representa-

tives of several Western churches called upon
the Soviet Union to live by the Helsinki declara-

tion on human rights. A Russian Orthodox repre-

sentative was on his feet immediately, protesting

this assault on his country.

The WCC refuses to renounce violence com-
pletely and this is in itself a reason for Menno-
nites to be cautious about it. As John Howard
Yoder testified at Nairobi, discussions about
peace as a Christian strategy were polite but in-

conclusive. One participant in the discussions,

said John, had been making the same "don't-

push-us" speech for 15 years.

Like the United Nations, the WCC is some-
times better at debate than action. But in both

cases, debate is better than violence. Some may
wonder whether Mennonite diffidence about
interchurch relations is based on a distant mem-
ory of past persecutions by establishment

chiirches. If so, we should note that the persecu-
tions are gone and we are back to discussion

and debate as in the times of the original Ana-
baptists.

^^^ut if we want to debate, we will need to fol-

low the rules. In the WCC, discussion may at

times become unruly, but the background is

order. The World Council is an organization and
operates on the basis of organizational strate-

gies. Discussions and debates are not confined

to times of the assemblies. Indeed, what hap-
pens between the assemblies may be more signif-

icant than these meetings which are held only

every eight years.

In the early '80s the WCC published a docu-
ment entitled Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry.

If this title is a little less than arresting, at least

it points to three important practices of the

Could the Mennonite diffi-

dence about interchurch

relations go back to past
persecutions in our history?

Christian Church. If we are not interested in

them, is this because we are taking them too

much for granted?

This document has had positive responses

from a number of sectors. For one thing, Roman
Catholics have taken it seriously, even though
they are not members of the council. For an-

other, the Seventh Conference on the Believers

Church ui 1984 gave attention to it, particularly

the baptism section. This is a crucial matter
since a majority of WCC constituents practice in-

fant baptism whereas believers baptism is a cor-

nerstone tenet of the believers churches.

Among those present at the conference were
several who represented the WCC point of view.

One was Michael Kinnamon, who placed the

question of the ecumenical movement as follows:

"What does it mean to be the church living in

obedience to the will of God at this moment in

the world's history? The ecumenically involved

have insisted, for example, that the church must
be understood as a global fellowship" {Baptism

and Church).
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With such a statement we Mennonites should
have no problem. We have contended for genera-

tions that the church is international—this is an
effect of our peace position—while the establish-

ment churches have supported their separate na-

tionalistic establishments.

Mercy A. Oduyoye of Ghana is deputy general

secretary for the WCC. She lectured at a num-
ber of Mennonite colleges last fall. At Eastern
Mennonite College she was asked how the WCC
contributes to the spiritual life and growth of

the church in Africa. She said that she believes

it "enables the Christian church there to see

theological, social, and political issues from a

global perspective."

^Anthropologist Margaret Mead attended the

1975 assembly in Nairobi and observed, "You
people are a sociological impossibility. You have
absolutely nothing in common—except your ex-

traordinary conviction that Jesus Christ is the
Savior of the world."

Some Mennonite groups are members of the

WCC. Among them are the Dutch and North
German Mennonite churches. I hear no move for

us in North America to join the WCC and see
no reason to advocate it. We have more opportu-
nities for local mission and for worldwide minis-

tries than we can now perform.

I propose, however, that the WCC is signifi-

cant enough to be worth observing. Another as-

sembly is scheduled this year, the first since

Vancouver, B.C., in 1983. This one is to be held
in Canberra, Australia, Feb. 7-20.

I'll be there again, observing and reporting.

Why? Any time confessed Christians come to-

gether to affirm an identity that transcends na-
tional borders, I believe it is at least a small sign

pointing away fi-om the tragic parochialism
which divides the world into warring blocs.

Daniel Hertzler, Scottdale, Pa., retired as editor of
Gospel Herald last October. Dan wrote this arti-

cle as part of a Meetinghouse assignment.

Any time Christians come
together to affirm an identity

that transcends national
boundaries, it is a sign point-
ing away from parochialisnu

My created worlds

God created the world.

God created you.

God created me.

I thought,

I will create myself a world:

a world where I am God,

and where I am alone,

and where I am free;

free to manipulate,

free to plan,

and free to control.

So,

I created myself a world,

in fact, many worlds,

on notebook margins and cardboard cutouts.

I drew a river,

the river of life

flowing to the sea.

I drank the living water

from the sparkling brook.

I created

spontaneous topographical features.

I climbed to the highest mountain.

I walked through the deepest valley,

and through the forest,

and the blooming meadow.

Then I built myself a city.

I drove down its streets, and I strolled

through City Park,

and I found myself very much alone,

and bound by my own freedom.

I came back home anew,

and I found myself once again the created,

rather than the creator.

And I found you there

waiting.

—Paul D. Zehr
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readers say

To be prophetic and faithful

Your editorial, "Fighting About
Peace" (Jan. 8), was on target. I appreci-

ate your direct, incisive approach in writ-

ing. May the Spirit enable you to be

prophetic during your tenure—and when
necessary confront even our institutions

and "sacred cows." You will thus do us

a service and be faithful to your calling.

Clayton Swartzentruber

Harleysville, Pa.

Reminders about work for peace
As I read Gospel Herald on this Jan.

15, the countdown to war continues, and
we watch and wait with apprehension. I

am glad to see you reminding us about

our attitudes and words toward those

with whom we differ ("Let's Be More
Creative This Time Around," Jan. 8)

and the call to truce among us as peace

church people who need to work and
stand together rather than fight about

peace (editorial).

Joseph Haines

Phillipsburg, N.J.

Church employee treatment
I read Duane Beck's article on pasto-

ral casualties (Jan. 22) with interest for

various reasons. As an employee of a

church institution that is not a church,

do I deserve the same treatment from

my employer, which in many ways is the

church? That includes fair pay, reason-

able hours, defined expectations.

Name withheld by request

Keep printing "Pontius' Puddle"
I am a 15-year-old high school student

who enjoys "Pontius' Puddle." I disagree

with those who say you shouldn't run it

(Jan. 15). I know I speak for many of my
friends when I say I hope you keep print-

ing it. "Pontius' Puddle" is a good way
of getting an important point across.

Claire Gisel

Archbold, Ohio

Issues should
not divide us

I have repeatedly read letters which ex-

press outrage over the Nominating
Committee's nomination of a woman
moderator-elect. I can see that this issue

has two distinct sides, but I cannot see

why it must be viewed as "divisive"

(Jan. 8). Whenever a group convenes,

there are bound to be differences of

opinion. If this were not the case, there

would be no need for a letters section in

this publication.

I believe women have just as much of

a place in leadership as men. Merit, not

gender, should be the determining factor

in such appointments. I believe that the

contributions, insights, and energies of

women have been neglected too long.

We Christians should accept

everyone's contributions—regardless of

gender, race, or ethnicity. Would we re-

ject a handicapped or an African-Ameri-

can moderator? I should hope not.

I hold this opinion, realizing that it dif-

fers from the beliefs of many in the Men-
nonite Church. But though I believe in a

certain way, I do not disrespect others'

opinions. And I would hope others

would not disrespect mine simply be-

cause it is different from their own.

These controversial issues tend to "ruf-

fle feathers" because we are all human
and tend to have less sympathy for

others' interpretations. But as Chris-

tians, we should control our anger and
not allow it to divide us.

Karen G. Hinson
Blacksburg, Va.

"Pontius' Puddle" and God
I had a real problem with "Pontius'

Puddle" in the Dec. 25 issue. Referring "

to God as "Jehovah Dude" and his com-
mands not being "hip"—in other words
"faulty"—is to me a great error.

Leonard E. Schmucker
Hesston, Kan.

How we address God
At times "Pontius' Puddle" can add a

bit of humor to Gospel Herald, but I

found the Dec. 25 cartoon offensive.

Addressing the holy and righteous

God of the universe as "Jehovah Dude"
and suggesting that one can correct God
by saying, "It wouldn't hurt God to try

and be a little more hip," shows how far

we have moved. By contrast Isaiah fell

before the Lord in reverence, crying,

"Woe to me! ... I am ruined . . . my eyes

have seen the King, the Lord Almighty"

asa. 6:5).

We apparently have more respect for

the leaders of our land than for the one

who created us. How many of us would
approach the president of the United

States with a casual, "Hey, Dude"?
Fred Kanagy
Bloomfield, Mont

Comedy should not refer to God
I was shocked by "Pontius' Puddle"

for Dec. 25. To address God as

"Jehovah Dude" and to suggest "God to

try and be a little more hip" seems to

me to consist of both blasphemy and sac-

rilege. If Gospel Herald chooses to use

comedy and satire in its pages, I cer-

tainly hope that in the future no more of

this will refer to God.

J. Mark Martin

Harrisonburg, Va.
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"The fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom; all

those who practice it have a
good understanding. His
praise endures forever."

—Ps. 111:10, NRSV
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Different love: three groups that care

A look at three approaches
to dealing with a difficult

issue which faces the

Mennonite Church today,

by Glenn Lehman

]By now it's well-known that a few people,
maybe one in 15, grow up with different love.

They have a tendency to fall in love—act giddy,

share secrets, touch, go shopping—woman with
woman, man with man.
Some people feel that God is love, so let them

love as they best are able. Many people say that
sex outside of marriage is wrong anyway you cut
it, so what's the issue? Make them change or at

least abstain. A smaller group would say that

there is no such thing bom in a person. These
different people have just re-invented an old

way to defile God's created order. Another
group, inclined to Old Testament solutions to
life, would say, "Lock up the pansies until they
shape up."

If you read the church press you know that
many churches are arm wrestling with this issue
of men in love with men and women with
women. National church delegate bodies have
generally been saying that while intimate arousal
outside of marriage is forbidden, people with the
inclination for same-gender romance are not to
be blamed or banned merely for having that
mind-set. A recent Mennonite Church and Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church paper on
this subject says as much. The news is that the
church cares and recognizes that this is not just
another way to talk about sex.

The Mennonite Church in 1989, along with the
General Conference Church, named a Listening
Committee on Homosexual Concerns, a succes-
sor to previous Mennonite Church committees
of the same name. That group of eight members
met last November m Newton, Kansas. Ed
Stoltzfus, one of the cochairs, understands the
mandate of the group "to listen to all concerned

in neither an advocacy nor adversarial stance, to
facilitate dialog and awareness between persons
of various persuasions, to encourage biblical un-
derstanding and theological discernment, and to
shape recommendations regarding policy and
program."

At the first meeting the committee discussed
the "reaction patterns" in our churches and
found that they are similar to the ones in Ameri-
can society at large. The committee, at this early
stage, feels that gays and lesbians (to use the
current words) must be allowed to "tell their sto-

ries," just as others must be free to respond to
those stories. While no homosexual people are
members of the committee, it has invited two
people to meet with them from a national group
which supports gay and lesbian people and theh-

families and fosters dialog with the church.
"Why people chosen by this group?" I asked

Stoltzfus.

"Because they asked," he replied.

"Would you invite a group which advocates
change to heterosexual ways?"
"We would like to. We have no favorites," he

said.

Stoltzfus did not know it, but he had led me
to the rest of the article several editors had
asked me to write: a profile of three groups in

Mennonite circles who care about people with
different love—the church-appointed listening

committee and two other groups: the Brethren/
Mennonite CouncO for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,
founded in 1976; and Day Seven, begun in 1988.

To see the first group firsthand I went to its

convention held last October in a modest Shera-
ton in PhUadelphia. The theme was "Building
Our Community." The planners, in a press re-

lease announcing the event, stated that "we're
striving to build a faithful fellowship for the
1990s just as our Anabaptist forebearers did at

Schleitheim for the 1520s . . . when they were fac-

ing severe persecutions by the institutional

churches and governments." To strengthen them-
selves they had sessions on life partnerships and
on healthy, responsible patterns of sexual rela-

tionships.



The Brethren/Mennonite Council for
Gay and Lesbian Concerns and Day
Seven both claim that God is their first

allegiance—not how they fall in love.

The Sunday morning singing brought hymn
texts alive: "Many gifts, one Spirit / One love

known in many ways" {Sing and Rejoice); "And
we magnify God's strictness / With a zeal God
will not own" {The Mennonite Hymnal); "New
man, woman new / Image of God moving" {As-

sembly Songbook). The council had some marks
of a threatened minority; scars were evident. An-
onymity was requested often. "Coming out" was
a big agenda. Being Mennonite was a priority.

Many in attendance were women.

_L he council publishes a newsletter. Dialogue,

about three times a year, and hires a coordina-

tor, Jim Sauder, located in Chicago. Under its

auspices regional groups plan events. People in

attendance gave testimonies of "bitterness" and
of "sweetness."

After the one session I attended I talked with

Sauder and a few other leaders. Does the coun-
cil support someone choosing to be single? Yes,

they do. What hurts people here the most? That
people discount their spirituality. How does the

council read the apostle Paul? The Bible never
speaks to sexual orientation as we know it today.

Did the council get a break at Mennonite World
Conference? No. They got what they requested.

What is your relationship with the Listening

Committee? They consider it good. How would
you like mainstream people to regard sexuality?

To have a more deep, gentle understanding and
to be free to discuss it. How would you like the

church to respond to you? They would like the

church to be a safe place to work through self-

understanding, a place where one could be can-

did about sexuality. They want people to see

God in them before they see the kind of human
love they have.

The founder of the council, Martin Rock,
worked at Mennonite Central Committee head-
quarters "until they found out." Rock received

threatening telephone calls in the early years of

the council. One church leader yelled at him on
the telephone for 20 minutes. "Now," Martin
tells me, "the church budgets money to send
people to our meetings to learn. I saw the evolu-

tion from confrontation to dialog. Now I think

change must come in congregations."

A few weeks later I got permission to visit a
Day Seven meeting. The location I agreed to

keep confidential. Day Seven originated in the

Elizabethtown District of Lancaster Conference
and has since broadened its support base. It is a
support group for men who want to resist the
tendency to find physical intimacy with another
man. No women attend now. It operates under
the guidance of an umbrella organization called

Exodus, which describes itself as "dedicated to

leading homosexuals out of bondage and into lib-

erating union with Jesus Christ. God can restore

the homosexual to wholeness." In three years
Day Seven has related to about two dozen men.
Six men, aged 30 to 60 years old, two married

and two ordained, gathered in the basement of a
church that evening. First we sang. And again,

with people who acknowledge pain, hymn texts

Both groups say that their

greatest pain comes from other
Christians who shun them
because of who they are.

sounded new to me: "Strong arm that carried

me home / never again will I roam" ("Shepherd
of Love"); "In every change he faithful will re-

main / Sorrows forgot, love's purest joys

restored" ("Be Still My Soul").

Earl Miller, the leader, a man who overcomes
his temptations, played the piano as we sang.

Then they studied a lesson, "Overcoming Obsta-

cles." In Sunday school fashion, Earl read the

propositional truths and everyone discussed the

questions.

Then Earl asked, "Okay, what was going on
this week?" One person related building under-

standing with his father, another with his

brother, another with his wife. One had taken a

trip alone to Philadelphia and recounted how he

had resisted temptations. Temptation often

meant "cruising" with one's eyes, browsing

"bookstores," or self-stimulation. They gave
each other practical ideas for handling tempta-



tion—calling a friend or keeping a Bible verse in

sight. Earl welcomed calls at any hour from peo-
ple seeking help.

I asked them what hurts most. "To be discrimi-

nated against," one said. Is the Listening Com-
mittee helping you? "Who are they listening to?"

answered one who had not received a reply from
the committee. "I think they only listen to the

coimcil."

E,I arl gave me a stack of pamphlets to read.

One states: "The goal of our growth is the free-

dom to love aright—to relate intimately but non-
erotically to the same sex, and to be able to

address the opposite sex as a needed counter-

part without fear or disinterest." Another article

is the testimony of a converted man: "My homo-
sexual desires were not my chief problems. In-

stead, their roots in pride, defense-building,

coveteousness, and bitterness were the driving

forces behind my attraction. I became convinced
that the Bible teaches that I was a heterosexual
by creation and by redemption."
The council and Day Seven hold in common

several traits. They both claim that God is their

first allegiance—not how they fall in love. They
both claim that their greatest pain comes from
other Christians shunning them. Both believe

that from their struggles they have unique in-

sights to offer the church. Both find guidance in

Scripture. Both groups agree that the biblical

languages had no word for "homosexual." Both
groups agree that people who detest them the
most have the least understanding of sexuality.

Several of their viewpoints differ. Where the
council sees the task as self-understanding, Day
Seven sees it as self-control. Where the council

sees a unique manifestation of God's love, Day
Seven sees sin. What the council calls repres-

sion. Day Seven calls conversion. The council be-
lieves the Bible is open about same-sex couples;
Day Seven believes the Bible condemns homo-
sexuality categorically.

What does the Bible say? Besides teaching on
related principles, we have to look hard to find

explicit words about different unions. Jesus
never spoke on this issue. The New Testament

contains a scant three references—only one to fe-

male coupling. Some people believe that the
Bible is against it and that's that. Others agree,

but claim the Bible does not single out these
acts as more vile than others. Others say the
Bible opposes it but we must view specific in-

stances in the context of creation and grace. Oth-
ers say that Leviticus and Paul might be ad-
dressing situations so alien from ours that we
need to find imderstanding fi-om other scriptural

principles.

Some interpreters claim that the Bible speaks
not to innate homosexuality but to lustful acts

against a person's nature. Others say that the 1

Cor. 6, Rom. 1, and 1 Tim. verses are authorita-

tive but simply do not address the issues of car-

ing, equal commitments which some Christians

today raise. Paul was teaching against prostitu-

tion, they say. Many churches allow that it is not
sin to feel attraction to the same sex but do not
permit genital climax.

When I was a boy, men sat with men in church
and the Holy Kiss was practiced to a small de-
gree; I never heard about men pairing up. Now
at church we sit mixed; there is no ritual of same-
sex affection, and men sitting with men is taboo.

Things do change.

Glenn Lehman lives close to Leola, Pa., with his

wife and two children. He is a member of the

East Chestnut Street Mennonite Church, Lancas-
ter, Pa., and does some free-lance writing assign-

ments besides his employment in editing and con-

sulting. This article was written for Meetinghouse,
a consortium of Mennonite and Brethren in Christ

publications.

The church's Listening Committee on
Homosexual Concerns has the mandate
to "listen to all concerned in neither

an advocacy nor adversial stance.
ft



items & comments
Jewish group warns against violating

Arab-Americans' rights

The American Jewish Committee has

urged the Federal Bureau of Investigation

not to violate the civil rights of Arab-

Americans while engaging in surveillance

against possible terrorists related to the

Persian Gulf War. The organization said it

is "concerned that the legitimate need for

the FBI to protect domestic security

against possible terrorist onslaughts might

become tarnished by overly zealous polit-

ical investigation. It might also result in

serious official violations of the civil rights

of innocent Arab-Americans." (RNS)

Former evangelist elected

president of Guatemala
Prior to election day, Guatemala's Cath-

olic leaders warned their followers that 30

percent of the nation of 9.2 million people

is now Protestant. A few days later, evan-

gelical candidate Jorge Serrano was de-

clared the new president of the predomi-

nantly Catholic country, winning about 68

percent of the vote in a runoff election.

Once an evangelist at El Shaddai Church
prior to his decision to enter politics,

Serrano defeated his rival by riding on the

coattaUs of popular Guatemalan leader

Rios Montt, an evangelical and former
president who was barred from the race by
constitutional restrictions on former dicta-

tors.

Observers said Serrano's speaking skills,

honed while preaching the gospel, fueled

his 11th-hour surge in the race. Catholic

leaders congratulated him and said his

election was "the legitimate will of the

people." (NIRR)

Albanian Catholics, worshiping in

cemetery, hope to regain cathedral
Mass has been celebrated daily since

November in Albania's third-largest city,

Shkodra, according to Catholic priest

Simon Jubani. Every afternoon, he said,

between 1,000 and 2,000 people flock to

the chapel in a cemetery along the city

boulevard named for Enver Hoxha, the

longtime communist ruler who outlawed

religion in 1967. The priest spent nearly 26

years in jails and labor camps where, he
said, at least 100 other Catholic priests had
died. Referring to Hoxha's rule of terror,

he described Albania as "the hell of the

world."

Reforms by Hoxha's successor, Ramiz
Alia, have resulted in greater freedom, but

economic collapse and civil unrest have

muddied the future. "We are living in

political chaos," Jubani declared. Items on
the country's most-needed list include Bi-

bles and money to restore churches.

Shkodra's Catholics got back a church in

December and have their eyes on the

cathedral, now used as a sports arena.

Greek Orthodox believers in the south

have opened at least three churches.
Muslims, who account for the majority of

Albania's 3.2 million people, are repairing

a few of the mosques that survived

Hoxha's "hell." (NIRR)

Over half of American adults read
Bible at least monthly, says survey
More than half of American adults read

the Bible at least once a month (17 percent

read it daily, 23 percent weekly, and 13

percent monthly), but just 37 percent can
name all four Grospels, according to a

Gallup survey. A similar 1982 Gallup sur-

vey found that 42 percent of respondents

could name all four Gospels. The current

figures are detailed in a 28-page report

published by the Gallup-related Princeton

Religion Research Center. The study
showed that one-fourth of the population

reads the Bible less than monthly, and 20

percent rarely or never. (MRR)

How's Your

Congregation's

Love Life

In mission congregations reach out as \oms
of tiie world.

When our worship is filled with the glory of

God's presence, we are empowered to be God's

hands and feet to those around us. When our

fellowship life is warm and inviting to

newcomers, we become God's heart to our

neighbors.

Ed Bontrager, MBCM Minister of Mission and

Peace, helps congregations learn new ways to

do such loving outreach. The Living in Faithful

Evangelism (LIFE) project is one such way.

How is your love life?

Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries

Box 1245

Elkhart IN 46515-1245

219 294-7523

G. Edwin Bontrager

Minister of Mission

and Peace
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church news

MCC sends $2 million in food aid
to starving people in Africa
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee is sending 4,000 tons of wheat
to Ethiopia and Sudan, where war and
drought are putting millions of people at

risk of starvation. Total cost of the ship-

ment is $2.05 million.

The wheat will go to the Horn of Africa

via a chartered ship as part of a 20,000-ton

shipment from seven church and relief

agencies. The ship was to leave North
America the end of January and arrive in

Africa in March.
Half of the MCC contribution will go to

Mennonite agency's
dorms used as shelter
for homeless people

Wichita, Kan. (MHRS)—The dormito-

ries used for Mennonite Housing Rehabil-

itation Service's summer work camp vol-

unteers opened in January as an overflow

shelter for homeless people in this city.

The shelter will be available until March.
An average of 15 homeless single men
use the facility each night.

The dormitories can house 30 people and
have shower and laundry facilities. They
were built in 1988 for SWEAT (Serving

Wichita Experiencing Action Together)
volunteers. The SWEAT work camps en-

gage youth and young adults in helping to

improve living conditions for the elderly

and handicapped by repairing homes or

building new ones.

"We designed the building so it could be
used by the homeless in emergencies,"

explained Tom Bishop, executive director

of the housing program, "but we are not in

the shelter business. The goal of Menno-
nite Housing is to produce affordable

housing to eliminate the need for shelters."

Over 200 people from eight states par-

ticipated in SWEAT work camps last year.

They worked on a variety of projects for

Meimonite Housing, including rehabilita-

tion and new construction on JUBILEE
homes, home-repair projects, wheelchair

ramps, and paint preparation for Paint-

the-Town Day.

Mennonite Housing is currently taking

applications for SWEAT work camp
groups for 1991. More information is avail-

able from Mennonite Housing at 2145 N.
Topeka St., Wichita, KS 67214.

—Rhonda Braun

Ethiopia. The other half wUl go to the

Sudan Council of Churches, MCC's church
partner in Sudan. The council will ex-

change the wheat for durra, a type of

sorghum, which wUl be distributed in the

northwestern part of the country. MCC is

also contributing an average of $282 inland

freight per ton to ship the wheat and durra.

The Persian GulfWar is a major concern
in shipping food at this time, says Hershey
Leaman, MCC food aid coordinator.

Sudan has sided with Iraq in the conflict.

The shipment will go via the Suez Canal
and the Red Sea, and no one can predict

the situation in the region when the ship-

ment arrives. But, says Leaman, "the sit-

uation in the Horn of Africa is so desperate
that we feel it is irresponsible to delay food

assistance."

Some 2.5 million Ethiopians are at risk

of starvation in the coming year. Estimates
range from 5 to 12 million people in Sudan

Indiana couple are
'SOOP starters'

Phoenix. Ariz. (MBM/MARP)—An Elk-

hart, Ind., couple are the first participants

in a short-term service program for older

adults. Eli and Paul Stoltzfus are serving

in Service Opportunities for Older People
(SOOP), a program sponsored by Menno-
nite Board of Missions and Mennonite
Association of Retired Persons.

Stoltzfuses arrived in Phoenix on Jan. 7

and are serving one month at House of

Refuge, a shelter for homeless men that

offers job-creation opportunities. "The as-

signment is a perfect fit for Eli," says

MARP executive director Barbara Reber.

He relates with the men, using his skills as

a psychiatric nurse and counselor. Eli, now
retired, worked 22 years at a psychiatric

hospital in Michigan. Paula helps with
menu planning and activities at the shelter.

SOOP provides assignments for persons
50 and older. Opportunities are also avail-

able for intergenerational groups. The as-

signments range from several weeks to

several months at eight locations in Ari-

zona, Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Missis-

sippi, Ontario, Pennsylvania, and Texas.

"Many persons 50 and above want to give

time to the church and want to travel,"

Reber explained. "They also have tremen-
dous skills and gifts that the church should

affected by food shortages in 1991. "Un-
fortunately until resolution of the conflicts

in Ethiopia and Sudan, extraordinary food
assistance will be required," Leaman says.

"At this stage there is no sign of resolution.

The situation is deteriorating. The picture

is very bleak."

This shipment will use almost half of

MCC's projected total equity in the Cana-
dian Foodgrains Bank. It wUI be MCC's
major 1991 food shipment to the Horn of

Africa, notes Leaman.
Leaman points out that MCC assistance

is small in comparison to the need. But the

MCC role is to fill gaps in food distribu-

tion, he says. MCC aid at this time will also

be a catalyst, establishing confidence and
getting the contributions of larger relief

agencies going. "There's no way we or

everyone combined can handle all the

needs," says Leaman. "This shipment is

what we can do."—Ardell Stauffer

utilize. Persons in this age bracket are very

mission minded."
Added Suzanne Lind, director of MBM

Service Ministries: "SOOP also makes the

skills, maturity, and wisdom of these peo-
ple available to persons in need. At the

same time, participants will encounter per-

sons in need, which will be a learning and
broadening experience for them."
Lind emphasized that the assignments

are adaptable to the needs and preferences

of interested people, who can choose the

time and place for their service worL
Participants pay for lodging, travel, and
insurance. The service locations identify

assignments, help find reasonable accom-
modations, and assist with fellowship and
congregational involvements.

Reber and Lind developed SOOP during
the past year with the help of a 10-member
committee, all of whom are older adults.

The committee continues to serve as an
advisory body.

Lind noted that MBM has longer-term

service opportunities available for older

adults, including Winter Voluntary Service

in two locations.

For more information about SOOP, con-

tact Suzanne Lind at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; or Barbara Reber at

MARP, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515. The
phone number for both is 219 294-7523.

—Phil Richard
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Gulf War causes soldiers
to seek CO status
Krastel, Germany (MCC)—Andre and

Cathy Stoner, Mennonite Central Commit-
tee workers here, continue to receive doz-

ens of calls from U.S. soldiers who ques-

tion fighting a war in the Persian Gulf.

Since mid-November, the Stoners and
other members of the Military Counseling

Network have received more than 250 in-

quiries from the soldiers or their spouses.

More than 40 have filed for discharges as

conscientious objectors or are in the pro-

cess of doing so. The Stoners still receive

two or three new cases daily even though

the first major U.S. deployments from
Germany to Saudi Arabia are complete

and the war is underway.

Because the network could not deal with

the number of counseling cases, MCC
Peace Office helped arrange for six Amer-
ican Christians to go to Germany for 10 to

14 days to counsel the soldiers. Among
them was a Catholic priest and a Catholic

lawyer. German peace groups hosted them
with assistance from the German branch

of the War Resisters League and members
of the Green Party.

The work of the counselors and support

from German peace groups was invaluable.

They came during the critical time prior to

the first major troop deployments to Saudi

Arabia from Germany. In dozens of coun-

seling sessions they helped young soldiers

decide not to fight and kill.

The Stoners and other counselors pro-

vide American soldiers with information

about their rights and possible discharges.

According to military regulations, soldiers

who develop convictions against partici-

pating in war have the right to file for a

discharge as COs. Though a long, slow

process, a soldier who files is immediately

transferred to noncombatant status until

his claim is processed.

But the military is making it increasingly

difficult to file for a CO discharge. Some
commanders are refusing to accept claims

until the soldier arrives in Saudi Arabia.

Others respond to CO claims with harass-

ment, intimidation, and illegal orders. One
commander reportedly told his troops that

any soldier who files as a CO would be
court-martialed. In one case in Germany,
a U.S. soldier who objected to military

service in the Gulf was carried on to the

plane by four military police.

The soldiers that the Stoners have coun-

seled are choosing different options. Some
who filed early as COs are nondeployable

and waiting in Germany until they are

discharged. Others have prepared claims

and moved to Saudi Arabia to await the

processing of their claims. Still others are

refusing orders or going "absent without

leave" (AWOL).
One young man the Stoners counseled

was a gunner on a fighting vehicle when his

faith was renewed in November. "I cannot

walk with Jesus and go to war," he now

says. In early December he informed his

commander about his convictions. Rather
than telling the soldier about proper pro-

cedure, the commander threatened him
with charges of fraudulent enlistment and
intent to miss deployment. Because the

soldier was late for duty after consulting

with a lawyer, he was confined to his

barracks for two weeks. Local peace
groups and Christians held vigils in sup-

port of the soldier and rallied media atten-

tion. He went AWOL when his unit was
moved to Saudi Arabia. Several days later

he reported back and was taken into cus-

tody. He now awaits court-martial.

Many soldiers calling the Stoners are

"selective objectors"—people who are

deeply religious and are applying the just-

war theory to the Persian Gulf situation.

They cannot legaUy file for a transfer or

discharge as "selective objectors," but
some do not want to fight because they

believe this particular war is not a just war.

Germany will continue to be an impor-

tant staging ground for U.S. troops fighting

in the Persian Gulf as well as a medical

treatment center and possibly a "rest and
recreation" site. Great need and opportu-

nity to work with American soldiers in

Germany will continue. As soldiers face the

reality of war, many will test their con-

sciences to see if they can kill. They need
support and encouragement.

—

from a re-

port by Andre Gingerich Stoner

Hawaiian 'luau' may
have invisible results,

say church planters

Honolulu, Hawaii (MBM)—Hawaiian
music filled the air, with the scents of

plumeria, ginger, and tuberose. The aroma
of food whetted the appetite for the tradi-

tional Hawaiian luau (feast) that was to

come. Yet all present knew this was not

going to be a truly typical luau. For all had
been invited with the express purpose of

enabling them to hear about Jesus
Christ—through song, testimony, and the

witness of his people.

The invitations mentioned the testimony

of Dick Jensen, who would sing and speak.

He is a weU-known "local boy" who had
enjoyed national fame, was arrested on
drug charges, and came to Jesus Christ.

He is a local television personality. Songs

and entertainment were also not of the

usual sort. A group called "The Women of

New Life" presented a Christian hula in

sign language.

The luau was an evangelistic outreach of

Dick Jensen, a local TV personality, shares his

Christian testimony during the "luau" sponsored

by the Mennonite church in Honolulu.

New Life Christian Fellowship, a new Men-
nonite congregation in Honolulu. All mem-
bers were encouraged by Pastor Gary Mor-
ris to invite "friends, family, acquain-

tances, and enemies." Hundreds of

personal invitations were made. Hundreds
more were sent via telecomputer to those

who had shown some interest in Christian-

ity in earlier contacts.

About 250 people were present that

night. Current average attendance for Sun-

day worship services is 50.

What were the results? As to what can

be seen by human eyes, five people came
forward to pray for deliverance from drugs

and alcohol and to follow Jesus. People

who knew them gathered around, offered

support, and talked to them further. Later,

the congregation learned several others in

the audience had been touched in some
way and wanted to know more about life

in Christ. Follow-up contacts were made.

The congregation is disappointed that

none of the people started attending wor-

ship services. But the congregation knows

that invisible results exist, or results that

can't be easily measured.

—

Judy Morris
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Planning for Oregon '91 are Environmental Task Force members (left to right) Jocele Meyer, Linda
Burr, Don Gingerich, and Carolyn Raffensperger Rogovin.

New environmental group
plans all-day workshop
for Oregon '91 in August

Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM)—Mennomte
Church members of the new Environmen-
tal Task Force met without their General
Conference Mennonite Church counter-

parts here on Jan. 11 to begin implement-
ing the "Stewardship of the Earth" state-

ment adopted by MC and GC delegates at

Normal '89.

A statement on the Persian Gulf crisis

and its possible impact on the environment
was one of the first actions taken by the
task force (see "Mennoscope," Jan. 22).

The group also began envisioning ways
churches can take responsibility for envi-

ronmentally sound congregational life, and
laid plans to develop a checklist for con-
gregational use.

Carolyn Raffensperger Rogovin, a mem-
ber of Oak Park (HI.) Mennonite Church,
spoke passionately about the Mennonite
Church's historic peacemaking tradition

and called the group to find ways to bring
this peacemaking experience into environ-

mental conflicts.

Much of the day was spent in planning
for an all-day workshop scheduled for Aug.
1 during Oregon '91, the biennial MC
convention. Task force member Kenton
Brubaker, a biology professor at Eastern
Mennonite College, was selected as the
moderator for the event. It will begin with
a trip into a stand of old-growth timber
outside the convention city, where the
group will participate in guided meditation
and worship and hear a presentation by a
U.S. Forest Service ecologist. The after-

noon, back at the convention center, wUl
focus on two issues: how Mennonite peace-
making traditions can mediate environ-

mental disputes and how churches can
model environmentally sound congrega-
tional life.

The task force, which will eventually be
a joint GC/MC group, hoped to begin with
both denominations represented. How-
ever, when GC appointments were de-
layed, the MC contingent decided to meet
unilaterally.—Eyerett Thomas

MBM and MCC workers
experiment in Bolivia

with integrated ministry

Santa Cruz, Bolivia (MCC)—An inte-

grated work in Christian word and deed

—

it is a powerful vision. When they consider
Jesus' example of healing bodies and
preaching redemption, many people be-
lieve it is impossible to minister to physical
needs and ignore the spiritual. It hurts
some church members that a split exists

within the Mennonite world. Mennonite
Central Committee is often known as the
"deed" agency and mission boards as

"word" ministries.

In an attempt to overcome this, workers
with MCC and Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions decided to work hand in hand in a
poor community here. In 1985 the two
organizations began an experiment in com-
bined community development and spiri-

tual ministries.

Before long, however, those involved

were forced to recognize the difficulties

inherent in their endeavor in the Heroes
del Chaco community, or throughout
Bolivia for that matter. The community is

strongly Roman Catholic, with deep rifts

between Catholics and "evangelicals."
Evangelicals is the generic name given to

non-Catholics throughout Latin America.
'To mix community development and

evangelical church planting gives rise to all

sorts of suspicions," says Steve "Tig" In-

tagliata, an MBM missionary. "You're sus-

pected of buying off the people, of stealing

the flock," by offering food or other goods.
MCC development workers would find

themselves cut off from the community if

they antagonized Catholics by evangeliz-

ing, Intagliata points out. The two most
recent MCC workers in Heroes del Chaco
have worked closely with a Catholic-affili-

ated literacy program, as well as with
Catholic-sponsored Mothers Clubs.

The Intagliatas and MCC workers have
had to acknowledge that they have differ-

ent agendas. "As mission board employ-
ees, we come to support specific churches;
MCCers come to work for the development
of the community in general," says Karen
Intagliata.

Although their agendas have not permit-
ted a fully integrated effort, they have
cooperated with one another and sup-
ported one another's work. MCCer Anna
Marie Schmidt attended Catholic mass on
Sunday and Mennonite church services on
Thursday. She was also involved in a Men-
nonite-sponsored youth group.

"I think this is where MCC belongs,

somewhere between the Catholics and the

evangelicals—to break down a bit some of

the polarizations," says Ron Diener, pas-

toral counselor to the MCC Bolivia team.
The polarization is something the In-

tagliatas have also been chipping away at.

From a Catholic family himself, Intagliata

is hurt by the black-and-white attitudes of
both evangelicals and Catholics. He recoils

at the doctrinaire tendencies of many
Bolivian evangelicals, for whom "being
saved" means "being saved from Catholi-

cism." He views his own faith journey as
one of transition or pilgrimage, rather than
repudiation.

To move beyond the prejudices, the
Intagliatas have attempted to form fiiend-

ships regardless of faith. They organized
an ecumenical Easter service a few years

ago. They have also encouraged the con-
gregation they helped start. Heroes del

Chaco Mennonite Church, to use Sunday
school materials produced by Catholics

and to sing songs written by Catholics.

Despite the realization that community
development and church planting are dif-

ficult to combine in their setting, the In-

tagliatas are stOl bothered at times that the

integration of the "word" and "deed" min-
istries is not being achieved to the degree
they had hoped. But they keep working at

it—Emily WUl
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Veterinarian helps meet needs. Phnom Penh, Cambodia (MCC)—Mennonite
Central Committee veterinarian Myrna Miller makes diagnoses often not encoun-
tered in North American veterinary work. She works primarily with Cambodia's
Central Veterinary Department in the capital city of Phnom Penh, overseeing
animal health work in Kandal, Kompong Speu, and Svay Rieng provinces. Pictured
is Miller with a Cambodian veterinarian, who is preparing to vaccinate catde. The
government relies heavily on Miller and three other expatriate veterinarians, since

most Cambodian veterinarians, along with doctors, teachers, and other "intellec-

tuals," were killed during the Khmer Rouge reign of terror in the late 1970s.

East and West German Mennonites
reunited in Berlin after 30 years

Berlin, Germany (MCC)—Mennonites
from eastern and western Germany wor-

shiped together for the first time in 30

years recently. They gathered for a week-
end reunion in this city at the sprawling

house known as Menno-Heim for a week-
end of sharing stories and renewing ac-

quaintances.

Most who attended were children when
the Berlin Wall was built in 1961 restricting

travel between West and East Germany.
Prior to that, families from the two coun-

tries joined for worship at Menno-Heim.
For East Germans, childhood memories of

that stayed with them through decades of

separation.

But the Berlin Wall started coming down
in 1989, and the two parts of Germany were
reunited last October. Mennonite Central

Committee workers Tim and LaVerna
Reimer, who live at Menno-Heim, helped

make the reunion possible.

Wolfgang Chevallier, an East German,
attended Mennonite gatherings at Menno-
Heim as a child, but seldom attended

church as an adult. But the sense of be-

longing to a Mennonite fellowship re-

mained strongly implanted in Chevallier's

mind. "We were so happy and cared for as

children at Menno-Heim," said Chevallier,

"where we talked abouf the Bible, God,
and Jesus, where we were fitted abun-

dantly with clothing and many other things,

where help was available for us in the East,

through a worldwide brotherhood."

The group discussed their common fu-

ture and the small East German Menno-
nite Church announced its decision to join

the West Berlin congregation. Many had
suggestions about what direction church
work in former East Germany should take.

East Germans expressed gratitude to con-

gregations in West Grermany for aid, but

agreed that eastern Germany must move
from receiving help to giving help.

"With small steps we must enter a com-
mon future," Chevallier said. "For 30 years

many of us hardly had contact with a

Mennonite congregation. Our spouses and
children are mostly nonchurched. We must
enable them and ourselves to experience

Mennonite congregational life once again."

mennoscope
• Peace book for special week at EMC. With
the outbreak of war in the Middle East,
Eastern Mennonite College arranged a special

purchase of 1,200 copies of the new book, A
Declaration on Peace, from Herald Press of
Mennonite PubUshing House. It was given to

every student, professor, and staff person for

use during "Peace Week" at the end of Jan-
uary. The book, written by four authors rep-

resenting the Mennonite, Quaker, and
Brethren traditions as well as the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, offers a dialogue on the
morality of war.

• Emergency Sabbath for peace. Seventeen
members of the 100-member First Mennonite
Church of Allentown, Pa., took the morning
off from work on Jan. 21 to protest the start

of war in the Middle East. They were taking
part in the "Emergency Sabbath" called by
Christian Peacemaker Teams, a Brethren/
Mennonite peace group. The 17 met at their

church for prayer and then drafted a state-

ment to send to government officials and
others. It expressed sorrow over "the satisfac-

tion and fascination some Americans are ex-

hibiting over battle" and confessed that "we
are personally guilty of benefiting from the
military might" of the United States.

• Peace witness at town meeting. "We com-
mit ourselves to care for and pray for all of
those involved in the Gulf War," said a state-

ment drafted by the leaders of Peoria (111.)

North Mennonite Church. "When the war
ends, we will advocate a just peace, a healing

of wounds, and a lasting reconciliation." The
statement was then presented by Pastor Ryan
Ahlgrim at a "town meeting" on Jan. 19.

• Eastern Board gets $6.3 mUlion. Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions received $6.3

million in contributions in 1990. This was
short of the $6.9 million budget, although it

was a 6 percent increase over the previous

year. Of the total, $4.9 million came from
Eastern Board's primary constituency—Lan-
caster Conference. Costs in 1990 were re-

duced to $6.5 million, but that still means a

$200,000 deficit carried over to 1991. Financial

director Norman Shenk said funds on hand to

start the new year were sufficient for only

three weeks of operation. Eastern Board cur-

rently has 176 missionaries in 23 foreign coun-

tries in addition to a variety of church planting

and social service programs in the Eastern
United States.

• Interest in music and worship. Mennonites
are keenly interested in strengthening the

music and worship of their congregations,

judging by the large turnout—over 90—at the

fourth annual conference for worship and
music leaders at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center, Jan. 4-6. The main resource

persons were Ken Nafziger, a music professor

at Eastern Mennonite College and music edi-

tor of the upcoming Brethren/Mermonite hym-
nal, and Meiriene Kropf, the worship/spirituality

secretary at Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries. Included in the conference

were workshops on the use of £irt in worship.

• Rosedale Bible Institute's largest term.
Some 170 students enrolled in Januaiy for

Rosedale Bible Institute's largest six-week

term of the 1990-91 academic year. In addition

to regular day-time classes, it offers an eve-

ning class for the local community on "The
Drama of Redemption," taught by Mennonite
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evangelist Glen Sell. Special events this term
include revival meetings led by prison worker
Nelson Coblentz. RBI, located near Irwin,

Ohio, is operated by Conservative Confer-

ence.

•An anonymous $150,000 gift. Rosedale
Bible Institute can now proceed with plans for

a new building, thanks to a $150,000 contribu-

tion from an anonymous donor. About a year
ago the RBI board had set a $200,000 goal for

a multi-housing imit that would provide much-
needed additional housing for RBI staff and
for married students. But gifts only "trickled

in," said President Richard Showalter. Then
came the deluge from an imnamed supporter.

Construction will begin in April.

• Church planting in Australia. A Mennonite
congregation is being established in

Australia's largest city, Sydney, under the
leadership of Mary and Mark Hurst, who were
sent by Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. The Australian Conference of Evangel-
ical Mennonites commissioned them on Jan.

13. Four members of the emerging congrega-
tion took part in the commissioning. The
Hursts hope to establish a network of house
churches that will gather together as "Sydney
Mennonite Fellowship."

• Pastor transitions:

Phil Barr was installed as pastor of Allensville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church on Jan. 6. Ordained
by Allegheny Conference in 1987, he served
most recently as a missionary in Guatemala.

Ken Johnson Shenk was licensed by Ohio Con-
ference for ministry among Japanese people
in the state on Jan. 27. He served previously

as a missionary in Japan.

Evelyn Shenk was licensed by Virginia Confer-
ence as a hospital chaplain on Jan. 13. The
ceremony was held at Shalom Mennonite
Congregation, Harrisonburg, Va.

Ronald Czecholinski was licensed as a pastoral
team member at Family of Hope, Harrison-
burg, Va., on Dec. 2. The congregation was
started about a year ago.

• Missionary transitions:

Otis and Betfy Hochstetler returned to Brazil in

January. They are Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions workers who currently lead a church-
planting effort in suburban Curitiba. Their
address is CP 748, 80001 Curitiba, PR, Brazil.

Janna Steiner returned from BoUvia in January
following a five-month MBM assignment as a

"mission partner." She assisted missionaries
in a low-income area of Santa Cruz. Her
address is 13687 North Dr., Dalton, OH 44618.

• Coming events:

Antique Quilt Show, Apr. 4-7, at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School. It will consist of
about 80 quilted bedcoverings made by Men-
nonites and Amish before 1942. It is a
fundraiser for the school's new audito-
rium/fine arts center, which is currently under
construction. More information from the
school at 2176 Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster,
PA 17602; phone 717 299-0436.

125th Anniversary Celebration, Aug. 10-11, at
Sycamore Grove Mennonite Church, Garden
City, Mo. This marks the start of organized
worship by Mennonites in Cass County. More
information from Dennis Ernest at the church,
Box 320, Garden City, MO 64747; phone 816
862-8514.

• New books:
Surviving Without Romance by Mary Lou Cum-

mings. This is a collection of life stories told

by African women who struggle for freedom
and dignity despite poverty, injustice, and
polygamy. The author, who is now the editor
of Franconia Conference News, spent a year
in Africa Ustening to women tell about their

lives. The book, published by Herald Press,

is available for $9.95 (in Canada $12.50).

Firstfruits Living by Lynn Miller. Through lively

stories and Bible study, the book shows how
Christians can give back to God the best part
of their God-given resources of money and
time. The author is a popular speaker and
writer and the pastor of South Union Menno-
nite Church of West Liberty, Ohio. The book,
published by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House, is available for $5.95 (in Canada
$7.50).

new members
Wellman, Iowa: Todd Jeffrey Chandlee and
Todd Randal Troyer

Maple Grove, New Wilmington, Pa.: Joseph
and Millie Doutt, Jim and Alice Davis, and
David and Betty Goehring.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.: Maria Burk-
holder and Laura Click

Ghanaians help Liberians. Accra,

Ghana CMBM^—Mennonites in

Ghana continue assisting with relief

efforts for thousands of Liberian ref-

ugees who came to Ghana last year

to escape civil war in their own coun-
try. Ghana Mennonite Church, with

13 other IVotestant churches of the

Ghana Christian Council, has con-
tributed corn, beans, and other foods

for daily feeding of over 6,000 refu-

gees sheltered at Buduguram Recep-
tion Center outside the capital city of
Accra. Pictured are three of the nine

Ghanaian Mennonite women who
helped cook the food—Oeft to right)

Felicia Adjololo, Margaret Awatey,
and Rebecca Akpor. Among the peo-
ple who left Liberia and came to

Ghana were Mennonite Board of
Missions workers Stephen and Doro-
thy Wiebe-Johnson, who are now
serving Ghana Mennonite Church.

Kalona, Iowa: Tiffany Bender, Vicki Bender,
Peter Eberly, Beth Gingerich, Jenny
Ibandahl, Sally Mast, Chris Miller, Brigette
Nisly, Tim Hochstedler, LaVerta Chambers,
and Lynn and Mary Brenneman.

Maple Grove, Hartville, Ohio: Tracy Robin-
son, Pauline and Cheiyl Bender, and Regina
Schlabach.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa; Charles Blymier
Pleasant View, North Lawrence, Ohio:
Eldon and Dorothy King, and Dan, Sharon,
Bob, Scott, Steve, Lynette, and Laura
Schlabach.

births

Good-Christophel, Kevin and Jeanette, Alta
Verapaz, Guatemala, Hannah Ruth (first

child), Dec. 7.

King, Tom and Lori (Klopfenstein), Archbold,
Ohio, Isaac Christian (third child), Jan. 10.

Lehman, Brent and Karen, Hesston, Kan., Wal-
ter William, Nov. 4.

Miller, Phil and Kathy (Smith), Hartville, Ohio,
Rachelle Ruth (first child), Oct. 21.

Miller, Tracy and Janet (Miller), Louisville,

Ohio, Kristen Renee (second child), Aug. 8.

Nickel, Alvin and Fern (Martin), Rosemary,
Alta., Jessamy Glenda (fourth child), Nov. 13.

Nolder, Gary and Rosi (Nisly), Selingsgrove,

Pa., Bryndee Anne (first child), Nov. 3.

Rudy, Jonathan and Carolyn (Peachey), La
Junta, Colo., Solomon James (first child),

Jan. 5.

Steckly, Lowell and Wendy (Martin), Salem,
Ore., Jodi Rae (third child), Jan. 5.

Strickland, Thomas R and Cynthia (Robin-
son), Bridgewater, Va., Sarah Ann (first child),

Jan. 6.

Stutzman, Kermit and Pauline (Glenn), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., Jodi Lynn (second child), Jan.
8.

Wengerd, Marlin and Tina (Toth), Dalton,

Ohio, Alison Gail (second child), Dec. 3.

Weaver, David and Emily, Newton, Kan., Mi-
randa Lauren (first child), Dec. 13.

Weaver, Joseph and Juanita (Shrock), Hart-
ville, Ohio, Alyssa Joy (second child), Jan. 3.

Weaver, Robert and Phyllis, Hesston, Kan.,
Adam Samuel (third child), Nov. 18.

Wimmer, Dean and Julie (Clemmer), Harleys-
ville. Pa., Chelsea Ann (second child), Jan. 11.

marriages
BuUer-Janzen: Tim Buller and Kim Janzen

(Whitestone), Hesston, Kan., Dec. 29.

Waters-Hamburgen Richard Waters, Hydro,
Okla. (Pleasant View), and Marilyn Ham-
burger, Weatherford, Okla. (Zion Evangelical

Free Church), Oct. 20 by Daryl Driver.
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deaths
Good, Aaron S., 87, Knoxville, Tenn. Bom:

Feb. 23, 1903, to Emmanuel and Emma
(Shenk) Good. Died: Oct 31, 1990, at Newton,
Kan. Survivors—wife: Elizabeth M. Good;
children: Lowell, Marvin, Dorthea, Bertha,
Ellen; 13 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchil-

dren; brother: Noah. Funeral and burial: Nov.

5, Salem Mennonite Church, Elida, Ohio, by
Merlin Good and Kenneth Good.

Jantzi, Emmanuel, 57, Wellesley, Ont. Bom:
Sept. 6, 1933, to Amos and Nancy (Gerber)

Jantzi. Died: Jan. 11, 1991. Survivors—wife:

Loreen Zehr; children: Larry, Sandra, Keith;

sisters: Mary Lichti, Eva Albrecht. Funeral
and burial: Jan. 14, Mapleview Mennonite
Church by Victor Dorsch.

Kipfer, Ross, 49, Kitchener, Ont. Bom: to

Elmer and Annie Kipfer. Died: Jan. 6, 1991.

Survivors—wife: Sharon MacKenzie; chil-

dren: Randy, David; 2 grandchildren; broth-

ers: Gary and Richard; mother. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 9, First Mennonite Church by
Brice Bahner.

Mast, Morris, 50, State College, Pa. Bom: Dec.

8, 1940, Kalona, Iowa, to Henry and Wilma
(Yoder) Mast. Died: Jan. 9, 1991. Survivors-
wife: Rebecca Ann Brown; children: Katha-
rine Shreiner and Randall; brother and sister:

Clifford Mast, Ada Hallman; father and step-

mother: Hazel Gingerich Mast. Membership:

University Mennonite Church. Funeral: Jan.

12, by Ed and Kathrine Rempel and Robert
Shriener, Sr.

Ober, Viola G., 92, Elizabethtown, Pa. Bom:
June 28, 1898, Manheim Twp., Pa., to Jacob
and Emma (Crist) Redcay. Died: Dec. 23,

1990. Survivors—daughter: Erma Shenk; 2

grandchildren; 3 great-grandchildren; broth-

ers and sisters: Leroy, Earl, Robert, Melvin,
Lottie Morehead. Predeceased by husband
(Robert B. Ober). Membership: Landis Valley
Mennonite Church. Funeral: Dec. 27 by Lester
M. Hoover and George M. Hurst.

Roth, Martha, 88, Kalona, Iowa. Bom: Mar. 16,

1902, Seward Co., Neb., to Daniel and Anna
(Erb) Schweitzer. Died: Jan. 11, 1991. Survi-

vors—7 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: Agnes Steckly, Estella

Schweitzer, Orval, Dan. Predeceased by Benja-
min J. Roth (husband), 2 sons (Merton and
Raymond), one daughter (Elaine Eash). Fu-
neral: Jan. 12, Kalona Mennonite Church by
David Groh and Ken Steckly. Burial: Sugar
Creek Mennonite Cemetety-

Shenk, Hattie M., 93, Elida, Ohio. Bom: Aug.
24, 1897, West Liberty, Ohio, to Daniel and
Barbara (Huber) King. Died: Dec. 12, 1990.

Surviving—children: Paul D., Mark, Clayton,

Luella Layman; 10 grandchildren; 17 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by Otho B. Shenk
(husband). Funeral: Dec. 19, by Larry Rohrer.
Burial: Salem Cemetery.

Swartzendruber, Urie, 94, Kalona, Iowa.

Bom: Oct. 6, 1896, to Christian P. and Annie
(Swartzendruber) in Iowa Co., Iowa. Died:
Jan. 3, 1991. Survivors—children: Audrey
Hochstetler, Fem Eash, Mary Lois, Dale; 12
grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren; 4 step-
children: Ruth Brenneman, Mary Etta May-
ward, Fanni Birky, and Kenneth Mamer; 17

stepgrandchildren; 14 step-great-grandchil-
dren. Predeceased by Norma Kinsinger (first

wife) and Sadie Mamer (second wife). Fu-
neral: Jan. 7, Kalona Mennonite Church by
David Groh. Burial: West Union Cemetery.

Weaver, Ernest E., 64, HartviUe, Ohio. Bom:
Mar. 29, 1926, in Indiana to William M. and
Fannie (Stutzman) Weaver. Died: Dec. 29,

1990. Survivors—wife: Mabel Schlabach; chil-

dren: Marvin, Thomas, Steven, Timothy,
Ruth Miller, Rebecca Lubbers, Pauline Webb,
Deborah Hough, Leona Sommers, Janet,
Anita; 21 grandchildren; mother. Funeral:
Dec. 29, Maple Grove Mennonite Church by
Herman Weaver, Jr., and Joseph Yoder.
Burial: Walnut Grove Cemetery.

Yoder, Ida E., 94, BerUn, Ohio. Bom: 1896,
Hohnes Co., Ohio, to S. D. and Mary (Miller)

Miller. Died: Dec. 8, 1990. Survivors—chil-

dren: Mary Hummel, Geneva Mullet, Gladys
Mast, Caii, Vera Boyd, Mabel Rottman, Betty
Ebersole, Judy Stutzman; 29 grandchildren; 68
great-grandchildren. Predeceased by Lincoln

Yoder (husband) and an infant son. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 11, Beriin Mennonite Church by
Leon Shrock and Phil Ebersole.

calendar
Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 8-9

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

School for Ministers, Waterloo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board ofMissions board of directors,
Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship, Hesston, Kan.,

Feb. 28-Mar. 2

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 1-2

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,
Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,

Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9
Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board
of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, 111.,

Mar. 14-16

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991

Geography fair opens windows. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMHS)—Lucy Draper opened
the "window" on the Philippines at Eastern Mennonite High School's geography
fair conducted by seventh-graders at the school. Her display was one of more than

15 countries researched by her classmates. "Geography: Window on a Changing
World" was the title of this year's fair. Five groups of local elementary school

children attended the fair along with EMHS students, parents, and faculty.

Elbowing through the fair was to experience the hubbub of a multicultural bazaar.

Students served Honduran sopaipillas, hot English tea and crumpets, and Israeb

humus on pita bread. Lisa Morcos, whose father had recendy visited China, gave
lessons on how to write "How are you?" in Chinese. Others donned native clothes,

calling out to passersby to inspect their goods—handcrafted artifacts, sheep wool
for Australian markets, household tools. Videos and slide shows flashed scenes of

wild animals from Botswana and of Egyptian people. Draper explained that her
father, a teacher at James Madison University, acquired some of the items in her
display during a recent trip to the Philippines with a group of university students.
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"/n grief, one feels deeply that the heart will never
dance again . . . but healing holds surprises."

David W. Augsburger

Dancing in the Dark:
A Sister Grieves
A brother will always be a brother, but if you are lucky, he will also be your friend.

Elsie K. Neufeld's brother John was her friend. The bond between them was much
deeper than an ordinary brother-sister relationship. Then John was killed in an
automobile accident.

As Elsie shares honestly and personally her journey through grief, she helps to
illuminate the questions that are stirred by crises. There are no easy answers, she
admits. There are no quick recipes for dealing with the painful experiences of death
and grief. In her story is the added element of forgiveness. Her brother was killed by a
drunk driver.

"Elsie Neufeld's psalmist-like honesty encourages readers to accept that they, too, can
move through their own pain and loss of innocence to new freedom and
growth."—Katie Funk Wiebe
Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95

Miscarriage:
A Quiet Grief
The loss of a baby through miscarriage can leave parents filled with doubt, anger, and

many questions. Here Nelson and Ellen Kraybill share the struggle they experienced
in dealing with this pain. They found no easy answers, but they do tell of God's care
and healing presence. Through Scripture, poetry, and their own reflection, they offer
hope and encouragement to others who share this experience.
Paper, $1.75; in Canada $2.15

Steps to Hope
"The tragedy isn't that Christians have problems. The tragedy is our reluctance to get

help because we're ashamed to let others know what's happening to us."—Joyce M
Shutt

Families coping with dependency and failure will find hope through the beatitudes
and the Twelve Step Program uniquely combined in this book by Joyce M. Shutt. She
has experienced the pain of alcohol addiction in her family. As she describes the
contributions Families Anonymous and Alcoholics Anonymous made to their healing
as a family, she shows how such experiences point us toward God, the ultimate healer.
Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press
(include 15% for shipping—minimum $1.50).

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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editorials

Let the dialogue continue
Part of the Anabaptist-Mennonite genius, as I

understand it, is talk. We believe the Holy Spirit

speaks as God's children dialogue with each

other. Fuller understanding of God's ways and

purposes comes as we tackle difficult issues.

Tlie decision to commission the article on ho-

mosexuality, "Different Love" (page 5), came
through such a process. The editors of Meeting-

house, an organization of Mennonite and Breth-

ren in Christ periodicals, developed the idea in

discussions last summer. Together we discerned

this as one way to tackle a tough subject.

But do we have to air these issues in print?

Would they not be better handled in local confer-

ences or congregations, giving less chance for

misunderstanding or even offense? What will

this say to non-Christians who look on?

As a Mennonite journalist, I'm committed to

print as one good way for churchwide conversa-

tion to take place. Where else can so many par-

ticipate in the discussion? Gospel Herald with a

circulation of 22,000 counts more than 55,000

readers per week. By contrast, Mennonite Gen-

eral Assembly expects 1,700 at Oregon '91 this

summer.
The question of what continued discussion of

issues says to persons outside the church needs

attention. Yet I believe if we seriously tackle dif-

ficult issues and let the Holy Spirit direct our

process, we'd be surprised at the numbers of

persons attracted to a church that takes seri-

ously Scripture, individual beliefs, and commu-
nity discernment.

But why homosexuality? Hasn't the Mennonite

Church already spoken to this issue?

It has. Mermonite General Board—on appoint-

ing a listening cormnittee for homosexual con-

cerns—said: "[We] affirm the historic stance of

the church that heterosexual relations outside of

marriage and homosexual relations are contrary

to the will of God."

Gospel Herald accepts that statement. We be-

lieve it came through prayer and discernment. It

represents the community at work on this issue.

Not everyone agrees. Some are persons who
would call themselves homosexual. Others are

their families, who struggle with relationships

and acceptance. Still others are heterosexuals

who don't agree for a variety of reasons: process,

interpretation of Scripture, language.

Thus we must keep on talking. Even as we
take a position we must continue dialogue with

those who disagree. To do otherwise is to doubt
that the Holy Spirit can continue to speak to us

as we talk with each other.

"Different Love" is an attempt by Gospel Her-

ald and Meetinghouse to work at this process

with an informational piece about three groups

taking seriously ministry to persons with homo-
sexual orientation and their families. The article

attempts to describe, not take a position.

In the future we will continue to deal with this

and other topics. To do so is part of the mission

to which God has called Gospel Herald as "the

weekly magazine of the Mennonite Church." We
welcome your feedback.—y/p

Readers keep on saying

The second most popular part of this maga-

zine are the letters. That's how you responded

to a 1990 reader survey (the most popular are

the feature articles). So we've moved "Readers

Say" up front and incorporated what was once

"Hear, Hear!" into our letters column.

We welcome your letters. A few pointers for

when you write.

• Sign your name. Anonymous letters will not

be printed. We may withhold your name if you

request for personal reasons.

• Attack ideas, not people. We will not print

letters calling into question another's faith. We
will use letters that disagree with ideas.

• Keep it short That's the request we get

most often from readers. It applies to letters.

We reserve the right to edit.

• Stick to one point. Sometimes you'd like to

make many. Resist. You'll have a better chance

of being printed if you stick to one.

The Mennonite Church is better for its inter-

change. Through "Readers Say" you can join the

discussion.—y/p
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The Middle East, birthplace of three major religions,

has been the scene of conflict for centuries.
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Now that there's war in the Middle East:

Which of Isaiah's songs
are we to sing?

"What will one answer the messengers of the na-
tion? 'The Lord has founded Zion, and in her the

[oppressed] of his people find refuge.'
"—Isa. 14:32

TWenty-seven centuries ago a vast coalition of

nations and armies extended from Egypt to

what is now Lebanon and Iran, Syria and Saudi
Arabia, and even part of Iraq. The coahtion was
brought together by intensive diplomatic effort

and coercion against a tyrant. This tyrant,

Sargon, from his capital near Baghdad, sent ex-

peditionary forces across his borders in search

of an empire that would control trade routes
from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea.

His empire would earn revenues from a provin-

cial system of subject peoples. In the midst of

these competing forces was a tiny nation occupy-
ing a narrow strip of land from the Jordan
River's west bank to the Mediterranean Sea, the

nation of Judah.

Within Judah there was debate. Did Judah
have the means to resist the coalition of states

fighting against imperial domination? Could
Judah remain free by allying itself with the em-
pire and its king? Would Judah remain free in a
coalition headed by Babylon?
Isaiah the prophet knew of these questions,

but he did not answer them. There is no indica-

by

Ben C.

Ollen-

berger



Like Judah*s leaders, we may he tempt-

ed to think that in the correct assess-

ment of our political situation we can
find the best way to secure our future.

tion that he considered them important or even
that they interested him. What did interest and
concern Isaiah was that Judah's leaders thought

they could find, in the correct assessment of

their political situation, the most promising way
to secure Judah's future.

Isaiah believed that Judah's leaders were tragi-

cally mistaken in this thinking, that if they acted

on it, Judah's future would not be secured. The
diplomatic and coercive pressures on Judah
must be understood not politically, Isaiah said,

but theologically. The choices Judah faced were
not political and military but religious. The
power on which Judah had to rely, and with

which it had to ally itself, was not that of Baby-
lon or Syria or Egypt or Assyria but that of the

Lord God of hosts. The wisdom which Judah
needed was not that of politicians or diplomats

or generals, Isaiah said, but that of God's word.

The counsel Isaiah offered Judah's leaders

was most certainly political, but it was properly

political. That's because it was prophetic. It was
truly prophetic because it arose from—and de-

manded obedience to—God's word.

Isaiah's counsel to Judah's leaders, the course

he urged them to pursue, was strikingly asym-
metrical with the threat to Judah. Judah faced

armaments, and Isaiah counseled the practice of

justice. Judah faced invasion, and Isaiah coun-

seled trust in God alone. Judah defended itself

with fortifications, weapons, and foreign alli-

ances, and Isaiah promised they would fail.

When Isaiah sings this song, we want to join

the chorus. We want to sing clearly and without

ambiguity that God's ways are not the ways of

the nations.

But Isaiah also said that the empire whose ar-

mies crushed Syria and Israel—and threw their

siege weapons against the gates of Jerusalem

—

was the very rod of God's anger. Isaiah said that

it was God who would break the imperial army
and trample it underfoot. The prophecies in

Isaiah say it was God acting in the lightning con-

quests of CjTus the Persian. Cyrus was not just

a man of war but God's designated king. He was
God's own anointed, messiah, by whose victory

over Babylon God ended Jerusalem's bondage.

The victory comforted God's people, so that the

glory of the Lord should be revealed, and all

flesh should see it together. Here Isaiah's voice

sings a different song, in a minor key, with

chords that offend our ears.

Now there is another coalition waging war with
Iraq, on the soil of ancient empires. In the trag-

edy of the situation—in which children are los-

ing their parents and parents their children, fami-

lies are losing their future and hope, and nations

their souls—we face a great temptation. We are

tempted to unwarranted certainty about which
of Isaiah's songs we are to sing. We are tempted
to think, in a most unprophetic manner, that

God's thoughts and ways differ only fi-om those

of the nations. Isaiah said they differ from our
own: they are as far removed from ours as

heaven is from the earth.

This is a time for grief and lament: that inno-

cent people are perishing, that the poverty of

the poor is intensifying, that the bonds of the

captive are tightening, and that the wisdom of

this world's leaders is like a desert wadi—

a

deep stream bed empty and dry. But so is ours.

This is no time for smugness and self-certainty

on our part; nothing could be less prophetic.

We are tempted to assume, in this situation,

that we know what to say. If we do know what to

say, and what needs to be said, then it will be
because we have returned to the Word of God
and have bound our thinking to it.

The wisdom of which Judah stood in great

need, and of which we stand in great need, is

not that of politicians or diplomats or generals,

or of ourselves. It is the wisdom of God's word.

If we have truly sought it and searched it and
heard it, then we can speak and must speak. But
if we have not, then we have nothing important
to say.

"But the Lord is in his holy temple; let all the

earth keep silence before him.

"

—Hab. 2:20

Ben C. Ollenburger, Elkhart, Ind., teaches Old Tes-

tament at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies. This article was part of an "Emergency
Sabbath" observance at AMBS on Jan. 21.

Once again we have sought the Word of God and heard it, we
can and must speak. Until then we have nothing important to say,
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"For we do not proclaim
ourselves; we proclaim Jesus
Christ as Lord and ourselves
as your slaves for Jesus
sake."
—2 Cor. 4:5, NRSV

The war on TV
I am outraged by your editorial "The

Bad News on TV" (Jan. 22). I totally

agree with the rules the Pentagon has
set for media coverage of the war. Then
I read the statement, "People need to

see it [war] in all its bloody gruesome-
ness." Some adults seem to enjoy seeing

this. However, children are frightened

and horrified by it.

Two of my three children are old

enough to watch the news. I want them
to grow up being informed. However, if

TV shows what you seem to think we
need to see, they will grow up being hor-

rified at what people can do to one an-

other. Somehow I don't think that wUl
show them what being "peace-loving" is

all about.

Sue Eicher

Archbold, Ohio

Outstanding content and style

Congratulations on your editorship of

Gospel Herald. I appreciate your editori-

als, especially the excellent "Fighting
About Peace" (Jan. 8). In fact, that

whole issue was outstanding in both con-
tent and style.

I appreciate also the news reports, es-

pecially the announcement of DoneUa
Clemens' nomination as moderator-elect
of the Mennonite Church. (I was happy
to hear of this and very distressed to

read some negative reaction to it.)

Laura H. Weaver
Evansville, Ind.

Who will witness
to a limited war?
Now that there is war, what shall be

the church's response? Our church's dis-

cussion on Sunday was instructive. We
came to no clear conclusion. Most of us
felt very uncomfortable with demonstrat-
ing. A few people said that maybe this

war is not completely wrong. Perhaps
this is a "just" war.

This raises a host of issues for the
Mennonite church. Can there be a just

war? Is this war a proper use of the
sword by the worldly magistrates? In
this case represented by the U.N. and
the U.S.?

I do not know if this is a just war, but
I am convinced good people can and do
beheve it is. Since some of these are

Mennonites, what should our response
be?

More and more people are saying that
since the war is just, let's destroy Iraq
and get it over with. This is precisely
the attitude we must fight against. A
just war must be fought justly. What
does this mean?

1. Push for respect for the noncombat-
ants. We must not take it out on civilian

populations.

2. Help those groups who might suffer

prejudicial treatment because of their

identification with the enemy. Never
again must any group be treated like the

Japanese-Americans were during World
War n.

3. Fight for a limited war. A war is just

only to the extent that it stops aggres-
sion. The objective of the just war must
not be destruction of the enemy but
peace.

War is here, and there are two peace
positions that must be heard within our
church. Most Mennonites will press for

an immediate end to the war, believing

that all war is wrong. My argument is

that there is a second form of peace wit-

ness: the just war. If we in the church
do not call for a limited war, who will?

Mitchell Brown
Wilmette, III.

Losing the vision

of Christ and the church
Frequently Gospel Herald writers

quote Gal. 3:28: "In Christ . . . there is

no male or female." There appears to be
some effort to make the Bible say two
different things, based on culture and
supposedly new interpretations.

Obviously one can make innumerable
statements and conclusions from this

passage. But sm-ely we could agree that

certain areas of behavior and interaction

are not appropriate.

To me the Galatians passage speaks
simply of our being accepted into

Christ's body. That includes Jew and
Greek, Iraqi and Iranian.

The word "head," as has been ex-

plained by students of the original lan-

guage, means to lead. Are we losing the
vision of Christ and his church after

which marriage is patterned? I'm afraid

so. Let us abide by the Bible.

Jonathan Stoltzfus

Goshen, Ind.

Bringing peace and
evangelism together
Right on, Wayne Nitzsche, for saying,

let us bring our evangehsm and our
peace and social concerns committees to

gether in "How Ohio Grows Mennonite
Churches" by Joanne Lehman (Jan. 8).

That we so divide the gospel of Jesus
Christ must surely be a major factor in

our failures as both evangelists and
peacemakers. A sound first step would
be to include such Scriptures as Rom.
5:6-11 and Eph. 2:11-22 in our basic
peace passages. And to root our efforts

for justice firmly in the cross as per
Rom. 3:21-26.

D. R. Yoder

Atlanta, Ga.
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Everett Thomas: a new leader for

by

Kathy

After 18 months on the job, the

new executive secretary finds

^ r . MBCM "a most exhilarating
ojziger

challenging place to he,**

When Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries was looking for a new executive secre-

tary three years ago, they didn't turn to an expe-

rienced pastor. Instead they found the person

they needed in a Mennonite high school adminis-

trator.

Everett Thomas, Goshen, Ind., began work as

the new executive secretary of MBCM in August
1989. Bringing with him the perspective of a

church elder, conference delegate, and former

school administrator, today he seeks to lead

MBCM in articulating a new vision for Menno-
nite congregational life.

Previous executive secretaries at MBCM have

been experienced church pastors. But although

Everett is a master of divinity candidate at Asso-

ciated Mennonite BibUcal Seminaries, he has

not pastored a congregation. However, he's held

nearly every lay position at Walnut Hill Menno-
nite Church in Goshen, where he and his fam-

ily—wife Barbara, son Matthew (14), and daugh-

ter Michelle (11) attend. Everett has served as

congregational chair, Sunday school teacher,

youth sponsor, music director, and conference

delegate.

Although Everett says his heart is primarily in

congregational life, until now his career has been

in Christian education. He spent 17 years at

Bethany Christian High School in Goshen, first

as an English teacher, then assistant principal,

and finally as director of development. The lat-

ter included student recruitment, publicity, and

fund-raising. Everett appeared to be on the way
to a chief administrative position with another

Mennonite school when MBCM called. In fact,

he and his family were preparing to move to

Florida to take on a school principal assignment

when Everett was approached about working

with MBCM.
Everett says it didn't take long for him to ac-

cept the assignment. In MBCM he suddenly dis-

covered a role that dealt only with congrega-

tional life issues. After being on the job for over

a year and a half, Everett says he still finds

MBCM a "most exhilarating and challenging

place to be."

According to Everett, MBCM has served for

the last 20 years as a kind of "catch-all" agency

for the Mennonite Church. It has been asked to

tackle issues and problems that didn't fit under

the jurisdiction of other church program boards.

At the same time, the board tried to scrape by
on the smallest financial base of all the program
boards—$485,000 operating budget in 1990 com-

pared to the multimillion dollar budgets of some
other boards. In the past MBCM often ran over

its budgets in order to keep valuable projects

going.

Two years ago, MBCM board members and
staff began to develop a new vision for Menno-
nite congregational life that would provide a new
continuity and cohesiveness in their work with

the Mennonite Church. The resulting vision was
formally adopted in June 1989 by MBCM's
board of directors. Then at Normal '89 MBCM
presented its new platform statement to General

Assembly delegates.

The new platform calls for MBCM to move
away from offering an array of miscellaneous ser-

vices to an integrated focus on three areas of

congregational life: worship, community, and mis-

sion. All programs and services will issue from

one of these, according to Everett.

In the area of worship, MBCM will continue

providing worship materials for conference nur-

ture commissions. In the area of community,

MBCM will continue to expand conference fam-

ily life ministries. In the area of congregational

mission, MBCM seeks a renewed emphasis on

Anabaptist teachings.

For example, "Peace and justice concerns

have been integrated with mission and outreach.

"We intend to make sure that congregations do

not lose our peace convictions as they empha-
size congregational growth and expansion," Ever-

ett says.

0,'ne of Everett's dreams for the next five

years is setting up a group of "Partners-at-

Large," a churchwide network of gifted people

available to serve as resources to congregations

and conferences across the Mennonite Church.

These partners will be people who understand

MBCM's vision for congregational hfe and are

able to share with congregations their skills in

such areas as peacemaking, music, congrega-

tional decision-making processes, cell groups,

and mediation services.

Everett ^Iso sees leadership as a major respon-

sibility for MBCM. He is currently putting to-

gether a staff of persons who will work on leader-

ship concerns. This wA\ include assisting

conference ministers in finding pastors for their

congregations. A Ministerial Information Center

will be part of this work.
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a new MBCM

MBCM also carries responsibility for the Envi-
ronmental Task Force, the Ordination Polity

Committee, and the Listening Committee for Ho-
mosexual Concerns. In addition, this board also

administers the Student Aid Fund for Non-
registrants. It's a lot of responsibility, Everett ad-
mits. He also says that MBCM reahzes there is

a stronger need to articulate a vision behind
these programs than to put all its energy into

simply providing and administering them.
"Our congregations are all over the map in

terms of what they think a Mennonite congrega-
tion should look like," says Everett. "MBCM
has been charged with the responsibility of say-
ing, 'This is the Anabaptist vision for congrega-
tional life.' It's not a specific model to hold up
and be copied but a direction toward which a

congregation can grow."

Everett faces the challenge of carrying out this

far-reaching multidimensional vision on a rela-

tively small budget and staff. Currently, MBCM
has 12 people on its staff, many working part
time.

Recognizing the need for more budget for

MBCM in order to fulfill its mandate, Menno-
nite General Board agreed in April 1990 to in-

crease MBCM's funding base by 10 percent
each year for the next five years. This money
will not be soUcited by fund-raising, but MBCM
will rely on gifts from congregations. Everett,
who gained considerable skill and experience in

program administration and fund-raising in his

years at Bethany Christian High School, beheves
this to be the most authentic way for MBCM to
increase its support base. To date it appears to
be working. MBCM's Life Planning program for

youth is now self-supporting; its deficit was paid
off in February 1990. At one point the Life Plan-
ning deficit was $46,000.

MBCM's general operating deficit has also
been whittled down from $40,000 to $10,000 with
a good chance of it being completely paid off by
June 1991. This will mark the first time in 10
years that MBCM has been debt-free.

Everett beheves MBCM has been reshaped
into a structure for the '90s and beyond. Instead
of letting the agency zigzag from project to proj-
ect, Everett uses the analogy of a wheel. With
MBCM's vision as a hub, each of its ministries-
worship, community, and mission—become a
spoke in the wheel that will help take the Menno-
nite Church into the next century.

Kathy Nofziger is a free-lance writer who lives in

Goshen, Ind.

Everett Thomas, new executive secretary ofMBCM, with staff member
Marlene Kropf "I believe that our church institutions often minister as
much to their employees as to those that they serve.

"

The new executive secretary of
MBCM reflects on how he came
to serve the church in one of its

five program boards.

Why I work
for the church
by Everett J. Thomas

I work for the church because it is the most sig-

nificant work I can do. I also work for the church
because its institutions have kept me on the path
of faithfulness. Without Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, church schools, congregational life, and
Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries, I

would probably be one of the many baby boom-
ers currently disassociated with the Mermonite
Church.

As a very provincial Lancaster County, Pa.,

teenager, MCC chose me as one of several youth
to participate in a 1969 Peace Section study tour
of the Middle East. I applied on a whim, and
was accepted—much to my surprise. Grandma
Miller loaned me $200 for the 20-day excursion
through Jordan, Israel, Egypt, and Lebanon
shortly after the Six-Day War. Surrounded by
the likes of Frank Epp, Newton Gingrich, John
A. Lapp, David Mann, and Phyllis Pellman, I
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*'I work for the church be-

cause it is that holy city, set

on a hill, which shines its

light for the world to see/'

Ev finds a

way to relax

during one

of the

innumerable

meetings

he attends.

quickly discovered a much broader Mennonite
Church. I also returned with an exploded

worldview!

Although by then I had completed one year at

Millersville State University, after my return I

immediately transferred to Goshen College. Hav-
ing attended public schools and university, I was
suddenly attracted to a completely Mennonite
environment; Goshen College allowed me to im-

merse myself in "the church" for the first time.

It was a decision during my senior year at

Goshen College that was probably the watershed

in my pilgrimage. I applied for English teaching

positions only in Mennonite high schools. Being

chosen to teach at Bethany Christian High
School put me in touch with Principal Bill

Hooley, who became a mentor to me through

what would become some torturous young adult

years.

I believe that our church institutions often min-

ister as much to their employees as to those

they serve. I observed this in many cases while

working in a Mennonite high school setting. It

was true for me. Bill became not only my em-
ployer but also my spiritual director, confidant,

and father figure. Without the patient, pastoral

care of this quiet, gentle man, I would probably

not now be in the church. Nor would I have the

faith I now hold so dear.

After teaching English at BCHS for five years,

I resigned to become a homemaker and care for

our infant son. But I also quit teaching because I

could no longer serve the church with integrity.

Struggling with great spiritual doubt, it seemed
that my faith was dying on the vine; to continue

teaching teenagers when I was so uncertain of

my beliefs seemed to me to be inappropriate.

It was during this time of spiritual famine that

a gentle, soaking rain began to visit my soul. To
wrestle with hard questions of faith that seemed
inappropriate for Sunday school class discus-

sions, I took a course at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries. The first class was a He-
brew language course taught by Millard Lind.

Then I had classes with Howard Charles, John
Howard Yoder, J. C. Wenger, and C. J. Dyck.

Suddenly I discovered a place where adults can

ask the most difficult faith questions, and find

peace.

hen BCHS principal Bill Hooley was look-

ing for an assistant principal during those home-
maker/seminary years, I inquired whether he
would be interested in my application. Bill's

strong interest in having me back, and the poten-

tial he saw in my abilities, lifted me to a moun-
taintop. I was reclaimed! Suddenly I was able to

integrate a reformulated adult faith with heavy

administrative assignments.

For the next 10 years I worked as an adminis-

trator in a variety of assignments. There were
jagged edges to be knocked off, but somehow
Bill convinced me that inside this lump of coal

might be a diamond.

One February day three years ago, Charlotte

Holsopple Glick, board chair, called to inquire

whether I would consider the executive secretary

position at the Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries. I did not have pastoral experi-

ence, nor much churchwide knowledge. I never

considered myself to have the stature usually re-

quired of those appointed to such churchwide

positions. My initial response was, "Those posi-

tions are filled by middle-aged holy men!"
Nevertheless, Charlotte persisted. Within a

few short months I found myself at MBCM. I

continue to unpack the miracle of God saving

such a place for me.

So, why do I work for the church? Because it

is the most significant work I can do. I work for

the church because its institutions have kept me
safe. I work for the church because it is that

holy city, set on a hill, which shines its light for

the world to see. There is no other citizenship

so precious.

Everett J. Thomas, executive secretary for MBCM,
and his family live in Goshen, Ind. They are mem-
bers of the Walnut Hill Mennonite Church.
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Prioritizing portfolios ofprospective partners
Are we dealing here with sense or nonsense?

by Jim Bishop

For the first time, as a service to our readers,

Gospel Herald presents an exclusive—but not
necessarily exhaustive—listing of all-time favor-
ite Mennonite church "buzzwords," catch
phrases, and jargon. Few conversations, letters,

memos, or news releases flowing through Menno-
nite institutions and churches are complete with-
out the use of one or more of these linguistic

marvels.

Trouble is, we're never sure just what these
words mean. To help the communication pro-
cess, here's one list of what these words could
mean. I won't vouch for accuracy, but I can for

possibility.

Bottom line: The "nitty gritty," where "the rub-
ber hits the road." Often used in referring to

Budget crunch: Asset indigestion. A contagious
disease that can cause institutional paralysis.

Caregiving: Closing a scathing letter to the edi-
tor of Gospel Herald with: "Love in Christ."

Community: A concrete abstraction. Magical
aura stretching from the parking lot to the inner
office sanctum.

Credentialing: Giving someone the authority to
break into the front of the food line at church
conferences.

Downsize: To reduce or eliminate something
that didn't deserve to be big or important in the
first place. Part of an "ongoing process."
Empower: The ability to keep dressing after

the Sunday paper has been delivered.

Facilitate: Stuffing the in-box full of memos
with brilliant ideas to keep everyone busily pur-
suing "the corporate mission."

Feedback: Distortion caused by overloaded
speaker. Common malfunction in plenary ses-
sions and numerous other gatherings.

Flesh out: Separating fact from fantasy, as in
"I just really wanta flesh out what it means to
get out of my sheltered environment and face
the real world."

Grass roots: Everyone "out there" who supply
the green stuff (via "resource generation") so es-
sential to agency survival.

Impact: The wailing and gnashing of teeth that
accompanies a budget crunch (see "bottom
line").

Input: Information that must precede any sig-

nificant discussion or action. Amount of input
needed to be sufficient to act unclear.

Interface: Suggests two groups with opposing
views getting together to agree that the other
side is wrong. Many applications in church settings.

Mentoring: Doing something to someone else.

As in the blind leading the blind.

Mutuality: Proper male-female relationship in

the household of faith, as long as the male
doesn't have to do the kitchen work.
Networking: A remote control on a TV gone

beserk.

Partner: Lively activity associated with in-

crease in rhythmic exercises on most Mennonite
college campuses.
Perspective: Especially Christian; how one

squints through a glass darkly.

Portfolio: That's "job" in unlearned societies.

Prioritize: An institutional classic. Listing in

order of importance those actions that can be ta-

bled until the next meeting.

Reference: Checking out the action in a dark-
ened corner of the church college libraries.

Resonate: Euphoric state that occurs when a
class, test, or paper is canceled or postponed.
Also experienced by agency employees when Fri-

day, payday, and a month with 30 days coincide.

Cutting through the verbiage
to get to the message behind
the words—well, maybe!

Resourcing: Favorite pastime of resource per-
sons (also called "enablers"), ready with informa-
tion and illegally photocopied handouts.
Scenario: Setting in which one determines just

how impossible the situation is (see "bottom
line").

Sharing: Laying vibes on another person or
group, often in captive setting. Sprinkle liberally

with "I mean," "really," "just," and "you know"
for maximum impact.

Task force: The "in" term for church agency
committees. May the force be with those who
get stuck on one or more tasks.

Underscore: What usually happens to these
cUches to emphasize their anomalous qualities.

Viable: Frequently connected to the word "op-
tion," that is, "our only way out of this mess."

Witness ofpresence: Wearing your "Menno
Power" T-shirt on the beach.

Jim Bishop "facilitates the generation of relevant
public information" in the communications office
at Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va. He says he "heads a largely fu-
tile effort to stamp out gobbledygook as paH of his
portfolio.

"
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items & comments

Gulf War crisis poses dilemma
for American Jews
For American Jews, the Persian Gulf

War has posed a dilemma: whether to side

with the military action against Iraq and
be perceived as moving away from their

traditional liberal stance or to remain si-

lent and thereby be perceived as giving aid

and comfort to one of the most threatening

enemies of Israel. The situation is in many
ways reminiscent of that facing American
Jews in 1967, when many activists were
simultaneously opposing U.S. military ac-

tion in Vietnam while supporting Israel's

preemptive strike against Egypt.

Synagogue Council of America, which
represents the Conservative, Orthodox,

and Reform movements of American Ju-

daism, exemplified the position taken by
most American Jewish organizations. It

stated recently that "Jewdsh tradition ex-

plicitly endorses the right of self-defense

and regards preemptive military action in

the face of real and imminent danger as a

form of such self-defense."

Michael Lerner, editor of the left-wing

Tikkun magazine, is facing the current

dilemma personally. He has denounced
Israel's policies in the Occupied Territo-

ries and has been a vocal opponent of

military actions by both the U.S. and Is-

rael. But now, he says, "this is the first time

that I've felt real tensions between my
instincts as a liberal and my instincts as a

Jew." The Persian Gulf War marks "the

first time I think the United States is on
the right side." (RNS)

Ecumenical leaders register 'outrage'
at events in Lithuania
General secretaries of four international

ecumenical organizations based in Geneva,
Switzerland, have issued a joint statement

against the Soviet crackdown in Lithuania,

saying that "news of this hostile interven-

tion has been met with shock, deep disap-

pointment, and outrage among our mem-
ber churches in Europe and throughout the

world." The statement was issued as So-
viet troops tried to regain control of the

Baltic republic which declared its indepen-
dence from the Soviet Union a year ago.

Pontius' Puddle

The ecumenical leaders appealed to the

Soviet government to "instruct its armed
forces to desist immediately from the use

of force in imposing its political will on the

people" and to "honor the commitment
made by the democratically elected lead-

ers of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia to

enter into peaceful negotiations on all mat-

ters related to questions of mutual secu-

rity, trade, and self-determination." The
statement was signed by Emilio Castro of

the World CouncU of Churches, Jean Fischer

of the Conference of European Churches,

Milan Opocensky of the World Alliance of

Reformed Churches, and Gimnar Staalsett

of the Lutheran World Federation. (RNS)

Over 18,000 jam Urbana, 111., campus
for student missions conference
Over 18,000 delegates from 95 nations

took part in Urbana '90, InterVarsity Chris-

tian Fellowship's 16th triennial student

missions conference held on the snow-
bound campus of the University of Illinois

on the last days of the year. Students,

missionaries, pastors, and mission person-

nel jammed into Assembly Hall and a

nearby overflow auditorium to hear reports

about trends in evangelism in a rapidly

changing world. The multiethnic, multi-de-

nominational mixture at the conference

included 2,000 Canadians, almost 200 Na-
tive Americans, and hundreds of Asian
students. The diverse nature of the crowd
was reflected at the podium: of the 18

people with major roles, only six were
white North Americans.

Observers noted that Urbana '90 dif-

fered from previous conferences in several

distinct ways: (1) Lively, charismatic-style

worship set the tone for the conference.

Spokesman David Harriman said the char-

ismatic tone was simply reflective of many
InterVarsity chapters, adding, "The char-

ismatic worship experience does not be-

long exclusively to charismatics." (2) Stu-

dents were introduced to new concepts in

missions strategy. Rather than sending

pioneer missionaries into unevangelized

regions. Western churches must learn to

work with and support existing indigenous

groups, said one mission leader. (3) Urbana

SYNONVK FOR
ARE YOO TRYING-
TO COtA^LETE
A CROSSWORD
PO:ZZ.LE

NO, I'rA TRYNGrTO COMCOtT
k SERtAON TITLE THAT WOM'T
KEEP tAY COMSTITOEMTS .

FROM COrAiNG- TO CVAORCU

'90 featured a new emphasis on "emotional
healing" for students struggling with re-

sentment toward parents, low self-esteem,

or memories of sexual abuse. (NIRR)

Exchanges begin between Soviet
educators and U.S. Christian colleges

Soviet educators have taken an interest

in the Christian College Coalition—an al-

liance of 78 schools in North America. A
Soviet delegation visited CCC leaders in

Washington, D.C., and CCC vice-president

John Bembaum led teachers and adminis-

trators from 10 U.S. Christian colleges on
a visit to several universities and technical

institutes in the Soviet Union. One pur-

pose was to explore possible exchange
programs for both students and faculty

between Soviet and CCC schools. Soviet

educators also expressed interest in seek-

ing North American input to help restruc-

ture the Soviet business and economic
curriculum as that country moves toward
a market economy. The Soviets also said

they are trying to "reestablish a spiritual

dimension" to education. (NIRR)

Successful fund drive vdll keep
historic Chicago church open
One of Chicago's oldest churches is get-

ting a major overhaul after a nationwide

fund-raising appeal spared its life on the

first day of 1991. "It was right out of 'Going

My Way,' " said John Tuohy, who de-

scribes himself as "just a grunt" at the

Holy Family Preservation Society.
Through a volunteer network and some
help from local and national media, the

society managed to secure $1,010,000 in

cash by midnight on New Year's Eve to

save the 130-year-old Gothic structure of

Holy Family Catholic Church, one of only

five public buildings to survive the Great

Chicago Fire of 1871. (RNS)

Pro-lifers protest use of cathedral
by pro-choice governor
Eight pro-life activists were dragged out

of a Catholic church in Sacramento, Calif.,

after they disrupted an inaugural service

for the state's new governor, Pete Wilson.

The demonstrators began praying loudly

and reciting the rosary during the ecumen-
ical service because they objected to

Wilson's support of abortion rights. They
said they were also annoyed with Bishop
Francis Quinn because he allowed the

pro-choice politician to use the Cathedral

of the Blessed Sacrament for the event.

"The pope has always asked us to oppose
abortion, and Quinn invited these people

in here," one tearful protester complained.

Quinn said he hopes to persuade Wilson
to change his mind on the issue, adding, "I

think the governor will listen more to us

now that he has prayed with us than if we
turned him away." (NIRR)
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church news

MCC board
calls for

cease-fire
In Gulf War
Archbold, Ohio (Meetinghouse)—The 36-

member board of Mermonite Central Com-
mittee is calling for an immediate cease-

fire in the Persian Gulf War. That action

came in a 1,000-word statement approved

unanimously by the board at its annual

meeting in this small northwestern Ohio

town, Jan. 25-26.

Called "A Plea for Peace" and prepared

by MCC staff, the statement offers a for-

mal response to the war by an agency that

represents most of the 380,000 Mennonites

and Brethren in Christ in North America.

It includes the establishment of a fund "for

relief and reconstruction of war-affected

areas" and support for "an international

conference to address comprehensively all

the problems of the Middle East."

The war cast its shadow over the meet-

ing, with board members and staff huddled
around transistor radios between sessions

and sharing copies of newspapers. Akron,

Pa., headquarters staff reported that they

have been meeting at the beginning of each

day for prayer and that they observed the

Emergency Sabbath called by Christian

Peacemaker Teams.
The board members, noting that hun-

dreds of Mennonite students were march-
ing for peace in Washington while they met
in Archbold, struggled to make their state-

ment practical—and not just another piece

of paper. They agreed to send it with a

letter to every Mennonite congregation in

North America. They also agreed to dis-

tribute it to the Mennonite and secular

Board chairRon Mathies (right) leads the discussion at theMCC annual meeting. Next to him is Executive

Secretary John Lapp. Mathies is director ofpeace and conflict studies at Conrad Grehel College.

press and to send it to government offi-

cials.

The statement contains seven points of

"confession" and seven points of "commit-

ment." The former includes the faith basis

for the document as well as an acknowl-

edgment that "we have chosen a world

system dependent upon military domina-
tion rather than mutual regard and respect

for our conmion humanity." The commit-

ment part includes the sending of Mennonite
pastors to the Middle East to demonstrate

solidarity with the Christian minority there.

The board, which meets once a year

"somewhere in the constituency," tried to

turn its attention to other matters as well.

Much of its time is spent reviewing the

activites of the past year and approving

plans for the next year. A 12-member
executive committee meets four times a

year to handle more detailed business. The
board is made up of representatives of all

the denominations—large and small—that

MCC's 36-member hoard gathers at the front of the sanctuary at Zion Mennonite Church in Archbold,

Ohio. Zion is one of 14 Mennonite congregations within a 25-mile radius of the town.

support MCC. Ron Mathies, a Mennonite
Brethren from Ontario, chairs the board.

He is director of peace and conflict studies

at Conrad Grebel College.

Approval of the budget is always an
important decision. MCC controller Ken
Langeman said contributions were dovm
$500,000 last year, but the board agreed to

stick with the original plan to pass a $36

million budget that calls for a 4 percent

increase in contributions this year. The
board members stipulated, though, that

$750,000 in spending be held off for half a

year in order to see how contributions are

coming in by then.

MCC staff said they worry that church

contributions are falling off and that they

increasingly have to rely on income from

relief sales, MCC shops, and Canadian
government grants. The board didn't seem
as worried. Said Florence Driedger of Sas-

katchewan: "I see the government money
as my tax dollars at work, and I see the

reHef sales and MCC shops as wonderful

grassroots efforts."

The board spent considerable time on
another document in addition to the peace

statement. This one, two years in the

making and in its 12th draft, was on the

international debt crisis. "Why is this im-

portant to MCC?" asked Hershey Leaman,
the staff person who introduced the seven-

page document. He answered his own
question: "Because our people and our

programs encounter its realities every

day." He noted that third-world countries

spend so much money trying to pay off

their debts that the income levels of their

people are steadily declining.

"In our society, desperate individuals
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have a way out— bankruptcy," noted
Heni-y Rempel, an economist who helped
wi-ite the document. "But debtor countries
don't have that." He said the banks in

North America and Europe are acutely
aware of the immensity of the problem and
"are ready to listen to our concerns and
ideas." Canadian banks, for example, are
already required to set aside certain

amounts of money to offset bad debts by
foreign countries.

The document offers 12 options for ac-

tion, including direct contacts with banks
and governments to forgive or reduce the
debts and to work at making the economic
system more equitable for third-world coun-
tries. Mennonite churches and agencies will

be encouraged to learn about the debt crisis

and look for ways to alleviate it.

In another significant action, the board
approved a new 100-word mission state-

ment for MCC and five priorities for 1991-

94. The priorities call for stepped-up ef-

forts in the following areas: work in Islamic
countries, education among North Ameri-
can Mennonites, international conciliation

work, exchange programs with the third

world, and work among indigenous people
in Latin America and Africa.

Among the numerous reports the board
heard were:

• A bad year for Selfhelp Crafts in which
the job-creation project ended the year
with too much inventory ($3 million worth)
because sales increased "only" 11 percent
compared to 19 percent the previous year.

This year Selfhelp is planning for 10 per-

cent growth and will cut purchases in half.

The good news, though, said Selfhelp di-

rector Paul Myers, is that "we are provid-
ing jobs for 14,000 craft producers overseas
and our growth is still higher than most
retailers."

• A plan to rebuild village health clinics

in Iran that were destroyed by last June's
devastating earthquake. It will take two
years and cost $200,000. The plan is the
result of a January trip to that country by
a four-member MCC delegation. This is an
opportunity to work in an Islamic context
and with an "enemy" country, noted Paul
Quiring, a board member from California

who was part of the delegation.

• A follow-up book to the best-selling

1976 More-with-Less-Cookbook that pro-

moted better eating as well as international

understanding. This one is called Extend-
ing the Table, and will again be published
jointly by MCC and Herald Press of Men-
nonite Publishing House. It is scheduled
for release in July.

• A decrease in the number of MCC
workers at home and abroad from 983 to

953 last year. The number had passed the

1,000 mark in 1987. Most of the decline is

in domestic service programs. Current
trends include a dramatic increase in ap-
plications from non-Mennonites and a con-
tinuing rise in the average age of MCC
workers to 38 now.—Steve Shenk

Goshen College students participate in the "No-Blood-for-Oil" campaign started by the Fellowship of
Reconciliation. They sent President George Bush nearly 400 film canisters that look like barrels of oil.

Goshen College conducts all-day
teach-in on war and peace

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Veace and the Gulf
War were the subjects of a teach-in at

Goshen College on Jan. 24. Regular classes

were canceled in favor of presentations
and seminars on ethical and political issues

arising from the fighting between Iraq and
the United States and its allies. Besides
the college students, about 100 students
from neighboring Bethany Christian High
School and visitors from the community
became peace majors for a day.

Overall themes, such as religious per-

spectives on peace, current events in the
Gulf, and the Palestinian issue, were ad-

dressed in a mass assembly. Practical in-

formation on student activism and the
draft was offered in small groups. "This is

very much an academic occasion, as well

as a spiritual or religious search," said

President Victor Stoltzfus.

Two presentations looked at Catholic
and Mennonite perspectives on peace.
Kathleen Maas Weigert of the Center for

Social Concerns at the University of Notre
Dame told how Catholics have developed
two traditions—the just-war theory and
the affirmation of nonviolence. She said

the just-war theory rules out all offensive

wars and places severe limits on what
military actions would qualify as accept-

able. Once the war starts, it offers criteria

to restrain the violence. Nonviolence, on
the other hand, "gets short shrift in our
tradition," she said. Only recently has the
church given its blessing to a conscien-

tious-objector position.

Ted Koontz, director of peace studies at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-
ies, said that peace is central to the Men-
nonite understanding of the gospel. "We
have sometimes called the gospel the 'gos-

pel of peace,' " he said. Despite the diffi-

culties of that position, Mennonites
through the ages have been either dumb
enough or faithful enough to continue to

believe that "killing another in war is not
consistent with love of enemies."
Among the other speakers was Mark

Kelley, a television reporter in nearby
South Bend and a former Goshen College
faculty member. He spoke on how journal-

ists are covering the Gulf War, noting how
military rules hinder newsgathering.
Groups of reporters are taken to select

sites and given access to select uiforma-
tion. "This is the most sanitary war I've

ever seen," he said.

Several workshops concluded the day. In
one, Vaughn Moreno, a Vietnam War vet-

eran who is now the head civil-rights officer

for nearby Elkhart, spoke on student ac-

tivism. Lloyd Miller, campus pastor at

Bethany Christian High School, talked

about the military draft.

In another workshop, two Goshen Col-
lege professors—Don Blosser and Kerry
Strayer—and former college president J.

Lawrence Burkholder simulated a draft

board hearing. Three students took turns

facing them, in preparation for what many
students fear may become a reality.

—Wayne Steffen, Judy Weaver, John Yoder
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Seminarians devote week
to Gulf War response
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—The Persian Gulf

War has become the occasion for prayer

and searching at Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries. The week of Jan. 21

was devoted to special activities in an

effort to find appropriate ways to work for

and witness to peace.

Monday began with a dual focus: the

observance of Martin Luther King Day and

the observance of an "Emergency
Sabbath" as suggested by the Christian

Peacemaker Teams organization.

The week included a special chapel and

forum, gatherings for prayer, an evening

public presentation by Professor Roelf

Kuitse on "Islam, Christianity, and the

Tensions in the Middle East," and the

drafting of a seminary community state-

ment on the war.

Many seminary community members
wore black or black arm bands to symbol-

ize a Christian response of mourning for

the loss of life in the war and confession

and repentance for not having done
enough to witness to alternatives to war.

In its statement, the AMBS community
declared its intention "to walk on the paths

of peace." The statement, intended to

reflect a Christian "tradition of peacemak-
ing and standing with suffering peoples,"

included a call to prayer, commitment to

Jesus' call to love the enemy, and identifi-

cation with "the suffering anguish and
terror of the Gulf War experienced by
peoples on all sides."

—

John Bender

EMC&S cancels classes
for 'Emergency Sabbath'
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—It was not

"business as usual" on Jan. 21 at Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary. The
EMC&S community declared an "Emer-
gency Sabbath" in response to the Persian

GulfWar that erupted five days earlier. All

classes were cancelled, and students, fac-

ulty, and staff engaged in activities de-

signed to buUd awareness of issues sur-

rounding the U.S.-Iraq conflict as well as

to reinforce and to act on the belief that

Christ calls his people to be active peace-

makers in the world.

The call for an Emergency Sabbath to

be held the first Monday after the outbreak
of war came from the Chicago-based Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams, the same group
that sent a 12-member delegation to dialog

with civilians and political and religious

leaders in Iraq in late November. "This
action is a natiu-al outgrowth of a faith that

questions all war and sends a strong mes-
sage to all authorities that as Christians,

we oppose the use of force as a way of

resolving conflict," said EMC&S president
Joseph Lapp.

Planners sought to achieve a balance

between worship/prayer and study/action.

A campus-wide worship service in Leh-

man Auditorium took on a somber, yet

hopeful tone. Students gave readings, read

Scriptures, and led singing and a litany on
peacemaking themes, then the assembly

broke into small groups for an extended

period of prayer for all persons involved in

the war.

Gerald Hudson of the EMC staff and a

member of the Christian Peacemaker
Team delegation to Iraq gave a meditation.

"EMC is a Ught in the Harrisonburg com-
munity, an alternative to voices of war and
confusion," he said.

Twelve workshops led by faculty and
staff were offered twice during the after-

noon. Topics ranged from understanding

the Middle East to mediation techniques

in dealing with conflict to helping children

understand and deal with war and peace

issues.

About 200 students, faculty, staff, and
community persons braved frigid temper-

atures in a late-afternoon three-mUe walk

from campus to the Harrisonburg Post

Office to mail more than 200 letters and
postcards to U.S. and Iraqi government
officials, to civilians caught in the conflict,

and to soldiers on both sides of the war.

From there, they assembled on Court

Square in downtown Harrisonburg for a

time of testimonies and singing.

Activities concluded with a community-
wide ecumenical service in Lehman Audi-

torium attended by 280 campus and com-
munity persons. Representatives of four

denominations led prayers, music, Scrip-

ture readings, a meditation, and a litany on
peace and justice themes.

EMC senior Jeff Hoffman of the plan-

ning group estimated that two-thirds of the

students participated in the Emergency
Sabbath. "I beheve that the campus com-
munity has begun more serious dialog on
what peacemaking is," he said.

—Jim Bishop

EMC&Spresident Joe Lapp and his wife, Hannah,
join 400 others in a candlelight peace vigil on the

eve of the deadline for Iraq to pull out of Kuwait
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Registration,

lodging,

and travel

Oregon '91 reg-

istration forms are

available in your

congregation, or

write or call Mennonite Church Gen-
eral Board at 421 S. Second St., Suite

600, Elkhart, IN 46516; phone 219

294-7131.

The early registration deadline is

May 31. Confirmation of registration

can be expected beginning Apr. 1.

Registrations postmarked June 1 or

later will pay a $20 late fee.

Adults and young adults. The
adult registration fee for the week
(postmarked by May 31) is $90 per

person or $20 per day for part-time

attendance.

Children. Children who are three

years old (bom before Sept. 1, 1988)

through grade 8 (completed by this

summer) will enjoy their own mini-

convention. The fee is $8 per day.

Infant and toddler care (for children

bom Sept. 1, 1988, or after) will be

provided on a fee-for-service basis.

Youth and sponsors. Youth who
have completed grades 9-12 by this

summer wiill register separately for

the Youth Convention, along with

youth sponsors. Forms are available

from the Youth Convention Office at

Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Motels and hotels. Lodging for

Oregon '91 will be in motels and
hotels in the area. The family rates

at motels or hotels may actually be

cheaper than previous experiences of

per-person costs in university dorms.

A lodging form is included in the

registration packet.

Camping/RV. About 150 recrea-

tional vehicle sites are available on
the Convention Center parking lot.

They are available for $8 a night and
may be reserved on the registration

form. A limited number of tenting

sites wUl be available at $6 per night.

Many campgrounds are located

within a 10-15-mile radius.

Travel. United and American Air-

lines are the designated official car-

riers for Oregon '91, with special

fares negotiated by Menno Travel

Service to airports in Eugene and
Portland. Reservations can be made
with the nearest Menno Travel Ser-

vice agent.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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mennoscope

• Teenager murdered. Kari Ann Nunemaker,
a 16-year-old student at Bethany Christian
High School in Goshen, Ind., was found mur-
dered on Feb. 5 at Bonneyville Park in nearby
Bristol. She had been missing since Jan. 28,
when she was last seen crossing the railroad
tracks on Main Street in nearby Elkhart. Her
car was found abandoned in Elkhart.

• Toll-free number for publishing house. A
toll-free number is now available at Menno-
nite Publishing House for people placing or-

ders for Herald Press books, Sunday school
materials, Bible school packets, church sup-
plies, and periodicals. The number is 800
245-7894. Congregations, bookstores, and in-

dividuals are encouraged to use it. For all

other business with MPH staff, people
should continue using 412 887-8500.

• CO book rushed back to press. In the wake
of the Persian Gulf War, a new printing of
John Drescher's Why I Am a Conscientious
Objector has been rushed to completion by
Herald Press of Mennonite PubUshing House.
Drescher, a popular writer and speaker, is a
former editor of Gospel Herald. Sales of the
1982 book had dwindled in recent years, but
a surge of telephone calls asking for
Drescher's book got the presses going again.
Demand for other peace-related books is also
running strong, according to Herald Press
director Paul Schrock.

• Sanctuary for soldiers. A Meimonite facil-

ity in Roanoke, Va., has offered itself as a
sanctuary to American soldiers who for rea-
sons of conscience refuse to serve in the
Middle East. Justice House Community, a
church with a special ministry with the poor
and the homeless, made the aimouncement at
a press conference on Jan. 17, the day after

the start of the Persian Gulf War. "This step
is being taken in keeping with the values of
God's reign," said David Hayden, the
community's leader. He criticized the U.S.
government for cutting programs for the poor
while spending billions of dollars every week
on the Gulf War.

• White ribbons for peace. Illinois Menno-
nites are sporting white ribbons as part of a
witness for peace in the Middle East. They
are wearing the ribbons or tying them to the
antennas of their cars or displaying them in

other ways. The effort, sponsored by the
Mennonite pastors of the Morton/Hopedale
area, is a way for local Christians to "take
seriously Christ's mandate to become minis-
ters of reconciliation," says Glen Horner of
First Mennonite Church of Morton. The rib-

bons were distributed during the Jan. 13
worship services.

• New witness program. "School of Witness"
is the name of a new program developed by
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. It is a
12-week training school for 20 students to
start this summer at the board's Discipleship
Training Center in Baltimore. The 12 weeks
will be followed by six months of supervised
internship at home or abroad. Credit can be
apphed toward a college degree. The School
of Witness is designed for people who have
participated in two other Eastern Board pro-
grams—Youth Evangelism Service and Vol-
untary Service. These people have gotten a
taste of service and want to improve their
skills but may not be able to enroll in four

Kids protest. Recife, Brazil (MCC)—
More than 40 "street children"

gathered in the streets here on In-

ternational Human Rights Day to

protest the killing of street children

by death squads in their city. They
painted their faces to symbolize their

sorrow. The children, who are usu-
ally from very poor, abusive families,

often become involved in petty
street crimes in an attempt to sur-

vive, says local Mennonite Central

Committee worker Mark Miller. He
works at a children's shelter, which
sponsored the event. Death squads,
made up of civil and military police

and thugs hired by local business-

men, are trying to "clean up" the
streets.

years of college, said David Witmer, who is

coordinating the development of the program.

• Volunteers commissioned. Eastern Meimo-
nite Board of Missions commissioned 55
young volunteers on Jan. 13 for Voluntary
Service and Youth EvangeUsm Service. The
45 who are entering YES then began four
months of training in Baltimore and Philadel-
phia before starting their short-term assign-

ments overseas or in North America. The 10
in VS began three weeks of preparation at
Eastern Board headquarters in Salunga, Pa.
Staff member David Witmer noted at the
commissioning service that the 55 volunteers
are going out with the gospel at a time when
many nations are sending their young people
out with guns.

• MCC rated high. Mennonite Central Com-
mittee has been rated one of the "most
worthy" charities in the United States by
Money, a national finance magazine. MCC was
ranked 23rd in a listing of the top 100 organi-

zations, based on the percentage of income
that is actually used to meet human need. In
1989 MCC used only 13 percent of its income
for salaries, administration, fund-raising, and
other overhead costs. The rankings were made
with information from NonProftt Times, a
trade publication for nonprofit agencies,
which said MCC is the 62nd largest charitable

organization in the U.S. Its 1989 income was
$34 million.

• Using bomb containers. Mennonite volun-
teers in Labrador are turning bomb containers
into packing cases for Native crafts from that
region. It is reminiscent of the Bible's call to
turn swords into plows. Mennonite Central
Committee workers salvage the containers
from a dump near Goose Bay and use them
to mail Inuit carvings to Selfhelp Crafts in

Ontario. The containers, which contain Styro-
foam molds in the shape of a bomb, protect
the carvings well. The containers are dis-

carded by the air forces of Canada, the United
States, and other countries that conduct low-
level bombing training in Labrador.

• Outreach paper turns five. Together, the
evangelistic tabloid produced by Mermonite
PubUshing House, is now five years old. It has
grown steadOy and is currently mailed to
250,000 homes throughout North America
every other month. Some 135 congregations
use the paper to reach out in their communi-
ties. Parts of Together are available for them
to add their own content—news and informa-
tion about themselves, announcements of
coming events, inspirational messages from
the pastor, and advertisements for the church.
Eugene Souder, a former pastor, is the paper's
editor, working out of his home in Grottoes,
Va.

• Former VSer dies at age 25. Steven Roth
died of cancer on Dec. 22 in Columbus, Ohio.
He was a Voluntary Service worker with Men-
nonite Board of Missions 1988-89. In that
assigrmient he was a medical assistant at
Columbia Road Health Center m Washington,
D.C. Last fall he began medical studies at
Ohio State University. He was a native of
Millersburg, Ohio.

• Overcoming adversity. Faculty from 10
Mennonite schools met at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School to hear Don Bartlette
tell how he overcame adversity through the
help of several key people early in his life,

including a third-grade teacher. He was the
featured speaker at a joint staff development
day. Bartlette, a Native American, was af-

flicted with a severe cleft palate and speech
defect and suffered through child abuse, pov-
erty, alcoholism, and a "mentally retarded"
label. But he graduated from high school as
valedictorian of his class.

• Weekly prayers for city. An interdenomina-
tional group of Christians is hoping for great
changes in their city, Kokomo, Ind., as a result

of a Thursday-morning prayer meeting started
five months ago by Mennonite pastor Ray
Keim. Kokomo is an industrial city with high
rates of crime and divorce, and the partici-

pants pray for public officials, the police,

school boards, and for the general moral
climate. "They pray for the powers of dark-
ness to give way to the reign of Christ in the
lives of the people," reported Jeffrey Hatton,
a local Mermonite.

• One of the world's best debaters. A Con-
rad Grebel College student proved himself to
be one of the best student debaters in the
world at international competition held in

Toronto. Mark Weber and a partner were the
"A" team for the University of Waterloo, with
which Conrad Grebel is affiliated, and they
ranked sixth out of 136 teams and were higher
than any other Canadian school. In individual

debating, Weber placed seventh out of 272.

The competing schools included such presti-

gious universities as Oxford in England and
Harvard in the United States.
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• Reading "Gospel Herald" at age 102.

Mary Smucker, a 102-year-old resident of

Greencroft retirement community in Goshen,

Ind., is an avid reader. She was one of three

Greencroft centenarians featured in a photo

• Job openings:
Administrator, Belleville Mennonite School,

starting in July. The school offers grades K-12.

Qualifications include a master's degree

and/or experience in administration. Contact

Search Committee chair Max Zook at R. 2,

Box 24, Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717 935-

2164.

Summer staff, Bethany Birches Camp. Needed
are counselors, cook, assistant cook, assistant

program director, and support staff. Contact

James Musser at the camp. Box 145,

• Coming events:

World Mission Institute, June 16-28, in Washing-
ton, D.C. It offers basic training for cross-cul-

tural Christian missions. It is sponsored for

the second year by Eastern Mennonite Sem-
inary with the help of Mennonite Board of

Missions, Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, and Virginia Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. It will be led by more than a dozen
people with experience in cross-cultural mis-

sions. More information from EMS, Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone 703 432-4260.

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Apr. 5-6, at Harrisburg

Farm Show Complex. The 35th annuEil event

is a benefit for Mennonite Central Committee.
It includes three auctions—quilt, country, and
art—as well as numerous food and craft

booths and a variety of activities. More infor-

mation from Esther Hostetter at 121 Bom-
berger Rd., Akron, PA 17501; phone 717

859-2392.

Business and Professional Women's Meeting,

Mar. 19, at Forest Hills Mennonite Church,

Leola, Pa. This is for women in the Lancaster

and Atlantic Coast conferences. The theme is

story in a recent issue of The Goshen News.
Smucker was shown holding Gospel Herald,

one of her favorite periodicals. The other

centenarians are Harvey Frye, 102, and Fannie

Clingenpeel, 101.

Bridgewater Comers, VT 05035; phone 802

672-3488.

Maintenance/cleaning/cooking staff. Camp Buck-

eye. This would be ideal for a retired couple.

Contact Viola Miller at the camp, R. 1, Box 64,

Beach City, OH 44608; phone 216 852-4425.

Houseparents, Agape Homes for Youth. They
work with abused and neglected children from

the toddler age up to age 17. Contact Verda
Beachey at Box 7320, Sarasota, FL 34278;

phone 813 378-3487.

"Building in Partnership with Men in the

Workplace," and the speaker is Mennonite
Brethren writer Katie Funk Wiebe. The next

day she wiU speak at the annual meeting of

Women's Missionary and Service Commis-
sion of Lancaster Conference. More informa-

tion from Lancaster Conference at 2160

Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602;

phone 717 293-5246.

Festival of Faith, Apr. 24-28, at WeUesley (Ont.)

Arena. It will feature the preaching of Myron
Augsburger, a pastor, educator, and evangelist

from Washington, D.C. The event is spon-

sored by the Mennonite congregations of the

Wellesley-West area. More information from
Glenn Zehr at Box 35, Millbank, ON NOK ILO.

Extending the Kingdom Seminar, Apr. 12-13, at

Zion Mennonite Church, Hubbard, Ore. It wUl

help congregations plan outreach and experi-

ence church growth. The leader is Dale Stoll,

an Indiana pastor and a Mennonite Board of

Missions consultant. More information from
Zion at 6124 S. Whiskey Hill Rd., Hubbard,
OR 97032; phone 503 651-2274.

• A board game called "Global Neighbors."
A $40,000 investment has resulted in a board
game that is helping raise money for Menno-
nite Central Committee. Created by MCC
Alberta, it is being sold in Selfhelp Crafts

shops throughout Canada. The game is played

on a map of the world and tests players' abiUty

to learn about various countries and MCC
work there.

• Spanish-language seminar at AMES. As-

sociated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries wel-

comed 11 Hispanic pastors to campus for a

three-day seminar in the Spanish language.

Coordinated by AMBS professor Daniel

Schipani, who is originally from Argentina, the

seminar focused on practical issues related to

pastoral ministry.

• Corrections:
IbUlin, the town that Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers left when the Persian Gulf War
broke out ("Mennoscope," Jan. 29), is not in

Israeli-occupied West Bank but in the GalOee

area of Israel itself.

The Jewish-Arab soccer game played in the

Israeh town of Nazareth ("Mennoscope," Jan.

29) was held a few hours before the Gulf War
broke out, not a few hours after.

The couple who entered the SOOP program
("Church News," Feb. 5) are Eh and Paula
(not Paul) Stoltzfus.

Special meetings: Arlin Schrock, Blountstown,

Fla., at Fairview, Albany, Ore., Feb. 17-24.

calendar
Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 10-12

School for Ministers, Waterloo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship, Hesston, Kan.,

Feb. 28-Mar. 2

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 1-2

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,

Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,

Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mermonite College and Seminary board
of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, HI.,

Mar. 14-16

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 4-6

(continued)

New sanctuary seats 680. GordonviUe, Pa.—Ridgeview Mennonite Church dedi-

cated a large new addition recendy. It includes a sanctuary that can accommodate
680 people, with overflow space that can seat 120 more. It also includes a large

foyer, a fellowship hall with kitchen, and Sunday school classrooms.
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Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan,
111., Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-
burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchvkide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries con-
sultation on curriculum, Elkhart, Ind., Apr.
19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991

new members

births

Bontrager, Doug and Karen (Suderman),
Goshen, Ind., Amber Janae (first child), Jan.
12.

Ferguson, John and Miriam (Bender), Mechan-
icsville, Va., Zachary Tyler (first child), Dec.
27.

Ferris, Tony and Julie (Green), Fayette, Ohio,
Andrew Jay (fourth child), Nov. 29.

Frey, Joseph and Gwen (Mast), Akron, N.Y.,
Anna Rebecca (third child), Dec. 17.

Geiser, Randy and Linda (Siegrist), Dalton,
Ohio, Mark Scott (first child), Jan. 11.

Good, Scott and Maria (Egli), Bonfield, HI.,

Morgan Marcel (third child), Jan. 14.

Hartzler, Floyd and Marian (Kanagy), Belle-

ville, Pa., Bradley Thomas (second child),

Nov. 27.

Haywood, Robert and Eudora, Phoenix, Ariz.,

Kristopher Michael (first child), Dec. 21.

Heinrich, Don and Penny (Hadden), Sarasota,
Fla., David Leo (second child), Jan. 12.

Helmuth, Sanford I. and Sheila (Heatwole),
Bridgewater, Va., Ryan Lee (fourth child), Jan.
16.

Hochstetler, Lynn and Deb (Leichty), Kalona,
Iowa, Jordan Reid (third child), Dec. 31.

Holmes, Jeff and Brenda (Stoll), Sarasota, Fla.,

Haley Nicole (first child), Jan. 17.

Hunsberger, Kevin and Karolynn, Baden, Ont.,

Cory James, (fourth child), Nov. 25.

Long, Craig and Karen (Miller), Belleville, Pa.,

Janet (fourth child), Nov. 16.

Mast, Ivan Ray, Jr., and Katie (Yoder), Plain

marriages
Asher-Kenagy: Brian D. Asher, Sedgwick,

Kan., and Brenda K. Kenagy, Carlsbad, N.M.
(Carlsbad), Jan. 12, by Rusty Smith and Peter
Hartman.

Herschberger-Raber: Terry Herschberger,
Nokomis, Fla. (Bay Shore), and Tonya Raber,
Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore), Dec. 29, by How-
ard S. Schmitt.

Hollinger-Shaum: Ken HoUinger, Engadine,
Mich. (Waterford), and Suetta Shaum, En-
gadine, Mich. fWildwood), Jan. 12, by Roy
Hange.

Kenagy-Peters: Wayne Kenagy, Carlsbad, N.M.
(Carlsbad), and Anna Peters, Carlsbad, N.M.
(Carlsbad), Jan. 12, by Peter E. Hartman.

Langevin-Kulp: Maurice Langevin, Bristol, Vt.

(Burlington), and Lois Kulp, Bristol, Vt. (Fin-

Parkview, Kokomo, Ind.: Damon Graber,
Benji Hochstedler, and Christopher White-
head.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.: Maria Burk-
holder and Laura Ghck.

Science Ridge, Sterling, IlL: Lois Landis,
Bob Mackey, and Laura Mackey.

Portland, Ore.: Philip Groh.
Alpha, N.J.: Earl Bowers, Marge Burbic,

Janine Eriksen, Melody Lee, Jack Newman,
Andrea Smith, Phyllis Smith, Ron Smith, and
Tim Walker.

First Mennonite, Richmond, Va.: Wayne
Beachy and Martha Miller.

Pinto, Md.: Paul Anderson, Becky Dayton, and
Paul and Shirley Kurtz.

Elmira, Ont.: Julie Snider, Liza Stephenson,

City, Ohio, Ivan Ray EI (second child), Dec.
24.

McCurley, Larry and Beth (Mast), Portland,
Ore., Stephanie Danae (first child), Jan. 11.

Miller, Greg and Sue (Miller), Sarasota, Fla.,

Jana Michelle (first child), Jan. 20.

Miller, Randy and Pauline (Yutzy), Sarasota,
Fla., Richard Allen (first child), Jan. 21.

Miller, Steve and Shawn (Schultz), Protection,
Kan., Levi Garrett (second child), Dec. 18.

Montanye, Robert and Sharon (Wolff), Lans-
dale. Pa., Derrick Scott (first child), Jan. 21.

Peachey, Roger and Lori (Woofler), Goshen,
Ind., Kevin Dale (third child), Sept. 1.

Schrock, Michael and Lori (Miller), Burr Oak,
Mich., Jerrod Michael (second child), Jan. 21.

Shenk, Roger and Wendy (Miller), Sarasota,
Fla., Micah Lee (first child), Jan. 9.

Swartz, Timothy and Rachel (Martin), Philadel-

phia, Pa., Konrad Martin (first child), Jan. 6.

Thomas, Steve and Linda (Lehman), Goshen,
Ind., Jeremy Bryan (second child), Jan. 10.

Wile, Dennis and Lisa (Kulp), Woodbury, Pa.,

Laura Denise (third child), Jan. 9.

Yoder, Cary and Lorrain (Cooper), Sarasota,
Fla., Leesha Ann (first child), Jan. 13.

Yoder, Jay A. and Nancy (Hostetler),
Huntingdon, Pa., Jacob Kyle (third child), Jan.

12.

Zehr, Don and Heidi (Baer), Hendersonville,
N.C., Andrew Lee (first child), Jan. 4.

Zook, Jim and Trudy (Miller), Odessa, Mich.,
Tyler Lewis (first child), Nov. 30.

land), Jan. 19, by Alvin Detweiler and Kenneth
Seitz, Jr.

Leatherman-Landes: Randy D. Leatherman,
Telford, Pa. (Frederick), and Wendelyn S.

Landes, Pennsburg, Pa. (Fmland), Jan. 19, by
Steven Landis and Ben Lapp.

Lind-Peachey: Myron D. Lind, Island Lake, El.,

and Joyce E. Peachey, Lombard, 111. (North
Suburban), Dec. 29, by Michael King and
Laban Peachey.

Miller-Byler: J. Kevin Miller, Goshen, Ind.

(Waterford), and Lorene Byler, Goshen, Ind.

(Stoner Heights), Jan. 5, by Cliff Miller.

Yoder-Weaver: Chester Yoder, Denver, Pa.
(Bovraiansville), and Sandra Weaver, Denver,
Pa. (Bowmansville), Dec. 29, by Wilmer Leaman
and Kenneth Witmer.

Hongvichith Xaysy, Michelle Bauman and
Lith Outhay Xaysy.

Hesston Inter-Mennonite, Hesston, Kan.:
Curtis Janzen.

Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Mich.: Will Peebles.

Salem, Quakertown, Pa.: Donald Snider,
Donna Snider, Doran Snider, and Gary
Bauman, Jr.

East Goshen, Goshen , Ind.: Mike and Beth
Grieser, Carl and Betty Jane Helrich, Dorcas
Kauffman, Chris Kauffman, Jeff Kauffman,
John Nussbaum, Nancy Nussbaum, Steve
Shirk, and Ruth Yoder.

New Resource
For Lent

Through Easter

E

^^^^^

You'll be

moved and

inspired by

this fresh

interpretation

of Jesus'

death and

resurrection.

"There is nothing

like it! It must be

shown!"

—Chris Laughlian,

BBC

Performed by
Stephen Shank

'li VHS
$49.95 U.S./

$59.95 Canada

16mm film

$150 U.S./

$185 Canada

Rental $25/week

For information, or

to order, call

1-800-999-3534

Hk Mennonite
Board of Missions
Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA
22801-2497
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deaths
Bast, Rosetta, 74, Ontario. Bom: July 17, 1919,

Blandford Twp., Ont., to Aaron R. and Bar-

bara (Jantzi) Helmuth. Died: Jan. 14, 1991.

Survivors—children: Floris Kristoff, Harry,

Iris Wagner; 6 grandchildren; brothers and
sisters: Ruby Schmidt, Magdalene Ein-

wechter. Bill Helmuth. Predeceased by John
Bast (husband). Funeral and burial: Jan. 17,

Steinmann Mennonite Church by Vernon
Zehr and Fred Lichti.

Blank, Harvey M., Sr., 86, Franconia, Pa.

Bom: Mar. 8, 1904, to Oliver and Katie

(Mussehnan) Blank. Died: Jan. 16, 1991. Sur-

vivors—wife: Estella N. Stoudt; children:

Margaret B. Mayer, Betty B. Landis, Alverda

B. Kolb, Grace B. Haberie, Timothy D.; 23

grandchildren; 35 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by Harvey, Jr. (son). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 19, Franconia Mennonite Church,

by Paul M. Lederach and Floyd M. Hackman.
Denlinger, Lillian E., 103, Lancaster, Pa.

Bom: Apr. 7, 1887, to John M. and Telitha

(Kreider) Eby. Died: Jan. 20, 1991. Survi-

vors—children: J. Lester, Marvin E., Ruth E.

Osborne, Helen T. Hess, Edythe F. Huber.
Predeceased by John M. Denlinger (husband).

Funeral: Jan. 23, Paradise Mennonite Church,

by Clair B. Eby and Harold K. Book. Burial:

MeUinger's Mennonite Cemetery.

Eby, Keith Elgin, 56, Kitchener, Ont. Bom:
Mar. 12, 1934, to Edwin and Ida (Diefen-

bacher) Eby. Died: Dec. 25, 1990. Funeral:

Dec. 28, Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church,

by Paul Martin and Douglas BlundeU. Buried:

Woodlawn Cemetery.
Erb, Doris Marie, 61, Halstead, Kan. Bom:
May 20, 1929, Garden City, Mo., to Ehner and
Golda Hershberger. Died: Jan. 21, 1991. Sur-

vivors—husband: John Erb; children: Dwight,

Janet Purinton, Julie; 3 grandchildren; sister

and brother: Jary Ann Payne, Fremk. Funeral:

Jan. 24, Hesston Inter-Mennonite Fellowship,

by Lloyd Zook and Waldo E. Miller: Burial:

East Lawn, Hesston.

Fitzgerald, James, Sr., 53, Waynesboro, Va.

Bom: May 12, 1937, to Arthur and Hannah P.

(Phillips) Fitzgerald. Died: Dec. 23, 1990. Sur-

vivors—wife: Mary Fitzgerald. Children:

James C, Jr., Douglas; 6 brothers, 3 sisters.

Membership: Waynesboro Mennonite
Church. Burial: Dec. 27, Augusta Memorial
Park, by Stanlee D. Kauffman and Charles
Ramsey.

Gingerich, Amos, 94, Kitchener, Ont. Bom:
Feb. 2, 1896, Peel Twp., Ont. Died: Jan. 7,

1991. Survivors—sons: Leonard, Mervin; 6

grandchildren; 7 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by Susanna Gingerich (wife). Funeral
and burial: Jan. 10, St. Jacobs Mennonite
Church, by Sue C. Steiner.

Hershey, Margie, 80, Lititz, Pa. Bom: to John
W. and Lizzie (Burkholder) Hess. Died: Jan.

2, 1991. Survivors—husband: Elmer S.

Hershey; son: Dale H.; brothers and sisters:

Joseph B., James B., Simon B., Emma, Sara
H. Funeral: Jan. 5, Lititz Mennonite Church,
by J. Clair Hollinger and Donald Good. Burial:

Hess Mennonite Cemetery.
Hofstetter, Bertha B., 72, Wahiut Creek, Ohio.
Bom: Aug. 9, 1918, Wooster, Ohio, to Frankhn
P. and Violet (Messner) Short. Died: Jan. 18,

1991. Survivors—sisters and brothers: Gladys
Porter, Grace Hooley, Pauline Miller, Henri-
etta Yenne, Nevin, Frank and James. Prede-
ceased by Clyde Hofstetter (husband).
Funeral and burial: Jan. 21, Kidron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler and Enid
Schloneger.

Mast, Lester W., 96, Millersburg, Ohio. Bom:
Aug. 28, 1894, Holmes Co., Ohio, to Aaron and

Sarah (Miller) Mast. Died: Jan. 15, 1991.

Survivors—wife; Ada Hershberger; children:

Marian NeOson, Lorell; 7 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren. Funeral and burial: Jan.

18, Walnut Creek Mennonite Church, by Ross
A. Miller, Paul R. Miller, and Dwight Mason.

Metzler, Nicole Renee, 3 months, Wakarusa,
Ind. Bom: Oct. 9, 1990, to Mike and Beth
(Kurtz) Metzler. Died Jan. 10, 1991. Survi-

vors—parents; sister: Amanda. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 12, Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church, by Wes Bontreger and Larry Kurtz.

Ruth, Lizzie Mae, 85, Lansdale, Pa. Bom: Jan.

7, 1906, to Sylvanus and Lizzie (Nyce) Kratz;

Died: Jan. 16, 1991. Survivors—children: John
K., Mary Mingledorff; 3 grandchildren; 7

great-grandchildren; sisters and brothers: Es-

ther Landis, Martha, Wayne. Predeceased by
John L. Ruth (husband). Funeral and burial:

Jan. 19, Line Lexington Mennonite Church,

by Lowell H. Delp and John Ruth.

Snavely, Anna L., 89, Lititz, Pa. Bom: to

Benjamin and Lydia (Lefever) Denlinger. Died:

Jan. 12, 1991. Survivors—daughter: Marie. Pre-

deceased by Abrara L. Snavely (husband). Fu-

neral: Jan. 15, Lititz Mennonite Church. Burial:

Mellinger Cemetery.

Thomas, Leon M., 66, Lancaster, Pa. Born:

Aug. 20, 1924, to Amos and Martha (Myer)

Thomas. Died: Dec. 23, 1990. Survivors—Jean
MUler (wife); children: Warren, Everett, Low-
ell, Greta Edgel, Gretchen; 6 grandchildren;

sisters: Lois A., Rhoda E. Buchen, Miriam M.
Burkholder. Predeceased by Nadine (daugh-

ter). Funeral: Dec. 29, NeffsviUe Mennonite

Church, by Linford King and Paul Dagen.
Burial; New Danville Mennonite Cemetery.

Voder, Bertha M., 76, Lewistown, Pa. Bom:
Oct. 12, 1914, to Rudy and Mary (Peachey)

Yoder. Died: Dec. 17, 1990. Survivors—chil-

dren: Melissa Yoder, Joy Eversole, Gladys
Goodman; 2 grandchildren; sisters and broth-

ers: Ruth, Minnie Zook, Percy, Catherine,

Mark R. Predeceased by Jacob I. Yoder (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Dec. 20, Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, by Max Zook and
Guy Rocker.

Yoder, Saloma B., 87, Belleviille, Pa. Bom:
Apr. 6, 1903, to Samuel S. and Mary A.

(Kauffman) Yoder. Died: Dec. 17, 1990. Sur-

vivors—children: Emmanuel M., John S.,

Steve C, Raymond D., Isiah, Mary Byler,

Ruth Baker; 17 grandchildren, 31 great-grand-

children; brother: Emmanuel J.; half-sisters:

Katie Mohler, Amanda Kauffman. Prede-
ceased by John P. Yoder (husband). Funeral

and burial: Dec. 21, Locust Grove Mennonite
Church, by Max Zook and Erie Renno.

Young, Eva L., 90, Souderton, Pa. Born: May
29, 1900, to Jacob and Mary (Lewis) Springer.

Died: Jan. 13, 1991, Souderton, Pa. Survivors

—

children: Irene Metz, Mary Ziegler, Buelah
Alderfer; 10 grandchildren; 21 great-grandchil-

dren; sister and brothers: Edna L. Moyer, Jacob
L., Henry L. Predeceased by Benjamin B.

Young (husband), Benjamin Ray (son). Funeral:

Jan. 17, Souderton Mennonite Homes Chapel,

by Paul M. Lederach, Floyd M. Hackman,
Russell M. Detweiler. Burial: Franconia Ceme-
tery.

Wanted: school kits. Tuol Lahamg, Cambodia (MCC)—These cliildren need
school supplies. The Cambodian Red Cross has requested that Mennonite Central

Committee send 11,500 school kits for Cambodian children displaced by civil war.

MCC will distribute the school kits in five provinces of Cambodia. This request

comes at a time when the MCC supply of school kits has been depleted by a late

January shipment of 5,000 school kits to Liberia. People interested in assembling
and donating kits should place the following items in a 10- by 16-inch (25- by 41-

centimeter) drawstring bag: four unsharpened pencils, one plastic metric ruler (30
centimeters long), four spiral notebooks (a bit smaller than the cloth bag and about

75 pages each), one package of 12 to 16 crayons or colored pencils, and one pencil

eraser. The kits should be mailed or taken to the nearest MCC material resources

collection center. For more information, call 717 859-1151.
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editorials

The way to do things right
"Anything worth doing is worth doing right."

In my growing up, that slogan ranked up there

next to cleanhness and godUness. I learned early

to look for the way to do things right.

My search became more serious with the birth

of my first child. How do you raise children, any-

way? Set the rules early and let them know the

boundaries? Or go with the flow and solve the

problem as it comes?
I never did find the answer to the child-rearing

question. But I have noticed that some children

from "authoritarian" homes turn out fine—and
some not so fine. The same is true of children

from more "libertarian" families. In fact, to use a

"safe" example from Newsweek magazine, both
Jimmy and Billy Carter had the same upbring-

ing, one to become a president, the other the

pusher of "Billy Beer."

The search for the right way to do things isn't

limited to raising children. Today it's found its

way into church growth. Is there a Mennonite
congregation that hasn't talked recently about
the best way to grow?

Like child-rearing, the answers aren't neat.

One small congregation follows the church-

growth literature and soon finds itself classified

big. Another has all its signs right, its parking lot

paved, and its greeters trained but languishes

for lack of attendance. Meanwhile the mainline

Protestant church down the street (the kind

that's supposed to be d3dng) keeps buying the

building permits.

That's the problem with the search to do
things right. Sometimes what we think we find

works. Sometimes it doesn't. Too often the

search becomes the activity itself. Then what we
are called to do gets second shift to the quest

for the best way to do it.

Martin Marty, writing in Context, sees that dan-

ger in the current interest in spirituality. He
quotes John Garvey from Commonweal, who
said this about competing techniques and coun-

sel on the right way to God: "The old saying,

'Do what you are doing,' applies here. Don't look

for the right way of praying or being attentive to

God's presence. Pray. Pay attention."

In other words, do something. Don't get caught

in the pursuit of the right. "If you can give up
the hunt for the right kind of spirituality, you
can live with your failures," Marty adds.

This is not a call for new rugged individualism.

The way we do things must constantly be tested

with the faith community. But individualism can
also be expressed in other ways. It can mean hid-

ing behind the community, refusing to do any-

thing until everyone agrees. It can be unable to

act for fear of doing it wrong.

There's nothing wrong with books on child

rearing, theories on church growth, or retreats

on spirituality. But the books and theories and
retreats must get into practice. Else the children

grow up and the church stays ineffective. While
we continue to search for the way to do things

right.—;//?

No good news about rates

"There's precious little good news in the world
right now," one of my friends told me recently.

I'd rather not add to the bad, but here it is,

straight:

Gospel Herald's subscription rates have in-

creased 12.3 percent. Effective Feb. 1. Individual

subscriptions are now $26.95. If your church is

on the Every Home Plan (EHP), the new rate is

$20.95. Bulk subscriptions (five or more copies

to one address) are $18.95 each.

Inflation is responsible for some of the in-

crease: costs for paper, ink, typesetting, press

time keep rising. We're also trying to do better

by our writers and illustrators.

Much of the blame for the increase goes to the

U.S. Postal Service. Second-class mailers like

Gospel Herald have been hit with a postage in-

crease of up to 30 percent. Because we mail

weekly, that's $31,000 more for postage in 1991

than we paid in 1990.

We've looked for alternatives: go biweekly,

offer only bulk subscriptions. We're not enthusi-

astic about any of them. We'll keep searching.

Meanwhile, we pledge to do all we can to keep

costs down. And quality up. Somewhere we'll

find that middle ground.—y/p
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Mennonites
on the way
to peace
by J. Lawrence Burkholder

In the Jan. 8 issue of Gospel Herald, the editor

admonishes Mennonites to stop fighting. "Some-
thing has happened to Mennonites on the way to

peace," he says. "We have taken sides on how it

shall be done. We call names, impugn motives,
and question sincerity—in short wage our own
little war on how to make peace." The editor

counsels the Mennonite church to "watch its

language" and keep objectives clear.

This is sound advice as far as it goes. But it

does not speak to the problem at its deepest
level. The problem is not simply one of Chris-
tian etiquette but of the nature of pacifism it-

self. Mennonites no longer agree about what
ALSO IN THIS ISSUE Christian pacifism is. Of course, pacifism means

nonparticipation in war. On that all are agreed.

Who needs another trans-
when it comes to the theological basis for

latir^n fU« UiUi^o r>
Pacifism and its implications for lifestyles, politi-lation Of the Bible? 6 cal philosophy, and involvement in societ;, dis-

.
agreements abound. If one reads current peace

Pubhshing house to sell literature and if one pays attention to Sunday
bookstores in Ontario 9 school discussions, it becomes clear that the

Mennonite church no longer speaks with a single

Mennonites impressed ^^g^*
^^"^ '^^"^^h

by WCC assembly 10 Confusion may arise for many reasons. But



A review of the peace positions

which have emerged among
Mennonites in recent years.

one reason is the fact that pacifism as a

"position"—rather than just a conviction—is not

simple. It is complex, if by a position we mean a

wide-ranging cluster of logical and reinforcing

ideas. A pacifist position is not easy to come by,

and few have the inchnation or the ability to as-

semble the theological, cultural, and pohtical

components. Nevertheless individual Mennonites
prefer particular ideas and actions even though
they may not understand the theological roots

and the implications of their views.

What follows is an attempt to set forth peace
positions which have emerged among Menno-
nites in recent years. The list is by no means
complete and somewhat sketchy.

1. Traditional "biblical" nonresistance
For most of Mennonite history, "non-

resistance" has been used to define the Menno-
nite position on war and peace. It is a radical

concept drawn from the Sermon on the Mount
and Christ's death on the cross. Nonresistance

means defenselessness. Nonresistant Menno-
nites reject the use of force in principle, so its

application goes far beyond war. To be nonresis-

tant is to refuse to enter into what the world re-

gards as normal balances of egoistic power, asso-

ciated with institutional life in particular. Hence
traditional Mennonites do not join labor unions

or resort to legal defenses or hold political of-

fice. Social action in which Gandhian-type non-

violent tactics are employed is rejected as un-

christian. Justice is not considered a legitimate

category of biblical ethics. The Christian ethic

consists simply of the uncompromised applica-

tion of agape love. No theoretical place is made
for coercive power and compromise. Purity is val-

ued above social responsibility.

Nonresistance recognizes, however, that the

world, and especially the political realm, do not

operate according to these principles. If they

would, the ijesult could be chaos. So traditional

Mennonites, drawing upon Rom. 13, place gov-

ernment "outside the perfection of Christ"

where it is ordained by God to use force as may
be necessary to provide order. There are, after

all, two kingdoms with their separate means and
ends. Mennonites should speak to government in-

frequently and, if at all, in general terms. Tradi-

tional Mennonites have felt that it is inappropri-

ate to speak to critical issues of political policy,

since the best policy may not be clear. It is also

logical to assume that were Mennonites to enter

into decision making, they could be expected to

help pick up the pieces. Above all, traditional

Mennonites have chosen to avoid compromise
and moral ambiguity.

Four contempo-
rary expressions

ofpeace active

among Menno-
nites today:

(1) traditional

biblical non-
resistance;

(2) witnessing

nonviolence;

(3) dialectical

pacifist politi-

cal responsi-

bility; and
(4) vocational

pacifism.

Certainly nonresistance is easily understood as

a theory. It is logical and, indeed, beautiful in its

simphcity and its purity. Nonresistance has had
a long history in Catholic monastic life where, in

the absence of family complications, it has been
applied rigorously. The communal implications

of nonresistance have sometimes taken the form
of "the Mennonite community," so-caUed "is-

lands of sanity" where Mennonites may live in

semi-isolation on the basis of love alone.

2. Witnessing nonviolence
A most significant change in peace thinking

among Mennonites has occurred in recent years.

Many have abandoned nonresistance as the con-

trolling principle of Mennonite pacifism. All at

once, and without considered agreement, many
Mennonites have moved from nonresistance to

nonviolence. Now it is thinkable and indeed ac-

ceptable to resist evil through the nonviolent

uses of power. This is revolutionary. Now Menno-
nites can "get with it!" Now Mennonites need
not be passive. Now a legitimate element of

Christian mission is peace activism. Mennonites
may assert themselves socially as long as they

are nonviolent. Accordingly the language of Men-
nonites has shifted from nonresistance to nonvio-

lence, from agape love to justice, and from paci-

fism to "peacemaking." So Mennonites are

beginning to talk about "dilemmas." And the in-

famous word "ambiguity" occasionally creeps
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into speech to describe the ethical situation.

With this radical change in Mennonite ethics,

Mennonite Christology has changed as well. For
many, Jesus is no longer God incarnate, the mys-
terious God-Man whose spiritual message was
characterized by the claim that "my kingdom is

not of this world." Rather, Jesus is now viewed
primarily as a sinless prophet calling for social

change in anticipation of the kingdom of God on
earth. Jesus was involved in politics, it is

claimed, in his advocacy for the poor. Clearly he
resisted the authorities through the use of spiri-

'tual, moral, and social power.

How did Mennonites come to this drastic theo-

logical metamorphosis? I believe it was through
the influence of Martin Luther King, Jr., and his

times. After King, Mennonites could no longer
resist the moral claims of social justice. And so

Mennonite language changed, their theology
changed, and their actions changed. Such
changes could be predicted some 40 years ago
as Mennonites abandoned many of their non-
conformed ways. But the sudden change from
the perfection of nonresistance to the ambigu-
ities of nonviolent resistance is almost unbehev-
able. Such a movement may be defended, but
are its imphcations understood?
With the transition from nonresistance to non-

violent resistance the Mennonite church rede-
fined the nature and scope of its peace testi-

mony. Nonresistance was intended as a personal
and communal response to evil. It was for the
church only. In that respect it was nonpolitical.

Indeed, Mennonites have traditionally been
"neutral" in political matters.

But as the Mennonite church moved from non-
resistance to pacifism and peacemaking, it ex-

tended the scope of its life and testimony to in-

clude, in one way or another, the world as well.

And so the church now proposes to know what
are the right choices for secretaries of state, con-
gresspeople, and presidents. And Mennonites
are prepared to exercise the progressive use of
force that is implied in the movement from hum-
ble appeal to vigils, demands for justice, civil dis-

obedience, disruptive boycotts, and partisan poli-
tics.

For 400 years of history Mennonites took sec-
tarian pride in nonresistant life and argued with
other denominations, including certain historic
peace churches. Now they have adopted all at
once, without apologies and with no serious
sense of contradiction, the ways of modem Quak-
ers, Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Fur-
thermore, agape love has lost its exclusive power
as a source of judgment, let alone the way Chris-
tians should act.

Crucial to a church that not only allows but
now often proposes pohtical witness is the ques-
tion about what Mennonites shall say when they
go to Washington or Ottawa. This raises anew
the question as to how government is to be
viewed theologically as well as what can be ex-

pected of government. I see three different posi-

tions at this point:

a. Universal Christological nonviolence. Some
Mennonites hold that the nonviolent way of the
cross is normative not only for Christians but for

governments as well. We're not justified, they
claim, in making traditional distinctions between
realms, kingdoms, and personal and social

spheres in ethical expectations. Nonviolence is

an absolute principle based upon the message of
Christ. So we must recommend to governments
that all policies presupposing violence and all in-

struments of violence must be abandoned.
Such proposals would seem to traditional non-

resistant Mennonites to be neither biblical nor
prudent. It would lead to anarchy, some would
say. However, those who propose universal non-
violence insist that their position is biblical. It is ^

the will of God as revealed by Christ. God has
one holy will; that is love taking the form of non-
violence. To propose that God's will varies ac-

cording to times, persons, kingdoms, and social

realities is to inject an unjustified ambiguity into

the character of God.
To the objection that defenseless governments

in a sinful world could mean a cross for society

at large, the proponents of universal nonviolence
point to the supreme precedent in the death of

Peace pluralism can be seen
as another example of the

Mennonite church gone to

seed—or as a sign of vitality.

Christ and the resurrection that followed. Gov-
ernments, they claim, would do well to lay down
their arms in faith and die if necessary so that a

miraculous resurrection may follow. This resur-

rection could take the form of the universal

peace called the kingdom of God.
b. Middle axioms nonviolence. Those who take

this view call upon governments to be nonvio-
lent, at least intitially. But, of course, sinful gov-
ernments have never been nonviolent in the
past, so governments cannot be expected to be
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The sudden change of the Mennonite
church from the perfection of nonresis-

tance to the ambiguities of nonviolent

resistance is almost unbelievable.

nonviolent in the future. Therefore after the ini-

tial appeal to be nonviolent, the message is quali-

fied to include reasonable uses of instruments of

violence. The term "middle axioms" is some-

times used to describe the content of the mes-

sage. A middle axiom is a norm which is higher

than ordinarily expected but lower than the per-

fection of Christ.

This is not to suggest that violence may be jus-

tified for having been grounded in natural law or

God's "permissive" will. When governments act

violently, even for the most just of causes, they

sin. But moderate use of weapons is better than

excessive use. And so the advocates of this posi-

tion ground their witness in Christology without

facing the dangers of anarchy. There would

seem to be a fictional dimension to this position,

since Mennonites seldom in reality preface their

witness with demands for complete nonviolence.

c. Two kingdom nonviolence. This position is

the same as the preceding one, except for the

issue of the theological basis for government.

Government is viewed here as a natural phenom-
enon established by God through creation; it is

not expected to be nonviolent. It is intended to

maintain just law and reasonable order. In so far

as law and order can be maintained without vio-

lence, it must do so. But in hght of sin and

human failings of many kinds, God wills the use

of violence in order to protect humanity against

itself. And so, to put it crudely, the message is

for governments "to do their thing."

After all, there are two kingdoms. These king-

doms coexist and interpenetrate. It is hard to

separate them objectively. But in the New Testa-

ment hope is expressed for the eschatological

unity of the two kingdoms in Christ. So until the

kingdom comes, governments are "ordained" to

protect the innocent by minimal use of violent

force.

3. Dialectical pacifist political responsibility

All previously listed positions presuppose ad-

ministrative detachment from political order.

But there are some Mennonites today, likely rela-

tively few, who feel that prophetic witness is not

enough. If the Old Testament office of the

prophet may be adopted and transferred to the

modern democratic context, why not the office

of king as well? So some feel called to express

their sense of neighborly responsibility by partici-

pating directly in the political process.

Responsibility is understood here as helping

to "run the government" rather than just talking

about or to the government. Some roles within

the poHtical order are closer to where decisions

are made than others. Bureaucratic pubUc ser-

vice is usually less accountable to the general

public than service in an elective office. But the

elective office allows one to bring convictions for

peace and justice to bear immediately upon pub-

lic decision making. That is its appeal. Of
course, politics is clearly the "art of the possi-

ble," and the possible is never the ideal. Politics

is a give-and-take process in which one must ac-

cept moderate social and political gains. It is no

place for perfectionists.

> It is obvious that a pacifist faces a hard time

getting elected, let alone remaining in pubUc of-

fice. Also the pacifist experiences agonizing

moral conflict. No sensitive person can enter pol-

itics without internalizing the tragic conse-

quences of complexity and sin. Christian politi-

cians are required to compromise for the sake of

peace and justice in an imperfect world. To
bring the ideal and the real together and to bear

the tension between them is to think and to act

dialectically. One thing sure, in order to govern a

Christian must be blessed with a deeper experi-

ence of forgiving grace than traditional Anabap-

tist theology offers.

4. Vocational pacifism
Some Mennonite conscientious objectors,

while feeling "called" not to participate in war,

are prepared to allow others who feel called to

do so with impunity. Pacifism is interpreted as a

calling, not an obvious and unambiguous conse-

quence of Christian morality binding similarly

upon all Christians. Vocational pacifists allow

that some wars may be "just," in which case par-

ticipation may be justified for those who feel

called. After all, to go to war or to refuse to go

to war may in some cases offer no clear moral al-

ternative. For example, to allow Hitler to kill 6

miUion Jews with pacifist impunity would be

morally offensive. At the same time to kill Hitler

and bomb cities in the process would be also

morally offensive. Therefore, in Ught of no clear

moral alternative, room must be made for some

believers whose background, instincts, and bibli-

cal interpretation disallow participation in war

and for others who may with equal sincerity and

for similar reasons participate in war. Vocational

pacifists appeal to their personal, subjective,

and communal sense of vocation and allow oth-

ers to do the same.

This view of course has many variants and can

be held for many reasons, some more desirable

than others. It is sometimes held by thoughtful

theologians, but it is also held, though seldom ac-

knowledged, as the real position of many tradi-

(continued on page 8)
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"Jesus came . . . proclaiming
the good news of God. . .

.

'The time is fulfilled, and
the kingdom of God has
conw near; repent, and
believe in the good news.'

"

—Mark l:14b-15, NRSV

readers say

Like the changes
The magazine is looking great! I like

the changes that have taken place. And
Michael Kings's article, "Loving the

Gray Woman and Living Apart" (Jan.

29), is his best yet.

Cindy Mines Kurfman
Denver, Pa.

Learning from a master teacher
Thank you to Michael Sherer and Gos-

pel Herald for the Jan. 22 article focus-

ing on Mary Oyer. We can all learn from

Mary's zeal and self-giving love, shown
in her leadership through the use of

music in worship and the fine arts. As a

master teacher, Mary Oyer has inspired

hundreds of students and encouraged

them to explore the use of their gifts

within the context of the Mennonite
Church.

I hope and pray that the Mennonite
Church continues to nurture such leader-

ship as we search for new avenues of ex-

pression and meaning in our church

music of today.

John D. Smucker
Goshen, Ind.

More emphasis needed
on Christ and salvation

Gospel Herald needs to give more
space to the doctrines of Christ and of

salvation. I am somewhat dismayed,

after reviewing the index of the 1990 is-

sues, to find almost complete silence on
both of these great doctrines. The maga-
zine seems to have plenty of room for so-

cial justice and a peace emphasis that

seems to leave the Savior in the back-

ground.

George R. Brunk II

Harrisonburg, Va.

To take a stance

but to be patient

Tony Lapp's clear challenge left me
no choice but to respond. His article,

"Who Will Be Patient? Who Will Not
Judge?" (Jan. 15), brought back memo-
ries of a time almost 20 years ago when
I struggled with similar questions. Then
it was Vietnam.

I registered as a conscientious objec-

tor in August 1971, and that fall, in the

lottery of birthdays, I received number
10, almost certain to be in the first call-

up in January.

I had to defend my application for CO
status before the local Selective Service

board. I can still see the somber faces of

the ex-military men who sat around that

table. I also remember, as my father and
pastor stood with me, the conviction

with which I stood solidly for a belief I

had taken for my own.

In the years since, I have held to those

same basic beliefs, and I'm convinced

now more than ever they are right. What
I have learned, however, is to be patient

and to withhold judgment of others who
hold to a different stance. As I have
walked with those of different faith tradi-

tions, I have been made aware of the

blind spots in my own faith walk. I hope,

through dialogue, that I have been able

to make them aware of their own.

I have adopted the attitude of Paul to

the Philippians: "I press on toward the

goal to win the prize for which God has

called me heavenward in Christ Jesus. . .

.

And if on some point you think differently,

that too God wiU make clear to you. Only
let us live up to what we have already

attained" (Phil. 3:14-16).

Randall Longenecker

Bellefontaine, Ohio

God is with us now
I'm glad God is not sitting away off

somewhere in heaven waiting for me to

go to him at the end of my stumbling ef-

forts to be a good person in this Kfe.

Rather, in the words of Ruth Brunk
Stoltzfus, "The good news is that God is

with us now" (Dec. 25).

I have believed that fact for 40 years.

God lives in me and helps me to search

for his will, knowledge, strength, forgive-

ness, and love.

For too long we have approached our

study of the Scriptures to find what
other people tell us it means. I wish we
could read them and let the verses say

just what the words in them say.

For example, we have used Jesus'

words about mansions in John 14 to en-

courage us to be faithful and endure.

But too often we obscure the truth of

the reality that God has come to us now.

I am glad that I see some Bible teach-

ers and writers become brave enough to

try to explain to us God's relationship to

us now. If many more of us had under-

stood and beheved these words 30 or

more years ago, perhaps our church

would have been spared the rejections

and strained relationships we have
among us.

Chester C. Osborne
Hesston, Kan.

Pontius hits home
In the last year I have read several

complaints on "Pontius' Puddle." I enjoy

the comic strip. But even more than

that, Pontius makes me think; and too

often when I do, I realize that he is talk-

ing to me! Maybe that's why some don't

like the strip: it hits too close to where
we are.

Naomi Osborne

Dry Fork, W.Va.
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Who needs another translation

Now 51 translations after the KJV, we
have another version of the Scriptures,

What does this one have that makes it

different? Is it an improvement for us?

If the computer you buy today will be obsolete

Daniel within the year, how long can a Bible translation

Hertzler ^^^^^ "^^^ James Version set a record likely

never to be surpassed: the first revision ap-

peared 270 years after the first edition.

Even so, the EngUsh Revised Version of 1881-

95 and the American Standard Version of 1901

never attained popular acceptance. When I was

growing up in the '30s and '40s, we knew about

these versions, and some of us consulted them.

But the Bible of reference and of reading was

the venerable KJV, well into its fourth century.

Then came the Revised Standard Version in

1952, and it was a pubhshing sensation.

The new Bible was denounced by pulpiteers

and pamphleteers throughout the land. The rhet-

oric became so shrill that in the fall of 1952 the

Mennonite Pubhcation Board appointed a com-

mittee of Mennonite scholars to evaluate the

RSV Bible for the Mennonite Church. The com-

mittee—Harold S. Bender, Chester K. Lehman,

and Millard C. Lind—concluded, "We find that

all the great doctrines of God's Word are pre-

served and clearly set forth within the new ver-

sion in truth and power. We do not believe that

the faith of our people will be undermined in

any doctrine by its use, and we find no evidence

HOLY
BIBLE

to support the charge that the new version has

for its objective an attack on our Christian faith."

How many Mennonites read that conclusion, ei-

ther in the pages of Gospel Herald or in a Herald

Press pamphlet, I do not know. I suspect many
read and were influenced by the writings of J. J.

Ray, who produced inflammatory material

against the RSV.
Nonetheless, the RSV became my standard

Bible for reading, study, and preaching some-

time in the '60s. I have found it a useful version,

generally clearer than the KJV, particularly

where the language has changed so that the old

terms no longer make sense. In the meantime

Bible translation has proceeded apace: 51 En-

ghsh translations have appeared since the RSV.

I have used some of these: the New EngUsh

Bible, Today's Enghsh Version, The Jerusalem

Bible, and the New International Version. I also

refer back on occasion to the KJV. But the RSV
has been my Bible of reference.

Now there is a New Revised Standard Ver-

sion. Why so soon?

According to Robert C. Dentan, writing in

Princeton Seminary Bulletin, further revision of

the RSV was authorized in 1974, little more than

20 years after the RSV Bible had appeared.

Three concerns motivated the revisers: "to up-

date grammatical forms, to eliminate sex-biased

vocabulary, and to incorporate the results of

sound bibUcal scholarship into the translation."

The decision to revise, he says, was because of

the social changes of the '60s and early '70s. One
of these was "less formality in social relation-

ships that led inevitably to the use of a less for-

mal style of language in public worship."

The most obvious example of this in the

NRSV is to abandon the use of "thee" and

"thou" in addressing God. Ps. 40:6 illustrates the

new style: "Sacrifice and offering you do not de-

sire, but you have given me an open ear." The
Bible in the original language had no special

style for addressing God. So this change follows

more closely the original. It also carries out a

process of language updating which the RSV
had begun but hesitated to follow to conclusion

out of respect for cultural lag.

The scholars working on the NRSV have not

tinkered with male pronouns used in the Bible

as metaphors for deity. But they have labored

mightily to eliminate "sexist" language in refer-

ences to people. Two ways are readily discern-

ible. One is to change a male reference into a

general term such as "mortal." Another is to use

the plural instead of the singular.
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of the Bible?

An example of both is Exod. 4:11: "Who gives

speech to mortals? Who makes them mute or

deaf, seeing or blind?" Ezekiel is addressed re-

peatedly as "Mortal" instead of "Son of man."
And in 1 Cor. 13:1 we read "If I speak in the

tongues of mortals" and in verse 11, "when I be-

came an adult."

I am confident that such changes do no vio-

lence to the meaning of the text. However in

some instances they strike me as more abstract

and less colorful than the words they replace.

Some persons, sensitive to the issue of sexism,

have already followed this in public reading, so

the NRSV is merely catching up.

The third reason for a new Revised Standard
Version is the concern for interpretation of the

ancient languages. What are the latest scholarly

readings of controversial translations? For exam-
ple, the NRSV has relegated to a footnote the

RSV translation of Gen. 12:3b: "And by you all

the families of the earth shall bless themselves."
This now reads, "In you all the families of the

earth shall be blessed." This puts the NRSV in

league with the KJV and the NIV. (The Menno-
nite committee to evaluate the RSV had criti-

cized its translation of this verse and preferred

the KJV.)

In many ways the New Revised
Standard Version is merely
catching up with what is

happening in our churches.

On the translation of YHWH, the personal
four-letter Hebrew name of God, the NRSV
sticks with the RSV, the NIV, and the KJV,
using the word LORD (all capitals) wherever
this name appears. In defense of this rendering,
committee chair Bruce M. Metzger writes in the
introduction that the word "Jehovah," which ap-
peared in the American Standard Version, is not
accurate and that "the use of any proper name
for the one and only God, as though there were
other gods from whom the true God had to be
distinguished ... is inappropriate for the univer-
sal faith of the Christian church."
The NRSV enters a crowded field. What are

its chances of success with 51 other recent ver-
sions vying for our attention and with the King
James Version still in the race? Walter Wink,
professor of biblical mterpretation at Auburn
Theological Seminary, writes in The Christian

Century that the NRSV is "the finest American
translation yet." Lancaster Mennonite Confer-
ence News suggests, "If your congregation is

'

making efforts to worship in unbiased language,
yet in the tradition of the King James Version,

this might prove to be the best text." In The
Mennonite Maynard Shelly writes that "The
NRSV is the Bible for the 21st century."

Denominations which have had the RSV as

the official version will no doubt move on to the
NRSV. In 1953 the Mennonite committee investi-

gating the RSV observed, "Unlike some other
church bodies, our church has never officially

adopted any version . . . and we beheve it should
not do so now; nor should it officially repudiate
a version." They suggested, however, that "for

some time to come" the KJV should be the pri-

mary version in Sunday school and in the pulpit.

That was 40 years ago. In the meantime, it ap-
pears that the NIV and the RSV have been re-

placing the KJV in numbers of our
congregations.

The arrival of the NRSV is a reminder that in

the Christian church, and particularly in the
Mennonite church, the Bible is a book to be
studied and understood by all the people. Thus
it is important that the scholarship and language
be kept up to date. For myself, I expect that the
NRSV will become my standard English Bible.

It will take awhile to get used to some of the ab-
stractions in places where the older Bibles use
more specific and clearcut terminology.

And having been raised on the KJV, I will not
forget it as long as I live. When I need a concor-
dance, I reach for one based on the KJV. Some
of its cadences still ring in my ears. No modern
version can match the sonorous, sexist elo-

quence of its rendering of 1 Cor. 13:1, "Though I

speak with the tongues of men and of angels,

and have not charity, I am become as sounding
brass, or a tinkling cymbal."

The new may be better, but the old sticks in

my mind.

Daniel Hertzler, Scottdale, Pa., is retired editor of
Gospel Herald. A member of the Kingview Menno-
nite Church, Dan currently does free-lance writing

and editing.

Three concerns motivated the RSV revis-

ers: to update grammatical forms, to

eliminate sex-based language, and to

incorporate the results of scholarship.
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items & comments

Bush turned to prayer and preachers

as war got underway in Gulf

U.S. President George Bush turned to

prayer and preachers in the hours sur-

rounding the commencement of hostilities

in the Middle East. He attended services

at Camp David on both the Sunday before

and the Sunday afterward. He telephoned

Presiding Bishop Edmond Browning of the

Episcopal Church and U.S. Senate Chap-

lain Richard Halverson and told them he

had been praying for peace. Both prayed

with him on the phone. Browning again

urged him to seek a peaceful solution.

(Browning also prayed with Secretary of

State James Baker—who, Hke Bush, is an

Episcopalian.)

Bush sent out a call to evangelist Billy

Graham. The message: "I need you." Gra-

ham, a long-time personal friend, arrived

at the White House just as the war was

getting underway. He joined the president

and his wife for a private dinner as events

continued to unfold in the skies over Iraq.

During the evening, he prayed four or five

times, both with Bush alone and with

others. He stayed the night.

With the help of chaplains and others, a

service was hastily organized for the fol-

lowing morning in Memorial Chapel at Fort

Myer, across the Potomac River in Vir-

ginia. Several hundred attended. Military

chaplains prayed for the quick success of

the nation's "just and righteous cause." In

a 17-minute sermon, Graham spoke about

the world's troubles and about peace, say-

ing, "there come times when we have to

fight for peace." An Army chorus sang

"God Bless America," and the congrega-

tion sang "Amazing Grace." (NIRR)

Unrepentant Catholic generals and

guerrillas banned from communion
A leader of the Roman Catholic Church

in Argentina has taken an unusually harsh

position in repudiating the presidential

pardons of former military commanders

and guerrilla leaders by ordering that those

pardoned not be given holy communion in

his diocese. Archbishop Miguel Hesayne

issued an order to all priests in his south-

em Argentina diocese that the nine mili-

tary chiefs and three ex-terrorist leaders

granted amnesty and released from prison

by President Carlos Menem "are not to

receive communion in the Rio Negro Dio-

cese until they show some sign of repen-

tance for their horrendous crimes against

humanity."

Hesayne said his decision, which exem-

plifies a long-running division among Cath-

olic leaders and their approach to the

issue, was based on the statements of

those pardoned following their release

from prison. The statements seek to justify

their conduct during the period of brutal

military dictatorship and civil war that

lasted from the mid-1970s through the

early 1980s. Hesayne and a few other

bishops have long been outspoken critics

of the violent crimes committed by both

sides during the years of military rule.

Although much of the rest of the church

hierarchy has been silent on this matter,

the pardons have caused some to rethink

their positions. (RNS)

Virginia court rules against bond issue

for Liberty University

The Virginia Supreme Court has ruled

unanimously that a $60 million tax-exempt

bond issue for evangelist Jerry Falwell's

Liberty University would violate church-

state separation because of the religious

nature of the school. In its ruling, the court

said that "undisputed evidence" showed

that the university's pervasive aim is the

"equipping of young people for evangelis-

tic ministry in the local church." Justice

Henry Whiting wrote for the court that

"the pursuit of this aim makes Liberty an

institution in which religion is so pervasive

that a substantial portion of its functions

are subsumed in religious mission," and

therefore the proposed bond issue would

violate the EstabUshment of ReHgion

Clause of the U.S. and Virginia constitu-

tions. (RNS)

Mennonites on the way to peace

(continued tional Mennonites. Some would contend that

from page 4) throughout much of Mennonite history, Menno-

nites have taken covert satisfaction in the fact

that while they do not defend the country, oth-

ers, including Christians, do. For example, one

Amish bishop said about the cold war, "This is

not for us, but . .
." and then advocated a poUcy

of strong national defense. Sometimes historic

pacifism is defended by vocational pacifists as

the peculiar contribution of Mennonites, Quak-

ers, and Brethren within the larger framework of

the universal church.

It should be obvious that Mennonites are no

longer of one mind "on the way to peace." Were

one to explore Mennonite thinking in depth, one

would have to include the influence of political

philosophy as well. Mennonites were once politi-

cally benign. But as they become increasingly po-

litically conscious, their political views and their

peace thinking tend to become aUgned. Even

their theology follows their politics. Hence in ef-

fect, today there is a Republican bible as well as

a Democratic bible, a conservative bible, and a

Uberal bible. And so it goes.

The proliferation of peace approaches in the

Mennonite church could be interpreted in differ-

ent ways. Peace pluraUsm could be seen as an-

other instance of the Mennonite church going to

seed. If so, this would be too bad. After all the

"peace emphasis" is the only obvious distinctive

characteristic that Mennonites have left.

However, peace pluralism could also be inter-

preted as a sign of vitality. Life generally moves

from the simple to the complex, toward a pleth-

ora of modifications in both the social and natu-

ral realms. But appeals to richness, variety, and

dialogical unity cannot discount the need for con-

tinued "discernment" of the will of God in the

"unity of spirit in the bond of peace" (Eph. 4:3,

NRSV). So, let us watch and pray.

J. Lawrence Burkholder, Goshen, Ind., is presi-

dent emeritus of Goshen College. He has taught at

Goshen College, Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, and Harvard Divinity School. Law-

rence and his wife, Harriet, are members of Col-

lege Mennonite Church.
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church news

Mennonite Publishing (House to sell

Provident bookstores in Ontario
Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—Mennonite Pub-

lishing House will sell its three Provident

bookstores in Ontario because of heavy

financial losses. That was the decision of

Mennonite Publication Board at its Feb.

8-9 meeting. The three stores are North-

land in London, and Campus Court and
Button Place in Waterloo.

MPH will attempt to find buyers for the

stores so Ontario Mennonites can continue

to buy books locally. First priority will be
to sell to a local Mennonite group or

individual.

The decision comes as a result of overall

losses to MPH in four of its last five years.

The board is reviewing products and ser-

vices not covering direct costs so that other

areas will not be jeopardized.

Prior to this decision, MPH had taken

several steps in an attempt to stop the

losses. Employees did not receive wage
increases. Store locations were changed in

an attempt to increase sales and reduce

losses. However, the net effect has not

brought the stores to a break-even basis.

MPH began operating bookstores in

Canada when it purchased the Golden
Rule Bookstore at 256 King Street East in

Kitchener, Ont, fi-om A. J. Shultz in 1938.

In 1941 the store was moved to 187 King
Street East and in 1964 to 117 King Street

West.

For a number of years a new location for

the store was sought with the aid of Men-
nonite leaders in the Kitchener area. The
shopping area in which the store was lo-

cated had deteriorated and the customer
count was dropping.

In 1989 the services of the store were
split, and it was relocated as two stores.

Campus Court and Button. MPH hoped
that the Campus Court location would
appeal to book buyers and that church

buyers would spend extra energy to go to

the less expensive Button Place location.

Sales increased through January 1991, but
were less than needed to break even.

In 1955 the London store, Northland,

was opened as an outreach experiment.

This was the first time a store had been
located where there was not a large con-

centration of Mennonites. After a slow

start the store flourished for a number of

years. In 1987 the opening of a new regional

shopping mall drained sales. Although the

store was remodeled last year, the recovery

has not been sufficient to cover costs.

Ohio Mennonites
get media attention
for Gulf response

Toledo, Ohio—A photograph of Menno-
nite pastor Phil Ebersole with his head
bowed in prayer appeared on the front

page of the Jan. 14 issue of The Blade, a

daUy newspaper for this city. The opening
line read, "What does a minister whose
rehgion preaches peace say to a congrega-

tion whose country is on the brink of war?"
Much of Ebersole's sermon the previous

day at Bancroft Mennonite Church in To-
ledo was quoted in the article titled "On
the Brink of War, the Message Is Peace."
Ebersole and his congregation were fea-

tured again in the Jan. 23 issue of The
Blade. Under a section entitled "Show-
down in the Gulf/Prayers for Peace," a
larger heading read, "Local Religious Ac-
tivities Focus on Peace," with another title

"Toledo Mennonites Gather for an 'Emer-
gency Sabbath.'

"

The article said the Bancroft members
had "left their jobs for the day, pulled their

children out of school, and otherwise al-

tered their routine so that they could come
and pray for a peaceful resolution to the
Persian Gulf War." Ebersole was quoted
as saying, "We pray for the day when
Patriots will be turned into plowshares,
when Scuds will be turned into sickles.

when Tridents wiU be turned into trac-

tors." The reporter also included back-

ground on the Mennonite peace stand.

Meanwhile in nearby Wauseon, Lavon
Welty, the pastor of North Clinton Menno-
nite Church, submitted a letter to the

editor of the Fulton County Expositor. The
editor herself then interviewed Welty
about Mennonite beliefs on peace. Along
with the article she printed a photo of

Welty tying a white ribbon on his car's

antenna. This white ribbon was suggested

at a noon fast held at North Chnton as a

symbol for witnessing to peace.

Three girls from West Clinton Menno-
nite Church near Pettisville were featured

in a cover article in the Jan. 30 Archbold
Buckeye. Taryn Roynon and Laura and
Jennifer Waidelich were interviewed by
Siegrid Richer, a staff writer for the weekly
newspaper and a member of a local Men-
nonite congregation.

The girls had composed a letter to Pres-

ident George Bush and written their own
slogan, "Guns don't end war. Guns end the

lives of many people."

—

Beverly Miller

Writing to President Bush are (left to right) Taryn Roynon and Laura and Jennifer Waidelich.
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Mennonites impressed by opening
of WCC assembly in Canberra
Canberra, Australia (Meetinghouse)—

Eight Mennonites and a Mennonite-lean-

ing Baptist met on Feb. 9 to compare notes

on their experience of the World Council

of Churches' seventh assembly which con-

vened here on Feb. 7. Representing five

countries, they found themselves agreeing

that there was much to affirm in the open-

ing days of the assembly.

The theme of the assembly is "Come,

Holy Spirit—Renew the Whole Creation,"

and Mennonites sensed a wind blowing

which they had not expected. This assem-

bly has been galvanized by the Persian

Gulf War, and the Mennonites were par-

ticularly interested to hear a variety of

antiwar and pro-peace statements.

Among these was a remark by Metropol-

itan Paulos Mar Gregorios from the

Malankara Church in India and a WCC
president. (Paulos is a 1952 graduate of

Goshen College where he was known as

Paul Verghese.) He was assigned to re-

spond to an address by Australian Prime

Minister Robert Hawke, who included a

defense of the allied assault on Iraq.

Gregorios agreed that Iraq should leave

Kuwait, but "there is genuine doubt about

Gulf War tints

Presbyterian-Mennonite
peace gathering

Canadensis, Pa.—"Did we all leave our

radios at home?" asked Brenda Brooks,

worship leader at Presbyterian-Mennonite

Shalom VI. When one voice said, "Yes, but

I have a radio in the car," she responded,

"Yield not to temptation."

The Persian Gulf War was on everyone's

mind. Speakers referred to it, dinner con-

versations seemed to lean toward it, and

the one-minute silences observed by the

group each hour gave a time for individual

prayers.

The gathering of about 100 at Spruce

Lake Retreat embraced a wide variety of

people, including families, youth, and older

adults. The January meeting is scheduled

every other year.

Speakers included Dieter Hessel, a sem-

inary professor who has been active in the

Presbyterian peace movement since the

Vietnam War. He used the term "eco-

justice" for the new relationship needed in

the church. "Peacemaking is the call of the

church," he said. The further development

of that idea, given the current war, is that

"the church is called to make peace with

the earth."

Rexford Ahene, a native of Ghana and
an economics professor at Lafayette Col-

lege, talked about the effect that exporting

can have on a country. Some of the poorest

nations are those who are also the highest

exporters of agricultural products. "Export

cropping has to be tempered by a nation's

own needs," he said.

Dale Aukerman, a Brethren author from

Maryland, has grown his own food on a

four-acre homestead since 1984. He spoke

on the discernment necessary for God's

people today. "Each generation must de-

termine what parts of the current estab-

lishment constitute the evil Babylon, and
separate themselves from it," he said.

Jocele Meyer, part of the global education team for

Mennonite Central Committee, gets practical.

Jocele Meyer, a Mennonite from Ohio,

brought things onto a practical level. She
began with a family slide show on how she

and her husband, Art, had been students

of the creation with their family. After Art

had taught for 30 years in the Ohio public

school system, the family was ready for a

change. They purchased a plot of ground

which included many acres of unreclaimed

coal strip mines. Their first priority, if they

were to help this land to heal, was to keep

the bare banks from eroding. They planted

1,000 trees a year for 12 years.

Meyer listed the five "Rs" of a sustain-

able household: (1) repentance, taking one

from guilt to change; (2) reconciliation,

making changes which will bring one into

harmony with creation; (3) reuse materials,

"sharing your outgrown children's clothes

with others"; (4) recycle, promoting both

symbolic and practical activity; (5) reduce,

cutting back on the use of the world's

resources.

—

David Hiebert

the means taken to make Iraq do that."

For AUe Hoekema of Holland, Gregorios'

response to Hawke was "the most powerful

moment. If people like he can say things

like this, it will have a tremendous impact."

(Gregorois had also taken gentle exception

to Hawke's remarks about the demise of

apartheid in South Africa and of what
Australia is doing for its aborigines.)

There were numbers of other antiwar

statements. Marga Buhrig, a Reformed
theologian from Switzerland, said, "There

is no war that can be justified. All theolog-

ical justifications of war need to be re-

jected, and we refuse to accept them." For

a Christendom which has hidden behind

that tired old concept, the "just war," this

is something new.

The Mennonite group also took note of

a Herald Press book, A Declaration on

Peace, sponsored by the historic peace

churches and the Fellowship of Reconcili-

ation. A copy has been presented to WCC
general secretary Emilio de Castro, and
multiple copies were brought to the assem-

bly for sharing with interested persons.

This small volume provides a biblical and
theological case for peace which it is hoped
might interest persons who are reacting

against the Persian Gulf War. Yet it was
acknowledged the book comes at an awk-

ward time for the WCC to give it major

attention. This is a large, bureaucratic

organization and issues need to take their

turns.

Daniel Geiser, a Mennonite delegate

from Germany, was concerned about the

problem of power within the organization.

"This is clearly seen on the European
level," he said. "We have to see that people

from the third world are heard."

Yet Alle Hoekema felt it "necessary that

other Mennonite denominations think of

the openness of the WCC and attend

meetings without fear. There are other

evangelical denominations here."

John Lapp, executive secretary of Men-
nonite Central Committee, reported that

the WCC assembly has given him the

chance for personal contacts with church

leaders from around the world with whom
MCC works. Among these has been
Ezekiel Kutjok, general secretary of the

Sudan Council of Churches. On the basis

of this contact, Lapp predicted that more
people will die in Sudan as a result of the

Gulf War than anywhere else. As many as

5 million may perish of famine because

ships which would bring food to them are

unwilling to pass through the Red Sea.

The Mennonite group agreed that its

impressions were only preliminary and

made plans to meet again on Feb. 14 to

reflect further on the assembly, which is to

conclude on Feb. 20.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Board members (left to right) Don Shafer, Werner Kroeker, and Don Steelberg build a small house

during a report by MCC U.S. staff. It symbolizes the "house-against-hunger" fund-raising projects.

Peace is top issue at IVICC U.S. meeting
Archbold, Ohio (MCC)—Making peace,

teaching about peace, and responding to

war in the Persian Gulf were themes dis-

cussed by Mennonite Central Committee
U.S. board members here during their

armual meeting on Jan. 24.

The board agreed to serve as the em-
ployer of record for denominations re-

questing this service for Selective Service

purposes, if a draft is reinstated due to the

Gulf War. The Mennonite Church has al-

ready requested this of MCC; other de-

nominations wUl likely follow. This means
that in the event of a draft MCC would do
the Selective Service paperwork necessary

for those doing alternate service through a

Mennonite agency.

Titus Peachey, reporting for the Peace
Section, said that "we are getting no indi-

cation from Selective Service that they are

preparing for a draft." If the government
calls for a draft, however, Peace Section

wants to be ready to respond on short

notice.

Peachey also reported on other section

activity due to the Gulf War, including

requests for information and efforts to

educate constituents about peace during

this time. "The burden of our witness for

peace must rest on the shoulders of all of

us," Peachey said, "not just young people

who might face a draft. The situation calls

us to give public witness to our faith and
to think about our acceptance of violent

systems that protect our comfortable life-

styles."

In other action the board approved the

1991 program plans and budget. In light of

budget constraints each MCC U.S. depart-

ment brought a list of expenditures it will

cut or hold until March when the Financial

Services Department will be better able to

predict income for the new fiscal year.

Before the board meeting, MCC U.S.

sponsored a youth event that attracted 200

to Zion Mennonite Church in Archbold. It

featured music by a Kidron, Ohio, youth
group and a talk by Siegfried Bartel, a

former Nazi German commander, on "Why
I Am a Conscientious Objector." Bartel,

now from British Columbia, has been an
MCC board member.
"The glorification of war is the greatest

lie in the history of mankind," Bartel said

as he told the group about his life in

Hitler's army during World War II, his

conversion to pacifism, and the guilt he has

carried. Referring to Jesus' command to

"love your enemies," Bartel said, "You
cannot love your enemy and pull the trig-

ger."

Also before their meeting, MCC staff,

board members, and community people
participated in seminars on various MCC
issues and concerns: peace in Africa; Men-
nonite involvement in the Soviet Union;

Latin America concerns; MCC questions

and answers; environmental issues; focus

on disabilities; and stories of service from
MCC Great Lakes workers. A seminar on
"MCC, Islam, and the Persian Gulf at-

tracted the most people.
—Andrea Schrock Wenger

MCC worker reports
on Jordanian view
of Persian Gulf War
Nicosia, Cyprus CMCCj—Jordanians, liv-

ing between Israel and Iraq and with an
economy devastated by the Persian Gulf
War, are angry and fearful, according to

Jerry Martin, who, along with his wife,

Jeanette, direct Mennonite Central Com-
mittee work in Jordan. He said the mood
in Amman, the country's capital, has been
very tense.

"People in Jordan have seen war and
conflict before and are afraid of the conse-
quences," Martin said. "They expect the
war to spread" beyond Iraq and Kuwait.
They fear the economic consequences of
the crisis too. Jordan's economy has been
hit hard by the war; Iraq was the country's
major trading partner.

Two days after the war started, the
Martins left Jordan for the island country

of Cyprus in the Mediterranean Sea, on the

advice of Jordanian co-workers. Martin
said they did not feel personally threat-

ened, but that Jordanian anger against the

West is widespread.

"What makes them angriest is the double
standard," he said. "They see the United
States ignoring 40 years of United Nations
resolutions addressing the Palestinian sit-

uation, but sending billions of dollars and
troops" to support Kuwait. Demonstra-
tions in Amman have been largely peaceful,

Martin said. But he fears what might hap-

pen if the country starts "coming apart at

the seams" due to economic decline or

widening of the war.

MCC's Jordanian staff in that country

are concerned about being associated with

a Western organization, Martin said.

Though MCC is respected for its work,

some people may know only that it is a

Western organization. One staff member
removed the MCC logo from a vehicle to

avoid being associated with the West.

"This is a difficult position for MCC staff

to be in," said Martin.

MCC Jordan work in agriculture, educa-
tion, and disabilities will continue despite

current tensions. The Martins plan to re-

turn to Amman as soon as possible. The
future of MCC work in Jordan depends on
the war's outcome, Martin says. MCC may
also find new work addressing the needs
that result from Jordan's economic crisis.

Jordanians have different opinions about
the outcome of the war, according to Mar-
tin. But in general they agree that though
the West may win the war, it will lose out
in the long run. Jordanians see the resur-

gence of Arab nationalism that is taking

place now as a "new birth" that will change
the face of the Middle East.

War wiU only increase tension between
Christians and Muslims, Martin said. The
West is viewed as Christian, and Islamic

movements will be radicalized by the war.

"This situation only builds walls," he
said.

—

Ardell Stauffer
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mennoscope

• Protest and patriotism in Washington.
Hundreds of students from Mennonite col-

leges joined tens of thousands of others who
streamed to the nation's capital on Jan. 26 for

a massive antiwar march and rally. They
included 200 from Goshen College and 50

from Eastern Mennonite College. Faculty

members participated as well, including

Goshen dean John Eby. The demonstrators

tried hard to communicate—through signs,

songs, and speeches—that their protest

against the Persian Gulf War was patriotic.

The march from the Capitol to the Washing-
ton Monument was led by 3,000 war veterans.

Estimates of the crowd ranged all the way
from 75,000 to 350,000.

• Using less energy. "Excessive and ineffi-

cient use of energy has caused most of the

earth's environmental deterioration, and now
it has also contributed to war in the Middle
East," says Art Meyer of the Global Educa-
tion Office at Mennonite Central Committee.

"To reverse the environmental crisis and re-

duce our dependence on oO from Middle
Eastern countries, we must change the way
we live. The collective results of many
individuals' efforts can be substantieJ." Infor-

mation on practical ways to do so can be
obtained from the Global Education Office at

MCC, Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

• Seniors for Peace respond. Members of

Seniors for Peace in Goshen, Ind., are wearing

black armbands as their response to the Per-

sian Gulf War. They call them "symbols of

mourning for all who are suffering because of

the war." On the first Sunday after the out-

break of war, the senior citizens distributed

the armbands at College Mennonite Church
and later to students at Goshen College.

• "Stories of Peace and Service." That is

the name of a book compUed, edited, and
published by a Colorado fire fighter. He is

Stan Hill, a member of Beth-El Mennonite
Church in Colorado Springs and a full-time

member of the city's fire department. The
book, a collection of stories from 23 people,

grew out of a peace retreat at which storytell-

ing was emphasized. Hill was concerned that,

in a time of no mUitary conscription, children

were growing up without much knowledge of

conscientious objection to war. He himself did

not grow up Mennonite but came to the

conviction during the Vietnam War that he

could not fight and kill. Obtaining CO classi-

fication was a long hard struggle.

• Tight budget for Eastern Board. The 1991

budget for Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions has been set at $6.5 million—an increase

of 3.5 percent over the income for 1990. Board
chairman Jay Garber says the increase is less

than the projected rate of inflation, so Eastern
Board will need to do some cutting in its

programs. Missionaries serving two-year
terms are being asked to extend to three-year

terms to save on travel costs. Also, funds to

erect church buildings overseas have been
dropped from the budget.

• Itinerant ministers appointed. Indiana-

Michigan Conference has appointed itinerant

ministers to visit congregations that need en-

couragement and stimulation. It is the brain-

child of the conference's Vision '95 Task
Force, which is responding to congregations

that want help in promoting the denom-

The wonders of soybeans. Dong
Thap, Vietnam (MCC)—A worker

feeds soybeans into an extruder at

the Bich Chi Food Factory in Dong
Thap Province of Vietnam. Through
pressure and heat the equipment
inactivates the enzyme that causes

deterioration and bad taste in

crushed soybeans. An expeller re-

moves soy oil, leaving a mealy pow-
der or cake that can then be used to

make a variety of high-protein soy-

based food products for small chil-

dren, at low cost. Mennonite Central

Committee provided $85,000 to

purchase and ship the small-scale

extruder and expeller equipment to

Vietnam. MCC has assisted with a

soybean production project at the

nearby University of Can Tho for

several years. Soybeans are an excel-

lent protein source for malnourished

children and undernourished adults.

They are cheaper than meat, which
is not available to most Vietnamese.

Soybeans also fix nitrogen in the soil

and can be planted alternately with

rice to improve soil fertility.

ination's 10-year goals. David and Wilma
Shank, retired Mennonite Board of Missions

workers, have agreed to be the first itinerant

ministers, for a six-month test period starting

this summer. The conference is currently

looking for a name for the new program.

"Johrmy Appleseed isn't quite right," says

conference executive secretary Sherm
Kauffman, "but it's something like that."

• Streams of spirituality. A Southeast Con-

ference event focused on "Streams of

Spirituality" Jan. 25-26 at Bay Shore Menno-
nite Church in Sarasota, Fla. Five speakers

presented five different streams—evangelical,

Anabaptist, charismatic, contemplative, and
feminist. Worship and other features demon-
strated the streams. Small groups identified

strengths and weaknesses in each one. Guest
speaker Virgil Vogt of Reba Place Church in

Evanston, Dl., said, in his closing address, "All

the streams belong to us." Southeast Confer-

ence is using "Streams of Spirituality" as a

yearlong theme to stimulate a deeper spiritu-

ality among its members and an appreciation

for the contributions of the various streams.

• Garber retires from MBM. The challenge

for congregations is to get involved in mission

beyond the local setting, says Leonard Gar-

ber, who has retired after serving five years

as a regional representative for Mermonite
Board of Missions. And he believes MBM's
challenge is to let the congregations know
what MBM is doing. Garber and colleague

Simon Gingerich pioneered the regional rep-

resentative role of relating to people in con-

gregations. Garber's "territories" were Ohio
and Indiana-Michigan conferences at first and
then just Ohio. Garber was a veteran pastor

when he joined the MBM staff.

• Reducing crime. Does the opportunity to

make things right reduce crime? Apparently
so, says a new study, when young offenders

are positively rewarded for taking responsibil-

ity. Reduction of recidivism, or re-offense, has
not been a primary purpose of Victim-Of-

fender Reconciliation Program sponsored by
Mennonite Central Committee. VORP puts

more emphasis on repairing harm and righting

relationships. StUl, recidivism rates are an
important question—one that is often asked
of those involved with VORP. Until the recent

study, though, evidence had been scarce.

• "AMBS—33 Years." That is the name of a

fund-raising project to meirk the inauguration

of the first joint president at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Semineiries after 33 years of

existence. People are invited to send special

gifts of $33 or multiples of that by June 30

toward a goal of $330,000. Already 100 percent

of the board members, faculty, and staff of

AMBS have given. AMBS, which is made up
of Goshen BibUcal Seminary of the Mennonite
Church and Mermonite Biblical Seminary of

the General Conference Mennonite Church,

had two presidents until the joint appoint-

ment of Marlin Miller last year.

• Mission statement updated. "God's Call to

Mission" is the name of the updated mission

statement for Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. It replaces "Pilgrimage Ln Mission,"

which guided the board's strategy in the

1980s. The statement notes that there are still

4,000 major groups—or 1.5 billion people

—

who have not heard enough of the gospel to

respond to Christ. Eastern Board wUl con-

tinue to focus on unreached people during the

1990s.

• Exceeding the goal. Students, faculty, and
staff at Eastern Mennonite High School

raised $162,000 during their annual Christmas

Fund Drive—well above the $155,000 goal.

The 30-year tradition benefits the Harrison-

burg, Va., school's Annual Fund. This is the

eighth consecutive year that the goal was
surpassed. The students personally contact

donors or donate wages from two days of work
or write letters to alumni and friends.

• Directory of photographers. Mennonite
Central Committee is compiling a directory of

Mermonite photographers. It will be available

to MCC and other church organizations and
individuals wishing to contact photographers

for assignments or exhibits. Professional or

serious amateur photographers interested in

being listed in the directory should contact

Howard Zehr at MCC, Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717 859-1151.
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• Pastor transitions:

Addona Nissley was installed as pastor of Deep
Creek Meimonite Church, Chesapeake, Va.,

on Feb. 3. He was previously pastor of

Christiansburg (Va.) Mennonite Church and
interim pastor of Mt. Pleasant Mennonite
Church in Chesapeake.

Harris Waltner became pastor of Manhattan
(Kan.) Mennonite Fellowship on Feb. 1. He
succeeds Dorothy Nickel Friesen, who be-

came assistant dean of Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries last summer.

Timothy Ngo was ordained as pastor of pastor

of Edmonton (Alta.) Chinese Mennonite
Church on Dec. 2. He is the founding pastor

of this two-year-old congregation, which is

affiliated with three Mennonite denomina-
tions.

Dean Williams was ordained as pastor of Wood-
land Mennonite Church, Basye, Va., on Jan.

6. He was licensed in 1989.

Catherine Longenecker was ordained by Virginia

Conference on Feb. 16 for chaplaincy work.

She serves as co-chaplain, along with her
husband, Dan, at Virginia Mennonite Retire-

ment Community in Harrisonburg.

Jake Schwartz was ordained by Indiana-Michi-

gan Conference on Dec. 9 as chaplain for St.

Joseph County Jail, Centreville, Mich.
Brenda Glanzer was Ucensed as minister of

education at Hesston (Kan.) Mennonite
Church on Jan. 13. She has been serving since

last summer.

• Missionary transitions:

Dennis and Lori Witmer went to Guatemala in

January for a three-year assignment with
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. They
are community development workers. Their
address is Apartado 1, 16909 San Pedro Car-
cha, Alta Verapaz, Guatemala.

Linford and Janet Stutzman returned from Aus-
tralia in December to pursue further training.

They are Eastern Board workers who assisted

the emerging Mennonite church in Australia.

Their address is 12 Village Sq., Harrisonburg,
VA 22801.

Steve and Beth Gibbs returned from Peru in

December for further study. They are Eastern
Board workers who helped start Mennonite
congregations in that country. Their address
is Box 206, Stratford, NJ 08084.

Dennis Freed returned from Tanzania in Decem-
ber for a three-month leave. He is a nurse
educator at Shirati Hospital under Eastern
Board. His address is 715 Cross Rd.,
Lederach, PA 19450.

Grace Guntz went to Kenya in December for an
Eastern Board assignment. She is the hbrar-
ian at a school for missionary children. Her
address is Rosslyn Academy, Box 14146, Nai-
robi, Kenya.

Lamar and Barbara Witmer went to Kenya in

December for an Eastern Board assignment.
They are educators and development workers
among SomaU people in Northeast Province.

Their address is Box 14894, Nairobi, Kenya.

Bryan and Ardythe Butler went to Tanzania in

January for an Eastern Board assignment.
Bryan is teaching at Bukiroba Bible School.
Their address is MFW, Private Bag, Musoma,
Tanzania.

Dave and Terry Rice returned from Honduras in

December after serving 18 months under East-
em Board. They assisted at Amor Viviente

Rehabilitation Center in Tegucigalpa. Their
address is 1519 Schaeffer Rd., Ehzabethtown,
PA 17022.

Abby Gray went to France in January for a
one-year intern-in-mission assignment with
Eastern Board. She is serving the mentally
handicapped. Her address is Domaine Em-
manuel, Hautefeuille 77120, Coulommiers,
France.

• Coming events:
Illinois Worship in Song Festival, Apr. 28, at

Mennonite Church of Normal, El. The annual
inter-Mennonite event includes a mass choir
as well as congregational hymn singing. The
guest director this year is Goshen College
music professor Tim Stalter. Two rehearsals
will be held prior to the festival in two differ-

ent locations. More information from Evie
Bertsche at R. 2, Chenoa, IL 61726.

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship Conference, Feb.
28-Mar. 2, at Hesston College. An annual
event, the theme this year is "Shalom Staying
Power Beyond the Latest Issue." The main
speaker is John Stoner, longtime director of
the Peace Section at Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. Also planned are workshops, music,
drama, and a simulation game. More informa-
tion from the Student Life Office at HC, Box
3000, Hesston, KS 67062; phone 316 327-8227.

Festival of Marriage, Mar. 22-24, at LaurelviUe
Mennonite Church Center. This is for people
who want to make a good marriage better. The
leaders are Duane and Nancy Sider of
Harrisonburg, Va., and Gerald and Marlene
Kaufman of Akron, Pa. More information from
LaurelviUe at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;
phone 412 423-2056.

Open House and Student Visitation Days, this

spring, at Eastern Mennonite High School,
Harrisonburg, Va. The open house, which is

an overall introduction to the school, will be
Mar. 7. The visitation days, which are for

prospective students, will be Mar. 15 and Apr.
2. More information from EMHS at 801 Park-
wood Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703
433-9107.

• New resources:
Booklet on calling people to ministry ft-om Men-

nonite Publishing House. It helps congrega-
tions encourage members—young people as
well as older people in mid-life transition—to
consider becoming a pastor. It is titled Calling
the Called and was written by John Martin, a
professor at Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
The booklet is available for $4.95 (plus $1.50
for postage/handling) from MPH at 616 Wal-
nut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683.

Video on the militarization of Labrador from
Mennonite Central Committee. It is about the
Innu people and how their way of hfe is being
disrupted by low-level bomber training by the
air forces of Canada, the U.S., and other
countries. It shows how Christians can help
the Innu people correct this injustice. The
27-minute video is titled Labrador: Homeland
or Wasteland? It is available for free rent from
all MCC offices in Canada and from MCC at
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

Special meetings:
Nancy Faus, Oak Brook, El., at Hyattsville,

Md., Feb. 22-24.

Church installs stained-glass window. Harrisonburg, Va.—A stained-glass window
installed on Jan. 25 in the sanctuary at Community Mennonite Church is special
for several reasons. First and foremost, the design is intended to convey something
about the identity and the purpose of the church. Second, funds for the window
were given by two former members as an expression of appreciation for their time
there. The donors were charter members at Community Mennonite when it began
in 1972 and attended there until 1987. Jay Kain, pictured (right) with assistant
Roger Nelson, was asked to create an artist's proposal based on die "covenant
statement" of the congregation and other information supplied by church mem-
bers. Once the basic concept was approved, Kain, a member of the art faculty at
James Madison University, fashioned the window at Shenandoah Stained Glass, a
business he and his wife operate. He said it took about six months to take the
project from concept to completion.—/im Bishop
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New building for retreat center. Williarmburg, Va. TWCfiC)—Williamsburg
Christian Retreat Center celebrated the completion of Holly Cottage with an
"open house" on Jan. 20. Guests toured the new building, which is designed for
small groups, Sunday school classes, and church groups needing a location for
seminars and retreats. It is also available for family reunions. Christian organiza-
tions, and for families vacationing in nearby Colonial Williamsburg. Holly Cottage
has six bedrooms, a kitchenette, and large meeting room. It is the first of several
cottages planned for construction along with a conference center and main lodge.
The new building is a welcome addition to the existing campground and recreation
facilities. Williamsburg Christian Retreat Center is a Mennonite ministry related
to Virginia Conference. The directors are Ken and Betty Hartzler.

• Job openings:
Faculty position in mothcmntics, Eastern Men-

nonite College. This is a one-year temporary
position starting in the fall. Women and mi-
norities are urged to apply. Send resume to

Lee Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
Administrator trainee, Martins Day Care Center,

starting in July. Either an early-childhood

degi-ee or two years of experience are neces-
sary. The center is operated by Martins Men-
nonite Church of Orrville, Ohio. Call 216
683-7366 (days) or 216 855-3971 (evenings).

Second-grade teacher, Ephrata Mennonite
School, starting in the fall. Contact David
Sauder at the school, 598 Stevens Rd.,
Ephrata, PA 17522; phone 717 738-4266.

Change of address:
Watertown Mennonite Fellowship from 279 S.

Ontario Dr., to R. 1, Box 170, Watertown, NY
13601; Calgary Mennonite Fellowship to

Pineridge Christian Fellowship, 119 Pinetown
PI NE, Calgary AB TlY 5J1.

marriages
Abraham-Swamidoss: David Abraham Wash-

ington, D.C., (Washington Community Fel-

lowship), and Celeste Swamidoss
Washington, D.C., (Washington Community
Fellowship), Dec. 29 by Myron Augsburger.

Crotty-Zeiset: Thomas Crotty, Penryn, Pa.

(Catholic), and Patricia Zeiset, Bally, Pa.
(Bally), Jan. 26 by Roy K. Voder.

Gehman-Miller: Michael Gehman, Bally, Pa.
(Bally), and Carol Miller, Bethlehem, Pa.
(Evangelical Lutheran), Dec. 22 by Roy K.
Yoder.

Good-Driver: Robert L. Good, Harrisonburg,
Va. (Weavers), and Athalyn Driver, Harrison-
burg, Va. (Harrisonburg), Jan. 17 by Joseph
and Edith Shenk.

Heintz-Nafziger: Emanuel Heintz, Ayr, Ont.
(United Brethren), and Elva Nafziger, Water-
loo, Ont. (Erb Street), Dec. 1 by Robert
Heintz.

Henderson-Boettger: Mike Henderson, Kitch-
ener, Ont., and Brenda Boettger, Petersburg,
Ont. (Erb Street), Dec. 7 by Mike Buckley.

Martin-Miller: Kenrick Martin, Harrisonburg,
Va. (Cornerstone), and Annette Miller,
Wellman, Iowa (Wellman), Dec. 23 by Gerald
Martin.

Peters-Swope: Len Peters,
, Man.

(Killarney), and Carolyn Swope, Harrison-
burg, Va. (Cornerstone), Dec. 1 by Gerald
Martin.

new members
Wideman, Markham, Ont.: Jim and Leslie

Forsythe, Howard Fortier, Margaret Hoover,
Muriel Keeping, and Patricia Knott.

Community, Coming, N.Y.: Christine Lock-
wood, Lyle Hawkinson, Ginny Gunnison, Deb-
bie Taylor, Dixie Jones, and Patty Benedict.

Oak Grove, Smithville, Ohio: Debbie Beechy,
Brian Burkholder, Bob Chaney, Bob Miller,

Sue Miller, Bob Witmer, and Waunita
Witmer.

Christ the King, Lancaster, Pa.: Charles
Bearfeld, Mark and Tammy Burke, Carl Eby,
Connie Frey, Dale and Kendra Gehman,
Cinny and Glenn Kienzie, Kim Kready, Gary
and Pam Laughlin, Randy Leaman, Doug
Lehman, Sharon Mast, Debbi Robichaud, Ra-
chel Swanger, and Gordie Ziegler.

births

Adrian, Laurie and Susi, Lititz, Pa., Ryan Adam
(second child), Jan. 24.

Beatty, Charles II and Naomi (Bond), Hagers-
town, Md., Charles Warren (third child), Nov.
28.

Beiler, Brad and Lois (Burkhart), Gordonvllle,
Pa., Austin Bradley (first child), Jan. 23.

Blosser, Sam and Shearon, Pettisville, Ohio,
Chandra Kali (second child), Jan. 16.

Boshart, Craig and Karla (Rennau), Wood
River, Neb., Rebecca Rae (first child), Jan. 17.

Boshart, Terry and Trena (Rohrich), Cairo,

Neb., Lucas James (second child), Jan. 3.

Byler, Mike and Jayne (Speigle), Barberton,
Ohio, Kathryn Marie (first child), Jan. 26.

Crider, Arlan and Kathy (SoUenberger), Cham-
bersburg, Pa., Amy Ryann (first child), Sept.
29.

Crider, Brent and Vicki (Witmer), Greencastle,
Pa., Erin Victoria (first child), Sept. 22.

Frederick, Duane and Bonnie, Chambersburg,
Pa., Sara Beth (third child), Jan. 25.

Geiser, Randy and Linda Joy (Siegrist), Dalton,
Ohio, Mark Scott (first child), Jan. 11.

Hedrick, Merlin and Deborah (Roth), Sellers-

ville. Pa., Emily Anne (second child), Jan. 24.

Hostetter, Eric and Janet (Heatwole), Harri-
sonburg, Va., Brook Amaris (first child), Nov.
19.

Jacobs, Randall and Rachel (Miller), Goshen,
Ind., Samuel Miller (second child), Dec. 10.

Janzen, Bruce and Jeannine (Spicher), Elbing,
Kan., Alison Joleen (first child), Jan. 2.

Kauffinan, Mervin and Patty (Mosemann),
Greencastle, Pa., Bradley Scott (third child),

Jan. 25.

Kaufman, Allen and Gloria (Gindlesperger),
Boswell, Pa., Janna Faith (third child), Nov.
30.

Keim, Ronald and Kristina (Yoder), Orrville,

Ohio, Brittany Hope (first child), Jan. 3.

Kerry, Morris and Judy (Stoltzfus), Murdock,
Kan., Jacob Woodrow (first child), Dec. 11.

Lehman, Gerald and Joyce (Frey), Chambers-
burg, Pa., Rachel Noel (third child), Dec. 17.

Miller, Tom and Sonya (Graber), Middlebury,
Ind., Micah Allen (fourth child), Dec. 28.

Miller, Tony and Diane (Hochstetler), Inman,
Kan., Abbie Magdalene (second child), Dec.
29.

Neher, Scott and Linda (Boese), Hutchinson,
Kan., Christopher Roy (first child), Dec. 12.

Ranck, J. Robert and Beth (Morgan), Paradise,
Pa., John Nathaniel (second child), Jan. 14.

Ritter, Erik and Joy (Lehman), Boardman,
Ohio, Nicholas Tate (second child), Dec. 31.

Sanders, Steve and Tami (Miller), Nickerson,
Kan., Cameron Joel (first child), Nov. 27.

Skroban, Fred and Beth, Waynesboro, Pa.,

Benjamin Wayne (second child), Sept. 30.

Smucker, Merv and Ann (Hostetler), Milwau-
kee, Wis., Julia Catherine (third child), Sept.
20.

Stucky, Tim and Beverly (Sasse), Hutchinson,
Kan., Kara Janae (second child), Nov. 4.

Suter, Eldon LeRoy II and Lynn (Kidd),
Harrisonburg, Va., Rebecca Elise (second
child), Jan. 16.

Weber, Mike and Frances (Gehman), Telford,

Pa., Wesley Michael (second child), Jan. 5.
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deaths
Amstutz, Lovina S., 85, Orrville, Ohio. Bom:

Feb. 20, 1905, to Samuel and Lydia (Moser)

Steiner. Died: Jan. 25, 1991. Survivors

—

daughter: Frances Yoder; 4 grandchildren;

sisters: Esther Stauffer, Vema Schmucker.
Predeceased by Allen L. Amstutz (husband).

Funeral and burial: Jan. 28, Martin's Menno-
nite Church by Vincent Prey.

Burkholder, Ada Catherine, 85, Harrison-

burg, Va. Bom: Nov. 9, 1905, to Newton and
Emma (Landes) Burkholder. Died: Dec. 31,

1990. Survivors—brother: Robert. Funeral
and burial: Jan. 3, Weavers Mermonite Church
by Glendon Blosser, Mike Martin, Herman
Ropp.

Coffman, H. Amos., 79, Coatesville, Pa. Bom:
Dec. 22, 1911, Dayton, Va. Died: Jan. 27, 1991.

Survivors—wife: Martha K. Kauffman; chil-

dren: Ella M. Coffman, Irvin J., Milton A.,

Norman B., Julia F. Schlabach, Alma R.

Coffman, Joseph W.; 11 grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; brothers and sisters: Robert
J., Samuel S., Paul E., David A., Sarah E.

Campbell, Naomi Swartz, Phoebe F. Coffman.
Predeceased by Naomi Blosser (first wife).

Funeral: Jan. 29, Maple Grove, Akron, Pa.,

and Jan. 31, Park View, Harrisonburg, Va., by
Owen Burkholder, Luke S. Martin, Glendon
Blosser. Burial: Bank Mennonite Cemetery.

Detweiler, Sarah, 88, Kalona, Iowa. Born:
Mar. 31, 1902, to Daniel and Salina (Mamer)
Slaubaugh. Died: Jan. 10, 1991. Survivors

—

husband: Clarence Detweiler; children: Mar-
ion, Wallace, Trula Zimmerly, Marjorie
Miller; 15 grandchildren; 6 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by Cecil (son). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 14, West Union Mennonite
Church by Merv Birky.

Click, Kirk E., 24, Smoketown, Pa. Bom: Dec.
10, 1966, to John L. and Mary K. (Byers) Click.

Died: Jan. 24, 1991, of bone cancer. Survi-

vors—parents; brother: J. Scott; sister: Cyn-
thia Wissler; grandparents: Jacob A. and
Katie E. GUck and Phares and Pearl Byers.

Funeral: Jan. 28, Forest Hills Mennonite
Church by J. Lester Graybill and Mark R.

Wenger; burial at Mellinger Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Kropf, Orvie David, 93, Tucson, Ariz. Born:
Mar. 6, 1897, Garden City, Mo., to David D.
and Catherine R. (Mayer) Kropf. Died: Jan.

11, 1991. Survivors—daughter: Evelyn Bearly;

5 grandchildren; 8 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchUd; sisters: Mary Yoder,
Ann Ropp. Predeceased by Edna Maya
Zimmerman (wife), Willis E. (son). Funeral:

Jan. 16, Sycamore Grove Mennonite Church
by Dennis Emest; burial: Clearfork Cemetery.

Kiihns, Lawrence Frank, 78, Wellman, Iowa.
Bom: Dec. 2, 1912, at Thurman, Colo., to

Henry and Maggie (Emst) Kuhns. Died: Jan.

21, 1991, of a heart attack. Survivors—chil-

dren: Jaunita Seward, Robert, Fem Yoder,
Erma Statler, Shirley Patterson; 15 grandchil-

dren; 2 stepgrandchildren; 16 great-grandchil-

dren; brother and sisters: L. John, Mary
Hoffman, Lucille Kempf, Laura Miller. Prede-
ceased by Verna Beckler (wife). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 24, Wellman Mennonite Church
by Dan Johnston and Eugene Blosser.

Sauder, Paul N., 78, Akron, Pa. Bom: May 30,

1912, to Noah N. and Barbara (Sensenig)
Sauder. Died: Jan. 1, 1991. Survivors—wife:

Elizabeth Weaver; children: Helen Reinford,
Sandra J. McNally; 5 grandchildren; 3 great-

grandchildren; sisters and brother: Elva Rutt,

Anna, Ruth Denlinger, Ehzabeth Eshleman,
Isaac L. Funeral and burial: Jan. 5, New
Holland Mennonite Church by Frank E. Shirk
and Clyde G. Kratz.

Shank, Vada, 88, Harrisonburg, Va. Bom:
Sept. 19, 1902, to G. Ben and Frances
(Rhodes) Swartz. Died: Jan. 19, Newport
News, Va. Survivors—husband: Wade H.
Shank; children: Orval, Evonne Showalter; 7

New VSers. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Ten Voluntary Service workers spent Jan.
14-31 in discipleship training here at Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions
headquarters in preparation for their new assignments. The 10 are: Front row (left
to right)—Kristen Strunk of Spooner, Wis., youth worker in Portland, Maine; Mary
Beth Eby of W^ashington Boro, Pa., nurse in Birmingham, Ala.; Janice Smith of
Kutztown, Pa., youth worker in Portland, Maine; and Chelsea Davidhizar of Lawn,
Pa., tutor in Bronx, N.Y. Back row—Dawn Jantzi of Plain City, Ohio, teacher aide
and secretary in Johns Island, S.C.; Maria Miller of Plain City, Ohio, day care
worker and outreach worker with the elderly in Corning, N.Y.; Jana King of Atglen,
Pa., nurse in Portland, Maine; Carl Ranck of Ronks, Pa., home repair worker in
Johns Island, S.C.; Debra Miller of Irwin, Ohio, teacher aide in Johns Island, S.C.-
and Elizabeth Clark of Kinzer, Pa., tutor in Bronx, N.Y.

grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; sis-

ters: Mary Coffman, Frances Layman. Funeral
and burial: Jan. 22, Weavers Mennonite
Church by Joseph C. and Edith Shenk.

Speerly, Lola R., 60, Morton, 111. Born: Oct. 4,

1930, Minier, 111. to Aaron and Naomi (Atkins)

Springer. Died: Jan. 25, 1991, Peoria, HI., from
injuries from a traffic accident. Survivors

—

husband: Ralph Calvin Speerly; daughters:
Terry Coppenbarger, Jodi Greenan; 3 grand-
children; sisters and brother: Lela Stalter,

Dorothy Smucker, Ralph. Funeral: Jan. 30,

First' Mennonite Church of Morton, HL, by
Glen and Thehna Homer. Burial: Hillcrest

Memory Gardens.

calendar'

School for Ministers, Waterloo, Ont., Feb. 18-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 21-23

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26
Keystone Bible Institute, Chambersburg, Pa.,

Feb. 25-Mar. 1.

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship, Hesston, Kan.,
Feb. 28-Mar. 2

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 1-2

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston CoUege board of overseers, Hesston,
Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,
Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mermonite College and Seminary board
of tmstees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,
Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mermonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, El.,

Mar. 14-16

Mermonite Health Association armual meeting,
Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Franklin Conference annual spring missionary
conference, Chambersburg, Pa., Mar. 16-17

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-
ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference aimual meeting, Flanagan,
m, Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annueil assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-
burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Bibhcal Seminaries con-
sultation on curriculum, Elkhart, Ind., Apr.
19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Mermonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mermonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3, 1991
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editorial

So what do we do now?
"The liberation of Kuwait has begun." With

those words from U.S. President George Bush at

7:00 p.m., Jan. 16, our world made an irrevers-

ible change.

How much Gospel Herald's world was to

change I couldn't have predicted that evening

while watching CNN. But in the three weeks

since, our desks have been swamped with let-

ters, articles, sermons, news stories, poems,

statements, and pleas for peace.

At first the material reflected confusion, disap-

pointment, anger, despair. What happened to

our prayers and letters and demonstrations for

peace? Why would God allow war? Had the

church failed again? What should we do now?

But once again, as has been true for much of

our history, we haven't spent much time sitting

around waiting for answers. We have gotten to

work:
• From Franconia on the East Coast to Los

Angeles on the West come reports of crowds

showing up at meetings to talk about a possible

draft. Franconia (Pa.) Mennonite Church, for ex-

ample, called a meeting of parents and youth for

noon one Sunday; over 100 showed up.

• Mennonites are writing letters. To newspa-

pers. To their representatives in governments.

To each other. To Gospel Herald. Our mail for

"Readers Say" has tripled since the outbreak of

hostilities in the Middle East.

• Calls for help in articulating a peace posi-

tion come from all over. In response Herald

Press, Scottdale, Pa., rushed into reprint Why I

Am a Conscientious Objector by John Drescher

in a record five working days' time.

• Young and old are carrying the banner for

peace. Eastern Mennonite College (Harrison-

burg, Va.) scheduled a peace march, expecting

150. More than 400 from the college and sur-

rounding community showed up. Other Menno-
nite colleges and seminaries report high interest

and good attendance at teach-ins, assemblies,

and demonstrations calling for peace.

• Churches are holding prayer services. One
in Archbold, Ohio, is reported to have packed

out the house with the service extending well be-

yond the time scheduled.

• Mennonite pastors are preaching sermons

about peace. Six of them came to my desk this

week. They're good sermons, dealing with com-

plex and difficult questions surrounding war and

peace. Some of them will see publication.

• Individuals are at work for peace. A Menno-
nite professional fireman in Colorado Springs,

Colo., for example, has collected alternative ser-

vice stories from members of his congregation

and published them in a book at his own ex-

pense. Stan Hill wanted his children and the chil-

dren of his congregation to understand why Men-
nonites believe in peace.

True, there are discouraging signs. Some Men-
nonite communities report division on whether

to support the war. Some believe the church has

no business telling the world how to run its busi-

ness. A few think Gospel Herald has already had

too much material on peace.

But that material will continue. Without apol-

ogy. This week we publish "Mennonites on the

Way to Peace" to help us understand why we
disagree on what a peace stance should be. I

hope it also gives insight into why the way of

peace becomes so difficult for many.

In the weeks ahead we will continue with more
articles on war and peace for thought and discus-

sion. There will be suggestions for what churches

and individuals might do. We'll have news stories

about people at work for peace. Your contribu-

tions are welcome. Our mail stack can't get too

high.

The Mennonite world made a fundamental

change on Wed., Jan. 16. No longer do we have

the luxury of waiting for agreement until we act.

Questions from our neighbors about why we
don't fly the flag or deck our houses with yellow

ribbons have to be answered on the spot. So do

queries about how we view the troops in the Per-

sian Gulf or why we squirm when our children

have to go to patriotic rallies at school.

The Mennonite church faces a critical time.

From my limited view, with little time for reflec-

tion, it appears we're doing quite well. History

will judge whether our efforts were adequate. It

is to God that we pray we will be faithful.

—jlp
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Mennonite Central Committee worker Kevin King
(right) in Jamaica: Christ will never send his followers
where he will not lead (page 2). The service he calls for
is everybody's business (page 6).
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Why I am a con-

scientious objector
he beginning point in my conscientious objec-

tion to war has to do with who Christ is. He is

the "word become flesh." He is the one through
whom God has spoken in these last days. Christ
is God's will incarnate. He is the full and final

message of God's will and of what he intends us,

as his people, to be. We are called "to be as he
is in the world."

A clear and constant concern of Scripture is to
present Christ as the cosmic Christ. He is the
Savior of the world. He died for all and cares
equally for each person. But we love to localize

him. We regard Christ as a respecter of persons,
and demand that he become a national, denomi-
national, or personal God only. Especially during
wartime, in spite of our confessions of faith, we
limit his love.

In wartime it seems difficult to believe that
Christ died to save our enemies as much as he
died for us. We try to confine Christ in the small
container of one country. But Christ cannot be
thus confined. He has called and is calling disci-

ples from every tribe, tongue, and nation. He is

the Christ of all cultures. He is not on the side

of the biggest bomb. He will never sanction be-
lief in racial superiority, the sin of cultural pride,

or tlie destruction of others of his children. As
the cosmic Christ, the Savior of the world, he
cannot.

My Christology must further take into account
not only what Christ is but what he says. Jesus
declared, "I am the way, the truth, and the life."

by

John
Drescher



Fundamental to a position of
nonresistance is understand-
ing who Christ is, what he
says, and what he has done.

To believe this is to accept him not only as the

way to God for salvation, but to accept his teach-

ings as the way of daily discipleship. So I seek

to live under his lordship. He is the authority for

belief and behavior even though the temptation

remains to live a hfe and to use methods he
never allowed and even spoke against.

This means that I do not go to the Old Testa-

ment as my primary reference to prove the right-

ness of warfare any more than I go to the Old
Testament to prove the rightness of polygamy,
slavery, or animal sacrifices. Christ came to ful-

fill the law in his own life and in his teaching.

His "but I say unto you" supersedes the Old
Testament statements, especially the reports of

Old Testament behavior. Thus reports of

Joshua's battles do not become the basis of be-

lief and behavior for the New Testament be-

liever. Nor does the Christian derive his doctrine

of war and peace from the account of David's de-

struction of Goliath and his killing of ten thou-

sands.

To take seriously the truth that Jesus is God's
final message means that I cannot add "except"

to Christ's commands. I dare not say, "Love
your enemies (except in wartime)"; "Do not re-

sist an evil person (except in wartime)"; "Put
your sword back in its place ... for all who draw
the sword will die by the sword (except when
the government tells one to fight)"; "If anyone
says, 'I love God,' yet hates his brother, he is a

Har (except when he fights a war)"; "Bless those

who persecute you; bless and do not curse (ex-

cept when my country is at war)"; "Do not take

revenge. . . but leave room for God's wrath (ex-

cept when Caesar says differently)"; "If your
enemy is hungry, feed him (except when at

war)"; and "Overcome evil with good (except

when your country reverses it)."

Christ will never send his disciples where he
himself will not lead. "Follow me" is forever his

watchword. It is impossible to imagine Christ

leading in the slaughter of others for whom he

died.

Finally, my Christology must take seriously

what Christ did. All the records of Christ's works
indicate that he spent his life in matters related

to God's will and his redemptive work. One
thing upon which we all agree is that Jesus per-

sonified in his person and relationships—in his

love for his enemies by dying on a cross—the

way of love and peace.

Jesus is my example. He demonstrated
throughout his earthly life the way of suffering

love in contrast to retaliation. All Christ's words
are brought to living expression in himself. And
he says, "As the Father has sent me, I am send-

ing you" (John 20:21). The Scripture repeatedly

says in many different ways, "As he is, so am I

in this present world."

According to the apostles, the way Christ

dealt with evil, and how he bore his cross in-

stead of retaliating against his enemies, are to

be imitated. All the New Testament writers,

with the possible exception of Jude, mention
this. Paul says, "Follow me as I follow Christ."

Peter points out clearly, "To this you were
called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving

you an example, that you should follow in his

steps. . . . When they hurled their insults at him,

he did not retaliate; when he suffered, he made
no threats. Instead, he entrusted himself to him
who judges justly" (1 Pet. 2:21, 23). "Whoever
claims to live in him [Jesus] must walk as Jesus
did" (1 John 2:6).

Christ demonstrated the way of peace, and he
commands his followers to do the same. We are

to have his spirit in relating to our enemies. "If

anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he

Christ will never send his dis-

ciples where he himself will

not lea^l, 'Follow me' is forev-

er his watchword to the church.

does not belong to Christ" (Rom. 8:9). The Ser-

mon on the Mount, the essence of Jesus' teach-

ing, is picked up phrase by phrase throughout
the New Testament, calling for obedience here
and now. As a peacemaker, Christ calls me to in-

vade and penetrate all of life and society—with
life, not death—and to preach the practical possi-

bility of reconciliation among persons every-

where. I witness by what I say and do that the

war is over, that hostility is an outright denial of

the message of Christ, contrary to the spirit of

his teaching. "Jesus said, 'My kingdom is not of

this world. If it were, my servants would fight. . .

.

But now my kingdom is from another place,"

(John 18:36).

John M. Drescher, Harrisonburg, Va., is an over-

seer in the Virginia Conference and a member of
the Zion Mennonite congregation. This article is

adapted by permission of Herald Press from the

book, Why I Am a Conscientious Objector.
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A plea for peace

.ennonite Central Committee, representing

the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ churches

of Canada and the United States, meeting in

Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 24-26, 1991, is acutely con-

scious of the catastrophe of war that has en-

gulfed our world. As representatives of the

Christian pacifist tradition and as a body formed

in 1920 to respond to human need, we feel com-

pelled to address the crisis of these days. We
speak after 70 years of interaction with Middle

Eastern peoples and 40 years of conversation

with Middle Eastern communities.

Our faith and allegiance:

1. We confess our dependence on God, the

Merciful One, who wills hfe for all people. This

political and military crisis requires us to reaf-

firm our view of God as love and the godly life

as the way of peace. To love God is to treat peo-

ple lovingly (Lev. 19:18; 1 John 3).

2. We confess that Christ taught us to love our

enemies, instructing us that all war is sin and an

expression of human failure.

3. We believe the church is called to be a com-

munity that transcends the political, economic,

cultural, and social boundaries of this world. In

this community we share joy and suffering,

strive to live in peace and harmony, and seek to

represent the wisdom and will of God in the

midst of world disorder (Isa. 58:6-8; Eph. 2).

4. We acknowledge our historical, cultural, and

religious connection to the Middle East. The
longstanding alienation and attempts at domina-

tion among Christians, Jews, and Muslims is an

affront to the Divine will and must be tran-

scended with a fundamental respect for all peo-

ple.

5. We acknowledge the profound longing for

change by Middle Eastern peoples. These legiti-

mate desires for peace and justice have been

persistently thwarted by tyrannical leaders and

Western powers, causing the fear and humilia-

tion that has contributed to the present war.

6. We recognize that the crisis in the Gulf is

also a crisis for North Americans. While our

physical suffering is minimal, our society, espe-

cially the church in North America, is being

wrenched by a crisis of faith. What kind of peo-

ple have we become to systematically calculate

the massive destruction of humanity and the

earth? We have created a world system depen-

dent upon military domination rather than mu-
tual regard and respect for our common humanity.

7. We long for God's peace for those caught

up in this senseless war: irmocent children; sol-

diers; those disabled in body, mind, or spirit;

and all of their families.

Our commitments:
1. We commit ourselves anew to the demand-

ing task of living out our historic conviction by

following the way of Christ. Discipleship and
nonresistance call us to conscientiously oppose

conscription of body, mind, and money for war.

2. We commit ourselves to work more actively

for public pohcies that reduce militarism, war,

and political and economic inequities.

3. We commit ourselves to a continuing Men-
nonite and Brethren in Christ presence of friend-

ship and fraternity with Middle Eastern

churches and communities in ministries of heal-

ing, reconstruction, and bridge-building.

4. We commit ourselves to responding to the

new victims of violence by being with the suffer-

ing people of the Middle East. We want to incar-

nate our conviction that God forbids us to view

another people as an enemy.

5. We commit ourselves to encourage active

communication and relationship between

churches and Middle Eastern peoples living in

North America. We hope congregations can

reach out to neighbors from the Middle East

now feeling estranged by wartime hostility.

6. We commit ourselves to organizing a team

of pastoral representatives to visit church lead-

ers in the Middle East. We will tell them of our

despair over war and our desire for peace. We in-

vite Middle East church representatives to visit

our congregations in order to share their faith an-

guish, and hope.

7. We commit ourselves to sharing our beUef

that peace is the will of God. We are grateful for

the religious leaders who have led in the strug-

gle for peace. It is imperative that we resist the

use of religion to sanction war and violence. We
encourage congregations to reach out to those

caught up in the realities of military life.

We plead for an immediate cease-fire. We sup-

port the longstanding call of the United Nations

for an international conference to address com-

prehensively the problems of the Middle East.

We call the church to a new level of generosity

in order to respond to the victims of war and

the challenge of peacemaking.

We pray for God's mercy and forgiveness for

ourselves and all people. We pray for an immedi-

ate end to this war. We pray for the healing of

the wounds of war and hatred. We pray for the

renewal of the church in North America and the

Middle East through fresh energy from God's

Holy Spirit. We pray in the name of Jesus

Christ, the Prince of Peace for all people.

Condensed from a statement adopted by the MCC
board at its annual meeting.
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"For those who want to save
their life will lose it, and
those who lose their life for
my sake, and for the sake of
the gospel, will save it.

"

—Mark 8:35, NRSY

readers say

Stories of struggle and rejection

Thank you for printing "Different

Love: Three Groups That Care" (Feb.

5). As we dialogue, may we know the

pain caused by a culture and a church
which view life from a heterosexual per-

spective. (Think of Valentine's Day or

the Sunday school class for recently mar-
ried couples.) Let us embrace every per-

son as a child of God and listen to the

stories of struggle and rejection, of self-

understanding and freedom.

Greg Newswanger
Chicago, III.

View can not be taken seriously

The theological position of the

Brethren/Mennonite Council for Gay
and Lesbian Concerns that homosexual
genital activity is pleasing to God can
not be taken seriously by any Anabaptist
holding to a scriptural understanding of

the Bible's inspiration and authority.

The council's position is based on the au-

thority of 20th-century psychology, not
orthodox Christian theology. The fact

that this view has gained a significant

hearing among Mennonites testifies of

our church's lack of spiritual vitality.

Mark H. Winslow
Allentown, Pa.

We are not second-class Christians
Thank you for printing "Different

Love. . .

"

I have been worshiping with the local

Mennonite congregation for only three

months, after spending the past 35 years

in New York City. I was so pleased to

read this article, since I wondered what
stand Mennonites took on this issue. It

was heartening to learn that you have a

listening attitude rather than a "slam-

ming the door shut tight" attitude.

There are so many Spirit-led Chris-

tians out there who feel comfortable

with their gay lifestyle and their relation

to Christ and his church. We do not

think of ourselves as second-class Chris-

tians, and we enjoy being with congrega-

tions who are open to listening to the

various sides of this controversial issue.

Dubose McLane
State College, Pa.

Is the church willing

to take a strong stand?
I am writing in reference to "Different

Love ..." I was disappointed that you
printed this "dialog." The bibhcal Jesus
would not want to dialog about homosex-
uality in hopes that the Holy Spirit

would give us a new message. Sin is sin!

I did appreciate your editorial but was
saddened by your lack of forcefulness. It

seems that the Mennonite Church in gen-

eral is willing to describe but not willing

to take a position. That kind of luke-

warm attitude makes no sense and pro-

motes confusion. Some things are

absolute.

Perhaps the Mennonite Church is will-

ing to describe but not willing or able to

publicly take a strong position on homo-
sexuality. Show us that this is not true.

Stephen M. Prosser

Grantsville, Md.

Need the cause of death
I'm quite disappointed wdth the stan-

dardized format for obituaries which
went into effect with the Feb. 5 issue. Al-

though I know there had been inconsis-

tency, what I miss most is the cause of

death.

Through the years I've seen several

steps taken to simplify (and shorten) the

obituaries in Gospel Herald. Each step,

in my opinion, has further depersonal-

ized the deceased and reduced the feel-

ing of kinship. As a genealogist, I value

Gospel Herald obituaries highly and re-

gret the new editorial standards which
eliminate the cause of death.

James C. Hostetler

Richmond, Va.

The cause of death has been reinstated

into the obituaries beginning with the Feb.

1 9 issue.

Subject too serious
for flippant treatment

I am having a problem understanding
"The Invitation" (Jan. 15). Why is such
a serious subject handled in such a man-
ner? It seems too flippant to have been
sincere. Perhaps it was written as sar-

casm. Or was it a literary piece wdth no
intended spiritual value? Whatever, I am
disappointed that it found a place in

your publication.

Paul V. Springer

Fisher, III.

'Go for it'

in a unique way
All of us expect some new emphases

as you bring your gifts and uniqueness
to editing Gospel Herald. I for one wdsh
you God's richest blessings. Gospel Her-
ald has always meant a great deal to me.
Your predecessors did a good job as

they used their gifts to help the paper
serve the issues which confronted the

church in their time. Go for it now, in

your own unique way.

I believe that we face several issues

now, for which you will be wise to call

forward creative writers. One is rever-

ence for hfe: abortion, euthanasia, refus-

ing all involvement with war, and the

manufacturing of "destruction of hfe"

materials. Another is the inroads of ma-
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terialism. Truly the love of money may
well become, for the Mennonite Church,

the root of all evil.

Oh yes, keep "Readers Say" beside

your picture! This suggests that you are

listening to the church.

Paul M. Miller

Lititz, Pa.

Learning new ways
to understand God

In response to the letter, "The Lan-

guage of the New Confession of Faith,"

in the Dec. 25 issue.

I have struggled often with the issue

of inclusive language and its place in our

church and society. It's a sensitive issue

for both men and women.

The limits of language have forced us

to use finite pronouns to describe an infi-

nite God. This helps us comprehend the

otherwise seemingly incomprehensible.

History, tradition, and society have rein-

forced the use of male descriptive terms

in relation to God, and our view of God

has slowly shifted to one side.

I grew up thinking of God as my Fa-

ther. As I attended college and experi-

enced life in various locations and

cultures, this concept was not enough. I

began seeing God as my Mother, Cre-

ator, Giver of Hope, and Father. Then

my joy in being a chUd of that God in-

creased. My whole world opened up. I

could see more of that infinite God.

Tonya Ramer
Saskatoon, Sask.

Pontius replies

The second worst thing a cartoonist

can do is defend his humor. The worst

is to explain it. However, since I am
Mennonite and Gospel Herald is my
home publication, I'd Hke to respond to

those who were offended by the strip

published in the Dec. 25 issue.

The strip shows Pontius asking

"Jehovah Dude" to "give me five." God
answers with five commandments. Pon-

tius laments that God should try to be

more hip.

The cartoon was not intended as a jab

at God but at those who recast God in

the fashion of the moment. God's re-

sponse was meant to suggest that God

—

and God's law—are eternal.

The purpose of my strip is not to

make light of God but to lampoon the

many shortcomings all of us (myself in-

cluded) face as we seek to obey God's

rule and follow Christ. I happen to be-

lieve that humor is the most telling, the

most compassionate, and the most com-

pelling mirror we can use to examine our

faith.

Currently, Pontius appears in over 200

publications throughout North America,

Australia, New Zealand, England, Swe-

den, Holland, and Singapore. One maga-

zine alone has a circulation of 17 million.

I hke to think of his puddle as a small

outpost for the Anabaptist point of view

in the world.

Joel Kauffmann
Goshen, Ind.

More on the Gulf War
Your editorial, "The Bad News on

TV," is timely and energizing—espe-

cially your suggestion that Mennonites

"need to call for more pictures of war."

An excellent idea.

So I sat at my desk and made a list of

things to do to encourage full reporting

of the Persian Gulf War. I was cha-

grined, however, when I came up with

only three. If there are others like me,

maybe there is more for the Gospel Her-

ald to do.

Al Albrecht

Goshen, Ind.

I am not sure I agree with your edito-

rial, "The Bad News on TV," which im-

pUes that people need to see the war

more explicitly on newscasts. While it is

true that people became disillusioned

with the Vietnam War in part because it

was brought into their living rooms, it is

possible that such reporting could have

the opposite effect during this war.

More importantly, I believe that peo-

ple see enough violence on TV. Children

are frightened enough by the war. And
more explicit newscasts would be ex-

tremely insensitive to those who have

loved ones in the Gulf.

In your editorial you state that "peo-

ple need to see it [war] in all its bloody

gruesomeness." Do you feel the same

way about the media's coverage of abor-

tion?

Dean Swartley

Mercersburg, Pa.

The well-intentioned questions posed

in your editorial, "January 16, 1991"

(Jan. 22), involuntarily reflect a funda-

mental shortcoming in Mennonites'

peacemaking efforts: we take peace for

granted, waiting for a threat of war to

make us feel that we have any concrete

peace witness to make. In our present

war, however, any realistic chance for

peace died when the automatic public re-

flex of our leaders and fellow citizens to

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait was a hostile

one. To be sure, the moment when war

broke out was one of great sadness; but

our attempts to prevent those hostilities

by reacting when we perceived a threat

to peace were too little, too late.

Most of us who have a deep desire to

witness for peace frequently struggle

with knowing how best to channel and

focus that message. I challenge our pro-

fessional peacemakers to give more

thought to effective peacetime strategies

we all can use in discouraging both war

and the attitudes that foster it. But an at-

tempt at retaining, renewing, and intensi-

fying whatever conviction we possess on

the issue of peacemaking requires per-

sonal initiative and discipline.

Some people choose to participate reg-

ularly in public protests, while others re-

fuse to pay war taxes. Still others may
not be comfortable with such overt tac-

tics, but may wish to develop firmly held

and ably articulated justifications for not

registering with the Selective Service or

for becoming an official conscientious ob-

jector—and, if necessary, to act on them.

We should all be prepared to explain

why we do not fly the flag, and why.

even though the safety of the soldiers on

both sides of the war is constantly on

our minds, we do not participate in "sup-

port the troops" rallies.

Our situations all differ, but I am confi-

dent that each of us can find some

means by which we can consciously

deny authority to the earthly govern-

ment which claims it, so that we can be

regularly reminded of the kingdom to

which we really belong, and the Master

whose example we wish to follow. Fur-

ther, may we all have the courage to go

"public" with our desire for peace.

David Breckbill

Lincoln, Neb.

James C. Kauffman's letter (Dec. 25)

prompted me to write. I too served in

the military but before I was a Christian.

I was a noncombatant.

After leaving the military, I became a

Christian and married a Mennonite girl.

We attend a Mennonite Church. But I

feel I have been kept from holding any

positions in the church because of my
background.

I am allowed to do the jobs outside

the church that deal with the poor and

needy of our community. I hke doing

this to help others, and no one else will

or wants to do this kind of service. But I

can't have jobs in the church because of

my being in the military.

I get tired of hearing that everyone

was nonresistant except me. It has been

almost 40 years, and some still can't for-

get it. I feel the Lord forgave me; why

can't the rest?

Name withheld
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Service in the 21st century
is still everyone^s business

by T
esus once told a parable in support of pa-

(jrCrdlCl tience and persistence. It was the story of a

Schlubcich widow who kept dogging an unjust judge to the

point that he finally reviewed her case. Jesus as-

sured his disciples that in contrast to the unjust

judge, God is anxious to vindicate the desperate

and oppressed
—

"quickly," in fact. Then he

closed with the poignant question, "And yet,

when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith

on earth?" (Luke 18:8, NRSV).
As we look to the 21st century, we can be sure

of certain things: Like the widow, the needs in

our world are not going away. In fact, the cries

of the needy will become all the more persistent,

until perhaps even the most coldhearted among
those who sleep comfortably will have to pay
heed.

We also know that prayer will continue to be
absolutely necessary. Praying people can be deci-

sive in God's work for justice. This does not

mean prayers for self and family. It means a

groaning prayer of identification with the op-

pressed, a constant yearning that "God's king-

dom come, God's will be done, on earth as it is

in heaven."

et of one thing we can not be sure: "When
the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on

earth?" or, to paraphrase Jesus' question:

"When the 21st century comes, will the Son of

Man find faithful servants on the earth?" Will he

find faithful servants in the Mennonite Church?

Unfortunately, the needs and challenges to

which our service has responded in the 20th cen-

tury remain, only in new and greater dimensions.

Fortunately, however, many of the resources that

have created and sustained our 20th-century re-

sponse remain as well. At least three legs have

supported our service in the 20th century, but

they are going to have to stretch farther in the

21st.

1. Internal motivators. We continue to benefit

from the internal resources of a long tradition of

mutual aid and service. Through barn-raisings,

quilting bees, overnight mobilization of Menno-
nite Disaster Service teams, and youth group ser-

vice projects, Mennonites have recreated again

and again a culture in which serving has been a

natural part of life. Service has come so natu-

rally that it has had to extend beyond our own
circles.

As we move toward the 21st century we are

more aware than ever that the Mennonite
Church is culturally pluralistic, multiethnic, inter-

national. Our "folk tradition," therefore, must in-

corporate and celebrate the stories, models, the-

ologies, passions, and instincts of a much wider

circle. I think of Cathohc base communities in

Latin America and of the witness of third world

Mennonite brothers and sisters who will consti-

tute the majority in Mennonite World Confer-

ence by the year 2000. I think of the black

church in the U.S., which challenges us in its au-

thentic mix of spiritual vitality and political activ

ism. I hear the call of Native Canadians and
Americans, the call to respect all of creation. All

of these must enrich, inform, and impassion our

service in the 21st century.

2. External pressures. In the 20th century war
and military conscription demanded that we
demonstrate a "higher patriotism." This meant
proving that we cared about the welfare of soci-

ety—even as we insisted that we could only dem-
onstrate that concern in ways compatible with

Christ's love for all humanity. Alternate service

in turn took us into personal contact with situa-

tions of human need around the world.

From World War 11 through the Vietnam War,

Mennonites responded with massive institutional

creativity. Early in the century ambitious young
Mennonites pleaded with church leaders for op-

portunities to serve. But we now take Mennonite

Central Committee, mission boards, Mennonite
Economic Development Associates, and scores

of voluntary service programs for granted.

Service cannot be left to the

specialists. It must continue to

be a part of the fabric of what
it means to be Mennonite,

As the 21st century approaches, the demand
to prove ourselves worthy of a higher form of citi

zenship increasingly comes not from the nation-

state but from creation itself. Perhaps an envi-

ronmental crisis will mobilize us now as the

crisis of World War I did in the early 20th cen-

tury.

But when massive environmental crisis is obvi-

ous to all, society will be torn between individual

istic and globally-minded ways of surviving. Pres-

sure to conform to a lifeboat attitude toward the

rest of the world will be no less excruciating

than the pressure to conform to patriotic war

cries has been.

Yet it is in the best interests of society, and of

the larger human family, to find alternatives to

this violence—this rape against creation. We
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MCC workers Kevin (left photo at right) and Karen

(right photo at right) King in Jamaica: service must

continue to be part of what it means to be Mennonite.

need visionaries now (as we had between World

Wars I and 11) who prepare and live out alterna-

tives. This time our alternative service must be

sustainable lifestyles in harmony with nature.

3. The biblical witness. This is the greatest of

our resources for service. As Christians in the

Anabaptist tradition we have consistently turned

to the biblical story for a language to name the

ways God calls us to respond to our neighbors.

Texts that have been particularly important up

through the 20th century have been Galatians 6

("let us do good to all, and especially to those

who are of the household of faith"), Matthew 5

("love your enemies"), Matthew 25 ("I was hun-

gry, thirsty, naked"), and Luke 10 (the good Sa-

maritan).

Now we must expand our biblical literacy to in-

clude themes and language we once overlooked

—

theology of land, stewardship, and creation;

themes of Exodus and Jubilee; the story of Abra-

ham, Sarah, and the blessing of all nations.

These are texts that are only beginning to be-

come part of the peace church canon. In the

21st century they will be just as important for

calling ourselves to live peaceably, compassion-

ately, and generously toward other peoples and

toward creation itself.

To serve God and the poor in the 21st cen-

tury, then, we need to reconnect our faith on

every side—to our brothers and sisters in many
cultures, to the planet God created and called

good, and to the fullness of the biblical witness.

In short, we need a new ecology of faith.

This involves much more than adding the envi-

ronment to the latest list of issues that Chris-

tians are supposed to care about. Besides natu-

ral ecology there is also "human ecology"—the

interdependence of the family system, the com-

munity, the economy, and the physical world.

If we do not have an ecology of faith, what we
will probably have is a shopping-mall religion.

After all, the substitute for being servants of

God and of the poor is to be mere religious con-

sumers. And that is what most Christians in

North America have become—what most Menno-

nites are probably becoming.

According to Canadian sociologist Reginald

Bibby, North Americans, however outwardly sec-

ular, still tend overwhelmingly to be religious.

Even if they rarely attend church, they consis-

tently remain loyal to the churches of their up-

bringing. But, as described in his book Frag-

mented Gods, religion no longer speaks to all of

life, nor does it speak from outside culture.

Rather, it has been chopped up or "fragmented"

and repackaged as a multitude of consumer

items appealing to different markets.

It is easier that way because a rehgious con-

sumer can have recourse to prayer, or enjoy a

lively worship experience, or gain assurance of

life after death, or find backing for political opin-

ions, or turn to the church for "rites of passage"

like weddings and funerals. Yet the rehgious con-

sumer can avoid the stress of being consistent

on the job, in spending money, in farming and

business practices, in sexuality, and so on.

If we ask whether Mennonites will do any bet-

ter than the trends that Bibby has identified,

there is much cause for doubt.

et the Mennonite instinct for integrating

faith and life goes deep. We have unique re-

sources for resisting the tide of consumer-driven

rehgion, if only we want to do so badly enough.

And in the ecology of God's upside-down king-

dom, times of near despair are often moments

for grace and renewal. As the costs of modern,

industriaUzed consumer society mount, the cries

of the widows, the poor, and the creation itself

are such that even the captains of industry and

the "wicked judges" find them harder to ignore.

If we would stop trying to play cultural catch-up,

we might find some very hungry people knocking

at our own doors by the 21st century—hungry

As we look to the next century, we can

be sure the problems of our world will

not go away. In fact, the cries of the

needy will become more persistent
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items & comments

Churches open doors to COs
opposed to service in Gulf

Following a pattern that became familiar

during the Vietnam War, churches in the

United States are beginning to declare

themselves "sanctuary" congregations, of-

fering shelter to soldiers opposed to serv-

ing in the Persian Gulf War. Only a handful

of churches are known to be involved in

the effort at this point. But if the war drags

on, the number could grow as more mili-

tary persons assigned to duty in the Gulf

seek ways to avoid service.

Most of the sanctuary congregations are

located on the West Coast. However, one

of the most influential congregations in the

East, Riverside Church in New York, voted

to become a sanctuary church. Other
known sanctuary congregations are Uni-

versity Baptist Church in Seattle and three

California congregations—University Lu-
theran Church in Berkeley, First Presby-

terian Church in Palo Alto, and Beacon
Street Presbyterian Fellowship in Oak-
land. (RNS)

Religious Broadcasters: applause and
approval for Persian Gulf policy

While many mainline denominations and
Catholic groups in the United States have

been expressing opposition to President

George Bush's military policy in the Per-

sian Gulf, members of the primarily evan-

gelical National Religious Broadcasters,

meeting in Washington, announced their

support of the president. During the

group's 48th annual convention, its 90-

member board unanimously passed a res-

olution expressing that support.

The resolution was presented directly to

Bush, who addressed the group in what
was only his second public appearance
since the war began. Bush expressed grat-

itude for the support and emphasized that

the war is a "moral" one. "The war in the

Gulf is not a Christian war, a Jewish war,

or a Muslim war, it is a just war," the

president asserted. "And it is a war with

which good will prevail." His 20-minute

speech was interrupted with applause 13

times, and he received two standing ova-

tions. (RNS)

U.S. church people among Gulf Peace
Team camped on Iraq border
Some 73 Christians, Muslims, and athe-

ists from the United States and 15 other

nations camped near the Iraqi-Saudi Ara-

bian border as human peace shields intend

to remain there even if they are endan-

gered by the war, organizers of the Gulf

Peace Team say. Most of them "wiU not

leave unless they are forced to," said Paul
Dengel of the London-based organization.

Contrary to some international press re-

ports, they did not flee the camp when the

war started. Spokespersons for the group
said it is one of several similar initiatives.

including a Seattle-based group, United
for Peace, that sprang up in the U.S. and
other countries in which peace activists

decided to go to the war zone. (RNS)

Quaker group must garnish wages
of tax-resisting employees
A Philadelphia Quaker organization

must garnish the wages of its employees
who fail to pay income tax for religious

reasons, a federal judge in Philadelphia

ruled. But Judge Norma Shapiro also said

the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of the

Religious Society of Friends cannot be
penalized for failing to honor the levies

imposed by the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service. The case involved the refusal of

three Friends employees to pay the fuU

amount of their taxes because part of it

would go to the mUitaiy, and that would
violate their religious antiwar beliefs.

In her decision, Shapiro cited the U.S.

Supreme Court decision last year in Em-
ployment v. Smith, the controversial Ore-

gon peyote case. In denying unemployment
benefits to two residents, the high court ruled

that since ingestion of peyote was a crime in

Oregon, "the right of free exercise does not

relieve an individual of the obligation to

comply with a valid and neutral law of

general applicability on the ground that the

law proscribes (or prescribes) conduct that

his religion proscribes (or prescribes)."

(NIRR)

Service in the 21st century is still everyone's business

(continued for meaning, for an integrated faith, for a sustain-

from page 7) able lifestyle, and for a compassionate way of

being in the world.

Sociologists like Bibby trace many of the

trends that have fragmented faith and religion to

the specialization that is so central to the way
modern industrial societies organize themselves.
The danger is that we will come to see service

something that a few specially-called Christians

do—and perhaps only during a special, limited

period of life. Then when congregations become
aware of local needs, the instinct wiW be to hire

specialists such as peace-and-justice coordina-
tors or social workers to do our good works for

us.

The Mennonite folk tradition of service is that

service is everyone's business. It cannot be left

to the specialists. Just as you don't go to the

dentist every time we need to brush our teeth,

so we can't call on an organization Hke MCC to

do our service for us every time we see a need.

So what will happen in the 21st century? Will

there be habits of service—or neglect and
decay—when Mennonites open their mouths to

pray? Will we cry out and volunteer to work for

justice?

And much more importantly: What will our
Lord find when he looks for faithful service in

the 21st century?

Gerald W. Schlabach is a graduate student in the-

ology and ethics at the University of Notre Dame.
During most of the 1 980s he was an MCC worker
in Central and North America. He is author of
And Who Is My Neighbor? Poverty, Privilege,

and the Gospel of Christ (Herald Press, 1990).

Those things supporting the

Mennonite tradition of service

will have to stretch even fur-

in the next century.
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church news

MBM resumes work in Liberia

following end of civil war
Abidjan, Ivory Coast (MBM)—Two new

Mennonite Board of Missions appointees

have resumed MBM's long-term commit-

ment to Liberia following the end of an

11-month civil war in that West African

country. Philip and Christine Lindell

Detweiler of Goshen, Ind., arrived on Jan.

31 in neighboring Ivory Coast.

Medical team at work
in war-ravaged Liberia;

donations hit $145,000

Monrovia, Liberia (MBM)—Faul and

Grace Brenneman of Doylestown, Pa., are

hard at work as part of a Church World

Service medical team in war-ravaged Libe-

ria. Brennemans, short-term appointees of

Mennonite Board of Missions, arrived in

the capital city of Monrovia in January.

They are part of a four-member CWS team

working alongside Liberian medical per-

sonnel to meet the widespread medical

needs resulting from the 11-month civil war

that ended in November.

Paul is a retired famOy doctor. Grace is

cooking for the two CWS medical teams

presently in Monrovia. CWS is an agency

of the U.S. National Council of Churches.

The medical teams are helping at Coo-

per Clinic in the Sinkor district. The clinic

was looted and partially damaged during

the war.

The teams collaborated with United Na-

tions Children's Fund (UNICEF) in start-

ing a feeding program in the basement of

the clinic. The program was begun after

medical staff discovered that 90 percent of

the people they are seeing are suffering

from malnutrition.

Meanwhile, CWS has postponed sending

a third mobile medical team to Liberia

because of the loss of reliable logistical

support and because of the uncertainty

about whether more medical personnel are

needed. Because of the postponement, it's

not presently known when MBM ap-

pointees Wayne Weaver of Mt. Crawford,

Va., and Juanita Shenk of Elkhart, Ind.

(presently in England), will go to Liberia.

Meanwhile, contributions totaled

$145,000 as of mid-February to "Operation

Hope," a special MBM above-budget ap-

peal begun last October to help Liberians.

Money contributed over the $100,000 will

be applied to the costs ofMBM long-term

personnel serving with the Liberia emer-

gency program and to MBM's Emergency
Relief Fund.

—

Phil Richard

DetweUers are establishing a logistics

office in Ivory Coast until they can relocate

in Liberia. They have been seconded to the

Christian Health Association of Liberia.

"We will help move suppHes, such as

medical suppHes and food, into Liberia,"

PhU explained. Presently, despite a cease-

fire, suppHes for medical facilities in Libe-

ria, other than in the capital city of Mon-
rovia, must be routed through Ivory Coast.

DetweUers will also assist with communi-

cation between Liberia and the U.S.

MBM is a member organization of the

Christian Health Association of Liberia

and offered Detweilers as people who
could help CHAL resume its medical work.

CHAL had about 15 hospitals and clinics

in operation before the civil war, as well as

numerous village health-care clinics. Some
continued limited operations during the

war. Since the war ended in late Novem-

ber, most hospitals and clinics have re-

sumed medical services for Liberians, at

least on a limited basis. With disease

rampant because of the war, the greatest

need is for medical supplies and food.

During their three-year term, Detweilers

hope to eventually move to Liberia to help

establish primary health-care programs in

villages—such as vaccinations, prenatal

care for pregnant women, and sanitation

and water-supply improvements.

"The people in the villages may be suf-

fering the most if no village health pro-

grams are available, since they wouldn't

have access to clinics or hospitals," Chris-

tine said. "Our goal is to help local people

be self-reHant and meet their own needs

that have grown out of the civil war."

Phil received a master's degree in inter-

national public health from Tulane Univer-

sity in December. For his field experience,

he spent six weeks in Ghana last summer
at the University of Ghana Medical School.

Christine, the daughter of former Lu-

theran missionaries in Africa, is a regis-

tered dietitian. She also received a

master's degree in international pubUc

health from Tulane University in Decem-

ber.—P/ii/ Richard

Kansas honors
Schowalter Villa

Hesston, Kan. (SV)—The state of Kansas

honored Schowalter Villa for providing

"exemplary care" during a Jan. 11 cere-

mony at the Villa. The Villa is the first

nursing home in Kansas to be honored with

this special recognition.

Stanley Grant, who heads the state's

Department of Health and Environment,

presented a letter of citation to ViUa ad-

ministrator Leo Schmidt. The Villa chapel

was filled to capacity with Villa board

members, staff, residents, Hesston busi-

ness leaders, and the general pubUc.

"On Dec. 13, a licensure and recertifica-

tion resurvey was completed for your facil-

ity," said the letter. "As a result of this

resurvey, your facility was found in full

compliance with all Ucensure and certifica-

tion requirements as well as exemplary

achievement in the development of a Qual-

ity Assurance program. This Quality As-

surance program has resulted in minimal

use of restraints, elimination of pressure

ulcers, and increased activity and social

involvement by your residents."

Alvin Becker, chairman of the ViUa Res-

idents Advisory Council, said: "There is a

beautiful spirit here, and it makes for a

loving atmosphere for all of us. We as

residents are most grateful to be recipients

Leo Schmidt (left), administrator of the Villa,

accepts a citation from Stanley Grant, secretary of

the Kansas Department ofHealth and Environment.

of such exemplary care and devotion. It is

the love of Christ expressed in deed and

action."

Schmidt, administrator since 1980, gave

thanks and praise to the department heads

and to the entire staff, stating that it is a

team effort to provide quality care. At the

ceremony, each employee wore a blue rib-

bon that said, "Schowalter Villa—Dedi-

cated to Quality Care."

Schowalter Villa is a 30-year-old retire-

ment community that provides a fuU range

of services to meet all levels of need for

the elderly.

i
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MCC starts relief fund
for Gulf War victims

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—While war rages in

the Persian Gulf, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee has started a fund to assist those in

that part of the world affected by the

conflict. The "Bridging the Gulf fund for

rehef, reconstruction, and reconciliation ef-

forts was authorized in a "Plea for Peace"
statement adopted by the MCC board at

its annual meeting Jan. 25-26.

"This war has reopened old wounds and
deepened the chasm between Muslim and
Christian, Middle East and West, Jew and
Arab, Arab and Arab," said Ray Bru-

bacher, MCC's director of overseas ser-

vices. "Bridges need to be built so that we
can again embrace each other as brothers

and sisters."

Current MCC workers in the Middle
East are a central part of MCC
"bridgebuilding," said Nancy Heisey, asso-

ciate executive secretary. Part of the fund
will go to support MCC workers there.

MCC currently has 43 workers in Cyprus,

Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Sudan, and West
Bank in education, health, and other work.

MCC has been in the Middle East since

1949.

Money from the fund will also go for an

MCC pastoral team currently being orga-

nized to visit church and community lead-

ers in the Middle East. The team "will teU
them of our despair over war and our
desire for peace," according to the "Plea
for Peace" statement.

MCC is also considering plans for relief

work in the region. Brubacher suggested
one way to make contributions to the fund
is to give 10 cents for every dollar of gas
one buys. "Since the war began, the price

of gas has fallen about 10 cents a gallon in

the United States," he said. "This implies

that the war is connected to oil. Putting a

self-imposed 'tithe' on gas will remind us
of our daily connectedness to this war and
simultaneously make a httle contribution

to bridging the gulf."

Those wishing to contribute to the
"Bridging the Gulf fund should contact

their local MCC office.

Mennonites prepare
for possible return
of military draft

Elkhart, Ind. (MCj—Even though no
plans exist to reinstate a military draft in

the United States, the Mennonite Church
has taken preliminary steps to prepare for

alternate service for conscientious objec-

tors. Church leaders have asked Menno-
nite Central Committee to serve as its

"employer of record with Selective
Service" in the event a draft should be
resumed.

"We beheve that MCC would be in the

best position to function as the legal rep-

resentative for our church, and hopefully

for other Mennonite bodies, in overseeing

arrangements for alternative service op-

portunities," said James Lapp, executive

secretary of General Board, in the church's

request to MCC. The arrangement would
be similar to the one in effect during the

draft that was discontinued in 1973.

Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries has established a Draft Moni-
toring Committee, which has begun plan-

ning for a quick response in the event the

draft is reinstated. In a January meeting
the committee recommended that Menno-
nite Board of Missions prepare in a variety

of ways for the possibility of a sudden
influx of CO volunteers.

The recommendations include reviewing

past responses since World War II, looking

to MCC for up-to-date information related

to Selective Service, and preparing a list

of potential acceptable placements for

COs.
MBCM is also responsible for the

denomination's peace office. The board
has distributed Christian Peacemaker
Registration forms to congregations and
Mennonite colleges. The forms allow

young people to state their religious beliefs

and convictions concerning nonparticipa-

tion in war, said MBCM executive secre-

tary Everett Thomas. Worship materials

to assist congregations in teaching the

peace message are also being prepared
and offered to the church for Peace Sun-
day, scheduled for July 7.

Currently the U.S. all-volunteer armed
forces number 2.1 million troops on active

duty and 1.6 million in the Reserves and
the National Guard. A draft reinstatement

would require considerable public debate

and an act of Congress. Those men who
would turn 20 in the calendar year in which
a draft would begin would be the first

called, and then in the order of a call by
lottery.

"We hope that the draft will not be
resumed, but at this point we think it may
be prudent to be prepared for that even-

tuality," Lapp said.

—

John Bender

Haiti's poor pleased
with new president,
say MCC workers

Port-au-Prince, Haiti (MCC)—The poor
people of Haiti are hopeful and excited

about newly elected President Jean
Bertrand Aristide, a Catholic priest known
to identify with the poor. "They believe

there is a chance their government will

finally work with them to change the con-

ditions of their lives," says Gordon Zook,

Mennonite Central Committee country

representative with his wife, Carol.

Aristide announced his candidacy late in

the campaign, but immediately became a

front runner due to his overwhelming pop-

ularity among the peasants, says Zook.

Aristide is popular, Zook says, because he

stands for the rights of the people and
speaks out against the oppression of the

former Duvalier governments and succes-

sive governments dominated by remnants
of those regimes.

Throughout Aristide's campaign, "Haiti

held its collective breath waiting to see if

the election would proceed peacefully,"

Zook reports. Previous elections were
marred by violence of government forces

and Duvalier supporters. But only one
significant act of violence marred these

elections, and Election Day "was a great

victory for Haiti's people and a tribute to

their determination to see change in their

country," says Zook.

In Desarmes, roughly 85 percent of the

registered voters cast ballots, reports

MCC worker Mike Mullin. Of those, 90
percent voted for Aristide. "They say Aris-

tide only has a bunch of little poor people
behind him," said one Desarmes resident

before the elections.

In Bois de Laurence, MCCer Karen
Ebey attended several preelection assem-
blies conducted by peasant groups for

discussion and information-sharing. "Un-
like media-saturated North America, it is

difficult to get information here in the

mountains," says Ebey. "It was rare to find

a group of people who even recognized the

names of more than two of the 11 presi-

dential candidates." To help people learn

about the candidates and the electoral

process, MCC "animators"—Haitian
teachers of peasant groups—answered
questions and led discussions.

"I'm not sure how Aristide's name got

around so quickly," Ebey said, "but he was
by far the most familiar in every rural zone.

When talking about Aristide, people's eyes

lit up and they got excited as if finally they

had a choice that is in their advantage."

Following the elections MCC worker
Carla Bluntschli joined celebrations in the

streets of Port-au-Prince, the capital city.

"I was overwhelmed nearly to tears by the

exuberance," she said. "It was obvious that
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this was a day to remember."

In 1957 Franois "Papa Doc" Duvalier

became Haiti's president in a disputed

election; in 1964 he declared himself pres-

ident for life. Following his death in 1971,

his 19-year-old son Jean-Claude, "Baby

Doc," assumed office. In 1986 he fled the

country amid popular uprisings and since

then the Haitian government has switched

hands five times.

Aristide was inaugurated on Feb. 5.

Some people fear violence. Opposition

groups are still active, and in the past, says

Zook, "they have not been afraid to use

violence to control Haiti to their benefit."

—Andrea Schrock Wenger

Students join in worship in the new facilities of Good News Training Institute.

Ghana school gets building of its own
Accra, Ghana fMBMj—Students and

faculty of the Good News Training Insti-

tute here were especially excited about

their new school term that began last fall.

In September, classes began in a refur-

bished bungalow made available by a

board member for the exclusive use of the

school. Though privately owned, the bun-

galow, located outside Accra, the capital

city, in Madina, is the closest the institute

has come to having a home of its own
during its 20-year history.

The school began in 1971 under the

leadership of Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker Edwin Weaver as a training

center for leaders of Ghana's numerous

independent churches. Until 1990, the in-

stitute had rented or borrowed space in

seven different locations, ranging from

community centers to spare rooms of sup-

porting churches.

Most recently, the school was housed in

the Faith Gospel Ministries building along

the Atlantic Ocean in central Accra. F. A.

Mills, head of Faith Gospel Ministries,

helped Weaver found the school, and is

current board chairman.

Several years ago, with assistance from

Lutheran churches in North America, the

institute acquired land outside Accra on

which to build its own campus. But difficult

economic conditions in Ghana, high con-

struction costs, and uncertain support

from the independent churches have pre-

vented that campus development.

The new location in Madina offers an

improved climate for learning. Not only are

the premises quieter and cleaner than

central Accra afforded, but for the first

time, students have the option of residen-

tial accommodations in a nearby church

campus.

Institute staff expect the new facilities

to help the school clarify and strengthen

its identity in the eyes of the independent

churches, many of whom do not have a

tradition of formal pastoral training. Build-

ing a reliable support base among these

indigenous churches remains the institute's

most pressing challenge.

Twenty students from 13 churches are

enrolled this school year. The school offers

a three-year, full-time training program,

with part-time evening and extension

courses. It is the only school in West Africa

expressly serving independent churches.

Since its beginning, MBM has suppUed

instructors. The most recent are Philip and

Julianna Bender, who have been with the

school since March 1989—Philip Bender
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Tom Sine
to address
young adults

Christian futur-

ist Tom Sine will

meet with stu-

dents and young

adults at Oregon '91. "Sine will lead

young adults to think creatively

about options for our lives in the

future," said Fred Martin of Kitche-

ner, Ont., who is coordinator of stu-

dent and young adult activities at the

convention.

In two seminars and a late-night

activity. Sine will also treat specific

issues young adults wrestle with, such

as housing, jobs, education, service,

and preparing for a possible U.S. draft.

Sine is founder and consultant

with Mustard Seed Associates (for-

merly known as Creative Futures

Center) in Seattle. The group's mis-

sion is to help churches find the

bibUcal vision to meet the challenges

of the future.

While their current emphasis is on

workshops, Mustard Seed Associ-

ates wants to set up a computerized

database of innovative mission ideas

to be available to churches. Sine's

forthcoming book. Wild Hope, deals

with what the church should be ex-

pecting in the future.

Martin hopes to see 150 to 200

young adults—ages 18-30—at Ore-

gon '91. Young adults from both the

Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church are

invited.

In addition to participating in the

general convention, young adults will

have three choices for a day-long

tour, ice skating, other seminars, and

a full roster of late-night activities.

Rooms in two motels have been des-

ignated for young adults, in addition

to a camping option.

Registration forms are available

from congregations or from Menno-

nite Church General Board at 421 S.

Second St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN

46516; phone 219 294-7131.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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Gulf War hangs over
MCC Canada meeting
Clearbrook, B.C. (Meetinghouse)— It was

a somber mood. As usual, the tables were
set in a huge circle with an elaborate sound
system to allow people to hear each other.

The difference this year was that the 33
board members at the Mennonite Central
Committee Canada annual meeting, held
Jan. 18-19 at Clearbrook Mennonite
Brethren Church, were clearly distracted
by the outbreak of war earlier in the week.
Harry Huebner, a Manitoba professor

who was part of a Christian Peacemaker
Teams delegation to Iraq in November,
opened the meetings by saying, "It's an act
of faith to do the mundane things because
it says that the world must go on, and God
wants the world to go on."

The evening before, the board members
had been introduced to the three topics

that organizers thought would dominate
the annual meeting: Native Canadians,
Eastern Europe, and the Middle East. But
akeady that night, through a symbolic
hghting of a candle and the presentation
by Huebner, the immediacy of the Persian
Gulf War overshadowed all other concerns.
For the next two days, as board members

plowed through the massive report book,
the war was a background theme that kept
emerging in comments on peace, updates
on what was happening in the news, and
the attempt to process a statement on the
war, presented and drafted by Bill Janzen
of the MCC Ottawa office. The statement
included an analytical comment, MCC
commitments, and a call to the churches.
The most heated point of discussion was
how much analysis of the "problem" to

include.

"Essentially we want to express our con-
viction that war is wrong, that this war will

do more to enlarge the 'problem' than to

resolve it," said Janzen.

Board member Henry Rempel of Mani-
toba maintained that unless the problem
was clearly defined and addressed, "we'll

have another war down the road because
we won't face up to the problems." How-
ever, the board decided that the problem
was too complex and opinions too varied
to come up with a solution that would
satisfy all board members and churches.
The first draft called the church to pray,

build bridges, reaffirm nonviolent Anabap-
tist teachings, and support MCC relief

work in the Middle East. The board asked
that two more points be included: that
churches and individuals be encouraged to
write to government and that members
repent of their dependence on oil and any
unchristian attitudes. The statement was
to be released to all Mennonite churches
and institutions immediately.
Two other items on the agenda became

major concerns.

The first was the changes recommended
by the MCC Canadian Programs review

two years ago which will enlarge the Exec-
utive Committee from 8 to 10 members to

include better provincial representation.
This raised some budgetary concerns and
a lament for simpler days. A former board
member visiting the meeting said, "I am
shocked at how this has grown. How can
you be a discerning group with so many
around the table?" The changes will be
evaluated in five years.

The second item was the $292,000 deficit

from 1990 and the 1991 budget with a
projected $135,800 deficit. The new reve-
nue budget of $21 miUion means receiving

$700,000 more from the constituency than
came in last year. The 1991 budget is also

asking $250,000 more from the provinces,
$100,000 from a du-ect-mail drive, $100,000
from Selfhelp Crafts Canada on its out-
standing loan, and decreasing expendi-
tures by $250,000. The budget was passed
with a commitment to be more diligent in

telling the MCC story.

Siegfried Bartel, who was a German gen-
eral in World War 11 and who has recorded
his story, "Journey to Pacifism," on video,

gave the closing meditation. Regarding the
Gulf War, he said, "Friends, we must be
poHtical. I once obeyed the government
without question and that was the biggest
mistake in my life."—M/ma Derksen

Rural lowans
walk for peace
Kalona, Iowa—A peace walk led by

southeast Iowa Mennonites on Jan. 20
attracted local media attention. Contrast-
ing the small, quiet group with more de-
monstrative movements across the United
States, a television news reporter com-
mented, "Somehow you get the feeling

these people live their peace."
The walk, created as a response to the

Persian Gulf War, was led by Holland
Smith, a Bible instructor at Iowa Menno-
nite School, and Kenneth Hochstedler, a

member of East Union Mennonite Church.
About 30 walkers made the 2 1/2-miIe trek

between the East Union and Kalona Men-
nonite churches. A stop at a farmhouse
where former East Union pastor Dan
Fisher lived during World War I provided
a break from subzero temperatures and a

chance for Fisher's granddaughter, Chris
Charles, to tell of the persecution Fisher
suffered as a conscientious objector.

At Kalona Mermonite Church, the group
doubled in size as other Mennonites joined
them for an open forum, a prayer vigil, and
hot chocolate. Smith led the discussion,

which focused on thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs about the war as well as appropriate
responses. The most value came, in

Smith's opinion, "in getting Mennonites to

start talking to each other about the issue."

He also noted the value in sharing this

dialog with the young people who were
present.—S/iaron Miller

• Family murder. R Clair Weaver, a physician
and active layman, wa.s murdered on Feb. 17,
along with his wife Anna May and 15-year-old
daughter Kim, in his Manheim, Pa., home. His
14-year-old son Keith confessed to the crime.
Weaver was a senior partner at Norlanco
Family Health Center in Elizabethtown. He
was also a board member for Mennonite
Mutual Aid for 12 years, including the past
eight on the executive committee.

• Packet on conscientious objection. Be-
cause of concerns raised by the Persian Gulf
War, Mennonite Central Committee has pro-
duced an information packet on the mihtaiy
draft and conscientious objection. The packet,
compiled by MCC U.S. Peace Section, includes
a Christian peacemaker registration form and a
variety of related information. The packet can
be obtained for $3. MCC also has other mate-
rials—print and audiovisual—for the study of
peace/war issues and the Middle East. A listing

is available. The CO packet and the other
materials can be obtained from MCC at Box
500, Akron, PA 17501; phone 717 859-1151.

• Materials on Middle East. A variety of print
materials are available from Mennonite Board
of Missions for people interested in further
study on the Middle East and the background
for the current Persian Gulf War. They in-

clude a booklet on Middle Eastern churches
and this year's Children's Caring Project and
Family Mission Thanks-Giving packets which
focus on that region. The materials can be
obtained from MEM at Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219 294-7523.

• Peace Elf. An annual peace-book reading
program for children is attracting increased
interest in Scottdale, Pa., because of the Gulf
War. Sponsored by Kingview Mennonite
Church, the program, called Peace Elf, offers

Provident Bookstore gift certificates to chil-

dren who read all the books on the current
list. A new feature this year is a booklet of
discussion questions. The Kingview congrega-
tion has the list's 12 books in its library and
has donated them to two local public libraries

and to the other Mennonite church in town.

• New curriculum for children. The Devel-
opment Council for the Anabaptist Curricu-
lum Project for Children met for the first time
Jan. 25-26 to begin producing new Sunday
school materials. The release date is projected
for fall 1994. Rosella Wiens Regier is the
project's executive director. Kansas pastor
Ron Guengerich serves as Bible consultant.
The project is a joint effort of the Mennonite
Church, General Conference Mennonite
Church, Church of the Brethren, and Brethren
in Christ Church. The four denominations
have worked together on children's Sunday
school materials in the past.

• Charter members in Philadelphia. The
new Christian Life Mennonite Fellowship in
the northwestern part of Philadelphia offi-

cially organized wdth 23 charter members on
Feb. 3. The congregation, which held its first

public worship services last July, is a church-
planting project of the Delaware Valley West
District of Lancaster Conference. Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions will provide
financial subsidies for three years. The church
planters are Parker and Anna Mavi. They are
South Africans who are in the United States
for study before returning to their own countiy
to start churches.
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Mourning the war. Goshen, Ind. fGCJ—Goshen College students and faculty

members bundled up for 20-minute shifts in fi-ont of "Broken Shield," a sculpture

in the center of campus, as a public expression of mourning for the Persian Gulf

War. This was part of an all-day "teach-in" on the war. Ashes for penance and a

notebook for prayers provided ways for passers-by to participate. The sign

explaining the event reads, in part: "We mourn. . . . The days of sackcloth and

ashes are past. Yet in times of such tragic events, many of us don't know how to

express our grief . .

." The metal sculpture, by GC art professor John Mishler, was

inspired by Isa. 2:4: "They shall beat their swords into mattocks and their spears

into pruning-knives; nation shall not lift sword against nation nor ever again be

trained for war" (NEB).

• Video for Holy Week. The video A Passion

is a "powerful reenactment of Christ's last

days that will appeal to both youth and

adults," says Edward McNulty, a pastor and

media reviewer. The nine-minute video, re-

leased in 1988, was written and performed by

Stephen Shank, a Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker in Belgium. It can be rented for

$25 or purchased for $49.95 (in Canada

$59.95). Included with the video is a study

guide. ContactMEM Media Ministries at 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone

toll-free 800 999-3534.

• Award from Epp Fund. The third annual

award from the Frank Epp Memorial Fund

goes to Victor Krahn of Waterloo, Ont. He
receives $2,800 to aid in his study of Menno-

nite immigrants from Mexico who are living

in southern Ontario. Krahn is a graduate

student in sociology at the University of Wa-
terloo. Epp was a Mennonite historian, writer,

churchman, and educator. Information about

the fund—how to apply for an award and how
to make donations—is available from Conrad

Grebel College, Waterloo, ON N2L 306.

• Missionary transitions:

Bruce and Betsy Headrick McCrae became self-

supporting overseas mission associates Ln Bel-

gium recently under Mennonite Board of

Missions. They have been living in that coun-

try since 1986, when Bruce, a Minneapolis

attorney, was transferred to Brussels. Betsy

has assisted at Brussels Mennonite Center

and has been the volunteer administrator for

Trapeze, a Mermonite-related group that pro-

duces plays and videos. The couple's address

is Av. Jef Lamblaux 32, 1060 Brussels, Bel-

gium.

Dean and Nancy Brubaker returned from India

in January for health reasons. They had begun

a three-year MBM term last summer as dor-

mitory parents at Woodstock School in

Mussoorie. Dean also taught mathematics.

The couple's address is 1075 Gypsy Hill Rd.,

Lancaster, PA 17602.

• Coming events:

Campus Open House, Mar. 1-2, Mar. 22-23, and

Apr. 5-6, at Goshen College. These weekends

are for high school students and their parents.

Participants will sit in on classes, learn about

financial aid, and meet with professors. The
high schoolers will stay one night in dormito-

ries, and the parents will have a special ses-

sion of their own. More information from the

Admissions Office at GC, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 535-7535.

Annual Men's Retreat, Mar. 15-17, at Rocky

Mountain Mennonite Camp, Divide, Colo.

The resource person is Delmar Good, chair-

man of the Business/Economics Department

at Goshen College. The theme is "The Chris-

tian Life—Monday Through Friday." More
information from Rocky Mountain Confer-

ence at 740 Lake Woodmoor Dr., Monument,

CO 80132; phone 719 488-2283.

• New appointments:
Larry Bartel, director of publications and infor-

mation services, Hesston College. He suc-

ceeds Ken Gingerich, who is now a pastor in

New Mexico. Bartel was previously interim

director of public Information at Bethel Col-

lege, where he had earlier graduated with a

degree in English.

Ruth Sauder, director, MiUersville (Pa.) Interna-

tional House, starting in January. She suc-

ceeds Prem Dick. She is serving part-time

while also continuing as assistant to the pres-

ident at Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. The MiUersville facility is an Eastern

Board program for international students.

Sauder was a missionary in Central America

for 16 years.

Mervin Stoltzfus, youth minister, Atlantic Coast

Conference, starting in January. He succeeds

Mike King, who is devoting more time to

speaking engagements and to seeking a berth

on the 1992 U.S. wheelchair Olympic team.

Stoltzfus is serving on a half-time basis while

continuing his cabinet-making business. He
served previously as conference youth minister.

Roger Mast and Patti Helton, athletic directors,

Eastern Mennonite College, starting in July.

They succeed John Denlinger, who is taking

a pastorate. Helton will continue to also head

the Health and Physical Education Depart-

ment. Mast, who is currently a high school

coach, will also coach the men's soccer team

and the women's softball team at EMC.

• Pastor transitions:

Stan Maclin became senior pastor of Jubilee

Christian Fellowship, Richmond, Va., on Jan.

1. He served previously as senior pastor of Joy

Mennonite Fellowship, Peoria, HI. The Jubilee

congregation was founded in 1987 by Virginia

Conference.

Terry Miller became copastor of Sidney (Man.)

Church on Feb. 1. He serves alongside Ronald

Dorrm and John Hofer. This is a new congre-

gation of former Hutterites. Miller, an or-

dained Mermonite minister, is a former South

Dakota legislator and a Mennonite Renewal

Services leader.

Joe Diener will become pastor of Argentine

Mennonite Church, Kansas City, Kan., this

summer. He will succeed Vernon Yoder.

Timothy Owolabi was licensed and installed as

pastor of the deaf fellowship at OrrviUe (Ohio)

Mennonite Church on Jan. 13. Owolabi, who
is himself deaf, is originally from Nigeria.

• New books:
Jesus Christ Our Lord (revised edition) by C.

Norman Kraus. This offers clarifications,

charts, and expanded notes/references to the

original 1987 book about Christology—the

identity and nature of Jesus. The author is a

retired Bible professor and missionary. The
book, published by Herald Press of Menno-

nite Publishing House, is available for $19.95

(in Canada $27.95).

Mennonite Foods and Folkways from South Rus-

sia, Vol. 1, by Norma Jost Voth. This is a

collection of recipes and stories from the

Dutch Mennonites who migrated to Russia in

the 18th century and then later to North

America. The author, a descendant of those

people, is involved in prison ministry and

authored five books on holiday baking. This

book, published by Good Books, is available

for $24.95.

The Underbed by Cathryn Clinton Hoellwarth

and Sibyl Graber Gerig. This is a children's

book that helps kids face their fears.

Hoellwarth, the author, lives on a farm, and

Gerig, the illustrator, is a freelance artist. The

book, pubUshed by Good Books, is available

for $12.95.
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new members

Holyrood, Edmonton, Alta.: Christopher
Good, Kenton Good, Brian Lefever, and Brent
Stauffer.

Central, Archbold, Ohio: Candie Jones,
Travis Kauffman, Phillip King, Lori
Klingelsmith, Lynn Roth, Mark Schoenhals,
Aaron Short, Brian Stuckey, Jeffrey Vasvery,
Rachel Waidelich, Sheryl Aeschliman, and
Dale and Geneva Wyse.

Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Jason Korth, Will
Good, Rachel Miller, and Jeff Overholt.

calendar

Integration Exploration Committee, Feb. 25-26
Keystone Bible Institute, Chambersburg, Pa.,

Feb. 25-Mar. 1

Intercollegiate Peace Fellowship, Hesston, Kan.,
Feb. 28-Mar. 2

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 1-2

Women in Ministry Conference, Lansdale, Pa.,

Mar. 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary and Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,
Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,
Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,
Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board
of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,
Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,
Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Franklin Conference annual spring missionary
conference, Chambersburg, Pa., Mar. 16-17

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, El.,

Mar. 21-23

Lancaster Conference armual meeting, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-
ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan,
m, Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-
burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries con-
sultation on curriculum, Elkhart, Ind., Apr.
19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,
Apr. 21

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Ilapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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Musicians reunite. Harrisonburg, Va.—Fifteen Mennonite musicians from across
North America held a second meeting at Alive Studios here, Jan. 25-27. Most of
those present shaped their vocal and instrumental abilities on the folk, blues, and
rock music of the 1960s as solo artists or as members of bands. They had met for
the first time last September to discover what each is doing musically and to make
music togedier. Here (left to right) Mark Hartman of Winston-Salem, N.C.; Nancy
Sider of Harrisonburg, Va.; and Chuck Neufeld of Newton, Kan., experiment with
tunes from The Mennonite Hymnal. A major portion of the weekend was devoted
to what the group hopes to achieve in making a recording. One of the organizers,
James Krabill of Elkhart, Ind., said about half the material will be original
compositions, and the production will have a folk-rock flavor. Recording will take
place at Alive Studios in early March, with a release date targeted for the Oregon
'91 convention of the Mennonite Church this summer. Also during the weekend
the musicians developed and debated possible names for the group and accepted
an invitation to be featured in a segment of a future edition of the Mennonite
Board of Missions video series All God's People.—Jim Bishop

births

Albrecht, Keith and Grace (Mast), Clarence,
N.Y., Kevin Lamar (second child), Nov. 23.

Ashlock, Bernard and Bonnie (Combs), Garden
City, Kan., Christian Mikkel (first child), Jan.
22.

Bauman, Kevin and Michelle (Wollis),
Floradale, Ont., Nichelle Emily (first child),

Jan. 17.

Bergey, Michael T. and Andrea K. (Histand),
Pennsburg, Pa., Jennifer Yvonne (second
child), Jan. 31.

Berkshire, Allen and Diana (Suter), Harrison-
burg, Va., Anna Marie (fourth child), Jan. 29.

Blosser, Philip H. and Donna L. (Moyer),
Blooming Glen, Pa., Lucas Philip (first child),

Feb. 5.

Browning, Scott and Kathy (Nafziger), Cham-
paign, m. Jacob Adrian (first child), Feb. 5.

Dean, Greg and Sue (Zehr), Port Republic, Va.,
Janelle Marie (thu-d child), Jan. 31

Emswiler, David and Diane (Lazer), Broadway,
Va., Zachary Walker (first child), Jan. 13.

Gallmeier, Christopher and Kristen (Rupp),
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aubrey Nicole (second
child), Dec. 29.

Good, Terry and Kim, New Hamburg, Ont,
Marcus Terry (second child), Dec. 24.

Graber, Dennis and Barbara (Yoder), Plain
City, Ohio, Eliza Jean (first child), Feb. 7.

Groh, Mark and Diana Quick, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
Thomas Gabriel Quick (first child), Dec. 19.

Law, Rick and Rosemary (Imhoff), Oswego, lU.,

Ethan Jordan (fourth child), Feb. 5.

Mark, David G. and Julie (Phillips), Indianapo-
lis, Ind., Nicole Elizabeth (second child), Nov
16.

Martin, Arlen and Barbara (High), Fleetwood,
Pa., Rebecca Joy (first child), Feb. 7.

McCracken, Scott and Kelly (Hofstetter),
Kitchener, Ont., Kaitlyn Holly (first child)

Dec. 25.

Miller, Victor and Bitsy (Pries), Chesapeake,
Va., Victor Zachery, Jan. 2.

Miller, Warren and Lucinda (Schwartz),
Harper, Kan., Eli David (sbcth child), Jan. 29.

Nissley, Jay and Tonja (Lange), Norderstedt,
Germany, Jennifer Katarina (first ciiild), Jan
13.

Nolt, Michael and Peggy (Ranck), Lititz, Pa.,
Janel Joy (second chUd), Jan. 25.

Reimer, Ray and Rosie (Epp), Princeton, N.J.,

Renee Epp (second child), Jan. 22.

Reimer, Wes and Karen (Regier), Protection,
Kan., Andrew Ryan (third child), Jan. 16.

Schwoyer, Rob and Cynthia (Landes),
Souderton, Pa., Brianna Rochelle (first child)

Feb. 6.

Shickel, Mark and Kendra Dawn (King), Har-
risonburg, Va., Kathryn Suzanne and Hannah
Elizabeth (first and second children), Nov. 21.

Snyder, Jerry and Kim (Long), Breslau, Ont,
Stacey Lynn (first child), Jan. 1.

Stoesz, Dean and Marcia (Yoder), Ephrata, Pa.,

Rebecca Ann (second child), Feb. 2.



marriages
Broadwater-Miller: Richard Broadwater,

Chesapeake, Va. (Mt. Pleasant), and Carol

Miller, Chesapeake, Va. (Mt. Pleasant), Jan.

12 by Harold Bergey.

DellaBarba-Krupp: John DellaBarba, Sou-

derton. Pa. (Souderton), and Wanetta Krupp,

Souderton, Pa. (Souderton), Feb. 2 by Gerald

A. Clemmer.
Hershberger-Gerber: James Hershberger,

Strasburg, Ohio (Walnut Creek), and Julie

Gerber (Valley View), Dec. 22 by Dean Miller.

deaths
Brubacher, Sylvester, 73, Elmira, Ont. Born:

Mar. 24, 1917, to Levi and Amanda
(Brubacher) Brubacher. Died: Jan. 8, 1991,

Kitchener, Ont., of a heart attack. Survivors-

brothers and sisters: Elias, Amos, Linda

Brubacher, Sue Weber. Predeceased by Emily

Warner (wife). Funeral: Jan. 10, Elmira, Ont.,

by Mary Schiedel. Burial: Prospect Cemetery.

Eigsti, Marcia, 37, Eureka, 111. Born: Apr. 17,

1953, Kewanee, El., to Joe and Jean (Litwiller)

Eigsti. Died: Jan. 30, 1991, Eureka, HI. Survi-

vors—parents; brothers and sister: Eldon,

Calvin, Ronna Roth; grandmother: Vema
Litwiller. Memorial services and burial: Feb.

1, Maple Lawn Homes, Eureka, HI., by Robert

Hamish, and on Feb. 3, Willow Springs Men-

nonite Church by Alton Horst.

Gahman, Miriam Y., 55, Blooming Glen, Pa.

Bom: June 9, 1935, to William L. and Ida

(Yoder) Alderfer. Died: Jan. 27, 1991, of can-

cer. Survivors—husband: G. Edward Gahman;

children: Connie Lynn, Don Edward; 3 grand-

children; sister and brother: Ethel Clemmer,

Claude Y. Alderfer. Funeral and burial: Jan.

31, Blooming Glen Mennonite Church by Rob-

ert L. Shreiner, Truman H. Brunk, Gerald A.

Clemmer.
Gingrich, Doris, 64, Waterloo, Ont. Bom: Aug.

19, 1926, to Herbert and Irene Burkhart. Died:

Feb. 2, 1991, at Kitchener, Ont. Survivors-

husband: Leonard Gingrich; children: Gary,

Marlin, Wendy Bayne, and Kevin; 6 grandchil-

dren; sisters and brothers: Vila Bowman,
Ruby Martin, Martha Weber, Ellen Martin,

Homer, Roy, Wayne. Funeral and burial: Feb.

4, St. Jacobs Mennonite Church by Sue C.

Steiner and Arnold Cressman.

Herr, Ada G., 102, Elizabethtown, Pa. Bom:
Sept. 27, 1888, to Amos R. and Katie (Gish)

Herr. Died: Jan. 8, 1991. Survivors—brother:

Ralph G. Funeral and burial: Jan 12, Rissers

Mermonite Church by Donald Pickell, Gerald

Heistand, Ralph Ginder, Eugene Zimmerman.

Longenecker, Anna G., 74, Lancaster, Pa.

Bom: July 7, 1916, to Ira and EUen (Garber)

Longenecker. Died: Dec. 30, 1990. Survivors—

Pontius' Puddle

Marino-Fireoved: Stephen Marino, Delran,

N.J. (Catholic), and Ruth Fireoved, Philadel-

phia, Pa. (Germantown), Dec. 29 by Jim

Derstine.

Rhodes-Geil: Frank Rhodes, Harrisonburg, Va.

(Dayton), and Ethel Geil, Broadway, Va.

(Zion), Nov. 24 by Samuel Janzen.

Weaver-Jones: David Allen Weaver, Stow,

Ohio (Walnut Creek), and Cheryl Lynne
Jones, Centerville, Ohio (CathoUc), Dec. 29 by

Mark Burger.

sister: Miriam Fisher. Funeral and burial: Jan.

4, Bossier Mennonite Church by Fred M.
Garber, Robert L. Shreiner, J. Herbert Fisher.

Martin, Lydia Florence, 100, Valparaiso, Ind.

Born: Aug. 13, 1890, Hopedale, El., to John

and Anna (Riggenbaugh) Egh. Died: Dec. 12,

1990. Survivors—children: Ada Gingerich,

Ellen Mast, Lillian Steinhilber, Verda Proc-

tor, Lina Dominick, Evelyn Oswald, Mary
Rogowski, Harold, Paul, Edgar, Ben, Victor;

62 grandchildren, 160 great-grandchildren, 66

great-great-granchildren; sister: Mabel
Nafziger. Predeceased by Arthur Martin (hus-

band), 3 daughters, one son. Funeral and

burial: Dec. 24, Hopewell Mennonite Church

by Jerry Kandel and Jay Birkey.

Roth, Joseph Ellis, 77, Tofield, Alta. Born:

May 7, 1913, to Valentine and Lydia (Stauffer)

Roth. Died: Dec. 27, 1990. Survivors—wife:

Fern Stutzman; childen: Faye Friesen, Pat

Detwiler, Richard; 12 grandchildren; sisters:

Martha Sitler, Grace Lehman, Florence King.

Funeral and burial: Jan. 1, 1991, Salem Menno-

nite Church by Levi Smoker and Paul Voegtlin.

Schvtreitzer, Wilbur John, 60, Lincoln, Neb.

Bom: Feb. 28, 1930, Cau-o, Neb., to John and

Matilda (Stutzman) Schweitzer. Died: Jan. 31,

1991, of heart failure during heart surgery.

Survivors—wife: Mema Jean Stutzman; chil-

dren: Jan Chatterji, Lyn McCuUough, Jody,

Andy; 6 grandchildren; brothers and sisters:

Mertyon, Lester, Royden, Alarion, Esther

Miller, Naomi Beckler. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 4, East Fairview Mennonite Church by

Bill Saltzman and Lloyd Gingerich.

Swartzentruber, John, 96, Goshen, Ind. Born:

Feb. 24, 1894, Shipshewana, Ind., to Ephraim

and Sophia (Emmert) Swartzentruber. Died:

Jan. 29, 1991. Survivors—children: Edna
Hochstetler, Mervin, Paul; 12 grandchildren,

6 great-grandchildren; sister: Amanda Eash.

Predeceased by Ruth Irene Esch (wife) and

Harold (son). Funeral: Feb. 1, Yoder-Culp

Funeral Home by Harvey Chupp and Russell

Krabill. Burial: Grace Lawn Cemetery, Mid-

dlebury, Ind.
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He Are you
only

getting

f half

the story?

Christian Living picks up where Gos-

pel Herald leaves off. You'll hear per-

sonal experiences, get tips on

friendship and family life, and gain

down-to-earth insights about prayer,

worship, and relating across cultures.

You'll get columns from Robert Baker,

Michael King, LaVerna Klippenstein,

and Maurice Martin. Plus stories,

Helen Alderfer's book reviews, sea-

sonal features, and poetry.

A one-year subscription costs just

$1.56 a month U.S. And you can get

an even better deal by subscribing to

two years, or taking advantage of our

club or bulk rates (phone us for de-

tails).

Find out what you've been missing.

Fill out the form below and mail it to

Christian Living, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 1 5683.

I want to subscribe to Christian Living:

Name •

Address

_1 year @ $18.75

($23.86 Canadian;

includes GST

_2 years @ $33.75

($42.96 Canadian;

includes GST

_check

enclosed

charge

my credit

card below

Mastercard or Visa (circle one)

Card number

Expiration date

Signature
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editorial

There is always another way
And what more is there to say about this war?
By now you've had your fill of live reports and

Pentagon interviews on CNN. You've waded
through too many maps and too many outlines

of strategic plans and "what might happen if . .

."

in your local newspaper.
And did you pull out that eight-page poster,

"Weapons of War," in a recent issue of News-
week? It showed every weapon on both sides in

full color, including where they came from and
what they're supposed to do.

Is there anything more that needs to be said? I

admit to oversaturation. I am numb.
Then I remember that somewhere live human

beings cower with uncontrollable fear beneath
those high-tech weapons of destruction. They
too are numb. They have seen friends and neigh-

bors blown to bits by bombs and missiles. They
too are speechless. Theirs is a silence that

comes from lives forever shattered, dreams forev-

er gone.

Those of us thousands of miles from that hor-

ror dare not remain silent. We must raise our
voices on their behalf:

• War is hell. War is sin.

To say that, of course, raises many problems.
If we beheve that, how do we relate to our neigh-

bors with sons and daughters fighting in this war?
What kind of citizens are we who continue to

"enjoy the benefits" but refuse to "pay the price"?

We are citizens of another kingdom, we say.

How that relates to our national citizenship

we're not sure. We do know we believe Jesus
calls us to another way.

• War is evil. War is sin.

Many people. Christian people, disagree. They
believe that evil must be controlled, that war,
while regrettable, is sometimes the last resort.

Never mind that to date there's been little agree-

ment on whether there was ever a war that could
be considered just, including the elimination of
an Adolf Hitler in World War 11. Four weeks
into this conflict, the just-war language contin-

ues to describe what's going on, from the West-
ern perspective. At times I find myself warming
to the argument. But reading Jesus' words to

"love your enemies" (Matt. 5:44a) brings me
back to declare:

• War is immoral. War is sin.

Nor does that conviction answer the question
of war in the Old Testament, one that's again
being debated as the conflict continues with
Iraq. God apparently used war in biblical history

to fulfill his purposes and punish wicked nations.

How and why, we're not sure. I'm convinced we
can't use that argument to bless what's happen-
ing today.

• War is wrong. War is sin.

To make that assertion is to risk disagreement
and conflict even among those of us in the his-

toric peace church tradition. In one of our larger

Mennonite communities, the daily newspaper re-

cently quoted a Mennonite leader this way:
"War may be the result of sin, but one carmot
say that all war is sinful."

I believe we must say that all war is sin. I be-
heve we must raise our voices to insist that war
is against the will and purposes of God.
My colleagues in the Mennonite press join me

in that conviction. Says Paul Schrag, assistant

editor of Mennonite Weekly Review: "Non-
resistance is a simple ethic in a complex world.

Those who strive to be peacemakers do not have
the answers to all the world's problems. No one
does. Peacemaking will not destroy evil in the

world or right every wrong. War can't accom-
plish those things either."

Ron Rempel, editor of the Mennonite Reporter,

says: "War is wrong not only because we can put
forth all kinds of empirical evidence—although
that's becoming more convincing in a technologi-

cal, nuclear age. War is wrong because it denies
the very nature of God as embodied in Jesus
Christ and the church."

Let that be our witness to our world today:

war is sin. It does not address the problems of

evil and corruption. It does not redress wrongs
or strengthen right. If history tells us anything, it

is that war does exactly the opposite.

Katie Funk Wiebe, writing in The Christian

Leader, tells of the Amish grandfather in the

movie. The Witness, who may have put it best
for us all. When explaining to his grandson,
caught playing with a pistol, why not to resort to

violence, he said quietly: "There is always anoth-
er way."—jlp
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When the bombs fall and the missiJDes fly

we who believe in the way ofpeace ask:

Where is

by James C. Longacre

War precipitates a crisis of faith. Any notion

that God is on the throne and all is right with

^3^^^Mi^m world is at least half wrong when the mis-

P^^Jj^^^^H^Bi^ ^ launched and bombs fall. War brings

into full view sin, evU, pain, suffering, and trag-

edy. Just at the time of a new world order, of

reawakened hopes, it's back to war.

Two days before war was announced, I joined

other Christians in Washington, D.C., for a reli-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ gious service at the National Cathedral and then

^i^^^^^BHI^HlHl^HHH a two-mile silent candlelight procession to the

White House. I, not the demonstrative type at

all, found myself in front of the White House

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE fence thrusting a candle as high as I could-not

so much as a plea to President Bush but as a

plea to Almighty God that the power of light

Let's take another might overcome the darkness. But, two days

look at worship 6 later, the planes and missiles were launched.

So I asl^ undoubtedly with both believer and

TT™«o1 n^ii^^il rr^^^fa unbeliever in Kuwait, Iraq, Jordan, and Israel:

Hymnal Council meets ..^^^^ j ^^1^^^ the question again a

for last time y few days later when I saw a bombed-out Chris-

tian church in Baghdad on the evening news. A
Campus pastor woman sat amongst the rubble, weeping,

found dead 10 So war brings us to a crisis of faith and a theo-



Five possible answers to the

question, 'Where is God?'—none
of them complete, all subject

to correction and discussion.

logical dilemma: Where is Grod? I offer five possi-

bilities, none of them adequate or complete, aU
of them open to the children of God for correc-

tion and discussion.

1. God is absent.
Has Grod taken temporary leave? Does Grod

from time to time weary of the waywardness and
sinfulness of humankind and simply withdraw?
Saints of the ages speak of the dark night of the

soul. Is this time a collective dark night?

When God's will is spumed again and again,

does God leave us for a time? If Pharaoh's heart

is hard, wiU God let it be? Is sin so overwhelm-
ing at times that God turns aside and lets sin

bum itself off?

2. God is in charge.
This is a more common perspective among reli-

gious persons. We believe history has a direc-

tion. There is a Lord of history, we say. We af-

firm that God will move history to its proper end.

Thus we believe in God's hand in the midst of

history. Some take that to mean that whatever
works out is evidence of God's hand and move-
ment. Whatever happens then falls within God's
will. A good friend of mine comments after a

prayer meeting that he can now go home in

peace, knowing that God is in charge.

But the implication of such a statement is that

God is on the side of the powerful. So the presi-

dent of a Christian college could say recently:

"The grab of Kuwait and the treacheries and
atrocities that came to people certainly had to

be addressed." However painfully, he put God's
blessing on the allied military initiative.

I suppose atrocities need to be addressed. But
are not some ways better than others? Would
not less violence be better than more?

I do believe in God's sovereignty. I believe in

God's ultimate control of history. But we dare

not apply this overarching theological affirma-

tion as a benediction on any and all human activ-

ity. We dare not sing the doxology over every na-

tional military adventure.

3. God is the strategic planner.

The issue of God's sovereignty gets even more
complex in a world where sin is so pervasive and
its consequences so grave. War seems so inevita-

ble and so disgustingly frequent. What is God to

do in the midst of this mess? Does God employ
nations, unbelieving nations, warring nations, as

part of God's ultimate purpose? The answer is

at least partly "yes." A text reads: "Ah, Assyria,

the rod of my anger" (Isa. 10:5).

Since there is violence, since there is war, hu-
manity even in its rebellion is used by the Sover-
eign One. It would be my understanding, how-
ever, that Gk)d's use of warring nations is

descriptive rather than prescriptive. God figures

that since sinful, disobedient, violent humanity
is going to fight more often than not, let nations
bring each other in check, at least some of the

time.

There is a kind of judgment within history. As
one nation grows in its power and threatening de-

sign, other nations respond. Surely some correct-

ing—judgment, if you will—needed to take place

in the Persian Gulf following Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait. One might have anticipated that other

Arab states would have shifted alliances and mil-

itary posture to respond to that threateining im-

balance. Such is the judgment within history; it

is a measure of God's sovereignly.

But one had best leave to God the judgment
as to who is the rod of God's anger at any given

time. Tragically, nations play heavenly judge and
jury. Saddam Hussein speaks of this war as a

jihad, a holy war. President Bush tells an audi-

ence of radio preachers on Jan. 28 that this war
is just and moral.

Wars there are, wars there will be. God makes
the best of it. But what we must say is that God
does not need wars to accomplish God's pur-

Moral, righteous, just: those

are the words of the church.

But they have been taken over

by the world of violence.

poses. Maybe God needed war in the Old Testa-

ment. But let us never, never forget that when
God took decisive action, when God moved his-

tory as never before, when God broke history in

two, it was not by war. Rather it was by the

cross and the resurrection. Ascension and Pente-

cost.

God does not need war. The basin and towel

will do. Love and suffering advance the cause. It

is the prayers of the saints and the blood of the

martyrs that move the kingdom onward.

4. God is weeping.
At a critical turn in history, at a moment of op-

portunity for Jerusalem, Jesus stood over it and

wept. "Would that even today you knew the

things that make for peace!" (Luke 19:42). One
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would expect that again and again, as the people

of this world choose the ways of this world, the

Lord stands weeping over the Baghdads, the

Washingtons, the Tel Avivs.

5. God is mute.
God is mute—not because God has not spo-

ken through the prophets in times past, or not

because God has not spoken definitively in

Christ. God is mute because the spokespersons

for God now, the Christian community here in

North America, has almost wholly given over to

the ideologies and perspectives of this society.

For generations, ever so slowly, ever so subtly,

the vision, words, symbols, and religious fervor

of the Christian faith have been handed over to

the nations, and the nations have ever so will-

ingly co-opted these.

Walter Brueggemann in Israel's Praise: Doxol-

ogy Against Idolatry and Ideology suggests that

this phenomenon is somewhat parallel to what

happened to Israel's faith as told in the Old Tes-

tament. Israel moved ever so gradually to the

gods of Baal, but all the while the pieties of wor-

ship continued. Having long abandoned justice

and righteousness and vigorously courting the

gods of the culture, Israel nevertheless sustained

the old-time religion ceremonies.

Jeremiah tried to cut through this charade by

reminding Israel that their well rehearsed piety—

"This is the temple of the Lord, the temple of

the Lord, the temple of the Lord" (Jer. 7:4)—

was sheer deception. Amos spoke louder on be-

half of God: "I hate, I despise your feasts, and I

take no delight in your solemn assemblies"

(Amos 5:21). Isaiah was loudest of all: "I have

had enough of burnt offerings of rams and the

fat of fed beasts." (Isa. 1:11, 15).

For generations the Christian community has

thrown on the altar of this society its symbols,

its language, its vision. Our wells of holy water

are just about dry, for we have sprinkled nearly

all on the values of this age.

Meanwhile worship goes on as usual, almost

better than ever. But in the face of the tragedies

and evils of the age, little power and limited vi-

sion issues from the Christian community.

The U.S. president does not regularly go to

church; the preachers go to him. It is not the

preachers who spell out what is moral and just.

The president tells the preachers. The president

calls the nation to prayer.

Who shapes the prevailing ideologies, values,

and vision of this society? Hardly the pulpit.

American Christians live by the prevailing ideolo-

gies that this society musters.

Has any news reporter interviewed any preach-

ers in recent days concerning possible policies in

the Persian Gulf? No, some lonely Marine on the

desert sand is interviewed, and he comes up

with a profound overarching rationale for this

war: Kick Saddam's backside.

Just at the time when communism, the epi-

tomy of evil, falls in on itself, another enemy
emerges. Once again we can ignore our own sins

as a people. Once again we can continue the illu-

sion that the world would be well if only this one

problem were removed. Iraq, we are told, stands

in the way of the new world order.

When God moved history as

never before, it was not by

war. It was by the cross and
by the resurrection.

What we need is truth. What we need are

preachers. What we need are stories of the mar-

velous acts of God. We have heard enough of

Scud and Patriot missiles; we need now stories

of trumpets and pitchers.

This war is about oil, greed, power, control, in-

fluence, money, and wealth. But President Bush

chooses not to use those words. Rather, he uses

words like moral, righteous, just, new world

order, and peace. Those words, brothers and sis-

ters, are our words. They have been com-

mandeered by the world of violence. We are left

speechless. God is mute.

We must again strip the nation of its self-as-

sumed moral authority. Walter Wink puts it this

way: "Churches, which continually complain

about their powerlessness to induce change, are

in fact in a privileged position to use the most

powerful weapon of all: the power to

deligitimate" (Sojourners, Oct. 10, 1990).

Preachers of the world, stand up! We must re-

gain our territory. We must find new, creative,

powerful energizing words, ideas, and images.

Our society must be told that there will be no

new world order by old world methods.

Ours is the vision of a new world order. It is a

new world in which there is no doubt about

where God is.

James C. Longacre serves as conference coordina-

tor of Franconia Conference and oversees several

congregations. He and his wife Ellen are parents

of three children, ages 1 7-23.
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"After he was raised from
the dead, his disciples

remembered that he had
said this; and they believed
the scripture and the word
that Jesus had spoken."
—John 2:22, NRSV

readers say

War is not peace
regardless of adjective
The "just" war was a teaching devel-

oped by the church in history to rational-

ize the fact that some members were no
longer adhering to the teaching on non-
resistance. This is partly because the
church had become lax in discipline.

Now comes a letter in Gospel Herald
calling for the "just" war as an alterna-

tive peace witness: "Who Will Witness
to a Limited War?" (Feb. 12). Regard-
less of the adjective in front of it, war is

not peace.

Our Savior had quite clear instruc-

tions for those who believe. We are

called to leave the fighting to the mili-

tary and their civilian counterparts. We
as part of the church are to concentrate
on peace. Both have a place within

God's plan.

Robert J. Schultz

Protection, Kan.

Witness to other Christians
difficult but more important
No doubt Mennonites and other peace

churches have made important contribu-

tions to the thoughts and moral consider-

ations of leaders at the Pentagon and
other places of government as described
in "Mennonites Make Impact with Gulf
Peace Efforts" (Jan. 22). However, do
any "peace" Christians have the courage
to lobby "war" Christians in their own
churches and communities?

It is relatively easy to have discus-

sions with governments. It is not so

easy—but much more important—to

lobby religious and moral leaders such
as Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell. Gra-

ham did sleep at the White House the

night that the "liberation of Kuwait"
began.

William P. Shantz
Thunder Bay, Ont.

An open letter

to Billy Graham
I have long respected you as one of

the most effective ministers of the gos-

pel in my lifetime. But can you imagine
the dismay that I felt when the news
came that you are supporting the war
against Iraq? You spent the evening of

Jan. 16 with President Bush at the

White House. You accompanied the

president to a church service at a mili-

tary base the following day.

As a media-conscious person, you un-

derstand the significance of symbolic
gestures. Notwithstanding your longtime

friendship with the president, you must
have known that your actions would
send the clear signal that you were giv-

ing your blessing to this war. Subse-

quent quotations attributed have

confirmed that impression.

Mr. Graham, next to Pope John Paul
n, you have for many years been the
most "visible" Christian in the world.

For a person in your position to be
closely identified with the "Caesar" of
one of the kingdoms of this world seems
to be a contradiction. To be closely iden-

tified with one of Caesar's wars seems
to be the denial of everything Jesus rep-
resents.

I don't insist that you become a paci-

fist to be my brother. I accept that most
Christians subscribe to the "just-war"
theory. But hasn't that meant for all

practical purposes that the church
around the world has supported virtually

every war that their nation becomes in-

volved in?

Ultimately, who has taken the

"faithful" position in this crisis? In the

meantime, I hope you join me in praying
that God will break the bows and spears
that arrogantly shatter the hopes and
prayers of his people around the world.

Abraham K. Gehman
Bally, Pa.

A book on the NCC and WCC
Thanks to Daniel Hertzler for his infor-

mative article, "What's the Matter with
the WCC?" (Feb. 5). As I reflected on
this topic, I was reminded of a book I

read which might shed new light on the
National CouncU of Churches and the
Worid CouncU of Churches. That book
was On Thin Ice: A Religion Reporter's

Memoir by Roy Howard Beck (Bristol

Books, 1988).

Beck, then working for the United
Methodist Reporter, devotes several chap-
ters to coverage of the NCC. He outlines

its support for South Africa, alleged

adultery and homosexuality within its

ranks, and the NCC defense after Sixty
Minutes sharply criticized this body. I

would recommend this book to Gospel
Herald readers wanting to learn more
about the NCC.
Lois Beck
Grantham, Pa.

Are we really

people of peace?
Michael King tells us in his article,

"Loving the Gray Woman and Living

Apart" (Jan. 29), that at one point, he
"thought how few of us Mennonites, peo-
ple of peace, have been touched by bul-

lets and rape and killing."

If he believes that "few" Mennonite
women have been "touched" by rape, or

that they are somehow safer than other

women, he must be privy to some unpub-
lished statistics.

Michael's compassion and shock at the
litany of violence in the courtroom were
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appropriate. His conclusion, "how differ-

ent were the worlds that shape us," was

perhaps less so.

Mennonite women get raped, some-

times by Mennonite men. Should we be

soothed by the assumption that their

numbers are "few"? If we are, then

"healing" will never be more than a buzz-

word.

Unfortunately, rape is often easier to

hide than a bullet wound or a corpse,

and insulated attitudes help keep it that

way. When the church stops congratulat-

ing itself on its gentleness and addresses

the injured and violent in its midst, we
will be able to more honestly claim the

label this article gives us: People ofpeax:e.

Janet Mast
Telford, Pa.

Need perspective

on global world
I wish to commend you on the job you

are doing with Gospel Herald. We have

read it for many years and know it takes

work to put out a fine periodical.

However, I miss "Kreider Views the

World." I think this column would be

very valuable with the current state of

our world.

I speak for a number of us at Water-

town Mennonite Church when I say that

we look forward to reading Carl's col-

umn and hope to see it back soon. Cut
something else if you need room. But

keep us in mind as members of the

global world looking for a reasonable

and clear approach to the world's chang-

ing situations. Carl can do it from a

background of knowledge.

Donna Zehr
Copenhagen, N.Y

Editorial puts "heavy"
on those who disagree
Your editorial, "What's the Question?"

(Dec. 11), asks some good questions.

Generally I agree with your thrust.

You read John 17 and conclude that

"the Holy Spirit is on the side of integra-

tion." I trust that the Holy Spirit will

eventually lead us to the right decision

on should we or should we not integrate

the Mennonite Church and the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

If we agree to form one new body, I ex-

pect there will be congregations from

both sides who wiU not go along with

the new. In the General Conference

Church over the last 30 years, one con-

gregation leaves us each year for one rea-

son or another on the average. When
this happens, we grieve.

The joint committee exploring integra-

tion and the two General Boards want to

process as carefully as possible this

issue. If the decision is to merge, we
want to keep at a minimum the congrega-

tions who choose not to go along.

Vera Preheim, general secretary

General Conference Mennonite Church

Newton, Kan.

Called to be friends,

not just servants

I have never heard a sermon on John

15:15. Jesus said: "I no longer call you

servants, because a servant does not

know his master's business. Instead, I

have called you friends, for everything

that I learned from my Father I have

made known to you."

We have had thousands of seminars

on servanthood in the Mennonite

Church. And servanthood is not to be

scoffed at. But it is not God's ultimate

intention. God calls us to something

more important and effective than doing

good things for people. He calls us to do

good things with people.

That means standing on level ground,

looking them in the eye, smiling, and

being a friend.

May I suggest that we dust off the

Friendship Evangelism materials on the

top shelf in the church library? They
just may change our priorities.

D. Lowell Nissley

Sarasota, Fla.

More on homosexuality
In response to your article, "Different

Love: Three Groups That Care" (Feb.

5), I urge readers to study what the

Bible has to say about homosexuality

and not to be taken captive by philoso-

phy which depends on human tradition.

Christians need to show Christ's love to

homosexuals without compromising

Scripture. We need to tell homosexuals

the love they are searching for is found

in Christ alone who washes us, sets us

apart, and justifies us.

The article ends with the phrase,

"Things do change." But remember, the

Word of the Lord stands forever.

Julie A. Helmuth
Broadview Heights, Ohio

"Different Love . .
." prompted in me

a somewhat painful memory:
Thirty years ago I overheard a heated

conversation on what should be done

about a local Christian man who was
said to be seeking out young men for

sexual purposes. Though I hardly knew
then what those men were discussing in

their hushed and secretive manner, I

was keenly aware that one of the older

married men in the group was speaking

with an intense degree of anger and hos-

tility in his voice. I sensed that though

he may well have been talking about un-

accepted and exploitative male behavior,

he was also expressing an attitude of in-

tense hate and rejection. I knew the spo-

ken hate was contrary to the spirit of

Christian love and compassion which he

professed to hold dear.

Years later, following a growing experi-

ence in professional social work, I came

to understand that man's hostility in a

new light. I have come to realize that

the verbal leader of that small group of

angry men may well have been giving ex-

pression to secret fears of his own uncon-

scious homosexual feelings. That older

man's lashing out in anger and hate

needed to be seen, in part at least, as a

reflection of his own sexual anxiety and

insecurity.

I am happy now to hear about more

reasoned, more mature dialogue regard-

ing persons of same-sex orientation. I

trust all of us can grow beyond the

anger and hate we may feel toward

those whose sexual behavior and attrac-

tion is different. I hope we can grow to

be secure enough in our own sense of

sexual identity so that hating and con-

demning others is not the response of

our hearts and actions.

Milton Lehman
Rosebud, S.D.

I take exception to the concept of

the "listening committee" as set forth in

"Different Love . .
." If, as the editorial

in the same issue states, "[Wej affirm

the historic stance of the church" on this

issue, then what is the reason for a lis-

tening committee on homosexuality?

A special concern for me is the confu-

sion this can cause in our churches.

Also, if this is the way we want to go,

then we will need listening committees

for the military, abortion, and other is-

sues not being "heard."

John N. Keim
Grottoes, Va.

Whatever its other pluses or minuses,

"Different Love . .
." utilizes a common

misconception the world has used to

press us Christians into its mold: that

love and sex are synonymous.

The truth is quite the contrary. For

while sex is a most delightful way to ex-

press love within marriage, most of our

loving relationships are not sexual. A
great number (perhaps even a majority)

of sex acts, whether within marriage or

not, heterosexual as well as homosexual,

cannot in any meaningful sense be de-

scribed as involving love.

D. R. Yoder

Atlanta, Ga.
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Let's take another look at

Is our crisis in identity the result of our
diversity in worship? Or do we worship
with different ways and forms because
we're not quite sure who we are?

by Richard A. Kauffman

We Mennonites are not particularly noted for

our worship. We are an eminently practical peo-
ple; faith is best understood as active—repent-

ing, believing, following Jesus.

Worship, of course, we also do. The early

church practiced it, the New Testament advises

us on it, and that has sufficed. Though we've

had much to say about baptism and the Lord's

Supper, self-conscious reflection about worship
has not been of great interest to us. UntU re-

cently, of course.

For Mennonites, the essence of the church
isn't in its gathered form alone, much less in its

worship. Yet worship is more important, for

there proclamation, admonition, correction, and
nurture take place.

Perhaps it is an exaggeration, but at an earlier

time in my own short life it was possible to walk
into most Mennonite congregations on a Sunday
morning and know what to expect. (To be sure

there was variety between the different branches
of Mennonites on such issues as the use of musi-

cal instruments.) Typically, only ordained per-

sons would be in charge, leading worship and
preaching. The exception would be song leaders,

who were drawn from the "laity."

The worship pattern would be consistent too,

the elements few—prayers, congregational sing-

ing. Scripture reading, preaching, offering, and
benediction. This simplicity has given way to di-

versity from which a number of "types" of wor-

ship services have emerged:

church Mennonite: High church Menno-
nite worship services are characterized by bor-

rowed elements from more liturgical Christian

traditions, both Catholic and Protestant: calls to

worship, invocations, collects, litanies. Particu-

larly noteworthy is the use of the lectionary and
following the church year. Here too there is a

concern for esthetics in worship: worship doesn't

just happen; careful planning shapes the event

and the sum of the whole must be greater than

the individual parts. As for those who lead wor-
ship, there isn't a divide between the ordained
and laity but rather between the "professionals"

and the "nonprofessional": only those who are

fully competent to lead worship or perform a mu-
sical rendition (or whatever) are used.

Ijou; church, noncharismatic Mennonite: This
type of worship is equally noted for borrowing,

but if anything it is even more eclectic. Its dis-

tinctive s, however, are its informal, participatory,

and egalitarian style. Worship is not perfor-

mance, primarily, but participation. Ordained
leadership, if involved at all, is more behind the
scenes, serving an enabling role. Leading wor-
ship is viewed as testing grounds for gift discern-

ment. Planning worship may be important for

low-church Mennonite worship services as well,

but spontaneity and participation are pro-

granmied ("open mike" sharing times, for in-

stance).

^Charismatic Mennonite: Mennonite reticence

over free emotional expression vanishes here.

There is freedom to praise God aloud in wor-

ship, to raise one's hands in singing, to utter

words of prophecy and possibly even speak in

tongues, or to ask for prayer for healing. This
free expression doesn't happen in a vacuum, as

it were, but in a highly controlled manner. Usu-
ally there is a strong leader (or leadership team)
in charge, pastors or elders who oversee the

congregation's journey and vision. Worship is

over when it's over, not necessarily at 12:00 noon
(or whenever).

Ily6nd Mennonite: The above types are really

only "ideal" types or tendencies. Most Menno-
nite worship services don't neatly fit into any
one pattern. But typically lay persons are used
for leading worship and carrying out other func-

tions in the worship service; this frees the pastor

to focus her or his attention on preaching. Then
too there is diversity of styles of music, use of li-

turgical elements, and an open mike time for

sharing joys and sorrows and making prayer re-

quests. Many congregations are celebrating more
special days now than was the case before, espe-

cially Advent and Holy Week. And some larger

congregations have introduced two distinctively

different worship services each week.

So what are we to make of this diversity?

Praise or blame? Progress or regression?
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worship

Something within me wants to both praise and

blame, affirm and critique. I praise the diversity

because I know that personality style and life ex-

periences have much to do with our tastes and

needs in worship. It is a credit to the Mennonite

fold that we can accommodate the vastly differ-

ent personality styles reflected in the above

types (not to speak of pieties).

I know too from personal experience that wor-

ship needs and preferences change through life's

stages. Right now I need normalcy, tradition, pat-

tern; at an earlier phase of life I needed innova-

tion, change, spontaneity. (You guessed it: I'm

entering mid-life!)

T^nt I wonder: is the much ballyhooed topic of

Mennonite identity—what it means to be a Men-

nonite—the result of this diversity in worship?

Or is it merely one of the outcomes of Menno-

nite pluralism and identity confusion? Even if it

is a chicken and egg issue, you don't get chick-

ens without attending to the eggs, or vice versa.

Further, the current interest in contemplative

spirituality and charismatic expression perhaps

reflects a deficiency in both Mennonite theology

and experience given our ethical and peoplehood

focus: a lack of emphasis on the transcendence

and sovereignty of God, on the one hand, and of

personal communion with God, on the other.

The church, it is said, is a community of mem-
ory and hope: we live by the memory of what

God has done for us in Jesus Christ and by the

hope of what God will yet do when the kingdoms

of this world will become the kingdom of our

Lord and of his Christ (Rev. 11:15). Worship, I

contend, is prime time for nurturing and keeping

alive this memory and this hope.

Here's a modest proposal: at a time when the

General Conference and the Mennonite Church

are exploring integration, we are working at

church polity and a confession of faith. We have

a joint committee on both topics. Perhaps we
ought to give as serious attention to our wor-

ship: what it means, how we go about it, what is

biblical and appropriate to our tradition and our

contemporary context.

Anybody for another committee?

Richard A. Kauffman is administrative vice-presi-

dent at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. This article first appeared in AMBS
Bulletin, from which it is reprinted by permission.

Kauffman is also a Gospel Herald editorial con-

sultant.

Jesus:
my Lord
and my God

by Tim Atwood

Many Christians appear to be at a loss

when they need to talk about the deity of

Christ, declaring Jesus as God. What fol-

lows are seven references from the Bible

that support this belief. Committed to

memory, these verses will be a vital part of

theological understanding in this area. All

quotations are from the New International

Version (NIV).

1. "For to us a child is bom, to us a son

is given, and the government will be on his

shoulders. And he will be called Wonderful

Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,

Prince of Peace" (Isa. 9:6).

2. "In the beginning was the Word, and

the Word was with God, and the Word was

God The Word became flesh and made
his dwelling among us" (John 1:1, 14).

3. "Thomas said to him, 'My Lord and

my God!' " (John 20:28).

4. "Theirs are the patriarchs, and from

them is traced the human ancestry of

Christ, who is God over all, forever

praised!" (Rom. 9:5).

5. "No one has ever seen God, but God
the One and Only, who is at the Father's

side, has made him known" (John 1:18).

6. ".
. . while we wait for the blessed

hope—the glorious appearing of our great

God and Savior, Jesus Christ" (Titus 2:13).

7. "To those who through the righteous-

ness of our God and Savior Jesus Christ

have received a faith as precious as ours"

(2 Pet. 1:1b).

Tim Atwood is pastor of the Ninth Street

Mennonite Church in Saginaw, Mich., and a

member of the Inter-Mennonite Confession

of Faith Committee.
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items & comments
Interfaith cable network running
prayers for peace
A 24-hour interfaith cable TV network is

running a series of 30- and 60-second
"Prayers for Peace" spots featuring Chris-

tian, Islamic, and Jewish leaders. The
spots on Vision Interfaith Satellite Net-
work (VISN) began airing two days after

the conflict in the Persian Gulf erupted.

"While other networks are admirably cov-

ering the news aspects of the Persian Gulf
conflict, VISN feels it can make its best

contribution by being a place for reflection

and prayer leading for action and peace,"

said Jeffrey Weber, an executive vice-pres-

ident of the cable network. (RNS)

Falwell revives patriotic rallies

to support war effort

Evangelist Jerry Falwell is reviving the

"I Love America" rallies that brought him
to national prominence in the 1970s to

support President George Bush's policies

in the Persian Gulf War. "We'll be per-

forming in support of our troops out there

and the president here and in rebellion

against those demonstrators who bring this

flag down and seem to have disregard for

everything high and holy and sacred," said

Falwell, a pastor, TV preacher, and college

president in Lynchburg, Va. He declared

that he is "canceling all furloughs and

calling to active duty everybody on the

team here." (RNS)

Relief agencies look at other side
of war: refugees and casualties

WhUe much of America's attention has
been directed to the tactics and technology

of warfare being used in the Persian Gulf,

American disaster relief agencies have
been responding to what they see as a
human fallout of immense proportions ex-

pected from the battle with Iraq. "While
we are becoming so enamored and con-

sumed by the Star Wars technology, it is

urgent that the world focus on the incred-

ible needs of the civilian casualties," said

Tom Getman of World Vision, an evangel-

ical Christian relief organization.

"It is, to us, a monumental crime that

with a billion dollars being spent a day on
this activity, the people who are taking the

most severe blows are women and chil-

dren," said Getman. He noted that civil-

ians are feeling the effects of the war not

only in areas of fighting but in the Israeli-

occupied territories, where authorities

have imposed a 24-hour curfew, as well as

"other parts of the world where we've lost

track of what's going on." Getman chairs

the Gulf Crisis Coordinating Committee,
which represents the full range of private

voluntary agencies, from the Red Cross

and the United Nations High Commission
on Refugees to Lutheran World Relief and
Catholic Relief Services. (RNS)

Court overturns 45-year sentence
given to Jim Bakker
A federal appeals court has overturned

the 45-year prison sentence given to

televangelist Jim Bakker in 1989 because
the judge made implied that Bakker's ac-

tions offended his religiosity. In its unani-

mous ruling in Richmond, Va., the Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld Bakker's
conviction on 24 counts of mail fraud, wire
fraud, and conspiracy. But it rejected the

sentence imposed by U.S. District Judge
Robert Potter and ordered that Bakker be
resentenced by a different judge.

When Potter sentenced Bakker in Char-
lotte, N.C., he said, "Those of us who do
have a religion are sick of being saps for

money-grubbing preachers and priests." In

the appeals court opinion, the judges wrote
that "whether or not the trial judge has a
religion is irrelevant for purprases of sen-

tencing." They said they "are left with the
apprehension that the imposition of a
lengthy prison term here may have re-

flected the fact that the court's own sense
of religious propriety had somehow been
betrayed. In this way, we believe that the

trial court abused its discretion." (RNS)

How's Your

Congregation's

Love Life

In worship, we are lovers of God.

In Christian communily, we are

lovers of each other. In mission,

we reach out as lovers of the

world. MBCM staff provides

vision and resources for your

congregation to deepen these

three acts of loving.

How is your love life?

•X*

MoMMonitc Board oC

Congrcgatioiuil Minislri<',s

Box \24ry

KIkharl IN

40515-1245

219 294-752.^

R. Bair L Bair
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church news

Hymnal Council meets for last time,

passes torch to subgroup
Elgin, III. CGCMQ)—The Hymnal Council

met here for a week of 13-hour workdays

Jan. 7-12 to make final selections for the

new hymnal due out in 1992. The council,

which consists of representatives of the

General Conference Mennonite Church,

the Mennonite Church, and the Church of

the Brethren, completed eight years of

work and in effect "passed the torch" to a

small group of representatives which will

see the project to completion.

Council members spoke candidly at the

meetings and a feeling of congeniality pre-

vailed—a contrast to some earlier meet-

ings. The table where they gathered to

select nearly 400 texts and tunes was scat-

tered with aspirin bottles, diet soda cans,

notebooks, hymnals, and antacid.

At a worship service on the final day of

the meetings, people wept openly and

prayed for the small group which will carry

on the work of the council. During the

service, each member presented an

"offering" in the form of a hymn or worship

resource and explained its personal signif-

icance during the project. The wide range

of selections offered reflected the eclectic

nature of the group itself.

This diversity has in the past been a

cause of discord. "We could go around this

room and everyone could tell their own

horror story about past meetings," said

Ken Nafziger of Harrisonburg, Va. Even

so, over the past eight years a bond has

formed as project members witnessed the

birth of children, the death of parents, and

the personal struggles of one another. "My
kids don't know what life would be like

without the Hymnal Project," said Marilyn

Houser Hamm of Altona, Man.

Council members discussed the impor-

tance of their task in light of the strong

tradition of singing in the Mennonite and

Brethren heritages. When Marlene Kropf

of Elkhart, Ind., noted that several urban

congregations began because people

wanted to get together and sing hymns,

Hamm responded, "We are making glue."

Because of this responsibility, the coun-

cil members remained mindful of their

audience. They struggled to maintain a

balance between traditional texts and

tunes while incorporating some inclusive

language, new songs, and songs from non-

Western cultures. In many cases they com-

promised. Thus the song "Faith of our

Fathers," for example, became "Faith of

the Martyrs," and the tune from the

Brethren hymnbook, "Immortal Love, For-

ever Full," was coupled with new words

from an ecumenical hymnbook.

"I tend to be very sentimental, and I try

not to let that affect my work on the

Hymnal Council," said John Rempel of

New York City. "I try to think of these as

new songs for new people."

Shirley Martin of Atwood, Ont., said, "I

have to laugh when I think about how many
people have asked me whether '606'

—

'Praise God from Whom' in the current

Mennonite Hymnal—vnR be number 606 in

the new hymnal." Nafziger responded,

"But there is more to that question. People

really want to know what is going to be in

the new hymnal, whether the familiar will

be there."

There has been a healthy give-and-take

among all three denominations about what

will be included in the hymnal. The two

Mennonite denominations, who produced

a joint hymnal in 1969, have displayed

some sensitivity in retaining the familiar

hymns of the Brethren. One such example

is the acceptance by the council of the

Brethren favorite, "Strong, Righteous Man

of Galilee" which is set to the tune

"Melita." The tune is a U.S. Navy hymn,

and council members reflected on hearing

it played at President John Kennedy's

funeral. When Nafziger abstained from

voting on the hymn, he explained, "Maybe
I could justify this tune because it has

different words. But if those soldiers start

coming back from the Persian Gulf in body

bags, we're going to hear this tune a lot."

"As I look back," said Hymnal Council

chair Nancy Faus, "we've all changed and

grown and learned not to be so defensive

about what is important to us as individu-

als. The hymnal will be better because of

that. It will represent all our people."

In all, the council waded through some

5,000 texts and tunes. Now that the

council's work of selecting hymns and wor-

ship resources is complete, the next two

years wiU be devoted to editing and pre-

paring companion pieces, such as a hand-

book and an instrumental accompaniment

hook.—Beth Hege

Menno-Stridors keep pace for MCC. Hubbard, Ore.—A group in this state has

found a new way to raise money for Mennonite Central Committee. They collect

pledges for running in the annual 191-mile relay from the slopes of Mt. Hood to

the ocean on the West Coast The entire distance is covered by 12-member teams,

with each participant running about 15 miles. Pictured is the "Menno-Stridors,"

who were among 750 teams at the last race. "It is a grueling demand on the

physical and mental capacity as well as social abilities, as each becomes a part of

the whole in moving the team along," says participant Ron Lapp (third from right).

Menno-Stridors are already looking forward to the next race and the chance to

present a check for the needy at the annual MCC-related Oregon Fall Festival.

Anyone interested in joining the team should contact Ron Lapp at Box 372,

Hubbard, OR 97032.
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Campus pastor
found dead
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Darrel Bru-

baker, campus pastor at Eastern Menno-
nite College, was found dead at his home
on Feb. 25. Death was by asphyxiation.

Brubaker, 33, joined the EMC faculty

last August. Before this, he had been
director of the Washington, D.C., office of

Evangelicals for Social Action and had
been a member of the pastoral team at

Washington Community Fellowship. From
1984 to 1988 he was pastor of Sandia

Brethren-in-Christ and Mennonite Church
in Albuquerque, N.M.
Brubaker was a member of the Board of

Directors of Mennonite Board of Missions

since 1987. He had just returned from a
meeting of that board in Elkhart, Ind.

Brubaker's death was announced in col-

lege assembly by Lee Snyder, vice-presi-

dent and academic dean. "Darrel fought a
valiant fight against depression for the past
two years and was receiving professional

help," she said.

Students and faculty were visibly shaken
by the announcement, and persons joined

hands and arms for a time of prayer led by
Stephen Dintaman of the Bible Depart-

ment. "This tragedy completely shakes our
sense of security, and we can only cry out
to God for help in expressing our grief," he
said.

EMC faculty members and local pastors

made themselves available to offer counsel

to the campus community.
Brubaker is survived by his wife, Sheri

Hartzler.

Lancaster, Pa., group
holds AIDS conference
Akron, Pa.—A group of concerned Men-

nonites and Brethren in the Lancaster, Pa.,

area held a one-day conference at Akron
Mennonite Church to provide information

about AIDS and some steps people in the

church can take to help people with AIDS
or someone who is providing care for them.

The first session was led by Bemie Good,
an assistant professor of medicine at the

University of Pittsburgh. He had been
involved in the care of people with AIDS
the past several years at the Veterans

Administration Medical Center in Pitts-

burgh. He presented basic medical infor-

mation about AIDS—what the disease is

and how it is and is not transmitted.

Ann Showalter, director of pastoral ser-

vices for the AIDS Pastoral Network in

Chicago, and Art Isaak, a certified psy-

chodramatist at Penn Foundation in Sell-

ersville. Pa., worked together in two ses-

sions which dealt with prejudice, grief,

hope, and pastoral response. These ses-

sions enabled everyone to become aware
of the feelings—many conflicting—which
each person has to deal with when relating

to someone with AIDS or when talking with

another person about AIDS.
A family—husband, wife, and two teen-

age sons—shared their experience of hav-

ing the wife's brother come to live with

them after he became ill as a result of

AIDS. His church family was very support-

ive of him and his sister's family during his

illness and subsequent death. A mother
also shared her exeperience of her son's

AIDS-related illness and death and the

painful lack of involvement and support

she felt from her Mennonite congregation.

Several attenders shared their stories, too.

The conference ended with a panel of

representatives from groups in the Lancas-

ter area which provide various services to

people with AIDS, their caregivers, and

others who are supportive.

The conference's organizers are con-

cerned about the lack of knowledge and
understanding about AIDS within the

church. Those with questions who want to

talk confidentially with someone about
AIDS are encouraged to call 717 393-7140.

Latin America agency
becomes clearinghouse
for Anabaptist resources

Bogota, Colombia (MBM/GCMC)—A
two-year-old inter-Mennonite agency in

Latin America has begun serving as a

clearinghouse for Anabaptist resources in

that part of the world. Latin America
Anabaptist Resource Center, known by its

Spanish acronym, CLARA, will produce a

catalog this year which lists all Anabaptist

books known to be available in Spanish,

along with addresses of where they can be
obtained.

Because of such diverse sources for the

books—over 50 different publishers

—

CLARA will also begin a warehousing and
centralized marketing program for at least

10 copies of as many of these books as

financially feasible. The goal is to eventu-

ally have at least 200 books in stock or that

could be shipped by the publisher under
special arrangements with CLARA.
CLARA also plans to share the Anabap-

tist vision with interested non-Mennonites.

For example, CLARA director Jack
Suderman led a workshop last November
on the holistic gospel and the kingdom of

God to leaders of an indigenous, indepen-

dent church in Ecuador. Suderman is a

missionary in Colombia with the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

Another CLARA goal for 1991 is to

coordinate publication of new materials

with SEMILLA, the inter-Mennonite sem-

inary in Central America and Mexico.

Church ties valued,
employer rated high
in MMA staff survey

Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—A recent survey
shows the staff of Mennonite Mutual Aid
believes MMA's connection with the
church is very important. The staff also

rates MMA very highly as an employer. "I

was extremely pleased with the degree of

commitment shown by our staff to the

mission ofMMA and to the importance of

ethical values," said MMA president
James Kratz. "Our staff is the most impor-
tant asset we have in canying out our
mission."

The survey was conducted by Life Office

Management Association of Atlanta for

MMA. It is an independent agency which
operates programs to help insurance orga-

nizations improve their home office oper-

ations. Nearly 150 questions were included
in the survey, covering such areas as atti-

tudes about individual jobs, work groups,

MMA as an organization, the reward sys-

tem, overall job satisfaction, and commit-
ment to the organization.

"The results were extremely favorable,"

said Lynn Allen of the Atlanta firm. "I have
never worked with a company that had
results that were consistently this high. We
usually see some strong areas, some medi-
ocre areas, and some problem areas. We
didn't expect to see such positive results

in so many areas."

The survey showed 98 percent of the

staff said MMA's link to the church is

important, and 97 percent are committed
to MMA's mission. The survey also

showed 96 percent of the staff is satisfied

with MMA as a good place to work, and
they would be wUling to work for MMA if

they had the choice to make again.

The positive results were true not only

of the organization as a whole, but of

individual work groups. Some 96 percent

reported they get along well with the em-
ployees in their work group, and 89 percent

said they have a good working relationship

with their supervisor.

The survey results were also compared
to 39 other similar organizations in the

Midwest and 29 other organizations of

similar size. MMA's results were much
higher than the norm for those organiza-

tions in nearly every category,

"We see such surveys as benchmarks
against which we can measure our progress

in the effective utilization of the skills

which our employees possess," said Shir-

ley Yoder, MMA vice-president for human
resources. "Employees who are satisfied

with their jobs and feel their efforts are

recognized and rewarded also provide bet-

ter service to our members."

She continued: "The survey also showed
us several areas where employees feel we
need to make improvements. We will ac-

tively pursue solutions in those areas, but
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our employees will participate in finding

those solutions."

One finding that is sure to receive atten-

tion covers the broad topic of management

style. Only 54 percent of the staff indicated

they believe employees are encouraged to

participate in decision-making, while only

48 percent said management solves impor-

tant problems quickly. The Atlanta firm

pointed out that scores on those questions

are typically low at most companies. This

may reflect a greater expectation of youn-

ger people that they will be more involved

in making decisions than workers from

previous generations.

This is the second time such a survey

has been taken. The first survey was taken

three years ago, and several areas were

targeted for special emphasis and im-

provement. The most recent survey re-

vealed marked improvements in nearly aU

of those areas.

MMA management and staff are now in

the midst of a series of meetings to review

the survey results and identify strategies

for improvement.

—

Steve Bowers

Some participants wear while ribbons for peace during the AMBS Interterm. Sharing perspectives are

(left to right) instructors Marcus Smucker, Erick Sawatzky, James Yaussy Albright, and Janet Mitchell.

Interterm students get third-world

perspective on reading Bible

Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—If C. Rene
Padilla had been a student in the Interterm

class he taught at Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries, he would have learned

three main things about reading the Bible

fi-om a third-world perspective.

"I would have learned three main things

about reading the Bible from a third-world

perspective," he said. "For good or evil, we
are conditioned by our environment and

our culture." He would have learned that

Christians need to "find ways to back away
from a monocultural reading of the Bible."

And, he would have learned that often-

times Christians in North America are

conditioned "to read the Bible in a very

individualistic way that reinforces

privitized faith." In such a reading people

fail to see the Bible's emphasis on commu-
nity, justice, and peace, he said.

Padilla is general secretary of Latin

America Theological Fraternity in Buenos

Aires, Argentina. He formerly served as an

editor and as a Baptist pastor. He was

assisted at AMBS by his wife, Cathy, a

teacher in a Bible institute and a seminary.

A total of 105 students were enrolled in

the seven courses offered in the Jan. 7-25

Interterm.

In another guest-taught course, "Con-

flict, Communication, and Conciliation,"

an attorney and a counselor addressed

conflict issues in churches as well as on the

interpersonal level.

Attorney Janet Mitchell said she has

become increasingly interested in media-

tion as opposed to arbitration, on an inter-

national as well as local level. She and

fellow instructor James Yaussy Albright

practice as a team at Fort Wayne (Ind.)

Mediation Center. Both are members of

the Church of the Brethren and are active

in peacemaking. Mediation is a field in

which a skilled intervener assists two con-

flicting parties in coming to an agreed-

upon contract outside the court system.

Children's
mini-

convention
In keeping with

the Oregon '91

general theme, CKMON 01
children will focus

on "Discover

God's Wonderful World." Activities

such as papermaking, flying kites,

biking, and swimming are planned to

acquaint children with the natural

environment of the Pacific North-

west (including a visit to the Pacific

Ocean) and nurture an awareness of

the earth and its inhabitants.

The children's mini-convention is

designed for children who will be

three years of age by Sept. 1 through

grade 8 (completed by this summer).

Activities for preschool, elementary,

and middle school children are

scheduled July 30 through Aug. 3 at

O'Hara Catholic School, next to the

adult convention site.

On different days of the week chil-

dren will discover God's world by
focusing on earth, sky, animals, and

people. Kindergarten-age children

will meet an Oregon logger and in a

trip to the beach learn about crea-

tures in the sea. Middle-school-age

children will go biking in Eugene

—

one of the most bikeable cities in the

country. Three-year-olds will have

their own special program.

"We want you to come and have

fun with us in Oregon," says Bonnie

Heppner, who with her husband,

Caleb, are coordinating the Oregon
'91 children's team. Bonnie estimates

there will be about 100 people in-

volved in some form or other in the

children's program.

Registration for the children is to

be done on the adult registration

form, available from congregations or

from Mennonite Church General

Board at 421 S. Second St., Suite

600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

• An April issue ofStory f'^'Mfe will

feature the game, "Oregon or Bust,"

and a story related to the children's

convention. On the Line will feature

a story in the form of a diary of a

pioneer boy who describes what he

saw as he come through the McKen-
zie Pass on a cattle drive.

• Infant and toddler care will be

provided for children under the age

of three at O'Hara Catholic School,

Tuesday through Saturday, on a fee-

for-service basis.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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Library in Nicaragua
dedicated in memory
of former MCC worker

Managua, Nicaragua (MCC)—A new li-

brary and documentation center were ded-
icated here on Dec. 30—exactly one year

after Mennonite Central Committee
worker Dan Wenger died in a car accident.

Nearly 100 people gathered to dedicate the

facilities, which were built in honor of

Wenger with donations from the Dan
Wenger Memorial Fund and other contri-

butions.

During the service, MCC worker Moses
Beachy remembered Wenger as a young
person with a vision for peace, a spirit of

service and sacrifice, and a deep love and
concern for people.

Moises Moraga, executive director of

Christian Medical Action, where the li-

brary and documentation center are lo-

cated, led a prayer of dedication. He prom-
ised ".

. . that this place will inspire ... a
spirit of willingness to those who want to
serve their brothers and sisters, love and
justice to those who thirst for them, and
will nurture the hope of the poor, the

downhearted, and the oppressed."
Following the prayer, Wenger's parents,

Daniel and Erma Wenger of Lancaster,

Pa., unveiled a portrait of Dan. The por-

trait will hang in the library next to an
engraved leather scroll that reads: "In

memory of our deeply loved brother, Dan-
iel Wenger, we dedicate this documenta-
tion center which will be an instrument of

love for the cause of the poor."

Dan's parents presented a variety of

Swiss MCCer chooses life of peace. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Andreas Hofer, pictured
with an Armenian friend, has become an articulate but humble spokesman for

living a lifestyle of peace. His journey has taken him from farm work in Switzerland
to reconstruction among the rubble of earthquake-ravaged Soviet Armenia to

Mennonite Central Committee headquarters here, where he reported on his

one-year term as on-site coordinator of MCC's Armenia project Many of the 17
North American and European volunteers who served with MCC in Armenia
brought home reports of local hospitality. They also talked about their faith, which
grew and changed with the passing weeks in Armenia Arega Bagirian, translator

for the 16 months of MCC presence, often wanted to talk about faith. "By the
time we left, she was calling herself 'the first Mennonite in Armenia,' " Hofer
laughs. Learning to know and love Soviet citizens changed Hofer's life. "As a child

we were given an enemy picture of the East," he says. "But then I go over and I

meet people who are fiiends, not enemies. And I think. How can I fight them?"
Choosing to live peacefully is not easy for young Swiss men, who are required to

take a 21-week military training course and annually serve three-week terms in

the military. Before going to Armenia, Hofer completed his training and one
three-week stint in the military's medical service. "But now I cannot do that," he
says. Upon his return to Switzerland in February, he faced two to six months in

jail for refusal to serve. After prison he will be fined heavily each year he refuses

to serve in the military.

Spanish-language books on peace, disci-

pleship, and family life to supplement the
library's collection of medical texts.

Wenger worked with Christian Medical
Action during his 11 months of service in

Nicaragua. It is a group of Nicaraguan
Christian health and other professionals

committed to serving Nicaragua's poor.
—Kryss Chupp

Prayer important now
during Gulf War,
say workers in Israel

Nazareth, Israel (MBM)—Prayer plays

an important role in the lives of Robert and
Nancy Martin these days as they serve in

Israel. The Mermonite Board of Missions
workers continue their ministries at Naza-
reth Hospital despite the Persian Gulf
War. Bob is medical superintendent;
Nancy directs the school of nursing. The
hospital, located in the largest Arab city in

Israel, serves mostly Arab patients.

Martins, who served at the hospital dur-

ing the wars of 1967 and 1973, have seen
or heard several Iraqi Scud missiles being
intercepted in the Nazareth area during

the current war. And the importance of

prayer was highlighted on Jan. 25.

Paul Landis, president of Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, called that day
to tell Martins that special prayer had just

concluded for them at a staff meeting,
Martins said they had returned to the

hospital to help with emergency procedures
following a Scud alarm. They said they had
heard an explosion in the distance.

Hospital staff meet daily in the hospital

chapel for 30 minutes of prayer. "We are

aware of our vulnerable position," the Mar-
tins said. "But with this also comes a
growing reliance on the Lord for his pro-

tection. We are also aware of the prayer

support and love of Mennonites in North
America. That gives us courage and
strength as we walk alongside people who
don't have many other options."

Martins say the hospital has a good
supply of medication in case of a chemical

attack. And sealed rooms have been pre-

pared in the hospital and on the grounds
for all patients and residents. Between
interruptions from the war, Martins and
their colleagues attempt to maintain regu-

lar hospital services. The hospital's $3.5

million expansion and renovation project

continues.

Martins are the only MBM workers stiU

in Israel. John and Sandra Shenk Lapp left

Ibillin the day before the war started and
are living temporarily in Akron, Pa. Garry
and Ruth Denlinger are on a one-year

North American assignment and live in

Harrisonburg, Va. Naomi Weaver, a nursing

instructor at Nazareth Hospital, is on ex-

tended vacation and living in Ephrata, Pa.

—PhU Richard
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Outreach in Richmond. A four-year-old con-

gregation in Richmond, Va., is busy helping

the needy in its inner-city neighborhood. Ju-

Ibilee Christian Fellowship's community in-

volvements include meals for the homeless,

discipleship classes, food/clothing distribu-

tion, crisis referral/intervention services, and

evangelism. In January the congregation wel-

comed Stan Maclin as its new senior pastor.

He came from Peoria, IlL, where he was

executive director of Harrison Homes Mission

and senior pastor of Joy Mennonite Fellow-

ship. He is currently president of Afro-Amer-

ican Mennonite Association.

Church growth in Tanzania. Membership

in Tanzania Mennonite Church, which totals

22,000, is growing at the rate of several thou-

sand members per year. Over 800 people

attended an evangelistic service recentiy in

the Majita tribal area; 38 new believers were

baptized that day. An urgent need of the

church now is for more pastors. The church

is planning to reopen its Bible college in

Bukiroba, which had been closed for 15 years.

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions is giv-

ing high priority to supporting that effort.

Bryan and Ardyth Butier of Edmonton, Alta.,

are currently studying the Swahili language in

preparation for teaching at the college.

Earthquake response In Costa Rica. Costa

Rican Mennonites formed an emergency com-

mittee in response to a Dec. 22 earthquake

that shook that country's Central Valley, in-

cluding the capital city of San Jose. Only one

person died, but 13,000 were left homeless.

The committee is determining areas of great-

est need and organizing work brigades.

•Tourists in Lancaster, Pa. About 75,000

tourists in Lancaster County's Amish country

visited Mennonite Information Center in 1990.

According to Maribel Kraybill, director, the

number of visitors has held steady the past

three years. Opportunities abound to intro-

duce them to the Christian faith, she says. The
aim is to help tourists discover the faith that

lies beneath Mennonite and Amish culture.

The center is currentiy planning improve-

ments for its building and its displays. A new
video on Mennonites is also planned.

• Use your brains. John Cobb wants Chris-

tians to start using their brains. He wants to

see ordinary church people putting their

heads together and spouting theology as a

result. But not the sort of theology one would

expect from theologians. What he wants to

hear is "serious Christian thinking about prac-

tical matters of all sorts." This is interesting

advice coming from a man who is himself a

world-reknowned theologian. In lectures on

Feb. 7-8 at Goshen College, he shared his

hope that Christians will "reclaim" theology

from the professional theologians. Cobb, a

longtime professor at the School of Theology

in Claremont, Calif., was this year's Staley

Distinguished Christian Scholar at Goshen.

• Invitation to New Mexico. Carlsbad (N.M.)

Mennonite Church invites Mennonites to

come and live in that city. Pastor Peter Hart-

man says the climate is good, housing is

reasonably priced, and taxes are low. "Retir-

ees especially find the area to their liking," he

adds. More information is available from

Hartman at 2611 Western Way, Carlsbad, NM
88220; phone 505 885-4426.

Word and music ministry. Harrison-

burg, Va. fEMC^Sj—Raymond and

Corean Bakke of Chicago spent

three busy days at Eastern Menno-
nite College and Seminary for the

annual Staley Christian Scholar Lec-

ture Series Feb. 6-8. Ray gave several

addresses and led forums on the

theme, "Ministry for an Urban
World: From Biblical Foundations to

Contemporary Implications."

Corean, an accomplished pianist,

gave a recital of American music and

an illustrated lecture on "The Many
Faces of Worship." The couple has

lived and worked in inner-city Chi-

cago since 1965. Ray noted that "the

Bible begins in a garden but ends in

a city" and commended Philippians

and Colossians as a blue print for

urban ministry. Bakkes both teach

part-time at Northern Baptist Theo-

logical Seminary and are widely trav-

eled speakers and writers. The lec-

tureship is sponsored by the Thomas

Staley Foundation.

• New name for Dallas congregation. Dallas

(Tex.) Mennonite Fellowship has changed its

name to "Peace Mennonite Church" after

several months of discussion and prayer. "The

term 'church' implies not only feUowship, but

also worship, nurture, discipline, service, and

outreach," said Pastor Floyd Bom. "It also

presents an image in the community of stabil-

ity and permanence." The word "peace" best

describes what the congregation is all about

in its work with Dallas Peace Center and other

programs, he said.

• Another name change. A suburban Chicago

congregation has marked its 10th anniversary

with a change of name, from First Mennonite

Church of Oak Park to "Oak Park Mennonite

Church." This will make it easier for people

to find the church in the telephone directory

and other listings. The congregation, which

consists of 75 adults and children, meets on

the second floor of First Methodist Church.

David Myers is the pastor.

• Help for sex offenders. The concept of

victim-offender reconciliation is being applied

to sex offenses in a unique program underway

in Fresno, Calif. It started after one of the

state prisons contacted the Mennonite-re-

lated Victim-Offender Reconciliation Pro-

gram to see if it could help inmates who were

being released after serving sentences for

sexually molesting children. Ron Claassen,

the director, and John Bergey, a volunteer

worker, then organized a support group on the

"outside" for offenders who had been part of

a 8upp>ort group in prison. So far the ptirtici-

pants have written letters to their victims,

telling about their feelings, asking forgiveness,

and offering some form of compensation.

Face-to-face meetings may come later.

• Coming events:

Annual Assembly of Atlantic Coast Conference,

Mar. 9-10, at Forest Hills Mennonite Church,

Leola, Pa. The event has become more
celebrative in nature, with much of the busi-

ness of the conference handled at two other

times during the year. The theme this year is

"Building a Healthy Home," and the speakers

are Truman and Betty Brunk. Also planned

are a variety of workshops and activities for

children. The abbreviated business session

will be led by moderator J. Lester Graybill

and executive secretary Melville Nafziger.

More information from Andy/Irene Ebersole

at 49 Timberline Dr., Leola, PA 17540; phone

717 656-8849.

Single and Single Again Retreat, Apr. 19-21, at

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center. Pre-

viously known as Singles and Formerly Mar-

ried Retreat, this annual event is for singles

and persons no longer married due to separa-

tion, divorce, or death of spouse. The leaders

this year are a team from Virginia—Sam
Janzen, Paul and Twila Seland, Dale Cooper,

Christine Mast, and John Branner. More in-

formation from Laurelville at R 5, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-2056.

Youth Convention, Apr. 5-7, at Eastern Menno-

nite College. Planned by EMC students, this

is an annual event for high schoolers from all

denominations. The speaker is Steve Shank

of Advance Ministries, a missions training

agency. Also planned are special-interest sem-

inars, a concert by WhiteHeart, worship, and

recreation. More information by calling toll-

free 800 368-2665 (in Canada or Virginia 703

433-8711).

Special meetings: Steve Wingfield, Harrison-

burg, Va., at Grace, Berlin, Ohio, Mar. 24-27.

new members
Faith, South Hutchinson, Kan.: Riley and

Kay Krehbiel, Dan and Shelley Kauffinan, and

Tony and Diane Miller.

South Flint, Flint, Mich.: Ross Burr and Lee

Rosenberger.

Julesburg, Colo.: James Dean Fraker and

Paula Kay Fraker.

Dayton, Va.: Elva Showalter Rhodes and Cyn-

thia Harmon Shank.

Crown Hill, Rittman, Ohio: Cleo Brenneman

and Chad Ramseyer.
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births

Batdorf, James and Carol (Stauffer), Phoenix,
Ariz., Kara Lynn (third child), Feb. 4.

Buschert, John and Lyn (Schlabach), Goshen,
Ind., Daniel Edward (third child), Oct. 5.

Coblentz, Randall and Diane (Yoder), Hart-
ville, Ohio, Ayla Marie (first child), Dec. 15.

Detweiler, Greg and Twila (Reinford), Timber
Bay, Sask., Nicole Renae (third child), Jan. 27.

Frey, Neal and Christine (Schrock), Ship-

shewana, Ind., Caleb Jay (first child), Feb. 2.

Good, Bob and Lori Freed, Spokane, Wash.,
Amanda Freed (first child), Dec. 7.

Liechty, Philip and Margaret Sprunger, Phila-

delphia, Pa., Conrad Philip (first child), Jan.

17.

Mast, Gerald and Sheryl (Roth), Canby, Ore.,

Krista Rose (third child), Feb. 4.

Miller, Derwood and Vicki, Hartville, Ohio,

deaths
Fisher, Orlo C, 90, Wellman, Iowa. Bom: Aug.

2, 1900, Pamell, Iowa, to Sam S. and Mary
(Yoder) Fisher. Died: Feb. 4, 1991, Wellman,
Iowa. Survivors—children: Robert W., Orlo,

Jr., Ruth Fisher; sisters and brothers: Maggie
Hochstetler, Fern Troyer, Luetta Johnson,
Leonard, Vernon, Waldo. Predeceased by
Amanda Kauffman (wife). Funeral: Feb. 6,

West Union Meimonite Church by Robert K
Yoder and Sharon Miller. Burial: Eash Cem-
etery, Sharon Center, Iowa.

Gahman, Harvey S., 83. Bom: Sept. 18, 1907,

Bedminster Twp., Pa., to Abram and Emma
(Strouse) Gahman. Died: Dec. 31, 1990, at

Sellersville, Pa. Survivors—wife: Maggie
Derstine; children: Erma Knarr, Harold D.; 6
grandchildren; 2 brothers: Norman, Pierson.

Funeral and burial: Jan. 5, Deep Run Menno-
nite Church East by John Ehst and Arnold
Roth.

Godshall, Mamie G., 96. Bom: Feb. 28, 1894,

Montgomery Co., Pa., to Wilson A. and Alice

K (Geissinger) Metz. Died: Feb. 3, 1991, at

Souderton, Pa. Survivors—children: Eva
Greaser, Anna Landis, Miriam Detwiler,

Vema Mae Detweiler, Willard M., Ernest M.,

Linneaus M., Stanley M.; 26 grandchildren, 39
great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by Jonathan B. Godshall
(husband). Funeral: Feb. 6, Souderton Men-
nonite Homes Chapel by Henry L. Ruth,
Russell M. Detweiler, and Floyd M. Hackman.
Burial: Franconia Mennonite Cemetery.

Meyers, Mabel M., 91. Bom: May 9, 1899, at

Bedminster Twp., Pa., to Harvey and Ella

(High) Mill. Died: Jan. 26, 1991, of coronary

disease. Survivors—children: W. Emerson,
Alice Moyer; 8 grandchildren, 13 great-grand-

children, one great-great-grandson; brothers

and sisters: Lloyd, Walter, Chester, Jane
Schmell, Nora Detweiler. Predeceased by
Clayton M. Meyers (husband). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 29, Deep Run Mennonite Church
East by John Ehst and Arnold Roth.

Miller, Katharine L., 82, Pettisville, Ohio.

Bom: Aug. 6, 1908, Archbold, Ohio, to Levi

and Anna (Short) Rupp. Died: Feb. 7, 1991,

St. Petersburg, Fla. Survivors—husband:
Charles L. Miller; stepchildren: Robert, Glen,

Marlin, Dale, and Virgil Miller, Lois Short,

Ada Brenneman, Marilouise Waidelich, Mau-
rice and Walter Schmucker, Virgie Wyse,
Nellie Wyse, Bessie King, Mary Beck, Anna
Rose Fuentes, Carol Eddy; 59 stepgrand-

children, 107 step-great-grandchildren, 8 step-

great-great-granchildren; brothers and sisters:

Tyler Scott (second child), Jan. 15.

Miller, Myron and Sherry, Hartville, Ohio, Jor-

dan Jacob (second child), Feb. 2.

Mishler, Robert and Kenda (Kropf), Topeka,
Ind., Kyle Robert (second child), Feb. 4.

Ocasio, Angel and Joanne (Short), West Bank,
Israel, Christina Amal (first child), Dec. 21.

Sauder, Michael and Pam (Klopfenstein),
Archbold, Ohio, Melinda Sue (second child),

Feb. 5.

Spory, John and Mary (Vincent), Boswell, Pa.,

Jeima Lora Rose (third child), Jan. 7.

Thompson, Leonard and Diana (Locke), Phila-

delphia, Pa., Joshua Jacob (third child), Jan.

24.

Truxal, Kevin and Jewel (Christner), New Car-
lisle, Ohio, Thomas Wesley Paul (fifth child),

Jan. 22.

Wenger, Gerald and Kris (Hess), Manheim, Pa.,

Angela Rose (second child), Jan. 16.

Wilcoxen, David and Lisa (Halvorsen), Chi-

cago, Dl., Gail Louise (first child), Feb. 3.

David P., Sr., Denver, Lucille Rupp, Lydia
Juillard. Predeceased by Myron Schmucker
(first husband). Funeral: Feb. 11, West Clin-

ton Mennonite Church by Edward Diener,

James Roynon, and Walter Stuckey. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.
Schultz, Ralph R., 64, Souderton, Pa. Bom:
Mar. 26, 1926, to Russell and Elizabeth

(Reiter) Schultz. Died: Feb. 7, 1991, at Sell-

ersviUe, Pa., of a sudden illness. Survivors

—

wife: Ruth Benner; sons: Ralph, Philip;

brother and sisters: Irwin, Anna Koffel, Sarah
Benischeck. Funeral and burial: Feb. 11,

Souderton Mennonite Church by Gerald A.
Clemmer, Russell B. Musselmem, and Douglas
Emr.

Troyer, Daniel, 90, Union City, Pa. Born: Aug.

4, 1900, Shickley, Neb., to John and Lucinda
(Stutzman) Troyer. Died: Feb. 5, 1991, Union
City, Pa., of heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Delia Stutzman; children: Laura Lee Martin,

Duane, Clifford, Cletus, Norman, Mervin;
brother and sister: Vernon, Velma Hostetler.

Funeral and burial: Feb. 9, Beaverdam Men-
nonite Church by Herman F. Myers.

Untemahrer, Katie, 80. Bom: May 21, 1910,

Cairo, Neb., to Joseph and Jacobine (Roth)

Gascho. Died: Dec. 26, 1990. Survivors—hus-
band: Joe Untemahrer; sister and brother: Ida

Gascho, Harry. Funeral and burial: Dec. 29,

Wood River Mennonite Church by Willis Roth
and George Hansen.

Wideman, Leon John, 65. Bom: Feb. 2, 1925,

Imlay, Mich., to Richard and Louise (Ulrich)

Wideman. Died: Dec. 28, 1990, Buffalo, N.Y.,

of cardiac arrest following knee surgery. Sur-

viving—wife: Marjorie Yoder; children: Mary
Lou Regan, John Leon, James Richard, Rob-
ert Lynn; sisters: Leona Erb, Arlene Snyder,

Clara Dintaman. Funeral: Dec. 31, Clarence
Center-Akron Mennonite Church by Howard
Bauman and Roy Walls. Burial: Good Ceme-
tery.

Ziegler, Clarence H., 92. Bom: Sept. 7, 1898,

Montgomery Co., Pa., to Irwin G. and Ellen

(Hagey) Ziegler. Died: Feb. 3, 1991,
Souderton, Pa. Survivors—children: Kathryn
Bergey, Dorothy Detwiler, Betty Jean Landis,

Russell L., Irwin L.; 19 grandchildren, 39

great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-grandchil-

dren; brother and sister: Raymond R, Alice

H. Clemens. Predeceased by Lizzie Ruth Lan-

dis (first wife), Amelia Myer (second wife),

Ella L. Allebach (daughter). Funeral/burial:

Feb. 7, Franconia Mennonite Church by Floyd

Hackman and Russell Detweiler.

marriages

Alderman-Stoltzfus: Eric Alderman,
Sadsburyville, Pa. (United Methodist), and
Beth Stoltzfus, Gap, Pa. (Ridgeview), Jan. 6
by Bob Petersheim.

Funk-Housel: Jim Funk, Green Lane, Pa.
(Souderton), and Dawn Housel, Telford, Pa.
(Souderton), Feb. 9 by Gerald A. Clemmer.

Kauffman-Kaufmann: Roy Kauffman,
Tiskilwa, Dl. (WiUow Springs), and Helen
Kaufmann, Tiskilwa, Dl. (WiUow Springs),

Feb. 2 by Wilbur Nachtigall.

Otto-Penner: Jon A. Otto, Tulsa, Okla. (Glen-

wood), and Sondra Penner, Tulsa, Okla.

(Grace Hill), Nov. 24 by John Otto.

Pope-Wills: Tony Pope, Albany, Ore. (Prince

of Peace), and Molly Wills, Albany, Ore. (Bap-
tist), Feb. 9 by Leo Schlegel.

Warren-Edwards: Curtis Warren, Ames, Iowa
(Baptist), and Beverly Edwards, Iowa City,

Iowa (First Mennonite), Feb. 9 by Wilbur
NachtigalL

calendar

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Newton, Kan., Mar. 7-8

Women's Missionary £tnd Service Commission
executive committee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 8-9

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston,
Kan., Mar. 8-9

New York State Fellowship delegate meeting,
Syracuse, N.Y., Mar. 9

Atlantic Coast Conference annual celebration,

Leola, Pa., Mar. 9-10

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminaiy board
of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11-12

Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Franklin Conference annual spring missionaiy

conference, Chambersburg, Pa., Mar. 16-17

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, DL,

Mar. 21-23

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan,

m., Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastem Canada Conference annual meeting,

Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries con-

sultation on curriculum, Elkhart, Ind., Apr.
19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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Come and Sec—a curriculum

tested by children and teachers and
rated "Excellent!"

New This Year

Our Friends in West Africa
This Mission Assembly Leader's Guide provides five 15-minute assemblies. Stories, songs, and other activities

such as games and snacks introduce North American children to children in the countries of West Africa.

Special mission projects are introduced and children are encouraged to contribute money to one of several

church agencies that serve West Africa.

Paper, $4.25; in Canada $5.30

In their classrooms, children will continue to learn God's word and
ways to apply Bible teachings in everyday life.

"The children really got into the 'Today's Application' discussion. They had a lot

of questions and wanted to skip recess."

"A mother said other years her children 'went to Bible school,' but this year their

comments were different—'Bible school is neat!' The mother said they talked as

excitedly about Bible school as they did about sports."

Jesus
Helps
Others

The Bill
God's Good
News

"Keep up this wonderful work for God."

Carefully chosen stories help children relate the Bible

to everyday life.

Educationally designed activities and projects enhance children's understanding

of the biblical themes.

Colorful take-home booklets help children remember their vacation Bible school

experience long after it ends.

Come and See is a 5-day vacation Bible school curriculum that you can use each

year. Age-appropriate material is provided for each grade so that the material is new each year for the

students. Teachers appreciate being able to build on last year's preparation instead of beginning from scratch

each year. And your church saves money by not having to replace the entire curriculum each year.

Available from bookstores or write to Herald FVess for a free brochure and order form.
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editorials

Canada, Mennonites, and peace
Are Canadian Mennonites still a peace

church? I've wondered about this often in my 21

years of living here.

After all, Canadians haven't been conscripted

for 45 years. The men in my congregation who
were once ridiculed in the village as conscien-

tious objectors are now retired.

Most of us have felt comfortable with Cana-
da's post-World War 11 role as a "peacekeeper"
nation, contributing to United Nations' forces in

Cyprus and elsewhere. To have 8 percent of our

tax dollars going for military purposes has

seemed "within reason."

But then came the UN Security Council resolu-

tion about Kuwait. Canada sent three antiquated

retrofitted warships, 36 CF-18 fighters, 1,800

ground troops, and a field hospital to the Per-

sian Gulf.

With the first sortie of those CF-18's, every-

thing changed. Canada was now "in combat" for

the first time in 38 years.

Are Canadian Mennonites stUl a peace church?

I think we still want to be. We've prayed at vig-

ils and put white ribbons on our aerials or white

candles in our windows. We've written letters to

government officials and looked again at our

peace theology.

But we still have a lot to sort out—even with

news reports suggesting a possible end to the

war. Despite our different histories, maybe the

questions for Canadian Mennonites are similar

to the ones for U.S. Mennonites:
• Are we willing to risk losing our "good

name" if our proclamation of peace is misun-

derstood should Canadians die in combat?
• Do we really mean it when we say, "No

blood for oU"?
• Dare we pay for a kind of warfare where

"ordnance" and "collateral damage" sanitize

death?
• Will we add our voices to those seeking jus-

tice in the Middle East once this war ends?

Are Canadian Mennonites stUl a peace
church? I hope so.

—

Sue C. Steiner

Sue C. Steiner, one of Gospel Herald's editorial consul-

tants, is pastor of the St. Jacobs (Ont.) Mennonite

Church.

They also serve who wait
I hate lines. Maybe that's why I always get be-

hind shoppers with bulging carts who wait to

open billfold until the totals are registered. Then
they insist on finding the right change from
three different places in their wallets.

I don't fare much better in traffic jams. There
I look for the fastest lane. Yes, I'm a "weaver,"

skipping fi*om line to line as one or the other

moves ahead.

Lines seem so "counterproductive." They're

not "quality time." They interfere with my "pri-

orities" for "time" and "personal space."

Words, all of them, increasing in Mennonite vo-

cabulary of late. In our lives of schedules and
calendars and "to-do" lists we seem to have so

much to do with so little time to do it in! Is that

what it means to be a modem Mennonite, at

least in North America?
There are other voices. I found one at

Southside Fellowship, Elkhart, Ind., several

weeks back while waiting (yet again) for a Sun-

day-morning service to begin. It was a list of sug-

gestions for making waiting meaningful.

Learn to wait, the handout read. Don't try to

beat the yellow light. Stop and use the time to

reflect on the meaning of waiting. Use the gro-

cery line to think, pray.

I've tried it. Not often, but enough to know it

works. Approached with anticipation, waiting

can give rich rewards.

I should have known. The Bible is replete with

examples of people who had to wait: Hannah for

her son; Job for God's answer; Simeon for the

Messiah. Their stories hint of character made
better for waiting.

We've heard often that being a Christian is

much more than doing. In this day of proposals

and counterproposals that have to do with war

and peace, we may also be learning that being a

child of God sometimes means to wait. Said the

poet John Milton: "They also serve who only

stand and wait."—j7p
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War isn^t as s0nple
as it sometimes seems

A Vietnam combat veteran who is now a

Mennonite pastor with an unshakable

biblical pacifism learned too late that

war is full of all sorts ofparadoxes.

am a Mennonite pastor with an unshakable

commitment to biblical pacifism. But 31 years

ago, I was something else altogether. On Apr. 10,

1959, I voluntarily and eagerly enlisted in the

United States Navy. During the next nine years,

two months, and four days of my active military

service, I spent six years on sea duty, went twice

to the conflict in Vietnam (including being in-

volved in the Tonkin Gulf incident), and learned

too late that war is full of paradoxes.

For example, although it was—and continues

to be—said that it was our "strength that had

kept the peace," I found out that we actually

needed to have a good war now and then to

keep that strength. It's simply a matter of tim-

ing. A miUtary career only lasts 20 to 30 years. If

you don't have a major war every 20 to 25 years,

you will eventually have a military whose leader-

ship has no combat training or experience. The

pilots of Vietnam are now the commanders in

the Gulf. War is now an essential part of having

a strong military.

What is worse, if you don't have a major war

every two decades or so, you will have a genera-

tion of weapons systems that will never have

by

Lynn
Miller



It is the cross that is at the root of our
peace stance, not the uselessness of war,
not the wrong political motives behind
war, Jesus proclaims a different way,

been tested under combat conditions. One of my
assignments during the latter years of the Viet-

nam conflict was in a unit whose job was to sort

through the hundreds of potential weapons sys-

tems submitted by the research and develop-

ment arm of American war industries. We were
to decide which merited being quickly sent on to

the battlefield for testing under combat condi-

tions before the Vietnam War and the possibility

for doing so ended.

.^^nother paradox is the response to war. Al-

though it was officially said then, as now, that

"no one wants to go to war," when we got there

we found that war was not the hell that we had
expected. In fact, a lot of us did "want to go to

war." We quickly discovered that war was quite

exciting and at times a lot of fun for the major-

ity of those involved. It was a lot like an adult

Boy Scout camp, except that (as some wag has

Because he is too small to understand

he silent sits and waits

in a house stopped by sorrow.

When he can speak, he asks,

"Will our daffodils bloom?"

—Helen Alderfer
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said) there was no adult supervision.

War was, after all, "what we had been trained

for." Finally, we had the chance to do "what we
do." Up to that point we were like a basketball

team that had no opponents. We had spent our
time training in inter-squad scrimmages. But
now that war was here, we finally had a real live

opponent, someone to test ourselves against.

The problem in peacetime is that you can't hire

anyone to stand there and be shot at with live

ammunition. No one is willing to die so that oth-

ers might be better trained.

That brings up the third and most insidious

paradox of all. While we were fond of proclaim-

ing that our Vietnam War dead were heroes be-

cause they "gave their lives for their country," in

fact no one actually "gives" their lives in war.

Their lives are involuntarily taken from them
while they are trjdng to take the life of someone
else. And until you are dead, not even the mili-

tary pretends otherwise. In all the training

courses I ever took during my decade of service,

I was never taught how to "die for my country."

But I was well trained to kill for my country.

The threat of death is the only power the mili-

tary has.

And that is the crucial point of my pacifism.

Since I have already died with Christ, I will will-

ingly die for you. But I will not kill for you. If

your life is threatened by someone, I will die in

your place, but I will not kill in your defense.

Jesus, who was well armed with the power of

God and legions of angels, laid down his weap-
ons and went to the cross voluntarily to die for

us. It is the cross that is at the root of our peace
stance, not the uselessness of war, not the wrong
political motives behind war. Jesus has come to

proclaim an amazingly different way.

IN^ost amazing of all, it was precisely while we
were his enemies that Jesus died for us. No won-

der he calls us to love our enemies, for it was he

who died in an act of love toward his enemies.

Now he commands us to "go and do likewise."

So as a combat veteran of the U.S. military,

when I am asked why I did not support the Per-

sian Gulf War, our president, or anyone's troops,

I have an answer. I am in the army of a different

Lord. My Lord has clearly commanded me to

seek peace in a different way.

Lynn A. Miller is pastor of the South Union Men-
nonite Church, West Liberty, Ohio, and author of

the recently released book, Firstfruits Living (Her-

ald Press, 1991).



Now that our world has been at war

by Kevin Block

How do we as Mennonites respond to the cri-

sis in the Middle East?

I believe we must respond out of the kind of

people we are—and the kind of people we are

encouraging one another to become.

We are not people of peace because of the jus-

tice of the cause. Nor is our pacifism based on

the premise that war will never achieve any de-

gree of justice.

Rather, our pacifism is based on Christ's com-

mands, on the way in which he persuades people

to come to him. I am a pacifist because I beUeve

that suffering is sometimes necessary to eradi-

cate evil and to experience God's peace. I am a

pacifist because I believe in the risky notion that

personal conviction is more important than politi-

cal circumstances.

How we respond to what has happened in the

Middle East depends, then, upon people. We
need to nurture God's work within one another.

More specifically:

1. We must respond with honest>'. We hear

repeatedly that the first casualty of war is the

truth. It may even be that "doves" do as much
harm to the truth as "hawks." Our temptation as

pacifists, in our attempt to lessen the reasons

for war, is to downplay injustice and to deny the

battle between good and evil.

The "creative use of the truth" must be re-

sisted regardless of the cause. We Christians, of

all people, having confessed ourselves as sin-

ners, and having placed our hopes in another

kingdom, should search for the facts and resist

the influence and the use of our propaganda.

This kind of truthfulness should characterize our

letters and phone calls to elected officials as

well as our efforts to influence one another. We
need to contribute to a climate of honesty so

that others, who may be advocating war, will

also be encouraged to be honest.

2. We must respond with humility. Pre-

sumptuous speculation about the motives of the

leading figures in this conflict has flourished

over the past months. George Bush is said to be

motivated by personal political aspirations and a

cheaper price at the gas pumps. Brian Mulroney

and Joe Clark are characterized as simply danc-

ing to the American tune. Saddam Hussein is

portrayed repeatedly as a power-hungry maniac,

out to conquer the Middle East and terrorize

the world.

This is sheer speculation. It is dangerous

guesswork in which, I must confess, I have partic-

ipated. Some of it may be true, but much may
be false. Its dangerous effect, as in any quarrel,

is to infuriate people, increasing their stubborn-

ness, and making serious dialogue impossible.

Christians, however, would do better to see

these persons as complex human beings whom
God loves and for whom Jesus Christ died.

3. We must respond v^dth obedience. Sev-

eral times in the New Testament believers are in-

structed to be obedient and respectful citizens

(Rom. 13:1-7; 1 Pet. 2:13-17). In a nation such as

ours, this obligation is a privilege to fulfill. But
there may come a time—and perhaps that time

has arrived—when the laws of our land are in

conflict with those of God. This requires discern-

ment. It is necessary to decide when our

government's laws contravene God's laws. It is

necessary to determine precisely which laws con-

travene God's laws. It may be difficult, if not im-

possible, for us to arrive at a consensus at this

point.

A Mennonite response to the

Persian Gulf War must grow
out of who we are as a people

—and who we want to become.

For example, some of us may feel convicted to

withhold a certain portion of our income tax as a

protest against military funding. Others, equally

committed to peace, might feel wrong to take

such an action. I hope our commitment to peace

is strong enough so that these differences will

not divide us. At any rate, the principle stands:

we must obey God rather than the laws of any

human institution (Acts 5:29). But we cannot

make these choices Hghtly.

4. We must respond with love and prayer.

This is especially true for those who threaten us,

just as Jesus commanded (Matt. 5:44). Our or-

ders are to turn enemies into friends, wear ha-

tred down with love, and pray that goodness will

win the battle raging in each human heart. This

is the slow way, the difficult way, the often un-

dramatic way. But it is, to my mind, the way

God has chosen to draw all men and women to

himself and to each other.

Kevin Block is pastor of the First Mennonite

Church in Vineland, Ont. This article is part of a

sermon he preached on Jan. 13.
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readers say

Fleshing out the impact
I resonate with Jim Bishop's sharing

("Prioritizing Portfohos of Prospective
Partners," Feb. 12) and have a concern
that we endeavor to facihtate feedback
and flesh out the impact of his input.

Lome, could we express mutuality by
credentiaHng him to head up a task
force to prioritize the networking of
those of us in the Mennonite Church
who have communication concerns?
Could a gifts discernment committee ap-
point Jim Bishop to serve as our Menno-
nite language person?
Joanne Lehman
Kidron, Ohio

Personal on personal crises
Thank you to Michael A. King for his

sensitivity, insight, and ability to articu-

late "Loving the Gray Woman and Liv-
ing Apart" (Jan. 29). As I have served
here in Hawaii "apart," I have run into
person after person who have stories we
need to hear. But not only do we need

to hear; these people need to be part of
our church fellowships so we can learn
more about true compassion and love.

We need to learn how to respond to
each other.

Our "sheltered living" offers us a
haven of rest in the Lord. Even my cri-

ses, which in the past I have thought
were sometimes devastating, are nothing
like those I have heard during the past
two years in my work here.

Joyce C. Hedrick
Kailua Kona, Hawaii

Help in knowing how
to dialogue with each other
We would like to thank Glerm Lehman

for his article, "Different Love: Three
Groups That Care" (Feb. 5) and Gospel
Herald for tackling such a difficult issue
with openness and obvious caring. It is

only as we dialogue with each other
under the Holy Spirit's guidance that we
can better understand each other and
God's purposes for our lives.

This is an issue that has caused a
great deal of pain in the church for ho-
mosexuals as well as their families.

There are persons in our congregations
who care for such individuals, but they
are very uncomfortable in knowing how
to relate to them. There are also those
who are very condemning and critical.

Articles such as this can be helpful in

knowing how to dialogue with each other.
We would also like to affirm your edi-

torial on homosexuality in the same
issue and to wish you God's grace.

Paul and Martha Snyder
Breslau, Out.

Do not justify sin

Today I received the Feb. 5 issue. I

am deeply disturbed about the article

and the editorial on dialoguing about ho-
mosexuality. I beheve that we need to re-

pent instead of trying to figure out ways
of justifying sin.

James Miller

Carstairs, Alta.

More on the Middle East
"What happened to all our prayers

and our petitions for peace?" you ask in

an editorial (Jan. 22). Previously (Dec.

25) you impHed that 110,000 Mennonites
praying for peace might move God into
action.

It appears we use human reasoning in

the area of prayer. If 100 people on the
picket line or the names of 1,000 people
on a petition get more attention and re-

sults than 10 people, then we assume
that the same principle works in prayer.
But numbers are not that important

with God. One man, Elijah, prayed and
it didn't rain for three years. God re-

sponds to the prayer of faith.

The Dec. 25 editorial also noted it was
"surprising" and "fun" when our prayers
were answered. But 1 John 5:14-15

states: "And this is the confidence that
we have in him, that, if we ask any thing
according to his will, he heareth us: And
if we know that he hears us, whatsoever
we ask, we know that we have the peti-
tions that we desired of him." Our prayers
should not be ones of repetition or bring
surprise when they are answered.
Most of our prayers should consist of

praise and thanksgiving to God for who
he is, for his Word, for hearing and an-
swering our prayers, and for what he has
done for us. I believe continual prayers
of praise and thanksgiving after the ini-

tial request is made will produce far
more answers to prayer. Then we will be
more surprised when our prayers are not
answered than when they are.

K. J. Yoder

Meadville, Pa.

We are deeply concerned and sor-

rowed by the action of our country and
of Iraq in going to war with each other.
We pray for an end to the death and de-
struction. We call upon the leaders of
each country to negotiate a resolution to
the conflict.

As a Mennonite Church, seeking to be
faithful to the lordship of Jesus Christ,
we encourage our people to be active

peacemakers. We encourage our people
to adhere to our biblical tradition that
we do not take up arms, nor do we sup-
port the war effort. We encourage our
people to follow Jesus Christ in both
word and deed in ways of love, justice,

and peace toward all peoples.
As a Mennonite Church, we hold that

our highest loyalty is to God. We recog-
nize that, as we follow Christ in the way
of peace, there may be times that our
people will be faced with difficult

choices of conscience. We pledge to sup-

port our people who for conscience sake
cannot participate in the war effort,

whether through draft registration, mili-

tary induction, or other means.
Lombard Mennonite Church
Lombard, III.

I welcome and support the article

"Let's Be More Creative This Time
Around" by Earl Martin (Jan. 8). Here's
an idea for carrying out the suggestion,
"Support the families of American
troops," from a British congregation I re-

cently heard about. They have opened a
phone line for anyone to call in who has
concerns, anxieties, or fears about the
Persian Gulf War. They are finding this
a real ministry with many unchurched
people calling in. Might not some of our
Mennonite congregations also find this a
ministry?

Juanita B. Shenk
Birmingham, England
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Who speaks for

spouse and family?

The two-part series by Duane Beck,

"How to Reduce Pastor Casualties" (Jan.

22 and 29), is excellent. Duane suggests

several practical ways in which both pas-

tor and congregation can avoid casualties.

However, both articles give very little

attention to one of the most important

causes of pastoral casualties: the expec-

tations and role of the pastor's spouse

and famUy. In our 37 years in the pastor-

ate, we have seen pastors leave the min-

istry and others refuse or dismiss their

call because of the expectations placed

on the spouse or family by the pastor or

the congregation.

Several years ago, we attended a

pastors' seminar that included persons

from a number of different denomina-

tions. They reported that close to 50 per-

cent present of pastor's spouses either

had a nervous breakdown or showed seri-

ous pressures that caused problems in

the pastorate. We like to think that this

would be less in Mennonite churches,

but we wonder.

Who speaks for the spouse or family?

Who dares voice their frustrations and

pressures? It's time to give this a higher

priority if we are serious about pastor

casualties.

Paul and Lois King

Fresno, Ohio

Articles should be required reading

I want to express appreciation to

Duane Beck for his excellent articles,

"How to Reduce Pastor Casualties."

This ought to be required reading for

every church member.
I saw our congregation in a number of

things he mentioned. We've not had

helpful evaluations, nor do we have any

plan for the pastor's continuing growth.

We also need to do better in defining ex-

pectations and in our communication.

At the present we have an interim pas-

tor who is taking us through studies on

decision making in preparation for a new
pastor. But, sad to say, there are those

within the congregation who feel this is

a waste of time.

Name withheld by request

Evaluate by what
pleases God, not us
You published the articles on pastoral

burnout, "How to Reduce Pastor Casual-

ties," just as our congregation, ACTS
Covenant Fellowship, was going through

an evaluation. One of the significant dif-

ferences of our approach was the focus

on the whole church rather than just on

the performance of the pastor.

It seems to me that to focus just on

the pastor or leadership misses the

point in several areas. First, we are sup-

posed to be a body in which every part

is important. No matter how good a

leader we have, if there are strains,

sprains, or even gangrene in the body,

we're in trouble.

Even more important, we as a people

focus too much on what pleases or satis-

fies us. The Bible is full of examples of

God choosing leaders who seemed unsat-

isfactory in almost every way. Just re-

member what happened when Miriam

and Aaron led an evaluation of their

brother, Moses, the pastor.

Leadership needs to be accountable to

the people, but our focus must always

be how they measure up to God's call,

rather than how they please or satisfy

us. In fact, that is the standard we must

all follow. It is so easy to fall into the

world's pattern of measuring our perfor-

mance by those around us rather than

by the standard raised by the Lord.

Karen Boyd
Lancaster, Pa.

Old hymns with
new instruments

In some Mennonite church services,

young folks play their musical instru-

ments occasionally. When they do, I

think churches should give youth more
encouragement to play the old and famil-

iar hymns. The reward will be watching

the facial expressions, the sparkle, and

the gleam in older people's eyes. At the

same time young people wUl develop a

deeper appreciation for the legacy of

hymns in the church.

Art Martin

Goshen, Ind.

Bring back Kreider
I like the new look of Gospel Herald,

especially listing some of the contents

on the cover.

One feature I especially looked for-

ward to each month was the column,

"Kreider Views the World." It seems

that must have been dropped. I see this

as a serious loss, especially in light of re-

cent world events. I would urge you to

consider using it again.

Ruth Heatwole

Charlottesville, Va.

Where's "World View"?
I appreciate some of the changes that

are being made in Gospel Herald. How-
ever, I note that Carl Kreider's column

hasn't appeared recently. I feel that

Carl's insights into international politics

and economics are especially needed in

these troubling times. I would hope that

this column could be continued.

Merritt Lehman
Elkhart, Ind.
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"For we are what he has
made iis, created in Christ

Jesus for good works, which
God prepared beforehand to

be our way of life."

—Eph. 2:10, NRSV
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Sometimes faithfulness means

Two Mennonites from Ontario
were among 800 international

observers at Haiti's first dem-
ocratic elections in December,

by Arthur P. Boers

Should you go to Haiti? Isn't your prime re-

sponsibility at home? How can you take such
risks?"

These were three of many questions that came
to me when people found out I had accepted an
invitation to be one of 800 international observ-
ers at Haiti's first democratic election last Dec.
16.

I didn't come to the decision lightly. Ever
since I had visited Haiti in 1968, I felt an affinity

for that suffering country. During the summer of
1990, 1 read a lot about Haiti and felt God nudg-
ing me to act on its behalf. So when the Wash-
ington Office on Haiti—a human rights group
that monitors that country—invited people to be
observers at Haiti's election, I decided to apply.

Kevin Abma, a close friend from the Valleyview
Mennonite Church in London, Ont., and I were
both accepted. Kevin was interested because he
and his wife, Marilyn, had served with Menno-
nite Central Committee in Haiti.

My family and congregation supported the as-

signment, although everyone was understandably
reluctant. One church member noted that my pri-

mary responsibilities were to my family and
church. He felt it inappropriate for me to take
risks.

I agreed. But I also felt sometimes God calls

us to act on behalf of brothers and sisters be-

yond our nuclear families. (In Kevin's case the
call was even clearer, since his adopted daughter
is Haitian.) Early Anabaptists paid a high price

in taking risks when called by God. Given the on-
going suffering of families in Haiti, I felt our
short venture was the least we could do.

Mennonites condemn war, but warmakers are

often braver than we are. If we are serious about
peace, then we must be willing to take risks for

it. The Christian Peacemaker Team's excursion

to the Gulf last November was one such faithful

example. Discipleship and cross-bearing is

costly. William Willimon and Stanley Hauerwas
argue that no ethic or faith is worth having un-
less it may at some point risk the suffering of

those we love.

True, there were hazards in this venture. The
U.S. State Department issued a travel advisory.
Some internationals had been previously killed

in Haiti, but not many. It seemed this election
would go through, although no one was even
sure. The day before the election we heard that
the Tontons Macoute (the paramilitary of the
previous dictatorship) had threatened to kill ob-
servers. We knew that this was an attempt at in-

timidation, but it was sobering nonetheless.
But the risks were not all specific to Haiti.

Anytime we fly, we are exposed to hazards. (I

flew from the Detroit airport where in the previ-

ous month several people were killed in a jet ac-

cident.) One of us made sure that our Hfe insur-

ance was up to date. Any trip that involves

changes in language, geography, and orientation
is somewhat risky.

While Haiti is turbulent, many fears are rooted
in sensationalism. When the local CBS radio sta-

tion interviewed me before my trip, they wanted
to talk about the dangers I might face. I wanted
them to focus on the brave endeavors of Hai-
tians working toward a more just society.

Haiti is not as bad as some make it out to be.

Living previously in Chicago, I heard more gun-
fire in one week there than I did during visits to
Haiti. There are probably more guns in Detroit

than there are in all of Haiti. Yet I routinely go
to Detroit to visit bookstores or hear concerts

without thinking much about the risk.

But several things strengthened us in facing

the hazards of this trip. For one, Kevin and I

had the calm resolve and rare clarity that comes
from doing what one must do. Beheving that

God called us to Haiti, we knew we were in

God's hands, whatever might happen.
We felt strong support from Christ's body. On

election day we often thought about the Chris-

tians back home who were praying about the sit-

uation. Church members supported our families

while we were gone. They also helped raise over
half of our financial support. The critic who won-
dered whether we were violating obligations to

our families was one contributor! We were also

strengthened by the affirmations of those who
cheered us on, believing in what we were doing.

When we returned, people told us how glad

they were that their members made a contribu-

tion in Haiti. They saw us as the church's exten-

sion and representative in the process.

In Haiti, there was only one moment when I

was deeply afraid. On election day, we arrived at

a slum school with 18 polling places, represent-

ing 4,500 voters, that had not yet opened. After
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watching an election

five hours of waiting in hot weather, the crowd

was angry and suspicious. Tempers were on the

verge of exploding; we feared the crowd might

become a mob. We arrived timidly. But people

were glad to see us, among the first internation-

als there. Angry people were happy to have us

take their protests, snap pictures, and take

notes. Now their concerns would be known.

Someone asked, "If we riot now, whose fault is

it? The army's? Ours?" But patience prevailed,

the polls eventually opened, and things quickly

quieted down. One voter counseled a restless

crowd: "Be patient. We're learning how to vote

and they're learning how to let us vote."

The worst risk in visiting places such as Haiti

is spiritual: will one be faithful to God's call, sen-

sitive to the suffering of others? The greatest an-

tidote to fears about Haiti is going there. The
Haitians I encountered were generous and warm,

even those in the most destitute slums and vil-

lages. People often thanked us for coming, and

some thought we should be able to vote! Several

times when we were lost in a city at night, Hai-

tians helped us.

All the 800 international observers who moni-

tored Haiti's first democratic election reported

favorably. There were predictable difficulties.

Getting voting materials to polling places was dif-

ficult. Many polling sites opened late, especially

Mennonites condemn war, but

warmakers are often braver

than we. If we are serious about

making peace, then we must be

willing to take risks for it,

in poor areas. Some sites had no electricity:

votes were counted with the aid of flashlights,

kerosene lamps, or even candles.

These problems were small in the face of

other obstacles. The population is 80 percent il-

literate. Many voters and election officials had

never voted before. Since President Jean-Claude

Duvalier fled in 1986, Haiti has endured a quick

succession of governments.

A scheduled election in 1987 was preceded by

widespread Duvalierist violence, much of it toler-

ated or abetted by the army. Two presidential

candidates were killed: one by a mob and the

other apparently by police outside a police sta-

tion. That election was aborted, and over 30 peo-

ple were massacred in Port-au-Prince. Such

memories pervaded Haiti this past December.

Early in the month a grenade attack killed eight

and injured 15 at a political rally.

Many elements contributed to the election's

success. The failed 1987 election heightened the

resolve for this one-last-chance at democracy. As
well, the army finally decided to support an elec-

tion. Its commitment was reaffirmed when it

stopped an attempted coup in January.

.^i. large measure of the success was the popu-

larity of Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide. A libera-

tion theologian, he lived and worked in the

slums of Port-au-Prince. His sermons denounc-

ing the government, the Duvalierists, and the

wealthy were often broadcast. His entry into the

election electrified and galvanized Haiti's poor

majority. His mystique was heightened by his

surviving three assassination attempts; one

killed 13 of his parishioners and gutted his

church.

The presence of international observers also

contributed to a safe election. Officials and sol-

diers gave us unlimited access to polling places.

Their cooperation indicated Haitian respect for

the world community.

The day after the election, before the total

count was in, the crowds correctly assumed that

Aristide was Haiti's newly elected president.

Tens of thousands took to the streets in celebra-

tion. The crowds danced, sang, chanted, waved
branches, and beat drums in a euphoric frenzy.

The branch waving reminded me of Palm Sun-

day, a metaphor that was both exciting and so-

bering. One hopes that Haiti need not have any

more Good Fridays; it has endured so much suf-

fering already. While Aristide's landslide was

cause for popular euphoria, he inherits monu-
mental obstacles.

I do not know what the future holds. The elec-

tion was a small but important step in setting a

new direction. I was honored to witness a good

day in the history of Haiti, a country that has

seen too many bad days.

In a small way, I stood in fellowship and soli-

darity with my siblings in Haiti. On Dec. 16 I

went to Haiti because God also loves us all, in-

cluding the Dieudonnes, Thelismas, Christians,

and Frere Arnaouds of Haiti. I went to act in

ways that were both helpful and true to my
faith. And I would do it again.

Arthur P. Boers is a free-lance writer and pastor

of the Windsor Menndjiite Fellowship in Windsor,

Ont.
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items & comments

War seen as threat to future

mission work in Middle East
The Persian Gulf War threatens the

future of Christian missionary work in the

region for years to come, according to U.S.

religious leaders who work in their

denomination's foreign mission units.

"Things are not going to be the same," said

Erich Bridges of the Foreign Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention.

Missionary work will be harmed "for a half

a century, anyway," said William Hopper
of the Global Missions Ministry Unit of the

Presbjd;erian Church (USA).

A number of missionaries and church

workers fled areas of bombing and conflict.

Others, fearing a backlash by Muslims
angry at the U.S.-led attacks on an Islamic

nation, pulled out of countries neighboring

Iraq. Middle Easterners often hold mis-

sionaries responsible for the actions of

their Western governments, said Mary Sue
Robinson of the United Methodist General

Board of Global Ministries. "There have
been so many wars fought against them in

the name of Christianity. They have a long

collective memory that goes back to the

Crusades." (RNS)

Church, peace offices newly busy
with inquiries about CO status

In the aftermath of U.S. involvement in

the Persian Gulf War, interest in conscien-

tious objector status has surged among
young adults and parents who have
changed their minds about military service

or fear the return of a military draft. Some
church workers say their telephones and

counseling offices, rather quiet for years,

have suddenly become busy since the Per-

sian Gulf War. An agency representing

numerous religious bodies, the National

Interreligious Service Board for Conscien-

tious Objection, has had so many tele-

phone inquiries that "we rationed calls

coming in," said William Yolton, executive

director.

It could be that the churches themselves
helped provoke interest in the issue. The
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,
for instance, distributed 17,000 packets of

CO information to all of its pastors and
campus ministries. The Episcopal Church
and the United Church of Christ prepared
new CO material, as did the United Meth-
odist Church and other denominations.

Catholic leaders have also been actively

promoting the CO option. The materials

usually pro^/ide a religious faith perspec-

tive on objecting to taking part in war, as

well as information on how to claim CO
status for draft purposes. (RNS)

Taize draws 80,000 European youth
to gathering in Prague
The ecumenical Taize community at-

tracted 80,000 young adults from all over

Europe to its youth gathering in Prague,

Czechoslovakia, in a step toward reconcil-

iation among peoples who have regarded
themselves as enemies for four decades.

"We stressed throughout the sessions the

special responsibility of Christians to be a

leaven of reconciliation at this special time

in the history of Europe," said Brother
Emile, a Canadian Catholic member of the

French-based ecumenical community who
serves as its press representative. Brother

Roger Schutz, the Swiss Reformed
founder of Taize, preached at a noon
prayer service that was televised live by
Czech National Television. (RNS)

Pope calls for new effort to evangelize,
especially in third world
Pope John Paul 11 has called for mass

mobilization of Catholics to spread church
teachings in a new wave of missionary

activity, particularly to the third world and
even in countries where proselytizing is

forbidden by Islamic law. "The mission of

Christ the Redeemer, which is entrusted

to the church, is still very far from comple-
tion," the pope said in a 153-page encycli-

cal letter. The mission must continue, he
said, with the conviction that the Roman
Catholic Church "alone possesses the full-

ness of the means of salvation." Titled

"Redemptoris Missio," the message is the

eighth encyclical issued by John Paul 11 in

his 12-year papacy and the church's first

major statement on missionary work in a

quarter of a century. An encyclical letter

is one of the most authoritative forms a

papal pronouncement can take. (RNS)

Seeking Candidates For

President

Mennonite Mutual Aid

Goshen, Indiana

The Presidential Search Committee of Mennonite Mutual Aid is

accepting letters of inquiry from members of the participating

Mennonite conferences. The position of president will be open as

early as June 1, 1992, to allow for orientation prior to the retirement

of James D. Kratz, current MMA president, in September 1992.

Candidates must share a deep commitment to the biblical

principles of stewardship and mutual aid as understood by the

Mennonite Church. The position requires creative leadership and

experience in management.

All letters of inquiry must be accompanied by a resume and

should be submitted to

Arthur Jost, Chair

Presidential Search Committee

Mennonite Mutual Aid

1110 N. Main St.

Goshen, IN 46526

Mennonite
MutualAid
1110 North Mam Street

Post Office Box 483
Gosfien, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511
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church news

'Miracle January' helps MBM
nearly close gap on deficit

Elkhart, Ind.—A "miracle January"

helped Mennonite Board of Missions come

within $25,000 of ending its 1990 fiscal year

in the black. That was part of the mostly

good news that President Paul Gingrich

reported to the MBM Board of Directors

that met here Feb. 21-22. MBM's fiscal

year ends on Jan. 31.

Over $1 million in contributions came in

during the month, for a year-end total of

$4.9 million. The goal was $5.1 million, but

other income—from Choice Books, Volun-

tary Service worker earnings, estate gifts,

and other sources—helped boost total rev-

enue to $8.6 million. This was just short of

total expenditures, which were only

slightly over budget.

The bad news, though, is that this is the

third year MBM's income has not kept

pace with the rate of inflation. So MBM
will have to continue to cut back on its

programs at home and abroad.

The year-end financial picture was com-

plicated in October when MBM issued a

special above-budget appeal for $100,000

to aid war-torn Liberia. Some people wor-

ried that it would compete with MBM's
regular fund-raising and that Mennonites

would not respond on such short notice

late in the year. But Ron Yoder, who
directs MBM work in Africa, reported that

the appeal has brought in $150,000. "A lot

of enthusiasm was generated by this ef-

fort," he said.

War in another area—the Middle East

—

was on everyone's mind as well. Board

chair Ron Schertz, an Illinois attorney,

urged board members to "keep a proper

perspective" in the midst of the war fever

around them. Media Ministries director

Ken Weaver presented the peace spots for

television and radio that MBM produced

for use in early January. Other MBM staff

reported on plans for providing alternative

service opportunities for conscientious ob-

jectors if the military draft is reinstated in

the United States. Ron Yoder offered a

proposal for an exchange program between

Arabs and North Americans.

Board vice-chair Janice Yordy Sutter, an

Indiana pastor, noted how MBM constant-

ly "assesses the world situation and then

sets priorities for the use ofMBM's limited

resources." In a "book review" of the an-

nual report, she pointed out a recurring

theme: "taking seriously another's world-

view." Added board member Larry Hauder

later: "MBM's job is to find the entry points

in other worldviews for our ministry."

In other business, the board:

—Bestowed the 1991 Lark Award for

longtime contributions in home ministries

to LeRoy and Irene Bechler of Sarasota,

Fla., and Raymond and Elizabeth Rohrer

1t>K V^ATiw BiBU School- •
•

Mennonite Central Committee has tliese children's materials:

• Caretakers— Giving project teaches children to be good stewards of God's creation.

• Children in Lesotho— Project to introduce children to children in southern Africa.

• Food for friends— Giving project helps feed hungry people overseas.

• Gifts from God's earth -Teaches about people, cultures and MCC agriculture projects around

the world.

• Job stickers— Money-raising project for MCC's job creation program in Bangladesh.

To order, contact: ^ v

L
J Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

J^. 21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500

Akron, PA 17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Centrai Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261 -6381

Listening to a report are (right to left) MBM
president Paul Gingrich, board chair Ron Schertz,

and vice-chair Janice Yordy Sutter.

of Ronks, Pa. Bechlers, now leaders in

Southeast Conference, were church plant-

ers and pastors in black communities.

Rohrers founded First Deaf Mennonite

Church of Lancaster, Pa.—the first of its

kind in North America.

—Strongly recommended that MBM-re-
lated health and welfare institutions con-

tinue their church-relatedness by affiliating

themselves with Mennonite Health Services.

During the past 10 yearsMBM has gradually

divested itself of these institutions but

wants them to maintain church ties.

—Endorsed a new thrust in metropolitan

ministries that will include church planting

and social services in the suburbs as well

as the inner-city. Detroit, where MBM is

already at work along with other Menno-

nite groups, is a prototype.

—Added the word "Anabaptist" to

MBM-sponsored Deaf Ministries in recog-

nition of its work beyond Mennonite

Church circles, including the Church of the

Brethren.

—Appointed 12 new or returning over-

seas workers (both short-term and long-

term) to Argentina, BrazQ, Liberia, Japan,

and Nepal.

—Adjourned early in order to conduct a

24-hour retreat in nearby South Bend to

set priorities for the future. The leader was

Howard Brenneman, a Kansas consultant

who was previously chief executive officer

of Hesston Corporation.

—

Steve Shenk

Richard Baum ofPerkasie, Pa., is the longest-serv-

ing member of the MBM board Beside him is

Esther Augsburger of Washington, D.C.
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Integration Exploration Committee
struggles with role and function
Lancaster, Pa.—What is the purpose of

the Integration Exploration Committee?
To lead the church in discussing all the

options for the future? Or to serve as an
advocate for the merger of the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference Men-
nonite Church?
Those were some of the questions con-

tinually surfacing when the 13-member
integration committee met here Feb. 23-25

for its third meeting.

This session began with the committee
fine-tuning a rationale for integration

drawn up at its previous meeting. But after

listening to questions and reactions from
representatives of four district confer-

ences, the group soon agreed that a ratio-

nale for cooperation (continuing "the sta-

tus quo") needed to be in the same docu-

ment as that for integration. Otherwise the

committee feared it would appear to be
advocates rather than explorers.

The committee met with four district

conferences: Lancaster, Atlantic Coast,

and Franconia from the Mennonite Church
and Eastern District from the General

Conference. They heard words of caution

and "yellow flags," expressions of fears

about integration, hurts left over from past

disagreements, and concerns about theo-

logical differences.

"What is the plan for integration?" one
Eastern District leader asked. "I seem to

hear two different plans: one congrega-

tional, the other conference based."
Committee members looked at each other

and wondered afterward if that person

"knows something we don't." They also

heard with some chagrin a Franconia Con-
ference representative say that "basically

integration is a movement of the bureau-

cracy."

"Some of us are sensitive to the percep-

tion that integration is something being

pushed from the top down," cochair Jim
Gingerich responded. And after also hear-

ing that integration is not high on the

agenda of the district conferences, com-
mittee members began to ask themselves

questions about their role. Appointed by
the general boards of both Mennonite
groups, the committee now found its func-

tion questioned by the same churches that

had commissioned it.

But there were also calls for the commit-
tee to be more aggressive for integration.

"If there's a vision and it seems right for

now, then let's have strong leadership for

integration," one Franconia Conference of-

ficer said.

As the result of these conversations, the

committee agreed to schedule talks with

MC conferences and GC districts at all its

semiannual meetings between now and
1995. They will meet in Sioux Falls, S.D.,

in the fall of 1991 and in Winnipeg, Man.,

in the spring of 1992.

In response to an action by the Menno-
nite Church General Board that the com-
mittee go public with integration models
by 1993 or 1994, the committee wrapped
up its meeting with several hours of intense

discussion on possible models for a united

Mennonite church. They agreed this will

be a difficult part of the assignment, since

ownership in existing structures and in

Automotive Technology

Aviation

Avionics

Computer Science

Early Childhood Ed.

Electronics

Hotel/Restaurant Mgmt.
Nursing

Medical Office Adm.
Office Administration

Pastoral Ministries

Religion/Bible

Small Business Mgmt.

Call today collect 316-327-8221

Or write Hesston College,

Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67061

methods of operation becomes more in-

tense when faced with change.

Plans call for the committee to "go
public" with its statement on integration

and cooperation this spring. The commit-
tee also began a process through which it

hopes at least half of both MC and GC
congregations will become involved with

some activity focusing on integration by
1995. That is the year for a joint MC/GC
assembly, scheduled for Wichita, Kan., to

make a decision on the integration issue.

Member Jose Ortiz may have put into

words the reactions of the entire commit-
tee at the end of the Lancaster meeting: "I

now have the feeling the task of this com-
mittee is larger than I had thought be-

fore."

—

J. Lome Peachey

MBCM ends year
free of debt
Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM)—Mermorate

Board of Congregational Ministries con-

cluded its 1990 fiscal year on Jan. 31 with

a general fund balance of $19,000 on a

budget of $486,000. This is the first time

in seven years that MBCM has concluded
its fiscal year in the black.

Everett Thomas, executive secretary, at-

tributes the good news to three factors, but

notes that the news may be short-lived.

"MBCM has been fortunate to receive the

services of several staff members on a

voluntary-service basis," he said. "We have
also been operating with a reduced staff,

and at the same time have seen a slight

increase in congregational contributions."

Ray and Lillian Bair, Atlee Beechy, and
Russell Krabill are staff members who
contributed their time in 1990 or worked
for a modest stipend.

Reduced staff during the past two years

has also enabled MBCM to gradually lower

an operating deficit that reached $40,000

in January 1988. Absence of staff in the

Ministerial Leadership Office has been the

most notable example. In addition, other

positions were eliminated or reduced.

Congregational contributions to MBCM
increased by 4 percent in 1990 over the

previous year. This represents $362,000

contributed to MBCM's churchwide min-

istries through offering-plate giving.

In the spring of 1989, the MBCM Board
of Directors decided to offer services to

the church based only on the amount of

funds available through congregational

contributions. This means thatMBCM will

not create a development office for the

solicitation of individual contributions. In

a related action, Mennonite Church Gen-
eral Board voted in April 1990 to increase

MBCM's resource base by 50 percent over

the next five years. This is being commu-
nicated by Stan Kropf of General Board
through his annual letter to congregations

in which each congregation is invited to

contribute a specific amount to MBCM.

HESSTON
COLLEGE

A Christian liberal arts

college and a great place

to begin a career!
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Here's the beef. Monrovia, Liberia

(MCC/MBM)—Twelve tons of Men-
nonite Central Committee canned

beef was flown to this city in late

February. Church World Service and

Witness (formerly Church World
Service) arranged for the meat to be

air-freighted. Pictured are Ed Hein-

richs (left) and Andrew Heinrichs

getting the beef ready for shipment.

They are short-term volunteers from

Manitoba at the MCC material re-

sources warehouse in Ephrata, Pa.

Other MCC aid—13 tons of canned

beef, 5,000 school kits, and 25 tons

of used clothing—will be shipped to

Liberia later. Sharing these re-

sources is part of a joint MCC and

Mennonite Board of Missions minis-

try to "bind up the wounds" of Libe-

rians suffering as a result of that

West African country's devastating

11-month civil war. An MBM/MCC
assessment team will visit Liberia in

the near future to plan a reconstruc-

tion project and maybe make concil-

iation resources available. Other

responses to the civil war include

sending four short-term Mennonite

medical workers to Liberia. Costs

related to this are being paid from

funds contributed to MBM's Opera-

tion Hope, a special above-budget

fund appeal begun last October.

Contributions now total $150,000, in-

cluding $20,000 from MCC.

'Capital Sabbath' called

to witness in D.C.
Washington, D.C. (CPT)—The Steering

Committee of Christian Peacemaker
Teams is inviting groups and individuals

from Brethren, Mennonite, and Quaker

congregations to the nation's capital for

one- to three-day periods between Mar. 17

and Apr. 17 to vigil, pray, lobby, and

become better informed about urgent mat-

ters of Middle East peacemaking. Public

peacemaker ministries will be organized in

front of the White House as part of what

is being called "Capital Sabbath."

Capital Sabbath is called during the time

of important holy days for three major

religions of the Middle East. Christian

Holy Week occurs during the second week

of Capital Sabbath. The dates for Capital

Sabbath also fall within the period of

Ramadan, the Muslim fast. Mar. 30 is the

beginning of the Jewish Passover.

Congregations are invited to send repre-

sentatives to the event. Sunday school

classes, prayer groups, and others are

urged to begin developing plans now. Stu-

dent groups are also invited to join the

effort.

Capital Sabbath is an extension of

"Emergency Sabbath," which was ob-

served by hundreds of Mennonite and

Brethren congregations across North

mennoscope
• Goshen commencement speaker. Marian

Claassen Franz, a Mennonite activist in Wash-

ington, D.C, will be the speaker at Goshen

College's 93rd annual commencement exer-

cises on Apr. 21. She is executive director of

National Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund,

which seeks legislation allowing people con-

scientiously opposed to war to have the mili-

tary portion of their taxes allocated to peace-

making.

• Nursing pioneer dies. Orpah Mosemann,

80, the founder of Goshen College's nursing

program, died on Feb. 19 at Oak Lea Nursing

Home in Harrisonburg, Va. The program,

which she directed 1950-71, was the first

collegiate nursing school with a clinical nurs-

ing major in Indiana and in the Mennonite

Church. Mosemann was active in the National

League for Nursing and served a term as

president of the Indiana Board of Nursing.

She also served on several Mennonite Church

committees. Mosemann was a native of Lan-

caster, Pa.

• Longtime pastor dies. Fred Gingerich, 81, a

pastor in four states, died on Feb. 2 at Newton

(Kan.) Medical Center. Bom in Versailles,

Mo., he was a farmer before accepting ordina-

tion to the ministry in 1947. He served con-

gregations in Chappell, Neb.; Alpha, Minn.;

Glenwood Springs, Colo.; and Crystal Spring,

Kan. He was ordained a bishop in Iowa-Ne-

braska Conference and served as president of

the conference's mission board 1961-70.

Gingerich is survived by his wife, Alice

Kauffman.

America in response to the start of the

Persian Gulf War in January. It was also

called by Christian Peacemaker Teams, a

Chicago-based organization sponsored by

four Mennonite and Brethren denomina-

tions.

In recent months, peace church people

have been widely involved in vigils in

Washington, and several (including Pastor

Al Beitler and four members of suburban

Hyattsville Mennonite Church) were ar-

rested when they refused to leave during

prayers in front of the White House.

Individuals who express interest in civil

disobedience will be given special training.

It is not assumed that participants in Cap-

ital Sabbath will necessarily engage in civU

disobedience. Opportunities to meet and

witness to legislators, government officials,

and religious leaders who have just-war

and militaristic views will be a part of the

experience.

Coordinating Capital Sabbath will be

Michael Sprong of Newton, Kan. Congre-

gations and church offices in the Washing-

ton area will assist him. For most of the

period housing may be available at the

Center for Creative Nonviolence near Cap-

itol HUl.

More information on Capital Sabbath is

available from Gene Stoltzfus at Christian

Peacemaker Teams, 1821 W. Cullerton St.,

Chicago, IL 60608; phone 312 421-5513.

• Pastor/teacher/editor dies. Ezra Beachy,

89, a longtime pastor, teacher, and editor, died

on Feb. 10 at Greencroft Nursing Center in

Goshen, Ind. He was a public school teacher

for 29 years and also pastor of Calvary Men-

nonite Church, Pinckney, Mich., for 20 years.

In addition, for 28 years he served as editor

of Gospel Evangel, the periodical of Indiana-

Michigan Conference. Beachy is survived by

his wife, Bertha Nohejl.

• Highest imprisonment rate. The United

States is now the world's leader in the impris-

onment of its citizens. In the past decade, the

U.S. has surpassed the Soviet Union and

South Africa in the percentage of its citizens

who are in prison. "Building more prisons has

not and will not solve our over-use of prisons,"

says Howard Zehr, director of the Criminal

Justice Office of Mennonite Central Commit-

tee U.S. "Prison populations will not decrease

until our purpose becomes less punitive, non-

prison options become more accepted, and

decision-makers are made accountable for

their actions."

• Survey ofnew churches. Results of a survey

of Mennonite churches started in the last five

years are now available from Mennonite

Board of Missions. The 87-page document

reports information about the church planter,

the process of church planting, and the char-

acteristics of the church that was planted. The

survey form was sent to 85 new churches; 53

responded. The report can be obtained for $5

(plus $2 for postage) from Roma Miller at

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.
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• Church expansion in Guyana. The emerg-
ing Mennonite Church in the small south
African country of Guyana now has two con-

gregations. The one in New Amsterdam also

has a new building. The Guyana church is led

by Reginald and Marilyn David. They are
assisted by Virginia Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, which helped the church get national

registration and provides leadership training

through its theological-education-by-exten-

sion program.

• Marriage enrichment in Jamaica. Trying
to build solid marriages, loving families, and
caring communities in a country such as Ja-

maica with its tragic history of slavery is

difficult at best, say Mennonite Central Com-
mittee workers Milo and Viola Stahl. Slavery
broke down the institutions of marriage and
family. But the Stahls see positive changes as

a result of the marriage enrichment seminars
they have been leading.

• Homes for the elderly. Mennonite Housing
Rehabilitation Services of Wichita, Kan., will

build up to eight small energy-efficient homes
for the elderly, thanks to a $145,000 grant from
the Knight Foundation. The homes will be
bmlt by volunteers in older neighborhoods on
land donated to the effort or sold at low cost.

Mennonite Housing is currently recruiting

volunteers from churches, businesses, and
civic organizations.

• Coming events:

Brethren/Mennonite Health Assembly, Mar. 15-

20, at Sheraton Brickell Point Hotel, Miami,
Fla. As usual this annual event is held in

conjunction with the Protestant Health and
Human Services Assembly. The theme is

"Faith Values for the New Decade," and the
featured speakers are Mennonite Church
moderator George Brunk HI and Church of
the Brethren moderator Philip Stone. An
important part of the assembly is the gather-

ing of specific interest groups, like chaplains,

nurses, and hospital administrators. Also
scheduled is the annual business meeting of

Mermonite Health Association. More informa-
tion from MHA at 202 S. Fifth St., Goshen,
EM 46526; phone 219 533-9069.

Conference for Financial Providers, May 30-June
1, in Williamsburg, Va. It will examine ethical

and management dilemmas connected with
financial failures, mortgage defaults, and
stretched credit. Sp)onsored by Mennonite
Economic Development Associates, the event
is for people working in banks, credit unions,

and insurance firms as well as for financial

consultants and stock brokers. The theme is

"Christian Mission in Financial Institutions,"

and the key speakers are Pennsylvania bank
executive Merrill Moyer and Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid executive J. B. Miller. More informa-
tion from MEDA at 12 Greenfield Rd., Lan-
caster, PA 17602; phone 717 399-9440.

Illinois Mennonite Relief Sale, Mar. 15-16, at

Peoria (ni.) Civic Center. The 33rd annual
event is a fund-raiser for Mennonite Central
Committee. The centerpiece is an auction of
quilts and other items. Also planned is a
Pennsylvania Dutch Market and numerous
booths with foods and crafts. More informa-
tion from Donald Roth at 249 Baltimore Ave.,

Morton, IL 61550; phone 309 266-7704.

West Coast Mennonite Relief Sale, Apr. 5-6, at

Fresno (CaUf.) Pacific College. The 24th an-

nual event is a fund-raiser for Mennonite
Central Committee. It will feature indoor and
outdoor auctions of a variety of items. Also
available will be numerous food booths. More
information from MCC West Coast at 1010 G
St., Reedley, CA 93654; phone 209 453-0522.

Protest at U.S. Embassy. Guate-
mala City, Guatemala (MCC)—
More than 150 Mennonites gathered

here in front of the U.S. Embassy to

protest the Persian Gulf War. It was
the first time the various Mennonite
groups in Guatemala joined publicly

in a luiited voice, according to Na-
than and Elaine Zook Barge, Men-
nonite Central Committee country
representatives. "Holy war does not
exist," says the sign in the photo. In

a statement signed by the group, the

Mennonites expressed their pro-

found pain for events in the gulf as

well as the death and "violation of

life" that occurs daily in Guatemala
and other Central American coun-

tries. "We insist," said their state-

ment, "that nobody can assume the

right to say that God is on the side

of their war and much less defend
their cause by violent means."

Kishacoquillas-to-Stupshewana Tour, July 11-24,

sponsored by TourMagination. Led by Arnold
and Rhoda Cressman, it will be a "community
on wheels" from the Allegheny Mountains of

Pennsylvania to the flat farmlands of Indiana,

exploring Amish and Mennonite life and hear-

ing their stories. More information from
TourMagination at 1210 Loucks Ave., Scott-

dale, PA 15683; phone 412 887-9436.

Annual Meeting of Rockway Mennonite School

Association, Mar. 22, at Rockway Mennonite
Collegiate, Kitchener, Ont. It includes a ban-
quet and business meeting. The theme is

"Education in a Time of War," and the guest

speaker is Mennonite Reporter editor Ron
Rempel. More information from Rockway at

110 Doon Rd., Kitchener, ON N2G 3C8; phone
519 743-5209.

Unit 5 Reunion of Civilian Public Service, Sept.

3-5, at Black Forest Camp and Conference

Center, Colorado Springs, Colo. This is the

50th anniversary reunion for conscientious

objectors who served in CPS in Colorado
Springs during World War 11. More informa-

tion fi"om Melvin Siemens at R 2, Box 209,

Leoti, KS 67861; phone 316 375-2685.

• Pastor transitions:

Randy Reminder was ordained as copastor of
South Union Mermonite Church, West Lib-
erty, Ohio, on Feb. 10. He was licensed in 1989.
He serves alongside Lyrm Miller.

Darrell Jantzi resigned as pastor of St. Agatha
Mennonite Church, Waterloo, Ont., in Decem-
ber. Steve Gerber succeeded him as interim
pastor.

Ingrid Peters was licensed and installed as pastor
of Kingston (Ont.) Mennonite Fellowship on
Jan. 13. She serves the young congregation on
a half-time basis while also working in prison
ministry.

Harold Bergey was installed as pastor of Mt.
Pleasant Mermonite Church, Chesapeake,
Va., on Dec. 30. Licensed in 1988, he served
previously as assistant pastor.

Ingrid Loepp was licensed and installed as asso-
ciate pastor of Steinmann Mennonite Church,
Baden, Ont., on Jan. 20. She serves alongside
Pastor Fred Lichti. She is a 1990 graduate of
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

• Job openings:
Project manager, in Liberia, for 6-12 months,

starting immediately. The person will plan,

organize, and supervise a post-war reconstruc-

tion project sponsored by Mennonite Board
of Missions and Mennonite Central Commit-
tee. Knowledge of and experience in all phases
of building construction is required. Interna-

tional experience is preferred. Contact Ron
Yoder at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515
(phone 219 294-7523); or Bill Loewen at MCC,
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501 (phone 717 859-

1151).

Principal, Sarasota (Fla.) Christian School. The
person wiU assist the school administrator in

overseeing the educational program, which
includes grades K-12. A master's degree in

education or administration is required. Send
resum6 to Steve Ponchot at the school, 5415
Bahia Vista St., Sarasota, FL 34232.

Director, Hans Herr House, Willow Street, Pa.,

starting in April. This is a historical site and
museum. The person is responsible for inter-

pretive programs and exhibits, historical col-

lections, staff training/supervision, and fund-

raising. Contact Carolyn Wenger at Lancaster
Mennonite Historial Society, 2215 MUlstream
Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717 393-9745.

Chief executive officer, Mennonite Memorial
Home, Bluffton, Ohio. A minimum of three

years' experience in nursing home manage-
ment is preferred, with broad experience in

such areas as finance, personnel, develop-
ment, and long-range planning. Send resum^
to Lois Wetherill at the home, 410 W. Elm St.,

Bluffton, OH 45817.

Program director. Pine Lake Fellowship Camp,
Meridian, Miss., starting immediately. This is

a half-time position. Contact the camp at R
14, Box 272, Meridian, MS 39307; phone 601
483-2267.

Summerprogram director. Pine Lake Fellowship
Camp, Meridian, Miss., for seven weeks start-

ing on June 1. Contact the camp at R 14, Box
272, Meridian, MS 39307; phone 601 483-2267.

Directors/caretakers, Camp Camrec, Leaven-
worth, Wash., starting in April. Needed is a

married couple with skills in program plan-

ning, promotion, office work, maintenance,
and housekeeping. This is about one full-time

position. Contact Cleon Claassen at 4185 W.
Lakeshore Dr., Moses Lake, WA 98837; phone
509 765-9475.

• Change of address:
Vernon Yoder from Kansas City, Kan., to 6776
Mahoning Ave., Warren, OH 44481.
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births

Alderfer, Phil and Pat, Souderton, Pa., Melissa

Aim (first child), July 30.

Baranowski, Gary and Joyce (Springer),

Metamora, Dl., Jacob Lawrence (third child),

Jan. 31.

Beachy, Conrad and Karen (Moser), Tremont,

m., Travis Conrad (third child), Feb. 13.

Bender, Eric and LuAnn (Miller), Harrison-

burg, Va., Joseph Eric (first child), Feb. 5.

Blymier, Charles and Edna (Stoltzfus), Leola,

Pa., Danielle Sheree (second child), Feb. 12.

Boettger, Conrad and Beth, Hesston, Kan.,

Joel Conrad (second child), Jan. 30.

Byler, Kchard and Pat (Butts), Belleville, Pa.,

Kelsey Jo (first child), adopted Feb. 5.

CipoUa, Joe and Barbara (Wenger),

Va., NataUa Christine, Dec. 25.

Clark, Danni and Linda, Newport News, Va.,

Benjamin Caleb (first child), bom Dec. 27,

1988; received for adoption Feb. 14.

Critchfield, Norman and Denise (Peters),

Hesston, Kan., Kendall Wayne (first child),

Feb. 17.

Detweiler, Greg and Twila (Reinford), Timber

Bay, Sask., Nicole Renae (third child), Jan. 27.

Gerber, James and Bonnie (Yoder),

Mishawaka, Ind., Elizabeth Ruth (second

child), Feb. 4. Received for adoption.

Grimesey, Robert and Carol (Martin), Harri-

sonburg, Va., Hannah Marie (third child), Feb.

12.

Hertzler, Dan and Christie (Bradford), New
Paris, Ind., Abigail Rose (third child), Feb. 14.

Kirkland, Andrew and Brenda (Cressman), Wa-
terloo, Ont., Kristen Michelle (first child),

Feb. 5.

Krabill, Wesley and Susie (Rabenstein), West
Liberty, Ohio, John Ryal (fourth child), Feb.

IL
Lantz, Paul and Lydia Ann (Fisher), Christiana^

Pa., Austin Wade (second child), Oct. 22.

Maness, Jeff and Tammy, Harper, Kan., Re-

becca Marie (second child), Jan. 27.

Martin, Clifford and Carol (Nolt), Stevens, Pa.,

Dustin Lee (third child), Feb. 20.

Martin, Tim and Marsha (Moyer), Hatfield, Pa.,

Ethan Wade (third child), Aug. 17.

Miles, Doug and Melanie, Newport News, Va.,

WendeU Robert (first child), Feb. 14.

Miller, Ken and Lori (Ward), Bristol, Ind.,

Holden Edward (third child), Feb. 13.

Miller, Paul and Sandra (Hostetler), Mt. Solon,

Va., Jolene Katherine (fifth chUd), Feb. 16.

Miller, Scott and Pam, Telford, Pa., Kathiyn

Ann (first child), Jan. 13.

Miller, Steve and Marcia, Hesston, Kan., Julia

Alane and Audra Marie (twins), Feb. 9.

Milstead, Richard and Kay (Burkett), Harrison-

burg, Va., Chassidy Renee (first child), Jan.

25.

Myers, Jeff and Audrey (Thomas), Harrison-

burg, Va., Jacob Thomas (first child), Feb. 14.

Nafziger, Roger and Laurie (Neumann),
Goshen, Ind., Matthew Neumann (third child),

Sept. 6.

Peters, Dennis and Donna (Helverson), Quak-
ertown, Pa., Clint Tyler (second child), Feb.

19.

Schrock, Roger and Cynthia (Yoder), Lancas-

ter, Pa., Hannah Elaine (first child), Feb. 19.

Simpson, Roscoe C. Ill and Teresa (Kaufman),

Lytton, Iowa, Josiah Ross (second child), Dec.

IL
Spinosa, Terrence and Wendy, Allentown, Pa.,

Costantino Paul (first child), Feb. 17.

Ulrey, Eric and Phyllis (Kurtz), Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, Beau Christian (second child), Dec. 28.

Wenger, Mel and Mim (Wengerd), Orrville,

Ohio, Whitney Lauren (fourth child), Feb. 10.

Wilgress, Don and Susan (Bowlby), New Ham-
burg, Ont., Amanda Susanne (first child), Jan.

27.

Yoder, Warren and Rhoda (Byler), Jackson,

Miss., Zachary J. Byler (third son), Dec. 23.

New volunteers. Akron, Pa. fMCCj—Seventeen people from the Mennonite

Church were among the 59 new volunteers who participated in Mennonite Central

Committee orientation here Jan. 8-18. They were: Front row Qeft to right)—Lisa

Good of Lititz, Pa, Selfhelp Crafts marketing staffer at MCC headquarters; Carolyn

and Brad Nance (with AlHson and Lindsay) of Lancaster, Pa., unit leaders with

SALT exchange program in Winnipeg, Man. (starting last August). Second

row—Alice Bauman of Wallenstein, Ont, Selfhelp warehouse staffer in New
Hamburg, Ont. (starting last July); Art and Oma Smucker of Goshen, Ind, computer

analyst/programmer and clerk at Selfhelp store in Ephrata, Pa (starting last

October); Wilma Swartz of AuGres, Mich., Selfhelp short-termer in Ephrata, Pa;

Robin Wenger of Akron, Pa, Selfhelp marketing staffer at headquarters (starting

last September); Catherine Hernley Glenn of Cleveland, Ohio, Selfhelp short-

termer in Akron, Pa Back row—Nathan Beachy (with Jared) of Cleveland, Ohio,

physician in Nigeria (along vvdth his physician wife, Rochele); Rachel Hess of Lititz,

Pa, Selfhelp purchasing manager at headquarters (starting last June); Rachel Koch

of New Hamburg, Ont., receptionist/secretary at MCC office in Kitchener, Ont.

(starting last August); Shirley Wagler of Tavistock, Ont, assistant manager of

Selfhelp store in New Hamburg, Ont. (starting last November); Steve Schumm of

Tavistock, Ont., Selfhelp warehouse staffer in New Hamburg, Ont (starting last

June); Sheldon Martin of Gap, Pa, Selfhelp returns supervisor in Akron, Pa

(starting last September); Dale Nafziger of Phoenixville, Pa, rural electrification

planner in Nepal; Marilyn Beiler of Mifflinburg, Pa, Selfhelp receptionist/secretary

in Akron, Pa (starting last December).

marriages
Finkbiner-Yoder: Craig Finkbiner, Johns Is-

land, S.C., and Beth Yoder, Johns Island, S.C.

(Locust Grove), Dec. 15, by Max Zook.

Gehman-Warfel: David E. Gehman, Ulysses,

Pa. (West Union), and Debra Jo Warfel, Lan-

caster, Pa. (River Comer), Oct. 20, by Glenn

H. Shenk and Harold MiUer.

Martin-Burkholder: Darwin J. Martin, Ste-

vens, Pa. (Ephrata), and Tara Burkholder,

Ephrata, Pa. (Ephrata), Feb. 16, by J. Elvin

Martin and Leroy Martin.

Peachey-Rothrock: Kent D. Peachey, Belle-

ville, Pa. (Locust Grove), and Debra S.

Rothrock, Lewistown, Pa. (Locust Grove),

Dec. 22, by Max Zook and Robert Hartzler.

Ropp-Boxwell: Byron Ropp, Albany, Ore.

(Prince of Peace), and Debbie Boxwell,

Corvallis, Ore. (Prince of Peace), Jan. 5.

Slagell-Coblentz: Dwayne Allen Slagell,

Hydro, Okla. (Pleasant View), and Kerry

Lynae Coblentz, El-Reno, Okla. (Zion), Nov.

17, by Duey Matthews and Daryl Driver.

Sunderland-Reeser: Tom Sunderland, Seat-

tle, Wash. (Seattle), and Emily Reeser, Seat-

tle, Wash. (Seattle), Sept. 8.

new members
MaryUpper Skippack, Skippack, Pa.

Reinford.

Pike, Elida, Ohio: Melody Mumma, Karen

Troyer, and Michelle Mumma.
Bethel, West Liberty, Ohio: Kirk Newcomer,

Carmen Newcomer, Kathy Kurtz, Chris

Longenecker, Daniel Showalter, Ryan
Kauffman, Karen Byler, Theresa Rabenstein,

Theresa Steiner, Norma Hostetler, and Eileen

Hostetler.

Wooster, Ohio: Jenny Weaver and Ron McKin-

ley.

Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.: Ryan Bontrager,

Shane Gingerich, Nathan Hooley, Nathen

Lichti, Justin Miller, and Steve Miller.
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deathsi

Allebach, Norman F., 90. Born: May 15, 1900,

Silverdale, Pa., to John G. and Lucy (Freed)

Allebach. Died: Feb. 13, 1991. Survivors-
wife: Stella K. Fulmer; sons: Kenneth F.,

Lloyd F., Claude F., Darwin F.; 11 grandchil-

dren, 18 great-grandchildren; brothers: Jo-

seph, Paul F. Funeral: Souderton Mennonite
Homes, Souderton, Pa. Burial: Souderton Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Banner, David D., 77, Ravenna, Ohio. Born:
Nov. 17, 1912, Milford, Neb., to William and
Salina (Stutzman) Danner. Died: Oct. 6, 1990.

Survivors—wife: Neva Stutzman; sons: David
W., Robert D.; 7 grandchildren; sister: Sylvia

Kuhns. Funeral and burial: Oct. 10, Aurora
Mennonite Church, by Marlin Birkey.

Detweiler, John B., 89. Bom: June 30, 1901,

West Liberty, Ohio, to Samuel and Malinda
(Cauffman) Detweiler. Died: Feb. 13, 1991,

Eureka, 111. Survivors—children: Gerald, Eu-
gene, Jennita Wright; brothers and sisters:

Oren, Chester, Stella Troyer, Mary Yoder.

Predeceased by Laura Scheirtz (wife). Funeral

and burial: Feb. 16, Roanoke Mennonite
Church, by Bob Hamish and Rick Troyer.

Evers, Velma B., 74, Cheraw, Colo. Born: Apr.

23, 1916, to John and Iva Riser. Died: Dec. 15,

1990, La Junta, Colo. Survivors—daughters:

Evelyn Risser, Imogene Plank, Beverly Evers;

4 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchildren;
brother: Lloyd Riser. Predeceased by John
Evers (husband). Funeral and burial: Dec. 17,

East Holbrook Mennonite Church, by Dturel

Otto.

Gerber, Fairy, 94, Ridron, Ohio. Bom: July 8,

1896, Wayne Co., Ohio, to Peter J. and Bar-

bara (Schneck) Amstutz. Died: Feb. 8, 1991,

Orrville, Ohio. Survivors—children: Dorothy
Schrock, Ellis, Ruth, CeUa Lehman; 9 grand-

children, 17 great-grandchildren; sisters:

Frieda Amstutz, Verda Zuercher. Prede-
ceased by Grover Gerber (husband). Funeral

and burial: Feb. 11, Ridron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler and Frank Sturpe.

Gingerich, Frederick Floyd, 81. Bom: Jan. 2,

1910, Versailles, Mo., to Amos and Nannie
(Yoder) Gingerich. Died: Feb. 2, 1991, New-
ton, Ran., of heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Alice Kauffman; children: Joyce Zuercher,

David, Elizabeth Yoder, Daniel, Ruth Penner;
16 grandchildren, one great-grandchild; broth-

ers and sisters: Leroy, Truman, Paul, Simon,
Clayton, Charity Troyer, Eunice Histand, Lois
Bender. Funeral: Feb. 5, Whitestone Menno-
nite Church, by Ronald Guengerich and Ren-
neth Livengood. Burial: Eastlawn Cem^tejj^.

Frederick was ordained to the ministry in

January 1947 and served pastorates in Chap-*;

pell. Neb.; Alpha, Minn.; Glenwood Springs,

Colo.; and Crystal Springs, Ran.
Kauffinan, Pearl S., 79. Bom: Dec. 9, 1911, to

Eli and Esther (Lapp) Shank. Died: Dec. 6,

1990, at Albany, Ore. Survivors—husband:
George Rauffman; children: Jeanie Hershey,
Donna Miller, Marian Miller, Sharlene Yordy,
Myron; 14 grandchildren, 3 great-grandchil-

dren; sister and brothers: Ruth Landis, Ray-
mond, Marvin. Funeral: Dec. 10, Lebanon
Meimonite Church. Burial: Fairview Menno-
nite Cemetery.

King, Hubert C, 82. Born: Apr. 16, 1908,

Garden City, Mo. Died: Feb. 14, 1991, Gifford,

Dl. Survivors—wife: Alice Marie Reiser; chil-

dren: Martin D., Bonnie R. MaUory; 2 grand-

children; sister: Delia Ring. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 18, East Bend Mennonite Church,

by Millard Osborne and Wayne Ring.

King, Paul P., 91. Bom: Dec. 17, 1898, Belle-

viUe, Pa., to Rufus and Annie King. Died: Nov.

23, 1990, Goshen, Ind. Survivors—children:

Helen Hostetler, Joan Zook; 8 grandchildren,

7 great-grandchildren; sister: Mary Yoder.
Predeceased by Mabel Ring (wife). Funeral:

Nov. 25, Rauffman Funeral Home, West Lib-

erty, Ohio. Burial: South Union Church Cem-
etery.

Long, Henry W., 85. Bom: Oct. 19, 1905, to

George and Haimah (Weber) Long. Died: Jan.

23, 1991, Lehigh VaUey Medical Center. Sur-

vivors—children: Vema W. Reeler, Paul W.;
7 grandchildren, 10 great-grandchildren;
brothers: Clayton, Wibner, George. Prede-
ceased by Eva D. Nace (wife). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 28, Salford Mennonite Church, by
Willis A. Miller, John L. Ruth, and Royden A.

Landes.
Mosemann, Orpah B., 80. Bom: Aug. 27, 1910,

Lancaster, Pa., to Harry H. and Cora S.

(Becker) Mosemann. Died: Feb. 19, 1991,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors—sister: Eliza-

beth B. Mosemann. Funeral: Feb. 21,
Parkview Mennonite Church, Harrisonburg,
Va., by Owen Burkholder and Shirlee Yoder,
and Oct. 22, Gundel Funeral Home, Lancas-
ter, Pa., by Wilbert Lind. Burial: Mellingers

Church Cemetery.
Moyer, Anna Mary H., 82. Bom: Mar. 3, 1908,

Nlontgomery Co., Pa., to Alvin D. and Lizzie

(Houpt) Moyer. Died: Feb. 15, 1991, Sellers-

viUe, Pa. Survivors—sister and brother: Pau-
line H. Moyer, Floyd H. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 19, Franconia Mennonite Church, by
Russell M. Detweiler, Paul M. Lederach, and
Floyd M. Hackman.

Nunemaker, Kari Ann, 16. Born: Nov. 2, 1974,

Goshen, Ind., to Don and Shirley (Gingerich)

Nunemaker. Died: found murdered, Feb. 5,

1991, at Bristol, Ind. Survivors—sister and
brother: Wendi, Darin; grandparents: Ray-
mond and Edna Gingerich and Willis and
Miriam Nunemaker; great-grandmother, Mary
Troyer. Funeral: Feb. 8, Bethany Christian

High School, by Samuel J. Troyer and Bill

Hooley. Burial: Olive Cemetery.
Otto, Florence, 83. Bom: June 3, 1907, Lans-

dale. Pa., to Mason and Anna Fetterolf. Died:

Feb. 12, 1991, Lansdale, Pa., of cardiac ar-

rhythmia. Survivors—brothers and sister;

Epentus, Willard, Dorothy Lease. Prede-
ceased by Harry E. Otto (husband). Funeral:

Feb. 15, C. Henry Longenecker Funeral
Home, by Lowell H. Delp. Buritil: Greenlawn
Cemetery.

Risser, John E., Jr., 85. Bom: at Hagerstown,
Md., to John David and Susan (Eshehnan)
Risser. Died: Dec. 31, 1990, Sellersville, Pa.,

of congestive heart failure. Survivors—chil-

dren: Margaret L. Swartzentruber, Doris A.

Rosenberger, Lucille M. Baer, Donald E.; 12

grandchildren, 9 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by Ida S. Martin (wife). Funeral and
burial: Reiffs Meimonite Church, by Reuben
Martin, Daryl Martin, and Earl Miller.

Schwartz, Sally Jean, 14, Kent, Ohio. Bom:
Nov. 18, 1975, Elkhart, Ind., to James and
Gloria (Hunsberger) Schwartz. Died: July 22,

1990, at Akron, Ohio, of pneumonia. Survi-

vors—parents; brother and sister: Tom,
Sarah; grandparents: Paul and Edna
Hunsberger and Elizabeth Schwartz. Funeral

and burial: July 24, Aurora Mennonite
Church, by Phil Miller and Lawrence Bnmk.

Short, Alice Marie, 69. Bom: Sept. 7, 1921,

Ridgeville Comers, Ohio, to Aaron and Ver-

ena (Yost) Short. Died: Feb. 13, 1991, at

Toledo, Ohio. Survivors—husband: Joseph

Short; sons: Duane, David, Mervin; six grand-

children; brother and sister: Kenneth, Clara

Richer. Funeral: Feb. 17, Bancroft Mennonite
Church, by Phil Ebersole. Burial: Ottawa Hills

Memorial Cemetery.
Slagel, Clara, 88. Born: June 12, 1902,

Princeton, Dl., to Joseph and Lydia (Sear)

Springer. Died: Feb. 10, 1991, Streator, 111.

Survivors—children: Joe, Mary Bennett; 7

grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren; sister:

Martha Schertz. Predeceased by Willis Slagel

(husband) and Richard (son). Funeral and
burial: Feb. 13, Waldo Mennonite Church, by
Lester Zook and Thomas Novy.

Sommerfield, Hattie Elva, 92. Born: Mar. 9,

1898, Canton, Ran., to Henry and Elva (Smith)

Sonmierfield. Died: Feb. 8, 1991, Hesston,
Ran., of a stroke. Survivors—brother and
sister: Edwin, Anna Chappie. Funeral: Feb.

11, Whitestone Mennonite Church, by Ronald
Guengerich and Renneth Livengood. Burial:

Spring Valley Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Sutter, Valarie Sue, 30. Bom: Nov. 14, 1960,

North Bend, Ore. Adopted by Eldon and
Mildred (Ruhns) Schrock. Died: Jan. 30, 1991,

Sweet Home, Ore. Survivors—parents; chil-

dren: Loni, Christopher; sisters and brothers:

Diane Heath, Debbie Jackson, Jonathan
Schrock, Greg France, Jerry France. Funeral:

Sweet Home Mennonite Church, by John
WiUems. Burial: Fairview Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Weidman, Ella H., 97. Born: Feb. 14, 1894,

East Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Rohrer and
Ratie (Hostetler) Stoner. Died: Feb. 11, 1991,

at LandisvUle, Pa. Survivors—children: Frank
S., Catherine W. Aument, Helen W. Booth,
Erma W. Miller; 10 grandchildren, 21 great-

grandchildren; sister: Catherine H. Stoner.

Predeceased by Frank G. Weidman (hus-

band). Funeral: Feb. 13, Mount Joy Menno-
nite Church, by Joe N. Sherer and Robert H.
Garber. Burial: Rraybill Mennonite Cemetery.

calendar
Mennonite Church coordinating council,

Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 14-16

Congregational Singing Workshop, Elkhart,

Ind., Mar. 15-17

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting,

Miami, Fla., Mar. 15-20

Franklin Conference annual spring missionary

conference, Chambersburg, Pa., Mar. 16-17

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, HI.,

Mar. 21-23

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

DUnois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan,

m., Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,

Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, CaUf.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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editorials

And there is peace?
Apparently the Pentagon was right after all: it

was a "short" war. By military standards loss of

life was minimal, at least on the Allied side (it

will likely be years before we know exactly what
happened from the viewpoint of the Iraqis).

It was a technological war. Superior fire power
resulted in almost no resistance. That enabled

U.S. President George Bush to go on television

Feb. 27 and declare the war over even before

the other side had agreed.

"This is not a time of euphoria; certainly not a

time to gloat," President Bush said. But many
people found that hard not to do. Even as an

"objective" a source as CBS anchor Dan Rather

commended the U.S. troops for "a job well

done" in a live report from Kuwait City. And
North American companies tried not to appear

too delighted as they lined up for lucrative con-

tracts for rebuilding Kuwait.

While Feb. 27 may have been a good day mili-

tarily, it was not particularly so for those of us

who believe in a lifestyle of peace. Contrary to

what we had predicted, the war worked. Might
apparently did make right from the viewpoint of

the Kuwaitis.

So to declare another way of settling conflicts

won't make much sense to a lot of people in the

days ahead. Even our own children may ask how
a stance for peace could have brought about the

liberation of Kuwait or halted the ambitions of a

Suddam Hussein. If we're honest, we might

admit to a thought or two about the war having

gone a bit worse, as many of us in the peace

movement thought it would.

At the very least we're tempted to raise our

voices and predict a grim future. Who knows
what terrible price the U.S. and its Allies will

eventually pay in its relations with the Arab
world? Some are making comparisons of what

happened in the Middle East in the last seven

months with the Crusades of the Middle Ages.

That may all very well be true. But we must
be careful. If the events of the last several years

have taught us anything, it should be that allianc-

es are unpredictable and friendships fragile. To
be smug about any predictions, be they from the

side of war or of peace, is to court embarrass-

ment if not naivete.

As Anabaptist-Mennonite Christians, the re-

cent events of our world should reinforce our

conviction that we do not base our arguments

for peace on what is expedient politically. That
is not the foundation of our lifestyle of peace. It

is rather that we are members of another king-

dom with a different set of values. The basis for

our nonresistance or pacifism or peacemaking is

the life and teaching of our leader, Jesus Christ.

It does not come from what seems best for our-

selves or for our Iraqi neighbors in the aftermath

of this war.

We will need to tell each other that often in

the next months. Peacemaking as a way of life

will likely not have high profile as the world

sorts through what happened and why in the Per-

sian Gulf.—yTp

We are not at ease

"I am not at ease, nor am I quiet; I have no

rest; but trouble comes," Job (3:26) told God
when pain and affliction descended on him.

His lament may well be those of the Menno-
nite Church these days. For not only has vio-

lence been the way of our world at war; in the

last month we have also experienced it in our

congregations and our communities.

First there was the murder of high school stu-

dent Kari Ann Nunemaker in Elkhart (Ind.) in

January. In the middle of February three mem-
bers of one family—Clair, Anna May, and Kim
Weaver—were slain in the Lancaster (Pa.) area.

February ended with the shock of the Hgirrison-

burg (Va.) community when Eastern Mennonite
College's pastor to students, Barrel Brubaker,

was found dead of asphyxiation.

This violence is painful for our church. Wheth-
er or not we knew the victims, their deaths

touch us all with sadness, pain, uncertainties.

We call on God, we're not sure how.

Perhaps we do it best with additional words
from Job. After his trials and grief and pain he

addressed God with a simple faith: "I know that

you can do all things, and that no purpose of

yours can be thwarted" (Job 42:2).—j/p
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How to have a 'good

worship experience^

The church not only has the message of

reconciliation It also is that message.

Thus true worship can only come as we
experience the reconciliation we profess.

^^^^^^
^ j^?^^5|K|£l I'^ worship we offer ourselves to God. Although

' iJHHHHI^ we can give no gift that is not aheady God's, in

|5f^ j j I i^^^^^^^^^Z worship there is the mystery of giving back the

gift of our love.

I I ^^^^^^^HHB|^^ A parent or an uncle or an aunt feels joy in

, .
I

; J^^^^^^^^^^MI^SH being given something by a child: a bouquet, a

r \ L I I j^^^^^^^^^^H3PPI leaf, a stone. But the joy would be disturbed if

the child grabbed the gift from someone else's

i m P 'fl
hand in order to present it.

* ^ ^^^^^^^ "jf " ggyg Jesus, "while in the act of worship,

you recall that your brother or sister has a griev-

ance against you, interrupt that act, and do what

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE make peace. Then come back to the

^ altar." In other words, there's a priority here.

We must worship God as whole persons, not just

The path is straight with some private segment of our souls.

the gap is wide 4 People in Jesus' time expressed their worship

in bringing a gift. While not criticizing that,

Wliv Hn T f*^pl lilcP ashps; ^^^^^ implies that the gift must symbolize an un-
yvny ao i leei iiKe asnes

^^^^^^
instead of ticker tape / 7 ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^le neglect of a brother

or sister, the gift itself is questionable.

MCC sends post-war aid In saying this, Jesus is insisting on the integ-

tO Persian Gulf area 9 rity of worship. He does the same thing in Matt.

by

John
L. Ruth



Once the counsel meeting was the time
we inquired of each other whether our
relationships corresponded to the rec-

onciliation in Christ we celebrated.

19, where he says God's forgiveness of us can't

be separated from our forgiveness of each other.

It would hardly be too much to say that our

Mennonite fellowship was formed in response to

the teaching that in worship we are not to forget

our relationship with each other. Worshiping
God in liturgy while letting human divisions take

their course in life was seen by our Anabaptist-

Mennonite forebears as flatly opposite to what
Christ teaches.

Having sacred moments every so often, but

not getting reconciled to the person by your

side—this is conventional Christianity. It allows

you to be devotional in one dimension and unrec-

onciled in another. On the other hand, we are

told in Eph. 11:9-10 that God's secret and funda-

mental purpose throughout the ages is to bring

all things into unity. This has been done, and is

being done, in Christ. And note: where this se-

cret is declared—made open—is precisely in the

church. The church of Christ is a family in which
reconciliation is made visible by its very charac-

ter.

Thus the church not only has the message of

reconciliation, it is that message. Unfortunately,

though, everybody "talkin' 'bout church ain't

goin' there"—theory is easier than practice. As a

result, much worship is not whole, not truly a

"living sacrifice."

Few moments in our church life seem more sa-

cred than our coming to the Lord's Table. Of
course, in an important sense, we can't make
one time more sacred than another— all time be-

longs to God. But there is a special focusing of

our thanks for the gift of salvation, the gift of a

Savior, at the communion service. In this act we
receive afresh the sacrifice of God for us and
identify more and more with that giving attitude.

The gift we bring to the altar of communion is

our thanks. But right at the altar, Jesus says, re-

member your brother and sister. The meaning is

unmistakable: to worship God rightly we must
do what we can about our sister and brother

first. The seriousness of remembering and antici-

pating at the Lord's Table must be reflected in

our thoughts of our brother and sister as well.

Traditionally in many Mennonite churches this

reflection has been done at a "counsel meeting"
before communion. Here we inquire among each

other as to whether our relationships correspond

to the reconciliation of Christ we are celebrating.

But in spite of (or because of) this traditional

sensitivity, when we've been weak or unimagina-

tive, counsel meeting has seemed to become
more and more of a burden—an extra require-

ment. At times it has even seemed like bad
news, with its air of formality or intimidating

heaviness. Gloomy father-figures seemed to be
standing guard over the Lord's Table.

So, for example, over 100 years ago the Um-
frage, or counsel practice, began to die in the

Eastern District of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. In recent decades it has become
more and more vague in the Franconia Confer-

ence of the Mennonite Church. We've heard less

and less teaching on the counsel meeting and
our need for reconciliation.

This is not progress. The urgent voice of our

tradition on this topic is ultimately the voice of

Christ in Matt. 5 and 18. I must not separate my
relationship with my brother and sister from my
approach to God. The world already is full of

such divided religion. As a true worshiper, I

must accept the priority Christ called for.

Much of our church life today skitters away
from specific moral discernment. Yet Jesus said

that when those gathering in his name permit

some things and forbid others, heaven is behind
them. Some offense may indeed arise in our pro-

cedures, and in our humanness we may make
some mistakes. But that is all the more reason

why, in our acts of worship, we must not neglect

reconciliation with our brothers and sisters.

While hearing much today about how to have
a "good worship experience," we are somewhat
starved for teaching on the necessity of reconcili-

ation. But we need to catch that vision. We need
to see the church of Christ as a family that not

only preaches about a reconciled life but works
at it. We need to hear the good news in this, in a

generation of uncovenanted neighbors.

We must renew our understanding of the com-
munion service as a celebration of God, in

Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, break-

ing down the barriers between persons. We must
reclaim the understanding that the very theme
of atonement—the cross—is reconciliation. And

Christ's message is this: to

worship God as we should we
must do what we can about
our relationships first
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that we will never want to separate our worship

from that.

Certainly the energy to reconcile comes from

our God, rather than from our own unaided strat-

egies. But we dare not celebrate a cheap salva-

tion that lets us, however orthodox our claims,

go on with grudges and resentments and unfin-

ished relational business while we return again

and again to the Lord's Table with a gift of un-

covenanting thanks.

As hard as it may be to ask a brother or sister

for reconciliation, it's only a matter of putting

one foot in front of the other to go see that per-

son. If he or she won't accept peace, we can go

back to the altar having at least tried. If we can't

bring ourselves to do that before "offering our

gift," what kind of prayer are we praying? On
the other hand, doing so is a sign both of what

the world needs and of God's hidden purpose in

creation.

For the sake of truth, for the sake of the

church and its witness, and for the sake of the

oncoming generation to whom we must model

church, let us take our worship seriously. Let's

not bring the gift of our presence to the table

without remembering the brother and sister by

our side.

John L. Ruth is associate minister at the Salford

Mennonite Church, Harleysville, Pa. This article

was adapted from a sermon he preached at Sal-

ford before a communion service.

Summer Camp Week at EMC
June 23-28, 1991

Memorable on-campus learning experiences for high schoolers

German • Spanish • French

For more information^ write or call:

The Eastern Mennonite College admissions office toll-free 800-368-2665.

(In Virginia or Canada call collect 703-433-8711.)
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For Muslims and Christians:

The path is straight, the gap is wide

by Robert Proudfoot

^^J^hat an awful celebration! Chagrined, I

watched Abba Mai slaughter his prized ram in

sacrifice to Allah. My landlord's servants

dragged his doomed champion sheep from its

feeding harem and pinned it to the swept
ground of his compound. Abba Mai offered pray-

ers to heaven, then stretched the beast's neck

and swiftly executed it with a single stroke of his

dagger. Suppressed by its handlers, the ram's

painful writhing gradually abated as its blood

spurted and filled a hole freshly spaded nearby.

It was left to die while Abba Mai departed to

sacrifice other animals for the community.

I followed him down narrow, winding streets

from hut to mud-block hut. I suppressed my
aversion, determined to witness Abba Mai per-

forming his ritual duties. He slaughtered three

huge rams for a rich businessman. This owner of

six trucks, three taxis, and a new sports car (not

to mention four wives and countless children)

magnanimously paid Abba Mai 500 naira for his

service. This was a regal fee compared to the

tailor's 100 naira for killing a small blotchy ram
or the farmer-turned-bicycle-repairman's 60

naira for sacrificing a rangy he-goat. Rich man
or pauper, sacrifice great or small, Abba Mai
showed his composure, strength, and humility

equally to each Koranic brother who had re-

quested him to intercede for them to Allah.

jA.s a Christian living in a conservative Muslim
village, I could only sit and watch. To be an in-

terested observer was all my landlord expected

and wanted of me during his own sacred reli-

gious festivals. He allowed me to tag along that

gray, drizzling morning because he was amused
that I wanted to share in his people's celebration.

Abba Mai knew that I refused to embrace
Islam as my own religion, even though our com-

munity marched rigidly to its demanding beat.

Was he not an esteemed Koranic teacher who
bowed in prayer five times each day in his

mosque adjoining our ovm parlor? We both re-

vered and honored God with exemplary living,

but I was a "disbeUeving infidel," unwelcome to

enter that mosque on any occasion. I could not

join with Muslims in prayer, though I also val-

ued prayer and was part of those "people of the

book" with them. Our prayers, our understand-

ings of God, were sadly, resolutely different.

The slaughter of rams commemorates that

great day in Abraham's life when he was obedi-

ent to God even to the point of preparing to

offer his only son (Gen. 22:1-19). But God in

mercy supplied Abraham with a ram for sacrifice

instead. In Surah 27:101-113, the Koran speaks

of God, "ransoming Abraham with a tremendous
victim" in faithful acknowledgement of his com-
plete surrender to Allah's will in this difficult

test. In Islam, Abraham is revered as the "first

Muslim" because of his faithful obedience.

Cyhristians focus more on God's response: the

ransoming of humans with the sacrifice of Jesus

Christ. This "tremendous victim," this unblem-

ished ram (lamb) of God, was also our Father's

only Son. How could I believe this joyful gospel

and yet entertain the Koran's statement that

Jesus was only a prophet, like Noah and Moses
and Abraham before him?

If I accepted Abba Mai's Islamic notion that

Jesus was a man who was taken up to heaven in

the flesh by God, rather than crucified and
raised from the dead, I failed to embrace
Christ's claims that he is the resurrection and
the life. Watching those mighty rams stand

dumbly before Abba Mai offering no resistance

to his deadly intentions harshly reminded me of

how innocently Jesus died for all our sins.

It's ironic that Jesus' bold claims to be "the

way, the truth, and the hfe," that nobody comes
to the Father except by me," are supported by
Muhammad's teachings. In Surah 3:42-51 of the

Koran, Jesus declares that he has come with a

message from Allah (God): that humans should

obey him as he calls us to keep our duty to God
and worship God, for such is "a straight path."

Muslims pray five times each day that God will

show them the straight path, yet ignore or are

blind to their salvation in Jesus Christ, toward

which their own holy scriptures clearly point.

Muslim men of age and position pay premium
prices each year to buy and slaughter their own
rams. While I admire Abba Mai and his godly

life, I pray that he will understand that God has

already and forever made the supreme sacrifice

for us all.

Robert Proudfoot and his wife, Valerie, are Menno-
nite Central Committee workers in Nigeria. They
are members of the Lethbridge (Alta.) Mennonite
Church.
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J. Lome
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Peace is part of the gospel

In regard to your editorial, "So What
Do We Do Now?" (Feb. 19): keep up the

peace material. Don't apologize. As J. L.

Burkholder points out in the same issue:

we don't agree on how to do nonresis-

tance, but it's certain we have to do it.

It's part of the gospel, after all.

John Simpson
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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"I will put my law within
them, and I will write it on
their hearts; and I will be
their God, and they shall be
my people."
—Jer. 31:33b, NRSV

The real questions

for peace churches
I would like to respond to the letter,

"Who Will Witness to a Limited War?"
(Feb. 12). Mitchell Brown states, "There

is a second form of peace witness: the

just war."

The trouble is that no government

ever seems to admit that its war policy

is unjust, nor that its enemy may really

be the party with the "just" cause. The
just war theory is really not a witness

against war as such, but only against

what governments generally recognize as

"war crimes." It attempts to answer the

wrong question: "When may we take up

arms?" We must ask, "When may we
put down our arms?" From Gethsemane
and Golgotha comes the answer: now
and forever.

"If we in the church do not call for a

limited war, who will?" the writer asks.

Let's not call for any war. Let's call for

peace and do our part to make it. Most
churches already "call for" a just war

—

and the military is well-staffed with their

members. So the real question is, "If we
in the peace churches don't call for an

end to war, who will?"

J. Craig Haas
Manheim, Pa.

Using 'the tube' to end the war
I am setting out to disagree with your

editorial "The Bad News on TV" (Jan.

22). It will not, however, be an easy task.

I too am disturbed by the heavy cen-

sorship holding back information from

the war in the gulf. I too wish the cur-

tain of honor and glory could be shoved

aside to expose the horror and hideous-

ness we know to be war.

However, I think it important we
weigh ahead of time the violence inher-

ent in broadcasting pictures of blood

and gore. Studies have shown that do-

mestic violence increases during times of

war, that children are more likely to be-

have violently when shown pictures of

death and destruction, that death be-

comes surreal when sandwiched between

ads for chewing gum and floor wax.

Similarly, I am against the death pen-

alty, but I do not advocate broadcasting

live coverage of executions. Such exhibi-

tion only serves to encourage more vio-

lence. Here in Louisiana the murder rate

increased during a two-month period

when several people were executed.

Perhaps we should put our energy into

using TV to counter the enemy image

our government has created of Iraqi citi-

zens. Pictures of Iraqi children at play;

interviews with families affected by the

bombing; documentaries on Arab cul-

ture: these may be more peaceful and ef-

fective means of using the power of the

tube to bring an end to the war.

Jody Miller Shearer

New Orleans, La.

Help to apply nonviolence

In this time of war and peace, don't

miss the six true stories starting on page

81 of the book What Would You Do? by

John H. Yoder. They will encourage

your heart and remind you of ways to

apply nonviolence in relationships. Give

yourself a treat—even if you don't have

time to read the entire very readable

book.

Mametta Brilhart

Scottdale, Pa.

The spiritual discipline of honesty

I am very sympathetic to the issues

raised by Tony Lapp in "Who Will Be
Patient? Who WiU Not Judge?"(Jan. 15).

However, I do quarrel with one state-

ment: "The military encounters I've wit-

nessed in my lifetime have been quick

and low on casualties, like the Panama
and Grenada invasions."

I believe it would be much more accu-

rate to identify low United States casual-

ties. From the peace church stance, we
must also be concerned about the casual-

ties among those peoples whom our gov-

ernments call "enemies."

At a time when we are being denied

accurate information about casualties in

the Persian Gulf, I believe we Christians

must mourn the deaths and wounding of

all who are directly and indirectly

touched by war's destruction. We need

the spiritual discipline of honesty. We
must continue to re-personalize the

"enemy" as one who shares our human-

ity, who bleeds and dies, who cries in ter-

ror, who loves children and tries to

protect them even when bombarded by

bombs.
Our call from Jesus, the friend of

peace, is to love the enemy. We carmot

truly love if we do not know and name
the sufferings which our enmity creates.

Ruth E. Krall

Elkhart, Ind.

(continued on next page)
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(continued)

Conferences also responsible
for pastor casualties

I was comforted and encouraged by
Duane Beck's article, "How to Reduce
Pastor Casualties" (Jan. 22 and 29). I

was also impressed by Duane's vulnera-

bility in addressing the humanity of his

own life as a pastor. Yes, we pastors

need to be ushered back to our "first

love" in Christ through prayer, self-re-

flection, and time management.
However, I am still pondering the com-

ments on the pastor's need for a supervi-

sor. While I am personally committed to

this arrangement, some of our confer-

ences have moved away from supervi-

sors, be they bishops, overseers, or

conference ministers. They seem to be
struggling with what type of supervision

and accountability will work with the in-

dependence our congregations have ac-

quired. So we need to address

conference leadership on the casualty

question as well.

Darryl Henson
Bluesky, Alta.

Downsizing gobbledygook
I strongly desire to affirm the vision of

Jim Bishop in "Prioritizing Portfolios for

Prospective Partners" (Feb. 12). Feed-

back from the grass roots would possi-

bly seem to indicate that he should

network with a mentor and prioritize the

prioritizations required to flesh out this

portfolio! Empowering this task force

with proper credentials would facilitate

resourcing a scenario to downsize gobble-

dygook to a viable presence. In other

words, thanks for a humorous and very

timely article.

Joel L. Nafziger

Hopedale, III.

So open-minded your brain leaks out
I offer two comments in response to

"Different Love: Three Groups That
Care" (Feb. 5) and your editorial.

First, I challenge the implication of an
unbiased presentation. Observing and
writing are subjective exercises. To be
credible one must be forthright about

one's personal frame of reference. Total

objectivity on religious and moral issues

is simply not possible, and to suggest

otherwise is to be either naive or dishon-

est.

Second, many of us in the generation

of today's leaders place high value upon
qualities of openness and tolerance. I

suspect our convictions are rooted in

memories of painful experiences within

past church structure and discipline.

However, I would caution that excess at

either end of the continuum has the po-

tential for great harm to those struggling

for answers to controversial issues.

Sometimes I wonder if it is possible to

become, as musician Steve Taylor

chants, ".
. . so open-minded that your

brain leaks out."

Marilyn Kennel
Mount Joy, Pa.

With you in courage
Just a quick note to thank you for

printing "Different Love . .

." There are

many of us in the wide Mennonite fam-

ily who do care deeply about the way
our gay and lesbian brothers and sisters

are being treated. I assume you'll be re-

ceiving a lot of flack for your courage to

represent homosexuality as a different

kind of love. I stand with you.

Betsy Headrick McCrae
Brussels, Belgium

Storytelling

Thank you for printing Shirley Kurtz's

moving story, "The Invitation" (Jan.15).

I would welcome more stories of this

depth and power. Done with such

human and spiritual sensitivity, telling a

story can move us toward God as persua-

sively as expositing Scripture or reciting

confessions. One might even suggest

that "telling stories" is a necessary di-

mension of discipleship. Jesus, whom we
follow and by whom we are transformed,

was a master of the art of storytelling.

John Stahl-Wert

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pontius one of the

more real and candid
Thank you, Pontius, for your prophetic

words from the puddle. I saw nothing hu-

morous or satirical about the "give me
five" cartoon (Dec. 25), only realities.

Christians in general, Mennonites to be

specific, attempt to make God more hip.

Pontius merely reflected this trend.

We attempt to dictate this hipness

with seminars, goals, visions, and high-

handed, ego-centric, self-righteous ap-

proaches to interpretation of the great

commission. The mandates of the 11

"words of grace" tend to be watered

down in committees, commissions, dia-

logue, and million-doUar buildings with

little attention other than lip service to

those who are homeless, hungry, and
naked.

While the address, "Jehovah Dude,"
may not be appropriate by itself, it cer-

tainly is hip to the message of the car-

toon. Pontius is one of the more "real"

and candid elements of the Gospel Her-

ald. Thank you for sharing him with us.

Daniel E. Lais

Terrebonne, Ore.

Suggestion
I note you have new members, births,

marriages, and deaths listed in Gospel

Herald. How about having a column for

widows and widowers to meet? After a

spouse dies, we have a hard time meet-

ing other Christians who believe the

same as we do.

Clara Frey

London, Ohio

Herald the gospel
The church today is called to proclaim

the glorious message of God's love and
light in Christ Jesus. The message re-

veals God's love, shows us our sinful-

ness, and calls us to repent and live a

holy life.

There is a temptation today to soften

the claims of the gospel in areas of sin

and morality. We are tempted just to lis-

ten. True, we must listen to hear each

other and discern where we are in our

spiritual pilgrimage. But listening and
proclaiming belong together.

The weekly magazine of the Menno-
nite Church has an excellent name: Gos-

pel Herald. Herald the gospel. May God
enable his church to proclaim faithfully

the eternal word of God in the power of

the Holy Spirit. "For other foundation

can no man lay than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 3:11).

Richard H. Frank
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Pontius' Puddle
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Why do I feel like sackcloth and a^hes
while my neighbors feel like ticker tape

by Mike Chandler

T^he war is over, and I feel guilty. For a person

who claims to pray and hope and long for peace,

I must admit that I do not share the jubilation

of my neighbors.

I feel sad, I feel scared, I feel confused. On
the one hand, I am thankful the war is over, that

no more lives were lost. I'm glad the fighting has

stopped. But my own sense of grief outweighs

my joy.

Now we can have peace, of sorts. But it is not

peace that has triumphed. It is not the way of

Christ, the Prince of Peace, and it is not faith in

the way of God that rules the day.

It is militarism that has triumphed. It is tanks

and bombers and missiles and warships that

have won. These weapons are no parallel to

what Paul describes as the full armor of God:

the belt of truth, the breastplate of righteous-

ness, the gospel of peace as our shoes, the

shield of faith, the helmet of salvation, the

sword of the Spirit (Eph. 6:11-17), and constant

prayer. The world has chosen, instead, to ignore

the command of God and to attempt to over-

come evil by means of evil.

The harm that has been done will, I fear, be

visited upon our children for years to come. The

mandate for further military spending has gath-

ered momentum that will take years, perhaps de-

cades, to reverse.

I come from West Virginia, a state with high

unemployment and a great deal of poverty. I try

to imagine what impact one day's worth of war

spending would have had on the life of our state:

educational opportunities, vocational training, hos-

pitals, clinics, prenatal care, industries, child care,

food, and housing—the list goes on and on.

^3ut instead, because of the military success,

nationalism and patriotism are at an all-time

high. Instead of realizing our dreams at home, in

this war we saw aU the space-age weaponry at

its sleekest best. We were dazzled! PubUc opin-

ion was so effectively molded and manipulated.

It was all so clean. We did not even have to see

or hear about Iraqi casualties. Our stomachs

were not sickened by the tragic death of inno-

cent noncombatants.

Of course, we do not condone the invasion and

occupation of Kuwait. Neither do we condone

the torture, looting, and other atrocities that

took place at the hands of the Iraqis.

And, of course, we were all rightly outraged by

the release of oil into the ocean. What a terrible,

hideous act!

We are also saddened for the hardship and

loss of our neighbors who have loved ones in-

volved in the war. But the Lord Jesus Christ has

told us—and so has every mother worth her

salt—that two wrongs do not make a right!

The U.S. is now swelled with the pride of vic-

tory. To our neighbors it all seems so good, so

right. Now we are going to have to fmd a voice

with which to respond. What should that voice

say? What is the response of Christ? How can

we be courageous and faithful, peaceful and lov-

ing? How can we be prophetic, honest, and posi-

tive all at the same time?

What shall we do and say while the celebra-

tions and parades take place all around us? We
mourn the blood that was shed, the lives that

were lost. I feel like sackcloth and ashes while

my neighbors feel like ticker tape.

What shall we do?

1. We can return again to our Anabaptist

roots. We need to know our roots, and the good

soil in which those roots took hold and grew.

That soil is their radical commitment to Jesus

Christ and to the New Testament.

2. We can recommit ourselves to service to our

communities and the world as a positive, life-af-

firming act. We can increase our giving for rehef

to the hungry, sick people of Iraq.

3. Perhaps most important, and most difficult,

we can gently witness in word and deed to the

way of our Savior. This seems mundane, but

today more than ever, the world needs such a

witness. Turn the cheek, love all, give, and serve.

4. We need to keep in mind that those who
are returning home from the war are not our ene-

mies. We must not allow them to feel this way.

We have prayed for a safe return of all people to

their homes, including these people. They too

need our love. We must remember that we are

not contending with flesh and bl(3od but with

principalities and powers, with spiritual dark-

ness—evil spirits that are the root of all war.

5. We can pray for the guidance and courage

of the Holy Spirit as we live and act.

In this Lenten season, we must remember that

Jesus Christ is the one who shed his blood to

make provision for all to have eternal life. He
shed no one's blood. He allowed his to be shed.

Mike Chandler, a Vietnam War veteran, is pastor

of the Philippi (W.Va.) Mennonite Church. This

article was first presented at the spring session of

Allegheny Conference on Mar. 2.
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items & comments

Philadelphia schools threaten to fire

teachers wearing religious garb
Teachers in Philadelphia's schools can

be fired for wearing crosses, Muslim head
scarves, Jewish yarmulkes, or other reli-

gious garb. The policy, based on a 1949

state law, was explained recently in a

memo from city school district officials. A
federal appeals court last year upheld the

law and the district's decision to prohibit

a teacher from wearing an Islamic scarf and
loose body wrap in classes. Opponents of

the policy, including American Civil Liber-

ties Union, American Family Association,

and Rutherford Institute, say the district's

attempt to preserve "an atmosphere of

religious neutrality" is going too far by
outlawing religious symbols and jeweby.
Some principals are ignoring the memo.
Others are rigidly enforcing it. (RNS)

Laity reject Presbyterian policy

on ordaining homosexuals
People in the pews of the Presbyterian

Church (USA) overwhelmingly disagree

writh a denominational policy that permits

ordination of celibate homosexuals, ac-

cording to a report recently issued from
church headquarters in Louisville, Ky. The
report, based on a survey commissioned
by the church's Theology and Worship
Ministry Unit, reveals that over two-thirds

of the church's members disagree with the

current policy and, among those, more
than half "strongly disagree" with current

poHcy. The report demonstrates also that

there is a wide split between Presbyterian

clergy and laity over current policy, as 64

percent of the pastors endorse ordination

of celibate homosexuals. Presbyterian pol-

icy on ordaining homosexuals is similar to

that of other liberal mainline church bod-
ies, most of which have adopted an ap-

proach which permits ordination of per-

sons with homosexual orientations as long

as they do not engage in same-sex relation-

ships. (RNS)

Plumbers should be paid better than
pastors, say respondents to Gallup poll

How much are preachers worth? Salary-

wise, not as much as plumbers and not as

much as any other professional, according

to a Gallup poll reported in the Princeton

Religion Research Center newsletter. A
fourth of the respondents figured "$40,000

and up," the highest annual salary category

in the survey, is an appropriate amount for

clergy, but over 33 percent placed plumb-
ers there. Plumbers deserved to be in the

$30,000 or more range, 67 percent said, but

only 52 percent put ministers and rabbis

there. In perceived worth, doctors, lawyers,

and engineers all fared much better than
clergy. (NIRR)

Is it okay for pastors to hug members?
ask workshop participants

Is it okay for pastors to hug their parish-

ioners? It depends on the kind of hugs, a

counselor told some 170 clergy who at-

tended a sexual abuse awareness work-
shop in St. Paul. It was sponsored by the

local synod of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America.

"The reality is that the ministerial-pa-

rishioner relationship is inherently seduc-

tive even without doing anything wrong,"

said Gary Schoener, a psychologist who is

executive director of Walk-In Counseling
Center in Minneapolis. That explains why
if ministers and other counselors are care-

less, "trouble happens so quickly," he said.

"Appearances do count," he said, and
"there is no question if someone is hugging
a tremendous amount in church, people get

uneasy."

Schoener cautioned clergy and youth
workers to be "very careful" in touching
adolescents, who are "entering into sexual

feelings and experiences much earlier than
they used to." He said there have been
some situations where a fifth or sixth grade

girl has "sworn on a stack of Bibles" that

a teacher touched her breast even though
there were competent witnesses present

who knew this had not happened. (RNS)

Covenant House sees 'rebirth'

wdth installation of new president
After a year of scandal-caused pain and

institutional soul searching, Covenant
House is back on its feet—$13 million

leaner, its corporate structure and policies

revamped, and its child-care programs re-

tooled in what the charity's new president

called a "rebirth." More important, said

Sister Mary Rose McGeady during her

formal installation as new head of Cove-
nant House, the charity for runaways has

emerged rededicated to the street kids it

serves. And it has reason to hope, she said,

that it can restore its damaged credibility

with contributors, who provided over 90

percent of its $87 million budget in 1989.

The international shelter system for run-

aways built by Father Bruce Ritter was
shaken to its multi-million-dollar founda-

tions last year by months of allegations of

sexual and financial wrongdoing. The scan-

dal culminated in an internal report re-

leased last August citing "extensive" evi-

dence of the priest's sexual involvement

with male residents. (RNS)

Canadian Catholic bishop charged
with sex-related assaults

Catholic Bishop Hubert O'Connor of

Prince George, B.C., was charged by police

with six sex-related assaults on females, all

over 18 at the time, while he was the head
of a Native residential school in the mid-

1960s. He is the highest-ranking Catholic

Church leader to be charged with such
offenses in Canada. In an open letter, he
denied the charges, saying never in his life

did he "sexually abuse any child, be it male
or female." His lawyer said he would plead

not guilty to charges of rape and gross

indecency. Canada's bishops recently an-

nounced plans for a national conference to

decide how to respond to calls for a public

inquiry into allegations of sexual, emo-
tional, and physical abuse at church resi-

dential schools. (NIRR)

D
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north, request a Canadian
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Committee
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church news

MCC sends post-war aid

to Persian Gulf area
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—With fighting ended

in the Persian Gulf region, Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee has begun responding to

devastation there. The United Nations Se-

curity Council has called for humanitarian

aid to Iraq, especially for medical and

nutritional needs.

Some 20 metric tons of MCC-purchased

powdered milk left Egypt on Mar. 5; half

went to war victims in Iraq and half to

refugees in Jordan. MCC is also sending

70 metric tons of milk powder from Cana-

dian International Development Agency to

Jordan and Israeh-occupied West Bank.

MCC has purchased and arranged ship-

ment to Iraq of $117,000 worth of medical

supplies, made available by International

Medical Assistance. The shipment in-

cludes medicines, crutches, surgical sup-

plies, and other materials. The supplies

will be flown into Amman, Jordan, and

then sent by truck to Iraq.

MCC has also contributed $5,000 to a

convoy of medical supplies for Iraqi civil-

ian hospitals, with a coalition of Canadian

interfaith and humanitarian aid organiza-

tions.

MCC may send additional milk powder

or infant formula in the coming weeks, says

Hershey Leaman, MCC food aid coordina-

tor. Water purification supplies may be

requested as well. MCC has not finalized

plans for food and material resources re-

sponse, Leaman notes.

MCC does not have plans to send aid to

Kuwait at present, says Ed Martin, MCC
secretary for the Middle East and South

Asia. MCC will consider requests from

Kuwait if needed, he says. But aid is

pouring into the country from many orga-

nizations, and Kuwait has ample funds to

cover reconstruction costs.

An MCC delegation may go to Iraq to

look at possible further assistance. Iraqi

officials have not yet granted permission

for a visit.

MCC Middle East staff met in Cyprus

in early March with church partners from

the region and representatives from Amer-

ican Friends Service Committee to look at

ways to support Arab peace initiatives.

The West has given little encouragement

to such initiatives in the past.

"A Plea for Peace," adopted at the MCC
annual meeting in late January, calls for an

exchange of pastors between churches in

the Middle East and Mennonite churches

in North America. MCC staff are arranging

for the Middle East delegation to visit

North American churches, probably in late

March. A North American delegation to

the Middle East will be arranged for a later

date.—Ardell Stauffer

Tabloid helps churches
reach out to neighbors

Grottoes, Va.—At age 63, Eugene Souder

shows little sign of slowing his pace. While

he no longer has pastoral duties at Mt.

Vernon Mennonite Church, just across the

road from his house, he remains active in

congregational life. But these days most of

Sender's waking hours are spent in his

basement, juggling the myriad details of

producing a magazine called Together, a

Mennonite Publishing House product now
entering its sixth year.

It's an unusual publication in several

respects. The eight-page, two-color tabloid

is a blend of feature stories, poetry, "think

pieces," photography, and illustrations on

the difference Jesus makes in people's

lives. The paper "tries to promote basic

moral values and the good news of the

gospel with an Anabaptist slant, but is

aimed at persons with nominal church

involvement or not at all," Souder notes.

"The main goal is to help local congrega-

tions share the gospel and interpret their

mission to the local community."

The center spread and back page of each

issue has a "local slant." The sponsoring

church, or churches, provide the material

for these pages. Highlighted are upcoming

events, special programs, and outreach

efforts of the sponsors. The periodical is

distributed free to all postal patrons in a

designated geographic area surrounding

the sponsoring church or churches.

Souder, as managing editor of Together,

focuses much of his attention on trans-

forming "raw copy" from sponsoring

churches into readable form, using attrac-

tive graphics to enhance the message.

Together began in 1986 with 10 editions

and has grown to 80 editions with a total

circulation of 250,000 copies. In some com-

munities, one church is identified as spon-

sor; at several locations it is a cooperative

venture. In MountviUe, Pa., for example,

five denominations are joint sponsors.

What excites Souder most is user survey

reports, which document up to an 80 per-

cent recognition rate of the publication

among people contacted at random by

phone. Of the total persons contacted, half

do not receive any other Christian litera-

ture, he adds.

One local sponsor recently commented,

"Even if no one came to our church, I'd

use this paper just because of the message

being presented—low-key, seed-sowing ... a

powerful tool for us to project a positive

image and to let people know that we are

here and that we care."

"Together is an effective way for

churches to reach a mass audience at

reasonable cost," Souder states. "I beUeve

this is a flexible and authentic way for a

congregation to raise its visibility level in

the community and to strengthen its mis-

sion efforts."

Souder isn't too busy to welcome inquir-

ies on Together at R. 2, Box 656, Grottoes,

VA 24441; phone 703 249-3900.
—Jim Bishop

Gene Souder, the "Together" man, in his office in his Virginia home.
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Canadian conference responds
to military tax objectors

Waterloo, Ont. (Mennonite Reporter)—
Two Ontario Mennonite leaders have de-
clared their conscientious objection to the

payment of military taxes. However, their

employers have not yet decided whether or

how to cooperate with the request to redi-

rect military taxes for peaceful purposes.

Fred Martin, the student and young
adult minister for Eastern Canada Confer-
ence, first raised the issue in the fall of

1989. Jean-Jacques Goulet, pastor of
Wilmot Mennonite Church, took a similar

stand the week that the Persian Gulf War
started. His church is waiting to see how
the conference will resolve the matter.

Last October, at its fall delegate meeting,
the conference gave notice of a recommen-
dation that will be dealt with at the annual
meeting next month. That recommenda-
tion called on the conference to support
Martin not forwarding to Revenue Canada
the portion of his income tax used for

military purposes.

Since the October meeting, the executive

board of the conference has looked more
closely at how to proceed if the fall recom-
mendation is accepted. The board has
prepared an alternative resolution, calling

on the conference: (1) to "withhold no
income tax from the salary of any confer-

ence employee who requests this on the
basis of conscience"; (2) to inform Revenue
Canada and members of Parliament of the
decision; (3) to ask the government to

introduce legislation recognizing conscien-
tious objection to payment of military taxes

and to provide peaceful alternatives for use
of these tax dollars; and (4) to support
other church boards, agencies, and congre-
gations that may adopt similar policies.

"As far as we know, no one in Canada
has gone this route," commented Sam
Steiner, secretary of the conference. Oth-
ers who have asked for the cooperation of

employers in not paying military taxes have
become "contract employees," or "self-em-
ployed contractors."

Eastern Canada Conference, however, is

proposing to treat military tax objectors as
full employees, and to continue all regular
benefits and deductions, except for income
tax deductions. It would be left to the
employee to remit income taxes to Reve-
nue Canada after redirecting the military

portion.

This procedure has been used by the
General Conference Mennonite Church
after that denomination decided in 1983 to

support military tax objectors. The Men-
nonite Church has made a similar commit-
ment in principle, but has not yet decided
on a procedure to use.

According to Steiner, the conference
would technically be Hable for breaking tax
laws by deciding not to collect income
taxes for the government.—/?on Rempel

Lombard Peace Center
hears CPT leader,

responds to war

Lombard, III.—Gene Stoltzfus, coordina-

tor of Christian Peacemaker Teams, called

hsteners to help change their culture of

despair into a culture of promise as he
spoke recently at Lombard Mennonite
Peace Center's annual appreciation din-

ner. Crisscrossing the United States in his

work for peace and justice during the last

25 years, Stoltzfus said he has observed a

culture of despair, of people who claim, "I

can't do anything," especially in the face

of the Persian Gulf War.
The peace center, which was estabUshed

in 1983 by Lombard Mennonite Church in

suburban Chicago, conducts workshops on
conflict resolution skills for home, school,

and church and offers input on global

concerns as well. The center also provides
draft counseling and mediation services.

Stoltzfus served as leader of the 12-

member Christian Peacemaker Team del-

egation which traveled to Iraq in Novem-
ber. CPT is a peacemaking initiative of the

Mennonite Church, General Conference
Mennonite Church, Church of the
Brethren, and Brethren in Christ Church.
Even though the war with Iraq turned

out to be tactically short, Stoltzfus pre-

dicted that "strategically it will be a very
long war, because the bitterness and the

anger that will be sown in the Arab world
will be visited back to us for generations

to come."

Lombard Mennonite Peace Center kept

the Lombard congregation aware of Gulf-

related activities including a Sunday
school class pertaining to the war, prayer
vigils, and a draft counselor training work-
shop. Observation of an "Emergency
Sabbath" called by Christian Peacemaker
Teams began with a silent prayer vigil,

followed by a teach-in and visits to con-

gressional representatives' offices to ex-

plore other action alternatives.

—Jane Halteman

Medical workers report
devastation in Liberia

Monrovia, Liberia (MBM)—Every home
and every phase of society in Liberia has
been affected by the civil war in that West
African country, report Paul and Grace
Brenneman. Short-term appointees of Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Brennemans are

part of a Church World Service medical team
serving in the capital city of Monrovia.

"Every person has experienced loss of

some member of their family, or their

homes and possessions," report Brenne-
mans. "One person said that 24 members
of her family have died or disappeared.

The atrocities that were committed are so

terrible they cannot be mentioned in any
detaU."

Housing needs are acute, since aU homes
were looted and only 50 percent are hab-

itable. "So many people are living in very
crowded conditions," they reported, "and
some are on the streets." Monrovia once
was a beautiful city with one of the highest

standards of living in West Africa.

Food shortages continue to be a problem
in Monrovia, which presently has an esti-

mated population of 600,000. "People who
fall through the cracks are starving,"

Brennemans observed. "One day a man
dying of starvation was carried in a

wheelbarrow" to Cooper Clinic, where
CWS operates. "He was only responding
with reflexes to a few last gasps of air when
I (Paul) saw him. There was nothing we
could do for him. He was only 56 and
looked like 90, literally only a skeleton."

Brennemans said an intensive feeding

program in cooperation with the United
Nations ChUdren's Fund (UNICEF) has
been started for children below a certain

weight for their height. "The capacity is 50
and it is always full," Brennemans report.

The CWS medical team sees four or five

of these children each day who need med-
ical attention. "In two weeks, it is really

remarkable how big a change occurs. The
children become quite active, whereas be-
fore they were very listless and inactive."

Brennemans are scheduled to return to

the United States at the end of March.
They are from Doylestown, Pa. Paul is a

retired physician, and Grace was his office

assistant.

Arriving in Liberia in March were two
more short-term MBM appointees who are

serving with CWS, a program of the U.S.

National Council of Churches. Juanita
Shenk, a nurse from Elkhart, Ind., pres-

ently living in England with her husband,
Wilbert, left for Liberia on Mar. 1. Wayne
Weaver, a physician from Mt. Crawford,
Va., left on Mar. 10.—Phil Richard
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Church leader in Benin
happy with training

by lABM missionaries

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—k member of a

group of independent churches in Benin is

overjoyed with the Bible training Menno-

nite workers are providing for pastors and

other congregational leaders. Gaetan
Simenou, assistant treasurer of the Inter-

confessional Protestant Council of Benin,

said he and other council members
strongly affirm the cooperative efforts with

Mennonite Board of Missions. He visited

the United States recently, stopping at

MBM headquarters.

Simenou is also treasurer of the council's

Bible Commission, which oversees Bible

training efforts led by MBM missionaries

Rod and Lynda Hollinger-Janzen. Lynda,

along with MBM missionaries Daniel and

Marianne Groldschmidt-Nussbaumer, also

assist in health ministries with the

council's Health Cormnission.

When Hollinger-Janzens arrived in

Benin in 1987, they began teaching in

churches of the 35 different denominations

which make up the council. Now, Simenou

noted. Rod leads three-month seminars in

Cotonou, the country's largest city, and in

Porto Novo, the capital. Also, annual sem-

inars begun by MBM missionary David

Shenk (now retired) in 1983 continue.

"We understand that the Mennonite

workers don't intend to establish Menno-
nite churches," Simenou said. "It's a joy

for us that they represent Christ, not a

specific church. I don't know of another

group that operates that way. So Menno-
nites are surrounded by, guided by, and

loved by Christians in Benin."

Gaetan Simenou (right) sings for children at Olive

Mennonite Church near Elkhart, Ind. With him is

MBM missionary James Krabill.

The Bible teaching has been helpful,

according to Simenou. "Our churches,

being independent, aren't dependent on

churches from the West," he explained.

"So we haven't profited from seminaries

operated by certain denominations like the

Methodists." As a result, he pointed out,

"some of our pastors haven't had much
training, other than what they have picked

up. The Bible training has helped them
understand the Bible much more clearly."

Simenou is a deacon in the Church of

Pentecost of Benin. About 400 people

attend his congregation in Cotonou, with

an estimated 10,000 in the denomination.

Simenou is a printer by profession.

He said many churches share the gospel

outdoors by conducting an evening evan-

gelistic services. He noted that the coun-

try's move to democracy has also provided

an open door for witness.

Simenou said the council's Health Com-
mission has started two health clinics. Dan-

iel Goldschmidt-Nussbaumer oversees op-

eration of the clinics in Cotonou and in

Gbeko, an isolated town in the interior.

Meanwhile, Simenou said the Bible

Commission officially opened a new center

in Cotonou in January. Rod and Lynda
Hollinger-Janzen moved to the rented

building to direct the center.

—

Phil Richard

Ontario school
to start exchange
program with China

Kitchener, Out. (BMCj—Rockway Men-
nonite Collegiate will begin an exchange

program this year with Sichuan College of

Agriculture in China. Nineteen students

from Rockway Mennonite Collegiate will

leave Toronto on May 3 and spend six

weeks in that country. John Harder, a

teacher at Rockway, and his wife, Carrie,

will accompany the group.

Four Chinese scholars with expertise in

agriculture are scheduled to arrive in On-

tario in late August for a nine-month stay.

They will spend some time on the Rockway
campus, but wiU be enrolled at universities

in Canada. The Rockway students who are

participating in the exchange program are

currently enrolled in a course on Chinese

history, language, and culture. Professor

Wang Ying Qiao from Sichuan Institute of

Foreign Language in China is teaching the

class.

"We beUeve this exchange program wiU

help build understanding and expand the

circle of peace," says Rockway principal

Albert Lobe. "We hope that it will contrib-

ute to a number of our students consider-

ing vocations related to service and the

building of bridges in our world. Exchange

programs enable us aU to better under-

stand and appreciate persons of other

cultures and languages."

—

Albert Lobe

He Are you
only

getting

half

the story?

Christian Living picks up where Gos-

pel Herald leaves off. You'll hear per-

sonal experiences, get tips on

friendship and family life, and gain

down-to-earth insights about prayer,

worship, and relating across cultures.

You'll get columns from Robert Baker,

Michael King, LaVerna Klippenstein,

and Maurice Martin. Plus stories,

Helen Alderfer's book reviews, sea-

sonal features, and poetry.

A one-year subscription costs just

$1 .56 a month U.S. And you can get

an even better deal by subscribing to

two years, or taking advantage of our

club or bulk rates (phone us for de-

tails).

Find out what you've been missing.

Fill out the form below and mail it to

Christian Living, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 1 5683.

I want to subscribe to Christian Living:

Name -

Address

_1 year @ $18.75

($23.86 Canadian;

includes GST

_2 years @ $33.75

($42.96 Canadian;

includes GST

Mastercard or Visa (circle one)

Card number

_check

enclosed

charge

my credit

card below

Expiration date

Signature
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• EMC student dies. Jeff Shoemaker, 18, died
in his sleep at his home in Springs, Pa., on
Mar. 5. He was on mid-semester break from
Eastern Mennonite College, where he was a

freshman mathematics major. A medical ex-

amination revealed his coronary artery to be
one-third the normal size. His parents are

David and Rebecca Shoemaker.

• Homosexuality network. A network has
been formed for Mennonite and Brethren
congregations wishing to be supportive of

lesbian, gay, and bisexual members. Called
"Supportive Congregations Network," it is a
resource for and encouragement to churches
who want to explore issues of homosexuality
and the Christian faith. The network has three

categories of participants: "Exploring con-
gregations" are those who are interested but
only beginning their discussion of the subject.

"Accepting congregations" are those who are

prepared to accept homosexuals as full mem-
bers. "Affirming congregations" are those who
are prepared to take on a public advocacy role.

A resource packet will be ready by July, and
network representatives will be available for

discussion at this summer's conventions of the
Mennonite Church and Church of the
Brethren. More information can be obtained
from Box 479241, Chicago, IL 60647.

• Goshen tuition hike. Goshen College fees

wUl increase 7 percent for the 1991-92 aca-

demic year—to $10,995. That includes $7,720
for tuition, $1,585 for room, and $1,690 for

board. The fees reflect a determination by the
college's Board of Overseers "to slow the rate

of increase over those of recent years, recog-
nizing that paying for college is difficult for

many of our students and their families," said

President Victor Stoltzfus. The board has also

renewed its commitment to assist every
Goshen student with financial need. The av-

erage need-based financial-aid package cur-

rently exceeds $7,000 per year. To supplement
government and other sources of assistance,

the college provides over $1.5 million of its

own funds for scholarships, grants, and loans.

• Fire-damaged church rebuilt. Walnut Hill

Mennonite Church of Goshen, Ind., finally has
a new buDding after its previous facOity was
heavily damaged by fire in October 1989. The
congregation had been using the fellowship
hall of North Goshen Mennonite Church since

then. One Sunday morning in January, shortly

before moving to their new buOding, the Wal-
nut Hill members interrupted the North
Goshen worship service to thank that congre-
gation for its hospitality. The Walnut Hill

congregation, founded in 1956 by North
Goshen members, erected a building the fol-

lowing year and an addition in 1968. The
original building was replaced with a new one
that includes a 200-seat sanctuary and a fel-

lowship hall. The addition was remodeled for

Sunday school classes and office space.

• Ordained on mission field. Clair Good of

Eastern Mermonite Board of Missions was
ordained to the ministry in Kenya by Kenyan
Bishop Joshua Okelo. It was the first time a

Mermonite missionary was ordained by a Ken-
yan Mennonite leader. Good and his wife,

Beth, work in church development among the
Maasai people in the western part of the
country. Several hundred Maasai and others

attended the ceremony, which was held under
a tree.

Seed money for children's education. Gawasan, Philippines (MCC)—Funds from
North American sponsors helped dozens of children and young adults of the
Manobo tribe in the Philippines receive an education over the past three years.

The Global Family Program of Mennonite Central Committee has finished the
three-year financial assistance program, says Lois Keeney, director of the program.
Global Family funded the program in the communities of Barongis and Gawasan
in the southern Philippines. In both communities, a consumer's cooperative has
been established to generate further educational funds, reports Claire Ewert,
former MCC Philippines worker. "We trust the seed money provided by the
program will continue to support students for many years to come," she says. Global
Family supports a variety of projects around the world. To participate in this

monthly sponsorship program, contact Global Family Program at MCC, Box 500,
Akron, PA 17501; phone 717 859-1151.

• Regional extension courses. Two veteran
Rosedale Bible Institute teachers presented
five popular courses from the school in five

different communities this winter. It was part
of a regional extension program steirted by
RBI. The courses normally ran 10 days, with
morning and evening sessions. Elmer Jantzi

taught in Lowville, N.Y.; Belleville, Pa.; and
Goshen, Ind. Willard Mayer taught in Berlin,

Ohio, and Kalona, Iowa.

• New appointments:
Liz Hunsberger, director of visitor exchange

programs, Mennonite Central Committee,
starting in February. She succeeds Doreen
Harms, who retired after 43 years with MCC.
Hunsberger oversees the International Visitor

Exchange Program, Intermermo, SALT Inter-

national, and Youth Discovery Teams. She
worked previously for seven years in the
Personnel Services Department and helped
start Youth Discovery Teams in 1988. She also

served three years with MCC in Zambia.
Before that she was a physical education
teacher and coach at Christopher Dock Men-
nonite High School, Messiah College, and
Hesston College.

Lydia Kay Mertz, campus physician, Goshen
College, starting in July. She succeeds Willard

Krabill, who is retiring. Mertz has been a

family doctor with Fairhaven Physicians in

Goshen, Ind., since 1988. Before that she was
a family doctor in Bristol, Ind., for two years.

She is a graduate of the Indiana University

School of Medicine.

Warren Grasse, chief executive officer, Rockhill

Mennonite Community, Sellersville, Pa.,

starting in March. He succeeds Randy Shelly.

Grasse served previously for three years as

senior administrator of Cedarbrook Nursing
Home, a large facility operated by Lehigh
County, Pa. He has also been a Mennonite
Central Committee volunteer in Nigeria and
Indonesia.

Gary and Nancy Guthrie, coordinators, Iowa
Peace Network, Des Moines, Iowa. This is a
15-year-old organization sponsored by Men-
nonite, Brethren, Quaker, and Methodist con-
gregations. Guthries served previously at

Crooked Creek Camp of Washington, Iowa.
Before that they were in El Salvador and
Bolivia under Mennonite Board of Missions
and Mermonite Central Committee.

• New resources:
Booklet on Mennonite peace theologies from Men-

nonite Central Committee. It contains essays
describing 10 types of peace theologies, rang-

ing from historic nonresistance to radical pac-
ifism. It was commissioned by the MCC Peace
Office and edited by John Richard
Burkholder and Barbara Nelson Gingerich. It

is titled Mennonite Peace Theology: A Pan-
orama of Types. It is available for $5 from the
Peace Office at MCC, Box 500, Akron, PA
17501.

Booklet of original writings on peace fi-om East-
ern Mermonite College. This is a response to
the Persian Gulf War, published by several

students. Titled Rumors of Peace, it includes
35 pages of poetry, essays, and other contri-

butions by members of the EMC community.
It is available free from Jeremy Nafziger at

EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
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• Job openings:
Campus/youth minister, Nebraska Mennonite

congregations, starting in August. The first

part of the assignment is to present Anabap-

tist theology on the secular campus, develop

relationships with students and faculty, evan-

gehze and teach evangeUsm, and participate

in campus issues/needs. The second part is

to organize Mennonite youth events for the

state and help congregations with youth min-

istry. Contact Marvin Hostetler at First Men-

nonite Church, 7300 Holdrege St., Lincohi,

NE 68505; phone 402 467-6277.

Assistant director of development, Eastern Men-

nonite College and Seminary, starting in July.

The person is responsible for donor contacts

in assigned geographical areas. A bachelor's

degree from a Mennonite college is preferred.

Mmorities are urged to apply. Contact the

Personnel Office at EMC&S, Harrisonburg,

VA 22801; phone 703 432-4108.

Administrator, New Covenant Christian School,

Lebanon, Pa., starting in July. New Covenant

offers pre-school through eighth grade. Re-

quired is a master's degree and/or adminis-

trative experience. Contact Bob Baker at 2403

E. King St., Lebanon, PA 17042; phone 717

272-8985.

Associate director of student financial aid,

Goshen College, starting in May. Qualifica-

tions include abiUty to implement computer

adaptations, a bachelor's degree, and skills in

administration and counseling. Related expe-

rience is preferred. Send resume by Apr. 5 to

Walter Schmucker at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

Voluntary service workers, Peace Mennonite

Church, Portland, Ore., starting unmediately.

Needed are people to work in recycling, vic-

tim-offender reconciliation, mental health,

and other areas. Contact the church at 19626

N.E. GUsan St., Portland, OR 97230; phone

503 667-2762.

new members

• Pastor transitions:

Barry Loop was installed as pastor of Shore

Mermonite Church, Shipshewana, Ind., on

Jan. 27. He served previously as pastor of

Ambler (Pa.) Mermonite Church. He succeeds

interim pastor Leon Kauffman.

Jack Crotkers resigned as pastor of Fish Lake

Mermonite Church, Walkerton, Ind., on Feb.

3.

Dee Swartz was Ucensed as associate pastor of

Zion Mennonite Church, Archbold, Ohio, on

Feb. 24. She serves alongside Pastor EUis

Croyle.

Vincent Whitman was ordained as youth pastor

of South Christian Street Mennonite Church,

Lancaster, Pa., on Mar. 3. He serves alongside

Pastor Lawrence Chiles.

Donna Shenk was licensed as deaconness at

Blossom Hill Mennonite Church, Lancaster,

Pa., on Feb. 24.

• Coming events:

Installation of Dean, Apr. 19, at Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. This is for

Gayle Gerber Koontz, who was appointed in

1989 and assumed her duties this past Janu-

ary. She will give the major address on the

theme "Pursue a Vision." She becomes the

third dean, succeeding Ross Bender (1964-79)

and Jacob Elias (1981-90). She has been a

member of the faculty since 1982 and served

as acting dean 1985-86. More information from

AMBS at 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN

46517; phone 219 295-3726.

Conference on Mennonites and Alternative Ser-

vice in World War II, May 30-June 1, at

Goshen College. It marks the 50th anniversary

of alternative service projects in the U.S. and

Canada. The event is sponsored hy Mennonite

Quarterly Review and Mermonite Historical

Society—both of Goshen College. It will in-

clude major research papers as well as per-

sonal experience stories. More information

fi-om John Oyer at GC, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 535-7571.

Consultation on Peace Theology and Violence

Against Women, Oct. 4-5, at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries. It is sponsored by

the Women's Advisory Council in cooperation

with the Institute of Mermonite Studies and

Peace Studies Program. More information

from AMBS at 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart,

IN 46517; phone 219 295-3726.

Festival of Retreats, May 24-25, at Camp Men-
0-Lan, Quakertown, Pa. It marks the 50th

anniversary of the camp. All past campers and

staff are invited. More information from the

camp at 1415 Doerr Rd., Quakertown, PA
18951; phone 215 538-7330.

• Special meetings:

Joe Esh, Stuarts Draft, Va., at Gospel Hill, Fulks

Run, Va., Mar. 24-31, and at Dayton, Va., Apr.

7-14.

• Change of address:

Neil C. Buskirk fi-om Osseo, Mich., to 1801

Greencroft Ave., Goshen, EN 46526.

American history books. Harrison-

burg, Va. fEMCj—Jackie Smith

(right), a teacher at Keezletovm El-

ementary School near here, has do-

nated 1,045 books primarily dealing

with American history to Hartzler

Library at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege. The books, a portion of which

appear in the background, are from

the collection of her late husband,

Carlton Smith, who taught history at

James Madison University in Har-

risonburg from 1970 until his death

in 1987. Suzanne Smith (center), a

daughter, is a senior psychology ma-

jor at EMC. The mother said she

gave the books "in appreciation for

what EMC has contributed to the

growth of Suzanne." James Lehman
(left), director of libraries, said that

464 of the books will be cataloged

and placed on the library shelves. He
called the collection a "significant

gift" that will "strengthen EMC's
holdings in American history."

Covenant Community Fellowship, Lans-

dale, Pa.: Ray Hess.

Big Spring, Rileyville, Va.: Grant Rissler and

David Sours.

Kaufman, Hollsopple, Pa.: Clinton Cable,

Courtney Cable, Colette Sharp, Lucas Yoder,

and Nevin Yoder.

births

Amstutz, Peter and JuUe (Bees), Wichita, Kan.,

Alina Diane (first child), Jan. 28.

Beck, William and Kathy (Inselman), Archbold,

Ohio, Jackson William (fourth child), Nov. 13.

Ewing, Gene and Rhonda, Souderton, Pa., Cas-

sandra Ehzabeth and Rachael Eileen (first

and second children), Sept. 7.

Fretz, Joe and Maxine (Martin), Denver, Colo.,

Alice Martin (first child), Jan. 26.

George, Thomas and Kathy (Wachtman),

Delta, Ohio, Lucas Randall (second chUd),

Feb. 9.

Grieser, WUliam and Joan (Fetterman), Wau-
seon, Ohio, Bilhe Jo Marie (first child), Feb.

16.

Guntz, Russell B. and Debbie J. (Anders),

Bedford, Pa., Kristen Janae (third child), Feb.

19.

Hershberger, Dale and Janice, Clay Center,

Kan., Ryan Samuel (second chUd), Feb. 26.

Hochstetler, Kenneth and Susan (Alderfer),

Souderton, Pa., Caleb (second child), Feb. 22.

Hurst, Duane and Carol (Hostetter), Lititz, Pa.,

Kah Jo, Feb. 19.

Layman, Kenneth and Debra (Rissler), Harri-

sonburg, Va., Matthew Lyrm (first child), Feb.

26.

Lehman, Kent and Kim (Ropp), Kalona, Iowa,

Jacob Alan (first child), Feb. 21.

Leis, Paul and Charlene (Martin), Brunner,

Ont., Scott Brandon (first child), Jan. 28.

Long, Ken and Meredith, Lansdale, Pa., Scott

Josiah (third child), Dec. 31.

Miller, Kevin and Janet (Dilbone), Archbold,

Ohio, Paxson Drew (third child), Feb. 27.

Murray, Mick and Julie (Gamer), Swisher,

Iowa, Brittany Anne (first child), Feb. 21.

Nebel, Keith and Denise (Morrow), Wayland,

Iowa, Trace Austin (first child), Feb. 23.

Nofziger, Greg and Jodi (Nofziger), Wauseon,

Ohio, Lucas Gregory (first child), Nov. 26.

Nofziger, Michael and Gwen (Short), Lyons,

Ohio, Laurie Ann (fifth child), Feb. 18.

Nolt, Mike and Vicki (King), New Holland, Pa.,

Michelle Lynn, Feb. 19.

Parmer, Gary and Jane, Souderton, Pa.,

Zachary Jacob (second child), Nov. 1.

Roth, Brian and Kelley (Brenneman), Albany,

Ore., Rebecca Ann (third child), Feb. 12.

Stayrook, Steven and Cynthia (Steffy), Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Anachie Sean (first child), Feb. 7.

Steffen, Danny and Sonja (Stuckey), Orrville,

Ohio, Ashley DanieUe (first child), Feb. 11.

Stoltzfus, Paul and Janette (Gerig), Newberg,

Ore., MeUssa Joy (first child), Feb. 8.

Styer, John and Judith (Lederach), Somerville,

Mass., Benjamin Lederach (second child),

Nov. 11.

Widmer, Ted and Linda (Cutler), Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa, Katherine Diane (second child), Jan. 12.

Winhold, Kevin and SheUey (Bender), Tavi-

stock, Ont, Taylor Joel (second chUd), Feb. 6.

Yoder, Gary and Lisa, Goshen, Ind., Brian

Matthew (second child), born Jan. 21; re-

ceived for adoption Feb. 9.
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deaths

Beachy, Ezra, 89. Born: July 29, 1901, to Jonas
B. and Fannie (Miller) Beachey. Ded: Feb. 10,

1991, Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife: Bertha
Nohejl; children: Lucille Matthews, Lois Un-
derhiJl, Bertie Eby, Ruth Wartell; 6 grandchil-

dren; sister and brother: Fanny Yoder, Ben.
Predeceased by Carol (daughter). Funeral:

Feb. 14, College Mennonite Church, by James
Waltner. Burial: Elkhart Prairie Cemetery,
Goshen, Ind. Ezra was ordained as a minister
on Oct. 5, 1941, and served Calvary Mennonite
Church, Pinckney, Mich. He was ordained as

a bishop on Sept. 7, 1952.

Blosser, Roy S., 77. Born: May 7, 1913,

Wakarusa, Ind., to Samuel and Maggie
(Stichter) Blosser. Died: Feb. 23, 1991, Peoria,

m., of a stroke. Survivors—wife: Lillian Eigsti;

children: Keith, James; 2 grandchildren; sis-

ters: Martha Blosser, Mabel Miller; half-

brother: George Lilly. Predeceased by Joane
(daughter). Funeral: Feb. 26, Trinity Menno-
nite Church, by Mahlon Miller and Mike
Schneider. Burial: Pleasant Grove Cemetery,
Tremont, 111.

Brenneman, Selma, 80. Born: May 3, 1910,

East Zorra Twp., Ont., to Daniel 8. and Leah
(lutzi) Zehr. Died: Feb. 14, 1991, Stratford

(Ont.) General Hospital. Survivors—husband:
Lome Brenneman; children: Merle, Joyce,
Ronald, Carol, Keith, Kenneth; 27 grandchil-

dren, 7 great-grandchildren. Funeral: Feb. 17,

Tavistock Mennonite Church, by Darrel
Toews. Burial: East Zorra Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Burkholder, Eva C, 94, Harrisonburg, Va.
Born: Aug. 19, 1896, Montgomery Co., Pa., to

Henry L. and Emmaline (Clemens) Moyer.
Died: Feb. 22, 1991, Harrisonburg, Va., of
congestive heart failure. Survivors—children:

Ruth L. Burkholder, David L., Lois A. Bow-
man; 4 grandchildren. Predeceased by Marion
D. Burkholder (husband). Funeral and burial:

Feb. 24, Pike Mennonite Church, by Charles
L. Heatwole and Nelson R. Showalter.

Garber, Hildagarde Sina, 80. Bom: May 27,

1910, Alpha, Minn., to Martin and Louisa
Bramstedt. Died: Feb. 19, 1991, Hesston, Kan.
Survivors—husband: Charles Garber; chil-

dren: Loretta Hertle, Charles J., Janet
Whybaucht; 21 grandchildren, 39 great-grand-

children, one great-great-grandchild. Prede-
ceased by Robert Bontrager, Bonnie Evans,
Terrance WilUam (children). Funeral: Feb. 21,

Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kan., by Fred
Obold and Vemon Lohrentz. Additional ser-

vices and burial at Jackson, Minn.
Gillis, Ernest H., 87. Bom: June 17, 1903,

Chapman, Kan., to Elmer and Anna (Simp-
son) Gillis. Died: Feb. 22, 1991, Colorado
Springs, Colo. Survivors—wife: Lilly Esch;
children: Eugene, John, Jesse, Jim, Joy
Mesdag, Joan Seger; 17 grandchildren, 13

great-grandchildren, one great-great-grand-

child. Funeral: Feb. 26, Swan-Law Cascade
Chapel, Colorado Springs, Colo., by Cleon
Nyce and Willard Conrad. Burial: Memorial
Gardens Cemetery.

Graber, Wilbert H., 68. Bom: May 31, 1922,

Wayland, Iowa, to John C. and Josephine
(Roth) Graber. Died: Feb. 23, 1991, Kalona,
Iowa, of a brain tumor. Survivors—wife: Mil-

dred Klopfenstein; children: Elaine Gingerich,

Leon, Myron; 6 grandchOdren; one brother,

six sisters. Funeral: Feb. 26, Washington Men-
nonite Church, by Glen Richard and Dean
Swartzendruber. Burial: Bethel Cemetery,
Wayland, Iowa.

Mick, John R., 69. Born: May 17, 1921,

Haledon, N.J., to Walter and Emma (Reid)

Mick. Died: Feb. 22, 1991, Sellersville, Pa.
Survivors—wife: Naomi C. Nace. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 26, Franconia Mennonite Church,
by Floyd M. Hackman, Russell M. Detweiler,
and Curtis L. Bergey.

Miller, Henry D., 88, Goshen, Ind. Born: Apr.
18, 1902, Holmes Co., Ohio. Died: at Goshen,
Ind. Survivors—children: Waneta Peterson,
Harold D., Carrie Louise Lantz Power
(adopted); 9 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchil-

dren; sisters: Fannie Schmucker, Mary Bon-
trager, Katie Miller. Predeceased by Lena
Miller (first wife), Dora D. Hostetler (second
wife), 3 children. Funeral: Feb. 12, North Go-
shen Mennonite Church, by Harvey Chupp and
Jerry Wittrig. Burial: Forest Grove Cemetery.

Petersen, James Stanley, 65. Born: May 22,

1925, Independence, Mo., to Frank and Mina
(Johnson) Petersen. Died: Jan. 11, 1991, Over-
land Park, Kan., of a heart attack and stroke.

Survivors—wife: Feme Saltzman; daughter:
Virginia Richardson, one grandchild. Funeral:
Jan. 15, Maple Hill Funeral Home, Kansas
City, Mo., by Vernon Yoder and Tom Blasco.

Burial: Maple Hill Cemetery.
Ross, Naomi Esther, 90. Bom: Jan. 26, 1901,

Elida, Ohio, to Charles and Mary (Bren-
neman) Breneman. Died: Feb. 12, 1991, Co-
lumbiana, Ohio. Survivors—daughter: Caro-
lyn Beck; 8 grandchildren, 17 great-
grandchildren, 6 great-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by Henry D. Ross (husband) and
Robert R. (son). Funeral and burial: Feb. 14,

Midway Mennonite Church, by Larry Rohrer
and Clarence Mansfield.

Roth, Ruth Kathryn, 76. Bom: Oct. 11, 1914,

Lebanon, Ore., to Nicholas and Magdalena
(Maurer) Leichty. Died: Feb. 20, 1991, South
Bend, Ind., of acute leukemia. Survivors

—

son: Jonathan N.; 2 grandchildren; sisters and
brothers: Esther Kropf, Alice Sawatsky, Edna
Widmer, Wilraa Kanagy, Clarence, Jacob,
Wilmer. Predeceased by Urban Glen Roth
(husband). Funeral: Feb. 23, Waterford Men-
nonite Church, by Roy Hange and Tim Wea-
ver, and in Oregon, Feb. 26. Burial: Willamette
Memorial Cemetery.

Schmalz, Genevieve Rose, 52. Bom: Oct. 31,

1938, Kansas City, Kan., to Norman and Ethel
(Hartzler) Lind. Died: Feb. 10, 1991, Portland,
Ore., of cancer. Survivors—husband: Roger
Schmalz; son: Jon; sisters and brother: Caro-
lyn Hockman, PhyUis Nofziger, Curtis. Fu-
neral: Feb. 14, Sweet Home Mennonite
Church, by Ralph Myers, Jr., and Lynn Miller.

Burial: Willamette Memorial Cemetery.
Shoup, Ada Irene, 81. Born: Sept. 1, 1909, to

William F. and Katie (Baumgardner) Shoup.
Died: Feb. 22, 1991. Survivors—brothers:
Lloyd, Clayton, Orin, Melvin. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 25, Longenecker Mennonite
Church, by Melvin Leidig and Albert Slabach.

Snyder, Paul D., 72. Bom: Oct. 1, 1918, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. Died: Feb. 20, 1991, Goshen,
Ind., of a heeirt attack. Survivors—wife: Dor-
cas Garber; children: Rolene Gingerich, Ja-

nice Monschein, Bonnie Kirkdorffer, Ellen

Snyder, Karen Snyder, Ronda Snyder, Peggy
Goggins, Jerry, Fred, Charles; sister and
brother: Esther Hostetler, Harold. Funeral

and burial: Feb. 23, Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church, by Wes Bontreger, Clare Schumm,
and EtrU Leinbach.

Steiner, Edwin A., 69, Kidron, Ohio. Born:
June 7, 1921, to Amos and Katie (Neu-
enschwander) Steiner. Died: Feb. 17, 1991.

Survivors—wife: Verena Nussbaum; children:

Carol Kandel, Roger, Jim, Bev Hochstetler,

Diane Raber, and Glenda; 13 grandchildren;

sisters: Edna Falb, Elda Neuenschwander,
Lydia Gerber, Lina Amstutz. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 20, Kidron Mennonite Church, by
Bill Detweiler.

Weaver, Anna May, 50. Bora: Oct. 1, 1940,
Lancaster Co., Pa., to George and Mary Horst.
Died: Feb. 17, 1991, Manheim, Pa., of stab
wounds. Survivors—children: Deborah, Ste-
ven, Keith; brother and sisters: Lloyd, Pauline
Garber, Mary Sauder. Killed at the same time:
R. Clair Weaver (husband) and Kimberly
(daughter). Funeral and burial: Feb. 21,

Weaverland Mennonite Church, by Ervin
Stutzman, Sam Thomas, Donald Good, and
Dan and Gina Burkhart.

Weaver, Kimberly Rae, 15. Bom: July 18,

1975. Adopted by R. Clair and Anna May
Weaver. Died: Feb. 17, 1991, Manheim, Pa.,

of stab wounds. Survivors—sister and broth-
ers: Deborah, Steven, Keith; paternal great-

grandmother: Katie Weaver; patemal grand-
parents: Raymond and Mabel Weaver;
matemal grandmother: Mary Horst. Killed at

the same time were her parents. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 21, Weaverland Mennonite
Church, by Ervin Stutzman, Sam Thomas,
Donald Good, and Dan and Gina Burkhart.

Weaver, Raymond Clair, 50. Bom: June 5,

1940, Lancaster, Co., Pa., to H. Raymond and
Mabel E. (Sauder) Weaver. Died: Feb. 17,

1991, Manheim, Pa., of stab wounds. Survi-

vors—children: Deborah, Steven, Keith;
brothers and sisters: Wilmer, Lamar, David,
Earl, Joyce Stoner, Janice Homing; grand-
mother: Katie Weaver. Killed at the same
time: Arma May Weaver (wife) and Kimberly
Rae (daughter). Funeral and burial: Feb. 21,

Weaverland Mennonite Church, by Ervin
Stutzman, Sam Thomas, Donald Good, and
Dan and Gina Burkhart.

Correction: There were several errors in the
obituary of H. Amos Coffman in the Feb. 19
issue. He was from Atglen, Pa., not Coatesville.

The address for the Maple Grove Church
should be Atglen, Pa., not Akron.

calendar

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 21

Confession of Faith Committee, Chicago, 111.,

Mar. 21-23

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Mar. 22-24

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan,
ni., Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mermonite ReUef Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference aimual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20

Goshen College commencement, Groshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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In a world filled with violence, greed, injustice, and
unrest, what would happen if we really took the

Sermon on the Mount seriously?
A DECLARATION ON

A Declaration on Peace
In God's People the World's Renewal Has Begun
This call for ecumenical dialogue on the morality of war is a tool for getting an

interdenominational discussion started in your community. The content of this short study

book is grounded in a biblical vision and it declares that peacemaking is essential to

Christian discipleship.

Mennonites, Brethren, Quakers, and the Fellowship of Reconciliation have together issued

this call for worldwide dialogue. The writers, representing each group, are John Howard
Yoder, Eugene F. Roop, Douglas Phillip Gwin, and George Hunsinger.

Paper, $4.95; in Canada $5.95

Jesus' Clear Call to Justice
Fair play is important in all relationships. Treating anyone unjustly causes pain. But how do

we change personal attitudes or systems that cause injustice? How do we truly empower
others?

Dorothy Yoder Nyce offers suggestions based on 40 texts from the Gospel of Luke. She

advocates a fuller understanding of the biblical concept of peace—wholeness (salvation),

well-being, and the absence of injustice. Each of four brief chapters ends with a creative

retelling of a text. These are also useful for worship settings. Volume 11 in the Peace and

Justice Series.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

And Who Is My Neighbor?
Poverty, Privilege, and the Gospel of Christ
Reading the Bible through the eyes of poor people sheds new light on familiar Scriptures.

Study groups and individuals in North American churches are invited by Gerald W.
Schlabach to study the Bible together, to discover how it feels to be poor, and to

understand what Jesus says about the poor. Readers are asked to search together for

answers: What in life is really important? What is false and true wealth?

The last four chapters of this book offer resources to begin working for change that will

help poor people, locally and worldwide.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

/ Xdoroth
X X YODE
/ / NYC

The Upside-Down Kingdom
Now revised and updated. Donald B. Kraybill's classic study book on the kingdom of

God demonstrates the sociological perspective's creative ability to uncover new insight in old

biblical texts.

Kraybill says social, religious, and economic practices of the dominant culture usually favor

the rich, powerful, and prestigious. Jesus, on the other hand, favors those who suffer at

society's margins and fall between the cracks.

The Upside-Down Kingdom offers practical suggestions for those interested in ways the

church can model "upside-down" living in a "right-side-up" society.

Paper, $14.95; in Canada $18.95

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press

(include 15% for shipping—minimum $1.50).

THE

4 UPSIDE-

Vl DOW^

KINGDOM
Forev/orcJ by Tom Sine

Donald B. Kraybill

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999
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editorials

Understanding the times
Issachar usually doesn't figure prominently in

any recitation of the tribes of Israel. That name
doesn't trip off the tongue like Reuben or

Simeon. Nor do we remember Issachar like we
do the Levites who became priests or the chil-

dren of Judah who gave us David and Jesus.

But the children of Issachar did get their day
in the sun in 1 Chronicles 12:32. When declaring

their loyalty to David, they were noted as "those
who had understanding of the times," who knew
"what Israel ought to do."

Send us some Issachars for our twentieth-cen-

tury North American Mennonite churches. Could
we not profit from a bit more understanding, a

bit more insight into what we ought to do?
For starters, I'd suggest four areas for Issachar

work:

1. How to read the Bible. This one is by no
means new. It surfaced again with the Persian

Gulf War. Armageddon, the end times, and
which nation will do what in light of our view of

biblical prophecy became arguing points in some
of our churches.

Biblical interpretation is at the heart of much
of what divides us. After publishing an article on
homosexuality recently, we at Gospel Herald
learned quite vividly it underlies that issue.

Some of our district conferences are finding it

speaks to women in pastoral leadership. For oth-

ers it's how we approach divorce and remarriage.

And on and on.

2. What it means to be a Mennonite Christian.

During our world's latest war, many of us found
ourselves to be a peculiar people again: a bit

more on the fringes of our local communities
than we had become used to since World War
II. Now that peace is here, we continue to be
peculiar, more at home with sadness than jubila-

tion, as Mike Chandler notes in "Why Do I Feel

Like Sackcloth and Ashes. .
.?" (page 8).

What is our message to a world at peace
through military intervention? How do we give

that message so it will be understood?
3. The shape of the Mennonite Church of the fu-

ture. This has to do with structure. More specifi-

cally, will we continue as the Mennonite Church,
or will we join with the General Conference
Mennonite Church?

Many say that's not an exciting agenda or an
important question. But it was important enough
for the delegates to Normal '89 to commission
an integration exploration committee. Is this a
Spirit-led move? Or a tangent engineered by a

few power-hungry bureaucrats (a charge the com-
mittee heard recently)?

4. What to do when we disagree. Perhaps this

is where the daughters and sons of Issachar

could help us most. How do you maintain per-

sonal integrity and still function in community
when disagreements run deep? The history of

the church hasn't been good in answering that

question.

Those are four issues I'd like to turn over to

the children of Issachar. I'd like to know what
they think Mennonites ought to do.

Come to think of it, I'm not sure how far

they'd get. We'd probably disagree as much with
their solutions as we do about our own. We'd
likely be just as far ahead paying more attention

to the Issachars God has already put among
us.—jlp

What do you think?

Several groups in the church are currently at

work on issues facing Mennonites today. Last
fall the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy

(CFLS) spent several days identifying a total of

27. In April, Mennonite General Board will try to

perceive which four or five should come to Men-
nonite General Assembly this summer. Oregon
'91 has scheduled at least five hours for dele-

gates to discuss major issues before the church.

Gospel Herald readers are invited to join the

discussion. What do you think are the questions

we must address today? On what issues must
Mennonites do more discernment?
Jot your ideas on a postcard—or put them in

a letter. Be specific. Give examples. Send your
Ust to: "Issues," Gospel Herald, 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683. Get these to us by
Apr. 15 (U.S. readers might as well have two
deadlines that day). We'll tabulate and print the

results. We'll also send them on for consider-

ation by those at work on contemporary Men-
nonite issues.—jlp
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The resurrection
is God's final word
Like Paul, I don't want to die, I want to

grow old, but that probably won't hap-

pen. Death will be a disappointment.

But it will never gain the victory.

I.t was Easter 1987. Hesston Mennonite Church

was filled to overflowing. More than 700 mem-
bers had gathered to celebrate two resurrec-

tions: that of Jesus, and my own.

Seven months earlier I had been diganosed

with chronic myelogenous leukemia. The progno-

sis was bleak. My only hope was a bone marrow

transplant, a process that would "kill" my faulty

immune system. On Jan. 15, 1987, 1 received my
transplant with my sister-donor, Beth. It was suc-

cessful, and I began the slow process of recovery.

During my hospitalization I had promised my-

self and the church I would preach on Easter

Sunday. How would I return to the pulpit after a

five-month absence?

I found my answer in the children's time. As

the children came forward, I sneaked onto the i^
platform, covered by a blanket. Sue Gering, the |uj

storyteller, told the children about moths, co- \^
coons, and butterflies. Noticing the large

"cocoon" behind her. Sue helped the children

call me out. To the sound of congregational ap

plause, I was "reborn."

My homecoming sermon was titled "Stop

by

Phil

Bedsworth
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Chronic illness has prompted me to

think seriously about life after death.

Heaven, once on the periphery of my
faith, is now a central concern.

Being Afraid." With new-found conviction I testi-

fied: "Death is strong—but God is stronger! The
final victory belongs not to death but to God.
We die, not into cold, empty shadows, but into

the loving arms of our heavenly Father. Christ is

risen; we no longer need fear death. We can stop

being afraid."

It is now Easter 1991. The last four years have

brought setbacks, victories, and a bit of wisdom.
Resurrection faith, I am discovering, shapes not

only our approach to death but our approach to

life.

1. Resurrection is God's final word. News re-

ports tell us that people spend the greatest per-

centage of their health dollars in the last six

months of life. Increasing numbers of senior citi-

zens are signing "living wills" only to be over-

ruled by family members. Why is there this ob-

session with avoiding death?

The Shadow Keeper is an effective liar. Death
tears us away from those we love. Death feeds

us the illusion of ultimate authority. If death is

indeed ruler of this world, we should make every

effort to postpone his advent. We should employ
every high-tech resource to prolong life.

But the apparent victory of death is a sham!
The power of death has been broken. The sting

of death has been defeated, once and for all, by
the light of Easter morning. We dare to confess

with the apostle Paul: "For to me, to live is

Christ and to die is gain" (Phil. 1:21, NIV).

Let us not misunderstand Paul. His is no
death wish. He had lots of unfinished work. He
coveted the chance to continue his missionary

service. Yet, if life came to an abrupt end, there

was a better world waiting on the other side of

the river.

Like Paul, I don't want to die. I want to grow
old with my wife, Joyce. I want to see my chil-

dren, Sara and Steven, enter college, marry, and
give me some grand kids. That probably won't

happen. I'll be doing well to see 50. Death will

be a disappointment. But it will never, never

gain the victory. Thanks be to God! We have the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.

2. Resurrection will bring rest and reunion.

Chronic illness has prompted me to think seri-

ously about life after death. Heaven, once an af-

terthought on the periphery of my faith, is now a

central concern.

In my childhood days, heaven was "up there"

with golden streets and Beverly-Hills-type man-

sions. There was lots of singing but little work to

do. Heaven would be one long vacation.

That was a long time ago. Moon flights and
space shuttles have taught us that "up" is a rela-

tive word. There is no "up" beyond earth's gravi-

tational field. Images of golden streets and
stately mansions no longer comfort me.
What does heaven mean to me now? Simply

put, heaven is where God is. When I am in

heaven, I will be with God.
The author of Hebrews speaks of an "eternal

rest" which God has prepared for God's chil-

dren. I am greatly attracted to this image. The
daily struggles of the last few years have often

brought fatigue and weariness. The words of

Psahn 55:4, 6, 8 (NIV) have taken on new mean-
ing for me: "My heart is in anguish within me;
the terrors of death assail me. ... I said, 'Oh,

that I had the wings of a dove! I would fly away
and be at rest. ... I would hurry to my place of

shelter, far from the tempest and storm.'
"

Rest does not mean inactivity. I expect to be
busy in heaven. With the busyness, however.

The resurrection faith of the

believer shapes not only our
approach to death. It must
shape our life as well.

there will be peace of mind, the certainty of

God's love, and the assurance of being safe.

Heaven for me will be a place of rest. It will

also be a place of relationship. I have been to

many funerals in which preachers promise the

survivors that they will be reunited with those

who have gone on before. This is a heartfelt

yearning; is it a biblical expectation?

There are a variety of New Testament pas-

sages referring to the resurrection. I take direc-

tion from a verse nestled in 1 Cor. 13 (NIV):

"Now I know in part; then I shall know fully,

even as I am fully known" (12b). Throughout our
earthly sojourn, God gives us strength and the

Spirit to grow toward the likeness of Jesus

Christ. I do not beUeve such a journey ends
abruptly with death. Whatever makes me "Phil"

will continue. The timetable of our resurrection

and the shape of our resurrection bodies remain
a mystery. I am confident that I will know and
be known.
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3. The inevitability of death puts life's clutter in

perspective. There's always the tension between
the urgent and the important. The urgent cries

out for attention. We divert our attention and
our energy to pressing problems. It might be a

deadline at work, a cry for help, an emergency re-

quiring our time, our energy, or our money.
There are, indeed, urgent moments to which we
must respond. However, it is easy to let the ur-

gent crowd out the important.

After graduating from seminary in 1977, 1 had
dreams. I intended to be the Premier Pulpiteer

of the Mennonite Church.

I would be a household word, like J. C.

Wenger, or George R. Brunk, or 606. For a

shorter time I saw the words "Moderator of Men-
nonite General Assembly" trailing my name on
letterhead. I would show the older generation

how to steer the Mennonite Church into the

twenty-first century.

My brushes with death have changed all that.

During my hospitalizations I did not miss the ur-

gent committee meetings or guest spots at con-

ference conventions. I missed the evening pray-

ers with my children, coffee breaks with my wife,

opportunities to talk seriously with dear friends.

For many years I was a faithful advocate of

postponed living: after college, after seminary,

after the kids have grown up. No more. I cannot

assume I have tomorrow to play with Sara and
Steven. I cannot plan to visit a friend when it's

convenient. I don't know how much time I have.

At our house we speak of "living on the edge."

Occasionally we move back a step or two from

the brink, but we never leave the cliff. The
shadow of death is always there. Our awareness

of death's proximity can be a threat. It can also

be a friend.

The certainty of death prompts me to be a

good steward of my schedule. This involves

learning to say no. I am more cautious in fritter-

ing my time away on projects about which I do
not care. I am more generous in giving myself to

things that matter. I recognize that the time to

create memories is now: to make every holiday

special, to celebrate friendships, and to heal bro-

ken relationships. Now is the time to say, again

and again, "I love you."

The certainty of death rearranges priorities. I

no longer care about the big time. It is enough

to live one day at a time. I am content to be a

good husband, a good father, and, I hope, a faith-

ful servant of Jesus Christ.

Centuries ago, Jesus cautioned, "Do not worry

about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about

itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own"
(Matt. 6:34 NIV). God has chosen to keep the

blessings and burdens of tomorrow secret. Our
task is to recognize and to rejoice in God's gift

of today.

Phil Bedsworth, managing editor of The Menno-
nite Pastor, teaches part-time at Hesston (Kans.)

College in the pastoral ministries program. He is a
member of the Hesston Mennonite Church.
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readers say

Giving it our all

for the cause of peace
We rejoice with everyone that the war

has ceased. We hope that we as peace-
loving people can fully support Menno-
nite Central Committee, Mennonite
Board of Missions, and other relief agen-
cies in their endeavors to send much-
needed postwar help wherever necessary
in the Middle East. This is our opportu-
nity to show our patriotism in another
way: by loving, caring, and helping to al-

leviate the chaotic aftermath of the war.

We dare not sit back in ease and pros-

perity while others fought, wept, and
cried over loved ones. Now it is our turn

to prove our deep concern for all people.

This war was in our living rooms. We
saw the horror, fears, and destruction as

never before. What a challenge to all of

us, old and young, to volunteer to go, give,

pray, and support our relief agencies.

The U.S. army gave its all in wiiming
freedom for the Kuwaitis. Can we give

our all in helping to win the peace?
Vernon and Bertha Miller

Goshen, Ind.

Thank you . . .

... for your help with peacemaking, es-

pecially the Feb. 26 issue of Gospel Her-
ald. You're helping to fill a real need.

Jon Byler

Washington, III.

Do we have a whole
or a partial gospel?
Thank you for John Drescher's "Why I

Am a Conscientious Objector" (Feb. 26).

His article placed the way of suffering

love at the center of our faith in Jesus
Christ. This is where it belongs. A serious

commitment to Jesus Christ calls us to

take up the cross and follow him in life.

I am saddened by the way many Men-
nonites have left the way of Jesus and
have taken on the "just war" view, which
has been promoted by our country as a

justification for the Persian Gulf War.
This view is less than what Jesus taught

us. Perhaps we have forgotten that the
kingdoms of this world will end some
day and answer to the lordship of Christ
in final judgment.

I am also saddened by a church
growth mentaUty that separates ethics

from Christology. It divides between the

spirit of human persons and their bodies
by accepting a Greek view of peace as

"inward calmness of spirit" rather than a

Christian community of human beings

who live together in peace. I wonder
what Christian brothers and sisters in

Iraq think of American Christians, what
Iraqi Muslims think of the Christian mes-
sage. I suggest we Mennonites give seri-

ous thought again to the content of the

gospel we proclaim and examine it again
in light of Jesus and the New Testament
Scriptures to see if we have a whole or a

partial gospel.

Paul M. Zehr
Lancaster, Pa.

What do I do now?
Why am I feehng like Jonah? My

prayers have been answered, and yet I

am not happy. How could I have known
the one thing I longed for most—a quick
end to the war would include military

brute force looking hke the solution to

the world's ills? How do I justify my
views when my friends say God an-

swered our prayers in this way?
What do I do now? Do I join Jonah in

cursing God and wait for death? Do I

join my friends in the celebration of our
"victory"? Or do I continue to beheve
God calls us to a better way?
JuelM. Yoder
Atlanta, Ga.

Why not return
to biblical nonresistance?
"Mennonites on the Way to Peace"

(Feb. 19) is incisive in its observation

that a profound change has occurred in

the Mennonite approach to the doctrine

of peace and nonresistance. The article

shows that this change further involves

our very Christology, the essence of the

Christian life, the proper relationship of

church and state, and any limitation

upon Christian participation in govern-

ment. The author properly calls it a

"drastic theological metamorphosis."
While the analysis is incisive, the arti-

cle hardly points the way to solid ground.

Why not return to the biblical basis of

nonresistance, the concept of the faithful

church, and the life of holiness as set

forth by H. S. Bender and others?

J. Ward Shank
Broadway, Va.

Does plurality show
life and hope?
"Mennonites on the Way to Peace"

says it as it is. I am grateful to men and
women who can articulate the pluralism

and diversity of thinking within the Men-
nonite Church.

No doubt we will never again hold to a

clear, simple conviction on nonresistance

now that the issue of peace has evolved

into a number of definitions and one of

positions. The statement, "pluralism can
be seen as another example of the Men-
nonite church gone to seed—or as a sign

of vitality," begs for an answer. I pray

that it is the latter, for that bespeaks life

and hope.

H. Walter Christner

Sarasota, Fla.
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"Hosanna! Blessed is the
one who comes in the name
of the Lord! Blessed is the
coming kingdom of our
ancestor David! Hosanna in
the highest heaven!"
—Mark ll:9b-10, NRSV
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'Don't you know me, even
after I have been among you?'

by Sara Wenger Shenk

It was a blank, drab January day. Heavy snow-

less clouds smothered the hills around our Yugo-

slav home. The days and weeks since the sun

had penetrated through to brighten our neighbor-

hood went monotonously by unnumbered.

Yet, though the mountain only six kilometers

away was completely obliterated, our family had
planned to drive to the top. We needed to con-

firm hotel arrangements at the summit for a

group of our colleagues coming to visit. All five

of us bundled up and climbed into the car.

Lover of nature that I am, I tried to liven up
everyone's visual acuity amidst the grey. Beauty,

though hidden, could be found if sought after dil-

igently. Stark, bold trunks of trees, belying their

misty shroud, congregated massively along our

narrow road. Last year's leaves, drained of life,

rested somberly on the slopes, silently yielding

up that which would manifest itself in new life

as the seasons turned. But there was little enthu-

siasm from the back seat as the car wound
slowly back and forth, up and around.

"I didn't remember it took this long," one
bored voice grumbled. And then again, "It's tak-

ing much longer than I remember." And the fa-

miliar refrain, "When will we ever get there?"

the baby fretted in her seat.

The view from the windows gradually evolved

with the changing altitude. A delicate white

frost, held fast by colder heights, now graced

each tiny branch. This crystalline lace trans-

formed the dark plainness of the shadowy wood
into an ethereal fairy land. The back seat came
alive.

"It's like spider webs everywhere."

"Hey, I think I see blue sky over there."

"No it isn't. All I see is more cloud."

"But it is! And there's the sun!"

I,n an instant our world was awash with golden

Ught. Emerging suddenly above the massive un-

derworld of cloud, we encountered a sky of such

clarity and depth that it was as if we were see-

ing true blue for the first time.

We parked the car and climbed to a lookout

point over the valley. The scene brought cries of

incredulity. Not 100 meters below us trees sank
into nothingness. But straight ahead, over a mas-
sive sea of wispy white, we could clearly see,

some 100 kilometers away, the top peaks of

Yugoslavia's Alps. They protruded through the

fog, mountaintop islands basking with us in a

glow of gold and wash of blue that the grey

world below could only dimly remember. We
watched and exulted, etching the scene in our

minds to carry with us into the fog-filled valley.

And then, unable to bear the cold, we took shel-

ter inside.

Later I thought of Jesus with Peter, James,
and John on a high mountain. As Matthew
writes, "There he was transfigured before them.

His face shone like the sun, and his clothes be-

came as white as the light" (17:2, NIV).

In the Gospels we have many scenes of Jesus'

humanity—Jesus eating, sleeping, drinking, walk-

ing—but few scenes that clearly depict his divin-

ity. Ironically, though our greatest temptation is

to divinize Jesus, very rarely do the Gospels

show Jesus in an otherworldly light. Yet on one

remarkable day Jesus' face "shone like the sun"

and, as Luke writes, "his clothes became as

bright as a flash of lightning" (9:29, NIV).

Splendor! Radiance! Glory! Peter, James, and
John "saw his glory." For a dazzling, ecstatic mo-

The true glory of the son of God was
bearable, but only for a moment. After

that moment Jesus had to reassure the

disciples with his gentle familiarity.

ment, that which had been shrouded in mystery

became crystal clear. This man of Nazareth,

often weary and burdened with care; this com-
passionate, patient man who spoke often of suf-

fering and death; this man, in brilliant clarity,

was revealed to them in truth as the glorious

Son of God.

Peter said, "Lord, it is good for us to be
here." And then, not knowing what to say, he

blurted out something about building three shel-

ters for Jesus and Moses and Elijah, who were

also amazingly present. While he was still speak-

ing, the cloud of God's presence enveloped

them, and a voice said, "This is my Son, whom I

love; with him I am well pleased. Listen to him!"

(Matt. 17:5, NIV).

Terrified now beyond bearing, the disciples

fell face down to the ground. But Jesus, presum-
ably looking again like the Jesus of the carpen-

ter shop, came to them, touched them, and said,

"Get up. Don't be afraid." And on looking up,

they saw no one except Jesus.

The true glory of the son of God was bearable,

(continued on page 8)
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Facing the future with

By Marlin E. Miller

We can face the future
with joy when we see
it as the playground
of the kingdom of God.

I confess that I do not always face the future
with joy. Even words hke "cautious optimism"
seem almost too much in the face of life's uncer-
tainties. The Persian Gulf War raised again the
specter of rattling tanks, exploding bombs, and
sizzling gas cylinders. The future in Africa is bur-
dened by the rampage of AIDS, by continuing
famine and hunger, and by racial conflict

blessed by Christians.

In the United States more people are suffering

from poverty than ever before. In a recent six-

week period, for example, the Salvation Army in

Elkhart, Ind., gave assistance to 260 people. Dur-
ing the same time the year before, they gave aid

to 55 people.

The uncertainties of the future reach into our
own lives. We do not know what the future holds
for our children, for our aging parents, for our-

selves. It would be more natural to face the fu-

ture with anxiety than with joy. To face the fu-

ture with joy seems as though we're a bit out of
touch.

Yet in the face of all uncertainties about the
future, the Scriptures call us to face it with joy.

Many passages speak about rejoicing in the pres-

ence of God. This note of joy arises in a vision

of the future shaped by the kingdom of God.
"The kingdom of God is . . . righteousness,

peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit" (Rom. 14:17,

NIV). The future need not be only the land of
uncharted uncertainties. The New Testament
tells us that it is rather the playground for the
kingdom of God.
The good news of the kingdom opens a three-

dimensional view of the future, which is the

basis for our joy. It provides a corrective lens so
we can see more clearly and more deeply what
God is doing in bringing the kingdom near. The
good news transforms the future.

When I was a small child, my grandparents in

Iowa had a fascinating gadget. It had a lens for

each eye and a wire holder for pieces of card-
board. The cardboard held two pictures. When
you looked through the lens, the two pictures be-
came one in three dimensions. What looked flat

took on contours and depth and shape with cor-

rected vision.

That's something like the good news of the
kingdom. What the future is really about is

God's kingdom, not simply our uncertainties.

We can face the future with joy when we learn
to see it as the playground of the kingdom of
God. Many Christians have either lost this king-
dom vision or pushed it off to a very distant fu-

ture. A major rediscovery of bibhcal studies in

the last 100 years has been what some have
called the "eschatological" vision of God's king-

dom. That's simply a long-legged word for say-
ing that Jesus Christ has already inaugurated
the kingdom. It's not limited to the time when
God intervenes at the end of the world.

The good news of the kingdom is that God has
already intervened. The end of the old world has
ah-eady begun; it has begun with Jesus Christ
and with the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pente-
cost. This means that we are living in the time
between the times. As behevers we are living in

the movement of the new creation in the midst
of the old world.

When Jesus began to preach that the kingdom
had come near, people began to ask: "Are you
the one? Has the kingdom of God come?" Even
John's disciples came to him with these ques-
tions. They came just when Jesus had healed
many people of their illnesses and had given
sight to many who were blind. He told John's
disciples to return and tell John what they had
seen: the blind receive their sight, the deaf hear,
the dead are raised, the poor have good news
proclaimed to them.

Jesus pointed to the signs of the kingdom. The
eyes of faith can see these actions as signs of
God's kingdom. Not that the kingdom had al-

ready come in its entirety. But it had begun.
And the signs of its presence were also promises
that it would come in all its fullness when Christ
returns.

What would happen if believers would again
learn to see the future in depth through the cor-

rected vision of God's kingdom?
There's another side to the good news of the

kingdom. Many passages in the New Testament
about the coming of the kingdom also call believ-

ers to rejoice in situations of persecution, anxi-
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ety, and uncertainty. In Matt. 5:11-12, Jesus

teaches the disciples that they are blessed when
others revile them and persecute them and utter

all kinds of evil against them falsely. He calls

them to rejoice during such times.

Or take the letter to the Philippians, fre-

quently referred to as "the epistle of joy." That
letter was probably written in prison, not on a

computer in a comfortable office. It was written

by an itinerate missionary apostle who had
crossed many boundaries to bring the message

of the kingdom to people whom his own nation

had rejected. Yet the dominant note of the letter

is the encouragement to face the present and
the future with joy. "Rejoice in the Lord always:

and again I say, Rejoice" (Phil. 4:4, KJV).

In 1986 I had the opportunity to visit churches

and seminaries in East Germany during a series

of special meetings known as "Ten Days for

Peace." East German Protestant churches had
begun to sponsor this series in the early '80s to

remind themselves that the good news of the

kingdom calls them to peace, justice, and the

care of creation. During the time we visited.

In today's world the future

seems to hold more anxiety

than joy. The latter seems to

almost put us out of touch,

young and old gathered to witness to the vision

of the kingdom that enables believers to look to-

ward the future with joy, even in the midst of

present tensions.

I also had the opportunity to visit with the

Protestant bishop of Berlin-Brandenburg. Dur-

ing the weeks I was there, government officials

had summoned him to the state offices. They

If reprimanded him because they felt he was not

exercising enough control over the peace groups

in the churches. They warned him that if he did

not bring the groups under stricter control, the

officials would make it difficult for the church to

convene a large, country-wide conference in Ber-

lin the following summer.
Then in November 1989, some of the things

the peace groups had hoped for began to hap-

pen in the public arena. In the midst of the ten-

sions and rapid changes, as the government col-

lapsed, various political groups were trying to

lay the foundations for the future. People from
these groups, of course, didn't trust those who

had earlier been in the government. And they

weren't sure they could trust anyone from
groups other than their own either. In that situa-

tion they called on the Protestant bishop to mod-
erate some of the early meetings to chart direc-

tions for the future.

What an irony! Three years earlier, the bishop

and other Christians had been looking forward

to the future out of the vision created by the re-

ality of God's kingdom—even when the situation

seemed rather hopeless. Partly because of their

attitude and actions then, God has used them
more recently in surprising ways to help give di-

rection to the church and to the broader society

in that land.

s<• o we face the future with joy—because the

kingdom of God has already come in part. And
because the kingdom already moves among us,

and because it will certainly come in all its full-

ness when God wUls, there are scattered signs of

the kingdom even in the midst of suffering and
difficulties.

The future is filled with uncertainties. Some of

us will experience failure of one kind or another

in the coming years. Some of us will experience

success. Some of us will face anxious personal

and familial choices. Some of us will agonize

about the difficulties we find in the business and
professional worlds.

But whatever our situation, we must look at it

through the lens of God's kingdom. We must
look toward the future with eyes sensitive to

kingdom perspectives. As we do that, the anxie-

ties and the uncertainties can take their proper

place. Rather than being blown out of propor-

tion, they wiU be bounded by joy. That's because

it is finally in God's kingdom that we hope, and it

is finally God's kingdom that is coming.

Marlin E. Miller is president of Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind. This

article was first presented as a sermon to the an-

nual convention of Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates in Peoria, III, last November.

The future can be bounded with joy

because it is finally in the kingdom of
God that we hope, and it is finally

the kingdom of God that is coming.
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items & comments
Jewish group suspends 20-year vigil
at Soviet Embassy in Washington
A 20-year practice came to a halt with

the formal suspension of the daily vigils on
behalf of Soviet Jews that began at the
Soviet Embassy in Washington in Decem-
ber 19700. The Jewish Community Council
of Greater Washington, which initiated the
observance, said it has suspended the vig-

ils to acknowledge the greater freedom for
Soviet Jews to emigrate. "Our hope is that
we have fulfilled this part of our struggle
for Soviet Jewry," Marcia Weinberg, pres-
ident of the council, said at the final gath-
ering, which was attended by about 110
people. (RNS)

Bush aide counters CBN report about
discrimination against evangelicals
Yes, evangehcals do serve in the White

House and have been appointed to key
political positions, insists Leigh Ann
Metzger, President George Bush's new
liaison with rehgious groups. She was coun-
tering criticism aired in a Christian Broad-
casting Network report charging White
House officials with discrimination against
evangelical staffers.

Metzger, gracious toward CRN's Pat
Robertson and his news team, said she
thought the story was concocted "by a
fairly zealous reporter who meant well."
She also said that Bush was "a personally
devastated man" after he viewed a video-
tape of the news broadcast, which featured
interviews with hooded and disguised White
House employees who claimed evangelicals

working for Bush have been intimidated
and fired because of their faith.

Metzger, an evangelical herself, does not
think it is fair for Christians to demand
White House appointments just because
of their rehgious behefs. "To say that we
should hire 'X' number of evangehcals
doesn't help us That's the quota
thing," she said, referring to Bush's firm
stand against legislation mandating racial
hiring quotas. (NIRR)

Anonymous donor gives $90 million
to United Methodist camping program
The United Methodist Church is in line

to receive a gift of more than $90 million
for the church's 300 camps from the estate
of an anonymous Texas donor. The gift

was announced at a national meeting of
more than 400 United Methodist camping
leaders. Maurice Wise, a fiiend of the
donor and a leader in United Methodist
camping ministries, told the gathering in
Palestine, Tex., that more than $20 million

was earmarked for creating a national lead-
ership training center in Texas. (RNS)

Mainline Protestant students hold
first large-scale gathering in 20 years
Students representing mainline Protes-

tant churches gathered in Louisville, Ky.,
for what was hoped to be the rebirth of a
student ecumenical movement. Some
2,100 college youths attended the event,
about half the number expected. It was the
first large-scale gathering of students to
take place in two decades under the joint

sponsorship of Protestant denominations.
The students participated in worship,
Bible study, and a march for peace.
James Carr, director of campus minis-

tries for the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America, said unified action by youth in

America's mainline churches fizzled when
the highly politicized University Christian
Movement crumbled in the 1960s. He said
the founders of the Council for Ecumenical
Student Christian Ministry, formed in

1987, hope to see a resurgence of ecumen-
ical activity on campuses as a result of the
Louisville gathering. (NIRR)

Small churches have less impact
on teens than large ones
Small churches have less of an impact

on teenagers than do large ones, according
to a study released by the Bama Research
Group of Glendale, Calif. Titled "Today's
Teens: A Generation in Transition," the
study is based on interviews conducted
across America with a representative sam-
ple of 710 Americans between the ages of
13 and 18. The study found that 69 percent
of the teens from larger churches called
themselves "religious" compared to 48
percent of those from smaller churches
(100 members or under); teens from larger
churches were more hkely to regard having
a close relationship with God as a very
important priority (62 to 49 percent); and
teens from larger churches were more
likely to place a high priority on being part
of a local church when they are adults (49
to 34 percent). (RNS)

'Don't you know me, even after I have been among you?'

(contin-

ued from
page 5)

but only for a moment. After he'd reassured the
disciples with his gentle familiarity, Jesus
walked wdth them down the mountain, discussing
fine points of scriptural interpretation, and, of
all things, the suffering and rejection of the Son
of Man. Peter would later deny that he ever
knew Jesus. James and John would ask for spe-
cial favors from Jesus and in so doing enrage
the other 10 disciples. Peter, James, and John
would sleep and sleep even though Jesus
pleaded wdth them to watch with him during his
sorrow-filled hour in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Yet for a brief moment on the mountaintop,

all was exquisitely clear. Jesus, the man of Naza-
reth, loved—yes, infinitely, passionately loved by
the majestic God of the heavens—was vividly re-
vealed as the Christ. The disciples took note
and fell down. But Jesus remained. The Jesus
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they knew and loved, the Jesus m the flesh took
them by the hand and patiently walked with
them again, day after painstaking day. "Don't
you know me, even after I have been among you
such a long time?" he asked later. "Anyone who
has seen me has seen the Father."

The glory of God, the glory of God's beloved
Son shines on the mountaintop, and it is splen-
did beyond bearing. But when the glow fades,
Jesus remains. Jesus and the beauty of his salva-
tion are lovely to behold, whether in brilliant re-

lief above the clouds or wrapped in the grey mys-
tery and suffering of the valley.

Sara Wenger Shenk is copastor, along with her
husband, Gerald, of the Broad Street Mennonite
Church in Harrisonburg, Va. She and her family
spent several years as missionaries in Yugoslavia.



church news

Mennonite representative calls

for action on Palestinian issue
Corvallis, Ore. (CPT)—Oregon activist

Lois Kenagy returned from a 10-day visit

to Israel and its occupied territories on

Mar. 5, calling for churches to actively

support peace with justice for the Pales-

tinians in those territories. Kenagy, a Men-
nonite, represented Christian Peacemaker

Teams in a nine-member delegation from

various private organizations assembled in

response to appeals from Palestinian

groups.

The delegation was the first from the

United States to visit the occupied territo-

ries since the Persian Gulf War. It met with

Palestinian and Israeli leaders.

Kenagy expressed shock at the devasta-

tion wrought on the Palestinian community

as a result of the Israeli-imposed curfew

during the war. She described the destruc-

to farming, hospitals, and schools.

Delegation members reported that Is-

raeli citizens are equally divided regarding

the possibility of a two-state solution to the

Israeh-Palestinian impasse. That division

is confirmed, says Kenagy, by a recent poll.

She supported the recent peace mission to

the region by U.S. Secretary of State

James Baker, but reminds churches that

unless there is strong support for a perma-

nent settlement in the United States, the

mission may go nowhere.

While affirming the work that peace

churches have been doing in the region

over the past 42 years, Kenagy called on

churches to raise their level of commitment

and action on behalf of the Palestinian

people. "They need advocacy, not teachers

or doctors now," said Kenagy. "They are

Church people are urged to speak di-

rectly to congressional representatives and
encourage them immediately to visit the

occupied territories. According to Kenagy,

the U.S. Embassy in Israel refuses to assist

congressional groups to meet people in the

occupied territories. Former Mennonite
Central Committee volunteer Kathy
Bergen, a person with deep roots in the

Palestinian community, can provide logis-

tical assistance for such visits.

Kenagy urges church people to respond

to Christian Peacemaker Teams' call for a

Capital Sabbath in Washington for several

days sometime between Mar. 17 and Apr.

17. She encourages church groups to carry

their concern for Palestinian justice to

their local congressional office before de-

parting for Washington. Christian Peace-

maker Teams is a Chicago-based organi-

zation sponsored by four Mennonite and

Brethren denominations.

Kenagy, near retirement age, has been

active in numerous Mennonite committees

and peace activities. She and her husband.

Cliff, operate a row-crop farm.

Mennonite Foundation
reports record year
Goshen, Ind. Mennonite Foun-

dation experienced another record year in

1990, with nearly $6.5 million distributed

to 682 church, educational, and charitable

organizations. This was a major increase

fi-om the $5.1 million distributed to 611

organizations in 1989. Over the past 10

years, the foundation has distributed more
than $38 million. Every dollar given by the

foundation is designated by the donor.

Contributions totaling $13.2 million were

made to Mennonite Foundation in 1990, up

from the previous record of $12.8 million

in 1989. As of Dec. 31, 1990, the foundation

managed $58.6 million for distribution to

other charities and $56.2 million as invest-

ment manager for other church organiza-

tions. Both are record figures. A total of 93

church organizations now participate in

this investment management service.

Foundation staff members also con-

ducted a wide range of educational ser-

vices during the year, including 123 stew-

ardship seminars, and nearly 1,500 inter-

views were conducted to help people plan

their estates. A total of 162 people began

involvement in the foundation's Bequest

Plan, bringing total participation to over

2,300. The Bequest Plan allows people to

name Mennonite Foundation as the chari-

table beneficiary in their wUls. The foun-

dation then follows the instructions of the

donor on charities that will benefit from

the request.

Mennonite Foundation is a program of

Mennonite Mutual Aid.

tion of the economy, particularly damage asking for international support."

Threshing rice. Korohono, Indonesia (MCC)—People in this village on the island

of Sulawesi use a foot-powered rice thresher. They modified this type of thresher

fi-om one promoted by Mennonite Central Committee workers. They now use

bicycle sprockets and chains, instead of a connecting rod, attached to the thresher

treadle, giving more efficient work with less foot motion. In Korohono MCC has

worked with five farmers' groups, says MCC worker Brian Wiebe, who is fi"om

Winnpegosis, Man. MCC efforts there include agriculture extension, supplying

credit for rice threshers and cattle, and providing courses for farmers and women's

groups on group dynamics, bookkeeping, and household financial management.

MCC has also provided child health groups with health training and supplies.
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Creative energy flows through
Women in Ministry Conference

Harleysville, Pa.— Creative energy
flowed through the 11th Women in Minis-
try Conference. Pastors, artists, business-
women, actors, counselors, teachers, writ-
ers, parents, musicians, and singers—over
400 total—gathered here Mar. 1-2 from
around North America.
The event was sponsored this time by

the Women's Council on Leadership of
Franconia Conference. Their chosen
theme, "Women at the Well," from the
story of the Samaritan woman in John
4:1-30, was represented in worship, drama,
singing, and preaching.

Woman-oriented language was apparent
from the first opening prayer. Diane
Bleam, pastoral counselor and conference
coordinator, prayed, "You are the fountain
of life. We pray that the fountain of our
breasts will flow with sweet milk for babes
in Christ. . . . May our wombs give birth to

expressions of your grace."

After singing the theme songs, "Living
Water" and "Bring Many Names," partic-

ipants were invited to build a well from
stones they had brought. Some shared
what their stone represented: "My strong
desire to be connected to other women,"
"an ancient tree root, oncealive alive and
growing," and "God's will for my life."

Mary Schertz, a professor at Associated
Mennonite BibHcal Seminaries, preached
three times. Addressing the issue of sex
roles and stereotypes, she said, "God is

greater than our sexual histories—no mat-
ter what we have done or what has been
done to us. In Christ our sexuality is

redeemed. It is good. Our womanhood is a
glorious gift from God. The church itself

must become a safe place for us to deal
with our sexuality."

Like the Samaritan woman, she said,

"We are the hving water bearers. We are
being called to claim the power we have in

God, to be our strongest and most affective

selves." Schertz urged her hsteners to use
their gifts in the church. "God is calling

some to be pastors," she said. "The wider
church needs the vitality, leadership, ma-
turity, and experience that we have here."
Dramatist Barbra Graber presented a

play entitled The Parable of the Naked
Lady. An elaborate woman, a homemaker,
a sensuous woman, a holy woman, and a
professional woman each try, in turn, to
give their own dress to a naked woman.
When she asks, "Why is this dress so
heavy?" each explains her cares and, when
finished, rejects her dress and joins the
naked woman. But as the women argue
over whose dress is heaviest, each starts

to ' see the good in the dress she wore."
The women begin to teach each other and
fashion new garments. The play was so well
received that Graber performed it again
the following day.

The conference, which was preceded by
a special six-hour session for 23 women
pastors, also included a display of artwork
by 32 women, 25 workshops on topics
ranging from relationships to quilting, and
special interest groups. Most workshops
were full; four had to be held twice because
of interest.

The last worship service concluded with
communion, an offering, and the disman-
tling of the well. One woman noted, "There
are a variety of stones and gifts. We're all

needed to build a well together."
—Cindy Mines Kurfman

Drop in giving
for first quarter
could limit MCC
Akron, Pa. fMCC;—Despite increases in

contributions from thrift shops and relief

sales, total giving to Mennonite Central
Committee is down almost 2 percent in the
first quarter of the 1991 fiscal year, which
started on Dec. 1. And MCC programs will

feel the brunt.

Nancy Heisey, associate executive secre-
tary, said placement of new personnel in

several overseas locations could be af-

fected. Lynette Meek, executive secretary
of MCC U.S., said program and personnel
placement in North America may also be
restricted.

MCC received 26 percent of its budget
in the first quarter (December/Janu-
ary/February), down for the second year in

a row. First-quarter income was 28 percent
last year and nearly 30 percent the previ-

ous three years. The drop is troubling
because the greatest contributions usually
come in the first quarter, Heisey said.

While income from thrift shops and rehef
sales is up $260,000, all other income is

down $310,000. The largest drop comes
from direct contributions from Mennonite
congregations and individuals, down 14
percent from last year's first quarter. Total
income is $2,738,000.

"We are very gratefiil for all the effort
people put into shops and sales," Heisey
said. "But we rely on congregational giving,
as well as shop and sale contributions, for
our program. And if we do not have that
ongoing basis of support from congrega-
tions, it's going to have a major impact on
program."

Another area that could particularly be
hurt by the drop in giving is the "Bridging
the Gulf Fund," Heisey said. Created in

January for reUef, reconstruction, and rec-
onciliation efforts in postwar Middle East,
the fund had received only $3,400 by the
end of February.

Heisey said if contributions do not m-
crease, MCC postwar efforts may have to
be limited because of a lack of money in
the contingency fund, which is reserved for
emergency rehef. While specific responses
have not been finalized, Heisey estimated
at least $50,000 will be needed to launch a
response.

Heisey cited several reasons why shop
and sale income is up whUe congregational
giving is down. She said people enjoy the
"hands-on" experience of sales and shops.
At the same time, congregations may be
keeping more of their giving for work m
their home community and church, Heisey
said. She also noted the current economic
recession.

Meanwhile, MCC Canada reported that
its first-quarter income was up 5 percent.
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Mediation expert criticizes

U.S. and UN negotiating efforts

Mishawaka, Ind.—A conflict-resolution

expert says efforts to negotiating a peace-

ful Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait faUed

because of a lack of understanding in the

United Nations and the U.S. State Depart-

ment about resolving such conflicts. And
efforts by President George Bush to "go

the extra mile" to avoid an outbreak of war

were "pseudo efforts" that merited

"clearly a one" on a one-to-ten scale, ac-

cording to Richard Blackburn, director of

Lombard (HI.) Mennonite Peace Center.

"It's a great tragedy that people in

charge with the responsibility of finding

peaceful resolutions to the conflict in our

world don't understand how to negotiate

cross-culturally, let alone to negotiate with

any other principles of good negotiations,"

said Blackburn, who recently led a semi-

nar, "Conflict Resolution Skills for

Churches," at the Parish Resource Center

of Michiana.

Blackburn, an advocate of "interest-

based bargaining," said the crisis in the

Persian Gulf could have been resolved

before the Iraqi invasion, before the

buildup of troops, and before the U.S.-led

attack. In interest-based bargaining, nego-

tiators look at the underlying needs and

interests of the parties involved in a dis-

pute. They seek ways to achieve both

sides' interests. According to Blackburn,

this approach differs from "position-based

bargaining," in which two parties take ex-

treme positions and meet somewhere in

the middle.

Despite later Iraqi calls for a hnkage

between their occupation of Kuwait and
Israel's occupation of the West Bank and

Gaza Strip, the concerns that led Iraq to

last August's invasion centered on Kuwaiti

slant drilling, oil production, and oil prices

as well as Iraq's access to a deep-water

port and repayment of debts from its war

with Iran, Blackburn said. "We could have

negotiated the Iraqi withdrawal from Ku-

wait if we had been willing to address their

concerns," he said. "This war didn't have

to happen."

Roger Fisher, the foremost expert in

interest-based bargaining, estabUshed the

framework for the U.S.-sponsored Camp
David Accords between Israel and Egypt
and the 1980 release of U.S. hostages in

Iran. In December, Fisher testified before

Congress, but was not consulted by anyone

in the coalition for advice on resolving the

conflict, according to Blackburn.

"AH they know is hard-line bargaining,"

he said. "That's not the way you negotiate

with other nations of the world and expect

to come out with peaceful solutions."

Blackburn said the hard-line approach is

demonstrated by Bush's statements that

the coalition would not negotiate with Iraq,

which was called to withdraw from Kuwait

and abide by the UN resolutions.

Blackburn said despite Iraq's "hard-hne

approach," the nation made a "good-faith

gesture" and showed its willingness to

negotiate by releasing all foreign hostages

in December. The move came shortly after

a visit by the Christian Peacemaker Teams
delegation sponsored by Mennonites and

Brethren, which Blackburn credits with

having some influence in the decision by

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. But, said

Blackburn, that move by the Iraqis didn't

change the coalition's approach.

"The decision to go to war was made
long ago," he said. "The pseudo effort at

negotiation with the offer to receive Iraqi

Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz in Washington

and send U.S. Secretary of State Jim

Baker to Iraq was just for show and tell."

—Tom Price

Ontario Mennonites
explore ways to keep
Provident stores open

Waterloo, Ont.—The February action of

Mennonite Publishing House to divest it-

self of the three Provident bookstores in

Ontario has caused a flurry of reaction as

well as activity. The activity has been

focused in an ad hoc group named at a Feb.

22 meeting which was called at Erb Street

Mermonite Church by Judy Jutzi, manager

of the two stores in Waterloo.

Eastern Canada Conference, although it

has declined any direct involvement, has

endorsed the effort "to explore ways in

which a viable bookstore operation could

be structured." It has also agreed to accept

contributions to a special seed money fund

which is essential to the work of the ad hoc

committee.

The committee is considering three

models for a viable business: (1) a cooper-

ative, (2) a nonprofit organization, and (3)

a private enterprise. The goal is to operate

Christian bookstores successfully without

the sponsorship of Mennonite Publishing

House.

The committee has researched why the

Ontario stores have lost money in recent

years and is critical of some of the ways

MPH has handled the situation. MPH
consolidated five stores into three, and the

committee questions that move.

Committee members agree that the

MPH decision to divest itself of the On-

tario stores has freed local Mennonites to

creatively explore other ways the churches

and the communities can be served effec-

tively. The committee is optimistic that the

good service provided by Provident in the

past—in London and in the Kitchener-Wa-
terloo area—will not be disrupted.

aE(iON01

Oregon
is host for

third time
Oregon has

hosted the Men-
nonite Church's

biennial conven-

tion twice before—in 1937 and 1969.

At the first one, the delegates

adopted a major position statement

on peace, war, and mihtary service. In

1969, responding to urgent initiatives

by young people, the delegates rec-

ognized noncooperation with U.S.

Selective Service System as a legiti-

mate witness to peace. In 1937 Life

Songs //was introduced; in 1969, The
Mennonite Hymnal.

The 1969 convention was a time of

firsts, having young people as dele-

gates (including Gary Leis, 17, of

Western Ontario Conference) and

hearing applause in such a meeting.

Since it was the last regular session

of "General Conference" before the

1971 convention implemented "Gen-

eral Assembly," the 1969 event also

looked toward an ending.

There wUl be contrasts between

the 1969 and 1991 meetings in Ore-

gon. In 1969 Mary Oyer was the sole

woman named on the convention

program, and that by virtue of her

role as executive secretary of the

committee which produced The Men-
nonite Hymnal. This year many
women will be on the platform as

speakers and in other capacities.

In 1969, former Gospel Herald edi-

tor Paul Erb reported that "Mrs.

Norman" High of Ontario, was the

first woman delegate to a Mennonite

Church convention and that "Loma
(Mrs. David)" Bergey, also of On-

tario, was "probably" the first

woman elected to a denominational

committee (Historical and Re-

search).

This year the delegates (many of

whom are women) will respond not

only to women and minorities nomi-

nated for denominational boards and

committees but also to the presenta-

tion of Donella Clemens as the only

nominee for moderator-elect of the

Mennonite Church.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon

The ad hoc group also hopes that MPH
wiU provide a reasonable period of time for

a Canadian entity to be formed—allowing

for adequate market research and organi-

zational and legal formations.
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mennoscope
• First service in new chapel. Western Men-
nonite School students, parents, teachers, and
staff filed into their new chapel for the first
chapel service on Feb. 26. School board chair-
man Ken Roth told of the many people who
helped make the new facility possible on the
Salem, Ore., campus. Student Tina Stauffer
said the chapel shows the school's ultimate
priority: "Our nicest building on campus is a
place to worship God." The $600,000 facility
also houses four classrooms, additional office
space, and a fellowship hall for Western Men-
nonite Church (which worships in the chapel).
A dedication service is planned for Apr. 28.

• Hesston boosts enrollment. Some 75 new
students took advantage of Hesston College's
$500 spring tuition offer, swelling the enroll-
ment to 525. The goal for new students was
70. A dozen of the new students were transfers
who were dissatisfied with their original col-
lege choices. "This increase is especially pleas-
ing as it comes during a time of lower numbers
in the traditional student pool," said President
Kirk Alliman.

• Draft counseling. Nearly 400 young people
attended draft counseling sessions held four
different times in eastern Pennsylvania. A
former soldier who obtained conscientious
objector status spoke at each one. And the
participants heard how to become a CO.
Opportunity was given at the end for each
person to fill out the Christian Peacemaker
Registration form with the help of adults who
had been COs during previous times of mili-
tary drafts. The sessions were organized by
Randy Keeler, youth minister for both Fran-
conia Conference of the Mennonite Church
and Eastern District of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church.

• H. S. Bender remembered. Mennonite His-
torical Society of Goshen College is sponsor-
ing the research and writing of a major book
on H. S. Bender, a longtime Goshen dean and
Mermonite Church leader. Bender, who died
in 1962, is credited with stimulating new in-

terest in the Anabaptist roots of Mennonites
following his landmark "Recovery of the Ana-
baptist Vision" address to the American So-
ciety of Historians in 1943. Al Keim, a history
professor at Eastern Mennonite College, will
write the book. Mennonite Historical Society
is currently raising funds for the project.

• "Revelation" drama in East. Actor/direc-
tor Stephen Shank is presenting his one-man
adaptation of the biblical book of Revelation
on the East Coast. Shank, a Mennonite Board
of Missions worker in Belgium who devotes
much of his time to drama, will appear in
Philadelphia, Apr. 5-6; at Eastern Mennonite
College, Apr. 15-16; at Old Dominion Univer-
sity in Norfolk, Va., Apr. 18-21; and at Branch
Fellowship in Harleysville, Pa., Apr. 26-28.
More information is available from Jim
Derstine at 6026 Germantown Ave., Philadel-
phia, PA 19144; phone 215 848-4935.

• Lectures on war and peace. Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries is offering
nine lectures on war and peace, especially as
they relate to the Middle East. Held weekly
starting on Feb. 26, they are a free service to
the community. The lecturers are AMBS pro-
fessors and others. Among the topics are the
possible return of the military draft, the
Muslim and Jewish perspectives on the Per-
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sian Gulf War, biblical prophecy about the
end times, and resolving international conflict.
The lectures immediately follow a 13-part
colloquium on Islam led by AMBS professor
Roelf Kuitse. It started eariier in February
and is also free to the pubhc.

• New MCC U.S. number. Mennonite Central
Committee U.S. in Akron, Pa., has a new
telephone number: 77 7 859-3889. It is for all

its offices— U.S. Service Program, Urban
Ministries, Criminal Justice, Material Re-
sources, U.S. Peace Section, Mennonite Di-
saster Service, Mennonite Health Services
and MCC East Coast. MCC U.S. has moved
to a new Akron location, although the mailing
address remains the same: Box 500, Akron
PA 17501. All other MCC offices in Akron can
still be reached at 717 859-1151.

• Coming events:
Peace Theology Colloquium, June 21-23, at Co-

lumbia Bible College, Clearbrook, B.C. This
is the sixth such event and will deal this time
with the theme, "Mennonite Peace Theology
into the '90s—Where Have We Come From?
Where Are We Going?" The main speakers
are J. R. Burkholder, a longtime Mennonite
college and seminary professor, and Leo
Driedger, a sociologist who chaired the
Church Member Profile U committee. The
event will also include case studies on envi-
rorunental issues, racism, and domestic vio-
lence. More information from Peace Theology
CoOoquium at 134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, MB
R3T 5K9; phone 204 261-6381.

Annual Conference of Empowered Ministries,
Apr. 18-20, in Indianapolis, Ind. This is for
congregations that are affiliated with Empow-
ered Ministries—a Mennonite and Brethren

charismatic organization. The theme this time
IS "Empowered for Mission." The speakers
are Empowered Ministries executive director
Doug Fike, Illinois pastor Virgil Vogt, and
Indiana pastor Art Good. More information
from Empowered Ministries at 211 S. Main
St., Suite B, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219
534-2891.

Mennonite Heritage Tours of Europe, this sum-
mer, sponsored by TourMagination. They
take participants to the places where the
Anabaptist movement started and to other
important sites in Mennonite history. The
three tours are: June 10-30, led by Jan Gleys-
teen and Alvin Miller; July 1-19, led by Wil-
mer Martin and John Ruth; and Aug. 29-Sept.
18, led by Jan Gleysteen and Henry Landes.
More information from TourMagination at
1210 Loucks Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone
412 887-9436.

Summer Institute, in July, at Conrad Grebel
College. Offered are two condensed courses
in peace and conflict studies. They are geared
to teachers, school administrators, and edu-
cation students. The two are "Creative Con-
flict Resolution in the Schools," July 2-12, and
"Advanced Conflict Resolution in' the
Schools," July 8-19. The instructor for both is

Constance Edwards, a nationally known
school mediation expert. More information
from Chris Matsuda at CGC, Waterioo, ON
N2L 3G6; phone 519 885-0220.

Extending the Kingdom Seminar, Apr. 12-14, at
Zion Mennonite Church, Hubbard, Ore.
Sponsored by Mennonite Board of Missions^
it is for all Pacific Coast Conference congre-
gations. The leader is Dale Stoll, an Indiana
pastor and MBM consultant. More informa-
tion from Melba Martin at MBM, Box 370
Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219 294-7523.

New building for Bible Institute. Inoin, Ohio (RBI)—The Rosedale Bible Institute
community broke ground for a new 11-unit staff house on Mar. 8. The ceremony
was part of a special Missions' Weekend and the annual meeting of RBI Associates.
Turning the first shovelfuls of dirt are (left to right) board chairman Jesse Yoder^
President Richard Showalter, business manager Leroy Sommers, and custodian
Albert Eberly. Construction overseer Al Troyer encouraged the shovelers to keep
right on digging as he appealed to the group for assistance in labor and equipment.
The 7,500-square-feet building will be a two-story frame structure with a brick
veneer.
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• New appointments:
Allan Yoder, director of evangelism and church

development, Mennonite Board of Missions,

starting in February. He succeeds Ed
Bontrager, who became minister of mission

and peace at Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries. Yoder will continue to Uve

in the Los Angeles area until this summer. He
previously served Southwest Conference as

director of extension and evemgelism (1980-91)

and as area minister for California (1985-91).

He was also president of the Council of

Anabaptists in Los Angeles. Before moving to

California, he was the founding pastor of

Iglesia Menonita Emanuel in Surprise, Ariz.

Art Smoker, congregational communications
manager, Mennonite Board of Missions, start-

ing in February. He succeeds Simon Ging-

erich, who retired. Smoker served previously

as interim conference minister for Indiana-

Michigan Conference (1989-90) and as pastor

of Berkey Avenue Mennonite Fellowship in

Goshen, Ind. (1980-89). Before that he was an

associate pastor at College Mennonite Church
in Goshen, an assistant professor at Goshen
College, and associate youth secretary for the

Mennonite Church.

• Job openings:
Service Adventure household leaders, Mennonite
Board of Missions, starting in August. They
are needed in Nashville, Tenn., £ind Sarasota,

Fla. They live with and provide guidance for

a group of 5-6 young adults who serve for 11

months. The leaders serve for one or more
years. Leadership experience is preferred.

Contact Bemi Kaufman at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219 294-75523.

Campus pastor. Eastern Mennonite College,

starting in August. The person coordinates

College Assembly, assists Bible study/prayer

groups, advises campus ministry groups, and
provides pastoral care/counseling. Qualifica-

tions include a master's degree in theology

and pastoral experience. Minorities are urged

to apply. Contact Peggy Landis at EMC,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703 432-4128.

Central regional marketing manager, Mennonite
Mutual Aid. The person appoints, trains, and
supervises mutual aid counselors/agents for a

specific geographiced territory. Qualifications

include at least three years of experience in

life/health insurance sales, a willingness to

work toward the CLU designation, and skills

in management and relationships. Contact the

Personnel Department at MMA, Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219 533-9511.

Environmental Center assistant director, Goshen
College, starting in July. This is for the 1,100-

acre Merry Lea Environmental Learning Cen-
ter that is 30 miles from the ceimpus. Qualifi-

cations include administrative experience and
a master's degree in a discipline related to

biology, environmental studies, or administra-

tion. Women and minorities are urged to

apply. Send resume to John Eby by Apr. 30

at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

Resident director, Mennoheim Respite Care Cen-
ter, Goshen, Ind., starting in May. The person
lives at the center and cares for up to three

persons who are developmentally disabled.

Contact Barrel Hostetler at Mennonite Dis-

abilities Committee, Box 948, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 533-9720.

Caregivers, Merimna Homes, Goshen, Ind. One
position is open immediately and the other

three in September. They are part-time or

full-time positions. The caregivers live in the

homes and serve people who are developmen-
tally disabled. Contact Darrel Hostetler at

Mennonite Disabilities Committee, Box 948,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219 533-9720.

Skipping classes. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMHS)—Eastern Mennonite High
School's food science and nutrition

students skipped classes one day to

go to work. The van load of students

and two faculty members clocked in

at 8:30 a.m. at the Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee meat cannery set up
on Joe Beery's farm near Dayton, Va.

Joining other volunteers from Vir-

ginia Conference, the group donned
white aprons and hats and set to

work. Some gathered around tables

to cut away fat and bone from large

hunks of meat. The fat was collected

periodically and piled on the table

where Heather Showalter (photo,

left) and Crystal Shank (right)

trimmed remaining shreds of meat
from the pieces of fat. The trimmed
fat would be squeezed through a

grinder and later made into soap.

Other students washed and labeled

tin cans, while some cooked the beef

chunks in vats for canning. One
student helped saw the carcasses

into workable pieces. The meat will

be sent to hungry people in other

countries. Beery's farm is one of

many MCC beef canning sites across

the U.S.

• New books:
Earthkeepers by Art and Jocele Meyer. It offers

environmental perspectives on hunger, pov-

erty, and injustice, and suggests ways that

Christians cein respond. The authors are for-

mer public school teachers who now serve in

global education with Mennonite Central

Committee and practice what they preach on

their farm in Ohio. The book, pubhshed by
Herald Press of Mennonite Publishing House,
is available for $12.95 (in Canada $15.95).

Daniel by Mary Christner Borntrager. The
fourth in a series of novels about life in an
Amish community, this one is the story of a

young farmer who struggles to survive in his

community after the disappeEureince of his

wife. The author is a retired social worker who
grew up in an Amish home in Ohio and is now
Mennonite. The book, published by Herald

Press, is available for $5.95 (in Canada $7.50).

• Pastor transitions:

David Habegger wiU retire as pastor of First

Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana, El.,

in August.
Arlin Yoder resigned as pastor of Dewey (El.)

Mennonite Church on Jan. 6.

• New resources:

Catalog of Mennonite Church resources from
Mennonite Publishing House. This is a 24-

page listing of free materials that are offered

by denominational agencies. It has indexes

which Ust resources both alphabetically and
by agency. The catalog, titled A Guide to

Agency Resources, is recommended for pas-

tors, congregational leaders, £ind conference

offices. It is avaOable free from MPH at 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683.

AIDS resource guide from Mennonite Mutual
Aid. This is a 16-page pamphlet to help

congregations respond to the AIDS epidemic.

It includes lesson plans for small-group study,

a quiz on AIDS knowledge, Bible verses to

study, and a Usting of other resources. It was
produced by MMA's Wellness Program. The
guide is available free from Ann Raber at

MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526.

Audiovisual on domestic service program from
Mennonite Centred Committee. This is a 17-

minute slide set that shows how MCC U.S.

Service Program workers share help and hope
with people in needy areas of Louisiana,

Florida, and Kentucky. Titled Good News in

Hard Times, it is also available on video. It

can be obtained from MCC at Box 500, Akron,

PA 17501, or fi-om any other MCC office.

• Special meetings:
Fred E. Augsburger, Fresno, Ohio, at The Ark

Bible Chapel, Boyerstown, Pa., Apr. 24-28.

Linford Good, Marietta, Pa., at Groffdale, New
HoUand, Pa., Apr. 7-9.

new members
Mennonite Christian Fellowship, Atmore,

Ala.: Lila Yoder, Juanita Classen, and Keith

Classen.

Barrville, Pa.: Vernon and Donna Yoder.

First Mennonite, New Bremen, N.Y.: Cyn-
thia Lantz.

Rockhill, Telford, Pa.: David, Marjorie, and
Mary Zayas, Cindy Felton, Megan Keeler,

Dennis Keeler, Duane and Donna Weaver,
and David and Esther Histand.

Fairview, Albany, Ore.: Michael Ernst, Kent
Burkholder, Angela Kropf, Bemeda Kropf,

Nathan Neuschwander, Bryan Neuschwander,
Andrew Schlabach, and Stephanie Smith.

Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Freeman Mullet,

Sandy Breakstone, Margaret Miller, Dean
Snyder, Brian Sweigart, Joyce Longacre, Lisa

Moyer, and Steve Kauffman.

marriages
Borah-Shaner: Jeff Borah (Baptist Church)
and Diane Shaner, Wooster, Ohio (Wooster

cong.), Feb. 16, by Wayne A. Nitzsche.

Matthews-Hostetler: Michael Matthews, Je-

rome, Pa., and Gail Hostetler, Jerome, Pa.

(Blough cong.). Mar. 2, by Marvin Kaufman.
MulhoUen-Henry: Corey MuUiollen, Hoovers-

ville, Pa., and Missy Henry, Johnstown, Pa.

(Blough cong.), Feb. 23, by David Mishler and
Gerald Myers.

Zehr-Kirch: Richard Zehr, Lowville, N.Y.
(CathoUc Church), and Adeline Kirch, Crog-

han, N.Y. (First Mennonite cong.), Dec. 14, by
Lester Bauman.
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births

Alspach, Allan and Mary -Jean (Cassel), Sellers-
ville. Pa., Melissa Sue (second child), Feb. 28.

Bartel, Lonnie and Julie (Wyse), Iowa City,
Iowa, Hannah Renee (second child). Mar. 2.

Beach, Ben and Cindy (Vogt), Glendale
Heights, 111., Ryan Kenneth (third child), Feb.
6.

Berg, John and Cindy (Stoltzfus), Blue Ball,
Pa., Rachel Diane (third child), Feb. 4.

Brouse, Frank and Yvonne (Derstine), CoUege-
ville. Pa., Shannon Teal (first child). Feb. 22.

Burke, John and Carol (Johnson), Naperville,
111., Jessica Johnson (second child), Feb. 20.

Caraveo, Rudy and Vicky (Leichty), Glendale,
Ariz., Denny Jay (second child). Mar. 3.

Hamrick, Norman and Karen (Christner),
Phoenix, Ariz., Zachary Taylor (second child),
Feb. 26.

Hamish, David and Sandra (King), Needham,
Mass., Emily Rebecca (first child), Feb. 27.

Horst, I. Ray and Doris (Burkhart), Leola, Pa.,
Alisha Rae (second child). Mar. 7.

Hostetler, Scott and Tricia (Lehman), HoU-
sopple, Pa., Linnie Kay (first child), Feb. 12.

Kenkel, Robert and Charlotte (Jennings), Cam-
bridge, Ont., Sarah Rebecca (second child),
Feb. 19.

Kennell, Bryant and Lisa (Ruff), Eureka, 111.,

Erin Justine (first child), Feb. 25.

Landis, Steven and Judy (Weaver), Ephrata,
Pa., Caitlin Elisabeth (third child). Mar. 1.

Lehman, Kevin and Geannette (Kooman), Har-
risonburg, Va., Nathan Michael (first child)
Mar. 2.

Widmer, Theodore and Linda, Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa, Katherine Diane (second child), Jan. 12.

Wissler, Dale and Jennifer, Brownstown, Pa.,
Justin Tyler (first child), Jan. 25.

Yoder, Jon and Dawn (Good), Atmore, Ala.,
Stephen Jesse (fourth child), Jan. 8.

deaths
Burkholder, Mary Rebecca, 86, Dayton, Va

Born: Sept. 21, 1904, Pleasant Valley, Va., to
John Henry and Emma Sarah (Martin) Rodes.
Died: Feb. 5, 1991, Harrisonburg, Va. Survi-
vors—husband: Roy D. Burkholder; children:
Grace L. Burkholder, Lavonne M. Simmons,
R. Dewitt, Oliver A., Harry R; 4 grandchildren,
one great-granddaughter. Funeral: Feb. 7,
Johnson Funeral Home Chapel, Bridgewater,
Va., by Warren C. Showalter. Burial: Pleasant
View Cemetery.

Byler, Gerald Lynn, 41, Sedona, Ariz. Born:
Sept. 9, 1949, Lancaster, Pa., to Chester and
Miriam (Smoker) Byler. Died: Feb. 24, 1991,
Sedona, Ariz. Survivors—parents; brothers
and sister: James, Jason, Jon, Janice Auker.
Burial: Feb. 27, Resthaven Cemetery, Glen-
dale, Ariz., by Derrel Chastain. Memorial
service: Mar. 1, by Dwight Hunt.

Earnest, Elmer, 87. Bom: Nov. 20, 1903, Mil-

New VSers. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Twehe persons recently began (or resumed)
Voluntary Service assignments in North America with Mennonite Board of
Missions. They are: Front row (left to right)—David, Joel, and Irene Morrow (son
Nathan not pictured) of Salem, Ore., refugee worker and nurse practitioner in
Harlingen, Tex.; Marilyn and Rob Martin (children Jennifer, Scott, and Elycia not
pictured) of Elmira, Ont., office worker and construction coordinator in Richmond,
Va. (starting last September). Second row—Rochelle Martin of Goshen, Ind.]
refiagee worker in Chicago, 111. (starting last September); Charity Bechtel of
Goshen, Ind., community worker in Cumberiand, Ky. (starting last October); Vicki
Penner of Beatrice, Neb., prison ministry worker in Pittsburgh, Pa. (starting last
September); Joanna Schnupp of Ephrata, Pa., maternity nurse in Brownsville, Tex.
Back row—Rebecca Wyse of West Unity, Ohio, nurse in Washington, D.C.; Steve
Friesen of Reedley, Calif, interfaith program coordinator in Washington, D.C.;
Kent Smith of Goshen, Ind., pubhc school teacher in Harlingen, Tex.; Jay Parrish
(wife, Marilyn, and children Ruth and Daniel not pictured) of Bowling Green,
Ohio, researcher in Seattle, Wash, (starting last August).

ford, Neb., to Benjamin and Katie (Roth)
Earnest. Died: Feb. 13, 1991, Kalona, Iowa.
Survivors—wife: Elsie Stutzman; children:
Arlene Kremer, Ina Rediger, Ruth Leichty,
Donald, Ronald; 16 grandchildren, 21 great-
grandchildren; twin sister: Alma Stutzman.
Funeral: Feb. 15, First Mennonite Church, by
Firman Gingerich and Wilbur Nachtigall.
Burial: Memory Gardens Mausoleum, Iowa
City, Iowa.

Ebersole, David K., 92. Bom: Mar. 1, 1899,
Chambersburg, Pa. Died: Mar. 4, 1991, Menno
Haven Nursing Home, of pneumonia. Survi-
vors-children: Richard M., Charles M., Law-
rence M., Leah M., Helen M., Evelyn M.,
Katherine M.; 12 grandchildren, 6 great-
grandchildren; brother: Samuel K. Prede-
ceased by Annalee E. Martin (wife), Daniel M.
(son). Funeral and burial: Mar. 7, Cedar Grove
Mennonite Church, by Nelson L. Martin and
Robert L. Martin.

Good, Maurice M., 76. Bom: July 29, 1914,
Lancaster, Pa., to Isaac M. and Anna Mary
(Hershey) Good. Survivors—wife: Myrtle
Steffy; children: Mildred Steinbaecher, M.
Gale, George M.; 4 grandchildren, 2 great-
grandchildren. Funeral: Mar. 4, Forest Hills
Mennonite Church, by J. Lester Graybill and
Mark R. Wenger. Burial: Hershey's Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Harshbarger, John I., 83. Bom: Dec. 28, 1907,
Bratton Twp., Pa., to Edward J. and Maude
(Miller) Harshbarger. Died: Feb. 28, 1991,
Belleville, Pa. Survivors—wife: Helen B. Set-
tle; children: Russell, Marlin, Audrey Sten-
nite, Nancy Yoder, Delmar, Deborah Miller,
Larry, Linda Bailey, Carol Gonzalez, Dennis,
Rosalie Freed, Thomas; 32 grandchildren, 22
great-grandchildren; sisters and brother: Mar-
garet Yoder, Mary French, Mildred Stayrook,
Robert. Funeral: Mar. 3, Mattawana Menno-
nite Church, by Leon Yoder and Sam Kauff-
man. Burial: Pleasant View Cemetery.

• Corrections:
In the obituary of Leora M. Alvrine Kauffman in

the Jan. 15 issue, the name of a surviving
brother was omitted. He is Walter Alwine.

The funeral of Orlo C. Fisher was held at Powell
Funeral Home, not at West Union Mennonite
Church as listed in the Mar. 5 issue.

calendar
Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan
ni., Apr. 5-6

Pennsylvania Mennonite Relief Sale, Harris-
burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville
Pa, Apr. 11-13

Empowered Ministries annual conference, Indi-
anapoUs, Ind., Apr. 18-20

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif,
Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20
Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,
Apr. 21

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,
June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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"Mutual Aid?

Isn't That Pretty

Old-Fashioned?"

s,'ure, mutual aid is an old-

fashioned idea. But like old people, old ideas are

still quite useful. Sometimes being around a while

actually makes value increase.

Take mutual aid. It's as old as Moses making sure

the daughters of Zelphe had received a fair inheri-

tance (Num. 27) or Jesus teaching the importance

of sharing with those in need.

In every generation mutual aid finds expression

in unique ways. For 19th century preacher Jacob

Kulp it involved loaning money at no interest and

each year whitewashing the basement wall where

the only loan records were kept. Richard K. Mac-

Master concludes the practice ofmutual aid was one

key factor in enabling our 18th century forebears to

maintain their faith in the prosperous New World.

When I was a child, mutual aid

meant wearing pajamas made by my

congregation's sewing circle. As an

adult, mutual aid came in rich expres-

sions oflove, including financial help

to supplement health insurance,

when my wife needed surgery for an

aneurysm.

The whitewashed walls and alms books even-

tually gave way to love offerings, thrift shops and, by

1945, Mennonite Mutual Aid. But this in no way

relieves congregations and individuals of the need

to care for one another. Participation in MMA simply

becomes one convenient way ofdoing it.

Today, mutual aid may include taking soup to a

student with pneumonia, paying auto repairs for a

single parent, providing Medicare supplement

insurance to a widow or connecting a small, isolated

congregation with a church possessing more

resources. Wherever your abundance and my need

(or my abundance and your need) genuinely meet,

mutual aid happens.

Rather than gathering dust on a history shelf,

mutual aid needs active feet, hands, hearts and

minds, warmed and empowered by

God's love. Mutual aid is one old-

fashioned idea that grows in value.

James M. Lapp

Executive Secretary

Mennonite Church GeneralBoard

We're more than just insurance.
For a free copy of our new booklet, Take a Closer Look, call 1-800-348-7468.

M̂ennonite
MutualAid
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editorials:

The day death died
At our house these days we talk a lot about

the accident. What happens now gets compared
to what was before Feb. 14. Our new Prizm
doesn't seem quite as big as the wrecked Nova
(says Emily) but it's more responsive to drive (I

say). An ache today brings questions about
whether it was or wasn't there before.

It was nothing too serious. A high school girl

lost control on a patch of ice and spun across
four lanes of traffic, positioning herself for me to
hit head on. As a result, I had a complete physi-
cal (nothing but scrapes and bruises) during 2 1/2
hours in the emergency room and missed one day
of work. "It could have been worse," I say a lot.

Events like accidents become important bench
marks in our lives. We measure since by what
we remember before.

I still remember the day John F. Kennedy was
shot. Mention Nov. 23, 1963, and I smell chalk
and floor wax and see 23 anxious faces of my
sophomore English class at Western Mennonite
School, Salem, Ore. "Now what?" they were ask-
ing me, fresh out of college. I hadn't a clue what
to tell them or what to do. That day I learned I

would never have all the answers.
Another generation's bench mark is the day

John Lennon died in December 1980. Assistant
editor Steve Shenk knows exactly where he was
(driving a car in Kidron, Ohio) when he heard
the news. Lennon, the peace activist of the
Beatles, was Steve's hero. With him went some
dreams, a bit of idealism.

Still other generations recall Pearl Harbor or
the Hindenberg. More recently it may be the be-
ginning—or the end—of the Persian Gulf War.
Whatever, these events become references from
which we measure change or continuity. In hind-
sight we see them as times when our lives or our
world changed most significantly.

This week we who are believers celebrate our
most important bench mark: the day Jesus
Christ rose from the dead. For, as Phil Beds-
worth points out (page 2), this is the day hu-
mans came to reaUze the victory of death is a
sham. This is the day death itself died. From
this day on, nothing, absolutely nothing, will ever

be the same for the Christian.

That knowledge changes forever our per-
spective. Death is not the end. Frustration and
despair and trouble do not have the final word.
Those ideas are difficult to remember, I must

admit, lying on the front seat of a wrecked car
struggling to breathe. One's instincts are to right
everything immediately, to get life back to where
it was before.

But should that not happen, should the acci-
dent have been serious, that would not have
been the end. I'm certainly glad to be back to
weekly deadlines and editorial decisions. I'm
also secure in the knowledge that had things
been much worse, they would have been much
better!

Death is dead. So we who are Christian can
face our future with joy (page 6). Death's de-
struction has brought us God's kingdom, real-

ized in part now, fulfilled more fully in our fu-

ture.

Easter is the Christian's ultimate bench mark.
It is one to which we will point for all eternity. It

is also the one from which the rest of our lives

derive meaning.
The Lord is risen.—jlp

Coltsfoot

Accidents also don't go well with bicycle ri-

ding, my favorite sport. But I was able to be
back on the road in time to see this year's first

coltsfoot.

It was a warm 64° Mar. 1 when, on my first

ride in two weeks, I spotted the first yellow blos-
som poking its head from the south side of the
road. Ah, yes, I told myself, it will get warm
again. Seedtime and harvest, sun and rain—

I

can continue to count on them.
Some people see spring in HUes or tulips or

robins. I find it in coltsfoot: the first flower of
spring (that I recognize) in our area. It's a prom-
ise of hope, of new life, of continuity.

Coltsfoot, then Easter.

He is risen indeed.—jlp
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A^u; ive mBst trcdn
missionaries to work
among ourselves

An interview with Mennonite
missiologist Wilbert R, Shenk

Cyhristianity booms in the third world, a bounti-

ful harvest from years of sowing by Western mis-

sionaries. At the same time, the influence of the

church in the West has waned.

Throughout the United States and Europe,

church membership is declining. At best, it

^ u ou u iriuu , t ^ ff grows at about one percent annually. Yet in Af-
Wilbert R. Shenk, Elkhart, Ind., IS one of four ° ... ... „„4Ji,,

researchers currently at work on a projecl to rethink
Christianity is growing rapidly, often m-

Christian witness in a post-Christian society.
creasmg at rates of more than 4 percent a year.

Had there not been an intentional Christian

witness, the outcome would have been quite a

bit different," says Wilbert R. Shenk, director of

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE Missions Training Center at the Associated— Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, currently on

leave for work in England. "In the West when
Give US courage we lost our nerve and our concern for the faith,

to feel pain 3 we lost ground in evangeUzing the West. In

those areas where missionary dynamism was

Remember maintained, that is where the vitality was main-

r» tained.
tne eyes o

"Over the last 200 years in the West, reUgion

has increasingly lost its authority and role in cul-

Delegation to Washington focuses ture," says Shenk, editor of two new books,

on postwar Middle East 9 Earthen Vessels: American Evangelicals and For-

ty

Tom
Price



"The church in the West is not
in good health/' says Shenk,
who sees it conforming to the
culture it was to transform.

eign Missions, 1880-1980, and Exploring New Re-
ligious Movements.
A recent Associated Press poll verifies

Shenk's assessment. More than half of Ameri-
cans believe religion as a whole is losing its influ-

ence in public life. In 1957, only 14 percent of
Americans saw religion's influence declining.

IVIissiologists (those who study missions)
apply all sorts of cultural research to training
missionaries to work in other countries. Yet
there is no missions training effort that analyzes
Western culture to help Christians spread the
gospel at home, according to Shenk. "We have
not begun to turn these same tools on our-
selves," says Shenk, who is currently working
with other missiologists to develop the founda-
tion for such a program.
Shenk is one of four researchers involved in

the Gospel and Our Culture project, begun by
the British Council of Churches. The project,
based on the campus of the Selly Oak Colleges
in Birmingham, England, is an effort to rethink
and stimulate Christian witness in a post-Chris-
tian society. Shenk spends about half this year
working on the project, which will continue
through 1992.

"The church in the West is not in good
health," says Shenk, who sees it conforming to
the culture it had intended to transform.
As an example Shenk cites a television news

report he saw on the dramatic increase of vio-

lence in horror films from only two decades ago.
It concluded with the statement, "In an increas-
ingly complex society, we require ever more vio-
lence to cope."

"What church, what congregation has grappled
viath that reality?" Shenk says "The trouble is

that violence 'out there' is getting into us as
well. Our kids have been catechized by that 'out
there.'

"

"D
±-}y age 15, the average American has watched
more than 36,000 hours of television.

"How do we expect in six easy church member-
ship classes to undo a much more profound and
pervasive catechism?" he says. "We're kidding
ourselves."

In a recent seminary class, Shenk asked 25 stu-
dents to review the annual budgets of their con-
gregations. "About 75 to 80 percent of their bud-
gets go to local maintenance. They're spending
the money for all good things; you can't criticize

what they're doing. It just doesn't mean much
for the kingdom," Shenk says. "They're not sig-
nificantly engaging their world, their larger envi-
ronment. None of the churches would have a
clue how to go about addressing violence."
In the United States, modernism has brought

technological advances and an extreme individu-
alism. "In a way, it's a reassertion of what hap-
pened in the Garden of Eden," says Shenk, not-
ing that one author termed the American ethos,
"The New Paganism."
"Paganism means the created worshiping the

created. The essence of the Enlightenment was
that we can be our own gods," says Shenk.
"That view is now bearing fruit."

Shenk criticizes what he sees as the church's
uncritical adoption of American culture. As an
example, he cites the "uncritical acceptance of
technology" by evangelicals, fundamentalists,
and charismatics for "evangelism" techniques.
"Evangelism is primarily an American term.

The rest of the world speaks of 'evangelization,'
"

"Evangelization is a process
in which various people are
involved. Evangelism is some-
thing you do to someone else,"

he says. "Evangehzation connotes a process in
which various people are involved. Evangelism is

something you do to someone else.

One of the complaints I hear from people is, 'I

was treated like a number,' " he says. "When
evangelists partake of that mentality or that ap-
proach, no wonder people say that's not for me,
that's not good news It smacks too much of
what people are trying to get away from—the
sense of being manipulated or being used."
In part, the goal of the Gospel and Our Cul-

ture project is to distinguish between the values
of Christianity and those of Western culture, par-
ticularly individualism. The blending of those
two sets of values, which began when Roman em-
peror Constantine legahzed Christianity in 313,
continues to this day, according to Shenk.
"Few churches have actually tried to offer an

alternative culture to hyper-individualism," he
says. "There is no church unaffected by it. It's

not easily recognizable."

Tom Price is a staff reporter with primary
assignments in religion for The Elkhart Truth,
Elkhart, Ind.
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Give us courage to feel pain

by Katie Funk Wiebe

X he list is beginning to grow:

In early February, Kari Ann Nunemaker, a

Mennonite high school student missing for nine

days, was found murdered near Elkhart, Ind.

In the middle of the month three members of

one family—Clair, Anna May, and Kim Weaver
of Manheim, Pa.—were allegedly stabbed to

death by the family's 14-year-old son.

In late February the Shoemaker family of

Wichita, Kan., finally learned that their nine-

year-old girl, abducted seven months before, was
dead. A jogger looking for cans found her bones

in a deserted area.

Three examples out of hundreds in our world.

I struggle with the reality of evil. Sin and evil

are real, too real. Their power to inflict suffering

is enormous. I struggle with how to fight evil as

a believer in Christ. I yearn for black-and-white

solutions. I yield too easily to the temptation to

blot out evil by retreating to a sterile church cor-

ner with my faith and my words.

Evil will not magically disappear because I

don't know what to do with it. It lurks at the

base of life, ugly, ready to d£irt forth wherever

the dam weakens. The reality of life requires

that we deal with sin and suffering in this world.

We cannot act as though there were no Fall in

Eden. We cannot believe that if we deny evil, it

will go away.

Under the crushing force of evU, dreams fade.

Illusions about life disappear. Innocence is lost.

Lives are emptied. Families like the Shoemakers
can't pretend. Nancy's empty chair is a constant

reminder of sin's reality.

People have various ways of trying to get rid

of evil. William WUlimon says one way that

doesn't work is to project it on others. For exam-
ple, in the Persian Gulf War it was important to

portray the enemy as violent and subhuman; for

only then can we make it seem less evil to kQl.

Some people explain evil by laying it at God's

feet. We sidle up to those in pain with "God has

some great purpose in mind for you through this

event." Such words are cruel. To interpret per-

sonal experience or world events as if we know
what God is up to is to know something only

God knows. Our goal should be to strengthen

faith, not give pat answers.

Daniel J. Simundsen in Faith Under Fire gives

some strange advice to people who want to wipe
out pain with platitudes. He says that at times

part of our responsibility is to protect people in

pain from harmful biblical answers. Our view of

Scripture is usually too narrow, he writes. We
pick one passage and expect it to be the whole

answer.

Simundsen's point is that we need to recog-

nize that the Bible does not speak just one
word—even about a subject as complicated as

suffering. He sees a danger in being so satisfied

with our own system for explaining human suffer-

ing that we apply it in "general and universal

ways" to smooth things over.

Because pain is "the satanic invitation to be-

lieve that our lives mean nothing ... to see our-

selves as forsaken creatures . . . abandoned by
God," Willimon writes, we have a Christian re-

sponsibility to help people understand that God
has not forgotten them in pain. We fight evil

when we identify with their pain as Christ did

with ours on the cross.

o illustrate: The morning paper carried a po-

litical cartoon captioned, "Guess which of these

most successfully united our city [Wichita]?"

Below were caricatures of the Miss USA pag-

eant, the 300-foot replica of the Keeper of the

Plains Indian proposed as a symbol of the city,

and a picture of little Nancy Shoemaker.

The "big, glitzy splashy beauty pageant" has

been plagued by lawsuits. The idea of a

"humongous 300-foot Indian" has been ridiculed

for months. Only the disappearance of little

Nancy pulled together hundreds of volunteers to

carry out a massive campaign of awareness

about her absence across the nation. These peo-

ple identified with the family's pain and did

something about it.

Pain, not glitz or media hype, is our security

as individuals, families, congregations, and a na-

tion against being sucked in by Satan's evil.

Only as we feel the others' pain will we survive.

Pain alerts us to danger, stimulates us to greater

efforts, and leads us to decision. Without pain,

we remain selfishly individualistic. May we have

courage to feel the others' pain.

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kan., is the editor

of Rejoice! an inter-Mennonite family worship

magazine.

I yearn for black-and-white solutions. I

find it too easy to blot out suffering and
evil by retreating to a sterile church
comer with my faith and my words.
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readers say

Unqualified agreement
The Feb. 26 issue of Gospel Herald is

excellent throughout. I wish to register
unqualified agreement particularly with
John Drescher's article; the "Archbold,
Ohio" statement of Mennonite Central
Committee; and your editorial.

Lauren Ashley Smith
Clinton, Iowa

Next move
People are praying and looking to God

for peace. I think God abeady yearns for

peace and is looking to us.

Pam Dintaman
Goshen, Ind.

Two sets of rules
Where did we ever get the idea that

the powers that be (Rom. 13:1-4) are di-

rected by kingdom rules? Where did we
get the idea that the church has a mo-
nopoly on the Holy Spirit? Certainly if

the powers that be are ordained of God,
he will continue to direct them by his

Spirit. Just as the church is not always
obedient to the Spirit, so the powers
that be may not always be obedient to
God's directions.

Who am I to say that President Bush,
after much prayer, was not directed by
God to stop the Iraqis so that others
might live a quiet and peaceable life?

Let's not criticize our Maker for hav-
ing one set of rules for the people of his
kingdom and another set of rules for the
powers that be.

Menno D. Sell

Salunga, Pa.

Refusing to fight

at home as well
"Mennonites on the Way to Peace"

(Feb. 19) was very helpful. It gave me
some insights on why, when one
scratches the surface of our nonresis-
tance, we do not always find peace un-
derneath. We not only find ourselves
waging "our own little wars on how to
make peace," but we also fight our wars
on the congregational front. How many con-
gregations are there with a history of 15

years or more which have not had casual-
ties resulting from skirmishes of their own?

In our attempt to live in community
by love, we find it difficult to under-
stand our feehngs in the presence of dis-

agreements. It is therefore easier to go
across the creek and start our own
church than to agree to disagree in love
and still be fiiends. We have not learned
how to deal with conflict very well.

The time has come to give peace a
chance not just on the national fi-ont but
on the local front as well. What does it

say to our government and local commu-
nity when we refuse to take life on for-

eign soil but destroy self-esteem, reputa-
tion, friendships, and witness at home?
D. Lowell Nissley

Sarasota, Fla.

What it means
to be Mennonite
In "Mennonites on the Way to Peace,"

J. Lawrence Burkholder says that " 'the

peace emphasis' is the only obvious dis-

tinctive characteristic that Mennonites
have left."

Is this really true? That thought trou-
bles me. If it's true, why am I a member
of the Mennonite Church?

I am a member of the Mennonite
Church because it has taught me that
the Bible is the inspired Word of God,
to be obedient to his will, to deny my-
self, to be nonconformed to the world,
to be nonresistant, to avoid the swearing
of oaths, and to recognize the evil in se-

cret societies. The Mennonite Church
has taught me that love is the greatest
thing in the world, that humility and pu-
rity are important, that I can have hope
for the future.

H. Harold Hartzler

Glendale, Ariz.

Legitimate but impossible
I find myself in the biblical nonresis-

tance definition, at least in theory if not
in practice, as outlined in "Mennonites
on the Way to Peace." I would differ,

however, with the comment that "justice
is not considered a legitimate category
of biblical ethics." My understanding
would be it is legitimate but impossible
with unregenerate man.

Also, in light of the comment that
Jesus is "now viewed primarily as a sin-

less prophet calling for social change in

anticipation of the kingdom of God on
earth," I am left wondering how a per-
son is saved. We need more teaching on
the work of Christ in relationship to our
salvation.

Allen R. Mohler
Kirkwood, Pa.

What is the interpretation
of traditional nonresistance?

Certainly Mennonites are developing a
"pluralistic" peace position, as J. L.

Burkholder points out in "Mennonites
on the Way to Peace." Is traditional

Mennonite nonresistance, however, best
characterized as less than "socially

responsible" or "nonpolitical"?

Perhaps because I have come of age
in an era of post-'60s social activism, I in-

terpret our traditional position a bit dif-

ferently. Did not our Anabaptist
forbears advocate civil disobedience in

regards to militarism and state idolatry?

Did not our Mennonite forbears insti-

gate protest migrations and construct al-

ternative social institutions? Were these
not legitimate and responsible political

strategies of resistance and survival?
More and more, we Mennonites are be-

coming involved in resistance, arrest,

and direct assistance on behalf of
abused peoples, from the Middle East
to Central America to Southeast Asia. It
is entirely consistent to claim these ac-
tions as continuous with our "tradi-
tional" orientation. In fact, it is precisely
our historic identity as an abused people
which lends us the spiritual power to wit-
ness politically, responsibly, and nonvio-
lently—now as before.

Phil Stoltzfus

Cambridge, Mass.

The shooting has stopped,
the killing goes on
During the past seven months 100

times as many people were killed by
drunk drivers in the United States as Al-
lied personnel were killed in the Gulf
War. In that same period many more ba-
bies were killed by abortion as died on
both sides of the war. There were more
deaths in drug-related murders than the
U.S. military deaths.

One person in our community, who is

very angry at Mennonite "peace" demon-
strations, said he would like to see Men-
nonites demonstrate sometime against
the above-named killings. It would also
be appropriate for these persons to vol-

unteer for reconstruction and healing
ministries in Kuwait and in Iraq. All
those who participated in demonstra-
tions could then prove their concern for

victims of war in deeds as well as words.
Verle Hoffman
Elkhart, Ind.

Raising our voices
for justice everywhere
Now that the Persian Gulf War is

over, most people have mixed emotions.
What does the future hold? Whatever hap-
pens, I would urge Mennonites to broaden
their outlook so that problem areas can be
identified before tragedy occurs.

I'd known for years that Saddam Hus-
sein was a murderous dictator. He
started a war with Iran that inflicted a
million casualties. He gassed tens of
thousands of Kurds. When it was re-

ported that the corpses of children were
being returned to parents by the Iraqi

government, some with their eyes
gouged out, I decided that Hussein's ac-
tions deserved condemnation.

I sent letters complaining about this

behavior. I wrote my government repre-
sentatives questioning why the U.S. was
buying tens of billions of dollars of oil

annually—oil dollars which allowed Iraq
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to conduct a war with Iran and later Ku-

wait. I wish other people had also raised

concerns.

Voices have been raised in Gospel Her-

ald concerning Israel, El Salvador, and

South Africa. That is good. However, we
should also be concerned about Burma,
Indonesia, Tibet, Sri Lanka, China, and

Iran. We should not restrict our views

only to problem areas that the U.S. hap-

pens to be involved with.

Robert Erck
Lombard, III.

Pontius absolutely essential

to sustain sense of humor
Now about "Pontius' Puddle": keep

him alive in Gospel Herald. I for one

could not survive life, yes even the Chris-

tian life, and especially the Mennonite

pastorate, without a sense of humor. Pon-

tius, Kudzu, Brother Biddle, Peanuts, and

Calvin and Hobbs are absolutely essential

to the sustenance of that humor.

It takes three things to keep the Chris-

tian faithful to the call of Christ in a

world like the one we must live in: the

Bible in one hand, the daily newspaper

in the other, and a sense of humor. The
latter should envelop the head and heart

through which the other two are per-

ceived. Keep "Pontius' Puddle" available!

Ellis Croyle

Archbold, Ohio

Photos belie words
Your choice of photos for "Service in

the 21st Century Is Still Everyone's

Business" (Feb. 26) was unfortunate.

The photos used erased the article's

main point. We know well that "pictures

speak a thousand words." Those pic-

tures of Mennonite Central Committee
workers in Jamaica contradicted the au-

thor, saying that, in fact, "service is being

left to the specialists: the MCCers and
VSers.

This editorial slip indicates to me how
deeply ingrained the "service specialist"

mentality has become throughout the

ranks of Mermonites in North America.

Walter W. Sawatzky
MCC Program Coordinator

Miami, Fla.

Does the argument
from silence wash?

If we encourage the homosexual life-

style to be an accepted norm, do we not

make a mockery of all that family means
and throw aside all that the Judeo-Chris-

tian tradition has held to? Why should

we treat homosexuality any differently

than we do any other unhealthy lifestyle:

alcoholism, adultery, premarital sex, or in-

cest? Do we want to normalize these, too?

Glenn Lehman wrote in "Different

Love: Three Groups That Care" (Feb. 5)

that Jesus never said anything about ho-

mosexuality. Does the argument from si-

lence wash? Jesus never said anjdhing

about pedophilia or smoking either.

Jesus affirmed family and by this

spoke to homosexuality. He said,

"Haven't you read . . . that in the begin-

ning the Creator made them male and fe-

male and said, 'For this reason a man
will leave his father and mother and be

united to his wife, and the two will be-

come one flesh?' " (Matt. 19:4-5). Did

Jesus or the Scriptures anywhere ever af-

firm any other "one flesh" union?

The solution? Neither condemnation nor

acceptance. But like Jesus, accept the per-

son but not the lifestyle. Jesus, who was

fuU of grace and truth, said, "Neither do I

condemn you. Go and sin no more."

Eugene K. Souder
Grottoes, Va.

Parallels with early times
Mark Winslow ("View Can Not Be

Taken Seriously," (Feb. 26) certainly has

a right to express his opinion regarding

what theological positions he agrees with

or not. However, I have problems with

his assertion that one cannot take the

theology of the Brethren/Mennonite

Council for Gay and Lesbian Concerns

seriously and still be an "Anabaptist

holding to a scriptural understanding of

the Bible's inspiration and authority."

To me this parallels the language the re-

ligious establishments of the first and
sixteenth centuries used against the new
perspectives posed by the early Jesus

movement and the Anabaptists.

Ted Grimsrud

Eugene, Ore.

Correction:

By editing or error you mistakenly re-

ported what I said in a recent letter,

"View Can Not Be Taken Seriously."

The last sentence should read, "The fact

that they have gained a significant hear-

ing among Mennonites testifies of our

church's lack of spiritual vitality where
the council's myth has been believed."

I did not say that the spiritual vitality

of all Mennonites was lacking. Rather I

suggested that the discernment and vital-

ity of the segments of our church that

have accepted the gay theology is lacking.

Mark Winslow
Allentown, Pa.

References
Thank you for the helpful articles by

Duane Beck on "Reducing Pastoral Cas-

ualties" (Jan. 22 and 29). I really appreci-

ated them and plan to refer back to them.

Jim Egli

Flanagan, III.
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"Then the Lord God will

wipe away the tears from all

faces, and the disgrace of
his people he will take away
from all the earth."

—Isa. 25:8, NRSV
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Remember the eyes . . . Remember

What the Western powers have done re-
cently in the Middle East will not be
forgotten because of a long history of
violence between Muslim and Christian,

by

Roelf

Kuitse

ItLt happened as Baghdad was hit by missiles.
An Iraqi woman screamed to a Spanish journal-
ist: "We are human beings." The hate inside
made her eyes shine like two burning coals.
"This isn't a game; these are human lives." As
she was dragged back into the house, she had
enough strength and hate to turn and shout: "Re-
member my eyes."

The eyes of our Muslim neighbors! There are
900 million of them in countries like Indonesia,
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, and the Soviet
Union. Some 20 percent of the Soviet population
is Muslim. Muslims who live in Arabia are a mi-
nority.

Yet Arabia plays an important role in the
worldwide Islamic community. It was in Arabia
that Islam started in the seventh century. Five
times a day Muslims perform their ritual prayer,
their faces turned to Mecca, the holy city. They'
recite their prayer (the first chapter of the
Koran) in the Arabic language. And once in a
lifetime a Muslim hopes to make the pilgrimage
to Mecca, to worship God together with beHev-
ers from all over. What happens in the world of
the Arabs has a deep impact on all Muslims,
wherever they live.

I ot all Arabs are Muslims. In all Arab nations
there are small Christian minorities. These Chris-
tian communities face many difficulties because
of the revival of Islam. The Persian Gulf War in-
creased these difficulties because of the revival
of Islam. The war increased these difficulties, be-
cause Christianity is still regarded by many as a
Western religion. Libya's leader, Qaddafi, ex-
pressed this view when he stated that "it is an
aberration for an Arab to be a Christian." Re-
cently another Islamic leader in North Africa ac-
cused Jerusalem of "mobilizing Christian forces
and sending them on a crusade against the
Arabs and Muslims."
The word "crusade" is mentioned often by

Muslims these days. The memory of Arab
Muslims reaches far back. What has happened
recently is seen by many as one chapter in a
long, sad story of Western-Muslim relations; a
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Tunisian author talked about "the tattooed mem-
ories of Arab Muslims."
The crusades were the first attempt of the

West to deal with the house of Islam in a violent
way. Saladin was the Muslim who defeated the
crusaders. So Saddam Hussein has been seen as
the modern Saladin, one who stands up against
the West for the sake of Arab unity.

Afi:er World War I Britain and France estab-
lished their power in the Middle East by divid-
ing the region into different spheres of influence.
The French occupied what is now Syria. A
French general, arriving in Damascus, rode on
his horse to the tomb of Saladin and proclaimed,
"Saladin, we have returned." Arab Muslims saw

'

the colonial era as a continuation of the crusades.

hat era, when European powers ruled large
parts of the Islamic world, was experienced by
many Muslims as a continuation of Western at-
tempts to weaken Islam. "The house of Islam"
ruled by foreigners, non-Muslims: that was re-
garded as a humiliation which led to painful
questions. Their faith told Muslims that the Is-
lamic community would always be a victorious
community, the best of all communities. History,
during the colonial period, did not confirm that

'

faith anymore. Why did history go astray? To
this painful question come different answers.
"Modernists" say that Islam needs to modern-
ize. "FundamentaHsts" say that Muslims have
not remained faithful to the laws of Islam; his-
tory will confirm faith again when Muslims go
back to their roots, the fundamentals of their
faith, keeping distance from modern, secular, de-
structive ideas and practices.

The third chapter in the story of the ongoing
"crusades" is, according to many Muslims, the
creation of the state of Israel. Israel is regarded
as a Western invasion in the world of the Middle
East, a threat to the Arab nation and to the
"house of Islam."

Was the recent war the fourth chapter in the
history of the crusades? In some Arab news-
papers President Bush has been nicknamed
"Genghis Bush." This goes back to the thir-

teenth century when the grandson of the
Mongol Genghis Khan destroyed Baghdad.
Baghdad at that time was the center of the Is-

lamic and Arabic worid, the center of a flourish-
ing culture. It was a blow for the Arab world.
After Genghis Khan, Arabs started to play a

minor role in the worid of Islam and in the Mid-
dle East. For 400 years (until World War I) they
were ruled by the Turks. During Worid War I



the eyes . . . Remember the eyes . .

.

the Allies promised the Arabs to restore their na-

tion in the Middle East if they would fight with

the allied forces against the Turks and Germans.

But after the war, promises were forgotten and

the Middle East was divided among the British

and French. Different states were created and
borderlines drawn in an arbitrary way.

The desire among Arabs for one nation re-

mains strong. This desire found expression in

the creation of the Ba'ath (renaissance) Party,

founded by a Christian and a Muslim. The first

loyalty of the Arabs, according to this party,

should be the Arab nation, not the religious. Is-

lamic community. That's the reason why many
Arab Christians in the beginning responded posi-

tively to this party and its program. Ba'ath put

them on equal footing with Muslims. It opened a

way of becoming first-class citizens in a state

based on Islamic law.

The Ba'ath Party later became the party of

Saddam Hussein and Hafez Assad. But between
the ruler of Iraq and the ruler of Syria no love

was lost. In fact, Saddam Hussein, who once was
an ally of the United States is now its enemy.

Hafez Assad, once an enemy, is now an ally.

Things change fast in the Middle East!

The recent war has many repercussions. There

will be a radicalization in the Islamic world, a

radicalization with a strong anti-Western empha-
sis. Communication between Muslims and Chris-

tians will become more difficult. In the recent

past small steps were made to overcome the neg-

ative images and stereotypes Muslims and Chris-

tians have had of each other. Now these nega-

tive images have again been reinforced. Islam is

identified with what Saddam Hussein has done.

Christianity is identified with the violent reac-

tion of the West. What Saddam Hussein has

done will be forgotten by many in the Middle
East. What Western powers have done will not

easily be forgotten because it is seen in the per-

spective of a long history of violence.

T^he relation between Israelis and Palestinians

could not be worse. The social gap between rich

and poor remains and will continue to create un-

rest. Nationalistic fervor will continue to clash

with religious fervor. More and more Arab Chris-

tians will try to find a new existence in other

countries.

Will the events of the last year lead to a new
attitude of Christians in the West toward the

Muslim neighbor, an attitude based on empathy
and understanding? Or will we return, now that

the war is over, to an attitude of arrogance? Or
indifference until the next crisis? "Remember
my eyes."

Roelf Kuitse teaches mission and world religions

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. This article was adapted from a lec-

ture he gave to the seminary community.

Peace Salaam Shalom

Save us from weak resignation to

violence,

Teach us that restraint

is the highest expression of power

that thoughtfulness and tenderness

are the mark of the strong . .

.

Help us to love our enemies,

not by countenancing their sins,

but remembering our own.

Save us, our compassionate Lord,

from our folly by your wisdom,

from our arrogance by your forgiving

love,

from our greed by your infinite

bounty,

and from our insecurity by your

healing power.

Grant us the ability

to find joy and strength

not in the strident call to arms,

but in stretching out our arms

to grasp our fellow creatures

in the striving for justice and truth.

—prayer by a Christian —prayer by a Muslim -prayer by a Jew

Used by permission from U.S. Interreligious Committee for Peace in the Middle East, Greene and Westview, 3rd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19119.
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items & comments
Church leaders call for focus on Pales-
tinians in aftermath of Gulf War
With the end of the war in the Persian

Gulf, mainhne U.S. Protestant church lead-
ers are warning that it is critical to address
other outstanding issues in the region to
ensure lasting peace in the Middle East.
They are concerned about the effect of the
war on the region as a whole and reiterated
calls for a comprehensive international
conference to address other unsettled
Middle East issues, particularly the Pales-
tinian problem.

"Countless bilHons have been spent on
war," said National Council of Churches
general secretary James Hamilton. "Now,
we pray that with the same intentionality,

single-minded dedication, fervor, and sac-
rifice, the leaders of our and other nations
will pursue a just, lasting peace." James
Andrews, stated clerk of the Presbyterian
Church (USA), said flatly, "There's not
going to be peace in the Middle East until
the Palestinians have a homeland." John
Humbert, president of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ), suggested
that churches intensify efforts at "bringing
the nations and the U.N. together," arguing
that U.N. resolutions calling for Israeli

withdrawal from occupied territories have
"equal force and power" with those di-

rected against Iraq. (RNS)

Church leaders still believe
'war not the answer'
Mainline Protestant church leaders in

America remain unconvinced that use of
force in the Persian Gulf was either just or
prudent, despite the wave of euphoria
sweeping across the United States after
the stunning allied military victory over
Iraq. Particularly worrisome, several of the
leaders said, is that the war's success might
encourage a belief that the world's prob-
lems can be solved through the use of
force, that "might makes right."

Meanwhile, some denominational lead-
ers are expressing frustration that Presi-
dent George Bush apparently paid little

heed to their numerous pleas, made over
a period of months, for a negotiated set-

tlement to the conflict. Mainline church
bodies, including such denominations as
the Episcopal Church, Presbyterian
Church (USA), and United Methodist
Church, issued a virtual bhzzard of state-

ments before and during the air war. (RNS)

Walesa, on first trip as Polish
president, visits John Paul II

In his first trip outside Poland since
being elected president. Lech Walesa
came to the Vatican recently "as a presi-
dent . . . pilgrim . . . and a Catholic" to pay
homage to Pope John Paul 11 and the role
the pontiff played in helping Poland
achieve democracy. The Pohsh-bom pope
lavishly praised Walesa and the Solidarity
Movement in a manner longtime Vatican
watchers said was highly unusual. The
pope also stressed Poland's CathoHc roots
and the close ties the PoHsh people have
always maintained with the church. (RNS)

Americans profess strong belief
in heaven and hell

More than ever, the American public
beheves in both heaven and hell, according
to recently announced results of a Gallup
poll. About 78 percent of the pubHc be-
lieves in a heaven where people who have
led good lives are eternally rewarded, ac-
cording to the Gallup organization. And 60
percent of the pubHc believe there is a hell,

where those who have led bad lives without
regrets are eternally damned. (RNS)

How's Your

Congregation's

Love Life

Youth feel loved when they are

embraced by every dimension of

congregational life: worship,

fellowship, outreach,

decision-making and leadership.

Acknowledge your youth as valued

people. Reach out in friendship,

give them space to test their faith,

offer loving guidance, and affirm

the present and potential

contribution they have to make.

How is your love life?

Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries

Box 1245

Elkhart IN 46515-1245

219 294-7523

Carlos Romero
Youth Ministries

Coordinator



church news

Mennonite delegation to Washington
ifocuses on postwar IVIiddle East

Washington, B.C. (MCCJ—Representa-

tives of the Mennonite Church, General

Conference Mennonite Church, and Men-
nonite Brethren Church met here on Mar.

5 with government officials regarding post-

war Iraq, Kuwait, and the larger Middle

East. The delegation came here not pri-

marily for political reasons, but to take a

perspective rooted in Christian values of

compassion for war-sufferers and commit-

ment to the way of the Prince of Peace.

It was only the fourth time in the 20-year

history of the Washington Office of Men-

nonite Central Committee that represen-

tatives officially designated by denomina-

tions went to Washington.

Delton Franz, director of the Washing-

ton Office, coordinated the visit. The del-

egation met with the White House's Near

East specialist, Sandra Charles; the State

Department's deputy assistant secretary

for Near Eastern affairs, David Mack; and

State's Iraq desk officer, Alan
Misenheimer. Both State Department of-

ficials were familiar with Mennonite work

in Egypt, Israel, Jordan, and the Israeli-oc-

cupied West Bank.

The delegation also visited 13 Senate

and House representatives from areas with

large Mennonite constituencies, including

Reps. Jim Olin of Virginia, James Leach

of Iowa, Dan Glickman of Kansas, and Tim
Roemer of Indiana.

Drawing on their respective denomina-

tional statements and developments in the

Middle East, the delegation discussed: (1)

the importance of phasing out the U.S.

military presence and replacing it with an

international peacekeeping presence; (2)

efforts to provide for emergency needs

such as clean water, medicines, medical

clinics, and infant formula; (3) the urgency

of an international embargo of arms trans-

fers to the region, and (4) United Nations

implementation of peace negotiations be-

tween Israel and the Palestinians.

Sandra Charles of the White House con-

fided to the delegation,, "I have close

friends on the other side. There are decent

people on both sides and I feel sorrow that

the United States and Iraq could not reach

agreement." Vernon Wiebe, a Mennonite

Brethren leader from Hillsboro, Kan., told

her he appreciated her sensitivity to the

human tragedy of Iraq's division and pain.

Owen Burkholder, a Mennonite Church
General Board member from Harrison-

burg, Va., expressed concern to State De-

partment officials that the UN mandate
requiring Iraqi war-reparations payments

to Kuwait not be so burdensome that it

"forces Iraqi civilians into crushing humil-

iation, poverty, and embitterment."

Vern Preheim, general secretary of the

General Conference Mennonite Church,

asked the State Department's David Mack
about the possibility of sending Menno-
nites to Iraq to help Iraqi families rebuild.

Mack said that private voluntary organiza-

tions should wait to begin such efforts until

UN/Arab peacekeeping units and the In-

ternational Red Cross are assured that

adequate stability, transport, and commu-
nication lines are in place.

James Lapp, executive secretary of the

Mennonite Church, encouraged State De-

partment officials to pursue a resolution to

the long-standing Palestinian quest for a

homeland and self-government. "I hope

the Mermonites will also continue to be

active with the Palestinians," said one

official.

Susan Goering, a General Conference

representative who chairs the MCC U.S.

Peace Section and who recently visited

Israeli-occupied West Bank, said she

hopes "Israel will come to see that with

increasingly destructive new weapons sys-

tems there can be no assurance of protect-

ing Israel's security." She suggested that

only peace negotiations could assure sta-

bility and security in the region.

Recently elected Rep. Tim Roemer of

South Bend/Elkhart/Goshen, Ind., said he

hopes Americans do not lose sight of needs

in their own land. "We need a 'Marshall

Plan' to seek long-term solutions to pov-

erty, hunger, and homelessness in the

United States as well as in the Middle

East," he said.

The MCC Washington office coordi-

nated inter-Mennonite delegations to gov-

ernment officials three times before. The
first such visit was in 1972 related to the

Vietnam War. In 1982 a delegation made
contacts regarding military conscription

laws, and in 1983 a group went to Wash-
ington to discuss Central American is-

sues.

—

Delton Franz

The inter-Mennonite delegation poses outside the MCC Washington office, which is across the street

from the U.S. Capitol. Delegation members were (left to right) Vern Preheim, GC general secretary;

Anhur Jost, MB representative; Vernon Wiebe, MB representative; Susan Goering, GC representative;

Owen Burkholder MC representative; and James Lapp, MC executive secretary.
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A weekly peace vigil brings Kansas Mennonites and others together at the Harvey County courthouse
in Newton. Flag-waving counter-protesters broke up the first one in January.

Kansas response to Gulf War
includes seminar, vigil, prayer
Hesston, Xan.— Reactions in central

Kansas Mennonite communities to the
Persian Gulf War ranged from active resis-

tance to U.S. policy to participation as
soldiers in the Gulf.

Hesston College focused on "The Mid-
dle East Puzzle: Why Should We Care?"
for its second annual Global Issues Semi-
nar for all students, faculty, and staff.

Though the three-day event attempted to
show both sides of the puzzle, a number
of students agreed with Craig Kuntz, who
said, "I'm tired of all the anti-Americanism
I'm hearing."

The Iraqi ambassador had accepted last
fall's invitation to speak, but canceled be-
cause of the war.

Hesston professor David Osborne, a
member of the Christian Peacemaker
Team visit to Iraq in November, expressed
the need for cross-cultural understanding,
especially in the area of negotiations. He
gave his personal viewpoint on what needs
to be done to bring real peace to the
Middle East. (Osborne, who has served
with Mennonite Central Committee in the
Middle East, currently is waiting for visa
clearance so he can accompany the Jordan
MCCers to Iraq.)

Bethel College and the North Newton
community were described as "hotbeds of
peace activism" by reporters on the scene
of a peace vigil which a "pro-American"
group overran. The Jan. 22 event had been
planned before the war broke out. About
200 loud, flag-waving counter-protesters
came together a half hour before the
scheduled peace vigil, and closed in on the
50-60 peace protesters who came at 5:30.

The group shortened its vigil and left

quietly, meeting at Shalom Mennonite
Church the following week to decide what
to do. Hubert Brown, a General Confer-
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ence Mennonite Church administrator,
urged the group to continue a public peace
witness. "I'm going to continue even if it's

just one person," he said.

For the following weeks, peace vigilers

met under the banner "Let Us Love One
Another" for prayer, meditation, and sing-
ing on the courthouse lawn. An average of
85 persons came each week. About 20 of
them met at Our Lady of Guadalupe Cath-
olic Church after each vigil to share infor-
mation and support. The vigils were led by
Newton Area Peace Center coordinators
Michael Sprong and Beth Preheim.
Except for some loud cars, little opposi-

tion continued. Some attributed that
change to a series of letters in the Newton
Kansan asking for freedom of speech for
those on both sides of the war issue. Tabor
Mennonite Church planned a potluck din-
ner for families of soldiers and church
members to meet each other.

Churches in Hesston and Newton held
weekly ecumenical prayer services during
the war. Some 90 people attended a draft
counselor workshop led by GC peace/jus-
tice secretary Robert Hull. Another 20
Bethel, Hesston, and Tabor College fac-

ulty members met with Hull to learn how
to counsel their students. Hull, who was a
captain in the Air Force when he became
a pacifist, also counseled military people
stationed in Kansas who were seeking con-
scientious objector status.

On the last day of the war, George
Swartzendruber was killed in action in
Iraq. Formerly from Newton, Swartzen-
druber had Mennonite relatives in the
area. He had grown up in Papua New
Guinea, where his parents were Wycliffe
missionaries, and had enlisted in the mili-
tary in order to get helicopter training to
use as a missionary pilot.—Susan Balzer

Black church started
in needy neighborhood
Elkhart, Ind.—Three years ago, a stu-

dent at an Eastern Mennonite College
program in PhQadelphia boldly announced
that he wanted to transform one of
Elkhart's most notorious bars into a
church. Some admired his vision to begin
a black Anabaptist congregation on the
city's most blighted street corner. The
owner of the LA Lounge, which in 1988 was
responsible for more police calls than all

the other bars in the city combined, was
infuriated. Others laughed at his audacity.
They're not laughing any more.
Since his graduation in 1989, church

planter David McKissic, who had earlier
attended Goshen College, has seen events
fall into place with the same speed as the
collapse of communist dictatorships in
Eastern Europe.
McKissic rejected offers of pastorates in

Philadelphia and Birmingham and began
conducting Tuesday-night Bible studies in
a local church to gather a congregation.
They called themselves "Church Without
Walls" to illustrate their hoHstic mission.
"What we're trying to develop is a congre-
gation that will empower African-Ameri-
cans spiritually, culturally, mentally, phys-
ically, and socially," McKissic said.

Then the walls began to fall down.
The LA Lounge lost its Hquor Hcense, in

a small part because of an intensive peti-
tion drive conducted by Elkhart-area min-
isters and congregations. Then, the South
Central Elkhart Neighborhood Improve-
ment Corporation (SCENIC), a citizens
group dedicated to fostering structural
change in the black community, bought the
building. Today, SCENIC is in the process
of renovating the structure for its offices
and a community center.

On the first Sunday of this year, Church
Without Walls celebrated its first worship
service in a local school gymnasium. Some
75 people—blacks, whites, Asians—heard
McKissic annunciate a primary tenet in
Church Without Walls' mission. He com-
pared Nehemiah's decision to leave the
Persian court and rebuild the walls of
Jerusalem to the congregation's goal to live

among people who are downtrodden and
minister to them.

"The only way we can really be effective
is actually going and living among them,"
said McKissic, noting a "bittersweet" part
of civil-rights gains. "When those doors
opened for African-American churches,
some of our churches moved out of the
neighborhoods. Many of the professional
people moved out, lawyers, clergymen. So
did many of the stable African-American
famihes—stable two-parent homes where
young boys could wake up and see father
going to work.

"When all those types of positive exam-
ples move out, it leaves a neighborhood
basically ravished," he said, specifying that



he is not criticizing people who have made
a better life for themselves. "A person can

live anywhere that he or she desires. But

it's hard for us to engage in effectively

enhancing the quality of Ufe for African-

Americans without ourselves becoming a

part."

McKissic has said that one day the con-

gregation might consider renting space in

the SCENIC building—an action that

would fulfill what many had once consid-

ered a fooUsh prophecy.

But just as the collapse of the Berlin

Wall culminated in the reunification of

East and West Germany, the story of the

Church Without Walls continues. Already

the infant congregation has grown, accord-

ing to McKissic. The congregation's initial

"African-American agenda" has shown

strong signs of blossoming into an interra-

cial fellowship.

"It just happened really in a spontaneous

sense. It lets us know at the Church With-

out Walls that God is serious in the busi-

ness of breaking down those barriers," he

said. "If black and white people are really

going to be able to assemble themselves

i
Unsolved questions. Intercourse, Pa.

^PPj—John Roth, who teaches Bible

and history at Goshen College, de-

fined several "Questions Menno-
nites Haven't Solved " at the People's

Place Winter Cultural Series Mar.

11-12. To two full-house audiences

Roth addressed questions relating to

beliefs versus lifestyle; baptism and
salvation; nonconformity; and the

authority of community versus indi-

vidual authority. After articulating

each question and placing it in the

context of Anabaptist history, he
opened up the forum for discussion

with the audience. The purpose of

the Winter Cultural Series is to bring

to the Lancaster, Pa., area some of

the finest Mennonite artists, proph-

ets, and opinionmakers.

and deal with a lot of issues in a historical

sense that have polarized them, I can't

think of a better place to do that than the

church of Jesus Christ."

That probably won't be the last that

people will hear from McKissic who al-

ready has become a leading spokesman in

the city's black community. Now he may
run for city councU.

—

Tom Price

Choice Books aims in '91

for one million sales
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—The director

of Choice Books is excited about the prob-

ability of selling one million books in a

12-month period sometime soon. Paul

Yoder says that with a 10 percent sales

increase in 1991, he thinks the one million

mark can be reached this year.

Since statistics show that each book is

read by 3.5 people, that means the one

million books would reach 3.5 million peo-

ple. Yoder emphasized that "while high

numbers are not the ultimate goal, they

indicate we are achieving our goal of reach-

ing more and more questioning and hurting

people."

Of the 912,000 Choice Books sold in

1990, almost 12,000 were sold by one ac-

count in Pittsburgh, for a retail total of

$65,000. For the second year in a row, W.
H. Smith, Choice Books vendor at Greater

Pittsburgh International Airport, will be

recognized with a plaque for the highest

retail volume account with Choice Books.

Das Dutchman Essenhaus Restaurant in

Middlebury, Ind., came in a close second

with $63,000 in retail sales, while selling the

highest number of books (over 12,100).

Other high-volume accounts included an-

other W. H. Smith account in Las Vegas

and Lehman Hardware Store in Kidron,

Ohio.

Simon Schrock, Choice Books distribu-

tor in the Washington, D.C., area, believes

"the long-term hunch that Christian books

sell well during times of crisis. Neither the

Middle East crisis nor the economic situ-

ation in the U.S. hurt book sales in 1990,"

he said. "Instead, more and more people

turned to Christian books for help."

Another factor that resulted in increased

sales last year, according to Schrock, is

"that we work at good relationships with

stores and have added more high-volume

accounts, particularly with chain stores."

Schrock placed the bookracks at both W.
H. Smith locations.

Many inspirational books, including de-

votionals and Bible-related subjects,

helped increase Choice Books sales at over

3,000 racks by 17 percent in 1990. The
Choice Books best-sellers last year in-

cluded the perennial favorite Comfort for

Troubled Christians by J. C. Brumfield,

which sold almost 18,000 copies. A
Barbour publication, Bible Promises, fol-

lowed closely with over 17,100 copies.

About 70
seminars
to be offered
Enriching Oregon

'91 will be about 70

seminars on a vari- awoN 01

ety of pertinent themes, scheduled

in three 75-minute blocks. "Teaching

Peace to Youth," "Workshop for

Song Leaders," "Don't Let Your
Souls Wear Thin," and "Integration

Costs: Pains and Losses" are only a

small sample of the variety of semi-

nars to be offered.

A special feature will be four day-

long seminars on Thursday, Aug. 1.

Participants wUl receive stimulating

training in one of the following:

Congregational Planning and Wor-

ship. Look at how to plan meaningful

corporate worship, including how to

use the resources of the new hymnal.

Leaders are Marlene Kropf, Eleanor

Kreider, and others.

Urban Ministries. Explore the

meaning of how God's creative acts

continue in the city. Bill Pannell and

other urban leaders will tell stories

and look at the current issues of

urban church development.

Stewardship. Take an in-depth

look at "firstfruits," Vision '95 Life-

style Teams. Teaching and telling

stories will be Lynn Miller, Virginia

Schlabach, Ray and Lillian Bair, and

others.

Environmental Concerns. Get an

exposure to environmental chal-

lenges (may include a field trip). Led
by Environmental Task Force mem-
bers Don Gingerich, Carolyn Ruffen-

sperger-Rogovin, Linda Burr, and

Kenton Brubaker, along with Oregon

environmentalists.

"Participants in Oregon '91 will

find a rich menu of teaching in the

seminars," reports James Lapp, ex-

ecutive secretary of General Board.

"The opportunity to spend a whole

day in a well-planned seminar such

as those offered on Aug. 1 is alone

worth the registration fee. The
choices will be difficult with so many
excellent seminars from which to

choose."

The Seminar Committee includes

Lois Kenagy of Corvallis, Ore.; Steve

Ratzlaff of Seattle, Wash.; and

James Lapp.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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mennoscope

• Environmentalist dies. Art Meyer, 62, died
on Mar. 19 in Cleveland after an extended
illness with cancer. A leading environmental-
ist in the Mennonite Church, he was a member
of the denomination's new Environmental
Task Force. He and his wife, Jocele Thut,
wrote a book called Earthkecpers, which was
released by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House 10 days before his death. Meyer
was a high school biology teacher for 30 years
in Ohio public schools before he and Jocele
left the Cleveland area in 1981 to take a
Mennonite Central Committee assignment. In
1985 they moved to an 80-acre strip-mined
property near Fresno, Ohio, which they had
been reclaiming for farming since purchasing
it in 1973. There they practiced what they
preached about taking care of the earth and
living simply. They also continued to serve
MCC on a part-time basis as staff persons for
the Global Education Office.

• Quarterback's mother dies. Dolly Hostel-
ler, 57, died on Mar. 10 in Johnstown, Pa.,
after a one-year OIness. She was the mother
of Jeff Hostetler, the football quarterback who
led the New York Giants to a national cham-
pionship in January. Dolly was at that Super
Bowl game in New Orleans and was pictured
on national television. She and her husband-
as well as Jeff—were members of Blough
Mennonite Church near Johnstown, although
they started attending a Brethren church in
recent years.

• Mourning the Iraqi dead. Michael Sprong,
coordinator of the month-long "Capital
Sabbath" in Washington called by Christian
Peacemaker Teams, joined in a ceremony at
the Iraqi Embassy on Mar. 18. Participants
laid a wreath with a black ribbon that read,
"We mourn the Iraqi dead." The group then
gathered at the White House Ellipse, where
they planted crosses in remembrance of U.S.
troops killed in the Persian Gulf War. "With
all the celebrating of victory, it's important for
peacemakers to mourn the dead, begin recon-
ciliation, pray, and act to stop our nation's role
in war-making in the Middle East," said
Sprong, who is taking time off as one of the
coordinators of Newton (Kan.) Area Peace
Center. Capital Sabbath, Mar. 17-Apr. 17, is

an opportunity for Mennonites, Brethren, and
Quakers to travel to Washington to pray and
lobby for peace in the Middle East.

• New church in Detroit. A new Mennonite
congregation in Detroit has grown steadOy
since its start as a home Bible study group in
October 1989. Called "Christian Community
Fellowship," it began Sunday worship ser-
vices last summer. This past February it

licensed its first pastor, Sam Wilson. The
congregation meets in rented facilities on East
Warren Avenue in the city's east side. A
church-planting project of Indiana-Michigan
Conference, the new congregation is also part
of the Detroit Mennonite Metropolitan Initia-
tive sponsored by Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions and others. The city now has three
Mennonite congregations.

• New building for Hispanics. An Hispanic
congregation in Muscatine, Iowa, worshiped
for the first time in its new building in Febru-
ary. It is a major enlargement of a building
that was erected after the congregation,
known as Iglesia Menonita de Muscatine, was
founded in 1963. Mennonites in other south-
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r ^ MID KANSAS RELIEF SALEV HOUSE AGAINST HUNGER

House against hunger. North Newton, Kan. -Volunteers are completing thisHouse Against Hunger" to be auctioned at Mid-Kansas Mennonite ReHef Sale in
Hutchinson on Apr. 13. The 1,700-square-foot house in North Newton is being
built on a donated lot by volunteers. Donors have also given some of the supplies
for the three-bedroom house. Profits fi-om the sale of the house will go to
Mennonite Central Committee.—Susan Baker

eastern Iowa congregations donated labor and
money to the project. The congregation is

committed to reaching out to the many Span-
ish-speaking people who are moving into the
area. Simon Rada has been the pastor since
1970.

•New facilities dedicated. Breslau (Ont.)
Mennonite Church dedicated its new building
in February with a day-long celebration, in-
cluding a concert by the Menno Singers. It

marked the culmination of three years of
planning and anticipation of a new direction
for the congregation. The new facility has a
sanctuary, lobby, fellowship hall, and offices.
It is attached by a walkway to the older
building, which will be renovated for Sunday
school classrooms and a small assembly area.

•Building project is debt-free. After six
months in their new building, the members of
Hammer Creek Mennonite Church near
Lititz, Pa., are well adjusted, comfortable, and
happy in their new home. The new facility is

also debt-free, thanks to early contributions
that were invested and the sale of antiques
and furnishings from the two previous struc-
tures on the same site. The first building was
erected in 1819 and the second in 1913. The
new one is across the parking lot from the
previous one. The congregation marked the
transition by walking in silent procession from
the old building to the new one during a
Sunday morning worship service. The new
sanctuary seats 440.

• Pastors-in-residence. Rosedale Bible Insti-
tute has two short-term instructors this year
as part of its new Pastor-in-Residence Pro-
gram. It is designed to give pastors and
students more opportunity for interchange.
The two are Dale Keffer of Chesapeake, Va.,
and John Ivan Byler of Harrington, Del.

• Switch to NRSV? Mennonite Publishing
House is considering switching to the New
Revised Standard Version for its Bible refer-
ences in the Adult Bible Study Guide for

Sunday school classes. Gospel Herald readers
are invited to give their opinions by writing to
David Hiebert at MPH, 616 Walnut Ave
Scottdale, PA 15683.

• Scholarships for women. Two $850 schol-
arships for Mermonite women studying in a
non-Mennonite graduate program are avail-
able from Women's Missionary and Service
Commission. The application deadline for the
1991-92 academic year is June 1. Application
forms are available from WMSC at 421 S.
Second St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516-
phone 219 294-7131.

• Correction: The telephone number for the
job opening for campus/youth minister in
Nebraska, listed in the Mar. 19 issue, was
incorrect. It should be 402 467-1526.

• Coming events:
Church Leaders' Retreat, May 3-5, at Camp
Hebron, Halifax, Pa. It will focus on minister-
ing to single parents, divorced parents, those
considering remarriage, and those having fi-

nancial difficulties. The leaders are Vince
Frey, Glenn Hostetler, and Noah Hershey.
More information from the camp at 957 Camp
Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA 17032; phone 717
896-3441.

Pilots' Retreat, Apr. 19-21, at Spruce Lake Re-
treat, Canadensis, Pa. The speaker for the
14th annual event is Butch Barkman, execu-
tive director of Jungle Aviation and Radio
Service—a division of Wycliffe Bible Transla-
tors. More information from Spruce Lake at
R. 1, Box 605, Canadensis, PA 18325: phone
717 595-7505.

Ascension Day Prayer Retreat, May 9, at Forest
Hills Mennonite Church, Leola, Pa. The re-
source person is John Martin of Eastern
Mennonite Seminary. The event is sponsored
by the Lancaster and Atlantic Coast confer-
ences. More information from Dorothy
Harnish at Lancaster Conference, 2160 Lin-
coln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602: phone
717 293-5256.



• New appointments:
Wilmer Martin, Canadian director, Habitat for

Humanity. He is starting on a marginal-time

basis this spring, moving to half-time in Sep-

tember, and to full-time in the fall of 1992. He
has been pastor of Erb Street Mennonite

Church in Waterloo, Ont., since 1978. Habitat

for Humanity, founded in 1976 by Millard and

Linda Fuller, is a Christian organization that

provides affordable housing to low-income

famiUes. Its headquarters is in Americus, Ga.

Ted Kinder, head women's basketball coach,

Eastern Mennonite College. He succeeds in-

terim coach Marian Morris. Kinder, a member
of the faculty since 1987, will continue as an

assistant professor in health and physical

education and as head men's baseball coach.

• Missionary transition:

Charles and Ruth Shenk returned to Japan in

February following a nine-month North Amer-
ican assignment. They are longtime Menno-
nite Board of Missions workers who currently

serve the small scattered Mennonite congre-

gations in the Tokyo area. Their address is

Nedo 327-3-304, Kashiwa-shi, Chiba-ken 277,

Japan.

Change of address: Albert C. Slabach from R.

1, Box 114, to 1729 S.R. 643, Baltic, OH 43804.

Special meetings: David Tennefoss, Shreve,

Ohio, at Tressler, Greenwood, Del., Apr. 26-

28.

births

Bender, Larry and Joanie (WiUms), Tavistock,

Ont., Barrett Abraham (third child), Mar. 9.

Bensler, Dan and Hildegard (Sawatsky), Cal-

gary, Alta., Courtney Vanessa and Carina

Lauren (second and third children), Feb. 12.

Blosser, Randy and Gail (Smith), Elkhart, Ind.,

Isaac John (third child), Feb. 22.

Clemmer, Mike and April (Hayden), Souder-

ton, Pa., Hannah Rose (third child), Mar. 14.

Ferguson, Mike and Emily (Erb), Kalona, Iowa,

Jodi Erb (second child). Mar. 7.

Ferguson, Paul and Shelba (Nieman), Wooster,

Ohio, Paul Michael (first child), Feb. 28.

Frey, Larry and Karen (Brenneman), Tavistock,

Ont., Josie Lynn (second child), Jan. 3.

Gingerich, Maynard and Carol (Shetler), Riv-

erside, Iowa, Collin Jay (fourth child). Mar. 8.

Hershberger, Marv and Paulette (Miller),

Kalona, Iowa, Daniel Drew (third child), Mar.

IL
Isley, Ken and Kristen (Hochstedler), Midland,

Mich., Grant Calvin (first child), Feb. 8.

Jantzi, Beryl and Margo (Maust), Harrison-

burg, Va., Rose Marie (first child), Mar. 5

Kerns, Robert M., Jr., and Alyssa (Silver-

thome). Line Lexington, Pa., Zachary Taylor

(first child), Mar. 8.

Kiser, Terry and Denise (Bishop), Souderton,

Pa., Jeremy Keith and Jessica Lynn (fourth

and fifth children), Mar. 8.

Kurtz, Marlin and Tami (Sommers), Sarasota,

Fla., Garrett Matthew (first child), Feb. 26.

Laurent, Michael and Christine (Schlegel),

Rocky Ford, Colo., Cody Blake (third chUd),

Mar. 10.

Lavender, Rick and Kathy (Holly), Norristown,

Pa., Shane Patrick (fourth child), Jan. 8.

Lyndaker, Larry and Sandra (Steckley), Crog-

han, N.Y., McKenzie Lynne (first child), Feb.

28.

Mack, Ron and Teresa (Schrock), Goshen, Ind.,

Dm Renee (first child), Mar. 14.

Maurizio, Albert and Wendy (Horner), Wind-
ber. Pa., Jonathan Albert, Feb. 14.

Maxwell, Dan and Joyce (Shenk), Madison,

Wis., Eroma Clare (first child), Feb. 25.

Miller, Paul and Darla, Lebanon, Ore., Susan

Corrine (first child), Mar. 3.

Miller, Ray and Ginny (Bontrager), Goshen,

Ind., James Patrick (first child). Mar. 10.

Moyer, R. Kirk and Donna (Montanari), North

Wales, Pa., Kira Rae (first child). Mar. 11.

Nolder, Gary and Rosi (Nisly), Selinsgrove, Pa.,

Bryndee Anne (first child), Nov. 3.

Nolt, Wesley and Vicki (Mast), Holtwood, Pa.,

Briana Victoria (second chUd), Feb. 17.

Peter, Tim and PhyUis (Orpurt), Oakbrook, HI,

David Philip (first chUd), Jan. 29.

Reese, Boyd and Hedy (Eisenbraun), Philadel-

phia, Pa., Sarah Jane (third child), Feb. 6.

Roth, Dan and Teresa (Gorius), Coralville, Iowa,

Tiffany Nicole (first child), Feb. 21.

Ruby, Dwayne and Marylou (Schwartzen-

truber), Tavistock, Ont., Jordan Dwayne (sec-

ond child), Feb. 22.

Schrock, Ezra and Dawn (Schlabaugh), Iowa

City, Iowa, Kelsey Leigh (second child). Mar.

9.

Siegrist, Clair and Marilyn (Eberly), East Earl,

Pa., Andre Jacob (second child), Feb. 22.

Watkins, John and Marcia (Herschberger),

West Liberty, Ohio, Christina Lynn (second

child). Mar. 2.

Williams, Sam and Cindy (Detweiler), Kalona,

Iowa, Tiana Renae (second child). Mar. 3.

Yantzi, Richard and Darlene, ,

Ont., Kaitlyn Nichole (third child). Mar. 1.

Zehr, Ray and Laurel (Roth), Shakespeare,

Ont., Charmaye Xzantria (sixth child), Jan. 17.

Experience, Learn, and Grow
at

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Summer School 1991

• June 3-21

Anabaptist History and Theology.

H. Wm/ne Pipkin, Profof Anabaptist

&16th Century Studies

• June 25-July 5

Conflict and Conciliation.

]ohn Paul Lederach, Assoc Prof of

Sociology at Eastern Mennonite College

New Testament Spirituality.

Willard Swartley, Prof of Neiu Testament;

Marcus Smucker, Coord of Spiritual

Pormation, Assoc Prof of Pastoral Theology

Educational Ministry for the 90's.

Marlene Kropf, Spiritual Formation

Program Assistant; Daniel Schipani, Prof

of Christian Ed and Personality

• July 9-19

Preaching and Teaching the Bible.

fake Elias, Assoc Prof of New Testament;

fune Alliman Yoder, Assist Prof in

Communication & Preaching; Ross T.

Bender, Prof of Christian Ed and Worship

Church Planting.

Gary Martin, Instr in Evangelism and

Church Planting

Law and Power in the Old Testament.

Millard hind. Prof of Old Testament

• July 8-26, August 5-23
Greek Language.

Mary Schertz, Assist Prof of New
Testament

Designed especially for seminary students, congrega-

tional lay leaders, those interested in exploring seminary,

those wanting to extend their theological education while

pursuing other professional preparation, teachers in

elementary, high school, and college, and pastors.

For more information write to: Summer School Director,

AMBS, 3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN 46517-1999.
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new members
Millersburg, Ohio: Amy Courtney, Crystal
Courtney, Melanie Mishler, and Carrie
Stambaugh.

West Philadelphia, Pa.: Elizabeth Hamilton,
Dan Lindsey, Howard Porter, Felicia Porter,
Sheldon Rich, Brenda Hess Rich, and Vera
Rohrer.

marriages
Oven-Troyer: Gerald Oven, Naubinway, Mich.,
and Robin Troyer, Engadine, Mich. (Wild-
wood cong.), by John Troyer, Jan. 19.

Smith-Anders: Richard W. Smith, Morrisville,
Pa. (Souderton cong.), and Rebecca Ann An-
ders, Morrisville, Pa. (Souderton cong.), by
Gerald A. Clemmer, Mar. 9.

deaths
Driver, Justus S., 76. Born: Augusta Co., Va

June 10, 1914, to Daniel W. and Maud (Shank)
Driver. Died: Feb. 10, 1991, Waynesboro, Va.,
of a heart attack. Survivors—wife: Virginia
Weaver; children: Nelson, Conrad, Evelyn
Driver, Dorothy Scott, Marian Hackney; 5
grandchildren, 2 stepgrandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Feb. 13, Springdale Mennonite
Church, by Duane Gingerich, Richard Sho-
walter, and Marion Weaver.

Erb, Mabel, 76. Bom: Oct. 1, 1914, South
Easthope Twp., Ont, to Peter and Katherine
Baechler. Died: Mar. 10, 1991, Stratford, Ont.,
of cancer. Survivors—children: Larry, Edith
Yungblut, Karen Pfaff; 9 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild; sisters: Talma Roth, Edith
Lebold. Predeceased by Elton Erb (husband).
Funeral: Mar. 12, Tavistock Mennonite
Church, by Darrel Toews. Burial: South
Easthope Twp., Ont.

Hostetler, Delories, 57. Born: June 5, 1933,
New Florence, Pa., to William and Aiydth
Virginia (Blank) Pebly. Died: Mar. 10, 1991,
Johnstown, Pa. Survivors—husband: Norman
Hostetler, Jr.; mother; children: Gloria
Cotchen, Ronald, N. Douglas, Cheryl Joy
Stupar, Jeffery, J. Todd, Lori Jeanne Kehl; 20

grandchildren; brothers: William, David,
John. Funeral: Mar. 13, Maple Springs Church
of the Brethren, by Beverly Good. Burial:
Blough Mennonite Cemetery.

Hostetler, Melvin J. B., 88. Born: Feb. 12,
1903, Wayne Co., Ohio, to Jep and Fannie
(Huntsberger) Hostetler. Died: Mar. 9, 1991,
Orrville, Ohio, of congestive heart failure!
Survivors—children: Wendell, Janet Swartz-
entruber, Judy Ferguson; 10 grandchildren, 11
great-grandchildren: sister: Elizabeth Herr.
Predeceased by Elizabeth Burkholder (wife).
Funeral and burial: Mar. 11, Orrville Menno-
nite Church, by John P. and Barbara Moyer
Lehman.

Landis, Bessie A., 82. Born: May 20, 1908,
Sellersville, Pa., to Andrew and Sallie (Al-
derfer) Derstine. Died: Mar. 9, 1991, Sellers-
ville, Pa., of a heart attack. Survivors—hus-
band: Abram K. Landis; children: James
Lowell, Geraldine D. Raber, Ruth Ann Moyer;
3 grandchildren, one great-grandchild. Fu-
neral: Mar. 12, Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church, by Truman H. Brunk, Robert L.
Shreiner, and Wellington Alderfer. Burial:
Souderton Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Litwiller, Salome, 95. Bom: Nov. 25, 1895,
Wilmot Twp., Ont., to John and Mary
(Schultz) Gascho. Died: Mar. 3, 1991, Kitche-
ner, Ont. Survivors-son: Earl; 2 grandchil-
dren, 5 great-grandchildren. Predeceased by
Elmer Litwiller (husband). Funeral and burial:
Mar. 6, Steinmann Mennonite Church, by
Elmer Schwartzentruber, Victor Dorsch, and
Fred Lichti.

Oskolkoff, Kathrine, 85. Born: Oct. 10, 1905,
Ukraine, Russia, to Dietrich and Helen (Hoge)
Fast. Died: Mar. 5, 1991, La Habra, Calif.
Survivors— children: Elvira Ishkanian,
Margarete Wenger; 6 grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by Alex Oskolkoff (husband). Funeral-
Mar. 8, Hillside Chapel, by Donald G. King.
Burial: Rose Hills Cemetery, Whittier, Calif.

Roth, Steven James, 25. Born: Sept. 3, 1965,
MUlersburg, Ohio, to Paul and CaroU (Hostet-
ler) Roth. Died: Dec. 24, 1990, Killbuck, Ohio,
of cancer. Survivors—parents; brothers and
sisters: John, Stan, Tim, Linda Yoder, Jenny,
Roth. Funeral and burial: Dec. 26, Martin's
Creek Mennonite Church, by Enid and Bob
Schloneger.

Roth, William W., 93. Born: Nov. 11, 1897,
Nebraska, to Joe and Mary Roth. Died: Mar!
3, 1991, Albany, Ore. Survivors—children:
Donald, Lauren, Harold, Lyle, William, Ardis
Bare, Laura Mae Eichelberger, Marilyn Bean,

Pecans for relief sale. Carkbad, N.M.-The people of Carlsbad Mennonite Church
gather for several work evenings early in the year to pick out pecans which are
locally grown. The shelled nut-meats are then frozen until October when they are
placed in one-pound packages to be sold at the relief sale to raise money for
Mennonite Central Committee in Rocky Ford, Colo. The church has contributed
up to Z50 pounds of shelled pecans annually for the past 8-10 years.—£/fen Good

Grace Roth, Marlene Kauffman, Lois Oesch;
22 grandchildren, 3 great-grandchildren; sis-
ters and brothers: Katie Nitzsche, Mary Ann
Erb, Elmer, Lloyd. Predeceased by Clara
Maude Erb (wife). Funeral and burial: Mar. 7,
Fairview Mennonite Church, by Roy Hostetler
and Clarence Gerig.

Siegfried, John David, 37. Bom: Dec. 31, 1953,
Long Island, N.Y., to John and Jane (Kulp)
Siegfried. Died: Mar. 1, 1991, Lehigh Valley
Hospital, of complications from a blood clot.
Survivors—wife: Karen Hoff; children: Jason
D.

, Jennifer D.; sister: Kathy L. Hendricks;
maternal grandmother: AUce Landis Kulp!
Funeral: Mar. 6, Sommers-Sadler Funeral
Home, by Mike Derstine. Burial: RockhUl
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Weaver, Abner Franklin, 96. Bom: June 28,
1894, Waynesboro, Va., to Samuel H. and
EHzabeth (Hershey) Weaver. Died: Feb. 22,
1991, Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors—children-
Mary McNeill Trissel, Paul A.; 10 grandchil-
dren, 17 great-grandchildren. Predeceased by
E. Frances Shank (wife), Raymond (son), in-
fant daughter. Funeral and burial: Feb. 25,
Springdale Mennonite Church, by Duane
Gingerich, Richard Showalter, and Richard
Weaver.

Yoder, Sadie Ella, 94. Bom: May 22, 1896,
Livingston Co., 111., to Jacob E. and Barbara
(Litwiller) Dellenbach. Died: Mar. 12, 1991,
Meadows, 111. Survivors—step-daughter: Ann
Glabe; 5 step-grandchildren, 16 stepgreat-
grandchildren, 2 step-great-great-grandchil-
dren; sister: Irene Yordy. Predeceased by
Oliver Yoder, Sr. (husband). Funeral and
burial: Mar. 14, Waldo Mennonite Church, by
Lester Zook.

Yothers, Richard James, 42. Bom: Aug. 14,
1948, Doylestown, Pa., to Richard and Ruth
(Landis) Yothers. Died: Feb. 16, 1991, Boston,
Mass., of a heart attack. Survivors—mother;
sisters and brother: Ruth A. Yothers, Eleanor
Myers, Mary Jane Moyer, David. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 21, Deep Run Mennonite Church
East, by John Ehst and Arnold C. Roth.

Correction: In the obituary of Hubert C. King
in the Mar. 12 issue, it stated that his wife was
a survivor. She is not surviving.

calendar
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Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy, Mt. Pleas-
ant, Pa., Apr. 1-3

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Flanagan
111., Apr. 5-6

'

Pennsylvania Mennonite Rehef Sale, Harris-
burg, Pa., Apr. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual assembly, Wauseon,
Ohio, Apr. 5-7

Eastern Canada Conference annual meeting,
Ontario, Apr. 5-7

Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville
Pa., Apr. 11-13

Empowered Ministries annual conference, Indi-
anapolis, Ind., Apr. 18-20

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif
Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20
Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind
Apr. 21

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B C
June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3



Empowered for Action

On Earth As in Heaven
Justice Rooted in Spirituality

Do we meet Jesus in church or a soup kitchen? In a Bible camp or a housing

project?

Such distinctions are false, says Arthur Paul Boers. We cannot experience God
in heaven without loving the needy on earth. Nor can we truly love the needy on
earth if not empowered by God in heaven.

"Boers attests to the huge necessities of worship and prayer in our lives. He
shares his much-tested conviction that a contemplative life is not alternate to, but

the root and foundation of, active life."—Eugene H. Peterson, author of Working
the Angles
"Too often personal spirituality and social justice pass each other as ships in the

night. Based on biblical insights and rich personal experience, Arthur Boers

creatively links them together in true biblical fashion."—Donald B. Kraybill, author

of The Upside-Down Kingdom
Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Firstfruits Living
Giving God Our Best

"Firstfruits living" means giving back to God off the top of our paycheck instead

of what is left after expenses. It is giving God freely of our time, not what is left

over after job and family responsibilities. It is giving God our lives, living each day
as God's servants—on the job, in the community, and at home. This easy-reading

stewardship study by storyteller and pastor, Lynn A. Miller, will promote lively

discussion and renewed living.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

Earthlceepers
Environmental Perspectives on Hunger, Poverty, and Injustice

Has the church ignored the earth's troubled ecological condition? Is Christianity

to blame for the crisis? To what extent should the church be involved in ecological

issues? What is a biblical theology of creation? How does it relate to daily living?

Art and Jocelc Meyer examine the root causes of environmental degradation.

They analyze each major ecological concern: global greenhouse warming, ozone
depletion, squandering natural resources, pollution, toxic wastes.... How did it

arise? What can be done to reverse it? What can Christians do about it?

Paper, $12.95; in Canada $15.95

Cn Earth
as in

HEAVEN

Arthur Paul Ccers

Firstfruits

Living

Lynn A. Miller

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include 15%
for shipping—minimum $1.50).
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editorial

How to do outreach
Thank you for the invitation to visit your

church. You should know, however, that I don't
make a good visitor. It's not something I do well.

In fact, come a Sunday when I'm to visit a
"strange" church, I find myself with more anxi-
ety and stress than I care to admit.
Some of it is a natural fear of new situations, I

suppose. But I also know that going to new
churches can be frightening. I've had too many
experiences of finding myself alone or lost or
confused to make visiting churches something I

look forward to.

What can you do to keep that from happening?
Besides a warm welcome at the door, show me

where to go. You might even map out the water
fountains and the restrooms. (Stress does funny
things to some of us, you know.) Show me to a
seat—not too far up so that everyone stares at
my back all service wondering who I am. Come
to think of it, give me a choice: I'd prefer the
aisle, about one-fourth of the way up. (You
know, part way in, but not completely immersed
at this point.)

If you have to introduce me during the service,
make it brief. Don't embarrass me with ques-
tions. Please don't make me talk out loud.

Afterward, take me to coffee hour; I should be
able to follow the crowd, I know, but for some
reason I often get lost. Introduce me to your
friends. Talk with me as though you're inter-

ested in me and don't have a half dozen other
things to do.

Take me to your Sunday school class, if I

want. If not, don't insist, but rather escort me to
the door when I'm ready to leave.

Do that when I visit your church, and you're
way ahead of what I've been doing should you
have visited mine.

For example, before-service has been prime
time for me to get things done. You know, taking
care of what I was too busy to do all week:
schedule meetings, follow up on committees,
check out dates with my small group. What I

don't get done before church usually takes most
of my time during coffee hour. Then I rush to
Sunday school, thankful if I miss only the first

five minutes of the teacher's introduction.
Visitors? I'm certainly glad we have them. I'm

also glad my church introduces them. (Some
don't, I've heard; they don't want to embarrass
newcomers.) If we wouldn't, "busy" people like

me might not get to meet you should you hap-
pen into our service some Sunday.

I became aware of these Sunday morning hab-
its when my church spent time talking about
how we can bring more people from our com-
munity into our fellowship. We agreed that was
something we needed to do. We said we wanted
to do it. It was while we were praying we would
find ways to make it happen that I came to real-
ize any outreach I was to be involved in would
have to begin with me. (God, I've discovered,
has an uncanny way of breaking through with
more than I want sometimes in prayer.)

Outreach can be unsettling. It means new peo-
ple with new ideas who, should they ever decide
to join us, bring new ways of being the church.
While my head says that's exciting, my emotions
don't always keep pace. Many Sundays—particu-
larly those following a hard week—the last thing
I want is to have to confront the new or the dif-

ferent or the strange. That, I must confess, too
often includes people as well as ideas.

I'm working at it. God calls the church to
reach out. That includes me. But I've stopped
praying for God to show me how. I think God
has. Now I'm adjusting my Sunday morning rou-
tine to put the stranger first and my business
last.

Oh, I know there are many more ways to reach
out than through the Sunday morning service. It

may even be one of the last. But I also know
that sharing the gospel should bring new people
into our fellowship. I need to be ready person-
ally when it does. As Mennonite missiologist Wil-
bert Shenk notes (page 2), we may need to begin
using our missionary strategies on ourselves.
So stop by some Sunday morning. I'll do my

best to make you feel welcome. In fact, I'll try to
do for you exactly what I'd want you to do for

me should I accept your invitation someday and
visit you.—jlp
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How shall we
celebrate creation?

Mennonites have a new interest in

spirituality, linking the religious with

the emotional. But there are new
theories that need to be critiqued.

Trraditionally Mennonites have been an indus-

trious, serious-minded people. Life has consisted

mainly of work. We have emphasized the emo-

tional and aesthetic dimensions less.

Although Mennonites frequently labored with

our hands, other physical and emotional expres-

sions—touching, hugging, dancing—were often

discouraged. While most Mennonites worked
closely with nature, nature's forms and colors

found little reflection in our worship or dress.

And while an intense, devotional relationship

with God was said to be important, clues for nur-

turing it were sometimes scarce.

In recent decades, however, fewer and fewer

Mennonites have been living amid settings of

natural beauty or supportive communal warmth.

Our fast-paced, impersonal society drains what
inner resources we have left. It is little wonder,

then, that we are displaying great interest in spir-

ituality—especially spiritualities that link our reli-

gious with our emotional and aesthetic lives.

One of the most popular (and controversial) of

these is the "creation-centered" spirituality of

the Dominican priest, Matthew Fox. Fox can be

by

Thomas
N. Finger



The ''creation-centered spirituality" of
the Dominican priest, Matthew Fox, is

significantly different from the church's
traditional understanding of God,

intriguing to Mennonites because he combines
themes which we have neglected—nature, the
body, the emotions, the arts—with others which
we have stressed—pacifism and social justice.

Matthew Fox is highly critical of recent West-
ern civihzation. He beheves that it has been
dominated by the rise of modern industry, and
by the desires for conquest that accompanied it.

Control of this industry usually rests in very few
hands (mostly white and male). Such people,
driven by unwarranted pride, seek to reshape ,

our globe.

What must have been the results? Fox empha
sizes the widespread ecological damage that
threatens numerous life-forms, glaring economic
inequalities that impoverish whole nations and
cultures, and a nuclear buildup that could de-
stroy all earthly creatures. We Mennonites reso-
nate with this analysis and critique.

But what for Fox is the source of these ills?

He calls it "dualism." Duahsm is our tendency
to regard natural creatures, other kinds of peo-
ple, and even our own bodies and emotions as
quite different from ourselves. We see them as
threats, set ourselves over against them, and
seek to subdue and control them.
What is the antidote to dualism? Fox says it is

to begin to regard other creatures as intercon-
nected with ourselves and with each other. For
instance, rather than fearing our emotions or
bodily rhythms, we should Usten to, follow, and
celebrate them. We should also start Ustening to
nature. If we do, we will cease treating any crea-
ture as opposed to us. All our destinies are inter-

twined. Instead of a competitive attitude, we will

develop compassion toward all things and per-
sons, especially the weak. We will then work to
reverse the militarism and social inequality
which dualism has spawned.

In developing these ideas. Fox suggests sev-
eral ways of appreciating our physical, sensual
sides and expressing these in worship and the
arts. However, he offers far more than occasional
suggestions. Fox claims that this way of experi-
encing life must be grounded in a "cosmology"—
a whole new understanding of the universe and
of God. This new cosmology often sounds quite
unlike the traditional Christian one.

Three of its themes deserve special attention:

1. Fox affirms that "nature itself is 'the pri-

mary scripture' . .
." {Original Blessing, p. 38).

That is, we can learn what we need to know
about God and the universe by observing the
rhythms of nature and human life. According to
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Fox, the Bible, while it can be helpful, is not ab-
solutely necessary for this.

2. Fox claims that observing nature will teach
us that a loving God is present in all creatures.
Christians, of course, believe that God is active
throughout creation. Yet they have believed that
God is also distinct from and above creation.
For Fox, however, "The idea that God is 'out
there' is probably the ultimate dualism . .

."

(Original Blessing, p. 89).

Fox insists, in contrast, that compassion flows
from the behef that my being is intertwined with
all other creatures—so intertwined that in loving
them "I am loving myself and am indeed in-

volved in my own . . . fullest self-interest" (A
Spirituality Named Compassion, p. 33). More
deeply, compassion is grounded "pantheism"—
the belief that God's being is in all creatures
and inseparably intertwined with theirs. So in
helping or harming another creature, I am help-
ing or harming God.

3. Fox's third theme is "the cosmic Christ."
He defines this Christ as a basic pattern of con-
nectedness which holds the universe together.
Yet this pattern can exist in miniature ("in

microcosm") in creatures. Christians beheve that
some such cosmic principle, or Word (John 1:1),

existed in Jesus. Fox adds that the cosmic
Christ exists in each of us also: "We are all cos-
mic Christs." Thus "we all are called to be moth-
ers of God," to give birth to God's Son {The
Coming of the Cosmic Christ, p. 137). In this way
too God's being is inseparable from ours.

What shall we make of this "creation-
centered" spirituality? Its emphases on compas-
sion and peace are attractive. Its approach to
the body, the emotions, and the arts is intri-

guing. Nevertheless, its views of revelation, God,
and Christ sound strange. Are these merely un-
important verbal differences? Or is something
more basic at stake here?

Matthew Fox claims that nature can teach
what we need to know about God. But does na-
ture, by itself, point unambiguously to a loving,

What is created does not teach
us all we need to know about
God and ourselves. Nor do we
find the ultimate meaning of
created things in themselves.



compassionate God? On the contrary, nature

throbs with a life-and-death struggle where the

fittest survive. Especially if someone, like Fox,

celebrates "20 biUion years of evolution," com-

passion scarcely appears at all. Of course,

nature's orderliness might point to a great mind

behind it. Perhaps its beauty indicates a cosmic

artist. But why should we believe that any such

vast, aesthetic intellect cares for each creature?

Christians believe Jesus taught us to view real-

ity differently than nature by itself would sug-

gest we view it. For example, the Hebrews often

regarded grass, which withered so quickly in the

Palestinian heat, as an obvious symbol of human
Ufe's brief futility. But Jesus pointed out that

even this grass was clothed more magnificently

than Solomon. He taught that God cares about

clothing us even more (Matt. 6:28-30).

Jesus also taught us to see human reality with

new eyes. In his day, those afflicted by illness,

demons, and poverty were often viewed as so-

cially worthless. They were shunned. Such trou-

bles were generally regarded as evidence of

God's curse. But Jesus treated such persons as

special objects of divine compassion. Even more
astoundingly, Jesus welcomed genuine sinners.

And he continued to love and forgive even those

who rejected, abused, and put him to death.

In short. Christian belief in a compassionate

God is not really derived from what human or

nonhuman nature by themselves seem to teach.

It is rooted in the revelation of a love strikingly

different from what we often find there. This

love "empties itself (Phil. 2:7), goes out of it-

self, enters into the struggles of those whom it

comes to help, and lets itself be torn asunder by
their rejection.

It is a love which, in some very real sense,

comes from above and beyond our world. It is

not an outflow of some energy which has its

source in nature. Instead, nature itself has its

source in the outflow of this astounding, super-

abounding, self-giving love.

What does this imply for "creation-centered"

spirituality? That we should somehow avoid cele-

brating the rhythms of our bodies, of the sea-

sons, of colors and sounds and stars? Of course

not. Since these are all forms or patterns or dy-

namisms which divine love created to express it-

self, we should enjoy them to the hUt!

However, the more we expect to find the ulti-

mate meaning of created things in themselves,

the less we will find there to celebrate whole-

heartedly. Apart from the unusual light which

Jesus casts on creation, nature's apparent cru-

elty and impersonality begin whispering a differ-

ent story.

We must challenge Fox's claim that to have

compassion for others we must regard them as

parts of ourselves and of God. For if I love some-

thing because it is part of me, my love is based

on self-interest. Jesus, however, reveals a far

greater love: one which goes out toward those

who are very different, who even oppose and cru-

cify. This love does not love others for its own
sake; it sacrifices itself for their sake. In this

love are rooted not only the deepest compassion

but the very origins of creatures themselves.

Will we best apprehend God's closeness by

placing Jesus with ourselves and others—as "cos-

mic Christs"—on the same level? To be sure,

Christ is "in us," but only because the one fully

cosmic Christ was first of all "for us." Only

when we recognize this do we comprehend the

wonder of divine love and the depth of our need

for it. Only then can we rightly receive Christ's

presence—not as something we possess "by

nature" but as a gift bestowed by grace. For this

we have gratitude and awe.

Thomas N. Finger is visiting professor of theology

at Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg,

Va. He is a member of Community Mennonite

Church.

Books by Matthew Fox

The books by Matthew Fox on which the cri-

tique of the accompanying article is based are

these:

Original Blessing (Santa Fe, N.M.: Bear & Com-
pany, 1983)

The Coming of the Cosmic Christ (San Francisco:

Harper & Row, 1988)

A Spirituality Named Compassion (San Fran-

cisco: Harper & Row, 1990)
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readers say

Tragedy was more than
losing a valiant fight

Your article "Campus Pastor Found
Dead" (Mar. 5) relates the tragic death
of Barrel Brubaker. While it alludes to
his "valiant fight against depression,"
the account doesn't mention what precip-
itated his depressive illness.

For numerous years Barrel had strug-
gled with great integrity and courage to
get his church to confi-ont and remove
from power a man in the denominational
structure and ministry whom Barrel
knew to be sexually abusive. The church
responded by trying to discredit and si-

lence Barrel. He was profoundly devas-
tated and saddened that the church he
had loved since childhood would not re-

spond with justice and integrity. Barrel
became more and more frustrated in his

attempts to bring justice and righteous-
ness to this situation. He became angry.
But because he was a gentle, sweet man,
the anger didn't last long. He turned in-

stead to despair and, finally, to fatal de-
pression.

We dare not dismiss Barrel's death
merely as the result of a biochemical im-
balance. What precipitated this imbalance
was the prolonged stress and anguish of
his denomination's unwillingness to take a
corrective stand against the evils of sexual
abuse by those in positions of power and
authority within the church.

Carolyn Holderread Heggen
Albuquerque, N.M.

Insensitive listing

We've become accustomed in our soci-

ety to reporters capitalizing on the
tragic events that happen to others. But
I was surprised and found it in very
poor taste that Gospel Herald included
"Campus Pastor Found Dead" in the list-

ing on the cover (Mar. 5). I feel the re-

porting of this unfortunate event was
within the scope of your responsibility;

however, using it in the contents on the
front page was very insensitive to the
family and friends.

Glenda Hartzler

Belleville, Pa.

The work has just begun
As the editor of Gospel Herald, you

didn't have much time to settle into
your job before war broke out in the
Middle East. I want to commend you for
the way you responded to that challenge.
Amid the clamor of blind patriotism

and euphoria brought to us by the
media, the Gospel Herald was the clear
voice I needed. Your articles were well
chosen and your editorials courageous
and true to the mark.
But now your work is just beginning.

You need to remind us Mennonites that
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we are not just against war but for

peace. Buring the war, the phones in our
church offices were constantly ringing-
people wanting to know about conscien-
tious objection, people wanting to know
how to respond to the war. Wouldn't it

be wonderful if the phones just kept
ringing—people wanting to volunteer to
work in trouble spots of the world to
show another way besides violence, peo-
ple demonstrating the same commitment
and sacrifice as we saw in the U.S.
troops sent to the Gulf?

Lead us on as we struggle to be instru-
ments of God's peace.

Randy Landis-Eigsti

Ephrata, Pa.

Cover nonsense
In reference to your cover graphic of

Mar. 12: I guess it really is true that war
is big media business. Somehow I just
thought our piece of the media was im-
mune to such nonsense. Silly me.
John Myers
Shelton, Wash.

Dealing vdth dictators
We have heard a lot about the recent

war. Why not give us some information
on the dictators who caused the war?
What is our responsibility as Christians
toward dictatorships? Is war the symp-
tom rather than the cause?

It is people, sometimes individuals,
who cause wars. In a free country, do we
understand dictatorships? Bo we have
any ideas how to deal with them?
Glenn Martin
Denver, Colo.

Where was Gospel Herald
during the recent war?
The Gulf War has come and gone. It

was the number one issue for five

months. It was debated in Congress and
the media for many weeks. Where was
the Gospel Herald in this crucial period?
Except through several letters to the edi-
tor, we were not given any voice of the
Mennonite Church to guide our thoughts.
What happened to "Kreider Views the

World" column that we have appreci-
ated so much over the years? Never

have we needed his critical analysis
more than in the last few months.
We have read the accounts of the war

in newspapers and magazines, we have
watched television with conmientaries
by military and news correspondents,
but we have had nothing to guide our
thoughts from a Christian perspective,
let alone from a Mennonite point of
view. If the Gospel Herald is to speak for
the Mennonite Church, where did we fail

in our mission?

Don Kreider

Lombard, III.

God's role in tragedy
I look forward to your editorials, but I

am not at ease with your second edito-
rial of Mar. 12, especially the ending.
God's will was thwarted in the shocking
and sudden deaths of Kari Ann
Nunemaker; Clair, Anna May, and Kim
Weaver; and Barrel Brubaker. I felt your
concluding quote from Job implied other-
wise.

Would it not be more pastorally and
theologically instructive to emphasize
God suffering with us in times of tragic
loss of life?

Joe Hertzler

Elkhart, Ind.

Where's Kreider?
One of the columns in Gospel Herald I

have appreciated over the years has
been "Kreider Views the World." This
perspective column brought into focus
world issues in a way that was both
meaningful and helpful. I have not seen
it since the change of editors. I miss it

and hope I will see it soon.

Earl Sutter

Mt. Prospect, III.

Young and old
I continue to appreciate Gospel Herald

and read it promptly each week. How-
ever, I miss Carl Kreider. His article was
one item I never missed reading.

I also notice death notices are getting
shorter. Boes that go with having a
"young" editor?

Paul Shank
Goshen, Ind.
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Rejection of the commandment
There are no new sins today. There is

nothing like a new moraUty. Paul wrote

to the churches of his day, which were

situated in the cesspools of immorality.

He hsted the common sins of spirit and

flesh, sins which we have today.

There is, however, something new

today. What is new is not the breaking

of the commandment of God; it is the re-

jection of the commandment. For the

first time since the gospel hit the Medi-

terranean, we are told that some sins are

okay after all. It is at this point that the

Scripture is very current in warning spe-

cifically: "Do not be deceived: Neither

the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor

adulterers nor male prostitutes nor ho-

mosexual offenders nor thieves nor the

greedy nor drunkards nor slanders nor

swindlers will inherit the kingdom of

God" (1 Cor. 6:9-10, NIV).

To persons saved out of all of these

sins, Paul could say, "And that is what

some of you were. But you were washed.

you were sanctified, you were justified in

the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and

by the Spirit of our God." Praise God.

This remains the good news to all who
believe and obey the gospel.

John M. Drescher

Harrisonburg, Va.

Looking for our
"blessed hope"

I greatly appreciated Levi Hartzler's

letter (Jan. 22) about Christ's coming for

his bride, the true church. Titus 2:13 ex-

horts us to be "Looking for that blessed

hope, and the glorious appearing of the

great God and our Savior Jesus Christ."

No one can deny that the very condi-

tions predicted in Ezekiel, Daniel, and

Revelation are finding their fulfillment

in today's world. Would it not be well to

bring inspiring messages of this "blessed

hope" before our Mennonite congrega-

tions?

Eleanor Engel

Eureka, III.

Loving and caring

with a call to change
Three problems with homosexuality in

1991:

1. We have sincere members on both

sides. Some Spirit-filled members prac-

tice it and plead that the church accept

them. They sincerely believe homosex-

uality is an "orientation" given by their

creator. Many other members have a re-

vulsion against it and consider it needing

discipline equal to adultery.

How do we get loving acceptance? I

asked six Mennonite psychiatrists what
studies of identical twins is revealing.

They tell me there seems to be no

"proof that homosexuality is a geneti-

I cally given orientation. In all cultures, it

seems to appear rather as sexually ar-

rested development. I feel that is the

way we should regard it, even though I

know that, as of March 1991, many thera-

pists insist that we do not know what

causes homosexuality.

2. But what does the Bible actually say?

Advocates of both extremes claim that

the Bible favors their view! I did a re-

study of the nine most prominent pas-

sages on this subject, along with many
inferences in the Scriptures. I am reas-

sured that heterosexuality was, and still

is, the creator's intention. Forced exege-

sis is required to make the Bible favor

accepting homosexual practice. The
church is a fellowship of those saved

from sinful practices, and homosexuality

is explicitly listed as one of these in

1 Cor. 6:9-11.

3. How can a person change sexual ori-

entation? In a Homosexual Anonymous

group I helped direct, I told persons that

change may prove as slow and as difficult

as to change from right to lefthandedness

in midlife. A few "blips" of re- versed sex

fantasy may persist for a long time.

First must come total acceptance so

these persons know they are loved even

if they never achieve full change. Then
they must examine their motives for

wanting change. I encourage people to

couple sexual reorientation with some
other "spiritual formation" in their fives.

I also try to help them to take account-

ability for all their fantasy life and to dis-

cuss this alone with God.

At a certain point, I encourage cross

sexual friendships. But recovering

homosexuals should not go it alone.

They need a support group of caring, ac-

cepting, affirming Christian persons,

both male and female, who can pray for

them as they recover.

Providentially such groups are now
emerging, such as Day Seven Ministries

of Elizabethtown, Pa. With God's contin-

ued leading and blessing, there may
soon be hundreds more serving quietly

across the church.

A way must be found to give persons

who have found victory over homo-
sexuality a chance to give their testi-

mony about the steps and disciplines

they found helpful. I know quite a num-
ber of such persons, but at this point

they do not want to come "out of the

closet" to give their story in public.

Maybe some anonymous letters to the

editor should be encouraged.

Paul M. Miller

Lititz, Pa.
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"Jesus said to them again,

'Peace be with you. As the

Father has sent me, so I

send you. . . . receive the

Holy Spirit.'"

—John 20:21-22b, NRSV
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May the God ofpeace be with you

by Kathryn F. Seitz

In the fall of 1987, while teaching Palestinian

students at Bethlehem University, I found my-

self in a curious situation. When only six weeks

of the school year had passed, the Israeli mili-

tary governor abruptly closed all West Bank

schools and universities, threatening imprison-

ment and a stiff fine for any Palestinians caught

teaching or studying.

But Palestinians value education highly. They

are experiencing a kind of autonomy and empow-

erment of spirit which energizes them to take

new risks to end the occupation of the last 23

years. "We no longer have that much to lose,"

they say. "Anything is better than what we have

been experiencing."

In this context local communities responded to

the 1987 school closures by organizing indige-

nous, informal underground schools in which stu-

dents met in small groups in unlikely places

such as homes, offices, and storerooms—all

places where they were less likely to be spotted

by the military. (In recent months the Israelis

have allowed some classes to be held again,

after the total ban of more than three years.)

One such local community in the West Bank
had 130 students enroll to study English. I be-

came part of this informal schoohng when six of

us foreign English teachers whom they trusted

were invited to teach in the newly organized

school project.

I began cautiously—concerned about identify-

ing levels of performance, motivation for study,

and, most of all, any political collaborators who
might be in the class. So I devoted the first

week to safe matters such as a review of gram-

mar and use of iimocuous stories designed to

build reading comprehension. On the fourth day,

however, one student raised her hand and said,

"But, Mrs. Kathryn, we know enough grammar
already. What we need now is to learn the En-

glish words and sentences to help us talk to jour-

nalists who visit our village."

A sensitive teacher will respond quickly to cor-

rection of that sort, and on the spot I adjusted

the week's teaching plan with a fresh assign-

ment: "Talk to persons in the village who have

been interviewed by journalists already. Dis-

cover the words and questions they needed to

know. Bring them with you to the next class."

Next day the students were amazingly well pre-

pared. We rapidly fiUed the chalkboard with

words right from their daily experiences: martyr,

refugee camp, rubber bullet, tear gas, settler, iden-

tity card, check point, helpless, frustrated, angry,

fear, torture. Practically every word bespoke de-

humanization and suffering.

But there were two other words that surfaced:

nonviolence and human rights. These represent

both the cause and the manner for many Pales-

tinians. They are working for human rights in a

nonviolent way.

On our final day of class the students told me
they now felt as if they were ready to interact

with the English-speaking journalists. But realis-

tically they didn't see themselves as important

enough to be selected as spokespersons for the

village. "On the other hand," they said, "we real-

ize that you know many tourists who come to

this country. Please bring them to us so that we
can tell them about Hfe here. We want to tell

them why we need education and peace."

And they wrote notes to people of North Amer-
ica. These are some I brought home with me:

"Schools should open because my school has

We who use the language of

peacemaker and suffering

servant will understand these

stories of rights denied.

always been like another home for me. My teach-

ers taught me right from wrong and students

were like brothers and sisters to me. Knowledge
is important and without school it is very hard

to learn much about hfe and its mystery."

"I hope for peace in the West Bank so as to

play all sorts of sports without any disturbances

and to jog in the streets without interruption."

"I want to live in peace to see the people

laughing. I also want to continue my education

and be a good engineer. Is that too big a thing

to ask?"

Now, more than a year after leaving Israel-Pal-

estine, I have come to see that we Christians

who use language such as suffering servant,

peacemaker, and reconciler will understand the

stories and experiences of those whose homes
are demolished, family members deported, and
education denied. As one of my students wrote:

"I think that everyone wants peace because

peace means security. May the God of peace be

with you."

Kathryn F. Seitz was a Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker in Israeli-occupied West Bank, along

with her husband, Ken. They are now church

planters in Burlington, Vt.
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perspective

When rich and poor wage war
by Carl Kreider

Ever since World War U, the United States
has feared the Soviet Union. That fear caused
the U.S. to spend trillions of dollars to prepare
for an East-West War. It was to be totalitarian
communism against democratic capitalism. But
instead the recent conflict in the Middle East
was something completely different. It was a
North-South war. It was rich versus poor.

It is one of the ironies of history that much of
the military hardware the U.S. bought in the last

40 years was not used at all in the war with Iraq.
For example, huge quantities of nuclear weapons
were never used. Now the problem is how to dis-
pose of most of them without creating nuclear
wastes and polluting the environment.
The U.S. also spent billions of dollars to cre-

ate a "stealth" bomber capable of avoiding de-
tection by Soviet radar. Preliminary versions of
this bomber were not notably successful. But
even if they had been built and ready for service
in the Gulf War, they probably would not have
been used because Iraqi radar defenses were
knocked out early by the air war. The much-
vaunted SDI ("star wars") was also unused in
this war. Designed to cope with long-range mis-
sile attacks from the Soviet Union, SDI was not
needed against the Scuds used by Iraq. U.S. Pa-
triot missiles developed during the Carter Ad-
ministration appeared to be adequate.

Iraq is a poor country. At the beginning of the
war its per capita gross national product was es-
timated at $1,880, less than one-tenth that of the
U. S. The income it did have and the money it

could borrow were used not for the welfare of its

people. They were used instead to build up a
huge army of ground troops supported by tanks,
artillery, and armored personnel carriers.

The result of the unequal strength of the Iraqi
army and that of Allied forces was a stunning de-
feat. It was a poor country against rich coun-
tries. America now rejoices in how few of its mili-
tary personnel were killed in battle. That's a
benefit of being a rich country with vast military
strength. When, if ever, will we get an accurate
count of the number of military personnel and ci-

viHans killed in Iraq?

During the war Allied forced launched more
than 50,000 air sorties against Iraq. Communica-
tions systems, missile launching sites, and roads

and bridges needed for supplying Iraqi troops
were destroyed. Media references to these opera-
tions often referred in passing to "collateral dam-
age." But when will we be informed of the num-
ber of women, children, and elderly who were
the human part of this damage? It is not unrea-
sonable to believe that while American military
losses were less than 100, the loss of Iraq lives
were in the hundreds of thousands.
Baghdad and Basra were the largest cities to

suffer from air attacks. Both these cities have
from two to four milhon people. These people
are poor.

When Great Britain suffered bombing raids in
World War 11, many of its children and some
women were evacuated to the countryside. This
was possible because Great Britain was a rich na-
tion. A nation as poor as Iraq did not have the
transportation facilities to move its civilians
from its cities. If they had been evacuated, there
wouldn't have been homes in the countryside to
house them. Apparently poor people are not sup-
posed to survive modern warfare.
At a military briefing by Gen. H. Norman

Schwarzkopf a day before the cease-fire, a re-
porter asked what had become of the half mil-
lion people in the Iraqi army. Schwarzkopf re-
sponded tersely with the comment that 50,000
were prisoners of war and "many have de-
serted." And what has happened to the rest?
"Many have perished." Were the deserters shot
by their own officers, as often happens during
warfare? And what is the count of the "many"
who have "perished"?
There has been much enthusiasm for the war

in the United States—so much that it will be dif-
ficult to scale down mihtary expenditures and re-
direct resources to meeting other urgent prob-
lems. We are told, "You can't solve a problem
by throwing money at it"—unless, of course, the
problem is building a big military machine.
But the poor of the world will not soon forget

that it was the wealth of the rich that caused suf-
fering in the recent war. Nor will they overlook
the fact that the wealth of rich countries stems
in part from the oil resources of the poor. Ways
of achieving a more equitable distribution of
wealth between the rich and the poor of the
world must be implemented if a cease-fire can
lead to a lasting peace in the Middle East.

Carl Kreider is a retired professor of economics
from Goshen College, Goshen, Ind. He is a
member of College Mennonite Church.
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church news

MBCM agrees to add staff

for peace, social concerns
Elkhart, Ind.—What does a churchwide

board do when it disagrees with a directive

from another churchwide board? That was

the question before the Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries at its spring

meeting Mar. 15-16.

The disagreement focuses on who should

hire staff for denominational peace and

social concerns. When MBCM adopted a

new platform statement two years ago

focusing on building strong congregations,

it agreed to work at peace education in the

context of the local church. But it decided

not to staff a denominational spokesperson

for peace concerns, a position which had

been part of its work before MBCM's new
focus.

At this meeting MBCM board members
heard a second request from the Menno-
nite Church General Board that they hire

staff to represent the church in ecumenical

work for peace. This includes relating to

such groups as Christian Peacemaker
Teams, New Call to Peacemaking, and

Fellowship of Reconciliation.

The General Board reahzes this doesn't

quite fit MBCM's new vision. General

Board executive secretary James Lapp
told MBCM. But there is nowhere else in

the church to lodge this responsibility.

General Board itself is not a program
board that hires staff for this work.

Much of the reason for MBCM's struggle

with the assignment had to do with budget.

For the first time in seven years, MBCM
ended a fiscal year in the black. As of Jan.

31, the board had wiped out its deficit and

showed $19,000 more in income than in

expenses. While board members praised

executive secretary Everett Thomas for

MBCM administrator
declares candidacy
for city council

Goshen, Ind.—Everett Thomas, execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite Board of Con-
gregational Ministries, has declared his

candidacy as a Democrat for the Goshen
City Council. The Goshen resident, who
commutes to MBCM offices in nearby

Elkhart, is believed to be the highest active

Mennonite denominational official ever to

seek public office.

"I believe that with the urbanization and
the professionalization and the educational

levels increasing, my generation of Menno-
nite leaders is going to be far more ready

to be involved in public policy, to be what

this achievement in his first full year as

MBCM's head, they also pledged them-

selves to work hard at maintaining a bal-

anced budget in the years ahead.

In the end MBCM agreed to accept the

peace and social concerns assignment.

They requested continuing dialogue with

General Board on where the responsibility

should be lodged.

The board acted to hire J.R. Burkholder

of Goshen, Ind., one day a week for the

position. While Burkholder will work on a

voluntary service basis, MBCM added
$6,000 to its budget for expenses for this

office.

Total budget for MBCM's new year is

$475,000. This calls for a $62,000 increase

in giving from the church. Thomas told the

board this should be possible, since new
giving guidelines call for MBCM to receive

proportionately more of total giving to

churchwide agencies.

MBCM board members also heard they

may be asked to consider assuming re-

sponsibility for student and young adult

work, now lodged with Mennonite Board
of Missions. During discussion one mem-
ber quipped: "Is this how we get our

programs—taking what other boards no
longer believe is their responsibility?"

At this meeting board members heard

their first report from a program they

assumed from MBM this past February.

Ed Bontrager, new minister for congre-

gational mission and peace, reported on

Living in Faithful Evangelism (LIFE), a

congregational outreach program now part

of MBCM's responsibility.

MBCM also agreed to hire Rene Sauder

of Newton, Kan., on a half-time basis for

the Bible describes as 'salt and light' in the

world," Thomas said. "Perhaps my in-

volvement in what is really a very minor
political office is an indication of that

shift."

Goshen City Council members meet
once per month to serve a population of

about 24,000 people. Thomas, who was
asked to run for the seat by Goshen's

Democratic Mayor Mike Puro, spoke with

several fellow Mennonites about his incli-

nations, including James Lapp, executive

secretary of Mennonite Church General

Board. "He was intrigued and he encour-

aged me to accept Mike's invitation to

run," Thomas said.

Thomas, who is running in the fifth dis-

trict, will be joined on the primary ballot

by two fellow Mennonites: incumbent Sec-

Don Gingerich, an Iowa farm leader who serves

as treasurer of the MBCM board, gets balloons

in celebration of a good financial report.

women in leadership ministries work. They
learned no progress has been made in

securing someone to direct a new ministe-

rial information center.

Attending this meeting were only seven

of MBCM's 12 board members. Three
have recently resigned, one had surgery,

and another became the mother of triplets.

MBCM hopes to have its full contingent

after General Assembly elections at Ore-

gon '91.

—

J. Lome Peachey

ond District Councilman Mike Landis and
First District candidate Roger Nafziger.

Both are Democrats. Nafziger is a manager
at Mennonite Mutual Aid.

The three candidates all are in their 30s,

sharing a common "baby boom" heritage.

"We have a generational shift happening,"

Thomas said. "Many in my generation have

been learning how to integrate the radical

discipleship element of our faith with prag-

matic social issues."

Thomas acknowledged that it took a lot

of thought for him to embark on a path not

traveled by his Swiss-German ancestors. "I

have uncles and aunts in Pennsylvania and

Iowa who would still not vote and for whom
involvement in public policy would be too

much involvement with the world,"

Thomas said.

—

Tom Price
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MDS volunteers at annual meeting
'find grace to help in time of need'
Shipshewana, Ind. (MCC)—Don

Delagrange, an Indiana pastor and Menno-
nite Disaster Service volunteer, visited a
girl who had a row of fashionably dressed
dolls in her room. "Which doll is your
favorite?" he asked. He was surprised
when she showed him an ugly, grubby-
looking doll. "Why is this your favorite?"
he asked. "Because if I didn't love her,
nobody else would," she replied.

Delagrange shared this story to begin the
1991 Mennonite Disaster Service all-unit

meeting held here at Shipshewana Action.
"When nobody else would love, MDS vol-
unteers did," he said.

About 770 people participated in the
meeting with the theme, "Find Grace to
Help in Time of Need."
Frank McCoy, a Methodist minister, and

Jeff Stratton, a Baptist preacher, said they
were thankful MDS found the grace to help
in 1990. Both were part of a forum on
community response to disaster.

McCoy told of his fears and frustrations
as Hurricane Hugo swept through
PinopoHs, S.C. "Hugo made me an emo-
tional cripple," McCoy said with tears as
he described how the storm devastated his

home while he and his family huddled in
the hallway. The only thing they could do
as they heard trees crash through the roof
of the bedroom and living room was pray
that their lives would be spared, he said.

When the storm ended McCoy offered his
church fellowship hall as an MDS head-
quarters, even though he knew nothing
about Mennonites. His first experience
with Mennonites was very positive, he said.

Stratton's hometown of Petersburg, Ind.,

was struck by a flood and a tornado.
Humorously he noted that God provided
for him after the tornado by leaving scrap
plywood in his yard, which he used to
board up the 18 broken windows of his
house. Stratton, who was in charge of the
cleanup for his town, expressed deep ap-
preciation for MDS work there.

During the forum, audience members
asked Stratton and McCoy about the re-
sponsibility of local churches during crises
and how MDS can respond to people's
emotional trauma as well as physical
needs.

John Hershberger of the Oaklawn men-
tal health center in Goshen, Ind., also
discussed the trauma of disaster victims
during his keynote address, "Agents of
Healing." He emphasized that the care-
giver should not succumb to the tempta-
tions of "excessive self-centeredness," but

Lowell Detweiler (right), MDS coordinator, lis-

tens to Elizabeth and Ray Spicher, who were
part of the beginning ofMDS 40 years ago in a
Hesston, Kan., Sunday school class.

should remember that they are a represen-
tative for God, not the source of the heal-
ing.

Between devotionals, addresses, and
songs, representatives from the five MDS
regions reported.

Region III representatives called 1990
"the year of storms for Kansas," noting ice

storms, tornadoes, and floods that struck
the region. The day after a Mar. 13 tornado
that ravaged Hesston, Kan., 940 MDS vol-

unteers arrived to help. Some 10,000 peo-
ple eventually served there.

Region II reported that, in addition to
the Petersburg, Ind., flood and tornado,
their two worst disasters were flash floods
in Shadyside, Ohio, and a tornado in Plain-
field, 111. In Shadyside, where 26 people
were killed and 200 homes destroyed,
MDS has built seven new homes and more
are underway. To date over 1,000 people
have served there through MDS. The
Plainfield tornado was the most severe
tornado to ever hit lUinois; 28 people were
killed.

Region I also had a busy year continuing
response to Hurricane Hugo. So far MDS
workers there have helped more than 500
families, rebuilt 25 homes, and finished 160
major repairs. More than 5,000 volunteers
have participated.

Region V, which is across Canada, spent
most of its time helping Region IV after
flooding in Washington and the ongoing
major response to the 1989 California
earthquake.

Nate Hochstetler of Middlebury, Ind.,

reported on an effort to involve youth
groups in MDS. He was in James Island,
S.C, for nine weeks last summer and
organized one-week service projects for
youth groups. More than 100 young people
participated.

Robert Stutzman, a young person from
Tofield, Alta., said that he learned pa-
tience and the importance of community
through MDS work. Now he appreciates
his life and family more. "If we are effec-
tively teaching young people the Christian
lifestyle," he concluded, "then MDS
should be a natural expression."
At the annual MDS board meeting, the

members approved guidelines for incorpo-
rating nonconstituency churches into the
MDS network. They also discussed a plan
to encourage people to serve as MDS
project leaders for one- to two-year peri-
ods. When there are no disasters, these
volunteers would work in other MCC pro-
grams or with organizations such as Habi-
tat for Humanity. The board also affirmed
guidelines for MDS response to large ca-
tastrophes and for financial accountability
of individual MDS units.—Fe/icia Rohrer

Mennonites assist
IVIexican flood victims
Sinaloa, Mexico fMCC;—Mennonite

Central Committee Central States sold
$10,000 worth of wheat donated by area
Mennonites and sent the money to victims
of flooding in the Mexican state of Sinaloa
to buy locally available food.

The food went mostly to farmers, both
Mennonite and other community mem-
bers, whose crops were destroyed in floods
that began on Dec. 30. Five people were
killed and more than 15,000 were evacu-
ated from their homes. Several Mennonite
villages were affected.
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Local Mennonites are helping MCC as-
sess damage and distribute aid. Bruce
Kuhns, MCC co-country representative for

Mexico, visited the area and met with local

leaders, missionaries from Pacific Coast
Conference, and a representative from the
Chihuahua Mennonite Colony.
Local Mennonites requested $2,500 per

week for four weeks from MCC to cover
initial food needs for the most affected
people while they clean up, rebuild, and
get reestablished.

"Comparatively speaking, this project
seems small," says MCC food aid coordi-
nator Hershey Leaman. "But it has a lot

of significance in other ways."

First, it represents a need identified by
Mennonites in the area. Second, MCC is

helping local Mennonites respond to a
local need. Third, it is a "quick and prac-
tical response to human loss and potential
suffering." It also calls for local purchase
of food rather than a shipment from over-
seas, saving time, energy, and money.

Pacific Coast Conference is also pur-
chasing bedding, clothing, and some hous-
ing materials for people in the flooded
area. The Colony Mennonites of Chihua-
hua will provide some clothing and per-
haps assist in well drilling, sanitation, and
other longer-term assistance.

—Andrea Schrock Wenger



Hesston students tell the story of a German man who was killed for refusing to fight for Hitler.

MBM releases
new radio spots
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—"Living with

Our Culturally Different Neighbors" is the

theme for the new set of Choice radio spots

produced by Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. "We believe the spots can be a

message of peace and reconciliation in the

midst of rising conflict between racial and

ethnic groups," said Kenneth Weaver, di-

rector of MBM Media Ministries.

The Choice 12 series of 65 spots (30

seconds each) are being offered to 2,500

radio stations across North America to

share the message that all people have

equal value in God's sight. Based on expe-

riences with Choice 1 0 and 1 1 , some 1,000

stations are expected to confirm use of this

series, which is a project of the Mennonite

Church and the Church of the Brethren.

In Choice 12, voices of people with var-

ious cultural backgrounds model accepting

and loving ways to integrate the rich vari-

ety of cultures. The spots were written and

narrated by David Augsburger, well-known

author, educator, and writer. He is now
director of the Pastoral Care and Counsel-

ing Program at Fuller Theological Semi-

nary. He is also a speciahst in cross-cul-

tural counseling and mediation.

Augsburger's messages encourage lis-

teners to look at "the ways prejudices

block our perceptions, cloud our relation-

ships, and frustrate any attempts at recon-

ciliation."

In addition to the 65 Choice spots. Ethnic

Communications Outlet in Chicago pro-

duced 10 spots for MBM, half for African-

American audiences and half in Spanish

for Hispanic audiences. These 60-second

spots, with the same theme of living with

culturally different neighbors, are being

released to 1,000 radio stations with audio

tags that identify either African-American

or Hispanic Mennonite congregations.
—Margie Vlasits

Recording Choice 12 are writer-narrator David
Augsburger (left) and producer Ron Byler.

College students seek
'staying power'
for peace concerns

Hesston, Kan. The day after the end of

the Persian Gulf War 90 students met at

Hesston College to study "Shalom and

Staying Power: Beyond the Latest Fad."

Hesston, Bethel, and Tabor students

planned this year's conference, which the

Peace Section Office of Mennonite Central

Committee helped finance. Forty-five local

students registered along with 45 students

from Mennonite colleges across North
America.

John Stoner, interim executive secretary

of MCC Peace Section, and Marion Bon-

trager, a Hesston College professor, gave

four addresses. Patty Shelly, a Bethel Col-

lege professor, led the worship, using sev-

eral hymns she has written.

Stoner told how he struggled with his

feelings about the conflict in the Persian

Gulf. He felt angry and frustrated by U.S.

President George Bush's and Iraqi Presi-

dent Saddam Hussein's ignorance and
foolish actions; fearful that in his partici-

pation in the Fellowship of Reconciliation

delegation to Iraq in October, Hussein

might keep him as a human shield and
Bush might bomb; fearful that the war
might spread worldwide; and saddened

from watching people grieve and die.

He said "staying power" can be nurtured

in very traditional ways: Bible reading,

memorization, study, and meditation; pay-

ing attention to God's word manifest in

creation and in people who worship, work,

and discern together; life in the Holy Spirit

with cormnitment to the believing commu-
nity as well as to purposeful solitude,

prayer, and service.

Workshops and field experiences fea-

tured both ongoing and crisis peace con-

cerns. Peacemakers' stories were told in

various settings.

Two speakers shared the story of John
Schrag, a Mennonite who refused to buy
war bonds to support World War I, and
who was nearly killed by a mob in Burrton,

Kan., during an Armistice Day celebration.

The Hesston College Readers' Theater

told of the German martyr Franz Joseph

Jagerstatter who refused to go along with

his village and fight for Adolf Hitler during

Worid War H.

Participants struggled with how to relate

to non-Christians who work for peace and
with Christians who don't. They looked for

deeper challenges to their lifestyles.

The Bethel College Gospel Choir drew
sustained applause and students relaxed

at night with the music of Tabor's
"Aftereffect" band one night and a talent

show and international dances the next

night.

—

Susan Balzer

EMS seeks funds
for expansion
More students but not enough funds.

That is the situation Eastern Mennonite
Seminary faces as it anticipates a new
facility to house its rapidly growing pro-

gram.

The Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees heard at its

Mar. 11-12 meeting on campus that stu-

dent applications to the seminary for this

fall have doubled over this same time last

year. EMS dean George Brunk EI also told

the trustees that second semester's total

enrollment of 107 students "puts a strain

on current facilities" and "highlights the

pressing need" for the new seminary build-

ing.

David Miller, director of advancement
and development at EMC&S, reported

that $1.1 million has been received to date

in cash and pledges toward the $2.8 million

construction costs. Bidding on the project

will not begin until at least 65 percent of

the funds are committed, according to

action taken at an earlier board meeting.

All funds must be secured before final

approval is granted by Mennonite Board
of Education.

The new structure was designed by the

LeRoy Troyer and Associates architec-

tural firm of Mishawaka, Ind. It will feature

classrooms, faculty and staff offices, study

and lounge areas, and an auditorium for

worship services.
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mennoscope

Acting on his dreams. Goshen, Ind. (MEMJ-rhv latest AU God's People video
released by Mennonite Board of Missions shows Jim Shenk acting on his dreams
by handcrafting guitars. Entided "Dreamers," Edition 13 challenges youth and
adults to seek ways to serve God and inspires action. These stories of people who
press on toward their callings encourage faidi through the pain and anger of
physical disabilities, arouse hope as experienced during die constant threat of
violence in Northern Ireland, and inspire creativity through the stories of artists
like Shenk^ A comedy duo from eastern Pennsylvania, Gene Schmidt and Tim
Snellnian, host this video which contains six story segments instead of four as in
previous All God's People videos. The new video, which includes a four-part
curriculum with study guide, is available for $24.95 (in Canada $29.95) from MBM
Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone toll-free
800 999~3534.

•"Itinerant carpenter" dies. Paul
Showalter, 65, was killed on Mar. 30 when he
fell from a ladder while helping complete work
on the new chapel at Western Mennonite
School of Salem, Ore. He and his wife, Nancy,
had been "itinerant carpenters" with Volun-
tary Service of Mennonite Board of Missions
since 1986. They served in over 30 locations
throughout North America and in three loca-
tions overseas. Before joining VS, Showalters
were church planters for 22 years in Canada,
most recently in Grande Prairie, Alta.

• Reusable grocery bags. An alternative to
grocery-bag waste is now offered by Menno-
nite Economic Development Associates and
Selfhelp Crafts of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. It is the "Re-bag-it" sack made of
white ripstop polyester mesh. They are strong
and roomy and suitable for grocery shopping
and other uses. The manufacture of Re-bag-it
also provides desperately needed jobs for
people in Haiti, the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere. The bags are being sold
at Selfhelp Crafts stores throughout North
America. For more information in the United
States, call Joyce Ganse at 717 859-4971. In
Canada: Doris Daley at 519 662-1879.

• Summer troupe canceled. Plans for spon-
soring a drama/music troupe this summer
have been canceled by Mennonite Board of
Education and the three Mennonite Church
colleges. "We did not receive a sufficient
number of applications," says MBE's Loren
Swartzendruber. MBE and the colleges had
sponsored troupes in 1987 and 1989, and the
intention for 1991 was to have a troupe pre-
sent programs throughout the western United
States and at the denomination's Oregon '91

convention.

• Fast-growing credit union. It was another
year of rapid growth in 1990 for Pennsylvania
Mennonite Federal Credit Union, reported
board chairman James Horsch at the 36th
aimual meeting of the organization. Member-
ship grew to 3,600, total assets increased 21
percent to $7 million, and net earnings were
$75,000. The credit union, started by employ-
ees at Mennonite Publishing House in Scott-
dale, Pa., now has members throughout the
state and a branch office in Lancaster. Iowa
banker Larry Miller succeeded J. Lome
Peachey as chief executive officer last fall.

• Peace tax on gasoline. Because oil was a
major factor in the Persian Gulf War, the
members of Oak Park Mennonite Church in

suburban Chicago have imposed on them-
selves a "peace tax on gasoline." Each month,
participating members pay a certain amount
(of their choice) per gallon to the church for
each gallon of gas they have used. The church
then sends the money to Mennonite Central
Committee. Also in connection with the war,
the congregation conducted a workshop on
how to apply for conscientious objector status
in case military conscription is reinstituted.
More than 100 people—twice the number
expected—attended. The event was featured
in the Chicago Tribune.

•Life purpose statements. The keynote
speaker at a special missions weekend at
Rosedale Bible Institute urged students to
write a life purpose statement, and then live

by it. Eighty percent of his audience re-

sponded by coming forward to tip a cup of

commitment, symbolic of lives poured out for
Christ. The speaker was Ervin Stutzman,
newly elected moderator of Lancaster Confer-
ence, author of a Herald Press book on out-
reach {Welcome.'), and a 1974 graduate of
Rosedale.

• Scholar-in-residence. Tom Finger of East-
ern Mennonite Seminary is Lancaster Con-
ference's "scholar-in-residence" this year.
During the spring he is commuting from the
seminary to teach a 10-week course on "The
Person and Work of Jesus Christ" at Lancas-
ter Conference Center. (He is also teaching
the course at Franconia Conference Center.)
Finger is available for one-day seminars for
groups and for speaking engagements in con-
gregations.

• Help for Sunday school teachers. Over 70
Sunday school teachers participated in an Aid
to Christian Teaching (ACT) weekend at Five
Oaks Retreat Centre near Paris, Ont. They
learned how to improve their use of denomi-
national materials—Foundation Series, Ven-
ture Clubs, and Uniform Series. And they
heard about an integrated approach to educa-
tion that combines the worship and Sunday
school times. For many of the participants,
this was their first live-in training event. One
of the comments most often heard was, "I wish
more of our teachers could have an experience

like this." ACT is sponsored by the Mermonite
Church and General Conference Mennonite
Church.

• Help for pastors. "Celebration of Ministry:
A Balanced Life" was the theme of the annual
Ministers' Retreat in Virginia Conference.
About 40 pastors and spouses attended the
event, which was held at a United Methodist
facility in Blackstone, Va. Laban Peachey, a
retired church administrator currently serving
as an interim pastor in Virginia, encouraged
the pastors and their spouses to schedule
times for themselves in addition to "church
work." A sense of humor helps one keep a
balance, he said, and hobbies and other diver-
sions are important as a change of pace.

• Help for youth workers. Rich Van Pelt, a
youth ministry veteran and author ofIntensive
Care, was the main resource person at the
annual Youth Workers' Retreat in Virginia
Conference. Nearly 100 people from 30 con-
gregations heard him talk about crisis coun-
seling, caregiving, and family ministry. One of
the goals of the retreat is to encourage long-
term youth ministry—and not a different set
of youth group sponsors each year.

• High schoolers challenged. "Going to
church doesn't make you a Christian any more
than going to McDonald's makes you a ham-
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burger," said Jeff Earman, the speaker for

Spiritual Life Week at Eastern Mennonite

ligh School. He expressed concern that peo-

ple used to hearing God's Word are failing to

act on it. Earman is a former Youth for Christ

leader who is now pastor of Mt. Jackson (Va.)

Mennonite Church.

• Response from around the world. The
Heralds of Hope radio ministry, based in

Breezewood, Pa., received nearly 79,000 re-

sponses from 113 countries last year—a 50

percent increase over the previous year. Over

52,000 of them requested Bibles. Heralds of

Hope, an independent Mennonite ministry

founded 23 years ago, has now heard from a

total of 144 countries. "The effectiveness of

radio to reach people has never been greater,"

says founder/speaker J. Otis Yoder.

• Choir tour of Europe. The Rosedale Sum-
mer Chorale, a select group of 26 students and

alumni from Rosedale Bible Institute, will

travel to Europe for the third time this sum-

mer. It will be the first time in eastern Europe.

The choir, directed by Lloyd Kauffman, will

tour for three weeks in the United States

before embarking on seven weeks in Europe.

The choir sings religious music in a wide

variety of styles, with most of the European
program sung in German.

• Students serve in community. Rosedale

Bible Institute students are involved weekly

in a variety of ministries in their community.

Three to 10 volunteers work on Saturdays at

a food bank in nearby Plain City. A group of

10-15 sing for and visit with residents at a

nursing home in London Sunday afternoons.

Monday evenings a basketball team from RBI
plays against an inmate team at Madison
County Correctional Institution. Five stu-

dents regularly visit a girls' juvenile detention

center and hold Bible studies. On Mar. 16, a

dozen students traveled 150 miles to help

Mennonite Disaster Service in flood-ravaged

Shadyside, Ohio.

• Youthlink in high schools. Youth evangelist

Jacob Aranza of Louisiana spoke in four high

schools in the Souderton, Pa. area, as part of

a three-day outreach sponsored by Youthlink,

an ecumenical group of local youth pastors

that attempts to reach unchurched young
people. Several Mennonite youth pastors are

part of the group, and one of the high schools

visited by the evangelist was Christopher

Dock Mennonite High School. Aranza's visit

culminated with an evening rally attended by
750 at Souderton High School.

• Pastor transitions:

Paul and Grace Brunner resigned as pastors of

Beech Mennonite Church, Louisville, Ohio,

effective June 30. They eventually plan to

retire in Hesston, Kan., but will take interim

pastorates for awhile. The first one is at

Zurich (Ont.) Mennonite Church, starting on
Sept. 1.

Richard Lewman and Jean Schmitt were li-

censed as pastoral team members at Bay
Shore Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla., on
Mar. 17. Lewman is minister of youth and
outreach, and Schmitt is minister of special

care. They serve alongside Pastor Howard
Schmitt.

Edwin Heatwole resigned as pastor of Freder-

icksburg (Va.) Mennonite Church recently.

Ben Eberly became minister of senior life at

Waynesboro (Va.) Mennonite Church re-

cently. He is a former longtime nursing home
administrator who is currently enrolled at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.

• New appointments:
John Zehr, president. Bethel College, starting in

August. He succeeds Harold Schultz, who has

served 20 years. Bethel is a General Confer-

ence Mermonite school in North Newton, Kan.

Zehr is a longtime professor at the University

of Illinois, where he currently heads the Phys-

iology and Biophysics Department. He over-

sees a $6 million budget and a 50-member
faculty. A lifelong member of the Mennonite

Church, he has been a leader in Illinois Con-

ference and is now moderator-elect. His con-

gregation, First Mermonite of Champaign-Ur-

bana, is affiliated with both the MC and GC
denominations.

Renee Sauder, women in leadership ministries

coordinator, Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries, starting in June. This is a

new position, and she wiU be an advocate and

resource person for women pastors in the

Mennonite Church. Reared in the Mennonite

Com to the Soviets. Ephrata, Pa.

(MCC)—Lloyd King, a volunteer

from Tofield, Alta., loads seed corn

for the Soviet Union at the Material

Resource Center of Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee in Ephrata, Pa. In-

cluded with the recent shipment of

nearly 5 tons of seed corn were 12

tons of soap and 17 wheelchairs.

"Transfiguration" is an association of

Christian farmers located in the city

of Ryazan that plans to begin private

farming this year. Members asked a

visiting MCC delegation for the seed

corn in January. MCC agreed to

send corn grown in the U.S. Mid-

west. Through several Mennonite
connections, Cenex/Land O Lakes

Company in Fort Dodge, Iowa, do-

nated the corn which the farmers

association plans to use for animal

feed. The All-Union Council of

Evangelical Christians/Baptists, a

long-time MCC partner in the Soviet

Union, will distribute the wheel-

chairs in the Kiev area and the soap

to Moscow-area hospitals and other

institutions.

Church, she has served the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church since her seminary

graduation in 1983. First she was associate

pastor of Bethel College Mermonite Church
and then campus pastor at Bethel College.

Instead of moving to MBCM offices in

Elkhart, Ind., she will probably work out of

the GC headquarters in Newton, Kan., where
she lives.

• Coming events:

Annual Meeting of Council on Church and Media,

May 30-June 1, at Eastern Mermonite College.

"Making It Work for Today's Audience" is the

theme, and the keynote speaker is George
Bama, president of Barna Research Group in

Glendale, Calif. Other speakers are filmmaker

Frank Frost, advertising executive Brian

Lewis, and communications professor Stuart

Showalter. CCM is an association of commu-
nicators from several Mennonite and Brethren

denominations. More information from Barth

Hague at CCM, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 533-9511.

Retreat for Developmentally Disabled Persons,

June 23-27, at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center. "Nurturing Relationships" is

the theme for this annual event, which is also

for family members and friends. The leaders

are Alonna Gautsche, director of Mennonite
Developmental Disability Services, and two
people who work every day with the dis-

abled—Milt Stoltzfus and Georgia Martin.

More information from LaurelvUle at R. 5, Mt.

Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-2056.

Quilt Show, Mar. 29-Oct. 26, at The People's

Place Quilt Museum, Intercourse, Pa. Called

"A Treasury of Amish Quilts," it features 15

antique quUts. More iiiformation from the

museum at The People's Place, Main Street,

Intercourse, PA 17534; phone 717 768-7171.

• Job openings:
Carpenters, in BrownsviUe, Tex., and Tucson,

Ariz. These are Voluntary Service positions

with Mennonite Board of Missions. The car-

penters serve in home-repair programs for

low-income people. Qualifications include

knowledge of construction. Basic Spanish lan-

guage proficiency is helpful. A two-year com-

mitment is preferred. Contact Berni Kaufman
at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219 294-7523.

Admissions counselor, Hesston College, starting

this summer. Responsibilities include devel-

opment/implementation of a recruitment

plan, 8-12 weeks of travel each year, and

extensive follow-up of individual prospects.

Qualifications include a bachelor's degree

(preferably in business) and interpersonal

skills. Previous sales experience is preferred.

Send resume to Diane Yoder at HC, Box 3000,

Hesston, KS 67062.

Teachers, Iowa Mennonite School, starting in the

fall. Needed are two people for grades 9-12:

one in social studies and one in Spanish.

Contact Wilbur Yoder at the school, R. 2,

Kalona, lA 52247; phone 319 656-2073.

Host and hostess, Miami (Fla.) International

Guesthouse, starting in July. Needed is a

mature couple for a voluntary service term.

The guesthouse, a ministry of Southeast Con-

ference, offers overnight hospitahty to inter-

national and missions-related travelers. Con-

tact Walter Sawatzky at 9220 NW Third Ave.,

Miami, FL 33150; phone 305 754-1013.

Summer staff, Tel Hai Camp, Honey Brook, Pa.

Needed for at least nine weeks this summer
is an activities director and other staff. The
minimum age is 19. Contact the camp at R. 2,

Box 126-1, Honey Brook, PA 19344; phone 215

273-3969.
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• New resources:
Youth peace video from Mennonite Central Com-

mittee. It features longtime MCC leader Peter
Dyck and his grandson Peter Scott on a trip
to Europe to explore their heritage as consci-
entious objectors to war. The 13-minute video,
titled A Question of Loyalty, challenges young
people to obey God rather than the govern-
ment on peace issues. A discussion guide is
included. The video is available for free loan
or for purchase ($25 U.S. and $30 Canadian)
from the Resource Library at MCC, Box 500
Akron, PA 17501.

Nursing education video from Goshen College. It
introduces prospective students to the GC
nursing program and points out the current
demand for nurses in the United States. It is
available for free loan from the Admissions
Office at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

• Correction: Wilmer Martin will become full-
time director of Habitat for Humanity Canada
this fall, and not the fall of 1992, as reported
in the Apr. 2 "Memioscope." He will resign as
pastor of Erb Street Mennonite Church in
Waterloo, Ont., at the end of this September.

•Change of address: Central Mennonite
Church from 306 Vine St., to Box 191
Archbold, OH 43502.

deaths
Baechler, Olive Grace, 74. Born: May 29 1916
Waterloo Co., Ont., to Walter H. and Mai^
(Krampien) Snider. Died: Mar. 14, 1991,
Kitchener, Ont., of cancer. Survivors—hus-
band: Ezra Baechler; children: Phyllis
Pimenoff, Audrey Bender Doug, Wally; 8
grandchildren; brother and sister: Arthur
Alta Fisher. Funeral: Mar. 16, Erb Street
Mennonite Church, by Wilmer Martin. Burial:
S.S. No. 13 Cemetery, Wilmot Centre, Ont.

Bechler, Morris Monroe, 54. Born: Dec. 12,
1936, Huron Co., Mich. Died: Feb. 21, 199l'
Sarasota (Fla.) Memorial Hospital. Survi-
vors—wife: Loretta E.; children: Mark, Dan
Angela. Funeral: Feb. 26, Ashton Mennonite'
Church, by Ken Nauman. Burial: Palms Me-
morial Park.

Cressman, Mabel, 77, Cambridge, Ont Born-
Feb. 22, 1913, Breslau, Ont., to Herbert and
Mary Ann (Allemang) Cressman. Died: Feb.
17, 1991, Cambridge, Ont., of pneumonia.
Survivors—sister: Eunice Burkhart. Funeral
and burial: Feb. 20, Breslau Mennonite
Church by Erwln Wiens.

Landes, Edna A., 90. Born: Aug. 22, 1900,
Souderton, Pa., to Joseph and Sallie (Al-
derfer) Halteman. Died: Mar. 12, 1991,
Souderton, Pa. Survivors—children: Edna D.'
Geissinger, Vema H. Hunsberger, Mary H
Leatherman, Curtis H.; 23 grandchUdren, 42
great-grandchildren; sisters and brother: Alice
Kratz, Sara A. Derstine, Susan A. Shantz,
Horace A. Funeral: Mar. 16, Souderton Men-
nonite Homes Chapel, by Russell M.
Detweiler, Carl L. Geissinger, and Curtis L.
Bergey. Burial: Franconia Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Meyer, Arthur Dale, 62. Fresno, Ohio. Bom-
Sept. 3, 1928, Sterling, Ohio, to Elmer and
Sarah (Liechty) Meyer. Died: Mar. 19, 1991,
Cleveland, Ohio, of cancer. Survivors—wife:
Jocele Thut; children: Jerold, Ronald, Ann
Kraybill; 8 grandchildren; sisters and broth-
ers: Bemice Miller, Paul, Vernon, Lois King
Fred. Funeral: Mar. 22, Lee Heights Commu-
nity Church, by Vem Miller and Paul King.
Burial: South Union Mennonite Cemetery
West Liberty, Ohio.
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Longtime bishop. Manheim, Pa.—
Howard and Miriam Witmer were
honored on Mar. 3 for serving 25
years as bishop couple in the
Manheim District of Lancaster Con-
ference. Witmer has retired as lead
bishop in the district, but he will
continue to be available to assist his
successor, Donald Nauman. Witmer
was ordained bishop in 1966 to assist

Homer Bomberger widi the six dis-
trict churches— Erb, Erisman,
Grace, Hernley, Kauffman, and
Manheim. Current membership in
the district is about 850. In addition
to his role in the Manheim District,

Witmer also gives bishop oversight
to the Williamsport-Milton Area
District and serves as secretary of
Lancaster Conference.

—Nancy Witmer

Miller, Norman, 78. Bom: Oct. 3, 1912, Crystal
Springs, Kan., to J. J. and Emma (Brobst)
Miller. Died: Dec. 26, 1990, Schowalter VUla,
Hesston, Kan. Survivors—wife: Ruth
Stutzman; children: Larry C, Keith, Margaret
Winsinger; 4 grandchildren, one great-grand-
child. Funeral and burial: Dec. 29, Crystal
Springs Mennonite Church, by Vernon
Lohrentz and Brenda Glanzer.

Ponce, Mary, 61, Goshen, Ind. Born: June 5,
1929, to Manuel and Ignecia (Teller) Leon'
Died: Feb. 5, 1991, as a result of an auto
accident. Survivors—husband: Teofilo; chO-
dren: Leticia Rhodes, Diane Faux, Christine
Miller, Manuel, Armando; 12 grandchildren;
sisters and brother: Lupa Bustos, Eleanor
Arrago, Marjorie Navarro, Rose Morales,
Susan Gonzales, Joseph. Funeral: Feb. 8,
College Mennonite Church, by Galen Johns'
Paul Lauver, Nacho Paiz, and Ramon
Nachtigal. Burial: Hillside, 111.

Ressler, Ella, 85. Bom: Feb. 15, 1906, Dalton,
Ohio, to Daniel H. and Mary (Horst) Eberly
Died: Mar. 17, 1991, North Lawrence, Ohio
Survivors—children: Willard D., Glen D., Ray-
mond E., Esther Houdeshell, Ruth Stoltzfus;
12 grandchildren, 5 great-grandchildren. Pre-
deceased by John E. Ressler (husband), one
grandchild, and one great-grandchild. Funeral
and burial: Mar. 20, Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, by Elno Steiner, Eldon King, and Phil
Kanagy.

Schertz, Chester H., 67. Born: Apr. 15, 1923,
Metamora, 111., to Edward C. and Emma C.
(Garber) Schertz. Died: Mar. 2, 1991, Proctor

Community Hospital, Peoria, HI. Survivors-
wife: Helen Armstrong; children: Sally
Ringenberg, Leslie, Charles, Douglas- 11
grandchildren; brothers: Orval, Donald

'

Fu-
neral: Mar. 5, Metamora Mennonite Church
by Roger Hochstetler and Paul Sieber. Burial'
Stuart Harmony Cemetery, Metamora

Schloneger, Mabel, 89. Bom: Sept. 1 1901

^^''^u
0^^°' to John G. and Ida

(Burkholder) Amstutz. Died: Mar. 9, 1991
Dalton, Ohio. Survivors—children: Vera and
Vida Schloneger, Ward; stepchildren: Alta
Stutzman, Naomi Kelley, Ida Pataky, Esther
Schaeffer, Jesse R. Schloneger; 4 grandchil-
dren, 18 step-grandchUdren, 4 great-grand-
children, 24 step-great-grandchildren, 11 step-
great-great-grandchildren; sisters: Lavina
Mosgrove, Viola Brenner, Emma Schreiber
Predeceased by Reuben J. Schloneger (hus-
band), Ira Nathan and Orie David (sons)
Anna Velma (daughter), Ray Schloneger
(stepson), 4 stepgrandchildren, 2 great-great-
grandchildren. Funeral: Mar. 12, Pleasant
View Mennonite Church, by Elno Steiner and
Frank Sturpe. Burial: Beech Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Seibert, Anna Mae, 64. Bom: Dec. 11 1926
Manheim Twp., Pa., to Charles W. and Mamie
S. (Eberly) Long. Died: Mar. 16, 1991,
Ephrata, Pa. Survivors—husband: Clyde e'
Seibert; children: Deborah A., Paul L.; one
granddaughter; brothers and sister: Carl E
Wilmer H., Howard M., Helen A. Homing'
Funeral: Mar. 20, Ephrata Mennonite Church
by J. Elvin Martin, David H. Burkholder, and
A. Richard Weaver. Burial: Middle Creek
Brethren Cemetery, Ephrata Twp., Pa.

Shoemaker, Jeffrey S., 19. Bom: Mar 7 1972
Meyersdale, Pa., to David E. and Re'becca
(James) Shoemaker. Died: Mar. 5, 1991,
Springs, Pa., of congenital heart disease. Sur-
vivors-sister: Kimberly Shoemaker; grand-
parents: David and Thelma Shoemaker, Mark
and Ruth James; great-grandparents: Homer
and Nettie Rembold. Funeral and burial- Mar
7, Springs Mennonite Church, by Steven
Heatwole.

Smith, Arthur L., 94. Born: Jan. 28, 1897
Metamora, HI., to J. D. and Anna (Belsley)
Smith. Died: Feb. 3, 1991, Eureka, 111. Survi-
vors—sisters: Ada MUler, Vema Bishop. Fu-
neral: Feb. 5, Maple Lawn Homes, Eureka,
ni., by Robert Hamish and Roger Hochstetler'
Bunal: Hickory Point Cemetery, Metamora

Snider, Hannah, 97. Bom: Oct. 5, 1893, Water-
loo, Ont., to Jonas and Susannah (Horst)
Smder. Died: Mar. 13, 1991, Cambridge, Ont
Funeral and burial: Mar. 17, Erb Street Men-
nomte Church, by Wilmer Martin.

Stauffer, Benjamin G., 90. Born: Dec. 17, 1900
Lancaster Co., Pa., to Benjamin S. and Alice
H. Stauffer. Died: Jan. 7, 1991, Lancaster, Pa.,
of coronary occlusion. Survivors—wife: Ruth
K. Miller; children: B. Winona, J. Robert, La
Mar E., B. Leon; 15 grandchildren, 17 great-
grandchildren; sister: Alice G. Stauffer. Fu-
neral and burial: Jan. 10, Millersville Menno-
mte Church, by Abram H. Charles, Delbert
Kautz, and J. Herbert Fisher.

marriages
Cassel-Gross: Philip D.. Cassel, Telford, Pa.

(Finland cong.), and Edna M. Gross, Quaker-
town, Pa. (Finland cong.), Mar. 16, by Steven
E. Landis and Merril B. Landis.

Harms-Oswald: Matthew Harms, Newton,
Kan. (Grace cong.), and Beth Oswald, Man-
son, Iowa (Manson cong.), Dec. 29, by Curt
Kuhns.



new members
Plains, Hatfield, Pa.: David Lapp, Angela

Leidig, Heather Miller, David Parker, Andrea
Wolfgang, Ernie Wu, Andre Zook, Jay and
Anne Roth.

West Union, Pamell, Iowa: Reita Butler and
Wade Hall.

Franconia, Pa.: Janet Crutcher, Jana Alderfer,

Renita Bergey, Rachelle March, and Christo-

pher Nyce.

Trinity, Glendale, Ariz.: Troy Allen, Carole

Kramer, Jon Buckwalter, Karri Roth, and
Kent Yoder.

Zion, York, Pa.: Cristi Fogle, Cory Fogle,

Nicole Nirosky, Daniel Tyson, and Tesfaye

Setargie.

First Mennonite, Urbana, 111.: Boune
Savathpoune, Andrew Blount, Lara Breeze,

Austin Moore, Joni Sancken, and Amy Sieber.

Wooster, Ohio: Leon Headings, Missy Kuhns,
Jay Martin, and Chris Matsos.

Longenecker, Winesburg, Ohio: Lillian

MUler, Lisa Miller, Jessica Miller, Dale MUler,

Firman Erb, Virgil Hershberger, Sue Ann
Hershberger, and Belinda Miller.

births

Abraham, Daryl and Valerie (Stauffer), Glen-

dale, Ariz., Tyler Daryl (first chUd), Dec. 11.

Beachy, Kermeth and Tina (White), Arthur, HI.,

Tiffany Gabriella (second child), Feb. 20.

Bender, Mike and Ruth fWesselhoeft), Logan,

Ohio, Lydia Jane (fifth child), Mar. 19.

Burkholder, Gleim and Karen (Elliott), Orr-

ville, Ohio, Melissa Sue (first child), Feb. 1.

CuUar, Ken and Dawn, Clovis, Calif., Jonathan
Weber (first child), Jan. 20.

DePry, Randall and Diana, Fresno, Calif., Jared

(third child), Jan. 18.

Faust, John and Shirley (Yoder), Midland, Tex.,

Amanda Nichole (fu-st child), Feb. 7.

Garges, Richard and Vicki (Moyer), Telford,

Pa., Christopher John (second child). Mar. 13.

Grosh, Jerry and Ann King, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, Kate Rachel (third chQd), bom Feb.

12, received for adoption Feb. 14.

Heilman, David and Tracey (Payne), York, Pa.,

Jessica (second chUd), Mar. 19.

Kalbfleish, Harley and Lisa, Kitchener, Ont.,

Zachary Harrison (fourth child), Mar. 13.

Landry, Gary and Judy (Fugitt), Wooster, Ohio,

Janie Marie (fourth child). Mar. 14.

Leaman, Steve and Doris (Weaver), Broadway,
Va., Jonathan Alan (second child), Jan. 31.

Lehman, Kevin and Gearmette (Kooman), Har-
risonburg, Va., Nathan Michael (first child),

Mar. 2.

Lichty, Rod and Brenda (Miller), Salisbury, Pa.,

Kristin Marie (first chUd), Feb. 14.

Masula, Paul and Ruth, Springs, Pa., Stuart

Gregory (third child). Mar. 7.

Mills, Jerry and Jana (Pamer), Sarasota, Fla.,

Jaime Noelle (third child). Mar. 15.

Mills, Thomas and Lorie (Ball), Cheshire, En-
gland, Rebekah Lynn (second child), Jan. 14.

Overmiller, Michael and Kimberly (Fogle),

Deillastown, Pa., Andrew Michael (second

child). Mar. 10.

Penner, David and Carol, Fresno, Calif., Lisa

(first chUd), Mar. 10 (by adoption).

Schrock, Joe and Mary (Thomas), Goshen,

Ind., David (second child), Aug. 21 (adoption).

Shank, John and Cynthia (Harman), Mt. Solon,

Va., Kurtis John (first child), Feb. 26.

Smucker, John and Myrna (Hershberger), Bird-

tn-Hand, Pa., Caroline Luise (fourth chUd),

Mar. 9.

Stoll, Gary and Betty (Wittmer), Montgomery,
Ind., Eric Lee (third child). Mar. 4.

Troyer, David and Betty (Weaver), Fredericks-

burg, Ohio, Kelly Marie (second child), Feb.

9.

Troyer, Wayne and Rhonda (King), Winesburg,
Ohio, Shawn Douglas (first chUd), Mar. 5.

Walker, Bill and Melinda (Folk), Grantsville,

Md., Karina Mae (second child), Feb. 16.

Zehr, Greg and Dawn (Schumm), Milverton,

Ont., Joshua James (first chUd), Mar. 14.

calendar
Mennonite Church General Board, Belleville,

Pa., Apr. 11-13

Empowered Ministries annual conference, Indi-

anapolis, Ind., Apr. 18-20

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, CaUf.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,

June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors. Cedar Ilapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Summer Camp Week at EMC
June 23-Z8, 1991

Memorable on-campus learning experiences for high schoolers

Animal Biology • Computers • Music
German • Spanish • French

For more information, write or call:

The Eastern Mennonite College admissions office toll-free 800-368-2665.

(In Virginia or Canada call collect 703-433-8711.)
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editorials

Let your yea be yea
Of all Jesus' teachings, the one on language

should be the easiest to obey: "Say. . . 'Yes' if

you mean yes, 'No' if you mean no" (Matt. 5:37,
The Jerusalem Bible).

I find it to be one of the more difficult to fol-

low. Oh, it's not that I don't want to be straight-
forward and honest. But when tensions and dis-
agreements erupt, it's so easy to hide behind
language.

That seems to be the way of our world. We
don't fire anyone any more; we accept their invol-
untary resignation. It may be because they had a
moral lapse—in other words, sinned, often sexu-
ally. When their end comes, we speak about pass-
ing away instead of dying. In each case a more
obscure word replaces one that's simple and di-
rect.

The recent world war encouraged this trend.
Carl Kreider (yes, he's back, in response to the
requests from many of you) notes on page 8 that
collateral damage became the way to hide the
misery and suffering of thousands of civilians.

Likely many of us will end up paying for that
war through revenue enhancement; taxes isn't a
word any astute politician can use these days.
That's all true, if we haven't been fed too much
disinformation, i.e., lies.

But let's not pick on government. Circumlo-
cution can all too easily become part of the lan-
guage of the church.

Take the word integration. While there may be
many good reasons for using that word instead
of merger in the current discussions between the
Mennonite Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church, it also allows the possibility
for questions and confusion. "We thought that
was our word," I heard one African-American
brother say recently. "What are you trying to tell

us when you use it to describe what might hap-
pen to denominational structures?"

Credentialing. That word is now a popular one
to describe many different ways of calling out
leaders. I think I've also detected increased use
when disagreements erupt on whether women
should be ordained as pastors.
And I can't forget development, a favorite of

mine. We do a lot of it in the church. Sure, I

know there's much more to it than fund-raising.

But that's the bottom line, isn't it?

There's nothing wrong with any of these
words. The trouble is they tend to be imprecise,
subject to different interpretations by different
people. So when we disagree, we gravitate to-
ward them. We may not use them to hide and
deceive. But the temptation is always there to
argue words, something much easier to do than
discuss ideas.

Let your yea be yea, Jesus said. Say what you
mean. In language other people can understand.
Then stand up and take responsibility for your
ideas. It's not an easy road to travel. Jesus
should know. It cost him his life.—y/p

Hi-tech church
You say watching your language and being a

disciple isn't always easy? Cheer up; there's
help. For a price, of course.

Newsweek reports a company now sells a Bible
with "the essential passages in boldface." Called
"Kwik-scan," it should let you get through the
Bible in 30 half-hour sittings by reading those
highhghted passages. No more speed-reading to
accomplish your goal of getting through the
Scriptures in one year. And more good news:
very little of Leviticus or Numbers or the geneal-
ogies appears in bold.

There's help for music too. It's a modem-day
wonder called "Synthia" (I kid you not). Synthia
is programmed with a "selection of internal mu-
sic" to accompany hymns "based upon the de-
nomination you choose." (No word on whether
it's Church and Sunday School Hymnal, Church
Hymnal, or The Mennonite Hymnal for Menno-
nites—and has anybody told Synthia about the
new hymnal project?)

A "music minister" (Synthia's developers have-
n't heard of choristers or song leaders) can pre-
program Synthia to accompany hymns for the en-
tire service; that makes the task during worship
"very easy and foolproof." Furthermore, they
can choose the number of verses and even tell

Synthia to slow down on the last verse and add
an "Amen."
Wonder what Synthia would do with 606. Prob-

ably lead it in hold.—jlp
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Hesston, Kan., nearly rebuilt
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How can we he
more accountable
to each other?

It is incredibly easy to be deceived by
sin. Each of us needs another to help

us see the truth and become aware of

'the ecology of eviV that lurks within.

9

X he year 1990 was not a good one for bishops,

pastors, and other church leaders. An article in

our local newspaper, which reviewed the disas-

ters of the past year, included stories of the fall

from grace of several prominent religious leaders.

I remember listening to the radio as I drove

home from work one afternoon last summer and

being stunned by the story of yet another

bishop's indiscretions. By the time I reached

home I was fuming. How dared this man pub-

Ucly discredit the church and those who struggle

for justice in the world?

Even at middle age, expectations die hard. I

want leaders to be people of integrity, people

whose lives reflect Christlike virtues and graces.

I want the church to prosper—to be a beacon

of light in the world. But I'm not sure we pro-

vide the structures and settings in the church

that will make such faithfulness possible.

I am concerned about accountability. Part of

the reason may be my own sense of vulnerability

by

Marlene

Kropf

/



The Anabaptist vision of the church is

one of truth and purity. It is also one
that allows erring Christians to confess
their sins and open their lives to grace.

as a church leader. Part of the reason may be
my experience of walking alongside people who
have failed and are struggling to find redemp-
tion. I have seen how very difficult it is to re-
main faithful.

As Anabaptists we have a collective memory
of a church which calls people to righteousness
and expects them to reflect Christ's glory.

Though we may sometimes romanticize the past,
we find it hard to give up the dream that a faith-
ful church is possible.

As I reread the Anabaptists, I find a paradoxi-
cal vision: the ideal of a true, pure church on the
one hand and a reahstic process for restoration
on the other. At the same time that Anabaptists
waxed eloquent about "an unerring, spotless
church," they also provided a way for erring
Christians to confess their sins and open their
lives to grace. They recognized that people do
fail. Even church leaders may lose their way.
But the church is called to be a community of ac-
countability which offers grace and love. It is

called to patiently guide anyone who desires res-
toration back to the arms of Christ.
In my childhood I saw that vision enacted

most dramatically in the twice-yearly "counsel
meetings" preceding the Lord's Supper and foot
washing. All members of the church—from the
youngest to the oldest—gave an account of them-
selves after they had examined their relationship
with God and others. I knew people took the rit-

ual seriously because occasionally some did not
participate in communion. Members who missed
communion were visited by the bishop; if they
missed communion three times, they were in dan-
ger of losing church membership.

rV^ounsel meetmgs have all but disappeared
(and may no longer be an adequate model). Com-
munal structures which used to support our com-
mon life in faith are scarce and sometimes
nonexistent. We may not see anyone from our
congregation except on Sunday morning. We can
buy our food, shop for clothes, make real estate
transactions, take vacations—all without anyone
else from our community of faith seeing or know-
ing how we make decisions.

Small groups which flourish in some places
provide a measure of accountability, but even
people in small groups tend to fumble for appro-
priate accountabihty structures. They wonder
how to confront sin when necessary, and how to
offer the grace that makes new hfe possible.

It is incredibly easy to be deceived by sin. We
need other people to help us see the truth and

become aware of what one writer calls "the ecol
ogy of evil" that lurks within. Though self-exami
nation is necessary, it can only go so far. With-
out the help of other Christians, we simply
cannot see ourselves as we truly are.
We need to find a 1990s version of the mutual

accountability practiced by the Anabaptists and
rooted in the gospel admonitions to love and
care for each other. I beheve "spiritual
friendship" may be a contemporary spiritual dis-
cipline for Mennonites that would do for us in
the '90s what mutual accountability did for Ana-
baptists in the 1500s.

In spiritual friendship, two people agree to give
their attention to what God is doing in each
other's lives and seek to help each other be faith
ful in following Jesus Christ. Spiritual growth is

the goal. It is a two-way relationship in which
both persons give and receive counsel.
A spiritual friendship needs to be an inten-

tional relationship. It is different from fi-iends
getting together occasionally to visit over a cup
of tea (though such relationships can certainly
develop into spiritual friendships). A covenant to
meet regularly at the same place and at the
same time is beneficial. Some spiritual friends
meet weekly; others meet every other week or so.
The time together can also be intentionally

structured. Some spiritual friends begin with a
brief time of silence in which they lay aside
other concerns and focus on giving their full at-
tention to each other. For the first half hour one
friend shares the experiences of the past week
and the other friend listens; in the second half
hour the roles are reversed. The focus of the con-
versation is the way God is being experienced.
The time together may end in prayer.

Spiritual friends take time to Hsten carefully
to each other; they do not take responsibility for
each other or even offer great wisdom or insight.
They help each other reflect on the meaning of
Hfe's experiences, mediate forgiveness, and en-
courage growth. They trust each other fully and
do not divulge confidences. Their greatest gift is

the gift of their presence.
Three questions can guide the conversation of

Spiritual friendship may be
a contemporary spiritual dis-

cipline for mutual accountabil-
ity for Mennonites in the '90s.

2 GOSPEL HERALD



spiritual friends:

1. How have I experienced God's grace in the

past week? What images of God (in Scripture,

prayer) have been helpful? What word of God
has come to me through other people or through

circumstances? For what am I thankful?

2. Where have I resisted God or failed to expe-

rience God's grace in the past week? What barri-

ers or obstacles have kept me from God? What
sin do I need to confess?

3. For what do I want to be held accountable

next week? What decisions? Attitudes? Behavior?

Some spiritual friends also covenant together

to keep certain spiritual disciplines or do com-

mon reading. Some share excerpts from their

journals with each other. Others are much less

formal in their relationship.

Finding a spiritual friend is a matter of pa-

tient, prayerful listening—listening to God and

to other people. When we moved from Oregon
to Indiana several years ago, I knew that I would

need to find another spiritual friend. As a new-

comer in the community, I waited and hstened

and hoped—and after what seemed a very long

time, I heard a chance comment one day by an-

other person who was new to the community.
What I heard made me wonder if she too was de-

siring companionship in the spiritual journey.

When I finally found the courage to ask her if

she would be willing to be my spiritual friend, I

discovered that she had been wanting to ask me
the same question. God is faithful in bringing

people together who can help each other on the

way.

Even though I believe there are pragmatic rea-

sons (the health of the church and the integrity

of our witness in the world) for considering spiri-

tual friendship as a discipline of accountability

in the church, I think there may be a more com-
pelling reason. As Jesus prepared to leave his

disciples, he told them, "I do not call you ser-

vants any longer. ... I have called you friends"

(John 15:15, NRSV). Spiritual friendship is a

way of reflecting God's image in the world. God
has called us to friendship through Jesus Christ

and longs to be friends with all people every-

where. When Christians bind themselves to each

other in spiritual friendship and grow in faith,

hope, and love, we become loving signs of God's

intention for the whole world.

Marlene Kropf, Elkhart, Ind., is the minister of

worship and spirituality for the Mennonite

Board of Congregational Ministries. She is a

member of the Belmont Mennonite Church.

Urban Haiku
In Center City concrete example

construction cranes jacked up high "the least of these my brethren"

steel girders floating what am 1 doing?

secular city down in the subway
monuments to mammon or wild-eye street lady preaching

modern cathedrals? "Y'all goin' to hell!"

my three-year-old sees

men sleeping on sidewalks

"What's that man doing?" —Ross L Bender
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readers say

Is reconciliation

no longer necessary?
Thanks to John L. Ruth for "How to

Have Good Worship Experience" (Mar.

19). The sanctity of good relationships

belongs to our Anabaptist beliefs. Our
caring for one another in our worship ser-

vices is a contrast to some other tradi-

tions where worship is so personal one
has little or no concern in relating to oth-

ers in the service.

As a senior of nearly fourscore years, I

appreciate John's reference to the counsel

meeting prior to communion. In the past it

has afforded me a semi-annual opportu-

nity for self-examination, revival, renewal,

and reconciliation. Have we come so far

that such is no longer necessary among us?

Omar Kurtz

Morgantown, Pa.

Sexual expression
only in marriage
We are deeply troubled by and ashamed

of our denomination's failure to deal lov-

ingly yet decisively with the homosexual
issue. Why is it so hard to outright con-

demn the sin of same-sex relationships?

On the other hand, why is it so diffi-

cult to promote enthusiastically minis-
tries for homosexuals, like Day Seven,
which clearly renounce gay living while
extending the love, compassion, and heal-

ing of Christian fellowship? We can't at

the same time bless homosexuality and
bring healing to those embracing it!

We believe the church is making the
fatal mistake of keeping the issue open
indefinitely. An example is the Listening

Committee on Homosexual Concerns as

reported in "Different Love: Three
Groups That Care" (Feb. 5). This should
not be a neutral body which simply as-

sesses "harmless" differences in the way
people make love. It should be persons
openly committed to sexual purity. If we
must spell that out, it simply means this:

sexual expression must be reserved for

life-long heterosexual marriage only.

James and Leanna-Rhodes
Harrisonburg, Va.

Repentance necessary
before we can help

I have followed the articles and com-
ments concerning homosexuality with in-

terest over the two years since I have
become a member of the Mennonite
Church. It seems to me there is a sin-

cere desire among many of us to help
those who find themselves in this di-

lemma. However, if we really do desire

to help people that God dearly loves

and for whom Jesus also died, we can-
not do so by listening to them, sympa-
thizing with them, and then trying to

make them feel justified in their sin.

1 John 1:9 tells us that if we do not
call sin what it really is, there is no help
available. We cannot help persons who
are involved in any kind of sin unless
they are willing to confess and forsake it.

I recommend The Crisis of Homosexual-
ity, published by Christianity Today.
This book is a compilation of testimo-

nies from persons who have been deliv-

ered from the pain of the homosexual
lifestyle by the power of the living

Christ. Their testimonies reveal that it

was not an easy road. But living for

Christ is not easy.

William R. Baublitz

Frederick, Md.

Questions on homosexuality
We are sometimes told that the Scrip-

ture, "If a man lies with a man as one
lies with a woman" (Lev. 20:13), should
not be taken to mean sexual relations.

But if this act, to which the Old and New
Testaments so clearly speak, is a clean,

permissible thing, why is it usually men-
tioned in connection with degrading sins

which always carry God's condemnation?
If the sexual drive would justify sexual

relations by individuals of the same sex,

then wouldn't similar "normal" urges jus-

tify fornication by the urmiarried?

A. J. Metzler

Goshen, Ind.

Treasures lost

When Mennonites changed from Ger-
man to English, we lost a rich legacy of

meditative and contemplative spiritual

resources in the German hymns we aban-
doned. A perusal of the hymn treasures

from Tersteegen, Neander, Gerhard,
Schmolk and other German masters is

like entering a beautiful spiritual garden
with heavenly fragrances. There exists a

large body of these sacred treasures

which have never been made available in

the English language.

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

Responsibility for the war
For some time the church was con-

cerned about the Persian Gulf War and
what part we should have in it. If we
would have taken Christ's words, "My
kingdom is not of this world," more seri-

ously, we would have answers to many
questions.

I feel the church carries much blame
for the Gulf War. We did not carry out
Christ's mandate to "go ye into all the

world and preach the gospel to every

creature." At the same time our relation-

ships in the church should be more chari-

table and peaceful.

Titus Martin

Bird-in-Hand, Pa.
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What should be unique
about being a Christian

The most unique teaching of

Jesus is the one that has been
the most neglected down the

ages by Christians themselves,

by Tom Harpur

If you were to ask a group of conservative

Christians what they thought was new or unique

about the Christian ethic, the response would
most hkely be one of surprise. The traditional

view has been that the whole thing is something

original, a completely new revelation.

But scholars have been aware for decades now
that the ethical teachings of Jesus, for example,

can be found already in the teachings of Juda-

ism as stored in the Talmud, an ancient compila-

tion of Jewish oral teaching.

Most of the material in the Sermon on the

Mount, as found in Matthew's Gospel, has its

earlier parallels in this Talmudic tradition. Not
only that, the study of comparative religion has

shovra that many of the central teachings of all

the major faiths are common to all. Thus, the

"golden rule" of treating others as we ourselves

wish to be treated exists in various forms in

most religious codes.

However, there is one teaching of Jesus that

stands out as totally original and unique. Para-

doxically, it is the one most neglected dovm the

ages by Christians themselves. I'm referring, of

course, to his words about loving your enemy:

^[Te have heard that it hath been said, Thou
shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy.

But, I say unto you. Love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, do good to them that hate

you, and pray for them which despitefuUy use

you and persecute you; that ye may be the chil-

dren of your Father which is in heaven: for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the

good" (Matt. 5:43-45, KJV).
There is absolutely nothing I know of in any

other ethical tradition to compare with this for

radical originality. It contravenes our every in-

stinct. If ever it were to be practiced on a global

scale, it would transform the shaping of the

human story. For example, war would be impos-
sible. Personal resentments and hostilities that

rob so many of joy or zest in living would all but
disappear.

Before anyone can love an enemy, he or she

must be wdlling to forgive them. But, as a

woman reader wrote to me recently, "forgiving is

the most difficult thing in the world."

I believe she's right. She must be or so many
people wouldn't hold to their grudges and griev-

ances against others for so long—sometimes
souring an entire lifetime and taking an incalcula-

ble toll on their ovm health and happiness in the

process.

There is no magical answer. Forgiveness, I be-

lieve, has to be learned like any other skill. You
find it by doing it. But whatever secret there is

to it lies chiefly in this: you have to realize more
and more deeply how much you have been for-

given yourself. Only then does the compassion

come to release others from the bond of your ha-

tred or dislike.

T^o love (not like!) one's enemy is the next

step beyond forgiveness. It takes both the grace

of God and a heroic effort of will; but the re-

wards are ultimately enormous.

Jesus realized among other things that our

enemy is a very special person. Your enemy is

the one who dares tell you the truth your best

friends shy away from. Your enemy is the one

who shows you your back, the part of yourself

you never see. Your enemy points up the aspect

of your ovm life or personality you secretly can't

stand. It is better, much better, to have a noble

enemy than a faithless, pusillanimous friend.

Most recently, the world was to hate Saddam
Hussein. He was to be punished—along with

many innocent people—by all-out war.

His crimes indeed were many and he had to

be stopped. But was anger truly moral, or did

we hate him because he had shown us how hypo-

critical we are? Did we go to war over oil (and

our energy-gorging lifestyle)? When others in-

vaded, however—for example, China in Tibet

—

we passed by on the other side.

Tom Harpur, Toronto, Out, is an author, broad-

caster, and a columnist for the Toronto Star. This

article appeared in the Star and is reprinted here

by permission.

Most of Jesus' teachings in the Sermon
on the Mount have parallels in other

traditions. But the teaching to love one's

enemies is original to Christian ethics.
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A twentieth-century miracle in China:

'The more you bum Bibles,

by Dorothy Cutrell

P± lease don't use your flash in this room. Cam-
era flash may affect the normal operation of the
photo electric sensors of the press. Thank you
for your cooperation."

This warning sign on the side of a printing
press in Nanjing, China, is a clue to the sophisti-
cation of the high-speed machine that visitors
from all over the world may be tempted to pho-
tograph. A roll of paper 37 inches in diameter en-
ters one end of the giant press, and at the other
end the words of the Bible's prophets, kings,
and apostles as well as the teachings of Jesus
emerge in characters that can be read and under-
stood by a half biUion or more Chinese people.
According to a count just completed, this is

about half of the population.
Three years ago United Bible Societies, repre-

sented by David Thorne of Australia, purchased
the finest printing and binding equipment avail-
able, set it up in a building on the outskirts of
Nanjing, and Amity Press was born. Amity Press
is a child of Amity Foundation, an organization
of Chinese Christians created five years ago to
meet a variety of needs. In addition to the print-
ing operation, Amity Foundation has work
among orphans and the handicapped, provides
English teachers in various schools, and most re-
cently has become involved with Habitat for Hu-
manity to improve housing.

Nanjing is a city of four million on the Yangzte
River, a four-hour train ride inland from Shang-
hai. In 1988 China-born Peter Maclnnis came to
Nanjing from the United States with his wife,
Elyn, and two daughters to manage the infant
Press. With no printing background of his own, a
staff of unskilled workers, and a confounding Chi-
nese bureaucracy to deal with, Peter nursed the
project along so that by 1990 the Press had pro-
duced and distributed two and a half million Bibles.

T± he goal of the Press is to produce another
million and a half Bibles in 1991. Getting the
giant enterprise to work has been no small feat.
The manager not only needs to understand the
language but also Chinese thought patterns and
ways of working. He now has employees who
have confidence in what they are doing and are
able to produce well-made Bibles as well as hym-
nals and other products. The support and en-
couragement Peter Maclnnis received from his
family is an important factor in making the oper-
ation work.

Bible production in China is a many-faceted
miracle. Only a few years ago the idea of print-
ing Bibles in China would have been unthink-
able. The existence of the Press still surprises
many who hear about it. But in Nanjing, Bible
production is just another part of the changing
cultural and economic scene.
The text used in Amity Press Bibles is the

1919 Union Mandarin version, developed over a
long period of time. It remains the standard
Bible for Chinese Protestants. The text is

printed in simplified Chinese characters which
run horizontally on the page.
Another aspect of the China Bible miracle is

the efficient distribution system. Bibles move
from the Press to four main distribution points:
Nanjing, Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Hang Zhou.
From these points they find their way to seminar-
ies, congregations, and individuals in an orderly,
reliable way. One example is St. Paul's Church

'

The existence of a Bible-print-
ing press in China is one of
God's miracles that surprises
many when they hear about it.

in Nanjing, where hundreds of Chinese Chris-
tians worship every Sunday morning. There is al-
ways a Bible stand in the courtyard where peo-
ple may purchase a full-size Bible, a pocket
Bible (very popular), or a kivar-bound hymnal,
all produced at Amity Press.
Between Nanjing and Shanghai is Hang Zhou

Seminary, which trains Chinese pastors for the
Hang Zhou area. The young people who study
there receive intensive training: this includes
learning to play the organ as well as instruction
in preaching and bibhcal interpretation. Their re-
turn rate to their own churches is an enviable
100 percent. Hang Zhou Seminary orders 1,000
Bibles a month. These are sold for a price Chi-
nese Christians can afford, a fact made possible
by United Bible Societies' contribution of paper
on which to print the Bibles and careful manage-
ment of the Press.

A key user of Bibles is another seminary in
Nanjing which also has an excellent record of re-
turning students to their home communities
where they serve as pastors. The hunger of
these training centers for Bibles seems insatia-
ble. Their churches are vigorous and eager to
learn.
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the more you end up witW
The story of Bibles in China becomes even

more dramatic with individual Christians and

congregations. Elyn Maclnnis has recorded this

story, which she heard when she visited a village

in Yunnan Province. Pastor Wang told her:

"The Cultural Revolution was a test which let

me receive Jesus. The Revolution was a disas-

ter, but the number of Christians in the Miao mi-

nority grew very quickly. You could say our

church grew up during this disaster.

j^t that time, our fellowship was secret. In the

night two or three people would get together at

someone's home to study the Bible and pray.

We felt that our confidence was strong and had
no selfishness. At that time we wanted Bibles

but we couldn't get them. When we had fellow-

ship, we recited familiar verses from the Bible

and sang famihar hymns. [Pastor Wang's Bible

was hidden in his house in a hole in the wall cov-

ered over with mud. He didn't dare to take it

out until the policy of Freedom of Religion was
carried out in 1982.]

"At last we got new Bibles. We embraced

them with tears in our eyes, and for a long time

we felt a great excitement in our hearts. At last

we were allowed freedom of religious belief. Now
we have enough Bibles. There are at least one

or two Bibles in each family. Our Christians

have grown to more than 200. The whole village

here is Christian except one family. Thanks be

to God, the Holy Spirit did this, and many non-

believers have become Christians."

Another pastor tells how Bibles were burned

during the Cultural Revolution, but now they

have more Bibles than ever. He says, "The more
you burn Bibles, the more you end up with."

The American Bible Society Record reports

that Bibles are in demand among non-Christians

as well. Mr. Lu, the leader of a "Meeting Point

Church" (a church that often does not have a

full-time pastor), says, "We distribute 50 Bibles

each month to non-Christians. Non-Christiein

teachers, doctors, and nurses want Bibles. I ask

them why they want Bibles even though they do
not attend church and are not Christians. They
say . . . the Bible has many things by which they

can govern their lives." Chinese Christians are

known for acts of mercy and their interest in

helping people. The church emphasizes disciple-

ship and integrity.

Since China has been opened to the rest of

the world, this vast and ancient civilization has

attracted many groups and individuals from all

parts of the globe to teach, do business, and see

the sights. Working in China requires careful

planning and supervision. In response to the

need, Mennonites created China Educational Ex-

change, an inter-Mennonite agency which has

sent more than 100 North American teachers to

China and brought more than 40 Chinese educa-

tors to North American colleges. In addition to

providing teachers to the Amity Foundation and
contributing financially to the Amity Printing

Company, China Educational Exchange has

sponsored two persons to the Press, Ben Cutrell

and Stanley Yoder. Ben and Stanley, who
worked together at Mennonite Publishing House
for more than 30 years, go to the Press each day

with Peter Maclnnis, observing the work and try-

ing to discover ways of increasing productivity.

They are also working with Peter and his staff to

establish an accurate cost accounting system.

The story of the Bible in China is long and fas-

cinating. Printing and selling Bibles has alter-

nately flourished and gone underground in this

country. Following some difficult years, Chinese

Christians in partnership with United Bible Soci-

eties are now themselves producing Bibles to

meet the needs of the growing Chinese Christian

Church—a true twentieth-century miracle.

Dorothy Cutrell and her husband, Ben, are both

retired from their work at Mennonite Publishing

House, where Ben was publisher for 26 years.

They have been living in China and working at

Amity Press since last summer. The Cutrells plan

to return to their home in DeLand, Fla., this spring.

Stanley Yoder

(left) and Ben
Cutrell exam-
ine hook hard

cover hoards

produced on a

high-speed

machine at

Amity Press.

The machine

had been

discarded for

lack of exper-

tise on how to

use it.
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items & comments
Economic woes and refugees trouble
Middle East in wake of war
Kuwait and Iraq constituted tiie primary

theater of operations for the Persian Gulf
War, but the war's spillover will cause
severe long-term disruptions in surround-
ing areas as well, say officials involved in
humanitarian relief efforts. Syria, Jordan,
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Turkey—and
virtually all of the surrounding nations-
are expected to experience substantial
hardship stemming from war-related eco-
nomic disruptions and an influx of refu-
gees.

According to Tom Getman o'f World
Vision Relief and Development, 80 percent
of those expected to be most severely
affected by the war are chUdren and older
women. He said 40,000-50,000 refugees
who fled Basra in southern Iraq have made
it to refugee camps but are arriving in
"very bad shape."

A letter from 19 United Church of Christ
missionaries assigned to Turkey paints a
picture of the postwar mood in at least one
Christian community in the Middle East.
Citing Psalm 137:1, "By the waters of
Babylon, there we sat down and wept,"
they wrote, "The destruction, the killing,

the terror, and the crushing of hope that
we know of and have seen in our part of
the world these last few weeks move us
also to sit down and weep." (RNS)

Religious leaders rated most capable
of solving local problems
Americans rate churches, synagogues,

and other religious institutions at the top
of the scale when they are asked what
institutions they believe are most capable
of solving local problems. According to a
Gallup organization survey, the rehgious
bodies were followed, in order, by volun-
teer groups, public schools, local media,
and local businesses as the institutions
they beheve have the ability to solve prob-
lems on the local level. Rating lowest by
the respondents on a list of 10 institutions
were political parties. (RNS)

Christian leaders in Benin share credit
for peaceful democratic transition
The longtime president of Benin is

peacefully giving up power—a rare occur-
rence in postcolonial Africa. And observers
are giving much of the credit to Benin's
Christian leaders, who responded a year
ago to growing unrest against the Marxist
totalitarian government of Mathiew
Kerekou. They called for a day of prayer,
and they convened a national conference
at which they voted to urge Kerekou to
hold elections.

To everyone's surprise, Kerekou agreed.
And the Catholic bishop who presided at
the national conference, Isidore de Souza,
was named president of the National As-

sembly during a transition period. By last
December a constitution was approved in
a referendum. A presidential election in
February resulted in a runoff in March
between Kerekou and interim Prime Min-
ister Nicephore Soglo. Kerekou, who had
been president since 1972, was overwhelm-
ingly defeated by Soglo. (MBM)

Yearlong New Zealand campaign com-
bines evangelism and social service
Over 10,000 conversions were logged

during "Rise Up New Zealand," a year-
long evangeHsm campaign led by Pen-
tecostal preacher Trevor Yaxley and
staffed by volunteers from Anglican,
Brethren, Presbyterian, Methodist, and
Salvation Army backgrounds. Yaxley, di-
rector of Lifeway Ministries in Warkworth,
said he organized the nationwide effort
because New Zealand and its churches had
reached a "crisis."

Seventy full-time associates, with do-
nated funds and facilities, trained teams of
teenagers and young adults in evangeHsm,
then dispatched them to stage rallies and
meet human needs in 164 towns and cities
in the country. Over 2,200 churches and
parachurch ministries united under the
Rise Up banner to promote a wide variety

of services to their communities, including
baby-sitting, feeding programs, prison vis-
its, children's clubs, and house renova-
tions.

New Zealand government officials
awarded Rise Up official status and fi-ee

auditorium space because of its humani-
tarian emphasis, despite the fact that most
Rise Up events were overtly Christian.
When Yaxley announced that Rise Up
would rally assistance for neighboring Pa-
cific islands that were devastated by cy-
clones. New Zealanders gave over $6 mil-
lion in food, medical supplies, and other
goods. (NIRR)

Books of the Bible have now been
printed in 1,946 languages
Books of the Bible have been printed in

1,946 languages, and complete Bibles have
been published in 318, according to the
annual Scripture Language Report re-
leased by the United Bible Societies. The
1,946 total represents an increase of 18 new
languages in the past year, while the total
for complete Bibles is an increase of four.
Complete Bibles were reported for the first

time in Dusan-Ranau and Kayan, both
languages of Malaysia, Naga-Rongmei of
India, and Quichua-Chimborazo of Ecu-
ador. (RNS)

LNG NEW SOIL

"I served with MCC for
three years in Bangladesh.
While there I helped
farmers increase their food
production. I also learned
firsthand invaluable
lessons about sustainable
agriculture."

Omer Brubaker, farmer,
Lancaster, Pa.

This year Mennonite Central

Committee needs 24
agriculturists willing to serve

and learn from Third World
farmers in Bangladesh,

Cambodia, Haiti and Nigeria.

For more information about
MCC agricultural service

opportunities, ask for our

Agriculture Service Packet.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

PC Box 500
Akron. PA 17501-0500

(717) 859-1151

(717) 859-3889
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church news

Hesston, Kan., 95 percent rebuilt

one year after tornado

Hesston, Kan.—For residents of this

town, Mar. 13 was a day of quiet reminisc-

ing about how the powerful tornado exactly

one year earlier had changed their lives.

Some shed tears as they talked about what

was lost and about their gratitude for all

the help they received. Hesston, a Menno-
nite center, is the home of Hesston Col-

lege.

Disaster coordinator Evelyn Rouner re-

ported that people came to the library in

a steady stream to visit with pastors and

each other and view photos and videos of

the tornado's destruction. Rouner signed

copies of her scrapbook-like director's re-

port. By the end of the day, the first

printing of 200 books were aU gone.

Hour-long television specials gave posi-

tive coverage of the rebuilding that has

followed last year's destruction. Joe

Kauffman of nearby Zimmerdale appeared

on TV with his tornado sculpture. Origi-

nally he had made a 15-foot sculpture of

tornado debris. In February he took it

down and used some of the same debris to

erect a smaller sculpture. "I'll admit the

sculpture was ugly, but the tornado was
ugly, too," Kauffman said.

Hesston Mennonite Brethren Church

hosted a supper and led in a worship

service for members of the church and

community. About 100 attended. "I

thought it was good for people to remem-
ber, reflect, give thanks, and then move on

in their lives," said Pastor Keith Redding.

Now about 95 percent rebuilt, much of

Hesston looks like new. Some businesses,

such as Kropf Lumber, expanded in space

made available as other businesses moved
out of the downtown area.

Mennonite Disaster Service, which
traces its beginnings to Hesston and which

played a major part in the tornado recov-

ery, is building its state headquarters on

the North Main Street site of a house

destroyed by the tornado.

In the next block, Elsie McElmurray's
rebuilt cement blockhouse looks as good

as new. She doesn't remember the three

minutes last year when the tornado went

through town. But she is convinced that "a

bunch of angels" moved her from sitting

on a folding chair beside the north wall of

the hall to a standing position on the south

wall, which protected her as the tornado

lifted her house's roof.

Though she still has two sore places on

her head, and trouble with her legs, which

were stuck in a foot of tornado debris, she

is thankful for safety in the storm and for

her home, which was pictured in the May
8, 1990, Gospel Herald tornado recovery

story, marked "SAVE." She moved back

into it in June.

Next door to McElmurray, volunteers

from Hesston CoUege and the community
are completing a "Jubilee Home" for Men-
nonite Housing Rehabilitation Services of

Wichita, Kan., on the foundations of a

house destroyed by the tornado.

Joe Kauffman's tornado sculpture at its tempo-

rary site facing the post office.

Mennonite Housing also plans to build

two single-family homes on two lots Paul

Roupp donated to the organization. The
lots, on the 100 block of Roupp Street,

were part of the three-lot site of apartment

buildings which the tornado hit. (These

were also pictured in Gospel Herald's tor-

nado story.)

In reviewing her experiences as disaster

coordinator, Evelyn Rouner expressed

hope that the remarkable recovery made
possible by the work of thousands of vol-

unteers as well as excellent church /city/

business/county cooperation will serve as

a model for other communities faced with

disasters.

—

Susan Balzer

Nearly 90 churches
hear new twist

on stewardship

North Newton, Kan.— Stewardship is

first receiving and then giving. It is the

management of the gospel. By using the

tools of creation—time, talent, and re-

sources—Christians experience the gift of

redemption. Their response is to continue

the work Christ began, which is the same
mandate received by the first-century

church.

With this message, retired Goshen Col-

lege administrator Daniel Kauffman chal-

lenged 500 persons from 87 congregations

in a three-conference area to understand
and express Christian stewardship in a new
way. For five weeks in January and Febru-

ary, Kauffman conducted 13 seminars in

South Central and Rocky Mountain con-

ferences of the Mennonite Church and

Western District of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church. Covering eight

states, the meetings ranged from central

Missouri to south Texas to Denver.

The impetus for this stewardship em-
phasis was prompted by South Central and
Rocky Mountain conferences' interest in a

Vision '95 project that would speak to the

Mennonite Church goals still to be
achieved. Western District saw this as an

opportunity to continue the stewardship

emphasis of the General Conference
Church's "Call to Kingdom Commit-
ments." A joint planning committee put

together the program that was patterned

after a model used in Indiana-Michigan

Conference a few years ago.

In four sessions, Kauffman spoke on a

new understanding of biblical stewardship,

values guiding family and business deci-

sions, understanding the meaning of

money, and God's three-step plan to fi-

nance the church. He drew heavily from

the text of his recently published Herald

Press book. Managers with God.

In most of the 13 settings, a session was
devoted to sharing with the participants a

model for congregational long-range plan-

ning. In so doing, they left with some tools

for putting into practical, congregational

application the teaching they had received.

These planning sessions were led by six

volunteers from the three-conference area.

Through the support of the Schowalter

Foundation in Newton, Kan., expenses

were covered so that participants had to

provide only their transportation to the

meeting site. As part of his living out the

stewardship that he teaches, Kauffman
made a gift of his time.

The presentations were videotaped so

that individual congregations can bring

this stewardship emphasis home.
—William Zuercher
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Workers unload grain at the Ethiopian port of Massawa. The grain is part of a 4 000-metnc-ton
shipment to Ethiopia and Sudan. Starvation is widespread in both countries.

MCC wheat aid arrives in Africa
to help feed starving people
Port Sudan, Sudan (MCC)— A Mermonite
Central Committee relief shipment of
2,000 metric tons of Canadian wheat has
arrived safely in Sudan. Half of it will be
sent to the southern Sudanese towns of
Malakel and Renk and half will be used in
refugee camps in the capital city of Khar-
toum.

MCC staff had feared eariier this year
that the Persian Gulf War might disrupt
travel plans for the ship, but the shipment
proceeded without complications.

The food will feed 40,000 people in

Malakel and 36,000 people in Renk for
three months. According to aid workers,
the situation in both places is "very des-
perate," with no food having arrived there
for the past four to five months. The Sudan
Council of Churches, MCC's partner in the
country, will distribute the food.

In Khartoum the grain will be distributed
in eight refugee camps where the Council
of Churches operates health and commu-
nity development programs. About 2 mil-

lion displaced people live in the cardboard
shantytowns of the city's 16 camps. Chil-
dren beg for food along the main road from
IChartoum to Port Sudan.
The MCC contribution is just a small

part of the over 1.1 million metric tons of
relief aid Sudan will need to prevent mass
starvation this year. Warnings of the im-
pending famine were first issued last fall,

but the mihtary-led government of General
Omar Al-Bashir did not acknowledge the
need for food assistance until late Febru-
ary. The delay means that food will come
too late to save the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people.

"A lot of people are going to die," said a
European aid worker in Sudan. "The gov-
ernment should have declared an emergency
much earlier." There are reports that 300
people a day are already dying in the western
part of the country. Some 10-12 million
people are at risk of starvation in Sudan, one
of the world's poorest countries.

One of the greatest challenges for relief
agencies is getting food relief out of Port
Sudan to the people who need it most.
"Sudan's infrastructure is in shambles,"
says Eric Olfert, MCC co-secretary for
Africa. "There's a shortage of trucks, fuel,

and spare parts. It can take weeks to move
food out of the port."

MCC has appointed Rob Harsaager of
Minneapolis to work with the Council of
Churches on logistics of food transport and
distribution. Harsaager, who served with
MCC in Sudan in 1985 and 1986, is spend-
ing three months in the country, beginning
in April.

Also on the ship to Sudan was 2,000
metric tons of Canadian grain provided by
MCC for distribution in Ethiopia. The
shipment was arranged through the Cana-
dian Foodgrains Bank.—John Longhurst

Four Bible studies
with Japanese people
underway in Ohio
Lima, Ohio (MBM)—Four Bible study

groups for Japanese people living in Ohio
are now underway. Ken Johnson Shenk,
former Mennonite Board of Missions
worker in Japan, began coordinating the
ministry on a quarter-time basis for Ohio
Conference in January 1990. He was for-

mally hcensed for this ministry this past
January.

Shenk leads the Bible studies at the
University of Findlay, at Lima/St. Mary's,
at Troy (near Dayton), and at Bellefon-
taine. An average of three to sbc Japanese
people attend, most ofwhom are not Chris-
tians. Shenk's coworker in Lima and Find-
ley is Sandra Liechty, a former General
Conference Mennonite missionary in Japan.
Shenk said the groups are house fellow-

ship settings similar to the ones he was
involved in while in Japan. The Findlay
location involves students and young
adults. At the other three settings, partic-
ipants are mostly wives of men who are
managers or technicians at Japanese auto-
mobile-related industries in Ohio.
A Japanese Mennonite student accom-

panies Shenk on his travels from Elkhart,
Ind., where he and his wife, Natalie, live with
their two boys. Shenk said the presence of a
Japanese Mennonite is "a plus for group
dynamics. The student also provides a good
role model for these people."

The Bible study in Bellefontaine devel-
oped most recently. Shenk met informally
last November with the group, which de-
cided to begin Bible studies in January.
Shenk said he had been searching for

local people in Bellefontaine who could
help begin a Bible study, help host the
group, and make personal invitations. Local
sources had revesJed that 48 Japanese fam-

ilies lived in the area, with members working
at five different auto-related companies, in-

cluding the Honda plant in Marysville.

That local connection occurred when
Shenk learned of Faye Fisher, a member
of South Union Mennonite Church in West
Liberty. Fisher is one of many women in
the Bellefontaine area who have agreed to
be volunteer hosts/friends to Japanese
families that move into the area. She hosts
the monthly Bible study in her home.
Shenk leads the Bible studies in Japa-

nese. He explained that the sessions are
basic, but "we also let them express their
doubts."

Why do people come? "They are inter-

ested in the Bible and interested in having
an intellectual, spiritual discussion,"
Shenk explained. He said that sort of
discussion in the Japanese language has
been hard to come by since no Japanese-
language churches exist in this area of
western Ohio.
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Spiritual directors meet
at The Hermitage
Three Rivers, Mich. (MBCM)—Seven-

teen ordinary-looking people gathered in a

circle in a renovated old bam at the Indi-

ana edge of Michigan. They came from

West (California) and East (Pennsylvania)

and Midwest (Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois)

for a long weekend. They came by invita-

tion to energize one another as spiritual

directors or catalysts—those who precipi-

tate spiritual renewal processes.

Hosted by Gene and Mary Herr, codi-

rectors of The Hermitage, the participants

themselves were the program. Storytelling

was a dominant feature. Three questions

provided focus: What do we see God doing

in people's lives and in the church? What
is nurturing us? What is the vision or call

that draws us into the future?

But before the stories started, the group

practiced what they often preach: experi-

encing a guided silent retreat. For 20 hours

Gretchen and Keith Kingsley, leaders at

Fellowship of Hope in Elkhart, Ind., gently

prodded participants to unwind and un-

hitch. With both sensory and cerebral sug-

gestions, the two offered ways to journey

inward. From the Kingsley family collec-

tion of stones gathered on vacations, the

participants could choose and use a stone

as a personal symbol. Before going to sleep

each one gave up respective stones to the

common basin where they, too, rested

sUently overnight in the water.

During periods alone, participants could

use designated psalms for prayer and nur-

ture asking such questions as: How do
these psalms express my personal needs,

experiences, thoughts, hopes? Can I name
the enemies in my life? Are they in me or

outside of me? Can I pray my hate as an

expression of justice?

To break silence, persons offered a sin-

gle word to summarize the retreat experi-

ence—dropping it as into the water for all

to hear its ripple. One by one the ripples

moved: honesty, awareness, grace, unhook-

ing, vulnerability, unheroic, peaceful coex-

istence, holding the tensions, assurance,

embracing, aggregate, revealing, sifting,

still water.

Worship aptly ended the weekend. Clare

Ann Ruth-Heffelbower led the service of

communion. Marcus Smucker preached.

As the group parted, coordinator Marlene

Kropf of Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries said, "We have received

gifts both for personal renewal and for

renewing our vocations. Let us maintain

this circle of cormection."

—

Willard Roth

Clianges in Soviet Union
mean more responses
to radio ministries

Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—Recent sig-

nificant changes in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe have resulted in increased

listener response to Russian-language

radio broadcasts produced by Mennonite
Board of Missions since 1967.

Through two weekly programs, Voice of

a Friend and New Way, Vassil Magal,

based in Belgium, broadcasts the Word of

God. In the words of one 19-year-old man
from the Ukraine: "Your programs inspire

hope and joy and give strength. Through
them, one can feel a deep love and concern

for our peoples of the Soviet Union."

Responses to these broadcasts continue

to grow. Over 965 letters were received in

1990, as compared to only 15 in 1987.

Listener response includes the following

request: "I started to assemble a personal

Hbrary with Christian books, but there is

no possibility to do this here. Many other

young people in our country live on a 'cross

road,' but do not have any right direction.

Please, could you send me a Bible?"

In planning for the future, MBM is in

consultation with two North American
Mennonite groups— Council of USSR
Ministries and Council of International

Ministries—and with European Menno-
nites who are taking new initiatives for

work in the Soviet Union.

Magal recently completed a series on

bibHcal prophecy titled "What We Can
Expect in the Days to Come" and started

a new series on "The Sermon on the

Mount" for Voice of a Friend.

The New Way radio program is re-re-

leasing the four booklets of the Mennonite
Faith Series written by J. C. Wenger. The
booklets have been modified and will be
offered as printed booklets in the Russian

language to listeners.

The radio programs are produced by
MBM Media Ministries in Harrisonburg,

Va. They are broadcast by three radio

stations: Trans World radio in Monaco,
HCJB in Ecuador, and FEBC in Saipan.

Fellowship of Concerned
Mennonites singles out
three areas for criticism

Bird-in-Hand, Pa. (FCM)—The 21-mem-
ber Consulting Board of Fellowship of

Concerned Mennonites, meeting here re-

cently, surveyed recent developments in

the Mennonite Church. The group,

founded in 1984, then went on record

regarding the following specific issues:

First, the selection of a woman modera-
tor of General Assembly, they maintain, is

contrary to the teaching of the New Tes-

tament. While affirming the divinely ap-

pointed role of women as that of "nurture

and service," they believe that "man has

been given a primary leadership role."

They, therefore, consider a woman as a

church leader to be in violation of the

biblical principle of leadership.

Second, they look upon the multiple and
confusing declarations regarding the Per-

sian Gulf War to be a contradiction of the

historically held Mennonite position of

peace and nonresistance. They ask. Who
is speaking for the church? They affirm

that "witnessing to the state concerning

matters affecting domestic or foreign pol-

icy is not within the realm of the church's

responsibility. . . . Noting the character of

the two kingdoms—church and state—we
recognize that the state does not and
cannot operate according to the teaching

of Christ regarding nonresistance."

Third, they view with dismay what ap-

pears to be a growing openness to the

homosexual/lesbian clamor for acceptance

as a legitimate lifestyle. "We believe that

practicing homosexuals and lesbians are in

direct violation of the Word of God."
—J. Otis Yoder

The retreat for spiritual directors ends with a Sunday-morning worship service.
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mennoscope
•EMC graduation speaker. Rodney
Sawatsky, the new president of Conrad Grebel
College, is the speaker for the 73rd annual
graduation ceremonies at Eastern Mennonite
College on Apr. 28. Receiving degrees will be
223 four- and two-year graduates. They
elected John Paul Lederach, an international
mediator who now teaches at EMC, as their
baccalaureate speaker.

• Money for post-war fund. Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee still needs contributions for its

"Bridging the Gulf fund to carry out special
programs developed in response to the Persian
Gulf War. MCC needs $76,000, but has re-
ceived only $15,000 so far. The special fund
will cover the cost of a recent medical supply
shipment to Iraq, an April visit of six Middle
East church leaders to North American
churches, a May visit of eight North American
pastors to the Middle East, and a recent
conference held in Cyprus to discuss peace
initiatives and mediation possibilities in the
Middle East. The regular MCC food account
pays for post-war food assistance. So far MCC
has sent 90 metric tons of milk powder to Iraq,
Jordan, and Israeli-occupied West Bank.

• Ethiopian situation volatile. Westerners in
Ethiopia, including Mennonite missionaries
and service workers, have been advised to
consider leaving the country as rebel forces
advance

^
toward the capital city of Addis

Ababa. "At the moment we are not planning
to leave," say Mennonite Central Committee
country representatives Bert and Evelyn
Reimer, "but the situation may change, re-
quiring us to do so." Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions workers are also staying,
but they do have exit visas and airline tickets
for leaving, just in case. Yohannes Germano,
a leader of the Ethiopian Mennonites, who call
themselves the Meserete Kristos Church, re-
ported that the Protestant churches of the
country called for a week of prayer and fastine
Apr. 7-13.

• Good news and bad news. Both good news
and bad news confronted the Executive Com-
mittee of Mennonite Central Committee U.S.
at its Mar. 15-16 meeting in New Orleans. The
good: Hope is alive and by working together
good things happen. Committee members saw
this first-hand in the work of the local MCC
U.S. Service Program unit. The bad: Contri-
butions are down significantly, and MCC as a
whole could wind up with a $1 million shortfall
by the end of the year. The committee acted to
reduce the 1991 MCC U.S. budget by $125,000.

• Sabbatical opportunities. The Hermitage,
a personal prayer center in southern Michi-
gan, now offers opportunities for Mennonite
pastors and others who are looking for a place
to take a sabbatical leave. Gene and Mary
Herr, co-directors of The Hermitage, will work
individually with each participant to plan a
time of prayer, study, work, and leisure that
fits each person's needs and goals. More
information is available from Herrs at The
Hermitage, 11321 Dutch Settlement Rd.,
Three Rivers, MI 49093; phone 616 244-8696.

• Startling discovery. A major Russian Men-
nonite collection of documents has been dis-
covered in the Odessa State Archives in the
Soviet Union. The discovery was made inde-
pendently by George Epp, president of
Menno Simons College in Winnipeg, and Har-
vey Dyck, chairman of the Russian Mennonite

Alternative to stark images. New Orleam, La. (MCC)-li was an unusual event
in this citys St. Thomas Housing Project. About 150 people gathered for theopening of a photo exhibit-"The Dreams of St. Thomas." In attendance were StIhomas residents as well as Mennonite Central Committee U.S. executive
committee members and staff who were meeting here. "Tody it's the besti"
exclaimed Fanny McKnight (in photo), hands in the air with excitement, to JodyMiller Shearer MCC U.S. Service Program coordinator in New Orleans. "It showshow we are and not how the media portrays us to be-dirty and on drugs," said
McKnight, vice-president of the St. Thomas Residents Council. "I've been to lots
of openings in niy life and this was by far the most meaningfol one I've attended,"
said Howard Zehr, an MCC staff person who took the photographs and conducted
the interviews for the exhibit. MCC commissioned Zehr to do the project as away for Mennonites to get to know some of the people with whom it works A
second goal was to give St. Thomas residents a forum to introduce themselves in
a respectable, dignified way. St. Thomas, known as a violent, drug-ridden
dilapidated neighborhood, is often used as an example of inner-city decay Zehrwanted to provide a chance for some of the neighborhood's 6,000 residents to be
individuals instead of stereotypes. He discovered articulate people with human
fears and dreams. They talked about wanting meaningf\il jobs, education, and
opportunities for their children.
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Studies Research Program sponsored by Con-
rad Grebel College and the University of
Toronto. "The find is an extraordinary prod-
uct of scholarly 'glasnost' and will revolution-
ize the study of Russian Mennonite history,"
says Dyck.

• Goshen gets science grant. Goshen College
is one of six Midwestern schools to benefit
ft-om a $980,000 grant awarded by the Pew
Science Program. It is part of $7.3 million
distributed nationally. The funds are to be
used to improev undergraduate science and
math studies. The Pew grant is a repeat ft-om
1988, when Goshen shared $1.1 million with
the other Midwestern schools.

• Curbing fights in schools. Schoolchildren
in New Orleans frequently use guns and
knives in the classroom and on the playground
to settle disputes. But several schools have

drastically reduced that kind of fighting
through mediation. Community Mediation
Services trains students to handle disagree-
ments with peer mediation. Schools report
that two years after learning such skills, the
number of fights has dropped 75 percent.
Mennonite Central Committee U.S. supports
the program with funds and staff. The current
MCC staffer is Jeff Gingerich of Parnell, Iowa.

• "Mother" of exchange program. Doreen
Harms, "mother," mentor, and friend to over
2,000 young people from all over the world,
retires this spring after 43 years of service with
Mennonite Central Committee. The Newton,
Kan., native first joined MCC in 1947 for a
summer service stint at the Akron, Pa., head-
quarters. But that stretched into a lifetime.
Much of her work over the years involved
resettling refugees in North America, starting
with homeless Europeans in the aftermath of



World War 11. She helped start a program for

"trainees" from Europe and other countries

that is now called International Visitor Ex-

change Program. Harms was its director since

1968. She also administered SALT Interna-

tional and Intermenno, which sends young

North Americans to third-world countries and

Europe, respectively.

• Nearly 100 from 29 countries. Mennonite

churches in Milford, Neb., hosted the 93

participants in this year's International Visitor

Exchange Program for their midyear confer-

ence. The young people, from 29 countries,

gathered to reflect, pray, talk, sing, have fun,

and mark the midpoint of their year in North

American Mennonite communities. "Making
Christ Central" was the theme. The exchange

program is sponsored by Mennonite Central

Committee.

• Taxes for peace. The Peace Section of Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S. is inviting con-

tributions for the 1991 "Taxes for Peace" fund.

Established in 1972, it gives people who want

to withhold war taxes a way to contribute their

money to peaceful purposes. Donations last

year totaled $3,700, and they were sent to the

National Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund and

to Christian Peacemaker Teams. More infor-

mation is available from MCC U.S. Peace
Section at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

• Spanish-language book for new believ-

ers. A church membership book written in the

Spanish language by Jose Ortiz of Goshen
CoUege and pubUshed by Mennonite Publish-

ing House has been chosen as the official

resource for new behevers in the Mennonite
Church of Colombia. Church leaders consid-

ered 15 other books, and then decided on

Ortiz's because it is not a translation, because

it has an Anabaptist and Latin perspective,

and because "it's simple without being sim-

plistic, creative, interesting, and readable."

Other South American countries have also

expressed interest in using the book.

• Character-building college. For the third

year in a row, the Templeton Foundation has

placed Goshen College on its "honor roll for

character-building colleges." The 108 schools

on the list were chosen from 814 nominees.

The foundation sent ballots to the presidents

and development directors of 1,450 colleges

and universities across the United States.

Over 70 percent of the schools on the honor
roll are church-affiliated.

• "History is written by the winners." This

old saying was at the heart of the C. Henry
Smith Peace Lecture at Goshen College. In a

talk titled "Confronting White Americans:

African-Americans and the Bible," John
Kampen, this year's lecturer, said black peo-

ple have found the Bible to be both a lock and
a key in their quest for freedom, equality, and
justice. Kampen, who is academic dean of

Payne Theological Seminary in WUberforce,
Ohio, noted how the Bible has been misused
through history by white slaveowners and
others who had power over black people.

• Logo competition. As part of the 75th anni-

versary of Eastern Mennonite College, Semi-
nary, and High School, alumni are invited to

submit logos for a celebrative event to be held

in the fall of 1992. A $100 award will be given

to the person whose design is selected. En-
tries should be sent by this September. More
information from Les Helmuth at Eastern
Mennonite High School, 801 Parkwood Dr.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Coming events:

Mennonite Church Historical Association Meet-

ing, Aug. 1, at Lane County Convention Cen-

ter, Eugene, Ore. The event, a dinner meeting,

will be held during the Oregon '91 convention.

The speaker is Sam Steiner, an Ontario Men-
nonite historian and archivist. Also planned is

a time for reporting on historical happenings

in various conferences. More information from

Levi Miller at Mennonite Church Historical

Committee, 1700 S. Main St., Goshen, IN

46526; phone 219 535-7477.

Evangelism Celebration, Apr. 28-29, at Mellinger

Mennonite Church, Lancaster, Pa. The eighth

annual event is sponsored by Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions and Atlantic Coast

Conference. The theme is "Small Groups,"

and the speaker is Gareth Icenogle, copastor

of First Presbyterian Church of Bethlehem,

Pa. More information from John Nissley at

717 898-2251.

MennoCycles Retreat, July 26-28, at Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The third

annual event is for motorcycle enthusiasts.

The devotional leader is cycle-riding pastor

John Sharp of Scottdale, Pa. More informa-

tion from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412 423-2056.

Benefit Auction, May 10-11, at Kraybill Menno-
nite School, Mount Joy, Pa. The 14th annual

Wiebe challenges WMSC. Lancas-

ter, Pa.—Author Katie Funk Wiebe
(right) was the keynote speaker at

the 18th annual meeting of

Women's Missionary and Service

Commission of Lancaster Confer-

ence. Approximately 300 women at-

tended the meeting on Mar. 20 at

Groffdale Mennonite Church near

here. Wiebe spoke on the theme
"Building the Household of God."

She said that each woman has a gift

to be used for the good of God's

kingdom. "Make a plan for discover-

ing your gift, " she challenged. "Plan

to grow." An offering was collected

to help buy sewing machines for the

vocational sewing program spon-

sored by Mennonites in Honduras.

Wanda Aquino (left) of Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions said

that 240 people were enrolled in the

sewing program last year.
—Nancy Witmer

event will include quilt and Winross Truck
auctions, craft/plant sales, and a pig roast.

More information from the school at R. 1, Box
234, Mount Joy, PA 17552; phone 717 653-

5236.

• New appointments:
Lonnie Yoder, assistant professor of pastoral

care and counseling. Eastern Mennonite Sem-
inary, starting in August. He is currently

completing doctoral studies at the University

of Iowa, where he is also an instructor and
chaplain. He served previously for 12 years as

assistant pastor of East Union Mennonite
Church, Kalona, Iowa.

Ellen Miller, admissions director. Eastern Men-
nonite College. She previously spent 10 years

in admissions work at two nearby schools

—

James Madison University and Bridgewater

College.

• Pastor transitions:

Richard Ross was installed as associate pastor

of Smithville (Ohio) Mennonite Church on
Mar. 10. He is a longtime pastor who served

most recently on the staff of Central Christian

High School in Kidron, Ohio. In his new role,

he serves alongside Pastor Glenn Steiner.

Mike Zehr resigned as pastor of Pleasant Valley

Mermonite Church, Hammondsport, N.Y., on
Apr. 1.

Patty Friesen was licensed as associate pastor of

Portland (Ore.) Mennonite Church on Jan. 20.

She has been serving since last fall, and works
alongside Pastor Ralph Lind. She was pre-

viously dean of women at Western Mennonite
School in Salem, Ore.

Vernon Zook was ordained as youth minister for

Cornerstone Mennonite Fellowship, Broad-

way, Va., on Feb. 24. Licensed in 1989, he

serves alongside Pastor Gerald Martin.

• Change of address:
Ted Grimsrud from 1669 Ridgefield St., to 157

Hansen Ln., Eugene, OR 97404.

Elvin R. Stoltzfus from 7 Brook Ctr. to 4 Brook
Cir., Ephrata, PA 17522.

new members
Holyrood, Edmonton, Alta: Dwight Roth and

Catherine Roth.

Pleasant Valley, Hammondsport, N.Y.: Gayl

Calkins Marvin.

Millersburg, Ohio: Amy Courtney, Crystal

Courtney, Kathy Glick, Melanie Mishler,

Krista Schlabach, Carrie Stambaugh, Shirley

Stromme, Jim Schlabach, and Peggy Roth.

Cape Christian Fellowship, Cape Coral,

Fla.: John and Patty Conforth, Paul Cote,

Steve and Sue Dages, Steve and Jan Neff, Al

and Joan Rose, Ed and Patty Suero, and
Loren and Ethel Zehr.

Colorado Springs, Colo.: Judy Kyle Conrad,

Jacque Barber Sanchez, Karl Orth, Bill

Shinkle, Russell Conrad, Lisa Conrad Orth,

and Dale Sanchez.

Springdale, Cincinnati, Ohio: Jean Egbert.

Mt. Pleasant, Paradise, Pa.: Eric Eby and
Jonathan Reeser.

Plato, LaGrange, Ind.: David Martin, Janelle

Rodman, and Jeremy Rodman.
Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.: Debbie HoUiman,
Mellisa Holliman, Michael James, Judy
James, Kitty Poley, Peggy GeH, Solon John-

son, Marie Johnson, and Chess Johnson.

University, State College, Pa.: Emma Hess,

Heather McLane, Marvin Hall, Joyce Hall,

Jim Mather, Martha Mather, Jay Wenger, and

Susie Wenger.
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marriages
Allen-Kremer: Troy Allen (Trinity cong.),

Glendale, Ariz., and Carole Ki-emer (Trinity
cong.), Glendale, Ariz., Mar. 16.

Applehans-Smith: Paul Applehans, Greeley,
Colo. (Greeley cong.), and Vicki Smith, Gree-
ley, Colo. (Greeley cong.), Jan. 4, by Darrell
Zook.

Colon-Aeschliman: Troy Colon, Archbold,
Ohio, and Teresa Aeschliman, Archbold, Ohio
(Zion cong.). Mar. 23, by Ellis Croyle.

Entz-Croyle: Loren Entz, Newton, Kan. (First
Mennonite cong.), and Nancy Croyle, Hess-
ton, Kan. (Zion cong.). Mar. 16, by Ellis Croyle
and James Dunn.

Hoover-Schmid: Jon Hoover, Gordonville, Pa.
(Ridgeview cong.), and Jacqueline Schmid,
Thai, Switzerland (Evangelische Gemeinde)
Jan. 12, by Paul Zingg.

Martin-Hollinger: Kenton Martin (Palo Alto
cong.), Pottsville, Pa., and Bonita HoUinger
(Palo Alto cong.), Pottsville, Pa., Mar. 23, by
Jerry Richter and Ed Heilman.

Martin-Hurst: Gary E. Martin, Lititz, Pa
(Millport cong.), and Krista L. Hurst, Lititz,
Pa. (Landis Valley cong.), Dec. 29, by Georee
M. Hurst.

Miller-Horner: Donald Miller, Sarasota, Fla.
(Bahia Vista cong.), and Patricia Horner, Sar-
asota, Fla. (Bahia Vista cong.). Mar. 23, by A.
Don Augsburger.

Oesch-Rucker: Scott Oesch, Nampa, Idaho
(First Mennonite cong.), and Kelli Rucker,
Medicine Lodge, Kan. (Baptist Church), Feb!
9, by Duane Oesch.

Pletcher-Caldwell: Stan Fletcher, Indianapo-
lis, Ind. (First Mennonite cong.), and Shelley
Caldwell, Indianapolis, Ind. (First Mennonite
cong.). Mar. 31, by Robert and Margaret
Richer Smith.

Quirple-Showalter: David Quirple, Chelten-
ham, Pa. (Berachah Church), and Lyiuidell
Showalter, Hagerstown, Md. (Salem Ridge
cong.), Oct. 14, by G. Joseph Martin.

Raber-Houdicourt: Philip Raber, Blooming-
ton, Ind. (First Mennonite cong.), and Myriam
Houdicourt, Indianapohs, Ind. (First Menno-
mte cong.). Mar. 9, by Robert and Margaret
Richer Smith.

Shue-Hochstetler: Richard Shue, Sarasota,
Fla. (Bahia Vista cong.), and Jolene'
Hochstetler, Sarasota, Fla. (Bahia Vista
cong.). Mar. 16, by A. Don Augsburger

Steffy-Martin: Thomas Steffy, Leola, Pa.
(Ridgeview cong.), and Vicki Martin, New
Holland, Pa. (Ridgeview cong.). Mar. 23, by
Robert L. Petersheim.

Swartzendruber-Roth: Martin Swartzen-
druber (Trinity cong.), Glendale, Ariz., and
Shen Roth (Trinity cong.), Glendale, Ariz
Mar. 16.

Fashion plate. Harrisonburg, Va.—
Local resident Jim Bishop sports a
personalized license plate on his
Plymouth Colt that communicates
to a select audience, namely, devo-
tees oiMennonite Hymnal and espe-
cially its famous #606 anthem,
"Praise God From Whom." The
owner says he opted for this mes-
sage "as a way of instantly identily-
ing and acknowledging fellow
Mennonite pilgrims on the highways
and byways of life" and encouraging
them to "Honk if you love 606." He
also^ hopes that the page number
won't change when a new hymnal is

released in 1992. Bishop wonders if

any residents in the other 49 states
may have adopted the same musical
message on their vehicles. If so, he'd
welcome hearing from them at 116
Belmont Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

births

Bauman, Darrel and Kim (Brubacher), Elmira,
Ont., stillborn son (first child). Mar. 10.

Bearss, Jim and Anna (Miller), Chesterton,
Ind., Kristine Amanda (second child), Feb 2b

Carpenter, Bill and Debbie (Roggie), Lowville
N.Y., Michelle Jane (fourth child), Feb 27

Caskey, Jim and Lisa (Yoder), Indianapolis,
Ind., Lewis Yoder (first child), Jan. 6.

Chanthavong, Siriphone and Soudsakhone
(Phaymannong), Phuthasone (first child)
Mar. 20.

Detweiler, Leon and Ruth (Janzen), Telford
Pa., Sara Elizabeth (second child), Jan. 7.

Eicher, Allan and Lisa (Wappenstein), Leo
Ind., Caleb Allan (fourth child), Mar. 16.
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Engel, Mark and Kellyanne (White), Portland
Ore., EmOy Faith (fourth child), Feb. 18.

Fretz, Joseph N. and Maxine (Martin), Denver
Colo., Alice Martin (first child), Jan. 26.

Gullman, Ric and Joy (Mast), Broadway, Va.,
Heather Joy (second child), Dec. 1.

Halfhill, Bob and Karen, Wooster, Ohio, Seth
Thomas (second child), Feb. 7.

Hershberger, Marv and Paulette (MUler), Ka-
lona, Iowa, Daniel Drew (third child). Mar. 11.

Kandel, Ronald and Julie (Alexander), Woos-
ter, Ohio, Tosha Dayle (first child). Mar. 17

Keener, Jeff and Cathy (Brubaker), Mount Joy,
Pa., Stephanie Lynn (second child), Feb 11

'

Kilsdonk, Ralph and Sue (Tetor), Bath, N.Y

,

Mallory Ehzabeth (second child), Jan. 23.
Lyndaker, Brad and Gay (Nofi;sier), Lowville,

N.Y., Benjamin Jacob (first child), Mar. 12.
Martin, Kent and Carolyn (Fairhall), Elmira

Ont., Cody Kenneth (first child). Mar. 8
Martin,Timothy and Trish (Royer), Baltimore
Md., Brianna Rae (first child). Mar. 23.

Mast, Gary and Diane (Stromme), Millersburg,
Ohio, Aaron Abram (second child), Mar. 22.

'

Mast, Norman and Miriam (Miller), Middle-
bury, Ind., Melissa Joy and Molly Ann (fourth
and fifth children). Mar. 18.

Miller, Timothy and Anita (Graber), Goshen,
Ind., Jonathan Robert (first child). Mar. 15

Moore, John H. and Wanda (Stoltzftis), Bath,
N.Y., Jonathan Wesley (second child), Dec. 6.'

Nebel, Brian and Brenda, Hesston, Kan., Taylor
Matthew (first child). Mar. 8.

Neufeld, Jim and Terri (Flickinger), Greeley,
Colo., Evan James (second child), Feb. 2.

Nira, Armando and Ruby (Miller), Greeley,
Colo., Henry Wayne (second child), Jan. 15.

'

Orpin, Dana and Denise, Canton, Kan., Natasha
Lyrm (first child). Mar. 18.

Orth, Karl and Lisa (Conrad), Woodland Park,
Colo., Lindsey Mabel (second child), Feb. 11.'

Oyer, Gary and Louisa, Hesston, Kan., John
Mark (first child), Feb. 23.

Ramer, Brian and Jan (Albrecht), Goshen, Ind
Jesse Scott (first child). Mar. 21.

Roth, Clark and Deb, Hesston, Kan Alex Pres-
ton, Feb. 23.

Shrock, Kevin and Sherri (Raber), Sarasota,
Fla., Jessica Renae (third child). Mar. 14.

Snyder, Dale and Anita (Maust), Indianapolis
Ind., Alisha Diane (first child), Dec 21

Sweigart, Kenton and Sue (Rohrer), Mount
Joy, Pa., Neal Andrew (fourth child). Mar. 1

Thomas, Norm and Melody, Goshen, Ind Toni
Marie (fourth child), Feb. 19.

Watson, Charles and Linda (Hoverman), Paoli
111., Laura Elizabeth (first child), Nov. 18.

Weaver, Lonnie and Lisa (Nunemaker), Go-
shen, Ind., Jordan Lee (first child). Mar 21

Yeater, Larry and Terri (Stoltzfus), Goshen,
Ind., Ross Jacob (second child). Mar. 19.

Zehr, Sheldon L. and Stephanie (Atwell), Pen
Yan, N.Y., Christopher Lee and Jennifer Lynn
(first and second children), Sept. 16.

Ziegler, Gary and Cynthia (Eichelberger),
Granby, Colo., Nathaniel Robert (first child)
Jan. 15.

'

Zyta, Dirk and Lisa (Buehler), Atwood, Ont
Joel Adriaan (first child), Dec. 21.

deatlis

Breckbill, Bertha A., 69, Bethel, Pa. Bom-
July 11, 1921, to Samuel and Ada (Martin)
Martin. Died: Mar. 8, 1991. Survivors—hus-
band: Raymond L. Breckbill; children: Elaine
Eckert, Nancy Weaver, Doris Martin, Rodney;
11 grandchildren; one sister, 4 brothers; step-
mother: Bertha Martin. Funeral and burial:
Mar. 11, Myerstown Mennonite Church, by
Paul Sangrey, Thomas Hess, and Richard
Kling.

Handrich, John Paul, 58. Born: Nov. 20, 1932,
Fairview, Mich., to Will and Marie (Troyer)
Handrich. Died: Mar. 24, 1991, Toledo, Ohio,
of a stroke. Survivors—wife: Shirley Clawson;
children: Thomas, Diane. Predeceased by
Randy (son). Funeral and burial: Mar. 28,
Fairview Mennonite Church, by Virgil S.'

Hershberger.
Heisey, Elam W., 76. Mount Joy, Pa. Bom-
June 22, 1914, Lancaster Co., Pa., to Alvin R.
and Susan S. (Wenger) Heisey. Died: Mar. 15,
1991, at his home of a heart attack. Survi-
vors—wife: Dora H. Hostetter; children: Ar-
lene Martin, Thelma P. Haines, Jean Leaman,
Richard; brothers and sisters: Menno, Warren
W., Mary Zimmerman, Vera H. Good, Marga-
ret Sensenig; 9 grandchildren. Funeral: Mar.
18, Mount Joy Mennonite Church, by Shelley
Shellenberger and Joe Sherer. Burial: Kray-
bill Mennonite Cemetery.

Hertzler, Milford Ray, 93. Born: June 15, 1897
Knoxville, Tenn., to Levi B. and Katherine
(Stoltzfus) Hertzler. Died: Mar. 19, 1991, Lau-
rel, Md., of heart failure. Survivors—second
wife: Clarene Shenk; children: Phyllis Putt,
Joseph W. Thomas; 4 grandchildren, 7 great-
grandchildren. Predeceased by Martha
Stoltzfus (first wife). Funeral: Mar. 22, Con-
estoga Mennonite Church, by Lester T. Her-
shey and Paul R. Yoder, Sr. Burial: Pine
Grove Cemetery.

Lehman, Stella, 90. Born: July 12, 1900, Leb-
anon Co., Pa., to Jacob G. and Susan
(Ebersole) Shenk. Died: Mar. 19, 1991, Pal-
myra, Pa. Survivors— children: Walter,
Thelma Sensenig, Anna Brandt; 8 grandchil-
dren, 11 great-grandchildren; brother: John.
Predeceased by Herman Lehman (husband).
Funeral and burial: Mar. 22, Stauffer Menno-
nite Church, by J. Frank Zeager, Carl Snavely,



and Russell Baer.

Meyers, Florence B., 88. Bom: Apr. 14, 1902,

Morwood, Pa., to Warren and Lydia (Boaz)

Price. Died: Mar. 19, 1991, Souderton, Pa.

Survivors—children: Arlene Gross, G. Merrill;

stepson: Harvey Meyers; 5 grandchildren, 2

stepgrandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren, 2

step-great-grandchildren; brother: Clifford.

Predeceased by Warren H. Swartley (first

husband), Abram M. Meyers (second hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Mar. 23, Souderton

Mennonite Church, by Gerald A. Clemmer
and Richard C. Detweiler.

Nice, Katie K., 85. Born: Nov. 6, 1905, Skippack
TSvp., Pa., to John M. and Susan (Keyser)

Kerr. Died: Mar. 22, 1991, Sellersville, Pa.

Survivors—children: Gladys Nyce, Harold K.;

9 grandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by John M. Nice (husband). Funeral

and burial: Mar. 25, Franconia Mennonite
Church, by Floyd M. Hackman, Russell M.
Detweiler, and Curtis L. Bergey.

Noll, Mary Jane, 68. Born: May 25, 1922, East
Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Earl and Esther Noll.

Died: Mar. 13, 1991, Lancaster, Pa., of a heart

attack. Survivors—brothers: Kenneth, Rob-
ert, Donald. Funeral: Mar. 16, Mennonite
Home, Lancaster, Pa., by Ralph Ginder, Mil-

lard Garrett, and David Weaver. Burial:

Millersville Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Parker, Otis Jerome, Jr., 49. Bom: Oct. 15,

1941, Portsmouth, Va., to Jerome and Mary
Frances (Raby) Parker. Died: Mar. 4, 1991,

Newport News, Va., of cardiorespiratory fail-

ure. Survivors—wife: Zatha Ann Franks; chO-

dren: Sarah, Abigail. Funeral and burial: Mar.

6, Warwick River Mennonite Church, by Gor-

don Zook and Al Huyard.
Schlegel, Nancy, 101, New Hamburg, Ont.

Bom: Oct. 27, 1889, Wellesley Twp., Ont., to

Christian L. and Elizabeth (Zehr) Jantzi.

Died: Mar. 19, 1991, New Hamburg, Ont., of

pneumonia. Survivors—daughter: Vera
Bender; brother: Samuel; 9 grandchildren,

great-grandchildren, great-great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by Noah 0. Erb (first

husband), Joseph Schlegel (second husband),

Edna May Roth (daughter). Funeral and

burial: Mar. 22, Mapleview Mennonite
Church, by Victor Dorsch and Gerald
Schwartzentruber.

Schrock, Edwin Freedley, 88. Born: Mar. 21,

1902, Lake Charles, La., to John and Barbara

(Troyer) Schrock. Died: Mar. 10, 1991, New-
ton, Kan. Survivors—second wife: Dorothy
Troyer Burkett; children: Dorothy Kratz,

Marvin, Edwin, Eunice Hochstetler; stepchil-

dren: Jim Burkett, David Burkett, Mary
Frieson; 21 grandchildren, 7 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by Martha Frey (first wife).

Funeral: Mar. 14, Whitestone Mennonite
Church, by Ronald Guengerich and Ken
Livengood. Burial: East Lawn Cemetery.

Smith, Raymond Esbenshade, 75. Born: July

29, 1915, Earl Twp., Pa., to Roland and Mmnie
(Esbenshade) Smith. Died: Mar. 13, 1991,

Lititz, Pa., of cancer. Survivors—wife: Sara

Taylor; daughter: Betty Marie Smith. Funeral:

Mar. 16, New Holland Mennonite Church, by
Robert A. Martin and Clyde G. Kratz. Burial:

Weaverland Mennonite Cemetery.
Snider, Ethel Ruth, 58, Elmira, Ont. Born: July

3, 1933, to Howard and Lizzie Ann (Cressman)

Stevanus. Died: Mar. 7, 1991, Kitchener, Ont,
of cancer. Survivors—husband: Clifford

Snider; children: Gregory, Grant, Genevieve
Snider; 2 grandchOdren; brothers and sisters:

Howard, Myron, Paul, Grace Shantz, Richard.

Funeral and burial: Mar. 10, Elmira Menno-
nite Church, by Mary Schiedel.

StoU, Levi G., 82, Rolette, N.D. Bom: Apr. 6,

1908, Mylo, N.D., to Joseph and Annie
(Gingerich) StoU. Died: Jan. 9, 1991, RoUa,
N.D., of a stroke. Survivors—wife: Anne
Renno; sister: Goldy Hochstetler. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 14, Lakeview Mennonite Church,

by James Johnson and Ottis Yoder.

Yoder, Katie A., 73, Coshocton, Ohio. Born:

June 28, 1917, Sugarcreek, Ohio, to Monroe
M. and Susanna L. (Yoder) MiUer. Died:

March 1991, Coshocton, Ohio, of a brain

tumor. Survivors—husband: Abe J. R. Yoder;
children: David A., Mary Raber, Levi A., Edna
Clark; 24 grandchildren, 16 great-grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters: Levi M., Ramond
M., Noah, M., Edwin M., Monroe M., Joe L.

Raber, Mary Ann Beachy, Elva Allison. Fu-

neral and burial: Mar. 27, Gray Ridge Mermo-
nite Church, by Robert D. Wengerd.

calendar
Empowered Ministries annual conference, Indi-

anapoUs, Ind., Apr. 18-20

Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in-

stallation of dean, Elkhart, Ind., Apr. 19-20

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind.,

Apr. 21

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,

June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

boEird of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Authentic education is about choices.

tudents are persons in transition from adolescenct

to adulthood-to a time when they take full responsibility

for making their own choices. Understandably, this is also

a time that creates feelings of vulnerability. The challenge

for a college such as Hesston is to provide a setting where

this transition can develop with support and security.

I believe that higher education within the Anabaptist-

believer's church tradition must be an invitation to choose

faith in Christ. The choice to believe and obey authenti-

cates faith.

These choices, made in the context of the faith com-

munity, bind us all-students, college, parents and church-

together in the common purpose of building God's

kingdom.

Jim Mininger,Academic Dean

HESSTON
COLLEGE
P.O. P'^- y''0.o 1 1 :sston KS 67062
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editorials

What shall we do with TV?
Most of us, when we don't Hke something, try

to get rid of it. But we haven't done that with
TV.
According to a 1989 survey of five Mennonite

and Brethren in Christ groups (called Church
Member Profile II), 94 percent of us now have
television sets in our homes. At the same time
75 percent of us say TV has more negative than
positive effects on us.

So what gives? What keeps thousands of Men-
nonites watching thirtysomething or LA. Law or
Cheers (and let's not even talk about MTV or
Married . .

.
with Children)? What keeps us watch-

ing while wondering if we really ought to be?
Are we hooked? Steven Chaffee, a communi-

cations professor at Stanford University, says
that's not possible: "Calling TV addictive is one
of the great negative myths of contemporary pop
culture. I've never seen a shred of evidence for
it."

Do we need exposure to violence and filth? I

don't think so. Most of the people I talk to la-

ment the violence of TV and wish even the news
were more positive. But we go on watching.
We watch, I suspect, because our world is a

TV world. Almost every culture has come to ac-
cept the tube. We know because we also watch
and experience that world in our living rooms.
We have access to horizons our grandparents
never even dreamed about.
We watch TV because we need to relax. More

of us find ourselves in high-stress jobs and com-
mitments than ever before. One researcher be-
Heves TV watching can reduce our stress by giv-
ing our minds a break from what causes it.

Another says, "The precise reason it is so re-
laxing to watch TV is because it's so incredibly
simple to do." Which most things aren't in our
world these days.

I also watch TV because it can entertain. I can
take only so much tension and seriousness.
When I need to laugh, I turn on the TV. (Exam-
ples? Sorry—one person's humor is often
another's trash!)

True, TV can have bad effects. All of us have
read multiple accounts of murders and suicides
and rapes patterned after TV shows. Experts

can't agree on whether television, however, is ac-
tually responsible. Even if they did, "all the peo-
ple I know who study the supposedly deleterious
effects of TV watch TV themselves" (Chaffee).

It's time for Mennonites to come to terms with
television. We do that by asking of it no more
than it can give. Don't ask TV to set morality or
make judgments or change hearts. Ask it to in-

form. To entertain.

It's also time to acknowledge that the answer
to our TV guilt is control. By now most agree
banning the set isn't the answer; only 7 percent
of Mennonites surveyed in 1989 watch no TV at
all (in 1972 it was 15 percent).

Control begins with the individual. And the
knob. Sometimes we have to turn. Sometimes
push.—jlp

Media and the church
TV is another in a series of uneasy accom-

modations the church has had to make to the
media throughout its history. Once it was the
radio. Before that print (that was so long ago we
tend to forget the controversy when the first Bi-
bles came off the first printing presses).
In my boyhood home, discussion revolved

around radio. Our family was one of the few in
our congregation that had one. And what we lis-

tened to was restricted: news, some music (but
not "hillbilly," thank you). The Old Fashioned Re-
vival Hour.

I also learned early on that a sore throat (or
even the hint of one) was good for a Sunday eve-
ning at home by the radio instead of in church.
To a 10-year-old boy, Our Miss Brooks, The
Great Gildersleeve, and Amos 'n Andy held a
great deal more fascination than listening to
three "topics" on "The Apostle Paul's View of
Sanctification."

Since those days the church has come to
terms with radio. Today some congregations
even use it in their outreach. Can we imagine
the day when the same will be true for TV? By
then, of course, we'll probably be on to the next
media invasion. Along with our doubts and fears
about what it will do to us.—jlp
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"When people hear the size of our church, they often

respond with, 'It might grow,' or 'Isn't that nice,' as

though they were patting a small child on the head.

"
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There are some advan
tages to being small
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I
grew up in a small town. I was part of a

small, rural Mennonite congregation. The
people in my life, especially in the church, I

viewed as family—individuals I knew from Sun-

day worship services as well as from seeing

them during the week. These were my people. It

was from them and with them that I began to

shape my identity as well as my view of the

church.

Things were not perfect. Living in a small

town is like living in a glass bowl. It is hard to

hide when living so close to others. But that can

be a strength. I have memories of my parents

working through relationships which would have

been easier to let drift apart. "We are just too

close not to work this out," I remember my fa-

ther saying. The church was a group of people

who worshiped, worked, lived, played, and cared

for one another. The church was also a group
who fought, gossiped, and complained. These
were my people, and it was here I belonged.

As I grew older, I came into contact with other

Mennonite churches through area youth meet-

ings. Later I went to Hesston College. Here I

began to realize how others viewed my small

town and small church. I was startled to realize

that its small size and its distance from the hub
of Mennonite life in Kansas placed it into a dif-

ferent class of sorts. I became aware of opinions

which seemed to suggest a real church required

a certain size. Even more painful for me to ac-

cept was the idea that a "real" church needed to

be within a specific radius of what seemed to be
the center of Mennonite activities.

by

Terry

Shue



A small church learns to be dependent
Too often it thinks: if it's happening
here, it isn't that important; if it's im-
portant, it's happening somewhere else.

This mentality had been part of my home
church. The church appeared to be healthy
enough on it's own. However, when it came into
contact with other Mennonite churches, it

seemed to be content with a second-class role.

My church had learned to be dependent on oth-
ers and carried the scar of a low self-esteem. We
began to learn that if anything was important, it

would happen up north first. If it was happening
at our church, it probably wasn't that important.
That attitude was both learned and reinforced.

Now after college and seminary training,

once again I find myself part of a small
church—this time not because I was

born into it but by choice. A congregation of less

than 100 members continues to be what I see as
a model for church. Sure, smaller churches have
struggles and challenges. All churches do. But
these very challenges represent possibilities and
often hidden strengths. Consider these examples:

1. Interest in people rather than program. In the
small church, plan on being used in everything
you are gifted in—plus a Uttle bit more. Special
music numbers are rarely polished perfor-

mances. Worship leaders may be nervous and
forget things. Teachers may not have graduate
degrees in Christian education. Yet in the
smaller church we find a place where people are
important, yes more important than perfection. I

remember with warm memories times my church
in Kansas would have children take part in the
service or families would participate in a talent
night. Some of those talents were quite question-
able (I know; I was one of them!). However,
these people had found a place to be them-
selves, a place to belong. This was the church.

2. Vulnerability. In the small church, worship
often provides a setting for deep and personal
sharing. The importance of community and mu-
tual care can be expressed corporately in the
context of worship, not just in the pastor's office

on Thursday morning. This vulnerability pro-
duces accountability.

3. Feeling of family. The small church is built

and held together by some of the fabric that
holds the biological family together. There is ac-

countability, ownership, and support as well as a
sense of belonging. Everyone is important and
has a real interest in working together.

4. No place to hide. To come into a small
church you must assume you will be noticed. If

you are a visitor, everyone will know it. It is hard
to hide in that kind of church. While that may
make some people uneasy, church should not be
a place to get lost. In this type of setting regular

attenders are also missed if absent.

5. A low ratio between pastor and laity. This is

often seen as a negative item because it requires
a considerable percentage of the church's bud-
get for the pastor's support. Yet just as a college
recruiter talks up a low professor-student ratio

as a strength of a school, so should the small
church look at the pastor-member ratio as a
strength. Such a ratio allows an opportunity for

a deep and personal relationship between the
pastor and the congregation. The pastor is able
to be with the people, to touch their lives in a
meaningful and intimate way.

6. Easy to mobilize into action. The small
church is able to move into action almost on a
moment's notice. No need to form a committee
here; just do it! Recently in our church service a
woman raised a need she saw for a family in the
community. Three days later more than 15 bags
of groceries were collected during a youth group
hayride. Yes, the small church can move quickly
when a need arises.

When people hear the size of our church, they
often respond with, "It might grow," or "Isn't

that nice," as if patting a small child on the
head. Yes, it is nice and it might grow, but at

present it's size is its strength.

The small church can no longer be seen as a
fraction of what a whole church is. The small
church is not a third or a half of a church. It is

Sure, a small church has
struggles and problems. But
these can be turned into possi-
bilities with hidden strengths,

whole and complete. It is time for our small con-
gregations to affirm themselves and be affirmed
for who they are. This will help them build upon
the strengths of that identity.

As the church, we are the body of Christ. The
tasks of ministry are broad enough, and personal
preference is varied enough, to utilize all

churches, no matter what the size. The church at
large depends upon this diversity to live out it's

mission, to be the body of Christ. My small
church takes its place to contribute to that body
in its own unique way.

Terry Shue grew up in Harper, Kan. He is now
pastor of the 78-member Pinegrove Mennonite
Church in Stryker, Ohio. He and his wife, Kay,
are parents of three daughters.
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On seeing yellow ribbons
'round those old oak trees

by Melodie Davis

On a ride through town recently, our youn-

gest daughter announced, "I know what

all the yellow ribbons are for." Since she

had just turned five, I was curious about a view

of the world from three and a half feet high.

"For the people in the Middle East," she said

slowly. "And Iraq. And Kuwait."

Once again a child had helped me to new un-

derstanding, to know how to respond to the yel-

low ribbons that seem to be present in every

community. Now as I drive down the highways

yellow ribbons have become for me a silent me-

morial to every Iraqi, Kuwaiti, and Mideast (and

Western) person who has died or in some way
suffered in the recent crisis. Wreaths and rib-

bons on doorways and tombstones have long

honored the deceased. Why not let the ribbons

serve as a call to prayer for the families of any

who have died—rather than letting the sea of yel-

low frustrate me over patriotism that has be-

come almost blind.

For children, understanding why their parents

don't choose to deck out in ribbons or flags is as

difficult as understanding parents not decorating

for Christmas. I knew my second-grader was feel-

ing a little of that strangeness when she got out

a box of crayons and paper one night. She didn't

want me to see what she was doing, but she fi-

nally cut out a carefully colored yellow bow. She

said it was "to support our troops." What's a

mother-raised-as-Mennonite to do?

"It's a lovely bow, Tanya," I said. "Where do

you want to put it?" We found an inconspicuous

place on an inside door where we put birthday

cards; she seemed satisfied. I didn't think that

the proper time for a long explanation of the up-

side-down kingdom.

If you think about it, that the color yellow has

become a symbol of patriotism is a leap of gigan-

tic proportions. Even as recently as the Vietnam

War yellow was synonymous with coward. Ear-

Uer in World War 11 conscientious objectors

were familiar with the taunt "yellow."

Our congregation used to have yellow rib-

bons on our lampposts and members
used to wear yellow ribbons on their la-

pels for several Sundays. That was back when
our chief concern in the Middle East was the

plight of a nimiber of forgotten political hostages.

But our church would not dream of putting out yel-

low ribbons now. The symbolism has changed.

Where does that symbolism come from, any-

way? The popular explanation is an old ballad

during the Civil War with a line, "In her hair she

wore a yellow ribbon, for her soldier who was

far, far away." Later came the song "Tie a Yel-

low Ribbon 'Round the Old Oak Tree." There

the ribbon was for an offender who has just got-

ten out of jail, wondering if his sweetheart would

take him back. Somehow I like the symbolism in

that song best, imagining the grace and forgive-

ness the ex-prisoner feels at the sight of a "hun-

dred yellow ribbons" welcoming him back.

The symbohsm today? One writer says, "This

time around, no one could be quite sure of the

meaning of the yellow ribbon: support of the

U.N. action against Iraq, support for American

or Coalition troops, safe return of soldiers home;

all of those or none of those."

If the symbolism of yellow can
make a drastic change, maybe
war itself may some day come
to be described as "archaic."

How long will the ribbons—many almost faded

white now—stay up? I would guess that we
could expect most people to keep theirs on dis-

play until at least July 4 when the majority of

the troops are expected home. One has to be a

hard-hearted, cynical, unromantic person to not

at least appreciate a little of what seeing yellow

ribbons everywhere must feel like to the men
and women coming home after those hard

months in the desert.

Those yellow ribbons may be a way of working

out collective grief and guilt about an earUer

war, Vietnam, and how its returning soldiers

were treated. You hear persons on the street

say, "What we did to the Vietnam veterans was

a crime." It's thoughts like these which help me
deal with the somewhat tiring sight of yellow rib-

bons everjrwhere, the ever-present reminder that

as an Anabaptist Christian, I feel different

—

someone who doesn't fit with society.

Maybe, in retrospect, the 180-degree turn-

around in the symbolic properties of the color

yellow can serve as a reminder that change is

possible after all. Yellow: a synonym for patri-

otic support? Who'd have thought it! Maybe
there's hope that someday soon "war" itself will

be followed by the notation "archaic" in the dic-

tionary.

Melodie Davis, Harrisonburg, Va., is a free-lance

writer and the author of a syndicated newspaper

column for Media Ministries.
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readers say

Issue "right on"
I want to commend you for all three ar-

ticles in your Mar. 26 issue. I had been
feeling gloomy because of personal prob-
lems, and these articles helped me to
put them in perspective.

Sometimes I have been discouraged
by what seems to be a shifting away
from a biblical faith among some in the
Mennonite Church. But these articles
are all "right on."

Elvina N. Martens
Sterling, III.

Be honest about networks
If it is God's will that we form a sup-

portive congregations network for prac-
ticing homosexuals ("Mennoscope," Mar.
19), then how long will we be able to stand
before God on the judgment day and ex-
plain why we didn't also have a support-
ive congregations network for practicing
murderers, adulterers, or alcohoHcs?
Come on, folks, let's be honest! To

support homosexuality is to blatantly dis-
regard Scriptures from Genesis to Reve-
lation. Let's form networks for setting
people free from a lifestyle that is

clearly displeasing to God.
Mary Lahman Heatwole
Harrisonburg, Va.

One way to help
Since I have received close to 90,000

calls as a counselor at Christian Broad-
casting Network, I must say that 90 per-
cent of those with homosexual problems
have indicated that they are "troubled"
and in need of help. This tells me that
the church must have more and more
cell groups who can support and relate
to specific persons in need of help. Cell
groups can help to overcome—in any
area of life. We are overcomers because
he rose!

Norm Teague
Chesapeake, Va.

What difference
will integration make?
Integration is a new buzzword in Men-

nonite church periodicals. But, from my
observation, integration is one of those
things that will be an issue in my congre-
gation only if I, the pastor, choose to
make it one. Personally, as an amateur
historian, I like the way integration will
instantly expand our collective history.
But I need to be convinced that it's an
important issue for those who sit in our
pews.

How, for example, will integration
make a difference in the way we at
South Union Mennonite Church wor-
ship, make decisions, or do missions?
There will be some new faces and
names at General Assembly, but that's

always true. I can understand why con-
ference and denominational staff are con-
cerned about the effects of integration,
but I have yet to be convinced that it will

make much difference to the grass roots.
Frankly, integration seems to work

much in the same way as the San Diego
Zoo's elephant breeding program. They
tell me the first thing that happens is a
great deal of study and discussion con-
cerning the proper match of the two ele-
phants. Then when the elephants finally
meet, it's sort of hard to see what is

going on, since everything takes place on
a very high level. Of course, for those in-
timately involved (the elephants), it's

quite exciting, and lots of dust is raised.
But progress is slow, for it , takes years
to get visible results. And then, when all
is said and done, what do you get? An-
other elephant.

Lynn Miller

West Liberty, Ohio

Excellent response
to the Gulf War
As a non-Mennonite (but one with

some Anabaptist roots), I get "used"
copies of Gospel Herald from Mennonite
friends who attend our church. I want to
thank you for your excellent response to
the Persian Gulf War. I especially appre-
ciated the editorials, "By the Waters of
Babylon" (Jan. 29) and "There Is Al-
ways Another Way" (Feb. 26), and the
condensation of the Mennonite Central
Committee statement, "A Plea for Peace"
(Feb. 26). Keep up the good work!
Charles W. Kiker, pastor
Baptist Community Church
Arco, Idaho

The church and mental illness
Mental illness is an affliction of the

mind and spirit as well as the heart. It is

a totally consuming and disabling dis-
ease without the symptoms of other
illnesses so readily apparent to the on-
looker. Perhaps that is why mental pa-
tients are so often accused of having no
sense of responsibility and of laziness,
and of self-indulgence.

I have been fortunate to have a num-
ber of friends in my life who have al-

ways expected my best and have
supported me in spite of my disability.

However, the church as a whole has not
been a support during the hard times of
my illness. There is an obvious lack of
understanding of the complicity of men-
tal illness in relation to personal spiri-

tual matters. So during the crucial part
of my struggle, I was forced to find my
spiritual strength and growth through
means other than congregational life.

Jerry E. Shank
Broadway, Va.
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Moved, seconded, and carried

Meetings seem to be a part of

being church. Whether or not

they are productive depends
on what we bring to them,

by Katie Funk Wiebe

Is
the essence of Christianity attending meet-

ings? Likely not. But one wonders at times.

That's especially true when it seems to take

meeting after meeting to get the church's work
done. Whether it's in conventions or district con-

ferences, congregations or committees, meetings

seem to demand a great deal of our time and en-

ergy.

But structured organizations of the church

also offer some of the best opportunities to use

one's gifts in God's service. With the "authority"

of an official assignment. Christians come up
with surprisingly creative ideas for doing king-

dom work.

Meetings are hard work. They demand the

best we can give. How can we make them more
meaningful and productive?

1. Include young people. It concerns me that

our congregational meetings include so few

young people. I've learned our congregation is

not unusual. Strong youth programs seem to sep-

arate the generations rather than bring them to-

gether. If they are to be leaders tomorrow, they

need to see leadership in operation today. The
young learn most about church life if they can

witness the emergence of a major congregational

decision. To know how consensus came and the

emotions involved in the decision strengthens

the spirit of peoplehood.

2. Speak up at the meeting, not just later in the

corridors. I find it discouraging when members
never offer support or rejection of a proposal

other than by their vote.

3. Speak up for the weaker members who do
not have opportunity to attend or courage to

speak out. The elderly, persons with disabilities,

and minorities may need someone to present

their causes. In the Old Testament, God spoke

up on behalf of the poor, widows, orphans, and
strangers. Taking risks as a promoter of the pow-
erless is following Jesus' pattern.

4. Listen to what women have to say. Some-
times it is significant. Sociolinguists support my

experience (and what other women have told

me) that when a woman offers an opinion, raises

a topic, or makes a suggestion to a group com-
posed mainly of men, they often receive no re-

sponse. Later, when one of the men raises the

same idea, it is greeted with interest and respect

{Language and the Sexes, Frank and Anshen).

Newcomers to congregations and committees,

like women and minorities, need affirmation of

their views, or they become discouraged.

5. Share information with everyone who is in-

volved in the outcome of a decision. Love at full

strength takes risks in sharing information with

all, even if it might be misinterpreted. Holding

secret information is a form of power.

If members think that decisions are all being

made at some higher level of power and that

facts are being withheld from them, they become
disenchanted, even apathetic, with the church de-

cision-making process. The result is setting up
two sides: "we" and "they," insiders and outsid-

ers, decision-makers and those who are dumped
on.

6. Do your homework. Keep a file of minutes.

Review them before the next meeting. Be ready

with new ideas.

7. Avoid rubber-stamping motions to get fin-

ished sooner. Yet realize it isn't necessary to go

back to square one everytime. Trust the commit-
tee bringing a motion to have done its work.

8. Attend those meetings to which you have

agreed to be a part whenever possible. Don't ac-

cept appointments you don't intend to fulfill. De-
cisions affect your commitments and your
money as well as those you represent. Be on
time. Latecomers waste other people's time if is-

sues need to be reviewed for them.

9. Keep good minutes, if that's your task.

Today's secretaries record too little of what tran-

spires. I like to see some indication of questions

raised in discussion and the rationale for the ac-

ceptance of a motion.

10. Bring in new people with fresh vigor and
ideas and include them in your meetings. You
might be pleasantly surprised at what results.

Meetings can be some of the best places to go

to. Like other human institutions, they can also

be the worst. The worst becomes the best when
the Holy Spirit is moved, seconded, and carried

into new attitudes, concerns, and actions.

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kan., a retired En-
glish teacher from Tabor College, is the editor of

Rejoice! an inter-Mennonite family worship maga-
zine.
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Dare to be a Daniel
Daniel's central focus was always clear,
and it radiated into the minds of those
around him: ''May your God, whom you
serve continually, deliver you!"

by Carl Keener

Was there ever another human who
faced as many moral choices as Dan-
iel? Was there ever another whose

life—in fact whose very survival depended as
niuch upon the answers to difficult questions as
his? Consider:

Would Daniel eat vegetables or the king's
meat sacrificed to idols? Would he interpret a
discomfiting dream to an angry Babylonian
ruler? Would he break bad news to a drunken
King Belshazzar? Would Daniel refuse his prac-
tice of regular prayer to avoid an almost certain
death in the lion's pit?

"May your God, whom you worship consis-
tently, save you," a sorrowful King Darius said
just before he threw Daniel to the Hons. Who
was this Daniel with the steadfast purpose to
serve God, yet who ministered to three powerful
kings?

Of his boyhood, his family life, whether he
was married and had a family, we're told
next to nothing. As a person Daniel was

very bright—a quick study—but this trait isn't

the real clue to his character. Daniel had none of
the lusty earthiness of a David, the anarchism of
a Samson, the fiery zeal of an Ezekiel, the brood-
ing, weeping prophetic voice of a Jeremiah, the
driving moral fervor of an Isaiah.

Daniel was a visionary, a genius at home in the
courts of the most advanced civilization in the
"fertile crescent." He seemed to have lived on
those olympian heights that most of us glimpse
but few reach. Wise, serene, thoughtful, enlight-
ened, loyal, and urbane, Daniel could move as
easily in the courts of the mighty as in the
streets of the disenfranchised. I doubt, though.

that he would have cut a dashing figure in Holly-
wood. And as for Washington, or Ottawa, well
Daniel was, I think, an aristocrat—not a stuffy

snob but a dignified and courageous courtesan
with integrity and consistency of purpose. His
was a character honed by a steadfast aim to wor-
ship and glorify God. Daniel nowhere tells us his
vision of God, yet it focussed on a being infi-

nitely greater and far more worshipful than
Nebuchadnezzar's god of 90 cubits. Daniel's God
relativized Nebuchadnezzar and Nebuchadnez-
zar's god. Daniel's worship of Jehovah inspired
him with a humaneness and central focus
throughout his life. Daniel was, in short, pure
white light, a life of blue steel.

Were he living today Daniel might have been a
cosmologist or a theoretical astrophysicist, per-
haps even an outstanding metaphysician. He
would be thrilled at Murray Gell-Mann's 8-fold
way, at Godel's incompleteness theorem, at
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, at Alan
Guth's grand unified theories. Daniel would have
loved to study galaxies with their trillion suns,
pulsars, quasars, and black holes. I can't see him
studying meadow-rues, wild columbines, anemo-
nes, or clematises. But I can see him reading Al-
fred North Whitehead's Process and Reality. His
mind was made to roam the heavenhes where
dreams are fashioned and visions are born.
To see life and its complexities steadily and

whole—especially the different religions and so-
cial cultures of the Hebrews, Babylonians,
Medes, and Persians—as Daniel did merits our
profound respect. In a sense, Daniel was at
home in the universe, and the mundane differ-
ences of the cultures he encountered seemingly
didn't perplex him. Daniel's central focus was
clear; and as he grew older, it radiated into the
minds of those around him: "May your God,
whom you serve continually, deliver you"!

The God whom Daniel worshiped and the
universe Daniel knew became mirrored
in his soul, and he became not a mere

fountain of tidbits of knowledge but a truly wise
person. He came to see relationships and sense
their importance, and then he acted prudently.
His youthful passion for learning became trans-
formed not into waspish argumentativeness but
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into thoughtful reflection which is the essence of

wisdom. But Daniel was more than merely sharp

and profound. He was a moral presence; he

stood for something, and persons around him

took heed.

Who are, we may ask, the Daniels of our time?

Certainly they are not necessarily the most

wealthy, the brightest and best, the most cul-

tured, the most schooled, not the most rational.

But neither are they intellectual luddities and

mindless boors. They are persons with a sane

and rigorous moral presence, alert to both cul-

ture and community, at home with books and

plain persons. They are those whose zestful and

generous spirit infects and captivates our own.

With clearness of vision and justice in thought

and act, such persons achieve a peace, an in-

ward satisfaction, that the Ufe they have lived is

everlastingly worthwhile.

Here let me say a word to older saints. Like

Daniel, we should become in our own way a

moral presence. Thundering rhetoric is for the

The Daniels of our time are

persons with a sane and rig-

orous moral presence, alert to

both culture and community,

young with their boundless enthusiasms and

sweeping dreams. A life well lived is worth ten

thousands of sermons—just ask certain well-

known political and religious figures. We can

preach how to be good. We can read the

ethicists from Aristotle to Kant and Mill,

Sidgwick, Moore, Ayer, Hare, and Blanshard.

We can argue that instrumentalism is better

than deontology. But when the chips are down,

it's what we do when the king's steward tells us

to eat the king's meat, when an angry king terrifies

everyone in his court, when one is surrounded by

Philistines and jealous co-workers, when one must

tell others devastating news, that we become really

moral. And this takes time. "Your God, whom you

serve at all times, may he save you!"

Daniel had many sterling traits—of that we
can be sure. In lifting up Daniel as a hero for

our time, let me focus on two so needed in these

chaotic and troubled times.

Without doubt, Daniel's life portrayed a consis-

tency and steadfast purpose to glorify God. In

this he was self-assured but not dogmatic. He
was certainly not a dogmatism, which, as Dean
Inge once remarked, is "the maturity of

puppyism." And in his steadfast purpose to

serve only God, Daniel possessed a serene and

reflective life, not unlike that of Frederick Faber,

the Victorian author of some of our well-known

hymns. Seriously ill, a friend was reading Faber

some lines from Dickens when a physician came
in and informed him that he had one more hour

to live. In that case, Faber repUed, he had

enough time for one more chapter of Dickens.

And then there's Daniel's indomitable

spirit. Daniel simply didn't let the world

intimidate him. He didn't withdraw from

the world, but he mastered it and grew wise in

the process. Yet he served God continually. He
had a central focus that was unshakable. He was

a rock in stormy and uncertain times.

I'm not sure what questions Daniel would ask

us were he here today. Yet over the millennia I

hear him ask us, "Are you serving our God con-

tinually?" And he would tell us, I think, that we
should take heed how we build our moral charac-

ters and the characters of our children.

Daniel: intelligent, wise, good, courageous, wor-

shipful, and steadfast. He knew that faithfulness

required character, a consistent moral presence.

In a long life devoted to serving God, Daniel be-

came a masterpiece of rectitude contemporary

with every age. "May your God, whom you serve

continually, deliver you!" Daniel's spirit is age-

less. Dare we be like him?

Carl Keener, State College, Pa., teaches botany at

Pennsylvania State University. He is a member of

the University Mennonite Church.

In a long life devoted to serv-

ing God, Daniel became a
masterpiece of rectitude con-

temporary with every age.
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items & comments
Feuding Baptists find they agree
on something—new hymnal
Southern Baptists have been fighting

about almost everything in the past 10
years, and new hymnals have proved to be
divisive for other denominations in recent
years, such as the United Methodist
Church and Presbyterian Church (USA).
But when these potentially explosive ele-
ments came together in the Grand Ole
Opry House in Nashville recently, the re-
sult was a happy outpouring of worship and
praise. The celebration, which also in-

cluded a Sing-Through-the-Hymnal mara-
thon at Two Rivers Baptist Church,
marked the centennial year of the South-
em Baptist Sunday School Board, the
church music department's 50th anniver-
sary, and the publication of The Baptist
Hymnal, a revision of the denomination's
1975 hymnal. (RNS)

Bread for the World says 21 million
face starvation in Africa
Twenty-one million people are at risk of

starving to death in Ethiopia, Sudan, and
Somalia, according to the World Food
Program of the United Nations. This is the
stark message of a new lobbying campaign
by Bread for the World, an ecumenical
Christian anti-hunger lobby in Washing-
ton, D.C. The organization says the num-
ber of people in danger of starvation there
is 16 times the number of those who died
in the Ethiopian famine of 1984.
The emergency in the Horn of Africa will

be the focus of Bread for the World's
annual "Offering of Letters," in which local
congregations set aside a Sunday to collect
letters to lawmakers in Washington, rather
than money, during the worship service.
This year, the collection-plate lobbying will
be on behalf of The Horn of Africa Recov-
ery Act, a bill in Congress that calls for an
immediate response by the United States
to the crisis in the three African countries.
Why does the threat of mass starvation

keep returning? According to Bread for the
Worid, which has 40,000 members across
the country, war is the answer to that
question. "Though drought is a contribut-
ing factor, war and militarization are the
primary causes of hunger" in the Horn of
Africa, the group says in a statement an-

Pontius' Puddle

nouncing the new effort. "In each country,
military conflicts drain monetary re-
sources, disrupt development projects,
and displace people from their land, leav-
ing them unable to produce and market
their own food." (RNS)

Religious CO body calls on churches
to counsel about military service
Religious bodies should do more to ed-

ucate people about the implications of
signing up for military service, particularly
the potential for combat duty, says Charles
Maresca, staff attorney with the National
Interreligious Service Board for Conscien-
tious Objectors. According to Maresca, the
Persian Gulf War amply demonstrated
that many people who volunteer for mili-
tary service think primarily about the fi-

nancial and educational benefits and ig-

nore the possibility that they might be
called upon to participate in a war. Since
it is unrealistic to expect recruiters for the
military to raise the moral questions about
war, Maresca said, the religious institu-
tions should pose the questions for mem-
bers. Churches and other religious bodies,
he said, "should tell members that if they
choose to join the military, it should be a
conscious decision that they are prepared
to participate in war." (RNS)

Ecumenical network will link
abortion-prevention ministries
An ecumenical grassroots effort has

been launched by mainline and evangelical
Protestants and Roman Catholics to link
thousands of churches across America that
offer free help to women facing a "crisis"
pregnancy. Organizers of the "Sheltering
Churches" network say they want to side-
step divisive abortion pohtics and provide
direct help to women in the form of adop-
tion and family support.

"After 20 years of playing political foot-
ball with the issue, we've got a lot of prayer
and work to do," said Steven Wissler,
director of the unofficial Taskforce of
United Methodists on Abortion and Sexu-
ality which is involved in organizing the
network. He claims that as many as 10,000
local congregations are linked to "multi-
denominational pro-life groups," including
the United Methodist task force.
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As part of its outreach to pregnant
women, the group wants to revive what
Wissler calls "traditional church-related
homes for unwed mothers" and adoption
services that he claims have lost support
and visibility in the last 20 years because
of an increase in abortions. Many churches
are moving into new ministries that protect
women from the "violence of abortion,"
said Wissler, a United Methodist layman
and advertising executive in Lancaster, Pa.
But many more, he said, are mute or
paralyzed by the politics of abortion
(RNS)

Religious publications endangered
by postal rate increases
A postal time bomb is ticking in the U.S.

Congress, and many nonprofit organiza-
tions will be forced to make drastic cut-
backs or cease operation altogether if the
bomb goes off Denominational and other
religious publications are among those on
the endangered list. At issue are the gov-
ernment subsidies for nonprofit second-
class and third-class mail. The latter is the
hfeblood of nonprofits that depend on the
mail in fund-raising efforts. An average 25
percent increase in those postage rates
took effect in February. The U.S. Postal
Service says that's not enough. Unless it

receives an extra $97 million from Con-
gress—in addition to the $473 million it

abeady has received—for the current fiscal

year and an additional $89 million for next
year, the rates could be raised another
20-30 percent as early as June. (NIRR)

Conservative leaders urge Bush
to help end intolerance in Saudi Arabia
U.S. President George Bush should work

to end religious intolerance in Saudi Ara-
bia and other Middle East nations now
that the Gulf War is over. That advice
came from 12 conservative religious lead-
ers summoned to the White House for a
chat. The group told Bush "a good starting
point would be greater freedom of religion
for foreign employees who are working in
the kingdom of Saudi Arabia," reported
participant Richard Land, head of the
Southern Baptist Christian Life Commis-
sion. "Saudi Arabia is one of the most
restrictive societies in terms of freedom of
religious or political expression of any
nation in the world," he told the president.
Southern Baptist president Morris

Chapman, fundamentalist leader Jerry
Falwell, evangelical theologian Cari Henry,
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod presi-
dent Ralph Bohlmann, and American He-
brew Congregations head Alexander
Schindler were among those attending the
session. The leaders praised Bush for his
moral courage during the conflict, and he
in turn thanked them for supporting his
military initiatives (NIRR)
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church news

Eastern Canada Conference rejects

proposal on military tax deductions
Baden, Ont. (Mennonite Reporter)—After

a vigorous debate, delegates to the annual

meeting of Eastern Canada Conference,

Apr. 5-7, defeated a proposal calling on the

conference not to deduct income tax from

employees who want to redirect the mili-

tary portion for peaceful purposes. They

also tabled an alternative resolution.

The conference executive board devel-

oped its proposal in response to a request

from its student and young adult minister,

Fred Martin. He indicated in the fall of

1989 that he objected on the basis of

conscience to paying military taxes. He
asked the conference—which is required

by law to deduct all income taxes and remit

them to Revenue Canada—to help him

find a way to express his conscience.

In the recent Gulf War, "my body was

not being conscripted, but my money was,"

commented Martin in a brief presentation

before delegates. "How can I pray for

peace but pay for war?"

In introducing the proposal, conference

secretary Sam Steiner said the executive

board had not been unanimous. Some
abstained from voting; others were against

the proposal. He also said the proposed

action could make the conference legally

liable for breaking the Income Tax Act.

The legal question dominated the Satur-

day afternoon discussion by delegates. For

example. Ken Musselman said military tax

objectors should use other options, like

increasing charitable donations or cutting

back their overall income to reduce taxes.

A number of delegates said that individu-

als who want to redirect military taxes

should assume the legal liability them-

selves—for example, as contract employ-

ees—rather than expect conference to

bear it. Others supported the proposal.

They cited historical precedents such as

World War I conscientious objectors

choosing jail rather than the military uni-

form.

A number who lined up at the open
mikes said they liked the second part of

the executive board's proposal—to seek

legislation recognizing conscientious ob-

jections to payment of military taxes—but

objected to the first part—asking confer-

ence to defy current income tax laws.

The delegates then faced two choices:

either table the executive board's proposal

or look at an alternative resolution.

The alternative, presented by Margot
Fieguth, began with the second part of the

original proposal: an attempt to work
through legislative and legal avenues to

secure recognition of conscientious objec-

tion to payment of military taxes and to

provide peaceful alternatives. This resolu-

tion also suggested that conference offer

Fred Martin a contract position, so that he,

rather than conference, would be respon-

sible to make income tax payments.

Delegates decided not to table the orig-

inal proposal. But before they started de-

bating the alternative, there were voices

calling for a vote on the executive board's

proposal.

"I would like to hear the truth of where

the conference stands on this issue," said

Jean-Jacques Goulet, pastor of Wilmot
(Ont.) Mennonite Church. During the Gulf

War he had declared himself a conscien-

tious objector to military taxes. And his

congregation was waiting to see how con-

ference would respond to Fred Martin.

In a ballot vote, the executive board's

proposal was defeated 159-48. It was late

in the evening. The alternative resolution

was on the floor. But someone proposed

that it be tabled till the next session of

conference. The motion carried.

At the annual meeting, the delegates also

struggled with cuts in the conference bud-

get. Some delegates praised the Finance

Commission for being responsible in a time

of recession. Others chided the commis-

sion for giving up too easily. The most
vocal reaction, however, came from youth

and persons in youth ministry—in response

to a reduction from a 1 1/2-time to one

full-time conference youth ministry position.

Conference treasurer Clare Schlegel ex-

plained the need to cut $130,000 from the

originally proposed $1.7-million budget.

When it became apparent there would be

a deficit, the executive board first dropped

to a 3 percent increase and then to a 0

percent increase. Even with a frozen bud-

get, said Schlegel, giving will have to in-

crease 7 percent in the next year.

Some young people argued that youth

work should be a priority. They talked

about the record high attendance at con-

ference-planned events. The challenge

went both ways. Delegates were reminded

that no other conference has more than

one full-time youth ministry position, and

that strong support for schools and camps
is also youth-related.

A motion to add $13,500 to the budget

—

with $5,000 of this to be raised by the youth

themselves—passed with dissenting votes.

The $13,500 is the amount needed to re-

store the youth ministry position to 1 1/2-

time.

—

Ron Rempel

Seeking better communication. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Pictured are members of the

newly developed Constituency Activities Cluster of Mennonite Central Committee

U.S. It is a combination of past MCC departments, restructured to promote better

communication with constituents. Staff members are (left to right) Lowell

Detweiler, coordinator; John Hostetler, long-time MCC material resources coor-

dinator who is semiretired and is working part time handling overseas shipments;

Brenda Wagner, assistant coordinator; and Carla Hunt and Sandy Yoder, admin-

istrative assistants. The cluster works with Mennonite Disaster Service, meat

canning, thrift shops, relief sales, material resources gathering and distribution,

house-against-hunger projects, and agricultural commodity drives.
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Tom and Sue Martin, recently returned Eastern Board workers from Somalia, join in singing at the
Lancaster Conference annual meeting, which was held at Lancaster Mennonite High School.

Lancaster Conference claims
'no other foundation'
Lancaster, Pa.—Lancaster Conference

held its annual meeting Mar. 22-24 at
Lancaster Mennonite High School on the
theme "No Other Foundation." The speak-
ers were Thomas Finger and Anil Solanki,
both faculty members of Eastern Menno-
nite College and Seminary; Catharine
Leatherman, a member of the conference's
Renewal Committee; and Karl Steffy, pas-
tor of East Petersburg (Pa.) Mennonite
Church.

Besides the reporting, business, inspira-
tion, and delegate session, two rallies were
held—one for youth and one for missions.
Volunteers parked cars, served meals,
tended children, and ushered the hundreds
of people who came. Overflow crowds at-

tended 30 different seminars on subjects
as varied as AIDS, women in ministry,
teaching peace, and crisis in Marxism.
Philhaven Hospital, whose report was

given on the day an intruder held some
people hostage for a time, reported on
aging and children's emotional problems.
The Board of Congregational Resources
had the delegates discuss issues in small
groups. At the youth rally, Galen
Burkholder, director of discipleship minis-
tries, spoke.

About 1,500 people attended the Mis-
sions Rally, the last session of the annual
meeting. When commissioning the mis-
sionaries. Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions president Paul Landis called it

an awesome responsibility to send people
into areas of danger. He spoke of the

missionaries who were able to leave Soma-
lia just before fighting broke out last De-
cember. He spoke of America's inner cities

and the danger of their streets where
casualties equal those of warfare.

Landis also spoke of God's protection on
mission workers in the Middle East during
the Persian Gulf War. He noted that pray-
ers for their safety are important and that
God does indeed give his angels charge
over his people.

Eighteen people were commissioned
who are involved in church planting in East
Coast states. Janet Breneman was com-
missioned to serve in leadership training
in Guatemala.

Guest speaker Thomas Finger warned
against the temptation for churches to
either be a "wisdom church" or a "power
church." In ancient Corinth the Greeks
sought wisdom and the Jews sought power,
he said. But the real foundation of the
church is Jesus Christ and him crucified.
The church goes wrong when it is embar-
rassed to admit that faith is foolishness,
Finger concluded.

Eddie Hall, a church planter in Birming-
ham, told of his conversion to Christ. Rose
Shenk, a Voluntary Service worker in New
York City, told of helping street youth
discover their self-worth and appreciate
their heritage. Janet Gehman, who taught
in China, reported that many intellectuals

have turned to Christian faith after the
Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989.

—Glenn Lehman

Ohio Conference
responds to Vision '95,

wrestles with deficit

Archbold, Ohio—A dramatic monologue
on the parable of the minas (Luke 19)
concluded the 22nd annual assembly of
Ohio Conference on Apr. 6. It was held at
three churches—West Clinton for daytime
sessions, Central for evenings, and Zion for
children's activities.

The theme "Empowering Our Congrega-
tion: Vision '95 in Process" carried
throughout the three-day event. Jo Anne
Frey and Bonnie Carpenter, both of West
Clinton, designed banners depicting the
empowerment theme while banners of the
continents, provided by Mennonite Board
of Missions, surrounded the delegates with
a global vision.

The Thursday worship theme was subti-
tled, "Empowerment Through Confes-
sion." George Devenney dramatically por-
trayed a broken Peter in the hours follow-
ing his denial of Christ. Confessing they
felt responsible for the conference's bud-
get deficit, moderator Bob Schloneger and
assistant moderator Jim Schrag carried
"the ark of God" down the aisle before
sharing their concerns in dialogue.

Friday's theme was "Empowerment in
Adversity." Denise Leu shared how she
saw God's faithfulness to her after becom-
ing a widow at age 27. Mim Book, Vision
'95 coordinator for Mennonite Church
General Board, continued the theme of
faithfulness using another story about
Peter. She repeated the question Jesus
asked just before Peter's confession of
faith: "What am I to you?"
Saturday's emphasis was "Empower-

ment for Commitment." Ned Wyse, por-
traying a faithful servant from the parable
of the minas, asked "What are you going
to do with the mina that is in your hand?"
He urged his listeners to commit their lives
to service.

Four congregations of different sizes and
settings told their stories. Each shared
specific ways they are in the process of
working toward the Vision '95 goals on
stewardship and witness. Each of these
presentations opened with a psalm written
for the event by Marilyn Grasse-Brubaker,
and ended with another. Delegates re-

sponded to each church with an "open
mike" followed by a pastor from another
congregation leading in special prayer.
On Friday, delegates chose from 17

workshops that were scheduled so each
could participate in one around a stag-

gered lunch schedule and another around
the evening meal. They dealt primarily
with specific aspects of mission, evange-
hsm, prayer, pastoral concerns, and stew-
ardship.

During the business sessions, the dele-
gates accepted the request of First Men-
nonite Church of Meadville, Pa., to with-
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draw from the conference for theological

reasons. Emmanuel Mennonite Church of

Monclova, Ohio, was welcomed as a new

member of the conference.

A proposed 1991-92 budget of $516,000

was presented for approval. It was

$119,000 less than last year's budget and

included $30,000 to help reduce last year's

deficit.

Last year's budget was 27 percent over

the receipts of the previous year, and

income for the year rose only 2 percent.

The possibility of budget cuts affected all

areas, including college scholarships, staff

salaries. Christian high school education,

and special ministries with Laotian and

Japanese people.

After much discussion, Richard Ross

moved that an offering be taken among the

358 delegates from 86 congregations. The
motion passed. Before the total giving was

announced, the delegates voted to accept

the budget, with minor changes. Applause

greeted the aimouncement that the dele-

gates contributed $22,000 in cash and

pledges.

—

Bev Miller

Chicago event to mark
oldest urban mission
of IVIennonite Church

Lombard, III. (MBM)—A weekend of ac-

tivities is planned in October to commem-
orate Mennonite witness in greater Chi-

cago. The Oct. 12-13 event at suburban

Lombard (HI.) Mennonite Church will also

examine obstacles and opportunities for

future witness in suburban settings in Chi-

cago and elsewhere. The weekend is spon-

sored by Mennonite Board of Missions and

Lombard Mennonite Church, in coopera-

tion with Chicago Area Mennonites.

The first Mennonites settled in Chicago

in 1846. The first Mennonite church ser-

vice involved John and Salome Funk and

Peter Neff, who decided to hold services

once a month. The services were discon-

tinued after the great Chicago fire of Oct.

8, 1871, destroyed Neffs home, where

services were held.

John Funk, who was involved in the

lumber business in Chicago, began editing

Herald of Truth (forerunner of Gospel Her-

ald) in 1864.

In October 1893, at the second annual

churchwide Sunday school conference held

at Zion Mennonite Church in Bluffton,

Ohio, the booming town of Chicago was
announced as a site for mission work. Two
months later, on Dec. 3, the first city

mission of the Mennonite Church started

at 18th Street and Union Avenue. M. S.

Steiner was the first superintendent. The
effort, called "Chicago Home Mission,"

was taken on in 1896 by Mennonite Evan-

gelizing and Benevolent Board (later to be

called Mennonite Board of Missions).

MCC recognizes helpers

during Volunteer Week
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Pete Dueck of River-

ton, Man., is in his third short term of

service as a driver with Mermonite Central

Committee here. Between trips to area air-

ports and train and bus stations to deliver

or pick up staff, board members, and visi-

tors, he fills in wherever needed, often

stuffing envelopes and folding newsletters.

"I guess I keep coming back because I

like driving, the area, and getting out of

Manitoba winters," laughs Dueck. "I also

enjoy talking with people, hearing about

where they've been and their work."

It is people like Dueck that MCC thinks

of during National Volunteer Week, Apr.

21-27. Some 60 MCC U.S. Service Program

workers are on two-year volunteer terms at

MCC headquarters. In addition, short-

term volunteers, local day volunteers, and

area work groups serve in a variety of

capacities. The work of all these people

enables about 1,000 MCC workers to serve

in more than 50 countries and allows MCC
to keep its overhead costs low.

As many as 35 short-termers join the

MCC ranks each year; most come for four

months. Many are retired or semiretired

and have farmed or run their own busi-

nesses. They pay their travel costs to and

from MCC headquarters and their medical

insin-ance; MCC covers all other costs.

In addition to the short-term volunteers,

more than 60 local people serve at least

one day each week in the Selfhelp Crafts

warehouse and Material Resources Center

in nearby Ephrata. Many are retired and

enjoy giving their time and chatting with

friends. Some have been serving regularly

this way for years.

About 75 work groups—youth, women's,

Sunday school, and other church groups

from various denominations, as well as

public school groups, "Brownie" troops,

and others—also serve regularly. Some
come once or twice a year and others come

A congregation was organized at Chicago

Home Mission in 1902 and became part of

Illinois Conference.

Today, about 1,000 people are members
of 22 Mennonite congregations in the Chi-

cago area. About 750 of those people wor-

ship in suburban congregations.

With that fact in mind, activities on Oct.

12 at Lombard Mennonite Church will

include sessions dealing with late-20th-

century suburban contexts and the future

of Mennonite ministries in those settings.

"We will discuss practical issues and ap-

proaches for church leaders and mem-
bers," said Joe Richards, pastor of the

Lombard congregation. Paul Gingrich,

president of Mermonite Board of Missions,

will give an inspirational message.

Activities on Oct. 13 will focus on the

history of Mermonite witness in Chicago.

monthly. Most live within an hour's drive.

It is also common to get calls from

families who want to spend part of their

vacation at Selfhelp Crafts or from church

groups from out of the area who want to

serve a few days. A youth group from Grace

Mennonite Church in Pandora, Ohio, for

example, is planning to camp in the area

this summer and work in the warehouse, in

addition to doing local sightseeing. MCC
provides meals and lodging to such groups

if 10 or more people work at least three

days.

Across North America, volunteers serve

in a variety of MCC-related activities, in-

cluding operating relief sales, thrift shops,

and Selfhelp stores, and sharing muscle

power and listening ears through Menno-
nite Disaster Service.

—Andrea Schrock Wenger

Pete Dueck (left), volunteer driver, with a fre-

quent passenger, John Lapp, executive secretary

ofMCC.

Richard Yordy, who grew up at Chicago

Home Mission, will preach and then lead

a follow-up discussion. Yordy, former con-

ference minister for Illinois Conference, is

now a pastor in Ontario. He wUl also lead

a time of reminiscing.

The pubUc is invited to attend. Persons

who have served with Chicago Home Mis-

sion are especially encouraged to attend.

Dan Schrock, associate pastor of the Lom-

bard congregation, said, "We also hope

and expect people to attend who grew up

at or worshiped at Chicago Home Mission

and are not now affiliated with the Men-
nonite Church or any church."

More information about the weekend is

available from Joe Richards at Lombard
Mennonite Chm-ch, 528 E. Madison St.,

Lombard, IL 61048; phone 708 627-5310.

—Phil Richard
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The facilities of an interdenominational Christian agency are still in ruins from the Liberian civil war.

Conditions in Liberia
slowly improving
Monrovia, Liberia fMBM)—Short-term

medical workers with Mennonite Board of
Missions say that conditions in war-torn
Liberia, particularly the capital city of
Monrovia, are slowly improving. But, ac-
cording to Juanita Shenk of Elkhart, Ind.,

it's difficult to paint a picture of Monrovia.
"Practically all buildings are pockmarked;
many are partially or virtually destroyed,"
she reported. Litter and rubbish, which are
everywhere, as well as dead bodies and
skeletons, are now gradually being loaded
and hauled away.

Shenk is serving with a Church World
Service medical team. Her colleagues in-

clude fellow Mennonites Wayne Weaver of
Mt. Crawford, Va., and Howard and Ruth
Anna Miller of Lowville, N.Y. Paul and
Grace Brenneman of Doylestown, Pa., left

in March after serving nearly three months.
Hunger is still a serious problem, accord-

ing to Shenk. Few palm trees can be seen,
since most were cut down for food by
thousands of hungry people during the
11-month civil war and following. Some 15
tons of canned beef shipped by Mennonite
Central Committee arrived in February.
Brenneman, a physician, shared several

cans with patients, particularly older per-
sons who were malnourished and indicated
they had hardly any food, especially pro-
tein. "I gave them a can personally as they
left my office," he recounted. "It was more
important in these instances than the med-
icine I could give them."
The Church World Service team is con-

centrating on medical work at Cooper
Clinic in the Sinkor district of Monrovia.
And in the clinic basement, an intensive
feeding program—in cooperation with
United Nations Children's Fund (UNI-
CEF)—is being provided for severely mal-
nourished children.

At the clinic, the CWS team assists two
Liberian doctors in seeing about 150 peo-
ple a day. Medical conditions primarily
consist of malaria, dysentery, anemia, and

hypertension. In March, the clinic began
using X-ray equipment, and a midwife
began delivering babies. The clinic also
hoped to activate a laboratory.

Other activities in Liberia's capital are
slowing resuming. Buses and taxis are now
running; several newspapers are in opera-
tion. Most goods are now available on the
streets. Water and electricity have been
restored in some parts of the city.

But the horror stories continue from a
war that involved two rebel armies and a
dictatorial president who was captured
and killed last September. In November, a
ceasefire was declared, and peacekeeping
forces from neighboring countries are help-
ing to restore order.

Major conference on
aging planned for '92
Goshen, Ind. (MHA)—lt happened 30

years ago. A Mennonite Conference on
Aging held in this city. Now 14 persons
representing four Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ denominations and various health
and aging organizations are planning a
second conference, to be held next year.

H. Ernest Bennett, the only person pres-
ent who participated in the 1961 event,
reviewed the proceedings from that con-
ference. Committee members noted that
many issues and concerns raised in 1961
continue to be relevant, and that many
retirement communities and care facilities

were developed after that.

The planning committee selected "Aging
in the Faith Community" as the conference
theme for 1992. Tentative plans were made
to sponsor four regional conferences
across the United States.

Topics for the conference will focus on
current aging trends and issues, and po-
tential congregational responses and initia-

tives. Local congregations will be invited
to send teams of individuals who can serve
as local resource persons for future con-
gregational planning and programs.

Kansas MDS builds
headquarters in Hesston
a year after tornado

Hesston, Kan.—One year after the tor-
nado that devastated this Mennonite cen-
ter, Mennonite Disaster Service support-
ers gathered for a ceremony on the site of
the new MDS state headquarters building
under construction. MDS officials ac-
cepted checks for over $25,000 for the
Kansas unit.

The donations were based on sales of the
book entitled Year of the Storms, which
detailed the destruction and recovery from
the major Kansas storms of 1990, including
the biggest one—the Mar. 13 Hesston tor-
nado.

Hearth Publishing of Hillsboro an-
nounced a donation of nearly $18,000, rep-
resenting $1 for each copy sold. The
Hutchinson-based Dillon's Stores dona-
tion totaled nearly $8,000, which was also
based on $1 for each copy of the book sold
in Dillon's 62 stores throughout the state.

The book is dedicated to the volunteers of
MDS, a program sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee. MDS was founded in

1950 by a Sunday school class at Whitestone
Mennonite Church in Hesston.
MDS has changed and grown since then.

Some 50 units now operate across North
America. MDS is written into federal leg-

islation and recognized by the American
Red Cross and others as one of the major
disaster response agencies.

"What a powerful symbol this building
will be, where formerly debris and rubble
stood!" said Hesston mayor John Waltner.
MDS Kansas chairman Irvin Harms said,

"It is a dream come true!" The donations
will be used to help build the new head-
quarters and to provide assistance to vic-

tims of future storms.—Velma Hershberger

John Baldwin (right), president of the Dillon's

Stores chain, presents a donation to Irvin

Harms, chairman ofMDS Kansas.
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Decision to stay was a "witness." Omdurrnan, Sudan (MCC)—Just before war
broke out in the Persian Gulf, all Americans in Sudan were told to go home. But

Mennonite Central Committee worker Jerold Stahly (left) of Akron, Pa., decided

to stay. Stahly, who teaches at Ahlia University here, weighed the risks of staying

in Sudan, a country allied with Iraq, against his desire to be a positive witness and
fulfill commitments to students and Christian friends. He teaches ecology, food

hygiene, disease control, and desertification control. "The senior students were

just completing their last semester," he said. "It wouldn't have been fair to desert

them at that critical point in their studies. " Stahly consulted Sudanese friends and
university administrators, together with local church leaders and Christian friends,

before making his decision. Sudanese Christian friends suggested that by staying

he could be a "positive witness." By staying, he says, "I hoped to show my students

that not all Americans supported the war. And I wanted to show my Christian

friends that I would stand with them at this difficult time."

mennoscope
Retirement center in Colorado. Land has

been purchased in La Junta, Colo., for the

construction of a facility to be called Colorado

Mennonite Retirement Center. The process

of purchasing the property and obtaining the

proper rezoning and annexation took 18

months. Meanwhile, committees were hard at

work on design, marketing, and finance. The
first phase of one unit with eight apartments

is to be completed within a year. Eventually

there will be seven such units and an activity

center for the residents. The project is spon-

sored by Mennonite, General Conference Men-
nonite, and Mennonite Brethren congregations.

Hurricane Hugo work ends. Mennonite
Disaster Service has ended its clean-up and
reconstruction work in South Carolina, which

was hit by Hurricane Hugo in October 1989.

More than 7,000 volunteers served there

under MDS, including many youth groups.

The volunteers came from all over North

America to clean up homes and churches, tear

down damaged structures, put up roofs, cut

up felled trees, and build more than 50 new
homes. Nancy and Marlin Gingerich of River-

side, Iowa, were the project directors. People

from across North America also donated
nearly $500,000 to help hurricane victims in

South Carolina and other areas.

Another case of police brutality. The home
video of police officers savagely beating a

black man pulled over for speeding—which

millions of Americans have seen on TV— is

not the only recent case of police brutality in

Los Angeles. At about the same time, Basil

Marin, the black pastor of Family Mennonite
Church, was involved in a head-on collision

with a car traveling in the wrong direction.

Despite the serious nature of the accident and
Marin's obvious injuries, the police officer

who arrived on the scene pointed a gun at

Marin's head, pulled him from the car, hand-
cuffed him, and forced him to lie face down
on the ground. Only when the officer saw a

Bible with "Pastor Basil Marin" stamped on
the front did he stop the mistreatment and
call an ambulance.

New Middle East assignment. John and
Sandra Shenk Lapp, workers in Israel with

Mermonite Board of Missions who left when
the Persian Gulf War broke out, wUl return to

the Middle East soon in another capacity.

This time they will direct Mennonite Central

Committee work in Israeli-occupied West
Bank. The couple had served two years in the

Israeli town of Ibillin with well-known Melkite

Catholic priest EUas Chacour.

More pacifist than ever. "After having ex-

perienced three wars here, we are more paci-

fist than ever," say Robert and Nancy Martin,

who are medical workers in Israel under Men-
nonite Board of Missions. They stayed at their

posts at Nazareth Hospital throughout the

Persian Gulf War and were there during the

1967 and 1973 wars as well. Robert is now
medical superintendent, and Nancy is nursing

school director. "To create and maintain trust

takes so much longer than to destroy it," they say.

CO provisions for Canadian soldiers.
Eight Canadian church groups have joined

Mermonite Central Committee Canada in ask-

ing the federal government to allow soldiers

who change their minds about combat to seek

conscientious objector status. The eight in-

clude the United Church of Canada and five

other denominations as well as the Canadian
Council of Churches and the Evangelical Fel-

lowship of Canada. They noted that the U.S.

Armed Forces permits its soldiers to apply for

CO status—and many did during the Persian

Gulf War—but that the Canadian Armed
Forces does not.

• CO hearings for American soldiers. In a

recent one-month period, Andre Gingerich

Stoner, a Mennonite Central Committee
worker in Germany, assisted 10 American
soldiers at conscientious objector hearings in

that country. "It is moving to hear their

stories," he said. A Christian conversion ex-

perience or deepening of faith often leads to

a change of heart about war.

Change ofaddress: Phil Ebersole from 1213 Nela

Pk\^., to 4336 Beverly Dr., Toledo, OH 43614.

• Coming events:
Consultation for Men Working to End Violence

Against Women, Feb. 10-13, at Rocky Moun-
tain Mennonite Camp, Divide, Colo. Spon-
sored by the Mermonite Church and the Gen-
eral Conference Mermonite Church, it will

focus on ways men c£in address other men to

stop violence of all kinds against women.
Enrollment is limited and open to men only.

More information from Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries at Box 1245,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219 294-7523.

Biblical Storytelling Festival, June 26-29, at

Simpsonwood Conference/Retreat Center,

Norcross, Ga. It is sponsored by Network of

BibUcal Storytellers, whose boeird includes

Weldon Nisly, a Mermonite pastor from Cin-

cinnati. This year's theme is "Telling Stories

in the Marketplace." More information from
NBS at 1810 Harvard Blvd., Dayton, OH
45406; phone 513 439-9418.

Summer Camp for High Schoolers, June 23-28,

at Eastern Mennonite College. Participants

wUl "learn by doing" in a special interest area

led by an EMC professor while getting a

firsthand taste of college life. More informa-

tion from Marilyn Landis at EMC, Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone 703 432-4118.

Sports Camps, this summer, at Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School, Lansdale, Pa. As in

the past, there will be boys' soccer and boys'

basketball, but CD this year is adding boys'

and girls' tennis, girls' basketball, girls' junior

field hockey, and girls' senior lacrosse. More
information from CD at 1000 Forty Foot Rd.,

Lansdale, PA 19446; phone 215 362-2675.
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• Pastor transitions:
Duane Yoder will become pastor of Hesston

(Kan.) Inter-Mennonite Fellowship on June 1.

He succeeds Herb Minnich. Yoder is currently
on the faculty of Hesston College, where he
is campus pastor and a Bible instructor.

Clare Schumm was installed as minister of pas-
toral care and family life at Yellow Creek
Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind., on Feb. 24.
He serves alongside Pastor Wes Bontrager.
Schumm was previously family life secretary
for Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-
istries.

Jacob Tijerina was installed as pastor of Iglesia
Evangelica Emanuel, South Bend, Ind., on
Jan. 13. He succeeds Gilberto Gaytan in this

five-year-old congregation.
David McKissic was licensed and installed as

pastor of Church Without Walls, Elkhart, Ind.,

on Mar. 3. This is a new congregation which
he founded in a low-income black neighbor-
hood.

Harris and Christine Waltner were installed as
pastors of Manhattan (Kan.) Mennonite Fel-
lowship on Feb. 10. They succeed Dorothy
Nickel Friesen.

Roy Hange resigned as pastor of Waterford
Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind., effective
May 20.

Craig Lambright became pastor of Rexton
(Mich.) Mennonite Church in March.

Robert Bixler became pastor of Hannibal (Mo.)
Mennonite Fellowship recently. He succeeds
Jacob Flisher.

Joe Slabach was ordained as minister of com-
munity outreach at First Mennonite Church
of Middlebury, Ind., on Mar. 3. He serves
alongside Pastor David Helmuth.

• Missionary transitions:
Janet Breneman went to Guatemala in April for

an assignment under Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. She is helping train leaders
with SEMILLA, the Central American Men-
nonite leadership training program. She
served previously in leadership training with
the Mennonite Church in Honduras. Her ad-
dress is SEMILLA, Apartado 1779, Guate-
mala City, Guatemala.

Kevin and Sharon Yoder returned from Somaha
in March after serving 15 months with Eastern
Board. Their assignment in agricultural devel-
opment and nutrition education was cut short
because of civil war. Their address is R. 3,

4580 Miller Dr., Mount Joy, PA 17552.
Dennis Freed returned to Tanzania recently for

a second term with Eastern Board after a
three-month leave. He is a nurse educator at
Shirati Hospital. His address is Shirati Hos-
pital, Private Bag, Musoma, Tanzania.

Tom and Sue Martin returned from Somalia in

February after serving six months with East-
ern Board. Their assignment as nurses was
cut short because of civil war. Their address
is 6098 Old Philadelphia PL, Gap, PA 17527.

births

Bates, Mike and Marilyn (Hartzler), Gai-den
City, Mo., Caleb Michel (third child). Mar. 27.

Bishop, Keith and Kelly (Hendricks), Souder-
ton. Pa., Heather Reanne (first child). Mar. 31.

Boshart, David and Shana (Peachey), Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, Corben Levi (third child), Jan
17.

Decker, Terry and Lisa (Miller), Hesston, Kan.,
Tyler Leigh (first child), Mar. 28.

Dison, Tom and Val (Migit), Pekin, 111., Stephen
William (third child), Mar. 14.

Eigsti, Scott and Karen (Cooper), Morton, 111.,

Britney Elizabeth (second child), Feb. 28.
Eldridge, Bill and Rita (Yutzy), Hutchinson,
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Bible story comes alive. Harrisonburg, Va.—Twenty-seven children in the second
through seventh grade Sunday school classes at Community Mennonite Church
here gave a musical production for the residents of Heritage Haven—a 150-unit
apartment complex at Virginia Mennonite Retirement Community. The dramatic
musical, The Troubbabk of Zerubbabel, tells the story of the rebuilding of the
temple of Jerusalem after the Israelites left captivity in Babylon. The children's
first program at Community Mennonite Church led to invitations to give additional
performances at Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church and at Heritage Haven. Jay
and Sherri Hartzler of the congregation directed the musical, and other members
assisted with props and costumes.—/im Bishop

Kan., Kyle William (second child), Mar. 1.

Hackman, Keith and Denise (Semen), Potts-
town, Pa., Lindsey Brooke (third child). Mar
9.

Hochstedler, Scott and Lin, Hesston, Kan.,
Kara Marie (first child), Apr. 2.

Imig, Tim and Melissa (Smith), Groveland, 111.,

Nathan Peter (fourth child), Mar. 27.

Kaufman, Timothy and Mary (Summer), Elsie,
Mich., Jacob Noah (third child), Jan. 8.

King, Earl Dwayne and Cathie Sue (Rosen),
Baltimore, Md., Danielle Elizabeth (first

child). Mar. 13.

King, John and Karen (Lee), Wauseon, Ohio,
Harrison Lee (first child). Mar. 27.

Kreider, David and Mary Ann (Nicholas), Har-
risonburg, Va., Aleina Anna Nicholas (third
child). Mar. 11.

Landis, Ed and C. J. (Rutt), Columbus, Ohio,
Andrea Nicole (fourth child), Jan. 17.

Landis, James and Christina (Totten), Sou-
derton. Pa., Joshua Kyle (third child), Apr. 1.

Mattingly, Mike and Chris (Yoder), Hartville,
Ohio, Scott Michael (third child). Mar. 19.

Miller, Merrill and Cindy (Litwiller), Scottdale,
Pa., Annika Ruth (second chUd), Apr. 4.

Miller, Stanley and Myrna (Bender), Cambodia,
Elizapeth Anna (first child), Feb. 19.

Pavlik, Dave and Lou Ann (Roan), Morton, HI.,

Kyle Stephan (fourth child). Mar. 2.

Peachey, Nathan and Tami (Kanagy), Belle-
\dlle, Pa., Kelsey Rae (second child). Mar. 22.

Reid, Glenn and Arlene (Martin), Harrisonburg,
Va., Deanna Rose (first child). Mar. 21.

Rufenacht, Richard and Darlene (Rupp), Wau-
seon, Ohio, Bryce Jared (third child), Apr. 3.

Rushly, Ron and Rachel (Humphrey), Harrison-
ville. Pa., Esther Susanna (ninth child). Mar.
30.

Shutter, Brandi, Bethany, 111., Michael (first

child), Feb. 10.

Taylor, Michael and Christa (Ashlock), Protec-
tion, Kan., Dayne Alan (fourth child). Mar. 10.

Van Der Woude, Victor and Laurie (Kropf),
Winnipeg, Man., Jessica Brooke (third child).

Mar. 15.

Weber, Brent and Mary (Lash), Ephrata, Pa.,
Joshua Phillip (first child). Mar. 26.

Wyse, Stan and Donna Unruh, Seattle, Wash.,
Mark Unruh (second child), Dec. 17.

Yoder, Linford L. and Charlotte (Yutzy), Des
Moines, Iowa, Sara Lin (third child), Feb. 17.

Yoder, Steve and Karen (Kreider), San Fran-
cisco, Calif., Isaac Stanford (second child),
Mar. 5.

Zook, Duane and Darla (Slagell), Garden City,
Mo., Shelby Leigh (second child). Mar. 10.

marriages
Blank-Updegrove: David Blank, Danville, Pa.

(Maple Grove cong.), and Lisa Updegrove,
Reading, Pa. (New Life Bible Fellowship),
Mar. 23, by A. WiUard Shertzer.

Byler-Greenough: Brandt Byler, Seattle,
Wash. (Seattle cong.), and Carolyn
Greenough, Seattle, Wash., Dec. 29, by Mary
Berkshire Stueben.

Gerst-Roth: Neil Gerst, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
(Pleasant View cong.), and Tina Roth, Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa (Pleasant View cong.), Jan. 23,
by David Boshart.

Jenkins-Stansell: Tim Jenkins, Seattle, Wash.
(Seattle cong.), and Maxine Stansell, Mount-
lake Terrace, Wash. (Seattle cong.), Mar. 30,
by Steve Ratzlaff.

Steffen-Hummel: Greg Steffen, Orrville, Ohio
(Sonnenberg cong.), and Michelle Hummel,
Millersburg, Ohio (Berlin cong.). Mar. 30, by
Leon Shrock and Henry Beun.

Swartzentruber-Wilson: Kenneth L. Swartz-
entruber, Jr., Washington, Ind. (Bethel cong.),
and Patricia A. Wilson, Loogootee, Ind.
(Bethel cong.), Mar. 30, by Melvin Paulus.

Tollefson-Bade: Jim ToUefson, Seattle, Wash.,
and Suzanne Bade, Seattle, Wash. (Seattle
cong.), Dec. 29, by Mary Berkshire Stueben.

Yantzi-Stebbings: Bruce Yantzi, New Ham-
burg, Ont. (Shantz cong.), and Sandra
Stebbings, New Hamburg, Ont., Mar. 1, by
Doris Gascho.



new members
Riverdale, Millbank, Ont.: Tammy Gerber,

Tracey Herrfort, Merton Streicher, Michael

Walters, Ken Kuepfer, Frieda Kuepfer, Eva
Streicher, and David Steicher.

Cedar Grove, Greencastle, Pa.: Holly

Bingaman, Mindy Eby, Joy Martin, Jenifer

McQuait, Joshua McQuait, Travis Spoonire,

Isaac Henry, Matthew Bricker, Steven
Bricker, and Darrin Grove.

Community, Milton, Pa.: Michael Bergey,

Donna Lefever, Renee Martin, Jeremy Miller,

Michael Miller, Krista Weidman, and Char-

lene Yoder.

Shantz, Baden, Ont.: Franz Pfundner.

Covenant, Lansdale, Pa.: Susan Hess.,

Stuarts Draft, Va.: Gina Lynn Willis, Eric

Almarode, Benjamin Hartless, Christina Hart-

less, Brenta Hartless, Charles Hatter, Brian

Miller, Allen Kenedy, Chad Kangy, Jon
Burkholder, Edward Cooper, and Doris Hart-

less.

Love Truth Chinese Mennonite Fellowship,

Philadelphia, Pa.: Cong Chi Phan and Yen
So Hyynh.

Mennonite Fellowship of San Diego, Chula

Vista, Calif.: Kathy Allegri.

Trinity, Morton, 111.: Kris Stecken, Mark Otto,

Keith Hopkins, and Lynda King.

Holdeman, Wakarusa, Ind.: Phil Klotz and

Edna Brubaker.

Plains, Hatfield, Pa.: Andy Lakjer.

Austin, Tex.: Lisa Hostetler, Marilyn Diener,

Ron Diener, Derek Reid and David EgU.

Belmont, Elkhart, Ind.: Richard and Suzanne
Kauffman.

Jubilee, Meridian, Miss.: Lisa A. Coblentz

and Jeff D. Landis.

West Union, Pamell, Iowa: Ira Nissley, Arlene

Nissley, Dwane Snyder, Annie Irene Snyder,

Eddie Kinsinger, Doris Kinsinger, Jim Yoder,

Arlene Yoder, Josh Yoder, and Amy Nissley.

Bethel, Ashley, Mich.: Becky Yordy, Juanita

Yordy, Ryan Gnagey, and Jaime Slagell.

Faith, Minneapolis, Minn.: Woynshet Tes-

ema, Etaferahu Bushere, Sabrina and Bruce

Cook, Nanci Oleson, Stephen Epp, and Moges
Keleta.

Marion, Shipshewana, Ind.: Shawna Miller,

Shane Mishler, Dawn Bontreger, Amy Peters,

Doug and Phyllis Mishler, and Galen and
Thelma Peters.

South Union, West Liberty, Ohio: Kim Bell,

Brandy Cooper, Mandy Cooper, Toby

Greider, Rosekiyo Jenkins, and Kevin
Scheifele.

First Mennonite, San Francisco, Calif.: Ro-

land Wiebe, Phil Waite, Barbara Wiebe, Sara

Hiebert, and Erik Cressman.

Bloomingdale, Ont.: Douglas Gingerich, Ste-

phen Tompkins, Amy Baritten, and Coleen

Snyder.

Beth-El, Milford, Neb.: Stephanie Barth and
KeOy Roth.

Deep Run East, Perkasie, Pa.: Helen Bunch,

Douglas Ehst, Gail Moyer, Jan Nagel, Kevin

Myers, Eric Swartley, Tina Yunger, and Eve-

lyn Nuneviller.

Kalona, Iowa: Kent Lehman.
Southside Fellowship, Elkhart, Ind.: Erica

Thiessen, Dean and Gwen Preheim-Bartel,

Richard and Dorothy Friesen, Stephen
Christophel, Richard and Ruth Mark, Marc
and Judy Roth, and J. Stanley and Jean

Smith.

Christ Community, Schaumburg, 111.: Rob-
ert Custer, Janet Epp, Wally Epp, Brent

Kaser, Lee Lowery, Leona Lowery, David

Leinbach, Ginette Leinbach, Jaime Penna,

Maria Penna, and Celina Philibert.

First Mennonite, Indianapolis, Ind.: Michael

Hood.

deaths
Bergey, Ellis G., 80. Bom: June 17, 1910,

Telford, Pa., to Elias K. and Annie K. (God-

shall) Bergey. Died: Mar. 29, 1991, SellersvOle,

Pa. Survivors— son: Larry M.; 4 grandchil-

dren, one great-granddaughter. Predeceased

by: Eva K. Moyer (wife), infant son. Funeral

and burial: Apr. 12, Franconia Mennonite

Church, by Russell M. DetweOer, Floyd M.
Hackman, and Curtis L. Bergey.

Ehrisman, William, 81. Born: June 16, 1909,

Rolfe, Iowa, to Joseph and Kathryn (Schantz)

Ehrisman. Died: Mar. 23, 1991, Beemer, Neb.,

of Lou Gehrig's disease. Survivors—wife:

Anna Miller; sons: Don, Roy; 4 grandchildren,

2 great-grandchildren; brother: Walter. Fu-

neral and burial: Mar. 26, Beemer Mermonite
Church, by Clarence Sutter.

Grabill, Irvin E., 75. Born: Jan. 8, 1916,

Groshen, Ind., to Joseph and Ollie (Shank)

Grabill. Died: Feb. 28, 1991, Sarasota, Fla., of

a massive stroke. Survivors—wife: Helen Eby;
children: Marlene Eash, Sheldon; 5 grandchil-

dren, 5 great-grandchildren; sisters: Mary
Martin, Esther Tyson. Memorial service: Meir.

3, Palm Grove Mermonite Church, by Levi B.

Sommers and Martin Sommers. Burial: Sun-

nyside Mermonite Cemetery.
Hackman, Paul M., 59. Born: Jan. 29, 1932,

Elroy, Pa., to Harrison D. and Lizzie A.

(Moyer) Hackman. Died: Mar. 28, 1991, Nor-

ristown. Pa., of cancer. Survivors—wife: Faye

M. Martin; children: Galan P., Bryan G., Arlin

D.; 6 grandchildren; brothers and sisters:

Samuel M., Harrison M., Norman M., Katie

Martin, Naomi M., Pauline Nice, Eva
Hershey. Funeral: Mar. 31, Norristown New
Life Mennonite Church, by Paul D. Leichty,

and Apr. 1, Franconia Mennonite Church, by
Paul M. Lederach and Floyd Hackman.
Burial: Franconia Mennonite Church Ceme-
tery. Paul was ordained to the ministry in 1956

and served churches in Norristown, Pa., and

Hudson Lake, Ind.

Hostetler, Paul, Sr., 85, Topeka, Ind. Bom:
Feb. 18, 1906, Enama, Ind., to Oscar and
Fannie (Yoder) Hostetler. Died: Mar. 17, 1991,

Goshen, Ind., of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Ruth Hooley; children: Joanne Yoder, Ro-
sanne Miller, Joyce Murphy, Carolyn Troyer,

Paul Jr., Earnest; 24 grandchildren, 37 great-

grandchildren, 3 great-great-grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: RoUin, Amos, Tmman,
Grace Bontrager, Ruth Miller. Funeral: Mar.

21, Emma Mermonite Church, by John C.

Murray. Burial: Shore Mennonite Cemetery.

Jamison, Wilsie A., 92. Born: Oct. 13, 1898,

Quinter, Kan., to Owen and Malisa Katherine

Jamison. Died: Mar. 30, 1991, Morrison, Colo.,

of heart failure. Survivors— children: Maurine

Bloom, JaneUe Zahler; 7 grandchildren, 17

great-grandchildren; brothers and sister:

Dale, Newton, Kenneth, Herman, Lloyd, Dola

Attebery. Predeceased by: Edna Barrett

(wife). Funeral: Apr. 2, Moore-Howard Mor-
tuary, by Ed Miller and Mark Miller. Burial:

Crown Hill Cemetery, Lakewood, Colo.

calendar
Churchwide Youth Council, Pasadena, Calif.,

Apr. 18-23

Easstem Mennonite College commencement,
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 28

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors,

Goshen, Ind., May 2-3

Mennonite Board of Education board of direc-

tors. May 3-4

Franconia Conference assembly. May 4

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly,

Colorado Springs, Colo., May 4-5

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,

June 21-23

MEDA board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

June 23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

"Serving with MCC as a nurse in Bolivia I learned

the value of other cultures. I also learned to work

with a diversity of people, and that has helped me in

my work in North America."

Marlisa Yoder-Bontrager, visiting nurse,

Lancaster, Pa.

This year Mennonite Central Committee needs 24

nurses willing to serve and learn in other cultures

such as Cambodia, Sudan and Brazil. Positions

include public health and clinical nursing.

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

For more information about MCC nursing

service opportunities, ask for our Nursing

Service Packet.

Mennonite Central Committee
21 South 12th Street. PC Box 500

Akron, PA 17501-0500

(717)859-1151

Mennonite Central Committee

Canada
1 34 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261-6381
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editorials

The humility of dissent
I don't like to go against the grain. I don't like

to disagree with others. When I do, I find myself
getting loud, stubborn, and difficult to under-
stand.

I discovered all this several years ago when
my congregation was trying to decide whether to
build an addition. I was one of few arguing for
"swarming" into two groups, going to two ser-
vices, or moving to another building—something
other than spending our money for a bigger
structure to be used slightly more than once a
week.

In meeting after business meeting, in which
the congregation tried to come to consensus, I

was the one who inevitably got louder as I tried
to make my point stronger. I was the one whose
blood pressure went up. I was the one whose
mind was really focused.

It was focused so well, in fact, I had trouble lis-

tening to the other side. While they spoke, I mar-
shalled yet another argument about why the ma-
jority opinion was definitely wrong.
Why is dissent so often hard and stubborn?

Why do those of us who find ourselves dis-

agreeing with the beliefs or actions of the major-
ity so often shore ourselves with confrontation
and debate?

One reason may be to convince ourselves.
Holding a minority opinion works on one's self-

image. It makes us unsure of ourselves. The
more unsure we are of who we are, the louder
we argue our position—perhaps to convince our-
selves as much as anyone else.

Dissent is also stubborn because disagree-
ments attack who we are. We see ourselves as
solid Christians, with strong beliefs. To suggest
we might have to give way to the convictions of
others can diminish our image of ourselves as
children of God.
But such should not be the way of Christian

dissent.

Dissent which is Christian, it seems to me, is

quiet. Open. Understanding. Willing to face
head-on the difficulties of a minority opinion.
Dissent which is Christian is humble. It is

what our forebears meant by glassenheit: know-
ing where we stand but willing to consider the
other.

Dissent which is Christian lets the Holy Spirit

rule. Too often we act as though the Spirit
needs our help. But will not dissent that comes
from the Spirit in the end prevail? Can we voice
our opinion—then leave it at that?
That is most difficult to do when we feel

strongly about an issue. Sometimes we're sure
the church, i.e., the majority, is headed in the
wrong direction. That some leaders are making
deliberate attempts to take us away from God.
That others are blinded to the influence of the
world or the devil. When we believe that, to dis-
sent in a quiet, open, loving spirit is most diffi-

cult to do.

But that was the way of Daniel (page 7). He
dissented from the king's table. He did it confi-
dently but quietly. He let the results show the
validity of his position. In the end his cause tri-

umphed.
My cause didn't with my congregation those

years back. We built. This Easter, as I looked at
a full house with new members from our commu-
nity celebrating the risen Christ, I knew my con-
gregation had made the right decision. In spite
of my dissent.—y/p

What's this world coming to?

God, apparently. According to "The Great
American TV Poll" by Lifetime television, 40
percent of Americans say their relationship with
God takes precedence over anything else.

If that statistic is correct, it's "astounding," ac-
cording to experts in religion and sociology.
Most of us have come to believe our society is

going secular, that God and the church have less
influence than this poll would show.
Equally astonishing is the fact that profes-

sionals who work with these statistics "blame"
the results on the baby-boomers. This genera-
tion is apparently not as self-centered as con-
ventional wisdom (i.e., an older generation)
would have us beheve. As they mature, baby-
boomers seem to be looking for meaning outside
themselves (didn't we all?).

Next time you're tempted to decry the secu-
larization of our society—or the next genera-
tion's responsibility for making it so—consider.
It may just not be necessarily so.—jlp
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Thirteen
reasons
why we
believe
in non-

resistance

by Marion G. Bontrager

Once we called it nonresistance. Today words like

nonviolence, pacifism, and peacemaking fill our

vocabulary to describe a lifestyle of peace.

I prefer the "way of the cross," but that's cumber-

some. So I use nonresistance, even though some think

it means "do nothing." But Mennonites have always un-

derstood this nonresistance as a way of life, not just as

conscientious objection to war. Put simply, Mennonites

believe in nonresistance because we believe that to be

a Christian is to know Jesus and follow his life and

teachings. Nonresistance is based on more than a list

of selected Bible verses. It is related to and affected by

what we believe about many theological topics. We be-

lieve in and practice biblical nonresistance:

1. Because we believe that the Bible is the in-

spired, authoritative Word of God for social ethics

as well as doctrine. It is the basis for our doctrine

and ethics. We need more than reason to discover

God's will. Humans are fallen and limited. Our minds



Peace as a way of life isn't a simple
beliefpicked up from a Scripture verse
or two. It grows out of what we believe
about many different theological issues.

minds can't simply reason out God's will. So
we need ethical revelation from beyond our-
selves.

2. Because of the way we read and inter-
pret the Bible. We Anabaptists read our Bible
Christo-centrically. Jesus, the God-human, is the
fullest revelation of God's will in the Scripture.
He is the standard by which the rest of truth is

tested. Why? Because Jesus was completely
faithful to God. Jesus showed us what is God's
will for us.

By contrast, the strong dispensationalists say
that Jesus came to set up the kingdom. His
teachings were for that kingdom, but the people
rejected him; so Jesus went to plan "B" and set
up the church instead. Therefore, the kingdom
teachings are not for now, but for the future after
Jesus returns. The Sermon on the Mount is a future
ethic, they claim, irrelevant for social ethics today.
The flat Bible hermeneutic says that the Old

Testament is for corporate-social ethics and the
New Testament is only for personal ethics. In
the latter, one can be nonresistant. War violence
is social ethics based in the Old Testament.
The Anabaptist way of interpreting Scripture

may have been the most critical difference be-
tween the early Mennonites and the other re-

formers. The Anabaptist way of reading the
Bible results in adult believers' baptism, separa-
tion of church and state, and nonresistance.

3. Because we don't separate personal
and social ethics. Remember the Nuremberg
trials after World War II? The German leaders
all pled "nicht schuldig"—not guilty—because
they simply followed orders. They claimed no re-

sponsibility. How did they arrive at that conclu-
sion? By separating life into the corporate social
sphere and personal sphere, with a different
source and set of ethics for each sphere. That's
why the same society gives one person a medal
for killing a hundred people in war and executes
another person for killing one human when per-
sonally responsible.

4. Because of how we read church history.
While "tradition" or past decisions of the church
are important, the Anabaptists held that the
Scriptures were above the church's tradition.

That, however, did not make them different
from the other reformers.

Anabaptists were unique because they did not
stop reading church history when they got back
to Constantine and Augustine. They went on
back to the early centuries of the church when
Christians did not participate in the mihtary and
were nonresistant in all of life. These Christians
lived closest to the time of Jesus; they should
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have understood his life and teachings best.
Mennonites also beheve in nonresistance be-
cause of the example of the early church.

5. Because Paul and the early church
agree with Jesus' example and teachings.
Some people hold that Paul and the early
church did not think Jesus relevant for social
ethics, so Paul modified Jesus' teachings in his
epistles and turned to other sources for ethics.
But a careful study shows that Paul and the
early church saw Jesus, not Stoicism and the sur-
rounding cultures, as the source and example for
their ethics.

Paul did not say the state is an equal, sepa-
rate authority for ethics. If he had, that would
mean today that when the state says abortion is

right, it is right for the Christian. The "house
tablets," a basic teaching unit of the early
church (Col. 3, Eph. 5, 1 Peter 2) are clearly
rooted in Jesus' teachings, confirming that the
church thought Jesus relevant for their ethics.
Had the early church thought Jesus was not

relevant and used other sources for their ethics,
we should then do the same today. So we would
use the various rationalistic, ethical methods
such as end-justifies-the-means, pragmatism,
might-makes-right, and utihtarianism. These
methods all quickly lead away from nonresis-
tance. But we do our ethics the way the early
church did theirs; follow Jesus even if it doesn't
make sense to a faithless world.

We who are Mennonites today
believe that Jesus revealed the
method or means of the king-
dom, not just its end,

6. Because we understand Jesus to have
been fully human and divine in a concrete,
historical situation. Jesus made conscious deci-
sions from various options in a historical situa-
tion. Jesus was not a puppet show with God pull-

ing the strings. His nonresistant, loving, peaceful
way of bringing the kingdom of God is still our
example. We don't emphasize only Jesus' divin-
ity or spiritualize him so much that he can't or
need not be followed today.

We beheve that the killing of Jesus, the natu-
ral result of his life, stands in the middle of his-

tory, not "out there" somewhere in an invisible,

spiritual world. The spiritual and the historical

came together in Jesus. God entered history, we



say in our confessions. That means Jesus is our

example, still relevant, still to be followed in all

of life.

7. Because we believe that the atoning

work of Jesus in his life, death, and resur-

rection changes humans here on earth. We
believe that to become a Christian is to allow

the risen Christ. The power of the Spirit trans-

forms our hearts, minds, and ways of living to be-

come like Jesus. So nonresistance is a natural re-

sult of the new birth, not some optional ethic

tacked on by a few Christian minorities. Salva-

tion can't be separated from discipleship or the

way we live. To be saved is to become and live

We believe that the global

church, not the state, is the

primary means through which
God is moving in history,

like Jesus, including his example of love and non-

resistance.

Our view of atonement is different from the

view that says Jesus primarily changed God "out

there" beyond history somewhere. This atone-

ment view simply gives God "new Jesus glasses"

to look at believers, even though the Christian

persons aren't any different than before. In that

view, salvation involves a mental and maybe
emotional assent to a new way of seeing one's

self rather than a change in behavior. Ethics or

the way you live is optional to "being saved." So
one could be violent and kill people and still be

saved because of what one "believes mentally"

has happened to God "out there" due to Jesus'

atonement!

In contrast, the Anabaptists said that salvation

happens, not just when persons see themselves

in a new way, but when they respond in surren-

der and obedience to Jesus.

8. Because we believe that Jesus, not any
principality and power, is Lord of history.

The one who was killed is victorious. The slain

lamb is victor (Rev. 5). A killed deliverer (Mes-

siah) is a stumbling block to Jews and downright

foolishness (nonsense) to Gentiles (1 Cor. 1:22).

Both Jews and Gentiles understood only a vio-

lent Rambo-style deliverer. And Jesus didn't fit

what they expected.

The early church said, "Jesus is Lord." So do
we today. Jesus, who chose to walk by faith and
not use violence, ended up killed. But he has

been raised from the dead and is the ruler of his-

tory whether people believe it or not!

We don't need to play God in the world be-

cause Jesus has entered history, risen from the

dead, defeated the powers, and is now Lord.

That view doesn't make any sense to people

without faith. But we believe it and follow that

Jesus and his way of saving the world. Those

who engage in violence think they still need to

play God to defeat evil in the world, as though

Jesus has not been victorious.

9. Because we believe in the resurrection.

The loving, nonviolent Jesus ended up killed,

but God raised him from the dead. The powers

thought they had him. But the resurrection

shows that Jesus and his way is more powerful

and will win in the long run. We fight evil the

way Jesus fought evil.

Besides, if v/e are killed because of our nonre-

sistance, that's not the end. God can bring good

out of suffering. God did that with Jesus.

We are willing to lay down our lives as much
as soldiers, willing to die for Jesus as nonresis-

tant Christians. We don't deify life here on
earth. We need not defend ourselves. Even Lu-

ther, who justified war, thought a Christian

could not kill in self defense.

10. Because we believe that Jesus came
to create the church, a concrete social

group of persons in the midst of history. We
believe the church is the caUed-out people of

God whose first task is to be the church, con-

formed to the ruler Jesus, nonconformed to the

world.

We believe that the global church, not the

state, is the primary group through which God is

moving history. The church continues what
Jesus began with the same method. Our first al-

legiance is to Jesus and the church. All other loy-

alties are not even a close second. We refuse to

deify anything but Jesus.

We refuse to idolize nations and boundaries.

Our first loyalty is to Christ's global body, the

new creation composed of brothers and sisters

in Christ. So we don't kill persons who go with

us to the Lord's table. Christians do not kill

each other, for starters.

Peter Dyck tells how Mennonite refugees iden-

tified themselves after World War 11 when being

We believe that we need not

get a handle on history to

make it turn out right Jesus

has done that for us already.
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The Anabaptist way of inter-

preting Scripture may have
been the most critical differ-
ence from the other reformers.

processed to be sent to their home country.
When asked their nationality, the Mennonites
said, "Ich bin Mennonite!" The church is our pri-
mary identity.

11. Because of Jesus' acts. Jesus rejected
the temptations of violence, catering to people's
material self interests, and acting as spiritual su-
perman to bring in the rule of God. Jesus cut
across social and political boundaries relating to
women, Samaritans, and tax collectors. He even
healed a Roman officer's son. Jesus loved indis-
criminately. Even killing him could not stop his
loving.

Jesus was not a wimpy doormat for people to
walk on. He confronted Pharisees and Saddu-
cees, pronounced woes on the rich, called Herod
a fox, rode into Jerusalem like a king taking
over, and drove out the merchants in the temple.
But nowhere in the acts of Jesus is there any ex-
ample that we should use violence to help the
rule of God come today.

To follow Jesus' example is to help the rule of
God today come the nonresistant way. Jesus re-

Different worlds

Distant from the rest

In a world of our own
With food, and friends, and fun,

We don't see

... the hunger
...the death

... the disease

We say:

How can God let this happen?
But really:

How can we?

—Tina Stauffer
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yealed the method or means of the kingdom, not
just the end.

12. Because of Jesus' teachings. The teach-
ings of Jesus may be summarized by "love as I

have loved you" (John 13:34) and love indiscrimi-
nately or perfectly as the Father loves (Matt.
5:45-48). The old saying was, "Love your neigh-
bor and hate your enemy." Jesus said you need
to have a righteousness beyond ordinary people
who love those who love them.
Jesus taught the disciples to turn the other

cheek, to go the second mile, and to take the ini-
tiative in a nonresistant way of resolving conflict
and making peace. We believe Jesus' life, acts,
and teachings need to be kept together. They
are consistent and complimentary. Everything
points toward nonresistance.

13. Because we believe we are called to
faithfulness to God rather than to effective-
ness. This doesn't mean we try to be ineffec-
tive. But we don't deify effectiveness or some
end goal. Jesus himself said "no" to effective-
ness temptations in the wilderness. His death
looked like total failure. Jesus acted by faith, re-
mained faithful, and left the results to God. And
if we follow Jesus, we will do the same. The king-
dom continues to come by the Spirit, not by the
might and power of bullets.

Effectiveness, i.e., end-justifies-the-means eth-
ics, assumes that humans can know the results
of an action. But we aren't God and can't see
into the future. So we obey God's will revealed
in Jesus and let the results and effectiveness up
to God. We give faithful witness in many ways.

Faithfulness ethics seems irrelevant and down-
right irresponsible to many. By not being willing
to engage in even the violence of a poUceman,
absolute pacifists have no way to organize a sin-
ful society. It appears unloving and irresponsible
to most.

The absolute-nonresistant-faithfulness-ethic
people have a problem of not taking responsibil-
ity for a sinful society. But those who engage in
violence have a more serious problem. That is

what to do with Jesus, his acts and teachings.
We believe we need not get a handle on his-

tory to make it turn out right. We believe Jesus
has done that already. He won and overcame the
evil powers. The lamb that was slain rules his-
tory—stumbhng block to Jews, nonsense to Gen-
tiles, but good news to us who have faith!

Marion G. Bontrager teaches at Hesston College,
Hesston, Kan. This article is adapted from mate-
rial presented in his biblical ethics course in peace-
making and justice.



readers say

Why the alarm?
I was excited to find an article in Gos-

pel Herald that deals with some of the is-

sues raised by the CathoHc theologian

Matthew Fox ("How Shall We Celebrate

Creation?" Apr. 9). While some of Fox's

ideas are not new to Mennonites—the ur-

gency of working for peace and social

justice—other ideas are new. In my opin-

ion, they are just as urgent.

I was disappointed that Thomas Fin-

ger spent so much time "sounding the

alarm" against Fox. We should be explor-

ing in greater depth Fox's understanding

of spirituality, which centers around the

notion that creation is a blessing and

that we ought not to fight and destroy it.

Instead we should seek harmony with

and wisdom from this very important

source of life.

Suzanne Gross

Hyattsville, Md.

Breath of fresh air

I read Thomas N. Finger's article

about creation-centered spirituality with

interest and skepticism. I am searching

for a root to my Christianity and con-

cern for our environment. To me Mat-

thew Fox has been a breath of fresh air.

What Finger has to say does make
sense. But if he refutes Fox, a void is

left. My spirit is concerned for our envi-

ronment, and I want a Christian reason

for what I feel.

Dottie Freed Baumgarten

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wrong word
Please note a correction in my article,

"How Shall We Celebrate Creation?" On
page 2 in about the middle of column 2,

you call Matthew Fox's view of God
"pantheism." Fox, however, calls his

view "panentheism." He, and many of

his followers, insist that there is a great

difference between pantheism and

panentheism. He would probably regard

himself as being misquoted and misinter-

preted if his view is referred to as pan-

theism.

Thomas N. Finger

Harrisonburg, Va.

Sing to the Lord a new song
Since I lead congregational singing

from time to time, I listen carefully to

observations people make about their

church music. Often I hear "I don't like

to sing new songs." Indeed, when I lead

a new song, I can usually see the predict-

able dour faces: "I dare you to get me to

sing this."

Some day I will ask one of those,

"When did you finally learn enough

songs?" I doubt they wiU say it was as a

three-year-old mastering "J-O-Y." More
likely it was as an adult when they had

less energy for most new ventures. Chil-

dren, after all, learn new tunes rather en-

thusiastically.

As church music leaders, we must be

sensitive to the fact that most people

worship best when singing something fa-

miliar. We do a disservice, however,

when we lack the courage to expand our

congregation's repertoire of ways to ex-

press worship and praise to a living God.

The 1992 hymnal will undoubtedly

stretch us a bit as we explore these new
gifts of song. Those few dour faces in a

congregation should not deter song lead-

ers from enthusiastically finding new
ways of worship. After all, John speaks

of a mass gathering of God's people be-

fore the throne, facing a new heaven and

a new earth, singing a new song!

Duane Hershberger

Salunga, Pa.

Our basic need in worship
Thanks to editors and John L. Ruth

for "How to Have a 'Good' Worship

Experience" (Mar. 19). He focused well

our basic need: "But we dare not cele-

brate a cheap salvation that lets us, how-

ever orthodox our claims, go on with

grudges and resentments and unfinished

relational business while we return again

and again to the Lord's Table."

Thanks too for many more chal-

lenges—too numerous to mention!

Dorcas S. Miller

Greenwood, Del.

Bring back window
from elder statesman
With many other readers I enjoy

watching the evolution of changes that a

new editor makes. You have done a

good job with a rather foreboding task

of providing a "voice" for the Mennonite

Church. Gospel Herald is high priority on

my reading list.

Donna Zehr's letter (Mar. 5) reminded

me again that I need to share my great

disappointment that Carl Kreider's

thoughts on world events have been cut

out for some reason. I looked forward to

reading these.

We need the vision and gifts that such

elder church statesmen bring to us. We
need to be drawn beyond the

"institutional" church happenings as we
all share in the world in which we live.

To me, Carl has always brought to his

writing and teaching a deep sense of

dedication to the Scriptures and applied

that to world events. We desperately

need this kind of window.

Don D. Reber

Goshen, Ind.
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Should we report scandal

There are convincing arguments about
why not to report the sins of the church.
But this writer is convinced none are as
convincing as the ones to be more open,

by James R. Coggins

A prominent church leader leaves his wife
and moves to another city to live with an-
other woman.

• A denominational leader has a track record
of feuding with other church leaders and mis-
treating church employees. He remains a re-
spected member of his congregation and his de-
nomination. He is reelected to office by those
who know little of his methods but are im-
pressed that he has "served" the church for
many years.

• A minister is found to be guilty of sexual
misconduct and is fired. The church board gives
no explanation to the congregation. The minister
moves to another congregation.

• The administration of a church school dis-
covers one of its professors is grossly incompe-
tent. He is allowed to resign quietly. He moves
on to other schools where he creates additional
havoc.

• A church member is arrested and found
guilty of a criminal offense. Although the case is
covered prominently in the secular press, his
denomination's periodical observes a discreet si-
lence.

• A congregation prides itself on the success
of its ministry and builds an elaborate new build-
ing. It fulfills few of its financial obligations to
the denomination, yet remains a full member of
the denomination and is vocal about how the de-
nomination should be run.

All these events have take place in various
denominations in North America over the
last 20 years. What else do they have in

common? Some were reported in the secular
press; some were not. Some were dealt with
through church discipline; most were not. What
they have in common is that the church press
knew about these stories and did not report
them.

For years, church press editors have agonized
over how to handle these kinds of stories. When
they have come together, editors have discussed

6 GOSPEL HERALD

and debated how and when they should report
scandal in the church. Usually, however, at least
until someone else reports these stories, we have
chosen to remain silent. Our usual arguments for
taking this approach go Hke this:

1. Local problems cannot be solved at the na-
tional level.

2. Gossip is a sin. In some cases the facts are
not clear, the church press lacks the money to
do in-depth investigation, and it should not be
as irresponsible as the secular press in reporting
unsubstantiated charges.

3. Reporting sins could inflict excessive and in-
tense pain on the guilty individual and family.

4. Publicizing sins in the church, especially if
the secular press has not found out about them,
will discredit the church.
For the past six years I have wrestled with

these questions along with other editors. I have
agreed with many decisions not to pubUsh such
stories. Increasingly, however, I am becoming
convinced that we have been wrong. I beheve we
should pubHcize many more indiscretions in the
church than we do. In many cases we should
also name names.

Why? 1. Publicizing indiscretions will

warn potential victims who would other-
wise be vulnerable to charlatans, hypo-

crites, and disturbed persons. Should we save a
pastor's reputation at the cost of disrupting
other churches?

2. PubUcation of misconduct might discourage
chariatans from thinking that they can prey upon
the church with no fear of being exposed or pun-
ished if caught.

3. PubUcation of sins might make it easier for
us to offer compensation and assistance to the
victims. As things now stand, we do not acknowl-
edge that victims exist because we do not ac-
knowledge that sin exists. If the truth were
known, there could be an outpouring of compas-
sion for the victims. One congregation developed
an interest in ministry to victims of sexual abuse
after one of its members was convicted of such a
crime.

4. Public sin should be dealt with publicly.
While local sin must be dealt with locally, some
sins are not local and should be dealt with on a
broader level. All those who have been affected
and disturbed by the sin need to know that the
sin is being dealt with.

5. More open reporting would enhance the
credibility of the church press and the church. If
the church press were to regularly publicize the
sins of its members, these would cease to be
news in the secular press. Moreover, a more



in the Mennonite press^.

open church press would be a safeguard for the

reputations of church leaders who are not guilty

of impropriety. Now the Christian press says

nothing of sins in the church, thus implying that

all Christians are equally righteous. When the

secular press discovers the sins of some, the pub-

Uc concludes that all Christians are hypocrites.

How much better off would we all be today if

a church magazine had investigated and de-

nounced the sins of Jim Bakker before the secu-

lar press did? Then the church would have been

perceived as exercising righteous judgment on a

fraud.

The case of former InterVarsity Christian Fel-

lowship president Gordon Macdonald provides a

useful contrast. Macdonald publicly confessed to

sexual sin, resigned his position, submitted to

church discipline, and was later restored to

church ministry. The secular press carried little

of this story because it had already been re-

ported in the church press.

6. Open reporting would demonstrate our com-

mitment to truth. Thus it would legitimize our

claims about the truth of the gospel of Jesus

Christ. If we are not honest about the actions of

people, why would anyone believe us when we
tell about the actions of God?

7. Because we do not publicize sin, we miss

out on opportunities to pubUcize redemption.

Where sin abounds, grace much more abounds.

When we hide sin, redemption remains hidden.

8. PubHcation of sin would help us to remem-

Because we do not publicize

our sins, we also miss out on
opportunities to publicize

our grace and redemption,

ber who we are. We think we are good, respect-

able people. In fact we are only sinners saved by
grace. We don't dare reveal the sins of other

Christians because we don't want our own sins

similarly revealed.

9. Regular publication of sins would remove
the excessive stigma from sexual and other

"unthinkable" sins. A stigma is attached to

these sins precisely because we refuse to discuss

them.

10. Perhaps the greatest benefit of all would
be that the church could once again offer salva-

tion to sinners. The way things are now, sinners

both within and outside the church feel they can-

not reve£il their sins because they have been

fooled by the sinless facade of other Christians.

They think that no one else is guilty of sins as

horrible as theirs. Thus they are deprived of the

repentance, forgiveness, and salvation that only

Jesus Christ can offer.

The handling of scandal by the church press is

a complex and difficult issue. Our reasons for

keeping quiet remain valid. I am aware that pub-

Ucation of church scandals would require a

major change in our approach to church work

and that each case must be judged on its own
merits. Nevertheless, I am convinced that the

weight of the arguments is in favor of much
more open reporting than we have practiced up
until now.

Several important questions remain to be

answered, however. For example, could de-

nominational leaders stand the pressure at

the point of transition when shocked constitu-

ents demand to know how so much sin could

suddenly occur in the church? Would the leaders

be able to convince the constituents that just as

much sin had been present previously but that it

was not reported?

Could the church develop a consensus to

make such a major change in direction? It will

not work if the church press reports only a few

sins on a haphazard basis or starts to report sins

and then stops. This would leave the few whose

sins were revealed open to the full judgment of

church opinion rather than the redemptive pro-

cesses of a chastened church.

Are we willing to take seriously the practice of

church discipline? In the past, sin was openly re-

vealed and dealt with through the disciplinary

processes of the church, but churches rarely

practice such discipline now. This is a crucial

consideration because reporting sins without

dealing with them would make things worse, not

better.

Is it possible to restore the biblical practice of

church discipline? Have we been intimidated by

the mistakes and excesses of the past? Does plu-

ralism make church discipline meaningless—the

excommunicated can simply move to another

church down the street? Or is the problem sim-

ply that we lack the coiarage to face up to un-

pleasant realities?

Jim Coggins, Winnipeg, Man., has been associate

editor of Mennonite Brethren Herald for more

than six years. He notes this article, written for

Meetinghouse, represents a personal conviction,

not official Herald policy.
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items & comments
Religious leaders divided on propriety
of televised exorcism

Religious leaders and other observers
were divided on whether the depiction of
an exorcism ritual on ABC-TV's 20/20
program recently did more harm than
good, with defenders saying it demon-
strated the reality of Satan in the world
today and critics saying it could create
anxieties in some viewers and divert atten-
tion from world problems. The program,
which featured highlights of an exorcism
performed by Catholic priests on a 16-

year-old Florida girl identified only as
Gina, was apparently the first time such a
ritual was shown on network television
other than in fictional presentations. The
filming had the express approval of Bishop
Keith Symons of Palm Beach, in whose
diocese it took place. (RNS)

Ex-dictator Noriega now 'born-again'
Christian, according to Baptist Press
Deposed Panamanian dictator Manuel

Noriega has become a "born-again" Chris-
tian and is being led through "a program
of intensive Bible study" in his prison cell
in the Metropolitan Correctional Center of
Dade County, Fla., say joumaHsts Greg
Warner and Mark Wingfield in the Baptist
Press news service. They say his conver-
sion has been substantiated by his attor-
ney, a paralegal aide, the Baptist layman
who is nurturing him, and the two Southern
Baptist evangehsts from Texas who led
him to profess Christ: Clift Brannon and
Rudy Hernandez.

It all began when Brannon mailed a New
Testament to Noriega in his prison cell in
January 1990. Noriega, kept in isolation
under tight security while awaiting trial on

drug-trafficking charges, requested a visit.

After months of haggling and bureaucratic
red tape, the two evangelists were approved
for a visit, and on May 15, 1990, with Hernan-
dez interpreting, they sat down with Noriega
in a room adjacent to his cell and talked,
wept, and prayed for three hours. (NIRR)

Procter & Gamble wins $75,000
judgment in satanist rumor case
James and Linda Newton of Kansas have

been ordered to pay $75,000 to the Procter
& Gamble Company for perpetrating the
false rumor that the firm's trademark logo
is a Satanic symbol. The corporation, based
in Cincinnati, has a trademark featuring a
circle enclosing a crescent man-in-the-
moon looking on 13 stars. Rumors of the
alleged satanic significance of the symbol
began circulating 10 years ago and have
persisted despite the company's repeated
denials and statements by Roman Catholic
and evangelical Protestant leaders de-
nouncing the rumor as false. (RNS)

New rules boost efforts to aid
Central American refugees
Groups working with refugees from Cen-

tral America say two recent develop-
ments—a new law and settlement of a suit
brought against the government by a
church—have greatly boosted their efforts
to work on behalf of the refugees.
The law, the Immigration Act of 1990

passed in November, authorizes the U.S.
attorney general to grant "temporary pro-
tected status" to refugees from countries
afflicted by civil strife or natural disaster.
A specific provision singles out Salvadoran
refugees, giving 18 months of safe haven
to those who arrived in the United States

ROSEDALE BIBLE INSTITUTE
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before last September.
Refugees may also now apply for perma-

nent asylum under new conditions set
down in a widely publicized out-of-court
settlement between church groups and the
government. The suit, brought by the Amer-
ican Baptist Churches against the Justice
Department, argued that U.S. foreign policy
was used in a discriminatory basis to unfairly
deny asylum to refiigees fi-om EI Salvador
and Guatemala—two Central American
countries that enjoy U.S. support in their
long-standmg civil wars. (RNS)

Catholic governor vetoes antiabortion
bill as a misuse of power
Despite written pleas from North

Dakota's two Catholic bishops. Gov.
George Sinner, a Catholic, vetoed a bill
that would have been the strictest anti-
abortion law in the United States. The
bishops and antiabortion groups called the
action a setback for unborn human life,

while abortion rights groups hailed it as
preserving women's choice. While the gov-
ernor said he agrees with "the current
CathoHc judgment that abortion is wrong,"
he said the issue is "the role of law." (RNS)

Southern Baptist commission
buys Falwell's FamilyNet
The Southern Baptist Radio and Televi-

sion Commission has acquired evangelist
Jerry Falwell's FamilyNet satellite televi-
sion network and has agreed to carry his
Old Time Gospel Hour program on the
commission's American Christian Televi-
sion System (ACTS) cable operation.
Richard McCartney, executive vice-presi-
dent of the Southern Baptist agency, said
the two networks together will reach about
a quarter of America's homes with televi-
sion. Falwell said the combination will
create "one super Christian network that
is noncharismaric." FamilyNet, which
started in 1987, will be separate from
ACTS, which began in 1984, and will retain
its name and commercial status. Since
ACTS has a policy that forbids on-air
solicitations of funds, Falwell has agreed
to provide a second version of Old Time
Gospel Hour for the network with no fund-
raising. (RNS)

Canadian Catholic bishops apologize
for past abuses at Native schools
Canada's Roman Catholic bishops have

apologized to Native peoples for the injus-
tices they suffered during the last 100
years, when they were forced to attend
Canadian residential schools run by the
church. But a statement issued at the end
of a two-day meeting in Saskatoon, Sask.,
stopped short of endorsing demands from
some Natives for a public federal inquiry
into allegations of sexual, physical, and
psychological abuse at the schools. (RNS)
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church news

General Board balances separation and accommodation

in dealing with current issues before Mennonite Church

Belleville, Pa.—The Mennonite Church

is in a tremendously difficult position,

moderator George Brunk III told the 32

members of the Mennonite Church Gen-

eral Board as he opened its spring meeting

here Apr. 11-13.

Brunk described that position as

"liminal" or threshold: maintaining a bal-

ance between separation and accommo-

dation to our world. The General Board—
which executive secretary James Lapp de-

scribed at one point as the "church

council" for the denomination—soon

found themselves trying to maintain that

precarious stance in several issues on their

agenda.

They focused on the question of with-

holding war taxes for their employees. Two
years ago delegates to Mennonite General

Assembly had authorized churchwide

boards to honor requests of employees not

to withhold the military portion of their

income taxes; final decision was up to each

board. Though it had been previously dis-

cussed in several meetings, General Board

had made no decision on the issue.

Nor did it come easy this time. Board

members raised questions about their fi-

nancial liability. They acknowledged the

burden of leadership: other churchwide

boards were awaiting the General Board

decision for help with their own.

In the end General Board agreed "to

honor the request of an employee who for

conscience' sake requests that the military

portion of his or her federal income tax not

be withheld." But they hedged. They made
the action subject "to development of ac-

ceptable poHcies for implementation ap-

proved by the board."

General Board also agonized on how to

deal with homosexuality. They heard their

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy note

confusion in the church on the issue. They

noted efforts by gay and lesbians to use

denominational meetings for making pub-

lic statements of their positions.

Board members were reminded that the

General Board adopts
new logo for church
Belleville, Pa—The Mennonite

Church has a new logo. Developed by

Glerm Fretz of Toronto, Ont., the new
design was adopted by the MC General

Board in its meeting here Apr. 11-13.

"It is difficult to develop symbols to

say who we are as a people," Fretz told

General Board members in presenting

the symbol. He noted that what he came

up with has no straight lines
—

"nothing

is that determined."

The new logo contains three primary

symbols: a flame at the top, signifying

purification, cleansing, and sacrifice; a

dove, for the Holy Spirit and peace; and

water and the Word at the bottom,

symbol of baptism and the good news.

The logo also uses dark and light as

contrasts. Fretz says he did this to

indicate harmony and balance as well as

opposing forces, such as good and evil,

fire and water.

Delegates adopted the new logo after

considerable discussion. Some saw sec-

ondary images of rabbits and hawks in

it. Others found it too "Pentecostal." All

agreed symbols are matters of personal

taste. In voting to accept the logo, they

The new Mennonite Church logo adopted by

General Board uses the symbols of the flame,

the dove, and water and the Word.

praised both the designer and the com-

mittee who worked with him for their

"professional work."

The new logo will be available for

wide use. It will appear in purple for

General Board use, blue for agencies

and special projects, and green for dis-

trict conferences and congregations. It

can also be used in black.

Mennonite General Board will de-

velop guidelines for the logo as well as

give permission for its use.

statement on homosexuality they adopted

four years ago condemns the practice as

against the will of God. But it also commits

the church to dialogue and a renewed

study of the Scriptures. There were calls

for the board to become more proactive in

this dialogue and study.

Integration also came under review.

There seems to be an aura in the church

that integration is the road to faithfulness,

CFLS told the board. "This has kept us

from a full airing of the issues." With this

background board members critiqued a

rationale for both integration and coop-

eration from the Integration Exploration

Committee, noting it seemed to be

weighted toward integration.

Minority concerns came into the dis-

cussions. That was particularly true when
the Hispanic Mennonite Convention an-

nounced it was closing its office as of Sept.

1, because of lack of funds. Employee

Samuel Hernandez will also be released.

"We note with concern that minorities are

again being somewhat ignored," Samuel

Lopez, a member of the board, said at the

conclusion of a General Board review of

the work of the Hispanic Convention.

General Board also reviewed the work of

Mennonite Board of Education at this

session and focused heavily on minorities

in its conclusions. They asked MBE to give

high priority to recruiting minority faculty

and students for Mennonite high schools

and colleges. They also asked MBE to help

train minorities for leadership roles in the

church.

Hosts for this session of the board were

Maple Grove Mennonite Church and Alle-

gheny Conference. Sessions were held in

picturesque Kishacoquillas (Big)Valley in

a continuing General Board emphasis on

meeting in different Mennonite areas to

become acquainted with churches there.

The board ended this session by hearing

a review of its work from an observer from

the General Conference Mennonite
Church. William Toews of Leamington,

Ont., noted they felt comfortable with each

other—everyone talked at least once, and

no one made sharp or pointed remarks. He
also said they moved smoothly through an

agenda that could have taken two weeks

instead of two and one-half days.

"Maybe that's why I go home from a

board meeting feeling like I've been sprint-

ing," one member commented.
—J. Lome Peachey
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Leady a meeting of the MHA board are (left to nght) new president Paul Kraybill and newly
elected chairperson Gene Yoder and vice-chairperson Ruth Martin. Yoder is executive director ofGreencroft retirement community in Goshen, Ind., and Martin is an administrator at Philhaven
psychiatric hospital in Mt. Gretna, Pa.

Health-care work 'is both meritorious and
dangerous,' says Brunl< at convention
Miami, Fla. (M/M;—Practitioners of the

healing arts fulfill a role that "is both
meritorious and dangerous," a Mennonite
theologian told Mennonite and Brethren
health-care workers recently. To avoid act-
ing on the temptation to misuse their
positions, Christians in health care need to
balance priestly and prophetic roles in
service, said George Brunk III, dean of
Eastern Mennonite Seminary and moder-
ator of the Mennonite Church.
Brunk addressed the joint annual meet-

ing of Mennonite Health Association and
Association of Brethren Caregivers in
Miami, Mar. 15-20. He spoke to the 260
registrants on "Health-care Providers Ap-
plying Biblical Values," under the general
theme, "Faith Values for the New De-
cade."

While healing ministries "are a pristine
example of the priestly type of ministry,"
the prophetic dimension "keeps us in tune
with the will of God, judges us when out of
step with that will, and guides us by the
values of an eternal kingdom," Brunk said.
He related the theme to bibhcal concepts
of transcendence, life, wholeness, equality,
service, and suffering. He challenged care-
givers to remain aware of the precarious-
ness of desuing "to work in such a place,"
and pointed them to "walk as humble
servants, not first of our chents, but of the
living God."
The Mennonite and Brethren associa-

tions met as part of the Protestant Health
and Human Services Assembly, with a
total registration of over 1,200. David Augs-
burger, a Mennonite who teaches at Fuller
Theological Seminary in Pasadena, Calif.,

gave the keynote address to the assembly
on "Faith Values: Living on the Boundary,
Acting from the Center."

In its business session, Mennonite

Health Association adopted a new state-
ment of purpose and approved further
work toward organizational changes. MHA
is organized, the purpose statement says,
"to provide network, resource, and sup-
port." MHA is a voluntary community of
health-care providers and caregivers.

"MHA sees itself as a servant to its

membership and to the larger community
in these days of crisis in health care,
occasioned by costs and technology," said
new president Paul Kraybill. Part of the
MHA mission is to "enlarge the vision for
the role of the church in health care and
to stimulate creative thought on the spiri-

tual resources that need to be mobilized
to deal with the health-care crisis," he
added.

The Mennonite and Brethren sessions
included worship, business, and sub-group
meetings for administrators, trustees,
chaplains, nurses, disability providers,
older adult ministries, congregational health
ministries, auxiliaries, and volunteers.
Four individuals and one institution were

given special recognition during the annual
fellowship banquet. Gene Kanagy of Leb-
anon, Ore., and John Mumaw of Harrison-
burg, Va., both received the Allen Erb
Memorial Award in recognition of signifi-

cant contributions to health care. David
Lehman of Chambersburg, Pa., received
the "Trustee of the Year" award for his
work at Menno-Haven/Menno-Village. Er-
land Waltner of Elkhart, Ind., received the
joint Brethren/Mennonite health care
award "in recognition of the advancement
of Christian health-care concepts and the-
ology." Sunshine Children's Home of Mau-
mee, Ohio, received the Award of Merit for
its services for children with profound
developmental disabilities and their fami-
lies.

—

John Bender

MCC representative
travels to Iraq
to assess destruction

Baghdad, Iraq (MCC)~Baghdad build-
mgs at first appear normal as one travels
around the city, says Mennonite Central
Committee worker Jerry Martin. But
among untouched buildings he saw totally
destroyed ones. The human cost of the war
in disease, food shortage, and destroyed
lives is not immediately visible.

Martin, who administers MCC work in
Jordan with his wife, Jeanette Hertzler
Martin, traveled to Baghdad Mar. 25-29 as
a member of an official Jordanian Red
Crescent Society delegation. He accompa-
nied 10 metric tons of powdered milk from
MCC, which was delivered to the Iraqi
Mmistry of Health. The mmistry will dis-
tribute the milk to hospitals and clmics.
A variety of infrastructure was destroyed

by Allied bombing, Martin says, including
bridges, communications complexes, and
power stations. Electricity is 90 percent
down from prewar production. The govern-
ment rations gasoline; long lines form at
any open station to buy fuel. Iraqis for-
merly used 200 liters (52 gallons) of water
per day; now those who can get water get
less than 25 liters (6 gallons) per day.
Stores do have goods available, Martin

reports, but prices have soared to as much
as 40 times the normal cost. Basic food
rations are available at controlled prices,
but only in small quantities. Hospital ser-
vices have been severely curtailed, with
many hospitals still treating only life-

threatening cases.

The complete destruction of communi-
cations in Iraq makes relief distribution
difficult, Martin reports. Supphes sit m
warehouses; communication for ordering
and distribution is difficult, workers are
unavailable as people cannot get to work,
and transportation of goods is hampered
by lack of fuel.

"It is clear that all the rehef efforts of
outside agencies are a mere drop in the
ocean," Martin says. The mimediate needs
are rebuilding of water, electric, sewage,
and fuel production facilities, which will

have to be done at a governmental level.

MCC is best equipped to focus on
"grassroots" need in emergency situations,
he notes, and this 'may be more possible
as services begin to be restored by the
Iraqi government.

MCC is also looking at the possibility of
placing one or two people in Baghdad for
several months to assess possibilities for
rehef aid distribution and possible recon-
struction work with the Red Crescent So-
ciety.

Though Iraqis were angry and bitter
about the war, Martin says he seldom felt

that anger dhected at him. People "differ-
entiated between me as an individual and
the government," he says. A doctor at a
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Baghdad teaching hospital remembered

warmly his close relationship with the

United States before the war but was

bitter about the destruction, Martin writes.

As the Iraqi army puts down uprisings

that began after the Gulf War, MCC is

looking at responses to the plight of Kurd-

ish refugees fleeing Iraq. Options include

channeling aid through Iran and Turkey.

MCC has been in contact with the Iranian

Red Crescent Society about possible aid.

MCC worker Ed Epp traveled with a

Middle East Council of Churches delega-

tion to Turkey to look at possible aid

options there.

—

Ardell Stauffer

'Shalom Lifestyles'

youth video curriculum

now available

Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—A new video

curriculum, Shalom Lifestyles, is a youth

elective produced by the Media Ministries

Department of Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. It is being jointly released by MBM
and the publishers of the Foundation Se-

ries youth materials.

Media has a tremendous impact on form-

ing values in society and thus on lifestyle

choices of youth, according to Jerry

Holsopple, the MBM writer/producer of

the curriculum. The first edition of Shalom

Lifestyles, "Whole People, Whole Earth,"

encourages youth to make life choices

based on bibhcal peacemaking, reconcilia-

tion, justice, service, and wholeness.

Holsopple had a vision to use video to

challenge youth to "actively critique the

messages received from society, argue with

television, and talk back to the images

from the media. Shalom, a Hebrew word

Writer/producer Jerry Holsopple (right) and videographer Jim Bowman interview Alta Dezort in the

recycling trailer at Kingview Mennonite Church in Scottdale, Pa. She helped get her congregation

more interested in caring for the environment.

meaning peace, is much larger than an

absence of war," he said. "It includes

friendship, justice, national security, hav-

ing enough, and caring for the earth. It is

a vision of 'what could be.'
"

The video segments include interviews

with people concerning happiness, occupa-

tions, the environment, the military, and

spiritual Ufe. A music segment is based on

one person's attempt to live out shalom.

Other segments include a parody of mili-

tary recruitment and a time-capsule look

at the violence shown in the media during

a single day.

The self-contained package of materials

is easy to use and thorough, according to

Holsopple. Each of the seven lessons in-

cludes five to eight minutes of video, stu-

dent handouts, and a leader's guide. The
guide, with suggestions for activities.

Scripture passages for study, and tips on

using video in class, makes it unnecessary

for leaders to go elsewhere for materials.

The video curriculum has received pos-

itive responses from different sources.

Dennis Benson, a communications profes-

sor at United Theological Seminary in

Dayton, Ohio, said the sessions provide "a

sensitive understanding of the needs and

strength of young Christians." Wayne
Rice, editor of Youthworker, a contempo-

rary journal for youth ministry, said the

curriculum "will make an excellent re-

source for youth workers."

The first edition of Shalom Lifestyles has

been released for $59.95 (in Canada $72)

through the Mennonite Church, General

Conference Mennonite Church, Brethren

in Christ Church, and Church of the

Brethren. It is also available from Beth

Benner at MBM Media Ministries, 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801;

phone toll-free 800 999-3534.

MMA reports good
financial results
Goshen, Ind. fMMA;—Mennonite Mu-

tual Aid has reported good financial results

for 1990.

New Advantage Annuity products

gained wide acceptance after their intro-

duction during the second half of the year.

Contributions to annuities totaled $7.8 mil-

lion, up 74 percent from the previous

record of $4.4 million set in 1989. The 1990

figure included $2.7 million contributed to

Advantage Annuities and over $5 million

contributed to prior plans. A total of 853

new annuities were sold during 1990, bring-

ing the total at the end of the year to 5,123.

A gain of $3 million was reported for all

MMA health plans. Nearly $33.5 million

was paid to cover the health care costs of

MMA members. But membership in health

plans declined 15 percent from 42,942 to

36,591—a trend which is of continuing

concern to MMA.
Long-term care continued to be a popu-

lar insurance plan in 1990. A total of 752

policies were in force at the end of 1990,

up from 414 in 1989, the first year the

product was available.

Membership in Mennonite Retirement

Trust, the retirement plan for pastors and

church workers, increased to a record

5,351, and a record $707,000 was paid in

benefits to retirees. Total assets in the plan

stand at more than $60 million.

Continued growth occurred in Pax World

Fund, an ethical mutual fund offered

through MMA. A total of $4.1 million had

been invested at the end of 1990, compared

to $3.6 million in 1989. Investments in Pax

World Fund through MMA have increased

62 percent over the past two years.

The total amount of life insurance in

force through MMA increased slightly to

$114 mUlion at the end of 1990, with 5,822

lives covered.

Mennonite Auto Aid also reported

growth, with 24,933 vehicles covered, com-

pared to 24,604 in 1989. Claims paid in

1990 totaled more than $4.1 mUhon.

MMA president James Kratz said the

MMA board has given specific direction

that MMA will remain committed to meet-

ing the health care needs of its members.

Considerable time and effort was spent in

1990 toward finding new ways to meet the

problems created by increasing health care

costs. That effort continues into 1991.

Kratz said efforts in 1991 will be focused

on increasing the number of people who
participate as members of MMA and im-

proving service to members. New emphasis

will also be given to educational opportunities

available to individuals and congregations.

"We understand the importance of our

role as custodians for large amounts of

resources for the church," said Kratz. "We
know that our ethical investment guide-

lines and prudent investment policies are

very important to people."
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mennoscope
• Lancaster Conference grows. The largest
conference in the Mennonite Church, Lancas-
ter, has grown by 1,200 members—or 6 per-
cent—since 1985. That is the year that the
denomination launched the Ten-Year Goals,
now known as Vision '95. During this time the
Mennonite Church as a whole has grown by
only 1,600. The Lancaster Conference dis-
tricts with the highest growth rates are (in
order) New England, Delaware Valley, Wil-
liamsport/Milton, Alabama/Northwest Flor-
ida, North-Penn, and York/Adams. All are
outside Lancaster County, Pa.—the heart of
the conference. Since 1985, the conference has
started 40 new churches.

• Philhaven administrator resigns. Rowland
Shank has resigned as executive director of
Philhaven—a Mennonite-operated psychiat-
ric hospital in Mt. Gretna, Pa. He will leave
on June 1—exactly 20 years after he started
as chief administrator. Philhaven expanded
rapidly during that time, with the number of
staff increasing from 60 to 400. Five outpatient
clinics were established as well as two resi-
dential treatment programs. The number of
patients at the hospital increased from 500 a
year to 1,400. Outpatients rose from 5,500 to
33,000. LaVern Yutzy will become acting ex-
ecutive director in June. He is currently pro-
gram director for outpatient services and has
been on the Philhaven staff since 1978.

• Conference leader killed. John Wengerd, 51,
an active lay leader in Allegheny Conference,'
was killed on Apr. 23 in a faU from a roof near
his home in Salisbury, Pa. He and his brother
had a roofing business. Wengerd chaired the
conference's Faith, Life, and Procedures Com-
mission and served on Coordinating Council.
He was a member of Springs Mennonite
Church. He is survived by his wife, Sara.

• Camp-church partnership. Both congrega-
tions and camps in the Mennonite Church
must come to terms wdth ongoing urbaniza-
tion, said guest speaker Terry Burkhalter at
the eastern regional conference of Mennonite
Camping Association. And they can benefit
by working together in the process. Burkhalter,
a former camp administrator who is now on the
staff of Eastern Mennonite College, also helped
his listeners see some of the things that camps
and retreat centers can do that congregations
can't do in their settings. The conference was
held at Laurelville Mennonite Church Center
near Mt. Pleasant, Pa.

• High school teachers at Hesston. Physical
education teachers, coaches, and athletic di-
rectors from Mennonite high schools gathered
at Hesston College to learn from each other
and to become acquainted with Hesston's
athletic program. Campus pastor Duane
Yoder spoke to them about "Integrating Faith
and Athletics." The group talked about the
possibility of bringing high school teams to
Hesston during the summer for sports camps
and competition against each other. Distance
prohibits the Mennonite schools fi-om playing
each other during the academic year.

• Award-winning professor. J. Daniel Hess
is the winner of this year's Sears-Roebuck
Foundation Teaching Excellence and Campus
Leadership Award at Goshen College. He has
been a professor of communication and En-
glish at GC since 1964. Hess was honored at
an Apr. 10 convocation on campus. Junior
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New fac.l.t.es to be dedicated. LanMr, Pa. -In mi, concern over growth andAe condition of classrooms for the children of Neffsville MennonS Churchbecame a cataJys for expansion. Now, nearly five years later, NeffsviUe's new
faculties are about to be dedicated. Paul Gingrich, president of Mennonite Bo^rdof Missions, will be the speaker at a dedication service on May 19. The service
will be enhanced with the use of a pipe organ during some selections. The organa gitt frorn an anonymous donor, was not part of the original renovations. Thechurch will then be available for self-given tours allowing guests to browse through

Stchem an^'d off"''
^'"""'^'^ ^"^^^ ^^^^ room\

Amy Houser said Hess "always expects the
most of his students and, amazingly, always
gets it." Academic dean John Eby noted that
"he is willing to bend and shape classes to
their needs."

• Foreign languages for children. Eastern
Mennonite College and the local Harrison-
burg, Va., school system are cooperating for
the third year in the After-School Foreign
Language Experience (FLEX). Each week
about 160 students gather at Waterman Ele-
mentary School for courses in German, Span-
ish, French, Japanese, and Chinese. They are
taught by EMC language majors and interna-
tional students. This year's FLEX is "the
most successful one yet," says Ervie Click of
EMC's Languages and Literature Depart-
ment.

• Honduran outpost in New York. The fast-
growing 9,000-member Amor Viviente
Church, one of two Mennonite groups in
Honduras, is starting a church among Hondu-
ran immigrants and other Hispanic people in
New York City. The leader is Victor Amador,
who was offered a position as a bank manager
in Honduras but chose instead to be a church
planter in New York at one-fourth the salary.
The new congregation has a worship atten-
dance of about 60. Amor Viviente has also
established churches in Costa Rica and New
Orleans.

• Fast-growing church. Cape Christian Fel-
lowship of Cape Coral, Fla., which celebrated
its fourth anniversary on Easter Sunday, now
has 100 members and an average worship
attendance of nearly 200. In addition to found-
ing pastor Dennis Gingerich, the congregation
now has an associate pastor, Tony Hostetler,
and a youth pastor, Phil Farrell. As in previous
years, the congregation mailed a brochure to
20,000 homes the week before Easter. That
Sunday 75 visitors showed up—at least 50 of

them commg for the first time because of the
mailing.

• Refugees from Somalia. A missionary cou-
ple who left Somaha in December to escape
civil war and are living temporarily in neigh-
boring Kenya are now assisting other escap-
ees. Ivan and Mary EUen Leaman, medical
workers under Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions, are serving the 6,000 Somali refu-
gees who have made their way in sailboats to
the Kenyan port of Mombasa.

• Coming events:
Music Week and Art Week, June 16-21, at

Goshen College. This is for high school stu-
dents, offering them a chance to learn and
have ftjn while becoming acquainted with the
Goshen campus. The instructors are all mem-
bers of the GC faculty. More information from
the Admissions Office at GC, Goshen IN
46526; phone 219 535-7535 or 800 348-7422.

Creation Celebration, May 10-12, at Camp He-
bron, Halifax, Pa. This is for people, young
and old, who enjoy nature. The event includes
bird hikes, plant walks, owling, and work-
shops. More information from the camp at 957
Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA 17032; phone
717 896-3441.

60th Anniversary Celebration, May 12-19, at
Rocky Ridge Mennonite Church, Quaker-
town, Pa. It will start with spiritual renewal
services led by evangelist Steve Wingfield and
conclude with a homecoming Sunday featur-
ing church leader Richard Detweiler and his-
torian John Ruth. More information from the
church at 114 Rocky Ridge Rd., Quakertown,
PA 18951; phone 215 536-1269.

Rosslyn Reunion, June 28-30, at Anderson (Ind.)
University. This is for former students, fac-
ulty, and staff at Rosslyn Academy—a school
for missionary children and others in Nairobi,
Kenya. More information from Ruth Volz at
Box 1432, Anderson, IN 46015; phone 317
664-0757.



• New books:
What Mennonites Believe (Revised Edition) by

J.C. Wenger. This is a completely updated

version of a book that has sold over 40,000

since it first appeared in 1977 as volume 2 of

Mennonite Faith Series. The author is a re-

tired Mennonite Church leader and seminary

professor. The book, published by Herald

Press of Mennonite Publishing House, is

available for $3.95 (in Canada $4.95).

Weathering the Storm: Christian Pacifist Re-

sponses to War edited by Susan Janzen. This

is a collection of essays on issues facing

peacemakers as a result of the Persian Gulf

War and other conflicts. The 22 authors are

Mennonite writers, teachers, scholars, and pas-

tors. The book, published by Faith and Life

Press of the General Conference Mennonite

Church, is available for $8.95 (in Canada $10.95).

• New resources:

Booklet on helping small businesses from Men-
nonite Economic Development Associates.

This is about the micro-enterprise approach

to alleviating poverty in third-world countries.

It also tells how MEDA has been part of this

approach since 1986. The booklet, titled The

Small Business Solution, was funded by Ca-

nadian International Development Agency. It

is available free from MEDA at 402-280 Smith

St., Wmnipeg, MB R3C 1K2.

Choir anthem from Conrad Grebel College. The
third in the college's Anthem Series, it is "May
the Lord Bless Thee and Keep Thee" by Srul

Irving GUck, one of Canada's most popular

composers. The anthem was commissioned

under the college's Schultz Memorial Fund,

which was established in 1984 for this pur-

pose. It is available from the Music Depart-

ment at CGC, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6.

births

Albrecht, CUfford D. and AbigaU D. (Mast),

Clarence, N.Y., Laura Faye (second child),

Mar. 28.

Anger, Bill and Sherri (Herrfort), Stratford,

Ont., Alyssa Jane (second child). Mar. 4.

Bender, Gregory and Karen (Brenneman),

Woodstock, Ont., Reis Gregory Gerald (first

child). Mar. 18.

Benson, Don and Janet (Schaefer), Powhatan,

Va., Rick Donovan (first child), Mar. 20.

Brenneman, Joe and Cathy (Bonham), Kali-

spell, Mont., Erin Catherine (second chOd),

Apr. 4.

Gulp, Michael and Kathy (Rempel), Vineland,

Ont., Rachel Anne (third child). Mar. 6.

Dick, Harold and Jane (Nigh), Colbome, Ont.,

Jillian Rose (third child), Mar. 21.

Gambler, William and Anita (WOson), Bryan,

Ohio, Beverly Sue (third child), Apr. 4.

Glotfelty, Randy and Renatta (Yoder), Grants-

ville, Md., Whitney Rae (second child). Mar. 25.

Good, Gary and Debbie, London, Ont., Tyler

Jacob (second child), Mar. 24.

Graber, Stan and Mindy (Alderfer), Burlington,

Vt., Kati Anne (first child), Apr. 12.

Green, Paul and Regina (Tees), Philadelphia,

Pa., Daniel William (second child), Nov. 13.

Guth, Bob and Christine, Goshen, Ind., Dwight
Lee (second child), Mar. 31.

Hochstetler, Glenn and Debbie (Schlabach),

Plain City, Ohio, Jenna Marie (second child),

Apr. 11.

Hostetler, Dave and Karen (Christophel),

Miami, Fla., MeUssa Christine (second child),

Apr. 3.

Johnson, Tim and Carol (Martin), Philadelphia,

Pa., Robert Martin (first child), Apr. 9.

Landis, William and Michelle (Long), Jackson,

Minn., Jermifer Diane (first child), Nov. 8.

marriages
Clemmer-LaSpino: Adam Clemmer, Telford,

Pa. (Souderton cong.), and Nicole LaSpino,

Harleysville, Pa., Apr. 13, by Gerald A.

Clemmer.
Coblentz-Robinson: David Coblentz, Hart-

ville, Ohio (Maple Grove cong.), and Tracy

Robinson, Hartville, Ohio (Maple Grove

cong.). Mar. 2, by Joe Yoder and Herman
Weaver, Jr.

Cook-Baranouski: Jay Cook, Parkhill, Ont.

(Nairn cong.), and Jennifer Baranouski,

, Mich., Oct. 5, by Karen James-

Abra.

Gingerich-Schnarr: Bradley Gingerich,
Baden, Ont. (Wilmot cong.), and Karen
Schnarr, Waterloo, Ont. (CathoHc Church),

Feb. 2, by Jean-Jacques Goulet.

Graber-Mlller: Sheldon Graber, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame cong.), and Ruth Miller, Mid-

dlebury, Ind. (Christian Church), Apr. 6, by

Vernon E. Bontreger.

Leichty-Roth: Garry Leichty, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Bethel cong.), and Karen Roth, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Sunnyslope cong.). Mar. 22, by David W.
Mann.

Miller-Detweiler: Junior Miller, Sarasota, Fla.

(Bahia Vista cong.), and Lori Detweiler, Sar-

asota, Fla. (Bahia Vista cong.). Mar. 30, by A.

Don Augsburger.

Miller-Shoemaker: Greg Miller, Springs, Pa.

(Springs cong.), and Kim Shoemaker, Springs,

Pa. (Springs cong.), Apr. 6, by Steven

Heatwole.
Mitchell-Keenan: Ed Mitchell, Drexel Hill, Pa.

(Hopewell cong.), and Donna Keenan, Phila-

delphia, Pa. (Hopewell cong.), Feb. 23, by
Mark Nicolas.

Lantz, Wendell and Dawn (Lersch), Archbold,

Ohio, Autumn Joy (second chUd), Apr. 2.

Lauzus, William and Sharon (Weber), Philadel-

phia, Pa., Jennifer Lynn (second chUd), Jan.

22.

Lederach, James and Louise (Dunston), Scott-

dale, Pa., James Joseph (second chUd), Apr. 4.

Lopienski, Larry and Rita (Kennel), Bartlett,

m., Kristina Jean (first child), Jan. 18.

Miller, Loren and Michelle (Brandt), Lebanon,

Ore., Brandon Eugene (second child). Mar. 27.

Miller, Mose and Mary Jo (Byler), Hartville,

Ohio, Jordan Michael (first chUd), Feb. 15.

Overholt, Durrell and Zonya (Troyer), Hart-

ville, Ohio, Alexa Renee (second chUd), Jan. 11.

Raimbault, Peirre and Beverly (Hubert), New
Liskert, Ont, Justin Nathaniel (second child),

Mar. 15.

Ropp, Lonnie and Janice (Kennel), Hoffman
Estates, HI., Ariel Briana (first child), Oct. 11.

Roth, Mike and Tammy (Christner), Colorado

Springs, Colo., Kaitlyn Nicole (second child),

Apr. 2.

Schlatter, John and Valerie (Miller), Wauseon,

Ohio, Jory Adam (second child), Apr. 2.

Spangler, Brett and Lynne (Rudisill), York,

Pa., Tanner James (first child), Mar. 25.

Stoltzfiis, Glenn and Gail (Raser), Morgantown,
Pa., Hunter Alan (second child), Apr. 1.

Troyer, Don and Beth (Litwiller), IndianapoUs,

Ind., Will Scott (second child), Mar. 29.

Unzicker, Tony and Carol (Snyder), Goshen,

Ind., Joel Michael (first chUd), Apr. 8.

Vail, Steve and Pam (Peachey), MUlersburg,

Ind., Brock Alan (first child), Mar. 30.

Weaver, Roger and Betty (Roth), Elkhart, Ind.,

Ryan Matthew (second child), Apr. 1.

Yantzi, Tim and Judy (Leis), Tavistock, Ont,
Nathan Scott (third child), Mar. 20.

Neuschwander-Sughrue: Gary Neuschwan-
der, Albany, Ore. (Fairview cong.), and Mari-

lee Sughrue, Salem, Ore. (Kingwood Bible

Church), Mar. 3, by Dick Hill and Roy
Hostetler.

Schrock-Shrock: David Schrock, Plain City,

Ohio (Shiloh cong.), and Marsha Shrock,

Navarre, Ohio (Maple Grove cong.). Mar. 16,

by Joe Yoder and Alvin Yoder.

Walker-Jarvis: Michael Walker, Laurel, Md.,

and Linda Jarvis, Bronx, N.Y. (Seventh Ave-

nue cong.), Feb. 23, by Monroe J. Yoder.

Yoder-Miller: Gary Yoder, Sarasota, Fla. (Palm

Grove cong.), and Debbie Miller, Sarasota,

Fla. (Palm Grove cong.). Mar. 15, by Levi B.

Sommers.
Yoder-Porter: Timothy Yoder, Cleveland,

Ohio (Sonnenberg cong.), and Rebecca Por-

ter, Elyria, Ohio (Peace cong.). Mar. 16, by
David Hostetler and Allen Patterson.

A

QUESTION

OF LOYALTY

A Mennonite Centrd Committee video

13 minutes

"Loyalty and ultimate (AetSmcs: Is it to the

flag or is it to Jesus Orist?"— Peter J.

Dyck. Peter J. Dyck and his gandson travel

to Europe to see historic Anabsptist sites

and meet peopfe rnxk^nQ for peace today.

Challenges youth to examine their loyalties.

For free loan contact the MCC office nearest

you. For sale $30 (Can.) $25 (U.S.)

contact:

fv Mennonite
Central

J Cc»nmittee

Mennontte Central CommtttM arxl MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street. P0 80X 500, Akron, PA
17501 -0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonlta Central CominiRee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg. MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261-6381
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new members
Walnut Creek. Ohio: Titus Dutcher, Debora

Dutcher, Steve Kauffman, Lillian Kauffman,
Lari-y Schneider, Portia Schneider, Jennifer
Schneider, Linda Schneider, Randall Schnei-
der, Carol Schneider, Susan Schneider, Albert
Slabach, and Bertha Schlabach.

Red Top, Bloomfield, Mont.: Nichole
Clousing, Matthew Hostetler, Tami Jo
Kanagy, and Michael Kanagy.

Forks, Middlebury, Ind.: Steven Plank and
Toni Miller.

Mountain View, Trout Run, Pa.: Emery King,
Ruth King, Daniel King, Laurie Kng, Ron
Bender, Sonya Bender, Sue Ann Huston
Debbie Buck, Kristi Vergason, Christopher
Wagner, and Kristina Wagner.

Fairview, Albany, Ore.: Trenton Kropf.
First Mennonite, Kitchener, Ont.: Dave and

Louise Heintz, Don and Carol Lawless, Ida
Rosenbohm, Rigoberto and Gladis Harrido,
and Tulio and Anna Paiz.

Community, Harrisonburg, Va.: Mary Ruth
Valleyview, London, Ont.: John and Mary
Anne Krahn, and Larry and Jacqueline
Cornies.

Calico Rock, Ark.: Laura Amstutz and Terry
Amstutz.

deaths
Albrecht, Albert, 20. Bom: Oct. 7, 1970, Kitch-

ener, Ont., to Delmar and Mabel (Kuepfer)
Albrecht. Died: Mar. 21, 1991, Stratford, Ont,
of cancer. Survivors—parents. Funeral and
burial: Mar. 24, Riverdale Mennonite Church
by Glenn Zehr and David K. Jantzi.

Erb, Paul G., 86. Born: June 24, 1904, Landis-
ville, Pa., to Daniel R. and Annie (Greider)
Erb. Died: Apr. 4, 1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survi-
vors—children: Wilbur N., Fred N., Gerald N
Galen N., Maribel Dice, Juliann Graybill; 14
grandchildren, 8 great-grandchildren, one
great-great-grandson. Predeceased by: Kath-
ryn Nissly (wife). Funeral: Apr. 8, Nissley
Funeral Home, Mount Joy, Pa., by Shelley R
Shellenberger. Burial: Kraybill Mennonite
Cemetery.

Gingrich, Gladys, 81. Born: Nov. 20, 1909,
Cambridge, Ont., to Ervin and Louisa (Baer)
Shantz. Died: Apr. 4, 1991, Kitchener, Ont
Survivors-children: Paul, Ruth Tuach; sister
and brother: Vera Shantz, Lester; 5 grandchil-
dren. Predeceased by: Arnold Gingrich (hus-
band) Funeral: Apr. 8, First Mennonite
Church, by Brice Balmer. Burial: Mount
Pleasant Cemetery.

Harris, Lillie, 94. Born: Sept. 13, 1896, Lower
Gwynedd, Pa., to Joseph and Fannie (John-
son) Rose. Died: Mar. 17, 1991, Norristown
Twp., Pa. Survivors—children: Edvena Wash-
ington, Joseph, Madeline Wall; 9 grandchil-
dren, great-grandchildren; Predeceased by:
Moses S. Harris (husband). Memorial service:
Mar. 24, Covenant Community Fellowship, by
Earl Aders. Burial: Rose Valley Cemetery

Kilmer, Mildred N., 78. Born: Sept. 14 1912
Montgomery Co., Pa., to Joel and Carrie
(Hunsberger) Gehman. Died: Mar. 12, 1991
Wadsworth, Ohio. Survivors—husband-
Ralph N. Kilmer, Sr.; children: Ralph N. Jr.,
Nelson, Leonard, Lloyd, Carolyn Brunk, Fern
Yoder, Joy Reichenbach; 23 grandchildren 5
great-grandchildren; brothers: Clayton, John
Predeceased by: Wayne Kilmer (son). Fu-
neral: Mar. 16, Bethel Mennonite Church by
Ed Yoder. Burial: Maple Hill Cemetery.

Lapp, Walter W., 85. Bom: Oct. 14, 1905,
Chalfont, Pa., to Joseph and Sallie (Walter)
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dx me neart of the 1991 Chnstian Peace Elf reading program sponsored hvKmgview Mennonite Church here. With the Persian Gulf War^as theCroundseveral members worked to create a new approach. They selected books anKote
created especially for this year, questions for each of this year's 12 Peace Elf booksIn the photo Cleft to right Ruth, Cory, Debby, and Jack Scott of £e K^ngJ^wcongregation discuss Number the Stars. This story tells how Annemarie anfheTfamily protected EHen Rosen and other Jews in Denmark during World War HThe fishermen of Denmark smuggled over 7,000 Jewish people to Sweden [n afew weeks. These Jews would have been sent to concentration clpTIfs™thetic Danes had not risked their own lives to help. Four locrhtaeT^e
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Lapp. Died: Apr. 2, 1991, SellersviUe, Pa.
Survivors—brother and sisters: Arthur W.,
Esther Alderfer, Edna Detweiler. Prede-
ceased by: Mamie B. Long (wife), 2 stillborn
daughters. Funeral and burial: Apr. 5, Line
Lexington Mennonite Church, by Wellington
K. Alderfer, Lowell H. Delp, and Harvey
Bauman.

Martin, Edna, 96. Bom: Mar. 7, 1895, Waterioo
Twp., Ont., to Amos and Jemima (Snyder)
Shantz. Died: Apr. 7, 1991, Cambridge, Ont
Survivors—children: Roy and Morris; 10
grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Oscar Martin (husband). Funeral
and burial: Apr. 9, Erb Street Mennonite
Church, by Wilmer Martin.

Metzger, Martin, 54. Born: Aug. 28, 1936
Waterioo Co., Ont., to Mose and Priscilla
(Brubacher) Metzger. Died: Mar. 21, 1991,
Kitchener, Ont., of a massive heart attack'
Survivors—wife: Doris Elaine Streicher;
mother; daughters: Marilyn Metzger, Carol
Gunn, Shiriey Metzger, Judy Metzger; 3
grandchildren; brothers: Lloyd, Harold, Mose,
John. Funeral and burial: Mar. 24, East Zorra
Mennonite Church, by Amsey Martin and
Darrel Toews.

Miller, Edna, 95. Born: Feb. 4, 1896, LaGrange
Co., Ind., to Joseph D. and Catherine (Johns)
Miller. Died: Mar. 14, 1991, LaGrange Co.,
Ind. Survivors—children: Claude E., Frances
Hooley, Agnes Riegsecker, Mary Hartzler; 12
grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren, 2 step-
great-grandchildren. Predeceased by: Claude
Miller (husband) and 2 infant children. Fu-
neral and burial: Mar. 17, Shore Mennonite

Church, by Sylvester Haarer and Barry Loop
Miller, Gladys, 71. Bom: July 12, 1919, Mid-

dlebury, Ind., to Reuben and Abbie (Frey)
Tyson. Died: Apr. 1, 1991, LaGrange, Ind.
Survivors—husband: Merritt Ray Miller
daughters: Nancy Myers, Ruth Miller:
brother: Charles; 2 grandchildren. Funeral;
Apr. 5, Shore Mennonite Church, by Richard
Martin, Jerry Rodman, Willis Troyer. Burial-
Miller Cemetery.

Mott, Laverne A., 80. Born: Aug. 10, 1910,
Lancaster, Pa., to John and Myrtle (Benner)
Mott. Died: Apr. 4, 1991, Lancaster, Pa. Sur-
vivors-children: John, Howard L., Betty J
Lopez, Marabelle M. Herr, Mary L. Winters,
Sandra L. Johns, Sara J. Demmy; 18 grand-
children, 14 great-grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Mae Stahl (wife). Funeral: Apr. 6, Mount
Joy Mennonite Church, by Shelley R.
Shellenberger and Joe N. Sherer. Burial-
Kraybill Mennonite Cemetery.

Nofziger, Elvin M., 89. Born: Aug. 2, 1901
Stuttgard, Ark., to Christian and Rebecca
(Stutzman) Nofziger. Died: Apr. 2, Albany,
Ore. Survivors—wife: Fannie Yutzie; children-
Dorothy Stutzman, Louise Gerig, Willard,
Bernard, Bernetta Stutzman; 17 grandchil-
dren, 26 great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-
grandchildren. Predeceased by: Amanda Hey-
erly (wife). Funeral: Apr. 5, Fairview Mennonite
Church, by Roy Hostetler, Louis Lehman, and
Clarence Gerig. Burial: Lebanon lOOF Cemeteiy

Oesch-Kipfer, Susanna, 95. Born: Nov. 29,
1895. Survivors—children: Eari and Ray
Oesch, Cecil Kipfer, Erma Windsor; sister:
Laura Gascho; 19 grandchildren, 38 great-



grandchildren. Predeceased by: Aaron Oesch

(first husband), Ezra Kipfer (second hus-

band), Lee Oesch and Ivan Kipfer (sons).

Funeral and burial: Apr. 9, Zurich Mennonite

Church, by Ephraim Gingerich.

Roth, Elmer Vemon, 78. Ont. Bom: Feb. 2,

1913, Oneil, Neb., to Christian S. and Veronica

(Kennel) Roth. Died: Mar. 27, 1991, Kitchener,

Ont. Survivors—wife: Barbara Kropf; chil-

dren: Bemice Steckley, Carol Roth, Marlene

Herrfort, Janice Kropf; brothers and sisters;

Clayton, Mervin, Irma Schultz, Viola Leis,

Mildred Shantz, Marjorie Albrecht, 9 grand-

children, 2 great-grandchildren. Funeral and

burial: Mar. 30, Riverdale Mennonite Church,

by Glenn Zehr and Charles Gingerich.

Rufenacht, Laura J., 88. Born: Feb. 17, 1903,

Archbold, Ohio, to Ephraim and Jemima
(Baer) Grieser. Died: Mar. 29, 1991, Wauseon,

Ohio, from a stroke. Survivors—children: WO-
lard, Marlin, Kenneth, Max, Thelma Arm-

strong, Myrtie Stoltzfus, Doris GiUen, Carolyn

Gisel, Margaret Nofziger, Jane Lechlitner; 36

grandchildren, 28 great-grandchildren, 2 step-

great-grandchildren; brother and sisters: Tru-

man, Almeda Short, Martha FieUtz. Prede-

ceased by: Glen W. Rufenacht (husband),

Wayne (son). Funeral and burial: Apr. 1, West
Clinton Mennonite Church, by James Roynon

and Edward Diener. Burial: Pettisville Cem-
etery.

Showalter, Paul, 65. Born: Apr. 22, 1925, Gar-

den City, Mo., to Noah D. and Lizzie 0.

(Showalter) Showalter. Died: Mar. 30, 1991,

Salem, Ore., in a ladder accident. Survivors

—

wife: Nancy Miller; children: Carolyn Stone,

James, Margaret Moffat, Wayne, Beth; 11

grandchildren; brothers and sisters: OUver,

George, Aaron, Edith, Elmer, Virginia, Omar.
Funerals: Salem, Ore.; Edson, Alta.; and

Wooster, Ohio. Burial: Salem Mennonite
Church Cemetery, Wooster, Ohio.

Smucker, Chauncey G., 89. Bom: Dec. 30,

1901, Champaign Co., Ohio, to Joseph and

Ketura (Kauffman) Smucker. Died: Mar. 24,

1991, West Liberty, Ohio. Survivors: children:

Robert, Joe, Donna Plank, Mary Lou Plank,

Ann Mast; sisters: Leah Belle Kauffman, Es-

ther Smucker; 14 grandchildren, 14 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by: Pearl

Detweiler (wife), John Smucker (son). Funeral

and burial: Mar. 27, Oak Grove Mennonite

Church, by Larry Augsburger.

Stauffer, Reba J., 70. Born: Oct. 3, 1920, East

Lampeter Twp., Pa. Died: Mar. 10, 1991,

Peach Bottom, Pa., of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Edward H. Stauffer; children: James E.,

Esther M. Powers, Grace A. Powers, Dorothy

J. Quigley; 4 grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ter: Ben, George, Miriam Charles. Funeral:

Mar. 12, Dewald Funeral Home, by J. Harold

Charles. Burial: Mount Pleasant Mennonite
Cemetery.

Veeder, Hazel Irene, 71. Bom: Feb. 25, Sew-

ard Co., Neb., to Menno E. and Cassie

(Stutzman) Schweitzer. Died: Mar. 25, 1991,

Twin Falls, Idaho. Survivors—husband: Dale

E. Veeder; children: Carolyn Bundy, John,

Dennis, Marvin, Virgil; 6 grandchildren; sis-

ters and brother: Alverta Eichelberger,

Deloris Gascho, Lester, Sylvia Johnson. Fu-

neral: Mar. 29, Filer Mennonite Church, by
Terry Miller. Burial: Sunset Memorial Park.

Witmer, Leslie Hubert, 90. Bom: Sept. 2, 1900,

Waterloo Twp., Ont., to Isaiah and Jemima
(Swartz) Witmer. Died: Mar. 27, 1991, New
Hamburg, Ont. Survivors—daughter: June

Martin; foster son: Arnold Philippian; 3 grand-

children, 6 great-grandchildren, 4 foster

grandchildren, 4 foster-great-grandchildren;

brother and sisters: Joyce, Stella Kehl, Susie

Knechtel, Lily Snyder. Predeceased by: Elma
Bachert (wife). Funeral and burial: Mar. 31,

Shantz Mennonite Church.

Yoder, Ida Feme, 85. Born: Oct. 26, 1905,

Washington Co., Iowa, to Cornelius and
Ruhama (Yoder) Gingerich. Died: Apr. 7,

1991, Wellman, Iowa, of a blood clot. Survi-

vors—children: Arlene Wenger, Virginia

Wenger, Gerald; brother and sister: Cleo,

Pauline Langlas; 9 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by: Ora P. Yoder
(husband). Funeral and burial: Apr. 10, East

Union Mennonite Church, by Michael Loss,

Max Yoder, and J. John J. Miller.

Yoder, Kenneth John, 38. Bom: Oct. 1, 1952,

Jackson, Minn., to John and Elizabeth

(Schrock) Yoder. Died: Mar. 20, 1991, Naples,

Fla., of terminal illness. Survivors—sisters:

Maridan Nesmoe, Marcia Stoesz, Vivan

DeAngelo. Funeral: Mar. 30, Hilltop Menno-
nite Church, by Melvin L. Graber. Burial:

Belmont Cemetery.

Yoder, Solomon Elmer, 98. Bom: Feb. 9, 1893,

Belleville, Pa., to Christian P. and Lydia

Hartzler. Died: Mar. 25, 1991, Lancaster, Pa.

Survivors—wife: Helen Marie Bechtel; chil-

dren: Solomon E., Jr., Carl J.; 4 grandchildren,

one great-grandson; brother: Oliver M. Fu-

neral: Mar. 29, Bethel Mennonite Church, by

Fred Redekop, and Mar. 30, Maple Grove

Mennonite Church, Belleville, Pa., by Robert

Hartzler. Burial: Locust Grove Cemetery.

Zehr, Dennis Kent, 31. Born: Apr. 4, 1959,

London, Ont., to Delford F. and Grace C.

(Lebold) Zehr. Died: Jan. 17, 1991, London,

Ont., of cystic fibrosis. Survivors—parents:

Delford F. and Grace C. (Lebold) Zehr;

brother: John. Funeral: Jan. 19, Valleyview

Mennonite Church, by Mary Burkholder and

Ralph Lebold; Burial: Woodland Cemetery.

Zehr, Vema, 77. Born: July 18, 1913, Wihnot

Twp., Ont., to Isaac and Catherine (Litwiller)

Wagler. Died: Mar. 17, Maple Home for Se-

niors. Survivors—husband: Ervin Zehr; chil-

dren: Daniel, Albert, Lorene Martin, Ruth
Cahill, Carol Rosevear, Catherine Bender,

Gloria Redditt; sisters: Magdalene
Schwartzentruber, Sarah Zehr, Vera Schultz,

Laura Wagler; 12 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by: David (son).

Funeral: Mar. 20, Tavistock Mennonite
Church, by Elmer Schwartzentraber, Dan
Zehr, and Albert Zehr. Burial: East Zorra

Church Cemetery.

calendar

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors,

Goshen, Ind., May 2-3

Mennonite Board of Education board of direc-

tors. May 3-4

Franconia Conference assembly. May 4

Rocky Mountain Conference annued assembly,

Colorado Springs, Colo., May 4-5

Gulf States Fellowship spring conference. May
4-5

Afro-American Mennonite Association board,

Chicago, m.. May 17-19

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement,
Harrisonburg, Va., May 18

Hesston College commencement, Hesston,

Kan., May 19

Rosedale Bible Institute commencement, Irwin,

Ohio, May 23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries com-
mencement, Elkhart, Ind., May 24

Mennonite Church Historical Committee, Goshen,

Ind., May 24-25

Southwest Conference mid-year session. Phoe-

nix, Ariz., May 25-26

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries board

of directors, Elkhart, Ind., May 31-June 1

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,

June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite

Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

YES teams to four locations. Baltimore, Md. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism

Service teams, sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, left on Apr.

15 for short-term assignments in Belize, Honduras, Venezuela, and Oregon. They
spent the past three months in preparation at the YES Discipleship Center in

Baltimore. The team members are: Front row (left to right)—Emerson Metzler,

DeLynn Hoover, and Albert Tjahjono. Second row—Sherri Peachey, Marilyn

Peters, Becky Kachel, Marcela Sarmiento, Sherrill Brownlee, Kim Zeigler, and

Krista W^eaver. Third row—Kenda Hallman, Deb Miller, Melanie Miller, Ruth

Waters, Mary Jane Puryear, Glenda Reiff, Eileen Stoltzfus, and Ingar Sinaringbudi.

Fourth row—Doug Vogt, Duke Jordan, Bob Hunsberger, John Fox, Keith Martin,

and Conrad Breneman.
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guest editorial

When church leaders fall
Seldom is the faith community tested as much

as when its own leaders fail. We may not expect
perfection. But we do expect leaders to embody
our ideals. When they fail, particularly morally,
trust between us is broken. Our deepest values
have been violated, and we feel a sense of indig-
nation, betrayal, and shame.
Well into my twenties I learned that one of my

favorite Sunday school teachers during adoles-
cence had smoked in secret. I was temporarily
shattered. It wasn't the smoking itself which tar-
nished my image of this boyhood mentor; it was
his duplicity, the fact he did it on the sly. I felt

betrayed.

When tempted to become disillusioned by the
failure of someone we've looked up to, we need
to ask, as one wit put it: "Did we have the right
to be 'illusioned' in the first place?"
Some years ago several of my friends were feel-

ing particularly disillusioned with relational has-
sles in the church. I said to them: "I lost my
faith in the church a long time ago. But I still be-
lieve in it." The point was that the church,
though an aHicle of my faith, is not the object of
my faith. Only God should be the object of our
faith; anything else is idolatry.

The failure of our leaders has a way too of re-
vealing our ambivalence about leadership. If

they rise too high above or get too far out in
front of us, there's a human tendency to want to
"bring them down to size" lest they become like
gods. Moral indiscretion and professional failure
are proof positive that leaders are, after all,

human like us—all too human.
The Germans have a marvelous word for this

response—schadenfreude: delighting in the mis-
fortune of another. It's not only the Bakkers and
the Swaggarts that we enjoy seeing fall; our own
"falling stars" too can be the target of secretive,
self-righteous glee.

Another response to the failure of our leaders
is denial. This can lead to covering up the trans-
gression and protecting the transgressor; or it

can result in too quickly "forgiving and
forgetting" what has happened and reinstate-
ment of the leader without true reconciliation
and rehabilitation.

Now there are good reasons for confidentiality:

to protect family members and victims of the
person's transgression. And we certainly ought
to deal redemptively with the fallen one. But
this denial may merely manifest our own un-
wiUingness to deal with the pain of betrayal and
disillusionment from broken trust—our own reti-
cence to admit a sense of failure and shame in
the community.
The failure of our leaders ought to be a time

for self-examination. We ought to ask ourselves
whether or how we contributed to the downfall.
Have we expected perfection of our leaders so
that they end up living two lives—one pubhc to
fit our image of them, the other private in which
they can be themselves?
Have we so elevated our leaders to the point

they are not only unaccountable but also denied
intimate connections with the rest of the com-
munity? Have we expected a level of productiv-
ity which denies them the ability to work at
being whole persons? Leaders can be driven,
lonely persons. Is it any wonder that sexual sins
and family failure are so often their besetting sins?

Still, Eugene Petersen has suggested that pas-
tors and other rehgious leaders are susceptible
to all the same sins as the rest of the faithful.

The difference is that they know religious lan-
guage so much better and are tempted to use it

to rationalize their own behavior. The brighter
the mind, the more adept one is at rational-
ization.

Many times, however, fallen leaders can be the
most broken and contrite of persons. After all,

their failure means that much of what they have
staked their lives on has crumbled beneath them.
The moral failure of church leaders is a test of

the community of faith: a test of whether we
allow them to be broken and will share in the
pain of their brokenness. It's a test of our com-
mitment to being a "grace-full" community, in-

tent upon healing the crushed person. There
may be no other way to experience healing our-
selves.—/?jc/iard A. Kauffman

Richard A. Kauffman, a Gospel Herald editorial
consultant, is administrative vice-president at Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart,
Ind.
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Beginning a series on the Trinity:

Should we call the
Holy SpiHt 'God'?

If
most of us were asked, "Do you believe the

Holy Spirit is God?," our answer would likely rpi

be a half-puzzled stare and words like "well ... ^ flOITiaS

yes ... I suppose." Formally, we Mennonites af- Finger
firm that God is a Trinity. This means the Holy

Spirit is fully divine. In our worship and daily

lives, however, we seldom mention this belief.

Moreover, traditional ways of formulating it

(that the Spirit is one "essence" with, but a dif-

ferent "person" from, the Father and Son) have

an abstract, unfamiliar ring.

In addition. Scripture often talks of the Holy

Spirit being "of God." It tells of the Spirit beinp^^^lTf
_^

sent by, glorifying, witnessing to, and serving^^'

God. The Bible also teaches monotheism: thf^ BLKHA&T
there is only one God, unimaginably exaltedf^d ^»»^rT
holy. For all these reasons, it might seem nste U3^(|Y
ral, reverent, and even biblical to reserve th&^ip^

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE name God for a being wholly beyond our worlf^^^j^ ^— and to view the Spirit as this being's agent or i^^ ^
strument.

The WCC: the reality The question is this: is it best to regard the

fails to match the vision 6 Holy Spirit as a helpful agent sent by God and

dismiss further questions about the Spirit's

Thp war- hnw oarpfiillv ^^^^ abstract? Or are there good reasons, es-
ine war. now caieiuiiy

^^^^.^ strengthening our faith and witness,
did we count the cost/ 8 affirming that the Spirit is God?

While it may seem natural to think of any

MCC to aid Kurds; agent that serves God as less than God, Chris-

sends representative 9 tians cannot base their beUefs simply on what



The astonishing facts are that God not
only commands but also obeys. God is

not only praised but also praises, God
is not only served but also serves.

seems reasonable. Our question must be: how
does the Bible speak of God, and what does that
mean in our experience—however strange it

might initially seem?
The Bible does indeed describe God as "the

high and lofty one who inhabits eternity." But if

we read such passages further, we find that they
also describe God's actions. This God also

dwells "with those who are contrite and humble
in spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble "

(Isa. 57:15). Indeed, whenever Scripture speaks
of God's nature or being, it is in texts which tell

us how God acts. If we follow the biblical way of
knowing, this principle emerges: true knowledge
of God's nature can only be derived from God's
acts.

If we want to know about the Holy Spirit's na-
ture, then, we must ask the following question.
Does the Spirit act in such a way that these acts
could only be God's own acts? Or could they sim-
ply be acts of a secondary agent or instrument
of God? I beUeve the Holy Spirit performs at
least two activities which only God can do.

First, only God can bestow salvation (Isa.

43:10-11; 45:21-23). This is especially evi-

dent in a dimension of salvation often at-

tributed to the Spirit: giving or bestowing life (2
Cor. 3:6; John 6:63). This life-giving power
raised Jesus from the dead (Rom. 8:11; 1 Pet.

3:18). Only the Creator of all life can bestow life

in this way. John speaks of it as being born
again, or "from above." Clearly, to be born "of
the Spirit" (John 3:5-8) is the same as being
born "of God" (John 1:14; 1 John 5:1, 4).

In the Bible, salvation is more than being res-

cued from something dangerous—whether ene-
mies, the law, or hell. Perhaps a mere agent of
God could do this. But even more basically, sal-

vation involves being renewed by and participat-
ing in God's own eternal life. God's life is not
separate from God's self. Only God can bestow
this intimate participation in God's very own life.

Second, Scripture often expresses God's pres-
ence within by calling Christians temples of
God. Paul argues that we are God's temples be-
cause the Holy Spirit dwells in us (1 Cor. 3:16-

17; 6:17-20). But if we are God's very own dwell-

The question is: is it best to

regard the Holy Spirit as a
helpful agent from God or the
Holy Spirit as being God?
2 GOSPEL HERALD

ing because we are the Sph-it's dwelling, the
Spirit is clearly God. God indwells both individu-
als and the church (Eph. 2:22) in this way.
Now if the Bible tells what God is hke by tell-

ing us how God acts, and if it describes the
Spirit acting as only God can (and as no mere
agent of God could), then the bibUcal teaching is

clear. The Holy Spirit must be fully divine. Yet
the Bible also describes the Spirit glorifying and
serving God.
What shall we make of these strange results?

We have two basic choices. We can hang on to
the seemingly "natural" concepts of God as a
mysterious being exalted beyond the world and

The down-to-earth reality of
God's love and the nobility of
persons could not be more
strikingly affirmed than by
the conviction that the Holy
Spirit dwelling in us is God,

think of any agent that serves God as a lesser
being. Or we can let the bibHcal evidence revise
our concepts, even if this leads to the strange
conclusion that God somehow serves, obeys, and
glorifies God.

If we take the second route, those complexi-
ties associated with trinitarian thought—that
God is somehow one and more than one—will

arise. But we must remember that trinitarian lan-
guage arises not from intellectual speculation
but from efforts to express that complex—and
marvelous—di^dne reality encountered in Scrip-
ture and Christian experience.

This second approach has important, practi-
cal implications: First, the notion that
God serves and glorifies God is quite revo-

lutionary. If we find it incomprehensible, we may
be instinctively assuming that God can only give
orders and that only lesser beings can execute
them. But belief in the Spirit's deity is belief
that God not only commands but also obeys.
God is not only praised but praises. God is not
only served but serves.

Servanthood, that is, is not merely a human
ideal. Servanthood is truly divine. The entire uni-
verse is grounded in mutual servanthood among
Spirit, Son, and Father. Mennonites ought to
find such an emphasis intriguing.

Second, many activities of the Spirit are what
we often call feminine. This is especially true of



giving birth but also of the Spirit's comforting,

yearning, and encouraging us—intimately, from

within. In this way Scripture, which tells about

God's nature by describing God's acts, provides

a firm foundation for speaking of God's

"feminine" dimension.

Third, if the Spirit's comforting, yearning, and

encouraging within us are not merely some indi-

rect influence fi:om God but God's very own com-

forting, yearning, and encouraging—then the

depth and intimacy with which God wishes to

come to us are truly overwhelming. The daily,

down-to-earth reality of God's love, and the po-

tential nobility of human persons, including our

bodies, could not be more strikingly affirmed

than by the conviction that the Holy Spirit, who
dwells in us, is God. Such convictions are at the

heart of our faith and of the good news we have

to share.

Thomas Finger is professor of systematic and spiri-

tual theology at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va. This is the first in a series of

three articles on the Trinity. The issues raised in

these articles are treated at greater length in the

second volume of Finger's work. Christian Theol-

ogy: an Eschatological Approach (Herald Press).

What we believe about the Holy Spirit

We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Spirit

of God, who dwelt in Jesus Christ, who
empowers the church, is the source of

our life in Christ, and is poured out on those

who believe as the first installment of our salva-

tion and of the redemption of creation.

Through the Spirit of God, the world was cre-

ated (Gen. 1:2), prophets were inspired, Mary
conceived (Luke 1:35), and Jesus was anointed

at his baptism (Mark 1:10). By the power of the

Holy Spirit, Jesus proclaimed the good news of

the reign of God (Luke 4:18), healed the sick, ac-

cepted death on the cross (Heb. 9:14), and was

raised from the dead (Rom. 8:11).

At Pentecost, God fulfilled the promise to

pour out the Spirit on all flesh, bringing to birth

the church (Acts 2:16-18). As the dwelling place

of the Holy Spirit, the church praises and wor-

ships God and brings forth the fruit of the

Spirit. By the gifts of the Holy Spirit, all Chris-

tians exercise their particular ministries (1 Cor.

12:7). By the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the

church comes to unity in doctrine and action. By
the power of the Holy Spirit, the church

preaches, teaches, testifies, heals, loves, and suf-

fers, following the example of Jesus their Lord.

The Holy Spirit calls people to repentance,

convicts them of sin, and leads into the way of

righteousness aU those who open themselves to

the working of the Spirit. By water and the

Spirit, we are born anew into the family of God.

The Spirit dwells in each child of God, bringing

us into prayerful relationship with God. Through

the indwelling of the Spirit, we are made heirs

together with Christ, if we suffer with him, so

that we may also be glorified with him (John 3:5;

Rom. 8:17). The Spirit teaches us, reminds us of

Jesus' word, guides us into all truth, and empow-

ers us to speak the word of God with boldness

(John 14:26; 16:13; 1 Cor. 2:14; Acts 4:24-31).

The Holy Spirit intercedes for us (Rom. 8:26-

27), enables our Hfe in Christian community,

comforts us in suffering, is present with us in

time of persecution (Matt. 10:20), guarantees our

deliverance (2 Cor. 5:5; Eph. 1:13-14), and as-

sures the future redemption of creation (Rom.

8:18-23).

This is the statement on the Holy Spirit being pro-

posed for the new inter-Mennonite confession of

faith. It is a working draft offered for discussion

and reaction. Send yours to "Confession of Faith,"

Gospel Herald, 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683. We will forward your comments to the

Inter-Mennonite Confession of Faith Committee.
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READERS SAY

Model for selective obedience
and participation in the state

Occasionally people express the view
that the church should not give witness
to the state in matters of its policies.

Isn't that a kind of "corban" whereby we
can make the word of God of none ef-

fect by our tradition? (Mark 7:11-13).

I frequently feel I (we) should speak
out more, but fear and ignorance often
hinder that. I believe Daniel provides an
excellent model for selective obedience
and participation in the state ("Dare to

Be a Daniel," April 23). He and his

friends could operate in that sphere be-
cause they had a clear sense of their sep-
arate identity. From this they could
address the word of the Lord to several
rulers of successive political persuasions.
To them the fact that God set up and
put down rulers did not mean they
should keep quiet or that God had a dif-

ferent set of standards for rulers.

Chester I. Kurtz

Lancaster, Pa.

What about accountability
to the whole congregation?

I would like to see more discussion of
Marlene Kropf s new model of account-
ability ("How Can We Be More Account-
able to Each Other?" April 16).

Members of a congregation clearly need
help in this area. But Marlene's article is

not theologically or behaviorally compel-
ling enough to expect congregations to

latch on to this new model.
I believe we gave up on the "old

model" because of oft repeated ex-

cesses. Does the new proposal for ac-

countability take too much from
American individualism and make the
gathered body of believers have little if

any influence? Maybe her model would
be the first step in the right direction,

but somehow don't we need to have
some accountability to the congregation
as a whole?

Michael Loss
Kalona, Iowa

Tolerance for viewpoints
different from my own
Just as James and Leanna Rhodes

("Readers Say," April 16) are deeply
troubled by our denomination's failure

to deal lovingly yet decisively with "the
homosexual issue," so am I deeply trou-
bled by attitudes in my denomination
that do not respect the integrity of the
process by which we discern the spirit of
God among us.

The reason it is hard to condemn the
"sin" of same-sex relationships is that
we as committed Christians do not agree
that it is sin. If we understand ourselves
to be imperfect in our understanding of
God's will, then we must respect the

opinions of sincere Christians who have
viewpoints opposing our own. Ultimately
we work toward common understanding,
but during the process we cannot desire
that another's view be stifled.

I will speak the spirit as I understand
it, and I will do so in conversation with
others who will influence my thinking
and actions. I will not "deal decisively"
with honest and sincere persons whose
experience is different from my own.
John Flickinger

San Francisco, Calif.

God help us
I would like to respond to the an-

nouncement in the March 19 issue re-

garding a "homosexuality network"
within the Mennonite Church. God help
us! Isn't 1 Cor. 6:9-10 plain enough?

If this Scripture doesn't mean what it

says, what does it mean? To have an or-

ganization in our church circle that actu-
ally condones this way of life is

appalling! If homosexuals want guidance
or direction to change, then the church
should support them. But the church
should not support a willful desire to
practice homosexuality.

Candy Knepp
Sarasota, Fla.

Don't dismiss ideas too quickly
In "How Shall We Celebrate Cre-

ation?" (April 9) I got the impression
that creation-centered spirituality comes
from Matthew Fox. Although that term
may be Fox's there is a whole Christian
creation tradition.

Cry of the Environment: Rebuilding the
Christian Creation Tradition (Bear and
Co.) speaks of this tradition. It notes
that "the dominant tradition—which has
generally either been indifferent toward
the environment or outright hostile to-

ward it—has obscured another tradition

within the history of the church that rev-
erenced the cosmos and discovered God
there."

If Tom Finger has correctly stated
what Fox is saying, some of it does
sound strange. But I hope I don't dis-

miss too much too easily because I don't
understand it. I really feel that much of
our worid and we of the church badly
need to revise our thinking and lifestyle

regarding the whole of God's creation.

Michael Buckwalter
Shintoku, Japan

Ready to face reality?
In response to Carolyn Holderread

Heggen's letter (April 9) concerning the
reason behind Darrel Brubaker's depres-
sion:

I too have experienced the excruciating
futility of exposing and removing sexual
abusers in positions of power and author-
ity within the church. I too have been
discredited and silenced following the
fight for justice and integrity. The
church doesn't seem ready to face the
ugliness of reahty!

Brenda Reist

Lancaster, Pa.

The pain and shame
of action and inaction
We felt remorse as we read Carolyn

Holderread Heggen's letter pointing out
the tragic death of Darrel Brubaker and
the church's failure to deal with an im-
moral situation.

We too have been discredited and si-

lenced for bringing immorality to light.

We know of situations of unethical and
immoral conduct still denied and combat-
ted with countercharges totally un-
founded. We, too, have found out how it

feels to be accused, judged, condemned,
sentenced, and crucified without a trial.

With Darrel we have felt the pain and
shame of such action and inaction.

Somehow some in leadership must
learn the lesson that position does not
place them above the law of the king-

dom or the land or give license to unethi-
cal action. We feel God's judgment can't

be far off when leadership will attempt
to discredit and silence the ones who
confront impropriety.

We strongly suggest a moratorium be
called on all district conferences and
church assembhes and that the church

Pontius' Puddle
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gather to repentance and prayer in an at-

tempt to once again seek God's favor.

Percy and Lillian Gerig

Pasco, Wash.

Another solution:

throw it out

I have a solution for "What Shall We
Do with TV?" (editorial, April 16).

Throw it away. When I was 10 years old

my parents did this. Now, 10 years later,

I am only thankful.

I find a very defensive (and sometimes

hostile) response from Christians when
this solution is suggested. This response

goes deeper than a desire to defend a

simple instrument of information and en-

tertainment. For if that is all a TV is,

then no TV is a logical solution. There

are hundreds of superior options for in-

formation and entertainment. A control-

ling dependency on television does exist.

When you say banning the set isn't

the answer since only 7 percent of Men-

nonites do not watch television, that im-

pUes that since most people watch TV,

it is okay. This rejects the call to total

purity and supports conformity. Accord-

ing to this standard, since most support

war, Mennonites should also. The Word
teaches the opposite is true.

When television consists of all good-

ness, righteousness, and truth then it

may be defendable, yet never necessary,

for a Christian to own a TV.

Jeff Comeaux
Allentown, Pa.

Is Hillbilly music evil?

I'm not sure what you meant by this

comment in your editorial, "Media and

the Church" (April 16): "And what we Hs-

tened to was restricted: news, some
music (but not 'hillbilly,' thank you)."

The thank you bothers me. I think it is

inappropriate. You may have offended

more people than you think. Is hillbilly

music evil?

Vincent Beck
Archbold, Ohio

Roots or fruits

Mennonites love to talk about roots.

But what about those among us who
don't have traditional Mennonite roots

or who have plenty of bad roots?

The imphcations of our root discus-

sions are sensed deeply by those with-

out an Anabaptist heritage. They feel

that unless one has Mennonite roots, it

is nigh impossible to belong to the Men-
nonite Church. None of us believes this

intellectually—we flare up in reaction to

such a statement—but it is what we con-

vey many times. Roots can be great ego

builders.

Salvation is completely dependent

upon Christ and commitment to Jesus

Christ. This is the good news in Christ

which offers hope and salvation to all.

When we really believe that those with

the best Anabaptist roots but without

Christ are as lost as any other person,

we will be on the way to understanding

the grace and mercy of God and true

evangelism.

Might it be time to leave our repeti-

tious discussions of Anabaptist roots

and speak more about our identity in

Christ? Might it be time to speak about

Holy Spirit fruit more than Anabaptist

roots? Jesus did not say, "By their roots

you shall know them."

John M. Drescher

Harrisonburg, Va.

Bring back Kreider
May I add my voice to the recent rash

of requests for the return of Carl Kreider's

column? A Christian (Mennonite) view

of world events is very much needed in

Gospel Herald. If Kreider is unwilling to

continue writing, please look for another

writer for such a column.

Ruth L. Burkholder

Bronx, N.Y.

Carl Kreider is back, under a new title:

"Perspective. " Several others will join

Carl in writing this column, which will be

approximately once a month.—Editor

An important focus

on life and events

As the Gulf War unfolded, I observed

more powerfully than ever how impor-

tant Gospel Herald is in my Christian

faith. In striving to gain a perspective on

reality, other newspapers and magazines

were simply not enough for understand-

ing the international (and faith) crisis

the war stirred in our society. I came to

appreciate in a new way your reporting

and dialogue on the many facets of the

crisis. Articles, letters, and news items

also helped me think "Christianly"

about other events occurring worldwide,

such as starvation across Africa result-

ing from civil wars.

In addition to providing thoughtful

guidance for living as Christians and re-

porting on life in the church, Gospel Her-

ald provides an essential balancing role

for us as society convulses under interna-

tional crises like we have seen in the

Gulf. I cannot imagine how the Menno-
nite church could remain Christian with-

out the vitally important camera Gospel

Herald focuses on life and events of our

day. Every Mennonite home needs Gos-

pel Heraldl

Sheldon Burkhalter

Goshen, Ind.
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For the World Council of Churches:

The reality fails to match
Former Gospel Herald editor Daniel
Hertzler reports on the seventh assembly
of the World Council of Churches held
in Canberra, Australia, this past winter,

The idea of a World Council of Churches
seems eminently reasonable. Since Christi-
anity is a worldwide faith, it is appropri-

ate for Christians to organize and to meet with
one another.

At such meetings one would expect that the
whole would be greater than the sum of the
parts. But in human activity the reality often
fails to match the vision.

The seventh WCC assembly convened in Can-
berra, Australia, this year at the beginning of the
fourth week of the Persian Gulf War. It met for
two weeks, and on the morning of the final day
it took a historic action: It voted against war.
The action was rescinded in the afternoon, how-
ever, "after a plea from the moderator," accord-
ing to the Sydney Morning Herald.
This failure of the assembly to take a clear-cut

stand against war was disappointing. But the
WCC is made up principally of estabhshment
churches whose upper classes serve in govern-
ments and whose lower classes serve in armies
and whose clergy wear vestments.
The WCC's essentially pragmatic position on
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pacifism was stated by General Secretary Emilio
Castro in response to a call by some for soldiers
to refuse to participate in the Gulf War.
Castro likened pacifism to the monastic life

and said, "The majority of churches might not
feel able to go as far as asserting such action (as
desertion), but they will respect the right of oth-
ers to do so."

In terms of careful planning and execution, the
morning worship services were the most success-
ful part of the assembly. With the help of good
leaders, a choir, and assorted instruments, the
assembly sang as well as Mennonites.
The theme of the assembly was the Holy

Spirit, and the slogan the rather brash assertion:
"Come, Holy Spirit—Renew the Whole Cre-
ation."

One speaker, Chung Hyun-Kung, a profes-
sor from South Korea, asked us to re-
move our shoes in honor of Australia's

holy ground and in the same manner as Moses
before the burning bush. Then she called upon
the spirits of exploited and martyred people
from Hagar, the slave of Abraham and Sarah, to
"the spirit of soldiers, civilians, and sea crea-
tures now dying in the bloody war in the Gulf."
She shared her image of the Holy Spirit which

comes out of her cultural background, not "from
my academic training as a systematic theologian
but from my gut feeling deep in my people's col-
lective consciousness." Her image of the Holy
Spirit, she said, comes from the image of Kwan
In, who "is venerated as goddess of compassion
and wisdom by East Asian women's religiosity."
This apparent mixture of Christian theology

with folk religion offended some assembly dele-
gates. Chung was charged with syncretism, the
mixing of alien beliefs. Called to respond, she
did not back down.
"Theology has been defined by academic schol-

ars of the privileged classes," she said. "We are
the post-colonial generation. I think we are new
wine. You cannot put us in old wine skins. But
we are the work of the Holy Spirit so the church
can be renewed in the Earth."
One person observed that syncretism has been

with us a long time in terms of war and material-
ism. "The gods of Mars and Bacchus are doing
well," that person said.

The Orthodox Church caused controversy
when they refused to share the Eucharist, or

A group of children lead a march for peace through the
streets of Canberra, Australia, during the seventh
assembly of the World Council of Churches.



the vision

Lord's Supper, with any but their own members.

Some from other churches complained. If they

had made an effort to study the Orthodox

Church system, they would have understood bet-

ter when only priests officiate and only properly

prepared members of the church participate.

One WCC activity is advocacy for the op-

pressed. Just about every group in trouble can

get a sympathetic nod. At this assembly the Aus-

tralian aborigines received the most attention.

The last 200 years of aboriginal life in Australia

have been largely miserable. Having lived on the

continent for perhaps 40,000 years, the aborigi-

nes had come to terms with the land and each

other.

But they were not prepared to cope with the

insults of the British invaders beginning in 1788.

The aborigines were accorded the same sort of

violence and mayhem which indigenous peoples

typically experience when faced with a more de-

veloped and powerful culture.

The assembly opened with an aboriginal dance

and purification ceremony. But even with good

intentions, things can go awry.

We held a peace march, and a reported 4,000

marched, with children in the lead. But a group

of aborigines had understood they were to lead

the march. The organizer of the march later apol-

ogized for ordering the aborigines to fall in be-

hind the children.

Another ticklish issue was the election. Be-

tween assemblies the work of the council

is done by a staff directed by a central

committee of 150 people. It is considered impor-

tant to be represented on this committee.

The peace churches decided to lobby on be-

half of Daniel Geiser, a Mennonite delegate from

Germany, but the nominating committee

couldn't work him in. They went so far as to

apologize publicly that they were not able to

find a place for the Mennonites.

Three North American Mennonites attended

the assembly. The other two were John and

Alice Lapp of Akron, Pa. He was present as an

observer, she as a visitor, and I as a member of

the press.

We were disappointed with the Canberra as-

sembly. It seemed to be running off in various di-

rections without a proper focus.

We three left the assembly early so that we
could spend ovir last evening in Australia in

Mark and Mary Hurst's living room with the

Mennonite fellowship in Sydney. It was a typical

Mennonite meeting, and we felt quite at home
with people we had met only a few weeks before.

Allie Hoekema,
Mennonite

delegate to

WCC from the

Netherlands,

plants a tree

as part of a

symbolic

statement on

the Christian

and the

environment.

And so it appears there are two ways of doing

church. The WCC way is to do it from above

with bishops, archbishops, patriarchs, and offi-

cial delegates who issue statements.

The Mennonite way is to do church from

below: To bring together a community of those

who confess Christ and decide together that

they want to follow him.

I know this is too simple a contrast, and per-

haps it sounds judgmental. Yet I remember that

more than 450 years ago our Anabaptist prede-

cessors cut loose from a church they saw as too

cozy with government and went out on their own.

Nevertheless, I am fascinated by the World
Council of Churches. The idea is surely right

even if the reality seems less than adequate.

Who of us is what we really ought to be?

Daniel Hertzler, Scottdale, Pa., is the retired edi-

tor of Gospel Herald. He wrote this account of

the seventh WCC assembly for Meetinghouse, an

association of Mennonite publications.

There are two ways of doing church.

The WCC way is to do it with bishops

and archbishops. The Mennonite way is

to bring together a community of those

who decide they want to follow Christ,
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PERSPECTIVE

How carefully did we count the cost?
by

Carl

Kreider

"For which of you, desiring to build a tower, does
not first sit down and count the cost? ...Or what
king, going to encounter another king in war, will

not sit down first and take counsel ..."

—Luke 14:28, 31

In
the initial enthusiasm of victory in the Per-

sian Gulf War, costs seemed minimal for the
United States. "Only" 140 American soldiers

were killed. Our coalition partners contributed
generously to war expenses. Stock market prices
advanced. The war was a stimulus to rescue us
from the recession.

But how well did American poHcy makers
count the costs before going to war? Now the na-
tion is discovering that the real costs of the war
are more than appeared at first blush. Despite
the present euphoria of victory, when consider-
ation is taken of all of the costs, we should reach
the conclusion that this was another war like

Vietnam, x)ne we shouldn't have fought.

American military experts estimate that more
than 100,000 Iraqi soldiers were killed. We may
never have an accurate picture of the number of
civilian casualties and collateral damage result-
ing from "smart" bombs. These too were hus-
bands, wives, children, and friends—to the Iraqis.

In a frenzied effort to minimize coalition casu-
alties and remove Saddam Hussein from power,
President Bush appealed to the people of Iraq
to revolt against their leader. The large Kurdish
population in Iraq's northern provinces, long sub-
ject to oppression by Hussein and other Iraqi
leaders, enthusiastically complied. The very sub-
stantial remnants of Hussein's army have now
tortured and killed thousands. An estimated two
million Kurds are seeking refuge in neighboring
Turkey and Iran. Neither country wants to receive
them. Many have already died of starvation or ex-
posure. Did President Bush count this cost?

Did Bush and his advisers consider the
possibility that Iraqi forces would ignite

some 600 oil wells in Kuwait? Who will

bear the cost of extinguishing these infernos?
What will be the environmental cost of the car-
bon dioxide and clouds of smoke? Will our grand-
children have to pay more for petroleum because
the war destroyed this portion of nature's irreplace-
able supply of fossil fuel? It is one of the war's iro-

nies that a conflict to assure a supply of petroleum
should result in a massive loss of oil.

Prior to August 1990 many people were speak-
ing of a "peace dividend" resulting from substan-
tial cuts in the arms budget. This kind of talk
frightened the military-industrial complex. Now
that the war was "won" so quickly, we can ex-
pect urgent appeals to continue high levels of
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military expenditures. This is a cost not only to the
U.S. Many other countries will want to be sure they
have the latest and most advanced weaponry.
During any war the news media are subject to

censorship. The Persian Gulf War was no excep-
tion. In the years to come, when now-secret ar-

chives are made pubUc, we will certainly have
better knowledge of the war than we have now. I

hope with additional information I might be in-

clined to view the war more charitably than I do
now. But if recent history is a guide, I will proba-
bly see it still more negatively. That attitude is

another cost of this war.

In the immediate aftermath of the Iraqi inva-
sion of Kuwait, it appeared that the United Na-
tions had finally come to be a useful agent for
dealing with international conflict. Security Coun-
cil measures taken against Iraq were unique in
United Nations history. Indeed, it could even be
argued that during the Reagan Administration
the U.S. held the U.N. in contempt; we were
deeply in arrears in our support of its budget.
We chose to ignore World Court decisions which
were cast against us in the U.S. mining of Nicara-
guan harbors.

But last August the U.N. at once became
our key instrument of foreign policy. But
this, too, had its costs. Smaller nations

are quick to resent what they perceive to be
American domination of what should be an inter-

national institution. If President Bush had fol-

lowed the pohcy advocated by many experts on
foreign affairs, he would never have convinced
the Security Council to take the step of adding
massive military force to economic sanctions. In-

stead of aUowing sanctions to be an effective
new way of resolving international conflict, he im-
patiently urged the U.N. to launch a crippling air

attack and a devastating ground war. This cost
to the U.S. should have been considered before
rushing into war.

During the war it was frequently asserted by
American leaders that we were engaged in a
"just" war. When the fighting stopped, President
Bush called upon all citizens to give thanks to
God for victory. The invasion of Kuwait by Iraq
and the plundering of its resources were cer-

tainly grossly immoral acts. Saddam Hussein
used very wrong methods to redress what proba-
bly were legitimate disputes he had with Kuwait.
But Saddam's immorality can not be used to jus-
tify an immoral reply. Instead, a truly great na-
tion would have counted these costs before de-
claring a war.

Carl Kreider, Goshen, Ind., is a retired teacher
who is a member of College Mennonite Church.



CHURCH NEWS

MCC to aid Kurdish refugees,
sends representative to area

Diyarbakir, Turkey (MCC)—Relief dis-

tribution to Kurdish refugees along the

Iraq/Turkey border is "very chaotic," re-

ports Mennonite Central Committee
worker Ed Epp. He visited the border area

April 9-16 with Douglas DuCharme of the

Middle East Council of Churches. MCC
will participate in the council's response to

the situation. MCC is also exploring pos-

sible material resources response for refu-

gees along the Iran/Iraq border as well.

Epp and DuCharme visited the border

area where U.S. military transports were

parachuting in relief supplies. The scene

was confused and chaotic, Epp reported.

Bags of rice and other supplies burst as

they hit the ground and were ground into

the mud. Turkish soldiers told refugees to

come in groups of 50, but people rushed

for the supplies, and soldiers lost control

and beat people back.

The airdrop took place four kilometers

up the mountain, Epp said, and the refu-

gees were camped as high as two kilome-

ters further up, past the snow line. He and

DuCharme climbed up some distance be-

yond the airdrop site, in some areas

through knee-deep mud. "It was Hke walk-

ing on the moon," he commented. The two

could not go all the way to the top as

darkness was falling.

Refugees were all over the mountainside

they climbed, Epp said. The sick, the

young, and the old were camped near the

top. The Turkish army gave permission for

sick people to be brought down into Tur-

key. Epp said he counted 22 ambulances

in one hour, jammed with sick people.

Epp and DuCharme also visited the

airport in Diyarbakir, the main staging area

Learning tour to Central America. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Nine Mennonites from

Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio were challenged to grow in their faith during

a learning tour to Honduras and Nicaragua sponsored by Mennonite Central

Committee Great Lakes. They hoped to learn about life, MCC work, and the church

in Central America, and planned to share what they learned at home. Pictured are

some of them looking at needlework done by women in a refugee camp. "By U.S.

standards most people we met were the poorest of the poor, but by my standards

they were some of the richest people I have ever met," said Richard Wildermuth

of Madison, Wis. "They were rich in love, the faith of Jesus Christ, community

spirit, compassion and forgiveness, justice, and an honest desire for peace." The
two-week trip included briefings by MCC workers, worship with local churches,

lectures by local partners, an overnight stay in Nicaraguan Mennonite homes, Bible

study, reflection, and discussion. The group also visited a U.S. military base in

Honduras and the U.S. Embassy in Nicaragua. Linda Shelly, who is from Newton,

Kan., and has served several terms with MCC in Latin America, led the tour

together with Bruce Click, codirector of MCC Great Lakes. MCC has about 50

workers in Central America. They support the work of local churches, many of

which are Mennonite. MCC regional and provincial offices sponsor learning tours

to Central America two to three times a year.

for refugee supplies. From there supplies

go by convoy to the refugees. At the airport

too the situation was confused, Epp re-

ported. No forklifts were available to move
supplies, and even ladders to enter and

exit planes were in short supply.

"In the three days we were there the

situation improved substantially," Epp
said. The Turkish government has given

permission for a refugee center to open at

Silopi just inside Turkey, where trucks can

get in with supplies. The U.S. military has

set up a base camp at Diyarbakir, he said,

and with practice the rehef efforts should

run smoother.

But with some 2 million refugees on the

Turkish border, all relief efforts are still "a

Band-Aid," Epp said. "The situation needs

some sort of solution." He said the prob-

lem is on the scale of the early years of

Palestinian refugees fleeing their homes.

Epp and DuCharme met at Mar Gabriel

Monastery with representatives from the

Syrian Orthodox Church in Turkey. The
Syrian Orthodox, a small minority in Tur-

key, are helping coordinate the efforts of

the Middle East Council of Churches to

help the refugees. The Syrian Orthodox

began monitoring refugee border crossings

months ago, Epp said, getting names and
making lists of refugees' relatives and friends

outside Iraq. Because of this work, the

council's aid can be organized more quickly,

Epp said. The monastery, located between

Diyarbakir and the refugee camps, will be

used as a staging area for supplies.

Epp and his wife, Norilynn, will spend

six weeks in Turkey in May and June. They
will assess the refugee situation, help co-

ordinate the Middle East Council's re-

sponse, and determine whether additional

workers are needed in the camps.

MCC is also checking possibilities for aid

to Kurdish and Shiite refugees from Iraq

on the Iranian border. MCC has contacted

the Iranian Red Crescent Society, which

said it welcomes relief supplies.

MCC plans to send two planeloads of

relief materials, one from Canada and one

from the United States. Blankets, clothing,

layettes, milk powder, canola oil, and

wheat will be included. Both the Red
Crescent Society and MCC are working to

find charter flights for these supplies. The
flights will go to Tehran, Iran; the Red
Crescent will take the relief supplies to the

border and distribute them. Ed Martin,

MCC secretary for the Middle East and

South Asia, is in the Middle East and

hopes to get a visa to visit Iran and see

shipments distributed.

MCC needs contributions to the "Bridg-

ing the Gulf fund, which pays for re-

sponses to suffering in the Middle East

following the Gulf War. Contributions re-

ceived will determine the size of the MCC
response.

—

Ardell Stauffer
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AMBS expands
summer school
Elkhart, Ind. fAAffiSJ—Associated Men-

nonite Biblical Seminaries will offer eight
summer courses in 1991. They will be
aimed at assisting not only pastors, but
also others interested in additional bibli-

cal, spiritual, or church study. While sem-
inary studies normally assume a college

degree as prerequisite, persons already
involved in congregational ministry, with
gifts affirmed for ministry, may also enroll.

Wiliard Swartley, director of the newly
expanded summer school, said that the

courses are intended to aid teachers in

church and public schools, lay congrega-
tional leaders, and others, besides meeting
the needs of pastors and regular AMBS
students. Millard Lind's course, for exam-
ple, is of special interest to lawyers.
While the first course is a three-week

offering, the majority run in 10-day peri-

ods:

•June 3-21, "Anabaptist History and
Theology" by H. Wayne Pipkin.

•June 25-July 5, "Conflict and
ConciHation" by John Paul Lederach;
"New Testament Spirituality" by Wiliard
Swartley and Marcus Smucker; "Educa-

New people are being attracted to Peace Mennonite Fellowship in suburban Los Angeles.

New California church uses videos
and ads to attract people
Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. (MBM)~Two

new families are attending Peace Menno-
nite Fellowship as a result of All God's
People videos being aired by the cable
television company in this suburb of Los
Angeles. The congregation was looking for

a low-cost way to gain broader exposure in

the area and learned of the outreach media
produced by the Media Ministries Depart-
ment of Mennonite Board of Missions.
Pastor Jeff Wright says his two-year-old

congregation arranged for the local cable
system to broadcast 13 videos—the All

God's People series of 12 editions and Our
Family Can Be Your Family, also an MBM
production—on Thursday evenings for 13

weeks. To advertise the program, Peace
Mennonite Fellowship ran MBM's "Men-
nonite Myth" outreach ads in the Thurs-
day edition of the local newspaper. The
videos and the ads included local tag lines

inviting people to visit the church.

The cable company had high praise for

the productions. A company representa-
tive said it was "the best I've put on the
air that's church-related."

During the 13 weeks the videos were
broadcast, the church received an average
of one call per week. Some people called

to report they saw the program and to offer

prayer support.

Seven others inquired about the church.
One family began coming to Peace Men-
nonite Fellowship after All God's People
Edition 12, entitled "The Peacemakers,"
was aired. The family had lived in Califor-

nia for 10 years and was not aware of any
peacemaking agencies or churches in the
area. Another family, invited by some
friends from the church to watch the All

God's People program with them, are now
attending.

The Peace congregation, started in 1989,
now has around 30 people attending wor-
ship services. After such a positive re-

sponse to the media campaign, the congre-
gation has decided to establish a stronger

core to enfold new people.

The congregation plans to use the videos
again, plus new ones, in the fall. "We're
fairly confident that we'U get up to 12

families walking in the door for the first

tune through this effort," Wright said.

"Realistically, we hope we can retain three
or four of these."

Wright estimates the media outreach
effort will cost about $1,000.

More information on using media as part
of an outreach campaign is available from
Lois Hertzler at MBM Media Ministries,

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone toll-free 800 999-3534.

tional Ministry for the '90s" by Mariene
Kropf and Daniel Schipani.

•July 9-19, "Preaching and Teaching
the Bible" by Jake Elias, June Alliman
Yoder, and Ross Bender; "Church
Planting" by Gary Martin; "Law and Power
in the Old Testament" by Millard Lind.
A longer course runs July 8-26 and Aug.

5-23: "Greek Language" by Mary Schertz.
More information on summer school is

available from AMBS at 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219 295-
3726.

Mennonites respond
to Costa Rica quake
Limon, Costa Rica (MCCj—Miguel Vega,

a Costa Rican Mennonite, was visiting

Mennonite churches in the rural areas near
here when an earthquake struck on April
22. It measured 7.4 on the Richter Scale
and left at least 10,000 people homeless.
The nearest populated area to the quake's
epicenter was a farm for Nicaraguan Men-
nonite refugees, run by Rosedale Menno-
nite Missions.

Vega walked 45 kilometers (28 miles) to
get out of the region, due to damaged roads
and bridges. He reached San Jose on April

24, where he met with other members of
the Costa Rica Mennonite Social Action
Committee to begin planning earthquake
response. The committee appointed Vega
project coordinator.

The committee has asked Mennonite
Central Committee to provide funds and
short-term workers to begin reconstruction
efforts near the area Vega visited. Three
Mennonite churches are located there.

Most of the refugees had returned to Nic-
aragua a few weeks earlier, and no one on
the farm was hurt in the quake. Several
large buildings remained standing on the
farm and are now being used as temporary
shelters.

The Social Action Committee plans to

base its rehef efforts in Bamboo, a town
with an airstrip located 15 kilometers from
the farm. The work will focus on 15 com-
munities along the Estrella River toward
the Panamanian border. Some of the com-
munities lost 60 percent of their homes.
MCC is accepting contributions for aid

to Costa Rica. MCC will base its response
to the disaster on requests for aid from
Costa Rica Mennonite Church. Contribu-
tions should be sent to MCC at Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501, designated for Costa
Rica earthquake response.

Mennonite Disaster Service is also gear-

ing up to respond to the Costa Rican
Mennonites' request for volunteers to help
rebuild. MDS is looking for people who
speak Spanish and have construction skills

to do short-term volunteer work in Costa
Rica. Interested persons should contact

their MDS regional representative.
—Andrea Schrock Wenger
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Two couples sacrifice

money and prestige

to leave U.S. Army

Kaiserslautem, Germany (MCC)—Four
soldiers in one U.S. Army unit here re-

cently filed for discharges as conscientious

objectors on the basis of their Christian

faith. Mennonite Central Committee peace

workers in nearby Krastel assisted them in

the filing process.

Rick and Dawn Shirley and Dean and

Tania Taylor play in the 76th Army Band.

About a year ago, after reading the book

No Compromise about Christian musician

Keith Green, they experienced a renewal

in their Christian life and began studying

the Bible regularly together. As a result,

they stopped playing in a band they had

formed with several friends that was per-

forming at bars and nightclubs.

As they sought to give their lives com-

pletely to Christ, questions began to arise

about their role in the military. They began

to read whatever they could find about

Christian perspectives on war and peace.

Try as they might to find Christians in the

military who could ease their consciences

on participation in war, they were increas-

ingly convinced that followers of Christ are

to love their enemies—even communists

and Iraqis.

All four soldiers were raised in evangel-

ical churches. Rick and Dean remember

that "young men that went into the military

were praised and respected in our

churches." Three of the four grew up in

military families. Dawn's father is stUl in

the reserves and her sister was at the front

in Saudi Arabia for six months.

"After reading the Sermon on the Mount
and many other verses, I was scared,"

Dean wrote in his CO claim. "I did not

know of any church that preached this kind

of truth. However, the Bible seemed so

straightforward on the issues of war and

nonviolence." The four thought they would

have to form their own church. "When we

attended a military chapel, we felt like

black people at a KKK rally," they recall.

Some of the books they found were by

Mennonite authors. Through a letter to

MCC Canada they learned about the MCC
peace workers in Krastel—Cathy and

Andre Gingerich Stoner. This past January

they met each other. They spent more time

discussing everyday life in a Mennonite

congregation than how to file for a CO
discharge. Stoners did try to point out that

there is often a gap between theory and

practice, but Taylors and Shirleys were

enthused to have found a church tradition

they could identify with.

Shortly thereafter, the two couples offic-

ially filed to be discharged as COs. Then-

band had been placed on guard duty, but

they have now been relieved of work with

weapons. Their request not to have to load

ammunition for the Gulf War on to planes

at Ramstein Air Base was honored. All four

received positive recommendations at

their CO hearings in March. They must

now wait two to three months for a final

decision to be made by the Army.

Both couples stand to lose tens of thou-

sands of dollars in educational benefits,

but their minds are made up.

Taylors and Shirleys are eager to learn

more about the Mennonite Church. They
recently spent an evening sharing their

stories with the Weierhof Mennonite con-

gregation and sang at the congregation's

Easter service.

When they are discharged, they would

like to spend a year in a Mennonite-related

service or mission project. They also have

an interest in traveling together as a band

and sharing the gospel through music.

They hope to live where they can partici-

pate in the life of a local Mennonite con-

gregation and find a long-term home in the

Mennonite family.
—Andre Gingerich Stoner

Support group gives direction

to Gleysteen's heritage work
Union, Mic/i.—Where should Mennonite

historian/storyteller Jan Gleysteen con-

centrate his efforts over the coming

months and years as he attempts to com-

plete certain projects? And what new
agenda is his to take on, in light of his past

experience and continuing gifts that he has

to offer the church? The working group

that met in a cabin here to ask these

questions was composed of a dozen indi-

viduals, representing various aspects of

the life of the Mennonite Church.

Since the 1950s, when he started working

at Mennonite Publishing House, Gleysteen

has become a popular communicator, art-

ist, and historian, with a message that

breathes the spirit of the Anabaptist/Men-

nonite way of life that he feels must be

witnessed to within each new generation.

And he is at the center of this witness as

he travels the length and breadth of North

America and beyond. Slide lectures are the

way he most often tells the story.

The working group asked: what else

ought Gleysteen be doing, in order to

prepare those of a new generation to take

over? How can he safeguard those assets

of slides and photographs for future gen-

erations? How can he best round out his

perennial research attempts to complete

his set of visuals?

The group decided that although Gleys-

teen should continue, as possible, as a sort

of circuit rider, moving from one church to

another, one school to another, he had

better make sure that enough research

takes place to bring about a certain bal-

ance in his basic collection of visuals. And
the group offered several suggestions on

how to do this.

To allow this to happen, the group saw

the Heritage Keeper newsletter, and those

who receive it, as a strong continuing sup-

port group—probably the main one—for

Gleysteen, financially and spiritually. The

group that met in Michigan, however, wants

to supplement this through special efforts,

most directly as a group Gleysteen may
look to for counsel, but also as a group that

may dream in such a manner that some

good things continue to happen.

Several new projects suggested them-

selves, in this regard. The group is inter-

ested in responding to a proposal to make

a video on the Anabaptist/Mennonite his-

torical vision. It would feature Gleysteen

on site, interpreting the breadth and depth

of Mermonite history.

Helping chart a course for the heritage work of Jan Gleysteen are (left to right) Leonard Gross, Dan

Kauffman, Mary Eleanor Bender, and Carol and Ed Nofziger
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• Conrad Grebel honors graduates. At its

nth annual baccalaureate service on April 7,
Com-ad Grebel College honored 49 graduates.'
John Miller, professor of religious studies,
offered two ideas about faith that are crucial
for the students as they leave—an active walk
with God and hope for the world. He chal-
lenged the graduating class to be an effective
first generation of leaders in the 21st century.
Conrad Grebel is affiliated with the University
of Waterloo, from which its students get their
actual degrees.

•Beck will address Hesston graduates.
The speaker at the 81st annual commence-
ment of Hesston College on May 19 will be
Duane Beck, pastor of Belmont Mennonite
Church in Elkhart, Ind. He is also the father
of graduate Eric Beck and a graduate of
Hesston himself. Commencement weekend
will also include a pinning ceremony for nurs-
ing graduates, a commissioning service for
pastoral ministries graduates, class reunions
for alumni, and the presentation of the play
West Side Story.

• New conference office. Atlantic Coast Con-
ference has a new office for its new adminis-
trator. It is in Morgantovm, Pa. The new
administrator, as of April 1, is Miriam Martin.
She succeeds Melville Nafziger, who worked
out of his home in Gap, Pa. Martin, who has
been editor of the conference periodical and
will continue in that role, is currently commut-
ing from her home in Hagerstown, Md. She
and her family will relocate to the Morgantown
area later. The new office address is 2791 Best
Rd., Morgantown, PA 19543. The telephone
number is 215 286-7517.

• Peace Sunday. Congregations are urged to
declare July 7 as "Peace Sunday." It is being
called by Mennonite Board of Congregational
Ministries. To help churches provide alter-
nate messages about peacemaking during a
time when warmaking is so popular, MBCM
has compiled a packet of information for a
weekend observance around Peace Sunday. It
helps congregations see that the historic Men-
nonite convictions about peacemaking are not
an obstacle to outreach, but may in fact be
welcome messages for neighbors. The packets
will be distributed with the May issue of
Memo to Pastors. More information is avail-
able from Ed Bontrager at MBCM, Box 1245,
Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219 294-7523.

• Grants from MMA. Over $425,000 in grants
were distributed by Mennonite Mutual Aid to
the Mennonite Church in 1990 through its
Sharing Fund and other programs. Most of
the grants—more than 800—supplemented
funds raised by congregations. They helped
meet needs beyond those covered by MMA's
health and life plans. They include assistance
in paying insurance premiums, meeting un-
paid medical expenses, adoption expenses,
burial expenses, and needs caused by an
accident, disability, or disaster. MMA is able
to make grants instead of paying taxes be-
cause Mennonite Mutual Aid Association is a
tax-exempt organization.

• Mediation for hockey players. A Menno-
nite-sponsored program has successfuly me-
diated a court case involving three members
of the Montreal Canadiens hockey team.
Brian Skrudland, Shayne Corson, and Mike
Keane were arrested following a dispute with

Funds for MCC. Harrisburg, Pa.~
The 35th annual Pennsylvania Re-
lief Sale, held April 5-6 at the Farm
Show Building here, netted $306,000
for Mennonite Central Committee.
Allen Carr (left), rehef sale chair-
man, thanks John Groff for his help
in making the sale a success. Groff
sold homemade candy at his stand.
"These people are continually
happy and joyful as they share in
this way," says Carr about the vol-

unteers who help year after year. In
addition, a heifer sale netted
$76,000, and three "houses against
hunger," built with donated labor
and materials, sold for about
$100,000 each.—Da/e Gehman

two other men outside a Winnipeg bar. The
three accepted the option of having their case
handled by Mediation Services, a program of
Mennonite Central Committee Canada. The
three reached an agreement wdth the two men
involved in the dispute, and the charges
against them were subsequently dropped. Me-
diation Services, which handled 1,000 cases
last year, is the largest program of its kind in
North America.

•Aid to Afghanistan. Mennonite Board of
Missions has sent $5,000 to help victims of an
earthquake and flooding in Afghanistan. It will
be used by the United Nations Disaster Relief
Organization to purchase food and medical
supplies. A February earthquake and subse-
quent flash floods killed an estimated 1,700
people and left 86,000 people homeless.

• New churches in East. Three new church-
planting efforts are underway in the East.
They are sponsored by Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions, which provides finances
on a declining scale over a three- to five-year
period. In New York City, Celso and Zulma
Jaime are forming a congregation in the Bronx
for Garifuna people from Central America. In
Irvington, N.J., Samuel Charles is laying the
foundation for a church among Haitian immi-

grants. In Nazareth, Pa., Rick Frantz is leading
a church-planting project.

• Coming events:
Great Trek 4, Dec. 29-Jan. 1, at School of Fine

Arts, Banff, Alta. It is for youth groups and
their sponsors, and the theme is "Walkin' on
Water." The event, sponsored by Conference
of Mennonites in Canada, was previously held
four years ago. The main speaker is Paula
Diller Lehman, director of Mennonite Service
Venture. Also planned are storytelling, semi-
nars, a New Year's Eve concert and party, and
recreational activities like skiing. More infor-
mation from the Congregational Resources
Board at CMC, 600 Shaftesbury Blvd., Whi-
nipeg, MB R3P 0M4; phone 204 888-6781.

50th Anniversary Homecoming, May 17-18, at
West Fallowfield Christian School, Atglen,'Pa.
The weekend event will include an open house,
family-style dinner, golf tournament, memora-
bilia exhibit, and a program involving a skit,
slides, singing, and sharing of memories. The
school currently has 200 students in grades
1-8. More information from the school at Box
279, Atglen, PA 19310; phone 215 593-5011.

100th Anniversary Celebration, June 8-9, at
Salem Mennonite Church, Shickley, Neb. The
weekend event will include a drama on the
congregation's history, messages by Ron Ken-
nel and LeRoy Kennel, a quilt auction, tree-
planting, special music, sharing of memories,
historical displays, pork barbecue, and
children's games. Souvenirs and a congrega-
tional history book wall be available. More
information from Lester Kennel at 402 627-
4395.

Benefit Golf Tournament, June 12, at Four Sea-
sons Golf Course, Landisville, Pa. The fourth
annual event is a fund-raiser for the scholar-
ship fund at Camp Hebron. More information
from the camp at 957 Camp Hebron Rd.,
Halifax, PA 17032; phone 717 896-3441.

• Job openings:
Resident director of a women's residence hall,

Hesston College. The person is a role model
and mentor; selects, trains, and supervises
staff; helps enforce campus regulations and
standards; and serves as part of the student
Ufe staff. A two-year commitment is required;
a bachelor's degree is preferred. Contact the
dean of students at HC, Box 3000, Hesston
KS 67062; phone 316 327-4221.

Teachers, Lancaster Mennonite High School,
starting this fall. Needed are teachers in phys-
ics and biology. The latter is for one year only.
Contact J. Richard Thomas at LMHS, 2176
Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602-
phone 717 299-0436.

Faculty/staff, Western Mennonite School, start-
ing this fall. Needed is a head cook, cafeteria
assistant, assistant dean of boys, and teachers
in Spanish, home economics, biology, and
industrial arts. Contact Bryan Stauffer at
WMS, 9045 Wallace Rd. NW, Salem, OR
97304; phone 503 363-2000.

Teacher, Belleville Mennonite School, starting
this fall. Needed is one person to teach ele-
mentary and high school physical education
and health. Contact Orville Heister at BMS,
Box 847, Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717
935-2184.

Teachers, West Fallowfield Christian School,
starting this fall. Needed are teachers in three
areas—grade 4, middle school science, and
physical education and health. Contact Gary
Sensenig at WFCS, Box 279, Atglen, PA
19310; phone 215 593-5011.
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• New appointments:

J. R. Burkholder, peace/social concerns coordi-

nator, Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries, starting in April. He succeeds

Atlee Beechy, who served briefly following the

departure of Ed Metzler. Burkholder is serv-

ing on a part-time volunteer basis while con-

tinuing as a peace consultant with Mennonite

Central Committee. He works alongside Ed
Bontrager, MBCM's new minister of congre-

gational mission/peace. Bontrager focuses on

peace education in the congregation, and

Burkholder is the Mennonite Church repre-

sentative in ecumenical discussions on
peace/social concerns. Burkholder was pre-

viously a professor at Goshen College and

Associated Mennonite BibUcal Seminaries.

Samuel Janzen, regional representative, Menno-
nite Board of Missions, starting in February.

In this role, he represents MBM in Virginia

Conference on a volunteer basis. He is a

retired pastor who continues to serve as over-

seer of the 19 congregations in the Northern

District of Virginia Conference. He has had a

long association with MBM, starting as ad-

ministrator of a hospital in Kansas. He served

on the MBM board 1964-78, and chaired it for

the last part of that time.

• New books:
Tradition and Transition by Paton Yoder. This

is a history of Amish Mennonites and Old

Order Amish, 1800-1900, and is part of the

Studies in Anabaptist/Mennonite History Se-

ries. The author is a retired American history

professor whose forebears are Amish Menno-
nites. The book, pubUshed by Herald Press

of Mermonite Publishing House, is available

for $28.95 (in Canada $35.95).

Departure by Melodic Davis. It is the story of a

young woman coming of age and wrestling

with faith questions in an exotic overseas

setting. Davis, the author of seven previous

books, is a writer/producer for the Media
Ministries Department of Mennonite Board
of Missions. This book, published by Herald

Press, is available for $7.95 (in Canada $9.95).

• Pastor transitions:

Paul Lederach resigned as lead pastor of Fran-

conia (Pa.) Mennonite Church in April. He
served there four years and is now retiring

from full-time work. Earlier he lived in Scott-

dale, Pa., where he served at Mennonite Pub-
Ushing House and operated an insurance busi-

ness. He plans to work petrt-time for Franconia

Conference and is engaged in two major writ-

ing projects.

Mary Mae Schwartzentruber began a short-term

pastoral assignment at Nairn Mennonite
Church, Ailsa Craig, Ont., recently. She
served previously as a pastor at Stirling Ave-

nue Mennonite Church, Kitchener, Ont.

• Change of address:
Beryl and Marge Jantzi from Harrisonburg, Va.,

to 218 Stephen Ln., Ephrata, PA 17522.

Milo and Viola Stahl from Jamaica to 1140

Parkway Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (until

Aug. 1). (After that to Box 141, Mandeville,

Manchester, Jamaica.)

Nancy Showalter from Elkhart, Ind., to Box 174,

Niton Junction, AB TOE ISO.

Ernie Bontrager from Arcadia, Fla., to 9425 Lake
Montcalm Rd., Vestaburg, MI 48891.

BIRTHS

Alderman, Eric and Beth (Stoltzfus), Gap, Pa.,

Travis Michael (first child), April 5.

Beck, Joe and Gloria (Short), Waldron, Mich.,

Sara Elizabeth (second child), AprU 11.

Benner, Arlin and Donna (Mininger), Telford,

Pa., Alyssa Nicole (second chOd), April 3.

Bode, Raymond and Debora (Gongwer), Go-

shen, Ind., Heather Kae (second child), April 6.

Breckbill, David and Anita (Stoltzfus), Lincoln,

Neb., Benjamin Eli (second child), Mar. 16.

Brenneman, Greg and Pat (Combs), Mt. Lake
Park, Md., Alexis Ann (first child), Mar. 6.

Eichelberger, Doyle and LeeAnn (Meyer),

Shickley, Neb., Lacy Leigh (first child). Mar. 1.

Gibson, Nathan and Kyra (Myers), Morocco,

Ind., Megan Michele (third child), Feb. 20.

Hoover, Steve and Darcie, Stouffville, Ont.,

Amy Taylor (second child), April 8.

Homing, Robert and Karen (Stoltzfus), Mor-
gantown. Pa., Mathandra Rose (third child),

April 16.

Killian, Doug and Judy (Kessler), Lemoyne,
Pa., Emma Nye (third child), Nov. 13.

Kreider, Bruce and Beverly (Stoltzfus), Bain-

bridge, Pa., Andrew Nathan (first child), Nov. 10.

Meyers, Garland and Janice (Martin), Perkasie,

Pa., Alicia Michelle (second child). Mar. 1.

Mogt, Brian and Judy (Schlegel), Tavistock,

Ont., Bradin Wilfred Paul (third child), April 4.

Reinford, Lee and GaU (Jones), Schwenksville,

Pa., Eilee Dawn (third child), April 12.

Smith, Dennis and Karen (Hammer), Toledo,

Ohio, NeO Patrick (third child), April 16.

Soltys, Steve and Delma (High), Ephrata, Pa.,

Erinn Brittany (first child), April 4.

Spory, Paul and Evonne (Alwine), Boswell, Pa.,

Emily Mae (first child), April 8.

Stutzman, Mark and Megan (Stephen), Grants

Pass, Ore., Grant Edward (second child). Mar.

13.

Voss, Brian and Debbie (Clarke), Rensselaer,

Ind., Caleb John (fourth child), Feb. 24.

Zimmerman, Duane and Lonna (Bender), Har-

risburg. Pa., Noah Jacob (first child), Oct. 20.

Correction: In the Feb. 19 issue the address for

the parents of the Adrian birth announcement
was incorrect. It should have said Stouffville,

Ont, not Lititz, Pa.

NEW MEMBERS

First Mennonite, Iowa City, Iowa: Tony
Brenneman, Andrea Gates, Roger Kurtz,

Sonya Stauffer Kurtz, Delwin Miller, Patty

Miller, Tony Miller, Christine Rinehard
Miller, Margo Rowe.

Souderton, Pa.: Gary and Cindy Rittenhouse.

Waynesboro, Va.: Linda Gayle Moore, Curtis

Umbarger, Bethany Kirby, Mare Sue Glowers,

Justin Barker, Ben Eberly, Martha Eberly,

Sharon Eby, and Bruce Norris.

Locust Grove, Burr Oak, Mich.: Joseph

Schwartz and Paul Kindig.

Grace, Berlin, Ohio: Marion Erb, May Mast,

Ura Mast, Liz Maurer and Steve Meinke.
Kingview, Scottdale, Pa.: Merrill and Cindy

Miller, Audrey Shetler, and Bob, Verda, and

Rod MUler.

Bethel, Delphos, Ohio: Fred Stalter, Mary
Stalter, Anna Mary Stalter, Virginia Stalter,

Laura Troyer, Barbara Troyer, and Lorett

Troyer.

Salem, Shickley, Neb: Joel Kempf, Karena
Lubbers, Julie Schlegel, Dana Schweitzer,

Emily Swartzendruber, and Anne Yoder.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Michael Weaver, Jonathan

Trissel, Deanna Steiner, Ryan Strife, Jason

Shifflett, Melinda Boese, Megan Martin,

Sonya Strife, Gwen Snavely, Jan Emswiler,

Todd Schlabach, and Wes Harman.
Wellman, Iowa: Kevin and Shirley Hochsted-

ler, Larry and Elva Evers, Maynard and Nora
Kinsinger, and Paul and Helen Yoder.

Mennonite Fellowship, Nairobi, Kenya: An-
drea Martin and Frances Miller.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.: Christine

Glick and Annie Guardacosta.

Clinton Frame, Goshen, Ind.: Perry Kauff-

man, Jaime Jantzi and Cathy Hall.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.: Peter and Gail

Blum, Winston and Sibyl Gerig, Gerald and
Joetta Handrich Schlabach, Michael and
Patsy Musser Sherer, Phil Hart, Karen Stich-

ter, Toshio Kaneko, Rosy Stoltzfus, Dan
Stoltzfus, Michelle Brandenburg and JuHe

Hart.

Campus Activities Center opens. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—The Student Life Office

of Hesston College sponsored an open house for the college's new Campus
Activities Center on April 9. Students, faculty, and staff were invited for an evening

of fun and games to celebrate the opening of the new facility. A number of

dormitory groups set up carnival booths offering contests, food, and entertainment.

A tug-of-war tournament was held and the winning dorm groups in each division

received milkshakes from the snack shop. Students played volleyball, basketball,

and soccer and visited the new training and exercise room. In addition to the

activities, drawings were held for door prizes donated by Hesston merchants.
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MARRIAGES

Beachy-Maurer: Matt Beachy, Sugarcreek,
Ohio (Grace cong.), and Liz Maurer, New
Philadelphia, Ohio (Grace cong.), Mar. 16, by
David R. Clemens.

Cooper-Ebersole: R. David Cooper, Leola, Pa.
(Family Ministries Church), and Sheila D.
Ebersole, Leola, Pa. (Forest Hills cong.), April
13, by Mark R. Wenger.

Gross-Brenneman: Douglas Gross, Nampa,
Idaho (First Mennonite cong.), and Joyce
Brenneman, Nampa, Idaho (Mountain View
cong.). Mar. 30, by Duane Oesch.

Kaufman-Keim: Paul Kaufman, Dundee, Ohio
(Grace cong.), and Jackie Keim, Apple Creek,
Ohio (Grace cong.), Feb. 16, by David R.
Clemens.

Kirmse-Smith: Rene Kirmse, London, Ont,
and Wilma Smith, Ailsa Craig, Ont. (Nairn
cong.), Dec. 22, by Karen James-Abra.

Miller-Chupp: Nathan MOler, Sarasota, Fla.
(Bethel cong.), and Lorene Chupp, Sarasota,
Fla. (Bahia Vista cong.), Feb. 16, by Jesse
Click and A. Don Augsburger.

DEATHS

Blosser, Pearl M., 90. Wakarusa, Ind. Bom-
Mar. 25, 1901, St. Joseph Co., Ind., to Charles
and Sarah Bollinger. Died: April 9, 1991,
Wakarusa, Ind. Survivors—husband: RusseU
Blosser; children: Harriet Bontrager, Virgil,
Raymond; 10 grandchildren, 14 great-grand-
children. Funeral: April 12, Holdeman Men-
nonite Church, by Sam Troyer and Russell
Krabill. Burial: Yellow Creek Cemetery.

Eby, Delcie, 93. Bom: Oct. 1, 1897, Little Rock,
Ark. Died: April 11, 1991, LaGrange, Ind.
Survivors— children: Beulah Neff, Ruby
Weaver, Vera Bontrager, Tmman, Orvan,
Mervin; stepchildren: Bemice Yoder, J. Er-
nest Miller, Payson; brother and sisters: Earl,

Anna Miller, Orpha Getz; 23 grandchildren,
31 great-grandchildren. Predeceased by: John
S. Miller (first husband), Ira Eby (second
husband). Funeral: April 15, Marion Menno-
nite Church, by Brad Miller. Burial: Shore
Cemetery.

Gahman, Hannah L., 87. Born: Oct. 11, 1903,
New Britain Twp., Pa., to Harvey and Eliza-
beth (Lapp) Detweiler. Died: Mar. 31, 1991,
Quakertown, Pa. Survivors—husband: Melvin
H. Gahman; children: Melvin Earl, Margaret
Ehzabeth Good; sisters: Elizabeth Gahman,
Ruth Derstine; 8 grandchildren, 4 great-
grandchildren. Funeral and burial: AprO 4,
Doylestown Mennonite Church, by Duane
Bishop.

Kauffman, Cora, 78. Bom: Feb. 16, 1913, to
Simeon and Loueza (Nofziger) Short. Died-
April 15, 1991, Archbold, Ohio, of a heart
attack. Survivors—husband: Orval Kauffman;
children: Glenn, Evelyn Rychener, Donald!
Mary Short; sister: Dora Schrock; 13 grand-
children, 5 great-grandchildren. Funeral: April
18, Central Mennonite Church, by Ross Gold-
fus. Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Kratz, Ruth, 71. Born: Dec. 28, 1919,
Souderton, Pa., to Isaiah and Bertha (Moyer)
Clemmer. Died: April 12, 1991, Sellersville,
Pa. Survivors—husband: Norman L. Kratz;
daughter: Janice K. Althouse; sister: Beatrice
Helhowski; 4 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchil-
dren. Funeral and burial: April 17, Franconia
Mennonite Church, by Russell Detweiler,
Curtis Bergey, and Floyd Hackman.

Miller, Eli J., 66. Bom: April 23, 1924, La
Junta, Colo., to Baldwin and Katie (Hostetler)
Miller. Died: Dec. 19, 1990, Pryor, Okla., of a
stroke. Survivors—wife: Irene Scheffel; chil-
dren: Carl, Glen, Margaret Critchnau, Joe;
brothers and sister: Elmer, Floyd, Fern
Scheffel; 10 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 22, Zion Mennonite Church, by
Duey Matthews and Carl Helmuth.

Moore, Henry B., Jr., 82. Born: Sept. 25, 1908,
Brooklyn, N.Y., to Henry B. Moore and Lillian
E. (Homan) Smallwood-Moore. Died: April

11, Somerset, Pa., of cancer. Funeral and
burial: April 15, Stahl Mennonite Church, by
Harold and Mar/ Grace Shenk.

Mott, Laveme A., 80. Bom: Aug. 10, 1910,
Lancaster, Pa., to John and Myrtle (Benner)
Mott. Died: April 4, 1991, Lancaster, Pa.
Survivors—children: John, Howard L., Betty
J. Lopez, Marabelle Herr, Mary L. Winters,
Sandra L. Johns, Sarah J. Demmy; 18 grand-
chDdren, 14 great-grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Mae Stahl (wife). Funeral: April 6, Mount
Joy Mennonite Church. Burial: Kraybill Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Reist, Edwin, 78. Bom: Nov. 8, 1912, Woolwich
Twp., Ont., to Moses and Lydia (Heer) Reist
Died: April 8, 1991, Kitchener, Ont, of a heart
attack. Survivors—wife: Melinda Bmbacher;
children: Leroy, Esther Pemitsky, Beulah
Cash, Linda Barker, Kevin; sisters: Lucinda
Martin, Perceda Gingerich, Salome Reist; 6
grandchildren, one great-grandchild. Prede-
ceased by: Donald (infant son). Funeral and
burial: April 12, Nith Valley Mennonite
Church, by Harold Schilk and Amzie
Bmbacher.

Smith, Edward L., 93. Bom: Sept. 6, 1897, to
C. H. and Mary Smith. Died: April 7, 1991,
Peoria, ni. Survivors—wife: Frances Yoder;
son: Wesley; sisters: Martha Smith, Lulu
Smith, Mabell Smith, Delia Ulrich; 5 grand-
children. Funeral and burial: April 10,
Roanoke Mennonite Cemetery, by Paul
Sieber and Rick Troyer.

Steinman, Ada, 65. Bom: Jan. 25, 1926, East
Zorra Twp., Ont., to Simon and Catherine
(Brenneman) Roi. Died: April 13, 1991, Kitch-
ener, Ont. Survivors—husband: Alvin
Steinman; sons: Rodney, Donald, Perry; sis-
ters and brother: Nora Carter, Floretta Lichti,
Ken, Audrey Lebold. Funeral and burial: April
16, Steinmarm Mennonite Church, by Ingrid
Loepp Thiessen, Vernon Zehr, and Fred
Lichti.

Weaver, Sadie R., 79. Bom: June 29, 1911,
Belleville, Pa., to Simon and Emma Kanagy
Died: Mar. 31, 1991, Lancaster, Pa., of heart
failure. Survivors—husband: Daniel B.
Weaver; children: Allen Harold, Gladys Cope;
10 grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: April 4, Conestoga Menno-
nite Church, by Harvey Z. Stoltzfus, Nathan
Stoltzfus, and Glenn Leaman.

YES teams to Germany, Grenada, and Italy. Philadelphia, Pa. (EMBM)—Three
Youth Evangelism Service teams, sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions, left on April 15 for short-term assignments in Germany, Grenada and
Italy They spent the past three months in preparation at the YES Discipleship
L-enter in Philadelphia. The team members are: Front row (left to right)—Eric
Burton, Jeffrey Schnupp, John Shantz, Martin Strack, and Mike King. Second
row-Kathy Huber, Sandy Longenecker, Theda Good, Gretchen Newman Toy
Gehman, Crystal Block, and Yolanda Miller. Third row-Chrisy Tyson, Erich Lotz
Brian Ebersole, Duane Stauffer, Rodney Kraybill, and Crystal Kropf

CALENDAR
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Afro-American Mennonite Association board,
Chicago, m.. May 17-19

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement,
Harrisonburg, Va., May 18

Hesston College commencement, Hesston,
Kan., May 19

Rosedale Bible Institute commencement, Irwin,
Ohio, May 23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries com-
mencement, Elkhart, Ind., May 24

Mennonite Church Historical Committee,
Goshen, Ind., May 24-25

Southwest Conference mid-year session, Phoe-
nix, Ariz., May 25-26

Conference on Civilian Public Service, Goshen,
Ind., May 30-June 1

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., May 31-June 1

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,
June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3



'We want Westerners to hear our stories! Missionaries

should read this book before they come to Africa so that

they'll understand the struggles we women face.''
—Kadi Hayalume Tshinyama, Kinshasa, Zaire

Surviving Without Romance:
African Women Tell Their Stories

Esther is a teenage bride, married against her will to an 85-year-old man. Barren

Mariamu is accused of witchcraft and chased from home. Rosa sees a vision from

God which comforts her as her only boy-child dies. Janet preaches in American

pulpits and in country villages with charisma and grace.

Mary Lou Cummings spent a year in Kenya and Tanzania listening to women
tell about their lives so that we can catch their vision of God alive and at work in

the world. Now this book makes available their eloquent, moving stories. They

survive without romance—despite polygamy, poverty, and injustice.

But underneath the pain bubbles love, laughter, and music. "African women
have something we often don't have. It shows in the proud posture, the freedom

of deep laughter, and in prayers."—Mary Lou Cummings
Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Stories for Reading and Telling:

Beyond the Golden Hills
and Other Stories

A traveler yearning for the paradise beyond the golden hills builds beauty in the

desert along the way. A magnificent vase shatters and the life of a hardened

schoolmaster mends. A tattered shaw made with love long, long ago heals a

family's bitterness. These and other timeless stories by Anne L. Squire-Buresh

will inspire seekers of all ages to understand life better.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95

A Peace Story:

The Deserter
An eloquent witness for peace in the time of war is the message of this novel.

Joseph King turned his back on the peace teachings of his church to fight for the

Union Army in the Civil War. In the heat and fervor of battle, he begins to see war

as futile expense of human life. The peace teachings of his Mennonite preacher

father come back to him with clarity and he knows he cannot go on fighting.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95
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Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include $2.00
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EDITORIALS

So you are a dwelling of God's?
Take another look at 2 Cor. 6:14—7:1 some time.

It's a rather strange passage—so strange many
commentators don't do a whole lot with it. They
find it breaking Paul's flow of thought in Second
Corinthians. One even uses the passage as evi-

dence the book is a "scissors-and-paste" job of
several letters clipped together to make a whole.
We Mennonites haven't paid too much at-

tention to the niceties of how this book was writ-

ten. We have paid some attention to what the

passage says: be separate, be clean, come out
from among them. More recently we have also

struggled with what that means in a global world
where "coming out" and "being separate" be-
come increasingly difficult, at least physically if

not psychologically.

But wait, there's more. Imbedded in Paul's ad-
monition not to be mismatched with unbelievers
is this statement: "For we are the temple of the
living God; as God said, 'I will live in them and
walk among them, and I will be their God, and
they shall be my people' "

(2 Cor. 6:16b).

To me that's revolutionary. God within. Within
me. Does any other behef system dare make
such a claim?

I suspect it's not one we're particularly com-
fortable with. Sure, we Mennonites have at least

given lip service to our belief that the Holy
Spirit lives within. But God? As Tom Finger
points out (pages 1-3), we haven't done much
with the truth that the Holy Spirit equals God.
God within. What does that mean for those of

us who have chosen to be God's children?
• It should affect how we feel about ourselves.

If we are God's temples, we are more than
"worms" or "dust." We are persons of value and
worth. A lot of us need constant reminders of
that in a world that's prone to depersonalize and
marginalize.

• It should affect how we take care of our-

selves. For Christians, health and exercise and
diet should be more than passing fads. Paul also

warns (1 Cor. 6:15ff.) that sins against the body
are sins against God.

• It should affect how we take care of our
world. As with health, so with the environment

and the natural world. These too must be more
than fads. As dwellings of the living God, we
take care of what God has created.

• It should affect how we relate to others. God
within us. God within our sisters and brothers.

That's important to remember when the church
community seems constraining or oppressive or
even impossible to achieve. God is also in that

brother or sister with whom we so fundamentally
disagree.

• It should affect how we relate to God. A
deeper relationship with our Creator has been a
heartfelt cry of Christians throughout the cen-
turies. It surfaces today in increased interest in

worship, spirituality, and renewal. One answer
may be to look within, to trust more fully our
ideas and feelings and instincts. If God dwells

within, the way to an intimate relationship with
God is already within our grasp.

• It should affect what we say to our world.

God within. We then become God's agents for

bringing love, peace, justice, and joy to those
who know not God. We have no other choice.

We want no other choice.

Those are six implications I see of the fact

that God lives within me. There are more. God's
Spirit within you can lead you to more aware-
ness of what being God's temple means for you.

God within. Could it be that was the key Paul
had in mind for holy, separate living? To be a
child of God's is to be different by definition. As
Tom Finger concludes: This is "at the heart of
our faith." It is "the good news we have to

share."—y/p

Signs of the times

A leftover note fi*om the recent war: While
driving along Route 40 in southcentral Penn-
sylvania, I noted these words on a marquee wel-

coming guests to an upper crust hunting, skiing,

and golf resort: "Pray for peace."

Ten miles further down the road was this mes-
sage on a sign welcoming worshipers to a

church: "Support our troops."

Enuf said.—jlp
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From Babel to Pentecost:

Dramatic reminders
that we are not God
By creating multiple languages and
different features in the human family,

God assured every human encounter

would reveal that Yahweh alone is God,

Usually my prayers extend no further than

I can throw a stick. "God be with me,

God be with my wife, God be with my
daughter, God be with my congregation." I am
chagrined by how seldom my prayers extend to

, include the rest of the world.

But then occasionally the church makes a

point of celebrating God's commitment to every

tribe and tongue—for example, on World Day of

Prayer, Pentecost, and World Communion Sun-

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE day. For a few days my prayers soar around the
~ globe. But too soon the horizons shrivel back to

_ , , the boundaries of my nation and my neighbor-
Joumal through a war hoo^i

that is is not over 4 I do not have the excuse of ignorance. I have

more than enough global awareness. And yet, al-

Should we call most instinctively, my concerns turn to the paro-

Jesus Christ 'God'? 6 ^^^^ ^ °" knees.

Perhaps I'm not alone. Perhaps this global for-

getfulness is endemic to our humanity. And, just

Franconia boosts missions, perhaps, it is sin.

launches fund-raising 9 Human beings tend to idolize themselves.

by

John
Stahl-

Wert



We humans tend to idolize ourselves.
Our truith tends to mirror our culture.
And we forget the true God, the one who
desires praise from every tongue.

One's God tends to resemble one's self. Truth
tends to mirror one's cultural traditions. And the
true God, the one who desires praise from every
tribe and tongue, is usually forgotten.

It's for this reason that the church provides us
with reminders, days set apart to celebrate and
remember who God really is. Given our pen-
chant for parochializing the work of our Lord,
Pentecost may be one of the more important of
these days.

Reciting from Joel, Peter addressed the Pente-
cost crowd: "In the last days it shall be, God de-
clares, that I will pour out my Spirit upon all

flesh And it shall be that whoever calls on
the name of the Lord shall be saved" (Acts
2:17a, 21).

On that day of Pentecost, "whoever" included
people from nearly 20 distinct language groups.
And by a mighty act of God, all peoples were
united in the miracle of hearing the gospel spo-
ken in their native tongues. Scripture tells us
this miracle "bewildered" the multitude, perhaps
not unlike the earher bewilderment at Babel,
where God's intervention had a quite opposite ef-

fect.

I

The events of Pentecost take on new mean-
ing in light of the story of Babel. Babel re-

veals a truth about humanity, about our
tendencies apart from God, about the one who
scrambles tongues and then as easily unscram-
bles them for purposes that are beyond us.

Listen to the people of Babel speak: "Come,
let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its

top in the heavens, and let us make a name for

ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad upon the
face of the whole earth" (Gen. 11:4).

I confess that I identify with these folk. Desir-
ing protection in a fortress city or an enclave
community is natural. Arrogantly seeking an ele-

vated position or rebelliously wanting a name for
ourselves apart from God seem rather ordinary.
The fear of being lost among foreigners or scat-
tered across a strange land is understandable.
And is anything wrong with being proud of our

accomplishments? Does God begrudge us these?
What is wrong with being able to do what we set
our heart to do?

Babel points to Pentecost,
when all nations and tongues
are once again gathered, this

time for worship and praise.

Nothing, necessarily. It depends entirely on
the condition of the heart.

But there is plenty wrong when a racially and
culturally fortressed people with an arrogant, re-
beUious xenophobic heart set to do something.
And that is exactly who the people of Babel had
become. Their separateness and similarity had
been a breeding ground. In time it produced an
isolated, supremacist culture that would have
been capable of great evil. History has given us
examples.

But God stopped this from happening at
Babel. God stopped this from happening
by confusing the people's speech.

It is often said that God cursed the people of
Babel, penahzing them for their idolatry by creat-
ing multiple languages. I disagree. I beheve
God's confusion of language is not a curse but a
gift. Both Babel and Pentecost are reminders to
us that God's interest spans the globe.
By creating multiple languages and correspond-

ingly diverse shapes, colors, and features in the
human family, God assured that every human en-
counter would be a revelation that Yahweh alone
is God. When we encounter one another's differ-

ences, our idols begin to crack.

Of course it has not been a pretty story. En-
mity between culture, tribe, race, and tongue
runs deep in the human family. But this much
must be said. Culture, tribe, race, and tongue do
not cause enmity. Idolatry causes enmity. If we
are recalcitrant in our idolatry, we will hate any-
one whose skin, shape, or speech is different
from our own. They remind us that we are not
God.

The way of Babel looks inviting: a safe refuge,
a penthouse suite, name recognition, protection
from outsiders. But that way leads to hell.

God doesn't want that. So God gave us each
other, and then God made us different.

Happily for everyone, the story doesn't end
with scattered tribes and tongues at Babel.
Babel points to Pentecost. At Pentecost the na-
tions were regathered, this time for worship.
And looking toward history's conclusion, John
the Evangelist saw this regathering brought to
completion in his vision of the the Lamb of God.
"Worthy art thou to take the scroll and to

open its seals, for thou wast slain and by thy
blood didst ransom men for God from every
tribe and tongue and people and nation . . . and
they shall reign on earth" (Rev. 5:9-10).

John Stahl-Wert lives in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he
pastors the Pittsburgh Mennonite Church.
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"But now I am coming to

you, and I speak these

things in the world so that

they may have my joy made
complete in themselves."

—John 17:13, NRSV

Editorial consultants: Robert

Hartzler, Richard A. Kauffman,
Ralph Lebold, Stuart

Showalter, Sue C. Steiner

READERS SAY

Kind of leadership
the church needs
The following items in the April 16

issue caught my eye, and I see a com-
mon thread among them:

If it's true that, as the Fellowship of

Concerned Mennonites believes, women
have a divinely appointed role of "nur-

ture and service," I know of no better

qualification for the kind of leadership

desperately needed in the Mennonite

Church and beyond.

Ross Bender's "Urban Haiku" reflects

my mixed emotions when I too walk the

streets of Center City. The street people

embarrass me and force me to reevalu-

ate my self-concept. I need to hear more
of the "wild-eye street lady preaching"

—

especially on Sunday morning.

Ruth Kanagy
Berwyn, Pa.

We need to read
with understanding
Thanks for the article, "How Shall We

Celebrate Creation?" (April 9). It ad-

dresses some concerns I have about Mat-
thew Fox and others who teach

"creation-spirituality." Although these

writers may help us appreciate the

world around us and give a word of com-
fort to people with a low self-image and
deep sense of condemnation, several

things are missing.

Fox and others miss the reahty of evU.

Although they stress God's imminence, they

miss God's transcendence. They see na-

ture as revelation, missing the greater reve-

lation of God through Christ, God's Son.

Meister Eckhart, from whose writings

Fox draws heavily, was until recently

considered by the Catholic Church a

false teacher. Fox's theology is also ques-

tioned by the CathoHc Church.

Hazel Knicely

Adrian, Mich.

Both Leviticus and Psalms
show what true worship is

I appreciated Richard Kauffman's arti-

cle, "Let's Take Another Look at

Worship" (March 5). On two different oc-

casions I, a Roman Catholic priest, have

celebrated the Eucharist specifically for a

Mennonite congregation—at one I used

wine, in the other grape juice. On both

occasions I sensed a real longing on the

part of those attending to explore differ-

ent worship forms.

Leviticus with the Psalms provides us

with a vibrant picture of what worship

is. It is only in worship that coercive

power is transformed and humbled. God
is power and might, we are weakness
and fragility, but we know this only in

adoration and surrender.

Leviticus is as important as Exodus in

our efforts to become holy as our God is

holy. Leviticus establishes the right rela-

tionship between humans and God. If

Exodus is action, Leviticus is reflection

at the depths of the human spirit.

Indeed, a common sin of Christians is

to miss the imperative of ethics and jus-

tice. But perhaps we all today need to

ponder the spirit of Leviticus and ask

how in a profane and secular culture we
sustain our identity and proclaim the ho-

liness of God.

Jack Morris, Jr.

Seattle, Wash.

Death is inevitable

for all of us
Thank you for "The Resurrection Is

God's Final Word" (March 26). Phil

Bedsworth, having come close to death,

sees true life in Christ. He expresses no

bitterness over his illness but joy for

each moment with his family and his

ministry. His desire is to give every mo-
ment to his Lord.

No matter how young or healthy we
are, we face the same inevitable future. I

will die. Even at age 30 this should chal-

lenge me. Each day I live I should live

for Christ. And each trial I face, I face

with his help.

Everyone who looks at death must
also deal with the fear of death. One pas-

sage that I dwell on frequently to help

me is Isa. 63:2-3.

Susan King
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.

From the newsstand
to the official publication

In reference to your editorial (March

19) in which you say, "Send us some
Issachars for our twentieth-century

North American Mennonite churches":

There is a very prominent Issachar

among us. It is the written Word of God.

In the same issue I read about "gay and
lesbian brothers and sisters" and a net-

work that has been formed for Mermo-
nite and Brethren congregations wishing

to be supportive of them. It explained

that "accepting congregations" are those

who are prepared to accept homosexuals

as full members.
I find it hard to believe that such talk

has so quickly moved from the down-

town newsstand into the official publica-

tion of the Mennonite Church. I know it

is "news," but I feel a sense of shame in

the way it is named among us. The
Issachar of the Word of God says, "But

do not let immorality or any impurity . .

.

even be named among you" (Eph. 5:3,

NAS). I believe the church will suffer

and reap serious consequences for print-

ing expressions that insinuate such a Ufe-

style is pleasing and acceptable to God.

Simon Schrock

Fairfax, Va.
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Journal through a war
Powerless to stop the carnage or to

bring peace anywhere, we are tempted
to flip over to what appears to be the

winning side , , , or the logical position,

by Phoebe Garber Hershey

January 9, 1991
Hopes for a peaceful solution in the Persian

Gulf are almost gone. Baker's meeting with
Iraq's Aziz in Geneva doesn't seem to have
brought understanding any closer.

The possibility of war has become steadily

larger and closer, week by week and month by
month. Troop build ups, rhetoric, staging, tough
talk, human shields, Desert Shield, news media
overload, demands. . . . And nothing has made a

bit of difference. Kuwait has been plundered, tor-

tured, and raped.

Where is justice? Where is mercy? Where is

brother for brother? Where is another way?
God the Almighty, God the caring and compas-

sionate! What do you say? What are you doing?
Are you working in George Bush's and Saddam
Hussein's minds and hearts?

January 31, 1991
Since the 16th, when the Alhed forces began

bombing Iraq, there has been constant coverage

on TV. So much instant analysis and conjecture.

Rhetoric, rhetoric, rhetoric from all sides.

Graphic glee over surgical hits. Mistreatment of

prisoners of war, oil spilling in the Gulf, sudden
death to people and destruction of their homes.
Worry, fear, compassion, pain, bereavement,

anger, tension, bragging, restraint . . . every pas-

sion intensified. Multiphcations of woes.

Agonizing over what should never be, over
what we are powerless to prevent, or to rectify.

Can I rest my concerns in the hands of God?
God cares, that I know. But why didn't God

keep the war from beginning? Didn't we pray
hard enough, write enough letters, demonstrate
in great enough numbers? Is there anything else

I could have done to make an impact?
Now suddenly, since the fighting has begun, I

find myself wanting the coalition forces to hit

Iraq hard and fast. To stop Saddam. Somewhere

inside, in secret, cheering when we have success.

What is this? I do not believe in war, in killing!

But if war is to be . . . then we should be the vic-

tor. I am ashamed to admit my feelings. Have I

been polluted by the media barrage? By the
gung-ho, support-the-military way of thinking?

Condemn Saddam Hussein. We have the righ-

teous cause. Don't we?

February 1, 1991
Have I given up? Since I am powerless to stop

all this carnage, to bring peace anywhere, have I

flipped over to what appears the winning side?

The logical side?

Or is it an evil spirit that takes over? Some-
times when I hear of people dying of drug abuse,
I secretly say to myself: They were so messed
up anyway. Better to let them die. To decimate
their number. Purge our society.

Why is this? An evil Spirit? In me?
It is exhausting to always be open to empathy.

It hurts. Especially when nothing I am doing
seems in any way related to those ills.

How do I remain open to suffering, and keep
my equilibrium, my sanity, my serenity. . .

.

There is no peace where evil is

tolerated. There is no peace
where injustice is king. There
is no peace in paralysis.

Should I be serene? When people are dying, are

in pain?

And I am safe here . . . under a roof ... in my
custom-covered armchair, with my Scottish wool
wrap over my knees, listening to my music?
Looking through the small square panes of my
window at blue sky through the pattern of shin-

ing gray branches of my beech tree. Each
branch has one side bright where the sun from
the east warms it, and one side dark.

The bright side, the dark side. Is that what I

am seeing in myself?

Dark is the absence of light . . . sun . . . Son of

Righteousness and Love. Do I need to expose
both sides of myself, my soul, to the light and
love of Jesus?
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that is not over

February 4, 1991

At St. Michael's with sunlight streaming in . .

.

I am here to sit in the light of the Son, letting

his light warm my coldness. Letting his warmth

penetrate to the deep dark pockets of hardness,

of pollution, of frozen emotion. Cleansing, warm-

ing, bringing life.

I want to just sit and let God. Let Jesus come.

February 5, 1991

Why am I not fighting this pollution of hatred?

Why am I not protesting this war? Why am I not

allowing myself to consider action for things I be-

lieve in?

I hate controversy, argument, and discord. I

seem to need accord so much that I have be-

come passively tied up in chains of inaction,

bound in the tension of unexpressed convictions,

unlived truth.

If I open myself to whatever the Spirit may
ask of me, where might I be led? How might I be

freed? How might this evil be banished—this

evil that seeps into my soul?

There is no peace where evil is tolerated.

There is no peace where injustice is king. There

is no peace in paralysis.

February 25, 1991

The pain of war is all around. In the air, in the

airwaves. In the consciousness of us all is the

deep, burning knowledge of so many kinds of suf-

fering.

Pain for us. But so much more pain for those

in Iraq, Kuwait, and throughout the Middle

East. Pain for all peoples caught in this conflict

of madness. Pain that will never be totally

erased in this life. Losses overwhelming, sense-

less, and undeserved.

O God of peace, have pity on this planet.

Spare the innocent. Redeem the guilty. Jesus

weeps today for those in pain. I weep too.

March 3, 1991

The war is over. But not over.

Too neat for us. Too devastating for Iraq and

Kuwait. The suffering of the people is not over.

It wiU never be over. So many hurts are there to

breed hatred. The political situation is not set-

tled.

Injustice, has it been diminished? Or has more
injustice been done?

We were not able to stop the runaway truck.

But where were we when the truck was being

built? Where were we when other trucks were

running down other peoples? Where was our

voice, our caring?

I am exhausted. But I am not dead to the hor-

ror of this war. I want to feel. I want to be alive

to the messiness of Ufe, not just to the languid

beauty of the Lenten roses in my garden or the

crystal clear song of the Carolina wren.

March 6, 1991

How can we thank God that the war is over?

This war was not of God's making. Was God al-

lowed into the thoughts and deliberations, into

the demands, the proclamations, and the negotia-

tions which brought about a cease-fire?

How can I be happy, even though most of the

shooting has stopped? My friend rejoices that

there were few casualties. Few? Are dead Iraqis

and Kuwaitis only "collateral damage"?

We hear Iraqi soldiers described as being not

quite a part of the same human race because of

the torture and death they brought to Kuwait

City. While our forces have killed many times

that number from airplanes or tanks. And we are

jubilantly proud of them!

Each Iraqi dead or alive is loved dearly by

someone—a mother, a wife, a child. Each is

loved by God. How can we forget that?

0 God, teach us our lies.

March 7, 1991

0 Christ, you came to bring peace and good

will to all of us. You came to free us, to em-

power us—to be yeast, to be salt, to be light.

You came showing us the way. Heal my paraly-

sis. Show me how to faithfully speak peace in

this troubled and angry world.

Phoebe Garber Hershey, Silver Spring, Md., works

with computer systems and is active in the Hyatts-

ville Mennonite Church.

Do we need accord so much that we
become passively tied up in chains of

inaction, bound in the tension of unex-

pressed convictions, unlived truth?
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by Thomas Finger

Second in a series on the Trinity:

Should we call
Jesus Christ 'God'?

The question becomes: should we simply
emphasize Jesus' teachings and exam-
ple for us and dismiss further questions
about his deity as mere abstractions?

At its heart, traditional Christian faith in-

volves a controversial, seemingly contra-
dictory claim. Christians have affirmed,

on one hand, that there is only one God, who is

spiritual, eternal, and immortal. On the other
hand, we also claim that Jesus of Nazareth, a
physical human person who was born and died,
is also God.
To explain this paradoxical belief, theologians

of the first few centuries developed complex ar-
guments, often using sophisticated philosophical
terms. Some of this vocabulary was incorporated
into creeds which the churches adopted when
the Roman Empire was greatly increasing its in-

fluence over them (A.D. 325-451). While these
creeds affirm that Jesus is fully divine, they
hardly mention something we Mennonites have
stressed: that Jesus is the model for human be-
havior, one whom we must follow.

In today's world, it is as important—and as dif-

ficult—as ever to follow Jesus' teachings. Mean-
while, belief in his deity has become no easier to
explain. So the question becomes: should we sim-
ply emphasize Jesus' teachings and example and
dismiss further questions about his deity as ab-
stract? Or are there good reasons, essential for
strengthening our faith and witness, for affirming
that Jesus Christ is God?
Since the Bible, not the creeds which came

later, is our authority, we must base our answer
on what it says. Most scholars agree that several
passages call Jesus "God." John's Gospel, for in-

stance, begins by calling the "Word," who be-
came flesh in Jesus, "God" (John 1:1,14). To-

Whenever the Bible describes
Jesus doing what only God
can do, it is also describing
Jesus Christ as fully divine,
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ward the end, John approvingly records Thomas'
confession of Jesus as "my Lord and my God!"
(John 20:28). Jesus also seems to be called God
in John 1:18, 1 John 5:20, Rom. 9:5, Titus 2:13,
and 2 Peter 1:1. In addition, several passages as-
cribe to Jesus cosmic functions which seem ap-
propriate only to God (esp. Col. 1:15-20; Heb.
1:2-4).

Within Scripture as a whole, however, such
passages are fairly rare. They say little about
how Jesus and his Father can both be God. At
first glance, they also seem to say very little

about what confessing Jesus' deity means. Might
the following approach, then, be possible on a
bibHcal basis: to mentally affirm Christ's deity
but to give it almost no emphasis in one's life

and witness? I suspect that many of us Menno-
nites actually do this, whether intentionally or
not.

This approach, however, is not fully biblical.
For when Scripture wants to tell about God's na-
ture, it tells us mostly how God acts. In telling
about Jesus' nature, it speaks mostly about what
Jesus does. And wherever the Bible describes
Jesus doing what only God can do—and what no
mere prophet or agent of God could ever do—it

is also describing Jesus as fully divine.
In bibHcal thought, only God can bestow salva-

tion (Isa. 43:10-11; 45:21-23). "Savior," however,
is a common title for Jesus. He brings salvation
by doing things: He "aboUshed death and
brought life and immortality to light" (2 Tim
1:10). Those are things only God can do.

In
biblical thought, only God can be wor-

shiped. To worship any lesser being, however
exalted, would be idolatry. Yet Jesus is wor-

shiped (Rev. 5:12; Heb. 1:6; Phil. 2:10-11). Jesus
also performed other functions, such as forgiving
sins (Mark 2:5-7), appropriate to God alone.
When we grasp this, much of what Jesus did

becomes illuminated, as it were, by a new light.

Not only do his acts appear as human acts,

which we must follow. We also detect underlying
these acts a fully divine activity which shows us
what God is like.

This means that when Jesus came to us—as
he was born, grew, ministered, and suffered—
God truly came. When God saw us struggling
with misery and sin, God did not simply send a
representative while remaining untouched and
aloof in the inmost divine self. Instead, God fully

entered our human situation, including its pain.
Through this alone do we know what divine love
is (1 John 3:16; 4:9-10).

If Jesus' acts are God's acts, then whatever
Jesus experienced God truly experienced. He-



What we believe about Jesus Christ

We believe in Jesus Christ, the Word of

God incarnate. He is the Savior of the

world, who has delivered us from the

dominion of sin by humbling himself and becom-

ing obedient unto death on a cross. He has been

declared the Son of God with power by his resur-

rection from the dead. He is the exalted Lord,

the head of the church, who shall one day hand

"over the kingdom to God the Father" (1 Cor.

15:24). "No other foundation can any one lay

than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ"

(1 Cor. 3:11).

We confess Jesus as the Christ, the Messiah,

through whom God has prepared the new cove-

nant for all peoples. As the true prophet, he has

proclaimed the coming of God's reign and called

people to repent (Mark 1:15). As the teacher of

divine wisdom, he has made known God's in-

tended order of life (Matt. 5—7). As the faithful

High Priest, he has made the final atonement for

sin (Heb. 2:17; 1 Pet. 3:18). As the King who chose

the way of the cross, he has revealed the servant

character of divine power (John 18:36-37; Rev. 7:17).

We accept Jesus Christ as the only Savior of

the world (Acts 4:12; 1 John 4:14). In his minis-

try of preaching, teaching, and healing, he

brought forgiveness of sins and salvation to

those near at hand and those afar off (Eph. 2:14-

22). In calling disciples to follow him, he laid the

foundation for the new community of faith

(Mark 3:13-19). In his suffering, he loved his ene-

mies and did not resist them with violence, thus

showing the way to life and peace (Matt. 26:50; 1

Pet. 2:21). In his sacrificial death, he offered up

his life to this Father, bore the sins of all, and

reconciled us to God (Luke 23:46; Rom. 5:18; 2

Cor. 5:19). After he was crucified, God raised

him from the dead, thereby conquering death

and disarming the powers of sin and evil (Col. 2:15).

We acknowledge Jesus Christ as the only be-

gotten Son of God, the Word of God incarnate.

Conceived of the Holy Spirit and born of the Vir-

gin Mary, he has been sent to fulfill the promise

of blessing to Israel and to all peoples (Gen.

12:3; Luke 1:51-55). As fully human and tempted

as we are, yet without sin, he has brought to

Ught our true humanity (Heb. 4:15; Rom. 5:14-

21). As truly divine, he is the one in whom "the

fullness of God was pleased to dweU" (Col. 1:19). All

things have been created through him and for him

(1 Cor. 8:6), and "through him God was pleased to

reconcile to himself all things" (Col. 1:20).

We recognize Christ as the head of the

church, his body (Eph. 1:22-23). In him the

church is the new people of God (1 Pet. 2:9-10).

Participation in the life of the church is a partici-

pation in the Hfe of Christ (Eph. 3:6). As mem-
bers of his body, we are in Christ and Christ

dwells in us. Christ's ministry of mercy, justice,

and peace reveals the will of God for the church.

In our broken world, the church is called to live

according to the good news of Christ.

We worship Jesus Christ as the one whom
God has exalted and made Lord over all. He is

our Lord and the not-yet-recognized Lord of the

world. We live in the assurance of his coming

again as the only one by whom all humanity will

be judged, as the one who shall be acknowledged

Lord of all, and as the Lamb who will reign forever

and ever (Acts 17:31; Phil. 2:11; Rev. 5:12-13).

This is the statement on Jesus Christ being pro-

posed for the new inter-Mennonite confession of

faith. It is a working draft offered for discussion

and reaction. Send yours to "Confession of Faith,
"

Gospel Herald, 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683. We will forward your comments to the

Inter-Mennonite Confession of Faith Committee.

brews portrays this graphically. Jesus "learned

obedience by the things which he suffered"; this

included "prayers and supplications with vehe-

ment cries and tears" (Heb. 5:7-8). Yet through

this Jesus "became the author of eternal salvation"

(Heb. 5:9). This Jesus, because he experienced tri-

als, is able to aid those who are tried.

If Jesus' acts are God's own acts, then God
even experienced, quite directly, death's struggle

and sorrow. This is the ultimate revelation and

proof of God's very own love (Rom. 5:7-8; 8:31-

38; 1 John 3:16). It means that God not only de-

livers us from death's curse. God will also be

very near when we experience its pain.

To be sure, significant intellectual problems

arise when we begin regarding Jesus' acts as

God's own acts. For in these very events Jesus

relates to one whom he caUs "Father" and

"God." How, then, can both be God? It was in

this way—from biblical descriptions of Jesus'

work and human experience of it and not from

intellectual speculation—that the complexities of
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

U.S. Christian relief agencies
help aid Kurdish refugees
American Christian relief agencies are

doing what little they can to bolster the
extensive intergovernmental aid to Kurd-
ish refugees trapped on the borders of
Turkey and Iran, and also to lend a helping
hand to suffering Iraqis left behind.
For example, World Vision has commit-

ted $500,000 in winter clothing, medical
supphes, blankets, and locally purchased
food to the effort. Church World Service,
the relief arm of National Council of
Churches, delivered tents, heavy clothing,
food, and blankets to the refugees and to
Iraqi civilians in Baghdad. Samaritan's
Purse also sent aid to Iraqis in the
Baghdad area. Instead of supplies, the
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board
is sending $130,000 directly to the region,
$25,000 of which will be applied to needs
at the Iran-Turkey border. Powdered milk
and medical supplies were conveyed
through Jordan by Mennonite Central
Committee.
Other organizations, such as the Na-

tional Association of EvangeHcals' World
Relief organization and Catholic Relief
Services, are conducting fact-finding sur-
veys to assess the areas of greatest need
and how best to respond. (NIRR)

Bush proposal rekindles debate
over aid to parochial schools
U.S. President George Bush's new edu-

cation plan has stirred up both sides in the
debate over taxpayer support for religious
elementary and secondary schools. The
far-reaching proposal includes a call for
federal money to help disadvantaged stu-
dents in private and parochial schools. It

would also ease restrictions on federal aid

to other students in nonpublic schools.
"The problem here is that Bush and

Education Secretary Lamar Alexander
want to treat private religious schools as
though they were the same as public
schools in regard to funding," said Joseph
Conn, a spokesman for Americans United
for Separation of Church and State.
"That's a dramatic change from past prac-
tices and a threat to church-state separa-
tion, because those parochial schools teach
rehgion, and government money shouldn't
go to them." His organization has stead-
fastly opposed all forms of public aid to
private schools.

Catholic school leaders, on the other
hand, are elated by the president's pro-
posal. "President Bush's decisive decision
that educational choice will embrace pri-
vate and parochial schools as well as pubHc
is a landmark for Catholic education," said
a statement released by Catherine
McNamee, president of the National Cath-
olic Educational Association, which repre-
sents 9,000 Catholic schools. (RNS)

Argentine president: from fast lane
to weekend at the monastery
Argentine President Carlos Menem, in

the face of growing corruption scandals,
political infighting in his Peronist Party,
and sagging popularity at the polls, took a
weekend of rest and relaxation in the most
unlikely places—a Trappist monastery
several hundred miles southwest of Bue-
nos Aires. The Trappists are a strictly

observant Catholic order known for an
austere, cloistered lifestyle that includes
long periods of fasting and meditation.
The weekend retreat at the monastery

was very different from what the president
and the Argentine pubHc are used to.

Menem has openly pursued a jet-set life-

style, dining and dancing with celebrities
and often escorting beautiful young women
to lavish affairs. However, rumors have
persisted lately that the president has
slipped into a severe depression, rumors
that have been helped along because the
normally available and affable Menem has
rarely appeared in public since the begin-
ning of the year. (RNS)

Lutheran Church, with no reserve funds,
faces financial crisis

After spending the first three years of its

corporate life on a financial roller coaster,
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Amer-
ica is in danger of derailing—unless some
drastic steps are taken soon. And drastic
steps are precisely what the 5.3-million-
member denomination's Church Council
endorsed at a recent meeting after top
church officials offered a chilling summary
of the church's financial situation—includ-
ing the news that, for the third year in a
row, it faces a substantial budget deficit at
a time when all reserve funds have been
used up.

Church executives are being asked to
submit plans for staff layoffs, program
cutbacks, and—in some cases—program
eliminations. The denomination, America's
fourth largest Protestant body, is also un-
dertaking a special nationwide offering in
an effort to shore up its shaky finances.
Bishop Herbert Chilstrom, the soft-spoken
leader of the church since its founding in

1988, characterized the denomination's
difficulties as not different in kind from
those experienced by virtually all of the
other mainline churches in the United
States. But the problems, he said, are
severe. (RNS)

Should we call Jesus Christ 'God*?

creedal language first arose.

Affirming Jesus' deity has important practical
implications:

1. It means that Jesus' teachings and actions,
such as his servant way and his death for his en-
emies, are not only models for human behavior.
They are also manifestations of God's inmost na-
ture and character. The entire universe is rooted
in and governed by such a love, however differ-

ently things may seem.
2. It means that Jesus not only shows us how

to act. Jesus also brings us into an intimate rela-
tionship of encouragement, understanding, and
joy. This is a relationship that v^U survive no
matter what happens, including death. Anything
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we may experience, no matter how painful, is

something God has already experienced and
through which God can be very near.
In a world threatened by as many evils as

ours, where our best efforts can meet vwth appar-
ent defeat, such convictions are essential for per-
sisting over the long run in Jesus' way.

Thomas Finger is professor of systematic and spiri-

tual theology at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va. This is the second in a series of
three articles on the Trinity. The issues raised in
these articles are treated at greater length in the
second volume of Finger's work, Christian Theol-
ogy: an Eschatological Approach (Herald Press).



CHURCH NEWS

Franconia Conference boosts missions,

launclies fund-raising campaigns
Souderton, Pa.—"The Spirit and the

bride say, 'Come.' And let everyone who

hears say, 'Come.' And let everyone who is

thirsty come. Let anyone who wishes take

the water of life as a gift." This invitation

from Revelation is being lived out by Fran-

conia Conference, which has increased the

energy and pace of its mission outreach

significantly in the last five years.

Within Pennsylvania, the results of that

renewed energy have been seen in the

transformation of three small congrega-

tions into what is now Norristown New Life

Mennonite Church, the establishment of

Covenant Community Fellowship in Lans-

dale, and the planting of congregations in

East Greenville and Athens. A new congre-

gation has emerged in Burlington, Vt.

Outside Pennsylvania, a relationship is

being formed between the conference and

six Trique Indian congregations in the

Mexican state of Oaxaca. The Mujeres

Amigas MUes Apart (MAMA) project con-

tinues to link Franconia members with

Honduran Mennonites.

Franconia families are finding new
church homes within the new congrega-

tions, which are often more urban and

racially diverse than the typical Franconia

congregation. These adventurous families

describe themselves less as missionaries

than as fellow travelers with their sisters

and brothers in new and exciting settings.

In support of this new vision of mission

work, the conference's Mission Commis-
sion has begun a campaign to raise

$600,000 in 1991. The fund is to be used,

in the words of fund-raising chair Merrill

Moyer, "to train our new wave of mission

leaders, to launch new outreach projects

from Telford to Triqueland, and to under-

gird our new church plantings."

In addition, each Franconia family will

be challenged to give an offering of $100

during the year to its choice of 50 mission

projects. Also, the Mission Commission

hopes that 1991 will see the establishment

of a mission/outreach committee in every

one of Franconia's 55 congregations.

The Mission Commission has also estab-

Hshed a "Barnabas Fund." Inspired by the

example of Barnabas, who "sold a field . .

.

brought the money, and laid it at the

apostles' feet," the commission is encourag-

ing conference members to make major gifts

to support the capital needs of emerging

congregations. The 1991 goal for the

Barnabas Fund is $250,000, with a long-

term goal of $2 million by the year 2000.

Mission Commission secretary Luke
Beidler points to a significant change in

who sets the mission priorities for the

conference. In the past, he said, conference

leaders tended to develop mission pro-

grams and then ask congregations for fi-

nancial support. The result, he said, was

that the askings "felt like a kind of mission

'tax' imposed by 'conference people' for

mission programs they neither knew nor

cared about."

In contrast, said Beidler, more congrega-

tions today are serving as their own centers

of mission, responding to needs in their

own and distant communities with cre-

ative, focused energy.

—

Beth Johnson Ruth

MBM engineer helps
bring water to parched
fields in Nepal

Kathmandu, Nepal (MBM)—Water! A
very precious commodity. Especially dur-

ing the winter months when fertile fields

lie idle because they are too dry to bear

crops. In the surrounding villages many
people don't have enough to eat.

The situation in the Nepali hills is so

desperate that many men migrate to neigh-

boring India in search of jobs. With less

mouths to feed and very little extra money,

many families barely eke out an existence

in the rugged Himalayan foothills.

The sound of water gurgling through

irrigation canals across dry hillsides has

brought hope to these families. This past

winter, water flowed for the first time in

the Andhikhola irrigation scheme, accord-

ing to Dan Spare, a Mennonite Board of

Missions agricultural engineer with the proj-

ect for the past six years. Construction

started two years ago after the long-awaited

government agreement was signed.

The groundwork for the innovative

scheme was established during those long

years of waiting for government approval.

The Irrigation Water Users Association

was officially registered. A membership
drive enlisted 9,500. Water rights would be

shared among all those who worked in

building the canals. Large farmers would

be required to sell a small portion of their

land to the association, which then would

be sold at a nominal price to the landless.

Several innovative construction tech-

niques have been used in this irrigation

system. Lining the canal with stone ma-

sonry and cement, as is often done, is

costly. For about one percent of that cost,

firm sections of the canal have been lined

with soil cement—a mixture of cement and

fine red soil, which is plentiful.

The water for the irrigation system

comes from the Andhikhola River, where a

dam diverts the water through a one-kilo-

meter-long tunnel. From there, some water

goes into the irrigation canal. Most of the

water drops 800 feet to a five-megawatt

hydroelectric plant, which wiU begin gen-

erating electricity this year. Both are pro-

jects under United Mission to Nepal.

As is usual in the development process,

this project has had some rough sailing.

The country has undergone major political

changes; the association has also become
politicized. The majority of the board

members have little time for meetings.

Some of the rich farmers delayed construc-

tion work by not following through with

their land sales commitments.

But the lush fields of wheat, mustard,

and potatoes have given hope to those who

labored together to cause the green miracle

to happen. For those who have been reluc-

tant to participate, it has been a great

incentive. Many farmers are now express-

ing active interest to get on with construc-

tion activity so that water will flow to their

fields also.

—

Margaret Spare

Dan Spare inspects the dams and canals before

the water starts to flow.
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Paul Brenneman (right) shares a can of meat with a malnourished patient in war-ravaged Liberia.

The meat was donated by North American Mennonites.

Liberia needs years to return
to normal, say relief workers
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The country of

Liberia will need years to return to normal
after an 11-month civil war, according to

Paul and Grace Brenneman, short-term

medical workers appointed by Mennonite
Board of Missions to serve with Church
World Service. They returned to the

United States in late March after 10 weeks
in the Liberian capital of Monrovia.

"The wounds and feelings related to the

war must heal," said Paul, a retired physi-

cian. "People have to try to cooperate

again." Grace noted that the problems
people face in Monrovia seemed over-

whelming at times. "Many people ap-

proached us for help," she said. "We had
to realize we couldn't help everybody. So
we helped those next to us."

One person Brennemans helped was
Cabee, a seven-year-old girl found on the

street near the clinic where Paul worked.
Clinic staff gave her medicine for infection,

worms, and malaria. Brennemans housed
Cabee for the first five days. "I fed her

anytime she was hungry," Grace said. "And
we prayed often those first days, because we
weren't sure she would live." Later, Cabee
was taken in by Paul's nurse at the clinic,

Betty Kallah, a Liberian.

Paul served at Cooper Clinic, which had
been operated by the Seventh-Day Adven-
tist Church prior to the civil war. Later,

MBM appointees Juanita Shenk, a nurse

from Elkhart, Ind., and Wayne Weaver, a

physician from Mt. Crawford, Va., joined

the clinic staff.

Paul said 90 percent of his patients

suffered from moderate to severe malnu-

trition. So one of the highlights of his

medical ministry was sharing cans of Men-

nonite Central Committee canned meat.
Grace cooked for the six Church World

Service medical workers, assisted occa-
sionally at a feeding program operated by
CWS and United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF), and handled other housekeep-
ing chores. CWS is a program of the U.S.
National Council of Churches.
CWS hired a Liberian agricultural econ-

omist to establish a nursery for vegetable
plants and to help people plant rice. "Now
is the time to be planting," Paul said,

"since the rainy season is beginning." He
emphasized that a CWS goal is to help
people help themselves, and thus avoid
problems of food dependency.
Brennemans felt safe Ln Monrovia. The

city and the surrounding area is controlled

by peacekeeping forces from other West
African countries. The rest of Liberia is

controlled by Charles Taylor, the main
rebel leader.

Paul met and ate with Taylor and his

assistants on Mar. 23. The occasion was
one of five so-called "confidence tours"

that officials of the United Nations, the

peacekeeping forces, and the various po-

litical factions made to several areas.

Few city utilities have been restored yet,

but Brennemans noticed other improve-
ments during the time they were there,

such as more food and other items avail-

able for purchase. Five orphanages had
also been opened.

Housing is a problem for many, since at

least 50 percent of the homes are uninhab-
itable. For instance, Brennemans found
the home of MBM missionaries Steve and
Dorothy Wiebe-Johnson (now in Ghana) in

shambles and partially damaged. "Copies
of Gospel Herald were strewn all over the

floor," Paul said, "So we knew we were in

the right house!"

Brennemans said they had initial misgiv-

ings about going to Liberia. But they were
encouraged to go by their famUy, friends,

and congregation—Doylestown (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church. "We felt privileged to be
the first Mennonites serving in the country
after the war," Paul said—Phil Richard

'Glorious day'
for missions,
says Gingrich

Hesston, Kan.—"This is a glorious day!"

proclaimed Mennonite Board of Missions
president Paul Gingrich at the Festival of

Missions sponsored by Hesston College.

He talked about the new way of carrying

out missions in partnership. "Third-world

Christians are teaching us about what it

means to be faithful to Jesus Christ," he
said.

After giving a brief history of the begin-

ning of North American Mennonite mission

outreach, he said, "I believe our involve-

ment in missions as a church saved the

Mennonite Church."

Gingrich, along with James and Jeanette

Rrabill, MBM missionaries in West Africa,

spoke to a variety of audiences during their

week in Kansas. These included Sunday
worship services in local churches, chapels

and campus worship at Hesston and Bethel

colleges, a missions retreat for 25 Hesston
and Bethel students, and the annual
Church-College Conversations that bring

pastors to campus.
Jeanette Krabill caught the attention of

the Hesston Mennonite congregation when
she and her children, waving white hand-

kerchiefs, danced Pastor Fred Obold up
the aisle. In West Africa, the congregation

would have met the pastor at his home and
danced with him all the way to church, she
said. Later on, retired MBM missionary
Irene Weaver interrupted Jeanette's ser-

mon to lead the congregation in a hymn—
another West Africa tradition.

Speaking at Hesston College chapel,

James Krabill used his daughter's boot and
flower in a vase to illustrate two different

purposes a Christian college may serve: as

a boot camp to prepare students for sur-

vival in the big, bad world, or a greenhouse
to protect students from the world. "Let's

not forget what Jesus told his graduating
class," James said, "Take up your cross

and prepare to die."

—Susan Balzer
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'Sugar Creek Gang'
goes to Mississippi

Gulfport, Miss.—"Come over to Missis-

sippi and help us," was the plea that went

out from a small country church situated

here on the Gulf of Mexico coast.

Gulfhaven Mennonite Church was in the

process of building an addition to its pres-

ent facUity and needed some experienced

carpenters to help.

A former interim pastor at Gulfhaven

who is now pastor of Sugar Creek Menno-
nite Church in Wayland, Iowa, heard the

plea. Dean Swartzendruber and his wife,

Lois, stUl had fond memories of their three

months at Gulfhaven in 1989 and they

wanted to help.

A plan leaped into their minds. "Why
don't we get together a crew from Sugar

Creek and give a week of volunteer labor

to our friends in Mississippi?" It wasn't

long until they had 10 people ready to go.

Gulfhaven has not been without its strug-

gles and for two years did not have a

regular pastor. But even without a pastor

the church was experiencing growth and

blueprints were drawn up for enlarging the

facilities. Last summer David and Esther

Kniss came to give pastoral leadership and

the church continued to grow until the

walls of the building seemed about to bulge.

The Iowa volunteers worked with speed
as they hammered down sheeting on the

roof and tied the old and new roof lines

together. The structure began to take

shape under their skillful hands as sheeting

was nailed to the walls of the exterior

studs. Then holes were cut for the windows
and windows were soon in place. The
electrician and plumber in the group also

put their expertise to work.

The four wives who had accompanied
their husbands on this work team were not

The Iowa volunteers hard at work on the addi-

tion to the Gulfhaven church.

going to be outdone. They also put their

skills to use. They bought paint and began
to brighten up some Sunday school rooms.

As the week progressed so did the bonds
of love between these two churches—the

one that sits among the cornfields of Iowa
and the one that sits on the southern coast

and eats crawfish. It was evidenced on the

morning the Sugar Creek and Gulfhaven

people gathered to say their good-byes. As
they stood in a circle with clasped hands

and lifted their hearts together in prayer

and sang, "We Are One in the Bond of

Love," it was more than just words; they

felt it deep in their hearts.

—

Esther Kniss

Farmer-educator is tlie

first IVIennonite member
of IVIaryland Legislature

Annapolis, Md.—The Maryland Legisla-

ture has its first Mennonite member. He is

Lowell Stoltzfus, a farmer-educator from

Rehobeth, and is newly elected to the

House of Delegates from the state's 38th

District—Somerset County.

Stoltzfus was a founder of Holly Grove
Christian School, a Mennonite-related in-

stitution in Westover, and served as prin-

cipal until the election. He continues his

farm work, however. He grows and ships

30 million plants, mostly cabbages, each

year. It is the largest such operation in the

Northeast.

Stoltzfus' previous political involvement

was as chairman of his county's Board of

Zoing Appeals and its Planning/Zoning

Commission. Why did he decide to run for

state office? "I felt I was not quite where
I was supposed to be," he said. "I enjoyed

farming and I enjoyed teaching, but I was
stUl restless."

As for the traditional Mennonite inclina-

tion to stay away from poHtical office,

Stoltzfus noted that "traditionally, Menno-
nites believe that prayer is more effective."

He added: "I still think it is."

The new legislator said he represents

both farmers and environmentalists—two
groups that are sometimes at odds. He said

he understands the problems of the farmer

and the concerns of the environmentalist.

During the election campaign, he was en-

dorsed by the state's Environmental Polit-

ical Action Committee.

Stoltzfus was trained as a teacher at

Salisbury State University and also stud-

ied at Eastern Mennonite Seminary. He
managed to juggle high school teaching

and farming. "I've always been a worka-

holic," he admits.

This spring, however, his son was in

charge of getting the cabbage plants

started, since Stoltzfus was busy with leg-

islative work in Annapolis, the state capi-

tal. But the father wiU be back to finish out

the plants soon.

—

Adapted from article in

"The Delmarva Farmer"

OEOONOl

Tours
attract

interest

"We understand a

high percentage of

people are signing

up for the tours as

compared to other conventions,"

says Ron Burch of Monmouth, Ore.,

who is cochair of the Tours and
Vacation Planning Committee. Cra-

ter Lake is the most popular tour.

The committee throughout the

week will staff one booth for conven-

tion tours and another to offer infor-

mation for side trips and vacation

planning following Oregon '91. Tom-
selections should be made on the reg-

istration form or may be added during

the convention if seats are available.

Daylong tours

Scenic Tour A: Central Oregon
Mountains. Along the scenic McKen-
zie River. Through Old McKenzie
Pass and vast lava field.

Scenic Tour B: Crater Lake. Cas-

cade Mountains to Crater Lake and
Oregon's only national park.

Scenic Tour C: Central Oregon
Coast. Willamette Valley farmland to

Newport— Oregon's largest port.

Along the coast to Sea Lion Caves,

Florence, and vast sand dunes.

Historic Tour D: Early Mennonites,

Amish, and the Aurora Colony. To
Albany, to explore origins of Oregon's

earliest (Old) Mennonites; to Hub-
bard, site of an Amish settlement;

and to Aurora, an experiment in com-
munal living.

Half-day tours

Historic TourE: Amish Mennonites
and the Mennonite Home. To Harris-

burg and Albany, to study 19th-cen-

tury immigration, World War I expe-

riences, and institutional develop-

ment.

Industrial Tour F: Sawmill and
papermill. See logs processed into di-

mensional lumber and wood fiber

by-products into paper.

Industrial Tour G: Forest/logging.

Visit a managed forest and observe

modem logging techniques.

Industrial Tour H: Agriculture. A
fruit orchard, one of the largest

Christmas tree farms in the world, a

grass seed farm, and mint distUling

and herbal mint tea farm.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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church music across cultures. Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—Mary Oyer (right) pre-
sented the annual Theological Lectureship at Associated Mennonite BiWical
Seminaries on "Church Music: An Ethnomusicological Perspective." "The Chris-
tian hymn in both text and music touches many levels of human experience," said
the AMBS professor of church music and worship. In her lectures she explored
many of these dimensions, especially those wath cross-cultural and historical
implications, and showed how the hymn contributes to worship. Oyer drew upon
her acquaintance with African music and instruments. Here, she assists Rick
Zerbe-Cornelsen of Vancouver, B.C., with die endingidi (one-stringed fiddle) while
Dave Foncannon of Hesston, Kan., looks on.

MENNOSCOPE

•AMBS installs new dean. Gayle Gerber
Koontz was formally installed as dean of
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries on
April 19. President Marlin Miller and board
chair Darrell Fast gave the installation charge,
and longtime faculty member Erland Waltner
led a litany of installation. In her address,
Koontz said that a vision of God's "redemp-
tive resistance to evil" and the power of
compassion are important in Anabaptist-
Mennonite leadership education. She called
for leaders who can help people delight in God
and celebrate life even when life is stained
with suffering. Koontz is the third dean in the
33-year history of AMBS, succeeding Ross
Bender and Jake Elias. Her term began last

July, but she didn't take office untO this past
January. She has been a member of the
AMBS faculty since 1982.

• Ewert to address EMS graduates. Long-
time Mennonite Brethren professor David
Ewert will be the speaker at the Eastern
Mennonite Seminary commencement on May
18. After many years of teaching at colleges,

universities, and seminaries, he served as
president of Mennonite Brethren Bible Col-
lege in Winnipeg, Man., 1982-88. He is cur-
rently a visiting professor at Mennonite
Brethren Biblical Seminary in Fresno, Calif.

The 42nd annual commencement at EMS will

recognize 32 graduates.

• Food aid to Burkina Faso. Lack of rain in

the West African country of Burkina Faso has
caused severe drought and food shortage in

the northern area. In response, Mennonite
Central Committee is making $100,000 avail-

able to purchase 430 metric tons of corn and
transport it to the area. MCC's partner m the
country, the Federation of Evangelical
Churches and Missions, will distribute the
corn. The corn is being purchased in the
southern part of Burkina Faso instead of
shipping it from North America. The MCC
Canada food account will provide $45,000
toward the corn purchase. MCC Central
States is selling 300 metric tons of contributed
wheat to provide about $35,000. Contribu-
tions are needed to cover the remaining
$20,000.

• Health clinics in rural Jamaica. Menno-
nite Central Committee has opened three
health clinics in the St. Ehzabeth area of
Jamaica. It is a remote area impossible to
reach without four-wheel drive vehicles. Pre-
viously the residents there had little access to
health care. The clinics are part of the Men-
nonite Ventures program that started in 1987.
It is a cooperative effort by MCC and Jamaica
Mennonite Church to establish education,
health, and agriculture work in the St. Eliza-
beth area. MCC could not find a nurse to
direct the health work untO 1990. Nurses and
doctors are among the most desperately
needed people by MCC in its programs
around the world.

•Leading Soviet economist. Mennonite-
sponsored interaction between business lead-
ers in the Soviet Union and North America
took another step forward recently with the
appointment of a president for the new Asso-
ciation of Christians in Business. That is the
Moscow-based counterpart to the Wiimipeg-
based Soviet Union Network. The new presi-

dent is Alexander Zaichenko, a leading Soviet
economist known for his reformist views. He
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has served in government for many years,
most recently as part of the Council of Min-
isters—the first non-Communist Party mem-
ber to do so. His conversion to Christianity
was gradual, culminating in his baptism in
1986. He looks forward to nurturing free-en-
terprise businesses—an unknown concept
until recent years—m his new work with the
Association of Christians in Business.

• Herald Press books honored. Three Herald
Press books received Silver Angel awards in

ceremonies recently in Beverly Hills, Calif. A
fourth book received a runner-up award. The
awards are presented each year by an organi-
zation called Religion in Media. The three
Herald Press winners were: The Deserter, a
Civil War novel by Robert Koch; World
Winds, a collection of meditations and photo-
graphs compiled by Earl and Pat Hostetter
Martin; and Leah, biblical fiction about
Jacob's less-loved wife by James Shott. The
rurmer-up book was Steps to Hope by Joyce
Shutt. Herald Press, a division of Mennonite
Publishing House, releases about 30 new
books a year.

• MMA holds national conference. Over 150
people attended the first national conference
sponsored by Mennonite Mutual Aid for its

mutual aid counselors and area advisers. Held
April 12-14 in suburban Chicago, the theme
was "Building Together for the '90s." Millard
Fuller, founder of Habitat for Humanity, was
the keynote speaker. He said MMA and Hab-
itat are both examples of putting love into

action. A highlight of the conference was the
"counselor of the year" award, which was
given to Gordon Schrag of Buhler, Kan. He

was cited for high levels of production, pro-
fessional competence, customer service, and
commitment to expanding the mutual aid
ministry.

• WMSC plans for Oregon '91. All women
are invited to participate in the activities of
Women's Missionary and Service Commis-
sion at Oregon '91, says the WMSC Executive
Committee, which met recently in Elkhart,
Ind. The WMSC activities at the biennial
convention of the Mennonite Church will in-

clude a delegate meeting, a presentation to
General Assembly, officers' workshops, and a
display booth.

• Paul Leatherman retires. The former direc-
tor of Selfhelp Crafts, Paul Leatherman, has
retired after 26 years of service with Menno-
nite Central Committee. He joined MCC in

1966 after a 20-year career with Miller Hess
Shoe Company in Akron, Pa. He started as
director of Vietnam Christian Service and
later directed Voluntary Service in the United
States. As director for 14 years of Selfhelp,
which sells handcrafts from producers in

third-world countries, Leatherman steered
the organization through a time of rapid
growth. Sales increased from $424,000 a year
to nearly $4.8 million.

• Willard Krabill retires. The campus physi-
cian of Goshen College, Willard Krabill, has
retired after 24 years of service there. He
thought he was going to read Scripture when
he went to a recent campus chapel service.

But instead the campus community surprised
him with a celebration of his time at GC.
Representatives of Goshen General Hospital



and Mermonite Mutual Aid also noted his

contributions to those institutions. KrabiU

was known on campus and in the Mennonite

Church for his speaking and writing on health

education, sexuality awareness, disease pre-

vention, and medicEil ethics.

Spirituality Reference Council. Various

tools for spiritueJ growth were considered at

the April 5-6 meeting of the Spirituality Ref-

erence Council. The group, sponsored by the

Mennonite and General Conference Menno-
nite churches, takes responsibility for encour-

aging spiritual renewal in congregations and

providing long-range direction. The council

worked on a hst of spirituEility books and a Hst

of retreat leaders to recommend to congrega-

tions. The six-member group is chaired by

Norma Johnson, executive secretary of the

GC Commission on Education, and Marlene

Kropf, worship/spirituahty minister for the

MC Board of Congregational Ministries.

Apostle Ministries. Virginia pastor Stanley

Shirk has become the first full-time "apostle"

for Apostle Ministries. He will seek to encour-

age Mennonite pastors and congregations

through personal counseling, seminars, Bible

conferences, and revivaJ meetings. Apostle

Ministries is an outgrowth of the vision of

Virginia pastor Roy Kiser and his wife, Char-

lene, who hoped to do this kind of work in

their retirement years. But Kiser died of

cancer in 1989. Before he died, though, he and
his family estabhshed the Roy Kiser Family

Evangelistic Association through which funds

were made available for the work of an apos-

tle. Shirk, who will begin his new ministry in

September, is currently pastor of Mountain
View Mennonite Church of Waynesboro. Pre-

viously he was a missionary in Jamaica and a

staff person for Virginia Conference.

Learning about Africa. Fourteen partici-

pants in an Afiica Food and Environment
Study Tour got off "the beaten track" to learn

about life in rural Africa. The mostly North

American group, sponsored by Mennonite

Central Committee, split into four sub-

groups, visiting Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia,

and Zimbabwe. Tour leader Tim Fretz noted

that the North Americans and rural Africans

learned from each other. "I'm excited that the

story of the trip wiU be taken home to others,"

he said.

A voice from Eastern Europe. Peter
Kuzmic, considered the foremost evangehcal

scholar in Yugoslavia, spoke several times

during a recent visit to Eastern Mennonite
College and Seminary. He said the demise of

communism in Eastern Europe is giving "a

new freedom to the believing community
there" but is also creating "an enormous
spiritual vacuum." Kuzmic is the founder of

Evangelical Theological Seminary in Osijek

—

the only evangelical graduate school in East-

em Europe.

Ripe for change. The time is ripe for change

in U.S. policy toward Central America, says

Blake Byler Ortman, who now monitors Cen-
tral America issues for Mennonite Central

Committee from its office in Washington, D.C.

Ortman, who spent the last nine years with

MCC in El Salvador, says U.S. legislation on

El Salvador and Guatemala could change
dramatically in the coming months with pres-

sure from American citizens. He notes that

even conservatives in Congress are starting to

question U.S. military aid and are concerned

about continued human rights abuses by ar-

mies that get AmericEin aid.

• Suicide among immigrants. A one-of-a-

kind response to the high rate of suicide in

Canadian immigrant groups is being devel-

oped by Mermonite Centre for Newcomers in

Edmonton. With a grant from the Alberta

government, the center has studied the prob-

lem in PoUsh, Chilean, and Chinese commu-
nities and discovered that suicide-prevention

techniques that work for most Canadians can

be counterproductive in other cultures. Based

on the study, the center is now getting ready

to offer new ways to deal with suicide in

various immigreint communities. The center is

supported by Mennonite Central Committee
Canada.

• Looking for Mennonites. A Mennonite
church planter and an independent house

church have discovered each other in Sydney,

Antique quilts. Lancaster, Pa.—
Lancaster Mermonite High School's

first Antique Quilt Exhibit netted

about $4,000 for the new audito-

rium/fine arts center and received

high praise from its 1,700 guests—75

percent of whom were from outside

Lancaster County. "I have been to

many quilt shows, large and small,

and this truly is the one I enjoyed

the most," said one New York visitor

about the exhibit that featured 90

quilts made by Mennonites and
Amish before 1942. Some quilts

dated back to the 1850s. A rose

postage stamp quilt made around

1885 was probably the exhibit's most
unusual piece. It contained nearly

14,000 hand-sewn pieces. "You must
do a book to preserve this heritage,"

said another guest, echoing the

wishes of hundreds of guests who
left their addresses in case there

would be a publication. The guests

were especially impressed with the

historical stories and old photo-

graphs that accompanied the quilts.

Austraha. Paul Rowley, the leader of the

house church, became a Christian eight years

ago. Having read about Mermonites, he had
been on a search for them and had named his

httle church of 11 members "Peace Fellow-

ship." Rowley finally encountered Mark and
Mary Hurst, new missionaries with Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions who are trying

to start a church in Sydney. "I don't know
what will come of this," says Mark, "but I do
wonder how many other 'Peace Fellowships'

are out there to be found."

• Retreat for the elderly. Members of the

Mennonite Association of Retired Persons

who live in northern Indiana and Illinois held

their second annual retreat recently in Porter,

Ind. Pauline Yoder led the group in discussing

"Humor—God's Gift," and Gary Branson
helped the group focus on "How Older Per-

sons Influence Younger People."

• Change of address:
Barrel Hostetter from Box 329 to Box B104,

Sandla, Mbabane, Swaziland.

Cyril Gingerich from Ethiopia to Box 416, Zu-

rich, ON NOM 2T0.

Lowell Nissley fi-om Sarasota, Ra., to 75 Willow

Valley Dr., Lancaster, PA 17602.

NEW MEMBERS

North Clinton, Wauseon, Ohio: Ray Johnson,

Diana Johnston, and Brad Nafziger.

Hopewell, Paoli, Pa.: Jean Clark and family,

and Joel J. Miranot.

Shady Pine, Willow Hill, Pa.: Robert and

Elizabeth Coady, Vanessa Runk, James and

Linda Diem, and Earl and Linda Custer.

Burlington, Vt.: Maurice Langevin and Rob
Oliver.

Sharon, Plain City, Ohio: Steve and Carolyn

Kopec.
Clinton Brick, Goshen, Ind.: Galen Mast.

Carpenter, Talmage, Pa.: Allen Huber, Anna
Mae Huber, Jewel Beth Huber, Kenton Lee
Martin, Rodger Lynn Good, and Glenn Fisher.

Souderton, Pa.: Mark Davis, Mary Davis,

Buddy Clowney, Dawn Clowney.

First Mennonite, Johnstown, Pa.: Lonnie

Semetosky.
Salem, Elida, Ohio: Mary Jane Frey.

Midway, Columbiana, Ohio: Roxanne
Witmer, Joann Lehman, Charles Handwork,
Dana Williams, Trina Trotter, Krista

Hostetler, Chad Snyder, Brad Augsburger.

Zurich, Ont. Tracey Lee M^in, Sara Jayne

Gingerich, Julie Andrea Steckle, Timothy
Franklin Estep, Jason Douglas Erb, Timothy
Cooper, Ted Ducharme, James Ross Snyder,

Judy Anne Snyder and Nathan Daniel Hutton.

Pleasant Valley, Harper, Kan.: Jeremy Shue
and Travis Womack.

Wilkens Avenue, Baltimore, Md.: Jason Lee
Burkholder, Kellie Marie Delp, Erlinda Fran-

ces Johnson, Michael Laurence Turner, Lee
Parks, and Dale Melvin Delp.

First Mennonite, Indianapolis, Ind.: Ed
Steward-Furbeck.

Barrville, Reedsville, Pa.: Dale and Debbie
Yoder, Nichole Hoy, Jason Metzler, Jessica

Metzler, and Kenny Troyer.

South Union, West Liberty, Ohio: Brace

Burtis, Lori Carter, Pam Nath, John Seymour
and June Seymour.

Followers of Jesus, Brooklyn, N.Y.: Wayne
Ethan Pounds and Hermine Pounds.

Bethel, Wadsworth, Ohio: Ted Miller, Jim
Haprian, and Stephen Rohrer.
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MARRIAGES

Bergey-Ruth: H. Dale Bergey, Hatfield, Pa.
(Frederick cong.), and Patricia R. Ruth,
Spring City, Pa. (Vincent cong.), April 20, by
Karl G. Glick and Ben F. Lapp.

Clark-Fry: Jason Michael Clark, West Liberty,
Ohio, and Stephanie Nichole Fry, by Randy
Reminder, April 13.

Delp-Swope: Randy Delp, Lansdale, Pa. (Line
Lexington cong.), and Brenda Swope, Soud-
erton. Pa. (Souderton cong.), April 20, by
Lowell Delp and Gerald Clemmer.

Lamparter-Rudisill: Todd Lamparter, Dover,
Pa. (United Church of Christ), and Kay
Rudisill, York, Pa. (Zion cong.), Nov. 10, by
Warren Tyson.

Landis-Hoover: A. Roy Landis, Lititz, Pa.
(Lititz cong.), and Edna Hoover, Elizabeth-

BIRTHS

Bartel, Barry and Brenda (Isaak), Salem, Ore.,
Leah Kareen (second child), April 5.

Bigelow, Todd and Sheila (Miller), Cincinnati,
Ohio, Lauren Amy (first child), AprU 6.

Borntrager, Norman and Julie (Cripe), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., Kimberly Ann (second child),
March 9.

Bowman, David and Karen (Lapp), Somerset,
N.J., Erin Marie (first child), April 10.

Cabezas, Roberto and Regina (Kauffman),
Lancaster, Pa., Stephanie Ann (first child),
April 16.

Gerig, Winston and Sibyl (Graber), Mishawaka,
Ind., Emma Lynn (third child), April 13.

Gingerich, Paul and Heather (Jantzi), Zurich,
Ont., JUlian Ruth (fourth child), April 13.

Gude, Ray and Lois (Lafferty), Indianapohs,
Ind., Andrew Joseph (first child), April 23.

Halteman, Ray and Tammy (Flewelling), Pen-
nsburg. Pa., Breanne J. (second child), April
12.

Handrich, Michael and Miriam (Stolque), Fair-
view, Mich., Nisha Nicole (first child), April
16.

Hood, Mike and Gloria (Steiner), Indianapolis,
Ind., Amy Elise (second child), April 24.

Jantze, Marty and Noreen, Milford, Neb., Kim-
berly Renee (third child), April 12.

Lamoreux, Douglas and Patricia (Byler), Free-
port, m., Benjamin Joseph (third child), Feb.
26.

Lee, Jonathan and Andrea (Yoder), Fairview,
Mich., Olivia Grace (first chOd), April 15.

Longacre, Rich and Rose (Drescher), Soud-
erton, Pa., Alan Jon (third child), April 19.

Mosher, Thomas and Sandra, Sarasota, Fla.,

Zachary James (fifth child), March 28.

Neuenschwander, Don and Kaye (Schu-
macher), Orrville, Ohio, Shannon Nicole (first

child), April 13.

Paul, Terty and Pam (Stillman), Scottdale, Pa.,
Stephen John, April 16.

Slabaugh, Danny and Clara (Yoder),
Nappanee, Ind., Ryan Dean (second child),

March 25.

Stoltzfus, Sam and Gail (Miller), Gordonville,
Pa., Tyler Morgan (second child), April 16.

Stutzman, Curt and Teresa (Trogdon), Adair,
Okla., Danielle Mamie (third child), April 1.

Yancey, Dean and Wanda (Macelo), Lowville,
N.Y., Eric Daniel (first child), April 11.

Yoder, Rodney and Billie Jo (Kennedy),
Quincy, Ohio, Sonya Kay (first child), April
15.

Zimmerman, Douglas and Soni (Hooley),
Strasburg, Pa., Ashley Renee (first child),

April 21.

town. Pa. (Brethren Church), March 29, by
Caleb Kreider.

Mann-Yoder: Eric Mann, New York, N.Y. (Fel-
lowship Chapel), and Michelle Yoder, New
York, N.Y. (Aurora cong.), Feb. 16, by Robert
Troyer.

Martin-Barlet: Dan Martin, Ephrata, Pa.
(Charlotte Street cong.), and Kathy Bariet,
Lebanon, Pa., March 23, by Leon Miller.

Matthews-Hostetler: Michael Matthews,
Gaithersburg, Md. (Baptist Church), and Gail
Hostetler, Hollsopple, Pa. (Blough cong.),
March 2, by Marvin L. Kauffman.

Iraqi leader. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—
"During 2,000 years our church
faced many persecutions," said Iraqi

Archbishop Gewargis Shwa in a
meeting with Mennonite Central
Committee staff here on AprO 24.

"We are still here because of our
faith." Sliwa spoke about the Apos-
tolic Assyrian Church of the East
and its experience during the
Iran/Iraq War and the Gulf War.
The archbishop has been in the
United States since Jan. 13 and has
been unable to communicate di-

rectly to Iraq. "How can we build

bridges of peace to the people of
Iraq?" a staff member asked. The
connections between people are dif-

ferent from the relationships of pol-

iticians, Sliwa replied. He said MCC
aid sent to the Iraqi people strength-

ens these connections between peo-
ple despite hostilities between
governments. The Apostolic As-
syrian Church of the East traces its

roots to the apostle Thomas in the
first century. Currently some 80,000
members live in Iraq; a similar num-
ber live outside Iraq.

Miller-Leatherman: Calvin Miller, Millers-
burg, Ind. (Clinton Brick cong.), and Dariene
Leatherman, Millersburg, Ind. (Lutheran
Church), March 9, by John Hofer.

Miller-Reed: Doyle Miller, Goshen, Ind. (Forks
cong.), and Toni Reed, New Paris, Ind. (Forks
cong.). Mar. 30, by Eugene Bontrager.

Miller-Tury: Ronald A. Miller, Harrisonburg,
Va. (Shalom cong.), and Claire L. Tuiy,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Shalom cong.), April 14, by
Ray C. Gingerich.

Schrock-Diller: Richard Schrock, Ft. Wayne,
Ind. (Fairhaven cong.), and Cathy Diller, Mar-
ion, Ind. (Missionary Church), Apr. 27, by
Geoffrey Eubank.

Wedel-Ross: Jay Wedel, Hutchinson, Kan., and
Sharon Ross, Kidron, Ohio (Salem cong.),
April 21, by Richard F. Ross and Fremon Mast.

Witmer-Marshman: Daryl Witmer, East Earl,
Pa. (Church of the Brethren), and Patti
Marshman, Gordonville, Pa. (Ridgeview
cong.), April 20, by Robert L. Petersheim.

Yoder-Beck: Ramon C. Yoder, Archbold, Ohio
(West Clinton cong.), and Sharon S. Beck,
Archbold, Ohio (Tokyo cong.), April 13, by
Stan and Marlene Smucker.

Yoder-Porter: Timothy Yoder (Sonnenburg
cong.), Kidron, Ohio, and Rebecca Porter
(Peace cong.), Elyria, Ohio, March 16, by
David Hostetler and Allan Patterson.

CALENDAR

Afro-American Mennonite Association board,
Chicago, m.. May 17-19

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement,
Harrisonburg, Va., May 18

Hesston College commencement, Hesston,
Kan., May 19

Rosedale Bible Institute commencement, Irwin,
Ohio, May 23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries com-
mencement, Elkhart, Ind., May 24

Mennonite Historical Committee, Goshen, Ind
May 24-25

Southwest Conference midyear session. Phoe-
nix, Ariz., May 25-26

Conference on Civilian Public Service, Goshen,
Ind., May 30-June 1

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., May 31-June 1

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,
Elkhart, Ind., June 6-8

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., June 7-8

North Central Conference annual meeting,
Wolford, N.D., June 7-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council,
Elkhart, Ind., June 11

Mermonite Board of Congregational Ministries
board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., June 13-15

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors,
Scottdale, Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference annual meeting,
Salem, Ore., June 20-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries sum-
mer school, Elkhart, Ind., June 3-July 19

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,
June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Indiana-Michigan Conference and Central Dis-
trict joint meeting. Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference annual convention,
Camrose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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DEATHS

Brenneman, Joseph Benjamin, 82, Hesston,

Kan. Bom: Oct. 11, 1908, Milford, Neb., to

Jacob and Barbara (Stauffer) Brenneman.

Died: April 19, 1991. Survivors—wife: Grace

Plank; children: Thelma Lais, Howard, Joe; 9

grandchildren, 7 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral: April 22, Hesston Mennonite Church,

by Fred Obold and Phil Bedsworth. Burial:

Eastlawn Cemetery.
Eash, Stella, 84, Hollsopple, Pa. Bom: April

10, 1907, Lilly, Pa., to Adam and Anna
(Kustron) Panek. Died: April 23, 1991, Johns-

town, Pa., of a stroke. Survivors—children:

George W., Jr., Thelma Peer; sisters: Marion
Haynie, Helen Jacobs, Sally Lassek; 7 grand-

children, 14 great-grandchildren, 9 great-

great-grandchildren. Predeceased by: George

W. Eash, Sr. (husband). Funeral: April 25,

Mason Funeral Home, by Marvin L. Kaufman.
Burial: Richland Cemetery.

Eicher, Ben W., 66, Milford, Neb. Bom: Feb.

18, 1925, to Warren and Anna (Kremer)

Eicher. Died: April 20, 1991, MUford, Neb., of

degenerative pulmonary disease. Survivors

—

wife: Lillian Stutzman; children: Rebecca
Kremer, Warren, Tami Wergin, James; sister

and brother: DeElda Hershberger, Merle; 6

grandchildren. Funeral: April 22, Beth-El

Mennonite Church, by John C. King. Burial:

Blue Mound Cemetery.
Click, M. Martha, 76, Gap, Pa. Bom: Feb. 1,

1915, Atglen, Pa., to William and Lydia

(Kauffman) Shetler. Died: April 19, 1991, Lan-

caster, Pa. Survivors—husband: Isaac S.

Click; children: J. Roy, Delmar W., Frances

Dom, Doris Stauffer, Mary Hahn; brother and
sisters: Vernon, Melba Umble, Frances

Stoltzfus, Erma Stuckey, Emma Brubaker; 11

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral: April 23, Ridgeview Mennonite Church,

by Robert Petersheim. Burial: Millwood Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Grace, Shirley, 55, Hicksville, N.Y. Bom: Jan.

27, 1936, Mill Creek, Pa., to Elmer E. and
Catharine (Zook) Yoder. Died: April 13,

Manhasset, N.Y., of cancer. Survivors

—

mother; husband: Carl D. Grace; children:

Sharon Bradshaw, Steven; brothers and sis-

ters: Willard J., Roland G., Marie Allison,

Ruby Yoder, Rhoda Campbell, John K.; one
grandchild. Funeral: April 17, Maple Grove

Meimonite Chiu-ch, by Robert L. Hartzler.

Burial: Locust Grove Mennonite Cemetery.

Heatwole, E. Herman, 94, Swink, Colo. Bom:
Oct. 12, 1896, Harrisonburg, Va., to Jacob A.

£ind Bertha (Showalter) Heatwole. Died: April

6, 1991, Rocky Ford, Colo. Survivors—chil-

dren: Charlene Nielson, Franklyn, Elbert; sis-

ter: Sarah Zehr; 10 grandchildren, 16 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by: Nora Francis

Good (wife). Funeral: April 10, Rocky Ford
Mennonite Church, by Paul Isaak. Burial:

Fairview Cemetery, La Junta, Colo.

Hochstedler, Victor E., 80, Kokomo, Ind.

Bom: March 21, 1910, Howard Co., Ind., to

Emanuel and Barbara (Schmucker)
Hochstedler. Died: March 6, Kokomo, Ind.

Survivors—second wife: Marjorie Osborne;
children: MerviUe, Jerrold, Shirley Powell;

sisters: Savilla Bontrager, Polly Lavengood;
11 grsmdchildren, 2 great-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Amanda Schlabach (&st wife)

and Joseph (son). Funeral: March 9, Howard-
Miami Mennonite Church, by Michael Som-
mers and Lee Miller. Burial: Mast Cemetery.

Kirkendall, Ada E., 92, Lima, Ohio. Bom: July

26, 1898, Lima, Ohio, to Simon and Mary
(Shank) Shenk. Died: AprU 5, 1991, Lima,
Ohio. Survivors—husband: D. Everett
Kirkendall; children: Robert L., DarreU E.,

John L., Wilmer G., Helen Sellers, Ruth
Evans; brothers and sister: Ralph, Wilbur,

John, Mary Smith; 22 grandchildren, 30 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and burial: April 8,

Salem Mennonite Church, by Larry Rohrer

and Dale Leverknight.

Liebig, Myrtle, 98, Kalona, Iowa. Bom: Jan. 3,

1893, Kalona, Iowa, to William D. and Eliza-

beth (Weeber) Berkey. Died: April 16, 1991,

Kalona, Iowa. Survivors—children: Maxine
Gingerich, Ruth Ann Yoder; brother: CUfford;

11 grandchildren, 20 great-grandchildren, 4

great-great-grandsons. Predeceased by: Omar
Liebig (husband). Funeral: April 19, Kalona

Mennonite Church, by David Groh. Burial:

East Union Cemetery.

May, Caroline Elnora, 85, Harrisonburg, Va.

Bom: Jan. 16, 1906, Port Repubhc, Va., to

John H. and Annie Maria (Shifflett) Roadcap.

Died: April 1, 1991, Harrisonburg, Va. Survi-

vors—3 grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Charles Franklin May (husband). Funeral:

April 3, Lindsey Funeral Home, by Wayne
North and Sam Janzen. Burial: Weavers Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Norlin, Erick, 25, St. Louis, Mo. Bom: Oct. 31,

1965, Grand Rapids, Mich., to Hank and
Elaine (White) Norlin. Died: March 24, 1991,

St. Louis, Mo., of cancer. Survivors—brother

and sister: John, Suzanne Norlin. Funeral:

March 27, Kriegshauser Funeral Home, by Ed
Springer. Burial: Washington, HI.

Owens, Gladys, 80, Watsontown, Pa. Bom:
June 1, 1910, Femdale, Pa. Died: Mar. 26,

1991, Lewisburg, Pa., of a mptured aneurysm.

Survivors—husband: Ralph Owens, Sr.; chil-

dren: Ralph Jr., Evelyn Waidley, Patricia

Johnston, Marian Bridge, James, Jack; sis-

ters: Margaret Graham, Murriel Brown; 20

grandchildren, 30 great-grandchildren, 3 great-

great-grandchildren. Predeceased by: Theo-
dore (son). Funeral: March 28, Barr Funeral

Home, by Walter Clemens and Ben F. Lapp.

Burial: Beaver Run Mennonite Church Ceme-
tery.

Selby, Hazel Mae, 87, Engadine, Mich. Bom:
Nov. 20, 1903, Alligan, Mich., to William and
Margaret Christman. Died: March 25, 1991,

Manistique, Mich., of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Margaret Loehr, Dorothy Lesatz, Hazel

Allen, Hester Daganies, Mable Synider,

George, Ernest, Wesley, John, Arthur; 49

grandchildren, 27 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: George Selby (husband) and EUz-

abeth Gage (daughter). Funeral: March 28,

WUdwood Mennonite Church, by John L.

Troyer. Burial: Sandtown Cemetery.

Weaver, Minerva, 85, Neffsville, Pa. Bom:
May 6, 1905, Rapho Twp., Pa., to Harry B. and
Ella Nora (Bowers) Garber. Died: April 15,

1991, Lancaster, Pa., of a stroke. Survivors

—

children: Paul E., Roy A., John L., Harry E.;

brothers: Raymond B., EU B., Amos B., Irvin

B., David B.; 13 grandchildren, 25 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Mearl H. Weaver
(husband). Funered: April 18, Lititz Mennonite
Church, by J. Clair Hollinger, Jay S. Weaver,

Levi J. Ziegler. Burial: East Petersburg Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Zehr, Freida, 85. Bom: Sept. 23, 1905, Canada,

to Nicholas and Magdalena (Albrecht) Kipfer.

Died: Mar. 25, 1991, Alden, N.Y., of cancer.

Survivors—children: Clayton, Violet Cote,

Lester, Charlotte Klingelsmith; sisters:

Malinda Hostetler, Gertmde Leis; 19 grand-

children, 13 great-grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Lawrence Zehr (husband). Funeral: Mar.

29, Clarence Center-Akron Mennonite
Church, by W. Roy WaUs, Jr., and Keith Zehr.

Burial: Good Cemetery.

He Are you
only

getting

half

the story?
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Christian Living picks up where Gos-

pel Herald leaves off. You'll hear per-

sonal experiences, get tips on

friendship and family life, and gain

down-to-earth insights about prayer,

worship, and relating across cultures.

You'll get columns from Robert Baker,

Michael King, LaVerna Klippenstein,

and Maurice Martin. Plus stories,

Helen Alderfer's book reviews, sea-

sonal features, and poetry.

A one-year subscription costs just

$1 .56 a month U.S. And you can get

an even better deal by subscribing to

two years, or taking advantage of our

club or bulk rates (phone us for de-

tails).

Find out what you've been missing.

Fill out the form below and mail it to

Christian Living, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 1 5683.

I want to subscribe to Christian Living:

Name

Address

_1 year @ $18.75

($23.86 Canadian;

includes GST

_2 years @ $33.75

($42.96 Canadian;

includes GST

Mastercard or Visa (circle one)

Card number

_check

enclosed

charge

my credit

card below

Expiration date

Signature
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EDITORIALS

That's what you think
The Mennonite Church has much to do. On

that we agree. Exactly where we start is not as
clear.

That's my conclusion after reading responses
to my editorial, "What Do You Think?" (March
19). In it I invited readers to send me issues you
felt our church must address today.
Sixteen of you sent letters. Two responses

were from Sunday school classes: one from Ki-
dron (Ohio) Mennonite Church and a second
from First Mennonite Church in Morton, El.

Your letters came from nine states, New Jersey
to Iowa (no responses from Canada or the West
Coast this time). You identified 17 issues you
would describe as "major" confronting the Men-
nonite Church.

Homosexuality was mentioned most often (six

times). "The church must decide if it wants to
follow the trends of our culture toward a legitimi-

zation of this practice," one of you wrote. Or will

we continue to be a church "that calls for repen-
tance from sin as a requirement for church mem-
bership."

"I really don't understand why it is an issue in

light of what the Bible has to say concerning sex-
ual relations," said another. But another wrote:
"I'm willing to Hsten, but I desperately want to
hear something besides advocacy of a particular
viewpoint."

Others of you would broaden the discussion to
include sexuality. One called for the church to
address a host of issues related to sexual ethics:

premarital sex, extramarital sex, incest, abortion.
Women in leadership received the second most

attention (five). "Why is the church so slow to af-

firm women?" one of you asked. Another, a
woman, would have an answer: "I take the Scrip-
tures literally to mean what they say: that
women are subject to men and that the actual
leadership in corporate worship belongs to the
male."

That response hinted at a third major issue:

biblical interpretation. It was mentioned often
with other issues. We must "return to a simple
acceptance of what the Bible teaches," wrote
one. Questioned another: "Do we still take the
Bible as our final authority? Or are liberal ideas
making inroads into our denomination?"

Another issue focused on questions of rela-

tionship to the state. How do we speak to gov-
ernment? Is "activism" the road to peace? How
can we be citizens of both God's kingdom and of
a country?

From there the list of issues broadened out. It

included evangelism and church planting, steward-
ship, abuse (child and sexual), leadership training,

environment, economics, alcohol, literature work,
prison ministry, and the silence of God.
But "why are you asking for issues facing the

Mennonite Church?" one questioned. "I thought
disciples of Christ were added to the Lord's
church, not one named after Menno." Another
issue: Mennonite identity.

The last response that arrived, a postcard, per-
haps summed up the rest best: "It seems to me
the issue most pressing in the Mennonite
Church is the Bible.

"

So what happens to these responses? I've sent
them on to two groups: the Mennonite Church
General Board, and the Council on Faith, Life,

and Strategy. They may become part of the dis-

cernment both use in helping the Mennonite
Church come to grips with the issues it faces
today.—;//?

Another chance

Church committees are sometimes accused of
working in a vacuum—of not taking the time or
energy to get reactions or input beyond them-
selves. Now here's at least one that's taking feed-
back seriously.

The Inter-Mennonite Confession of Faith Com-
mittee has made public several of the articles

being proposed for a new confession of faith.

One on the Holy Spirit was printed in last

week's edition of Gospel Herald. A second, on
Jesus Christ, appears this week (page 7). One on
God will be in next week's issue.

The committee invites your feedback and reac-
tions. Send them to Gospel Herald, and we'll for-

ward them to the committee.
Sometimes committees may appear not to lis-

ten. When they do, we need to respond. I'll ex-

pect to hear from you.—y/p



Participants in Mennonite General Assembly at

Ames, Iowa, in 1985: "Group events are exciting in

their own right. And we have come to expect the

same excitement in our corporate worship.

"
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What do you mean you
want exciting worship?

by Philip K. Clemens

Once all it took was a preacher and a song

leader. It was easier to plan worship

then. Now voices across the church are

saying, "Give us exciting worship!"

For some, exciting worship means a captivat-

ing preacher, a favorite kind of music, or the

freedom to do and say whatever they want. Oth-

ers want more banners, more drama, more
music, more fellowship, more children's stories

every Sunday. For some the key words are

"spontaneity," "participation," "inclusive," or

"friendly." Others demand that the Scriptures

be read beautifully, that there be a time of "wor-

ship and praise," that a certain style prevail.

Group events are exciting in their own right.

And we have come to expect the same excite-

ment from our corporate worship. We forget wor-

ship is not meant to compete with choral con-

certs or basketball games. It is not meant to be
more engaging than theater presentations or art

shows. It is not meant to be more fun than quilt

auctions or birthday parties. Said one person re-

cently: "We all get enough entertainment. I

think people are bringing some deeper needs to

worship."

Our desire for what we call exciting worship

might be telling us that something is indeed lack-

ing. We may be looking for worship that is mean-
ingful, but we do not know how to get it. When
we try to make worship exciting or friendly or



Worship is not meant to compete with
choral concerts or basketball games. It

is not meant to be more engaging than
theater presentations or art shows.

some other quality, we plan and judge worship
by inappropriate goals: its entertainment value,

its skill of production, our personal and individu-

alistic yardsticks, our subjective likes and dis-

likes.

What is worship, then, if it is not a new, excit-

ing, friendly, attractive program every week?
Who wants to attend a dull, poorly organized, im-
personal gathering every Sunday? But to ask
those questions is to miss the point. Effective ,

worship, in its own way and its own time, is excit-

ing and attractive. But we can't start there.

Worship represents the presence of Jesus
Christ among his people. Rom. 8 describes how
God's Spirit lives in a congregation. Eph. 2:21-22

says we are a "holy temple in the Lord ... a
dwelling in which God lives by his Spirit." When
Jesus took the bread and cup, he said, "Do this

in remembrance of [to recall] me" (1 Cor. 11:24-25).

When we worship we celebrate what God
through Christ has done, is doing, and will do.

The ancient acclamation rings out, "Christ has
died! Christ is risen! Christ will come again!" In

worship God speaks and acts. God's Spirit re-

veals and renews, and we respond.

Do we want excitement? Do we want meaning?
Then let us start with this outpouring of divine

love, God's creation and re-creation. Let us tell

and retell the gracious and saving acts of God in

Christ. Let us preach and pray, dance and sing

the life and mission of the one who came that

we might have Hfe, that prisoners be released,

that the hungry be fed.

Our Mennonite tradition maintains a basically

unadorned, word-oriented style of worship which
has more or less developed its own meaning and
beauty. But while we have been faithful in teach-
ing peace, fellowship, missions, service, mutual

For furthur reading on worship:

Enter His Gates: Fitting Worship Together by Eleanor
Kreider (Herald Press, 1990)

Liturgy and Spirituality in Context: Perspectives on
Prayer and Culture edited by Eleanor Bernstein
(The Liturgical Press, 1990)

Worship Is a Verb by Robert E. Webber (Word
Books, 1985)

aid, and Bible study, we have not taught wor-
ship. We look askance at churches who focus on
corporate worship (liturgy) but who, in our view,
lack other qualities we possess. We are suspi-

cious of weekly communion, written prayers, and
prescribed colors and vestments.

If we looked further, we might see how the ser-

vice of Word and Table is based on a worship
pattern of New Testament times. We might see
how congregations honor the presence of Christ
when they stand for the reading of the Gospel
each Sunday. We might see how small children
are blessed (but not served) by the ministers when
families go to the altar to receive communion.

As we search for meaning in worship, for ex-

citing things to happen, we may have to

reclaim and renew various worship prac-
tices our tradition has discarded. Even if we
don't do as other churches do, how might our
worship celebrate the presence of Christ?

Does God-m-Christ speak and act? Does the
Spirit of Christ move among us? Does Christ's

mission become ours? These are questions of
focus, not style. In worship Hke this, preaching,
prayer, Scripture, offering, communion, music, vi-

sual art, drama, verbal response, physical move-
ment, emotion, spontaneity, imagination, silence,

children, adults, women, men, ethnic distinc-

tions—all can find their rightful places and ap-
propriate expressions in every congregation.

As a church we may need to rethink our ideas
about worship and examine the reasons we
gather on Sundays. We so easily get caught up
in our goals and objectives that we lose sight of

genuine worship and focus on other things. We
design our worship services, church signs, and
parking lots to attract visitors. We organize

greeters, Sunday school classes, and mission pro-
grams. We arrange for small group fellowships

and neighborhood care groups. But behind all of
this activity, as its basis and its source, must be
the body of Christ at worship.

Healthy worship attracts visitors, generates ser-

vice and mission, feeds the poor, and cares for

the sick. For at the center of worship is the

Christ, the incarnate God, who invites, who pro-

claims, who feeds and heals and serves. And
Christ's body is those who gather to worship the
one who came, is come, and will come.

If it truly is worship, then it is exciting!

Philip K. Clemens is associate minister at College

Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind. He is also a
member of the Worship and Spirituality Commit-
tee of Indiana-Michigan Conference.
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Concluding a series on God:

Should we believe in the Trinity

by Thomas Finger

The traditional Christian view of God is

quite unusual. Its distinctive feature is

not beUef in one God (called monothe-

ism). Many religions and most modern people be-

lieve in one God. Christianity's specific claim is

that God is somehow both three and one: that

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit each

are fully God. Yet there still is only one God. At

first this may sound more like polytheism (behef

in many gods)—or perhaps sheer confusion.

The New Testament often mentions Father,

Son, and Spirit together (Matt. 28:19; 1 Pet. 1:2;

Eph. 4:4-6). However, it uses the name God
more often for the Father and talks of Jesus and

the Spirit serving God. It might seem more natu-

ral then, and certainly less complicated, to think

of the Father alone as fully God and of the Son

and Spirit as his lesser agents.

The more precise trinitarian teaching—that all

three are equally divine—was worked out over

the centuries after Jesus. It was often expressed

complexly and made use of philosophical con-

cepts such as "substance" and "person." Today
some people argue that it was a product of

Greek thinking which is no longer relevant. In

any case, trinitarian language sounds unfamiliar

to most Mennonites. At first glance, it has little

apparent connection with discipleship.

Should Mennonites then simply concentrate

on practical discipleship and dismiss questions

about the Trinity as abstract? Or are there good

reasons, essential for strengthening our faith and

witness, for affirming that God is both three and

one?

We can best begin answering by asking

why trinitarian teaching arose in the

first place. It came from the biblical

way of talking about God's nature and from the

early Christian experience of God. The Bible

tells what God is by telling us how God acts.

This means that if any being does things which

only God can do and which no mere agent of

God could ever do, that being is wholly divine.

As noted in previous articles, both the Holy
Spirit and Jesus act in ways that only God can

act. The Holy Spirit bestows divine, saving life

upon and within us (Rom. 8:11; 2 Cor. 3:6; John
3:5-8). The Spirit is God's very own presence in

us, which makes us temples of God (1 Cor. 3:16-

17; 6:17-20; Eph. 2:22).

Scripture also describes Jesus as bringing the

salvation that only God can bring (Phil. 3:20-21;

2 Tim. 12:10; Titus 2:13). Jesus is worshiped as

only God can be (Rev. 5:12; Heb. 1:6; Phil. 2:10-

11).

If we follow this biblical way of thinking, the

results at first seem confusing. On one hand,

Jesus and the Spirit act as God alone can act.

On the other, both Jesus and the Spirit relate

to, serve, and obey God.

We can deal with these paradoxes in two basic

ways. We can simply hang on to the seemingly

more "natural" notion that the Father is fully

God and that the Spirit and Son are lesser

agents. Or we can let the biblical evidence revise

our basic God concepts, no matter how strange

that might first seem.

The second approach, which leads toward trini-

tarianism, will require more thought. Yet it can

express at least three important convictions

which the first cannot. All are crucial for disciple-

ship.

First, it best expresses the heart of the gos-

pel, the joyous good news of Immanuel:

God is truly with us (Matt. 1:23). As long

as one regards the Father alone as fully God,

then when Jesus comes to us, suffers with and

dies for us, God in the innermost self does not

really enter these events. God, of course, might

still feel close to Jesus and sympathetically feel

what Jesus feels. At bottom, however, God
would still be sending someone else to suffer.

Similarly, the Spirit's yearning, comforting,

and encouraging movements within us would not

be God's very own yearning, comforting, and en-

couraging. God could influence us, but God
would not truly dwell within us. As I understand

it, however, the striking, unprecedented gospel

message is precisely that God—not merely God's

agent or sympathy or influence—does come that

close. This is the truly marvelous good news!

Second, the Trinity deepens our understand-

ing of servanthood. A major objection to the

Spirit's and Son's full deity is that both obey,

serve, and glorify God. Behind this objection lies

the assumption that any being that serves God
must be less than God, for God can only com-

mand.
If we could trace the biblical relationships

more fully, however, we would find that Father,

Son, and Spirit all mutually serve and glorify

each other. (For instance, the Spirit sends the

Son [Mark 1:12] but the Son sends the Spirit

[Acts 2:33]. The Son glorifies the Father, and the

Father glorifies the Son [John 17:1-5].) This

shows that servanthood, mutual self-giving of

persons for each other, is not merely a human
ideal. It is a divine activity, the basic energy sus-
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The striking, unprecedented gospel
message is precisely that God—not
merely God's agent or influence—dwells
within us. This is truly good news.

taining and remaking the universe.
Finally, to affirm the Trinity is to affirm that

God is communal. God is not, as it were, a dis-
tant, isolated individual. God is a community of
loving, sharing, suffering, interacting energies. If
the Father alone were fully God, any such com-
munity would be authoritarian with God giving
the orders. Yet the distinctive, revolutionary trin-
itarian teaching is that all three persons—while
being different—are fully equal.
Of course, these persons also are one divine

person in a way we cannot fully comprehend.
Still, their oneness is better conceived as sharing
common purposes and a common character (holi-
ness, righteousness) and as a unified energy
than as a common "substance."
This explains why salvation can never be indi-

viduaHstic. To be saved is to be incorporated

mto the dynamic, interweaving, interpersonal en-
ergy that is God. But how can one truly open
oneself to this energy without opening toward all
others who are caught up in it? How can one au-
thentically enter into the divine communal real-
ity without entering the earthly communities
that this reality is creating? In this way commu-
nity, an emphasis so central to Mennonites, has
its deepest foundation in the Trinity.

Thomas Finger is professor of systematic and spiri-
tual theology at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va. This concludes a series of three
articles on the Tnnity. The issues raised in these
articles are treated at greater length in the second
volume of Finger's work. Christian Theology: an
Eschatological Approach (Herald Press).

What we believe about God
We believe that God exists and is pleased with
everyone who draws near by faith (Heb. 11:6).
We worship and know the one and only holy and
ever-living God, who is Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit as revealed in the Scriptures. We believe
that this only true and triune God has created
all things visible and invisible, has brought salva-
tion and a new way of life to humanity through
Jesus, and continues to sustain the church and
all things until that day when God separates
good from evil and becomes "all in all" (1 Cor
15:28).

Beginning with Abraham and Sarah, God has
called forth and delivered a people of faith that
they might be free from ahen powers and false
gods to worship God alone, to witness to God's
intentions for humankind and all creation, and to
love their neighbors as themselves (Gen. 12-2-3-

Rom. 4:11-25; 1 Pet. 3:9-11). We have been
joined to this people through the faithfulness of
Jesus Christ and by confessing our faith in him
(Gal. 2:20; Rom. 3:22).

We humbly acknowledge that God surpasses
all human comprehension and transcends all at-
tempts to grasp equality with God (Gen. 3:5;

Phil. 2:6). But God also relates to us and speaks
to humankind in ways which reveal God's charac-
ter and being. God's awesome glory and endur-
ing compassion are perfect in holy love. God's
sovereign power and unending grace are perfect
in almighty love. God's knowledge of all things
and care for creation are perfect in preserving
love. God's wrath against sin and tender mercy
toward sinners are perfect in righteous love.
God's readiness to forgive and power to trans-
form are perfect in redemptive love. God's limit-
less justice and continuing patience with human-
kind are perfect in suffering love. God's infinite
freedom and constant self-giving are perfect in
faithfial love (Exod. 20:4-6; Ps. 25:4-10; Isa. 6-

54:10; Matt. 5:48; Rom. 21:5-11; 3:21-26; 1 John
4:8).

This is the statement on God being proposed for
the new inter-Mennonite confession of faith. It is a
working draft offered for discussion and reaction.
Send yours to "Confession of Faith," Gospel Her-
ald, 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683. We
will forward your comments to the Inter-Menno-
nite Confession of Faith Committee.
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Dealing with the offender

and the one offended

Thanks for "Should We Report Scan-

dal in the Mennonite Press?" (April 30).

I share some personal reflections:

1. Sins are often very complex. It is

difficult to report fairly all the complexi-

ties of a given situation.

2. I am not convinced that open report-

ing of sins "would demonstrate our com-

mitment to truth." Reporting cannot be

done totally without bias. Thus the pur-

pose of reporting needs to be carefully

assessed.

3. More important than whether or not

scandals should be reported is whether

we have a biblical strategy for how to

deal with the offender and the offended.

We tend to make rash judgments and de-

cisions based on the perceived without

thinking through all the impHcations.

4. If we begin to report sins and scan-

dals, we also need to report the redemp-

tive process. That may happen even

years later. We tend to remember only

the bad and forget that God's grace can

bring reconciliation.

Amos K. Stoltzfus

Morgantown, Pa.

Correction

The first sentence under #7 in "Thir-

teen Reasons Why We BeUeve in

Nonresistance" (April 30) was supposed

to be a full sentence. Something hap-

pened in the editing. It read: "We be-

lieve that to become a Christian is to

allow the risen Christ." It should have

read, "We beheve that to become a

Christian is to allow the risen Christ to

become Lord and by the power of the

Spirit to transform our hearts, minds,

and ways of living to become like Jesus."

I recognize the sentence was plenty

long. I'm not sure what was intended,

but depravity got into the computer or

the operator!

Marion Bontrager

Hesston, Kan.

Not quite what
Daniel had in mind
Be on your toes, Pontius; humor is

creeping into Gospel Herald in unlikely

places.

In "Dare to Be a Daniel" (April 23),

not only should we ask ourselves would

Daniel eat meat offered to the king's

idols. We ought also to ask would Daniel

have described his office as that of a

courtesan!

True, a courtesan does "dare to stand

alone, dare to have a purpose firm, dare

to make it known," but that purpose

would be somewhat other than the one

Daniel held in his mind!

Surely, if Daniel were alive today he

would be acquainted with the philoso-

phers and lexicographers too. Perhaps

he would have picked up his Random
House Dictionary Unabridged and then

courteously suggested he could be bet-

ter described as a courtier.

Virginia S. Kreider

Goshen, Ind.

Damages of sexual abuse
Carolyn Holderread Heggen's letter

(April 9) about the death of Darrel

Brubaker was very disturbing for me. If

what the letter said was true it should

be disturbing for all to read.

Sexual abuse is difficult for people to

talk about for many reasons. But it is

something that needs to be addressed in

all areas of the church.

I've appreciated the times you have ad-

dressed this subject in Gospel Herald.

However, I would like to express my
deep concern that you print more arti-

cles dealing with the whole range of dam-

ages caused by sexual abuse.

Name withheld by request

Glad you came
Thanks for your editorial, "How to Do

Outreach" (April 2). It reminded me of a

church we visited and really felt unno-

ticed. There were no directions where to

go. We were finally spoken to upon leav-

ing.

On second thought, it may have been

good for me to have had that experi-

ence. I certainly am more aware of

strangers and acquaintances that visit

our church. It's nice to hear, "Glad you

came; visit us again."

Come visit us, and let me know how
we rate.

Aldine Wyse
Wayland, Iowa

How to overcome
compassion fatigue

We are emotionally battered every day

by the media with accounts of the plight

of the Kurdish refugees—one million on

the Iraq-Iran border, they report. It bog-

gles our minds. To make it concrete, di-

vide the population of your county or

city into 1,000,000.

These stories, added to the stream of

similar ones we've been exposed to for

years, is benumbing. We suffer from

compassion fatigue. We grow complacent.

I have two suggestions:

1. For families: On a Sunday after-

noon, select a piece of luggage for each

member of the family, proportionate to

what the person can reasonably carry

(not lift but carry on a trek). Pack the

bags with whatever seems most essential

and most precious. When finished leave

the house. Look back, trying to imagine

never seeing it again. Of course, there is

(continued on next page)
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no way to simulate the terror and
trauma of a real flight from impending
peril.

2. For congregations: Compassion
aroused over and over, as by pictures
and appeals, without action causes com-
placency. Let each decide which of the
"forsaken" possessions (see above) are

not really essential to everyday living. Ar-
range for a mini-rehef sale, offering un-
needed articles which can be of use to

other people. Every family undoubtedly
can contribute articles of this sort. Ad-
vertise the sale, and others may add arti-

cles.

It seems to me these may be ways to

help us overcome some of the helpless

feelings we develop in face of the need
of the millions of refugees worldwdde.
Elizabeth Showalter

Harrisonburg, Va.

It's our choice
Every person on earth is born a child

of God. This makes us aU his dear chil-

dren. Satan has no children but by adop-
tion.

By disobedience to our Father, we
choose to become a child of the devil.

Thus we must repent and be born again.

Abe B. Gehman, Sr.

Barto, Pa.

To be worthy
of God's best gifts

A response to the notice about East-
em Mennonite Seminary's building

needs ("EMS Seeks Funds for Expan-
sion," April 9).

I urge the Mennonite Church, and oth-

ers concerned about retaining values of

our tradition, to ask for discernment and
promise and then pray for the release of

funds for the building at EMS.
I am not hedging as I encourage dis-

cernment and promise. That needs to

precede any prayer. We must also trust

the God who works in us to will and to

complete. This Spirit stirs our desires as
we listen.

We need to pray for the EMS staff

and faculty for the next generations. The
calling forth of those who enable putting
on the mind of Christ will be tied to be-
lieving prayer. We get, as a church, what
we deserve. So let's be worthy of God's
best gifts for the equipping of shepherds.
H. Eugene Herr
Three Rivers, Mich.

Strength in friendships
Thanks to Marlene Kropf for her arti-

cle, "How Can We Be More Account-
able to Each Other?" (April 16). Maybe
we have lost an important ritual in being
accountable to God and to each other.

What a blessing close friendships and
small groups can be for strength and en-
couragement!

G. Myers
Albany, Ore.

Bad English
and poor theology
Recently a good Mennonite friend

gave me a stack of Gospel Heralds. Read-
ing them has given me an opportunity to
take a look "inside" from the "outside."
I am struck by a number of things the
Mennonite Church is struggling with,

but will limit my comments to only one:
nonsexist language in the new confession
of faith.

It does seem like a contradiction, "To
worship and know the one and only ever-

living God who is Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, as revealed in the Scriptures,"

and yet not refer to the Father as he or
him. Jesus referred to God as Father
many times. There is only one excep-
tion, and I think it is significant. When
he feels forsaken and abandoned by the
Father, he cries, "My God, my God." In
an attempt to become inclusive and im-
partial, the church may end up with a
kind of deistic God who becomes exclu-

sive and impersonal.

I have been attending worship services
in a mainline denomination that uses in-

clusive language. In the preaching, God
is never referred to as "Father" and
Jesus is seldom if ever spoken of as the

Son. The prayer often ends with, "we
pray in the name of your child Jesus."
(For me it leaves Jesus in a manger, al-

though I'm aware the apostles used this

expression in Acts 4:27, ironically in KJV.)
In the morning sermon the language

becomes awkward, clumsy, confusing,
and at times amusing. I hear statements
like "God changed God's mind." I ask
myself, are there two Gods? If only one
God, then say it like it is: "God changed
his mind."

To delete personal pronouns in refer-

ence to our heavenly Father is not only
bad English but also poor theology. It

seems to me all the suffering in the
world and all the pain in our churches
scream for an agenda a thousand times
more urgent and important than un-pro-
nouncing and in the end depersonalizing
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ.

Elmer S. Yoder
Salem, Ore.

Complete coverage
Thank you for the reference in your

editorial, "So What Do We Do Now?"
(Feb. 19), to Los Angeles on the West
Coast. It was great to see a reference to
an urban area such as Los Angeles for

something other than missions or urban
crises. I look forward to your continued
coverage of the entire Mennonite
Church in North America, including the
urban areas.

Allan Yoder

Pasadena, Calif.

New ways for telling

the old, old story
Recently for the children's sermon our

pastor, in a most exciting and creative

manner, told the story of Peter and
John and the healing of the crippled beg-
gar at the temple gate (Acts 3:1-10). Chil-

dren (and adults) seemed to be gripped
by this story in a new and refreshing

way.

This stands in sharp contrast to

children's sermons I've heard in

churches we have visited in recent
months. While usually told well enough,
they were just nice stories. At the worst,
on some occasions, the point was diffi-

cult to grasp. At best they were just
good moral stories.

It would seem important to apply our
creativity to telling and retelling the bib-

lical stories. Our children (and adults)

need to hear these in as refreshing a

manner as possible.

The Bible is an exciting book for

those who have discovered new life in

Christ there. Perhaps some of us just
need a little help in our ways of telling it.

Paul G. Burkholder
Akron, Pa.
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They shall
be uprooted
no more
A meditation for the

people of the Philippines

by Carolyn Schrock-Shenk

I lie awake at night in this large house and lis-

ten to the sounds around me. Sleep refuses

to come as I listen to the noise from the side-

walk below my bedroom window. The warm sum-

mer air seems to be breeding turmoil in this

section of the city. The walls of our house are

solid around me, and all the doors are securely

locked. Yet I cannot dispel the occasional fear

that stalks me when the voices are particularly

close or angry or numerous.

Of course, it is true that I am in potential dan-

ger. There is racial tension and regular drug-re-

lated violence here. Yet the threat is not great,

and I recognize the irrationality of most of my
fear. I stare into the darkness and wonder at the

control fear has over me. I ponder the security

that we all seek.

My eyes close and I begin to drift. The soHd

walls and locked wooden doors that separate me
from the night become nipa and thatched grass.

The soft, tropical night sounds float in and out

of the cracks between the bamboo sticks and

through the open windows, dancing languidly

with the snores and deep breathing of the family

lying side by side on the floor of the hut.

It
is a powerful moment. I am filled with a

sense of oneness with the universe and all its

people and elements. These walls form a per-

meable cocoon around the bodies saturated with

the sweat of hard work, the tears of pain, and

the dance of love. They are human lives inter-

dependent with plants, animals, minerals, and

each other, pulsating rhjd^hmically with the

steady beat of the earth. There is a sense of

timelessness—of today fusing into tomorrow fus-

ing into yesterday.

Then, suddenly, the moment is shattered.

"They" are coming. Their erratic crashing noises

suggest a fearless bravado induced by excess al-

cohol. They are coming. The sleeping cocoon

wakes instantly and is transformed into a frenzy

of activity. Half-packed bags are pulled out from

the comer. Feet are shoved into the nearest

shoes. Children's mouths are covered by grown-

up hands and frantic whispers of "bilis, bilis"

(hurry, hurry) propel the family down the short

ladder and into the night, carrying only the few

belongings that have lain in readiness every

night since the first news of night raids and

house burnings in neighboring villages months

ago.

Fifty yards from the house, the family stops to

catch their breath and turns just in time to see

the leader raise his torch to the dry grass of

their house. The fire spreads quickly around the

hut. Dancing flames mock the skillful care of its

construction, the hours of Bible studies and

local co-cooperative meetings that were held in-

side, the rootedness and security its inhabitants

had known.

Gone. All of it. Replaced by terror and uncer-

tainty. Dreams smashed. A family torn from the

rhythm of Hfe. Harmonious people and earth

music turned dissonant. It is a scene multipHed

by the thousands in the Philippine countryside

today.

The famihes do not always flee from men in

the night. Sometimes it is from helicopters and

tora torn planes dropping their exploding pack-

ages—gifts from the government to those places

that house "troublemakers." Sometimes it is

from tanks and trucks and men armed with so-

phisticated imported weapons that strafe de-

fenseless houses. Sometimes it is from an omi-

nous warning or the death of a community
worker.

No matter what the means, the result of a

total war against a hungry and oppressed

people is always the same. Slowly a peo-

ple are being massively uprooted. The threads

that hold their lives together and provide mean-

ing and sanity in the midst of their poverty are

breaking. Slowly a whole way of life is being sac-

rificed for a cause.

What is the cause? No one knows for sure. Is

it to keep power in the hands of the current gov-

ernment? To maintain the U.S. bases and other

U.S. interests? To protect democracy by ridding

the country of its communists? To keep the land

and its harvests in the hands of a few? It is a

nebulous and disagreed-about cause. But in the

name of that cause, the land is being raped, the

people are being destroyed, and the future of a

nation is being mocked.

It is to the people of the Philippines that the

prophet Amos speaks—to those hiding in the for-

ests, those in refugee centers, those trying to re-

locate in new and strange places:
"

'I will bring back my exiled people . . . they

/pray for the fruition of the prophecy of

Amos for the people of the Philippines, I

pray for the courage to use my voice and
hands and feet to bring it to pass.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Catholic bishops ask Bush
for amnesty for Gulf War COs
Thu-ty-three U.S. Roman Catholic bish-

ops have called on President Bush to grant
amnesty to members of the armed forces
who resisted serving in the Persian Gulf
War, some of whom are now being court-
martialed. In a letter that was coordinated
by Pax Christi USA, the national Catholic
peace movement, the bishops noted that
11 years ago the U.S. CathoHc Conference
went on record as supporting selective
conscientious objection "as a vahd moral
position derived from the gospel and Cath-
olic teaching and recognized as well in U.S.
civil law." Referring to the soldiers who
declined to fight in the Gulf War, the Pax
Christi letter says, "Even though they vol-

unteered for military service, their obliga-
tion to make an informed moral judgment
led them to refuse to take up arms in the
same way that the moral judgment of many
of their comrades led them to fight." (RNS)

U.S. Supreme Court agrees to decide
on prayer at public-school graduations
Does prayer as a formal part of public

school graduations violate the U.S. Consti-
tution? The sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
in 1987 ruled that such prayers are permis-
sible. But the first Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled last year in a 1989 Providence, R.I.,

case that they are unconstitutional. Re-

cently, faced with an appeal in the Provi-
dence case, the U.S. Supreme Court
agreed to decide the issue. A decision is

expected next year.

In urging the high court to hear the case,
the Bush administration implored it to
overturn the first Circuit and affirm the
right of prayer for such a "non-coercive,
ceremonial acknowledgment of the heri-
tage of a deeply religious people." The
Providence case was initiated by Daniel
Weisman, who was unsuccessful in obtain-
ing an injunction against invocations and
benedictions at all public schools in the
city, including the middle school where his
daughter was graduating. (NIRR)

Fuller quits Habitat for Humanity;
Carter not sure about future role
Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter's

longstanding relationship with Habitat for
Humanity is in question following the res-
ignation of the leader of the Georgia-based
Christian housing group. Millard Fuller,
who founded Habitat 15 years ago, has
agreed to leave the organization in August.
The decision came a year after sexual-ha-
rassment allegations were made against
him by five female workers.

Habitat officials said Fuller's resignation
was not linked to the complaint. No crim-
inal or civil charges were filed, but the
board of directors brought in a mediator

to try to resolve the matter. Fuller said he
resigned rather than be made a "ceremo-
nial president." He added: "The problem
stems back to difficulty with those
women." Carter said the fiiture role he and
his wife, Rosalynn, will play with Habitat
will be determined by the board's deci-
sions. (RNS)

Renewal groups try to steer mainline
churches away from liberal views
Hoping to steer U.S. mainline denomi-

nations away from liberal views on sexual-
ity and justice issues, representatives of
renewal groups within the United Method-
ist Church, Presbyterian Church (USA),
United Church of Christ, Episcopal Church!
and other groups met in Wilmore, Ky., to
discuss the spiritual condition of their
respective church bodies. At the close of
the session, the leaders announced in a
statement that the debate over issues like
homosexual ordination "is not primarily a
debate over human sexuality but rather it

is that of the authority of God's Word
vmtten as both normative and formative
for humanity." Last year, the group drafted
the Dupage Document, a manifesto in
which they urged their denominations to
preserve fidelity to the Bible. The Episco-
pal, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches
face proposals that advocate a relaxing of
traditional sexual standards. (NIRR)

They shall be uprooted no more
(continued will rebuild the ruined cities and live in them.
from page 7) They will plant vineyards and drink their wine;

they will make gardens and eat their fruit. I will
plant [them] in their ovra land, never again to be
uprooted from the land I have given them,' says
the Lord your God" (Amos 9:14-15).

A prophecy. A promise of something yet to
come for the children of Israel. A promise for
the famihes and communities of the Phihppines
as well. Throughout the Bible, the fulfillment of
prophecy comes through the faithfrilness of
God's people. We are God's hands and feet and
voices here on earth. When we pray, "Thy will
be done on earth as it is in heaven," we ask for
our own empowerment to do God's will. We are
the means through which both justice and injus-
tice flow.

The fulfillment for Filipinos of the Amos prom-
ise of restoration, sufficient food and drink, secu-
rity and permanence depends to a large degree
upon the faithfulness of God's people. Those of
us who are both kingdom builders and Ameri-
cans struggle to know what that means. It is our
country that supplies most of the weapons,
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equipment, and money to carry out the total war
against the people in the Philippines. Our coun-
try operates massive military bases that use
thousands of square miles of prime Philippine
farm land, breed social degradation of all kinds,
fuel rebellion and resentment, and compromise
Philippine sovereignty.

How are we as wealthy, powerful people in a
wealthy, powerful land to respond to a poor na-
tion whose problems are severely intensified by
the actions of our country? How do we act faith-
fully to be the tools of the fulfillment of proph-
ecy for the Philippines? How do I live as both a
responsible U.S. citizen and a kingdom citizen?
Before sleep finally claims me, here in the se-

curity of my thick walls, I pray for fruition of the
Amos prophecy for my Filipino brothers and sis-
ters. And I pray for the courage to use my voice
and hands and feet to bring it to pass.

Carolyn Schrock-Shenk, Lancaster, Pa., worked
with her husband, Dave, in the Philippines for
Mennonite Central Committee 1985-88. They at-
tend Community Mennonite Church.



CHURCH NEWS

MMA board okays new ways to deal
with crisis in health insurance

Mary Swartley (second from right) chairs the MMA board meeting. She is business manager and a

business teacher at Bethany Christian High School in Goshen, Ind. Sitting with her are board member

Ruthann Dirks, MMA president James Kratz, and board vice-chair Richard Reimer.

rural congregations than in mobile urban

churches. It helps if many of the members
are self-employed.

"Are we becoming our own competitor?"

wondered board chair Mary Swartley. An-

swered Garboden: "We see the congrega-

tional plan as another choice we are offer-

ing. For many people it might be this or

nothing."

One feature of the task force's proposal

is an educational effort to call attention to

the problems in the current U.S. health-

care system and to urge Mennonites to get

involved in helping solve them. One impor-

tant way is to urge the federal government

to intervene. MMA staff said the problems

include justice issues in addition to out-of-

control costs.

In the end, the board members approved

the proposal, with the understanding that

the congregational sharing plan will be

developed further and presented in its

final form at the board's December meet-

ing. "I'm impressed with the enthusiasm

and consensus on this matter," said board

member Don Schmidt.

—

Steve Shenk

Goshen, Ind.—Health-care costs con-

tinue to skyrocket, and health plan mem-
bers continue to leave Mennonite Mutual

Aid in droves. With those problems weigh-

ing on it, the MMA Board of Directors met
here May 2-3 to discuss ways to respond.

President James Kratz reported that

nearly one-third of MMA's individual

health plan members have dropped out

since MMA raised its premiums drastically

two years ago in an attempt to keep up

with the rising costs of health care. Many
of the departing ones are healthy people

who think they can get a better deal some-

where else. People with health problems

stay (or come back later) because commer-

cial insurance companies won't take them.

Board members complained that too

many Mennonites seem more interested in

finding an insurance bargain for them-

selves than in aiding their less healthy

brothers and sisters. "We help people that

commercial agencies won't help," said one

MMA staff person. "But that means
healthy people have to be willing to help

carry the unhealthy ones."

That is the mutual aid concept, pure and

simple, board members noted. But some
Mennonites are treating MMA like an in-

surance company, wanting to pay as little

as possible and get back as much as they

can. And, Kratz said, they react angrily to

MMA's premium hikes, even though MMA
is only the "middle man" in an American

health-care system that badly needs re-

forming.

Last year the board members agreed

that MMA should stay in health insurance

no matter what, and appointed a task force

to figure out ways to do so. At this meeting

the task force presented a major 18-page

proposal to deal with the crisis.

The proposal offers more options to

people, including health plans that provide

less coverage for less money. "Although

the new options expose members to more
financial risk in some cases," said Steve

Garboden, an MMA vice-president who
headed the task force, "it is still less risk

than they would be exposed to if they went
without coverage, which more and more
Americans are doing."

The most daring idea is a congregational

sharing plan modeled after a program de-

veloped by conservative Mennonites and
Amish. Entire congregations would share

all their members' medical costs. There

would be no overhead expenses, but the

plan calls for a high level of commitment
by each member and a strong sense of

community. It would work better in stable

Colorado Mennonites
spend spring break
on Navajo work project

Kykotsmovi, Ariz.—Navajo Indian silver

work, woven rugs, and fried bread were

enjoyed by 16 people from Greeley (Colo.)

Mennonite Church on their Spring-Break

Missions Trip. The group journeyed to

Hard Rock Mission Station near here in

preparation for a work project at Navajo

Gospel Mission. Four days later, plenty of

painting, cleaning, and renovating pro-

duced a finished work project and lots of

sore muscles.

Aside from the work, the Greeley visitors

began to realize how the Navajo people are

grappling with life in the 1990s. New friend-

ships were made across cultural lines as

group members visited traditional hogans,

watched rugs take shape on Navajo looms,

and visited with silversmiths, children,

grandmothers, and shepherds.

Behind the beautiful rugs and silverwork,

however, the group learned of the painful

fact that four of five Navajo deaths are of

a violent nature, most from the effects of

alcohol. Many Navajos are enticed by the

religion of peyote in addition to the bond-

age of alcohol, boredom, and unemploy-

ment.

Upon returning to Greeley, a good part

of the Sunday morning service was taken

in sharing the Navajo work trip experience,

telling stories, singing in Navajo, and ex-

plaining the work of the missionaries

among the largest tribe in the Americas.

The storytelling and reporting brought the

trip to its full completion, giving account

to the congregation that had raised nearly

$1,000 to support the project.

"It was a lot of work, and I wondered if

it was worth it at the start," said Pastor

Darrell Zook, "but it was moving to see the

impact this exposure had upon the young

people in our group. We'll do it again next

year!"
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Emergency appeal for Kurdish refugees
brings in $50,000 and 7,300 blanl<ets
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—An emergency ap

peal from Mennonite Central Committee
for Kurdish refugees in Iraq brought in

7,300 blankets and $50,000 in cash in a
matter of days. The response was primarily
from Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
churches in Lancaster County, Pa.; eastern
and western Pennsylvania; and in the Cum-
berland Valley area of Maryland.
MCC, Lutheran World Relief, Church

World Service, and American Friends Ser-
vice Committee together provided a 40-ton
planeload of supplies valued at $600,000
for the refugees. MCC's share of the ship-
ment was 7,300 blankets, 14 bales of infant
clothing, and 4,000 pounds of milk powder
(donated by Lancaster County farmers
through Atlantic Dairy Cooperative). The
four agencies are sharing the cost of air

freight, which totals $128,000.
The flight left New York on May 2, bound

for Tabriz, Iran. Ed Martin, MCC secretary

for the Middle East and South Asia, is in
fran and met the flight, along with Gene
Thiemann of LWR. David Weaver of CWS
accompanied the flight.

MCC East Coast organized the blanket
and fund drive. The funds are for the costs
of shipping the blankets and for MCC's
Bridging the Gulf fund. The latter supports
relief and reconciliation work in the Middle
East following the Gulf War.
"The tremendous response from over

160 churches in only 10 days has been
overwhelming," says MCC East Coast di-
rector Lynn Roth. "We appreciate the gen-
erosity and compassion people have
shown." Blankets that MCC receives after
the shipment date will allow for future
shipments as needed.
MCC also chartered a flight from Mon-

treal to Tabriz with 18 metric tons of milk
powder, seven tons of cooking oil, eight
tons of blankets and layettes, and eight

Charles Martin of Greencastle, Pa., and sisters

Kimberley and Audrey Martin pack blankets for
the MCC material resources center

tons of medicines. That flight left on May
7. MCC is paying an estimated $200,000 for
commodities, air freight, and expenses for
the flight.

MCC begins
flood relief work
in Bangladesh

Dhaka, Bangladesh (MCC)—Mennonite
Central Committee staff in Bangladesh
have begun relief work following the dev-
astating storm that struck that country's
coast on April 30. Nearly 150,000 people
have died so far as a result of a cyclone,
tidal wave, and flooding.

MCC staff are all safe, and they have
begun food and clothing distribution in

coordination with the Bangladesh govern-
ment and other nongovernmental organi-
zations. MCC and the Catholic relief orga-
nization Caritas are distributing 12 metric
tons of milk powder, 100 bales of quilts,

three bales of clothing, and 30 drums of
bandages. MCC and Caritas may also work
together to distribute wheat.
MCC will focus on local areas of greatest

need first, the local staff says. "But there
will be needs for our own employees and
facilities, too."

An estimated 80 percent of dwellings and
90 percent of crops were damaged in Feni
District along the southeastern coast. The
storm damaged more than half the houses
in six out of 10 areas surveyed by MCC
workers near Maijdi at the mouth of the
Ganges River on the southern coast. High
winds caused most of the damage near
Maijdi, along with some flooding.

The tidal wave on offshore islands
caused the storm's greatest damage, staff
report. "Disease and continuing bad
weather impede progress," they say.

The storm leveled the MCC Human
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Resources Development Center just out-
side Feni, a training center for rural savings
groups. Furniture and materials were dam-
aged or blown away.

MCC is accepting contributions for
Bangladesh flood relief. Overseas director
Ray Brubacher says MCC will make up to
$50,000 available for rehef. He says MCC
may make food resources available from
Canada and the United States. MCC staff
in Bangladesh plan to raise some relief

funds locally.

MCC has 28 workers in Bangladesh,
along with about 200 local staff. Regular
MCC work in the country includes agricul-
tural research and extension, job creation,
health, education, and social services.

—Ardell Stauffer

MDS assists
tornado victims
in Kansas

Andouer, Kan. fMCCj—Surrounded by a
landscape of shredded mobile homes,
Mennonite Disaster Service volunteers
seai-ched for anything worth keeping in the
wreckage of Kansas' deadliest tornado in

36 years. Four days after the April 26
tornado, more than 3,000 MDSers had lent
a hand. The twister killed 11 people in a
mobile home park in the Wichita suburb
of Andover. About 1,200 people were
homeless after the storm destroyed 240
mobile homes and 110 houses.
Kansas MDS chairman Irvin Harms said

the Andover tornado was much worse than
the one that devastated many Mennonites'

homes and farms in the Hesston area in
March 1990. "Hesston's tornado jumped
around," he said. "They said this one stood
there and ground away." That was evident
from the near total destruction of Andover's
trailer park Many people from Hesston are
helping in Andover.
Volunteers combed the area for anything

they could save—including hai-d-to-find
valuables such as lost diamond rings and
personal treasures such as photos—before
bulldozers cleared it all away. Bulldozing
of parts of the area angered some resi-

dents. In the search for bodies, bulldozers
had demolished mobile homes that sur-
vived the tornado. Some items salvaged by
MDS crews were bulldozed away.
Even getting permission for MDS to

work in Andover was a struggle. Harms
said. He said he had to beg the mayor to
let volunteers into the disaster area. He
could not explain the mayor's reluctance.
But after several days of MDS work,
Harms said, the mayor "thinks Mermonites
are great."

Statewide, the storm's death toll was 20,
making it the nation's deadliest tornado
since Aug. 28, 1990, when 29 people were
killed by twisters in Plainfield, 111. The
strength of the tornado was rated F-4 in

intensity—in the top 5 percent of torna-
does. Last year's Hesston tornado was a
rare F-5—in the top one percent.
Wichita has seven Mennonite churches,

but few Mennonites suffered personal
losses due to the storm. One young family
of Lorraine Avenue Mennonite Church lost

everything. They lived in Andover, but not
in the trailer park. They were not at home
when the storm hit—Paul Schrag



Speakers encourage
Goshen graduates
to get involved

Goshen, Ind., fGCJ—Different roads lead

to the same destination as two speakers

told Goshen College's 250 graduates to

change the world diuing 93rd commence-

ment activities on April 21.

If all the world's a stage, Marian Claassen

Franz said in her commencement address,

then it's time for the class of 1991—including

her daughter, Coretta—to play the role of

peacemaker. "AH you have to remember is

love God, and your neighbor as yourself," she

told her audience in Union Auditorium. She

added one bit of advice: "improvise."

Franz is director of the National Cam-
paign for a Peace Tax Fund. The Washing-

ton, D.C.-based organization seeks legisla-

tion allowing those who wish to give the

portion of their tax money that would

otherwise go to military spending to hu-

manitarian causes.

Speaking with a wit and warmth that

beUed the clouds and chill breeze outside,

Franz noted that life does not have to be

conventional drama, with actors following

scripts handed out by others. Instead, the

graduates had the power to star in an

improvisational play. In order to make the

show a hit, cast members must stop, look,

listen, speak, and enjoy, she said. Looking

at what others avoid will not always be

pleasant, Franz warned. "People don't

look, not because they don't care, I think,

but because looking is too painful."

Young people must look to see that

40,000 children die daily from diseases

caused by lack of proper nutrition and

inexpensive vaccines, and that the world's

arsenals hold one million Hiroshimas

—

even though there are only 3,000 cities that

size, she said. Once they look at what is

happening, they need a balance of listening

and acting to make changes, Franz said.

"In mountain climbing one foot is always

firmly placed and the other is always

searching for higher ground. When the foot

of faith is squarely placed, the foot of

action searches for higher ground, in-

formed by faith."

Earlier in the day, campus physician

WUlard Krabill talked about the necessity

of "walking fine lines" during baccalaure-

ate services at CoUege Mennonite Church.

Foreshadowing Franz's topic, he said this

theme came from one of the quotations

that shapes his life: "Don't follow where

the path leads. Go where there is no path

and make a trail."

Those who challenge prevailing attitudes

should not do so to be mavericks, Krabill

concluded. "We do it to make this world a

better place. We do it to serve our Creator."

Krabill is retiring after coming to Goshen

College in 1967. During his tenure, he has

been a leader in education on human sex-

uality and medical ethics.

—

Wayne Steffen

A sister-brother duo—Donna and Duane Shenk—
were among the EMC graduates. Their parents

are Calvin and Marie Shenk of Harrisonburg, Va.

Sawatsky calls on
EMC graduates
to make judgments

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Variably

cloudy skies, mild temperatures, and a

light breeze provided an ideal backdrop for

Eastern Mennonite College's 73rd annual

commencement exercises on April 28.

President Joseph Lapp conferred degrees

on 223 students during the outdoor cere-

mony attended by some 3,000 people.

Rodney Sawatsky, president of Conrad

Grebel College in Waterloo, Ont., gave the

commencement address. "Rather than

challenging you with a passage of Scrip-

ture, I'm going to warn you against one,"

he told the graduates. "Rumor has it that

the favorite text on Mennonite college

campuses today is Matthew 7:1—'Judge

not, that ye be not judged.' " He said this

is in reaction to Mennonites' history of

being "too judgmental, of tending to criti-

cize everyone who doesn't measure up to

our standards."

But while avoiding judging prematurely,

"we must judge nonetheless," Sawatsky

said. "I fear that too often this text is used

to legitimize acceptance of the modem age.

When we use this text to say that we
cannot make judgments about moral and

religious matters, because there is no uni-

versal truth upon which to base such judg-

ments, then we are true children of moder-

nity."

Noting that today's university setting is

a reflection of an increasingly fractured

and pluralized society, he said, "EMC
exists prcisely because we Christians be-

lieve that judgments can and must be

made. These judgments are based on val-

ues that supersede all the variety in our

world. These values are not mere products

of human imagination; they are revealed to

us by the one above the many."

Class business manager Kevin Longe-

necker presented the senior class gift of

$4,040 toward additional security lighting

on campus. EMC's senior class had 57

honor graduates, including 10 who finished

"summa cum laude" with a grade point

average between 3.9 and 4.0. Two students

earned all "A's"—Brian Stauffer of

Manheim, Pa., and David Wert of Goshen,

Ind.

—

Jim Bishop

Kreiders
to lead
worship
"People will be

glad they came to

worship," says Lany Q^dQN 01
Hauder of Boise,

Idaho, who with his wife, Becky,

chairs the Worship Planning Com-
mittee.

A feature of Oregon '91 worship

will be the variety of opportunities

for congregational response. "Out of

the act of worship should come acts

of commitment," Larry says. Wor-

ship will include a lot of singing,

including 20 minutes during a "gath-

ering-in" time. A musical ensemble

and drama group will contribute to

worship leadership.

The four morning services will be

led by Alan and Eleanor Kreider,

who are Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers in England. Each of

these services will focus on an aspect

of stewardship. Youth will lead and

provide worship aids for the Thurs-

day joint youth and adult worship

service at the University of Oregon

—

the youth convention site.

In addition to the direct experi-

ences of worship, participants will be

offered extended encounters with one

of the worship themes in daylong

workshops: Congregational Planning

and Worship, Urban Ministries, Stew-

ardship, and Environmental Concerns.

The Worship Planning Committee,

in addition to Hauders, includes Pa-

cific Coast Conference members
Kate Brermeman, Brenda Lind, Les

Yoder, Cathy Passmore, Brenda
Hostetler, and Victor Vargas. Repre-

senting churchwide interests are

David Mann, Miriam Book, Lloyd

Miller, and Stan Shantz.

The worship experience at Oregon
'91 will be the result of many hours

of planning, involving many people,

Larry notes. Among all his hopes for

worship, one remains central—that it

be a spiritual experience.

Eleanor and Alan Kreider

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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• AMBS commencement speaker. Toinette
Eugene of Chicago Theological Seminary will
deliver the commencement address at Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries on May
24. She is an associate professor of practical
theology and culture. The AMBS commence-
ment, which will be held at College Mennonite
Church in nearby Goshen, Ind., will recognize
43 graduates.

• Spiritual harvest time in Ethiopia. Civil
war, famine, and disillusionment with the
country's Marxist government are creating a
climate of openness to the Christian faith in
Ethiopia. "This is a time of tremendous har-
vest," report Mennonite leaders there. Men-
nonite congregations in Nazareth and Dire
Dawa each have 100-150 people preparing for
baptism, which will bring the membership in
each location to more than 1,000. Ethiopian
Mennonites, who until recently had to worship
in secret because of a government crackdown
on Christians and the confiscation of church
buildings, are taking advantage of the new
freedom. They are establishing teaching pro-
grams for their members and planning new
buildings and training centers.

• Former MCC worker dies. Wally Ewert, 41,
former Mennonite Central Committee volun-
teer in Vietnam and the Philippines, died of
heart failure on April 29 in Drake, Sask. He
and his vidfe, Claire, had returned this past
January from five years of service in the

Philippines. He worked primarily in agricul-
tural development on the southern island of
Mindanao. He and Claire served in Vietnam
1973-75.

•In memory of campus pastor. Eastern
Mennonite College students and faculty re-
membered former campus pastor Barrel
Brubaker in a ceremony on April 17. They
planted a tree on the lawn north of Lehman
Auditorium and placed a plaque next to it.

The plaque's inscription includes the Bible
verse, "Neither death nor life will be able to
separate us from the love of God." Brubaker
committed suicide on Feb. 25 during a severe
recurrence of depression. He had been cam-
pus pastor for only seven months.

• Top mathematicians. A trio of Goshen Col-
lege mathematics majors scored third place at
the recent Indiana College Mathematics Com-
petition. They competed against 14 other
schools and lost only to Purdue University
and Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The Goshen team was composed of David
Cooper, Kathleen Steiner, and James Wenger.

• Hard work by librarians. Thanks to three
years of painstaking work and a Lilly Founda-
tion grant, the library books of Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries now may be
located and borrowed by libraries across
North America—and beyond. And AMBS stu-
dents have easier access to books in other

libraries. The AMBS librarians used a process
called retrospective conversion to match each
book with an existing record in the central
data base of the Online Computer Library
Center, which is an international agency for
cooperative cataloging and resource sharing
among libraries.

•Goal of $333,333.33. The project,
"AMBS—33 Years," is generating words of
affirmation as well as dollars for Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. One woman
included kind words about her pastor, an
AMBS graduate, with her gift. The project is
a six-month celebration concluding on June
30 with a fund-raising goal of $333,333.33. The
funds will be used mainly for the current
budget, with some appUed to endowment.
Congregations and individuals are invited to
contribute $33 or multiples of 33 to mark the
inauguration of the school's first joint presi-
dent, Marlin Miller, since AMBS was founded
33 years ago as a cooperative venture of the
Mennonite and General Conference Menno-
nite churches.

•Laundromat converted to church. Eight-
year-old Windsor (Ont.) Mennonite Fellow-
ship finally has its own building. Volunteers
helped convert a run-down laundromat in the
eastern part of the city into a "like-new"
meetinghouse. At the dedication service, the
conversion of the building was compared to
the conversion of people to the Christian way
of life. Pastor Arthur Boers reminded the
members that the church is not a building, but
people. The congregation plans to have an
open house for curious neighbors who used to
do their laundry in the building. The members
also plan to visit elderly people in a housing
complex across the street.

• A congregation in mid-Manhattan. How to
be a Mennonite congregation in mid-Manhat-
tan—the heart of New York City. That is an
issue the members of Manhattan Mennonite
Fellowship often discuss. "On the one hand,
there is the temptation to be as much like
everybody else as possible," says Pastor John
Rempel. "On the other hand, there is the
temptation to nostalgically maintain customs
that tie us to the small-town communities
from which we come." The members invite
Mennonites moving to New York to join them
in building a church in the city. Rempel can
be contacted at Menno House, 314 E. 19th St.,

New York, NY 10003; phone 212 673-7970.

• t'rom teachers to pastors. The new pastors
of Perkasie (Pa.) Mennonite Church are a man
and a woman who left education careers to
enter the ministry. Wilson Kratz was a social
studies teacher for 20 years at Plymouth
Whitemarsh High School and in the Colonial
School District. He has also coached several
varsity sports teams. Beth Ranck Yoder was
an English teacher for six years at Christopher
Dock Mennonite High School. She has had
training and experience in drama. Both new
pastors were active lay leaders in their con-
gregations—Yoder at Perkasie and Kratz at
nearby Blooming Glen. Yoder has taken
courses at three different seminaries over the
years. Kratz is currently enrolled at Princeton
Theological Seminary.

• Pilots' Retreat. Over 80 pilots, spouses, and
aviation enthusiasts ft-om seven states gath-
ered April 12-14 at Spruce Lake Retreat near

Future farmers. Kingston, Jamaica (MCC)—Mennonite Central Committee
worker Martin Bartel (center) tills a plot of land with Alpha Boys' School residents
The school, founded in 1884, is home for up to 240 boys who have nowhere else
to live. They receive primary and secondary schooling here, as well as training in
a trade; Bartel teaches farming to some residents on the school's three-acre plot
ol land. The program s goals are to instill an interest in farming, encourage respect
lor physical labor, and grow produce to eat at the school and to sell. Bartel, who
IS Irom Agassiz, B.C., ha^ found it challenging to teach the boys to respect the
work since it wa^ used as punishment in the past. Alpha School is owned and
operated by the Roman Catholic Sisters of Mercy, who requested a farming
instructor from MCC. ^
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Chad's art. Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—
Chad Friesen showed some of his

paintings recendy in a forum at As-

sociated Mennonite Bibhcal Semi-

naries. A rare, undiagnosed physical

condition, similar to cerebral palsy,

presents the 24-year-old painter

with special challenges. "I lay on the

floor on my stomach and brace my
arm and paint," he said. The paint-

ings, done mostly in bright colors,

exhibit exuberance, energy, and vi-

tality. They reveal a high degree of

social consciousness, as in his series

on war. "Chad has a range and depth

of perception of what's going on in

the world that is vividly communi-

cated in his painting," said Dean
Preheim-Bartel. Friesen and Pre-

heim-Bartel are members of the

same church—Southside Fellowship

in Elkhart. The church has ap-

pointed a group called Chad's Art

Committee to set up a business to

provide supplies for Friesen and

market his paintings. The business

will be called God's Eye Gallery.

Canadensis, Pa., for the 14th annual Pilots'

Retreat. The group included 30 members of

the Delaware Valley Christian Pilots' Associ-

ation. The main speaker was Eldon "Butch"

Barkman, executive director of JAARS, the

service wing of Wycliffe Bible Translators.

The participants enjoyed worship, fellowship,

and refreshment. The event ended with the

singing of the "pilots' hymn"
—

"I'll Fly Away."

• Colloquium series at Oaklawn. "Church

and Family: Mutual Dependence" was the

theme of the 1990-91 CoUoquiimi series at the

Oaklawn mental health center. The four noon-

hour lectures attracted an average of 40 peo-

ple to Oaklawn's treatment facility in Elkhart,

Ind. The speakers this year addressed the

theme from experience as well as theory. The
Colloquium has offered continuing education

to pastors and others for 12 years.

• Pastor transitions:

James Offutt became pastor of Joy Fellowship

Mennonite Church, Peoria, El., recently. He
succeeds Stan Maclin, who took a pastorate

in Richmond, Va. Offutt also serves as staff

person for Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation.

Gary Quackenbos was ordained as pastor of

Bethel Mennonite Church, Warfordsburg, Pa.,

on March 10. He has been pastor since Janu-

ary 1990, when he succeeded longtime pastor

Lauren Horst.

Gregory Sulat became pastor of Pueblo (Colo.)

Mennonite Church in March.

Ron Mumaw was Ucensed as associate pastor of

Metamora (HI.) Mennonite Church on March 10.

• Coming events:

Choraleers Reunion, June 15, at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School. This is for all former

members of this music group, which was

directed by Arnold and Maietta Moshier.

Activities include a slide presentation on

"The History and Ministry of Choraleers,"

singing together, and a "brown-bag" lunch.

Family members are also invited. More infor-

mation from Moshiers at Box 261, Smoke-

town, PA 17576; phone 717 394-4155.

Inter-Mennonite Children's Choir Reunion, May
2-3, 1992, in Kitchener-Waterloo, Ont. It is for

past and present members as well as friends

of the choir, which will be 25 years old next

year. It will include the sharing of stories and

memories throughout the years, photo dis-

plays and slide presentations, and a concert

featuring an alumni mass choir. Founded in

1967, the choir is sponsored by Conrad Grebel

College. More information from Jane Schultz-

Janzen at R. 3, WeUesley, ON NOB 2T0; phone

519 699-6090.

200th Anniversary Celebration, Sept. 8, at

Masontown (Pa.) Mennonite Church. A full

day of activities is plarmed. Former pastors,

deacons, and anyone else previously affiliated

with the congregation are especially urged to

attend. More information from Carl Opel at

Box 681-A, McClellandtown, PA 15458; phone

412 737-6927.

PAX Reunion, July 6-7, at Oak Grove Mennonite

Church, Smithville, Ohio. This is for all par-

ticipants in PAX, a former overseas program

of Mennonite Central Committee. More infor-

mation from Carl Conrad at 5340 Egypt St.,

Smithville, OH 44677; phone 216 669-2305.

• New books:
The Anabaptists Are Back by Duane Ruth-

Heffelbower. This book calls Mennonites (and

others) back to the active peacemaking of

their Anabaptist forebears, and uses Christian

Peacemaker Teams— a Chicago-based
Brethren/Mennonite effort—as an example.

The author, a former U.S. Air Force captain,

is a lawyer, mediator, and Mermonite pastor.

The book, pubUshed by Herald Press of Men-
nonite Publishing House, is available for $8.95

(in Canada $10.95).

Beyond the Golden Hills and Other Stories by

Anne Squire-Buresh. This is a collection of

poetic and timeless stories for pUgrims of all

ages. The author is a free-lance writer and

ordained United Church of Clirist minister.

The book, pubUshed by Herald Press, is

available for $6.95 (in Canada $8.95).

Mifflin County Amish and Mennonite Story by S.

Duane Kauffman. This is the history of a

Mermonite/Amish community that celebrates

its 200th anniversary this year. The author is

a history teacher at Christopher Dock Men-
nonite High School. The book is available for

$18.85 (plus $3 for shipping) from Mifflin

County Historical Society, Belleville, PA
17004.

He Are you
only

^ getting

half

rthe story?

Christian Living picks up where Gos-

pel Herald leaves off. You'll hear per-

sonal experiences, get tips on

friendship and family life, and gain

down-to-earth insights about prayer,

worship, and relating across cultures.

You'll get columns from Robert Baker,

Michael King, LaVerna Klippenstein,

and Maurice Martin. Plus stories,

Helen Alderfer's book reviews, sea-

sonal features, and poetry.

A one-year subscription costs just

$1 .56 a month U.S. And you can get

an even better deal by subscribing to

two years, or taking advantage of our

club or bulk rates (phone us for de-

tails).

Find out what you've been missing.

Fill out the form below and mail it to

Christian Living, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 1 5683.

I want to subscribe to Christian Living:

Name

Address ^

__1 year @ $18.75

($23.86 Canadian;

includes GST

_2 years @ $33.75

($42.96 Canadian;

includes GST

Mastercard or Visa (circle one)

Card number

_check

enclosed

charge

my credit

card below

Expiration date

Signature
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• Job openings:
High school principal and librarian, Academia

Menonita, Caparra Heights, Puerto Rico,
starting this summer. Bilingual ability in En-
glish and Spanish is preferred for both posi-
tions. The principal should have a master's
degree in administration and at least two years
of experience. Experience is also required for
the librarian. Contact the school at Calle
Asomante #1751, Summit Hills, Caparra
Heights, PR 00920; phone 809 783-1295.

High school/middle school principal, Shalom
Christian Academy, Chambersburg, Pa., start-
ing in August. The person supervises students
and teachers in grades 6-12 and is responsible
for curriculum development and general ad-
mimstration. Contact the school at 126 Social
Island Rd., Chambersburg, PA 17201- phone
717 375-2223.

^

Principal/business manager, Warwick River
Christian School, Newport News, Va., starting
immediately. The person is responsible for
general administration and a wide range of
busmess activities such as fund-raising, stu-
dent recruitment, and budget management
Contact the school at 252 Lucas Creek Rd
Newport News, VA 23602; phone 804 877-

Medical review coordinator, Mennonite Mutual
Aid. The person determines medical eligibility
and validity of treatment for the agency's
health plans. The person must be a registered
nurse with communication and decision-mak-
mg skiUs. At least five years of medical expe-
rience IS preferred. Contact the Personnel
Office at MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526-
phone 219 533-9511.

Administrator, Lakewood Retreat Center
Brooksville, Fla., starting this summer. Ad-
mimstrative experience and financial skills are
requu-ed. Pastoral ministry experience is help-
ful. Contact board vice-president Laura Shirk
by June 15 at Box 5126, Sarasota, FL 34277-
phone 813 921-3210.

Spanish professor, Bluffton CoUege, starting this
fall. This is a tenure-track position. A Ph.D.
degree is required, but a master's degree will
be considered. Women and minorities are
urged to apply. Contact William Hawk by June
22 at BC, Bluffton, OH 45817; phone 419
358-3319.

DEATHS

Eash, Samuel E., Sr., 57, Johnstown, Pa. Born-
March 2, 1934, Conemaugh Twp., Pa., to
Samuel A. and Anna (Harvey) Eash Died-

^P"'J5, 1991, Pittsburgh, Pa. Survivors-
wite: I heresa Bush; children: Samuel Eugene
Jr., Nancy Fay Morisseau, Pamela Ann Riley'
Darnel J., Kevin Leroy; 11 grandchildren.'
Predeceased by: Theresa Ann, (daughter).
Funeral: April 29, Kaufman Mennonite
Church, by Donald Sharp. Burial: Thomas
Mennonite Cemetery.

Gantz, Miriam E., 82, LandisviUe, Pa Born-
May 18, 1908, LandisviUe, Pa., to Harry H. and
Salome (Snavely) Hess. Died: April 4, 1991,
Lancaster, Pa. Survivors—son: Walter h'
Gantz, Sr.; brother: George Hess; 5 grandchil-
dren, 5 great-grandchildren. Predeceased by-
Walter B. Gantz (husband). Funeral and
burial: April 8, LandisviUe Mennonite Church
by Chester I. Kurtz and Roger L. Steffy

Gmdlesperger, Esther B., 78, HoUsopple, Pa
Born: Feb. 15, 1913, Conemaugh Twp., Pa., to
Cloyd C. and Salome (Eash) Eash. Died: April
25, 1991, Johnstown, Pa. Survivors—husband-
Nelson Gindlesperger; son: Donald N- 7
grandchUdren, 2 great-grandchUdren. Funeral
and burial: April 28, Kaufman Mennonite
Church, by Donald Sharp.

Gingerich, Lovina, 91. Born: Feb 5 1899
Worthington, Minn., to David and ' Sarah
(MiUer) Schlabach. Died: Jan. 27, 1991, Ka-
lona, Iowa. Survivors—stepdaughters: Mary
Miller, Mabel Gingerich, Elsie Gingerich, Ar-
villa Gmgerich; sister and brother: Mattie
Hostetler, Levi. Predeceased by: Jeff G. Gin-
gerich (husband) and one step-son. Funeral-
Sunnyside Conservative Mennonite Church
by David L. Yoder and John King. Burial-
East Union Mennonite Cemetery

Hamsher, Ella, 80, Walnut Creek, Ohio. Born-
Oct. 21, 1910, TraU, Ohio, to Levi and Annie
(Hochstetler) Sommers. Died: AprU 22, 1991,
Berlin, Ohio, in an automobUe accident. Sur-
vivors-husband: Paul A. Hamsher; chUdren-
Oletha Troyer, Annetta Weaver, Lorene Gin-
gench, Marcus, Andrew, Kenny; sisters: Cora
Homsberger, Mattie MUler; 9 grandchildren

ySers at Guest House Washington, D C-Mary King (right) of Detroit Lakes
y;'^""'"^ ^^'^^^ International Househere a. an assistant hostess. Also serving on the staff are: (left to right) HaroS andAnna Brenneman of Houston, Del., host and hostess; Mary Mast ofSM^Fhgsistant hostess; and Carol Harder of St. Paul, Minn., assisSlt hostess. International'

hoT. fn f'
^ T''T of Allegheny Conference, is a home-away-fromhome for international visitors to the nation's capital. VS needs for 1991 Lludean assistant hostess in August and another in December. More information is
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11 great-grandchUdren. Funeral and burial-
Apnl 26, Walnut Creek Mennonite Church by
Ross A. MiUer and Dean MUler

Houser, Earl, 73. Bom: Dec. 9, 1917, DunnviUe
Ont to William and Grace (Kline) Houser'
Died: April 18, 1991, DunnviUe, Ont. Survi-
vors-chUdren: Shirley Lucken, Joan King
Paul; sister: Hattie Montgomery; 7 grandchU-
dren, 8 great-grandchUdren. Predeceased by-
Madeline Booker (wife). Funeral: April 2l'
BaUard McDonald Funeral Home, by Orie
Gingrich and Rod Weber. Burial: South Ca-
yuga Mennonite Cemetery.

Kilmer, Anna Mabel, 69. Bom: July 17 1921
Nappanee, Ind., to PhUip W. and Ella ('KohU)
Kilmer. Died: Feb. 7, 1991, Goshen, Ind of
cancer. Survivors—sisters and brothers- Mar-
ietta Bontrager, Wilma Christophel, Sanford
WiUard. Funeral and burial: Feb. 10, YeUow
Creek Mennonite Church, by Ann K. Gingrich
Naaman Martin, and WUliam Yoder.

Lehman, Stanley Merrit, 75. Bom: Sept 10
1915, Croghan, N.Y. Died: April 6, 1991, Utica,'
N.Y. Survivors—wife: Jane Nelson; chUdren-
Stanley J., Timothy, Thomas, Sandra Mon-
dUio, Jem Ann BrowneU, Katherine Irish-
brother and sister: Merie, Leona Steinman- 9
grandchUdren. Funeral and burial: April '9
First Mennonite Church.

Miller, Truman W., 77, Lebanon, Ore. Born-
July 20, 1913, MUford, Neb., to John H. and
Lena (Hauder) MUler. Died: April 30, 1991
Lebanon, Ore. Survivors—wife: Clara Hersh-
berger; chUdren: Orlin, Elaine DetweUer El-
wood, Ruth WeUs; sisters and brothers: Vyral
Vannoy, Grace Widmer, Earl, Dale, RoUand-
8 grandchUdren, 3 great-grandchUdren. Prede-
ceased by: Alan Truman (son). Funeral- May
3, Lebanon Mennonite Church, by Richard
Headmgs. Burial: Twm Oaks Cemetery

Moyer, Willis Benner, 83, HarleysvUle Pa
Born: AprU 6, 1908, Lower Salford Twp., Pa.,
to Benjamm and Annie (Benner) Moyer Died'
AprU 20, 1991, SeUersvUle, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Sadie Stover; chUdren: MerrUl S., Cleta
S. Freed; brother and sister: Walter B.', Mary
B. Stover; 7 grandchUdren, 9 great-grandchU-
dren. Funeral and burial: AprU 23, 1991, Sal-
ford Mennonite Church, by WUlis A. MUler
and John L. Ruth.

Nofziger, Beulah M., 81, Archbold, Ohio
Born: Nov. 13, 1909, to WUliam and Ruth
(Frey) Nafziger. Died: April 23, 1991, of Alz-
heimer's disease. Survivors—chUdren- Anna
MUler, MarUyn Seigel, LoweU; sisters and
brothers: Vesta MUler, Helen Kaufftnan, Lois
Nofziger, Ervin, Lester, Ivan, Glen; 13 grand-
chUdren, 7 great-grandchUdren. Predeceased
by: Ralph M. Nofziger (husband), WUliam D
(son). Funeral: April 29, Zion Mennonite
Church, by EUis Croyle and Walter Stuckey
Burial: PettisvUle Cemetery.

Snyder, Edward G., 86, Cambridge, Ont Born-
March 16, 1905, Waterioo Twp., Ont., to
Absalom B. and Mary (Groff) Snyder. Survi-
vors—wife: Glennys Snyder; sister: Emma. Fu-
neral and burial: AprU 14, Wanner Mennonite
Church, by Eric H. Rempel and Paul Martin

Witmer, Leslie H., 90. Born: Sept. 2, 1900
Waterioo Co., Ont., to Isaiah and Jemima
(Swartz) Witmer. Died: March 27, 1991, Nith-
view Home, New Hamburg, Ont., of a stroke.
Survivors-children: June Martin, Arnold
PhUippian (foster son); brother and sisters:
Joyce, SteUa, LUly Susie; 3 grandchUdren, 4
foster grandchUdren, 6 great-grandchUdren, 4
foster great-grandchUdren. Predeceased by:
Elma Bachert (wife). Funeral: March 3l]
Shantz Mennonite Church, by Doris Gacho



NEW MEMBERS

and Gerald Schwartzentruber. Body donated

to medical research.

Yantzi, Aaron S., 86, Tavistock, Ont. Bom:

Dec. 21, 1904, to Joseph K. and Annie

(Schwartzentruber) Yantzi. Died: April 26,

1991, Kitchener, Ont. Survivors—wife: Fannie

Mae Baechler; children: Glen, Clair, Lorraine

Bender, Beatrice Wagler, Katie Ann Schumm;

20 grandchildren, 20 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral and burial: April 28, East Zorra Menno-

nite Church, by Vernon Leis.

Yoder, Joseph, 71. Bom: June 27, Thomas,

Okla., to John and Sarah (Swory) Yoder. Died:

March 27, 1991, Thomas, Okla., of multi-

myloma. Survivors—wife: Alice Mae Bon-

trager; daughters: Thehna Greaser, Joyce Ann
Combs, Debra Lair; sisters and brothers:

Fanny Long, Mattie Yoder, Lovina Yost, PoOy

Yoder, Sadie Beyler, Katie Frank, Mervin,

Homer; 5 grandchildren. Funeral and burial:

April 1, Pleasant View Mennonite Church, by

Daryl Driver, Don Kauffman, and Paul

MoUer.

BIRTHS

Bontrager, Brian and Jean (Bender), Bridge-

water, Vt., Andrew Paul (second child), April

28.

Boshart, Phil and Barb (Zuiss), Wayland, Iowa,

Rebecca Diane (third child), April 18.

Johnson, Craig and Tammy (Clark), Shickley,

Neb., Nicholas Lee (first child), April 26.

Kroeker, Mark and Rita (Goertzen), Lincoln,

Neb., Clint Matthew (second child), March 29.

Meyers, Garland and Janice (Martin), Perkasie,

Pa., Alicia Michelle (second child), March 1.

Morris, Loren and Pam (Meadows), Hutchin-

son, Kan., Randi Marie (first child), April 13.

Rediger, Stanley and Carol, Hemdon, Va.,

Katherine Diane (fourth child), April 25.

Roth, Barry and Phyllis (Gimbel), Waterloo,

Ont., Nicholas Brent (first child), March 18.

Roth, Randall and Michelle (Cerce), Corry, Pa.,

Randall Alan (first chUd), April 17.

Slutz, David and Linda (Steiner), Kidron, Ohio,

Joshua David (first child), April 28.

Stauffer, Bernard and Connie (Martin), To-

field, Alta., Cody Bemard (first child), April

17.

VanPelt, Steve and Joy (Brenneman), Lancas-

ter, Pa., Michelle Nicole (second child), April

17.

Yoder, Leon and Peggy, Chesapeake, Va., Ash-

ley Ann (first child), April 7.

MARRIAGES

Bender-Leis: Charles Bender, New Hamburg,

Ont. (Hillcrest cong.), and Katherine Leis,

Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra cong.), April 27,

by Vemon Leis and Maurice Martin.

Burton-Wood: Bobby Burton, Chesapeake, Va.

(Baptist Church), and Dawn Wood, Chesa-

peake, Va. (Mt. Pleasant cong.), April 27, by

Harold Bergey.

Kortemeier-Folgate: Stanley Kortemeier,
Freeport, El. (Freeport cong.), and Donna
Folgate, Freeport, 111. (Catholic Church), April

27, by Kenneth Kortemeier.

Landis-Landis: Todd Landis, Hamburg, Pa.

(Myerstown cong.), and Doima Landis, Ham-
burg, Pa. (Hunta cong.), Dec. 22, by Percy

Tozier.

Roth-Bechtol: Donald G. Roth, Wayland, Iowa

%. WL ^

Service with a smile. Hesston, Kan.

CHCJ—Spring break didn't mean va-

cation for 22 international students

at Hesston College. They chose in-

stead to travel to Texas for a week of

service to others. Half of the group

spent their break in Dallas, the other

half in San Antonio.

Students who chose to serve in San

Antonio were given work assign-

ments in a latch-key program for

youth, a children's shelter, and a

program that offers food and cloth-

ing assistance to the needy. Tracy

Evers (pictured) of Jamaica spent

her afternoons tutoring youths ages

2-16. She was shocked at the con-

centration of poverty she found in

San Antonio.

The students in Dallas were hosted

by Buckner Children's Home for the

victims of family and personal crises.

They were assigned a variety of tasks

that included cooking, cleaning,

painting, moving furniture, landscap-

ing, typing, and assisting with classes

at an alternative elementary school.

The spring break opportunities

were made possible by a grant from

the National Association for Foreign

Student Affairs and supporting fonds

from Hesston College.

(Sugar Creek cong.), and Karen Bechtol, Mt.

Pleasant, Iowa, April 13.

Stoltzfus-Kauffinan: Kirt Stoltzfus, Elkhart,

Ind. (Sunnyside cong.), and Karen Kauffman,

Alto, Mich. (Community Church), March 30,

by Paul Stoltzfus.

Wyse-Yoder: Jonathan Wyse, West Unity,

Ohio (Lockport cong.), and Karen Yoder, In-

dianapoUs, Ind. (North Goshen cong.), April

13, by Ned Wyse.
Yoder-King: Denton Yoder, Christiansburg,

Va. (Christiansburg cong.), and Janet King,

Christiansburg, Va. (Christiansburg cong.),

April 6, by Carmen and Luke Schrock-Hurst.

Good, Elizabethtown, Pa.: Krista Bechtold

and Som Sok.

Elmira, Ont.: Katherine LaHay.
Cazenovia, III.: Kim Schrock, Susie Spranger,

and Roy Springer, Jr.

Walnut Creek, Ohio: Julia Miller, Jason

Miller, Randy Miller, Darrick Hummel, Megan
Kauffman, Karl Schlabach, Rodrick
Stutzman, Mark Hamsher, Michael Hamsher,

Katrina Hochstetler, Kody Mishler, MeUssa

Stutzman.

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.: Michael Geiser and

June Geiser.

Northern Virginia, Vienna, Va.: Lidya

Zamora and Manuel Zamora.

Zion, Broadway, Va.: Tony Resto, Stephanie

Resto, and Eva Glanzer.

Englewood, Chicago, 111.: Andrea Blackwell,

Brenda Brooks, Yvonne Mathews, Patricia

Spicer, Andre Mathews, Anton Mathews,

Henrietta Stark, Gerald Mathews, Jacquiline

Baker, D'Angela Blackwell, Edward Cleve-

land, Lorraine Cleveland, Jasmine Finley, Au-

ndry Woods, Desiree Patrice Barnes, Latasha

Denise Hardy, Asa Mathews, Lester William

Green, and Barbara Stacey.

Old Road, Gap, Pa.: Mehssa Buckwalter, Gina

Yost, and Jennifer Yost.

Freeport, 111.: Michael Murray and Norman
Weisel.

Prince of Peace, Corvallis, Ore.: Andrea L.

Bardell and Keith A. Showalter.

Mt. Pleasant, Chesapeake, Va.: Mike Morris

and Cindy Lehman.
Christianburg, Va.: John Edelman and Diane

Dinsmore.

CALENDAR

Rosedale Bible Institute commencement, Irwin,

Ohio, May 23

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries com-

mencement, Elkhart, Ind., May 24

Mennonite Historical Committee, Goshen, Ind.,

May 24-25

Southwest Conference midyear session. Phoe-

nix, Ariz., May 25-26

Conference on Civilian Public Service, Goshen,

Ind., May 30-June 1

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

board of directors, Elkhart, Ind., May 31-June 1

Associated Mennonite Bibhcal Seminaries sum-

mer school, Elkhart, Ind., June 3-July 19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,

Elkhart, Ind., June 6-8

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,

Ind., June 7-8

North Central Conference annual meeting,

Wolford, N.D., June 7-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council,

Elkhart, Ind., June 11

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., June 13-15

Mennonite PubUshing House board of directors,

Scottdale, Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference annual meeting,

Salem, Ore., June 20-23

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,

June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

board of directors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June

23-25.

Indiana-Michigan Conference and Central Dis-

trict joint meeting. Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference annual convention,

Camrose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite

Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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EDITORIALS

To tell the truth
In North America these days, it's often diffi-

cult to tell who's Christian and who's not. Chris-
tians and non-Christians dress alike, go to the
same stores, and find ourselves with the same
concerns and fears. Many of our non-Christian
neighbors also don't smoke or drink, watch their
cholesterol, and recycle glass and plastic. About
the only difference we notice is Sunday morn-
ings: we go to church; they mow their lawn.
But things may not be what they seem.

There's potential for more difference than ap-
pears on the surface.

According to the latest survey of American
morals, as reported in a new book, The Day Ame-
rica Told the Truth, 91 percent of Americans
admit to lying regularly. This in addition to not
believing all the Ten Commandments (87%) or
not remaining faithful to their spouses (33%).

If those statistics are true (other researchers
dispute them, asking why you would expect lying
Americans to tell the truth even on a survey),
that means those liars could well be our neigh-
bors. Come to think of it, many of them could be
ourselves!

Telling the truth is difficult. I remember hear-
ing that often in Sunday school while growing
up. I also recall thinking that as I matured truth-
telling was going to get easier. It has not.

I recall the time I was stopped for speeding.
"How fast were you going?" the officer asked. I
said I didn't know. Of course I did. The first

thing most of us do when we see a poHce car is

check our speedometer, isn't it?

Then there was the day my wife, checking up
on my low-cholesterol diet, asked, "Did you eat
the cheese?" "Well, not all of it," I said, knowing
full well there are only two of us in the house—
and she was asking the question.
Even in the church telling the truth isn't as

easy as one might think. How often have I sat
through a meeting agreeing by my silence to
something I absolutely opposed. But fear of ridi-
cule, appearing naive, or being accused of "hold-
ing up the works" kept me quiet.

Truthfulness ought to characterize the disciple
of Jesus Christ. While Jesus didn't have a lot to
say about truth, what he did say permeates the

very essence of being Christian. "I am the way,
and the truth, and the life," he told his disciples
(John 14:6). "This is the Spirit of truth. . . .You
know him, because he abides with you, and he
will be in you" (John 14:17).

We who are Christian are not different for
difference' sake. We are different because our
values take us in another direction. When 91 per-
cent of the American population admits lying at
times, Christians should stick out as different.
That difference could be part of our witness.

The same survey that produced the lying sta-
tistics also found most Americans "ache to do
the right thing" about truth and morals and
want help in these areas. The best help we can
give is to model truth and truth-telling.

"You will know the truth, and the truth will
make you free," Jesus also said to his disciples
(John 8:32). Tell the truth. It may not be easy;
truth-telling did, after all, cost Jesus his Hfe. But
it will bring clarity and honesty to your days. It
will brand you a disciple. It could make you
quite different.—j7p

His and hers
Language, which should be straightforward,

often isn't. Sometimes it's also controversial.
That's especially true in dealing with language
as it relates to God.
Some find offense in always using the mascu-

line to refer to God. Their feelings should be
important considerations in our churches. So I

have little trouble substituting "God" for "his"
in hymns like "O Come, Loud Anthems Let Us
Sing" {The Mennonite Hymnal, 14).

We did that recently in a Sunday morning ser-
vice I attended. Everything went well until we
got to the third verse: "The depths of earth are
in [God's] hand / Her secret wealth at [God's]
command. . .

."

Wait a minute, here. Let's be consistent. I, a
white middle-class Mennonite male, also claim
the earth. Can't you give me an "earth's" for a
"her" in the second phrase? Inclusive language
should cut both ways.—y/p
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To become strident watchdogs and crit-

ics of the state is not why God called us

into existence as Mennonite people.

Wait a minute!

What do we really

believe about the state?

M 31^^ 1^ %' ^ f ^he passion with which many North Ameri-

^UbI a ^HHi*"
*

" I
Mennonites sought to advise their

|4 ^ df WB^B mamm J. governments during the recent Middle
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f ^^H^^^^mHB^^^m going on in the Mennonite soul. That passion
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comes from the influence of the most recently

We must ask if our belief in the way of nonresistant ^^^S^t version of our Anabaptist pacifist theol-

love gives us wisdom and the knowledge of God's ^SY-

will for the course of action for our governments. For over a generation leading Mennonite theo-

logians and biblical scholars have been teaching

that all war is sin—and that all governments and
leaders who engage in war are thereby also sin-

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE ning and falling short of God's will. The root of

this teaching is the belief that God's will for all

^rri . 1 people under all circumstances (whether church

^ ' or state) is nonresistance: the ideal set forth in

came of war 3 the teaching and example of Jesus, who taught

love for enemies and died on a cross rather than

A good book de- lead a military crusade.
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- . 1 J ««. sense of having instant wisdom and knowledge
Mission leaders affirm new of God's wiU as to the right course of action for

thrust in urban ministries 9 our respective nation-states. It is this beUef also
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As Mennonites we do respect the role of
governments as God-ordained agents.

But our own calling is to he faithful to

the nonresistant love of Jesus Christ,

that seems to be firing us with confidence about
a wide range of political and military issues. In

our conferences and through our agencies we
have begun advising governments at almost

every turn as to what they should and should

not be doing. Simply because we are nonresis-

tant, peace-loving Christians, we Mennonites
now give the impression of being consistently

wiser and more knowledgeable about how to han-

dle the affairs of state than are those in power.
Is this posture realistic? Is it healthy? Is it a

positive, constructive force in the wider culture?

What kind of people will we become if we con-

tinue on this way?
1. If Mennonites are in fact in possession of

such wisdom for governing the affairs of state as

many now give the impression, might it not be
expected that some of them would run for politi-

cal office? Might not some take upon themselves
the burden of proof that the ideals they espouse
can be implemented in the way they imagined in

that arena? But were we to move in that direc-

tion, how then will we remain faithful to our non-
resistant calling?

2. But suppose we do not move in that direc-

tion yet persist in the stance of being increas-

ingly strident in criticism of the behavior of

those in power. Suppose we do this without any
accountability in the political arena for the conse-

quences of the positions we espouse. Will that

not make us increasingly vulnerable to the

charge of hypocrisy (asking of others a standard

of perfection we have no intention of even trying

to implement ourselves)?

3. To me our present position as Mennonites
is neither viable nor healthy. We will either have
to move back and reposition ourselves on an ear-

lier theology of nonresistance (if we want to re-

main faithful to this calling) or we will have to

move forward into a more responsible attitude

toward the state (if we persist in critiquing as we
have). At the moment we are in theological

limbo, poised between political anarchism and a

collapse of our nonresistant ideals.

4. For a generation now we have failed to

teach an article of faith essential to early Ana-
baptism: that God has ordained government to

restrain those who do wrong and defend the

rights of those who do right (1 Pet. 3:13). As
Rom. 13:3-4 puts it: "For rulers are not a terror

to good conduct, but to bad. ... It [the state]. .

.

does not bear the sword in vain! It is the servant

of God to execute wrath on the wrongdoer."

Initially in Mennonite confessional theology

this God-ordained function of government was
linked to the way of peace. We did so by stating,

"The sword is ordained by God outside the per-

fection of Christ" (Schleitheim Confession,

1527). Later, however, in the Dordrecht Confes-
sion (1632), we dropped the phrase "outside the

perfection of Christ." Instead we simply de-

clared that, on the one hand, "God has insti-

tuted civil government, for the punishment of

the wicked and the protection of the pious" (Arti-

cle Xin), while, on the other, "the Lord Jesus
has forbidden his disciples and followers all re-

venge and resistance (Article XTV).

5. Such a simple, unambiguous juxtaposition

of the realms of government and the require-

ments of discipleship have presented Mennonite
theologians with plenty of food for thought. But
both of these articles of faith have until recently

served a foundational role in defining who Men-
nonites are and how they understand their call-

ing from God.

We are not anarchists. We do respect the role

of governments as God-ordained agents of law
enforcement, and we do give thanks and pray for

those who serve us in this capacity. Yet, so far

as our own calling is concerned, we seek to be
faithful to the nonresistance of our forebears. I

We must either return to a
theology of nonresistance or

adopt a more responsible

attitude toward the state,

fear our vocation as a people will be seriously im-

paired or even lost if we forfeit either one of

these articles of faith.

6. We Mennonites must reconsider carefully

whether we want to continue down the path we
now seem to be traveling. To become strident

watchdogs and critics of the affairs of state is

not why God called us into existence as a Men-
nonite people. There are other Christian peoples
who are experientially and theologically far more
knowledgeable in that realm (Roman Catholic

and Reformed traditions, for example).

One aspect of our calling as Mennonites is to

find alternative ways to serve the world than
that of the military. With God's help we have
been modestly successful in this in the past. We
must continue to respect this calling, without

denigrating that of others. Together with the

church universal, we must proclaim the gospel of

God's love in Christ and build his church. That,

as ever, is still our primary calling.

John W. Miller, Waterloo, Ont, teaches Bible at

Conrad Grebel College.
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What ever became of war?

by Wayne North

The other day, among all the other "don't

miss this" junk mail on my desk, I came
across a promotion for a new paper that

looked promising. A weU-known evangelical pub-
lisher not only announced that the piece will "in-

spire and motivate your people." The publisher

also listed 10 good reasons for signing on the

dotted line.

Among those 10 reasons was a promise that

the contents would be current, concise, biblical,

surprising, and eye-opening. It was "eye-opening"

that hooked me. K you are talking new revelation,

I'm just as curious as the next preacher. Besides

that, there is nothing like a little "eye-opening" in-

formation to spice up a sermon and have the con-

gregation begging for more. And if you can be cur-

rent, the congregation may also think you are

relevant.

Then came the clincher: "Help your people
face today's most troubling issues HEAD-ON!"
There followed a compilation of 11 bone-jarring

issues. Here's the whole sordid hst: abortion,

anti-Christian bias, euthanasia, flag burning, envi-

ronmental issues, drug abuse, homelessness,
gang warfare, homosexuality, pornography, racial

injustice." I admit I wouldn't mind getting "an-

swers and action" to the issues on that list. I

admit I need help.

Take flag burning, for example. I really don't

know how to face that one head-on. For one
thing, I don't know where to find a flag burner.

Maybe it's being done at night in a cave some-
where.

I do a little better with anti-Christian bias. I

face that one head-on by sitting squarely in

front of the television set and cringing every
time one of those sitcoms makes fun of preach-
ers and evangeUsts. Come to think of it, I did
that eight years ago, and I haven't bothered to

look at it since. I took that way out after reading
in the Gospels how Jesus responded to the anti-

Jesus bias. Truly I'm a candidate for inspiration

and motivation on issues.

Then I read the list again, just to make sure I

was prepared to take the whole load. It was on
that second reading I noticed the whole load
wasn't there. I cleaned my glasses and reread

the list a third time. It still wasn't there. The
granddaddy of all troubling issues, snubbed,
omitted, left out, overlooked.

War. That's the missing issue. Now I'm trying

to figure out how, in 1991, war has been rated

lower on the troubling issue list than flag burn-

ing. Whatever happened between now and 1951

when I took Ethics 201? The best I can do is to

guess at a few possibilities:

1. War has become a way of life where the pub-
lisher lives.

2. War has been reclassified as "entertainment"

since the Pentagon allowed only certain sanitized

pictures to be shown on TV each evening during

the Gulf War. It might also fit under "educational"

with 24-hour-per-day analysis.

3. War has become a spiritual exercise, since

Fm trying to figure out how,
in 1991, war has been rated
lower on the troubling issue

list than burning the flag,

the North American cause was judged necessary,

just, moral, right, and other hymnbook words.

4. We have such smart weapons that people
get vaporized or burned but not killed—at least

not as we describe it.

5. War is directed only at drug dealers and
mad men. That's a lot better than going after

kings, presidents, and other noble people. If

noble sorts get in the way, it's to be lamented.
But it is a part of life.

6. War can be announced several months in ad-

vance. That should have given everyone ample
time to get out of the way. If people hang
around after you tell them you are going to blow
up their house, the responsibility is theirs.

That's the best I can do. I'm probably even
missing the best reasons why war isn't on the

troublesome list anymore. It's nice to have that

issue finally laid to rest. With this kind of eye-

opening, biblical, surprising revelation, we can
get on with the real issues—like burning flags.

Wayne North is pastor of the Harrisonburg (Va.)

Mennonite Church.
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READERS SAY

Unconfessed sin

must be rooted out
I agree wholeheartedly with the arti-

cle, "Should We Report Scandal in the
Mennonite Press?" (April 30). Although
none of us wants to see Gospel Herald
turned into the "Mennonite Enquirer,"
trying to ignore or cover up wrongdoing
only makes matters worse. No church bu-
reaucrat has figured out a way to stop
gossip. Often a straightforward, factual

story about an unfortunate situation will

do much to stop idle speculation and to

focus attention on the steps that need to

be taken to correct the matter.

Our CathoHc ancestors made confes-
sion part of their spiritual hfe. As Ana-
baptists we did away with the idea that

a priest could forgive sins and adopted
the proposition that we are accountable
only to God and to each other. More re-

cently in our church history, the prepara-
tory service before communion was a
designated time to confess our sins to

each other. We have now "advanced" to

the point that we do not confess our
sins to anyone, and our church leaders
would like us to think that they have no
sins. Well, I say if they won't confess

their sins, the church papers should root

them out.

John H. Otto

Champaign, III.

Selective scandal reporting
from a close-knit fraternity

While James Coggins' question on re-

porting church scandal—hyped by Gos-
pel Herald in a banner 2-page headline
in its April 30 issue—is interesting, it is

largely rhetorical because of the nature
of the inter-Mennonite press. Except for

the independent news weeklies

—

Menno-
nite Weekly Review and Mennonite Re-
porter—and the feature magazine
Festival Quarterly, all other publications

are what are known in the journalism
profession as a "kept press."

That is to say, the editorial staffs of

most of our Mennonite print media are

recruited, hired, and paid by our official

boards. In many cases, the publications

themselves are subsidized with official

funds. Only a few, such as Gospel Her-
ald, are financially supported entirely

with reader subscriptions and advertis-

ing revenue. Further, a quick survey of

the 55 publications listed in the latest

Mennonite Yearbook shows that the edi-

tors or most of these print media are

white, male, and middle aged with famil-

iar German/Swiss/Russian-sounding
names. Only 13, or less than 25 percent,

are from the ranks of women and non-
ethnic Mennonites.

It scares me to contemplate what kind

of selective scandal reporting would

come from this close-knit editorial frater-

nity, many of whom have gone to school
together, socialize together, and attend
official functions of the Mennonite sys-

tem together. Many of these editors also
hold positions and cross-positions on of-

ficial boards and committees. Woven
tightly into the institutional fabric of our
closed system, these editorial gatekeep-
ers, with their supporting networks, are
hardly in a position to judge objectively
the "sins" of their fraternal sisters and
brothers.

My guess is that those "fallen angels"
from the estabhshment would be the
first (perhaps the only ones) to have
their "sins" exposed. Already in this col-

umn there have been victims of emo-
tional and sexual abuse suggesting the
unwillingness of the system to deal ob-
jectively with abusers when those per-

sons are in positions of influence.

Might I suggest that the scandal ex-

poses be left to the independent journal-

ists, who presumably have no
investment in the outcome.
Dick Benner
Charlottesville, Va.

Tragic death handled well
Recent letters to the editor regarding

Barrel Brubaker's death prompted me
to feel your readers deserved more infor-

mation, particularly about the last year
of his life.

My brother, Barrel, was hospitahzed
for the treatment of depression in 1989.

By the spring of 1990 he was continumg
out-patient therapy and progressing in

what we all beheved would be full recov-

ery. When he applied for the position of
campus pastor at Eastern Mennonite
College, he was honest about his previ-

ous hospitalizations and continuing treat-

ment. Our family was proud of Barrel
and of EMC when he was chosen for

this new job in August 1990. By that

time Barrel felt his previous struggles

had reached a conclusion, and he was
looking forward to a new ministry.

Unfortunately, one week before he was
to start his new job, events outside the

college community caused him to lose

his hope. His strong faith gave him the

courage to persevere with his work, and
from what I have heard he did effec-

tively administer to many people at

EMC. Tragically, his courage and
strength did not sustain him through
one final night of despair, possibly be-

cause he had recently been ill and vomit-
ing, which would have depleted his

levels of antidepressant medication.

We as a family are deeply impressed
with the competent way EMC handled
all aspects of this tragedy, including the

way accurate information was immedi-
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ately released, individual attention was

given to students who were especially

close to Barrel, and time was set aside

for students to discuss what had hap-

pened. We also appreciate the under-

standing and care that the EMC
community has given our famUy.

Jean B. Stretton

West Chester, Pa.

To whom does one turn

in a situation like this?

I read with interest "Campus Pastor

Found Dead" (March 5), the letter from

Carolyn Heggen (April 9), and "Should

We Report Scandal. . .
?" and "When

Church Leaders Fall" (April 30). That's

because I recently had the painful experi-

ence of discovering that my pastor, a

married man, had been involved in an

ongoing sexual relationship with my
wife. For a year this pastor continued in

his ministry without seeing any need to

confess or repent or give up his adultery.

Almost as alarming was my discovery

of the reluctance of people in the

church, including leaders, to deal with

this situation. They would not respond

to it in any corrective or confrontive

way, even though there was no question

about the facts of the case.

To whom does one turn for guidance

in a situation like this? It threatens all

the important relationships of trust on

which the health of the church depends:

husbands and wives, pastors and congre-

gations, pastors and colleagues, church

members and their brothers and sisters.

This pastor has now resigned and
moved away. We have expressed to a

few members of the church board, and
the new pastor, our desire to share our

process of confession, repentance, and

reconciliation with the church. But even

though we have felt support from a few

individuals, so far the response of the

church as a whole reminds me of the

priest and the Levite in the good Samari-

tan story.

The church must give serious thought

to how it ought to respond to this kind

of situation. I agree with Jim Coggins

when he argues for more openness. Sin

is empowered and enabled by secrecy.

Justice and righteousness are nurtured

by the truth, even if it's painful truth.

We thank God that we are rebuilding

our marriage. But I'm sure there are oth-

ers who are not able to do that. And I

believe there are churches which are

needlessly prolonging their suffering by
a misguided desire for secrecy.

Name withheld by request

Like Lot in Sodom
Now concerning homosexuality and

the church: How many Christian

churches, like Lot, have pitched their

tents toward the city of Sodom and then

shortly after taken residence in the

abominable city? With aU the evidence

on this subject available in God's Word,
proving God's abhorrence for this life-

style, why the blind compulsion for

churches to hire moving vans and set up
residence in the city of homosexuals?

God sent angels to warn Lot to flee

the city. God has given us the word to

warn the church. It is one thing to show
compassion. But compassion with toler-

ance for this lifestyle is the same posi-

tion by which Lot continued to live in

the city of sin.

It seems that the prevailing problem

of the modem church is that of doubting

what God has said. Second Cor. 6:17 has

a clear, resounding message for the Men-
nonite Church in dealing with this issue.

Homosexuals should be strongly admon-
ished as Jesus admonished the woman
at Jacob's well: "Go and sin no more."

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

Television statistics evidence
of friendship with worid
In response to your editorial, "What

Shall We Do with TV?" (April 16): I was
one who lived "the great negative myth
of contemporary pop culture." Although

Pontius' Puddle
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Steven Chaffee has never seen a shred

of evidence that TV is addictive, I was
addicted. As a child in the 1950s and early

'60s my life revolved around television.

I praise God I am now free of it. By
his grace I have unlearned many destruc-

tive beliefs I learned under the tutelage

of Hollywood.

The fact that 94 percent of Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ communities now
have TVs in their homes indicates the

extent to which the church has wed it-

self to the world. Friendship with the

world is enmity to God.

David Comeaux
Allentown, Pa.

I can only say
what I believe

I'm troubled when Tom Finger quotes

Matthew Fox ("How Shall We Celebrate

Creation?" April 9) and then in the next

sentence states what "Christians" be-

lieve. I can only say what I believe, not

speak for all Christians. I feel more com-
fortable with Fox's claim to regard oth-

ers as parts of ourselves and God than I

do with many Christians who see others

separate from themselves and are wUling

to kill those who disagree with them.

Del Roth

Golden, Colo.

Survival of fittest

has different definition

Thomas Finger did a fine job of outlin-

ing the creation spirituality of Matthew
Fox. There are, however, a few points to

be added to this discussion.

Finger draws on an understanding of

the evolutionary process in the tradition

of Herbert Spencer. This interpretation

equates survival of the fittest with sur-

vival of the strongest and most self-cen-

tered. Yet modem evolutionary science

sees survival of the fittest in the modem
sense as survival of those species best

adapted to their environment. There-

fore, a species in which mutual aid and
cooperation among its members, as well

as a proprietary sense of care and con-

nectedness with the elements of its envi-

ronment are practiced, will be better

adapted to that environment than a spe-

cies in which these qualities are absent.

Matthew Fox challenges us to recog-

nize the importance of this reading of na-

ture and creates a world picture in

which this view finds support. The clear

testimony of those who have been drawn
to this picture indicates that it does lead

to that same sense of gratitude and awe
which Finger has found in the sacrificial

mythology which he places against the

views of Fox.

Daniel Liechty

Philadelphia, Pa.
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A good book deserves
Books Abroad seeks to recycle quality
used books and printed material to

places of greatest need and widest use,
with an emphasis on the good news.

by Marian B. Hosteller

What does one do with used books?
Throw them out? Burn them? Or give
them to friends?

Another way is to recycle—and extend the
kingdom of God at the same time. This can be
done through Books Abroad. And Books At
Home.
Currently seven Mennonite district confer-

ences are involved in a regular way with Books
Abroad, a 30-year-old recycling effort. In addi-
tion, persons and congregations from across
North America contribute postage money or
share books on an occasional basis with this or-
ganization.

Books Abroad began in Scottdale, Pa., when
Elizabeth Showalter, an editor at Mennonite
Publishing House, returned from an African as-
signment aghast at the sparse libraries she
found in African schools. So Books Abroad was
born. Its early packages went almost exclusively
to schools, libraries, and pastors in the six Afri-
can countries where Elizabeth had taught or vis-
ited.

As the Books Abroad idea caught on in the
church during the '60s and into the '70s, Mary
Bender, an invalid, directed much of the activity
from her sick room in Scottdale, Pa. Eventually
the project was "adopted" by Mennonite Board
of Missions, which formed "chapters" to collect
and mail books in several locations.

Many TAP (Teachers Abroad Program) per-
sonnel of those years benefited from these re-
cycling efforts. After Mary's death in 1977, EHza-
beth Showalter was asked to take over the job
of coordinator for her dream which had now be-
come reality.

Today the work continues with little overhead.
The Women's Missionary and Service Commis-
sion took over the project from MBM. This orga-
nization has provided a network for Books
Abroad to all conferences and congregations
through WMSC secretaries of literature or any
interested persons.

From these beginnings in 1961, working out of
half of a double garage, the program in 1990
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shipped over five tons of books and periodicals.
Since its beginnings Books Abroad has shipped
materials to over 90 countries on six continents.
Requests for books keep coming. They span

many needs and many countries. A Mennonite
seminary in Indonesia needs 50,000 volumes in
the hbrary to qualify for accreditation. A school
in Jamaica had the roof blown off in Hurricane
Hugo, ruining all its library books. One of the
first Bible schools allowed in Poland needed
books, again hoping to be accredited. A Nigerian
accountant in the Ministry of Finance and Eco-
nomic Planning passes out books in his office in
Port Harcourt. A minister teaching religious edu-
cation in a Zambian high school uses Old Testa-
ment and New Testament survey books from the
former summer Bible school series of Herald
Press for his 10th- and llth-graders.
Benjamin from Accra, Ghana, has been receiv-

ing books and curriculum since 1986. He says
their Sunday schools have learned to sing all but
the Spanish songs in the "Jesus songbooks."

In its 30 years of history.

Books Abroad has shipped
used materials to more than
90 countries on six continents,

Gindiri Bible College in Nigeria has requested
books in theology, pastoral psychology, and
Christian education. Several Hbraries and organi-
zations need materials for blind and handi-
capped persons. Mrs. R. Abraham of the Associ-
ation of Disabled Women and Widows of
Nigeria, in expressing her gratitude, quoted
Prov. 25: "Like cold water to a thirsty soul, so is

good news from a far country."
A medical hbrary being built in a women's and

children's hospital in Mogadishu, Somalia, has re-
ceived several mailbags of nursing journals and
books from the Goshen College nursing depart-
ment. Thirteen small churches in Belize each re-
ceived a package of 25 children's books to begin
a church library.

Many books go to missionaries. Their children
will one day return to the U.S. or Canada for
school better prepared through these books. The
books also keep them in touch with North Ameri-
can culture between visits. For those parents
who home school their children, extra books are
sorely needed. Many missionaries on home leave
try to stop at one of the North American centers



to be shared
and choose books useful in their setting.

Though individuals are often sent at least one

small package, Books Abroad gives to schools

and libraries where multiple use is made of the

used books. Postal rates are also considerably

less when packages are 15 pounds or over and

sent in an international maUbag.

Because some material that came in was inap-

propriate for overseas audiences, a search for

North American places of need for books devel-

oped into the "At Home" part of the program.

In 1985, College Mennonite Church in Goshen,

Ind., began offering books to new church plant-

ings and churches in impoverished areas across

North America. As a result books were soon on

their way regularly to the inner-city locations in

Chicago and to Native ministries in Montana.

Some of the At Home sharing now serves a

cUnic waiting room in Cleveland, voluntary ser-

vice units in several states, new church plantings

in three conferences, a Creek Indian congrega-

tion in Alabama, Hispanic churches in Texas,

and Chinese churches in Pennsylvania.

Current procedure is to distribute periodically

checklists from the WMSC office to overseas

Mennonite workers, North American church

plantings, and congregations in impoverished

areas. Potential recipients may check the type of

book most needed in their situation, listing spe-

cific titles if they wish. These Usts are returned

either to a Books Abroad and At Home "center"

from whom they have already received books or

the WMSC office in Elkhart. All requests are

channeled to a center, congregation, or individ-

ual who has agreed to be involved. The gather-

ing of books, sorting, packaging, and mailing (in-

cluding postage costs) are handled by the local

person or group. This method utilizes all funds

for direct passage from donor to recipient rather

than through a middle organization.

The Scottdale, Pa., center, operating in an

upstairs room at the Mennonite PubUsh-

ing House, deals mostly in seconds and

overruns of new books from Herald Press

—

along with used books contributed by local

churches. Other centers collect used books

through congregations or by placing book barrels

and money boxes in strategic places in the com-
munity. Contributions from churches, WMSCs,
Sunday school classes, and other groups also

help to cover costs.

Nearly all of the money which comes to the

churchwide office for Books Abroad and At
Home is sent to one of the centers. Many of

them need to hold packages until they have suffi-

cient postage to mail them out.

Books Abroad and At Home seeks to recycle

quality used books and printed material to

places of greatest need and widest use, with an

emphasis on the good news. One regular sender

includes some peace literature in every package.

Another buys new paperback Bibles, New Testa-

ments, or Scripture portions to include when the

supply of used Bibles runs out. Small devotional

helps fill up spaces in a package and are some-

times the most appreciated item in the shipment.

What to do with used books? For many of us,

the answer is abready operating in our commu-
nity. Books Abroad and At Home is there to

bring together those with too many books with

those who do not have enough. A good book de-

serves to be shared.

Marian B. Hosteller is the executive secretary of

WMSC. For more information on getting involved

with Books Abroad or At Home, write to her at

421 S. 2nd St., Suite 600, ElkhaH, IN 46516.

Alva Cender

sorts through

contributions

to Books
Abroad in the

basement of

his home in

Fisher, III.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Pope rejects 'radical capitalistic

ideology' in post-communist era
In a major update of Catholic social

teachings, Pope John Paul II has urged the

emerging democracies of Eastern Europe
and the developing world to reject "radical

capitalistic ideology" that ignores prob-

lems of widespread poverty and economic
injustice. At the same time, the pope says

in his new encyclical that the church looks

favorably upon free markets as long as they

are governed by moral principles and pro-

vide for the basic needs of all people.

"The obligation to earn one's bread by
the sweat of one's brow also presumes the

right to do so," John Paul says in the

25,000-word document. "A society in which
this right is systematically denied, in which
economic policies do not allow workers to

reach satisfactory levels of employment, can-

not be justified from an ethical point of view,

nor can that society attain social peace."

The document marks the 100th anniver-

sary of a groundbreaking papal encychcal

that endorsed labor unions and inaugu-

rated a tradition of Catholic teachings on
social problems. It is written against the

backdrop of the collapse of communism
and the struggles of formerly totalitarian

societies to build new political, social, and
economic systems. (RNS)

Religion increasingly an ally, not
enemy, of state in Soviet Union
A meeting of religious leaders called by

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and a

massive Bible distribution project are the

latest pieces of evidence that religious

freedom is continuing in the Soviet Union.

"There has been a complete reversal of the

Soviet government's attitude toward reh-

gion," said Arthur Schneier, a New York
rabbi who is president of the Appeal of

Conscience Foundation, follovwng a week-
long visit to Moscow. "Religion is no longer

considered the enemy of the state but its

potential ally—no longer the opium of the

masses but the vitamins."

He said Gorbachev had invited religious

leaders to meet with him five days before

the nationwide referendum on the future

of the Soviet Union. In so doing, Schneier

said, the Soviet leader was acknowledging

"the contribution that religious groups and
their leaders could make in providing a

moral context to Soviet life at a time of

moral vacuum and disillusionment with

Marxist ideology."

The Bible distribution project has
brought Russian Orthodox, Pentecostal,

and independent evangelical churches in

the Soviet Union together with parachurch
agencies in the West to distribute 4 million

free New Testaments throughout the coun-

try, including remote rural areas which
have not had Bibles for decades. The
effort, known as the Moscow Project, is

being coordinated by the Colorado-based
International Bible Society and the Ari-

zona-based Evangelical Christian Publish-

ers Association. (RNS)

New Pentecostal church will be larger
than Philadelphia's cathedral
When Philadelphia's Dehverance Evan-

gelistic Church completes construction of

its new building next year, it will have a

sanctuary that seats 5,100 worshipers

—

about four times the capacity of the next

largest church in the city. Its location at

21st Street and Lehigh Avenue will be a

familiar one to longtime baseball fans,

spreading over the block once filled by
Connie Mack Stadium, which housed the

Athletics and the Phillies. But despite its

huge size and $15 million cost, the struc-

ture is designed to be "just a plain, ser-

viceable building," said Joseph Ross, pub-
lic relations coordinator and assistant min-
ister of the independent Pentecostal
congregation that has more than 9,000

members. (RNS)

Church attendance may be
on the comeback in England
Church attendance may be on the come-

back in England, with 10 percent of the

population, or about 3.7 million people,

attending services on a typical Sunday, a

recent census found. Of those polled, 1 in

7 said they had gone to church twice that

Sunday. The British church is growing for

the first time this century, and much of

that growth is occurring in the evangelical

community, which has experienced a 13-

fold growth rate over eight years and now
numbers up to 1.6 million, according to

Clive Calver, head of the Evangelical Alli-

ance. About half of the evangelicals are

charismatics, and as many as 80 percent of

young evangelical leaders would identify

themselves as charismatics, said Calver.

They have revitalized the main Baptist

denomination, he added, and are having

significant influence in the Church of En-
gland. (NIRR)

Religious groups tackle

problems of New York
Christian, Jewish, and Muslim congrega-

tions in New York, convinced that the city

is suffering a severe crisis in leadership,

have undertaken a daring project designed

to join the religious community in a battle

against deteriorating social conditions. Con-

gregations participating in the interfaith

partnership will turn over one percent of

their program budgets to neighborhood

social service institutions to fight the city's

overwhelming social ills. Religious leaders

also will encourage congregation members
to donate services to local institutions.

Organizers said that, depending on the

degree of cooperation from local churches.

the campaign could generate millions of

dollars in non-governmental funds and in-

kind services for the city.

The joint effort, called "A Partnership of

Faith in New York City," is being pro-

moted through full-page ads in the city's

newspapers. It was officially launched at a

service at The Riverside Church. The idea

for the partnership originated a year ago
when Arthur Caliandro, pastor of Marble
Collegiate Church, became concerned over
the killing of more than a dozen children

by stray bullets. "What it said to me is that

crime had really crossed the line," he said.

In addition, he perceived a lack of leader-

ship from the mayor's office on down in

helping to stem the fires of racial unrest as

reflected in the Bensonhurst and Central

Park jogger trials. (RNS)

Groups plan TV blackout day
to protest sex and violence

A group of organizations concerned
about growing sex and violence on TV has
caUed for a national "Turn Off the TV
Day" for Oct. 29. Morality in Media, the

American Family Association, Americans
for Responsible Television, the National

Coalition Against Television Violence, and
the National Christian Association have all

endorsed the blackout. The TV campaign
is led by Vicki RUey of Wilmington, Del.,

who launched a statewide blackout in Del-

aware last year, and is planned for Pornog-

raphy Awareness Week. Joseph ReiUy, Jr.,

head of New York-based Morality in

Media, said he hopes the blackout "will

send a message loud and clear to television

networks and advertisers that Americans
are fed up with the bombardment of gra-

tuitous sex, violence, and blatant mockery
of Judeo-Christian values." (RNS)

Two Christian critics of NEA
now calling for its abolition

Two Christian activists who have been
critical of some grants made by the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts now say the

federal agency should be abolished out-

right. Donald Wildmon, a Mississippi pas-

tor who heads the American Family Asso-

ciation, and Beverly LaHaye, president of

Concerned Women for America, called for

the dismantling of NEA after learning that

it granted $12,000 to the San Francisco In-

ternational Lesbian and Gay Film Festival.

In a prepared statement, Wildmon said

the decision by NEA "to support the ho-

mosexual film festival shows that he is

totally out of touch with the vast majority

of American taxpayers." Testifying before

a congressional subcommittee, LaHaye
said that "the granting of public funds for

particular works of art inevitably involves

an official government stamp of approval

as to the particular ideas and values ex-

pressed." (RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Allan Yoder ofMBM explains the proposed new thrust in urban ministries to the mission leaders of

Mennonite Church conferences and General Conference districts.

Mission leaders affirm new tlirust

in metropolitan ministries
Chicago, III. (MBM/GCMC)—A pro-

posed new thrust in metropolitan minis-

tries received widespread affirmation dur-

ing a meeting of conference/district mis-

sion leaders in the Mennonite Church and

General Conference Mennonite Church.

The proposal is to establish networks of

metropolitan ministries with supervisors.

Local accountability and funding is a key

component of the proposal and should

come primarily through a conference/dis-

trict, urban councU, or local congregations,

said Allan Yoder, the new director of evan-

gelism and church development at Menno-
nite Board of Missions.

Yoder described the function of MBM,
the Commission on Home Ministries, and

other MC and GC agencies as coordinat-

ing, providing resources, and serving as

advocates for the network. "Our role would

be to facilitate rather than be the direct

link in helping urban ministries happen,"

he said.

Hubert Brown, executive secretary of

CHM, supported the plan, noting that 51

percent of U.S. residents live in 40 cities.

And he listed extraordinary needs in met-

ropolitan areas—violence, crime, drugs,

racism, poverty, teenage pregnancy, unem-
ployment.

John Smucker, longtime pastor in New
York City, eagerly threw his support be-

hind the plan, particularly the emphasis on

local supervision. According to Smucker,

the overseers for the 17 Mennonite
churches in that city recently agreed to

spend more time with congregations and

church planters. "We want to start new
churches, but that is irresponsible if we
don't care for the present pastors," he said.

The group prayed specifically about the

metropolitan proposal on two different

occasions during the five-day meeting in

Chicago. Various individuals said they ex-

perienced renewal and a strong confirma-

tion from the Holy Spirit that the new
direction is correct.

As the 19 MC mission leaders and 15 GC
mission leaders concluded discussions on

the metropolitan proposal, they approved

two statements directed at their two de-

nominations.

One statement reaffirmed that "the

great commission is the central mandate

of Christ for the church." It also expressed

concern that all congregational and de-

nominational structures reflect this man-
date. The statement then called for "a

reexamination and refocusing of existing

structures and institutions, especially in

light of possible MC-GC integration,

around the great commission."

The other statement noted the growing

intemationaUzation of North American cit-

ies and called for the shifting of some
overseas missions funds to these cities.

The statement also urged Mennonite

colleges and seminaries "to develop pro-

grams for training metropolitan leaders in

their own environment." And the state-

ment emphasized that "the task of forming

new Mennonite congregations in the city

requires more consistent, intense, and lo-

cally based supervision."

—

Phil Richard

Post-war delegation
from Middle East
visits U.S. churches

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—The experience of

the church in the Middle East has varied

from country to country in the past

months. But the testimony of three Middle

East Christian leaders shows that the Per-

sian Gulf War has affected all of their

churches. Mennonite Central Committee
sponsored the delegation, which visited

Mennonite churches and church groups in

the United States April 20—May 10.

An "iron fist" was over Palestinians in

Israeli-occupied territories during the war,

said Audeh Rantisi, during a stop at MCC
headquarters. Rantisi, an Anglican minis-

ter from Ramallah in West Bank, said

Palestinians were under curfew for 43 days.

Israeli authorities allowed people out to

buy food every four or five days, but only

for a few hours, he said. No one could work,

so people had httle money for food.

Rantisi, who is director of the Evangeh-

cal Home for Boys in Ramallah and coau-

thor of the book Blessed Are the Peacemak-

ers, said Palestinian Christians are frus-

trated with Christians from the West. "We
receive so many fact-finding delegations;

we want people to act, not just talk."

American Christians should urge their gov-

ernment to withhold funds for Israel unless

it stops land confiscation and other abuses,

he said.

Rantisi also had strong words for

televangelists who unconditionally support

Israel because of Bible prophecy, and for

missionaries who try to convert Christians

from other denominations. "We want peo-

ple who will stand beside us and support

the word of God," he stated emphatically.

"We need Christians who respect the Lord

and each other."

Coptic Orthodox Bishop Thomas of As-

siut, Egypt, said the Egyptian church is

opposed to war. But Egyptian Christians

took part in the Gulf War because of

obhgatory military service, he said. Some
fundamentalist Muslims saw the war
against Iraq as another Christian crusade

against Islam, the bishop noted. But many
Muslims did not.

Relations between Christians and
Muslims in Jordan are good, said delega-

tion member Basem Hamameh ofAmman,
Jordan. Muslims know Christians have

been in the region since the time of Christ,

he said. "And our trademark as Christians

is that we are honest about our work and

faithful to our country. Muslims know they

can trust us as Arabs." Some Jordanians

did see the war as a crusade against Islam,

said Hamameh, who is president of the

Greek Orthodox Educational Society's

youth committee.

—

Ardell Stauffer
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Herald Press honored
in book competition
Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)~ Tm very happy

to let you know that three more books from
Herald Press have been honored in Chris-
tian School's contest to choose the best
children's books with a Christian mes-
sage." So writes Phil Landrum, publisher
of the magazine, in a letter to Herald Press
director Paul Schrock.

Named as one of four picture story book
winners of the Silver Honor Award is The
Cornhusk Doll by Evelyn MinshuU, illus-

trated by Edwin Wallace. "This wonderful
story cries out to be read aloud to your
students," says Christian School. "A trea-
sure for the eyes and heart, this book
deser\'es wide readership along with The
Courage of Sarah Noble, Little House in the
Big Woods, and Sarah, Plain and Tall. It

brings to mind Lynd Ward's The Biggest
Bear and the picture books of Robert
McClosky. The book is quality all the way."
One of five finalists in the picture story

book category is Ted Studebaker: A Man
Who Loved Peace by Joy Hofacker Moore,
illustrated by Jim Guenthner. "Sometimes,
the most compHcated story and message
is best couched in simple terms," Christian
School notes. "That's the case of this book,
which tells the powerful story of Ted
Studebaker, an American missionary who
was martyred in Vietnam."
Named as one of five finalists in the

non-picture book category is A Life in Her
Hands by Shirlee Evans. This is the story
of 15-year-old Gail who finds herself preg-
nant, facing the decision of whether to seek
an abortion or give birth to her child.

Herald Press is a division of Mennonite
Publishing House.

Goshen receives largest
scholarship fund ever
Goshen, Ind. fGCj—When Ohio farmer

Elmer Good mentioned Goshen College to
his landlord, he couldn't have known it

would lead to the largest scholarship fund
Goshen College has ever received. But the
landlord, Clarence Swallen of Canal Ful-
ton, Ohio, was impressed with the two
Mennonites he knew: Good, his tenant, and
Bertha Heatwole, who helped with house-
work. Swallen had already decided he
wanted to give his estate to Christian
colleges, and he asked Good if the Menno-
nites had any. Good named Goshen.
Beginning this year, the Clarence and

Genevieve Swallen Missionary Scholarship
provides $1,500 per student for up to 30
students a year. Swallen wanted the schol-
arships to go to students who planned
careers that would "further the cause of
the church." That could mean "not only
pastors and ministers involved in mission-
ary endeavors, but also nurses, doctors,
aviators, teachers, or related service occu-
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pations in which missionaries are needed
and engaged." He also indicated that stu-
dents who want to serve the church in the
United States and international students
who study at Goshen and then return to
their own countries to work in church
service would be eligible.

Swallen, a farmer and retired auditor for
American Electric Power, had always ad-
mired his brother, who worked as a mis-
sionary in Tennessee for the Seventh-Day
Adventist Church. He also longed to honor
his wife of 59 years who died in 1982.
In 1988, Swallen began a trial scholarship

for Goshen and two other colleges. He was
pleased with Goshen's response and, since
his death in February 1990, the earnings
from a trust he had established is divided
equally between Goshen, Andrews Univer-
sity in Berrien Springs, Mich., and Malone
College in Canton, Ohio.
To apply for the scholarship, students

must list activities and achievements that
demonstrate an interest in a career of
missionary or church service and write a
brief statement of their service goals. Each
applicant must also provide two letters of
reference, one from the applicant's pastor.
More information about the scholarship

is available from the Student Financial Aid
Office at GC, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219
535-7525.

Drama workshop. Hesston, Kan.—
"We act out things that are impor-
tant to us," Mariann Martin said to

the small group of participants in the
drama workshop she led at White-
stone Mennonite Church here. It was
sponsored by the Hesston churches.

Pictured are Elizabeth and Nathan
Horst. Martin, a Hesston College in-

structor, infroduced the group to mir-
roring, liturgical dance, choric and jazz

readings, tableau, improvisation, and
readers' theater. "When you are work-
ing with drama, your best script, of
course, is the Bible," she said.

—Susan Balzer

Schowalter Villa plans
major expansion
Hesston, Kan. (SV)~-The Schowalter Villa

retirement community is developing 30 acres
east and south of Hickory Homes, starting
this spring. Final completion of the total
long-range plan is anticipated in 10-15 years.
The project includes 114 cottage apart-

ments, a congregate housing center with 60
apartments, and an activity center for se-
nior citizens of the community. The expan-
sion will provide housing for applicants on
the waiting Hst and meet the demand
anticipated as the number of American
citizens over 65 doubles in the next decade.
The first phase of the construction will

include duplex and fourplex cottage apart-
ments for independent retirement living as
well as the activity center, which will be
the focal point of the new development,
emphasizing activities and social interac-
tions for the elderly. The center will have
facilities for arts and crafts, games and
activities, an indoor swimming pool, and an
outdoor miniature golf course.
The second phase of the project will

include a congregate housing center with
one- and two-bedroom apartments,
lounges, activity and recreation areas, a
kitchen and dining room with restaurant
food service, and housekeeping and laun-
dry services available on request. This
phase will also include additional cottages.
Schowalter Villa, founded in 1961, pro-

vides a full range of services, including 50
apartments for low-income people, 66 in-

dependent-living cottages, 44 self-care
units with assisted living services, and a
107-bed health care center.

World War II volunteers
in starvation experiment
reunite for first time

St. Petersburg, Fla.—World War n con-
scientious objectors who participated in an
experiment in human starvation in 1945
gathered here recently for their first-ever

reunion. Of the 32 "guinea pigs," 12 were
able to attend. The purpose of the reunion
was primarily to reaffirm the participants'
fight against human starvation wherever it

exists.

The 32, who lost one-fourth to one-third
of their body weight in a six-month period,
volunteered for the experiment to help
relief agencies in the rehabilitation of the
millions of hungry people following the
war. Most of them went on to earn master's
and doctoral degrees and pursued careers
in human services.

At their reunion, the group agreed that

(1) the experiment was the most important
experience of their lives; (2) starving peo-
ple become selfish, hostile, depressed, and
ultimately lethargic and submissive; and
(3) bread, not ideologies such as democracy
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or religion, is the priority issue for hungry

people.

The two-volume report of the 1945 ex-

periment, Human Starvation, has become

a classical source of data for hundreds of

textbooks of psychology and human be-

havior. Carolyn Williams of the Public

Health Department at the University of

Minnesota joined the reunion group one

day to explore possible follow-up studies.

Educational magazines
address summer needs
of congregations

The summer needs of congregations have

been addressed by a group of educational

magazines published by the Mennonite

and General Conference Mennonite
churches.

In its April issue. Builder presented a

guide for planners of intergenerational

summer worship, with an outline for each

Sunday. Other publications with summer
material include the spring issue of

YouthGuide and the summer issue ofAdult

Bible Study Guide. The three publications

address the needs of congregations who
choose to go the intergenerational route.

Planning an intergenerational approach

is one response to the special needs of

congregations in the summer. It can be a

time when the values of each generation

can be discussed and a new esteem devel-

oped between the generations.

The material is all based on the Uniform

Series Bible study outhne. The summer
quarter focuses on rebuilding in a study of

Ezra and Nehemiah titled "After the

Exile." In this Bible study, the exiles come
back to Jerusalem and build a new life. The
issues they faced have many apphcations

and parallels to the experiences of Menno-
nites in North America.

Tom Kauffman, pastor, and others from

Mennonite Church of Normal, HI., wrote a

focus statement, summarized the story,

and suggested a visual, music, and worship

theme for each Sunday. The group also

included a children's story suggestion and

a possible application each Sunday.

Anne Stuckey, a former Iowa pastor,

created material to guide the adult teacher

during the summer months. Her insights

on this Old Testament study will be pub-

lished in the June, July, and August issues

of Builder.

Steve Ropp of Normal, lU., wrote a guide

for youth leaders who participate in the

study. His ideas were published in the

spring YouthGuide.

If the response to this approach is posi-

tive, the publishers plan to have similar

materials available for the summer of 1992.

More information is available from Men-
nonite Publishing House at 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone toll-free

800 245-7894.

Countdown. £ZA:/iart, Ind. (MBCM)—
Registration for the Oregon '91

Youth Convention hit 1,000 on May
21. The deadline for registration is

May 31. A $5 late fee is charged to

all registrations postmarked after

that date. Carlos Romero, youth

ministries coordinator at Mennonite

Board of Congregational Ministries,

is keeping track of registrations in

the MBCM office with a string racer

that moves along a 30-foot scale.

MBCM and Youth Convention plan-

ners expect 1,500 sponsors and youth

to make the trek to Oregon. They
will gather at the University of Ore-

gon in Eugene and the adult con-

vention will be across town at Lane
County Convention Center. More
information is available by calling

219 294-7523.

Chicago school to get
own building soon
Chicago, III.—The fledgling Chicago

Mennonite Learning Center is on the verge

of getting its own building, after renting

space in other facilities. A 12,000-square-

foot building on the southwest side of the

city near Cicero and 47th streets has been

found and the school has a contract to

purchase it if the property can be rezoned

for a school. In addition to the building,

the property consists of 12,500 square feet

of parking and playground space.

In early April, the board of Chicago

Mennonite Learning Center launched a

capital and endowment funds drive in

order to secure the financial future of the

school. Because many of the families on

the southside are underemployed or unem-
ployed for at least periods of time, tuition

income cannot come near to providing the

funds that are needed to operate the

school.

Chicago Mennonite Learning Center

serves primarily Hispanic, black, and white

children in grades K-8. It hopes to add a

preschool in order to provide a Head-

Start-tj^je program for children who do not

have adequate EngHsh and general lan-

guage skills. There is also a demand for a

preschool because many mothers need to

work—or go to school—in order to provide

for their families.

Until now, the school has lacked the

stability which a permanent buUding can

provide. Although space was available at

Lawndale Mennonite Church this past

school year, there is a court order for

Chicago Mennonite Learning Center to

vacate the church by the end of the school

year because of code requirements. Earlier

the school was closed for a few years when
it became necessary to vacate a former

Catholic school when the building was sold

to the Chicago Board of Education.

The board is seeking people who have

building trades skills like carpentry, elec-

trical, and plumbing who are able to vol-

unteer from one week to three months this

summer to prepare the building for classes

in September. Lodging will be provided.

Interested persons may contact Pauline

Kennel, Director of Development, at 15

Tilipi Ct., Schaumsburg, IL 60193; phone

708 894-3676.

New program lets

hog farmers share
with the hungry

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—A new agreement

with two eastern Pennsylvania meat pro-

cessors now allows farmers to donate hogs

to Mennonite Central Committee. This

way farmers can personally share their

products to help feed people in need,

organizers say.

Farmers selling hogs to either Hatfield

Quality Meats of Hatfield or Leidy's of

Souderton can designate part of the value

of the hogs be deposited in an MCC
account with the processor. The funds will

then be used to purchase pork for canning

when the MCC portable meat canner makes

its annual stop in eastern Pennsylvania.

Any funds left in the account after the

canning pork has been bought will be used

to buy other food commodities such as

beans and rice and to pay for food trans-

portation.

"This is a wonderfully personal way a

farmer can directly donate livestock to help

feed people around the world," said Leon

Stoltzfus, who helped organize the project.

In 1990 about six tons of canned pork

were distributed in Haiti, Jamaica, and the

United States. MCC can use up to 20 tons

of pork for distribution in 1991.

Other commodities such as grain, grass

seed, and milk are donated to MCC under

similar programs. Organizers hope the

project catches on with hog producers as

well.

Farmers wishing to donate hogs to MCC
and wanting more information can contact

Leon Stoltzftis of Gap, Pa., 717 442-8280.
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• Construction to begin at Rockway. Con-
struction will begin this summer on the major
expansion project at Rockway Mennonite Col-
legiate in Kitchener, Ont. The first phase,
estimated to cost $3.5 million, will include
classrooms, a library, gymnasium, and offices.

The school has received $2 million in contri-
butions for this phase, including $1.3 million
through the fund drive conducted by Eastern
Canada Conference. Still needed is $750,000
to meet the 80 percent requirement to begin
construction. Phase two of the expansion proj-
ect, to cost about $1.6 milhon, is a chapel/fine
arts center. The school's enrollment is cur-
rently 300.

•Peace delegation to Mideast. Christian
Peacemaker Teams is sending a 12-member
delegation to Israel and IsraeU-occupied West
Bank on June 1. The group will "act for peace
and learn about peace efforts in the area,"
says Gene Stoltzfus, coordinator of CPT, a
Chicago-based effort sponsored by Menno-
nite and Brethren denominations. This sec-
ond CPT trip to the Mideast is in response to
requests that North Americans take firmer
action in calling for an immediate settlement
of the 43-year-old conflict between Jews and
Palestinians. The U.S. government and many
observers feel that the chance for a settlement
is greater now in the wake of the Persian Gulf
War but that the opportunity may pass soon.
The CPT delegation's two-week visit will be
coordinated by the Middle East Council of
Churches.

•MCC representative to Iraq. Harry
Huebner, a Winnipeg professor with experi-
ence in the Middle East, went to Iraq for one
month in mid-May as a representative of
Mennonite Central Committee. He will assess
the needs of that country in the wake of the
Persian Gulf War and make recommendations
on possible MCC involvement in relief and
reconstruction. His assignment grows out of
two brief visits made earlier by MCC Jordan
worker Jerry Martin. Huebner, a professor at
Canadian Mennonite Bible College, directed
MCC work in IsraeU-occupied West Bank
1981-83 and was a member of the Christian
Peacemaker Teams delegation to Iraq late last
year before the war started.

• Medical work continues in Liberia. "Some
of the situations are so pathetic one could just
sit down and cry," says Wayne Weaver, a
Virginia physician who is on a short-term
assignment with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions in war-devastated Liberia. He had just
treated an older couple who had lost their jobs
and their home and all their possessions
during the 11-month civil war that ended last
November. Weaver was joined by two other
MBM short-termers in late April—Howard
and Ruth Anna Miller, both nurses from
Lowville, N.Y. Short-term medical workers
Paul and Grace Brenneman left in late March
and Juanita Shenk in early May.

• MBM ahead of projections. Contributions
to Mennonite Board of Missions totaled
$940,000 for the first quarter of the current
fiscal year. Several large individual gifts and
increased congregational offerings pushed
MBM $91,000 ahead of projections for that
period. The goal for the year is $5,274,000.
"MBM is committed to beginning new minis-
tries, like those projected this year in Afghan-
istan and Ecuador," says Pat Swartzendruber,
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Performing "Elijah." Lancaster, Pa.—The 90-member Franconia-Lancaster Cho-
ral Singers performed Elijah, an oratorio by Fehx Mendelssohn, in Lancaster and
Harleysville, Pa It was conducted by Hiram Hershey, who founded the group 44
years ago. Weekly local practices, with an average attendance of 97 percent, were
held in two locations, with combined practices held twice prior to the perfor-
mances. Both concerts were well attended.

vice-president for administration and re-
sources. "It's encouraging to see strong sup-
port for MBM early in the fiscal year."

•Used mimeograph machine. Mt. Pisgah
Mennonite Church of Missouri has an A. B.
Dick mimeograph machine to give away. Con-
tact Jeff Otto at Rural Route, Novelty, MO
63460; phone 816 739-4591.

• Job openings:
Construction workers, in Brazil, this summer and

fall. Needed are volunteers to help develop
the camp operated by Brazil Mennonite
Church. Crews of 6-8 people would serve at
least two weeks each in June, August, Sep-
tember, and October. Many skills are needed,
from clearing tree trunks to masonry work and
constructing a meeting hall, a dormitory, and
a dam. Contact Bemi Kaufman at Mennonite
Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219 294-7523.

Construction workers, in Chicago, this summer.
Needed are volunteers to help turn an old
building into a school for Chicago Mennonite
Learning Center. They would give a few days,
weeks, or months to get the building ready by
September. Contact Pauline Kennel at
CMLC, 2520 S. Lawndale Ave., Chicago, IL
60623; phone 312 277-3272.

Residential managers. Christian Residential Op-
portunities and Social Services, Shippens-
burg. Pa. Needed is a married couple in a
group home for developmentally disabled
adults. It is preferred that one spouse have a
degree in the human service field. Experience
with the developmentally disabled is helpful.

Contact Angle Petersheim at CROSS, 712
Pinola Rd., Shippensburg, PA 17257; phone
717 530-1788.

• Coming events:
Evangelism Leaders Academy, July 15-18, at
McPherson (Kan.) College. This takes the
place of church planters workshops for Men-
nonites that were held in previous years. The
academy is a national ecumenical event spon-
sored by the Church of the Brethren. A special
caucus will be held for Mennonite partici-

pants. The main speakers at the academy will

be Frank Harrington, a Presbyterian pastor
from Atlanta, and Eddie Gibbs, an evangelism
professor from Fuller Theological Seminary.
More information from Melba Martin at Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart,
IN 46515; phone 219 294-7523.

Music Week, July 7-13, at Laurelville (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church Center. This is an annual event
for all ages. The adult choir director is Paul
Dueck of United Mennonite Educational In-
stitute in Leamington, Ont. The children's
choir director is Andrea Yoder of Belleville
(Pa.) Mennonite School. The drama leader is

Gordon Davis of Elmira (Ont.) Secondary
School. More information from Laurelville at
R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412
423-2056.

Sesquicentennial Celebration, June 9, at Salem
Mennonite Church, EUda, Ohio. It will include
a time of sharing and reminiscing. Former
pastors and members are especially invited.

More information from the church at 4275 W.
State Rd., Elida, OH 45807; phone 419 339-
1505.

Building Dedication Service, June 9, at Ridgeway
Mennonite Church, Harrisonburg, Va. The
keynote speaker is Paul Yoder, the congre-
gation's overseer. Former pastors are also
participating. More information from the
church at 550 Franklin St., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703 433-6612.



• New appointments:
Ernest Hess, general secretary, Lancaster Con-

ference, starting this summer. This is a new

post that will involve staff work for the bishop

board and its executive committee, including

coordination of the conference's various

boards and committees. He will conclude 23

years on the faculty of Lancaster (Pa.) Men-

nonite High School, where his roles have

included science teacher, principal, and cur-

rently, director of guidance and campus min-

istries. He also serves as bishop of the

conference's New DanvOle District.

Ralph Martin, Choice Books staff person, Men-

nonite Board of Missions, starting in April.

This is a new position, and he is working out

of his home in Orrville, Ohio. He is helping

Choice Books meet its goal of selling one

million books during a 12-month period end-

ing sometime this year. He has worked many

years in sales promotion and marketing, in-

cluding 15 years with the J. M. Smucker

Company.

MARRIAGES

Byler-Schrock: J. R. Byler, Glendale, Ariz.

(Trinity cong.), and Donna Schrock, Phoenix,

Ariz. (Trinity cong.), April 20, by Peter Wiebe.

Esh-Horning: Rick Esh, Gap, Pa. (Ridgeview

cong.), and Pamela Homing, Stevens, Pa.

(Indiantown cong.), April 27, by Robert L.

Petersheim.

Fagen-Wiebe: Gerves Pagan, Glendale, Ariz.

(Trinity cong.), and Rose Wiebe, Glendale,

Ariz. (Trinity cong.), by Peter B. Wiebe, April

27.

Gillespie-Martin: Michael Gillespie, Scottdale,

Pa. (United Methodist Church), and Heather

Martin, Scottdale, Pa. (Scottdale cong.), April

27, by John Sharp and Laurence Martin.

Hallman-Machado: Thomas Hallman, Kitche-

ner, Ont. (First Mennonite cong.), and Kath-

ryn Machado, Waterioo, Ont. (United Church

of Canada), April 20, by Brice Balmer.

Lengacher-Gingerich: Mervin L. Lengacher,

Montgomery, Ind. (Bethel cong.), and Regina

Marlene Gingerich, Odon, Ind. (Bethel cong.).

May 4, by Melvin Paulus.

Musselman-Pinnell: Wayne Mussehnan, Kitch-

ener, Ont., and Wendy Pinnell, Kitchener, Ont.

(First Mennonite cong.), Feb. 23, by Brice

Balmer.

Nafziger-Koch: Matthew Nafziger, Archbold,

Ohio (Zion cong.), and Diane Koch, West

Dundee, HI. (Congregational Church), April

14, by Ellis Croyle and Charles Randel.

Otto-Schrock: Anthony Otto, Humbolt, HI. (Ar-

thur cong.), and Sharon Schrock, Arthur, 111.

(Arthur cong.), April 6, by Wayne D. King.

Peachey-Walters: Daryl R. Peachey, Reeds-

ville. Pa. (BarrviUe cong.), and Teresa J. Wal-

ters, BelleviUe, Pa. (Allensville cong.), March

30, by Philip Barr.

Schrock-Kauffman: Roger Schrock, Arthur,

ni. (Arthur cong.), and Jeaimette Kauffman,

Tuscola, ni. (Arthur cong.), May 4, by Wayne
D. King.

Short-Regier: Bradley Short, Archbold, Ohio

(Zion cong.), and Rachel Regier, Hesston, Kan.

(United Methodist Church), April 28, by Ellis

Croyle and Gerry Sharp.

Wedel-Ross: Jay Wedel, Wilmore, Kan. (Greens-

burg cong.), and Sharon Ross, Kidron, Ohio

(Salem cong.), April 20, by Fremon Mast and

Richard Ross.

Young-Price: Neal Young, Telford, Pa. (Soud-

erton cong.), and Tracie Price, Perkasie, Pa.,

May 5, by Gerald Clemmer.

• Missionary transitions:

Wendell and Karen Amstutz returned from

Bolivia in May for a three-month North Amer-

ican assignment. They are appointees of Men-

nonite Board of Missions who serve in a poor

rural area while making their living as farmers.

Their address is c/o Clifford Amstutz, 208 S.

Lancaster St., Hesston, KS 67062.

Max and Pauline Beachy returned from Sur-

iname recently for a summer leave. They are

MBM overseas mission associates who serve

with Mission Aviation Fellowship. Their ad-

dress is c/o American Cooperative School—

Suriname, 8073 NW 67th St., Miami, FL
33166.

• Change of address:

Paul and Grace Brunner from Louisville, Ohio,

to Box 131, Zurich, ON NOM 2T0.

Percy Gerig from Pasco, Wash., to 631 E. Ash

St., Lebanon, OR 97355.

BIRTHS

Alderfer, Dwight and Beverly (Althouse), Har-

leysville, Pa., Lydia Anne (second child), May 5.

Erb, Dwight and Laura (Thomas), Hesston,

Kan., Marcy Maria (first child). May 2.

Gingerich, David and JuUe (Linder), Burton,

Ohio, Sara Renee (fourth child), April 19.

Gingerich, Paul and Heather, Zurich, Ont.,

Jillian Ruth (fourth child), April 13.

Hershey, Nathan and Linda (Esh), Kinzers, Pa.,

Julie Anna (second child). May 2.

Hood, Michael and Gloria (Steiner), Indianapo-

lis, Ind., Amy Elica (second child), April 24.

Johnson, Ed and Beth (Moyer), Hatfield, Pa.,

Katie Elizabeth (second child), May 3.

Jutzi, David and Karen (Ruby), Tavistock, Ont.,

Jonathan David (third child), April 22.

Martin, Don and Kathy (Freed), Lansdale, Pa.,

Clmton Jay (fourth child), April 17.

Miller, Morris and Diana (Ropp), Riverside,

Iowa, Elizabeth Marie (second child), April 29.

Myer, Kervin and Kathy (Cassel), Columbia,

Pa., Daniel Scott (first child), April 17.

Nice-Webb, Allen and Karen, Charlotte, N.C.,

Christin Shalom and Leticia Gabrielle (second

and third children), Jan. 8.

Roth, Kevin and Cynthia (Martin), Lancaster,

Pa., James Marshall (second child), April 22.

Sahawneh, William and Jeanne (Shirk), Irbid,

Jordan, Jonathan William and David Ghassan

(first and second children), Dec. 23.

Saunders, Lynn and Kathy (Lehman), Elida,

Ohio, Caleb Daniel (sixth child), April 25.

Schlabach, Jeff and Sheryl (Widmer), Kalona,

Iowa, Jensen Marie (first child), Feb. 26.

Smoker, Reuben E. and Gayle (Sollenberger),

Gap, Pa., Keegen Trey (third child). May 4.

Whitmer, Jerry and Beth (Epp), Amlin, Ohio,

Coleman Jaymes (first child), April 24.

Widrick, Steven and Elnora (Lehman), Low-

viUe, N.Y., Jamie Nicole (second chUd), May 7.

Yoder, Darrell and Sylvia (Weaver), Lancaster,

Pa., Rebecca Weaver (third child), Feb. 2.

Yoder, Sherwood and Gina (Hagmeier), Pamell,

Iowa, Kira Nicole (third child), April 26.

Conference for Laotian Mennonites. OrrviUe, Ohio—Pastor Tong Chitchalern-

tham (left) of Orrville shakes hands with Mee Chareunsouk from Lemington, Ont.

Chitchalerntham, who was active in evangelism in his home country of Laos before

immigrating to North America, is now serving Ohio Conference in a ministry to

other Laotian immigrants. Laotian Mennonites from 10 different areas in the

United States and Canada met at Orrville Mennonite Church, May 19-21, for the

first Laotian church conference. Chitchalerntham, who organized the conference,

conducts worship services the first and third Sunday of each month at Orrville

Church, the second Sunday at Central Mennonite Church in Archbold, and the

fourth Sunday at Ruber Mennonite Church in New Carlisle. The guest speaker

for the conference was John Konrad of Toronto, who has worked with Laotian

people. Other areas invited to the conference were Erie, Pa.; Harrisburg, Pa.;

Hartford, Conn.; Des Moines, Iowa; St. Catharines, Ont; Leamington, Ont; Regina,

Sask.; and Clearbrook, B.C.—Celia Lehman
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DEATHS

Breniser, Marie, 93, Middlebury, Ind. Born:
Dec. 18, 1897, Middlebury, Ind., to Amos and
Barbara Ann Nussbaum. Died: May 3, 1991,
Goshen, Ind., from complications of a heart
attack. Survivors—children: Dean, Joan Gan-
non; sister: Grace Hosteller; 11 grandchildren,
9 great-grandchildren. Predeceased by: John
Wesley Breniser (husband). Funeral: May 6,

Clinton Brick Mennonite Church, by Ron
Kennel and Carl Smeltzer. Burial: Forest
Grove Cemetery.

Eicher, Olen Leander, 81, Sarasota, Fla. Born:
March 14, 1910, Archbold, Ohio, to Christian
and Anna (Frey) Eicher. Died: April 28, 1991,
Sarasota, Fla., of a heart attack. Survivors-
wife: Elta North; children: Jan Brunk, Caralee
Eicher, Alice Massanari; brother and sister:

Reuben, Ellen Mull; 4 grandchildren. Funeral:
May 1, Bahia Vista Mennonite Church, by A.
Don Augsburger, Wayne North, and John H.
Shenk. Burial: Palms Memorial Park.

Hamsher, Paul A., 81, Walnut Creek, Ohio
Born: Dec. 8, 1909, Walnut Creek, Ohio, to
Andrew S. and Amanda (Hodhstetler) Ham-
sher. Died: April 28, 1991, Cleveland, Ohio,
from injuries from a traffic accident. Survi-
vors—children: Oletha Troyer, Annetta
Weaver, Lorene Gigerich, Marcus, Andrew,
Kenny; 9 grandchildren, 11 great-grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Ella Sommers (wife). Funeral
and burial: May 2, Walnut Creek Mennonite
Church, by Ross A. Miller and Dean Miller.

Miller, Lottie, 87, Inman, Kan. Born: Dec. 29,
1903, Iimian, Kan., to Peter J. and Jemima
(Slabach) Zimmerman. Died: April 30, 1991,
South Hutchinson, Kan. Survivors—children:
J. Clifford, Dean L., Lamoine J., Don R.;
brothers: Ernest, Vernon; 7 grandchildren, 8
great-grandchildren, 7 great-great-grandchil-
dren. Predeceased by: D. Lloyd Miller (hus-
band). Funeral: May 4, Yoder Mennonite

Church, by Don Patterson. Burial: West Lib-
erty Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Oberholzer, Fannie H., 100, Maugansville,
Md. Born: Washington Co., Md., to Thomas
and Nancy (Horst) Haldeman. Died: April 29,
1991, Washington Co., Md., from a fall. Sur-
vivors—children: Martha A. Petre, Esther L
Martin, Clifford C, Walter H., Richard E.; 12
grandchildren, 8 stepgrandchildren, 24 great-
grandchildren, 20 step-great-grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Samuel W. Oberholzer (hus-
band). Funeral: May 2, Salem Ridge Menno-
nite Church, by Darwin Martin. Burial: Cedar
Grove Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Sommer, Clarence L., 74, Kidron, Ohio. Born:
Jan. 25, 1917, Kidron, Ohio, to Christ and Ida
(Lehman) Sommer. Died: May 3, 1991, Dalton,
Ohio, of a heart attack. Survivors—wife: Cora
Nussbaum; children: Sandi Suttle, LuAnn
Swartzentruber; sister and brothers: Dorothy
Hofstetter, Ira, Norman; 5 grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: May 6, Kidron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler, Dick Wolf, and
Gary Nussbaum.

Weaver, J. Landis, 81. Born: Sept. 4, 1909,
Ephrata, Pa., to John H. and Magdalena
(Landis) Weaver. Died: April 30, 1991, Akron,
Pa. Survivors—children: Jay, Arvilla, Donna,
John, Elizabeth, Ronald; sister: Mabel L.
Mamer; 12 grandchildren, one great-grand-
child. Predeceased by: Ada S. Horst (wife).

Yost, Ray S., 81. Born: Leacock Twp., Pa., to
John E. and Katie (Kennel) Yost. Died: April
14, 1991, Lititz, Pa. Survivors—wife: Irene
Kauffman; children: Ruth Ann Kornmoyer,
Catherine Godshall, Leon, Arthur; brothers'
and sister: John, Harlan, Sadie Mae; 8 grand-
children. Predeceased by: Alvin (son). Memo-
rial service: AprO 21, Landis Homes chapel,
Lititz, Pa., by Lawrence Garman, Harry Bren-
neman, David Thomas, Don Good, and Allen
Mohler. Body donated to medical science. He
served as pastor of Oak Shade Mennonite
Church for 40 years.

NEW MEMBERS

New MCC workers from the Mennonite Church. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Twelve
people from the Mennonite Church were among the 33 new volunteers with
Mennonite Central Committee who took part in the April 2-12 orientation at MCC
headquarters here. They are: Front row (left to right)—Lonnie Smoker of
Intercourse, Pa., appropriate technology intern in Bolivia; Carol Eby-Good of
Lancaster, Pa., administrative assistant at MCC headquarters; Neil Horning of
Lititz, Pa., agriculture extensionist in Indonesia; Leon Kaufftnan of Wolford N.D.
appropriate technology intern in Bolivia; and Fred Musser of Lancaster, Pa.,'
farming systems researcher in Bangladesh. Back row—Dennis Johnson of
Manheim, Pa., administrative secretary at MCC headquarters; Susan Godshall of
Mount Joy, Pa., administrator at MCC headquarters; Conrad Martin of Greencasde
Pa., job creation program intern in Bangladesh; Jeff and Kadiy Smith of North
Newton, Kan., community worker and child care worker in Adanta, Ga.; Nancy
Litwiller of Lancaster, Pa., Selfhelp Crafts staff person in Ephrata, Pa.; and Sarah
Horning of Lititz, Pa., Selfhelp Crafts tea room cook in Ephrata, Pa.

Ridgeway, Harrisonburg, Va.: Ranee
Bauman, Donovan Maust, Sarah Kurtz, Jamie
Mick, Steve Longenacre, and Eldon and
Sherri Kurtz.

Yoder, Haven, Kan.: Gerald L. Knepp and
Laurie D. Knepp.

Zion, Broadway, Va.: David Swartzentruber,
Anthony Resto, Stephanie Resto, and Henry
and Nancy Showalter.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Erik Beun, Mark
Johnston, Aimee Neuenschwander, Derek
Ross, Dennis Steffen, and Jeb Swartz-
endruber.

Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.: Krista Brad-
ley, Natalie Bontrager, Wayne Bradley,
Tammy Brantley, Suzie Troyer, and Nathan
Wagler.

Hartville, Ohio: Jennifer Coblentz, Kevin
Coblentz, Mitchell Lam, Jimmy Miller, Jona-
than Miller, Richard Schlabach, Brent
Schrock, and Anthony Troyer.

Carpenter Park, HoUsopple, Pa.: Lester Ja-
cobs, M. Craig Saylor, and Carolyn Saylor.

Lockport, Stryker, Ohio: Steve Burkholder,
Chad Kauffman, Nancy Miller, Glenn
Nofziger, Joel Short, Chris Stuckey, Jackie
Wyse, Dan Yoder, and Tony Doehrmann.

CALENDAR
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Conference on Civilian Pubhc Service, Goshen
Ind., May 30-June 1

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
board of directors, Elkliart, Ind., May 31-June 1

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors,
Elkhart, Ind., June 6-8

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen,
Ind., June 7-8

North Central Conference annual meeting,
Wolford, N.D., June 7-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council,
Elkhart, Ind., June 11

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries
board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., June 13-15

Mennonite Pubhshing House board of directors,
Scottdale, Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference annual meeting,
Salem, Ore., June 20-23

Associated Mennonite Bibhcal Seminaries sum-
mer school, Elkhart, Ind., June 3-July 19

Peace Theology Colloquium, Clearbrook, B.C.,
June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Development Associates
board of directors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Indiana-Michigan Conference and Central Dis-
trict joint meeting, Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference annual convention,
Camrose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., July 4-7

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board
of trustees, Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference annual conference,
July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly, Bergton, Va.,
July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education board of direc-
tors, July 18

Hesston College board of overseers, Iowa City,
Iowa, July 19-20

Mennonite Church General Board, Eugene,
Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Eu-
gene, Ore., July 29

Oregon '91, biennial convention of Mennonite
Church, Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3



"Sure I Believe in Mutual Aid.

I Just Dorft Believe In Paying

More Than I Should for

Insurance."

pX ri<rice can be deceiving. While

you may find cheaper insurance than MMA's life,

health and auto plans, it's important to under-

stand the value ofwhat you're buying. As for me, I

choose MMA because I care about my spiritual

brothers and sisters. MMA helps me translate that

caring into action.

I recently experienced a major health problem.

The family of individuals and congregations that

make up MMA has cared for me in ways that far

exceed what a commercial insurance company

would have done. That's why I'm happy to know

that my participation in MMA directly assists con-

gregations with members' adoption expenses,

health insurance premiums, catastrophic illnesses

and other financial crises. In fact,

over $600,000 was distributed last

year to congregationswith members

suffering hardships.

There are other "value added"

features to consider. I work with

mutual aid counselors who represent MMA in

their communities. I know firsthand that caring

for members and providing excellent service are

the most important things our counselors do. In

addition, MMA is deeply committed to its mem-

bers. Particularly in the wake of rising health care

costs, MMA is working hard to develop alterna-

tives to help people afford health care.

I am constantly reminded that God watches us

and knows our hearts, even better than we do.

God is always faithful to us and requires us to be

faithful in the vows of commitment we made in

baptism. During times of illness or catastrophe,

when God may seem most distant, caring congre-

gations can provide the sense of God's presence

that may not be communicated in

any other way. That kind of relation-

ship is priceless.

PaulBrunk
Eastern Regional manager

Harrisonburg Virginia

We're more than just insurance.

For a free copy of our new booklet, Take a Closer Look, call 1-800-348-7468.
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EDITORIAL

What we could have learned from the war
For almost three months now, we've been free

of the war. Media hype, street-side conver-
sations, even the national consciousness has
gone to other matters. Maybe three months are
not enough time to allow for perceptive reflec-

tion on the six weeks (of air attack) or the 100
hours (of ground offensive) that we lived

through. But let me risk a few lessons we Menno-
nites could have learned from the Persian Gulf
conflict were we paying attention.

1. We could have learned (or releamed) that

war does not solve anything.

Our world faces even more confusion now than
before the war. Iraq is out of Kuwait, to be sure.

But it's also into murdering its own people and
making refugees of hundreds of thousands of
Kurds. Today world governments must provide
food and shelter for a group of people that could
take care of themselves before January 16. One
more tragedy has been added to a growing list

on the international scene.

2. We could have learned that Mennonites are

confused about the role of the state—and our rela-

tionship to it.

During the war some of us participated in dem-
onstrations and protests against the policies of
our governments. Others of us cried, "Fowl; the
church has no business teUing the state how to

run its affairs." If that polarization didn't lead to

confusion, it made our position as a de-

nomination ambiguous at best.

So we have work to do among us. To aid the
process. Gospel Herald includes "What Do We
Really Believe About the State?" in this issue.

Author John W. Miller argues—from Scripture
and from Anabaptist-Mennonite history—that

both the state and the Mennonite Church have
functions ordained by God. The two are differ-

ent. It is not our function as Mennonites to

order the state.

Not everyone will agree. What is important,

however, is that both sides—indeed, all posi-

tions—on church-state relations continue to

study and discuss the issue. We need clarity on
what the Mennonite Church position should be
with relation to the state.

3. We could have learned that peace is alive

and well in the Mennonite Church.

For at least six weeks last winter, the col-

lective mind of the church focused as it seldom
has in our history, except during major wars.
Across the church we concentrated on learning
about peace and why we believe in peacemaking
as a way of life, both for ourselves and for our
children.

4. We could have learned that there are still

some things that make Mennonites distinct from
the rest of the world.

In January and February, many of us found
ourselves answering new questions about our re-

lationships to our neighbors. The questions
sometimes strained relations, particularly when
those neighbors had sons or daughters serving in

Desert Storm.

Of course those among us who lived through
World Wars I and 11 knew this all along. It was a
relatively new experience for many of us who
have become comfortable participants in our
professions and communities.

5. We could have learned peace education is a
job that must continue. There is still much to do.

"Just war" thinking found a favorable niche in

some Mennonite communities last January.
There were even a few sermons from Mennonite
pulpits justifying if not advocating this tradi-

tional approach to the problem of evil and con-
flict. Just war has not been part of most Menno-
nite thinking in the past.

For some, the church's position on peace
seemed to come as a surprise. Differences from
society we hadn't thought about for years were
uncomfortable. So were questions from some of
our young people about why? and how?
No more. Mennonite Central Committee re-

ports that the end of the war has been like "turn-
ing off the tap." During the conflict requests for

materials on peace and conscientious objection
"poured into" MCC. After March 3, almost no
more requests.

"Did our concern for peace die?" MCC asks. I

hope not. If John Miller is right, God called the
Mennonite Church into existence "to find alter-

native ways to serve the world than that of the
military." That's not something you do just dur-
ing a war. That must become a way of life.

Today and every day.—y/p



District conference delegates and other participants

in Mennonite General Assembly at Normal, III., in

August 1 989 were the first to hear the pastoral

letter from the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy.
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Two years after the CFLS pastoral letter

to the members of the Mennonite Church

Some find it sublime,

others impractical

Two years ago, the Council on Faith, Life,

and Strategy ventured a directive letter

to the members of the Mennonite
Church. The letter had little glitz and some
teeth. Its ideas have met with mixed response.

The history is this: CFLS, a tiny group who is

asked by the denomination to monitor our spiri-

tual health, decided in the spring of 1989 to in-

vite the Mennonite Church to greater faithful-

ness through the practice of several specific

acts. Among them:
• praying and fasting together on a regular

basis (we suggested Bread and Broth Sundays
as a possible way to begin);

• seeking our own lost children;

• strengthening our congregations as communi-
ties of shelter and as bases for faithful, disci-

plined living;

• committing ourselves to periods of voluntary

service in the ministries of the church;

• tithing as a minimum for giving to the

church;

• living more "simplified lives";

• being living invitations to faith in Christ.

Recognizing that the many congregations mak-
ing up the Mennonite Church are as varied as

our individual families, CFLS stopped short of

spelling out a formula for putting our sugges-

by

Phyllis

Pellman

Good



A review of how Mennonite congrega-

tions have responded to a pastoral let-

ter from the Council on Faith, Life, and
Strategy first presented at Normal '89,

tions into action. That frustrated many of you; it

also relieved perhaps more of you.

We saw ourselves as stimulators, not program

developers, when we called the church to these

acts. And in an effort to not position ourselves

as experts, we promised to gather stories and cri-

tiques from those of you who've taken the letter

seriously—and to report back what we learned.

We've received a vast amount of correspon-

dence from many of you. What you wrote us

tended to fall into five broad categories:

1. Our congregational agenda is clogged right

now. Examples included pastoral transitions,

building projects, or a prior commitment to a

major study or program such as LIFE.

2. What gives you the right to tell us what to

do? That's not a surprising answer from those

among us who still carry pain and acute tender-

ness from those earlier authoritarian times

within our church—and who find those memo-
ries still clouding our church experience.

3. We are already doing many of the things you

suggest, so we'll just keep at it, and thanks for the

encouragement.

4. Your ideas intrigue us, but we don't know
how to do them. Any suggestions? Furthermore,

some of them seem a mite impractical. Have you

stopped to consider the chaos you may cause

the mission boards, for example, if they sud-

denly have to deploy all members of the Menno-

nite Church into not one but several voluntary

service assignments?

Many of you gave examples of what your con-

gregations had attempted in response to CFLS's

pastoral letter. Here are a few that represent the

broad range of the many responses we received.

"We're building up to it. We are just complet-

ing a study of worship and prayer. I personally

believe much of the rest of the letter's sugges-

tions will make sense only after we pray and fast

together" (Northside Mennonite Church, Lima,

Ohio).

"Interestingly, the suggestion that has received

most resistance from all ages of people is the

one related to mandatory Voluntary Service.

Mandatory tithing was also almost universally

panned. The document has been a good discus-

sion piece on these two questions" (St. Jacobs

Mennonite Church, St. Jacobs, Ont.).

"We have an active prayer committee who
took interest in the Bread and Broth Sunday
idea. Both this committee and the pastoral coun-

cil became involved in hosting bread and broth

groups in their homes. Many expressed apprecia-

tion for this time together.

"The problem has been to keep them going.

They have not multiplied as we thought they

might. We have not given up, and from time to

time these groups will be meeting" (Harrison-

burg Mennonite Church, Harrisonburg, Va.).

We prepared copies of the letter for each mem-
ber participating in our communion service.

That was part of our renewed challenge for com-

mitment and discipleship in preparation for the

communion and foot-washing celebration. Our
leadership team also committed ourselves to fast-

ing one day each week for six months" (Cove

Mennonite Fellowship, Woodbury, Pa.).

"We sent copies of the letter to each of our

church mailboxes, with a cover letter from our

pastoral team, suggesting that each small group

find a way to implement the spiritual Hfe and

prayer concerns. Responses from small groups

have varied to date from taking two evenings of

brainstorming for goals and action to some dis-

cussion to no or little response" (Blossom Hill

Mennonite Church, Lancaster, Pa.).

"We had many make commit-

ments to enrich their spiritual

lives. One family sold their

business to go into VS,"

"We use the last Wednesday evening of the

month as a bread and broth prayer meeting, be-

ginning at 6:30 with a soup and sandwich meal.

We have a good core group that gathers to focus

in prayer. But we have not done well at expand-

ing by personal invitation" (Soo Hill Mennonite

Chapel, Escanaba, Mich.).

"We found noon not a good time for gathered

prayer for parents with young children. We are

(continued on page 4)
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A pastoral letter to the members
of the Mennonite Church

It
was first read to the delegates at Mennonite General Assembly at Normal, III, in August 1989. One

month later it appeared in Gospel Herald under the title, 'A Pastoral Letter to Mennonites" (Sept.

12, 1989). Since then this pastoral letter from the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy has been

read, discussed, and acted on by many of the 1,200 congregations that make up the Mennonite Church.

Believing that its message is as valid for today as it was two years ago, we print the CFLS pastoral let-

ter once again for continued discussion, prayer, and action.—Editor

Dear Sisters and Brothers:

This is a brief message from the Council on
Faith, Life, and Strategy to the members of the

Mennonite Church. We want to share our vision

for the church and ask your counsel. We invite

you to use this letter as a basis for reflection

and action: as individuals, as small groups, as

congregations. We write this from our time

spent together in prayer and personal commit-

ment.

We sense needs within ourselves; we perceive

these same needs within the Mennonite Church.

We believe that as a community of faith we must:

• Cultivate a deep and lasting sense of the

presence of God.
• Seek revival so that we may be truly con-

verted and more fully become disciples of Jesus

Christ.

• Answer God's call to be prophetic.

• Release the gifts of all-chUdren, the middle-

aged, the elderly, young adults, the wealthy, the

not-so-wealthy, the poor.

• Be transformed to live compassionately

when inequities are so apparent among us.

• Turn away from racism and our complicity

with systems that assure our well-being and
others' devastation.

We believe we must become more active disci-

ples and ask each of you to consider these spe-

cific ways of doing so.

• That to become a member of the Mennonite
Church, one commits oneself to at least three

months of voluntary service in the ministries of

the church.

• That to maintain membership in the Menno-
nite Chxirch one commits oneself to periods of

voluntary service in the ministries of the church.

• That every member makes a minimal com-

mitment of giving a tithe.

• That we live more simplified lives.

• That we seek our own lost children.

• That we be a living invitation to faith in

Christ.

• That we strengthen our church as a commu-
nity, so it may be a shelter against the seduction

of materialism, the search for respectability, and
the temptations of individualism—and that it be

a base from which we live faithfully as disciples.

• That we practice prayer and fasting to-

gether, regularly, in order to find God's direction

for our time, our talents, our treasures.

We confess how little we know of fasting and
intensive prayer. In spite of that—but as a con-

crete way of beginning—we encourage the prac-

tice of bread and broth Sundays once a month.

Our suggestion is that on the first Sunday of the

month, each pastor or congregational leader in-

vites two or three households for little food and
much prayer following the morning service.

(Prayers may focus upon needs of the persons in-

volved as well as congregational and community
needs.)

At the beginning of the next month, each par-

ticipant from the previous time invites a family

or household to join the group, so that each occa-

sion will grow, while still being intimate. In the

course of several months or a year, the entire

congregation will become involved. We believe

that this simple yet profound act can once again

make Sunday a day of rest and can strengthen

our faith communities, our disciplines, our con-

sciences, our spirituality. The implementation of

this practice throughout the church is currently

being encouraged.

We need renewal. We want the mind of God.

WUl you join us in seeking this?

The Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy: Phyllis PeUman Good (chairperson), Hubert Brown, Ra-

chel Fisher, Ruth Lapp Guengerich, Ralph Lebold, David Shenk, Bernard Showalter
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Some find it sublime, others impractical
(continued from page 2)

"Spiritual encouragement is never ac-
complished with one good sermon or
Bible study. It takes repeated sermons
and Bible studies and announcements."

thinking of having coffee and rolls on Sunday
morning before worship for those who come for
prayer" (First Mennonite Church of Champaign-
Urbana, III).

"We instituted monthly bread and broth meals
from November through May. We began with
the leadership team (4 couples); then each mem-
ber of the team hosted 4-6 others, who in turn
were supposed to host others (some did; most
did not). The leadership team persisted, how-
ever, and continued to invite folks to participate.
"One unanticipated side benefit was the in-

volvement and interest of our children. Our old-
est, age 6, actively learned from the practice.
When we were unable to host a bread and broth
due to an unforeseen event, she was most trou-
bled and expressed hope that we would con-
tinue!" (Tavistock Mennonite Church, Tavistock,
Ont.).

"We have met on the fourth Sunday of the
month. For us the simple meal served out of a
common soup pot with bread was a rare experi-
ence of sharing basic provisions when too often
our congregational meals are extravagant, glut-
tonous potlucks.

"We arranged for children to be cared for dur-
ing the prayer time and found this to be very im-
portant. It allowed the adults participating in the
prayer circle to enjoy the silence and reverence
of the moment.
"We began our prayer times, which lasted

about 45 minutes, with brief meditative read-
ings—a psalm, a prayer by Henri Nouwen. Our
congregation is facing the issues of church
growth and future directions, so the prayer times
were very timely.

"We concluded our prayer time by encourag-
ing persons to greet each other with an embrace
or a handshake and a word of blessing or peace.
This interaction became a time of affirmation
and celebration of our 'belovedness.' It was a
special ending to a special time of seeking God"
(Steinman Mennonite Church, Baden, Ont.).

"We got off to a great start, but it is going to
take continued, gentle prodding to keep the idea
going. You have ideas worth pursuing, and we

will keep plugging" (Sharon Mennonite Church,
Guernsey, Sask.).

"We called our events 'Soup Sundays' to make
them more manageable. After a light soup lunch
we had a time of worship and then prayer. We
divided our prayer into five 10-minute slots—for
thanking God, for our small groups, for our con-
gregation, for our community and area churches,
for world missions and specific missionary
friends" (Floradale Mennonite Church,
Floradale, Ont.).

"We prepared the pastoral letter for each of
our church famihes and asked persons to check
the areas they would like to work at. We had
many respond positively and make commitments
to enrich their spiritual lives. Voluntary Service
was especially popular. We have one family who
have sold their business and are going into VS.
We have a high school graduate entering VS this
fall. Many others are committed to short-term
VS. Others are responding to local needs"
(Washington Mennonite Church, Washington,
Iowa).

"We got off to a great start,

but it is going to take contin-
ued, gentle prodding to keep
the idea alive and going."

A well-placed caution came from one pastor
about the letter: "Don't fall into the trap of
thinking that so much should revolve around this
one letter. It didn't start a single new thing by it-

self, but since it was a very good spiritual-life en-
courager, we didn't forget it. We have simply
continued on with our broad efforts to spiritually

encourage the congregation.

"Spiritual encouragement in a congregation is

never accomplished by one good sermon or one
good Bible study or one good announcement.
Rather it takes repeated good sermons and
Bible studies and announcements."
The voice of experienced wisdom. May it

serve as a benediction for carrying on the work
of searching faithfulness as we encourage each
other.

Phyllis Pellman Good, Lancaster, Pa., serves as
the chairperson of the Council on Faith, Life, and
Strategy for the Mennonite Church. This article

was prepared out of the work of that committee.
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READERS SAY

When everyone feels included

In response to the letter "God Help

Us" (May 7), God help us indeed! The
very fact that a homosexual network

has organized should tell us that the

church has been oppressive over the

years. The anger toward the church be-

cause of persecution in the name of

Christ has left a legacy of bitterness

and cynicism which wUl take years to

make right.

What is appalling is the number of

gay and lesbian persons who have felt

forced to leave the church because of

the prejudice, ignorance, and rejection.

And there is the anguish suffered by

countless families as well.

Being gay or lesbian is not about

practicing homosexuality anymore than

being straight is about practicing het-

erosexuality. Our sexuality, be it homo-
sexual or heterosexual, is a human
dimension which pervades our entire

personalities. It is expressed in many
ways, only one of which is sexual.

The time has come to let go of old

fears and seek the spirit of Christ in-

stead of clinging to our protective de-

fenses. Answers will emerge when
everyone, gay or straight, for or against,

feels acknowledged and included.

Cindy Beck
Sarasota, Fla.

Victory over ancestral sin

As the rhetoric of the homosexual
issue continues, I notice one area that

seems to be avoided by all sides: the

question of ancestral sin and its conse-

quences. The Scriptures speak much
of this issue and the curses it brings on

succeeding generations.

Christ died for the sins of the whole

world. But the benefits apply only to

those who by faith appropriate them.

Much of Mennonite history includes ac-

tivity that brings curses, yet we have

done a poor job of repenting of ances-

tral sin and the breaking of those curses.

These sins include false gods, occult

involvements, disrespect for parents, il-

licit or unnatural sex, dislike for Jews,

and legahsm. Israel could have confessed

ancestral sin but refused to do so. The
prophets did (Neh. 1 and 9; Dan. 9).

The victory of Jesus and the

believers' authority are against the spir-

itual forces of darkness of this world.

Every person I know of who works to

help the "captives whom Satan has

bound" will tell you claiming the vic-

tory of Jesus over ancestral sins is an

integral part of securing freedom for

the oppressed.

Dean Hochstetler

Nappanee, Ind.

A Mennonite way
to deal with scandal
Thanks for James R. Coggins' article,

"Should We Report Scandal in the

Mennonite Press?" (April 30). We need
approved, readily available, and known
processes for handling a variety of scan-

dal in the church. These would be

great tools to enable us to do what we
really want to do: discipline, forgive,

and reinstate into fellowship.

The appendix of the book Is Nothing

Sacred? by Jane Fortune contains the

policy of one denomination for process-

ing a variety of problems in the church.

Being from the free church tradition,

we Mennonites do not have a concept

of church law. We have a need here,

and there must be a Mennonite way to

deal with scandal.

Raymond Martin

Sarasota, Fla.

You are hooked!
Shame on you for the spineless edito-

rial, "What Shall We Do with TV?"
(April 16). Dare I attack the sacred

cow? Mennonites are impotent when it

comes to casting out the monster. In

trying to be open-minded, are we allow-

ing our brains to fall out? Is our peace

stand the only thing we care about?

Why would Christians allow Holly-

wood into their living rooms to teach

their children? We are indeed mis-

guided if we think TV is not instilling

values and morals. "Only entertain-

ment." Poppycock! Must we have dirt

for entertainment? Must we have enter-

tainment every day? Go see a good play

or concert every few weeks. Whatever
happened to good music and the arts?

The news? You don't need it in living

color! It desensitizes. Newspapers and
radio are capable of producing enough

gore, without the entertainment effect.

How much of the news is "lovely and

of good report" (Phil. 4:8)?

The American Academy of Pediatrics

has for years taken a stand that TV is

detrimental to the growth and develop-

ment of children. We don't want to

hear it. Your editorial exposed the fact

that, without your being aware of it,

you are hooked!

Donna Brubaker

Amity, Ore.
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PERSPECTIVE

Now that the Cold War is over
by J.

Robert

Charles

The Cold War is over. Last November, only
a year after the fall of the Berlin Wall,

the century's longest-running stage show
in political theaters came to an end. The final

curtain fell on nearly 50 years of mixed reviews,

ups and downs in cast and audience interest,

and costly expenditures on military props. The
Soviet Union and the United States—who pro-
duced, directed, and shared center stage in the
drama—closed the box offices and tore up the
script.

The demise of the Cold War has raised many
new questions around the globe—in Europe,
where the Cold War had its opening and its final

performance, as well as in the rest of the world.
For example, what becomes of the third world if

the second world has disappeared? Can coun-
tries such as Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and
the Soviet Union become more democratic and
hold together at the same time? What role will a

reunited Germany choose to play in Europe?
Will Japan feel forced to assume a military pro-
file it has steadfastly avoided since 1945? Is

Korea now headed toward peaceful unification?

Can the United Nations now function more effec-

tively? Is a peaceful "new world order" likely to

emerge? Or will the United States, now that the
Soviet Union is on the sidelines, promote itself

as "sole pohceman of the globe," as an Indian
journalist recently commented?
As we are all painfully aware, history did not

stand still for these questions to be answered
calmly in seminars and symposia. Events in the
Persian Gulf since last Aug. 2—and especially

since Jan. 16—did not fulfill our deepest hopes
and prayers. Exhortations to leaders in Washing-
ton and elsewhere to give sanctions more time
to work and to avoid the destructive unleasing of
military might failed to convince. Today we are

preoccupied with how to understand and re-

spond with wisdom and compassion to the Mid-
dle East and its many human and political rid-

dles.

But before our attention shifts completely,

let's not forget that the Cold War is over.

Favoring for a moment the biblical admo-
nition to "give thanks in all circumstances"

(1 Thess. 5:18) over the warning to "not put your
trust in princes" (Ps. 146:3), let's reflect on why
we can be grateful—if not euphoric—that the

Cold War is over. Laying aside for another mo-
ment our traditional distrust of both theater and
politics, let's explore the relevance of the end of
the Cold War for Christian faith and life at a
very personal level.

Christian peacemakers have reason for welcom-
ing the end of any war. The Cold War should be
no exception.

The Cold War was a period of highly armed
peace among the major nations of the north—
these nations who had twice fought global wars
in the first half of this century. While there were
moments of high tension over Berhn and Cuba,
the only direct violence between the United
States and Soviet Union during the Cold War
was ideological and verbal.

However, this Cold War peace among the
major world powers came with three terrible

price tags attached: (1) nuclear weapons, nuclear

In choosing our attitude to

world history, we are at the
same time making intimate
decisions about ourselves,

deterrence, and an arms race; (2) the division of
Europe and of Germany; (3) unwritten super-
power rules permitting—and to some extent en-

couraging—civil wars, regional conflicts, and in-

tervention throughout the rest of the world.

The fighting never stopped in many areas, a
fact sadly mirrored in our church's relief pro-

grams. Since serving a war-devastated Europe in

the late 1940s, Mennonite Central Committee re-

lief efforts were needed, among other places, in

the Korea of the 1950s, the Indochina of the

1960s and 1970s, and the Central America and
Africa of the 1980s. All these areas lived through
periods of war-related suffering that were the
seamy underside of the peaceful Cold War pe-
riod in Europe, North America, and Japan.
The Cold War also produced deep division

and controversy in the United States. In the

1980s, that conflict was over the massive arms
buildup and "evil empire" rhetoric of the first

Reagan administration. In the late 1960s and
early 1970s it was over the tragic involvement in

Vietnam that produced deep aUenation fi^om na-

tional values and institutions for so many of my
generation. In the early 1950s it was over the
witch-hunting of the McCarthy era. Many of

these self-inflicted Cold War wounds have yet to

heal.

So we can be thankful the Cold War is over,

even if all will not be sweetness and light in the

post-Cold War world. Not just the Soviet Union
and the United States but the whole world lived

long enough with the Cold War's "accompanying
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PERSPECTIVE

stress, psychoses, and anticipation of disaster,"

in the words of former Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze.

Beyond cautious but real gratitude, the end of

the Cold War confronts us with another chal-

lenge. The 19th-century German leader Bis-

marck once said that the statesman must hsten

for the footstep of God in events and then leap

forward and seize God by the hem of the gar-

ment. Are there divine footsteps to be heard, a

divine hem to be grasped, in the events that

have brought the Cold War to a close?

This question is a troubling one for several rea-

sons. First of all, we prefer to look down our

noses at politics, viewing it as an arena in which

only human sin and folly are revealed. What posi-

tive moral or spiritual lessons could we possibly

learn from any political happening? Second, to

break out of familiar if fruitless patterns of inter-

action, be they personal or collective, is risky

business; repentance and brokenness of spirit do

not come naturally or easily. Finally, as Christ-

centered, discipleship-minded Christians we are

suspicious of ambitious interpreters of events on

the world stage. Both Hegel and Hal Lindsey

leave us cold, I would guess, as we aspire to

humble service.

All these excuses will not do, however. "In

choosing our attitude to the whole drama of

world history, we are at the same time making

the most intimate decision about ourselves,"

wrote the Christian historian Herbert Butterfield

as the Cold War was beginning. Now at its end-

ing, we must choose our attitude toward the

Cold War drama.

What kind of play was the Cold War? It

was staged and viewed as melodrama,

as farce, and as tragedy. Does it matter

which we choose? Yes. We can rightly be moved
and transformed by the end of the Cold War if

we are able to see behind all the episodes of its

four decades—in Butterfield's words, a "terrible

human predicament" that was "almost beyond

the ingenuity of man to untie." It is only as we
admit a tragic element into our view of this long

conflict; as we see a mixture of nobility and fail-

ure, goodness and guilt, in all the players; as we
refuse to label "winners" and "losers" that we
will allow the Cold War's end to reveal and heal

us.

What does this mean for us? I recall this state-

ment from a participant in a mediation experi-

ence during the time the Cold War was ending:

"I feel like Eastern Europe. The wall has come
down, but now major adjustments need to take

place!" That started me thinking about parallels

(and not just differences) between world politics

and everyday life.

No less than among nations, uneasy coexist-

ence rather than outright hostility or perfect har-

mony is often the rule in our personal and group

relations, both inside and outside the church. In

fact, "cold war" is a fairly normal way of operat-

ing for anyone with a moderately robust sense of

purpose or a streak of self-righteousness.

In its extreme form, "cold war" goes some-

thing like this: All conflicts are the other

person's fault. I, the virtuous martyr, can only pa-

tiently hope that "the villain" some day repents

and reforms to restore harmony between us. All

this is straight melodrama, of course. Good ver-

sus evil. How reassuring—and how terribly dis-

honest. "Nations, as individuals, who are com-

pletely innocent in their own esteem," notes

Reinhold Niebuhr, "are insufferable in their

human contacts."

// the Cold War could end up
there on the world stage,

could not our own 'cold wars'

end out here in the audience?

The mediation encounter I experienced

stripped away all pretenses of innocence, shat-

tered all melodramatic overtones, and exposed

cold war thinking and feeling in aU of us. Each
faced the pain we had caused, not just the pain

we had endured. Each came face to face with

failure to understand, not just the hurt of being

misunderstood.

We all ended up feeling captive to a clash

whose origins seemed complicated and beyond

our ingenuity to comprehend or to untie. Now,
with distance in time and space and with the

help of mediators, the "terrible human
predicament" behind our conflict could be gra-

ciously untied.

So in our world. And this is a lesson we could

well learn: if the Cold War could end up there

on the world stage, could not our own "cold

wars" also end out here in the audience?

J. Robert Charles is a doctoral student in interna-

tional relations at Tufts University, Medford,

Mass. He and his family attend the Mennonite

Congregation of Boston.
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Nearly 70 percent favor MC-GC merger,
according to survey of both churches

Newton, Kan. (GCMC)—When dele-

gates from the General Conference Men-
nonite Church and the Mennonite Church
met together at Normal '89, Lois Preheim
of Aurora, Neb., took advantage of the
situation. She conducted a survey con-

cerning the merger (integration) of the
two denominations, and will use the sur-

vey results for her doctoral work.
Preheim reports that her survey is

unique because it includes the opinions of
dually affiliated church members. She
distributed surveys to every tenth partic-

ipant at Normal '89. The return rate was
remarkably high: 73 percent.

On the essential question of whether or

not the two denominations should merge,
none of the dually affiliated respondents
said "no" and only 11 percent were unde-
cided. Among the GC delegates, 69 per-

cent agreed or strongly agreed, 20 percent
were undecided, and 11 percent disagreed
or strongly disagreed. The response was
similar from the MCs.
Preheim offered three options for gov-

erning colleges under a united denomina-
tion. The one favored by the survey set

individual boards of directors under a

denominational board of education, which
is the way it is done in the MC denomi-
nation today. The MCs favored it with 74
percent; dually affiliated, 71 percent; and
GCs, 59 percent.

The MCs balked at allowing individual

boards of directors to govern colleges

without an overseeing body (which is the
way the GCs currently do it) by showing
only 11 percent approval. The GC per-

centage was substantially higher at 29
percent, and dually affihated came in at

23 percent. The least popular model, a

denominational board of education with-

out individual college boards, got 7 per-
cent approval from dually affiliated, 12

percent from GCs, and 15 percent from
MCs.
Two questions dealt with rebaptism.

The statement, "Individuals baptized as
infants do not need to be rebaptized to

join a Mennonite church," drew disap-
proval (74 percent) from MCs. On the
other side, dually affiliated responded
with 50 percent approval. Opinions were
spread most evenly among the GC con-
stituency: 40 percent agreed or strongly
agreed, 11 percent were undecided, and
49 percent disagreed or strongly dis-

agreed. Only 35 percent of dually affili-

ated disagreed or strongly disagreed.

A similar statement, "When nurtured in

a non-Mennonite congregation individu-

als do not need to be rebaptized to join a

Mennonite church," received greater
agreement among the three groups.
Under the categories of agree and
strongly agree, GCs registered 84 percent;
dually affiliated, 76 percent; and MCs, 74
percent.

According to Preheim, these statistics

"reveal a difference in how the two de-
nominations view infant baptism. How-
ever, the assurance of a nurturing congre-

gation of a baptized infant seeking Men-
nonite membership as an adult brings the
focus together."

Several questions addressed the role

and effectiveness of the pastor. One
stated, "The more effective the pastor,

the less the congregation is dependent on
her/him." Dually affiliated agreed by 74
percent, the GCs by 58 percent, and the
MCs by 66 percent.

"The intent of the study was to contrib-

ute to the awareness of likenesses and
differences of the denominations," said

Preheim. She presented the results to

both denominations' General Boards and
made her survey available to the Integra-

tion Exploration Committee.

Youth ministers ponder
cross-cultural work
Pasadena, Calif. (GCMC/MC)—When

the Youth Ministry Council met here
April 18-23, their expressed intent was to

look at urban ministries and racial inclu-

siveness. The group, which included con-

ference/district/provincial youth minis-

ters and agency representatives from the

Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches, readily acknowledged
the presence of ethnic and racial minority
youth in their areas.

But few had a plan. The report book,
prepared in advance, was filled with state-

ments such as "I'm really not that in-

volved with people of color on a regular
basis" and "Our local congregations seem
distant from the struggles of minorities

and perhaps even avoid them."
These statements were often coupled

with expressions of desire to do more with
cross-cultural ministries. Ken Bontrager
of New York City and Carlos Romero of
Elkhart, Ind., offered insight on cultural

differences in African-American and
Hispanic communities. Glyn and Susan
Alison Jones of Kitchener, Ont, spoke up
for the needs of French Canadians.
But it was Pam Peters' discussion of

relations with Native Canadians that drew
the most heated discussion of the confer-

ence. Peters serves as the director of
youth and young adult ministries for the
Conference of Mennonites in Manitoba.
"Our ministry should be a Hstening min-
istry," she said, describing her practice of
having Native people share with youth
about Native spirituality and life on the
reserves.

"The history of Christian contact with
Native peoples is not good," Peters said.

"There is not a readiness to accept 'mis-

sion' work." Jeff Wright of Rancho
Cucamunga, Cahf., a strong advocate of

missions, argued that many home mis-
sionaries don't receive adequate training

before being sent to their assignments.

Mennonite youth ministers work behind the counter at Union Station Mission in Los Angeles dur-
ing their annual meeting. Left to right: Carlos Romero, Glen Kelso, Stan Shantz, and Brad Eberly.
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One day the council took an "tirban

ministry field trip" and met with Ridge

Bums of the Center for Student Mission.

Divided into three groups of 10, council

members rolled up their sleeves and

sorted clothes, worked in the food line at

a mission, and cleaned low-income hous-

ing apartments. That evening, Romero
reflected, "Today reminded me it is easier

to talk about mission than to do mission.

All of us have the capability to work in

other settings, but we have to be very

intentional about it."

In closing, Wright said, "Youth ministry

and mission go hand in hand. My hope is

that we've picked that up." It was Wright

who extended the invitation to the council

last year to meet in Los Angeles and look

at cross-cultural and urban ministry.

"Developing a more mission-oriented

approach requires us to become an open

and inclusive church," said Abe Bergen of

Winnipeg, Man., who cochaired the meet-

ings with Romero. Bergen is youth educa-

tion secretary for the GC Commission on
Education, and Romero is the new youth

ministries coordinator for the MC Board
of Congregational Ministries.

Norma Johnson, COE executive secre-

tary, and Everett Thomas, MBCM exec-

utive secretary, led the closing worship

service. The worship featured a candle-

lighting ceremony, and youth ministers

and agency representatives reflected on
the call to be a light in the darkness.

—Beth Hege

MCCers in Bangladesh
report on cyclone
damage, relief work

Dhaka, Bangladesh (MCC)—Since the

April 30 cyclone that killed an estimated

150,000 people, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee has contributed 12 metric tons of

mUk powder, 1,000 quilts, 30 drums of

bandages, and three bales of clothing.

MCC is making $50,000 available for relief

and is focusing efforts on the Feni and
Noakhali areas, where most MCC work is

located. MCC staff are also cooperating

with agencies in other badly affected

areas.

MCC efforts will also focus on rehabil-

itation and reconstruction. The efforts

will be linked with development programs
where possible, for example in gardening,

farming, health, and sanitation work.

MCC programs are located in part of

MCC worker Brent Beidler (second from left) and village leaders dispense relief food following the

April 30 cyclone in Bangladesh which left millions ofpeople hungry and homeless.

the area affected by the cyclone, but not

where the storm was the worst.

Thanarhat, a small village of 30 families

where MCC has worked, was almost to-

tally destroyed. MCC worker Tom
Schaetzel, who visited the Feni area four

days after the cyclone, said he saw
"schools, houses, trees, roofs, power lines

and entire villages wiped clean." He saw
hundreds of homeless people sitting be-

side the road, hoping to get something to

eat.

MCCer Jim King reported more than

500 families have so far been helped by
MCC. The day before the MCC team
began relief efforts, the Bangladesh gov-

ernment sent helicopters into the area to

drop cartons of biscuits. This resulted in

a mad scramble, since people had been
without food for several days. Fortunately

two out of five tube wells were still oper-

ative, so they did have drinking water.

Continuing rain and storms have ham-
pered relief efforts. The local road was
washed away by the tidal wave. King
reported that since people have received

food, the men are strong enough to repair

the road, which was originally built

through an MCC food-for-work project.

Road repair will aUow relief materials to

reach the affected areas more easily.

Transportation has been extremely diffi-

cult because of almost total destruction

caused by the cyclone, flood, and contin-

uing storms.

People told MCC workers that bodies

wash down the river into their villages; no
one knows who they are. Since this is one

of the hottest times of year, and transport

and communication are difficult, villagers

simply bury the unidentified bodies.

Hundreds of thousands of animals died,

and no one has time, energy, or resources

to bury the carcasses, which are polluting

streams and ponds. Cholera and other

diseases are intensified here as basic san-

itation and health facilities often are not

available. Health problems are made
worse by crowding; 114 million

Bangladeshis live in a space the size of

Wisconsin.

The cyclone leveled the MCC Human
Resources Development Center, a train-

ing center for rural savings groups. Nine
women were there when the storm hit, but

they survived. Families in MCC's Home-
site Program, a gardening and health pro-

gram for women, were also affected. The
storm extensively damaged houses, cook-

ing sheds, and gardens.

Bangladesh is very prone to cyclones.

In 1970 more than 300,000 people died as

the result of a cyclone and tidal surge.

MCC began work in Bangladesh (then

East Pakistan) in response to the calam-

ity.
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MEDA cutbacks hit

third-world poor
Winnipeg, Man. (MEDA)—A drop in

contributions due to the current recession

has forced a significant budget cutback
for Mennonite Economic Development
Associates. Besides leaner local opera-

tions, the cuts will mean some reduction

of services to poor people in third-world

countries, says President Neil Janzen.

MEDA, an association of 2,000 Menno-
nite business and professional people,

carries on development work in Haiti,

Jamaica, Bolivia, Nicaragua, and Tanza-
nia. In North America it works at helping

businesspeople apply Christian faith to

the marketplace. It relies heavily on mem-
ber donations which in many cases are

augmented by grants from other sources.

"Members have dug deep to help

MEDA grow, but the recession is hurting

their businesses and many find them-
selves unable to contribute the way they'd

like this year," says Janzen.

As a result, the MEDA board of direc-

tors has decided to cut the organization's

1991 budget of $800,000 to $585,000—

a

drop of 27 percent. Much of this will be
achieved by paring overhead costs and
delaying new programs, including a

planned expansion into domestic eco-

nomic development. So far there have
been no layoffs, but one staff member
volunteered to take a sizable salary cut.

"The most painful part is having to cut

some muscle out of our overseas develop-

ment work, especially because of the mul-
tiplier effect of government grants," says

Janzen. "Many of our donor funds are

boosted three-to-one by grants from the

Canadian International Development
Agency, so that a $1 contribution grows
to at least $4 by the time it gets to the

field. The unfortunate flipside is that

every $1 cutback also becomes, in effect,

a $4 cutback in overseas work."
Janzen says MEDA's Small Business

Development Program in particular has
been taking off on several fronts recently,

and scaling back could cause a significant

delay in recovery.

"For many of our members the reces-

sion is a real blow," says Janzen. "For our
third-world clients it spells even tougher
times. In Bolivia, for example, we have a

waiting list of 200 clients who need loans."

Domestically, the recession is posing
new challenges to the MEDA Counsel
program, which extends guidance and
support to businesspeople facing financial

setbacks and ethical dilemmas.

"The economy has deteriorated faster

and deeper than many experts pre-

dicted," says John Rudy, who heads
MEDA's Business Resources Division.

"Some of our Mennonite businesspersons

are experiencing serious difficulty. Some
will fail and go bankrupt. We're looking

for ways to remodel and expand our coun-
seling network to be more helpful to our

members during hard times."

Over 1 ,000
young people
expected

As the clock ticks to-

ward the Youth Con-
vention at Oregon '91, CKEOON Ql
coordinator Carlos Ro-
mero ticks off the many details planned
to make the week "a meaningful event."

Over 1,000 high school-age youth and
their sponsors from Mennonite congrega-

tions across North America will gather on
the University of Oregon campus to ex-

plore the theme "Dying to Live." Activi-

ties will include a morning Bible and song
hour (BASH), recreation, mass choir,

tournaments, tours, drama, seminars, a

day at the coast, a concert by Christian

musician Margaret Becker, and more.
The seminars include: On Being a Chris-

tian Athlete, Let's Study the Old Testa-

ment—And Love It!, Cross-Cultural Dating,

Discerning God's Will in My Life, Han-
dling Your Hormones, The New Age, How
Canadians View the U.S., AIDS, Earth
Awareness, Understanding the World

—

The Persian Gulf, Everything You Wanted
to Know About the Mennonite Church But
Were Afraid to Ask, plus 74 more. Also

plaimed are 22 seminars for sponsors.

Evening worship speakers and themes
include "Living to the Max," June Alliman
Yoder, a faculty member at Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries; "Going
for the Max," Lynn Miller, pastor of South
Union Mennonite Church in Ohio; "Com-
mitted to the Max," Michael Banks, pas-

tor of Burnside Mennonite Fellowship in

New York City; and "Rising to the Max,"
Daniel Yutzy, a professor at Taylor Uni-

versity in Indiana.

Youth will lead and provide other wor-

ship resources for the joint youth-adult

worship service on Thursday morning,

with mission workers Alan and Eleanor
Kreider of London, England, speaking.

Planners say the purpose of their con-

vention is "to communicate that Jesus has
redefined life and to challenge each other

to take the next step in that life."

The convention is sponsored by Men-
nonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries. Assisting Carlos Romero is a Youth
Convention Planning Committee of rep-

resentatives from throughout North
America, chaired by Stan Shantz. Jeannie

Kauffman is Youth Convention registrar.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon

If Tax Reform
Has Pulled
Your IRA Out From Under You..,
Don't despair! Take a look at an exciting IRA alternative from
MMA. It's a retirement savings plan even a traditional IRA can't
stand up to. To learn more, contact your local mutual aid
counselor or MMA today!

Mennonite
MutualAid
1110 North Main Street

Post Office Box 483
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468
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• Iran quake recovery. Menno-
nite Central Committee has

signed an agreement with Iran's

Housing Foundation to build 15

village health clinics in the north-

western part of the country where

a major earthquake hit in June

1990. More than 30,000 people

were killed and hundreds of thou-

sands left homeless. Some 195

vUlage cUnics were destroyed. Ed
Martin, secretary for the Middle
East and South Asia, signed the

agieement for MCC on May 5

while visiting Iran. The agree-

ment follows the January visit of

a four-member delegation to look

at the quake damage and possi-

ble MCC help in reconstruction.

MCC will pay $200,000 for the

construction of the clinics and
hopes to send two North Ameri-

can volunteers to help build them
this summer. Construction may
continue into next year.

• Costa Rica quake recovery.
Mennonite Centred Committee
has appointed Jim and Ann
Graber Hershberger of Harri-

sonburg, Va., as coordinators of

its response to the April 22

earthquake in Costa Rica. They
served previously with MCC in

neighboring Nicaragua. Jim
went to Costa Rica on May 20;

Arm will follow soon after. MCC
is working closely with Costa
Rica Mermonite Church and the

Costa Rican Ecumenical Coun-
cil. So far MCC has sent 18

metric tons of beans, 18 tons of

wheat, four tons of laundry soap,

and 100 cartons of canned meat.

The quake left over 10,000 peo-

ple homeless.

• Colombia leader killed. Jose

Chuquin, president of Colombia
Mennonite Church and director

of World Vision in his country,

died on May 28 from injuries

sustained in a May 17 attack in

neighboring Peru. The car in

which he was a passenger was
ambushed in front of the World
Vision offices in the capital city

of Lima. It appears the gurmien

were members of the infamous
Shining Path leftist rebel group.

Chuquin's body was riddled

with bullets and his left hand
was destroyed. On May 22 he
was flown to a hospital in the

United States to escape a pos-

sible follow-up attack by the

rebels. Chuquin was elected last

summer to the Executive Com-
mittee of Mennonite World
Conference.

• Gleysteen robbed. A success-

ful research and documentation

African art. Winnipeg, Man.

(MCC)—The picture of Af-

rica for most North Ameri-

cans is that of famine, war,

and need. But Winnipeg art-

ist Ray Dirks is out to change

that image with a unique

exhibition of African art. He
journeyed to Africa in Feb-

ruary to collect 13 original

works of art by artists in

Zaire, Kenya, Uganda, and

Ethiopia The works, which

show scenes from the lives

of ordinary Africans, were
commissioned through
grants from Partnership Af-

rica Canada, with assistance

from Mennonite Central

Committee, Canadian Lu-

theran World Relief, Men-
nonite Brethren Missions/

Services, and Canadian
Foodgrains bank. The exhi-

bition will begin a cross-Can-

ada tour in July.

trip to Poland ended in com-
plete disappointment for histo-

rian Jan Gleysteen. All of his

materials and possessions were
stolen from his car, including the

fruits of two weeks of work—78

rolls of film, books, notes, maps,
and other papers. He had been
investigating sites of importance

to Mennonite history. "Gather-

ing all the pictures and docu-

mentation once again wUl take

another trip for which time and
finances need to be found," he

says. Gleysteen is a longtime

staff person at Mennonite Pub-
lishing House who now spends
most of his time in heritage ed-

ucation.

• Correction: The 200th anniver-

sary celebration of Masontown
(Pa.) Mennonite Church is on

Sept. 1, not Sept. 8 as reported

in the "Coming Events" section

of the May 21 issue.

• Change of address: Clarence

and Jo Sutter from Beemer,
Neb., to R. 4, Box 91A, Mt.

Pleasant, lA 52641; phone 319

986-5230.

• Pastor transitions:

Dennis Hollinger wUl become pas-

tor of Washington (D.C.) Com-
munity Fellowship on July 1.

The congregation was estab-

lished 10 years ago by Myron
Augsburger and others.
Hollinger has been a professor

the past four years at Associated

Mermonite BibUcal Seminaries.

Walt Friesen has resigned as pas-

tor of First Mennonite Church
of Denver, Colo., effective in

August. He will become senior

pastor of Eden Mennonite
Church, Moundridge, Kan.

Rod Weber was commissioned as

pastor of Rainham Mennonite
Church, Selkirk, Ont., on March
24. He is assisted by a lay lead-

ership team composed of Cath-

arine Daley, Mary Roth, and
Dwight Daley.

• Job openings:
Assistant investment manager,
Mennonite Mutual Aid. The
person is responsible for stock/

bond portfolios, equity research,

and client contact. Require-
ments include sales skills, at

least five years of investment

management experience, and
completion of at least one CFA
examination. Contact the
Personnel Department at MMA,
Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 533-9511.

Field representative, Mennonite
Foundation. The position is

based at Mennonite Mutual Aid
headquarters and involves lim-

ited travel in a four-state area.

Requirements include knowl-

edge of estate planning and
charitable giving as well as inter-

personal and communication
skills. Professional degrees/des-

ignations and fund-redsing/de-

velopment experience are help-

ful. Contact the Personnel
Department at MMA, Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219

533-9511.

Executive director, House of

Friendship, Kitchener, Ont.,

starting in 1993. The 52-year-old

organization each year serves

over 25,000 people with a variety

of needs. The executive director

administers a $3 million budget
as well as 100 staff persons and
500 volunteers. Required are at

least five years of administrative

experience and training in social

work. Send resume to the board
president at House of Friend-

ship, Box 1837, Station C, Kitch-

ener, ON N2G 4R3.

Faculty/staff, Western Mennonite
High School, Salem, Ore., start-

ing this fall. The openings are:

head cook; teachers of Spanish,

home economics, biology, and
industrial arts; cafeteria assis-

tant; and assistant dean of boys.

Contact Bryan Stauffer at the

school, 9045 Wallace Rd.,

Salem, OR 97304; phone 503

363-2000.

Development director. Locust
Grove Mennonite School,
Smoketown, Pa., starting in Au-

gust. The person is responsible

for student recruitment, fund-

raising, and donor solicitation.

Contact Dave Helmus at the

school. Box 37, Smoketown, PA
17576; phone 717 394-7107.

Teachers, Greenwood (Del.) Men-
nonite School, starting this fall.

Needed are teachers for fourth

grade, kindergarten, high school

Bible, and high school social

studies. Contact Gerald Yoder
at the school, R. 1, Box 62-C,

Greenwood, DE 19950; phone
302 349-4131.

• Coming events:

Family Business Conference, Oct.

4, at Greencroft Senior Center,

Goshen, Ind. It is sponsored by
the new Family Business Stud-

ies Program at Goshen College.

Members of a family business

are encouraged to attend as a

group. The featured speaker is

John Ward, a professor at Loy-

ola University in Chicago who is

considered America's foremost

authority on family business is-

sues. Other speakers are the

Culver family of Culver Duck
Farm, Vic Koop of Crystal Val-

ley Professional Consultants,

Len Geiser of Goshen College,

and Carolyn Anderson of Small

Business Development Center.

More information from Family

Business Studies Program at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526; phone
219 535-7150.

Mennonite Night, July 21, at Trum-
pet in the Land Outdoor The-
ater, New Philadelphia, Ohio. It

was arranged by the Holmes
County Mennonite Ministers'

Fellowship. More information

from Carl Wiebe at Martin's

Creek Mennonite Church, 6111

CR 203, Millersburg, OH 44654;

phone 216 674-1242.
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Nurse's assignment changes. Accra, Ghana (MBM)—Anna.
Marie Kurtz, a nurse with Mennonite Board of Missions, is

spending more time in Bible studies, visitation, and evange-
hsm with Mennonite congregations in Ghana this year.
Dorothy Wiebe-Johnson, another MBM missionary in the
West African country, is doing more of the medical work.
That frees Kurtz for more involvement with congregational
ministries, although she plans to treat those who come with
an illness. (In die photo, she sells Christian literature after a
worship service in Edwinase.) In one area, congregations in
three villages have invited her on two occasions to accom-
pany them on an evangelism campaign. She picked up church
members and took them to a fourth village for a three-day
campaign. "The women take food along to cook for the
group," she explained. "They also lead singing and dancing.
I show filmstrips one night and help in visitation. Then the
men take turns preaching."

NEW MEMBERS

Calvary, Inglewood, Calif.:
Douglas Kaufman, Jill Kauf-
man, Curnetta Calhoun, Lou-
vina Turrentine, and Ronnie
Turpentine.

Neffsville, Lancaster, Pa.: Mar-
garite Brubaker, Matthew
Hartzler, Charles Schneider,
Troy Snider, Gerald Brubaker,
Duane Hobbs, and Renee
Hobbs.

Manhattan, Kan.: Mervin Coon
Bitikofer, Catherine Coon
Bitikofer, Ursula Dueck, and
Sieghardt Dueck.

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.:
Karen Darling Miller and John
Miller.

Bethel, Wadsworth, Ohio:
David Scaggs.

Beemer, Neb.: Veleda Bonnen-
berger, Tim Barth, Terie Barth,
Karen Eichelberger, Dan Nie-
meyer, and Carla Niemeyer.

Portland, Ore.: Reuben Deum-
ling, Jason Chupp, Jeanette
Chupp, Cheryl Gingerich, Lara
Gingrich, Nathan Hartman,
Kara Histand, Michelle Moyer,
Ryan Rush, and David Snyder.

Duchess, Alta.: Verna Staniek.

Masonville, Washington Boro,
Pa.: Rachel Lynn Herr.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Abigail
Berkshire.

MARRIAGES

Cable-Miller: Mark Cable, Johns-
town, Pa. (Carpenter Park cong.),

and Wendy Miller, Alum Bank,
Pa. (Brethren Church), May 4, by
Marvin L. Kaufman and Ronald
Peoples.

Eberly-Sensenig: Dwayne K.
Eberly, Lancaster, Pa. (Neffs-

ville cong.), and Cheryl F.

Sensenig, Lancaster, Pa. (Neffs-
ville cong.). May 4, by Linford
D. King.

Friesen-deWolde: Neil Friesen,

Edmonton, Alta. (Duchess
cong.), and Lisa deWolde, Ed-
monton, Alta. (Christian Re-
formed Church), May 11, by
Chfirles Ramer.

Good-Metts: Keith Good, Wau-
seon, Ohio, and Marie Metts,
Maumee, Ohio (Alliance Church),
April 20, by Don Harris.

Meyers-Wame: Tracy Meyers,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Blooming
Glen cong.), and Constance
Warne, Virginia Beach, Va.
(Christian Church), May 11, by
Robert L. Shreiner and James
Meads.

Miller-Darling: John MUler, Sar-
asota, Fla., and Karen Darling,

Sarasota, Fla. (Catholic Church),
May 11, by A. Don Augsburger.

Pierson-Griffith: Vaugh Pierson,
Eureka, 111. (Roanoke cong.),

and Trade Griffith, Eureka, El.,

May 11, by Rick Troyer.

Williams-Ehrisman: John Wil-
liams, Chicago, 111., and Jill

Ehrisman, Beemer, Neb.
(Beemer cong.), April 20, by
Clarence Sutter.

BIRTHS

Beachy, David and DiAnn (Bon-
trager), Goshen, Ind., Tyler
Wayne (first child), May 7.

Bergey, Doug and Pam (Wire-
man), Souderton, Pa., Corinda
Danae (fourth child). May 16.

Bly, Anthony and Cathy (Free-

man), Harrisonburg, Va., Kyle
Jacob (first child). May 9.

Brenneman, Richard and Mi-
chele, Waterloo, Ont, Stephanie
Elizabeth (second child), Jan. 12.

Bush, Tim and Jane (Horst), Co-
lumbiana, Ohio, Katie Lynn
(second child), April 26.

Cloud, Donald and Dorothy (Naff-

ziger), Chandler, Ariz., Phoebe
Marie (first child). May 10.

Cook, Jay and Jennifer (Baranou-
ski), Parkhill, Ont, Amanda
Jeimifer (first child), May 1.

Davidhizar, Enos and Connie
(Gongwer), Wakarusa, Ind., Amber
Renae (third child), April 24.

Denner, Dean and Cia Ver-
schelden, Manhattan, Kan.,
Abraham Verschelden (third

child), March 9. Adoption ap-
proved April 25.

Einhom, Howard and Deborah
Kramer, Elmwood Park, 111.,

Aviva Rose, April 4.

Harris, Richard and Caprice
Becker, Manhattan, Kan., Nata-
lie Becker and Grady Koehn
(twins, second and third chil-

dren), Jan. 12.

Hartz, Owen and Karen (Yoder),

New Holland, Pa., Morgan
Joyce (first child), May 7.

Herr, Daniel and Melinda (Sny-
der), Ephrata, Pa., Lindsey Mi-
chelle (second child), April 8.

Hershey, James and Brenda
(Mattson), Telford, Pa., Anna
Kathryn (first child). May 16.

Kreider, Thomas and Marilyn
(Marley), East Petersburg, Pa.,

David Emmanuel (first child),

March 30.

Kurtz, Dan and Priscilla, Salem,
Ohio, Britney Nichole (first

child), April 27.

Lange, Daniel and Debra

(Friesen), Archbold, Ohio, Jacob
Daniel (third child). May 9.

Lehman, Ethan and Ginger
(Brubaker), Dalton, Ohio, Fred-
erick "Fritz" Roy (second child).

May 6.

Mash, Darrel and Esther (Cassel),

Oregon City, Ore., Nathan
Frank (second child). May 2.

Mast, Gary and Diane (Stromme),
Millersburg, Ohio, Aaron Abram
(second child), March 22.

Miller, Kent and Jill (Inabnitt),

Wakarusa, Ind., Danae Richelle

(third child; one deceased),
April 25.

Moyer, Daniel and Ruth Ann
(Hunsberger), Doylestown, Pa.,

Tyler Earl (second child). May 4.

Raber, Ernest and Delores
(Shoup), Mt. Eaton, Ohio, Mi-

chelle Lynn (third child), April
25.

Reiber, Peter and Beth (Smith),

London, Ont., Brendan Peter
(first child), Jan. 10.

Reid, Robert and Linda, Shakes-
peare, Ont., Emily Alexandra
(second child), April 27.

Rhodes, Robert N. ni and Debbie
(Williams), Broadway, Va.,
Joshua Issac (third child), May
n.

Roth, John and Ruth (Miller),

Goshen, Ind., Mary Catherine
(fourth child), May 13.

Roth, Rodney and Jeimifer, New
Hamburg, Ont., Aaron Elias
(second child), Feb. 16.

Schloneger, Keith and Bev (Over-

holt), Shell Lake, Wis., Zachaiy
Irvin (third child), April 29.
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Schultz, Delmar and Janet, Mill-

bank, Ont., Jordan Del (second

child), May 3.

Schwind, Gary and Jane (Asch-

liman), Perrysburg, Ohio, Jenna

Marie (first child), March 29.

Smucker, Carl J. and Patricia

(Stanske), Long Beach, N.Y.,

Renee Marie (first child), May 1.

Snyder, Jeff and Debbie (Kraus),

Harrisonburg, Va., Casey Leigh

(second child), May 10.

Topping, Paul and Jenny (Miller),

Lebanon, Pa., Matthew Mark
(third child), March 15.

Wagler, Tim and Kris, New Ham-
burg, Ont., Kaitlin Kristine (first

child), April 14.

Zaerr, Steve and Tammy (Rob-

erts), Archbold, Ohio, Michael

Anthony (first child), April 22.

Zehr, Bob and Connie, New Ham-
burg, Ont, Celene Rebecca (first

child), Jan. 24.

DEATHS

Cordell, Constance Arlene
Hunsecker, 48, McConnells-
burg. Pa. Bom: April 19, 1942,

Chambersburg, Pa., to Harold
L. and Alice (Frey) Hunsecker.

Died: April 2, 1991, Fulton
County Medical Center, of can-

cer. Survivors—husband: Glenn
R. Cordell; parents: Harold L.

and Alice (Frey) Hunsecker;
children: Craig Alan, Laurel

Anne; grandmother: Mary
Emma Hunsecker; brother and
sister: Clair Edward, Carolyn

Jean Durst. Memorial service:

April 7, McConnellsburg Ele-

mentary School. Burial: Union
Cemetery.

Bearing, Ronald W., 50, Jack-

son, Ohio. Bom: Nov. 8, 1940,

Jackson, Ohio, to Ralph and
WUma (White) Dearing. Died:

April 21, 1991, Jackson, Ohio, of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Mary
Denny; children: Wayne, Ladora
Lyons, Sharon McWilliams,
Avonell SoUors; 12 grandchil-

dren; brothers: Gary, Donald,

Tom. Funeral: April 24,

Eisnaugle Funeral Home, by
Jim MuUett. Burial: Hillside

Chapel Cemetery.
Good, Isaac H., 91, Lititz, Pa.

Bom: Oct. 21, 1899, Lancaster

Co., Pa., to Monroe and Lizzie

(Homing) Good. Died: May 12,

1991, Lititz, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Katie Grood; brother and
sister: Monore H., Lizzie H. Fu-

neral: May 15, Bowmansville
Mermonite Church, by Wilbert

G. Lind, Donald W. Good, and
H. Arthur Good. Burial: Bow-

mansville Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Hartman, DeWitt, 75, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: Sept. 6, 1915,

Galium, m., to Emanuel and
Mattie (Blosser) Hartman. Died:

May 3, 1991, at home. Survi-

vors—wife: Dorothy Graber;

children: Larry, Sharon Groves,

Donna Groves; 6 grandchildren,

1 great-grandchild; brothers and
sisters: Herman, Elias, Lucie

Thierry, Emma Poorman, Ruth
Barnes. Funeral: May 6, Central

Mennonite Church, by Ross
Goldfus and Dale Wyse. Burial:

PettisvQle Cemetery.

Ruber, Viola G. Gish, 92, Lititz,

Pa. Bom: June 7, 1898, Mt. Joy
Twp., to Eli and Elizabeth

(Gingerich) Gish. Died: April 26,

1991, Landis Homes Survi-

vors—son: John R.; 3 grandchil-

dren, 1 great-grandchild; sister:

Ida. Predeceased by: John S.

(husband). Funeral: April 30,

Landis Homes, by Linford King.

Kauffman, Orval, 79, Wauseon,
Ohio. Born: March 15, 1912,

Pettisville, Ohio, to Noah and
Katie (Burkholder) Kauffman.
Died: April 30, 1991, of cancer.

Survivors—children: Glenn, Ev-
elyn Rychener, Donald, Mary
Short; 13 grandchildren, 5 great-

grandchildren; brothers: Clair,

Kermeth, Herman. Predeceased
by: Cora Short (wife). Funeral:

May 3, Central Mennonite
Church, by Ross Goldfus.
Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Lehman, Arminda Wyse, 85,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: July 26,

1905, Archbold, Ohio, to Elmer
and Ella (Wyse) Wyse. Died:

April 28, 1991, Fulton County
Health Center. Survivors—hus-

band: Joseph Lehman; children:

Bonnie Zuercher, Betty
Netcher; 6 grandchildren;
brother and sister: Ervin, Ro-
sella. Funeral: May 2, Central

Mennonite Church, by Ross
Goldfus and Lavon Welty.
Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Lehman, John A., 86, BosweU,
Pa. Bom: Jan. 2, 1905, Ver-

sailles, Mo., to Joel and Martha
(Basinger) Lehman. Died: May
10, 1991, East Liverpool, Ohio.

Survivors—wife; children: John,

Anna Hand, Hanna Pusey, Paul;

12 grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

chOdren; brothers and sisters:

Bessie, Daniel, Helen, WUfred,
Kenneth, PauHne. Funeral: May
13, Blough Mennonite Church,

by Paul Mishler, Robert Yoder,

and Millard Benner. Burial:

Thomas Mennonite Cemetery.
Lichty, Nora B. Hess, 77, New

Holland, Pa. Bom: Oct. 4, 1913,

Penn Township, to Aaron R. and

Lillie (Bender) Hess. Died: April

18, 1991, Landis Homes, of car-

diopulmonary arrest. Survi-

vors—husband: Martin Lichty;

children: Leon H., Marilyn
Lichty Sensenig, Mairtin Eric; 11

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Walter B. Hess, Charles B.

Hess, Paul B. Hess, Mildred

Weaver, Emma Good. Funeral:

April 22, Landis Homes, by
Clyde G. Kratz and Don Good.

Burial: New Holland Mennonite
Cemetery.

Mentzer, Charles W., 75, Lan-

caster, Pa. Bom: April 6, 1916,

Lancaster, Pa., to John W. and
Blanche Mentzer. Died: May 11,

1991, Lancaster, Pa. of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Anna
Mary PfaunmUler; children: Jef-

frey, Glenda Sellard, Melanie
Dings; 4 grandchildren; brothers

and sisters: Ellis, Alice Stauffer,

Betty Pitz. Funeral: May 15,

Forest Hills Mennonite Church,

by J. Lester GraybUl and Mark
R. Wenger. Burial: Eby Ceme-
tery.

Ranck, Bertha E., 90, Lititz, Pa.

Born: May 20, 1900, Leacock
Twp., to Samuel E. and Lizzie

N. (Herr) Ranck. Died: May 13,

1991, Landis Homes. Funeral:

May 17, Landis Homes, by
Linford King.

Thomas, Audrey Lois Bowman,
56, Tire Hill, Pa. Born: March
31, 1935, Tire Hill, Pa., to Arthur

and Relda (Howard) Bowman.
Died: May 3, 1991, Tire Hill, Pa.,

of cancer. Survivors—children:

Lois Jean Locklear, Edgar,
Susan MiUer, Ronald, Deanna
HiU; 13 grandchildren; brother:

Arthur C. Bowman. Funeral:

May 6, Henderson Funeral
Home, by Marvin L. Kaufman.
Burial: Stahl Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Williams, Clyde, 73, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: July 21, 1917,

Lyons, Ohio, to Clarence and
Jessie (Heckert) WUliams. Died:

April 26, 1991, from an apparent

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Vera Nafziger; daughter: Joan
Williams; brother and sister:

Lawrence, Marion Linthicum.

Funeral: April 29, Central Men-
nonite Church, by Ross Goldfus

and Dale Wyse. Burial: Pettis-

ville Cemetery.

Wolf, Paul F., 82, Freepori;, HI.

Bom: Sept. 17, 1908, to Newton
and Sarah (Lapp) Wolf. Died:

May 5, 1991, Freeport, El. Sur-

vivors—wife: Leita Brown; chil-

dren: Phyllis Weisel, Judith
Busjahn, Nola Mae Miller; 7

grandchildren, 11 great-grand-

children. Funeral: May 8, Free-

port Mennonite Church, by

Robert E. Nolt. Burial: Freeport

Mennonite Cemetery.
Yoder, David R., 67, Belleville,

Pa. Born: Oct. 20, 1923, to Sam-
uel K. and Katie (Peachey)

Yoder. Died: May 8, 1919, Belle-

ville, Pa., of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Mattie Yoder; children:

John S., Judy Gromis, MarOyn
Pheasant; 6 grandchildren; sis-

ter: Bertha A. Hartzler. Funeral:

May 11, Maple Grove Menno-
nite Church, by Robert L.

Hartzler. Burial: Locust Grove
Meimonite Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries summer school,

Elkhart, Ind., June 3-July 19

Mennonite Board of Missions
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 6-8

Goshen College board of over-

seers, Goshen, Ind., June 7-8

North Central Conference annual

meeting, Wolford, N.D., June 7-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating

CouncU, Elkhart, Ind., June 11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries board of direc-

tors, Lancaster, Pa., June 13-15

Mennonite Publishing House
board of directors, Scottdale,

Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference annual

meeting, Salem, Ore., June 20-23

Peace Theology Colloquium,
Clearbrook, B.C., June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates boEird of direc-

tors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Indiana-Michigan Conference and
Central District joint meeting,

Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference armual con-

vention, Camrose, Alta., Cam-
rose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Allegheny Conference annual meet-

ing, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July 4-7

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference annual

conference, July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,

Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of overseers,

Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-20

Mermonite Church General Board,

Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July 29

Oregon '91, biennieil convention of

Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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Set Apart to Study . . Sent Out to Serve

EASTERN MENNONITE SEMINARY offers graduate level

theological training to prepare persons for various forms
of Christian ministry. It also provides resources for the
leadership training programs of Mennonite conferences
and congregations. The seminary stands in the Anabap-
tist believer's church tradition. This heritage is inter-

preted under the authority of scripture, tested in

dialogue with other Christians, and expressed in the
teaching ministry on and off campus.

The proposed seminary building

symbolizes both a sense of intimate

community and relatedness to the

rest of the campus and larger world.

EMS shares its hillside campus with Eastern Mennonite
College, overlooking Virginia's Shenandoah Valley.

;
Harrisonburg offers excellent school, housing, cultural

and recreational resources for the entire family.

The seminary welcomes visitors to campus. Interviews

and tours may be requested by contacting the admis-
sions office (800) 368-2665, or from Virginia and Canada
call collect (703) 433-8711. Appointments should be
made in advance. Prospective students are invited to

visit classes, attend chapel and visit with seminary
personnel.

Programs of Study
• Master of Divinity

• Master of Arts in Church Leadership

Concentrations offered in:

Christian Counseling

Christian Education

Christian Peacemaking

Congregational Worship and Music

Evangelism/Church Planting

•Master of Arts in Religion

•Certificate in Biblical Studies

•Certificate in Pastoral Studies

i



Introducing the Eastern Mennonite
Seminary Class of 1991

Back Row: David Cullman (Certificate in Biblical Studies), Ron Williams (Master of Arts in Church

Leadership), Steve Nyce (MA Ch Ldshp), Jayne Kraemer (CBS), Mark Kraemer (MA Ch Ldshp),

Mark Logan (CBS), Brian Boettger (Master of Divinity).

Third Row: David Diller (MA Ch Ldshp), Bruce Brunk (MA Ch Ldshp), Joe Franczyk (Non-Grad),

Judy Lee (CBS), Karl Shisler (CBS).

Second Row: Charles Tyer (MDiv), Ron Czecholinski (MA Ch Ldshp), John Basset (Master of Arts in

Reliigion), Harry Rutt (MA Ch Ldshp), Nelson Martin (CBS), Jim Mellinger (Certificate in Pastoral

Studies), David Pardo (MA Ch Ldshp).

Front Row: Greg Quintrell (MDiv), Colin Saxton (MAR), Janet Sutzman (MA Ch Ldshp),

Jose Santiago (MA Ch Ldshp), Kathy Ebersole (MA Ch Ldshp), Brad Moyer (MA Ch Ldshp),

Ann Bender Moyer (MA Ch Ldshp), Wendy Miller (MA Ch Ldshp), Beryl Jantzi (MDiv).

Not Pictured: Robert Brubaker (MA Ch Ldshp), Jo Ellen Hetherington (MDiv), Jay Sheats (MDiv),

Juan Solanas (CPS), Law/rence Ulrich (CPS).

Eastern Mennonite Seminary^ Harrisonburg^ VA 22801
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THE LAST WORD

Children of the sawdust trail
I grew up in the era of revival meetings. In our

rural Mennonite community, each year we spent
at least two weeks of warm summer evenings
under the "big top" spellbound by evangelists
like George Brunk 11, Andrew Jantzi, and How-
ard Hammer. We liked the experience so well
one summer we even persuaded the evangelist
to extend his visit by one week.

Revival meetings were big community events
in my boyhood. They were also times of pres-
sure: endless verses of "Just as I Am," counsel-
ors to tap you on the shoulder if you couldn't
raise your hand to say you were right with God,
conscience-stricken moments as you watched
your friends "go forward" to confess you weren't
sure what (for most of them, at least). I re-
sponded at age nine.

Given what I know today about adult com-
mitment and believers baptism, I was too young.
But I still recall my sense of relief and freedom
from guilt. The experience was significant
enough I never felt the need to go back and do
it over.

With all the excesses of revivals, most of our
Mennonite communities have pretty well given
up on this part of our heritage. In fact, some of
us who walked the sawdust trails of the '40s and
'50s can get downright cynical about our expe-
riences. We've also made real sure our children
wouldn't be exposed to the pressures and guilt
we remember.
So much so that we may have made the way

to God more difficult than we intended.
Whatever their problems (and those of us with

tender consciences who wore the sawdust fine
summer after summer are well aware of them),
revivals and tent campaigns were a clear path to
God. When we were ready, we knew exactly
what to do to show we were sorry for our sins
and ready to commit ourselves to the church.
Not so today. "When you're ready, let us

know," we tell our children, if not in words at
least in action. "We're here to meet your needs,"
we say to the neighbor and the stranger who
wander into our midst. But we fail to make clear
what needs we have in mind and just how we in-

tend to minister to them.
In other areas of life, it's known as "closing

the deal." The automobile salesperson who
doesn't ask for a signature won't last long in
that business. Nor will the computer service cen-
ter representative who doesn't urge the cus-
tomer to buy.

But the church? Could it be our reaction to
the past paralyzes us in the present? Does our
fear of using pressure or inducing guilt keep us
from asking for a commitment at all?

We need to make sure we have clear entry
points for people to come into the kingdom. One
could come after a course of study we expect
our youth to take at some age. Another could be
an invitation after a Sunday morning service
each month. Or a conversation with the pastor
that's expected to happen when a person at-
tends our services a certain length of time.
Too formal? Perhaps. But in a world where we

are confronted with invitations to make commit-
ments to all sorts of things every day, at the
very least we in the church must make sure we
have in place easy ways to "close the deal."
With or without the sawdust trail.—jlp

That foul fowl!

You can't keep a bird from flying over your
head, but you can keep it out of your hair, says
a Danish proverb.

But apparently not out of an editorial. One of
those proverbial birds found its way into my writ-
ing last week ("What We Could Have Learned
from the War," May 28). I meant to write: "Oth-
ers of us cried, 'Foul; the church has no busi-
ness telling the state how to run its affairs.' "

I

wrote: "Others of us cried, 'Fowl . .

.' " Just like
a bird; turn your head, and swoop
Come to think of it, "fowl" might have been

what I wanted to say. So often when we dis-
agree, about church-state relations or whatever,
we end up calling each other names. Some of
which don't do credit to birds or any other part
of God's creation. It's a reaction, though com-
mon, I'm not proud of.

So perhaps the bird that whooped its way into
that editorial knew what it was doing after all.

Even if the editor didn't—yTp
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What shall we
do with 1492?
If the gospel message is to have credibil-

ity today, we Christians must come to

terms with what happened in the ''con-

quest" of America 500 years ago.

Two stories. Both from the Argentine

Chaco. Both of which I heard the same

week. But for a few similar details, I

wouldn't have recognized them as being about

the same event.

The first was told by Pilaga Indian Chief Gon-

zalez when he visited our home in Formosa, Ar-

„„ , ^ 7 L "J- J gentina. As we passed the mate teacup, he told
What happened in 1492 when Columbus discovered

^^.^ j^,^ storv about the last armed con-
America" is directly related to the realities experienced „ , • • i . .lu tti -u

by Native Americans in NoHh America today.
frontation m this area between the Pilaga tribe

and the white army:

"In 1947 our leaders called a large church gath-

ering in LL. Many of our people from many dif-

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE ferent villages came together for several days of

church festivities. There was much joy, dance,

and happiness. Rumor came, though, that some-
*Working with kids body saw the train arrive with guns and ammuni-

is a great treasure' 6 tion. We were afraid. I was just a boy of seven.

"There was carmed meat on the train, too, but

Mennonites to help start it was spoiled. One Indian girl died because she

n ^ . T •4.1. • o ate it. This confirmed our suspicions that the
college in Lithuania 9

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
"Our clan decided to leave for our village to es-

MCC sends aid workers cape the inevitable clash. We walked by night in

to Iran/Iraq border 10 the open and hid by day in the forest. One night

by

Mattie

Marie

Mast



Mennonites, a minority who understand
the value of the unofficial story, may have
a special gift to offer Native Americans
with the celebrations of 1992,

a prophetess from our clan, a grandmother,
heard the fox. He told her that the white people
would come and entice us with food so that we
would come out of our hiding. It happened just
as she had said.

"We tried to escape during the night but the
army caught us moving, and there was fighting.

There were five Indians and 18 white soldiers
killed. Our clan still has a gun we captured."

That same week I was visiting with my non-
Indian neighbor, a retired army officer.

He had been on active duty in 1947. This
is what he told me:

"In 1947 I was sent with the army to LL to put
down an Indian uprising. There were many Indi-
ans gathered at LL from many different areas.

They were shouting and singing. They were pre-
paring to go on the warpath and attack the sur-

rounding population. Our mission was to stop
the bloodshed. We even took canned meat along
for the Indians as proof of the government's in-

terest for peace.

"I heard later that the Indians claimed that
one of the girls died because she ate the canned
meat. It is true that the canned meat had been
left at the port too long in the hot sun. But what
actually happened was that the Indian girl had
been sick before she ate the canned meat. At
any rate, we were able to subdue the uprising.

Some Indians were killed."

I think often of those two stories as I contem-
plate 1992 when many in the Western world will

"celebrate" the coming of Columbus to the new
worid 500 years ago. And I think too of the
change of heart I've experienced—the "second
conversion," as many missionaries call it.

My
husband, Mike, and I have walked

along with the Native American commu-
nities in northern Argentina for more

than 20 years. We've heard firsthand many sto-

ries like the one Chief Gonzalez told us. These
stories are about the "conquest" of white people
as the Native Americans lived it. As we sit in

their informal circles around the evening camp
fires, we enter into their world. We feel in small
ways their pain, their disintegration of family
and culture, and their loss of tribal lands with
the arrival of the Europeans.
Many of the missionaries who have come to ac-

company the Native American tribes of the Gran
Chaco speak of having a "second conversion."
By this we mean that the attitudes and the sup-
positions we had about Native Americans when
we arrived had to change. Our old attitudes

were based on only one side of history passed
on to us in school textbooks, popular media, and
folklore. We came speaking of the "conquest,"
the "discovery" of America by Columbus. Today
some persons, looking for a more conciliatory ex-
pression, speak of the "encounter of two worlds."

All these terms are not acceptable. Native
Americans more often refer to the "conquest" as
the invasion of their territories by the Western
world. As Orlando Sanchez, former president of
the Indian Church, says, "For us Indians, the his-

tory of America does not begin in the year 1492;
it began 12 million years before that when our
ancestors were the only inhabitants of America."
In this "second conversion" process, we as mis-
sionaries have had to recognize that if our Chris-
tian message is to have credibility in today's
world, we who call ourselves Christians will have
to come to terms with what happened at the
"conquest." We will have to deal with what hap-

Is it true our Mennonite fore-

parents didn't have second
thoughts about participation
in American expansion and
benefiting from its violence?

pened during the subsequent years of domina-
tion and occupation of Native American lands.
But, we ask, what does all that have to do with
us 500 years later?

What happened then is directly related with
Native American realities today. We as a Menno-
nite people, who champion the Christlike minis-
try of healing and restoration for all peoples,
have no alternative but to choose the process of
awareness. This will lead to repentance, a
change of heart, and to acts that restore full hu-
manity for the Native American.
The first step to repentance is to become

aware of the issues and realities as Native Ameri-
cans experience them. That is why we need to
hear their unofficial stories. We listen to their

stories, not for their sakes, but for our own sakes.
As a Mennonite people we are aware of the va-

lidity and sacredness that lies in the unofficial

story. We have many unofficial stories about
how our communities experienced, for example,
the years when America was at war. At a young
age we knew, almost intuitively, that what the
teacher taught us in school was not the whole
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story; our grandparents had told us another ver-

sion, our own story.

Hearing the unofficial stories of Native Ameri-

cans will make us want to ask questions about

our past. Popular folklore tells me that my
Amish forefather, John Hannes Miller, was

wounded in the well-known Jacob Hochstetler

massacre in 1757. Today, I would like to hear

the other version of that story. What provoked

such a violent act?

During the 19th century Mennonite fami-

lies in North America were pushing west.

They were engrossed in settling new
lands to live out a biblical shalom of peoplehood

on the land. Paradoxically, they often settled on

lands that the American government had re-

cently purchased from Indians through question-

able means and with considerable violence.

Seemingly, our Mennonite foreparents didn't

have second thoughts about their participation

in American expansion and benefiting from its vi-

olence.

Rafael Mansilla, a young Toba chief, calls this

sort of domination the "dark spot" in the history

of the Christian church. He told his people on

Pan-American Indian Day, April 19, "Brother

Mike and Sister Mattie Marie recognize that

this crime is a dark spot in Christian history.

That is why they are with us today."

In his speech Chief Mansilla wept as he com-

pared his people's suffering with Jesus' suffer-

ing: "Our foreparents were rich in land. They
had everything, just like Jesus. But the white

people came, and now we are destitute. Jesus

also lost everything.

The celebrations of 1992 are

an invitation to commit our-

selves to concrete ways of

healing and bringing hu-

manity to Native Americans,

"But, we take heart. We don't give up because

we know that God is on our side. Just as God
heard the cries of the Hebrews in Egypt, he

hears and sees our suffering. Our history, lan-

guage, and our culture will endure until eternity."

What does a Christian say at a time like this?

What do we have to teach at a time like this? It

is our turn to repent, recognizing our tie and kin-

ship with the "conquest" then and now. It's an

invitation to commit ourselves to concrete ways

of healing, of helping to bring full humanity for

Native American families and communities.

As the triumphal celebrations by the large

Western nations take shape, around 1992, we
Mennonites need to commit ourselves to restora-

tion and healing. We need to promote Native

American stories and experiences. Indian land

disputes are still taking place, Indians are still

being killed so that non-Indians can chop down
trees and get rich.

As a minority who know the value of the unoffi-

cial stories, who celebrate Christ's message of

full life for all peoples, Mennonites need to be

clear whose side we are on as 1992 swings

around. True repentance is evidenced in life situ-

ations. As Chief Mansilla concluded on April 19,

"I'm confident that nobody called Christian will

want to participate in the triumphal celebrations

planned for 1992."

Mattie Marie Mast and her husband, Michael,

have been living in the Argentine Chaco since

1967. They work with Native Americans there

serving under Mennonite Board of Missions.
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A counlry philosopher's homespun wisdom
^\^d humorous commcntarv on life

Robert J. Baker

Fou-uord bv ). Liime Pcachtn'

A college junior finils romance,
adventure, and deepening faith in an

exotic land.

A Country Philosopher's
Humorous Commentary on
Life

County Road 13
by Robert J. Baker
This collection of short essays showcases

Robert J. Baker's ability to offer his homespun
perspectives and humorous commentary on
life's bittersweet moments. From his home on
Indiana's County Road 13, Baker looks at
life—and bursts out laughing. He shows that a
caring God laughs with us. And cries with us
when life's pain overwhelms laughter.

Here are some of the best Bob Baker columns
from Christian Living. He invites his readers to
find the humor buried in minor surgery, loss of
hair, and a child that makes an entire

supermarket grind to a halt when she
announces, "You are old!" Baker shares tears as
he faces life's shadows, walks with his sister

Helen through her encounter with cancer, and
ponders life beyond this life.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95

A College Junior Finds
Romance, Adventure, and
a Deepening Faith in an
Exotic Land

Departure
by Melodie M. Davis
Imagine yourself as a college junior leaving a

sheltered, small town in the U.S. to fly off to
romantic, exotic Spain for a study year abroad.
Barcelona, Spain, a beautiful city on the
Mediterranean, is in 1973-74 a hotbed of
student unrest. The university does not open
until January, upsetting carefully laid plans.

For one raised on religious pacifist teachings,
socializing with U.S. Navy servicemen who are
Christians and hold Bible studies on board ship
is nothing short of going into the camp of the
enemy. And there are other challenges.
Deciding whether or not it is okay to drink wine
when water is not always available and soft

drinks are more expensive, wondering if it

seems too "goody two-shoes" to refuse a
cigarette when offered, hearing constant catcalls
from men, and wondering how far romantic
relationships should go.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95
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for orders up to $20.00, 10% for orders over $20.00 to cover shipping).
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READERS SAY

Editing changes point

"From Babel to Pentecost" (May 14)

was not printed exactly as I wrote it.

That wouldn't ordinarily matter to me.

But the misprint was in the quotation

from Rev. 5. Gospel Herald's version

had God ransoming "men" from every

tribe and tongue and people and na-

tion. I wrote of God ransoming "all."

The point of my article was that God
makes us different in order to keep us

from making idols of ourselves. This

point does not only pertain to different

racial and ethnic groups. It also per-

tains to differences in sex and sexual-

ity. Perhaps God created the female

shape different from the male for the

same reasons God scrambled tongues

at Babel: to keep men from placing

themselves on every human throne.

Only God belongs on the throne. And
our language about "men" and

"women" is one critical way to remem-
ber this fact.

John Stahl-Wert

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Peace alive and well

With the focus on the world shifting

from Beijing (Tiananmen Square, 1989)

to Beriin (1990) to Baghdad (1991), we
thought the Mennonite Church might

also be shifting in its peace witness.

What little information we received via

the public news media during the Per-

sian Gulf situation certainly did not re-

port any peace concerns or activities of

church groups and others.

What a relief to realize, after reading

"recent" Gospel Heralds, that the Men-
nonite Church's peace witness is alive

and well. Thanks! That has given us

the courage in continuing to share the

way of peace with our Chinese stu-

dents and colleagues.

Del and Charlotte Holsopple Glick

Shenyang, China

Homosexuality not contagious

Making assumptions about homosex-
uality remains treacherous with our

present knowledge about its causes.

Paul Miller's letter (April 9) recognizes

some problem areas but then proceeds

to imply that all homosexual people

can change their sexual orientation.

We should consider that God was al-

ways aware that one of every 10 of his

children would not be perfect hetero-

sexuals. Some would be bisexuals that

could be trained to be comfortable

with either a procreative or a same-sex

role in adult life. There is no biblical

or medical basis for implying that any

person can change sexual orientation.

Indeed, it is damaging to Christians

with a homosexual orientation to be

told they must overcome their sinful

perversion. A few vocal people in the

pews can leave gays and lesbians feel-

ing uncomfortable and unwanted.

Where does this leave the Mennonite

Church today? Give love and support

to recovering bisexuals and praise the

Lord for it. Welcome and love all gays

and lesbians. It is not contagious to

"normal" people to have them in the

pew next to you. Do not cast the first

stone in labeling same-sex contact in

these times as a sinful perversion.

David Culnan
Kahului, Hawaii

God has not left us

uninformed about homosexuality
Churches that accept gay caucuses

are like Balaam as detailed in Num.
22—25. Like Balaam, they repeatedly

come to God seeking a blessing on a

known wrong. The only basis on which

homosexuality study committees

should function and base their work is

on the plain, spirit-breathed words in

Rom. 1:24-26. Homosexuality is one of

the sins cataloged in the Scriptures.

All sin is offensive to God and should

be dealt with.

God has not abandoned mortals to

this practice. God has dealt with this

problem through wrath and compas-

sion: first, through judgment at

Sodom; second, through his servant

Moses in the writings of the Pen-

tatuch; third, by the inspired writers of

the New Testament, especially the

apostle Paul. God has not left us blind

or uninformed on this subject.

This deviant practice is so important

to Satan that he has encouraged the at-

tack on the church on behalf of homo-
sexuality. This practice is often linked

with jealousy, murder, torture, and re-

venge.

Satan is stiU angry with his defeat at

Calvary. Satan still actively opposes

God and the revelations of truth in the

Scriptures. Satan is tempting the

church in the area of homosexuality

today. God still caUs for purity in sex

standards and all areas of life.

King's Servants Class No. 4

Midway Mennonite Church

Columbiana, Ohio
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For Carlos Romero, the church's new youth minister:

'Being able to work with kids
Long associated with young people and
the Mennonite Church, Carlos Romero
looks at his new assignment as youth
minister as a God-given opportunity,

by David Tijerina

When nearly 1,500 Mennonite high school
young people from across North Amer-
ica get together for five days this sum-

mer in Eugene, Ore., one adult has the responsi-
bility to coordinate the fun, fellowship, and wor-
ship they have come to experience. That adult is

Carlos Romero, the new youth ministries coordi-
nator for the Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries.

Actually, Carlos, who hails from San Juan,
Puerto Rico, is looking forward to the assignment.
"I want youth to have a place to enjoy and have
fun but also make it a spiritual challenge," he says.

Coordinating the youth convention part of Ore-
gon '91 is Carlos' first major reponsibility since
he became youth minister for MBCM a year
ago. But it is not the first time he has worked
with youth. In fact, Carlos has long been associ-

ated with young people most of his Hfe. And he
has worked with the Mennonite Church by serv-
ing on the High Aim Advisory Board and on the
Mennonite Secondary Education Council.
Most of this involvement came in Puerto Rico,

where Carlos was born in 1963. There he was ac-
tive in the traditional Mennonite Youth Fellow-
ship group as well as a member of a group made
up of all Puerto Rican Mennonite youth. Carlos
has served as superintendent of education for

his congregation and on the finance committee.
He also chaired a fund-raising committee for the
Puerto Rican Mennonite Conference.

Carlos was bom in San Juan, where he at-

tended Academia Menonita. "My parents
wanted me to get a good education, so they sent
me to the Mennonite high school," he says.

Once he graduated from Academia Menonita,
Carlos went to Bradley University in Peoria, Dl.,

For Carlos, youth ministries

must focus on involving youth
in the congregation rather
than as a separate group.

The call of the church for Celina and Carlos Romero
meant moving from their home in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, to the Mennonite offices in Elkhart, Ind.

where he received a B.A. in international rela-

tions and economics. He then moved on to
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., and
Inter-American University in San Juan, where he
studied school administration.

After his studies, Carlos moved back to his

birthplace. Here he became the administrator of
his alma mater, Academia Menonita.

I liked being able to work with children and
youth. To help in their Christian develop-
ment is a wonderful opportunity the Lord

has given me," he says about his decision to ac-
cept the school administrator position.

It was in this experience that Carlos learned
he wanted to spend his life helping youth.
"Being able to work with kids, to have an im-
pact, is a great treasure," he says.

This interest led Carlos into dialogue with
members of the MBCM board about the church-
wide youth minister position. Carlos and his

wife, Celina, decided to make the move from
Puerto Rico to Elkhart, Ind., for this new phase
in their lives.

Everett J. Thomas, executive secretary of
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is a great treasure*
MBCM, says: "We chose Carlos because of his

extensive experience, not only with teenagers,

but also with the Puerto Rican conference and

his congregation. I saw these as real assets." Ev-

erett also noted that Carlos has proven himself

to be a gifted administrator among his col-

leagues. With his background in education, Car-

los also will be able to build bridges between

the work of MBCM and the Mennonite Board of

Education, Everett says.

The move from Puerto Rico was not easy.

"I want to contribute to the

development of youth in the

church, to help them commit
themselves to he Christians,"

"Oh, sure, it was hard leaving my family and my
home church. But it's also an exciting time for

me and Celina," says Carlos. "I've always had a

desire to work for the greater church."

This desire has blossomed into an all-consum-

ing job. Right now Carlos spends half his time

coordinating the Oregon '91 youth convention,

which will take place on the University of Ore-

gon campus July 30 - Aug. 3. He spends the

other half coordinating youth ministry work

among the 21 conferences of the Mennonite

Church. Carlos also has the assignment to work

with the Youth Ministries Council to get youth

more involved in congregational life.

This effort is a major concern of MBCM. Says

Everett Thomas: "We'd like to see some

changes in our youth programs in three areas.

One is in the worship service itself. Two is in

the area of service and outreach. Three is in fel-

lowship Ufe. For too long the youth have been

separate. We need them to be part once again of

the entire church. This goal may mean some

changes in worship services to keep both youth

and older members interested. This is the area

where Carlos can help us greatly."

To help meet the goal, Carlos is overseeing

various publications for youth. These include a

resource notebook for catechism classes and a

mentor guide for adults working with youth.

All these tasks require Carlos to travel a great

deal, visiting various district conferences. He es-

timates that traveling occupies a full 25 percent

of his time. He meets with youth ministers, spon-

sors, and young people themselves. His job is to

find out how they are doing and what MBCM

can do to help them. "Our focus is on how we
can help youth be more involved in the congrega-

tion," Carlos says. Carlos also serves on the Inte-

grated Congregational Youth Development Coun-

cil.

His work gives Carlos a positive outlook on

life and puts a smile on his face. He shows this

smile as he says, "It's so hard to talk about my-

self," when asked about his dreams for his new
position. Then he tUts back his head and says,

"Well, let's see, I want to be able to contribute

in the development of our youth in the church. I

would like to accomplish this by helping them

commit themselves to a Christian life."

His face grows serious as he says, "Stay in the

faith! That's what is important. In the process of

faith development, we need to grow. It is also im-

portant for the youth of today to understand the

Mennonite Anabaptist tradition." He thinks a

moment and then says, "For us to go forward we
need to look back, to understand the past—not

to dwell on it, but to learn from it. The church

needs to move forward."

One of Carlos' immediate challenges is "mak-

ing youth conventions attractive and meaning-

ful." For Oregon '91 Carlos and the planning

committee have worked hard on seminars, recre-

ation, and worship services. Wlien asked about

the fun part of Oregon '91, Carlos says, "The

whole idea of being with youth from all around

North America is one of the reasons it's fun."

But just in case getting together isn't enough,

Carlos also has planned a mass beach outing!

Standing in the way of achieving these goals

is the challenge of "putting the logistics to-

gether." Carlos has ah-eady been to the

campus of the University of Oregon many times.

He is excited about the opportunities this cam-

pus location offers young people for Oregon '91.

Carlos hopes that he can encourage today's

youth to stay in the church. He wants to use his

current position to influence them in this way.

"I'm just thankful for the opportunity the Lord

has given me to serve the church," Carlos says.

David Tijerina, Goshen, Ind., wrote this article as

part of a feature writing class at Goshen College.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Walesa asks Jews' forgiveness
for centuries of anti-Semitism

Polish President Lech Walesa, in Israel

on both a state visit and pilgrimage, said
he came as a Christian to ask the Jewish
people to forgive centuries of Polish anti
Semitism. "I am a Christian," Walesa
said, "and I cannot judge the 20 centuries
of injustice between our peoples. Here in
Israel, the land of your culture and the
land of your revival, I ask for your forgive
ness." Walesa, a devout Roman Catholic,
spent much of his visit expressing the
need for reconciliation between the Jew-
ish and Polish people. He acknowledged
his country's anti-Semitic past and the
help many Poles gave to the Nazis during
the Holocaust in World War 11. (RNS)

Traditional Hutterites cut ties

with newer communities
Conflicts within the Hutterian Brethren

Church erupted recently when the tradi-
tional Hutterites in western Canada dis-

sociated themselves from Hutterites in

the eastern United States who were for-

merly the Society of Brothers. The
Dariusleut and Lehrerleut conferences of
the Hutterian church—about 170 colonies
from Saskatchewan to British Colum-
bia—said they no longer recognize the
Arnold Lent conference in the East as
"brothers in faith," and revoked the 1974
unification with them. The Schmiedeleut
Hutterites, with 79 colonies in Manitoba
and 60 in the U.S., were not named in the
action.

The Society of Brothers, with six com-
munities in the eastern U.S. and two
abroad, first established links with North
American Hutterites in the 1920s. The on
and off relationship was formally renewed
in Manitoba in 1974. The current leader
is the grandson of Eberhard Arnold,
founder of the Society of Brothers in

Germany in 1920.

The western Hutterites give 10 reasons
for the division. Among them are "false

oRK Pontius' Puddle

WE CREAT0RE2 VIEW C1?EATlON LIKE A
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teachings" on the millennium, baptism by
immersion, and "lovemeals." Other "false
practices" include presenting babies to
the church and using candles at gather
ings. The use of drama is severely con
demned. {Mennonite Reporter)

Moderate Baptists consolidate
movement; still resist schism
Moderates in the Southern Baptist

Convention consoHdated their movement
at a meeting in Atlanta by electing na-
tional officers and a coordinating council,
estabHshing a mission budget, and ap-
proving three giving plans as alternates to
the Southern Baptist Cooperative Pro-
gram. But leaders of the Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship still insist that they are
not organizing a new denomination, point-
ing out that many Southern Baptists sym-
pathetic to their aims wish to remain in

the convention. "It's too easy to say A plus
B plus C equals a new denomination,"
said Pastor John Hewett of First Baptist
Church of Asheville, N.C., who was
elected moderator of the group by the
6.000 people attending the meeting. But
moderate Southern Baptists clearly feel

left out of a denomination that has slowly
been taken over by the fundamentalist
wing in the past 10 years. (RNS)

Parish nurses minister to both
physical and spiritual needs

Visiting the sick and shut-ins is a tradi-

tional role of the parish pastor. But in a
growing number of churches across the
United States, such work is being supple-
mented by parish nurses who use a hoHs-
tic approach that ministers to both phys-
ical and spiritual needs. Rosemarie
Matheus, president-elect of Health Min-
istries Association, says the program
takes its inspiration from John 10:10, in

which Jesus says, "I am come that they
might have life, and that they might have
it more abundantly."

The concept of parish nursing was de-

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED
' BY G-OD

veloped by Granger Westberg, a Lutheran
pastor who established holistic health
centers in suburban Chicago in the 1970s.
His original plan called for the establish-
ment of medical clinics in churches, but
when that proved too expensive for most
congregations the program was modified
to focus on just the nurse. "They felt that
the nurse, as is true today, is the most
cost-effective member of the health
team," says Matheus, who teaches nurs-
ing at Marquette University. She esti-

mates that there are more than 700 parish
nurses nationwide, working on a full-time,

part-time, or volunteer basis.

The parish nurse shows people "how
God can help you to be a good steward of
your body," says Matheus. This is a pre-
ventive-medicine aspect that can also
help people to keep their medical costs
down by avoiding illness. The nurses also
do visitation and counseling. Trained
nurses can often assess peoples' health
needs better than pastors, she said. In
addition, parish nurses "can go to the
hospital setting and talk the same lan-

guage as the doctors and nurses." (RNS)

British announce $20 million fund
to repair cathedrals
The British government has announced

a plan to make up to $20 million available
for the repair and maintenance of
England's deteriorating cathedrals.
George Young, the country's heritage
minister, announced the plan at
Chichester's 1,000-year-old cathedral but
warned that private funds are still needed.
Most of England's historic cathedrals, 42
Anglican and 19 Catholic, are in such
urgent need of expensive repair that many
would have to be closed for safety reasons
before the end of the decade. (RNS)

Catholic bishop becomes
president of Congo
A Roman Catholic bishop has been

chosen president of the African country
of Congo. The unanimous choice of Er-
nest Kombo by the national congress
represents a move away from the Marxist
one-party monopoly of nearly three de-
cades. Another Roman Catholic was put
in charge of finances. The new president
compared the new Congo (not to be con-
fused with the former Belgian Congo, now
known as Zaire) to a church where people
can confess their faults, ask pardon, and
accept a penance as part of efforts to
rebuild the country. Of 2.3 million Con-
golese, more than 90 percent are counted
as Christians. (EPS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Mennonites to help start

college in Lithuania

Panevezys, LithuaniaSome of the fer-

ment in the Lithuanian independence

movement finds an expression in a pro-

posal which holds great promise both for

the minority Protestants in this Soviet

republic and the Lithuanian people's

quest for democracy. The proposal is that

a group of Canadian and German Chris-

tians join together to start a Christian

college in the city of Panevezys. The

school would be evangelical Protestant in

orientation, in contrast to the predomi-

nantly Catholic atmosphere of other lead-

ing schools.

The area in which the school site is

located has historic ties to Protestantism,

dating back to the Reformation. More

importantly, a year ago a team of young

people connected to the Logos Mission of

Germany, which has strong Mennonite

ties, conducted evangelistic outreach in

the country to which several thousand

young people responded. It stimulated a

growing evangelical movement, which has

been strengthened in turn by many Bible

study groups.

The invitation to Logos head Johannes

Reuner and Winnipeg businessman and

active Mennonite layman Arthur DeFehr

to begin a college in Panevezys came out

of the summer of evangelism. In part the

invitation reflected a deep-seated Lithu-

anian desire to foster more relationships

with the West. It also reflected concern

that a postindependence Lithuania not

fall under a new totalitarian rule led by

the Catholic Church. A Protestant school

can address the spiritual need in the

country and contribute to the pluralism

which can assist the growth of democracy.

The proposal was made in Canada by a

visiting delegation of Lithuanian educa-

tors and government officials. They want

teachers of EngUsh, German, and French,

they said. They want people with techno-

logical skills not available in Lithuania.

They want persons who can teach the

history of Christianity. Above all, said

Saulius Vamas, vice-mayor of Panevezys,

they want a new "spiritual center"—

a

place that speaks to the great spiritual

needs in the country.

The idea is that the college, which has

a ready-made campus in the heart of

Panevezys already set aside for it, would

begin this summer with a program of

English as a second language. A group of

16 teachers and assistants has already

been selected for the program, largely

with the help of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, several U.S. Mennonite colleges,

and people assembled by DeFehr from

Canada. The group will be led by Mary
Dueck of Fresno, Calif., who teaches En-

gUsh as a second language at Fresno

Pacific College.

The Lithuanians are on a fast track and

would like to have a permanent program

started with an initial class of 20 already

this fall. DeFehr aand Logos are now

actively recruiting both German and En-

glish staff to accelerate the proposed

program for the new college to see

whether it can begin this fall rather than

in 1992 as they had expected.
—Harold Jantz

Mennonites caught
in Lesotho conflict

Maseru, Lesotho (MCC)—A simmering

rage in Lesotho has boiled over. It found

expression in violence and destruction,

leaving some Mennonite Central Commit-

tee and Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission

workers unprepared in the midst of that

anger. The situation remains unstable as

the root causes of the discontent have not

been addressed by church or government.

The immediate cause of the violence

was the fatal beating on May 20 of a

woman accused of shoplifting a T-shirt in

a store in Maseru owned by a South

African. A crowd gathered, throwing

stones at store windows and at police.

The next day, after a demonstration in

front of the store was dispersed by police,

a large crowd began to move out of the

area toward the outskirts. Stones were

thrown at vehicles driven by foreigners. A
truck driven by an MCC worker was

damaged.
By May 23 the violence had spread, with

stores and vehicles belonging to any for-

eigner becoming possible targets. Taking

the advice of many local friends, MCC
and AIMM workers remained out of sight.

Local people offered shelter and trans-

portation to safety.

Government media reported 19 deaths,

60 injuries, and 35 shops destroyed, al-

though it is likely those figures are un-

derestimated. All MCC and AIMM work-

ers are safe.

The reasons for the rage are numerous.

The people of this tiny country have long

suffered under the hands of foreign dom-

ination, most recently the economic con-

trol exerted by South African business

that often makes it impossible for local

business to flourish. There is also wide-

spread sentiment that people who work

for foreigners in shops and factories are

badly treated.

Lesotho has not had an elected govern-

ment for more than 20 years. Lacking

channels to influence government policy

about foreign involvement in the econ-

omy, people have been left with only their

simmering anger and the stones on the

side of the road—Keith Regehr

If Tax Reform %
Has Pulled
Your IRA Out From Under You...

Don't despair! Take a look at an exciting IRA alternative from

MMA. It's a retirement savings plan even a traditional IRA can't

stand up to. To learn more, contact your local mutual aid

counselor or MMA today!

Mennonite
MutualAid
1110 North Main Street

Post Office Box 483
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468
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MCC sends aid workers
to refugee camps
along Iraq/Iran border

Urmieh, Iran (MCCJ—While interna-
tional attention has focused on Iraqi ref-

ugees at the Turkish border, the refugee
situation on the Iran/Iraq border is also
very serious, reports Ed Martin of Men-
nonite Central Committee. Martin, who is

secretary for the Middle East and South
Asia, visited Iran in early May. He in-

spected two refugee camps in the border
town of Urmieh.
Red Crescent Society officials report

that 1.1 million refugees live in 75 camps
in the five Iranian provinces bordering
Iraq. Originally 100,000 refugees a day
arrived in Iran. That has now slowed to

5,000 to 10,000 per day. Few have re-

turned to Iraq.

Martin visited the camps of Ziveh and
Nassr, which hold 60,000 and 30,000 refu-

gees respectively. At both camps people
appeared to have adequate food, he says.

But health workers were in short supply.
The Iranian Red Crescent Society has

been able to provide full rehef services to

about 600,000 of the refugees on the
border, Martin reports. The other 500,000
still did not have shelter and were receiv-

ing minimal food assistance at the time of
his visit, he says. "The most immediate
need is to provide shelter for the rest of
the refugees," says Martin. They need
tents, stoves, and food, as well as water
purification and sanitation.

Unlike in northern Iraq, few refugees
have begun returning home. "Refugees I

talked with seemed very wary of heading
back," Martin notes.

MCC sent Ann and Bruce Huntwork of
Portland, Ore., to Iran on May 22. They
are working with the Red Crescent Soci-

ety in Ghalicheh Refugee Camp near
Bakhtaran, about 100 miles (160 kilome-
ters) east of the Iraq border. Ann is a

medical social worker and Bruce is a

physician. Huntworks previously served
in Iran under the United Presbyterian
Church.

MCC will continue to monitor the refu-

gee situation through MCC workers and
Red Crescent Society contacts. "We
haven't ruled out additional material re-

source shipments," Martin says. But if

shipments are sent they will likely go by
sea rather than air. Costs of sea shipment
are much lower, and refugee needs are not
as urgent as before.

MCC workers Ed and Norilynn Epp of

Winnipeg, Man., finished their work along
the Iraq/Turkey border at the end of May.
They provided logistical support for Mid-
dle East Council of Churches work with
refugees there. That work is nearing an
end as most refugees in Turkey move
back into northern Iraq.—Arde// Stauffer

John Powell (left) of Detroit and Walter
Sawatzky ofMiami share their responses to the

consultation on cross-cultural conflict

Consultation looks at
cross-cultural conflict
Los Angeles, Calif. (MCC)—Some 45

racially and ethnically diverse church
leaders and conflict resolution practition-

ers gathered here for a consultation on
cross-cultural conflict in the United
States and strategies for response. It was
sponsored by Mennonite Conciliation
Service, a program of Mennonite Central
Committee U.S., and by the United
Church of Christ. Calvary Community
Fellowship, a black Mennonite congrega-
tion, hosted the event.

One session focussed on responses to

chronic interethnic conflicts, such as be-
tween black residents and Korean mer-
chants in many U.S. cities. Jan Jung-Min
Sunoo, a federal mediator and president
of the Los Angeles Human Relations Ser-

vice, led a discussion and fielded ques-
tions concerning the role of mediation and
conciliation in lessening these tensions.

Churches can play a key role in cross-

cultural coalition building, participants

noted. "Churches reach more people
every Sunday than most social agencies
can reach in a month of Sundays," noted
Dennis Westbrook, director of the Martin
Luther King Dispute Resolution Center
in Los Angeles.

Church leaders in the group questioned
the appropriateness of mediation when
racism or other power imbalances are

present. "Are we trying to put a horseshoe

on an elephant?" asked John Powell, a
state advocate for the mentally ill in Mich-
igan. "What we are really talking about is

power. I hear you talking about resolving
a particular problem for a particular per-
son on a particular day. But as long as
there is still a power imbalance, this prob-
lem will only arise again."

At the end of a lively discussion about
justice concerns and how mediation can
help or hinder systematic change, Hubert
Brown, a General Conference Mennonite
Church administrator, said, "In cross-cul-

tural misunderstandings, our real enemy
is often ignorance, stereotyping, myth-
making, and the power of systems to keep
people ignorant and give us disinforma-
tion. But just getting to know each other
better is not the only step," he said. "We
also need to learn how to get along."

The group also discussed racism and
cross-cultural tensions in the church. Hec-
tor Lopez, a United Church of Christ staff

person, noted that members of racial and
ethnic minority groups who have been
called to the church find racism there, as
in the larger society. Participants shared
specific concerns, exchanging across de-
nominational lines both the deeply felt

pain of racism and misunderstanding as
well as seeds of hope in working models
of multicultural leadership.—A/ice Price

EMC&S reaccredited
for another 1 0 years
Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-

nary has received affirmation of accredit-

ation for another 10 years by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools. The
seminary was accredited for the first time
by SACS and reaccredited for 10 years by
the Association of Theological Schools.
Beryl Brubaker, chair of the Nursing

Department who headed the college's

self-study, said the approval "means the
college and seminary have met certain

standards of excellence." She noted that
the college has been reclassified as a
Level in institution with the SACS ac-

creditation of the seminary's graduate-
level program of theological studies.

"The accrediting team reported a very
positive site visit and response to our
written self-study document," Brubaker
said. "We are already working on points
of recommendation to strengthen our pro-

gram. Two particular areas are outcome
assessment—how we measure what we
say we do—and the need to increase
faculty compensation."
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Calling the accreditation process "a

major project taking nearly two years and

involving nearly everyone in the institu-

tion," it is nevertheless "a valuable exer-

cise of self-appraisal and accountability

that ultimately leads to a stronger educa-

tional program," Brubaker noted.

As evidence of the quality and thor-

oughness of EMC&S' self-study project,

Brubaker was invited to speak at the

annual meeting of SACS in Atlanta last

December. She gave presentations in two

forums for people about to lead self-study

projects at their respective schools.

Mayor grant moves Goshen
closer to completion

of new science facilities

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—A major grant has

moved Goshen College closer to comple-

tion of new science facilities. The Kresge

Foundation of Troy, Mich., has awarded

the college a $500,000 grant for construc-

tion of the Schrock Science Annex and

renovation of the existing Science Hall.

The grant is made on a challenge basis

and requires the college to raise $1.8

miUion by Oct. 1, 1992.

Construction of the 22,300-square-foot

annex began in May 1990 and is scheduled

for completion this fall. The much-needed

facility will include six new teaching lab-

oratories, improved research areas for

chemistry and biology, an elevator for

wheelchair access, offices for the science

faculty, and public space. The annex will

also house the Turner Precision X-Ray
Laboratory, one of the science program's

most important assets. The laboratory is

a center for student and faculty research

in X-ray crystallography.

After construction of the annex is com-

pleted, renovation of Science Hall—buUt

in 1915—will begin. The renovation wUl

include new faculty offices, six class-

rooms, four teaching laboratories, four

department seminar/study rooms, and

seven advanced-research areas. The elec-

trical, ventilation, and related systems will

be redone to match the quality in the

newly buUt annex.

When completed, the two-stage project

will upgrade and equip the entire science

program and increase space for the sci-

ences from 26,000 square feet to 48,300

square feet. The total project wiU cost

$7.1 milUon—$5.7 million for construction

and renovation and $1.4 for endowment.

Guyana President Desmond Hoyte speaks at

the dedication of the first Mennonite church in

his country. Listening is Lewis Good, an Ameri-

can pastor who helped establish the church.

President of Guyana
helps dedicate
first Mennonite church

New Amsterdam, Guyana—The dedica-

tion of the first Mennonite church build-

ing in this South American country was a

banner day. Not only was the building

overflowing its 300-seat capacity, but the

president of Guyana came to take part.

President Desmond Hoyte was wel-

comed by Pastor Reginald David and

special numbers from the youth and

children's choirs. Lewis Good, a pastor

from the Washington, D.C., area and a

bishop in Lancaster Conference,

preached the dedication sermon.

The president followed with an address.

He had requested a copy of the Menno-
nite Confession of Faith and a copy of

Who Are the Mennonites? for study several

weeks before agreeing to attend the ded-

ication. In his address he invited the

Mennonites to open additional Mennonite

churches if they live up to the commit-

ments in the two booklets he had read.

The Guyana church was begun with the

support of two American congregations

who had befriended Reginald and Marilyn

David when they were in the United

States in 1988. Cottage City Mennonite

Church and Church of the Open Bible

joined together to financially and spiritu-

ally enable the couple to return to their

homeland to estabUsh a new church.

Pastor Bruce Baum of Open Bible and

Lewis Good of Cottage City have each made
several trips to Guyana to hold evangelistic

meetings, help register the church, and

arrange for the construction of the new

church building. They and their wives trav-

eled together to the dedication service.

The two small sending churches, lo-

cated in the Washington suburbs, support

Davids' full-time ministry and have raised

all of the funds to build the new facility.

Virginia Conference is participating by

overseeing a leadership training program

which Marilyn David is directing.

—Helen Good

AMBS classes in Kansas
enjoy record numbers
Newton, Kan.—Great Plains Seminary

Education Program has ended the 1990-

91 academic year with its highest-ever

enrollment. The program—a satellite of

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies—had 87 enrolled in its three courses.

Over 30 were for credit from AMBS.
A core group of local Great Plains stu-

dents are working toward AMBS degrees.

Great Plains also provides continuing ed-

ucation for pastors and lay persons seek-

ing in-depth studies in Bible, history,

theology, ethics, and church and ministry.

The strong enrollment has prompted

the Great Plains board to increase salaries

and expenses paid to professors with

larger classes. The board also decided not

to accept subsidies from the program's

supporting groups—South Central Con-

ference of the Mennonite Church and

Western District of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church—in years when
tuition and other income make Great

Plains self-supporting.

Courses approved for the next school

year include "Personality and ReHgious

Experience" to be taught by James
Yoder; "Law and Power in the Old Tes-

tament," Millard Lind; and "The History

of Christianity, 1100-1600," Lois Barrett.

Patricia Shelly will teach Greek language

and lead a Jerusalem seminar.

Another development for Great Plains

is a gift of 250 linear feet of books to be

placed in local hbraries which serve the

program's students. Jacob Enz, professor

emeritus of Old Testament and Hebrew

at AMBS and a native of Newton, Kan.,

donated his personal library.

—Susan Balzer
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• Oregon '91 "Workbook." The
General Assembly Workbook
can be purchased by people not
attending the Oregon '91 con-
vention of the Mennonite
Church. General Assembly del-

egates have already received the
book by mail. Other convention-
goers will receive theirs when
they register on location. The
112-page book contains reports
from denominational agencies
and district conferences, a de-
tailed ballot for elections, and
four articles on special issues for
delegate discussion. The Work-
book is avaUable for $6.50 from
Mennonite Church General
Board at 421 S. Second St.

Suite 600, Elkhart, EN 46516.

•New phase for group. The
Committee on Women's Con
cams, sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee, has split

into American and Canadian
sections. It is a result of MCC's
tightening budgets; meeting
separately will reduce travel
costs. Kathy Shantz of Kitche
ner, Ont., coordinates the Can-
ada section, and Tina Mast Bur
nett of Akron, Pa., coordinates
the U.S. section. The committee
began in 1973 as a task force of
MCC Peace Section. It started
a newsletter—/Report—which
continues today.

• Caught in rioting. Nine Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S.
workers live in the Mt. Pleasant
section of Washington, D.C.,
where rioting occurred in early
May. Years of frustration
against the city government by
Hispanic residents broke out in

violence. It was sparked by a
minor incident between three
residents and two police offi-

cers. MCC worker Greg Goering
joined a group of peace march-
ers—led by Catholic priests and
community leaders—that acted
as a buffer in a confrontation
between the rioters and the po-
lice.

• "Mennonite Anthem." Yes,
Virginia, there are other motor-
ists whose fondness for the
"Mennonite National An-
them"— "Praise God From
Whom," #606 in Mennonite
Hymnal—extends to their li-

cense plates. In the April 16
Gospel Herald, Jim Bishop of
Harrisonburg, Va., asked
whether anyone else had a per-
sonalized plate similar to his
"MH 606." He received three
replies. Two members of First
Mennonite Church of Rich-

mond, Va., Ida Mae Leatherman
and Martha Miller, have "6 OH
6" and "HYMN 606," respec-
tively. Isaac Thomas of Willow
Street, Pa., combines worship
and work with his "606 WVA"—
the initials standing for his com-
pany. Paul and Miriam
Burkholder of Akron, Pa., dou-
ble their pleasure and double
their fun with a musical plate on
both their vehicles—"606 JOY"
and "606 2U."

• SIN groups in San Francisco.
First Mennonite Church of San
Francisco has started groups
called SIN, which stands for
soup, issue, and nurture. The
idea for the groups emerged
during a weekend retreat with
Seattle author/futurist Tom
Sine. The congregation is in the
process of developing other rit-

uals and celebrations marking
important times in its life cycle.

• Mennonites and Methodists.
Two suburban Chicago congre
gations that use the same build-
ing held a joint worship service
on Pentecost. They combined
choirs and shared information
about each other. The two are
First Methodist Church of Oak
Park and Oak Park Mennonite
Church. The latter is an 11-year-
old congregation that rents
space in the Methodist building.

Attendance at the Mennonite
worship services is in the 70s.

•Japanese give aid. Japanese
Mennonites responded to an
emergency appeal for postwar
relief aid in the Middle East by
giving $11,000 on short notice.
The funds were sent to Menno-
nite Central Committee's
Bridge the Gulf fund. The ap-
peal was too late for some con-
gregations; they had already
given through the Japan Red
Cross.

•Assembly 12 Proceedings.
The 60-page "Proceedings" of
last summer's Assembly 12 of
Mennonite World Conference is

now available in both English
and Spanish. It includes tran-

scriptions of all presentations in

the mass sessions. The booklet
is available free to all Assembly
12 registrants who request it.

Others may obtain it for $7 (or

$8 Canadian) from the MWC
office at Box 88836, Carol
Stream, IL 60188.

History essay contest. June
15 is the entry deadline for the
1991 John Horsch Mennonite

Helping the rural poor. Matagalpa, Nicaragua (MCC)—Part-
ner organizations in Nicaragua have encouraged Mennonite
Central Committee to help rural poor people deal with the
country s economic crisis by providing education, health and
agriculture programs. Pictured are children brushing their
teeth in Matagalpa where MCC workers Kryss Chupp pro-
motes basic health care. Most Nicaraguans are still grateftil
for the end of the war that came about when the National
Opposition Union defeated the Sandinistas in February 1990
elections. Their hopes for an improved economy under new
president Violeta Chamorro have been dashed this past year
however, by weekly devaluations and inflation that soared to
at least 11,000 percent. The unemployment rate is estimated
conservatively at 40 percent. After years of civil war and a
U.S. economic embargo, Nicaragua's production is now at the
same level as it was in 1936. MCC's Nicaraguan partners have
also encouraged it to work at job creation. Creating jobs is
difficult in an unstable economy, says country representative
Ron Flickinger, but MCC is exploring ways to address the
issue.

History Essay Contest spon-
sored by the Historical Commit-
tee of the Mennonite Church.
The contest has categories from
high school through graduate
school. More information is

available from Levi Miller at the
Historical Committee, 1700 S.

Main St., Goshen, IN 46526;
phone 219 535-7477.

• Correction: The late-registra-

tion fee for the Oregon '91

Youth Convention is $20, not $5
as reported in the May 28 issue.

• Missionary transitions:
Jerry and Ann King-Grosh re-

turned from Ethiopia in May
after serving six years under
Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions. Ann was a nurse, and
Jerry was most recently a com-
puter programmer. Their ad-
dress is R. 1, Box 170, Atglen,

PA 19310.

Lester and Lois Eshleman returned
to Tanzania in May after a short
leave. They are Eastern Board
workers who serve as a doctor
and nurse. Their address is Kil-
imanjaro Christian Medical
Centre, Private Bag, Moshi,
Tanzania.

Marvin and Yvonne Stutzman re-

turned from Kenya in April for
a leave. They are Eastern Board
appointees who directed
Eastleigh Fellowship Center in

Nairobi. Thefr address is 938
College Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Lynn and Sharon Kandel returned
from Tanzania in April. They
are Eastern Board workers, and
Lynn was projects coordinator
for South Mara Diocese of Tan-
zania Mennonite Church. Their
address is Box 73, Beriin, OH
44610.
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Ruth Ann Carter returned from

Guatemala in April after com-

pleting a three-year term with

Eastern Board. She worked in

literacy education. Her address

is 45 Community Centre Dr.,

Newton, ON NOK IRO.

Marlin and Anita Good returned

from Guatemala in May after

serving three years under East-

em Board. They worked in lead-

ership training and church
planting with Kekchi Mennonite

Church. Their address is 5145

Sherrick Rd., Elida, OH 45807.

William and Joy Dold returned

from Botswana in May for a

three-month leave. They are

Eastern Board appointees who
work in church development.

Their address is 310 E. Center

St., Stockertown, PA 18083.

Judy Buckwalter returned from

Ethiopia in May after serving

three years as a community
health nurse in Nedjo. She was

an Eastern Board appointee

who was seconded to the Pres-

byterian Church. Her address is

Box 801, Andover, NY 14806.

Mary Jane Myers went to the

Netherlands in April for an

eight-month Eastern Board as-

signment. She is an accountant

with Trans-World Radio. Her
address is Trans-World Radio,

Box 2020, 1200 CA Hilversun,

the Netherlands.

• Job openings:
Executive director, PhUhaven Hos-

pital, Mt. Gretna, Pa. This is for

a full-service mental health cen-

ter that offers inpatient, outpa-

tient, partial hospitalization,

and residential care. Qualifica-

tions include a master's degree

in health-care administration or

related area, at least five years

of high-level health-care admin-

istrative experience, and inter-

personal/aneilytical skills. Send
resume by Sept. 1 to Search

Committee chair Nevin Kraybill

at 1519 Sheaffer Rd., Elizabeth-

town, PA 17022.

Administrator, GUead Community
Services, Plain City, Ohio. This

is for a residential facility serv-

ing children and young adults

with developmental disabilities.

Requirements include at least

one year ofwork experience with

people who have developmental
disabilities. Contact John
Rohrer at Gilead, 5123 Converse

Huss Rd., Plain City, OH 43064;

phone 614 873-5522.

Executive director, Camp Hebron,

Halifax, Pa., starting immedi-
ately. Contact Rosalie Roland at

1711 Gray Dr., Mechanicsburg,

PA 17055; phone 717 697-8643.

• Pastor transitions:

Ron Williams was ordained and
installed as pastor of Chestnut

Ridge Mennonite Church, Orr-

ville, Ohio, on June 9. He suc-

ceeded Phil Kanagy.

Dan Hosteller was ordained as pas-

tor of Hi-Way Chapel, North

Lawrence, Ohio, on March 17.

He was licensed in 1984.

David Tijerina was ordained as

pastor of Iglesia Menonita del

Buen Pastor, Archbold, Ohio, on

March 10. He was licensed in

1987.

• New resources:

Direct-mail guide for congregations

from Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. It outlines the possibili-

ties of using the mail for inviting

people to church. The guide,

called "Telling Your Story with

Direct Mail," says direct mail

can be effectively used where

other methods are not possible

or are too expensive. The guide

is available free from Beth
Benner at MBM Media Minis-

tries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Booklet on inviting friends to

church from Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries. It

is a how-to guide on inviting and
incorporating friends into a con-

gregation. It includes tips on

planning a "Friends Sunday."

The booklet, titled Called to be

Friends, was written by Ed
Bontrager and Nick Van Dyck.

It is available for $4 from

MBCM at Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46515.

Guidebook on personal wellness

from Mennonite Mutual Aid. It

helps people assess how they

are doing in managing stress,

growing spiritually, and getting

exercise. The guidebook, titled

Take the Scenic Route, also of-

fers tips on how to do better in

those areas. It is available for

$4.95 from the Wellness Depart-

ment at MMA, Box 483, Goshen,

IN 46526.

Sunday school curriculum preview

from Mennonite Publishing
House. This is a brochure to

help congregations plan for the

1991-92 Sunday school year. It

lists the various materials avail-

able from Mennonite pubhsh-

ers, including the newest offer-

ings. The brochure is available

free from the Congregational

Literature Division at MPH, 616

Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683.

NEW MEMBERS

Springdale, Cincinnati, Ohio:

Maude Egbert.

Smithville, Ohio: Mary Naumoff,

and Becky Naumoff.
Community, Milton, Pa.: Ann

Forman, Carl Forman, Elaine

Helman, Mary Hook, John Mar-

shall, and Mary Marshall.

Friendship, Bedford Heights,

Ohio: Patty Jones, Ned Naf-

ziger, and Jane Yousey.

Akron, Pa.: Jeff Baumgartner,

Gail Baumgartner, Leon Buck-

waiter, Miriam Buckwalter, Phil

Hess, Terri Hess, Ronald
Hunsicker, Kendall Hunsicker,

and Dave Longenecker.

Ephrata, Pa.: Mark Talbot, Val

Talbot, Carol Brenneman, Mi-

chael J. Martin, Jan Weaver,

Ellie Stran, Steve Martin, and
Barb Martin.

Springs, Pa.: Amy Detrick, Andy
Durst, Kathy Holler, Heather

Livengood, Valerie Livengood,

Stacy Mast, and Cindy Yoder.

Sharon, Plain City, Ohio: Jan

van Donk, Carol van Donk, Kim
van Donk, Daryl van Donk, Mar-

lene Whitmer, Ryan Slabaugh,

and David Hull.

Groffdale, Leola, Pa.: Monica
Nissley, Corey Hanna, and
Dawn Ebersol.

Charlotte Street, Lancaster,
Pa.: Daniel and Jolene Foley,

Terry and Joan Yoder, and Tim-
othy and Brenda Yoder.

Germfask, Mich.: Josephine Ann
Livermore.

Warden Woods, Scarborough,
Ont.: Beth Barg, Susan Barg,

Sara Fretz, Laurie Jantzi, Mar-
jorie Kaethler, and Violet

Raghu.
Seattle, Wash.: Michael O'Leary,

Robbin Lerch O'Leary, Bob and

Thelma Kauffman, David and

Teresa Swanson, Don and Ruth
Holsinger, Cheiyl Strayer, Kent
and Pendora Barrois, Ted and
Debra Brackman, Kristine

Regehr, Stan Kaufman, Ron

Singing for a cause. Wichita, Kan.—"We Sing So That Others May Live" is the motto of the

Kansas Mennonite Men's Chorus. Some 365 of them sang in the 1991 Spring Concert at Cental

Community Church here. The chorus members come from 70 congregations, representing six

different Mennonite denominations. Their ages and occupations vary widely, but they are

united by their love for singing and fellowship and by their concern for the world's hungry

people and desire to communicate their Christian faith. Each man pays his own expenses so

that offerings and profits from sales of recordings will all go to Mennonite Central Committee.

Since the chorus started in 1969, donations to MCC have topped $200,000. For some time

the chorus was known as the "500 Chorus" since it had that many men in it. It has since been

about 350. The chorus has given concerts in six other states and at Assembly 12 of Mennonite

World Conference in Winnipeg last summer. Jona Baltzer of Moundridge, Kan., is the current

director.

—

Susan Balzer
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Reimer, Allen Steuben, Annette
Dunn, Karin Holsinger, and
Jenny Holsinger.

Orrville, Ohio: Benjamin Andrew
Beyeler, Benjamin John Leh-
man, and Steven Gregory
Troyer.

Lowville, N.Y.: Randy and Sue
Zehr.

Gaithersburg, Md.: Arlene
Saunders.

Manson, Iowa: Kelly Bachman,
Sarah Freed, Sheila Litwiller,

Daniel Oswald, Katie Oswald
Shala Sethi, and Myron Zehr.

MARRIAGES

Brubaker-Stoltzfus: Andy
Brubaker, East Petersburg, Pa,
(Neffsville cong.), and Colleen
Stoltzfus, Leola, Pa. (Ridgeview
cong.). May 10, by Robert L
Petersheim.

Buckwalter-Yoder: Paul Buck-
waiter, Lancaster, Pa. (Lord's
House of Prayer), and Lisa
Yoder, Lititz, Pa. (ACTS Cove-
nant cong.). May 4, by Henry
Buckwalter and Randy
Shriener.

Buller-Peck: Joel BuUer, India-
napolis, Ind. (Hopedale cong.),

and Angela Peck, Indianapolis,
Ind. (First Mennonite cong.).

May 18, by H. James Smith.
Cressman-Bauman: Ronald
Cressman, Wellesley, Ont.
(First Mennonite cong.), and
Sheila Bauman, Kitchener, Ont.
(First Mennonite cong.) May 18,

by Brice Balmer and Doris Gas-
cho.

Geiser-Weaver: Bruce Geiser,
Canton, Ohio (Kidron cong.),

and Pamela Weaver, Wooster,
Ohio (Baptist Church), May 18,

by Dan Wingate.
Hershberger-Parsley: Timothy
Hershberger, Woodburn, Ore.
(Zion cong.), and Jeanette Pars-
ley, Molalla, Ore., May 18, by
Del Hershberger.

Histand-Clark: David Histand,
Charlottesville, Va. (Charlottes-
ville cong.), and Karen Clark,
Charlottesville, Va. (Christian
Church), May 4, by Vernon
Isner.

Hovde-Rush: David Hovde, West
Lafayette, Ind. (Lafayette
cong.), and Marjorie Rush, West
Lafayette, Ind. (Lafayette
cong.). May 25, by Robert and
Margaret Richer Smith.

Kauffman-Jantzi: Perry (Pete)
Kauffman, Wolcottville, Ind.
(Clinton Frame cong.), and
Jaime Jantzi, Shipshewana, Ind.

(Bonneyville cong.). May 18, by

Samuel Troyer.

Kroeker-Rowland: Stanley
Kroeker, Manhattan, Kan.
(Bethel cong.), and Jennifer
Rowland, Overland Park, Kan.
(Manhattan cong.). May 25, by
D. A. Raber.

Landis-Yoder: Keith Landis,
Lebanon, Pa. (Gingrichs cong.),

and Brenda Voder, West Lib-
erty, Ohio (Oak Grove cong.).

May 11, by John G. Landis.
Miller-Kniss: EUis Miller, Gulf-

port, Miss. (Gulfhaven cong.),

and Sonya Kniss, Gulfport,
Miss. (Gulfhaven cong.). May 11,

by David L. Kniss.

Mostert-Houwers: Martin
Mostert, Scarborough, Ont.
(Warden Woods cong.), and Rita
Houwers, Scarborough, Ont.
(Warden Woods cong.), April 20,

by Muriel Bechtel.

Reeder-Moser: Terry Reeder,
Aurora, Ore. (Zion cong.), and
Linda Moser, Aurora, Ore.,
April 27, by Richard Stoltzfus.

Risser-Graber: Donald Risser 11,

Hagerstown, Md. (Hebron
cong.), and Susan Graber,
Nappanee, Ind. (North Main
Street cong.), Dec. 1, by Em-
manuel Martin.

Stapleton-Phillips: Michael
Stapleton, McKinney, Tex., and
Elizabeth Phillips, Charlottes-
ville, Va. (Charlottesville cong.),

April 6, by Vernon Isner and Jay
McDermond.

Stepp-Nafziger: Jonathan
Stepp, Nappanee, Ind.
(Brethren In Christ Church),
and Charlotte Nafziger, Goshen,
Ind. (Pleasant View cong.), May
18, by James Detweiler and Rick
Mailloux.

Tice-Michaels: Reuban Tice,
Boynton, Pa. (Springs cong.),

and Carol Michaels, Grantsville,

Md. (Assembly of God Church),
April 20, by Steven Heatwole
and Ross Glotfelty.

Yoder-Landis: Edwin Yoder,
Salisburg, Pa. (Springs cong.),

and Lela Landis, Molalla, Ore.
(Zion cong.), March 23, by Ste-
ven Heatwole and Don Living-
ston.

BIRTHS

Amstutz, Neil and Janette (Roth),
Cairo, Egypt, Matthew James
(first child). May 16.

Boshart, Rod and Mary (Drum-
mond), Des Moines, Iowa,
Aaron Christian (third child).

May 7.

Byler, Doug and Joyce (Landis),

Uniontown, Ohio, Shane Doug-

Jewish holiday. Lancaster, Pa.—Some 200 Mennonites gath-
ered at a local restaurant to celebrate the Jewish festival of
Shavuot. Sponsored by the Shofar Committee of Lancaster
Conference, the festival featured a meal with Jewish foods,
harp music, and a message by Bertha and Paul Swarr (pic-
tured). Swarrs served in Israel under Mennonite Board of
Missions 1957-1987. Paul explained the history and back-
ground of Shavuot, which took place at the beginning of the
wheat harvest and included first-fruit offerings to God. He
pointed out diat die festival has special meaning for Chris-
tians because the Holy Spirit came on that day, which
Christians call Pentecost. The Shofar Committee exists to
help people understand the Jewish roots of the Christian
faith, to help the church be aware of and deal with anti-Semi-
tism within the church, and to help Christians share a loving
and sensitive witness for the Messiah with Jewish people.

—Nancy Witmer

las (first child), April 24.

Garner, Scott and Carol (DeVoe),
Wadsworth, Ohio, Casey Renee
(second child), April 22.

Gillum, Gregory and Ramona
(Yoder), Grantsville, Md., Kyle
Ryan (second child). May 2.

Gingerich, Dave and Julie
(Linder), Burton, Ohio, Sara
Renee (fourth child), April 19.

Heiser, David and Mary (Beiler),

Fisher, 111., Eric Dean (first

child). May 20.

Holbrook, Edgar and Lisa
(Barker), Germfask, Mich., Jen-
nifer Jane (first child), March 5.

Kauffman, Perry (Pete) and
Jaime (Jantzi), Wolcottville,
Ind., Joshua Allen (first child),

April 21.

Kelley, Dennis and Karen (Kin-
sey),

, Ohio, Rachel

Joy (first child). May 21.

Miller, David and Julie (Diener),

Lancaster, Pa., Jordan David
(first child), Jan. 28.

Quesenberry, Jon and Carol
(Martin), Chariottesville, Va.,

Joseph David (third child), April
27.

Rhodes, Robbie and Debbie (Wil-

liams), Broadway, Va., Joshua
Issac (third child). May 11.

Slaubaugh, Doug and Carla
(Shetler), Parnell, Iowa, Haley
Doolin (fift;h child). May 17.

Snyder, Steve and Stephanie
(Hornung), Kalona, Iowa,
Joshua Kevin (third child), May
17.

Stauffer, Jim and Janet
(Kauffman), Lebanon, Pa., Alan
Bennett (second child), April 9.

Stichter, Roger and Jane (In-
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gold), Bremen, Ind., Jeremiah

Jordan (third child), May 20.

Swartzendruber, Stan and
Sharon (Krabili), Hesston, Kan.,

Scott Murray (second child),

April 2.

Waifel, Kevin and Anita (McDon-

ald), Ouagadougou, Burkino

Faso, Evan Michel (first child),

March 9.

Wiggers, Rick and Joan
(Hershberger), Wichita, Kan.,

Bethany Ariel (second child),

April 17.

Yoder, Daniel and Thea
(Thorsen), West Lafayette, Ind.,

Anna Christina (fourth child),

Jem. 13.

Yoder, Erik and Leanne (Horst),

Tucson, Ariz., Joshua Andrew
(first child), March 28.

Zehr, Curtis and Sue (White),

Washington, El., Michael Dean
(third chOd), May 12.

DEATHS

Belott, Robert Lorenzo, 55,

Lansdale, Pa. Bom: Feb. 23,

1936, Jacksonville, Fla., to

James and Ruby Belott. Died:

May 13, 1991, Lansdale, Pa. Sur-

vivors—children: Kathleen, Mi-

chael, Nancy, Gerald, Peggy,

James, David; stepchildren:

Stacey Peters, Victor Suria; 2

greindchildren. Funeral: May 15,

Covenant Community Fellow-

ship, by Earl Anders.

Egli, Velda Riggenbach, 64,

Hopedale, Dl. Born: May 22,

1927, Kiowa, Kan., to William

and Anna Zehr Riggenbach.

Died: May 22, 1991, St. Francis

Medical Center, Peoria, 111. Sur-

vivors—husband: Orville Egh;

children: Richard, Gary, Rod-

ney, Cheryl Tackett; 9 grand-

children, 2 stepgrandchildren,

one great-grandchild. Funeral:

May 24, Hopedale Mennonite

Church, by H. James Smith and

Carl Homer. Burial: Hopedale
Mennonite Cemetery.

Haning, Ray V., 84, Springs, Pa.

Bom: Feb. 18, 1907, Salisbury,

Pa., to William E. and Amanda
(Schlaubaugh) Haning. Died:

April 7, 1991, Meyersdale Hos-

pital, from a heart attack. Survi-

vors—wife: Marie Bender; chil-

dren: Ray v., Jr., John B.,

William E., Ann E. Gonati, Mar-

garet M. Mecredy; 7 grandchil-

dren; brother: Samuel I. Fu-

neral: April 11, Springs
Mennonite Church, by Earl

Yoder. Burial: Springs Ceme-
tery.

Kanagy, Ida M. Zook, 84, Lititz,

Pa. Bom: Feb. 19, 1907, BeUe-

ville. Pa., to John L. and Pamelia

(Kanagy) Zook. Died: May 15,

1991, Lancaster General Hospi-

tal. Survivors—children: Leo R.

Kanagy, Marvin R. Roberts, Jo-

sephine K. Hartzell, Robert

Rhodes; 12 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren; sister: Mil-

dred Walters. Predeceased by:

Isaiah D. Kanagy (husband). Fu-

neral: May 18, Allenville Menno-
nite Church, by Phil Barr with

Paul Bender and Tim Peachey

assisting. Burial: Allensville

Mennonite Cemetery.

Kauffinan, Leo, 61. Bom: Aug. 9,

1929, Holmes County, Ohio, to

John and Susan (Schlabach)

Kauftnan. Died: May 21, 1991,

Wooster, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Ada Yoder; children: Steve,

Deborah Barry, Gary, Vicki

Kreinbrink, Leonard; 3 grand-

children; brother and sisters:

Sam, Alma Kaufman, Clare

Kaufman, Fran Gerber, Ada
Enzen, Mary Schwartz. Prede-

ceased by: David (infant son).

Funeral: May 24, Martin's Creek

Mennonite Church, by Carl

Wiebe. Burial: Martin's Creek

Mennonite Cemetery.

Lantz, Dorothy King, 79,

Archbold, Ohio. Bom: Feb. 12,

1912, Archbold, Ohio, to Henry

and Ida (Weber) King. Died:

May 14, 1991, at home. Survi-

vors— children: Marvin,
Charles, Velda Becker, Marilyn

Short; 15 grandchildren, 13

great-grandchildren; brothers

eind sisters: Freeman King, Dale

King, Olen King, Andrew King,

Inez King, Delilah King, Martha

King, Florence Nofziger. Prede-

ceased by: Ray Lantz (hus-

band). Funeral: May 17, Central

Mennonite Church, by Ross
Goldfus and Dale Wyse. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.

Martin, Aaron S., 82, Ephrata,

Pa. Born: Feb. 19, 1909,

Ephrata, Pa., to Henry S. and
Mattie Snader Martin. Died:

May 5, 1991, Lititz, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Edna Shenk; chil-

dren: J. Robert, Kenneth E.,

Rhoda J. Weaver, Edith A.

Schnupp; 14 grandchildren, 9

great-grandchildren; brothers

and sisters: Charles W., G. Earl,

Leah Hurst, Lydia Martin,

Edith Gingrich. Funeral: May 8,

Ephrata Mennonite Church, by
J. Elvin Martin, L. Keith
Weaver, and Noah Good. Burial:

Indiantown Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Metzler, John C, 86. Born: Jan.

28, 1905, Leacock Twp., Pa., to

Aaron H. and Annie (Eby)

Metzler. Died: May 16, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Survivors—wife: Emma
E. Groff; children: J. Robert,

Lloyd G., Norma Hostetter,

Doris Burkhart; 14 grandchil-

dren, 32 great-grandchildren;

brother and sisters: Raymond,
Miriam Groff, Ebiora Hershey,

Mary Groff, Amy Martin. Fu-

neral: May 19, Paradise Menno-
nite Church, by Clair Eby and

Paul Clark. Burial: Paradise

Meimonite Cemetery.

Morrison, Raymond Wesley, 56,

Hesston, Kan. Born: July 1,

1934, Superior, Colo. Died: April

1, 1991. Survivors— wife:

Paulene Burkey; children:

Steve, Shelly; one grandchild;

brother: Donald. Funeral: April

4, Whitestone Mennonite
Church, by Ronald Guengerich

and Thomas W. Shane.

Roth, Barbara, 91. Bom: April 3,

1901, to Jonathan and Emma
(Rudy) Martin. Died: May 1,

1991, Fairview Mennonite
Home, Cambridge, Ont. Survi-

vors—daughter: Gladys. Prede-

ceased by: Moses H. (husband).

Funeral: Countryside Menno-
nite Fellowship, by Leighton

Martin. Burial: Nith Valley

Mennonite Cemetery.

Siebert, Mariann Lou Wiebe,

53, Hesston, Kan. Born: Oct. 25,

1937, Whitewater, Kan., to Wil-

lie and Esther Wiebe. Died:

April 30, 1991, Wichita, Kan., of

cancer. Survivors—husband:

Rudy; children: Armette, Mark,

Karen; one grandchild; sister

and brothers: Evelyn, Lloyd,

Kenneth. Funeral: May 2,

Whitestone Mennonite Church,

by Ronald Guengerich. Burial:

Emmaus Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Souder, Norman Kraybill, 66,

Spring City, Pa. Bom: Nov. 25,

1924, SellersvUle, Pa., to Edwin
and Ruth (Kraybill) Souder.

Died: May 11, 1991, Phoenix-

ville. Pa., of compHcations from

abdominal surgery. Survivors

—

wife: Arvella Good; children:

Barbara Ann, Merle G., Peggy
Sprunger; brothers and sisters:

L. Kraybill, Eugene K., Stanley

K., Ehzabeth AUebach, Irene

Bechtel, Gladys Kolb, lona

Weaver. Funeral: May 15, Vin-

cent Mennonite Church, by Karl

Click and Richard Lindberg.

Burial: Vincent Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Weaver, J. Landis, 81, Akron,

Pa. Born: Sept. 4, 1909, Ephrata,

Pa., to John H. and Magdelena
(Landis) Weaver. Died: April 30,

1991, Ephrata, Pa. Survivors

—

children: Jay D., Arvilla

Langsdale, Donna L. Foster,

John E., Ehzabeth A. Weaver,

Ronald L.; 12 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild; sister:

Mabel L. Mamer. Predeceased

by: Ada S. Horst (wife). Funeral:

May 4, Ephrata Mennonite
Church, by J. Elvin Martin and

Leroy W. Martin. Burial:

Metzler's Mennonite Cemetery.

Wengerd, John S., 52, Salisbury,

Pa. Born: Oct. 17, 1938, Springs,

Pa., to Allen and Alta (Haning)

Wengerd. Died: AprU 23, 1991,

Johnstown, Pa., from an acci-

dental fall. Survivors—wife:

Sara L. Gingerich; children:

Heidi, Kristin; brothers and sis-

ter: Bud, William, Eugene, Mary
Bontrager. Funeral: April 26,

Springs Meimonite Church, by

Steven Heatwole. Burial:

Springs Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church Coordinating

Council, Elkhart, Ind., June 11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries board of direc-

tors, Lancaster, Pa., June 13-15

Mennonite Publishing House
boEird of directors, Scottdale,

Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference armual

meeting, Salem, Ore., June 20-

23

Peace Theology Colloquium,
Clearbrook, B.C., June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates board of direc-

tors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June

23-25

Indiana-Michigan Conference and

Central District joint meeting.

Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference armual con-

vention, Camrose, Alta., Cam-
rose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Allegheny Conference annual

meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July

4-7

Eastern Meimonite College and

Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference annual

conference, July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,

Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education

board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-

seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-

20
Mennonite Church General Board,

Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July

29

Oregon '91, biennial convention of

Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
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THE LAST WORD

Eleven ways to
Want to liven up a congregational business

meeting or a district conference delegate gath-
ering? Try the subject of leadership.

"They sure don't make leaders like they used
to," some of us say. Pressed for what we mean
by "used to," we'll likely say: strong, courageous,
biblical, not afraid to take a stand for the truth,
willing to tell it hke it is.

Others of us want new leaders with new abili-

ties for now situations: kind, compassionate, con-
siderate, understanding. And, of course, a good
preacher!

Somewhere toward the end of the discussion,
someone is sure to say, often with a bit of exas-
peration, "Well, as far as I'm concerned, people
get the kind of leaders they deserve."
That person may be the most biblical of us all.

Take a look at what the apostle Paul says about
leadership in 1 Thess. 5:12-23.*

Paul addresses the subject of leadership, inter-

estingly enough, by telling us followers what
kind of people we should be. After asking us to
"respect those who labor among you, and have
charge of you," Paul makes a list of 11 things we
should be sure to do:

1. Be at peace among ourselves.

2. Be patient with all kinds of people we find in

our midst, including the idle, the fainthearted,
and the weak.

3. Do good to each other.

4. Rejoice always.

5. Pray without ceasing.

6. Give thanks for all circumstances.
7. Don't quench the Spirit.

8. Respect our prophets/pastors.

9. Test everything.

10. Hold on to what is good.

11. Avoid every kind of evil.

Do these 11 things, and you'll have good lead-
ers. While Paul doesn't say that outright, he
does put this list in the context of respecting
and honoring our leaders. "Esteem them very
highly. . . because of their work," he says.

*To give credit where it's due, I'm indebted to my good
friend, David E. Hostetler, former Christian Living editor,

who made the connection between this passage and leader-
ship in a sermon he preached recently for my congregation,
Kingview Mennonite.

get good leaders
What person wouldn't want to be in charge of

a group at peace within itself, patient and kind
with each other, rejoicing and praying and giving
thanks? Who wouldn't count it a privilege to be
asked to lead a church that tests everything,
finds the good, and discards the evil? And, best
of all, who of us doesn't want to be treated with
respect and esteemed because of the kind of
work we do?

Leadership doesn't begin with those who are
called to lead. It begins with those of us who fol-

low. For, as the apostle Paul would surely have
said, had he thought of it first, "People get the
kind of leaders they deserve."—y/p

Uncle Elam
My last uncle, Elam C. Peachey, died Friday,

May 24. Elam was a farmer and a Bible teacher
in his congregation at Belleville, Pa., and in the
Conservative Conference.

It was from Uncle Elam that I learned much
of my early theology. His farm and my boyhood
home bordered each other. Our two famihes did
much of our farm work together, sharing tractors
and balers and combines.
And discussing theology. How often I recall sit-

ting in the truck, waiting to take the milk cans to
Ka-Vee Dairy, while Pop and Uncle Elam tried
to figure out yet another verse from Hebrews. It

didn't matter that the temperature of the milk
was getting up toward the legal limit or that the
hay was waiting to be baled. What mattered
more was a local church problem needing to be
solved.

I remember very little of what those two dis-

cussed. I do recall three impressions:
• That God was to be revered and honored.
• That the way to know God was through the

Bible, which held innumerable treasures to those
wiUing to dig. Pop and Uncle Elam especially
liked to dig in Revelation.

• That not everyone agreed with how Reve-
lation—or anj^hing else—should be interpreted.
But you still respected them. They might just be
right.

For a heritage like that I thank God. And
Uncle Elam.—y/p



Churches need to take responsibility for leading

children to music. We cannot depend upon most

schools to create interest in singing. See page 6.
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Why the atonement
seems so foolish

to every human culture

On this all non-Chrdstian philosophies

agree: no creator God would ever care

enough for us to suffer for our sins. Yet

this is the soul of the Christian gospel,

Even though their families, communities,

and society oppose their commitment to

Christ, why are Buddhists in Thailand be-

lieving in Jesus? That's the question I asked Pas-

tor Wan Petsongkhram in the Ram Klew Church

in Bangkok recently. This man had been a Bud-

dhist monk for 21 years prior to his conversion.

He was now planting churches amongst the Thai

Buddhists, baptizing between 100 and 200 new

believers every month.

With a monkish sort of smile, Petsongkhram

responded simply, "Because Jesus died for their

sins. Buddhists in Thailand are worried that

their sins will prevent them from experiencing

nirvana when they die. They have a sense of

guilt which Buddhism cannot erase. Only Jesus,

who died for our sins, can bring the forgiveness

which cleanses us of all guilt. That is good news,

and that is the reason many Buddhists are be-

lieving in Jesus today."

Some time later I sat in a Sunday morning wor

ship experience with the Freising Mennonite

Church in Germany. Freising is a church plant-

by

David

W. Shenk



Jesus Christ crucified, making possible
the forgiveness of our sins, is the most
awesome good news event ever to have
entered human history and experience,

ing endeavor by the Heimatmission (home mis-
sion board) sponsored by a number of German
Mennonites.

"What led you to become a member of this

church?" I asked the young man sitting beside
me at the conclusion of the service.

He responded instantly.

"I didn't believe there was any God, so I did
whatever I wanted. Yet I knew my actions were
wrong, and I felt more and more guilty. My guilt

led to a depression which I could not overcome.
Later someone from this church invited me,
'Come to our church, and you will learn of a man
who can forgive your sins.' I came and learned of
Jesus who died for me. He has forgiven me, my
sins are gone, my guilt is cleansed, and I am so
joyful!"

Yet later I entered the immaculate courtyard
of Bishop Zedekiah Kisare of the Tanzanian
Mermonite Church in anticipation of an evening
goat feast at his home. After I was seated the
bishop leaned toward me and this is what he
said:

"I want to share something with you tonight

which is very important. Never forget it." Then
this 80-year-old man, whose spiritual roots are

deep within the soil of Africa, said, "Never has a

greater thought entered my soul than this truth:

Jesus, the lamb of God, died for my sins. He
took my place!"

:

Three words of witness from three conti-

nents. Three testimonies spoken from
within three of the world's great philoso-

phies: the monistic universalism of the East, the
secular enlightenment of the West, and the rela-

tional insights of Africa. These Christians, each
from a vastly different cultural system, agree on
one central truth: Jesus crucified is the most
awesome good news event ever to have entered
human history and experience.

The atonement—Jesus taking care of our
sins—is exclusive and unprecedented. Emil
Brunner in Revelation and Reason writes, "The
claim of revelation made by the Christian faith

is in its radicalization as solitary as its content:

the message of the atonement." He is exactly

right. In every cultural system, Christ crucified

for our sins is a good-news astonishment. The
sacrificial death for our sins of the one who is

"God with us" is so "other" from all other

worldview systems that this good news does in-

deed appear "foolishness" (1 Cor. 1:23).

From a Buddhist or Hindu perspective: The
atonement threatens the moral order of the Bud-
dhist and Hindu societies. The conviction of the

sages of these thought systems is that the deeds
you do follow you. Hindus describe this as the
Law of Karma. Your deeds are like a tennis

racket, and your soul the tennis ball. Your des-
tiny in this life and in the life to come is deter-
mined by the deeds you do.

"Forgiveness would undermine all sense of per-
sonal responsibility; it would consequently erode
and destroy the moral foundations of society."

This was how one Sri Lankan Buddhist monk
summed up his reUgion's view of any atonement.
From a Western secular humanist perspective:

The atonement is objectionable because there is

no place for guilt within the secular worldview.

The Son of God crucified

takes our place, bearing our
guilt. Thus he brings about
our forgiveness and empowers
us to live righteously.

Sinfulness is interpreted as the consequence of

environmental factors. To offer forgiveness is be-
yond the capability of a human. For example,
how can any person forgive another for murder?
Only God can do that. If God is irrelevant and
humanity or nature are the ultimate authority,

then there is no ultimate forgiveness. Therefore,
self-justification for the wrongs which we do is

the only way available to quiet the condemna-
tion of a guilty conscience.

A counselor speaking from within a secular hu-
manist worldview is inclined to advise, "You're
really not to be blamed for what you did. Any-
one would have done what you did given those

circumstances."

From the traditional African society perspective:

In traditional African societies, people sought for-

giveness through the sacrificial offering of per-

fect animals. Sometimes it would take days,

weeks, or months before the perfect animal

—

without blemish and from a good family—had
been identified. Usually the animal would be of

only one color and a year old. The elders of the

clan gathered around the animal, put their hands
on it, and confessed the sins of the people who
sought forgiveness. Then they would kill the ani-

mal and sprinkle the blood upon the confessors,

praying that God and the ancestral spirits would
erase the guilt from the people.

Yet as one Luo sage told me, "Although we
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offer many animals as sacrifice, the animals are

powerless to bring about transformed lives. We
seek forgiveness through sacrificial blood, but

moral transformation escapes us."

On this all non-Christian philosophies and

reUgions of the East, the West, and Af-

rica agree: no creator God would ever

care enough for us to suffer for our sin. Yet this

is the soul of the gospel: "For Christ also died

for sins once for all, the righteous for the

unrighteous" (1 Pet. 3:18).

"Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the

sin of the world!" proclaimed John the Baptist

at the inauguration of Jesus' ministry. Jesus,

God's son crucified, is the atoning sacrifice for

our sin. He also empowers the forgiven person

to live righteously.

Wherever I travel among churches—Orthodox,

CathoUc, charismatic, Protestant, independent—

I hear again and again this same theme pro-

claimed with great joy: "In Jesus the Christ cru-

cified we experience forgiveness and the power

of God unto salvation." In every culture, amidst

every worldview in which the gospel comes, this

is the core of the good news: the Son of God cru-

cified takes our place, bearing our guilt. Thereby

he brings about our forgiveness, and he empow-

ers us through the Spirit to live righteously.

Some months ago I and a number of Christian

friends sat in the Delaware Valley Islamic Cen-

ter for an evening of conversation with the

Muslim community. We sat cross legged in a re-

laxed circle on the carpeted mosque floor. The

theme that evening turned to the question of for-

giveness.

AMuslim friend said, "I hope you noticed

that tonight many of us performed addi-

tional prayers after the prayer time was

completed. We did this because we have sinned,

and we are hoping that the extra prayers will

compensate for the sins which we have commit-

ted."

A Christian asked, "How do you know when
you have performed sufficient prayers to com-

pensate for the sins you have committed?"

"There is no way for us to know. We only

hope," was the answer.

"As you anticipate the final judgment, do you

look forward to that event with confidence?" I

asked.

One of the Muslims repUed, "There is no way

for us to have confidence about the outcome of

the day of judgment. Life is like a scales. The
good deeds which we do are on one side, and

the evil which we do is on the other. Only the

judgment day will reveal whether the good which

we have done outweighs the wrong."

At that point I ventured, "In the Holy Scrip-

tures, we learn that Jesus the Messiah is the

Lamb of God. He is the sinless one. He was cru-

cified so that we may be forgiven. He gave his

life as a sacrifice on the cross, taking our place

so that we can be forgiven."

"Oh no!" exclaimed the Muslims almost in uni-

son. "That is impossible. Each person must pay

the penalty for his or her own sin. In a court of

law, no one can take your place when judgment

has been pronounced. The guilty one must pay

// the judge leaves the judg-

ment seat, comes to stand be-

side me, and declares, "I will

take your place; you are for-

given," I am free indeed,

the penalty for his or her own guilt."

I continued, "You are right. Each person must

pay the penalty for his or her own guilt. How-
ever, there is one exception. If the judge, upon

pronouncing just judgment upon me, leaves the

judgment seat and comes into the judgment hall

and stands beside me and declares, 'I will take

your place; you are forgiven,' then I am free in-

deed."

There was a long reverent silence in the

mosque that night as the Holy Spirit began to

open hearts to the wonder of it all. Jesus Christ

died for me, for us. He has taken my place in

the judgment hall. He is the atoning sacrifice for

my sin. For our sin.

David W. Shenk is director of overseas ministries

for Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. Prior to

this assignment, he spent several years as a mis-

sionary in East Africa.
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READERS SAY

A light even
to government

In response to "What Do We Really

Believe About the State?" by John
Miller (May 28): I believe that a Chris-

tian should set the moral tone for a soci-

ety. That includes the state. Are we not
to be a light wherever we are and with
whomever we come in contact?

Is it wrong to let our government
know there are better places to put our
money than in space exploration?

For years our conferences and agen-
cies have petitioned our government.
Were they wrong in doing this?

Morris Frederick

Krings, Pa.

War is sin for all

John Miller does a good job of clarify-

ing a central question about political

witness: "What Do We Really BeUeve
About the State?" But I disagree with
his prejudices about "responsibility."

War is sin for all people, and there is

no "secular" or "neutral" realm where
people are not obHgated to the ethic of
King Jesus.

Of course, if we believe in the sover-

eignty of God (as I do), we know that

nothing happens that is outside of

God's control. But that evil which is per-

mitted to Pilate (John 18) and used and
ordered by God for the sake of the
Lord Jesus Messiah and his people,
that evil is not legitimated by Rom. 13.

To the extent that the words
"ordained" and "instituted" have conno-
tations of legitimacy, the Mennonite
confessions need changing. I am not
convinced, however, that early Anabap-
tists had a double standard which
would recognize warmakers as (1) re-

sponsible or (2) Christian.

I also challenge Miller's estabhsh-
ment assumption that "we are not anar-
chists." To submit to Pilate is not to

respect his "responsible" attitude in kill-

ing Jesus on the cross. To be sure, to

submit to Pilate does not mean that we
attempt to improve Pilate or replace
him with a better Pilate. That is why
we who are Anabaptist anarchists re-

fuse to collaborate in the voting rituals

of democratic idolatry (which has killed

so many Iraqis)!

The Anabaptist anarchist accepts no
obligation to the humanist majority's

legislation of morality; our goal is to i

look to the new covenant to reveal abso- I

lute ethical standards for all humanity, f

We have no tragic responsibility to in- -

struct those who reject the ethic of

Jesus about some other ethic.

Neutrality is impossible. Institutions

are either for or against God. This does
not, however, mean that we need
"struggle" about replacing existing insti-

tutions with ones a little bit more
"sacred" or "ordained." Our identity is

that we are colonists of heaven, resi-

dent ahens, who are not called to re-

spond to power with power.
Mark McCulley
Leola, Pa.

A gift to the church
Thomas Finger and his articles on the

Trinity (May 7, 14, and 21) were a gift

to the Mennonite Church. It's apparent
Tom understands the Anabaptist ge-

nius (following Jesus in relationships

seven days a week) and fully respects
the Bible (i.e., takes all of it seriously in-

stead of apologizing for parts). Many in

the church do one or the other well,

and none do both so well as he.

To me the Gospel Herald articles

have consistently been of high quality
the last half year.

Harold N. Miller

Coming, N.Y. '
'

' •' •

Struggling to be open and honest
Your editorial, "To Tell the Truth"

(May 21), challenged me greatly. To be
very honest (truth telling!), I wasn't ex-

pecting much. Of course, we all believe
in telling the truth. What could be new
here?

Then to read your examples, to see
you walk to the abyss of openness in a
churchwide publication and say,

"Here's two times when I haven't told

the truth," that was as refreshing as it

is rare. Since I struggle to be open and
honest in my personal dealings, it

spoke much to me.
You seem to have a message here for

the wider church: "We could all stand

Pontius' Puddle

to be more honest in our dealings with
each other and the world." What resis-

tance that message might find in read-
ers is, I suspect, greatly diminished by
your sharing your own experience.

That's a model I'll keep in mind, recom-
mend, and try to use myself.

Dave Schrock-Shenk
Akron, Pa.

Idealism clouds reality

in report of WCC Assembly
I was surprised by the cjoiical and

the provincial tone of the report on the
seventh assembly of the World Council
of Churches ("The Reality Fails to

Match the Vision," May 7). Beneath
glib pot shots at "establishment
churches," their perfunctory advocacy
of the oppressed, and the foibles of the
assembly organizers Hes a disturbing

message. The report essentially sets up
a polarity between Mermonites and
WCC.
The author admits that the assembly

sang "as well as Mennonites"—but, of

course, with the help of a choir, lead-

ers, and instrumental music (which

Mennonites, I wonder, is he thinking

of?). Disgruntled by the meetings, he
left early, retreating to a fellowship in a
Sidney living room of some people
named Hurst. There, in "a typical Men-
nonite meeting," he "felt quite at home
with people (he) had met only a few
weeks before."

From this experience, he concludes,

there are "two ways of doing church."

The WCC way is institutionalized with
bishops, patriarchs, delegates; and the

Mennonite way is to "decide together"

to follow Christ. This idealistic charac-

terization of ourselves ignores a few
hard realities: our own church institu-

tions often dominated by powerful eth-

nic-Mennonite families; our history

marked by patriarchs who emerged for

better or worse without institutional

I'M SORRY, POMTIOS, BOT BETFORE
X Wf?lTE A MOTE" EX60S\UGr VOO
FROfATHATT pACiT OP TVAEI
WORSHIP SERVICE, THERE MEEDS
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MEDICAL PROOPTHAT
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checks; and the vulnerability of our

community which, at times, has sought

guidance and found it in the form of

American Christian fundamentalism.

Neither WCC nor the Mennonite

Church has reaHzed its ideals. But to in-

terpret the world (or WCC) through the

frame of an idealized vision of one's

own clan is unfair and dangerous. Yes,

it is more comfortable to keep things

within the family, but this is not wise or

even possible. Such a defensive and eth-

nocentric stance is the last thing we
need as our world grows smaller and

the Mennonite Church grows increas-

ingly diverse.

Julia Spicher Kasdorf
Brooklyn, N.Y.

The New Testament
teaches nonresistance

Marion G. Bontrager's article, "Thir-

teen Reasons Why We Believe in

Nonresistance" (April 30), is excellent.

But I wish to supplement it with a Hst

of five references that, in my opinion,

constitute the biblical basis of nonresis-

tance: Matt. 5:38-48, Luke 6:27-28,

John 18:36, Rom. 12:14-21, and 1 Pet.

2:20-23.

It is because of these five passages

that I hold to nonresistance. And I cer-

tainly don't take the stance because it's

an easy position, either to defend in de-

bate or exemplify in life.

While the disciple of violence can ask

me tough questions about what I would

do in specific situations, I can ask a

still tougher question: "What do you

think these five passages teach about

war and the use of force?" This ques-

tion can reduce the thoughtful to si-

lence—or at least a partial agreement

that the New Testament does teach non-

resistance.

Stanley Shenk
Goshen, Ind.

Control is an illusion

According to the statistics in your edi-

torial, "What Shall We Do with TV?"
(April 16), we are among the 6 percent

of Mennonites who "still" don't have

television in our home. That makes us

neither more holy nor less well-in-

formed. We think it is a more credible

answer to the question of your editorial

than you allow.

You say to expect no more of TV
than information and entertainment.

That is expecting too much. Television

is the wrong place to look for helpful in-

formation on issues of the day. And TV
for entertainment, just as workoholism

or consumerism, keeps us from partici-

pating in intergenerational activities

with each other in our homes and

churches.

"Needing to relax" is a self-serving

justification to indulge our selfish de-

sires, our laziness, and our unwilling-

ness to face reality. After all, TV
remains the great escape from reality, a

point your editorial made better than

we can.

The technology of television remains

one of the most powerful ways in which

"the empires" retain their grip on

human beings. Whether the object is

for us to be good consumers—essential

for the maintenance of our unjust way

of life—or "good citizens"—essential

for waging war—TV ensures the confor-

mity of the masses. It succeeds very

well!

A technological innovation as sophisti-

cated, pervasive, and powerful as TV
deserves more reflective evaluation be-

fore being stamped with the church's

approval. Control is an illusion when
you're messing with a technique in the

hands of demonic powers. Why subject

ourselves to propagandizing influences,

from which Jesus came to redeem us?

S. Roy and Loretta Kaufman
Sterling, III.

Not half a church
I appreciated "There Are Some Ad-

vantages to Being Small" (April 23). It

was encouraging to know that someone
else is experiencing the advantages of

being small and yet contributing to the

larger body of Christ.

My wife and I have been a part of a

very small church for six years. Because

of its size (four family units and one sin-

gle person) our church's most serious

disadvantage is that we feel over-

worked. Utilizing individual gifts are

often not enough, so instead of doing

just a "little bit more" its "quite a bit

more." We are currently searching for a

married couple, one of whom would pas-

tor and the other financially support

the family. While this approach is not

unique, there are many, it seems, who
are attracted to it.

The small church is not just a third

or half a church. It is whole and com-

plete and needs to be affirmed by the

larger body.

Ronald J. Wyse
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
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Will our children continue to

Churches need to take the responsibility

of leading children to music. We cannot
depend upon most schools to create or
sustain interest in singing our songs,

by Judy Farmwald

Every Sunday morning many of our
churches reverberate with the rich sound
of a capella singing. Since the days of the

early Anabaptists, Mennonites have sung their

praise to God. Children who have grown up in

the midst of music have gone on to teach their

families the joys of singing.

Maintaining that interest in music is becoming
increasingly difficult. Today's world is full of

many opportunities for children and youth.

Harnessing their interest in church music can be
a difficult process.

The younger generation is often hesitant to

give the time and commitment necessary for in-

volvement in church music. But rather than
being discouraged by this, adults must be willing

to understand this hesitation and show leader-

ship and guidance.

Janeal Krehbiel has spent many years study-

ing the relationship of children to music. She is

the choral director at Hesston High School in

Kansas and the president of the Kansas chapter
of the American Choral Directors' Association.

She teaches a music education class at Friends
University in Kansas and hires herself out as a

children's choir clinician. She says that children

are hesitant to take time for music because they
want the instant gratification and recognition

they find in such things as school sports. It is

often hard for them to see music as worthwhile
when athletics get more praise and encourage-
ment fi"om the community.

Another reason for young people to shun
music, explains Diane Hertzler, director

of the music education program at

Goshen College, is sports schedules that are so

strict. Because of the time that athletics require,

music rehearsals often take second place.

"But it's important that we don't become anti-

sports," Diane says. "Music teachers are also

coaches, and all coaches want their students to

be successful."

Diane spent many years as a choir director at

Bethany Christian High School in Indiana and at

other schools. She has seen students struggle

while attempting to balance sports and music.
"Instead of becoming angry at athletics," she
says, "we need to encourage students to experi-

ence as many different areas of life as possible."

One dilemma children face is what activities to
be involved in. They are forced to decide be-
tween sports and the arts as early as junior high.

If they choose the arts, they must decide among
choir, band, orchestra, and visual art.

Amanda Yoder, a seventh-grade violinist and
basketball player who lives in Goshen, Ind., was
automatically placed in orchestra since she
played violin. Because of that involvement, she
cannot be in choir, even though she would like

to sing. She says, "In high school I still won't be
able to be in choir unless I quit orchestra."

Parents also struggle with their children's deci-

sions, wondering how to be helpful. Janeal en-

courages parents to be models through involve-

ment in a variety of activities. She explains, "If

children see a balance in the lives of their par-

ents, they are much more likely to be interested

in participating."

Parents also face the struggle of keeping en-



sing our music?

couragement from becoming force. According to

Diane, "Parents need to listen to their children.

They should find out what their interests and tal-

ents are instead of what the community views as

important." But, she says, children need guid-

ance, or they will simply flounder in the midst of

all their options.

Because schools cannot offer a great amount

of art and music, children need involvement else-

where. If churches can offer experiences in

choirs and instrumental groups, interest in music

can grow.

"Churches need to take the responsibility of

leading our children to music," says Janeal.

"Our schools either do not have adequate facili-

ties, or they are not taking advantage of what

they have."

College Mennonite Church in Goshen, where

Diane is now directing a children's choir, is one

congregation that has taken this challenge seri-

ously.

Philip Clemens, associate minister, has given

leadership to developing the program.

"Parents were asking for something that would

get their children involved in the arts," he says.

"A music program seemed to be a good way to

begin."

The program began with one choir, grades 1-6,

but it soon became necessary to divide because

of the age spread. Two choirs—the Hosanna

Choir for grades 1-3 and Jubilee Singers for

grades 4-6—then took shape. KinderChoir, a

group for kindergarten age, soon followed. The
choirs began meeting every Wednesday for an

hour and soon started to participate in church

services. The children's enthusiasm was appar-

ent.

This year 13 seventh-graders who gradua-

ted from Jubilee Singers wanted to con-

tinue their music experience in some way.

So interested parents, musicians, and ministers

got together to help form a new junior high

group called WHAM! (Wednesday Happening in

Arts and Music).

Amanda Yoder is one of WHAM's members.

"After being in the children's choirs for so many
years, it's nice to have a group to be involved in

again," she says.

"A great hope for the involvement of children

and youth in music is that they will want to con-

tinue to participate as they get older," Philip

says. "It's exciting to see junior highs so en-

thused; maybe the Meimonite Youth Fellowship

will respond in the same way."

Bethel CoUege Mennonite Church in Newton,

Kan., where Janeal is the junior choir director,

had a similar experience a few years ago. There

was a choir for children in grades 4-8. But, since

there was no group for high school singers, the

students began to beg for another choir. But

there were no adults willing to commit the time

that leadership required. Finally, Janeal agreed

to take it on during her sabbatical, under the

condition that she would do it for only that year.

In spite of its tentative beginning, the choir

thrived, drawing youth from other churches.

Janeal is still directing. "I told them that this

year will be the last," she says. "But I guess

we'll have to see what happens."

Children are often hesitant to

take time for music because

they want the instant gratifi-

cation and recognition they

find in such things as spoHs,

Mennonite churches in Canada are also work-

ing to get their children involved in music. One

group is the Inter-Mennonite Children's Choir at

Conrad Grebel College. Excellence in perfor-

mance is stressed, but the main goals of the

choir are to train young voices and to help chil-

dren appreciate the music of their Christian heri-

tage.

The choir, led by Jane Schultz-Janzen and

Deborah Jones, is for children aged 8-15 of any

denomination. Children must audition to become

a part of the choir, since there are a limited num-

ber of participants and too many interested. The
choir is now in its 23rd season—a good sign that

the concept is working.

This kind of excitement is present in many lo-

cations. Directors such as Diane and Janeal be-

lieve it is up to parents and congregations to

guide this excitement into appropriate expres-

sions of music. If we can do this, not only will

the a capella singing of our heritage continue,

but our children and youth will lead more fulfill-

ing and enjoyable lives.

"The arts are what help the human spirit to

speak," Philip ways. "Music is only the begin-

ning."

Judy Farmwald wrote this article while a student

at Goshen College, Goshen, Ind. She graduated

this past spring.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Exultant Israelis welcome 14,000
airlifted Ethiopian Jews
The children and their parents were

dressed in rags and had walked barefoot
through the Ethiopian wilderness for

days. But hours after they arrived in Israel

they were thrown right into the bustlmg
culture of the Jewish state. "Shalom, Sha-
lom," chanted a group of children in one
corner of a converted hotel. Another
group was being led in a Hebrew version
of "Simon says." These were the latest

wanderers to arrive in the Jewish state—
14,087 Ethiopian Jews who were airhfted

in less than 36 hours to Israel as rebel
forces in their home country advanced to

the outskirts of Addis Ababa, the capital.

The Ethiopian arrivals were quiet. But
those Israelis and Westerners welcoming
them were filled vidth emotion, many
bursting into tears as they watched the
new arrivals embark from the Israeli Air
Force planes. (RNS)

TT Fagori of 'Sunday Dinner':
product of many spiritual teachers
TT Fagori, the pivotal character in pro-

ducer Norman Lear's new comedy series

Sunday Dinner, is a woman with a decided
"spiritual bent." But she's not the kind of
religious person most people in the audi-
ence might expect to see on TV. She's
certainly not a televangelist waving the
Bible and calling for repentance. Nor is

she a quiet church-going doer of good
works like Edith Bunker from Lear's most
popular series. All in the Family.

TT talks to God at the break of a
beautiful day while sitting on the fire

escape of her apartment building. An
environmental lawyer, she tells school
children about the importance of extend-
ing "Love thy neighbor" to include plants
and animals in the creation. She's con-
vinced there is life after death. "TT's no
mystic," says Lear, "because I'm respon-
sible for how she is written, and I'm no
mystic." But she exemplifies for Lear the
capacity to experience awe and wonder
that can lead all people on some kind of
spiritual search.

Over the years, TT has had many spir-

itual teachers, says Lear. "She obviously
knows everything Jesus said and would,
with every instinct, try to live it. I think
she's read Tao Te Ching by the Chinese
philosopher Lao-tze. And she's probably
had a friend who became a Buddhist
monk." Lear reveals that his character is

familiar with the work of Joseph Camp-
bell, the mythologist, and Matthew Fox,
the Dominican priest who writes about

creation spirituality. TT's primary
teacher, however, is Thomas Berry, the
priest, historian, and author of The Dream
of the Earth. (RNS)

Vatican awash in red ink,

Catholic leaders told

The Roman Catholic Church's Vatican
headquarters is awash in red ink: last

year's deficit was a record $86 million, and
this year's is expected to reach nearly $92
million, a council of 15 cardinals was told
recently in Rome. The council was estab-
lished by Pope John Paul II to study
organizational and financial reform of the
Vatican. Also summoned to Rome were
the presidents of all 101 conferences of
bishops from around the world, who
agreed to take on the deficit. In the past,

the pope has covered the deficit with the
Peter's Pence and other special offerings

collected for his discretionary use. (Last
year's worldwide Peter's Pence offering

rose 19 percent, to $58 milHon.) He now
wants to use those offerings for such
special purposes as helping the church in

Eastern Europe. (NIRR)

Muslim prayer opens session
of Tennessee State Senate
Chanting from the Koran, Imam Eyas

Muhammed opened a recent session of
the Tennessee State Senate—the first

time a Muslim ever led the legislature in

prayer in Tennessee and perhaps, in any
state. Muhammed, a restaurant operator,
was invited by state Sen. Thelma Harper
of Nashville, following complaints from
some senators that "too much Jesus" in

the prayers of ministers opening their

sessions was unfair to the diversity of
Tennessee rehgious life. (NIRR)

Churches in Ghana ask military
government to hand over power
Three church bodies which represent

the bulk of Ghana's Christians—Christian
Council of Ghana, Ghana Pentecostal
CouncU, and Catholic Bishops Confer-
ence—have asked the military govern-
ment to hand over power to a constitu-

tional government in 1992. David Asante
Dartey, general secretary of the Christian

Council, said his group had always taken
a nonpartisan position on political issues.

"Nevertheless, we deem it our duty to

encourage our membership to express
their political opinions freely and responsi-

bly, and to ensure that those views and
convictions are heard and duly respected."

The three groups are calling for an
elected Parliament, an independent judi-

ciary, a free press, and trade unions. They
are also calling for the release of political

prisoners and an end to human rights

abuses. Catholic bishop Peter Sarpong
said his group is contributing to this

national debate because it is convinced
that Christians have a duty to participate
fully in all aspects of national life and that
"we are only discharging our responsibil-
ity both as citizens and as spiritual lead-
ers." (Owusu)

Poll says Catholic clergy happier
at work than Protestants
A survey conducted by the Star Tribune

of Minneapolis has found that Roman
Catholic priests are more likely to say
they are satisfied with their work than are
their Protestant counterparts. Nearly
three-fourths of the Catholic clergy
agreed strongly that they are satisfied

with their work. This compared with 66
percent for evangelical-fundamentalist
ministers and 53 percent for mainline
Protestant ministers.

The survey also found that Catholics
are almost twice as likely as Protestant
ministers to say they have enough time to
pursue their own interests and are more
likely to say they have time to develop
meaningful relationships outside the
church—both indications that the job is

not overwhelming them. In a typical week,
Catholic priests say they spend 60 hours
on church work compared with an average
of 55 hours for Protestant clergy. (RNS)

Social justice advocates: Columbus
anniversary a time for repentance
Every schoolchild learns that Christo-

pher Columbus "sailed the ocean blue" in

1492, but Protestant church leaders are

calling the United States to a more so-

phisticated understanding of the New
World's "discovery" that involves repen-
tance, reconciliation, and renewal. Social
justice advocates who gathered in New
York for a consultation on the 500th Co-
lumbus anniversary repeatedly decried
what they said was the genocide, slavery,

and cultural hegemony that followed in

Columbus' wake. Speakers exhorted the
70 participants to make next year's anni-

versary an occasion not of celebration but
of reflection—a time to acknowledge the

devastation visited upon native peoples,

to repent, and to work for a more equita-

ble future for all racial groups. By the time
the consultation ended, a plan of action
was being drafted to ensure that that

message is brought to the American pub-
lic in 1992. (RNS)
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MCC considers mediation plan

for troubled South Africa

Akron, Pa. (RNS)—As violence contin-

ues to tear at South Africa even as the

nation inches toward dismantUng apart-

heid, a modest plan for encouraging peace

and reconciliation is under consideration

half way around the globe. Officials at

Mennonite Central Committee headquar-

ters here are under no delusions that their

small contribution could turn the tide by

itself. But they hope that MCC's expertise

in the area of reconciliation can, in a

modest way, be of help.

According to Jim Shenk, co-secretary

for Africa, the plan under consideration is

to place an MCC mediation trainer in

South Africa sometime later this year.

That person would offer mediation train-

ing to South Africans who would then

work for reconciliation of opposing fac-

tions at the grassroots level.

The time is right, according to Shenk,

because the churches in South Africa are

moving away from their historic confron-

tational approach toward the white minor-

ity government—involving mass demon-

strations and in many cases civil disobe-

dience—as they turn their attention to a

future South Africa where blacks and

whites will live, work, and worship side by

side. Shenk, who visited South Africa in

March, said, "We have been encouraged

by church people in South Africa to work

with ecumenical bodies on this kind of

agenda."

According to Shenk, MCC and church

representatives in South Africa have been

in conversation about the reconciliation

plan for more than a year. During his

March visit, there was further encourage-

ment from the South African Christian

community, he said.

Shenk emphasized that the goal of

MCC is not simply to "transplant" North

American reconciliation techniques to

South Africa. Rather, he said, the idea

would be to work in partnership with

South Africans to develop a reconciliation

framework appropriate to the South Afri-

can culture.

"We don't come with a great amount of

potential to do great and wonderful

things," said Shenk. But he noted that

seeds of reconciliation are already begin-

ning to sprout in South Africa—seeds that

could be nourished by the MCC effort.

Shenk recalled, for example, the efforts

of a South AMcan CouncU of Churches

staff member working in his home town-

ship to prevent violence. The staffer or-

ganized a meeting between township res-

idents and the Johannesburg security po-

lice to discuss easing tensions.

Present at that meeting was a member
of the security police who had earlier

interrogated and tortured the council staff

member. The pohce officer, Shenk re-

counted, was incredulous that the man
was willing to meet with the security

police after all that had been done to him.

Noting that such stories are not unusual

in South Africa today—despite the tide of

violence that sometimes takes more than

100 lives in a week—Shenk said black

Christians there have "an amazing reser-

voir of forgiveness toward their oppres-

sors."

Because plans are not finalized, Shenk
declined to be specific about what groups

MCC is working with to set up the recon-

ciliation program. But he said that ecu-

menical bodies in addition to the South

African Council of Churches are in-

volved.

—

Gustav Spohn

worship times. The morning worship ses-

sions will emphasize stewardship and

Four Hispanic churches
in Chicago relocate
Chicago, III.—Four Hispanic Mennonite

congregations in Chicago have either re-

located or plan to relocate their places of

worship. It is part of an attempt to better

serve their members and to reach out to

the city's growing Hispanic population.

Sonida de Alabama, which has grown to

160 worshipers, moved from rented quar-

ters to a new building. Living Faith

Church, with an attendance of 200, moved
to a larger rental facility. Iglesia Menonita

Cristiana, which has 150 people, is seeking

to sell its present building so it can move
to where most of its members live.

Fraternidad Christiana, with 50 worship-

ers, will move from its rented building to

facilities near the new site of Chicago

Mennonite Learning Center.

the sending sermon on John 20, "God's

Re-Created Actors Co-Mission." Sym-

the evening sessions will emphasize mis-

sion.

George Brunkm of Harrisonburg, Va.,

win give the opening sermon on John 9,

"God's Creative Acts Continue in the

Church Today." Symbol: light and dark-

ness. Brunk is moderator of the Menno-
nite Church and dean of Eastern Men-
nonite Seminary.

Anne Stuckey of Somerset, Mich., will

preach on John 4, "Never Come Back
Again." Symbol: water. Stuckey is a

writer and pastor.

John Drescher of Harrisonburg, Va.,

bol: wind. Gingrich is president of Men-
nonite Board of Missions.

James Croegaert of Evanston, 111., ac-

companied by the Oregon '91 choir, will

present his musical workAnd We Beheld

His Glory in the opening Tuesday eve-

ning and concluding Saturday evening

worship services. Croegaert is a singer/

songwriter and a leader at Reba Place

Fellowship.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon

Pannell Stuckey Drescher Gingrich Brunk

Speakers
announced
"Expect worship to

offer a mountaintop ex-

perience of the theme, CW(jON Ql
'God's Creative Acts

Continue,' " says Miriam Book, conven-

tion coordinator. Symbols for the Gospel

of John will link morning and evening

will preach on John 15, "Christ and the

Abiding Life." Symbol: vine and
branches. Drescher is a longtime writer

and pastor and former editor of Gospel

Herald.

Bill Pannell of Alpadena, Calif., will

preach on John 19, "That Un-American

Cross." Symbol: cross. Pannell is a well-

known Christian speaker and writer.

Paul Gingrich of Elkhart, Ind., will give
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Ex-soldiers contact peace group
following Gospel Herald article

Denver, Pa.—Seemingly unrelated
events have drawn six former soldiers to
the Mennonite Church within the last 20
years and to the behef that they must love
their enemies. An article on Veterans for

Peace in Gospel Herald last Oct. 16
prompted them to write the organization.
Three are now members.
One of them is Thomas Oliver, who

went to Los Angeles for the "movie busi-
ness." He now works for the abolition of
war. The course of his life was changed
by his wife's class on capital punishment,
seeing and reading about the Amish in

Pennsylvania, and "the wonderful com-
munity feeling in the Mennonite church."
Ten years ago Oliver joined the Army.

He was 17 and "very patriotic." Although
he was raised Southern Baptist, it was not
until his wife studied capital punishment
that he studied his Bible. In 1988 he
joined Faith Mennonite Church in the Los
Angeles suburb of Downey. Shortly after
that he discovered, due to a regulation
change, he had to serve two more years
in the Army Reserves. At first he thought
he would wait out his time, but then, he
says, "Jesus knocked me on the head and
told me to get out."

Oliver's pastor, Stanley Green, at-

tended conscientious objector interviews
with him. He calls it a "frightening time"
filled with "turmoil." Since his release
from the Army, his congregation has made
him an elder. "This is an honor which has
affirmed my decision," he says. Had Oli-

ver waited until his discharge in January
1991, he would have been involved in the
Persian Gulf War.

Oliver joined the Los Angeles chapter
of Veterans for Peace last November and
has been involved in war protests. By
February the group had grown from 40 to
170 members. Oliver gives the church
credit for his beHefs and cautions Menno-
nites not to waver in their peace position.

The other five ex-soldiers are:

• David Kurfman, who joined the Navy
"as a way to pay for college," but he saw
immense poverty overseas, and he left

with a desire to help others. Later at

Oregon State University, he met Larry
and Cathy Passmore of Albany Menno-
nite Church. Eventually he became a
Mennonite, and now is a teacher at
Ephrata (Pa.) Mennonite School.

•Jonathan Peachey was drafted into
the Vietnam War and worked as a combat
engineer in the Army. His father was
raised Mennonite, but he knew little of his

family's rehgious heritage. Later he and
his family began attending Maple Grove

Mennonite Church in Belleville, Pa., at
the invitation of friends. It was about a
dozen years, though, until he considered
himself a pacifist. "When the Persian Gulf
War started, I knew I was against war
totally," he says.

• Paul Ewert joined the Army to help
pay for college. He grew up in the Men-
nonite Brethren Church, but when he
enlisted in the Army he says he was not
a Christian. He later married a Mennonite
and joined Hannibal (Mo.) Mennonite
Fellowship. "The mihtary tries to teach
you to hate," he says. "But God calls us
to be a people of love."

• Lee Vine joined the Air Force, also in

pursuit of higher education. His mother's
family is Mennonite, and after his dis-

charge he lived near Bancroft Mennonite
Church in Toledo, which he began attend-
ing. "Peace teaching at the church was
quiet and gentle, so my change in beliefs

came from personal study and the Holy
Spirit working," he says. He was em-
ployed at a factory that made spothghts,
and was asked to work on a military
contract. He consulted his congregation
and decided to refuse to work on the
project. He was fired.

• Paul Thompson was drafted right out
of high school into the Army, and was sent
to Vietnam as a truck driver. He calls what
he saw there a "manifestation of evil," and
says he can no longer participate in war.
His interest in Mennonites began when he
became an elder in his Christian Re-
formed congregation. He was asked to
subscribe to the 1561 Belgic Confession,
which has a section specifically criticizing

Anabaptists. Intrigued, he did some study
and now has "strong Anabaptist ideas"
about his faith. But he lives in Gallup,
N.M.— 130 miles from the nearest Men-
nonite church.—Cindj Hines Kurfman

Beck tells graduates
of Hesston College
to find 'burning bush'

Hesston, Kan. (HC)~A standing-room-
only crowd greeted the 192 graduates at
Hesston College's Yost Center for the
school's 81st commencement on May 19.

Duane Beck, pastor of Belmont Menno-
nite Church in Elkhart, Ind., and father of
graduate Eric Beck, presented the com-
mencement address.

"If it is true that we are made in the
image of God," he said, "then we have
been given a passion—a passion for living,

something we deeply care about." Beck
equated passion with Moses' burning
bush—a fire that doesn't consume. He
warned that one must be careful to not
allow selfishness to get in the way of
passion.

"Our passion can almost be extin-

guished by self-centeredness and denial
of issues that mess up our lives and other
people's lives can hide the hght of that
burning bush," he said. "Passion is not
just what you're interested in. Passion is

something that you care deeply about. It's

that something that when the glitter and
adventure is gone, the bush is still burn-
ing, the caring is still there."

Beck called the graduates to be leaders
of moral and spiritual influence, to look
beyond their self-interests, and to gener-
ate a new vision of how life can be lived.

"God and the world needs people with

eyes and ears and hearts of compassion,"
he said.

The college's Pastoral Ministries Pro-
gram commissioned nine graduates for
service the previous day. The event was
highlighted by a footwashing ceremony
and meditations of God's call to servanthood
in the past, present, and ftiture by members
of the Bible faculty.

Carol Swartzendruber (right), a graduate of
Hesston College's Pastoral Ministries Program,
washes her daughter's feet during a commis-
sioning service for the pastoral graduates
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Historic iliustrative plates

by Dutch artist Luyken
recovered for exhibit

Goshen, Ind. fGCj—After centuries

apart from its roots, sometimes lying ne-

glected in sheds and often missing alto-

gether, a collection of 17th-century illus-

trative plates is on something of a home-

coming tour. Created as a set of 104

etchings by Dutch artist Jan Luyken, 23

of the printer's plates have been recov-

ered for an exhibit.

Already shown at Bethel and Goshen

colleges, "The Mirror of the Martyrs"

exhibit is currently at Associated Menno-

nite BibUcal Seminaries until mid-July.

The collection will be at Eastern Menno-

nite College in late September. Plans are

to schedule Bluffton College, Conrad Gre-

bel College, and other locations in 1992.

While the exhibit was at Goshen Col-

lege, art professor Abner Hershberger led

a printmaking demonstration.

These original illustrations were col-

lected by John Oyer, professor of history

at Goshen College and editor of Menno-

nite Quarterly Review, and Robert
Kreider, retired president of Bluffton Col-

lege and director of peace studies at

Bethel College. First published in 1685 in

the second edition of The Martyrs Mirror,

the illustrations depict Anabaptist and

other Christians making the ultimate sac-

rifice for their faith. First published in

1660, the book was an attempt by Dutch

Mennonite minister Tieleman van Braght

to rekindle what he saw as the dying faith

of his people.

History's ironic habit of "going around"

and "coming around" makes these chunks

of copper more than artifacts of high

historic and artistic value. Many of the

same vices van Braght found barely 120

years after the Mennonite faith was
founded are again topics of discussion and

worry among Mennonite s today. Amidst
talk of "Muppies," Oyer's description of

The Netherlands of 1660 rings true to

many contemporary observers: "They had

become very cosmopolitan. They were get-

ting rich and entering almost every imagin-

able area of human endeavor."

The plates themselves have been on

quite a long, strange trip, as well. In the

century following their last printing in

1780, they were not seen at all. After

falling into the hands of several families

not associated with the Mennonites, a

chance to buy 90 pieces of the original set

was missed in 1930 when a group of

Mennonites failed to raise the funds. Back

into the mists of history the illustrations

went—escaping the caldrons of metal-

hungry Nazis in World War 11—until 30

were found under some paper in a box in

a shed in Germany. After long negotia-

tions, 23 were purchased by Oyer and

Kreider.

—

Wayne Steffen

Visitor pacl^ets offered

to congregations
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—Churches

wanting to do a better job of welcoming

and informing visitors has led to the

development of a "visitor packet" by the

Media Ministries Department of Menno-
nite Board of Missions.

The packet has four key parts. First, an

attractive folder the size of most church

bulletins holds related materials. Second,

a personalized letter from the pastor wel-

comes visitors and invites them to contact

the pastor if they have special needs.

Third, a newly designed brochure, "Wel-

come to Our FamUy of Faith" (an updated

version of the popular "About the Men-
nonite Church"), explains key beliefs of

Mennonites. Fourth, a card invites visi-

tors to request two resources: a video to

borrow called Our Family Can Be Your

Family and a booklet (newly revised)

called What Mennonites Believe.

The video and the booklet are available

for purchase from MBM. Both are tools

that visitors can use at their leisure to gain

information on the diversity of people in

Mennonite congregations, the unique

faith perspectives of Mennonites today,

and historical background.

Congregations can offer the visitor

packet at the door or in the pews. It can

be given out in classes, coffee hour, or

during visitation, or it can be used on

special "Friend Sundays."

Ken Weaver, director of MBM Media
Ministries, said that as staff developed

the idea of a visitor packet, focus groups

with Mennonite pastors were conducted

by Petragram, an advertising agency in

Wilhamsburg, Va. Those pastors asked

for help in knowing how to bring visitors

back by giving them the right level of

information about what it means to be a

part of their congregations and the

broader Mennonite Church.

The packet can be personalized for

each congregation's use. A sample packet

and further information is available from

Melodie Davis atMBM Media Ministries,

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone toll-free 800 999-3534.

on the

.

Peac[

He Are you
only

getting

half

the story?

Christian Living picks up where Gos-

pel Herald leaves off. You'll hear per-

sonal experiences, get tips on

friendship and family life, and gain

down-to-earth insights about prayer,

worship, and relating across cultures.

You'll get columns from Robert Baker,

IVIichael King, LaVerna Klippenstein,

and Maurice Martin. Plus stories,

Helen Alderfer's book reviews, sea-

sonal features, and poetry.

A one-year subscription costs just

$1.56 a month U.S. And you can get

an even better deal by subscribing to

two years, or taking advantage of our

club or bulk rates (phone us for de-

tails at 412 887-8500).

Find out what you've been missing.

Fill out the form below and mail it to

Christian Living, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 1 5683.

I want to subscribe to Christian Living:

Name

Address

_1 year @ $1 8.75

($23.86 Canadian;

includes GST

_2 years @ $33.75

($42.96 Canadian;

_check

enclosed

.charge

includes GST

Mastercard or Visa (circle one)

Card number

my credit

card below

Expiration date

Signature
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"Revelation" on tour. Philadelphia, Pa. (MBM)—Stephen
Shank, a Mennonite Board of Missions worker in Belgium
portrays the apostle John and the book of Revelation using
contemporary images. Over 1,000 people viewed Revelation
dunng the course of 11 performances by Shank recendy in
Philadelphia; Harrisonburg and Norfolk, Va.; and Harleysville,
Pa. Tour coordinator James Derstine in Philadelphia said the
one-man adaptation of the book of Revelation was received
equally well by both church and secular audiences. Audiences
in Harleysville, in the heart of Franconia Conference, gave
Shank standing ovations the last two evenings of the tour.
Meanwhile, die stage presentation was the subject of a review
in The Philadelphia Inquirer. Staff writer Douglas Keating
found Revelation to be "a physically active, theatrically inven-
tive combination of props, music, sound effects, gestures, and
performance." Revelation was a presentation of the Belgian
production company Trapeze, including Shank's director. Cor
Stedelinck.

• Special Bible study. From the
Damascus Road to Rome, a spe-
cial study which is part of the
Adult Bible Study Guide, is being
offered by Mennonite Publish-
ing House and Faith and Life
Press. It focuses on the mission-
ary journeys of the apostle Paul.
Africa missionary Jonathan Lar-
son, the writer of the materials,
addresses the concept of mis-
sion in light of current cultural,

political, economic, and reli-

gious shifts. A companion video.
Tales of a Journey: Stories from
Mission and Service, illustrates

each lesson. People who are reg-
ular users of Adult Bible Study
Guide, which is based on Uni-
form Series outlines, will be part
of the special study during the
fall quarter. Others can order
the study materials and use
them any time. More informa-
tion is available by calling MPH
toll-free at 800 245-7894.

•Arrested in Jerusalem. Two
North Americans who were part
of a Christian Peacemaker
Team delegation to the Middle
East were arrested on June 4 at
the edge of Jerusalem while at-

tempting to enter Israeli-occu-
pied West Bank. The two, Terry
Rempel and David Miller, were
near the front of an international
peace march from the Knesset
parliament building in Jerusa-
lem to the Palestinian town of
Ramallah. A total of 24 people
from 10 countries were arrested
and then released four hours
later. Christian Peacemaker
Teams is a Chicago-based effort

supported by Mennonite and
Brethren denominations.

•Fire in Vancouver. Fire de-
stroyed the Selfhelp Crafts
store in Vancouver on April 27
The six-alarm blaze, called one
of the worst in the city in 10
years, also destroyed two other
stores. Damage to the Selfhelp
store was estimated at $170,000.
Damage was total except for a
few items in the basement. This
is the first time a Selfhelp store
has been destroyed by fire in

North America. Selfhelp is a
program of Mennonite Central
Committee.

• Back from Liberia. Residents
of the Liberian capital of Mon-
rovia are relieved that their civil

war is over—and the accompa-
nying terror and hunger. But,
says an American Mennonite
nurse who completed a two-
month assigimient there in May,
they are frustrated with the po-

litical stalemate between the
rebels and the interim govern-
ment set up by West African
peacekeeping forces. The nurse,
Juanita Shenk of Elkhart, Ind.,

was appointed by Mennonite
Board of Missions.

• Coming events:
Mennonite Bicentennial Celebra-

tion, June 29-30, at Belleville
(Pa.) Mennonite School. This
marks the 200th anniversary of
Mennonites in Mifflin County,
Pa. The event includes tours of
historical sites and displays of
books and memorabilia. Also
planned is the presentation of
the new book, Mifflin County
Amish and Mennonite Story, by
S. Duane Kauffman. The fea-
tured speakers are Kauffman as
well as sociologist John
Hostetler and pastor John
Sharp. The celebration is spon-
sored by the Mifflin County
Mennonite Historical Society.
More information from Norman
and Sarah Click at Box 69,
Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717
9.35-2026.

Annual Conference of South Cen-
tral Conference, July 12-14, at
Harrisonville (Mo.) Mennonite
Church. The theme is "People
on the Way," and the main
speaker is Dick Headings, who
will become the conference min-
ister in August. He is currently
pastor of Lebanon (Ore.) Men-
nonite Church and moderator of
Pacific Coast Conference. The
event will include inspirational
sessions as well as delegate
business meetings and a variety
of workshops. More information
from Jerry Winter at Box 260,
Garden City, MO 64747; phone
816 862-8751.

Worldwide Missions Conference,
July 13-14, at Lancaster (Pa.)
Bible College. This is an annual
event sponsored by Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.
The theme this time is "Jesus
Christ—Foundarion for Mis-
sion," and the speakers are New
Zealand professor Christopher
Marshall and Boston pastor Art
McPhee. Eastern Board presi-

dent Paul Landis will direct the
commissioning of about 50 mis-
sionaries. More information
from Eastern Board at Box 628,
Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717
898-2251.

School for Apostles, July 15-19, at
Black Rock Retreat Center,
Quanyville, Pa. The 10th annual
event, sponsored by Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions, is

for church planters, pastors, and
potential evangelism leaders.

The resource persons are pas-
tor/educator Myron Augsburger,
Maine church planter Bruce Mar-
tin, Virginia pastor Gerald Mar-
tin, Pennsylvania church planters
Ardith and Andy Sloan, and
Eastern Board administrator
Glen Yoder. More information
from Eastern Board at Box 628,
Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717
898-2251.

History/Music Workshop Day,
Sept. 21, at Central Christian
High School, Kidron, Ohio. The
event is sponsored by the His-
torical Committee of Ohio Con-
ference. Three workshops are
offered: "Travels in Ohio Men-
nonite History" by Levi Miller,

"Importance and Preservation
of Church History" by Dennis
Stoesz, and "Adventures in
Church Music" by Larry Rohrer
and Wilmer Swope. More infor-

mation from the conference of-

fice at Box 210, Kidron, OH
44636; phone 216 857-5421.

Fourth of July Celebration, July 4,

at Williamsburg (Va.) Christian
Retreat Center. It is sponsored
by the Peace Committee of the
Norfolk and Warwick districts of
Virginia Conference. The speak-
ers are Don Jacobs of Menno-
nite Christian Leadership Foun-
dation and Gene Stoltzfus of
Christian Peacemaker Teams.
More information from the re-
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treat center at 9275 Barnes Rd.,

Toano, VA 23168; phone 804

566-2256.

• New appointments:
Donna June and Louise Hawkley,

coordinators, Newton (Kan.)

Area Peace Center, starting in

August. They succeed Michael

Sprong and Beth Preheim, who
are moving to Freeman, S.D.,

where they will continue grass-

roots peacemaking efforts. June

was a hbrarian at Hutchinson

(Kan.) Junior College. Hawkley
is an administrative assistant for

Kansas Peace Institute and
Peace Lecture Series at Bethel

College in North Newton.

Stan Hill, Jr., editor, The Echo of

Rocky Mountain Conference,

starting in May. He succeeds

Susan Bartel in this marginal-

time position. HUl lives in Colo-

rado Springs, Colo., where he is

a firefighter. Recently he pub-

Ushed a book called Stories of

Peace and Service.

• Job openings:

Caretaker couple, Drift Creek
Camp, Lincoln City, Ore., start-

ing in January. Responsibilities

include cleaning/maintenance,

operating dishwasher, and
greeting/orienting guests. Con-

tact Jerry Friesen by Aug. 1 at

34310 Kamph Dr. NE, Albany,

OR 97321.

Preschool teacher, Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

starting in September. This is

for the school's Child Care Co-

operative. A teaching de-

gree/certificate is required.

Contact Phil Mininger at

AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219

522-4481.

NEW MEMBERS

Harrisonburg, Va.: Cassie
Eilene Deputy and Ehsabeth
Joy Deputy.

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Jeff

Kramer and Beth Arm Smith.

North Clinton^ Wauseon, Ohio:
Kirtina Miller, Ann Richer,

Christine Richer, and Melissa

Short.

Salem, Wooster, Ohio: Jake
Stutzman.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Cori Lyman.
Peace, Dallas, Tex.: Jan

Bomtrager, Tom Persing, and
Stan Spate.

Maple View, Burton, Ohio: Tim
Fisher and Marlene Stringer.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood.

Colo.: Kevin Kermell.

Townline, Shipshewana, Ind.:

Enos Swartz, Sam Swartz, Larry

Bontrager, Randy Mullet,
Mathew Eversole, Grant Lantz,

Brian Mast, Miriam Ropp, Anita

Yoder, Carol Kurtz, and Lori

Yoder.

Maple Grove, New Wilmington,
Pa.: Melinda Martin and Anna
Versluis.

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Melissa

Rose Allebach, Julian Edward
Alderfer, Beth Learme Conrad,

Alison Michelle Delp, Sarah

Elizabeth Frankenfield, Susan

Marie Gerber, Christopher Kent
Goshow, Jennifer Lynn Goshow,
Douglas John Hockman, Joann
Beth Hunsberger, Tonya Diane

Hunsberger, Chad Edward
Lacher, Shelly Lynn Landis,

Karin Janelle Liechty, Belinda

Gwen Miller, Rachel Elaine

Moyer, Shawn Lowell Myers,

Chad Edward Nase, Kendall

James Ruth, James Clifford

Simpson, Michael Chad
Swartley, Chadwin Drew Yoder,

and Christopher Scott Yothers.

Salem, Tofield, Alta.: Gloria

Roth.

Kingston, Ont.: Ingrid Peters and
Rebecca Best.

Tavistock, Ont.: Larry Berger,

Don Kaster, Debbie Kaster,

Diane Berger, and Trena
Berger.

Forest Hills, Leola, Pa.: Roger

High, Clifford Horst, Bradley

Kreider, Alex Mast, and Michael

Miller.

BIRTHS

Amstutz, Neil and Janette (Roth),

Cairo, Egypt, Matthew James
(first child). May 16.

Beck, Kevin and Patty, Mid-
dlebury, Ind., Sidney Dean (first

child). May 10.

Chupp, Ed and Marita (Yoder),

Goshen, Ind., Stephanie Eliza-

beth (first child), March 7.

Coffey, Dennis HUman and Paula,

Waynesboro, Va., Aaron Win-

ston (second child). May 29.

Dickison, Alan and Deb (Jenson),

York, Pa., Bethany Marie (first

child), May 18.

Frisbie, William and Carol
(Graber), Goshen, Ind., WiUiam
Donald (fourth child). May 24.

Gross, Suzanne and Robert
Kirchner, Hyattsville, Md., Mir-

iam K. (first child), April 17.

Hartzler, Steve and Jane (Eby),

New Holland, Pa., Marcia Chris-

tine Eby (second child), May 24.

Horst, Gary and Tina (Stoltzfus),

Goshen, Ind., Rosalynde Grace

(second child), April 12.

Hughes, Robert and Carla
(Peachey), Milroy, Pa., Brandi

Rose (third child), May 20.

Kline, Raymond and Windette
(WLlhams), Pottstown, Pa., April

Lynn (second child), April 4.

Martin, Kent and Lita (Horst),

West Liberty, Ohio, Avery Dan-

iel (third child). May 16.

McGill, Mark and Heather (Zehr),

Kitchener, Ont, Seth Alexander

Mark (third child), April 23.

Mullet, Dave and Barb (Rakes),

Middlefield, Ohio, Sara Lynn
(second child). May 16.

Poole, Robert and Brenda
(Metzger), Kitchener, Ont.,

Amanda Nicole (third child).

May 20.

Puskaric, John and Shirley (Bass-

inger). North Port, Fla., Kaitlyn

Jean (second child), May 1.

Reist, Christopher and Rhoda
Hahn, Long Beach, Calif., Joce-

lyn Hahn (first child), May 10.

Root, Dwight and Mardelle
(Weaver), Landisville, Pa., Mon-
ica Joy (second child), April 29.

Shenk, Doug and Elaine (Horst),

Broadway, Va., Jamila Rose
(first child), April 16. Received

for adoption May 20.

Simpson, Ross and Teresa (Kauf-

man), Lytton, Iowa, Josiah Ross

(second child), Dec. 11.

Slaubaugh, Weldon and Tana,

Englewood, Fla., Robert Mi-

chael (second child), March 20.

Swartzendruber, Terry and Te-

resa (Shetler), Bay Port, Mich.,

Kerri Lynn (second child), May
17.

Talbot, Mark and Val (GUbert),

Ephrata, Pa., Amanda Marie
(first chUd), May 30.

To serve with love. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMS)—Thirty-two

persons graduated from Eastern Mennonite Seminary during

its 42nd annual commencement exercises on May 18. Here

Brian Boettger is "hooded" by Dean George Brunk III upon

receiving a master of divinity degree. Boettger is originally

from Kingman, Alta., and plans to continue graduate work at

James Madison University in Harrisonburg. Six of the gradu-

ates received the master of divinity degree, 17 were awarded

the master of arts in church leadership or master of arts in

religion degree, and nine earned the one-year certificate in

bibhcal or pastoral studies. David Ewert, longtime Mennonite

Brethren educator, gave the commencement address. More
than a third of the class will be involved in pastoral/congre-

gationa] ministry, with the remainder pursuing further school-

ing, chaplaincy work, overseas missions, or church agency

assignments.
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MENNOSCOPE

MARRIAGES

Beitzel-Siegrist: Terry Beitzel,

Allensville, Pa. (Locust Grove
cong.), and Karen Siegrist,
Belleville, Pa. (Locust Grove
cong.), March 23, by J. Max Zook

Johnson-Litwiller: Randall John
son, Pomeroy, Iowa, and Barbara
Litwiller, Pomeroy, Iowa (Manson
cong.), March 16, by Robert
Lanning and Curt Kuhns.

Peters-Bontrager: Doug Peters,
Minneapolis, Minn. (Presbyte-
rian Church), and Bev
Bontrager, Minneapolis, Minn.
(Whitestone cong.), April 27, by
Ron Guengerich and Darrell
Fast.

Rodenberger-Brown: Terry Ro
denberger and Andrea Brown,
Bellefontaine, Ohio (South Union
cong.). May 11, by Randy Re-
minder.

Showalter-Miller: Dean Sho-
walter, Waynesboro, Va.
(Waynesboro cong.), and Maria
Miller, Chesapeake, Va. (Mt.
Pleasant cong.), May 18, by Sam
Scaggs and Richard Showalter.

Stewart-Evers: Jeffrey Stewart,
Osseo, Mich. (Wesleyan
Church), and Deann Evers,
Wauseon, Ohio (North Clinton
cong.). May 11, by Lavon J.

Welty.

Umbarger-Moore: Curtis Lee
Umbarger, Staunton, Va.
(Waynesboro cong.), and Linda
Gayle Moore, Staunton, Va.
(Waynesboro cong.), April 30, by
Stanlee D. Kauffraan.

DEATHS

Albrecht, Donald J., 23, Vassar,
Mich. Born: Feb. 21, 1968,
Saginaw, Mich., to Herb and
Dorothy (Jantzi) Albrecht. Died:
May 16, 1991, Vassar, Mich., of
cystic fibrosis. Survivors—wife:

Dawn; parents: Herbert and
Dorothy E. (Jantzi) Albrecht;
brother: David; grandmothers:
Martha Jantzi and Katie Al-
brecht. Predeceased by: Mi-
chael (brother). Funeral: May
19, Millington United Methodist
Church, by Luke Yoder and
Tom Berlin. Burial: Pine View
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Beam, William H., 89, Morgan-
town, Pa. Bom: Jan. 11, 1902,

Morgantown, Pa., to Lydia
Beam Schein. Died: May 10,

1991, Tel Hai Rest Home, of
cardiac arrest. Survivors—wife:
Ada Hertzler; children: Susanna
Snader, Arlene Eberly, Frances
Gunzenhauser, Daniel, Omar,

Titus, Glenn, Dale, James; 24
grandchildren, 30 great-grand-
children; sister: Dorothy Koch.
Funeral: May 14, Conestoga
Mennonite Church, by Nathan
Stoltzfus, Steve Wingfield, and
Harvey E. Stoltzfus. Burial:
Conestoga Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Bohn, Anna Egli, 101, Manson,
Iowa. Born: Feb. 18, 1889,
Hopedale, 111., to Benjamin and
Adella (Rinehart) Egli. Died:
Nov. 16, 1990, Manson, Iowa.
Survivors—children: Albert, Jo-
seph, Louie, Alma Oswald; sis-

ter: Delia Miller; 23 grandchil-
dren, 58 great-grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Carl, Sr. (hus-

band), Irvin, Ben, Carl, Jr.

(sons). Funeral: Nov. 19, Au-
gustana Lutheran Church, by
Curt Kuhns. Burial: Rose Hill

Cemetery.
Bohn, Joseph Amos, 81, Man-

son, Iowa. Born: Sept. 26, 1910,
Manson, Iowa, to Carl, Sr., and
Anna (Egli) Bohn. Died: Jan. 28,

1991, Lake City, Iowa. Survi-
vors—wife: Eleanor Tabb Bohn;
children: Melva Pelz, Hazel
Conley, Francis, Joseph; 9 step-
children; brothers and sister: Al-

bert, Louie, Alma Oswald; 18
grandchildren, 37 great-grand-
children. Funeral: Jan. 31, Au-
gustana Lutheran Church, by
Curt Kuhns. Burial: Rose HiU
Cemetery.

Carter, George Davis, 52,
Bledsoe, Tex. Bom: Dec. 26,

1938, Bledsoe, Tex., to George
and Floy (Davis) Carter. Died:
May 27, 1991, Phoenix, Ariz.

Survivors—wife: Donna Steckly
Carter; children: Donald, Lance,
Shawn Presnell, Tanya; broth-
ers and sisters: Rhoy, Wendell,
Judy Feist, Floy Pollack, 3
grandchildren. Funeral: May 30,

Sunnyslope Mennonite Church,
by David W. Marm and Brad
Eberly. Burial: Resthaven Me-
morial Park.

Combs, John, 73. Bom: March 4,

1918, Chicago, HI., to Fred and
Elizabeth (Gartner) Combs.
Died: May 18, 1991, St. Louis,

Mo., of a heart attack. Survi-
vors—wife: Ruth Stalter
Combs; children: Gary, Stanley,

Bruce, Reid; sisters: Lucy As-
henbrenner, Janet Nelson; 7

grandchildren.

Denlinger, Earle Henry, 81.
Born: Sept. 26, 1909, Kinzer,
Pa., to John K. and Anna
(Sweikert) Denlinger. Died: May
19, 1991, Lititz, Pa. Survivors-
wife: S. Margaret Kreider;
daughter: Betty Jane; sister and
brothers: Elsie Charles, Willis,

Frank, Arthur. Funeral: May 23,

Paradise Mennonite Church, by
Clair B. Eby and John A.
Denlinger. Burial: Paradise
Mermonite Cemetery.

Eby, Anna May Zeist, 91, Lan
caster. Pa. Bom: Jan. 1, 1900,
Lancaster, Pa., to Martin and
Emma Martin. Died: May 21
1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors-
children: Martin, Warren, Roy,
Henry, Aaron, Ivan, Ethel
Weaver, Anna Hennelly, Ruth
Penner; brothers: Amos, Benja-
min, Clayton, Wayne; 26 grand-
children, 17 great-grandchil-
dren. Predeceased by: Henry M.
Eby (husband). Funeral: May
25, Paradise Mennonite Church,
by Edward J. Miller and Fred
W. Martin. Burial: Paradise
Mennonite Cemetery.

Esch, Alice Jane Krohn, 70,
Elkton, Mich. Born: Sept. 16^

1920, Elkton, Mich., to Arthur
and Estelle (McFadden) Krohn.
Died: May 27, 1991, Phoenix,
Ariz., of leukemia. Survivors

—

children: Phillip, Roger,
Vaughn; sister: Maxine Harbin;
9 grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Paul Esch (husband). Fu-
neral: May 31, Sunnyslope Men-
nonite Church, by David W.
Mann, Brad Eberly, and Ron
Friesen. Burial: Phoenix Memo-
rial Park.

Hartzler, Virginia M. Yoder, 69,

Orrville, Ohio. Born: Sept. 4,

1921, Orrville, Ohio, to Andrew
R. and Carrie (Brown) Yoder.
Died: May 18, 1991, Akron Gen-
eral Medical Center, of injuries

received in an automobile acci-

dent. Survivors—husband:
Ralph W. Hartzler; children:

Neil, Dan, Bmce, Keith, Ken; 14
grandchildren. Funeral: May 20,

Orrville Mennonite Church, by
John and Barbara Lehman.
Burial: Crown Hill Cemetery.

Hertzler, Myrtle Schnell, 74,

Goshen, Ind. Born: May 14,

1916, Berlin, Ohio, to Harvey
Albert and Emma Eldora
(Yoder) Schnell. Died: May 9,

1991, Goshen, Ind., of leukemia.
Survivors—husband: Emanuel
Hertzler; children: Barbara
Martin, Linda Pierard, Suzanne
Hertzler; brother and sisters:

Kempes Schnell, Frances Leh-
man, Mary Croyle; 7 grandchil-
dren, one great-grandchild. Fu-
neral: May 13, College Mennonite
Church, by James Waltner,
Nancy Kauffmann, and Harold
Bauman. Burial: Violett Ceme-
tery.

Housman, Anna Mae Stehman,
86, Salunga, Pa. Born: Dec. 1,

1904, Manheim, Pa., to John and
Mi nnie (Nissley) Stehman.
Died: April 23, 1991, of cancer.

Survivors—children: Anna Lois
Buckwalter, Mary Jane Peffley,

J. Harold, James S.; 12 grand-
children, 9 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Ricardo L.

Housman (husband). Funeral:
April 27, East Petersburg Men-
nonite Church, by Karl Steffy
and John Shenk. Burial: East
Petersburg Cemetery.

Swartzendruber, Rose Ella
Driver, 95, Manson, Iowa.
Bom: Dec. 25, 1895, Versailles,

Mo., to Franklin and Barbara
(Loganbill) Driver. Died: Jan.

28, 1991, Manson, Iowa, of con-
genital heart failure. Survi-
vors—children: R. Glenn, Har-
old L.; brother: Lloyd Driver; 4
grandchildren, 2 great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral: Feb. 1, Grace
United Methodist Church, by Curt
Kuhns. Burial: Rose Hill Ceme-
tery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Publishing House
board of directors, Scottdale,
Pa., June 20-22

Pacific Coast Conference annual
meeting, Salem, Ore., June 20-

23

Peace Theology Colloquium,
Clearbrook, B.C., June 21-23

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates board of direc-

tors. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June
23-25

Indiana-Michigan Corrference and
Central District joint meeting.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference annual con-
vention, Camrose, Alta.,
Camrose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July
4-7

Eastem Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference annual
conference, Harrisonville, Mo.,
July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,
Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-

seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-

20

Mennonite Church General Board,
Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July
29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of
Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Worship seminar, Hesston, Kan.,
Sept. 20-22
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THE LAST WORD

Are we still a biblical people?
The word is out: Mennonites are becoming bib-

lically illiterate. A Bible teacher at one of our
Mennonite colleges says: "Mennonite youth not
only don't know the stories of the Bible; they
don't know the bibhcal story (salvation history)

anymore."

As a church we still give lip service to the
Bible as the source of life and faith, but mostly
there is benign neglect of the Bible. Our ser-

mons are topical, using Scripture merely as
launching pads for saying what we think is really

important. Sunday school classes are issue ori-

ented; personal opinion, pop psychology, and po-
litical ideology count for as much as scriptural

exposition. Members go to church without their
Bibles (why bother if they don't get used any-
way?).

So can we as a people claim any longer to be
a biblical people?
The problem is not information. It is forma-

tion. It is not knowledge of the Bible itself that
we need. It is rather a profound awareness that
the Bible is an identity-shaping, life-orienting

book.

When I was growing up, I was not that biblical

literate either. It wasn't the fault of my church
or my home. I had a short attention span and
was less interested in memorizing facts than in

discussing theological concepts.
But I did know the Bible to be the church's

book, the people of God to be my people, the
Bible's story our story. I was not aware of a
great gulf between the Bible's context and my
own. There was an immediacy between me and
the Bible that helped form my identity and give
me an orientation for my life.

That is the way it must be. From the Bible the
people of God get their identity: God's chosen
people are our people, and we are God's. Is it

possible that the talk about a loss of identity

among Mennonites has its roots in a loss of the
sense that our stories and our lives are shaped
by the bibhcal story?

From this book God's people also get their ori-

entation for Ufe. Indeed, the Bible doesn't issue
simply answers to all hfe's complex problems.
But this book, like the sun rising out of the east,

helps us get our bearings and gives direction for

life's myriad decisions.

The drift toward biblical illiteracy need not

cause despair, however. In matters of the Spirit,

change need not only be negative; entropy is not
the final word. We can pray that God's Spirit
can bring renewal among us.

What we need, first, is a commitment to
change. There are no quick fixes. The "habits of
the heart" do not come easily; they take effort,

practice, devotion, and time.

Second, we need a strategy for change, a plan
which marshals the efforts of at least three insti-

tutions: congregations, church schools, and fami-
hes. This plan must draw upon all means at our
disposal: expository preaching and inductive
Bible study, storytelling and drama, the arts and
video.

The Bible itself suggests what we might do.
For what is the Bible but a telling and retelling

of the stories of the people of God, an in-

terpretation and reinterpretation of the meaning
of these stories, and an application of their

meaning for life in each new context?
The repeated recitation of the bibhcal story fo-

cuses the question: which god are we going to
worship and serve? Which story will we allow to
shape our identity and our lives?

Will we follow the American myths of rugged
individualism and material success? Or will it be
the bibhcal story of God's people under judg-
ment for sin, yet transformed toward god-
likeness through the Spirit?

Some congregations are already at work at im-
proving biblical literacy. One Sunday school I

know of purchased illustrated children's Bibles
for each elementary pupil and is using nothing
but the Bible for instruction for one year. In an-
other church a youth Sunday school class de-
cided to spend an entire quarter using only the
text of the letter to the Ephesians. Other congre-
gations have begun programs to encourage mem-
bers to read through the entire Bible in a year.

Can we still claim to be a biblical people? As
it's been said, we are that to what we attend.

—Richard A. Kauffman

Richard A. Kauffman, a Gospel Herald editorial consultant, is

administrative vice-president at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.
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Searchingfor
a usablepast

Anahaptist-Mennonite history isn't as

simple or as neat as we once assumed.

Given the perspective of 450 years, at

times it can even get controversial.

Anabaptist history as "a rallying point for the church":

Jan Gleysteen, Scottdale, Pa., picks a slide for his

popular lectures, "Our Mennonite Legacy.
"
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A word to the Mennonite
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how to mark anniversaries .... 9

Tree planting is more
than digging holes 10

Once we called it the Anabaptist Vision. It

was fairly straightforward and easy to un-

derstand. But no more. In searching to

understand our past, we Mennonites have discov-

ered our history to be most complex. And even

a bit controversial.

This complexity is illustrated well by James
Urry in his story of the 19th-century Russian

Mennonites (None but Saints). He introduces

these Mennonites by their Anabaptist begin-

nings and then notes that "recent research has

established that it was an extremely diverse

movement" with a "wide range of ideas and opin-

ions." Urry cites names like Clasen, Stayer,

Goertz, Deppermann, and PackuU as authorities

on the beginnings of the Anabaptists.

These persons, all non-Mennonite social histo-

rians, have concluded Anabaptism had several

origins. The movement began in the Nether-

lands, Moravia, and south Germany as well as in

Switzerland. They include as Anabaptists all

rebaptizers such as Thomas Miintzer's wild

Schwdrmer, Hans Denck's spiritualists, and the

violent revolutionaries at Miinster—none of

by

Levi

Miller



The new director of the Mennonite
Church Historical Committee surveys
where we are today in our study

of Anabaptist-Mennonite history,

them models for Mennonites today.

Modern Mennonite historians have picked up
the theme. Walter Klaassen says that 16th-cen-

tury Anabaptism is "the mosaic of groupings of

dissenters without at the same time making
claims of uniformity" {Mennonite Encyclopedia
V). Klaassen and other Mennonite historians

have generally arrived at the same conclusions
as Urry; in 1975 Mennonite Quarterly Review pub
lished an Anabaptist revision manifesto using
the awkward term, "polygenesis" (many begin-

nings).

But it was not always so. For many years

Anabaptism had been defined by the

Mennonite historian Harold S. Bender.
During his lifetime Bender convinced a genera-

tion of Reformation historians that Anabaptism
began in Zurich, that Conrad Grebel was the

main founder, and that Schleitheim was the con-

fession. He said Christian discipleship, agape
love and nonresistance, and the church as a dis-

ciplined community were the essence of the

movement. The form of finding the essence fit

the university historians' mood, and it also be-
came a usable past for Mennonite church lead-

ers. It was the Anabaptist Vision.

Bender's genius was as a broker between the

cultures of the academy and Mennonite pastors

and congregations that needed a usable past.

His churchly concerns did not appear in a vac-

uum. Daniel Kauffman and J. S. Hartzler had
earlier written a volume of history and Christian

doctrine to unify a church pulled apart by the

controversy over modernism and fundamental-
ism. John Funk had used the Herald of Truth

and published an Enghsh Martyrs Mirror in at-

tempts to revitalize the church.

The bridge from Harold S. Bender's historic

Anabaptism to recent Mennonitism was John H.
Yoder. In 1957 he gave a lecture to Goshen
College's seminary forum entitled "Anabaptist
Vision and Mennonite Reality." While Bender
had seen Mennonite church continuity with the

Anabaptist past, Yoder did not. He—and his

Concern pamphlet cousins—held 1950s Menno-
nite life to the first-generation Anabaptist mirror

and found the image woefully unflattering—or,

shall we say, unfaithful.

This view of fallen contemporary Mennonitism
characterized a whole battery of studies to fol-

low, from Norman Kraus' theologies to the socio-

logical studies of Kauffman and Harder. This
view became a usable past for Mennonite intel-

lectuals who had been radicalized by the cul-

tural swings of the '60s and the '70s. These per-

sons who now called themselves prophets, found
in this fallen view ready criticism for anyone
from pastors to prime ministers.

So the now-respectable "left wing of the Refor-
mation," Anabaptism, began to be co-opted in

support of virtually every cause of the North
American political and cultural Left. Equal at-

tempts were made by evangelists to claim Ana-
baptism as a mission movement for church
growth—although these claims never seemed to

stick as well.

The problem with the new pluralistic Anabap-
tism, however, is that it can not provide unifying

themes for Mennonite church leaders calling for

"identity." While it may have given some histori-

cal legitimacy to those who spent the past de-
cade "celebrating diversity," many do not see it

pointing directions as Bender's original vision

did. And therein lies the controversy.

Meanwhile, the search for a usable past
moved elsewhere. The post-Bender Mermonite
historians were mainly American social histori-

The most printed historical

booh among Mennonites con-

tinues to be the genealogy.
And more than half the users

of Mennonite historical librar-

ies come to find their roots,

ans. They paid little attention to Anabaptist her-

oism and got interested in the stories of their

North American forebears. During the '70s and
'80s, they found their voices in "Mennonite Ex-
perience in America" volumes and in confer-

ences which accompanied the release of these

volumes.

Richard K. MacMaster set the tone when
he called colonial Mennonites and Amish
"fish in the water" (Land, Piety, and

Peoplehood). Theron Schlabach, Sandra Cronk,
and Joseph Liechty all discovered virtue in the

quiet nonresistants who had shifted from 16th-

century suffering to 19th-century humility.

Schlabach's Peace, Faith, and Nation is a thor-

ough rewriting of an entire century of Mennonite
life, which his Anabaptist Vision predecessors
had dismissed as the "dark ages."

In focusing on the nonheroic side of American
Mennonite history, these historians discovered
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both women and farmers. In this they were in

tune with the contemporary university curricu-

lum, which was also discovering the slaves, fami-

lies, and minorities. The uniqueness of these

American and Canadian social histories is that

they studied the broader context of the North
American culture, politics, and faith and did not

assume the fallenness of North American
Mennonitism from a 16th-century Anabaptist

norm.

But even as the debate on origins contin-

ues, Anabaptist history has been a rally-

ing point for the church on a more
popular level. Bender's Anabaptism continues to

be a usable past for many Mennonites through

the "Our Mennonite Legacy" slide shows of Jan

Gleysteen from Scottdale, Pa.

Every "Mennonite region" now has its own his-

torical societies, libraries, information centers, ar-

chives, public lectures, genealogists, or histori-

ans. There are currently 37 of these groups in

the U.S. and Canada. They vary from informal

committees to societies with professional staff-

ers, journals, and building projects of over a mil-

lion dollars.

These groups serve several publics: Menno-
nites, ex-Mennonites, seekers, family historians,

and scholars. In terms of dollars and energy

flow, this movement may have been the biggest

growth sector in the church in the last decade.

Major building projects related to our history

have taken place in Illinois, Indiana, Manitoba,
Ohio, Ontario, and Pennsylvania. These centers

remember conference and congregational stories.

An example is Hope Kauffman Lind's study of

the Oregon Mennonite history. Apart and To-

gether.

Most of these interpretations assume a histori-

cal linkage to the Anabaptist past. But they also

explore their North American Mennonite and
Amish mothers and fathers as pilgrims worthy of

some emulation and respect. If these forebears

do not belong in the Hebrews 11 faith hall of

fame, they at least belong in the evangelist

Luke's genealogical listing.

The most printed historical book among the

Mennonites continues to be the genealogy.

Amish and Mennonites have long kept family re-

cords—perhaps coming out of a European perse-

cution when their church records were outlawed.

During the last decade interest has increased.

Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society's David
J. Rempel Smucker says that much of this work
happens among ex-Mennonites, perhaps out of

an interest to "embrace their Mennonite heri-

tage genealogically when they could no longer do
so religiously." Whatever the reasons, Menno-
nite historical libraries and archives from

Metamora, EL, to Harleysville, Pa., have over

half of their users coming to find family roots.

A more recent development may take our

thoughts about history in still another direction..

A young Anabaptist scholar, John D. Roth, has

begun to explore what happened to the Anabap-
tist communities after the first generation. What
cultural adaptations did they make in the Alsatian

countryside after 1550? Through this study we
may discover more of how they passed on their

pacifist Christian faith, their piety, and their faith-

fulness and unfaithfulness to the next generation.

So the search goes on. As it continues, we will

find that a usable past for the Mennonites will

come from both European and North American
stories as well as from more recent stories from

The problem with the new
pluralistic Anabaptism is that

it cannot provide unifying

themes for Mennonite church
leaders calling for identity.

Mennonites on other continents. This past will

include Anabaptist idealism as well as the quiet

humility of the 19th-century Mennonites.

We must integrate this history with faith in

God through Jesus Christ in our church commu-
nities. Our generation can draw on a rich reser-

voir for our faithfulness today. Thus we will

keep the Anabaptist-Mennonite memory alive

for another generation.

Levi Miller became director of the Mennonite

Church Historical Committee in June 1 990. Cur-

rently he divides his time between his office in

Goshen, Ind., and his home in Scottdale, Pa.

We will find a usable past in both the

European and North American stories

as well as in more recent stories

from Mennonites on other continents.
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We do not meet
conditions for revival

Reading "Children of the Sawdust
Trail" (June 4), I was reminded that
this year is the 40th anniversary of the
beginning of Brunk Brothers Tent Re-
vival at Lancaster, Pa. For more than
30 years Brunk Revivals was an arm of

evangelism that moved all across the
U.S. and Canada. Other tent meetings
emerged, but none continued with the
fervor over the long haul quite like the
Brunk crusades!

Yet this was not the first era that ex-

perienced a great awakening. In 1734
Jonathan Edwards brought in a wave of
revival through the colonies. Then
George Whitefield came on the scene,
and his ministry helped to fan the
flames of revival. In the 1800s revival

shook Yale College through the effec-

tive leadership of Timothy Dwight,
grandson of Jonathan Edwards.
The revival that many witnessed in

the '50s, '60s, and '70s may not be as ev-

ident now as then, but that is only be-
cause we are not meeting the
conditions! We can criticize the

"excesses" of revival if we choose, but
it will bring leanness in our soul until

we come before God in submission and
plead once more for revival in our own
soul, in our church, and across our land.

Eugene Neer
West Liberty, Ohio

Voicing an opinion different

from telling state how to do job
While I am hardly qualified to dis-

agree with John W. Miller on the Bible
or the role of Mennonites, I do feel he
has missed one point about government
in "What Do We Really Believe About
the State?" (May 28).

Every citizen of a representative de-
mocracy—Canada and the United
States among others—has the right to

advise any elected leader on any issue.

Voicing an opinion does not mean the

citizen claims to be "consistently more
knowledgeable about how to handle the
affairs of state than those who are in

power," as Miller asserts. It means only
that one citizen's thoughts mean as

much as another's.

Participating in politics is as simple
as pa3dng taxes, voting, or obeying the
law. Exercising the right not to take

part in government is in itself a politi-

cal statement. Indeed, voting figures

show that many make that decision,

probably based on less thoughtful con-

siderations than those that trouble

Miller.

But if enough citizens do not partici-

pate in a government that runs on citi-

zen participation, that government will

die. And long before it passes, it will

lose its ability to insure "the punish-
ment of the wicked and the protection
of the pious."

Wayne Steffen ,

Goshen, Ind.

Agree completely
"What Do We Really Beheve About

the State?" addresses such an impor-
tant issue. It is so well written. I agree
with it completely. Hopefully, our
church leaders will take notice.

Daniel A. Johns
Millersburg Ohio

Another Laotian fellowship
Your recent photo-news feature on

the first annual meeting of Laotian Men-
nonites omits any mention of Lao Men-
nonite Christian Fellowship of St.

Jacobs, Ont. This worshiping group of

65 persons has been meeting in St. Ja-

cobs since the fah of 1988 under the

leadership of Ong Ath Phounsavath.
Thirty of the adults are members of St.

Jacobs Mennonite Church.
We at St. Jacobs welcome the estab-

hshment of Lao Mennonite Conference
of North America and are pleased that

Pastor Ong Ath was recently elected

secretary of this conference.

Sue C. Steiner, pastor

St. Jacobs (Ont.) Mennonite Church

Finding ways to describe
what cannot be described

In reference to jlp's editorial (May 21)

in which he takes offense at referring to

the earth as "her" on the grounds that

he, a "white . . . male, also claim(s) the

earth." This indeed has been the claim

of white males, who historically have de-

noted the earth as woman, a thing to be
used, exploited, dominated, and raped.

Jlp is right to object to the earth so

being described, but he is wrong to sug-

gest that inclusive language is an at-

tempt to "claim" the earth and leave

him out of it.

The answer is quite simple if we do not

begin from an either/or position: male or

female, black or white, powerful or weak.
The earth is neither female nor male. It is

it, easily reflected as such in the hymn
"The depths of earth are in God's hand /

Its secret wealth at God's command. . .

."
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In fact, not ascribing a gender to the

earth makes it vaster, more secret,

more a work of God. And this is what

inclusive language intends—not to

"claim" God as representing one gen-

der over another, but to attempt to sug-

gest the incomprehensible: that God is

not male, but more. God is not female,

but more. The It that is.

Rather than seeing God diminished

by inclusive language, we should see in

its difficulty and even its awkwardness

the fundamental indescribability of God
even as we struggle to find words to de-

scribe That Which Cannot Be De-

scribed but which includes us all and is

yet More.

Margie Davis

South Bend, Ind.

Far be it from us

to pass judgment
I was disturbed by the article reporting

on the Seventh Assembly of the World

Council of Churches ("The Reality Fails

to Match the Vision," May 7). The over-

tones of spiritual superiority and judg-

mental attitudes are inappropriate.

It may be true that WCC fails in the

realization of its vision, that behind-the-

scenes politicking is present in decision

making and elections. But far be it

from us to pass judgment and to make
the negative aspects of the assembly

the focus of a report in our church mag-

azine. When we refuse to become mem-
bers of a worldwide Christian

organization, to do our part in the pro-

motion and realization of its vision or in

contributing to healthier ways of con-

ducting its affairs, we should also take

it upon ourselves to refrain from mak-

ing critical comments. These could just

as easily have been made about any Men-
nonite organization or world gathering.

As a native of South Africa, I applaud

the work of the South Africa CouncU of

Churches, a branch member of WCC,
for its contribution to the struggle

against apartheid. People of the stature

and depth of Christian commitment
such as Beyers Naude and Desmond
Tutu number among its past leaders

and present members.
Pam Tolmay
Listowel, Ont.

Two choices for dealing

with power, truth, and justice

Several recent letters in the Gospel

Herald (Heggen, April 9; Reist and

Gerig, May 7) have identified dramati-

cally problems in dealing with immoral-

ity or unethical behavior by leaders in

the church. We too have experienced

the results of unethical behavior by

those in positions of trust and leader-

ship. Some of the descriptions of what
happened to the writers of these letters

fit our case in almost startling detail.

While the circumstances are no doubt

different in each situation, the dynam-

ics seem to be similar: discredit or si-

lence or otherwise ignore the voices

that call for dealing responsibly and ac-

countably with wrongdoing and injustice.

Do those who pass over, rationalize,

deny, or cover up immoral or unethical

behavior not realize the terrible price

that ultimately must be paid for that

course of action? Are not these lessons

written large in recent political and reli-

gious history? Or have we so divorced

ourselves from reality as to beUeve that

we are beyond the cause and effect

that applies to everyone else?

Or is there a more serious problem?

Have we lost even the capacity to dis-

cern between right and wrong? Have rel-

ativism in truth and ethics or the

temptations of pursuing power and self-

interest so affected us that we no

longer have common moral ground on

which to stand?

There are, we believe, two basic

choices that we have—both individually

and as a church—with regard to the

way we live together and deal with

power, truth, and justice. Either we de-

cide that we are going to live by a rule

of law, appropriate to Christian commu-
nity, to which everyone is equally sub-

ject and to which each must answer

regardless of position or status. Or we
will decide to follow personal or group

whims, each defining truth and letting

power become the sole criterion of

whose "law" or "truth" prevails. The
one choice is the road to a just and righ-

teous community. The other is the road

to tyranny.

We have freedom to make either

choice. But we do not have the freedom

to choose the consequences of the alter-

native we select. There should be no

doubt in anyone's mind which choice is

recommended to us by the biblical wit-

ness. Or which choice will be more
likely to produce a loving, peaceful, and
vital Christian community. But if we
are going to enjoy the results of that

choice, we must find more appropriate

means for dealing with sin and violation

of relationships than those to which

these letters have testified.

Keith and Nancy Hosteller

Moffet, Que.

Preach the power
of the Spirit

We have been very disturbed and sad-

dened by the thinking of some of our

Mennonite people. According to Scrip-

ture, homosexuality is a sin. It is an abom-

ination like any other sin. We will whole-

heartedly support and accept any person

who truly repents, confesses his or her

sin, and accepts Jesus' and the Spirit's

power for deliverance from that sin.

We believe John Drescher's letter

("Roots or Fruits," May 7) gives the

basic reason why we are seeing the

trend of no longer calling sin what it is.

We must spend more of our time and

energy preaching the glorious gospel of

the Lord Jesus Christ, which will trans-

form us and make us new creatures in

Christ. We must also teach about the

power and work of the Holy Spirit in

our lives, who will deliver us from any

I
sin and make us more than conquerors

5 through a mighty inner strengthening.

I Earl and Doreen Oesch
' Zurich, Ont.

Pontius' Puddle

K^DONM^: ^wo^^^v^ witu st^r 9ower who secwe
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A word to the Mennonite church:

Nevertheless, repent
by

Willis L
Breckbill

To the pastors of the Mennonite church
write:

Ti
;

|hese are the words of the guardian angel

of your ministry, the one who has called

you to leave other occupations and ven-

tures to serve me. You have in some cases left

father and mother and brother and sister and
even your own children to follow my call. You
have experienced long days of minstry: attend-

ing committee meetings, going to conferences,

and working hard on your sermons. You have
spent many hours caring for the sick and dying,

guiding those planning marriage, instructing new
believers, and praying with those in emotional
and spiritual need. You have tried to be obedi-
ent in the midst of conflicting expectations and
some difficult people. Your faithfulness will be
rewarded.

Nevertheless, I have a few things against you.

Sometimes you have sought for fame and popu-
larity by attending to the needs of the promi-
nent and popular and have failed to care for the
needy and weak and rejected. Sometimes you
have loved yourself and have failed to love your
flock, especially when they did not show appreci-

ation for your ideas. Sometimes you have done
the ministry in your own strength for your own
credit. You have failed to see your ministry as

representing Christ and calling others to serve

him.

Repent. Renew your devotion to the Lord of

the church. Obey, no matter the cost or sacri-

fice. Care for the souls of those who have been
placed in your charge without fear or favor, and
you will receive the reward of your God.

Pray. Pray, pastors, for purity of heart and sin-

gleness of purpose, so that others will see God
living in you. Pray that God will give you that

strong confidence of grace.

To the elders, councils, and other leaders of the

congregations of the Mennonite church write:

You who hold the keys of the future in

your hands have given yourself to many
difficult assignments throughout the

years. You have given up early morning hours,
lunch times, and evenings for the work of the
church. Your devotion is admired by many. Pas-
tors come and go, but you remain. You deserve
special honor in the life of your congregation
and in God's eternal kingdom.

Nevertheless, I have a few things against you.
Sometimes you have handled the work of the
church like bad business. You have made deci-

sions without sensitivity to the people or without
listening for the prompting of the Holy Spirit.

Sometimes you fight among yourselves and dev-
astate the pastor or his or her ministry. Thereby
you dishonor the name of the Lord in the com-
munity. Sometimes you hold back and fail to

obey the moving of the Spirit. Sometimes you
lack sensitivity for the pastor and the pastor's

family and fail to respect the pastor as shepherd
of the flock.

Repent. Humble yourselves before the Lord of
the church and give yourselves without self-inter-

est to the task to which you have been called.

Make clear to others the call to leadership posi-

tions. Promote those efforts which encourage oth-

ers to pastoral ministry.

Pray. Pray for elders, council members, and
other congregational leaders, that you may save
yourselves from self-will and unfaithfulness.

Pray that you may serve in building up the

board of Christ. Pray that you will be models of

commitment and grace.

*With apologies to John who wrote from the Isle of Patmos as

recorded in Revelation, chapters 2 and 3.

All of you, devote yourselves to Christ and his kingdom, forsaking
all other devotions which hinder your calling, so that you may
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and pray
To the congregations of the Mennonite church

write:

You are a goodly number in various set-

tings, called to be witnesses to the love of

Jesus in the world. Over the years you

have spoken words of mission and compassion.

You have given money and time to needs in

your communities and to needs around the

world. Many have been blessed by your efforts.

The kingdom of God has been extended and en-

riched by you.

Nevertheless, I have a few things against you.

Some of you have lost your first love. You have

loved the world and the things in the world.

Some of you have gotten rich and fat and have

credited yourselves for your prosperity. You
have failed to honor the Lord who has blessed

you. You have become ingrown colonies of self-

interest and exclusion and have failed to extend

the grace and acceptance of God to your neigh-

bors. When you are together you talk about busi-

ness and crops, entertainment and sports, cars

and boats, trips and conveniences. But you sel-

dom mention my name. Your young follow your

example and think more about being successful

than about the business of God's kingdom. Your
internal fights have discouraged some of the

young from pursuing a Ufe of ministry and ser-

vice.

Repent. Repent of seeking after the things of

this world and of failing to honor the Lord of

heaven and earth. Repent of your striving for

earthly riches and position. Repent of your lack

of compassion for the lost in the world. Repent
of fighting which destroys the unity of the Spirit.

Pray. Pray for yourselves that you may be free

from the preoccupation with things and may give

of your bounty for Christ and the kingdom. Pray

that your sons and daughters may pick up your

enthusiasm for kingdom work and enter joyously

into ministry as pastors, teachers, evangelists,

church planters, elders, and local leaders.

To the executives and staffs of district conferences

and churchwide agencies write:

You are to be commended for your faithful

service. You have given extra time and
often gone beyond the call of duty. You

have traveled extra miles, gone to many meet-

ings, and sacrificed time you could have had at

home doing the things you like to do. You have

led the church through a transition to more con-

versation for greater ownership. You are calling

the church to vision and goals and prayer and
giving. You ideas and words are noble and good.

Nevertheless, I have a few things against you.

Sometimes you have spent more time doing than

being. You have been so busy going from place

to place, thinking people need you rather than

God's presence in you. Sometimes you have

loved your own programs more than the people

they are intended to serve. Sometimes you fail

to prepare yourself with prayer for the task.

Sometimes you show partiality to the influential

and those who you think like you. You fail to

love and accept each person.

Repent. Repent of any feeling of self-impor-

tance. Humble yourselves before God and the

people so that you may be raised up to service

for the kingdom. Repent of any partiality, of any

uncaring, of any prejudice. Repent so that you

may serve all the people.

Pray. Pray for yourselves that you may serve

with purity of heart and intention. Pray that you
may know the freedom of a disciplined spirit

and a singleness of purpose. Pray that your joy

in service may invite and inspire others to serve.

Willis L. Breckbill, Goshen, Ind., is Indiana-Michi-

gan conference minister. These words were first

presented at the annual sessions of that confer-

ence last July.

walk in love for God and one another and that many, young and
old, may be inspired to serve our Lord and the church.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Challenge, not comfort, draws new
members, says church consultant
In this age of declining membership in

American mainline churches, the key to

filling the pew may lie in making life more
challenging, not more comfortable, for the

congregation, according to an expert in

the field. Churches with high expecta-

tions—those that "challenge people be-

yond what they believe they can do"—pull

in more newcomers than those with low
expectations, said Lyle Schaller during a

recent lecture. Churches that have high

expectations of members also tend to

have more people at worship on a Sunday
morning than they have members. In turn,

those members contribute comparatively

more of their charity to their churches and
are involved in more church activities, he
said. (RNS)

Black churches now among top 15
fastest-growing congregations
Nine of the top 15 U.S. churches with

the fastest-growing attendance are pre-

dominantly black congregations, accord-

ing to the latest survey by a church growth
specialist who tracks the "mega-
churches" and budding behemoths in

Protestantism. "This is the first time that

black churches have dominated the top of

the rankings," said John Vaughan of

Southwest Baptist University in Bolivar,

Mo. The Word of Faith Center in Detroit,

a largely black church, and Calvary
Chapel in Albuquerque, shared the lead

when both reported gaining 1,500 people
in average Sunday morning attendance
from 1988 to 1989, the last year for which
complete figures are available. Vaughan
has collected yearly statistics since 1985
from denominational records and, in many
cases, by persistent written and phone in-

quiries to individual churches. (RISIS)

'Righteous gentiles': What
motivated them to save Jews?
One question that is repeatedly raised

during discussions of European Chris-

tians, known as "righteous gentiles," who
saved Jews from the Holocaust is what
motivated them. Researchers say it's im-

possible to give a profile of the "typical"

rescuer, since they differ in education,

economic and social status, and religion,

but some common personality character-

istics have been identified.

Nechama Tec, a sociology professor at

the University of Connecticut, has inter-

viewed hundreds of rescuers and the peo-
ple they saved. At the First International

Gathering of Children Hidden During

World War H, she said she has identified

six "common characteristics" of rescuers.

They "don't seem to blend into their

community," they "stand out in their so-

cial milieu," they were "all engaged for

years in doing good," they consider their

rescue experience to be "nothing special,"

the help they gave was spontaneous or

gradual rather than the product of lengthy
planning, and they had a "universalistic

perception," not being influenced by their

attitudes toward Jews but by people in

need. (RNS)

Decade-long battle over landmark
church comes to an end
The U.S. Supreme Court's refusal to

hear an appeal from St. Bartholomew's
Episcopal Church in New York asking

that its landmarks status be overturned
has brought an end to a decade-long

church-state battle marked by charges of

ecclesiastical and political intimidation.

The court's decision means that the sanc-

tuary and its adjacent community house
will remain untouched, and the city's land-

marks designation, preventing any con-

struction on the site, will stand.

The long controversy involving the mid-
town Manhattan congregation's attempt
to build an office tower to generate reve-

nue for its social-service programs has
been marked by a series of lawsuits and
countersuits that has pitted dissident

members of the congregation against its

leaders. The debate has also revolved

around the question of whether secular

authorities should be able to tell a reli-

gious institution how it may and may not
use its property. (RNS)

Catholic leaders seek to stop
membership losses to Protestants
More than 150 Catholics a day in the

United States, many of them Hispanics,

join "sects," according to reports at a

gathering of cardinals in Rome. In Latin

America, a "Protestant explosion" has seen
the number of non-Catholics grow from 4

million in 1967 to 30 million in 1985, said

Cardinal Miguel Obando y Bravo of Nica-

ragua. Defections to other Christian groups

have tripled in the Dominican Republic in

the past 30 years, risen by 500 percent in

El Salvador and Costa Rica, and swelled by
700 percent in Guatemala, said Cardinal

Ernesto Corripio Ahumada of Mexico.

"In every case, among the categories

that the sects prefer to address are young
people, migrants, and those who are less

reached by pastoral care, solid teaching,

and adequate ecclesial structure," the

cardinals said in a communique. They
emphasized to their fellow church leaders

"the necessity of promoting a knowledge
of the sacred Scriptures, rooted in the
tradition of the church and capable of

feeding an authentic spirituality and per-

sonal prayer." (NIRR)

Clergy warned domestic violence
'can go on under your nose'
A missions expert whose daughter and

two grandchildren were murdered by her
husband joined a panel in Nashville urg-

ing clergy to be alert to signs of domestic
violence in their congregations. Don
Robirds, a missions expert for the Na-
tional Association of Free Will Baptists,

told the workshop at Cumberland Hall

Psychiatric Hospital that "there's an
awful lot covered up in a local church; it

can go on under your nose and you
wouldn't know." Robirds' daughter, Ju-

dith Robirds Smith, and her two sons
were shot and stabbed to death in 1989
at their home. Her estranged husband,
Oscar Franklin Smith, was convicted of

the murders and now sits on death row.

Robirds said his own church, Donelson
Free Will Baptist Church, is now hoping
to hire a domestic violence counselor and
fund a women's shelter. He urged clergy

to take similar steps and to speak out
against misguided interpretations of the

Bible that seem to justify male domina-
tion of women. (RNS)

The 'new' rescue missions:
drugs, AIDS, homeless families
Rescue mission directors from a dozen

U.S. cities warn that addiction to crack

cocaine, the spread of AIDS, and rapidly

growing numbers of homeless women and
children pose the greatest challenges for

mission workers in the 1990s. Represen-
tatives of 240 inner-city missions at a

conference in Anaheim, Calif., reported
that drug abuse is found in 79 percent of

the men and 63 percent of the women at

mission rehabilitation centers. They esti-

mate that 2-12 percent of persons in

mission rehab programs in America are

infected with HIV or have AIDS.
Single women and single parents with

children are the fastest growing segment
of the homeless. They now compose 35-40

percent of those on the nation's streets.

Drug abuse, divorce, teen pregnancy

—

four out of five of the homeless women
seeking help at rescue missions had their

first baby in their teens—and lack of

education and job skills are the chief

reasons women are homeless. (RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Historical Committee debates
how to celebrate anniversaries

Historical Committee members and local Elkhart County representatives share ideas and insights

on Mennonite history. Left to right are Nate Yoder, Tom Meyer, Russell Krabill, Steve Reschly,

Helen Alderfer, and Hope Lind.

Goshen, Ind. (HCj—Commemoration of

the 1492 and 1693 anniversaries stirred up

discussion at the May 24-25 meeting of

the Historical Committee of the Menno-

nite Church. The celebration of any his-

torical event is tied to current sensitivities

and the church's commitment to telling

its story truthfully.

No one was questioning that there was

a Genoese sailor Christopher Columbus

or an Alsatian minister Jakob Ammann
but how to interpret these people and

their legacy are controversial stories and

hence the concern of how they should be

addressed.

A proposal by director Levi Miller to

have a symposium on Columbus and the

Mennonites this fall in Corpus Christi,

Tex., became a case in point. Some were

wary that this discussion could turn into

a European-bashing event, in emphasiz-

ing only an "invasion" and the injustice

done to the native Americans.

"Beware of trendiness," said committee

member Jan Gleysteen. "Will we be pro-

jecting current political views onto 1492?

Are we building bridges or fomenting

controversy?"

"We want some controversy," said com-

mittee chair Albert Keim. "We need to

help Mennonites be awake to the issues."

In the end, the group concluded that

history for the church should have a pas-

toral function of providing historical back-

ground for current issues such as the

1492-1992 statement which may be passed

by the denomination at its General As-

sembly in Eugene, Ore., this summer.

The issue reemerged on the Amish be-

ginnings in 1693. A staff report noted the

"Amish division of 1693" and the recent

publication of Paton Yoder' s book. Tradi-

tion and Transition. Ammarm is claimed

or shared by both the Mennonite Church

(over half of its members descend from

the Amish-Mennonite tradition) and the

present Old Order Amish.

"Mennonites tend to be imperiaUstic

about this division," one committee mem-
ber confessed. "We regard Jakob Am-
mann as unnecessary." Leonard Gross

used the term "Swiss Brethren division"

in his translation of Golden Apples, and

others suggested 1693 was an "Amish
renewal movement" and "Amish begin-

nings." The concern was that historical

efforts should explore the story accurately

but also buUd bridges rather than create

more differences.

Committee members noted efforts to

have a conference in reference to the 1693

Amish beginnings, translating and pub-

lishing letters and documents of the pe-

riod, exploring church and conference dif-

ferences among those with Mennonite

and Amish-Mennonite backgrounds.

In meeting its expanding programs, the

committee acted to increase the base 1992

membership fee of the Mennonite Church

Historical Association from $10 to $20.

High marks were given to the graphics

and editorial directions oi Mennonite His-

torical Bulletin, a pubhcation which all

members receive. While about 70 percent

of the budget comes from the General

Board of the Mennonite Church, the com-

mittee needs to raise $21,000 from its

members and friends to meet its current

budget of $138,000.

The committee authorized director

Miller to plan with conference historians

and committees a meeting for next May
and to promote a "Church Heritage

Sunday" for the last Sunday in January.

Archivist Dennis Stoesz reported on

future space needs, and the committee

discussed options such as movable shelv-

ing, microfilming parts of the collection,

or moving walls. The Archives of the

Mennonite Church—located along with

the Historical Committee offices in

Goshen, Ind.—is a holding of over 2,600

personal and congregational collections.

The meeting concluded with an affirma-

tion of Merle Good, who was concluding

eight years on the committee. He was a

part of the "New Directions" effort in

moving the committee to a greater pro-

grammatic and educational focus.

First worship seminar
scheduled for Kansas
North Newton, Kan. (SC/WD)—A Men-

nonite Church conference and a General

Conference district are teaming up to

offer the first of several North American

regional worship seminars. A joint

MC/GC survey in 1989 revealed high pri-

ority for training worship leaders in con-

gregations. Mennonite Board of Congre-

gational Ministries (MC) and Commission

on Education (GC) recommended that

conferences/districts work together to

host training events. That suggestion met
with favorable response from South Cen-

tral Conference and Western District.

This coming Sept. 20-22 at Cross Wind
Conference Center near Hesston, Kan.,

worship leaders and pastors from 115

congregations in a seven-state area will

gather to learn about and experience a

variety of worship types. The theme is

"Worship: Engaging God's People."

The leaders are Marlene Kropf of

MBCM, Norma Johnson of COE, Re-

becca Slough of the Hymnal Project, and

Ivorie Lowe of the GC Spiritual Emphasis
Committee. Schowalter Foundation of

Newton, Kan., is providing a grant.

Detailed program information and reg-

istration material was mailed to constitu-

ent congregations in June. People from

outside the region may apply for atten-

dance on a space-available basis by con-

tacting William Zuercher at Box 448, North

Newton, KS 67117; phone 316 283-7080.
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Tree planting is more
than digging holes

Mexico City, Mexico (MCC)—The Mex-
ico City government is promoting "A Tree
for Each Family" campaign, with slogans

and eye-catching logos painted on walls

and billboards. It sounds hke an easy way
to foster ecological health until one no-

tices the ocean of concrete and the tidal

wave of bumper-to-bumper traffic. Where
will millions of families find a square foot

of dirt to plant a tree?

It is increasingly unclear whether fledg-

ling trees can survive the daily onslaught
of pollutants poured into the air by facto-

ries and vehicles in the world's largest

metropolis. Just six months after the

Mexico City government gave away 1.4

million trees last year, a quarter had been
killed off by the very toxins they were to

help reduce.

In rural as well as urban areas, people
are finding that planting trees is not as

easy as digging a hole. Mennonite Central

Committee workers in Brazil, Nicaragua,
and other countries are discovering that

reforestation involves complex social and
economic factors. Basic to success, say
the workers in Nicaragua and Brazil, is

that the tree planters personally feel the

need for trees and hopefully derive some
benefits from their efforts.

Following a 1987 drought, MCC agricul-

turalist Tim Eisenbeis assisted with a

reforestation program in the semiarid re-

gion of Tacaimbo, Brazil. Emergency
work groups cared for the three nurseries;

the work groups were organized by local

church and agricultural leaders. The lead-

ers decided to locate the nurseries in the

town of Tacaimbo so unemployed women
could be involved in the work and where
water was more readily available.

However, "the town folk, being landless,

weren't interested in our reforestation

efforts," reflects Eisenbeis, who recently

returned to his home in Marion, S.D.

"They didn't acutely feel the need for

trees since in their part of town they don't

need to go so far for firewood."

MCC Nicaragua worker Jon Nofzinger,

of Winnipeg, Man., faces a similar dy-
namic with an agroforestry project in the
arid Teustepe area of Nicaragua. Al-

though the eight nurseries are located in

rural communities in which families do
own some land, firewood is still not scarce.

Rows of black plastic bags holding
healthy seedlings of leucaena, eucalyptus,

casia, mango, and citrus line a plot outside

the simple brick home of Silvio Flores and
laryda Rocha de Flores in Teustepe. "The
neighbors say it's craziness," comments
Rocha, a volunteer agricultural promoter

with CEPAD, the Christian development
organization sponsoring the agroforestry

project. "They say the land here is too dry
and rocky to grow anything."

Cultivating trees can require a lot of

backbreaking work. Rocha lugs 12 buck-
ets of water three times daily from a

nearby stream to water the several thou-
sand seedlings under her care. "The nur-

sery stage is only half the battle,"

Nofzinger says. "The big. work is yet to

come—digging all those holes! The whole
community wUl have to help."

Nofzinger, who previously worked in

reforestation with MCC in Haiti, is not
upset by the lack of interest. He takes a

longer view. "At first in Haiti no one
wanted the trees, but their attitude

changed after a couple of years when they
saw they could harvest trees for charcoal
or cut them for posts. The idea is to get

the trees talking for themselves."

In Tacaimbo, Brazil, farmers are al-

ready convinced of trees' value. "They
recognize endless benefits," Eisenbeis
says. "They also agree that each year the

wooded areas get stUl smaller."

Even so, Eisenbeis faced many obsta-

cles in his efforts to promote tree plant-

ing. The major one is that farmers own
such tiny parcels of land. "When a farmer
owns just two to five acres of land to live

off, he or she must plant it all in food
crops," he says. "They dislike planting

MCC Nicaragua worker Jon Nofzinger with 13-

year-old Bayardo Flores at a community tree

nursery in Teustepe, Nicaragua.

trees even along the land's boundaries
because crops in the strip near them do
poorly."

Larger landowners who rent out land
prohibit tenants from planting trees; in

ownership disputes, trees can be a legal

aid in gaining new rights to a plot. Other
obstacles include foraging farm animals who
clip off saplings during the dry season,

hungry children who pick and eat green
fruit, and simple economic hardship.

"People are worried about how to get
food on the table today so it's hard for

them to think about trees," Nofzinger
says. His hope lies in people such as

Rocha who realize that they are sowdng
seeds not necessarily for themselves but
for their children and grandchildren.

—Emily Will

Middle East churchmen,
in visit to Kansas,
plead for justice

Hesston, Kan.—Share what you know
with Congress and wdth the media. Send
more people to the Middle East to see
and hear from the Palestinian people. And
give money.
That was the request of Palestinian

pastor Audeh Rantisi who visited central

Kansas recently. Noting that 90 of the 100

U.S. senators voted in favor of Israel

annexing more West Bank land to make
settlements for Soviet Jews, Rantisi
pleaded for justice for his people.

Speaking at Hesston College, he urged
the students to value their educational

opportunities and freedom. "Don't mis-

use the freedom given you to your own
lusts," he said.

Another way American Christians can
help is to provide scholarships for young
Palestinians to study in church colleges,

he said. Rantisi, an Anglican minister,

studied at Aurora College in Illinois. He
now directs a school for boys in Ramallah.

Accompanying Rantisi to Kansas was
Basem Hamarneh, a Jordanian Greek Or-

thodox churchman. He spoke at a public

meeting sponsored by Newton Area
Peace Center. He told how his country

suffered before and during the Persian

Gulf War. "It seems that everyone aban-
doned Jordan when we needed them," he
said, as he told how Jordanians did their

best to care for the thousands of refugees

fleeing Kuwait and Iraq.

Comparing the recent tornado devasta-

tion in nearby Wichita and its suburbs to

the devastation of war, Hamarneh said
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Christians can accept the tornado as the

"fate of God," but "when a person just

like you, a human being, destroys your

own house and kills your children, you

cannot accept that."

Rantisi and Hamameh were part of a

delegation of Middle East Christians

sponsored by Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. They visited Mennonite commu-
nities across the United States to share

the effects of the Persian Gulf War on the

church and people of their countries.

In their week in central Kansas they

were scheduled for about 20 meetings,

including classes at three Mennonite col-

leges, public lectures and chapels, visits

in homes, and meetings with church lead-

ers.

Dana Neff of MCC Central States, who
coordinated the central Kansas visit,

noted that Rantisi and Hamarneh
"seemed appreciative" for the opportu-

nity to tell their story to crowds who
offered them "pretty good feedback."

Neff characterized responses from some
groups as, "Wow, this is very different

from anything we've heard before."
—Susan Balzer

Three-person team
offers counseling
in postwar Liberia

Monrovia, Liberia (MBM/MCC)—A
three-person team is in Liberia to provide

grief and trauma counseling in the after-

math of civil war in that African country.

Delores Friesen of Fresno, Calif.; Barry

Hart of Charlottesville, Va.; and Al Swin-

gle of Toledo, Ohio, served there May
29-June 18.

The three trained schoolteachers and
others prior to the reopening of schools

in rural Liberia in July. The effort was
sponsored by Christian Health Associa-

tion of Liberia, of which Mennonite Board
of Missions is a member.
Friesen was appointed by MBM and

Hart by Mennonite Central Committee as

part of the ongoing Liberia relief and
reconstruction program of those two
agencies. Swingle was appointed by the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.

Friesen is a counselor and seminary

professor who previously served with

MBM in West Africa. Hart is a mediator

who took a similar MBM/MCC assign-

ment in Northern Ireland. Swingle is a

former Lutheran missionary in Liberia

who is now a hospital chaplain.

Dale Schumm, MBM personnel coun-

sultant, said the three trained a total of

60 people during two separate one-week

workshops in Bong County in northeast

Liberia. Most of the trainees are Christian

schoolteachers, health workers, and pas-

tors. Schumm helped lay the groundwork

for the workshops during an April visit to

West Africa.

"People there identified the need to

help teachers deal effectively with chil-

dren traumatized by the 11-month civil

war," Schumm said. "The teachers and

health workers will receive help to process

their own sense of violence and pain, then

receive instruction on how to do the same
for their students."

Schumm indicated a great need also

exists for conciliation and reconciliation

among the various Liberian factions and

tribes. He said Christian Health Associa-

Window on service. Harrisonburg,

Va.—The youth group at Community
Mennonite Church here has devised

numerous fund-raising projects to help

finance its trip to the Oregon 91 youth

convention this summer. Among the

more successful efforts were scraping

and repainting windows at the church,

as group member Sara Bishop and
youth pastor Ted Swartz are doing

here. Members "bought" windows at

$30 each, which brought in $1,200.

Other projects have included a potato

bar and several other meals at the

church, a yard sale, selling coupon
books for discounts at area businesses,

tearing down a shed, and preparing a

rehearsal dinner for a wedding.

tion of Liberia has requested that similar

workshops be conducted elsewhere for

pastors and health professionals in rural

areas and in the capital city of Monrovia

in the future.

—

Phil Richard

Oregon school
dedicates chapel
Salem, Ore.—"It's perfect," were Rod

Wolfer's words pronounced with an air of

benediction in describing his impressions

of the new Western Mennonite School

chapel/classroom building. "It's a place of

modesty and beauty that puts me in an

attitude of worship," said Wolfer, former

school board chairman. Others at the

recent dedication of the new facQity were

equally commendatory.
Principal Bryan Stauffer told a full-

house audience the facility will serve the

school as well as Pacific Coast Conference

and the Western Mennonite congregation

that uses the building. But more than that

it is a structure dedicated to the glory of

God, he said.

David Mann, in a dedicatory message,

drew from the experience of David and

Solomon preparing to build the great

Jerusalem temple. "This building is about

more than bricks, drywall, carpeting, and

students," said Mann, a Phoenix pastor

who is moderator-elect of the Mennonite

Church.

The service included a period of reflect-

ing on the past and on the path that led

to this occasion. Cliff Lind and Mel
Bitikofer reminisced about the school's

first chapel in what is now the boy's

dormitory. The building was constructed

of salvaged materials and the chapel floor

was finished with squares of masonite

painted two shades of brown. The room
was furnished with sliver-prone benches

that could easily be disassembled and

stacked to create an open area.

No one speculated on the significance

of Oregon Mennonites moving from the

social and spiritual milieu that produced

the 1940s chapel to the 1991 version with

its dippled burgundy carpeting, fully pad-

ded oak pews, and state-of-the-art light-

ing and sound system. Perhaps those

conclusions need to be left to the grand-

children. In the meantime, people can

concern themselves with more practical

matters, such as Ralph Shetler taking

note of the sloping floor and wondering

"how long the ladies in high heels can

stand on a floor like that."

—Beryl Forrester
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Mennonite editors. Harrisonburg, Va. —Meetinghouse, the
Mennonite editors group, held its annual meeting June 1-2

on the campus of Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary.
Editors present were (left to right): Ron Rempel of Mennonite
Reporter, Steve Shenk of Gospel Herald, Paul Schrag of
Mennonite Weekly Review, Gordon Houser of The Mennonite,
and Menno Hamm of The Messenger. Four member periodi-

cals were not represented. The editors exchanged ideas,

struggles, and camaraderie, and discussed opening member-
ship to more Mennonite-related publications. They also pro-

jected feature articles on issues facing the church, planned
news coverage of inter-Mennonite events, and spent time
discussing ways to handle "bad news" in the Mennonite press.

Rempel succeeded Shenk as chairperson of the group.
—Jim Rishop

•Out of Ethiopia. The three

Mennonite Central Committee
workers who serve in the
Ethiopian capital of Addis
Ababa happened to be out of the

country when rebel forces en-

tered the city on May 28 and
overthrew the government.
They had left in late April for

scheduled meetings in Kenya
and for vacation and had
planned to return on May 20.

But the city was in chaos as the

rebels besieged it and then took
it over. MCC's local staff and
Ethiopian church leaders ad-

vised the MCCers to stay away
untU the situation stabilizes.

• Record attendance. A record
84 people attended the annual
meeting of the Council on
Church and Media, May 30-

June 1, on the campus of East-
ern Mennonite College. CCM is

an association of Mennonite and
Brethren communicators. The
keynote speaker was George
Barna, president of Barna Re-
search Group in Glendale, Calif.

He described how society is

changing, what the trends are

for the immediate future, what
unchurched people want from a

church, and how churches can
meet the challenges ahead.

•Speech gets attention. A
speech by a Mennonite cap-

tured considerable attention at

the first international confer-

ence on victim-offender recon-

ciliation held in Italy. Dean
Peachey of Kitchener, Ont.,

talked about forgiveness. "Fam-
ilies and close relationships

can't function without forgive-

ness," he said. "Societies also

need ways to practice it. There
is a place for forgiveness in the

justice system." Peachey, who
has worked in mediation since

1980, directs a national organi-

zation called The Network: In-

teraction for Conflict Resolu-
tion.

• Lecture series on martyrs.
The stories of people who val-

ued their faith more than their

lives were told during a public
lecture series at Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

The lectures, featuring a differ-

ent speaker each time, were
every Sunday afternoon during
May and June. They were in

connection with the traveling ex-

hibit, "Mirror of the Martyrs,"

which was at AMBS during the
month of June. The lectures and
the exhibit deal with
Mennonites' heritage of martyr-

dom. More than 4,000 of their

Anabaptist forebears were exe-

cuted for their faith in Europe
in the 17th century.

• Inter-generational ministry.
The parent-child relationship is

an example of how to visualize

inter-generational ministry, said

a father-son team in a workshop
at Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries. About 25 local

pastors and lay leaders learned
how to more effectively work
with congregations that have
several generations. The re-

source persons were Roger
Frederikson, a pastor and for-

mer president of American Bap-
tist Churches, and Joel Fred-
erikson, a pastor in Minnesota.

• Faculty-staff recognition. An
Eastern Mennonite College
staff member who retired at the

close of the 1990-91 academic
year was honored at the annual

faculty-staff recognition dinner.

Geneva Bowman, supervisor of

custodial services for 17 years,

received a plaque and a cash
gift. Several colleagues paid her

special tribute in a skit.

• Note from editors. Congrega-
tions do not need to send their

bulletins and newsletters to

Gospel Herald any longer. Infor-

mation on new members, etc., is

now collected in other ways.
Congregations, however, are en-

couraged to continue sending
news items to Gospel Herald.

• New appointments:
Gene Stutzman, executive director,

Mennonite Home and Village,

Albany, Ore. He will join the

staff in July and then succeed
interim executive director Gene
Kanagy in January. Stutzman is

currently the budget officer for

the city of Sweet Home, Ore.

Before that he was a financial

and risk manager for the Oregon
Consortium in Albany.

Susan Weybright, assistant profes-

sor of education, Goshen Col-

lege. She has had a long career

in the public school system, in-

cluding the roles of elementary
teacher and high school princi-

pal. She has a doctorate in edu-
cational leadership from West-
ern Michigan University.

Allen Angell, Jr., marketing and
field services associate. Media
Ministries Department of Men-
nonite Board of Missions, start-

ing in May. Previously he was a

sales representative for
Adams/Remco Company of
South Bend, Ind. He is a 1989
graduate of Goshen College.

• Pastor transitions:

Robert Keener and David Miller
were ordained as pastors of East
Goshen (Ind.) Mennonite
Church on May 12. They were
both licensed earlier to serve the
congregation while studying
part-time at Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries.

Atanacio "Nacho" Paiz was or-

dained as pastor of Iglesia

Menonita del Buen Pastor,
Goshen, Ind., on May 19. He was
licensed earUer to serve the con-

gregation.

Don Patterson resigned as pastor
of Yoder (Kan.) Mennonite
Church on May 31.

Rosalind Suarez resigned as pastor
of Casa De Oracion, Alamo, Tex.,

recently.

Don Stall was ordained for prison
ministry by Indiana-Michigan
Conference on May 5. He lives

near Loogootee, Ind., and trav-

els to prison farms across the
state.

• Missionary transitions:

Joe and Linda Liechty returned
from Ireland in June for a two-
month North American assign-

ment. Appointed jointly by
Mennonite Board of Missions
and Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, they are involved in

peace/reconciliation efforts, in

an interdenominational school,

and in Dublin Mennonite Com-
munity. Their address is c/o Rus-
sel and Marjorie Liechty, 1905
Woodward PI., Goshen, IN 46526.

Tom and Disa Rutschman re-

turned from Sweden in June for

a two-month North American
assignment. They are self-sup-

porting MBM appointees who
teach in local schools, partici-

pate in an evangelical church,

and lead youth ministries. Their
address is c/o LaVerne and Har-
riet Rutschman, Box 103, North
Newton, KS 67117.

• Coming events:

Conference for Families with Phys-
ically Disabled Members, July
1-7, at Spruce Lake Retreat,

Canadensis, Pa. It will open with
a concert by two recording art-

ists who deal with physical dis-

abOities every day—Joni Ear-
eckson Tada and Sandi Rios.

The concert and the conference
are sponsored by two ministries

to the disabled— Joni and
Friends and Christian Overcom-
ers. More information from
Spruce Lake at R. 1, Box 605,

Canadensis, PA 18325; phone
717 595-7505.

Single Parent Family Retreat, July

28-Aug. 2, at Laurelville (Pa.)
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Mennonite Church Center. It

will include a variety of recrea-

tional activities as well as pro-

fessionally led group sessions.

The leaders are family therapist

Don Munn, camping/counseling

veteran Terry Burkhalter,
Laurelville staffer Tina Boshart,

and musician Ruthie Cripe.

More information from Laurel-

ville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-

2056.

Seminary Representatives and
Conference Leaders Meeting,

July 30, at Lane County Conven-

tion Center, Eugene, Ore. It is a

5:00-6:30 dinner event during

the Oregon 91 convention of the

Mennonite Church. The group

will explore a proposal for re-

cruiting pastors and other lead-

ers. The proposal calls for a

series of regional seminars for

people who may be interested in

church ministry. More informa-

tion from John Kreider at East-

ern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703 432-4000.

Peace/Justice Concerns Meeting,

July 31, at Holiday Inn, Eugene,
Ore. It is a 6:30-8:30 breakfast

event during the Oregon 91 con-

vention of the Mennonite
Church. It is for conference

peace/justice committee mem-
bers and others interested in

hearing what's happening across

the denomination. More infor-

mation from Ed Bontrager at

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries, Box 1245,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219

294-7523.

Late-Night Peace Activities, July 30

and Aug. 2, at Lane County Con-

vention Center, Eugene, Ore.

They are 9:00 p.m. events during

the Oregon 91 convention of the

Mennonite Church. The &st is

a worship service led by Eugene
Mennonite Church pastor Ted
Grimsrud. The second is an in-

formal time of singing and sto-

rytelling. More information from
Susan Mark Landis at 11885

Kenner Dr., Orrville, OH 44667;

phone 216 683-0976.

LIFE Meeting, Aug. 3, at Lane
County Convention Center, Eu-
gene, Ore. This is a 12:00-1:30

lunch event during the Oregon
91 convention of the Mennonite
Church. It is for participants in

the process called Living in

Faithful Evangelism as well as

for people interested in joining.

More information from Ed
Bontrager at Mennonite Board
of Congregational Ministries,

Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515;

phone 219 294-7523.

• New books:
Matthew by Richard Gardner. The

third volume in the Believers

Church Bible Commentary Se-

ries, this is a guide to the first

book of the New Testament.

The author is a professor at

Bethany Theological Semi-
nary—a Church of the Brethren

school in suburban Chicago.

The book, published by Herald

Press of Mermonite Publishing

House, is available for $17.95 (in

Canada $22.50).

Out of Ashes by Helen Wells

Quintela. This is the story of the

Chorus marks 25 years.

Manheim, Pa.—Some 250
people met at United Zion

Camp near here on June 1

to celebrate the 25th anni-

versary of Manheim Area

Chorus. Looking over their

music are director Mervin

Weaver (left) and assistant

director Larry Harnley.

After a time of reminiscing

and a carry-in supper, the

current 35-member chorus

presented a program of a

cappella music. For the

final four songs, former
chorus members were in-

vited to participate, and the

camp chapel rang as 119

voices blended together.

About 250 people, mostly

Mennonite, have been part

of the chorus since it began
in 1966. All money col-

lected at programs over the

years has gone to special

projects. For example, the

chorus has provided funds

for Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions to buy
numerous vehicles for mis-

sionaries. —Nancy Witmer

abuse and violence suffered by
the author and her husband be-

cause of their interracial mar-

riage and about how they found

healing. The author is the found-

ing pastor of St. Paul (Minn.)

Mennonite Fellowship. The
book, published by Herald
Press, is available for $8.95 (in

Canada 10.95).

Distant Thunder by Ruth Nulton

Moore. Intended for ages 9-13,

this is the story of a Moravian
girl during the Revolutionary

War, and it is a sequel to The
Christmas Surprise. The author

is a teacher and an award-win-

ning writer of 19 books. The
book, published by Herald
Press, is available for $5.95 (in

Canada $7.50).

NEW MEMBERS

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.: Mat-
thew Ulrich and Robert Uhrich.

St. Jacobs, Ont.: Cynthia
Hershberger, Harold Martin,

Lorene Martin, and Jamie Neeb.

Bethany, Hartville, Ohio:
Myron Sommers, Anthony
Slabaugh, Cindy Slabaugh, Lisa

Overholt, Ed Overholt, Leona
Overholt, Lavem Raber, Mary
Kathryn Raber, John Fohner,

Mari Jo Fohner, Mary Bon-
trager, Christine Kurtz, and
Dale Raber.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Le-

Anne Zook, Brian Dickel, De-

nise Hochstedler, Darla Knepp,
Joel Loss, Jill Miller, Rachel

Rempel, and Jeremy Yoder.

Conestoga, Morgantov^Ti, Pa.:

Chris and Sandra BeUer, Lois

Brubaker, Roy and Dottie Mar-
tin, and Dana Ebert.

Sunnyside, Conneaut Lake,
Pa.: Virginia Yoder, Neil
Gerber, Eric Gerber, Ron and

Patty Laudenslager.

Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.:

Monica Mullet, Ryan Hatton,

and Shannon Hatton.

Sermon on the Mount, Sioux
Falls, S.D.: Vicki Biggerstaff.

Martins, Orrville, Ohio: Rachael

Oyer, Gabriel Yontz, Sara
Yontz, Ryan Falb, Mandy Cop-

ley, Matthew Falb, and Heidi

Mumaw.
Hillside, Jackson, Ohio: Marie

Brown, Shawn Lanhart, and
John Morgan.

First, Kitchener, Ont.: Andrew
Bingeman, Nathan Hallman,
Alex Lamont, Helen Wall, and
Rolando and Leticia Salazar.

Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Rich,

Cheryl, and Craig Delagrange,

Doug Sizelove, Carl Reeb,

Joshua Lehman, Aaron Troyer,

and Ben Kauffman.
Southside, Elkhart, Ind.: Beth

Bare Hawn.

BIRTHS

Brubaker, Ray and Beth
(Fenninger), Mobile, Ala., Tyler

Ray, March 24.

Cutler, Richard F. and Janet
(Freeman), Doylestown, Pa.,

Ryan Thomas (first child), May
31.

Grieser, Dan and Karen
(Patterson), Redmond, Wash.,

Rebecca Angela (third child),

May 30.

Heacock, Randy and Nancy
(Gehman), CentreviUe, Va., Mon-
ica Joanne (second child), May 25.

Headings, BUI and Margie (Blue),

Goshen, Ind., Katelyn Yvonne
(third child), May 24.

Hooper, Jeffery and Suzan (Yod-

er), West Liberty, Ohio, Benjamin

Amory (second chUd), May 29.

Jantzi, Dan and Jeanne (Zim-

merly), Mbuki-Mayi, Zaire, David

Zimmerly (second child), March 22.

Jutzi, David and Karen (Ruby),

Tavistock, Ont., Jonathan David

(third child), April 22.

Kauffman, Galen and Cynthia

(Nyce), Goshen, Ind., Aaron Au-

gust (second child), March 21.

Leis, Paul and Marilyn (Martin),

Elmwood, Ont, Brandon Nich-

olas (first child). May 23.

Longenecker, Duane and Carol

(Blank), Mobile, Ala., Joshua

Duane, April 5.

Mark, Jeff and Kathy (Kenagy),

Boston, Mass., Jonathan Chris-

topher (second chUd), March 30.

Mayer, Conrad and Emily (Leh-

man), Hilliard, Ohio, Malarie

Danay and Skylar Nicole (third

and fourth children), Feb. 24.

O'Leary, Michael and Robbin
(Lerch), Seattle, Wash., Brian

Andrew (first child), May 29.

Swartzendruber, Terry and Te-

resa (Shetler), Bay Port, Mich.,

Kerri Lynn (second child). May 17.

Swartzentruber, Brian and Ge-

neva (Shoemaker), Madison,
Wis., Mara Shoemaker (second

child), March 14.

Witmer, Nelson and Kris (Zook),

Canfield, Ohio, Andrew Reid
(first child), March 22.

Yoder, Lin and Bonnie (Cordell),

Chambersburg, Pa., Chadrick

John (first child), April 27.

Correction: In the April 23 issue,

the name of the Stanley and
Myma Bender Miller baby was
misspelled. It should be Elisa-

beth Anne.
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MENNOSCOPE

MARRIAGES

Bender-Miller: Darin Bender,
Middlebury, Ind. (Townline
cong.), and Wanita Miller,
Goshen, Ind. (Townline cong.).

May 4, by Calvin Borntrager.

Gingerich-Schade: Marlow
Gingerich, Zurich, Ont. (Zurich
cong.), and Janice Schade,
Dashwood, Ont. (Zurich cong.),

June 1, by Ephraim Gingerich.

Hershbergei>Geisen ErvinHersh-
berger, Dalton, Ohio (Pleasant
View cong.), and Lenore Geiser,

Wooster, Ohio (Oak Grove
cong.). May 24, by Elno Steiner.

Miller-Albright: Daniel Miller,

Duncansville, Pa., and Debra Al-

bright, Martinsburg, Pa.
(Martinsburg cong.), May 25, by
John Davidhizar.

Rieder-Freeman: David Rieder,
Waterloo, Ont. (United Church
of Canada), and Mildred Free-
man, Kitchener, Ont. (Erb
Street cong.), April 27, by Wil-
mer Martin.

Rittenhouse-Landis: Dayle Rit-

tenhouse, Lansdale, Pa. (Plains

cong.), and Kathleen Landis,
Souderton, Pa. (Zion cong.),

June 1, by Gerald Studer.

DEATHS

Blanco, Clara Hermania, 90,

Lansdale, Pa. Bom: April 25,

1901, Sagua la Grande, Cuba, to

Augusto and Candida (Padilla)

Aveille. Died: May 28, 1991,

Lansdale, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Augusto, Aleida Blanco,
Aida Iglesias, Clara Nunez; sis-

ters: Hortensia Borras, Berta
Garcia; 6 grandchildren, 6 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Laureano Blanco (husband). Fu-
neral and burial: May 31,
Souderton Mennonite Church,
by Gerald A. Clemmer.

Bontrager, Wilma, 74, Kokomo,
Ind. Born: Oct. 5, 1916, Miami
Co., Ind., to Harvey and Jemima
(Miller) Yoder. Died: May 25,

1991, Kokomo, Ind. Survivors

—

husband: Andrew Bontrager;
children: Raymond, Alta
Wagler, Almeda Mast; 8 grand-
children, 2 great-grandchildren.

Funeral: May 29, Howard-
Miami Mennonite Church, by
Mick Sommers, Lee Miller, and
Stephen Echart. Burial:
Christner Cemetery.

Halteman, Lillian L., 83,
Souderton, Pa. Born: Sept. 6,

1907, Morwood, Pa., to Jonas
and Essie (Landis) Moyer. Died:
May 27, 1991, Abington, Pa. Sur-

vivors—children: Arlene
Rosenberger, Jay Lowell; 5

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by: Isaac
B. Halteman (husband). Funeral
and burial: May 29, Franconia
Mennonite Church, by Russell
M. Detweiler and Curtis L.
Bergey.

Hershberger, Callie, 88, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Bom: March 28,

1903, Walnut Creek, Ohio, to

John and Katie (Troyer)
Hershberger. Died: May 27,

1991, Walnut Creek, Ohio. Sur-
vivors—brother: Walter. Fu-
neral and burial: May 30, Walnut
Creek Mennonite Church, by
Ross A. Miller.

Hoist, Henry "Jack," 79. Bom:
June 1, 1911, Morgan Co., Mo.,
to Harley and NelHe Hoist.
Died: May 18, 1991, Ship-
shewana, Ind., of a heart attack.

Survivors—wife: Glada Troyer;
son: Archie; brothers and sis-

ters: Wils, Dewy, Dolcy, Bran-
don, Robert, Franklin, David,
Daniel, Noah, Kathryn Boggs,
Nell Hendrick, Tiny Chapin; 13

grandchildren, 13 great-grand-

children. Funeral: May 21,
Shore Mennonite Church, by
Barry Loop and Steve Slagel.

Burial: Shore Cemetery.
Kendall, Eugene L., 74, Green-

town, Ind. Born: Jan. 3, 1917,

Howard Co., Ind., to Vem and
Dora (Webb) Kendall. Died:
May 24, 1991, Kokomo, Ind., of
a heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Marcile Osborne; children:
Terry, Janalyce Hatton, Joanne
Kendall; brothers and sisters:

Elson, James, Frances Stites,

Georgeanna Lorenz; 4 grand-
children. Funeral: May 28, How-
ard-Miami Mennonite Church,
by Mick Sommers and Lee
Miller. Burial: Kendall Ceme-
tery.

Kreider, Mahlon H., 84, Lititz,

Pa. Bom: Jan. 6, 1907, Lititz,

Pa., to Daniel H. and Emma
(Hollinger) Kreider. Died: May
15, 1991, Lititz, Pa., of cancer.

Survivors—children: Theda A.
Neff, Jean Musser, J. Floyd,

Ruth Ann Martin; 14 grandchil-

dren, 21 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Edna S.

Gerlach (wife). Funeral: May 18,

Landis Homes, by Karl Steffy,

Donald Good, and John Shenk.
Burial: East Petersburg Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Martin, Paul W., 70, Hesston,
Kan. Bom: Oct. 1, 1920, Berks
Co., Pa., to Aaron and Alice

(Weber) Martin. Died: May 19,

1991, Wichita, Kan. Survivors

—

wife: Alice Eichelberger; chil-

dren: Kenton, Keith, Sylvia

Bartel, Sonia Bauman; sisters

and brothers: Lucy Good, Viola
Weaver, Carl, Weaver, Warren;
4 grandchildren. Funeral: May
23, Hesston Mermonite Church,
by Fred Obold, Paul A. Friesen,

and William Weaver. Burial:

Eastlawn Cemetery.
Mast, Amanda, 93, Dalton, Ohio.
Bom: March 17, 1898, Dalton,
Ohio, to Henry and Sarah
(Miller) Hostetler. Died: May
24, 1991, Shady Lawn Nursing
Home. Survivors—sons: Henry,
Donald, Vemon, David; sister:

Lydia Troyer; 14 grandchildren,

21 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Henry Mast (hus-
band). Funeral and burial: May
28, Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, by Marion Berg and
Elno Steiner.

Maust, Marjorie, 68. Bom: Jan.

25, 1923, Pigeon, Mich., to Jacob
and Lydia (Gascho) Swartz-
endruber. Died: May 28, 1991,

Pigeon, Mich., of a heart attack.

Predeceased by: Arthur Maust
(husband). Funeral and burial:

May 31, Pigeon River Mennonite
Church, by Thomas Beachy and
Luke Yoder.

Miller, Helena, 80, Baden, Ont.
Bom: March 7, 1911, Wellesley
Twp., Ont, to Jacob and Cather-
ine (Albrecht) Bast. Died: May
23, 1991, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors— children: Ken, Alice
Derkzen, Les, Ray; brothers and
sisters: Harvey, Emmerson, Rob-
ert, Edna Gerber, Erma Gerber,
Esther Jantzi; 5 grandchildren,

7 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Clarence Miller (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: May
26, Steinmann Mennonite
Church, by Elmer
Schwartzentruber, Vernon
Zehr, and Fred Lichti.

Peachey, Elam C, 80, Belleville,

Pa. Bom: March 17, 1911, Belle-

ville, Pa., to John S. and SaUie
(Yoder) Peachey. Died: May 24,

1991. Survivors—wife: Barbara
Yoder; children: Chester, Elam,
Willard, Allen, Anna Mary
Bontrager, Marlene Wenger;
sisters: Mary G. Peachey, Annie
B. Yoder, Lirmie L. Peachey; 19
grandchildren, 10 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

May 28, Locust Grove Menno-
nite Church, by Buddy Krepps,
Max Zook, and Gerald Peachey.
He was ordained to the ministry
Oct. 12, 1958, and served Moun-
tain View Mennonite Chapel.

Schload, Mary, 92, Ephrata, Pa.
Born: Akron, Pa., to James S.

and Mattie (Leisey) Schload.
Died: May 26, 1991, Lititz, Pa.

Funeral: May 31, Denver Men-
nonite Church, by Isaac K.

Sensenig. Burial: Mount Zion
Evangehcal Cemetery.

Schloneger, Elaine L., 52, Orr-
ville, Ohio. Bom: June 4, 1938,
Orrville, Ohio, to Bennet and
Grace (Steiner) Geiser. Died:
May 31, 1991, OrrvUle, Ohio, of
cancer. Survivors—husband:
Wendell Schloneger; children:

Jana Bergfeld, JOl Schloneger,
Amy Lichti, Kara Schloneger,
Kent; brothers and sisters:

Leonard, Lowell, Arlene Leh-
man, Marlene Fossum; maternal
grandmother: Ardie Steiner. Fu-
neral: June 3, 1991, Orrville

Mennonite Church, by John P.

and Barbara Moyer Lehman.
Burial: Oak Grove Mermonite
Cemetery.

Stahl, Edna M., 72, Dafter, Mich.
Bom: Aug. 11, 1918, Clarksville,

Mich., to Joseph and EHzabeth
Birkey. Died: May 18, 1991,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., of leu-

kemia. Survivors—husband:
Melvon Stahl; children: Marga-
ret Gage, Lyle, Marlene
Clingaman, Marilyn Troyer,
Marte Gillam (foster daughter);
sister and brothers: Neva Yordy,
Roy, Melvin; 15 grandchildren,

7 great-grandchildren. Funeral:
May 21, Hovie Funeral Home,
by Ronald Swartz. Burial:
Oaklawn Chapel Gardens.

CALENDAR

Indiana-Michigan Conference and
Central District joint meeting.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 27-29

Northwest Conference armual con-
vention, Camrose, Alta.,
Camrose, Alta., June 29-July 1

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July
4-7

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference annual
conference, Harrisonville, Mo.,
July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,
Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-

seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-

20

Mennonite Church General Board,
Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July
29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of
Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22
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Educational opportunities are limited

in the West Bank so Mennonite

Central Committee started Hope

School in 1962. Today the school is

governed by Palestinians and MCC
helps by supporting students and

providing teachers such as Eriis Miller

from Partridge, Kan.

Samia Issa Abu-Dayyeh studies at Hope

Secondary School in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank.

Be more than a spectator.

Support a student at Hope

School or another school

through MCC's Global Family

Program. Support MCC
teachers in any of 28 countries.

^^^^
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THE LAST WORD

Be
We began the 50-mile bicycle ride at the north

entrance to Virginia's Skyline Drive at 6:00 a.m.,

the quiet broken only by the call of birds and
the cUcking of freewheels. As we inhaled honey-
suckle and eyed mountain laurel, dozens of deer
lined the road until the sun lit up Shenandoah
National Park. They made us contestants on
display, being judged by soft eyes, big ears, and
white tails. Even a black bear bounded up the

bank, startled by humans on two wheels. But
above all was the stillness of the May morning.
The 3,000-foot cUmb to the Pinnacles was no

snap. We found ourselves stopping at almost
every overlook to catch our breaths. Then as we
coasted out of a picnic area, we saw them: a doe
and a fawn. The fawn struggled and hobbled on
legs no more than a day old.

Suddenly the doe stopped. Only 10 yards
away, she watched us. But where was the fawn?
It had disappeared! It took us several minutes to

spot it in the undergrowth. But there it was, less

than 10 feet away, lying in the brush, motionless,

Waiting for the

Job is a book I avoid. It raises difficult ques-
tions of suffering that I don't find answered very
well. Maybe I've also shunned it because I'm

afraid of my response to adversity.

How would I react to affliction? Would I find

new closeness to God? Some people testify to

that. Others grow bitter and cold. I know myself
well enough to fear the latter.

Friday, May 24, 1 had a glimpse of how it

might be. That's the day we learned my wife,

Emily, had a malignant tumor that needed sur-

gery, now chemotherapy. We arrived home from
the consultation to learn one of her aunts had
died. Five hours later I had news of the death of

my uncle.

The previous days I had traveled 800 miles to

bring home our son to recuperate from a hair-

line fracture and torn hgament in his ankle. Two
days later I learned that Gospel Herald's secre-

tary, Elva Yoder, while on vacation, stumbled
and broke her ankle. Three weeks more, and my
mother was in the hospital on a heart monitor.

"God. .
.?"

still

betrayed only by its white spots and big brown
unblinking eyes.

That newborn fawn had followed its instinct. It

had only one defense—to he perfectly still in the
presence of danger.

I had to stop and think: I also need stillness.

In the confusion of a frenetic world I need to be
still. My security is often in my stillness when
danger threatens my well-being.

The psalmist wrote: "Be still, and know that I

am God!" We cannot let God be God until we
are still . . . quiet . . . silent. Some see it as a mat-
ter of piety. Others believe stillness to be a disci-

pline. "But I have calmed and quieted my soul,

like a child quieted at its mother's breast; like a
child that is quieted is my soul" (Ps. 131:2).

There is safety in stillness. Our initial impulse
in the face of danger is fight or flight. A better

one is to be still. The fawn knows that security.

So too should we.

—

Robert Hartzler

Robert Hartzler, a Gospel Herald editorial consultant, is pas-
tor of the Maple Grove Mennonite Church, Belleville, Pa.

next shoe to drop

I've gone numb. I've experienced neither close-

ness nor coldness. I can only rehearse in my
mind times when God has spoken. The Lord's

Prayer is all I can pray.

"We don't know how to pray," I've told my
congregation. "You'll have to do it for us."

They have, intensely and effectively. Both
Emily and I have been able to make the hard de-

cisions related to breast cancer with few second
thoughts. Our son found a job close to home; he
had planned to be in Alaska this summer. Gospel

Herald's editorial consultants have reheved my
work schedule by writing several guest editorials.

"So how are you doing?" someone asked dur-

ing one of the worst days. "Sitting here waiting

for the next shoe to drop," I said. Today I'm be-

ginning to know that with a small group that

cooks your food, washes your clothes, and mows
your lawn; friends and neighbors who make a

flower garden out of a hospital room; and a God
who truly does "not leave you, nor forsake you,"

most of those hard shoes can become soft slip-

pers.—;7p
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Peace must be much more
than the 'bach porch'

of our theology

To reduce the "essentials of the gospel"
to doctrinal formulations apart from
our ethics and our church order is to

make discipleship a meaningless word.

____

"V "T "T'e Mennonites have long been propo-

%/%/ nents of peace. We believe that Jesus

T T by his hfe and teachings bears witness

to the way of peace. Jesus sealed this witness

with his blood. We beheve that those who would
follow in his steps are called to live out this gos-

Once he had little use for the church; today he '^f^^'l
in nonresistant love. As Jesus him-

dreams of a Bible institute for Hispanic youth. See ^^^^ declared, those who are peacemakers shall

"An 'about face' for Ramiro Hernandez, " page 6. be called "children of God."
We are, however, always only one generation

away from losing this vision of peace. For some
people, who drink at other theological wells, the

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE peace position soon becomes an optional belief

for the Christian. Finally it is dropped altogether.

An *about face'
This will continue so long as we think of the

f Tt ' u J ^ peace position as a "back porch" attached to the
lor Kamiro Hernandez 6 main house of orthodox theology. We all know

what happens to back porches if they are not

Perspective: why do so built onto the main foundation. They soon start

many live on the streets? 8 Polling away from the house and eventually col-

lapse.

Mission Ipaders iir^P nrinritv ^^^^ "^^^ *°
iVllSSlon leaaers urge priority

s^-and peace to be at the heart of the gospel. We
tor urban ministry 9 need to not only affirm a way to peace but also

by

Maurice

Martin



The destructive work of the cross is to

break down barriers. The constructive

work is to take two alienated peoples
and bring about one new humanity,

declare clearly that peace is the way. We cannot

reduce the "essentials of the gospel" to doc-

trinal formulations apart from ethics and church

order. Otherwise, discipleship becomes a mean-
ingless word.

The word "peace" appears over 100 times in

the New Testament. It describes the God of

peace, Jesus as the Lord of peace, and the Holy
Spirit as the spirit of peace. At the end Jesus

breathed on his disciples: "Peace I leave with

you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you
as the world gives." (John 14:27). It is not cer-

tain what all he contrasts here. But surely his

peace was of a different sort than the Pax
Romana, a peace which needed to be kept at the

point of a sword.

Paul declares, "For if, when we were God's

enemies, we were reconciled to him
through the death of his Son, how much

more, having been reconciled, shall we be saved

through his life!" (Rom. 5:10). Here is the lan-

guage of war and peace: enemies, reconciled. We
humans were God's enemies, but in Christ have

been reconciled to God. In other words, in the

cross of Christ, God embarked on a great peace-

making mission to the world.

The peace which God brings begins as peace

within each human heart as we accept Christ as

the Prince of Peace. From there it spreads out-

ward from personal peace to interpersonal peace

as we also participate in God's peace initiative

in Christ.

The destructive work of the cross is to break

down barriers. The constructive work is to take

two alienated peoples and bring about one new
humanity, "thus making peace." The history of

humankind is beset with alienation, which Paul

knew full well. The gospel's creative work is to

draw us close to God and closer to each other in

the human family. The reconciled community it-

self both declares and portrays in its very life

the messianic vision of peace.

In
Rom. 6:4 Paul asserts that we who by bap-

tism follow Jesus in a death like his will cer-

tainly also be raised "to walk in newness of

hfe." The Christian life is a changed life. The
old patterns of hatred and violence are done

away with. In Corinthians Paul also states: "If

anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation . .

."

and "so from now on we regard no one from a

worldly point of view" (2 Cor. 5:16-17). No one

for whom Christ died can be my enemy. That is

the new way of seeing people which is born out

of the gospel of peace.

All this must be set alongside the more famil-

iar framework for our theology of peace, the life

and teachings of Jesus. How does a follower of

Christ relate to the evil and violence in the

world in which we live? As Mennonites we have

long declared that we are called to follow Jesus'

teaching and example.

We believe that in the Sermon on the Mount
Jesus sets out a pattern for the life of the Chris-

tian. Those who are blessed in the kingdom,
among other things, are the meek, the merciful,

the peacemakers, the reviled, and the perse-

cuted (Matt. 5:5-10).

In Matt. 5 we also see that Jesus not only re-

jects killing but goes beyond that to prohibit

anger against one's fellow Christians. He coun-

sels reconciliation before worship (5:23); that

again reminds us of the story of Cain and Abel.

Thus far there is nothing new. All world reli-

gions counsel us to live at peace with our broth-

ers and sisters. As Jesus says, even pagans do
this much (5:47). But Jesus calls us to go a step

further. No longer do we say, "Love your
neighbor" (Lev. 19:18) and "hate your enemy,"

but we are now called also to love our enemies
(Matt. 5:44). Thus concludes Jesus' "counsels of

perfection."

We shrink from these challenges to our natural

The reconciled community
itself both declares and
portrays in its very life

the messianic vision ofpeace,

inclinations. But we cannot shake off the calling

to follow Jesus in this way of peace. "For to this

you have been called, because Christ also suf-

fered for you, leaving you an example, so that

you should follow in his steps" (1 Pet. 2:21).

Because we tried to follow what Jesus taught,

we Mennonites used to be called "defenseless

Christians." Have we lost that reputation? Jesus'

example challenges us to do away with our de-

fenses, even in a seemingly legitimate cause, and

take the road less traveled, the way of the cross.

As Mennonites we have fairly consistently

held to the gospel of peace in terms of nonpartic-

ipation in war. That certainly remains a crucial

stance, which one should never presume those

who follow us will adopt. We need to keep on

promoting nonresistance and conscientious objec-

tion to war.
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No one for whom Christ died

can be my enemy. That is the

new way of seeing people born
out of the gospel ofpeace.

If we rightly understand the Hebrew concept

of shalom or peace, however, we must also begin

to understand the need to deal with the condi-

tions which make for war. Wherever injustices

prevail in the world, some will fight to get their

fair share.

We also need to understand that we are very

much part of the economic-military machinery of

the richest sector of the world community. Do
we, for example, dare draw a straight line be-

tween our personal dependence on oil and the

conflict in Iraq? How can we both proclaim and
live out the gospel of peace in our own lives and
hfestyles as they relate to this issue?

The biblical prophet denounced the people

who declared "peace, peace" when there was no
peace. How much family violence is hidden in

our midst, even while we declare that we are a

people of peace? How much justice is there in

dealings with each other? What should be our re-

sponse to the use of litigation? This too is dealt

with in Matt. 5, alongside the call to love our en-

emies.

What does it mean to deal redemptively with

people and be reconciled when our court sys-

tems are so adversarial by nature? Wherein lies

peace for both the perpetrators of crime and
their victims, when the justice system offers only

punishment, and victims are largely ignored in

the process? How can we bring about shalom in

our communities?

What would happen if we Christians acknowl-

edged that all people everywhere are children of

God? What change would come about if we lived

by the knowledge that all are potentially sisters

and brothers in Christ? It is a terrible conse-

quence of war when families and innocent peo-

ple suffer. The answer to war is for the human
family to reach across the "dividing wall of

hostility" to recognize our common humanity.

This is the challenge of the gospel for those of

us who claim to be children of peace.

Maurice Martin, New Hamburg, Ont, is pastor of

the Hillcrest Mennonite Church. This article was
adapted from a presentation Maurice made to a

delegate session of the Mennonite Conference of

Eastern Canada.

Jesus
and the

clown

Last Sunday morning

The preacher preached

About our Lord and laughter

Banquets, wedding feasts

Bubbles and balloons.

When the preacher sat down
A beautiful clown

Danced into the room
Jubilant, free, and laughing.

Frolicking up and down the aisles

She tossed flowers into the air

And to the people.

Burdens grew lighter

Tomorrow seemed brighter

An aura of excitement

Permeated the pews.

Our Lord, sad and weeping?
Yes, sometimes.

But a Lord who also knew
Moments of happiness

The joy of togetherness

Fellowship with friends.

Last Sunday morning

The preacher preached

About our Lord and laughter

Banquets, wedding feasts

Bubbles and balloons.

-Dorothy Shank
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Blessing when people
meet in masses
Hitting the sawdust trail ("Children

of the Sawdust Trail," June 4) in a re-

vival meeting has helped many people

in many places. I am one of them.

In this age of wickedness we need re-

vival more and more. In a day when the

world tries to remove God, Jesus, the

Bible, prayer, and anything spiritual

from our lives, we need to be bold to

let them know we believe in Jesus.

Mass revivals such as Billy Graham
holds continue to bless people.

If we go back to Jesus Christ and his

word, we will be blessed abundantly. I

believe mass meetings are an important

part of that blessing. In the early part

of Acts and in the Gospels many were

blessed, saved, healed, and helped as

they met in masses.

Keep up the good work in Christ.

Let's be positive and building.

Wayne Kratzer

Elyria, Ohio

Proclaim God's realm
even to governments
John Miller's article on Mennonite re-

lationship to the state (May 28) is

timely, and many of his observations

are indisputable. We as a Christian peo-

ple are not continuing all the practices

of our forebears in this area. But I won-
der if a change in practices necessarily

translates to a change in theology. May
we not obtain different results from

using the same set of beHefs in chang-

ing circumstances?

I would suggest that it does not neces-

sarily follow that we are obligated to

run for office if we insist upon calling

our governments to do justice. It is pos-

sible that being true to our faith in

these complex times means proclaiming

Christ's salvation in all aspects of life,

including the transformation of govern-

mental process, without becoming the

government ourselves.

Some of our friends in Latin Ameri-
can churches understand one mission of

the church to be to act as an institution

of social criticism. Such a role is clearly

biblical—Amos, Jeremiah, and even

Jesus as he engaged, directly and indi-

rectly, with those who ruled the faith

and the state. It does not mean we
have the desire to establish a theocracy

or rule by the church. It does mean
that we can say we have nothing to do
with the government, especially when
that government makes it possible for

us to thrive and for others to die,

quickly in war or slowly in poverty.

It is easy to fall into the trap of a the-

ology which claims separation from the

governing powers as though we still

lived in a monarchy. We live in socie-

ties which are, ostensibly at least, de-

mocracies; are we thus not obligated to

speak the truth to our governments?
The call of Christ is to announce the

realm of God, to which all principalities

(presidents, legislatures) and powers
(economies, social institutions) are ulti-

mately subject. Consider the parable of

the insistent widow from Luke 18, in

which a woman lobbied for justice from
"a judge who neither feared God nor

had respect for people" (NRSV). Is this

not a role we in the church could con-

sider ours? Refusing to address the gov-

ernment because it uses the sword,

which is clearly outside the perfection

of Christ and therefore unjust, does not

relieve us of the responsibility of pro-

claiming God's realm, because it is "in

the midst of (us)."

Michael Yeakey
Salina, Kan.

Following Jesus gives

a distinct perspective

I enjoyed John Miller's renewed call

to the old idea of the church living out

an alternative way to organize society. I

too feel John's discomfort with the cur-

rent movement toward more participa-

tion in the political arena. Reports of

Mennonites running for political office

disturb me.

Yet, I would not say that criticizing

our government is contradictory to sepa-

ration from the current political order.

Robert Charles, in "Now That the Cold

War Is Over" (June 4) says our attitude

toward world history and political

events shapes who we are as persons. If

this is true of the Cold War, how much
more is it true of the Persian Gulf War?
Mennonite leaders who spoke against

the war in the Gulf are to be com-
mended. If we as followers of Christ are

not offended by the arrogance and bru-

tality that was demonstrated by the

U.S. government, is it because we have

become warlike at heart? If we do not

articulate an alternative perspective on

world events, will we be able to live out

an alternative to warlike lifestyles in

our church communities? Or will we
gradually be conformed to the mold of

this world? I believe the latter is more
likely.
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Following Jesus gives us a distinct

perspective on political events. We be-

lieve that Jesus is Lord over all the

powers of earth, including governments.

We should testify to that even in the

presence of political authorities. I be-

lieve that voicing our opinions on partic-

ular issues and events can be a way of

witnessing to Jesus' authority and way
of life.

Steven G. Gehman
Souderton, Pa.

Amen!
I heartily endorse John W. Miller's

views. He has stated very clearly the

biblical role of nonresistant Christians

in relation to the state. Particularly im-

portant is his concluding statement:

"We must proclaim the gospel of God's

love in Christ and build his church.

That, as ever, is still our primary call-

ing."

J. Harold Breneman
Lititz, Pa.

An insight rare among Christians

I found the article, "What Do We Re-

ally Believe About the State?," an en-

couragement. John W. Miller addresses

the issue of church and state realisti-

cally, with insights that have been rare

among Christians.

It has become popular to protest

against our governments and criticize

every decision they make. Even some
leaders of the Mennonite Church have

jumped on the government-bashing

band wagon. To be consistent we must
realize that if the use of military force

is wrong for the state in all circum-

stances, then it must also be wrong to

have a police force. I can only imagine

the calamity that would result.

Rick Roes

Shakespeare, Ont.

"Don't look!

"

I wrote "amen!" all over Donna
Brubaker's letter on TV (June 4). My
husband and I too have chosen, in our

12 years of marriage, not to have a TV
in our home. We have two children,

ages 9 and 11, who would love to have

one.

Sometimes we will spend an after-

noon or evening watching TV in some-

one else's home. Every time we are

appalled at the disgusting things

flashed at us. The commercials are

worse than the shows! You can be

watching a perfectly nice show when
suddenly your family is hit with ads for

filthy, murderous, and sexual shows

that will be on at another time.

My husband has taught our children

to cover their eyes if he says, "Don't

look!," and we turn down the volume

quickly. But not everyone does that. It

hurts me to think of the horrible things

other people's children witness day

after day.

Rebecca Miller

Stryker, Ohio

Is inclusive language
really that important?
There's something about this war of

words over inclusive language that both-

ers me. Now men are feeling a need to

stand up for their "rights" and call for

consistency ("His and Hers," May 21).

There will always be inconsistencies

and problems when I insist on everyone

else doing, being, and speaking as I do,

am, or speak. So let's go back a step

further and ask if inclusive language is

consistent with Scripture. Was Jesus

wrong or shortsighted because he never

referred to God as his mother? I think

not.

You point out the awkwardness and
sometimes ludicrous results of inclusive

language. How can I really worship if I

am so caught up with my own impor-

tance, my own self-identity, that I am
distracted and feel left out? To me the

purpose of worship is to make God feel

good, to give worth to God and to

Jesus. Worship is praise, love, and ado-

ration of God. If I must worship in cer-

tain language to make me feel included,

to make me feel accepted, am I not wor-

shiping self rather than God? We are

falling into the humanistic trap of wor-

shiping the created rather than the Cre-

ator.

As we grow into the likeness of

Christ, should we not become less con-

cerned with who we are? Paul did not

say, "For me to live is a self-fulfilled,

happy male." In Christ there is neither

male nor female, nor other entities

which separate us. All are one in Christ

Jesus. If my longing is to know him and
the power of his resurrection and the

fellowship of his sufferings, if my desire

is to be made like him in his death (in

my death to self), will maleness and fe-

maleness be an issue? I challenge us to

grow in wisdom and in the revelation

knowledge of Jesus.

Pauline Lehman
St. Anne, III.

Mutual aid expressed
through MMA

I was very sad to read that health

plan members continue to leave Menno-
nite Mutual Aid because of the costs

(May 21).

Recently my husband, Dorsa, experi-

enced a difficult and unexpected heart'

surgery and six-week hospital stay. It

was the mutual aid of our spiritual

brothers and sisters and their prayers

that sustained us and made possible

the needed treatments for recovery. We
are grateful for the well and healthy

who are willing to continue their partici-

pation in Mennonite Mutual Aid, for

this is a way for us to support each

other as brothers and sisters in Christ.

An alternate congregational sharing

plan may be less costly if there are no

unusual medical expenses. But we be-

lieve that would be a serious risk. Our
Prairie Street Mennonite Church has

had two pastors who had major health

problems and needed insurance shared

by the larger brotherhood. We are

thankful for Mennonite Mutual Aid.

Mary K. Mishler

Elkhart, Ind.
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An ^about face* for Ramiro

Growing up as a migrant and a factory

worker, Ramiro had little use for the

church. Today his dream is to begin a
Bible institute for Hispanic youth.

by Greg Hartzler-Miller

My
life is divided into two periods: believ-

ing and the unbelieving." That's how
Ramiro Hernandez reflects upon his pil-

grimage as he serves coffee and attends to the

needs of his daughter, 14-month-old Lisa Karina.

The television, audible from the next room, car-

ries a special report on the war in the Persian

Gulf. Photographs around the Hernandez home
in Goshen, Ind., provide a glimpse of others in

the family: Ramiro's wife, Martha, and his

school-age sons, Eli and Ramiro, Jr. Ramiro is a

Master of Divinity student in the pastoral coun-

seling track at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries in nearby Elkhart.

The change in Ramiro's life began in 1976

when he met Guillermo Espinosa, pastor of a

small congregation in Chicago, Iglesia

Evangelica Menonita (19th St.). At age 25,

Ramiro was living in an inner-city apartment
with his sister Rose and her husband, Enrique
Pacheco. None of them were participating in

church, that is, not until their mother, Agustine,

and their younger sister, Leticia, moved up from
Texas and joined the household. Through the in-

vitation of a friend, Agustine and Leticia began
attending "19th Street Mennonite Church."

Soon, Pastor Espinosa visited the apartment to

invite the rest of the family to church. To escape

him, Ramiro went out the back door.

Experience had convinced Ramiro that he

could neither believe in God nor fit into a

church. Growing up as a Mexican-American in

Texas, his family struggled to survive through mi
grant farm work and long hours in factories.

Ramiro was a toddler and his sister Rose a new-

born when their father abandoned the family,

never to be seen again. A series of stepfathers

made family life unstable and sometimes physi-

cally violent.

Ramiro was only 14 years old when he ran

away from home the first time. He worked in a

foundry in South Bend, Ind., until they discov-

ered he was underage. During this time the Cath-

olic mass he knew as a child, conducted in

Latin, seemed remote and unrelated to his day-

to-day struggle.

As a teenager, Ramiro visited a church where
they told him that he was possessed by a

demon. Although he consented to receive

prayer, he soon became uncomfortable. When
they laid hands on him, his back ached from the

pressure, and he remembers his hair being

pulled, but there was no spiritual liberation. He
never went back.

Later, while living in Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Ramiro read Good News for Modem Man. In his

search to learn more, he was referred to a Prot-

estant pastor. The well-meaning pastor visited

Ramiro, but when he learned about his troubled

situation, he seemed unable to help. Ramiro got

the feeling he would not fit into the pastor's con-

gregation.

Ramiro's church experiences had conditioned

him to avoid any minister including Pastor Es-

pinosa. His mother, Agustine, continued to at-

tend the 19th Street church, however. It was
over five miles from their house, and she was
not safe traveling without a male escort. Ramiro
agreed to take her to 19th Street, but he refused

When families have partici-

pated in war for generations
to escape poverty, it is diffi-

cult to switch and accept
conscientious objection,

to enter the church building. But he finally grew
tired of coming and going twice each Sunday.

One Sunday in March 1976 he went in.

Pastor Espinosa's preaching surprised Ramiro.

"It was as if he were speaking directly to me! I

asked my mother, 'Did you tell this man about
me?' She said she had not. He preached about
God, and I was hungry for meaning. I used to

make fun of men who cried, but before I knew it,

I was up at the altar crying and accepting Jesus

as my Lord." Soon, everyone in the household

was received upon confession of faith into the

19th Street Mennonite Church. A year later

Ramiro married Martha Corpus, an active mem-
ber of the congregation.

In order to grow in faith, Ramiro enrolled in

evening classes at a Bible institute sponsored by
19th Street Mennonite Church. Topics included

theology and New Testament studies. The teach-

ers at the Bible institute cultivated his leader-

ship ability and encouraged him to pursue fur-

ther studies. Wanting to know more, he entered
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Hernandez

the Seminary Nazarene Hispanamericano in San
Antonio, Tex., a program affiliated with Hesston

(Kans.) College. When that program was discon-

tinued, he transferred to Goshen (Ind.) College

and chose to major in Hispanic ministries.

Since his cultural and academic background

were different from the majority of students and

teachers, the general studies requirements at

Goshen College were exceptionally difficult. He
seldom spoke in class, he says. "The other stu-

dents expressed thoughts which seemed so

much more profound than my own." Neverthe-

less, he worked hard and refused to quit. Upon
graduation he served one year as an interim pas-

tor in Mathis, Tex.

Others who studied at the Bible institute on

19th Street also went on to graduate from

Goshen: Samuel Lopez, currently serving as pres-

ident of the Hispanic Mennonite Convention;

Victor Mojica, who went on to study in a

Nazarene seminary; and Rudolfo Jimenez, now
working with the Church of the Brethren. Lopez
and Jimenez graduated from Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries. As administrator for

the CouncU of Hispanic Churches in Lancaster

Conference, Lopez currently directs a Bible insti-

tute which serves several Hispanic congregations

in Pennsylvania.

The 19th Street Mennonite Church along with

the Bible institute closed its doors two years

after Ramiro left. One person told Ramiro that

the congregation disappeared because it was too

much like an airport—people would come in and
immediately fly away. In Ramiro's view, that is

not a sufficient reason to close. If the gospel was
spread and leaders were encouraged, he believes

the congregation served a purpose.

Ramiro sees a need for more Bible insti-

tutes like the one at 19th Street Menno-
nite Church—institutes serving Hispanic

congregations with instruction from an Anabap-
tist perspective. Ramiro still struggles with the

Mennonite position on conscientious objection

to war. At age 19, he had enlisted in the army
and served a three-year term. (Ironically, the

G.I. Bill enabled him to attend Goshen College

and learn about biblical pacifism.) When families

have participated in war generation after genera-

tion and young men see military enlistment as

the only way to escape poverty, it is difficult for

a pastor to forbid enlistment, he says. Bible insti-

tutes may be a useful means of providing

Hispanic young people with an alternative vision.

After a year of pastoral work, Ramiro felt a

need for further theological education. He and

his family moved to northern Indiana in 1984,

and Ramiro enrolled at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries several years later.

At AMBS, Ramiro is impressed by the pa-

tience and goodwill of the faculty and staff. He
admits that sometimes he has perceived Ameri-

can Mennonites of Germanic descent projecting

a sense of superiority over him as a Hispanic-

American Mennonite. When that happens he

says to himself, "It's not you; it's just sin."

Does his own education now tempt him to

look down on other Hispanic people who might

have less education? "I may have acculturated

some," he replies, "but I am very much
Hispanic. I think of myself as part of the

pueblo." With the knowledge, skills, and abilities

gained in seminary, Ramiro hopes to contribute

to the life of the Mennonite Church. His dream
is that it be through a Bible institute.

Greg Hartzler-Miller is a student at Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.

Ramiro Her-

nandez with

his daughter,

Lisa Karina:

"I think of

myself as part

of the pueblo.

"
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PERSPECTIVE

Why do so many live on the streets?

by

Carl

Kreider

Americans take pride in being the largest

economy in the world. During the 1980s
the U.S. Gross National Product (GNP),

after adjustments for inflation, grew by more
than 30 percent. By the end of 1990, the GNP
reached the astronomical figure of nearly $5.5

triUion. If evenly distributed, this would be
$21,700 for each man, woman, and child in the

country. But it was not equally distributed. Dur-
ing the 1980s, the rich became richer and the

poor poorer.

Homeless people are at the bottom of this

long economic ladder. They do not own or rent a

residence. They sleep in abandoned buildings or

on steam grates. They spend their nights in bus
or railway stations or in airports.

How many homeless are there? The Economic
Report of the President for 1991 lists 6.8 million

Americans living below the poverty line. This is

an increase of 1.3 million in 10 years. Not all of

these persons are homeless, to be sure. But
about 75 percent are what sociologists call "ex-

tremely poor." Professor Rossi of the University

of Massachusetts in Down and Out in America:
The Origins of Homelessness says at least 500,000

have no homes, and other careful studies agree

with this figure. Rossi terms homelessness "a
major social problem ... a national disgrace,

clearly unacceptable in a rich, humane society."

No other major industrial country has such
widespread homelessness. Canada has an eco-

nomic system quite similar to the United States,

but it "has neither the slums to match the physi-

cal and social deterioration of our inner cities,

nor the level of homeless sleeping in shelters,

streets, and subways." Is there something
unique about the way the U.S. treats its needy?
Could the problem be solved if we had the politi-

cal will to do so?

And why has the number of homeless in-

creased during the past decade of gener-

ally unparalleled prosperity? Some say

it's because many of the homeless are emotion-
ally disturbed—persons who 30 years ago would
have been separated from the general public in

state mental hospitals. It is true that some of

these institutions have been closed in the belief

that many of the people formerly housed there

could be treated more effectively and at less

cost as outpatients in community mental health

centers. Some certainly have been, but others

are adrift on the streets.

But this is only a partial answer. A more funda-

mental reason for more homelessness is the

growing number of very poor people. Political an-

alyst Kevin Phillips shocked many people last

year when he published his book The Politics of
Rich and Poor. He wrote that the number of mil-

lionaires had tripled during the Reagan years
and that by 1988 there were 52 bilUonaires—
many of them multibiUionaires. At the other end
of the income scale, the after-tax family income
of the lower half of American families in 1987
was "well below" that of the late 1970s; "big city

poverty and homelessness were rampant."
Another analyst, Paul Krugman, says that "the

typical American worker . . . has had no real in-

crease in take-home pay since the first inaugura-

tion of Richard Nixon. And for Americans in the

bottom fifth of the income distribution, the

1980s have been little short of nightmarish."

Athird reason for increased homelessness
is public apathy. President Bush's Eco-
nomic Report buries in an appendix the

statistics I've used for the number of Americans
below the poverty level. The 277 pages of the Re-
port analyze many economic problems facing the

U.S. But it does not say one word about the
problem of the increasing disparity of wealth or

of growing poverty and homelessness. This is

possible because the pubhc doesn't care.

There is also a great shortage of low rent hous-
ing. A Harvard study has shown that rents are

now higher than at any time in the past 20 years.

As a result, two-thirds of America's poor are pay-
ing at least half of their income just for housing.

Today there are more young single mothers in

America than ever before. Typically, they pay
over 70 percent of their income just to keep a
roof over their children's heads.

The Reagan administration reduced federal in-

come taxes paid by the rich while it increased

spending for military purposes. But federal hous-
ing assistance to the poor was slashed from $33
biUion in 1981 to less than $8 billion in 1990. In-

stead of building 200,000 subsidized apartments
for poor people each year, as was done in the

1970s, less than 15,000 were built last year.

Some homelessness also stems from alcohol-

ism, drug addiction, and just plain laziness. But
I don't read that Jesus taught that poverty

stems from moral laxity. Instead, Jesus directed

his criticism toward those who enjoy the com-
forts of life but are unaware of the poor in their

midst (Matt. 25:41-46). Homeless people need
our love, concern, and action.

"Speak out, judge righteously, defend the

rights of the poor and needy" (Prov. 31:9). The
prophets did that (Amos 2:6). So too should we.

Carl Kreider is a retired professor of economics

from Goshen College, Goshen, Ind.
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CHURCH NEWS

Mission leaders urge MBIVI to give

priority to urban ministry

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Four conference

mission leaders shared their passion for

the city during the June 6-7 meeting of

the Board of Directors of Mennonite

Board of Missions. They affirmed the

urban focus that the MBM Home Minis-

tries Division is taking.

They reported that their own passion

for the city increased during an April

meeting of conference mission leaders in

Chicago. "We experienced deep unity,

including some who underwent a personal

conversion on the topic of urban focus,"

said Allan Howe, chair of the Mis-

sion/EvangeHsm/Service Commission of

Illinois Conference.

Eldon King, evangelism minister for

Ohio Conference, said he has become
aware of the increasing international

flavor of the cities. "The need for overseas

ministries has not diminished, but the

need for international ministries in the

cities is increasing," he said.

Wally Fahrer, missions minister for In-

diana-Michigan Conference, said the larg-

est number of Iranians outside the coun-

try of Iran live in Detroit. "We Menno-
nites need skills to understand the

Muslim culture."

The call for increased training for urban

ministries also came from Gilbert

Gingerich, mission board president for

Iowa-Nebraska Conference. "We will

need to find creative ways to minister in

the city, including educating leaders and

providing supervision and financing."

In response, Alex Adjetey Adjei, a new
member of the MBM Overseas Ministries

Committee, emphasized the importance

of overseas mission work. "The great

commission mandate calls us to go out,

not just be concerned abut ourselves."

Adjei is a Mennonite pastor from Ghana
who is in the U.S. for further training.

In a related matter, the board decided

that MBM priorities in young adult min-

istries must clearly fit the urban mandate.

MBM will start new urban congregations

with, for, and by young adults; call out

young adult leaders for urban settings and

forMBM staff positions; and provide staff

expertise in young adult outreach.

Young adult ministries that may be

affected by the new direction include

activities at Mennonite Church conven-

tions, the annual census, and two publica-

tions [In Search and Feedback). These

may be discontinued.

"This action should not be interpreted

as a lack of interest in young adults,"

emphasized John Eby, chair of the Home
Ministries Committee. "But it is in re-

sponse to the urban mandate we've been

given and also because of budget limita-

tions."

The topic of budget restraints surfaced

several times during this board meeting.

Although contributions so far this year are

in line with budget projections, "we're not

doing all that could be done," according

to board chair Ron Schertz. "We continue

to be faced with budget constraints and

are reducing some programs because of

international inflation."

The constraints became even more ob-

vious as the board began preliminary

work on next year's budget, based on

contributions received in the past. "We
have people with readiness, openness,

and a sense of call to go," said Dorothy

Yoder Nyce, chair of the Overseas Minis-

tries Committee. But if all qualified can-

didates were appointed, the overseas

budget would need to increase by nearly

11 percent.

In other actions, the board:
• Appointed 21 short- and long-term

workers to new or continuing assignments

in Afghanistan, Brazil, England, India,

Israel, Liberia, and Puerto Rico.

• Discussed a study paper entitled

"The Principalities and Powers," the 10th

and last in a series of board-initiated

studies on Scripture and mission issues.

• Bid farewell to three board mem-
bers—Esther Augsburger (1983-91),

Ramiro Hernandez (1987-91), and Doro-

thy Yoder Nyce (1983-91).—P/it7 Richard

Baptists and Mennonites
to hold historic reunion
in Amsterdam in 1 992

Hamilton, Ont. (MWC/BWA)—Repre-

sentatives of Baptist World Alliance and

Mennonite World Conference plan to

meet in Amsterdam, Netherlands, in the

summer of 1992 to reenact a historic event

in the life of both denominations. In 1608

the first Baptists, led by John Smyth, left

England and sojourned with the

Waterlander Mennonites of Amsterdam.

The invitation to celebrate this Baptist-

Mennonite family reunion almost 400

years later was extended by Ed van

Straten, an MWC vice-president and gen-

eral secretary of the Dutch Mennonite

Church. The occasion will be the fourth

and final annual theological conversation

between BWA and MWC. The third

meeting. May 17-19, 1991, was hosted by

McMaster Divinity College of Hamilton,

Ont., and Canadian Baptist Federation.

At the Ontario event, dialogue teams

made plans to prepare a joint message to

the local churches of the two faith groups.

This message, to be published as a book-

let, will describe the common ground

shared by Baptists and Mennonites in the

believers church tradition. It will also

identify distinctive areas in which each

group can provide encouragement and

counsel for the other, such as the Menno-
nite emphasis on peace and the Baptist

emphasis on evangelism.

The joint report will include specific

recommendations for closer fellowship,

mutual learning, and cooperation. As an

early example, the dialogue teams hope

to report to the General Councils of BWA
and MWC when they both meet in

Zimbabwe in August 1993 and will sug-

gest interaction between the two councils.

The 1991 meeting in Hamilton focused

on worship, the Lord's Supper, and bap-

tism, with four scholarly papers pre-

sented. A history of Dutch Mennonite

missions in Indonesia and the prior Dutch

Mennonite support of English Baptist

missions was also presented.

Conference mission leaders urge top priority for urban mission. Left to right: Wally Fahrer of Indi-

ana-Michigan, Allan Howe of Illinois, Eldon King of Ohio, and Gilbert Gingerich of Iowa-Nebraska.
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Peace delegation to Middle East
witnesses plight of Palestinians

Israeli-occupied Gaza—A Christian

Peacemaker Team delegation concluded

10 days in Israel and the occupied terri-

tories of the West Bank and Gaza with a

daylong visit to a refugee camp here.

Delegation members saw &sthand the

plight of the Palestinians under Israeli

military occupation. Their poverty and
pain burned terrible images in the desert

area that some have called "the world's

largest concentration camp."
From the first days of participating in

the larger Gulf Peace Team's walk for

peace from Jerusalem to Amman, the

OPT group visited with Palestinian and
Israeli people. Along the walk, CPT mem-
bers conversed with Israeli soldiers sent

to accompany them and they talked with

Palestinian people living in villages along

the road from Ramallah to Jericho.

The June 1-14 experience was the sec-

ond such visit by a CPT group since the

Persian Gulf War. CPT, based in Chicago,

is supported by four Mennonite and
Brethren denominations.

One day the group went to Bethlehem
and the nearby village of Beit Sahur. In

these stony hills they met Palestinians

who have organized grass-roots resistance

to the heavy taxes levied by the Israeli

occupation. In addition to organizing

themselves to cope with arrests, curfews,

loss of property, demolition of some
homes, and continuing harassment and
brutality, the Rapprochement Center of

Beit Sahur is dedicated to opening chan-

nels of communication between Palestin-

ians and Israelis.

In Nazareth, the group worshiped with

a small congregation of Palestinian Chris-

tians. "Yes, we suffer as second-class

citizens, and many Christians are leaving

Israel," said Father Riah. "In this place

which was once home to our Lord, where
he taught and healed and fed the hungry,

the Christians have dwindled to about 2

percent. We need the support of Chris-

tians in North America."

At the Kibbutz of Gan Schmuel, we met
Hanna Knaz, one of the most articulate

Israeli voices for reconciliation and peace.

"The peace camp in Israel needs help

from outside, especially from America,"

she said. "To protest the government
policy of building Israeli settlements in

the occupied territory is not anti-Jewish."

Knaz is also a member of Women in

Black, an Israeli group calling for the end
of the occupation of Gaza and West Bank.

"We don't have all the answers, but we
know the occupation must end—for us as

well as for our Palestinian sisters," she

said. The CPT participants witnessed the

group's weekly demonstration in Jerusa-

lem—about 150 joyful women of all ages,

dressed in black, each carrying a red rose

and a placard.

Among the officials CPT listened to and
sometimes questioned were leaders of

Israel's Labor and Likud parties, the con-

sul general of the United States, a Jewish

settler in Bet Ein, the Anglican arch-

bishop of Jerusalem and the Middle East,

the Muslim grand mufti of Jerusalem, and
the director of the Red Crescent.

Peace is longed for, but peace is not

easily found in this historic land. The CPT
group met a 96-year-old Palestinian man
who has lived under the occupation of

Turkey, Britain, Jordan, and now Israel.

The history of Jews and Palestinians is a

history of suffering. Until 40 years ago,

Jews in this land were victimized by land

poHcies and isolated and killed by the

authorities. Today Palestinians suffer;

families are driven from their homes,
schools are closed, and thousands are

imprisoned.

America supports Israel with $3.5 bil-

lion in aid each year. On the tear-gas

canisters shot into hospital wards, the

CPT group read the words, "Made in

USA." The Gulf War which America led

decimated Iraq, but it has also impover-

ished much of the Middle East.

The CPT delegation returned with a

sense of urgency. How long can peoples

live crowded together in terror and fear?

How long can one people carry out a

policy of oppression and "depopulation"?

How long until hatred consumes and an-

other Holocaust engulfs the "Holy Land"?
Again and again, the group was heart-

ened by the determination of the Pales-

tinians to resist nonviolently and to work
for reconciliation. CPT urges North
American Christians to protest the abuses
of basic human rights, support the reuni-

fication of Palestinian famihes, and de-

mand equal services for "unrecognized"

Palestinian villages.

—

Margaret Foth

Mennonite abuse victims
don't turn to pastors,
Winnipeg study shows

Winnipeg, Man. (MCCJ—Meimonites
here are experiencing domestic abuse but
they are not turning to their pastors for

help, according to a just-completed study.

The study by Isaac Block, professor of

contemporary ministries at Mennonite
Brethren Bible College, calls on Menno-
nites to put the same amount of energy

into dealing with abuse in the churches as

they do into service to disadvantaged

people around the world.

The study was sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee Canada. It is beheved
to be the first time a Canadian denomi-
nation has conducted a study of this kind

on itself.
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Based on a random sample of 187 adults

from Winnipeg Mennonite church tele-

phone directories, the study shows that

there were 65 incidents of physical abuse

in a one-year period. The same group

recalled 1,295 incidents of abuse against

them by their parents or guardians in their

childhood years. Physical abuse in the

study is defined as throwing things, push-

ing, slapping, hitting with an object, beat-

ing up, kicking, or using a knife or gun.

Block also asked the respondents to

report the incidence of emotional abuse

they had experienced—things such as

sulking, stomping out, insulting, threaten-

ing to hit, or threatening with a knife or

gun. The 187 respondents reported 189

incidents of emotional abuse in the one-

year period, leading Block to conclude

that "this observation raises the possibil-

ity that while Mennonites have taken

seriously the doctrine of nonviolence, in

practice they have tended to apply this to

physical rather than emotional violence."

Sexual abuse is also a problem among
Mennonites, Block found, with around 20

percent of respondents reporting a viola-

tion within the one-year period. Sexual

abuse in the survey was defined as fond-

ling of breasts or genitals, propositioning,

flirting, inappropriate holding or kissing,

forced sex, and oral sex. Some 25 percent

of females reported sexual abuse, com-

pared to only 7 percent of males. When
asked to identify their abusers, respon-

dents named strangers, brothers, friends,

and relatives.

While a 1990 study of Mennonite pas-

tors showed that they were willing to deal

with the issue of domestic abuse, this

study shows that only a small percentage

of victims turned to the church for help.

One reason for this. Block suggests, is

because "most victims are females victim-

ized by males and all salaried pastors at

the time of the interviews were males."

Ways the church could be more helpful,

he says, include avoiding theological for-

mulas and pat answers from the Bible; by

trying to understand the dynamics of

forgiveness from the point of view of the

victim; and by helping victims to be set

free from any guilt.

Block also calls on Mennonites to ex-

amine the biblical concept of submission,

which he says "has been corrupted into a

theology of dominance." He also suggests

that scriptural sayings which call on be-

lievers to rejoice in suffering are inappro-

priate for victims of abuse. "Jesus volun-

tarily placed himself in a situation that

involved suffering," he says. "Victims of

domestic abuse do not."

The high view of the marriage agree-

ment held by Mennonite pastors should

also be examined when counseling victims

of abuse, he says. Citing the previous

study of pastors which showed that they

would only counsel wives to leave their

husbands if physical abuse was severe, he

asks: "Are the values of permanence in

marriage and the experience of personal

safety and well-being of equal value or

should they be ranked? If they would be

ranked, should personal safety rank

higher than marriage if the marriage is

abusive?

—

John Longhurst

AMBS boards assess
strengths, weaknesses
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—The boards of

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies listed the school's strengths and
weaknesses during their recent meetings

on campus. It was part of a strategic

planning exercise to assess the state of

AMBS to establish longer-range goals.

The board members agreed the

strengths include the three-year master of

divinity program, Anabaptist-Mennonite

perspectives, and the faculty. It was ac-

knowledged, however, that there has been

a generational shift in the faculty. This

means that some of the professors are not

well-known in the constituency. The chal-

lenge is for the newer professors to

become better known among the

churches and to build the level of trust.

There was agreement that opportuni-

ties for the future at AMBS are: (1)

continuing to strengthen the commitment
to training church leaders, especially pas-

tors; and (2) helping to shape an "Ana-

baptist theological vision" for Mennonite

life and thought into the next millennium.

Another long-range issue discussed by
the boards was the projected move of

Bethany Theological Seminary, a Church

of the Brethren school, from the Chicago

area. The Bethany board has authorized

exploration of four possible sites for relo-

cation, including Elkhart, with the possi-

bility of a consortium arrangement with

AMBS. The AMBS boards will give major

attention to this prospect at their next

meeting, if Bethany continues to express

interest in Elkhart.

AMBS consists of two seminaries on

one campus—Goshen Biblical Seminary

of the Mennonite Church and Mennonite

Biblical Seminary of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church.

OEOOI

The place
to be

Interpreters. Three
people will serve as pri-

mary interpreters for

deaf, hard of hearing,

and hearing impaired people. The
three are Kent Olney, Wanda Rohrer-

Heyerly, and Charlotte Baker-Shenk.

The interpreters are provided by

Mennonite Church General Board in

cooperation with Deaf Ministries of

Mennonite Board of Missions. Any
questions or requests for more infor-

mation should be sent to Deaf Minis-

tries director Jeff Hoffer at Box 247,

Riverdale, MD 20738; phone 301 699-

1596 (TTY) or 301 699-1597 (voice).

The overall purpose of Oregon 91 is

"to enable people to experience the

transcendent presence of God and to

hear God's call to faithfulness in mis-

sion and stewardship."

Anticipation. Writing in Connections,

a publication of Virginia Conference,

Dottie Nolt said, "A General Assem-
bly in Eugene, Ore., in 1991? Can it be

true? As soon as I heard this I knew
it was something I wanted to do. Since

becoming a member of Williamsburg

Mennonite Church I have wanted to

attend an Assembly. The seminars

speak to a wide variety of interests, and

I hope to learn more about what makes

the Mennonite Church reilevant to the

times in which we live.

"It's been four years since we moved
to Virginia from Eugene, Ore., and

now I will be able to visit friends there,

ride bike along the Willamette River,

savor the sights and fragrances of the

rose gardens, and see the lovely hang-

ing fuchsia baskets which cover the

walls of the Lane County Convention

Center. No trip to Oregon is complete

without climbing the sand dunes in

Florence and witnessing a sunset

along the beautiful Oregon Coast. In-

deed, Oregon 91 is the place to be!"

Adults can still register by calling

General Board at 219 294-7131. Meal-

package reservations need to be made
by July 15. On-site registrations can

be made for all or part of the conven-

tion.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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• Volcano relief effort. Menno-
nite Central Committee has
given $15,000 for relief work in

the Philippines following the
eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, which
killed more than 100 and left

180,000 homeless. The funds
were sent to two FUipino orga
nizations. Contributions are
being accepted for MCC's re
sponse. MCC is also exploring
the possibility of sending mate-
rial aid and relief workers. Phil
Hofer, MCC's local co-country
representative, said many peo-
ple fled the volcano's mud, lava,

and ash with only the clothes
they were wearing. No MCC
workers were displaced by the
volcano.

• "A different passion." Local
pastor Sam Thomas urged the
168 graduates of Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School on June
8 to take with them the values,

faith, and commitments that
were woven into their education
at LMHS. "You have received
an education with a difference

that I believe prepares you to
launch into the next phase of
your life with a different pas-
sion," said Thomas, who is pas-
tor of Landisville Mennonite
Church and father of graduate
Janelle Thomas.

• Fourth-generation graduate.
Nineteen of the 56 graduates of
Eastern Mennonite High School
on June 2 are children of alumni.
And one of them, Lori Swartz,
is believed to be the first fourth-

generation graduate. The
speaker at the 74th annual com-
mencement ceremony for the
Harrisonburg, Va., school was
William Hawk, academic dean of
Bluffton College. He challenged
the graduates to base their de-
cision making on values other
than dollars and cents. "Go be-
yond the bottom line!" he said.

• Closer to goal. Central Chris-
tian High School raised about
$200,000 for its expansion proj-

ect at a benefit auction on June
8. The Kidron, Ohio, school is

now within about $500,000 of the
$2.4 million needed for a new
gymnasium, a 650-seat audito-
rium, and additional classrooms.
By far the biggest item sold at
the auction was a home built

entirely with donated labor and
materials. Quilts, crafts, furni-

ture, plants, vehicles, food, and
many other items were also sold.

• Young people commissioned.
Eastern Mennonite Board of

"Someone who cares."
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—
"Theological institutions too

often take the side of the
rich and the powerful, and
those who actually work
with the poor are often
skeptical of theology de-
grees," said Toinette Eu-
gene at the graduation cer-

emony of Associated
Mennonite BibHcal Semi-
naries. "The world doesn't

want someone who knows it

all, but someone who cares."

Eugene, who is associate

professor of culture and
practical theology at Chi-
cago Theological Seminary,
urged the graduates to

"practice what you preach."

The 42 graduates included
29 men and 13 women.
Master of divinity degrees
were awarded to 26 stu-

dents, master of arts in theo-

logical studies to 11, master
of arts in peace studies to 3,

and one-year certificates in

theological studies to 2.

Many of the students will

move into or return to pas-

toral positions, while others

plan to do other kinds of
church work, continue their

education, or enter other

fields.

Missions commissioned 84
young people for service at Lan-
caster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School on May 24. More than

1,200 people attended. Of those
commissioned, 35 joined Sum-
mer Training Action Teams in

five foreign countries, 23 en
tered Youth Evangelism Service
in five countries, 9 went into

Voluntary Service in the eastern
United States, and 14 joined a
new program called the School
for Witness in Baltimore. The
speaker for the commissioning
service was Hubert Brown, a
black Mennonite leader who is

now an administrator with the
General Conference Mennonite
Church.

• Church formed in Wisconsin.
A new congregation has been
formally established in Madi-
son, Wis. In April it joined Illi-

nois Conference of the Menno-
nite Church, and in June it

joined Central District of the
General Conference Mennonite
Church. It is called Madison
Mennonite Church, and the pas-
tor is Melvin Janzen. The
emerging congregation has been
meeting for the past year at

Orchard Ridge United Church
of Christ. The members have
adopted three documents as a
way of organizing themselves—

a

mission statement, a plan of min-
istry, and a plan for leadership.

• Pastor transitions:
Larry Wilson will become pastor

of First Mennonite Church of
Champaign-Urbana, 111., on
Sept. 1. He succeeds David
Habegger. He served previously
as pastor of Salem Mennonite
Church, Kidron, Ohio.

Raymond and Konstance Bell were
hcensed as copastors of Bethel
Mennonite Church, Chicago, 111.,

on May 5. They succeeded Lee
Lowery.

Willard Metzger will become pas-
tor of Community Mennonite
Church, Moorefield, Ont., on
Oct. 1. He succeeds Dale
Bauman at this new congrega-
tion. He currently serves the
Floradale and Glen Allan con-
gregations in Ontario.

Fred Redekop will become pastor
of Floradale (Ont.) Mennonite
Church in September. He suc-

ceeds Willard Metzger. He is

currently pastor of Bethel Men-
nonite Church, Lancaster, Pa.

Calvin Zehr will become pastor of
Willow Springs Mennonite
Church, Tiskilwa, EL, in August.
He is 'currently youth minister
for Indiana-Michigan Confer-
ence and associate pastor of
Silverwood Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind.

Arlin Claassen became pastor of

Norwood Mennonite Church,
Peoria, 111., on April 28. He
served previously as pastor of
Elkhart (Ind.) City Church of
the Brethren.

Brian Boettger and Shirlee Yoder
were licensed as pastoral team
members at Park View Mermo-
nite Church, Harrisonburg, Va.,
on June 16. They serve along-
side Pastor Owen Burkholder.

Donald and Julia Martin will be-
come associate copastors at
Mennonite Church of Normal,
111., in July. Serving alongside
Pastor Tom Kauffman, they will

work in the areas of Christian
education, worship, and youth
ministry.

Elmer Wyse was installed as
copastor of Roanoke Mennonite
Church, Eureka, HI., on June 9.

James Loepp Thiessen became a
pastoral team member at
Shantz Mennonite Church,
Baden, Ont., on May 1. He is a
1991 graduate of Associated
Mennonite Bibhcal Seminar-

• Job openings:
Public school teachers in Noxubee

County, Miss. These are Volun-
tary Service assigimients with
Mennonite Board of Missions.
They would be part of the
Mashulaville VS unit in a rural,

low-income, black community. A
BA or BS degree in education is

required. A two-year term is

preferred. Contact Berni Kauf-
man at MBM, Box 370,
Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219
294-7523.

Admissions counselor. Eastern
Mennonite College, starting in

August. Qualifications include
speaking/writing skills, willing-

ness to travel, organizational

skills, and experience with
young people. A bachelor's de-
gree is required. Minorities are

urged to apply. Contact the Per-
sormel Office at EMC, Harrison-
burg, VA 22801; phone 703 432-

4108.

High school teachers, Greenwood
(Del.) Mennonite School.
Needed are two teachers in the
following areas: Bible, social

studies, EngUsh, Spanish, and
physical education. Contact
Gerald Yoder at the school, R.

1, Box 62-C, Greenwood, DE
19950; phone 302 349-4131.

Director of music ministries, Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church, Sara-
sota, Fla. The full-time position

may be divided between music
and Christian education. Send
resume to the church at 4041
Bahia Vista St., Sarasota, FL
34232.
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BIRTHS

Bamett, Skip and Laura (Ren-

ner), Goshen, Ind., Paul Erskine

Renner (second child), May 31.

Beck, Kent and Mary (Frederick),

Iowa City, Iowa, Sarah Frances

(third child). May 23.

Beckler, Tony and Jan (Yoder),

Beaver Crossing, Neb., Morgan
Jade (second child). May 31.

Bucher, Don and Lois (Frank),

Harrisonburg, Va., Jacob
Claybom (first child), Oct. 10,

1990; received for adoption,

April 24.

Christophel, Randal and Lori

(Littlepage), South Bend, Ind.,

Jared Randal (first child). May
22; received for adoption. May 26.

Griffin, George and Veronica
(Bostian), Davidsville, Pa., Mark
Anthony Charles (first child),

May 22.

Hampton, Leonard and Norma
Jean (Riddle), Weyers Cave,

Va., Ruth Renee (third child),

May 26.

Hostetler, Dave and Karen
(Christophel), Miami, Fla., Me-
lissa Kristine (second child),

April 3.

Johnston, Keith and Deb
(Gahman), Goshen, Ind., Kelsey

Dylan (second child), June 1.

Kauffinan, Glen E. and Sandy
(Hershey), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Amanda Lyim (second chUd),

May 26.

King, John and Kelli (Burk-

holder), Goshen, Ind., Suzanne

Marissa (second chUd), March
19.

Lapp, John and Rachel (Weng-

erd), HartviUe, Ohio, Tyler John

(second child). May 10.

Mason, Phillip and Cynthia
(Friesen), Wakarusa, Ind., Jes-

sica Ann (first child), April 6.

Mast, Michael and Lisa Benner,

Plain City, Ohio, Erin Rachelle

(second child), April 24.

Meyers, Keith and Mehssa (Da-

vies), Pennsburg, Pa., Anne

Oldest Mennonite building. Philadelphia, Pa.—The Ritten-

house Homestead, the oldest Mennonite building in North

America, is entering its fourth century of existence. It is now
ovmed by the city of Philadelphia but maintained as a tourist

attraction by Germantown Mennonite Church Corporation.

Built in about 1690, it was the home of William Rittenhouse

(1644-1708), the first Mennonite minister in North America.

The site of the first paper mill in the New World, built by

Rittenhouse, is adjacent to it. Germantown is a popular

destination for tourists in general; it continues to be an

ongoing historical site for Mennonite and Quaker history as

well. Preparations are underway to create a new Germantown
Mennonite Information Center in the 1916 addition to the

original 1770 Germantown Meetinghouse. A new museum
complex is in the long-range plans. All this is to be ready as

a tour destination for the 1993 convention of the Mennonite

Church, which will be in York, Pa.

Lauren (first child). May 6.

Moens, Mike and Peg (Springer),

Eureka, El., Paul Eugene (fourth

child). May 21.

Paul, Jero and Susan (Inghs), Yel-

low Springs, Ohio, Jonathan

Daniel (second chUd), May 14.

Kisser, Gerald and Joyce (Miller),

Bainbridge, Pa., Jared Marc
(fourth chUd), June 1.

Roth, John and Ruth (Miller),

Goshen, Ind., Mary Catherine

(fourth child). May 13.

Shetler, Kent and Karin
(Wardhammar), Pigeon, Mich.,

Kate Amanda (first child), June 7.

Shrock, Rod and Glenna (Miller),

Sarasota, Fla., Erika Lynne (sec-

ond child). May 23.

Slone, Phil and Margaret (Miller),

Auburn, Ind., Myles Logan
(third child). May 29.

Smoker, Douglas and Vonda
(Gochenaur), New Holland, Pa.,

Tianna Jo (second child). May 25.

Terlep, Michael and Sheila
(Stutzman), Elkhart, Ind.,

Cassondra Christine (second

child). May 18.

Troyer, Joe and Mary (Yoder),

Hartville, Ohio, Heidi Janelle

(second child), April 24.

Truxal, Kevin and Jewel
(Christner), New Carlisle, Ohio,

Thomas Wesley Paul (fifth

child), Jan. 22.

Weaver, Roger and Betty (Roth),

Elkhart, Ind., Ryan Matthew
(second child), April 1.

MARRIAGES

Benner-Miller: Keith Benner,
Plain City, Ohio (Cornerstone

cong.), and Nadine Miller, Plain

City, Ohio (Cornerstone cong.),

June 8, by Ken Benner.

Bowman-Diefenbacher: Wayne
Bowman, Elmira, Ont.
(Floradale cong.), and Andrea
Diefenbacher, Elmira, Ont.

(Floradale cong.), AprU 27, by
Richard Yordy.

Holderman-Martin: Paul Hold-

erman, Orrville, Ohio (Chestnut

Ridge cong.), and Tina Martin,

Chambersburg, Pa. (Marion
cong.), May 25, iDy Phil Kanagy.

Kidd-Lopez: Douglas Kidd,
Brownsville, Tex. (Iglesia

Menonita del Cordero), and Luz
Maria Lopez, Brownsville, Tex.

(Iglesia Menonita del Cordero),

June 14, by Conrado Hinojosa.

Kiser-Tate: Randy Lynn Kiser,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Harrison-

burg cong.), and Danielle Renee
Tate, Harrisonburg, Va. (Harri-

sonburg cong.). May 18, by
Steve Yoder.

Landis-Freed: Kevin Landis,
Green Lane, Pa. (Finland cong.),

and Shirley Freed, Green Lane,

Pa. (Indian Creek cong.). May 4,

by Donald Hollinger.

Lehman-Kready: Douglas Leh-

man, Elizabethtown, Pa. (Com-
munity cong.), and Kimberly
Kready, Elizabethtown, Pa.

(Community cong.). May 11, by

Larry Lehman and Gary
Blosser.

Lengacher-Kolb: Rick Lengacher,

Goshen, Ind. (Providence cong.),

and Jan Kolb, Goshen, Ind. (Col-

lege cong.), June 8, by James Walt-

ner.

Martin-Kaufmann: Tim Martin,

Goshen, Ind. (Blossom Hill

cong.), and Elaine Kaufmann,
Goshen, Ind. (Assembly cong.),

June 1, by Harold Bauman.
Newel-Stutzman: Brian Newel,

North English, Iowa, and Mary
Stutzman, Kinross, Iowa
(Wellman cong.), June 8, by
Daniel R. Johnston.

Raber-Yoder: Laverne Dale
Raber, Hartville, Ohio (Bethany

cong.), and Sharlene Yoder,

Hartville, Ohio (Bethany cong.),

June 1, by John E. Gingerich.

Smith-Zimmerly: Bob Smith,
Wooster, Ohio, and Crystal

Zimmerly, Kidron, Ohio
(Sonnenberg cong.). May 25, by

Dennis R. Kuhns.
Sprunger-Gautsche: Michael

Sprunger, Lancaster, Pa. (Com-

munity cong.), and Alonna
Gautsche, Lancaster, Pa.

(Community cong.). May 4, by
Vern Rempel and Hugh
Sprunger.

Stoltzfus-Erb: Rodney Alan
Stoltzfus, Elverson, Pa. (Con-

estoga cong.), and Heidi
Derstine Erb, Elverson, Pa.

(Conestoga cong.), June 8, by
Harvey Stoltzfus.

Troyer-Amstutz: Brent Troyer,

Marshallville, Ohio (Crown Hill

cong.), and Shelly Amstutz,
Creston, Ohio (Christian and
Missionary Alliance Church),

June 1, by Ernest Hershberger.

Wade-Shantz: Michael Wade,
Waterloo, Ont. (Anglican
Church), and Brenda Shantz,

Waterloo, Ont. (St. Jacobs
cong.). May 25, by Sue C.

Steiner.

Vamer-Ord: Michael Scott Var-

ner, Harrisonburg, Va. (Baptist

Church), and Dawn Casey Ord,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Harrison-

burg cong.), April 27, by Wayne
North and Sam Janzen.

Webster-Kiser: Dean Webster,

Winchester, Va., and Lenita Kay
Kiser, Harrisonburg, Va.
(Harrisonburg cong.). May 4, by
Steve Yoder.
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MENNOSCOPE

NEW MEMBERS

Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.:
Wendy Beachy, Eric Miller,
Holley Nisley, Joy Kurtz, Greg
Shaw, Lenette Mast, Benjamin
Sutter, and Shark Mast.

Wellman, Iowa: Dan and JuHe
Fisher, Jamie Shetler, and Car-
isa Stutzman.

Rohrerstown, Lancaster, Pa.
Beth Gochnauer and Phil
Breidenbaugh.

East Bend, Fisher, 111.: Scott
and Kathy Browning.

Ephrata, Pa.: Connie Kerr.
First Mennonite, Nampa,
Idaho: Lyndon Skogsberg,
Sandy Skogsberg, Marcia Cald
well, Eileen Allen, and Tim Allen.

Waldo, Flanagan, 111.: Erin
Zehr, Zachary Zehr, Jereme
Zook, Carrie Hartzler, Amanda
Kemp, Adam Kirkton, and
Emmy Kirkton.

Fredericksburg, Va.: Marcus
and Sharon LaMar.

Beech, Louisville, Ohio: Don
Troyer, Pam Helmuth, Ron and
Pat Schloneger, Larry Emery,
Keith Herris, Jean Emery, Brian
Emery, Shannon Schell, Brian
Schell, Carrie Conrad, Joe Con-
rad, Angela Overholt, and Chris
Overholt.

Stahl, Johnstown, Pa.: Chris-
tine Yoder.

Methacton, Norristown, Pa.:
Bill Berry, Theresa Berry, Holly
Berry, Ken David, Jeff Derstine,
and Jon Replogle.

Souderton, Pa.: Heather Moyer,
Jill Gehman, Amber Clemmer,
Robyn Garis, Tiffany Garis,
Kevin Wible, Janelle Kratz,
Chad Yoder, Chad Vannoy,
Kristy Kramer, Brian Smith,
and Debbie Smith.

Reba Place, Evanston, III.: Lau
rel Lichty.

Martins Creek, Millersburg,
Ohio: Dawn Crilow, Heath
Crilow, Ryan Crilow, Teresa
Gerber, Kevin Hochstetler, Kris
Miller, and Kristy Workman.

Acts Covenant, Lancaster, Pa.:
Yakuta Abdo, David and Karen
Boyd, Alice Darning, Marilyn
Garner, Trula Gingrich, Freda
Herr, Jenny HoUinger, Tom and
Esther Kachel, Obsitu Klifa,

Michelle LeFever, Katrina Leh-
man, Twila Lehman, William
Maybry, Brenda Mellinger,
Laura Mellinger, Linus Miller,

Martha Miller, James Pena,
Mary Phillips, Mark Preston,
Christopher Register, Doris
Yoder, Tracey Wagner, Sam and
Katie Lapp, and John and Ada
Stoltzfoos.

Zion, Hubbard, Ore.: Isaac

Folsom, Jennifer Gingerich,
Marissa Lapp, Daniel Lapp, Ra-
chel Garber, Randy Hershberger,
Philip Garber, Jason Kropf, and
Heather Hostetler.

DEATHS

Egli, Joseph, 93, Conneautville,
Pa. Born: Feb. 1, 1898, Minier,
111., to C. B. and Emma (Grimm)
Egli. Died: April 20, 1991, Con-
neautville, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Virgil, Gerald, Robert,
Burdette, Irwin, Iris Warden,
Lorna Chulick; sisters and
brothers: Elsie Litwiller, Ida
Egli, Emory, Jess, Stanley; 35
grandchildren, 35 great-grand
children. Predeceased by: Mar-
garet Reil (first wife), Clara
Claypoole (second wife), Cora
Maurice (third wife), Clinton
(son). Funeral and burial: April

22, Sunnyside Mennonite
Church, by Nelson Martin.

Hartzler, John D., 78, Eureka,
111. Born: Oct. 25, 1912, Garden
City, Mo., to Clancy and Mary
(Neuenschwander) Hartzler.
Died: May 31, 1991, Eureka, 111.

Survivors—wife: Edith Mae
Schertz; children: Jon D., James
R., Jay E., Janice Lambright; 9
grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: June 4, Roanoke Menno-
nite Church, by Rick Troyer,
Eldon King, and Paul Sieber.

Henning, Helen Marie, 75, Tel-
ford, Pa. Born: April 20, 1916,
Telford, Pa., to Edward K. and
Miriam S. (Moyer) Moyer. Died:
June 5, 1991, Sellersville, Pa.,

following surgery and complica-
tions. Survivors— children:
Lydia M. Clemmer, Paul W.,
John R., James R. Douglas R.;

brother: Edward; 10 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Paul S.

Henning (husband). Funeral:
June 8, Souderton Mennonite
Church, by Gerald A. Clemmer.
Burial: Hatfield Church of the
Brethren Cemetery.

Kreider, Mary W., 78, Elizabeth-
town, Pa. Born: Aug. 5, 1912,

Lancaster Co., Pa., to Benjamin
and Annie (Witmer) Longe-
necker. Died: May 22, 1991,
Manheim, Pa., of multiple organ
failure. Survivors—husband:
Jacob Kreider; children: Ruth L.

Ruhl, Marlin L.; 9 grandchil-
dren, 2 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: May 25, Goods
Mennonite Church, by Russell
J. Baer and Nelson Bechtold.

Lederman, Elmer, 83, Spencer-
ville, Ind. Born: Feb. 26, 1908,
Grabill, Ind., to Daniel and
Katie (Neuhouser) Lederman.

Died: June 4, 1991, Spencerville,
Ind., of cancer. Survivors— son:
Donald; sisters and brothers.
Evelyn Schmucker, Amanda
Rupp, Esther Beck, Glenn,
Edgar, David; 2 grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Edna Yoder
(wife). Funeral: June 7, North
Leo Mennonite Church, by
Doyle Carpenter and Scot Wil
son. Burial: Leo Cemetery.

Neff, Ruth L., 92, Ronks, Pa.
Born: March 5, 1899, Salisbury
Twp., Pa., to Landis and Lizzie
(Leaman) Hershey. Died: June
4, 1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survi
vors— children: Clarence R., M.
Elizabeth Brubaker, Earl L.; 16
grandchildren, 43 great-grand
children. Predeceased by Ches
ter S. Neff (husband), Lester H.
(son). Funeral: June 7, Nickel
Mines Mennonite Church, by
Donald Neff, Andrew Troyer,
Clair Eby, and Ralph Ginder.
Burial: Paradise Mennonite
Cemetery.

Paul, John S., 63, Chalfont, Pa.
Born: March 21, 1928, PhUadel-
phia. Pa., to Roy S. and Florence
(Sharpless) Paul. Died: June 7,

1991, Lansdale, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Carolyn Miller; stepdaugh-
ters: Janet Burgess Ortiz, Ju-
dith Burgess Cassidy; 3
grandchOdren. Funeral: June 10,

Doylestown Mennonite Church,
by Ray K. Yoder and Duane
Bishop. Burial: Sellersville
Cemetery.

Rice, Maggie, 88, Plumsteadville,
Pa. Born: Bedminster Twp. Pa.,

to Romanus and Eda (Charles)
Erb. Died: May 21, 1991, Sell-

ersville, Pa., of congestive heart
failure. Survivors— children:
Norman, Harold, Robert, Wal-
ter, Albert, Margaret Hinkle,
Kathryn Rush; brother: Walter;
32 grandchildren, 36 great-
grandchildren. Predeceased by:
Mahlon M. Rice (husband). Fu-
neral and burial: May 25, Deep
Run Mennonite Church East, by
John Ehst and Arnold Roth.

Slagle, Henry O., 79, Wellman,
Iowa. Born: Oct. 24, 1911,
Kempton, III, to James H. and
Fannie Elizabeth (Shantz)
Slagle. Died: June 9, 1991,
Wellman, Iowa, in his sleep. Sur-
vivors—wife: Maudie Brenne-
man; children: Janet Speak,
Kenneth, Leonard, Ivan; broth-
ers and sisters: Vernon, Charley,
Pearlie Stutzman, Lillie Yutzy;
4 grandchildren, 2 great-grand-
children. Funeral and burial:

June 11, Wellman Mennonite
Church, by Dan Johnston and
Sharon Miller.

Snyder, John W., 75, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Born: March 31, 1916,

Baden, Ont., to Dilman and Ida
(Weber) Snyder. Died: May 12
1991, Kitchener, Ont., of a
stroke. Survivors—wife: Mabel
Irene Yoder; children: Paul,
James, Keith, Mary Lou
Baechler, Nancy Wilhelm;
brother and sister: Ralph, Vera
Shantz; 12 grandchildren. Fu
neral and burial: May 16, Shantz
Mennonite Church, by Vernon
Zehr, Doris Gascho, and Lester
Kehl.

CALENDAR

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July
4-7

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference armual
conference, Harrisonville, Mo.,
July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,
Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-
seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-20

Mennonite Church General Board,
Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July 29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of
Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of
directors, Chicago, El., Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference annual
meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual
meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mennonite Church Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,
Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,
Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting
Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-
cago, 111., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,
Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2
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What would happen if we really

took the Sermon on the Mount seriously?

The Anabaptists Arc Back!
Making Peace in a Dangerous World

If the 16th-century radical reformers known as Anabaptists came back today,

would they be like Mennonites, Baptists, and others who claim this heritage? Or

would they be more radical in their witness?

Here are stories of Christians who put their lives on the line to share their

beliefs as members of Christian Peacemaker Teams. Duane Ruth-Heffclbower

points out that Jesus said "Blessed are the peacemakers." He did not say

"Blessed are the peace lovers." We have not always seen the difference. Active

peacemaking requires entering the heart of conflict. It may sometimes look more

like troublemaking than peacemaking. That is a risk people take when they try

to live out Jesus' call to peacemaking.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95

Are

MAKING PEACE

IN A DANGEROUS WORLD

Duane Ruth-Heffelbower

Helen Wells Quintela

Foreword by John Perkins

Out of Ashes
This is a painful story of the effects of abuse and violence on its victims. It

explores the power of evil, but also speaks of hope and tells of the rebuilding of

lives broken by hatred and despair. The story will not be new to urban dwellers.

For those whose lives are not touched by such violence, Helen Wells

Quintela's story of her family's experience may oe shocking. Yet it is a story

the church must hear and deal with.

"Out of Ashes needs to be read by everyone who sees the plight of our

urban communities and is looking for creative solutions to the problems we are

facing."—from the foreword by John Perkins, President, John M. Perkins

Foundation for Reconciliation and Development, Pasadena, California

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95

To Bless All Peoples
Serving with Abraham and Jesus
Many hundreds of years ago God promised that Abraham would have many

descendants and that those people would be a blessing to all the nations of the

world. Today we are called to join in this blessing to others by serving them in

the name of Jesus. We sometimes fail in this calling. But through Jesus Christ,

who came as a servant, God empowers us to reach out to—and learn

from—those who suffer.

Weaving together stories and Bible studies. To Bless All Peoples shows that to

be a Christian and to serve are inseparable. We share God's compassion

because we sense how much God cherishes us.

Volume 12 in the Peace and Justice Series.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include 10%
for shipping—minimum $2.00).

hP
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THE LAST WORD

Amos would have had a bum evaluation
Pity the prophet Amos. All he was trying to do

was live up to his commitment. That was to fol-

low God and be a faithful prophet.

But telling it like he saw it got Amos into trou-

ble. One of his leadership peers, the priest

Amaziah, accused him of conspiracy "in the very
center" of the church. "Get out," he told Amos.
"Go to Judah and earn your bread there. Don't
stick around and preach here"—or words to that

effect (see Amos 7:10-13).

Today we wouldn't have been quite that blunt.

Instead, we likely would have put poor Amos
through a pastoral evaluation.

A funny thing has happened on the way to

being a modern church. From somewhere we
picked up the idea of evaluations.

It used to be that many Mennonite leaders

were in their positions for life. Like today, some
of them were good, some of them bad. The good
ones led the community to greater faithfulness.

The bad ones—well, often the community of

faith had a way of opening up and absorbing
them, buffering the inadequacies, sometimes
silencing if absolutely necessary.

Today we too often "evaluate" both, good and
bad, right out of one church into another.

While evaluations may work in the corporate

world from which we seem to have adopted
them (though there's debate whether they work
even there), in many churches they seem to have
done little but create havoc.

Part of the problem is the way we do evalu-

ations. Too often we allow all 150 or however
many members we have to get in on the act.

And you can be sure that when we do, someone
will have an axe to grind. And grind they will.

Then no matter how much we tell the pastor

that one must "consider the source," that it's a

minority opinion, that everyone else feels other-

wise, the pastor remembers those cutting re-

marks, rehearses answers at night, and begins to

develop procedures and sometimes programs in

response. (Who of us doesn't respond to nega-

tive criticism that way?)

As a result, we're developing a bunch of ner-

vous pastors in the Mennonite Church. "The
next time I move to another congregation," one

of them told me recently, "the first question I'm
going to ask is: 'How do you do evaluations?'

"

Not "What is your mission?" or "How can you
and I work together to build God's kingdom?"
No, burned one time too many, this pastor's

chief concern was surviving the next evaluation.

Evaluations too often put the emphasis in the
wrong place. If a pastor's coming to a particular

church was once discerned as a call from God,
and five years later something seems wrong, we
need to ask who's changed: God, the pastor, or

the congregation? In terms of theology or sheer
numbers, we usually find it easiest to focus on
the pastor.

A better question to ask is if both the pastor
and the congregation sense they are moving in

the same direction. If not, why not? What
changes can either make to put them on that

path together? Or is it time for them to go sepa-

rate directions, each serving God in their unique
way with their own calling?

Discernment hke that takes time and energy.

It's not efficient. It doesn't translate easily into

evaluation forms or pastoral support committee
minutes. It means being upfront and honest with
each other.

In the long run, the results may not be all that

different. Some pastors will need to move on,

some to stay. But the process could result in

fewer bruised psyches, less emotional damage.
Amos could likely have used a little less of

both. According to the biblical account, most of

his preaching fell on deaf ears. Occasionally he
would protest: "I am not a prophet; ... I am a

herdsman." But he kept on preaching. In spite

of his evaluation.

Biblical history has proved Amos right. That's

an important point to remember the next time

we do an evaluation. We may have a prophet in

our midst, we may not. It's time to create new
methods to find out.—jlp
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In the Mennonite Church of the '90s:

God^s creative
acts continue

jrom July 30 to Aug. 3, several thousand
Mennonites will gather in Eugene, Ore.,

for the 11th Mennonite General Assembly
and associated conventions: adult, youth, and
children. In this issue we preview that event, pay-

ing particular attention to what will be pre-

sented at the business sessions of the Assembly.
For those of us going to Oregon, this can be

exciting information. Most of the rest of us can
take it or leave it—probably mostly leave it!

But take another look. What happens at Ore-

gon 91 is more than just reporting to the dele-

gates. It's reporting to the church. Once every

two years the Mennonite Church General Board
and the five program boards must give an ac-

count of how they are doing what the church has

asked them to do.

In this issue Gospel Herald takes the infor-

mation that is given to Oregon 91 delegates and
condenses it for broader readership. We've
worked from the General Assembly Workbook
and from questions of our own we asked agency
heads. You'll also find other information about
what's anticipated to happen at Oregon 91.

Here then is a report of the state of the Men-
nonite Church. It's biased to be sure—seen
through the eyes of those commissioned to lead

us in being disciples of Jesus Christ. But it's a

view that can challenge us to greater faithfulness

in service for the kingdom.

—

Editor



Churchwide boards report their work of the past two years:

Tender spots and things to be

What have been the successes—and the

failures? What have been the accom-

plishments? What would the agencies

rather the church didn't know about?

by

J. Lome
Peachey

Assembly time is accountability time. Once

every two years, those elected or ap-

pointed to the boards of control of the

major organizations in the Mennonite Church

are asked to report on how they are carrying out

their responsibilities.

The formal reporting is to the 275 delegates

from 21 district conferences who make up Men-

nonite General Assembly. Mennonite General

Board and the five program boards each give an

account of their work to the Assembly through

the Workbook and through oral reporting on the

Assembly floor. These reports form the back-

bone of the Assembly business sessions; at Ore-

gon 91 almost a quarter of business time will be

devoted to the churchwide boards.

Assembly time is also when the churchwide

organizations report more informally to the

broader church. Since the reorganization of the

Mennonite Church in 1971, tradition has been to

do this through the pages of Gospel Herald.

This year is no exception. We've organized

these reports around three questions:

1. What successes have you had during the

past biennium? What accompUshments are you

particularly proud of?

2. What about failures? Where are the sore

points? What would you rather the church didn't

know?
3. What are your hopes or challenges for the

future?

The answers come from a questionnaire Gos-

pel Herald sent to the heads of each churchwide

agency. Some are also adapted from the mate-

rial in the General Assembly Workbook.

Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-

istries. For MBCM, the big news is the eradi-

cation of an eight-year general fund deficit. At

the end of the 1990 fiscal year, this board had

completely paid off its debts of more than

$40,000. This was possible because of increased

contributions, a reduced staff, and other staff

who worked on a voluntary service basis.

During the past biennium, MBCM's new execu-

tive secretary, Everett Thomas, "hammered out

a new mission statement and reorganized the

staff around MBCM's focus on congregational

life in three areas: worship, mission, and commu-

nity. Part of this effort meant accepting the Liv-

ing in Faithful Evangelism (LIFE) program from

Mennonite Board of Missions as a new part of

MBCM's work.

The "tender spots"? Everett notes three: (1) a

delay in finding personnel to staff a leadership

office; (2) phasing out the Spanish education

and Hterature office; and (3) the relative lack of

movement in congregational giving. MBCM,
which is charged with the stewardship part of Vi-

sion 95, notes that Mennonites contribute about

5 percent of their income, true both before and

since the implementation of Vision 95.

For the future MBCM will work hard at devel-

oping a leadership office, including a Ministerial

Information Center. The latter will not only list

names of pastors available for assignment but

will also provide "more careful assessment of a

candidate's gifts and a more helpful process for

such candidates to be placed."

Everett notes that "MBCM has decided to

provide the church with a program based on the

amount of funds available from congregational

contributions. This means that MBCM wiU not

create a development office for the soUcitation

of individual contributions."

Mennonite Board of Education. Successes?

MBE points to the inauguration of the Toronto

Mennonite Theological Centre as an example.

Mennonite doctoral students in theology can

now study at the Toronto School of Theology

while maintaining their connection with Menno-

nite seminaries.

MBE also notes the hiring of Marlin Miller as

the president of both Goshen Biblical Seminary

(MC) and Mennonite Biblical Seminary (GC) as

a step in greater cooperation between MCs and

GCs. And a review of the five-year relationship

of Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary

with the board has found the new working ar-

rangement to be quite positive.

Sore points? Minority education, according to

executive secretary Albert Myer. It's costly, it's

not meeting all the leadership needs of minority

congregations, and contributions to minority edu-

cation declined $87,000 in the past four years.

In the next biennium MBE will pay particular

attention to keeping our schools tied closely to

the church. It also wants to emphasize calling

gifted persons to teaching. The next two years

will see the unveiling of a new Mennonite ele-

mentary Bible curriculum for use in Mennonite

elementary schools.
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proud of

Mennonite Board of Missions. Paul Gingrich,

president, says MBM finds the dechning age of

its missionaries a joy. Younger people are going

into missionary service, with 43 being the aver-

age age of an MBM international worker today.

Paul also notes MBM has been able to main-

tain what he describes as "a strong, imaginative

mission program" in the face of decreasing bud-

gets by "doing a few things well." He reports

generous response to emergency needs; $150,000

was raised in a short time for Liberia relief, for

example.

Sore points for MBM are its inability to place

all those volunteering for service. It also notes

with sadness some persons who have left MBM
service "with personal hurt and feelings of es-

trangement." However, in an organization of 350

persons, most of the relationships are positive.

The future? In using limited contributed

funds, MBM has decided to give preference to

work in urban locations with those in "low socio-

economic positions."

Mennonite Mutual Aid. The grovd;h and suc-

cess of Mennonite Foundation has been a joy for

MMA. In the biennium the Foundation received

contributions of $26 million; it now manages $54

million in investments for individuals, churches,

and other groups.

MMA is also happy that it has been able to

turn around its image to that of a "financially

strong organization that can fulfill its commit-

Who^s reporting

These are the groups that will highhght their

activities of the past biennium, 1989-91, for the

delegates at Mennonite General Assembly in

Oregon:

Mennonite Church
General Board (MCGB)
The only board made up of representatives

from each of the 21 district conferences, the

General Board is responsible to carry on the

work of the Assembly between sessions. It

also oversees the work of the five program
boards and the three associate groups.

MCGB's mandate is "vision, leadership, coor-

dination, oversight, facilitation, and connec-

tion."

Program boards
Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries.

MBCM sees its role as "nurturing congrega-

tions toward a balance of worship, mission,

and community."

Mennonite Board of Education. The function of

MBE is "to provide the best use of Menno-
nite people and dollar resources in meeting

the educational needs of the Mennonite
Church." MBE oversees the work of colleges,

high schools, and elementary schools.

Mennonite Board of Missions. MBM's function

is to assist the church "in a variety of evange-

lizing services and ministries." It is "to help

the Mennonite Church keep a global edge."

Mennonite Mutual Aid. MMA says its mandate
is "clearly to lead the church in a greater

practice of stewardship and mutual aid"

through insurance products, financial plan-

ning, and charitable services.

Mennonite Publication Board. MPB operates

the Mennonite Publishing House, which pro-

duces curriculum, periodicals, and books to

record "the joys, fears, concerns, and faith"

of members of the Mennonite Church.

Associate groups
Afro-American Mennonite Association. AAMA's

vision is "to serve as a resource to build and
encourage black and integrated congrega-

tions of the Mennonite Church."

Hispanic Mennonite Convention. HMC is "to be

an advocate on behalf of the Hispanic Men-
nonite churches to the institutions of the

Mennonite Church at all levels of organiza-

tion."

Women's Missionary and Service Commission.

WMSC "encourages women to spiritual

growth" and "works within the congregation

to be faithful and obedient to God."
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Signs of hope for the future include a
evidence of a spiritual hunger, a broad
and growing interest in evangelism, and
serious concern about our leadership.

ments to its members—in the midst of fears

about what is happening in the U.S. economy
and the financial world."

The tender spots for MMA have to do with

health care. It lost a quarter of its health care

participants in the past two years. Some of

those who remain are putting pressure on MMA
to discontinue "mutual aid" programs such as

premium assistance, adoption grants, and cata-

strophic aid.

MMA also notes it has been unable "to move
the church along in a greater commitment to

sharing and feeling responsible for the needs of

fellow members in the congregation in times of

crisis."

In the next biennium MMA's board will give

priority to finding alternate ways that members
can pay for health care. It will also expand its in-

vestment services. With the resignation of presi-

dent James Kratz, MMA will also appoint a new
leader in the next biennium.

Mennonite Publication Board. MPB's
responsibility is to oversee the work of

the Mennonite Publishing House. Pub-

lisher Robert Ramer notes the release of Menno-

nite Encyclopedia V as an accomplishment in the

biennium. Also published was the third volume

of the Believers Church Bible Commentary Se-

ries: Matthew.

MPH is also proud of the quick release of a re-

print of the book, Why I Am a Conscientious Ob-

jector by John Drescher, during the Persian Gulf

War. In seven working days the book was re-

printed and ready for sale.

What would MPB rather the church didn't

know? That it had the greatest financial loss in

its 83-year-history in the past biennium. As a re-

sult it has needed to get out of the bookstore

business in Ontario and is in the process of

consolidation in other areas.

The future? For MPB and MPH, the next two

years' goal is to get on a firmer financial base.

Also in process is a three-year capital drive to

raise $1.2 million.

Mennonite Church General Board. Though
the General Board is the group to which the pro-

gram boards report between Assemblies, MCGB
also gives account of its activities to the dele-

gates of Mennonite General Assembly.

General secretary James Lapp notes the

Board is "excited about the thorough way the

church entered into evaluating and giving feed-

back on Vision 95 We are also 'proud' of the

serious way General Board members take their

responsibilities." He notes that General Board
meetings in conference settings have been "un-

usually meaningful occasions."

Failures? Loss of loyalty by some people to-

ward the Mennonite Church. "We also regret

that some persons feel there is a bias against a

conservative point of view in the church." In ad-

dition the Board notes some persons in the

church experience pain in relation to racism and

to the limited opportunities women have for the

use of their gifts.

Associate groups. Three organizations

which have been titled "associate groups"

also report to the Assembly: the Afro-

American Mennonite Association, the Hispanic

Mennonite Convention, and the Women's Mis-

sionary and Service Commission.

AAMA notes the appointment of a new execu-

tive secretary, James Offutt, during the past two

years. Leadership development and more aware-

ness of the needs of the African-American Men-
nonite community are high priorities for this

group.

HMC reports a new project in which evan-

gelists will be active throughout Hispanic

churches in the coming months. It notes with

sadness the discontinuance of Ecos Menonitas

for lack of funds. HMC has also closed its

Elkhart, Ind., office for the same reason.

For WMSC, a resource packet for local

women's groups and scholarships for women at-

tending Mennonite colleges are two examples of

success. WMSC also reports further study on

what shape a women's organization in the Men-
nonite Church should take for the future.

That, in brief, is the state of the Mennonite

Church as seen through the eyes of the

women and men chosen to direct its

work. As MCGB general secretary James Lapp
puts it, "We are pleased with the rapport and

trust we experience in the church for our

'bureaucratic' function."

In concluding his report to the Assembly in

the Workbook, Jim notes three "signs of hope"

for the church as it goes into the next biennium:

(1) a spiritual hunger among Mennonites; (2) a

broad and growing interest in evangelism and

church planting, and (3) "the seriousness with

which leadership is being viewed currently in the

church."
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READERS SAY

Derogatory, not helpful

Thank you to John W. Miller for the

article, "What Do We Really Believe

About the State?" (May 28). We have

been troubled about some of our Men-
nonite Church family who were so criti-

cal of our government in handling the

crisis in the Persian Gulf. They seemed
to think they had all the answers and
kept writing critical letters to editors of

our local papers. To us this seemed de-

rogatory, not helpful.

Wouldn't we all do better to get on

our knees and talk to God if we won't

really get actively involved in helping to

govern our country?

Wilbur and Madeline Sollenberger

Lancaster, Pa.

A third way
We should take seriously John W.

Miller's warning about ignorance and ar-

rogance when critiquing governments

and give careful consideration to our

primary witness and task. Miller offers

two alternatives. We believe there is a

third.

Christ calls us to the reconciling wit-

ness in all relationships and in all areas

of public and private life. No area is ex-

empt. Needed in every generation is a

gentle, firm, biblically based witness of

affirmation to those who do good and a

word of protest to those who do evil.

We believe that government policies

and actions which oppress, injure, and
kill in war or at other times is sin. Gov-

ernments vary greatly in the way they

carry out their God-ordained functions,

as do other societal institutions, includ-

ing the church.

We express our reconciling witness in

response to God's amazing grace. We
also express it for the sake of our own
and our spiritual community's health

and integrity. In doing so, we share con-

victions and beliefs rooted in our under-

standing and experience of Christ's

reconciling work and teachings. Our wit-

ness should reflect the humble and com-
passionate spirit of Christ. We have no
illusions about the power of our witness

or its effectiveness in changing the

world or the church. Sharing what
Christ means to us and what Christ

calls his followers to do is the essence

of our faith.

We are empathetic to the complexi-

ties and ambiguities of government ser-

vice. We cannot, however, remain quiet

or look the other way in the face of suf-

fering and injustices. Even as Jesus

did, we must speak out for the poor

and the oppressed. We place our words

and actions in God's hands and pray

that they may be used to build the king-

dom.
Atlee and Winifred Beechy
Goshen, Ind.

"Quiet in the land" again?
Just when we Mennonites were be-

coming a bit bolder in our Christian wit-

ness, just when we were beginning to

feel a bit more confident in knowing

God's will and able to share the good
news with others, including the heads

of state, we are pulled back by John
Miller's article into what seems to be a

comfortable acceptance of the state's

actions, right or wrong.

Miller's position leaves me with sev-

eral unresolved issues. There seems to

be a clean separation between "pro-

claiming the gospel of God's love in

Christ" and at opportune times being

"strident watchdogs and critics of the

affairs of state." Does this not narrow

the good news to apply only to the per-

sonal realm and fail to deal with the

more holistic emphases of Ephesians

and other biblical texts which speak

about Christ making peace between hos-

tile groups and nations?

Miller is certainly correct in stating

that some of us Mennonites are not ex-

actly at the same place the early Ana-
baptists were on the issues of the

church, state, and nonresistance. How-
ever, why should this move us closer to

holding a political office or make us

hypocritical in asking government lead-

ers to do something we can't do? Is it

not possible to believe that God's re-

vealed will in Christ is for everyone to

join the peaceful kingdom—a kingdom
quite different from the world?

Is it not possible to believe that the

state, along with everyone else in the

kingdom of the world, is prevented

from living out God's kingdom due to

sin? But is it nevertheless not our call-

ing as followers of Christ to live in, to

share, and to proclaim that peaceful

kingdom even to the heads of state,

using both theological and political lan-

guage, all the while allowing them the

freedom of rejection? Or must we re-

turn to being the "quiet in the land"?

Mike Derstine

Telford, Pa.

(continued on page 6)
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READERS SAY

(continued from page 5)

Fowl?
In your editorial, "What We Could

Have Learned from the War" (May 28),

you wrote: "Others of us cried, 'Fowl;

the church has no business. . .
.' " Did

you mean that these folks were "chick-

ening out" of involvement?

James R. Hess
Lancaster, Pa.

Why is language
an issue at all?

I would like to second the last para-

graph of the letter from Elmer S.

Yoder (May 21): "It seems to me all the

suffering in the world and all the pain

in our churches scream for an agenda a

thousand times more urgent and impor-

tant than unpronouncing and in the end

depersonalizing the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ."

People who have such trouble accept-

ing the current language in our hymnals

and Bible and all other materials using

"sexist" language probably have prob-

lems accepting themselves as they are.

I find it disturbing that this should

even be an issue in our churches.

Elsie Driedger

Tucson, Ariz.

One Word of God
in Jesus Christ

Tom Finger has performed a real ser-

vice for Mennonites with his recent arti-

cles on the Trinity in conjunction with

parts of the proposed confession of

faith (May 7, 14, and 21).

On one level, confession of our faith

is appropriate at any time and any

place. In this light, a time when Menno-
nite denominations are contemplating

merger is as good as any. On another

level, confessions are most penetrating

when they are called forth by events

that threaten the integrity of the church.

In the 20th century, the 1934 Barmen
Declaration of the Confessional Synod
of the German Evangelical Church is

the foremost example of such confes-

sion. It came because of the so-called

"German Christians" to synthesize

Nazism and Christianity.

Part of Barmen's power is the con-

trast of positive and negative state-

ments. Barmen's ringing declaration

penetrates to the heart of the gospel in

a way that is congruent with a tradi-

tional Anabaptist understanding:

"Jesus Christ, as he is attested for us

in Holy Scripture, is the one Word of

God, whom we must hear, and whom
we must trust and obey, in life and in

death." This adherence is coupled with

the rejection of "other events and pow-
ers, figures and truths, as God's revela-

tion." These statements, negative and
positive, retain their power and rele-

vance today.

This becomes especially clear when
Finger's articles on God are juxtaposed

with his earlier article on Matthew
Fox's work ("How Shall We Celebrate

Creation?" April 9). Whatever benefits

there are to Fox's perspective, his foun-

dations are different from what Menno-
nites have beHeved and— according to

our new confession—continue to be-

lieve. In particular. Fox's cosmic Christ

is different from the Jesus we claim to

follow in our discipleship. Fox basically

presents us, in the words of Barmen,
with another "truth" in place of the one

Word of God in Jesus Christ. As the

German New Testament scholar Ernst

Kasemann has said, without the histori-

cal Jesus, the Christ of faith becomes a

myth that we can manipulate in any

way we wish.

The confessional statements and
Finger's exposition reflect the insight

stated by theologian Hans Kung:

"Jesus Christ is the decisive criterion

for all discourse about God and human-
ity." We neglect this insight to our peril.

Boyd Reese

Philadelphia, Pa.

Alcohol another issue

As nonresistant Christians we were

much alarmed when our country re-

cently went to war against Iraq because

of the people that would be killed. If

we are really consistent in our convic-

tions, we should be just as concerned

about the estimated 200,000 who die

each year from alcohol-related deaths.

While Saddam's troops killed 166

Americans in the Persian Gulf War,
beer, wine, and liquor killed 11,781

Americans.

Our church periodicals should be tak-

ing a more vocal stand on alcohol just

as they do peace, abortion, and many
other issues. I believe our one temper-

ance lesson a quarter in Sunday school

was effective; why did we quit? Can we
be silent?

I would suggest a full-time individual

be hired to help the church take a

stand on this issue. (1) It could be done

through seminars and information pro-

grams; (2) articles in our church periodi-

cals; (3) announcements of drinking

issues to be voted on in state legisla-

tures and in Congress; (4) cooperation

with state and federal organizations to

help them; (5) encouragement for indi-

viduals or organizations working on the

alcohol issue.

Howard Landis

Sterling, III.

God's word says no
In response to John Flickinger's letter

(May 7) in which he said he could not

"deal decisively" with honest and sin-

cere persons whose experience was dif-

ferent fi'om his own: Would he feel the

same way counseling someone in

prison? Or if I, a sincere Christian, felt

it was okay to rape someone, could he

respect my view?

I am amazed that we have no prob-

lem condemning persons who murder,

rape, steal, lie, or commit adultery. Yet
we put homosexuality on a different

level. This reminds me of the verse,

"There is a way that seemeth right

unto man, but the end thereof is

death!" The main point is: vrill God ac-

cept "practicing homosexuals"? His

Word plainly says no.

Ruth Parker

Valparaiso, Ind.

Continue to push us
to face difficult issues

I encourage you to continue to chal-

lenge the Mennonite Church to face the

difficult issues of the world in which we
live. Homosexuality is an example of an

issue that you have raised which many
apparently would like to ignore. How-
ever, only in facing such issues as a

community under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit can our faith be made real

and can we become a witness in the

world around us. I pray you will con-

tinue to push your readers in this direc-

tion.

I would make one suggestion: Limit

individuals to two letters in "Readers

Say" per year. It seems some abuse

this as a forum to communicate their

personal view to the larger church with

more authority than appropriate. I find

it annoying to see the same names re-

peated. If an individual has that much
to say, put forth the effort to submit an

article for publication.

Randy E. Heacock
Centreuille, Va.
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And then there are the committees

In
addition to listening to presentations from

the five program boards and from General
Board, delegates to Oregon 91 will also dis-

cuss reports from eight committees. Some of

these were appointed in past Assemblies for spe-

cial tasks; others are standing committees. Four
are inter-Mennonite, reporting to both the

Mennonite Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church. Two will present documents
for testing to the Oregon business sessions.

Integration Exploration Committee. Dele-

gates will get their first look at the document,
"Integration or Cooperation?" from this inter-

Mennonite committee. The paper gives two ratio-

nales, one for integrating the Mennonite Church
and the General Conference Mennonite Church,
the second for continuing as two separate

groups but cooperating in more activities.

The committee is also reporting to the As-
sembly that they have asked comparable agen-

cies in the two groups to get together "to dis-

cuss their mission/vision as agencies and explore

structural elements that might be involved in at-

tempting to work in an integrated way." The In-

tegration Exploration Committee is scheduled to

make a recommendation to the 1995 Mennonite
General Assembly on whether integration should

take place.

Confession of Faith Committee. Also inter-

Mennonite and bringing documents to Oregon
91 for testing is the Confession of Faith Commit-
tee. Delegates will get to see preliminary drafts

of articles on "God," "Jesus Christ," "Holy
Spirit," "Sin," and "Salvation." [See the May 7,

21, and 28 issues of Gospel Herald for drafts of

the frrst three.]

Two years ago at Normal 89 Assembly partici-

pants had reviewed drafts on the "Bible," "Bap-
tism," "Lord's Supper," and "Foot washing."

The committee plans to have preliminary drafts

of all articles for the new confession of faith

ready by 1993. Adoption is scheduled for 1995.

MC/GC Joint Polity Committee. Appointed
in 1987, the goal of this committee is "to^pro-

duce a statement of the GC/MC understandings
of ministry and its practice." The committee re-

ports its statement will review three areas: (1)

theological/biblical, (2) historical, and (3) polity

and practice. The statement will be ready for

testing with conference ministers, ministerial

committees, and seminaries in 1992.

GC/MC Pastorate Project. Funded by a

$368,000 grant from the Lily Foundation, the

"Pastorate Project," as it has come to be called,

is making a special study of leadership in the

Mennonite Church and the General Conference

Mennonite Church. In their report to Oregon 91
delegates, project personnel note they are study-

ing such things as "involuntary terminations," re-

cruitment of new leaders, and pastoral evalua-

tions.

Ten leader-consultants each work with one,

two, or three pilot congregations to listen to

thefr experiences and test ways of being helpful

in congregation-pastor relationships. The study
is to be concluded by December of this year.

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy. A
standing committee of Mennonite General As-
sembly, CFLS makes its report to Oregon 91 in

the form of five observations or questions:

1. The church has lost many of its young peo-
ple. Efforts need to be made to bring the baby-
boomers into our midst.

2. How much plurality can we bear as a people
and still be a biblical community of faith?

Plus more reports from
Assembly delegates wiU hear reports from

more than official boards and committees
at Oregon 91. Throughout the five days of

business, organizations related to the Mennonite
Church but not necessarily controlled by it will

be telling of their work. These include inter-Men-

nonite agencies, fraternal organizations, and spe-

cial-interest groups.

Mennonite Central Committee. In the As-
sembly Workbook, MCC notes five "growing

edges it will concentrate on in the next three

years: (1) strengthening program and personnel

in Islamic contexts; (2) improving education in

North America; (3) expanding conciliation work
in overseas programs; (4) encouraging exchanges

among partners in developing nations; and (5) ex-

ploring new programs among indigenous people

in Latin America and pastoral peoples in Africa.

MCC also reports declining contributions. It

asks Assembly delegates if more aggressive fund-

raising techniques should be used in order for

MCC to continue its current level of work.

Mennonite World Conference. "The redistri-

bution of the Mennonite population is creating

an imbalance in the distribution of Mennonite re-

sources," MWC tells Oregon 91 delegates. While

Mennonite churches are growing fastest in Af-

rica, Asia, and Latin America, North American
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3. Is the Mennonite community a myth? Have
we replaced community with organization?

4. The 1975 General Assembly statement on
abortion should be revived for active use in the

church.

5. "We believe there is need for a book that ex-

plains in compelling language what Mennonites
believe and practice."

Also reporting to the delegates will be the His-
torical Committee, the Committee on
Women in Leadership Ministries, and the

Nominating Committee. The latter will pres-

ent a slate for elections (see page 33).

Mark Wenger, a pastor at Forest Hills Mennonite
Church, Leola, Pa., and his daughter during reports to

the delegates at Assembly 89 held at Normal, III.

other groups (whew)!
and European churches are the ones that still

have the most financial resources.

Yet MWC notes that contributions to its oper-

ating budget are declining from North America.

The largest constituent denomination on this

continent is the Mennonite Church. Last year

our contributions to MWC "dwindled" from
$43,160 to $36,148.

MWC also reports that its $280,000 deficit

from its 1990 Assembly 12 in Winnipeg, Man.,

has been reduced to $90,000.

Schowalter Foundation. A private founda-

tion controlled by representatives of the Menno-
nite Church, General Conference Mennonite
Church, and Church of God in Christ Menno-
nites, Schowalter Foundation reports assets of

nearly $5 million. In its 38th year of operation,

Schowalter makes grants available to Mennonite
causes with "a strong bias towards support of in-

stitutions located in the midwestern part of the

United States."

Mennonite Health Association. MHA is a

voluntary organization with 600 health care per-

sonnel as members. MHA reports it serves "the

inter-Mennonite community with a rich resource

of facilities, skills, training, and commitment to

caregiving."

Mennonite Renewal Services. During the

past biennium, MRS teamed up with Brethren

Renewal Services to form a new entity called

Empowered Ministries. The new organization

lists as its goal: "faithful, vital congregations

reaching their world in the power of the Spirit."

Christian Peacemaker Teams. Also an inter-

Mennonite group, CPT tells of a busy schedule

during the Persian Gulf War. CPT believes "that

experience in public witness, vigils, and nonvio-

lent action will strengthen and deepen our peace-

making skill long into the future."

Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites. This

ad hoc group registers three concerns with Men-
nonite General Assembly delegates: (1) The se-

lection of a woman as moderator-elect for the

Mennonite Church; "we. . .consider a woman as

pastor and/or moderator to be in violation of the

bibhcal principle of leadership." (2) What FCM
sees as a "growing openness" in the church to

accepting homosexuality as a legitimate lifestyle.

(3) "We affirm that witnessing to the state concern-

ing matters of foreign or domestic policy is not

within the realm of the church's responsibility."

Also giving reports to General Assembly dele-

gates will be the American Bible Society and
the Council of Moderators and Secretaries.
The latter is a Mennonite and Brethren-in-

Christ leadership group.
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Advertisement

POP QUIZ
(For General Assembly delegates...

...and anyone else interested in the work of the church!)

INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the blank with the name of the appropriate church agency. Answers are

provided at the bottom of the page.

1. The five chxirch-wide program boards

created by the Mennonite Church Genered

Assembly are Missions (MBM), Mutual Aid

(MMA), PubUcations (MPH), Educa-

tion (MBE) and

7. Persons wishing to be available for a pasto-

ral ministry assignment in congregations

may register their availability with the

Ministeried Information Center at

2. Vision 95 includes a goal which calls every

member to give ten-percent of income;

responsibihty for leading the church toward

this goal is lodged with

8. Many U.S. congregations and pastors rely

on an annual publication entitled, "Suggest-

ed Support Schedule For U.S. Pastors"

during salary negotiations. This resource is

provided by

EvangeUsm and church growth in estab- 9.

hshed congregations is a key part of Vision

95; the Living In Faithful EvemgeUsm

(LIFE) project is a good way for congrega-

tions stuck in a "plateau" to learn how to

work at church growth. The LIFE project is

administered by . 10.

A new Hymnal wiU be pubUshed in 1992;

Marlene Kropf represents the Mennonite

Church on a group of four who are making

final editorial decisions. Marlene is em-

ployed by . 11.

Young men who, for reasons of conscience,

refuse to register with the U.S. Selective

Service System lose college lo£uis and grants

from the government. The Student Aid 12.

Fund For Nonregistrants replaces such lost

funding; this program is administered by

October, 1991 marks the twentieth year for 13.

which churchwide agency?

Approximately 1500 youth and sponsors will

attend the Oregon 91 Youth Convention

July 30-August 3. Mennonite Church youth

conventions are sponsored by

July 7 was designated as Peace Sunday.

Each congregation was provided with a

packet of information for planning a special

Peace Sunday weekend this year by

The Environmental Task Force, created by

General Assembly action at Normal '89, is

the responsibihty of

is the

church agency which leads the Mennonite

Chiu'ch in shaping vision for congregational

Ufe.

Worship, mission and community are

congregational dynamics which form the

mission statement for

ANSWERS: 1) Congregational Ministries; 2) MBCM; 3) Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries; 4) same; 5) MBCM...Hey, we

paid for this ad! 6) or "BCM" as it is sometimes called; 7) Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries; 8) we need a shorter name;

9) MBCM; 10) Did you know we did all this stuff? 11, 12, 13) MBCM...see you in Oregon!
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Mennonite General Assembly
will be anything but dull

by James M. Lapp

Throughout the multipUcity of activities

scheduled for Oregon 91 will be the

steady work of the Mennonite Church

General Assembly. Steady work, however, does

not mean staid, somber, or sedate. Rather, it will

be serious and resolute, a churchwide "members
meeting" for the denomination. Once each bien-

nium 20 district conferences, three associate

groups, and Mennonite General Board (plus a

gallery of interested persons) gather to conduct

the business of the Mennonite Church.

As usual, reports will be a mainstay of this As-

sembly. Through reading and responding to pro-

gram board and General Board reports, dele-

gates exercise the important functions of calling

for accountability, giving counsel, and offering

encouragement. For some ministries (such as as-

sociate groups, Mennonite Renewal Service, and

Fellowship of Concerned Mennonite s), reports

primarily provide information for strengthening

"family ties."

Of special interest in the 1991 General Assem-

bly will be progress reports on the new Confes-

sion of Faith. The MC/GC Integration Explora-

tion Committee will bring an update on its work.

Delegates will receive a thorough appraisal of Vi-

sion 95, including strategies for the next four

years.

A meeting of the Assembly cannot avoid fi-

nances. The proverbial "bottom-line" will come
up many times as a key variable in why certain

programs flourish, flounder, or need to be

scratched altogether.

Delegates to the last Assembly at Normal, HI.,

in 1989 complained (kindly) that not enough
time was devoted to conferring on issues. This

time we have four sessions for discussion of key

issues facing the Mennonite Church:

1. Lifestyles for Christian disciples: How do we
live simply in a consumptive society?

2. Congregational peace education initiative:

How can we keep and teach the way of peace in

light of the recent Persian Gulf War?
3. Unity and diversity: How wUl we maintain

unity amidst growing diversity in conviction and
practice?

4. Choosing our priorities: Are we trying to do

too much as a denomination? Might we need to

pare down some activities?

James M. Lapp is general secretary of the Mennonite

Church General Board. He addresses delegates to

Mennonite General Assembly at Normal 89.

Two special resolutions will come to Menno-
nite General Assembly for delegate action. The
first commits the church "to set peace education

as a priority" during the next biennium. The sec-

ond will provide for a Mennonite response to

the 1992 anniversary of Columbus arriving in the

Americas and suggest appropriate attitudes and

behaviors in relation to Native American broth-

ers and sisters.

At General Assembly we will seek to deter-

mine how God is at work in the Mennonite

Church. Some few of us will be privileged to at-

tend. We trust the rest will pray for God's guid-

ance in both process and decisions.
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The statistics are not overwhelming: 85 new congregations, 2,691 new
members, giving that remains constant But Vision 95 is more than facts

'Tis better to set
a goal and miss
than to aim at
nothing and hit

by Willard E. Roth

A sea of words

Drowning flames

In souls

That would ignite the world

In love*

Poet Catherine Fairbairn titled those five

crisp lines "Bureaucracy." Reading them,

I thought quickly of Vision 95. Certainly

our goal as faithful followers of Jesus is to ignite

the world with love, even as the Creator Re-
deemer God so loved. Yet it oft seems that

love's flames are drowned in a sea of words.

Words aplenty have flowed through Mennonite
Church waters since the Ten-Year Goals were
adopted at General Assembly in Ames, Iowa, in

1985. Like the roster of faith heroes in Hebrews
11, there is not time (nor Gospel Herald budget)
to count or recount all the Vision 95 rhetoric, res-

olutions, and releases flooding the Mennonite
stream. Check General Board dockets, district

conference minutes, and the church press of the

past six years for evidence. Here comes still an-

other exhibit.

To get a handle on how the whole thing

came to pass—actually, to be passed—

I

set up a breakfast meeting with two key
players. They were Ross Bender (moderator)

and Alice Roth (General Board member-at-
large), the two that Mennonite General Board
asked to propose Ten-Year Goals to General As-

*From the publication Breakthrough. Used by permission of
Global Education Associates, 475 Riverside Dr., Ste. 456, New
York, NY 10115.

sembly delegates at Ames 85. Enticed by a
breakfast of Jamaican saltfish omelet and Blue
Mountain coffee, the two agreed to talk with me
about Vision 95—in retrospect and prospect
(what was first known as Ten-Year Goals be-
came Vision 95 in midstream).

"I don't apologize for what we did," Ross
began, "but please remember: the two of us
didn't come up with the idea. We were simply
frontline spokespersons."

"The action of the General Board to bring the
goals to Assembly," Alice remembered, "repre-

sented a Boeird sense that the church was being
called to something. We were asked to give

voice to that calling."

The two recalled Alice's dream the night be-

fore the agenda item was scheduled for Assem-
bly debate. In that dream Alice, in spite of a

tubal ligation, had a baby at age 50. The two
used that dream for their introductory dialogue

on the assembly floor. "It was a forceful and apt

image," they said; "birth does represent a point

of process—something has preceded and some-
thing will follow."

While what has happened so far since Ames
85 hasn't turned out quite like the visionaries

had anticipated—a doubling of our membership
and of our giving in a decade—the Ten-Year

"As any church, we too often

just think of ourselves. Vision

95 has helped us Mennonites
to look outside ourselves,"

Goals have spawned activity, Ross said.

"We don't yet know what the end results may
be," Alice added.

Ross agreed. "The time frame may have been
overly ambitious but I have not given up."

Much of the time since Ames 85 Ross was on
extended leave from seminary teaching to pastor

a Colorado congregation. Is Vision 95 perceived

as a top down initiative, as coming from the bu-

reaucracy?

"Quite the contrary," Ross responded. "This

is one time when members away from the cen-

ters feel involved in what is going on in the

larger church, and it feels good to them."

Ross did note that some smaller congregations

in more remote places really struggle because
growth is not an option for them. Faithfulness

becomes the rallying point. Can we affirm small-

ness as being faithful even as we celebrate those
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and figures. It's a movement among God's people to be more faithful in

reaching out with the good news to friends and neighbors around us.

"This is one time when mem-
bers away from the centers

feel involved in what is going

on in the larger church,"

congregations which have grown? he wondered.

The congregation Ross pastored was in a grow-

ing urban context. After a Sunday afternoon

strategy session in response to the Ten-Year

Goals, the congregation planted a tree as a sym-

bol of their commitment to intentional growth.

"Yes," Ross ventured, "for those who took the

call seriously, Vision 95 has been a real blessing.

'Tis better to set a goal and miss it, than to aim

at nothing and hit it. If only I had thought of

that line in '85!"

Alice now finds her daily work in the center of

Vision 95's global component—something she

hadn't anticipated when the witness and steward-

ship goals were approved. As Mennonite Board

of Missions' overseas vice-president, she won-

ders how a congregation best expresses its com-

mitment to international outreach. "The church-

wide investment in world mission can come only

from the congregations; that's where people and

prayers and dollars are 'banked,' " she said.

"Our Ten-Year Goals were not totally impossi-

ble," Ross said, "but more important than num-

bers was the fact that the Mennonite Church

chose to become intentional about its spiritual-

ity, stewardship, and witness rather than just

floating along with the contemporary current."

Three quiet words in the statement, repeated

twice, keep gripping me, Ross went on: even

through suffering. "We are well aware that where

church growth is taking place, it is in situations

of intense struggle. Witness Central America . .

.

Indonesia . . . Ethiopia. How might this vision be

fulfilled were we to be a people under suffering?

We don't invoke or program suffering; yet global

experience hints of its significance in expanded

Christian witness."

"The call to renewal may well turn out to be

more significant than the numbers," Alice re-

flected.

Mim Book is a new player on the Vision

95 team. While she may rightly be la-

beled a church bureaucrat, her bouncy,

bubbly being defies the stereotype. As church-

wide Vision 95 coordinator, Mim picks up the

nitty-gritty staff work. Her Mennonite Church

General Board office has that worked-in look:

here a paper, there a pencil, everywhere a paper

and a pencil.

In the last several months Mim has invested

enormous energy in what insiders call the Vision

95 addendum. The three-page document ap-

pears in the delegate workbook for Oregon 91 as

a mid-course statement of the General Board.

Prior to drafting the document, Mim organized

and chaired an evaluation consultation for which

she enlisted feedback from the 20 conferences

committed to Vision 95. Responses were mixed

from the random sample of delegates polled.

"Too many meetings, too much talk, not

enough action," wrote one delegate. "I have long

advocated careful planning and preparation, but

it is easy to fall into the ready, aim, aim, aim . .

.

syndrome."

As associate

secretary for

the General

Board, Mi-

riam Book (at

right, below)

serves as

churchwide

coordinator

for Vision 95.
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The action that brought Vision 95 to the
Mennonite Church represented a sense
that as a Mennonite people we were
being called by God to something new.

Another said, "I believe there is a fine line

between encouraging others with goals for

their lives and discouraging them because
the idea came from a 'strange place.' Some con-
gregations are ready for outside goals and are

challenged, others are needing internal encour-
agement that springs from Spirit-driven direc-

tion popping up as surprise opportunities for

growth and witness. Vision 95 can inspire leader-

ship, but congregational vision comes from
within."

"Vision 95 has been a useful experience for

the Mennonite Church," commented a delegate
from a larger conference. "As any church, we too
often just think of ourselves. Vision 95 has
helped us to look outside ourselves."

"Looking back," said another respondee, "the
delegates in 1985 were a bit optimistic. Life has
a way of continuing without dramatic alterations.

But, on the other hand, how do you make prog-

ress without setting goals? I think the Vision 95
emphasis has been a good one."

A delegate for 14 years, including 1985, wrote,
"Vision 95 has been successful. Success is prog-
ress toward a goal, even if not fully reached.
Someone has said three things are equally hard
to do: Climb a fence leaning toward you; kiss

one leaning away from you; interest members in

something outside of their own congregation. We
may not reach the goals by 1995, but let's keep
on with the successes we've had until our Lord
returns."

The midway assessment appearing in the Ore-
gon 91 workbook is in three parts. It reviews the
first half of the decade with a litany of learnings

and thanksgiving; anticipates 1991-95 by point-

ing direction and specifying involvement; and re-

news commitment to the vision "that our sharing
of God's love in partnership with other members
of the world Christian church may truly antici-

Six that just keep on growing

by

Steve

Shenk

Has Vision 95 made any difference? What
congregations are growing in numbers

—

and in other ways—as the result of this

special emphasis on outreach? Gospel Herald of-

fers here a sampler of six churches living up to

the spirit of Vision 95. The list is based on sug-

gestions provided by Ed Bontrager of Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries and Mim Book
of General Board.

Cape Christian Fellowship, Cape Coral, Fla.

A new congregation. Cape has grown in four
years to 110 members and a Sunday attendance
of about 185. Cape Coral is a fast-growing city,

and a survey conducted by the congregation
showed that 85 percent of the people are not
church-goers. Using the first letters of its name,
the congregation bills itself as "contemporary,
caring, and friendly." It specifically targets the

baby-boom generation through direct mail and
advertising. "We determine what the needs of
the people are and then try to meet them," says

founding pastor Dennis Gingerich. He is now
joined by a youth pastor and an associate pas-

tor. The congregation, which currently meets in

an elementary school, hopes to begin construc-

tion of its own church building within two years.

Wilmot Mennonite Church, Baden, Ont.
Twelve years ago two declining rural congrega-

tions—Geiger and Baden—merged to form what
is now a healthy, growing congregation. The
membership increased slowly to 130 and spurted
ahead this past year after the congregation

joined the LIFE (Living in Faithful Evangelism)
process of Mennonite Board of Congregational
Ministries. The biggest outreach activity is a Fri-

day-night drop-in center for young people in

Baden. The congregation hired a married couple
to direct it and renovated part of its fellowship

hall for this purpose. The center offers a variety

of activites—even video games and weight lift-

ing. "This congregation is open to new ideas and
interested in outreach," says Pastor Jean-
Jacques Goulet, a French-Canadian who was for-

merly Catholic.

Family Mennonite Church,
Los Angeles, Calif.

It started in a basement 11 years ago, moved
to a garage, and then purchased a condemned
theater in a black neighborhood. It is the main
congregation of any denomination that is reach-

ing out to the several thousand immigrants in

California who come from the tiny Central Amer-
ican country of Belize. The congregation has
grown to about 200 people. Most of them are

poor, but they give sacrificially, and the church
is now self-supporting after several years of sub-
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pate the continuing coming of God's kingdom

'on earth as it is in heaven.'
"

In themselves the statistics for 1985-90 are

less than overwhelming: 85 new congregations

and 2,691 new members (about a 2 percent in-

crease) in North America; 384 workers over-

seas—up from 253; dollars given have increased

(17 percent growth in actual dollars), but per-

centage of income being given is constant.

So that members and congregations have

greater ownership in Vision 95 during the

five years ahead, a fivefold call is being

recommended to Oregon 91 delegates:

1. To call each member to make a firstfruits

commitment each year.

2. To call each congregation to send out at

least one Vision 95 Team each year.

3. To call each member to engage in acts of

evangelism.

4. To call each congregation to form interces-

sory prayer groups.

5. To strengthen personal links overseas

through exchanges that will nurture mutual rela-

tions.

"With God's help," Mim Book said, "we are

learning we can tell our stories (that's witness)

. . . we can be spiritually moist and alive (that's

renewal). I believe God is using the Vision 95

movement to transform the Mennonite Church."

Her words sounded convincing. They're words

that just might ignite the world in love.

Willard E. Roth, Elkhart, Ind., describes himself

as "a pastor (Southside Fellowship), homemaker,

and sometimes free-lance writer. " He also works

for Mennonite World Conference.

sidy from Southwest Conference and Mennonite

Board of Missions. The congregation is involved

in all kinds of outreach, from street-comer preach-

ing to helping the homeless. The pastor is Basil

Marin, a graduate of the Lark Program at Goshen

College and a Belizean immigrant himself.

Ridgeview Mennonite Church,
Gordonville, Pa.

Although Ridgeway is located in the heart of

Lancaster County farmland, today only seven

families among the 500 members are engaged in

farming fulltime. The congregation has grown

steadily over the years and outgrew its facilities

a few years ago, so began two Sunday worship

services. "The average attendance increased im-

mediately by 60," says Pastor Bob Petersheim,

"so we knew we had to enlarge our building if

we wanted to continue growing." Last fall the

congregation dedicated a $1.9 million addition

with a sanctuary that seats 700. The main out-

reach of the congregation is a weekly children's

club and a weekly "Time-Out" program for women
and their children. Petersheim is assisted by two

other pastors and by a team of lay leaders.

Sonido de Alabanza, Cicero, 111.

A Spanish-speaking congregation, Sonido de

Alabanza moved this past April firom a low-in-

come neighborhood in Chicago to the nearby sub-

urb of Cicero. The reason: many of the members

were moving there as their economic situation

improved. The congregation sold its building in

Chicago and purchased what used to be First

Baptist Church of Cicero. The membership has

doubled in the last three years and Sunday atten-

dance has increased to about 150. The congrega-

tion expects that the move will help it grow even

more. EvangeUsm is a priority, including revival

meetings, and the members as well as newcom-

ers are nurtured through special discipling

programs. The pastor is Juan Ferreras, who pre-

viously served the Mennonite Church in Puerto Rico.

Whitestone Mennonite Church, Hesston, Kan.

WOW, which stands for Whitestone on

Wednesday, is attracting new people to this 105-

year-old congregation. The early-evening event

for children includes Bible study, choir practice,

crafts and other activities, and dinner. Parents of

each child are required to help in some way. Pas-

tor Ron Guengerich hopes that some kind of

adult education can be started so that WOW will

become even more of an all-congregation experi-

ence. The church has also appointed outreach co-

ordinators, sends members to visit new attend-

ers within 48 hours, and holds special worship

services for Spanish-speaking people. The
congregation's 25-year-old building can no longer

accommodate the approximately 350 worship-

pers who gather on Sunday morning. So

Whitestone has started two services.
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It all depends on how you look at it

by Stanley Kropf

The other afternoon my friend "Bad News"
Dave and I were having a soda. He took a

long draw on his straw, looked me in the

eye, and said, "I think Mennonites are really

tightfisted when it comes to supporting the

church!"

"Really," I said, "what makes you say that?"

"Well" he said, "for one thing, I see all those

fancy cars in the church parking lot. For an-

other, when I go to their homes, you should just

see all the fancy doodads and gadgets they have.

You'd think they're trying to live a cut above."

"So how does that make them tightfisted?" I

asked.

Dave took another sip from his straw and said,

"Just last Sunday, before the offering, the

preacher and treasurer went on forever about
how there's enough in the church kitty to pay
local expenses, but the kitty's too low to send

more than tokens to conference and the church-

wide boards in Elkhart.

"You'd think," he continued, "that if people
are living a life of simpHcity and can buy all

those doodads while living simply, they'd be giv-

ing plenty to the church."

Are Mennonites tightfisted or

generous? That all depends on
where you start to analyze
and the statistics you use.

"I see what you mean."
"No you don't," he went on. "If they were

truly generous, you'd think the church would be
rolling in dough."

I asked, "Have you read Kauffman's and
Harder's '89 Church Member Profile IP. It found
that 28 percent of the members give between 5

percent and 10 percent of their take-home
money to church and other charity."

"No," said "Bad News" Dave, taking another sip.

"Then it will likely be news to you that 47 per-

cent of our members give 10 percent or more," I

continued.

"That so?" he said, drinking deeply from his

glass.

"Do you know that since 1985 Mennonite con-

gregational offerings are up 34 percent? While at

the same time offerings in many denominations

are getting smaller."

"Bad News" just looked at me and sucked on
his straw.

"And last year Mennonite congregations spent

99 milHon dollars."

I could see "Bad News" Dave was feeling a Ht-

tle glum. Apparently he wasn't used to upbeat in-

formation. So I said, "I'll give you one thing.

When you adjust what the conferences and
Elkhart get from congregations by inflation, they

do have less money now than in 1985."

He grinned. "See what I told you; that proves

Mennonites are tightfisted."

"Well," I said, "I know Mennonites aren't per-

fect and could be more generous, but I don't
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How are we doing financially? To find out, Gospel Herald asked each churchwide board to give a sum-

mary of its revenue and expense for the past biennium. The figures were somewhat hard to come by,

since some of the boards (MCGB, MBCM, MBE, and MEM) operate on contributed funds and oth-

ers (MMA and MPB) on sales of products or services. That also makes comparisons difficult. Risk-

ing that difficulty and oversimplication, Gospel Herald presents the following figures of net income

for the biennium. Note that all figures are for two years and the ( ) represent negative figures.

Meimonite Church
General Board

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$854,780

855,485

(705)

In addition to its operating fund, General Board also

handled an additional $368,461 in expenses related to

General Assemblies, Christmas Sharing, and computer

and other equipment purchases. This was covered by

registration fees, grants, and designated income.

Mennonite Board
of Congregational
Ministries ^

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$858,940

817,167

41,773

Two good years for MBCM made it possible to wipe

out a general fund deficit which had peaked at $40,587

in January 1988.

Mennonite Board
of Education

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$65,340,000

65,519,000

(175,000)

MBE's figures include income and expenses for all Men-
nonite Church colleges, seminaries, minority education,

and the Board of Education itself. In addition, capital

funds for endowments and buildings had an increase of

$11,335,000 during the biennium.

Mennonite Board
of Missions

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$16,029,000

15,964,000

65,000

Of MBM's total income, $9,787,000 came from contri-

butions and $6,242,000 from revenue ($3,411,000 of this

from Choice Books). MBM used 47% for overseas mis-

sions, 37% for home missions, ll7c for general

aQnunisirax-ion, anu o/o loi luiiu-iai&tiig.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$203,000,000

193,600,000

9,400,000

MMA's increase in surplus for this biennium was used

to offset a $4 mOlion decrease during the previous two

years. The surplus will also allow MMA to continue op-

erating in an increasingly competitive and regulated

health care and investment environment.

Mennonite Pub-
lication Board

revenue:

expenses:

net:

$28,626,000

29,230,500

(604,500)

MPB, which operates the Mennonite Publishing House,

experienced its greatest loss in its history this past bien-

nium. The board is making changes in its Ontario book-

store program and aggressively promoting trade book

sales to change the financial picture in the next two

buy that they're tightfisted. Everywhere I go I

find church members taking two months or two

years for voluntary service. And last year congre-

gations spent $32 million more on local and ex-

tended ministries than they did in 1985. They
gave $21 million to conferences and other places

and $6 million to church agencies. I could also

tell you about another $100 million in special

conference and churchwide projects. And that

doesn't include Mennonite Central Committee,

Mennonite World Conference, Mennonite Eco-

nomic Development Associates, and who knows
what all.

"You can think what you like," I continued.

"It's a little like my glass here. You can say it's

half empty, that Mennonites are stingy people,

and feel bad all the time because they're not

doing all they can.

"For my part, I'd say the glass is half full.

When you line up all the evidence, Mennonites

are really pretty generous. They've only got half

way left to go."

"Bad News" Dave gave one final slurppy rat-

tling through the ice. "Yeah," he said, "My glass

is empty. Thanks. I'll catch the check next time."

Stanley Kropf Elkhart, Ind., is director of finance

for the Mennonite Church.
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When Mennonites hit the Oregon

Oregon 91: for youth it's the opportunity
to travel and make new friends. For
adults it's church business and a
chance for reunions with old friends.

by Andrea Schrock Wenger

Why would a busy Mennonite sacrifice

limited vacation time, spend hundreds
of dollars on travel, and drag an entire

family across the country to attend a church con-
ference?

West Coast Mennonites have to answer that
question almost every two years, when Menno-
nite General Assembly meets either in the East
or the Midwest. This time it's a question for

East Coast Mennonites.

But like their western cousins, Mennonites
from the East are rising to the challenge. Those
who look forward to church gatherings, wherever
they are, will be in Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3
through creative planning, fund-raising, and de-
termination.

Etta and Linford King, Lancaster, Pa., will

drive across the country with their two teenage
sons for Oregon 91. This will be the third time
Etta has served as a delegate from the Atlantic
Coast Conference at such a gathering.

"I really enjoy wider church gatherings," she
says of her task as a delegate, which includes
pre-meeting reading, attending business ses-

sions, and reporting to her church and possibly
others in the Atlantic Coast Conference after Or-
egon 91. "Meetings hke these are the only
chance we get to see the friends we made when
my husband was in seminary [at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind.] years
ago. So I'm really looking forward to it."

Half of Etta's travel and conference expenses
will be paid by her conference; the other half

will be paid by her home congregation, Neffsville

Traveling cross-country

for a one-week church

convention takes

planning. Two
Indiana-Michigan

pastors experienced the

results of their youth

group's creative

fund-raising for Oregon
91. At Waterford

Mennonite Church,

Goshen, Ind., interim

pastor Tim Weaver
and associate pastor

Roy Range (left) both

had their beards

shaved after church

members pledged

$1,000 to each. The
beard shaving was a
highlight of the

church's annual
"Souper Bowl Sunday"
lunch sponsored by the

youth.
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trail

(Pa.) Mennonite Church.

In a plan to use resources wisely—saving both

time and money—the Kings are splitting round-

trip airfare to Oregon with another family from

their church, Nelson and Elaine Hoover.

"We're going to drive out in our van, staying

with friends, in motels, and in campgrounds

along the way; the Hoovers will fly out," ex-

plains Etta. "Then they'll drive our van back, va-

cationing along the way, while we fly home."

Kings plan to take three weeks of vacation for

travel and the conference.

Kirk King, 16, and Zach King, 14, were at first

somewhat ambivalent about spending their vaca-

tion at a church conference. For Kirk it meant

giving up a softball tournament. "But now,"

claims Etta, "they're looking forward to it, espe-

cially since Kirk will join the Neffsville youth

group at the conference and for their plane trip

home." Kirk is still not entirely sure. "It'll be

okay, I guess," he says.

Kirk is one of 15 ninth- to twelfth-grade Neffs-

ville youth planning to join 2,000 other Menno-

nite young people for the Oregon 91 Youth Con-

vention. Under the leadership of Neffsville youth

pastor Brad Bame, they have been working for

months to raise $500 of the $700 each person

needs to travel to and participate in the Youth

Convention.

Each year that there is a church confer-

ence, Neffsville sends a youth group, ex-

plains Bame. "On the off years we do a

service project. Our kids are used to raising

funds and planning trips."

Bame says he didn't have any trouble drum-

ming up interest in Oregon 91. "I think the dis-

tance was a real drawing factor. Many of our

kids haven't traveled much outside Pennsylva-

nia, so they're excited about the plane trip and

about seeing a new part of the country."

Besides the opportunity to travel, the youth

are looking forward to "meeting new people and

going to the beach," says Sena Bender. For

some in this year's Neffsville group it will be

their first convention; others have good memo-
ries of previous conventions and are eager for

more fun times.

By the end of May, the group had about

$8,000 of the $10,000 they need. The money was

raised through a "scholarship fund," in which

church members were asked to contribute to

each individual's funds; a car "wash-a-thon";

and a Sunday noon meal for Neffsville members
served by the youth. Another church member
kicked in $1,500 worth of frequent flier trips

Neffsville Mennonite Church youth group members

washed cars to raise funds for their trip to Oregon 91.

The group washed cars for free; church members

pledged funds per car washed. By noon on May 18 they

had washed 43 cars, taking them more than halfway to

their goal of 80 cars. From left to right the car washers

are Mike Dagen and Brad Bame, Neffsville Mennonite

youth pastor.

from the airline he regularly uses. The group

still plans to have a sub sale, garage sale, and

work day in which church and community mem-
bers will sponsor the youth per hour of donated

work.

Like the Kings and the Neffsville youth group,

Mennonites from all over North America—and

from a few international areas—are finding cre-

ative ways to be at Oregon 91. Together with a

few thousand others they will worship and cele-

brate and discuss as "God's Creative Acts Con-

tinue."

Andrea Schrock Wenger, Ephrata, Pa., works for

Mennonite Central Committee and does occa-

sional free-lance writing.

Whatever their reason for going,

at the 1991 Mennonite General

Assembly and Churchwide
Convention, participants will

celebrate together that "God's

Creative Acts Continue,"
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Oregon Mennonites are like the rest

An introduction to the Mennonites on
the West Coast who will host Mennonite
General Assembly in Eugene, Oregon.

by

Hope
Kauffman
Lind

s
o you're coming to Oregon for Mennonite
General Assembly? Then you'll be glad get-

' ting here no longer takes up to six months,

as it could for travelers on the Oregon Trail in

the mid- 1840s. Now flying to Oregon from the

East Coast takes only a day. But Oregon is still

a long, long way from Mennonites east of the

Rockies. Driving from Denver to Portland is a

long two days or a pleasant three. Only those

who go by road can really know how far away we
Oregon Mennonites are.

Oregon's first Mennonites waited to move here

until the 1870s, when transcontinental rail ser-

vice eased the rigors of migration across the

Rockies. Especially in their earUest years, they

came largely from generations of movers. Many
families edged their way west, generation by gen-

eration, hoping for a better living than they

found in earlier established states. No doubt
some hoped that moving to Oregon would solve

religious problems as well. Probably a majority

of those who became part of the merged Amish
Mennonite and (Old) Mennonite Pacific Coast

Conference (PCC) in the 1920s had Amish heri-

tage. But even in earlier years, some persons of

other-than-Mennonite heritage joined Mennonite
congregations. In recent years their numbers
have increased.

Most Oregon Mennonite congregations are lo-

cated in the Willamette Valley—some 100 miles

between Eugene and Portland and about 30

miles at widest breadth—or in foothill communi-
ties at its edge. Others are located farther to the

south, east of the Cascade Mountains, or in the

Coast Range toward the Pacific Ocean.

Oregon's three largest industry groups are for-

est products, agriculture, and tourism. Many
Mennonites work in the first two; a few in tour-

ism. Two current issues in Oregon related to

these industries are whether and how much to

permit the cutting of old growth timber and
whether and how much to allow field burning, a

method of straw disposal and disease control

after grass seed crops and grains are harvested.

In ways that reflect their occupations and geo-

graphic communities and their understandings of

stewardship of earth and atmosphere, Menno-
nites are on both sides of Oregon's industry-ver-

sus-environment controversy. Many of Oregon's

Mennonites also serve in the professions or own
or manage businesses.

Almost half a century ago, in the 1940s, Pa-

cific Coast Conference established the

Mennonite Home at Albany and Western
Mennonite (High) School at Salem. Oregon Men-
nonites manage Lebanon Community Hospital.

They work with the Mennonite Conference of

Northwest Mexico, established after PCC mis-

sionaries settled there some 30 years ago. They
support Drift Creek Camp, a comfortable year-

round facility tucked among towering trees and

nearly surrounded by a vigorous mountain stream.
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nly different

Mennonites in PCC, with congregations in Ore-

gon, Idaho, and Washington, at last official

count numbered approximately 2,400, including

a small minority of Hispanics. In addition, con-

gregations once associated officially or frater-

nally with PCC number nearly 900 members.

Some in those congregations continue to work

with PCC in particular efforts, such as assis-

tance and collaboration with young congrega-

tions in Mexico and in women's projects and re-

treats. Oregon has smaller numbers of other

Mennonite groups, including General Conference

Mennonites. Most participate in Oregon's MCC
Fall Festival (relief sale) to benefit Mennonite

Central Committee.

Oregon Mennonites claim a number of

churchwide scholars, administrators, and
other leaders. Included are theologian

Millard Lind, missiologist Wilbert R. Shenk,

Eastern Mennonite College vice-president and

dean Lee F. Snyder, education and worship re-

source Marlene Kropf, and finance secretary

Stan Kropf. General Assembly moderator-elect

David W. Mann and General Board executive

secretary James M. Lapp each pastored an Ore-

gon congregation in earlier years. Mennonites

with Oregon connections serve on most denomi-

national boards and numbers of associated com-

mittees. Some pastor congregations elsewhere or

work at church colleges and other denomina-

tional institutions.

We also leave our marks in the larger world.

Oregon farmer Lois Kenagy is widely recognized

for her contributions to justice, peace, and envi-

Scenery is one of the big attractions of the state of

Oregon. Mennonite General Assembly planners

report that Oregon 91 tours are filling up fast as

registrations come in. Some of these will include

attractions such as Ml Jefferson (above), one of

Oregon's many inactive, snow-capped volcanoes.

ronmental issues. Pastor Jeanie Hershey was ear-

lier named Oregon Mother of the Year. Cathy

Passamore has presented her visual arts pro-

gram about the sacredness of life throughout the

nation.

As do Mennonites throughout North America,

those in Oregon fervently discuss issues and oc-

casionally disagree. TWo current issues in Ore-

gon, as in the larger church, are women in leader-

ship and the meaning of ordination and

authority. But Oregon Mennonites care deeply

about the church, even though they do not all de-

fine it in the same terms. Many respectfully

work together in mutual aid services and relief

and disaster efforts in spite of maintaining dispa-

rate theological turfs.

If visitors think we Oregon Mennonites are

"different," they are right. Oregon Mennonites

reflect a unique historical development and geo-

graphical location. However, our faith and cul-

tural heritage influence our likenesses to our

Mennonite brothers and sisters elsewhere. Visi-

tors who are privileged to learn to know some of

Oregon's Mennonites will likely decide that the

similarities are greater than the differences.

Hope Kauffman Lind, Eugene, Ore., serves as his-

torian for the Pacific Coast Conference. She is the

author of a book of Oregon Mennonite history.

Apart and Together (Herald Press).
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When several thousand Mennonites gather in Eugene:

What are they going to do all

Mennonite meetings are a challenge to

host Our mix of doing business in the

framework of worship and fellowship, of
including all generations, and of holding
meetings within meetings all make for
intricate logistical scheduling.

by

John
Bender

When Mennonites get together at confer-

ences and assembHes, we fill our sched-
ules with all types of meetings. Oregon

91—expected to bring several thousand adults,

youth, and children from across North America
to Eugene, Ore., July 30-Aug. 3—is no excep-

tion. What takes place in the every-two-year
Mennonite Church Convention and General
Assembly could fill a book.
Actually, the activities fill two volumes. One, a

Program Book, provides worship outlines, semi-
nar descriptions, songs, tour schedules, late

night activities, and other information. The
other, a 110-page Workbook, contains the sched-

ule of General Assembly business, reports, is-

sues, churchwide finances, and the slate of nomi-
nees.

Oregon 91, as this biennium's gathering is

called, consists of several events. One is the busi-

ness session, known as Mennonite General As-
sembly. Delegates and others will also par-

ticipate in an adult convention. At the same
time, Mennonite youth and children will have
their own separate conventions. There will also

be special activities for young adults.

All this is being hosted by Pacific Coast Con-
ference with Sam and Roma Eicher as local coor-

dinators. They have worked closely with Miriam
F. Book of the Mennonite Church General
Board in planning Oregon 91.

Mennonite General Assembly. Some 275 dele-

gates from 21 district conferences in the U.S.

and Canada will conduct the biennial business
of the Mennonite Church. Their discussion and
decisions will eventually affect the hfe and work
of the church through its 1,145 congregations, 21

conferences, five program boards, and the Gen-
eral Board.

Adult convention. Adults will stay in motels,

hotels, and campgrounds in the Eugene area.

Both the adult convention and the General As-
sembly business sessions take place at the Lane
County Convention Center and Fairgrounds.

Events of the adult convention include:

Worship. Following the convention theme,
"God's Creative Acts Continue," morning and
evening corporate worship times are intended to

help participants experience the presence of

God and hear God's call to faithfulness in mis-

sion and stewardship. Alan and Eleanor Kreider
are scheduled to lead the morning worship ses-

sions. Speakers in the evening sessions include

George R. Brunk III, John Drescher, Paul
Gingrich, Bill Pannell, and Anne Stuckey. On
Thursday morning adults will join the youth for

a joint worship at the University of Oregon.
Workshops. The Oregon 91 Program Book lists

78 workshops throughout the week. Themes
range from congregational concerns to marriage

and family interests, missions, and social issues.

On Thursday—with no business scheduled

—

participants can get involved in four day-long

Participants in the adult choir, one of many activities

which traditionally take place at a Mennonite General

Assembly, rehearse for their part in one of the evening

mass worship services at Normal 89.
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week?
workshops for a more in-depth look at mission,

stewardship, worship, and the environment.

Tours. Oregon 91 tours promise to be popular

ones. Both half-day and day-long trips are being

planned from the Cascade Mountains to the Pa-

cific Ocean, with a heavy concentration on get-

ting acquainted with Oregon Mennonites of both

the present and the past.

Late-night activities. Mennonite convention

goers want for neither day-time nor night-time

activities. AKIMBO, a drama group, will perform

each evening. There's storytelling, author and

artist receptions, a dialogue with the speaker of

the evening, alumni reunions, videos, a Menno-

nite Renewal Service worship, music from the

new hymnal, a reception for fraternal guests, and

an organ recital. Many participants can also

spend any late-night energy they have left just

plain visiting in the lounge areas located among

the displays.

Mennonite youth convention. Youth activities

will take place on the campus of the University

of Oregon. Theme for the convention is "Dying

to Live." Daily activities will include a Bible and

Song Hour (BASH), recreation, choir, tourna-

ments, tours, drama, seminars, and a day at the

beach.

Evening worship sessions are being built

around "Max." They include "Living to the

Max," "Going for the Max," "Committed to the

Max," and "Rising to the Max." According to

convention planners, the purpose of this youth

convention is "to communicate that Jesus has re-

defined life and to challenge each other to take

the next step in that life." The youth convention

is being sponsored by Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries.

Children's convention. "Discovering God's

Wonderful World" is the theme for Oregon 91

children's activities. These include making

paper, flying kites, biking, swimming, and visit-

ing the Pacific Ocean. Planners want to acquaint

children with the natural environment of the Pa-

cific Northwest and nurture an awareness of the

Earth and its inhabitants. Children's activities

will take place at O'Hara CathoUc School, adja-

cent to the site for the adult convention.

Young adult activities. In addition to partici-

pating in the adult convention, students and

youth adults will interact with each other

through events of their own. These include semi-

nars, tours, recreation, and late-night activities.

Young adult seminars will deal with issues such

as housing, jobs, education, service, gender, and

spirituahty. On Saturday young adults will meet

with Tom Sine on the topic "A New Generation

Creating New Possibilities for the 21st Century."

That's a lot going on in five days. University

and hotel convention planners, who have worked

with us over the years, say Mennonite meetings

are a challenge to host. Our mix of doing busi-

ness within the framework of worship and fellow-

ship, of including all generations, of holding

meetings within meetings—it all makes for intri-

cate logistical scheduling. It also reflects a long-

standing commitment to do and be the church

together.

Miriam F. Book, who serves as General

Board's associate secretary, has been at

the forefront of handling the details of

Oregon 91. She notes that the Convention Plan-

ning Committee for this session began its work

in November 1989. While good management,

communication, and coordination are essential

to the success of the event, Mim places prayer

at the top of her list of requirements for a good

meeting.

The convention theme, "God's Creative Acts

Continue," emerged as the planning committee

prayed and brainstormed together, Mim says.

Based on the Gospel of John, this theme "pro-

vided the core for the rest of the planning."

Prayer has opened closed doors in the planning

and negotiating process, and it has sustained the

many volunteers in their hours of v/ork and plan-

ning.

When Oregon 91 closes on Saturday night,

Aug. 3, God's creative acts will have coursed

through a week's stream of worship, mission,

stewardship, care for God's creation, and church

business. The creative acts that those attending

will have experienced—and those the entire

church will experience in the next two years

—

could well be akin to the report of the many
things Jesus did: "Were every one of them to be

written, I suppose that the world itself could not

contain the books that would be written" (John

21:25b, RSV).

John Bender, Elkhart, Ind., works on the staff of

the Mennonite Church General Board as church-

wide communications director.
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MBCM trea-

surer Don
Gingerich

celebrates a
deficit-free

organization

after 20 years.

Happy birthday, MBCM
With the reorganization of the Mennonite

Church in 1971, most of the previous
structure stayed intact, albeit with

major revisions of some boards and committees.
One new churchwide board was created, how-
ever: Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-
istries. It was to be "an agency . . . created for
the specific task of taking an overall view of con-
gregations and their needs."
The road for MBCM has been rocky. For

many of the past 20 years, it has operated in the
red—until this past year. For the first time in
seven years, MBCM ended a fiscal year in the
black, with all deficits paid off.

Everett Thomas, who joined MBCM as the
new executive secretary two years ago, believes
that's a good way for a churchwide board to cele-
brate its 20th birthday.

Has it been 20

Those who keep track of anniversaries and
birthdays will be aware that the new de-
nominational structure of the Mennonite

Church came into being 20 years ago this sum-
mer. Remember? And do you know where and
when each Mennonite General Assembly has
been held since? What the main decisions were
and who the leaders were? In case not, the fol-
lowing is a refresher.

1971: Kitchener, Ont.

moderator: John Drescher
general secretary: Paul Kraybill

• estabHshed new denominational structures, in-
cluding General Assembly, in order to in-
crease efficiency and provide better
representation.

• adopted official name for denomination: "Men-
nonite Church."

1973: Harrisonburg, Va.

moderator: Don Augsburger
general secretary: Paul Kraybill

• called for universal amnesty for draft resisters
who fled to Canada during the Vietnam War.

1975: Eureka, III.

moderator: Newton Gingrich
general secretary: Paul Kraybill

• passed a statement on abortion that was gen-
erally antiabortion.

• passed a statement on the role of women in
the church that urged more involvement for them.

1977: Estes Park, Colo.

moderator: Edward Stoltzfus
general secretary: Paul Kraybill

• designated urban missions as a top priority
for the denomination, and called for a special
"urban thrust" by the program boards.

1979: Waterloo, Ont.

moderator: Willis Breckbill
general secretary: Ivan Kauffmann

• warned against militarism and conscription in
the United States.

• changed General Board representation from re-
gional system, which never caught on, to sys-
tem based on district conferences.

1981: Bowling Green, Ohio
moderator: Glendon Blosser
general secretary: Ivan Kauffmann

• passed statement on leadership and authority
that took a step toward the ordination of
women pastors.
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years already^

• protested the buildup of nuclear arms.

• offered guidelines for the use of the law, in-

cluding litigation in extreme cases.

1983: Bethlehem, Pa*
moderator: Ross Bender
general secretary: Ivan Kauffmann

• affirmed increased cooperation with the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church.

• responded to a booklet by evangelist George

Brunk 11 that criticized "hberal trends" in the

church.

• urged the U.S. government to cut off military

aid to Central America.

1 985: Ames, Iowa
moderator: Myron Augsburger

general secretary: Ivan Kauffmann
• adopted vwtness and stewardship goals that

called for substantial increases in members
and offerings in the next 10 years.

• passed a statement on sexuality after four tem-

pestuous years in the making.
• gave "first priority" to funding the minority

leadership training programs.

1987: West Lafayette, Ind.

moderator: James Lapp
general secretary: Wayne North

• condemned homosexual practice while also of-

fering love and support for people with gay

and lesbian orientation.

• passed statement on militarism, suggesting

ways to counter this increasingly pervasive

"evil."

1989: Normal, III*

moderator: Ralph Lebold

general secretary: James Lapp
• called for the "deliberate exploration" of

merger with the General Conference Menno-
nite Church.

• after 10 years of debate, authorized church in-

stitutions to comply with employees who don't

want the military portion of their taxes with-

held.

Looking ahead: ^

• 1991: Eugene, Ore. (George Brunk HI, modera-

tor)

• 1993: York, Pa. (David Mann, moderator)

• 1995: Wichita, Kan.* (Donella Clemens, moder-

ator)**

District conferences focus
on four areas of concern

For the first time, in summarizing the work

of the past biennium, district conferences

have been asked to submit reports to Men-
nonite General Assembly. "The vast majority of

the ministries of the Mennonite Church are car-

ried out through our congregations and confer-

ences," the Workbook notes. Assembly planners

asked conferences to give reports "to assist dele-

gates in seeing the larger picture of how 'God's

Creative Acts Continue.'
"

Seventeen of 21 district conferences re-

sponded to the invitation. From their reports, as

printed in the Assembly Workbook, four com-

mon themes emerge:

Mission. Thuteen of the 17 conferences re-

sponding told of outreach and church planting

ventures, many at home, a few overseas. Many
also spoke of awareness of new opportunities

but limited resources for response.

Leadership. Eight district conferences noted

leadership concerns. These range from finding

new leaders to training current leaders to provid-

ing resources and renewal for pastors and other

church leaders.

Youth. Half the conferences responding men-

tioned concerns about youth. Many raised ques-

tions about how to reach young people, making

the biblical and the Anabaptist-Mennonite mes-

sage attractive to them. Some told of hiring full-

time youth workers and beginning other pro-

grams to meet this challenge.

Finances. Half the conferences also told of dif-

ficulties with finances. Some are facing extreme

budget deficits. Others see growth opportunities

but no additional contributions from their con-

gregations.

Perhaps the most unique problem was that

registered by Northwest Conference. "As an MC
[Mennonite Church] conference in western Can-

ada, we are given multiple invitations to provide

an MC perspective on the MC/GC [integration]

issue," they reported. "We need to balance our

time on these with the time for our ongoing

ministries."

* joint convention with General Conference Mennonite Church

** if formally elected at Oregon 91
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Twenty-one questions for the church

When Mennonite General Assembly meets in
Eugene, Ore., July 29-Aug. 3, churchwide boards
and committees will do more than report to dele-

gates. During the five-day event, they will also
ask questions of these district conference
representatives. Here are some of those ques-
tions, taken from the General Assembly Work-
book and from a questionnaire Gospel Herald
gave the boards and committees.

What do you think?
. . . about our identity?
1. How much plurality can we bear as a people
and still be a biblical community of faith*^

(CFLS)
2. Do we have a unifying vision that describes
an Anabaptist-Mennonite congregation*?
(MBCM)

3. Are we convinced that the gospel of peace in-
cludes nonresistant Christlike love toward all
people, including national enemies? Will we
continue to teach this central gospel truth in
all evangelization and church development
activities? (MBM)

4. How can we strengthen the vision and work
of all of our congregations and agencies for
their ministry as Anabaptist-Mennonite Chris-
tians in today's world? (MBE)

5. Given the diversity in the church, can Menno-
nite Publishing House expect the continued
support it has received in the past decades'?
(MPB)

. . . about our priorities?

6. Can we sustain the current level of activities
in the Mennonite Church indefinitely? If not,
what shall our priorities be? (MCGB)

7. Is the church asking MBM to expand fund-
raising efforts to maintain the present level
of program, or should the mission board re-
duce the amount of churchwide global mis-
sion involvements and have fewer overseas
missionaries? (MBM)

8. How should MCC respond to dechning contri-
butions from congregations? Should MCC
look for money outside the church? Or
should it limit its program to what it can do
with the funds churches contribute? (MCC)

9. Is the Mennonite Church still committed to
the support of minority groups? (HMC)

Who's asking: MCGB = Mennonite Church General Board-MMA = Mennonite Mutual Aid; MBM = Mennonite Board of
Mission^, MBCM = Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-
tries; MBE = Mennonite Board of Education; MPB = Menno-

u^J^^^"^""^'""
" Hispanic Mennonite Convention-WMSC = Women's Missionary and Service Commission- CFLs'

- Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy; WIMC = Women in Min-
istry Committee; MCC = Mennonite Central Committee

. . . about finances?
10. Is 6.5 percent of estimated Mennonite in-

come an appropriate amount for total spend-
ing on North American and global ministries
through denominational agencies? (MCGB)

11. What are the implications of congregations
keeping a larger portion of their offerings for
home use? Do Mennonites really intend to
scale back global mission, education, and min-
istries that provide resources to congregations
by giving less? (MCGB)

12. How are congregations working at providing
assistance to needy members? (MMA)

13. How does the church assist in meeting the fi-

nancial needs of lower income people in our
constituency? (MMA)

. . . about our mission?
14. Are congregations in the Mennonite Church

prepared to recommit ourselves to the task
of inviting all people to receive God's recon-
ciling love in Jesus Christ? Are we willing to
make this the organizing principle of our
congregational life and planning? (MBM)

15. Will the church give more so that more per-
sons can enter some type of voluntary ser-
vice? (MBM)

16. Are younger members in our congregations
aware of the services that churchwide agen-
cies have to offer? How can we increase their
participation? (MMA)

. . . about structures?
17. What kind of church organization is needed

for Mennonite women in the '90s? (WMSC)
18. Is there a need for separate men's and

women's organizations in the Mennonite
Church? (WMSC)

19. Can the Mennonite Church afford strong pro-
gram and staff both in conferences and
churchwide? What programs and ministries
are best offered by whom? If churchwide
agencies reduce their services, how can re-
sources be provided for conferences who can-
not employ their own staff and develop their
own programs? (MCGB)

. . . about other concerns?
20. What opportunities does a woman have for

leadership after her first pastorate? (WIMC)
21. How do we work at health care education in

the '90s? (MMA)
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"MMA? You Mean the
„

Insurance Company?"

I was talking with an acquain-

tance recently when the conversation shifted to

our jobs. When I told him I worked for MMA, he

replied, "MMA? So you work in insurance?"

That's a common misunderstanding. Since

insurance is one of our more visible services, it's

not uncommon for people to think ofMMA as an

insurance company

The fact is, we're a lot more than just insurance.

The government has granted us special status as a

fraternal benefit society. Put simply, we're allowed

to assist peoplewho have special needs instead of

paying that money in taxes. That's

mutual aid in action!

As manager ofthe Sharing Fund, I

work closely with programs that

meet those special needs. From

assisting congregations with mem-

bers who can't afford health care, to

providing help in times of catas-

trophe, to helping a couple cover

the costs of adopting a child, my

work involves a lot more than insurance.

MMA is more than insurance in otherways, too.

We offer ways to save money for retirement or a

child's education. We help share the burden of

damage to members' automobiles. We provide

assistance with financial planning, making out a

will, and planning your estate. Plus, we help con-

gregations in areas like health and wellness,

understanding AIDS, and medical ethics.

To clear up another common misunderstand-

ing about MMA—we're not really a company, at

least in the traditional sense. MMA is more like a

large congregation. We're not a

building or a place—but a group of

people who share a commitment to

God and to each other.

I like to think of MMA as a place

where real needs get met every day

out of the caring people show for

one another.

Phyllis Mishler

SharingFund manager

We're more than just insurance.
For a free copy of our new video, The Spirit of Community, call 1-800-348-7468.

B
Mennonite
MutualAid



How do ive handle differences of

Confrontational debate is vigorous and
efficient It clearly defines opinions and
highlights differences. It can be ruth-
less, wounding people in the process.

by

Harold

N. Miller
I

"t goes without saying that 1,000 Mennonite
adults won't agree when they get together

-this summer at Oregon 91. In fact, given the
issues on the agenda, some of those disagree-
ments will likely be quite sharp.
How do we handle differences of opinion in

the church? In our congregational meetings, Sun-
day school classes, and conference assembhes,
how do we work through differing beliefs and
ideas and move toward common understandings
and consensus?

I recall a Sunday school class out of which one
member stomped saying, "I'll never go in that
class again." The finality with which she spoke
left no room for dialogue. The class included sev-

eral natural leaders, persons self-confident and
secure, energized rather than threatened by the
expression of differences of opinion. But for this
woman, differences had the opposite effect.

The problem with the class was that members
tended to place new ideas against ones already
voiced by a brother or sister. They would often
say another idea was wrong. Members ham-
mered out positions by highlighting points they
did not agree with, arguing against those points,
weighing their counter arguments. It was debate
in which the ideas of the strong won.
Such a confrontational process is vigorous and

efficient—differences between competing opin-
ions are clearly drawn. But it is also ruthless. It
can wound those who are weak. Those without
the personal gifts or emotional stamina needed
to champion their opinions find their voice is not
heard. Those who cannot separate rejection of
their opinion from personal rejection (most of us
struggle with this) withdraw from the process.
The public confrontations that are part of mak-
ing differences of opinion expHcit by placing

"When I was a kid I loved building go-carts.
Hesston helped me turn that love into a career."

. .^^.mmmimimm} iiliiii, illilBi

Brian Nebel, '83

Mechanical Engineer
Excel Industries

4 4l know what you're thinking. Go-carts.' Actually, go-carts are

pretty complicated machines. Of course, not as complicated as the

machines I design today. I'm glad I started my career at Hesston

College. Sure, I learned a lot, and I really appreciated the caring

community 1 found there. But best of all, I turned my favorite hobby

into the one job I used to only dream about, f ^

Hesston College offers a variety of programs in challenging fields

like Chemistry, Hotel and Restaurant MarMgement, Education,

Office Administration, Nursing, and Psychology. Enter one of
our 40 liberal arts majors, or choose a career program that will

prepare you for a profession in just two short years. Write or call

today for all the details

.

Give us your dreams. We'll help you build a career.

HESSTON COLLEGE
P.O. Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062

1-800-835-2026, In KS, call collect: 316-327-8222
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opinion?

them against each other are too costly.

We can choose another style of working

through our differences: place different ideas

alongside each other. This opens the way for a

gentle gathering of consensus. We ignore (rather

than counter) the points of the other that we

feel are wrong, affirming the ones with which we

agree, raising considerations we feel the other

left out. We preface our comments with the

word "also" rather than "no." Thus points with

which we disagree tend to have less strength.

They may be abandoned, moving the group

closer to a common position. After sharing what

we feel God is saying to the church, we hsten for

what witnesses to all as God speaking, watching

the not-so-good-ideas drop by the wayside in a

gathering of consensus.

The Roman Catholic Church models this non-

confrontational style in its pubUc handling of

any changes in official church dogma. As George

Carey writes in Christianity Today, "changes can

take place in Roman CathoUc theology without

there ever being any official repudiation of past

positions. It is simply part of the fabric of

Roman Catholic theology to reinterpret the faith

as time goes by, laying stress in new areas and

de-emphasizing old ideas without announcing

the changes."

We as a Sunday school class worked at this

nonconfrontational way of expressing differences

of opinion. We will attest to how difficult it is to

get rid of an old pattern and learn the language

of a new. Actually, we did not want to com-

pletely abandon all confrontation—a group

which never places ideas against each other may
allow too many deviant opinions to linger on its

fringes. Fear of conflict can keep us too silent.

But our church is a long way from the danger of

avoiding all confrontation!

Congregational and denominational discus-

sions can also benefit from putting differ-

ent ideas alongside rather than against

each other. There are three reasons why:

1. The church is poorer every time a climate

of confrontation silences members who, for a va-

riety of reasons, are not strong enough to partici-

pate in a discussion. These persons slowly lose

out on being party of the church's decision-mak-

ing process.

2. Christian love and humility would have me
put my ideas alongside another's. The moment I

counter another's ideas, I am acting as if my
ideas are better than theirs. Mine may very well

be better, but at what point—and by whom—
should that assessment be drawn? Should that

Robert Hartzler,

delegate from
Allegheny

Conference, gives

his viewpoint on

the war tax

question at

Normal 89.

not be done by the group after hearing each

other? As I take my turn listening to the other's

rebuttal of my ideas, I am demonstrating—if I

truly am listening—that I really do value the

other person, that I really do want this to be a

group decision.

3. In debate our minds are in high gear. That

is good, unless our intellect occupies us so much
we cannot monitor the Spirit's voice. It is the

heart at peace which can sense the Spirit's lead-

ing, and few of us are mature enough to remain

at peace internally through the complete course

of a debate.

When ideas are placed against each other, we

who are holding those ideas tend to take an ad-

versarial stance. We tend to defend personal po-

sitions rather than search together with the oth-

ers for new group positions. We tend to become

deaf to the Spirit's voice in the words of our

brother or sister.

Differences don't have to mean confrontation

and debate. If we are willing to place our ideas

and beUefs beside another's, together we can

help a group move toward consensus. That's

good for any group, be it Sunday school class,

congregation, or Mennonite General Assembly at

Oregon 91.

Harold N. Miller is pastor of the Community Men-

nonite Fellowship in Corning, N. Y.
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^Keeping the furnaces running and
by John Bender

When Mennonite General Assembly con-
venes in Eugene, Ore., this summer,
you can count on one person being

there, faithfully working behind the scenes.
She's Mildred Schrock, the only staff person
who has been with Mennonite General Board
since its beginning in 1971. In fact, this past year
Mildred was honored for 40 years of service to
the church.

It all began when Mildred saw a note in Gos-
pel Herald in 1950 for a job opening as secretary
to the assistant treasurer of Mennonite Board of
Missions. She said to herself, "Maybe this is

what I'm supposed to be doing."
Mildred was working as a bookkeeper in a gro-

cery store in her home community, Metamora,
HI, when the door opened for her to join the
staff of the denomination's churchwide mission
board. She had received a secretarial certificate

from Goshen College in 1948.

After eight years at the Board of Missions, Mil-
dred returned to Goshen College, 1958-61, to
complete a degree in commerce. In 1961 she also
received accreditation as a Certified Profes-
sional Secretary (CPS). Mildred now was inter-
ested in going into overseas mission. Since no
openings existed for her just then, she accepted
a temporary job in the Board of Mission's per-
sonnel office. By the time an overseas assign-
ment came along, she had gotten so involved in
personnel work, including the assignment as di-
rector of secretarial services, that "I felt the
Lord wanted me there rather than overseas."
Mildred's association with Mennonite institu-

tions took a new turn in 1970. In February she
moved to Salunga, Pa., to work as administrative
secretary to Paul N. Kraybill, then executive sec-
retary of the Study Commission on Church Orga-

Facts and figures of the Mennonite Church

Did
you
know
that?

Every organization and group generates its

own set of statistics. The Mennonite
Church is no exception. Between 1989

and 1991, we generated an abundance of facts
and figures of our own. The following are some
of the more dramatic statistics about ourselves
as gleaned from the General Assembly Work-
book.

1. Since the adoption of Vision 95 at Ames,
Iowa, in 1985, we have planted 85 new church-
es in North America; 94 more are in the
development stage. Some 2,691 persons have
joined our fellowships. We gave 17.3 more
than before Vision 95.

2. The operating budgets of Mennonite church-
wide ministries now exceed $100 million annu-
ally.

3. During the past biennium, Mennonite congre-
gational expenses totaled $191 million.

4. Since 1985, congregations have spent 12.6
percent less on outreach and 2.6 percent less

on buildings. However, spending for projects
such as pastor's salaries and home ministries
was up 45.6 percent.

5. During the past biennium, Herald Press, a di-

vision of Mennonite Publishing House,
looked at 1,700 book manuscript proposals.
Of these 60 were accepted and put into print.

6. In the past two years, Mennonite Foundation

received contributions of $26 million and dis-

tributed $11.6 million to educational, church,
and charitable organizations. In the same two-
year period, the amount of money to be man-
aged by Mennonite Foundation increased by
$10 million to total $54 million at the end of
the biennium.

7. Mennonite Retirement Trust now has 5,350
participants, up 550 from two years ago.
Total funds being managed for MRT partici-

pants is over $60 million.

8. In the past biennium Mennonite Mutual Aid
lost 25 percent of its members in its health
care program.

9. Mennonite Board of Missions assigned 321
new persons to mission work in the past two
years.

10. The Archives of the Mennonite Church now
hold 2,600 collections of papers of church
leaders, institutions, boards, congregations,
and conferences. During the biennium, 445 re-

searchers and historians used the Archives
for study.

11. There are 37 Mennonite- and Amish-related
historical associations and committees in

North America.

12. Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-
tries, which manages the Student Aid Fund
for Nonregistrants, reports loans totaling

$121,425 to 22 Mennonite college men who
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the lights on,' that's been Mildred Schrock

nization. The study process culminated in 1971

in the constitutional assembly that gave birth to

a new church structure and an official name for

the denomination, Mennonite Church.

The organizational changes gave birth to the

Mennonite Church General Board. Mildred was

the first support staff in the General Board of-

fice. Paul Kraybill became general secretary and

the office remained in Salunga for six months

until a location was secured in Rosemont, EL,

next to O'Hare Airport. Mildred recalls that on

the first day on the job in Rosemont—February

1, 1972—she and associate general secretary

Ivan J. Kauffmann had to sit on the floor until

the office furniture was delivered.

For the first number of months "I did every-

thing," she recalls. She set up the books, did the

accounting, typed letters, and was the reception-

ist. Over the years her work has changed from

have not, for conscience' sake, registrated

with the Selective Service System in the U.S.

These funds are made available to replace

partially government financial aid not avail-

able to nonregistrants.

13. According to the Mennonite Yearbook, 80

women are now licensed or ordained to pasto-

ral ministry in the Mennonite Church.

14. Mennonite Central Committee currently has

nearly 1,000 workers in 56 countries.

15. By the time Mennonite World Conference As-

sembly 13 meets in India in 1996, the major-

ity of an estimated one million Mennonites in

the world will live in places other than North

America or Europe. By the year 2002, if cur-

rent growth rates continue, more Mennonites

will live in Africa than in North America.

16. Of the 49 churches in the Atlantic Coast Con-

ference, 21 either built or remodeled their fa-

cilities in the past biennium.

17. While giving by congregations to church

schools has dropped, giving by individuals in-

creased from $3 million in the early 1980s to

more than $5 million by 1990. At the same

time, conferences and congregations have in-

creased direct aid to students from less than

$500,000 in 1986 to $1.2 million in 1991.

18. The Hispanic Mennonite Convention now
numbers more than 65 churches located

within 14 district conferences.

administrative secretary functions to more

strictly accounting, including grant application

processing as well as office management. Gen-

eral Board office staff now numbers nine, three

of them part time. General Board budget in the

early years was close to $100,000. Twenty years

later the 1991-92 fiscal year budget is $661,093.

In
a surprise 40-year celebration for Mildred

at General Board offices in Elkhart, Ind., on

Jan. 29, her first supervisor at Mennonite

Board of Missions, H. Ernest Bennett, recalled

her as being quiet and reserved. "I soon began

to feel we clicked together," he said. He com-

mended Mildred: "in whatever circumstance of

stress and hard work, the thing I always appreci-

ated was your commitment to faith, following

the Lord."

In October 1974 General Board offices moved

to Lombard Mennonite Church, in another sub-

urb of Chicago. When the office was moved to

Elkhart, Ind., in August 1988, Mildred moved

once again and began working for the church's

fourth general secretary, James Lapp.

Today Mildred continues her work as adminis-

trative assistant for finances. "The dedication,

loyalty, and conscientious way Mildred contrib-

utes to the Mennonite Church is a wonderful gift

to us all," says Jim. "Many of us depend heavily

on Mildred as a repository of information on al-

most every aspect of General Board work."

Working in church administration has not had

the glamour of program board assignments, Mil-

dred acknowledges a little wistfully. Her work

has focused on "keeping the furnaces running

and the lights on." While at times her "batteries

have gotten pretty low," she has found fulfill-

ment and has grown with her work. She's ob-

served with interest the ebb and flow of church-

wide trends on organization, budgeting, staffing,

and programming. Accommodating to the admin-

istrative styles of at least 10 different supervi-

sors over the years has not always been easy,

yet "I guess it keeps one flexible," Mildred ob-

serves philosophically. "It has been a good, en-

riching experience. It doesn't seem that long,"

says this behind-the-scenes church worker.

At her home congregation. Prairie Street Men-

nonite Church, Mildred shares her talents in

teaching the four-year-old Sunday school class.

Her hobbies, when she finds time, include callig-

raphy, crafts, and reading.

John Bender, Elkhart, Ind, serves as churchwide

communication secretary for the Mennonite

Church General Board.

For 40 years

through 10

administrators,

Mildred

Schrock has

been working

behind the

scenes, serving

as an
administrative

secretary.
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BELIEVERS CHURCH BIBLE COMMENTARY

MATTHEW

J.

Reading the Bible with
Anabaptist Eyes
Believers Church Bible Commentary, the
commentary for pastors, Sunday school teachers,
Bible study leaders, and personal Bible study.

Matthew
Richard B. Gardner invites readers to explore the dramatic story of

Jesus as told by Matthew. Gardner introduces the story in the context of
the first-century world of its author and early readers. He shows how
Matthew shaped the early church and still speaks to the Christian
community today.

Like other volumes in the series, Matthew probes each section for its

meaning in the wider biblical context and in the life of the church, a
unique feature for this series. Thus readers are prepared to engage in
their own interaction with the text. This book ends with essays, an
extensive bibliography, and a list of select resources
Paper, $17.95; in Canada $22.50

Also available in the series:

GENESIS

^ Tl

BELIEVERS CHURCH BIBLE COMMEM ARV

JEREMIAH

Genesis
Eugene F. Roop provides a distinctive study of Genesis by focusing

on the rich story line that traces the development of a community of
faith. As the narrative develops, theological motifs such as creation,
disaster and re-creation, promise and fulfillment, infertility and
blessing emerge.
Paper, $17.95; in Canada $22.50

Jeremiah
Elmer A. Martens'commentary on the book of Jeremiah is a

valuable resource for pastors, teachers, students, and Bible study
groups. In Jeremiah we read about Israel's failures, her fascination
with other gods, her disregard for justice. There are passionate
appeals for change, admonitions, laments, exhortations, and threats.
But there are also promises. The underiying message has two faces:
God punishes people, yet there is also forgiveness and the promise of
a new covenant.
Paper, $17.95; in Canada $22.50

The Believers Church Bible Commentary Series is a project of the Church of the Brethren the
Mennonite Church the General Conference Mennonite Church, and the Mennonite Brethren Church
published by Herald Press.

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include $2 00
for orders under $20.00, 10% of retail for orders over $20.00 for shipping).

1 4

® Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7



Whom the Spirit and election choose

Among other business, delegates to Men-
nonite General Assembly will elect or af-

firm persons to 26 positions on churchwide

boards and committees. The 26 will be chosen

from a slate of 40 names to be presented to the

Assembly by the Nominating Committee.

Six of the 26 positions will be filled by affir-

mation, i.e., one name only will be presented to

the delegates. In these cases, "balance and conti-

nuity were determined to have a high priority,"

according to Lee M. Yoder, chairman of the

Nominating Committee.

The remaining positions will be filled by elec-

tions in various combinations of nominees. "The
Nominating Committee has given careful consid-

eration in its selection of nominees to balance,

conflicts of interest, providing choice for the del-

egates, and identifying nominees who could

serve with strength and effectiveness," says

Yoder. "A special effort was made to be inclu-

sive in identifying nominees from blacks, Hispan-

ics, and cross-cultural groups."

The following is the slate being presented to

the delegates in Oregon:

Moderator-elect (1)

Affirm: Donella Clemens, Souderton, Pa. (Franconia

Conference)

Nominating Committee (3)

Affirm: Leslie Francisco III, Hampton, Va. (Virginia)

Elect 1: Irene Bechler, Sarasota, Fla. (Southeast); Mar-

garet Zook, HarleysvUle, Pa. (Franconia)

Elect 1: James E. Metzler, Philadelphia, Miss. (Gulf

States); Lloyd L. Miller, Elkhart, Ind. (Indiana-Mich-

igan)

Continuing members: Paul Burkholder, Robert

Hartzler, Rebecca Jimenez Yoder, George R. Brunk
m.

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy (1)

Affirm: Michael A. Meneses, Peoria, Ariz. (Southwest)

Continuing members: Richard Headings, James
Longacre

Historical Committee (2)

Affirm: *SamueI J. Steiner, Waterloo, Ont. (Eastern

Canada)

Elect 1: James Mininger, Hesston, Kan. (South Cen-

tral); Beulah Stauffer Hostetler, Willow Grove, Pa.

(Franconia)

Continuing members: James O. Lehman, Hope K.

Lind, Steve Reschly, Albert Keim, Carolyn Charles

Wenger

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries (4)

Affirm: *Don Gingrich, Pamell, Iowa (Iowa-Nebraska)

Affirm: *Nancy Good Sider, Harrisonburg, Va. (Vir-

ginia)

Elect 2: Phil Ebersole, Toledo, Ohio (Ohio); Nancy
Rodriquez-Lora, Brooklyn, N.Y. (Lancaster); Margaret

L. Swartzentruber, HarleysviUe, Pa. (Franconia); Roy
W. WiUiams, Land-O-Lakes, Fla. (Southeast)

Continuing members: Patricia Barron, Susan Godshall,

Patricia Hershberger, Audrey Roth KraybUl, DarreU

Jantzi, Marcus Smucker

Mennonite Board of Education (4)

Elect 4: Ross CoUingwood, Salem, Ore. (Pacific

Coast); Mervin S. Good, London, Ont. (Eastern

Canada); David M. Leaman, Hershey, Pa. (Lancas-

ter); *Naomi K. Lederach, Manheim, Pa. (Lancas-

ter); Joseph J. Voegtlin, Tofield, Alta. (Northwest);

Marcus Yoder, Cedar Falls, Iowa (Iowa-Nebraska)

Continuing members: Wilma Bailey, Howard
Brenneman, Charles Gautsche, Ralph Hemley, J.

Elvin Kraybill, Helen Lapp, Betty Livengood, Wil-

mer Martin.

Mennonite Board of Missions (4)

Elect 4: Michael A. Chandler, Phillippi, W. Va. (Alle-

gheny); Virgo Handojo, Pasadena, Calif. (South-

west); Jose A. Matamoros, Corpus Christi, Tex. (South

Central); Helen H. Miller, Cleveland, Ohio (Ohio); Sue

Clemmer Steiner, Waterloo, Ont. (Eastern Canada);

*Janice Yordy Sutter, South Bend, Ind. (Indiana-Michi-

gan)

Continuing members: Richard Baum, Bertha Beachy,

Herman Bontrager, John W. Eby, Larry Hauder,

Lee Lowery, Ronald B. Shertz

Mennonite Mutual Aid (3)

Elect 3: *Lee Roy Berry Jr., Goshen, Ind. (Indiana-

Michigan); Kathleen Grieser, Cleveland, Ohio

(Ohio); Henry D. Landes, Sellersville, Pa. (Franco-

nia); *Ruth Hartzler Martin, Lancaster, Pa. (Atlan-

tic Coast); Donald R. Taylor, Elyria, Ohio (Ohio);

Jeff Wright, liancho Cucamonga, Calif. (Southwest)

Continuing members: Beryl H. Brubaker, Wayne D.

Kempf, Randy Snyder

Mennonite Publication Board (4)

Elect 4: *Ronald Guengerich, Hesston, Kan. (South

Central); Galen E. Kauffman, Surrey, N.D. (North

Central); June Mears, Pasadena, Calif. (Southwest);

Harold Miller, Coming, N.Y. (New York); Elaine

Stoltzfus, Ages, Ky. (Indiana-Michigan); * Shirley E.

Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va. (Virginia)

Continuing members: Calvin Britsch, Levina Huber,

Maurice Martin, Ruth Rudy, John Scheidel, John

Shenk, Elizabeth Soto, Patricia Young *incumbents
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CHURCH NEWS

MPH cuts pay, reduces costs
to avoid year-end deficit

Scottdale, Pa.—In a bold effort to avoid
its third year-end deficit in a row, Men-
nonite Publishing House is cutting the
wages of its employees and reducing ex-
penses in a variety of ways. A total of
$268,000 will be saved between July 1 and
Jan. 31.

The "survival strategy" was approved
by the MPH board at its June 20-22
meeting and announced to the employees
on June 24. Half of the savings will come
from the reduced wages of the 100 em-
ployees in Scottdale and 180 employees
in the Provident bookstores. The cuts,
which are for seven months, amount to 10
percent for the top managers and 5 per-
cent for the rest.

"We were turning the corner financially,
we thought," said Bob Ramer, publisher
and chief executive officer. "But not fast
enough for the banks, who have been
lending us money." He noted that the
banks won't tolerate more than two con-
secutive years of losses, and they are
requiring that MPH show a profit at the
end of this year.

Especially because of heavy losses in its

Ontario stores, MPH recorded a deficit of
$452,000 last year. That prompted the
MPH board to authorize the sale of the
stores. But that is a long and costly
process, and MPH will not see any finan-
cial benefits from that until next year.
In the Congregational Literature Divi-

sion, MPH is taking a hard look at prod-
ucts that consistently lose money. With, a
monthly magazine for teenagers, may be
discontinued this fall, for example.
Ramer is optimistic about the future of

MPH. "We have so many things working
well here, and we're moving aggressively
to address the ones that are not," he said.
"That will help position us for the future."
Areas that are doing especially well this

year include Herald Press, whose book
sales are up 30-40 percent, and the Prov-
ident stores in the United States. A vari-
ety of products in the Congregational
Literature Division also continue to be
well received, and MPH is doing a brisk
business in printing for other Mennonite
institutions.—Sfeye Shenk

Dean Linsenmeyer was
professor at a major univer-

sity—published, tenured, JT-'J:-

recognized in his field. "
"^r^"*^?

After twelve years of teaching, he discovered a greater jov—helprne
people find faith. ^ °

"I chose AMBS to preparefor leadership in the Mennonite church."-Dean

Preparation for leadership at AMBS includes: Biblical and theological
studies, pastoral internships, spiritual formation, degree programs
and generous financial aid.

o r o

Pursue your vision for ministry at AMBS.

For more information, contact Steve Path, admissions counselor.

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

3003 Benham Avenue
Elkhart, Indiana

46517-1999

Telephone

219/295-3726

lit

Excavators aid school
by breaking new
ground together
Lancaster, Pa. (The Marketplace)—Last

fall supporters of Lancaster Mennonite
High School watched ground being bro-
ken for a new $3.5 million auditorium/fine
arts center. In the weeks that followed,
men and machines transformed a grassy
lot into footers and foundations. What
many didn't know was that not one but
four excavation firms were working side
by side to prepare the site for construc-
tion. And it wasn't because they had all

miraculously issued the same bid.

The decision to involve four excavators
came about as LMHS wrestled with the
question, "How do you decide who should
do a particular job if several fi-iends of the
school offer the same service?"

The idea of a shared effort came from
Ken Kreider of B.R. Kreider & Son, who
had earlier worked with a second excava-
tor on a building project for a Mennonite
church. When he agreed to head up the
venture and three other excavators ac-
cepted the invitation to join in, the school
gave the go-ahead.

"By coordinating we were able to all feel
part of the job," Kreider says. "If one had
gotten the job, it would have been more
difficult for the other three to feel good
about donating toward the project." The
other three were Ben Brubacher, John
Burkhart, and Reuben Stoltzfus. All four
firms donated some of their time and
services, which greatly lowered the exca-
vation costs for the project.

General contractor High Construction
allowed the outside excavators to do the
job rather than utilizing its own for a
profit, and contributed to the project in
other ways as well. The school "was strug-
gling to get the price for the project in line

with their budget and this was one way to
do that," says Calvin High, senior vice-

president of parent company High Indus-
tries.

Not only did LMHS benefit from more
persons having a chance to give creatively
toward the building project, it also re-

ceived top-notch service fi-om the four
companies. "It's been a good way for the
school to get a fine product for a lower
price," says Kreider.

Brubacher says he would like to see
businesses consider such alternate op-
tions to fund other church-related pro-
jects. "Others rally around organizations
like the Elks Club, the Lions Club, and
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NEW RESOURCES FOR

SUNDAY SCHOOL AND SMALL GROUP

Teachers & Leaders
TEN VIDEO STORIES THAT WILL

CHALLENGE & STIMULATE DISCUSSION

Each edition

costs $24.95

($29.95 Canada).

Special price of$45

($54 Canada) for both.

Study guides included.

Dmmms
ALL GOD'S PEOPLE #13

The striking art of Dawn Marie DeSanto

explores pain and faith; a wheelchair-bound

athlete trains for the Olympics. These and

four other stories show how youth make a

difference! Hosted by "Oz and the Tin Man,"

a humorous twosome known for their wit

and wisdom.

the local fire company and make all kinds

of sacrifices," he says. "Why can't we rally

around the church in the same way?"

All of the excavators are strong believ-

ers in Mennonite education and have

children who are either present or past

students at LMHS.—Fern Clemmer

Relief efforts, peace
must be linked,

says African mediator
Nairobi, Kenya (MCCJ—While some

North American Mennonites debate

whether to keep the peace position, mil-

lions of people suffer hunger and poverty

because of war. After five weeks of travel

in Sudan and Ethiopia, two countries that

will require large amounts of food aid in

1991, it is clear that while drought causes

crop failure, civil war is the leading cause

of famine in those countries.

In both countries, fighting has driven

people off the land, so that even farms

unaffected by drought are unproductive.

Refugees have collected in camps

—

around 2 million in Khartoum, Sudan's

capital, alone. Food relief is greatly com-

plicated due to the presence of warring

armies, mined roads, and air attack.

Meanwhile, governments and rebel

groups spend large amounts of scarce

resources on weapons.

While having a dramatic impact on this

first-time visitor to East Africa, the terri-

ble results of war are achingly familiar to

Hezkias Assefa, a native of the Horn of

Africa and a conflict resolution consultant

who focuses on mediation efforts in the

region. "What would greatly aid the relief

effort is peace," says Assefa. "The inter-

national aid community should find ways

to link food relief and the search for

peace."

Assefa, a conflict resolution professor

at La Roche College in Pittsburgh, came
to Kenya in 1990 at the invitation of the

Nairobi Peace Group, an informal organi-

zation that encourages mediation efforts

in the region. His work is supported by
Mennonite Central Committee.

"When agencies give food relief, they

need to ask how their aid can help the

warring parties find a solution to their

conflict," says Assefa. Agencies like MCC
should not withhold food aid to hungry

people, he says, but "they should be clear

that the aid should not be used to perpet-

uate the war."

THE

PEACE-

MAKERS
ALL GOD'S PEOPLE #12

From a Mennonite evangelist carry-

ing a message of hope to overflow

crowds in Romanian churches to

tiny Bangladesh where Rebecca
challenged her faith by serving

among the poor; from a Mennonite

community in Ireland who introduce

mediation techniques in a divided

land, to a pastor in West Virginia

who finds his own peace by helping

others, these stories will deepen

your congregation's commitment to

peacemaking in a struggling world.

Call for information or

place your order today!

1-800-999-3534

Mennonite
Board of Missions
Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue* Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497

Assefa says that one dUemma facing

donors is that warring countries divide

scarce resources between feeding their

citizens and buying weapons. "Food relief

can free resources for the combatants to

use to buy weapons," he says.

But the alternative—withholding food

from innocent people—is too horrible to

contemplate. "That's why food relief and

peace efforts have to go hand in hand,"

Assefa says. He suggests that for every

$100 given in food rehef, $5 should be

given for efforts directed at finding a

peaceful solution to the conflict. "That

way we may not need to send another $100

next year," he says.

Peace efforts will not work if they are

imposed by outsiders, Assefa cautions.

Peacemakers need to create forums

where the parties can get together to find

solutions, he says. African culture, with its

emphasis on community, has much to

offer to the peacemaking process, as do

Mennonites, although he believes that

Mennonites will have to expand the scope

of their traditional peace witness.

"We must help the people who are

suffering today," he states, "but we must

help in a way that generates answers to

the questions that have created the prob-

lem."
—John Longhurst
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Pray
for the work,

worship, and witness

of Oregon '91 as

270
delegates

from

20
Mennonite

Church

conferences

do business in the

Mennonite Church

General Assembly.

atOON Ql

Pray
for the many others who will

take part in the adult, youth,

and children's conventions,

all in Eugene, Oregon,

July 30-August 3.

Pray
that God's Creative

Acts Continue.

Mennonite
Church
General Board

421 South Second St., Suite 600
Elkhart, IN 46516-3243 U.S.A.
Telephone: 219-294-7131

James M. Lapp, general secrelaiy

George R. Brunk III, Mennonite Church moderator
Miriam F. Book, convention coordinator

Sam and Roma Eicher, \ocal coordinators

CHURCH NEWS

MCC cyclone relief

in Bangladesh
focuses on two areas

Feni, Bangladesh (MCC)—In the wake
of two deadly cyclones which pounded
Bangladesh, Mennonite Central Commit
tee is continuing the immense job of reUef
and reconstruction, assisting local efforts
through food-for-work and cash-for-work
projects. MCC is focusing on Feni and
Noakhali districts, where most MCC proj
ects are located.

Work has begun on rebuilding roads,
ponds, and wells and replacing vegetable
seeds. MCC is also distributing food,
clothing, quilts, and bandages—materials
that were in MCC warehouses when the
cyclones hit. Proposed future projects
include house and school reconstruction
and flood control walls and embankments.
MCC has already spent more than

$45,000 and distributed $138,000 worth of
material aid-in-kind for work in the cy-

clone-affected areas. Further work will

proceed as contributed funds are avail-
able.

"So many things need to be restored
that one questions where to begin," said
Rollin Rheinheimer, who completed a
term in May as MCC country representa-
tive in Bangladesh. "Land needs to be
reclaimed, houses have to be rebuilt, fish

ponds have to be excavated and stocked,
boats have to be built, and roads need to
be made usable."

A devastating cyclone hit the country's
coast on April 30. Less than a week later,

a second, but less-severe, cyclone struck.
Rheinheimer says the goverrmient reports
140,000 dead and 300,000 missing. He
said, however, it is impossible to get an
accurate count.

Relief efforts have been hampered by
almost continuous rain, coupled with
winds of 70-80 kilometers per hour (44-50
miles per hour). Rheinheimer said an
estimated 10 million people are homeless.
He also noted that supplies, dropped by
helicopter, are "far from adequate" and
that "bully-types" are intimidating people
and hoarding supplies.

In one area, Rheinheimer said, only one
of 192 families surveyed had received
relief materials. So MCC distributed to
the worst-off famihes clothes, rice, pota-
toes, matches, and oral rehydration solu-
tion. "The people are almost all totally
ruined financially," Rheinheimer said.

"They didn't have much before, but now
almost all property is destroyed."

Pennsylvania youth
re-create '60s drive-in
to raise money
Lancaster, Pa.— Attending this

summer's denominational youth conven
tion in Oregon is their goal, but the youth
group of East Chestnut Street Mennonite
Church here has had a lot of fun getting
there. They've done the usual
fundraisers—sub sales, housecleaning
and baby-sitting services, a spaghetti
meal for church members—but it is their
"'60s Drive-In" that will linger in the
young people's memories and the
congregation's history.

Recreating a drive-in, complete with
waitresses on roller skates, trays that
hooked over customers' car windows, and
wads of Bazooka bubble gum, was the
brainchild of youth adviser Kate Kooker.
"The idea just sort of grew," she said. Not
only did all 20 members of the youth
group, six junior highers, and more than
50 adults from the congregation partici-
pate, Kooker and her husband, Harley,
martialed gifts of food, drinks, lumber,
and publicity from more than 50 commu
nity donors.

An architect from the church designed
a full-scale drive-in restaurant facade, a
handyman member oversaw its construc-
tion, and youth group parents and other
supportive congregational members lined
up to flip hamburgers, dunk french fries,

and dip ice cream.

When the first customers rolled in on
the steamy hot Saturday, they could
choose their lunches from custom-de-
signed laminated menus offering burgers,
steak sandwiches, sodas, cones, and ba-
nana splits. If they correctly completed
three trivia questions from the '60s, they
earned a free box of popcorn. If they
wanted a more complete experience they
could dress up in '60s fashions or ride in

a vintage car—all for a donation.
How did the youth group garner such

substantial community support? One ex-
ecutive of a large local business explained
to Harley Kooker that because the young
people were willing to give hours of time
and energy rather than just canvassing for
money, he would give beyond his charita-
ble budget.

It was a day of work. The temperature
topped 95 degrees before noon; the kids
skated mUes from cars to drive-in, balancing
trays of hot food and cold drinks; the
short-order cooks felt as greased as theii-

grills when the drive-in finally closed at 8:30.
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• Shenk leaves Gospel Herald.

Steve Shenk has resigned his

work with Gospel Herald to be-

come communications director

at Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary, starting in Sep-

tember. He has served Gospel

Herald since 1984, first as man-
aging editor under Daniel

Hertzler and then as assistant

editor under J. Lome Peachey.

Before coming to Mennonite
PubUshing House, Shenk was a

writer/editor at Mennonite
Board of Missions for six years.

Prior to that he was an MBM
overseas mission associate in

Japan, along with his wife,

Karen Moshier. A 1973 graduate

of EMC, his first job was in the

media relations office at the col-

lege.

• Addition to headquarters.
Rosedale Mennonite Missions

dedicated a new 2,000-square-

foot addition recently at its

headquarters near Irwin, Ohio.

It houses the Choice Books pro-

gram and Conservative Confer-

ence offices. Choice Books,

which distributes Christian lit-

erature through bookracks in

stores and restaurants, needed

more work and storage space.

The new facilities also have a

small bookstore for the pubUc.

Conservative Conference, which

previously operated out of the

home of a part-time staff person,

now has a more permanent loca-

tion. David Miller is the general

secretary.

• Coming events:

Chicago Mennonite Festival, Sept.

14, at Redeemer Lutheran
Church, Elmhurst, El. The sev-

enth annual event, sponsored by
Chicago Area Mennonites, is a

fundraiser for Mennonite out-

reach projects in the city. The
festival includes a quilt

sale/auction and the sale of

crafts, paintings, and food. More
information from LeRoy Kennel

at 15 Tilipi Ct., Schaumburg, IL

60193; phone 708 894-3654.

Weekend in the Birches, Aug. 30-

Sept. 1, at Bethany Birches

Camp, Plymouth, Vt. Started in

1983, this is an event for Men-
nonites and others of the Ana-

baptist tradition who are scat-

tered throughout New England.

This year's topic is "Many-Cul-

tured Mermos," and the speaker

is Don Jacobs of Mennonite
Christian Leadership Founda-

tion. More information from the

camp at Box 145, Bridgewater

Corners, VT 05035; phone 802

672-3488.

100th Anniversary Celebration,

Aug. 16-18, at Salem Mennonite

Church, Wooster, Ohio. The
main speaker will be John
Drescher, an author, pastor, and
former Gospel Herald editor.

Readers' theater groups de-

scribing the congregation's his-

tory and talks by former pastors

are also scheduled. More infor-

mation from the church at 7012

Back Orrville Rd., Wooster, OH
44691; phone 216 264-0945.

75th Anniversary Celebration, Nov.

29-Dec. 1, at Calvary Christian

FeUowship Church, Inglewood,

Calif. This African-American

congregation is the oldest Men-
nonite church in southern Cali-

fornia. Former members, Volun-

tary Service workers, and others

are invited to attend or at least

send their names and addresses.

More information from the church

at 2400 W. 85th St., Inglewood, CA
90305; phone 213 752-8552.

• New resources:

Youth ministry planning chart from

Mennonite Publishing House.

This is a tool to help youth

group sponsors and other con-

gregational leaders plan their

youth program for the year. It

suggests a variety of Sunday
school materials and other re-

sources that are available to the

youth and their leaders. The
chart can be obtained free from

MPH at 616 Walnut Ave., Scott-

dale, PA 15683; phone toll-free

800 245-7894.

Peacemaking stories for teenagers

from With. This is the special

June issue of this magazine,

which is pubhshed by the Men-
nonite Church and the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

The lead story is "Does Nonvi-

olence Work?" by soldier-

turned-pacifist Mike Waddell.

The issue is available free by

calling toll-free 800 743-2484.

Listing of peace books for children

from Provident Bookstores.

This is an updated brochure,

called "Books That Make for

Peace," with information about

a variety of books for children of

all ages. It is available free from

Provident Bookstores at 616 Wal-

nut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683;

phone toll-free 800 759-4447.

• Change of address:

Norman and Virginia Derstine

from Harrisonburg, Va., to 2100

S. Second St., Box 575, Leba-

non, OR 97355.

John H. Yoder from Gaborone,

Botswana, to Fresno Pacific

College, 1717 S. Chestnut Ave.,

Fresno, CA 93702.

NEW MEMBERS

Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.:

Theresa Mendez, and James
Mendez.

Hesston, Kan.: Chris Alliman,

Cedric Blough, Melody Blough,

Aaron Diller, Lisa Diller, Melisa

Funk, Kurt Hostetler, Derek
Roth, Nathan Selzer, Jason
Sommerfeld, Jenise Voth, and

Karla Yoder.

Trinity, Glendale, Ariz.: Ruth

Kauffman, Sheldon and Beth

Klassen, Beverly Powell, Craig

and Lori Schmitt, B. Nortell and

Elda Troyer.

Lindale, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Peg Groff Engle, Larion
Hostetler, Lyudmila Lukashuk,

Vladimir Lukashuk, Jim Mullet,

Judy Mullet, Jon Rittenhouse,

Vicky Rittenhouse, Lydia
Shenk.

Bethany, Hartville, Ohio: Keith

Donaldson, Loma Kauffman,
JoAnn Kauffman, Sam and Lori

Coblentz, and Wayne and Betty

Jean Troyer.

University, State College, Pa.:

Roman Fomichev, and Ingrid

Kopp.
Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Len-

ette Mast, Greg Shaw, Eric

Miller, Wendy Beachy, Benja-

min Sutter, Holley Nisley, Joy
Kurtz, and Sharla Mast.

Want to stay

in touchy

I
i:|C';v - Gospel
; Herald

•

kr

Subscribe to Gospel Herald, the weekly

magazine of the Mennonite Church.

Each week you will receive:

News about the Mennonite world family.

Dialogue about ideas and beliefs.

Analysis of church issues.

Background on other faiths and cultures.

Inspiration, joy, and humor.

Find out how you can stay in touch with

your church family. Fill out the form below

and mail it to Gospel Herald, 6l6 Walnut

Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683-

f .9 « 9> ® * ®

I want to subscribe to Gospel Herald

Name .

Address

(New subscribers only)

1 year @ $26.95 charge my credit card IviasterCard or Visa (circle one)

($34.30 Canadian;

includes GST) Card number

check enclosed Expiration date

Signature -
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BIRTHS

Beyer, Mark and Leanne (La
Belle), Watertown, Wis., Ffachel

Elizabeth (second child), May 6.

Carrillo, Andrew and Elizabeth,
Lancaster, Pa., Nicole Marie
(third child), June 12.

Castellow, Marvin and Shirley
(Bergey), Chesapeake, Va.,
Scott James (second child),

June 5.

Christo, Jordy and Cindy
(Thurmond), Sarasota, Fla.,

Gregory James (third child).

May IL
Frey, Thomas and Teresa (Lee),

Elkhart, Ind., Garrett Lee (sec-

ond child), June 4.

Hartzler, Drew and Teri
(Wheelan),

, Iowa,
Ashley Ann (first child), June 8.

Hylbom, Tor and Mary, San Fran-
cisco, Calif., Katelyn Majerus
(first child), June 6.

Kennedy, Mark and Adele
(Chaffee), Wauseon, Ohio,
Samantha Marie (second child),

June 15.

Kropf, Ernie and Barbara
(Miller), Brownsville, Ore.,
Stephanie Renee (first chUd),

May 12.

Lederman, Kent and Jacque, At-
lanta Ga., Vincent Daniel (sec-

ond child). May 7.

Lehman, Delbert and Connie
(Boughner), Dalton, Ohio, Aus-
tin Neil (fourth child), June 9.

Mast, Jon and Teresa (Mead),
Sarasota, Fla., Shelby Elizabeth
(second child), April 6.

Miller, Marty and Melisa
(Segovia), Hubbard, Ore., Can-
dice Liane (second child), May
28..

Miller, Phil and Judy, Atlanta,

Ga., Joshua Philip (third child),

April 17.

Moyer, Randy and Dawn
(Reeder), Quakertown, Pa., Amy
Nicole (second child), June 11.

MARRIAGES

Albrecht-Soto: Franklin Duane
Albrecht, Lancaster, Pa. (Com-
munity cong.), and Elizabeth
Soto, Arecibo, Puerto Rico
(Hatillo cong.), April 27, by Ruth
Brunk Stoltzfus.

Baker-Hooley: Brent Baker,
Brownsville, Ore. (Brownsville

cong.), and Rita Hooley (Fair-

view cong.), Albany, Ore., June
7, by Roy Hostetler.

Benjamin-Riemenschneider:
Ian Benjamin, La Junta, Colo.

(Brethren in Christ Church),
and Denise Riemenschneider,

La Junta, Colo. (Rocky Ford
cong.), June 15, by Paul Isaak.

Bentz-Schults: Max Steven
Bentz, Harrisonburg, Va., and
Donna Mae Schultz, Harrison-
burg, Va. (Poole cong.), June 1,

by David Rogalsky.

Brenneman-Gingerich: Robert
Jay Brenneman, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa. (Scottdale cong.), and Kim
Renae Gingerich, Harrisonburg,
Va. (Community cong.), June 15,

by John and Naomi Lederach
and John Sharp.

Brubaker-Martin: Lynn Brubaker,

McAlisterville, Pa. (Lost Creek
cong.), and Diane Martin, Port
Royal, Pa. (Lost Creek cong.), May
25, by Roy L. Brubaker.

Burkholder-Frankenfield: Ken-
neth Burkholder, Lititz, Pa.
(Neffsville cong.), and Karen
Frankenfield, Souderton, Pa.
(Blooming Glen cong.), June 15,

by Truman H. Brunk and Mike
Derstine.

Campbell-Peachey: Bret Camp-
bell, Orlando, Fla. (United
Methodist Church), and Marcia
Peachey, Sarasota, Fla. (Bahia
Vista cong.). May 4, by A. Don
Augsburger.

Cowerd-Bauder: Jonathan Cow-
erd, Phoenix, Ariz. (Trinity
cong.), and Lisa Bauder, Tulsa,
Okla. (Souls Harbor Church),
May 18.

Green-Miller: Dale Green,
Corvallis, Ore., and Wanita
Miller, Corvallis, Ore., June 15,

by Clayton Swartzentruber.
Hartz-Knouse: Robert Hartz,

Elverson, Pa. (Hopewell cong.),

and Linda Knouse, Richfield,

Pa. (Lost Creek cong.). May 19,

by Roy Brubaker and John
Drescher.

Horseh-Rodriguez: Jon Horsch,
Indianapolis, Ind. (Scottdale
cong.), and Maria Rodriguez,
Elkhart, Ind. (Aibonito cong.),

June 15, by James E. Horsch,
Jones-Smoker: Scott Jones, Ar-

lington, Tex. (Baptist Church),
and Donita Smoker, Phoenix,
Ariz. (Trinity cong.). May 18.

Kauffman-Moyer: Steve Kauff-
man, Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore
cong.), and Lisa Moyer, Sara-
sota, Fla. (Bay Shore cong.).

May 25, by Howard S. Schmitt.
Malcomb-Troyer: Robert Mal-

comb, Crothers, Ind. (First Men-
nonite cong.), and Rebecca
Troyer, Indianapolis, Ind. (First

Mennonite cong.), May 12, by
Robert and Margaret Richer
Smith.

Mast-Wallace: Cliff Mast, Woos-
ter, Ohio (Salem cong.), and
Amy Wallace, Alliance, Ohio
(United Methodist Church), May
25, by Richard E. Wallace, Sr.

DEATHS

Mishler, John J., 84, Howe, Ind.

Born: Nov. 29, 1906, White
Cloud, Mich., to John and
Fannie (Kauffman) Mishler.
Died: June 9, 1991, LaGrange,
Ind. Survivors—wife: Edna
Zook; children: Richard, Doris
Mast, Mary Miller, Marty
Bender; 15 grandchildren, 17

great-grandchildren, 42 step-

grandchildren, 60 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Ruth Dintaman (first wife). Me-
morial service: June 12, Marion
Mennonite Church, by Bradley
Miller and Paul Lauver. Burial:

Shore Cemetery. He was or-

dained deacon in 1954.

Reed, John Dewey II, 35, At-
lanta, Ga. Born: Jan. 16, 1956, in

the Philippines, to John and
DoUie Reed. Died: May 9, 1991,

in an automobile accident. Sur-
vivors—wife: Lane'e Kauffman;
child: John Dewey III; brothers
and sisters: Mike, David, Carol
Tomme, Vicki Rogers. Burial:

Arlington Cemetery.
Troyer, Katie D., 89, Greentown,

Ind. Born: July 3, 1901, Green-
town, Ind., to Abraham and
Magdalene (Schmucker)
Marner. Died: May 28, 1991,

Kokomo, Ind., of cancer. Survi-

vors—children: Almeda Hooley,
Joel, Willard, Miriam Showalter,

Omar, Philip; 24 grandchildren,

30 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Martin J. Troyer
(husband), Sylvia Roth (daugh-
ter). Funeral: June 1, Howard-
Miami Mennonite Church, by
Ernest Graber and Marvin
Beachy. Burial: Hochstedler
Cemetery.

Wyse, Mabel J., 94, Archbold,
Ohio. Born: Dec. 31, 1896,
Stryker, Ohio, to Jonas and
Mary Ann (Beck) Short. Died:
June 10, Wauseon, Ohio, of a

heart attack. Survivors— sons:

Mahler, Warren, Marvin S.;

brother and sister: Virgil, Ann
Wyse; 18 grandchildren, 39
great-grandchildren, 10 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Joseph S. Wyse (hus-

band), Junior (son), 2 infant

daughters. Funeral and burial:

June 13, Lockport Mennonite
Church, by Allen Rutter, Earl
Stuckey, and Walter Stuckey.

Yoder, Dorothea Ami, 23, Wal-
nut Cove, N.C. Born: May 17,

1968, LaJara, Colo., to Allen K.
and Madonna Miller. Died: May
26, 1991, Walnut Cove, N.C. Sur-

vivors—father: Allen K. Yoder;
stepmother: Lynn Yoder; sisters

and brothers: Margaretha

Akers, Allen K., Jr., Denton L.

Funeral and burial: May 29, Oak
Hill Mennonite Church, by Mar-
lin Yoder and Steve Craver.

Yordy, John, 78, Ashley, Mich.
Born: Jan. 13, 1913, Milford,
Neb., to David and Sarah
(Stauffer) Yordy. Died: May 10,

1991, Lansing, Mich. Survi-
vors—wife: Neva Birkey; chil-

dren: John David, Wilma J.

Springer Colter, Wallace E.,

Carl J.; brothers and sisters:

Orvin, Charles, Ada LitwOler,

Emerson, Grace Brauher; 11

grandchildren. Funeral: May 12,

Bethel Mennonite Church, by
Gorden Myer. Burial: Collier

Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

South Central Conference armual
conference, Harrisonville, Mo.,
July 12-14

Virginia Conference assembly,
Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-

seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-20

Mennonite Church General Board,
Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July 29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of
Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of

directors, Chicago, DL, Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference annual
meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual
meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mennonite Church Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting

Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-
cago, III, Sept. 28-29
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Remember this?

you'll

find it

in the

new

hymnal

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1992

regular price $14.95

pre-paid order price $1 1 .95

to order call

BRETHREN PRESS
1 -800-323-8039

FAITH AND LIFE PRESS
1 -800-743-2484

MENNONITE
PUBLISHING HOUSE

1 -800-245-7894

Jesus Loves Me, This I Know
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THE LAST WORD

Do we really want a Mennonite lottery?
Money. It's a sure topic for discussion at Ore-

gon 9L Not that it's listed as such on the agenda.
But the subject of contributions or revenue or
sales seems to underlie many of the reports from
the churchwide boards and committees in the
Mennonite General Assembly Workbook.
Here's the situation as I read it: Churchwide

boards are receiving fewer contributions, due
partly to more money being used in district

conferences. But conferences say they have
shrinking resources, that more funds stay in the
local congregation. Yet local churches also tell of
tighter budgets; one congregation of more than
600 members reports a potential deficit in 1991
for the first time in 30 years.

^

What gives? Why the shift from "out" to "in"?
I've heard several explanations:

1. We're living in a recession. Most of us aren't
as generous when pay cuts, rising prices, or even
potential job losses make us jumpy about the fu-
ture.

2. Fifty years of teaching are paying off. We've
been taught that mission must happen locally,

that we must pay our pastors a decent wage,
that Mennonite values come through Mennonite
curriculum. So we have increased our congrega-
tional budgets to include all those things—plus
a great deal more.

3. We've bitten off more than we can chew. The
first of this century were years of building Men-
nonite institutions. In the middle years, they
grew as they did things well. As the century
closes, we're asking if they've outgrown our abil-

ity to maintain them. "Can we sustain the cur-
rent level of activities in the Mennonite Church
indefinitely?" Mennonite General Board asks
Oregon 91 delegates (see page 26).

4. We are becoming increasingly materialistic.

What were once trinkets have become necessi-
ties. Things once classified "temptations" have
become the "rights" of our middle-class status.
Likely none of these are entirely responsible

for the church's budget crunch; all share some
blame. Equally important is the fact that we're
more products of our culture than we care to
admit.

Madison Avenue techniques really do work,

even with Mennonites. Direct mail opens our wal-
lets, though we say we hate "junk mail." Tele-
phone sohcitation pulls better, though I've yet to
meet one person who admits saying yes to one
of those intrusions.

Even worse, we find appeal in the "lottery
mentality," the temptation to get something for
nothing. Like our neighbors, we want smoother
roads and better schools, all without even think-
ing about raising taxes. We want our insurance
premiums to decrease while our health care in-

creases. We want quality programming and
professional staff in our congregations, confer-
ences, and churchwide with a giving level of no
more than five percent of our income.
So our agencies ask: What do you want us to

do? Expand fund-raising activities or bring home
overseas missionaries (MBM, see page 26)?
Look for contributions outside the church
(MCC, same page)? MBE say in the Assembly
Workbook it can only continue present work in
minority education by soliciting individuals, "a
much more costly way to raise funds."

Is this really what we want? A friendly tele-

phone voice from MCC interrupting family din-
ner? A letter from the MBM president rivaling
Ed McMahon with a $1 miUion giveaway? An all-

expenses-paid cruise for the biggest contributor
to help wipe out the MPH deficit?

Delegates to Oregon will likely say no. But will
they answer the larger questions: What is the
meaning of declining contributions? How shall the
Mennonite Church continue to meet its current ob-
ligations, to say nothing of new opportunities?
Yet an even more fundamental question re-

mains: How do we modern-day North American
Mennonites function in a materialistic, consumer-
oriented, individualistic society? That question
has haunted Anabaptists since the beginning:
our relation to our culture. Today a response
seems no easier to come by than it was 450
years ago when we lost our heads for the an-
swer.—_///?

In case you're wondering: MBM = Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions; MCC = Mennonite Central Committee; MBE = Menno-
nite Board of Education; MPH = Mennonite Publishing House.
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Is there an innate Mennonite dislike for the city? Or
is this where we must concentrate our efforts? See
"The Future of the Church Is in the City, " page 6.
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Why I have hope for
the Mennonite Church

There is plenty of evidence of God's ac-

tion among us. Sometimes we need more
faith to perceive God's presence. Other

times we need courage to witness to it.

Iraq is suffering

under sanctions

Dare one be hopeful about the future of

the Mennonite Church? Or is hope pre-

sumptuous and unfounded? Some will

say the only real basis of hope is God. Others be-

lieve the present priority is to emphasize the

weaknesses of the church and the threats to its

spiritual health; for them hope exists only be-

yond renewal.

These points should temper any optimism and

make us cautious in our claims. However, we
should also recall that no biblical prophet was re-

spected who could not speak a word of salvation

even in the worst indictment of God's people.

And Paul's advice was that we not think of our-

selves more highly than we ought to think, but

rather that we use sober judgment. The pitfall of

arrogance is not to be avoided by the path of

self-effacement but by the way of honest evalua-

tion.

Is there any sober ground for hope? I think so.

Here are the reasons:

1. Our heritage is relevant.

The larger heritage we claim is the Christian

faith. Our particular heritage is the Anabaptist-

by

George R.

Brunk in



True, we must temper our hope with
sobriety. But we cannot let it "die the

death of a thousand qualifications."

God's cause needs a visionary outlook.

Mennonite tradition rooted in the sixteenth cen-

tury. At both levels the conditions in our world
at the turn of another millenium are favorable to

our message. The modern world view of a self-

sufficient human race in a closed universe of

cause and effect has lost its self-evident charac-

ter. Gone also is the strength of its threat to

Christian faith.

On the other hand, the increasing need to co-

exist peacefully with others in a world of reli-

gious diversity makes the beliefs and experience

of the Mennonites more relevant than ever. We
have struggled with this problem for over 400

George R.

Brunk III

will moderate

the business

sessions at

Mennonite
General As-

embly in

Eugene, Ore.,

this summer.
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years! Moreover, recent developments in the

study of the Bible have tended to support rather

than weaken the main tenets of the Anabaptist
reading of the Scripture. The Ufe of discipleship

that accompanies salvation, the importance of the

church, and the way of peace—these are examples.

When one observes the normal course of his-

tory, we see that movements seldom last more
than a generation or a century. Many visions are

too small or tie themselves too closely to the

agenda of a particular age. We have witnessed a

modern example of this with the loss of convic-

tion and confidence in communist ideology

within the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. In

the same way there have been observers ready
to predict the early fall of the Mennonite
Church with its commitment to an unworkable
and overly demanding way of life. Why has that

not happened?
What we see instead is an openness of other

Christians to serious interaction with the "third

way" of the Reformation. This is true with those

who shape ideas as well as with those who listen

to them. In lecture halls and serious writing, this

"way" now has the status of equal partner in

conversation where once it was cited only in ridi-

cule and opposition. Among all types of people,

the relevance of our conviction about simplicity,

community, and even peacemaking make increas-

ing sense in an age like ours.

2. Our people have character and virtue.

That is the kind of statement we Mennonites
don't feel comfortable making (which only sup-

ports my point!). Many generations of moral
training in family and in church and, more re-

cently, in school has made a difference. I have
noticed, for example, that Mennonite workers in

other cultures have less problem transcending

their patriotism than most others. The habits of

relating to people and building community have
been impressed upon us from the strenuous ef-

forts of building congregations for the glory of

God. The value of integrity and productivity

make our people desirable employees in seculgu"

jobs as well as in church-related roles even be-

yond our own denomination. Mennonites, or for-

mer Mennonites in other churches, show up in

very significant and often unsung roles.

On any comparative basis, Mennonites are un-

usual in their commitment to service and mis-

sion. In a recent stay in one of our most socially

isolated Mennonite communities, I was as-

tounded as I heard the names of gifted persons

who were formed in that community and have

served in many locations. The womb of Menno-
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nite community has conceived, formed, and
given birth to a strength of personaUty that is a

sign of the grace of God. Even while lamenting

the signs of weakening in our homes and congre-

gations, we need to recognize with gratitude the

resources of many persons for the church's work.

3. Our institutions are strong.

Common wisdom has it that if you put three

Mennonites together, they will form a commit-

tee. It may also be true that 25 Mennonites will

build an institution. Forming institutions must
have its roots in our deep sense of Christian

Recent developments in bibli-

cal studies tend to support
rather than weaken the Ana-
baptist-Mennonite way of
understanding the Scripture,

community. There may be cultural influences as

well. But the range and number of our institu-

tions is exceptional—mutual aid, education,

health care, mission and service, retirement facil-

ities, business and finance, and many more.

Sometimes we complain that our institutions

have so much weight that they master the

church rather than serve us. But it is quite right

to recognize and celebrate the powerful instru-

ments of good these institutions have been for

ourselves and for others. The stability they bring

contributes to the confidence we should have in

the future.

How well I remember the lament of a Chris-

tian friend in another part of the world that he

did not have the structures to help him give ex-

pression to the impulse to serve Christ in his

early years as a believer. He was envious of

youth in North American churches and the op-

portunities they had. We should be grateful for

our institutions.

4. Our congregations are alive and well.

The local congregation is the heart and soul of

the Mennonite Church. As go the congregations,

so goes the denomination. Happily, we observe

that the majority of congregations show consider-

able spiritual interest and energy. As I move
about in the church, I am encouraged by the

commitment of members and the creativity of

leadership at the local level. The initiatives for

ministry and outreach are on the increase.

So much is this the case that congregations

are needing to keep more of their financial re-

sources at home to fund their work. The last

years have seen a marked shift of giving from

churchwide agencies to more local programs.

WhUe the weakening of denominational program
is a potential threat to our well-being as a

church, we can at least acknowledge the sign of

health in the congregation that is one factor in

the reallocation of funds.

5. The Lord of the church is at work.

There are many among us who long for evi-

dence of deeper spiritual relationship with God
and a more profound commitment to sacrificial

discipleship. I identify with them. But we would

be remiss to eclipse the reality we experience

now of God at work among us and in our world.

It is a natural desire of the child of God to pro-

claim and celebrate the evidence of God's ac-

tion. The credibility of our faith and of our wit-

ness to the world is at stake here. There is

plenty of evidence of God's action among us.

Sometimes we need more faith to perceive

God's presence. Other times we need more cou-

rageous witness to it.

My prayer for Mennonite General Assembly in

Eugene, Ore., this summer is that it will help us

to better name and proclaim the deeds of our

God. The theme of the Assembly, "God's Cre-

ative Acts Continue," is the affirmation that

points us on the way. To the extent that we be-

lieve God does work in our lives and our world,

to that extent will we be motivated to move for-

ward in the mission of the church.

Along with these signs of hope for the church

I can also think of endless qualifications. How-
ever, I am determined to not let hope "die the

death of a thousand qualifications." We need
hope with sobriety—which is hope without pre-

tension or a triumphalist spirit. God's cause in

the world requires a visionary outlook in God's

people. Without hope, vision is empty dreaming.

George R. Brunk III, Harrisonburg, Va., is cur-

rently moderator of Mennonite General Assembly.

In this role he will lead the business sessions at

Oregon 91 this summer. George is the dean of

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.

As go congregations, so goes
the denomination. Happily,

most of our churches show
spiritual interest and energy.
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READERS SAY

A simple message:
Jesus took my place

Thanks for "Why the Atonement

Seems So Foolish to Every Human
Culture" (June 18). Among Hispanic

Mennonites this is the central theme in

our evangelistic outreaches. While other

things are necessary in our ministry, if

this message would be omitted, in the

end we would have had nothing of eter-

nal value to offer people. The accep-

tance of this message has opened the

way to heaven and also to the possibil-

ity of a life filled with purpose on this

earth.

While it is to our benefit to study this

theme more deeply, yet the message re-

mains so simple a Uttle child can under-

stand this profound truth in simple

words: "Jesus died for my sins; he took

my place." May God help us as a Men-

nonite Church to be faithful to the proc-

lamation of this message to all the world.

Samuel Hernandez

Elkhart, Ind.

Exactly what we need
I wanted to let you know how much I

appreciated your editorial, "Waiting for

the Next Shoe to Drop" (June 25). Like

you, I too sometimes wait for the next

shoe, but God is always there, often in

unexpected ways, but always with ex-

actly what we need.

Mrs. J. J. Hartzler

Orrville, Ohio

Road map to heaven
I was greatly encouraged by Richard

Kauffman's editorial "Are We Still a

BibUcal People?" (June 18). I read and

reread it. We must remember that the

Bible is our road map to heaven.

Lydia Cardell

Hatfield, Pa.

Distinctions important

in discussing homosexuality

In discussing the issues associated

with homosexuality, it would be helpful

if we would separate the fact of a

person's sexual preference from the

practice of that person's sexuality. Thus

it is not clear whether Wilmer Swope in

his letter (May 28) means a homosexual's

sexual preference or the practice of homo-

sexuality. I take it he means the latter.

However, we do have persons in the

Mennonite Church who would argue

that there are no such persons as celi-

bate homosexuals, i.e., to be a homosex-

ual means to engage in homosexual

acts. Because of such views, I suggest

that in addressing these matters per-

sons should be clear whether they

mean practice or preference. To con-

demn all homosexuals as if they were

practicing is as unfair as to imply that

all heterosexuals are sexually promiscu-

ous or adulterous. Simply put: both ho-

mosexuals and heterosexuals can be

celibate. Celibacy doesn't change one's

sexual preference.

Carl Keener

State College, Pa.

Calling us back
to nonresistance
Thanks to John W. Miller ("What Do

We Really Believe About the State?"

May 28) for calling us back from poUti-

cal punditry to the harder path of fol-

lowing Jesus in nonresistance. It has

been so easy to berate governments for

their behavior. But we must do what

God has called us to do, i.e., help Iraq

and Kuwait rebuild and share the good

news of Jesus with them.

Let me also venture a brief answer to

Wayne North's question. "What Ever

Became of War?" (May 28). Perhaps

Wayne has forgotten there are Baptists,

Methodists, Presbyterians, Roman Cath-

oHcs, Assembhes of God, and who
knows what all churches out there for

whom the just war is not an ethical

issue.

Pres Nowlin
Powhatan, Va.

Change theology or lifestyle?

"What Do We ReaUy Believe About

the State?" raises pertinent issues that

receive far too little attention in our

congregational Ufe. This became pain-

fully evident during the Persian Gulf

War earUer this year. Four of these are:

1. "For over a generation," notes

John Miller disapprovingly, "Mennonite

theologians and biblical scholars have

been teaching that all war is sin." Does

Miller believe that some war isn't sin?

Is he saying that earlier generations of

the Mennonite Church held to some

form of "just war" theory to which we

should now return? I find that key lead-

ers within the Anabaptist movement

have consistently held that all war is

sin—so consistently that since

Schleitheim (1527) this has remained

the "official" position.

2. The root of this opposition to all

war, says Miller, "is the belief that

God's will for all people under all cir-
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READERS SAY

cumstances ... is nonresistance." But
Miller suggests Mennonites take this

"teaching and example of Jesus" too

far when they carry it to government

and call on all to renounce war. Is he

claiming God calls some Christians to

be nonresistant but others to fight

wars? Does somebody have to do the

dirty work? Are we to conclude that the

teaching and example of Jesus as

through Anabaptist-Mennonite lenses

do not ultimately reflect the will of God
in these matters and that we should get

our cues from those in the "Roman
Catholic and Reformed traditions . .

.

who are experientially and theologically

far more knowledgeable"?

3. Miller asserts that "for a genera-

tion now we have failed to teach an arti-

cle of faith essential to early

Anabaptism: . . . 'The sword is ordained

[or ordered] by God outside the perfec-

tion of Christ."' In the U.S., at least, re-

spect for the state is not a neglected

tenet of Ufe. As Mennonites strive to be-

come a more positively perceived and

prestigious denomination, we have in-

stilled the God-ordained nature of the

state perhaps more thoroughly than any

other aspect of our confession. So thor-

oughly are we training our youth in this

that many of my students honestly

maintain, on first impulse, that it is a sin

for a Christian ever to disobey the state.

4. Miller calls attention to the ambigu-

ity and vulnerability of the current Men-
nonite position—one which he aptly

describes as "poised between political

anarchism and a collapse of our nonre-

sistant [or nonviolent resistant] ideals."

Risk in the midst of ambiguity is in-

deed the milieu in which we find our-

selves. We have long been a people in

the world and are increasingly comfort-

able as a people of the world. We have

become a people of power, but it is not

clear whether we have the spiritual and

cfOC Pontius' Puddle
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moral maturity to avoid being de-

stroyed by that power.

But these are not new problems. The
biblical and the Anabaptist people of

faith were enmeshed in risk and ambigu-

ity. The kingdom is already but not yet.

What could be more ambiguous? Few
followed Jesus to Golgotha. Not all Ana-

baptists endured faithfully to the end.

What could be more risky than to walk

the way of Jesus?

If, however, the current Mennonite
scene is too dangerous for the church

to survive (and it well may be), I sug-

gest that we change our lifestyles (the

economics, the sociology, and the geog-

raphy of our faith) and not dislodge our

biblical and Anabaptist roots.

Ray Gingerich

Harrisonburg, Va.

Why we should say
no to the Trinity

It's hard to say no to something as

rich and meaningful as the Trinity.

Tom Finger has done an excellent job

of presenting the various theological

truths that gain articulation in a trinitar-

ian theology (May 7, 14, and 21). Still I

believe that it is fundamental that Men-
nonites learn to say no to the Trinity.

The Trinity is not scriptural. Indeed,

with his response to the rich man,
"Why do you call me good? No one is

good but God alone," one would have

thought that Jesus had said enough on

the subject. To get the fuU effect of

Jesus' statement, try reading the Gos-

pels without assuming the Trinity. You
wiU see that the Trinity does not flow

naturally from a commonsense reading

of the gospel story.

What then is the Trinity? It is good
theology, but it is theology. Do we as

Mennonites want to place a theological

creation on par with Scripture? I think

not.

I tiELOMG- TO A CWORCH
THAT 3ELIE\/ES IN AOAPTlMGr
ITS STAMDAR.DS TO THET
CHAM&lMCr V/ALOES
OFOOR Society.

The history of the church from its be-

ginning teaches the danger of theologi-

cal inflation. Human-made theologies

soon become more important than the

word of God itself. The Reformation

was fought to stop such inflation. To
the degree that the church accepts the

Trinity it neglects this aspect of church

history. As long as the doctrine of the

Trinity reigns, the Reformation remains

incomplete.

By making any theological statement

primary, Trinitarian or otherwise, atten-

tion diverts from the central teaching of

Scripture: discipleship. Jesus did not

come teaching any creed; he came call-

ing people to follow him. To the degree

that Trinitarianism blurs this central

focus, it is dangerous. Creeds of what-

ever shape should never be more impor-

tant than the simple truth of

discipleship.

Mitchell Brown
Evanston, III.

A passion for Christ,

not for tradition

In support of John Drescher's con-

cern for the modem Mennonite preoccu-

pation with Anabaptist heritage

("Readers Say," May 7), I'd like to

draw an analogy with the Poles and
their relation to their heritage and cul-

ture.

Poles are very proud of their country

and its contribution to Western culture.

At the same time they have an uncom-
fortable feeling that they're not consid-

ered by others to be quite in the same
category as, say, France and Germany.
They're not convinced themselves of

their own value, so they do their best

to convince everybody—themselves in-

cluded—that, really, Poland is, in fact,

a very worthy country.

We Mennonites are sometimes not so

different in our approach to ourselves

within the world of Christian tradition.

We talk about heritage, community,

and tradition—and that's good, some-
times. But then, Jews have a history 10

times as long, a culture far richer, a tra-

dition much stronger.

Maybe what the most worthy of our

spiritual forefathers had—and what
kept them from the limited relevance of

provinciality—was a love for Christ and
a burning passion that spilled out into

t their lives in word and deed, in obedi-

I
ence and praise.

I Douglas Yoder

Warszawa, Poland
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The future of the church

The dozens of new congregations scat-

tered among the American metropolis

are like shining gems whose value ha^
yet to be discovered by the church,

by Ross L. Bender

Take another look at the structure of the

Bible. Note how it begins the story of sal-

vation history in the paradise of a garden.

But it ends in a city, also described as a para-

dise. This city is symbolically female (the Greek
metropolis means mother city), and the New Jeru-

salem is described as the bridal city of Jesus.

It is striking that Christianity alone among the

world religions sees history consummated in the

coming of the Holy City. By contrast, the Is-

lamic paradise is a garden. The Koran abounds
with beautiful descriptions of paradise, but none
of the images are remotely urban: "therein two
fountains of running water"; "green, green

pastures"; "fruits, palm-trees, and
pomegranates"; "surely for the godfearing awaits

a place of security, gardens and vineyards and
maidens with swelling breasts" (A.J. Arberry in

The Koran Interpreted).

Buddhism has an infinitude of paradises, but
they can be characterized as cosmic rather than

urban. Take this description of Western Pure
Land: "Palaces, halls, forests, and ponds shine

and glitter everywhere. Flocks of wild ducks,

geese, and mandarin ducks fly about. . . . One
may see multitudes from all the worlds being

born into this land like sudden showers of rain"

(Genshin in Essentials of Salvation, translated by
Philip Yampolsky).

Hinduism has its holy cities, notably Varanasi

(Benares). But these do not possess the eschato-

logical significance of the New Jerusalem.

Thus the notion that sacred history is moving
toward an urban consummation strikes many
people in the world as weird or terrifying. But
the historical and demographic evidence cer-

tainly points to the continued growth and multi-

plication of urban centers. The biblical record it-

self shows a movement to the city, the birth and
expansion of the Christian church primarily in

cities, and the expectation of the divine city.

The Christian transformation of Rome, the

greatest city of its day, represented an urbaniza-

tion of Christianity. To Anabaptists it also repre-

sented the fall of the church. This, coupled with

their unpleasant experiences in cities like Zurich
and Muenster during the Reformation, may have
contributed to the innate Mennonite dislike and
fear of the city.

It must also be said that the historical move-
ment to the cities, accelerated by the Industrial

Revolution, has caused and continues to cause
massive dislocation, pain, and suffering. To visit

any major city of the world is to be confronted
with the overwhelming dimensions of the gap be-
tween rich and poor, the extremes of human mis-

ery juxtaposed with the gluttonous luxury of the
ruling classes.

But, as is now becoming apparent, the future

of the Mennonite Church is in the city. It is time
we begin to formulate urban theologies. This is

not so hard a task as it may seem, since all the

material we need is right in the Bible. We find

much of it in the picture of the Holy City. In the

book of Revelation this city has at least three di-

mensions:

1. The New Jerusalem is an embodiment of

Eden. The river of the water of life and the tree

of hfe (Rev. 22:1-2) spring from the river flowing

from Eden and the tree of life in the middle of

the garden (Gen. 2:8-10). This is the same river

which Ezekiel saw flowing from the temple; the

leaves of the trees growing by the river, which
promote healing, are the same (Ezek. 47:1-12).

The water of life is the living water of which
Jesus speaks to the Samaritan woman (John

The multiethnic pattern of
the Mennonite church in the

city can speak to us most of
the coming of the Holy City,

4:10). There is a river which flows through the

Bible, making the wilderness blossom and urban
ruins flourish.

2. The bejeweled foundations of the city walls

are Edenic. The list of the 12 precious stones

(Rev. 21:19-20) is similar to the Ust Ezekiel uses

in speaking of the king of Tyre: "You were the

model of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect

in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of God;
every precious stone adorned you: ruby, topaz

and emerald, chrysolite, onjrx and jasper, sap-

phire, turquoise and beryl" (Ezek. 28:12-13).

These lists, incidentally, are similar to the list

of gems in Job in the description of wisdom
(Job 28:12-19) and to the lists in Exodus of the

gems used to decorate the breastpiece (Exod.
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28:17-20; 39:10-13). The lists in Exodus, like that

in Revelation, comprise 12 precious stones; eight

of the stones listed in Exodus are present in the

Revelation catalogue. So the holiness manifest

in these images of gemstones through the Bible

also characterizes the Holy City.

3. Although this is not part of the description

of the Holy City in Rev. 21-22, the population

around the throne is of every nation, tribe, peo-

ple, and language (Rev. 7:9). It is perhaps noth-

ing short of miraculous that today in Philadel-

phia, Mennonites worship in seven different

languages and that the largest Mennonite church

is Vietnamese. This multiethnic pattern is also

true for many other North American cities. Al-

though it will take patient work to maintain a

sense of Mennonite identity and unity, to keep
the glossolalia from disintegrating into babble, it

is this aspect of the urban Mennonite church

which speaks to us most of the coming city.

The coming city is the Holy City. It is es-

sential that we learn as a church to value

the city and the urban experience. There
has been an untold amount of labor and suffer-

ing among the Mennonites of the great cities

since the beginning of the post-World-War-II

urban thrust. Mennonites in the city are a heter-

ogeneous bunch, from the poorest of the poor
and the newest of the refugees to the yuppiest

of the muppies.

Church life in the city is fraught with class and
racial tensions and the stresses of urban life.

The task of planting and maintaining churches

in this situation is at best difficult. A lot of he-

roic effort has gone unsung. The dozens of new
congregations scattered among North American
cities are like shining gems whose value has yet

to be discovered by the church as a whole.

The Holy City is coming, and at times we are

given glimpses of it. We see the river of life that

flows from the throne of Jehovah, and the tree

of life, whose leaves are for the healing of the na-

tions. We see the urban towers shining like pre-

cious jewels. We see the bride coming down
from heaven, prepared for the consummation.
"Oh, what a beautiful city.

Oh, what a beautiful city,

Oh, what a beautiful city,

Twelve gates to the city,

Hallelujah!"

Ross L. Bender is a member of the West Philadel-

phia Mennonite Fellowship. He teaches English as

a second language at the University of Pennsylva-

nia.

Christiani-

ty is alone
among the

world's re-

ligions in

seeing his-

tory con-

summated
in the

Holy City.
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Is this the end for Yugoslavia?

by N. offered a front-row seat to view the spectac-

11 I ular disintegration of a post-Marxist society,

UCrGLCl reasonable person might well ask first what

Shenk the cost may be. How close can you be without

getting dragged into the maelstrom?

That was my question during a recent teach-

ing sojourn in Yugoslavia as adjunct professor at

Evangelical Theological Seminary (ETS). This

trip continued relationships I built during some
nine years of living in Yugoslavia. Mennonite

Central Committee and the Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions have cultivated a partnership

with Yugoslavia's evangeUcal churches for more

than two decades.

This time back, I discovered that programs at

ETS, the largest evangelical seminary in Eastern

Europe, have expanded dramatically this year to

include students from countries previously un-

able to travel abroad for theological education.

Enrollment increased from 40 to almost 100 stu-

dents, with substantial representation from Rus-

sia, the Ukraine, Romania, and Bulgaria.

These young Christians preparing for leader-

ship in the churches of the region are open for

truth. Old models have broken down; new pro-

posals are being elaborated with bewildering

speed and diversity. New freedoms would sug-

gest that almost anything is possible. Old restric-

tions have been almost entirely eliminated; little

or no new regulations have yet been worked out

to define limits to the emerging dynamics of

church in Yugoslav society.

Sheer anarchy characterizes much of economic

and social life in the region. External constraints

are eroding; those who will survive current tur-

moils with their personal integrity intact are per-

sons of character with clear internal guidance.

The churches stood out in the former regimes as

the only institutions to preserve human freedom.

Today they enjoy a special reputation as strong-

holds preserving moral discipline and integrity.

In
this atmosphere I found a receptive re-

sponse for teachings on peace and Christian

countercultui'e. The connections nurtured by

the Mennonite Church over the years have be-

come a vital channel to communicate alternative

ways of relating to the nationalist tensions that

threaten to tear apart the societies ETS stu-

dents come from.

The critical edge of Christian presence in

these societies must be sharpened against both

failures of the past and potential abuses of the

present. Finding themselves in a time of crisis

and transition, students gravitate toward per-

spectives represented by the "upside-down

kingdom" of God. They recognize that this

awareness should also serve to protect them in

part from cultural assumptions being imported

wholesale from the West.

Then there are the new religious movements.

It is urgent that church leaders be equipped to

deal with these, since new groups of all sorts are

appearing without restriction across Eastern Eu-

rope these days. I observed a colorful band of

Hare Krishna devotees chanting, drumming, and

passing out vegetarian snacks on the main

square of Zagreb, Croatia's capital. This makes
it difficult for the small evangelical movements
there, for they too are regarded as new religious

movements by the majority Catholic and Ortho-

dox populations around them.

Students were naturally suspicious of links

between powerful Orthodox or Catholic fig-

ures and the new nationalist political

forces in each region. But they were also deeply

concerned about the ways in which Western

evangelicals appear to be linked to their own cul-

tural assumptions on power and social privilege.

A word for a Christian counterculture is quite

timely in Yugoslavia today.

I spent one weekend in Serbia with a recent

graduate of ETS who had been called there to

pastor one of the largest Pentecostal congrega-

tions in the land. Of 200 present for Sunday ser-

vices, about 120 were young people fresh from

the streets in the past several months. They
were full of questions, and their pastor asked me
to address a forum on the Christians and war.

Amid the current turmoil, able-bodied young Yu-

goslav males can be summoned at any moment;

friends may end up on opposite sides of the civil

strife which divides the country. Regional rival-

ries and ethnic loyalties overlap in very complex

patterns. Mistrust and illegal weapons stockpiles

have accumulated rapidly.

The western Yugoslav republics of Slovenia

and Croatia made their long-awaited moves for

complete independence within days of my depar-

ture. Violence is escalating rapidly. I feel I have

returned from a land that no longer exists.

Mennonites have invested decades of mostly

symboUc presence with other behevers in East-

ern Europe. The current crisis has created a re-

ceptivity for our peace witness like never before.

Even if this is the end of Yugoslavia as a nation-

state, it is an opportune moment for our witness

to the transnational truth of the kingdom of

God.-^une 26, 1991

N. Gerald Shenk is associate professor of church

and society at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va.
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Iraq is suffering under sanctions,
say MCC representatives

Baghdad, Iraq (MCC)—Three months
after a ceasefire officially ended the Per-

sian Gulf War, two Mennonite Central

Committee representatives say war is still

being waged against the people of Iraq

through U.S.-initiated economic sanc-

tions. Harry Huebner and Jerry Martin

visited Iraq following the cessation of

hostilities between Iraq and the U.S.-led

forces.

Martin, MCC country representative in

Jordan, has visited Iraq twice since the

end of the war. Huebner, professor of

theology and ethics at Canadian Menno-
nite Bible College in Winnipeg, Man.,

returned in June from a month in Iraq

exploring possible relief efforts there.

Iraq's infrastructure—hospitals, power
plants, water and sewage systems, even

government—is "virtually destroyed,"

both men said. They told stories of de-

molished buildings, contaminated water

supplies, malnourishment, and hospitals

without medicine. There is a great need

for electrical generators as a result of the

embargo, Huebner said. "When you have

an electrical problem and no spare parts,

you're stuck," he said.

The city of Basra had electricity only 50

percent of the time he was there, Huebner
said. Hospitals are not able to do surgery,

leaving some people to die who other wise

could have been saved. "The weakest

people in society are affected the most,"

Martin said.

Huebner said people are frustrated at

skyrocketing food prices, even though

food supplies are apparently adequate.

He said food, particularly staples, cost as

much as five times more now than before

the war.

MCC has sent 40 metric tons of milk

powder in two shipments to Iraq, plus a

shipment of medical supplies. MCC also

sent $5,000 worth of infant formula before

the war started.

The embargo further hurts because Iraq

cannot sell its oil, its leading export com-
modity, making it impossible to earn

money for medical supplies and equip-

ment and supplies necessary to rebuild.

Huebner offered three informal sugges-

tions for helping the Gulf region.

First, MCC should join with other non-

governmental organizations in calling for

a broader lifting of the sanctions. "We
need to make a clear and unequivocal

statement that the sanctions are a war
against the people of Iraq and need to be

lifted," he said.

MCC in January had officially opposed

any embargo of food and medicine, which

had been originally included in the United

Nations embargo. The food and medicine

embargo has been lifted by the UN since

the ceasefire.

Second, MCC should have a presence

in Iraq, although that could be difficult

logistically.

Third, MCC should distribute food and

medicine to the country, focusing partic-

ularly on children. Huebner pointed out

that Iraq has virtually no capacity to

produce medicines because facilities were

destroyed and the necessary chemicals

are unavailable due to the embargo.

MCC is currently considering sending

more infant formula and medical supplies

to Iraq, said Ed Martin, secretary for the

Middle East and South Asia. The short-

term placement of a public health nurse

is also being explored.

—

Rich Preheim

MCC sends first

worker to Syria

Damascus, Syria (MCC)—Roy Hange of

Goshen, Ind., is Mennonite Central

Committee's first placement in SjTia,

teaching English as a second language at

Syrian Orthodox Seminary in the capital

city of Damascus. He is also studying

Syriac and Arabic.

MCC has had contact with the Christian

churches there during the past 10 years

as MCC administrators and representa-

tives have made fraternal visits to the

country. MCC has also provided some
grants for projects of some Syrian

churches and had contact with Syrian

organizations who work with people with

developmental disabilities.

"We're very interested in the church in

the Middle East and want to work with

and in support of them," said Ed Martin,

secretary for the Middle East and South
Asia. "Syria is one place where we have
gradually built up relations with the

church."

Hange, who arrived in late June, is the

lone MCC representative in Syria where
his assignment is to build relationships.

"MCC is interested in exploring further

relations with the Syrian Orthodox
Church," he said. He said he hopes to

learn how Christians and the church "live

out their faith in Syria."

Syrian Orthodox Seminary serves the

more than 150,000 Syrian Orthodox Chris-

tians in Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, and Turkey.

The Eastern Orthodox Church is the larg-

est Christian church in Syria, with 450,000

members. The country also has 183,000

Catholics and 18,000 Protestants. A ma-
jority of the population is Muslim.

Hange's term is for four years. He pre-

viously served with MCC in Egypt 1982-

85. A graduate of Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, he served most re-

cently as associate pastor of Waterford
Mennonite Church in Goshen, Ind.

Om Mohammad gets water from a makeshift outlet amidst the rubble in Baghdad. She said her

son was missing somewhere in the war zone.
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MBCM appoints Stuckey and Stoltzfus
to leadership ministries office

Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM)—After three
years of interim staff arrangements, Men-
nonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries will fill its leadership ministries of-

fice with a two-person team. Dale
Stoltzfus and Anne Stuckey will begin on
Oct. 1 as partners in the office last filled

full-time by Harold Bauman.
Stuckey, former pastor at First Menno-

nite Church of Iowa City and now residing

in Somerset, Mich., will manage the Min-
isterial Information Center. She will pro-

vide reference summaries for pastoral

candidates listed by the center, and work
with conference ministers in the place-

ment of those candidates. MBCM is plan-

ning to move the center from a simple
listing agency to an advocacy system.

Stuckey will work quarter-time for

MBCM. With the remainder of her time,

she will continue with a variety of free-

lance preaching and writing assignments.
Stoltzfus, who is currently conference

minister of Allegheny Conference, will

serve primarily as pastor to conference
ministers, and carry chief responsibility

for implementing the learnings of the
Pastorate Project in conferences and con-

gregations. That project, funded by the
Lilly Foundation of Indianapolis, is in-

tended to help strengthen relationships

between congregations and pastors.

Stoltzfus will be half-time for the first

year whUe he reduces time in Allegheny
Conference. Before going to Allegheny,
whose office is in Somerset, Pa., he was a

pastor and church leader in New York
City for many years.

Large churches call

for more resources
Ml Pleasant, Pa.—A large congregation

is not just a small church that's grown
larger. It's a unique body with a different

purpose and a different way of operating.

With those words, Paul Lederach, retir-

ing pastor of Franconia (Pa.) Mennonite
Church, opened a "Sharing and Fellow-

ship Meeting" of pastors of large Menno-
nite congregations. This two-day sympo-
sium was held June 24-25 at Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center.

Some 20 persons from 18 Mennonite
congregations with memberships of 400 or
more attended the meeting. It was called

by Lederach in cooperation with Menno-
nite Board of Congregational Ministries.

In his presentation Lederach noted that

two-thirds of the Mennonite Church at-

tends one-third of the churches. Many of

these are growing larger, which gives them
the advantage of quality programming,
specialized ministries, and greater staff

efficiency. Large congregations also have

While Your CD is Maturing...

Take a Look at a
FuU-Grown Attemative.
If you like watching your CD grow, you'll be
even more impressed with MMA's Single

Premium Advantage Annuity. It works like a
CD—only better!

Designed for long-term savings, MMA's
Advantage outgrows a CD by giving you more
interest and tax-deferred interest income. Learn
more today! Just contact your local mutual aid
counselor or call an MMA Member Services

representative at 1-800-662-6747.

Some withdrawal charges apply until

you reach age 59 and 1/2 and your
deposit has been invested seven years

Mennonite
MutualAid

unique problems, including a loss of inti-

mate relationships, the tendency to de-
velop congregations within a congrega-
tion, and the temptation to "go it alone"
without the conference or the larger

church. Lederach also said that to date
most churchwide programming has ig-

nored the large congregation.

"Serving a large congregation is a priv-

ilege few will ever have," said Bill Detwei-
ler, pastor of Kidron (Ohio) Mermonite
Church. He quoted statistics that eight

out of 10 seminary graduates will never
serve a church with more than 150 mem-
bers. Detweiler addressed the group on
the subject of long-range planning.

Also speaking were Charles Gautsche of

Central Mennonite Church, Archbold,
Ohio, on large church organizational
structures; and James Waltner of College

Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind., on
assimilating new members.
The group agreed to meet regularly,

likely every two years. They called for an
"in-depth workshop" and a materials re-

source center to help pastors of large

congregations.—J. Lorne Peachey

AMBS research arm
approves projects
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—The Institute of

Mennonite Studies rose to its mission
during the annual meeting of its Execu-
tive Council at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries.

The council approved publication of the

15th title in the institute's Occasional
Papers Series: "Alternative Models for

Mennonite Theological Education," by
Jim Egli and Paul Zehr; volumes four and
five in the Text-Reader Series: Essays on
Biblical and Systematic Theology, edited

by Ben OUenburger; and Essays on Ana-
baptist Theology, edited by Wayne Pipkin.

Other publication projects approved
were volumes 7-9 of the Classics of the

Radical Reformation Series: Anabaptist
Writings of David Joris, by Gary Waite;

"Confession" of Peter Riedemann, trans-

lated by the Hutterian Brethren and
Wayne Pipkin; and Selected Writings of
Andreas Karlstadt, by E. J. Furcha.

The annual meeting was the first under
new director Ross Bender and new asso-

ciate director Wayne Pipkin. The insti-

tute, founded in 1958, is the research arm
of AMBS and includes representation

from other Mennonite schools.

A primary task of the council is review-

ing progress on current projects and ex-
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ploring future projects. At present, three

of a series of six monographs dealing with

the study of peace in the Bible have been

approved. The series is being pubHshed

by Westminster-John Knox Press. In an-

other project, the council approved pub-

lication of a Mission Focus Pamphlet

Series edited by Wilbert Shenk.

In process is the Peace Theology and

Violence Against Women Consultation to

be held Oct. 4-5 on campus. The council

also approved a Seminar on Christian

Initiation to be led by Marlene Kropf, a

staff person with Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries and part-time

AMBS faculty member.

MCC Canada cuts back
in order to meet budget
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—When a

family's bills are greater than its income,

the choice is clear: reduce expenses. The
same principle is true for large organiza-

tions like Mennonite Central Committee
Canada.

At their June 8-9 meeting, members of

the agency's Executive Committee were

told that staff had followed their instruc-

tions to hold back expenses by reducing

$300,000 from programs to bring the bud-

get in line with giving from Canadian

Mennonites. MCC Canada had budgeted
for $6.1 million from supporters this year.

The agency now expects to receive only

$5.6 million.

At the meeting the Executive Commit-
tee also approved a preliminary budget

guideline for next year which would find

MCC Canada budgeting for about the

same amount as it expects to receive this

year.

Historically, MCC has gathered infor-

mation about needs overseas and in North

America from workers and local partners,

created a budget, and then asked support-

ers to help it meet those needs. Canadian
Mennonites have usually come through,

with total donations to MCC between
1984 and 1989 increasing by $200,000 a

year on average. In 1985, the year of the

Ethiopian famine, and again in 1989, MCC
Canada received $6 million.

Except for the unusually large amount
of donations in 1989, giving to MCC Can-

ada since 1988 seems to have plateaued

around $5.3 to $5.6 million. "We want to

bring our program expenses into line with

what we think our supporters can give us,"

says Harold Koslowsky, coordinator of

personnel and administrative services.

"At the same time," he adds, "we want to

challenge people to remember the many
needs around the world."

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Interterm Courses
Januaiy 6-24, 1992

Amos
Perry Yoder

Exegeting the Parables:

Praxis and Proclamation
Mary Schertz

Biblical Hermeneutics
Willard Swartley/Ben OUenburger

Pastors* Week, January 27-31, 1992

"The Passion/Resurrection Story—Our Story"

Rethinking Mennonite History

Walter Sawatsky

Personality and Faith

Daniel Schipani

Chris tian Minis try

in the Urban World
Gary Martin

For more information contact: Steven L. Fath, Admissions

3003 Benham Avenue
El]chart,IN 46517-1999

(219)295-3726

Goals for

convention
The Convention

Planning Committee
developed four goals to r^f/'r~\y\ {-)]

guide its planning on v^LMfv^N Wl

the theme, "God's Creative Acts Con-

tinue." They are:

• To experience a fresh inbreaking

of God's creative acts through worship,

teaching and preaching, fellowship, and
discernment.

• To affirm God's creative acts con-

tinuing through dynamic evangelism

and world mission, gracious steward-

ship of our wealth, and responsible

care for the environment.

• To celebrate God's continuing acts

through inclusion of new members of

the Mennonite Church, wholesome
family activities, and strengthening the

unity of the church with the General

Conference Mennonite Church and the

larger body of Christ.

• To demonstrate God's continuing

acts through dialogue on crucial de-

nominational issues, exercising ac-

countability of churchwide agencies

and their ministries, choosing of lead-

ers for church wide programs, and vi-

sionary planning for the future.

The Worship Committee has
planned morning and evening sessions

around God's creative acts, particularly

in the areas of stewardship and mis-

sion. "It is our desire as a committee

that each worshiper will experience the

transcendent presence of God and hear

God's call to faithfulness in these im-

portant aspects—stewardship and mis-

sion of the Christian life," say Larry

and Becky Hauder, co-chairs of the

Worship Committee. The New Revised

Standard Version will be the transla-

tion used for recitation and study.

Registrations as of July 10 were 1,420

adults and 270 children. Both figures

are lower than expected. Youth Con-
vention registrations, on the other

hand, have topped 2,000

.

Adults can stUl register for the con-

vention by calling General Board at 219

294-7131. On-site registrations can be
made for all or part of the convention.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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Dreams and fears. New Orleans, La. (MCC)—"The Dreams
and Fears of St. Thomas," a new documentary photo exhibit,

is now available for free loan from Mennonite Central
Committee. In this unusual exhibit, viewers learn to know
residents of St. Thomas, a New Orleans housing project,

through portraits and quotations about their fears and dreams
for the future, collected by Howard Zehr of MCC. Pictured
above is Juanita Crockett and daughter in one of the photos
from the exhibit. St. Thomas was cited as an example of "the
despair at the bottom of urban America" in The New York
Times last January. Viewers of the exhibit will discover that

St. Thomas is more than poverty and despair. This exhibit is

designed to be freestanding on two to three tables. It is

suitable for use in churches, schools, libraries, and other
public settings. To schedule use of the exhibit, contact MCC
at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501; phone 717 859-1151. The
exhibit is also available from MCC Central States in North
Newton, Kan., and MCC Great Lakes in Kidron, Ohio.

• Graybill succeeds Shenk. In

a temporary internal reshuffling

at Mennonite Publishing House,
David Graybill will succeed
Steve Shenk as assistant editor

of Gospel Herald. He will also

continue as editor of Christian

Living, with help from James
Horsch, who is editor ofPurpose
and Mennonite Yearbook. Shenk
will leave in August in order to

take a position at Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary as

communications director, start-

ing on Sept. 3. Graybill has been
editor of Christian Living for one
year. Before that he was book
editor and Festival Quarterly
managing editor for Good En-
terprises in Intercourse, Pa.

Earlier, he served briefly as in-

terim news editor of Gospel Her-
ald (1979-80).

• Yoder retires from GH. Elva
Yoder, secretary for Gospel Her-
ald and the longest-serving em-
ployee at Mennonite Publishing

House, retired on June 28 after

42 years. She joined the MPH
staff in 1949, starting as a folder

operator and then moving into

other areas. In 1966 she became
Gospel Herald secretary, and
served three successive edi-

tors—John Drescher, Daniel
Hertzler, and Lome Peachey.
During those 25 years, she esti-

mates that she typed the names
of at least 75 percent of the

members of the Mennonite
Church. She compiled more
than 50,000 births, marriages,

and deaths for the pages of Gos-
pel Herald and typed 25,000 let-

ters for her supervisors. Yoder,
a native of North Lima, Ohio,

plans to continue living in Scott-

dale, Pa.

•New bookstore owners. A
group of about 50 investors in

Ontario has purchased the two
Provident bookstores in Water-
loo from Mennonite Publishing

House. MPH had decided last

February to sell Campus Court
and Dutton Plaza stores in that

city because of continued finan-

cial losses despite their new loca-

tions. The new owners are con-

solidating the two stores into one,

at the Ceimpus Court site, start-

ing on Aug. 1. They also are

continuing to use the Provident
name.

• Zehr retires from stores.
Delford Zehr, general manager of

the Ontario Provident bookstores
for Mennonite Publishing House,
retired on June 30 after 36 years.

He was a public school principal

and teacher before joining the

MPH staff in 1955 as assistant

manager of the Kitchener, Ont.,

store. In 1958 he moved to Lon-
don, Ont., to manage the three-

year-old store there. He became
Ontario general manager in

1975.

• Businessman killed. Harri-
sonburg, Va., businessman
Perry Brunk, 59, was killed on
July 1 when the single-engine

airplane he was piloting crashed
in a storm in Augusta County,
Va. He was the owner of Miller

Drywall and Building Supply
Company in Harrisonburg and

People's Supply Company in

Hyattsville, Md. He and his fam-
ily moved from Maryland to Vir-

ginia in 1970. He was active in a

variety of Mennonite organiza-

tions, including Meimonite Eco-
nomic Development Associates

and Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center. He is survived

by his wife. Fern Maust.

• Church addition. Fairhaven
Mennonite Church of Sebewaing,
Mich., has a new addition to its

building—an office trailer. It pro-

vides space for three Sunday
school classrooms, for children's

church, and for fellowship meals.

• Coming events:
Workshop on Calling the Called,

Sept. 20-21, at Maple Lawn
Homes, Eureka, 111. It is to help
congregations be more success-
ful in calling out members who
are potential pastors. The event
is sponsored by Illinois Confer-
ence and Maple Lawn Homes.
The speaker is John Martin, a
professor at Eastern Mennonite
Seminary who has written a

book titled Calling the Called.

More information from Robert
Harnish at 309 467-2337.

Bible Conference, Oct. 4-6, at Plain-

view Mennonite Church, Hutch-
inson, Kan. The aimual national

event is sponsored by Fellow-

ship of Concerned Mennonites.
The theme is "Living in the
Light of the Lord's Return."
More information from George
Brunk 11 at 1516 Hawthorn Cir.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703 434-4007.

Singles Retreat, Oct. 4-6, at Lake-
wood Retreat Center, Brooks-
viUe, Fla. It is sponsored by
Southeast Conference. The
speaker is Dan Yutzy, a sociol-

ogy professor at Taylor Univer-
sity. More information from
Miriam King at the conference
office, Box 7311, Sarasota, FL
34278; phone 813 378-4311.

Indiana Mennonite Softball Tour-
nament, Aug. 31-Sept. 2, in Ft.

Wayne, Ind. The 14th annual
event is for church slow-pitch

teams in Indiana and beyond.
All profits go to Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. The entry dead-
line is Aug. 1. More information

from Roger Miller at Box 165,

Huntertown, IN 46748; phone
219 637-3523.

Special Art Exhibits, July 5-Aug.

31, at The People's Place, Inter-

course, Pa. One features art

quilts by Dorcas Kraybill of Bal-

timore, and the other features

watercolors on a baseball theme
by Tim Swartz of Philadelphia.

More information from the gal-

lery at The People's Place, In-

tercourse, PA 17534; phone 717
768-7171.

125th Anniversary Celebration,

Aug. 10-11, at Sycamore Grove
Mennonite Church, Garden
City, Mo. It commemorates the

coming of Mennonites to Cass
County, which now has five

Mermonite congregations. More
information from Sycamore
Grove Church at Box 320, Gar-

den City, MO 64747; phone 816
862-8514.

50th Anniversary Celebration,

Sept. 18-20, at Warwick River

Christian School, Newport
News, Va. The planners need
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help locating former students

who have lost contact with the

school. More information from

Kathryn Baer at 1 Holloway Rd.,

Newport News, VA 23602.

• New books:
God Our Savior by Norman Kraus.

This is a systematic theological

statement on the revelation of

God through Jesus, and is in-

tended as a companion to the

author's Jesus Christ Our Lord.

Kraus is a retired Mennonite
professor and missionary. The
book, published by Herald
Press of Mennonite Pubhshing
House, is available for $19.95 (in

Canada $24.95).

Tirzah by Lucille Travis. This is a

children's novel about a Hebrew
boy who is part of the exodus

from Egypt led by Moses. The
author is an EngUsh teacher and
writer. The book, pubhshed by
Herald Press, is available for

$5.95 (in Canada $7.50).

• New resources:
Packet on chronic mental illness

from Franconia Conference. In-

tended for congregations and
pastors, it includes stories about

living with mental illness, ideas

for ways to minister, a bibliog-

raphy, and additional resource

list. The packet is available for

$5 from Karen Jantzi at the

conference office, Box 116,

Souderton, PA 18964; phone 215
723-5513.

Peace video for children from Men-
nonite Central Committee. It

features a children's peace fes-

tival, called Global Peace Vil-

lage, held in Calcutta, India. The
eight-minute video is titled Chil-

dren Creating Peace. It is avail-

able for free loan from MCC at

Box 500, Akron, PA 17501
(phone 717 859-1151), or from
any other MCC office.

Writings by Art Meyer from Men-
nonite Central Committee. Ti-

tled "Christianity and the Envi-

ronment: A Collection of
Writings," it is the 13th in

MCC's Occasional Paper Series.

The author, who died in March,
was a retired science teacher

and longtime environmentalist.

The writings are available for a

suggested $1 donation from
MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717 859-1151.

Peace poster from Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. It pictures a boy
soldier in El Salvador and tells

about the many children who
leam to fight wars instead of go
to school. The 11" X 17" poster

is available in English or Span-
ish. It can be obtained free from

MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717 859-1151.

Training manual for draft counsel-

ors from Lombard Mennonite
Peace Center. An updated edi-

tion, it includes information on

the U.S. Selective Service Sys-

tem, conscientious objector sta-

tus, bibhcal teachings on peace,

and counseling skills. The man-
ual is available for $25 from
LMPC at 528 E. Madison St.,

Lombard, IL 60148; phone 708
627-5310.

Packet on refugee sponsorship from
Mennonite Central Committee
Canada. Called "Reaching Out
to Refugees," it is a guide for

Canadian churches who want to

sponsor refugees. It is available

free from MCC Canada at 134

Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, MB R3T
5K9; phone 204 261-6381.

• Job openings:
President, Mennonite Economic

Development Associates, start-

ing sometime next year. The
2,000-member organization,
based in Winnipeg, Man., is for

business people concerned with

applying faith to business and
using business-oriented means
of assisting the poor. Contact
boeird chair LeRoy Troyer at

1442 Deerfield Ct., South Bend,

IN 46614; phone 219 259-9976.

Assistant hosts/hostesses. Interna-

tional Guest House, Washing-
ton, D.C. These are one-year

voluntary service assignments.

Needed are two people—one to

start in August and the other in

December. Some cross-cultural

experience is desirable. Contact
Annabelle Kratz at 13495 Brigh-

ton Dam Rd., Clarksville, MD
21029; phone 301 596-9057.

Publications writer, Hesston Col-

lege. Requirements include a

bachelor's degree and writ-

ing/editing background. Experi-

ence in recruitment and student

publications is helpful. Send
resume to Leury Bartel at HC,
Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062.

Nursing instructor, Hesston Col-

lege, starting this fall. This is a

part-time position in medical-

surgical nursing and/or nursing

fundamentals for one year. A
master's degree in nursing is

preferred. Send resume by July

30 to Bonnie Sowers at HC, Box
3000, Hesston, KS 67062.

Executive director. Camp Hebron,
Halifax, Pa., starting immedi-
ately. Contact board chairper-

son Rosahe Roland at 1711 Gray
Dr., Mechanicsburg, PA 17055;

phone 717 697-8643.

Change of address: Roy and
Betty Bucher from Doylestown,

Pa., to 6977 Paris Ave., N.E.,

Louisville, OH 44641.

NEW MEMBERS

First Mennonite, Middlebury,
Ind.: Jeremy Bear, Jason Birl^f,

Jeff Bontrager, Eydie Eash,
Jason Elswick, Jeremy Elswick,

Chris Frey, Margaret Frey, Mark
Frey, Jon Kauffman, Kris Miller,

Mike Miller, Ryan Riegsecker,

Heather Shriner, PhU Troyer,

Justin Weaver, Ron Adams, and
SuezeU Adams.

Bean Blossom, Morgantown,
Ind.: Joshua Ercoli, Jennifer

Ercoli, Justin Wagler, Emilie

Wagler, and Amanda Wagler.

First Mennonite, Fort Wayne,
Ind.: Evelyn Baltes.

Scottdale, Pa.: Larry Miller,

Wilma Miller, Laurie Miller,

Andy Miller, Martha Heath,
Catherine Glenn, and Jay Yoder.

Cape, Cape Coral, Fla.: Edward
Gray, Bob and Camille Herdoiza,

Rick and Dawn Krakow, Cathy
Kubesh, and Mark and Christina

Susswein.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood,
Colo.: Kent Weaver and Judi

Weaver.
St. Jacobs, Ont.: Dale Metzger,

Maida Hewton-Metzger,
Sipaphay Chounramany, Kham-
say Khouhathong, Somchith
Khouhathong, Chansy Moha-
med, Veota Phavongxay, So
Sengthavongsa, and Hong
Sayarinh.

Beth-El, Colorado Springs,
Colo. Lesa Kauffman, Bell

Morehead, Vickie Altstaetter,

and Zahra Kitson.

Locust Grove, Burr Oak, Mich.:

Craig, Begley, Steven Eichom,
Matthew Franz, Clinton
Gautsche, Jeffery Marvin, Jer-

emy Marvin, Darian Miller, David
Miller, Mark Miller, Brian Os-

wald, Jeremy Schrock, Jesse

Schwartz, Tobey Schwartz, Mat-
thew Schwartz, Eric Yoder, and
Benjamin Younts.

Wooster, Ohio: Debra Sue Keim.
Salem, Shickley, Neb.: Will and
Marge Swartzendruber, and
Steve and Gina Swartzen-
druber.

Norma, Bridgeton, N.J.: Tony
Duda and Millie Duda.

Pleasant View, North Lau-
rence, Ohio: Mike Detrow,
Bethany Hilty, and Amanda
Robinson.

Peace, Dallas, Tex.: Jan Bom-
trager and Stan Spate.

Martins, Orrville, Ohio: Susan
Troyer Komhaus.

Correction: In the May 21 "New
Members," Susie Sprunger
(Cazenovia Church, El.) should

have been Susie Springer.

Eastern
Mennonite
College & Seminary

New logo. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMCi^S)—Two hundred
freshmen will not be the only new thing this fall at Eastern

Mennonite College and Seminary. The school's image will

have a fresh look as well with a new logo. The new symbol,

which officially debuted on July 1, employs a theme of the

sun on the horizon, with sunlight representing both faith and

knowledge. The new image was developed by Creative

Perspectives, a communications firm in Charlottesville, Va.,

in consultation with EMC&S staff The nine-month process

included discussion with and responses from faculty and

students. Ellen Foth White of Creative Perspectives said the

design and symbolism of the new logo "expresses the college

and seminary commitment to Christian values and to out-

standing academics," adding; "It also presents a more polished

and professional image."
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Selfhelp staff from 70 shops. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—More than

150 people representing some 70 Selfhelp Crafts stores in

the United States gathered here for their annual workshops.

This year, local managers and board members from 25 states

attended the two events, organized to provide marketing

resources and encourage the exchange of information be-

tween shops. John Johnson (left), a management consultant

with Greenfield Associates in Lancaster, Pa., discussed how
staff and board members can improve their working relation-

ships by defining roles and clarifying responsibilities. Over-

seas crafts producers who attended the workshop shared

stories and reflections. Wantana Thianhorm of Lao Song
Handicrafts in Thailand talked about how Selfhelp Crafts is

helping her people earn a living with dignity. Selfhelp

headquarters staff talked about purchasing strategies, adver-

tising and display ideas, product and country promotions,

education and product design.

BIRTHS

Bontrager, Marlin D.. and Becky
(Stoltzfus), Kalona, Iowa,
Chelsy Renee (first child), Jan.

29.

Bontrager, Robert and Beth
(Gerig), Harrisonburg, Va., Erin

Rachel (second chOd), June 8.

Brenneman, Matt and Kim
(Stoltzfus), Wellman, Iowa,

Brandt Matthew (first child),

June 18.

Castellow, Marvin and Shirley

(Bergey), Chesapeake, Va.,

Scott James (second child),

June 5.

Dickerson, Gary and Lois
(Crampton), HawkesviUe, Ont.,

Guy (first child), March 1.

Gehinan, Jerry and Faith
(Beachy), Atmore, Ala., Mamin
Kyle (third child), June 14.

Gingerich, D. Gareth and Ella

(Zook), Kalona, Iowa, Melissa

Jean (third child), June 22.

Godshall, James Allen and Kim-
berly Ann (Derstine), Sumney-
town. Pa., James Trevor (second

child), June 15.

Hertzler, Barry and Dolores
(Blauch), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Joshua David (first child), June
13.

Hollsopple, Sam and Robin (Say-

lor), Wauseon, Ohio, Breanna
Joy (first child), June 17.

Kuepfer, Wayne and Loretta
(Newswanger), Millbank, Ont.,

Alicia Ada (first child), May 22.

Landis, Randy and Tammy
(Schlosser), Telford, Pa., Shane
Kyle (second chUd), June 19.

Litwiller, Phil and Jane (Hersh-

berger), Hesston, Kan., Cairrie

Christine (by adoption), Jan. 28.

Martin, Calvin and Karalee
(White), Crawfordsville, Iowa,

Allison Rachelle (second child).

May 23.

Mitchell, Jeffrey and Georgette

(Mager), Perkasie, Pa., Cameron
Ross (first child), June 22.

Nelson, Clinton, Sr., and Sarah

(Walker), Riverside, Iowa, Rob-
ert Dale (second child), June 11.

Neuenschwander, Steve and
Beth (Grieser), Archbold, Ohio,

Shem Steven (second child),

June 12.

Newman, Terry and Sandy (Yo-

der), Harrisburg, Pa., Lindsay

Debra (first child), June 9.

Nisly, Omar and Barbara (Harris),

Hutchinson, Kan., Jennifer
Jeannine (second child). May 30.

Penner, Don and Kristen
(Reusser), HawkesviUe, Ont.,

Sarah Jane (third daughter),

March 26.

Reed, John Dewey II (deceased

May 9), and Lane'e (Kauffman),

Atlanta, Ga., John Dewey III

(first child). May 27.

Rufenacht, Doug and Eileen
(Rupp), Archbold, Ohio, Daniel

Amos (first child), June 6.

Schlabach, Lawrence and Ruth
(Schrock), Kalona, Iowa, Kendal
Jon (first child), March 8.

Shantz, Brian and Sandra (Eby),

Elmira, Ont., Luke Kenneth
(third child), June 21.

Shelly, Karl and Michelle
(Sherrick), Beech Grove, Ind.,

Lucas Micah, (second child),

May 30.

Swantz, Rod and Beth (Litwiller),

Kalona, Iowa, Taylor Elizabeth

(first child), June 5.

Vallejos, Joaquin and Edith,
Stratford, Ont, Claudia Melissa

(third child), June 2.

Verden, Craig and Maggie
(Black), Waukesha, Wis., Dillon

Riley (first child), June 12.

Waidelich, Mike and Eileen
(Moyer), Archbold, Ohio, Zachary

Lee (fourth child), June 15.

Wideman, Fred and Carolyn
(Klaming), HawkesviUe, Ont.,

Jacob Alexander (first child),

June 9.

MARRIAGES

Cressman-Roth: Steven Cress-

man, New Hamburg, Ont.
(Mapleview cong.), and Elaine

Roth, Wellesley, Ont. (Maple-

view cong.). May 25, by Victor

Dorsch.

Ebersole-Mohn: Timothy Eber-
sole, , Pa.
(Church of the Brethren), and
Melissa Mohn, Ephrata, Pa.

(Ephrata cong.), June 15, by A1-.

bert Sauls.

Fisher-Roth: Steve Fisher, Solon,

Iowa, and Dawn Roth, Solon,

Iowa (Washington cong.), June
15, by Firman Gingerich.

Grosbach-Ediger: Roy G.

Grosbach, Dallas, Tex. (Peace

cong.), and Judith A. Ediger,

Dallas, Tex. (Bethel cong.), June

15, by Margaret Ediger.

Keiser-Lehman: Anthony Keiser,

Canton, Ohio, and Christine

Lehman, Kidron, Ohio (Kidron

cong.), June 8, by Marion Berg.

Leichty-Roth: Matthew Todd
Leichty, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
(Wayland cong.), and Karma
Kay Roth, Wayland, Iowa
(Sugar Creek cong.), June 15, by
Dean Swartzendruber.

Lowry-Goossen: Brad Lowry,
Philadelphia, Pa. (Presbyterian

Church), and Eulalia Goossen,

Iowa City, Iowa (First Menno-
nite cong.), June 1, by Firman
Gingerich and Paul Goossen.

Marshall-Driver: James Herbert
Marshall, Harrisonburg, Va.

(Episcopal Church), and Judy
H. Driver, Harrisonburg, Va.

(Harrisonburg cong.). May 25,

by Steve Yoder.

Metzler-Huber: Donald Metzler,

Atmore, Ala. (Christian Fellow-

ship), and Phyllis Huber,
Atmore, Ala. (Christian Fellow-

ship), June 22, by Steve
Longenecker.

Miller-Dagen: Jim Miller,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Community
cong.), and Sharon Dagen, Har-

risonburg, Va. (Community
cong.), June 1, by Norman
Kraus.

Stewart-Fenton: Tom Stewart,

Bayonne, N.J. (Catholic
Church), and Barb Fenton,
Wauseon, Ohio (Tedrow cong.),

June 22, by Randall Nafziger.

Valenta-Martin: Calvin Valenta,

Kitchener, Ont. (St. Jacobs
cong.), and Jane Martin, Wood-
stock, Ont. (Berean Bible

Church), June 15, by Harvey
Martin.

Wright-Davis: Daniel Allen,

Vale, N.C. (Wesleyan Church),

and Candace Sheree' Davis,

Hickory, N.C. (Mountain View
cong.), June 8, by Edward M.
Godshall.

Zeager-Shenk: Mervin E. Zeager,

Middletown, Pa. (Stauffers

cong.), and Karen J. Shenk,
Salunga, Pa. (Mountville cong.).

May 25, by David W. Shenk, J.

Frank Zeager, and Enos D. Mar-
tin.

Zehr-Shank: Kirkwood Zehr,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Lowville

cong.), and Kristin Shank,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Sonnenberg

cong.), June 15, by Milton Zehr

and Duane Sider.

Zook-Yoder: Robert Zook, Lan-

caster, Pa. (Mt. Pleasant cong.),

and Ethel Yoder, Lancaster, Pa.

(Blossom Hill cong.), June 22, by
Mark Leaman, James Hess, and
Rodney Nafziger.
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DEATHS

Alderfer, Abram A., 78,

Souderton, Pa. Bom: Aug. 6,

1912, Mainland, Pa., to Rein A.

and Susan (Alderfer) Alderfer.

Died: June 9, 1991, Sellersville,

Pa. Survivors—children: Floyd,

Ferrill, Carolyn Glazier; sisters

and brothers: Carolyn, Naomi
Moyer, Sanford A., Harold A.; 8

grandchildren, 8 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Eliz-

abeth Kulp (wife). Funeral and
burial: June 11, Salford Menno-
nite Church, by Willis A. Miller

and John L. Ruth.

Cross, Clara M., 82, Middlebury,
Ind. Bom: Feb. 28, 1909, La-

Grange, Ind., to Rudolph J. and
Mary Ann (Yoder) Kaufman.
Died: May 5, 1991, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors— sons: Kenneth,
James, Allen; stepdaughter:

Amanda Thomas; stepsons:
Melvin, Alvin, Mahlon Cross,

Jr.; brother and sisters: Melvin,

Fannie Bontreger, Betty Miller,

Alma Yoder, Sylvia Miller; 9

grandchildren, 12 stepgrand-
children, 3 great-grandchildren, 10

step-great-grandchildren, one
step-great-great-grandchild. Pre-

deceased by: Mahlon Cross (hus-

band), Sylvia Larimer (daughter),

Howard Cross (stepson). Funeral:

May 9, First Mennonite Church,

by Harold Yoder and Joe Slabach.

Burial: Miller Cemetery.
Fry, Lena, 73, Middlebury, Ind.

Bom: Oct. 27, 1917, Custer Co.,

Okla., to Levi J. and Lizzie

(Schrock) Stutzman. Died: June
4, 1991, Middlebury, Ind. Survi-

vors—husband: Joe A. Fry;
sons: Ivan, Wayne, Lloyd; sister

and brothers: Gertie Yoder,
Jerry, Henry; 3 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Funeral:
June 7, First Mennonite Church,
by Harold Yoder and Joe
Slabach. Burial: Grace Lawn
Cemetery.

Gehman, Michael Ryan, 9,

Souderton, Pa. Bom: Aug. 18,

1981, North Penn Hospital,

, Pa., to Dennis
and Sharon (Moyer) Gehman.
Died: June 11, 1991, Sellersville,

Pa., as a result of a car accident.

Survivors—parents; sisters:

Renee Lynette, Kelly Nichole.

Funeral and burial: June 15, Sal-

ford Mennonite Church, by Wil-
lis A. Miller and John L. Ruth.

Gingerich, Maude Edna, 84,
Kalona, Iowa. Born: Aug. 6,

1906, to Simon C. and Mary
(Kauffman) Swartzentruber.
Died: June 7, 1991, of heart fail-

ure. Survivors—children: Har-
old Ray, Daniel E., Beulah

Miller, Mariarma Miller; sister:

Blanche Mamer; 20 grandchil-

dren, 29 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Daniel C.

Bender (first husband), John W.
Gingerich (second husband).
Funeral and burial: June 10,

Lower Deer Creek Mennonite
Church, by Wayne Bohn and
Dean Swartzendruber.

Hershberger, Burdette Curtis,

64, Sleeman, Ont. Born: Nov. 17,

1926, Milford, Neb., to John A.

and Susan (Rediger) Hersh-
berger. Died: May 22, 1991,

Rainy River, Ont., of Lou
Gehrig's disease. Survivors

—

wife: Ada Meirie Christner; chil-

dren: Mary Jill Hershberger,
John Douglas, George Anthony;
foster children: David, Conrad,
and Jewel Elaine Ross; sisters

and brothers: Hilda Roth, Elva

Troyer, lola, Albert, Edgar A.; 2

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: May 25, Sleeman, Ont.,

by Leroy Yoder, Ottis Yoder,
and Paul Stoll. He was ordained

to the ministry in 1974, and
served as pastor of Point-0-

Pines Mennonite Church, Inter-

national Falls, Minn., and Big
Grassy Indian Mission, Morson,
Ont.

Jantzi, Marie, 54, Wellesley, Ont.

Bom: Aug. 14, 1936, Wellesley

Twp., Ont, to Emmanuel W.
and Elizabeth (Steckley)
Gerber. Died: May 22, 1991,

Stratford, Ont., of an embolism.
Survivors— husband: Ivan
Jantzi, father; children: Ross,

Lyle, Maryetnn, Susan; brothers

and sisters: Enos, Arthur, Nich-

olas, Stanley, David, Kathryn
Kuepfer, Amy Kuepfer, Marga-
ret Wagler, Shirley Gerber; one
grandchild. Funeral and burial:

May 25, Mapleview Mermonite
Church, by Victor Dorsch.

Kuhn, Dorothy E., 80, Lancaster,
Pa. Bom: Dec. 27, 1910, Nine
Points, Pa., to Clarence W. and
Bertha V. (McCord) Niblock.
Died: June 4, 1991, Lancaster,

Pa. Survivors—children: Doro-
thy Singer, Arlene Brandt,
James; step-children: Arlene
Hamnul, Doris Seiders, Charles,

John, Kenneth Kuhn; 6 grand-

children, 11 great-grandchildren,

17 step-grandchildren, 15 step

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: James S. Reisinger

(first husband), Charles T. Kuhn
(second husband). Funeral: June
6, Elizabethtown Mennonite
Church, by Richard Frank and
Walter Keener. Burial: Good's
Mennonite Cemetery.

Leasa, Thelma Frances, 84,

Belleville, Pa. Bom: Oct. 30,

1906, Garden City, Mo., to Al-

bert B. and Saloma (Zook)
Leasa. Died: June 16, 1991,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors

—

sisters and brother: Bertha
Stutzman, Lucille Morris, Ken-
neth. Funeral and burial: June
20, Allensville Mennonite
Church, by Philip Barr.

Martin, Earl L., Sr., 72,

Manheim, Pa. Born: Aug. 14,

1918, Sadsbury Twp., Pa., to

Samuel and Ada (Martin) Mar-
tin. Died: June 18, 1991, Lancas-
ter, Pa. Survivors—wife: Anna
Shenk Witmer; children: Earl
L., Jr., Arlan R., Norma White,

Marian Hammond, Arlene Mar-
tin, Louann Martin, Erma Mar-
tin, Revenda Nolt; stepdaugh-
ter: Lois Jean Gehman; stepson:

J. Robert Witmer; brothers and
sister: Ivan, Frank, Raymond,
Anna; 14 grandchildren, 2 step-

granddchildren. Predeceased
by: Esther Myers (first wife).

Funeral and burial: June 21,

Hemley Mennonite Church, by
Chester I. Kurtz, Paul M.
Witmer, H. Howard Witmer,
and Ellis D. Leaman.

Miller, Franklin J., 49, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. Born: July 21,

1941, Goshen, Ind., to Ernest
and Ruth (Mishler) Miller. Died:

May 6, 1991, Elkhart, Ind., of an
extended illness. Survivors

—

wife: Judy Kennell; children:

Jenelle, Tonya, Lori; brothers:

Duane, C. Keith. Funeral and
burial: May 8, Shore Mennonite
Church, by Gail Fisher and Herb
Troyer.

Miller, Martha, 74, Middlebury,
Ind. Born: July 15, 1916, Haven,
Kan., to Noah and Lizzie Ann
(Yoder) Chupp. Died: Feb. 4,

1991, Goshen, Ind. Survivors

—

husband: Perry N. Miller; chil-

dren: Ida Mae Bontrager, Lloyd,

Ray, LeRoy; brothers and sis-

ters: Samuel, Joseph, Mary
Stutzman, Saloma Bickel; 12

grandchildren, 10 great-grand-

children, 4 step-grandchUdren.
Funeral: Feb. 7, First Mennonite
Church, by Darrell Gascho and
David Helmuth. Burial: Grace
Lawn Cemetery.

Musselman, Ella, 92, Harleys-

ville. Pa. Bom: Dec. 8, 1898,

HarleysviUe, Pa., to Jonas and
Elmira (Shaner) Drissel. Died:

May 31, 1991, Souderton, Pa., of

cardiac arrythmia. Survivors

—

children: Homer D., Richard D.,

Stanley D.; 6 grandchildren, 12

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Melvin R. Musselman
(husband). Funeral: June 3, 1991,

Souderton Mennonite Church,
by WiUis A. Miller and John L.

Ruth. Burial: Salford Cemetery.
Saltzman, Orville Glen, 69.

Bom: July 3, 1921, Shickley,

Neb., to Peter and Elizabeth

(Reeb) Saltzman. Died: June 19,

1991, Valdosta, Ga., of injuries

received in an automobile acci-

dent. Survivors— children: Al-

dora Loepp, Glada Stutzman,
Mary Jane Stutzman, Velda
Nowotny, Joann Mayer, Joy
Ahrens, John, Fred, Victor, Ted,
Troy, Steve; brothers and sis-

ters: Albert, LaVoy, Esther
Yoder, Vema, Beulah Roth; 28

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Fem Grace Roth (wife), Donald,
Robert Lou, Hope Smith (chil-

dren). Funeral and burial: June
22, East Fairview Mennonite
Church, by Cloy Roth, WiUiam
Saltzman, and Lloyd Gingerich.

CALENDAR

Virginia Conference assembly,
Bergton, Va., July 17-21

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, July 18

Hesston College board of over-

seers, Iowa City, Iowa, July 19-20

Mennonite Church General Board,
Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July 29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of

Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Mermonite Mutual Aid board of

directors, Chicago, HI, Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference annual
meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing. Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual
meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mermonite Church Coordinating

Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangehsm and Church Planting

Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-

cago, m., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Fellowship of Concemed Mermo-
nites armual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6
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THE LAST WORD

What is the future of the church?
The future enters into us, in order to transform it-

self in us, long before it happens.

—Rainer Maria Rilke

Scratch us Mennonites with a quote about the

future, and you'll soon discover two distinct,

often opposing views about where we're headed.

Some of us see our world getting worse and

worse—on a downhill sUde since creation. Need

examples? Take (in alphabetical order) abortion,

abuse, adultery, AIDS, bankruptcy, bestiality,

blackmail, brutality, censorship, communism,

crime. ...

For others of us the world is much like it's al-

ways been, with an occasional emphasis now and

then on one problem or another. We beUeve,

however, that you have to look rather far today

to find debauchery to rival Noah's (Gen. 9), adul-

tery plus murder more flagrant than David's

(2 Sam. 11), or rape and abuse and dismember-

ment more abhorrent than that of the Levite, his

concubine, and his host (Judg. 19).

What we beheve about our world is also true

about our church. For some of us the church has

been losing ground ever since Jesus gave its

keys to Peter. Modern examples we might cite

include problems with divorce and remarriage,

disagreements and anger about homosexuality,

apparent openness to all sorts of bibUcal inter-

pretation, misuse of the Lord's Day

Others of us look at the same church and see

gains. We point to family-oriented conferences

and assemblies, Mennonite Disaster Service, lay

involvement, women in leadership, and multi-

ethnic last names as evidences of God continu-

ing to work among us, maybe even to improve

us.

Strange how the same circumstances, the

same set of facts, the same experiences can lead

people in the same church to such different con-

clusions. That is especially true when it comes

to the future.

More than we realize, our future is an exten-

sion of who we are. It is not something that hap-

pens to us. It becomes what we expect it to be.

BeUeve that the church is sUding into unfaithful-

ness, and that's how we'll experience it. See the

church as attempting to follow God more

closely, and that is what it will become. What we

dream about the future is often what our future

will be.

This issue Gospel Herald presents two authors

who dare to dream a bright future for the Men-

nonite Church. Moderator George R. Brunk HI

finds plenty of evidence of God at work among

us and therein finds hope (page 1). Ross L.

Bender pins his dreams for the church on our re-

sponse to the urban environment and the possi-

bilities for realizing God at work there (page 6).

True, there are reasons to be sober, to temper

optimism with reaUsm. "However," says Brunk,

"I am determined not to let hope 'die the death

of a thousand qualifications.'
"

So what will be the future of the Mennonite

Church? That depends a great deal on what we

want it to be.—jlp

1.8 billion less a half million

Given a choice, most of us won't elect mar-

tyrdom as part of our future. Yet that is exactly

what is expected to happen to an increasing

number of the world's Christians in the years

ahead.

ReUgion sociologist Martin Marty, writing m
Context and quotmg from the International Bulle-

tin of Missionary Research, notes there were

230,000 Christian martyrs in 1970. In 1980 that

number rose to 270,000. This year it is projected

to be 284,000. In the year 2000 a half million

Christians are expected to die for their faith.

More statistics fi"om Marty: 1.8 billion of the
^

world's population claims to be Christian—that's

exactly 33.3 percent of the human race, making

Christianity by far the most "popular" reUgion

(Muslims are second with 962 million). Of the

1.8 billion Christians, 1.2 billion are "practicing."

Makes one wonder: would a bit more prac-

ticing mean more or less martyr-ing?—;7p
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Once Rene Brunk climbed mountains for recreation.

Today he goes to shopping malls to talk with the

lonely, the depressed, and the disabled. See page 6.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

Every doomsayer
has been batting .000

From climbing mountains
to sitting in malls . . .

West Coast MCs, GCs
focus on evangelism . .
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But they did fight wars
in the Old Testament,
didn't they?

'ars are difficult times for those of us

who believe in the way of peace. Times
of conflict cause us to raise questions

about our position and to think through why we
believe as we do.

Last winter's Persian Gulf War was no excep-

tion. Out of the many questions that war raised,

one which surfaced again among Mennonites
was: what about war in the Old Testament?
What about it? To answer that we need to

look again at the biblical record. We must ob-

serve the ways war was fought and what God's

commands were in relation to these wars.

The horse figures prominently in the descrip-

tions of battles in the Bible, both as fact and as

metaphor. In this the Bible reflects a culture in

which the horse is an instrument of war (to this

day it continues as the symbol of the aggressive

strength of the conqueror).

The Egyptians used chariot horses to pursue

the Israelites and to pin them against the waters

of the Red Sea. But Yahweh acted as warrior

(Exod. 15:3), and the horses, chariots, and riders

of Pharaoh's army were drowned
—

"horse and
rider he has thrown into the sea" (Exod. 15:1).

At that time Israel used no horses. God did the

fighting; the people had only to "keep stUl"

(Exod. 14:14) and watch.

Not long after Israel entered the land of prom-
ise, a coalition of enemy kings from the north as-

sembled a great army, "in number like the sand

hy

Weldon
Schloneger



In Israel's early history, Yahweh acted

a« warrier and did the fighting, drown-

ing Pharaoh's horses in the Red Sea,

Israel had only to keep still and watch.

on the seashore, with very many horses and

chariots" (Josh. 11:4). Yahweh informed Joshua,

"I will hand over all of them, slain, to Israel."

And Yahweh instructed Joshua that when the

battle was over, Joshua was to hamstring every

horse belonging to the enemy. He was to sever

each horse's hamstring tendon, rendering them

useless as instruments of war. Israel was not to

depend on war-horses for victory but solely on

the miraculous power of Yahweh. Joshua

obeyed, cutting the hamstrings, burning the char-

iots. He accepted Yahweh' s poUcy of deliberate

military weakness.

King David's military policy differed from

Joshua's—and from Yahweh's original intent.

David developed a professional, standing army—
"his men" (2 Sam. 5:6). At the Euphrates River,

David and his foot soldiers and his cavalry de-

feated King Hadadezer. The tradition of ham-

stringing the horses of the enemy persisted, but

2 Sam. 8:4 reveals David yielding to the tempta-

tion to use the booty of war to increase his own

military strength: "David hamstrung all the char-

iot horses, but left enough for a hundred chari-

ots." Those one hundred horses were just so

beautiful, so powerful, so suitable for warfare, so

necessary for Israel's security that David felt he

had to have them.

David's theological schizophrenia mirrors

our own. While he saved enemy horses to

increase his military might, he wrote,

"Some take pride in chariots, and some in

horses, but our pride is in the name of the Lord

our God" (Ps. 20:7). And again, "The war horse

is a vain hope for victory, and by its great might

it cannot save" (Ps. 33:17). We say, "In God we

trust," while we find comfort and satisfaction in

the fact that Patriots are superior to Scuds.

Solomon followed in his father's military foot-

steps—and then some. He built 40,000 stalls for

chariot horses and owned 12,000 war-horses (1

Kings 4:26). He used his wealth to purchase war-

horses in the international weapons market. He
bought Egyptian horses for 150 shekels of silver

apiece, kept some, and resold others to the sur-

rounding nations at a profit, perhaps to maintain

the balance of power in the region (1 Kings 10:28-29),

In contrast to their original position of still-

ness, simply watching as Yahweh made war on

the Egyptian cavalry at the Red Sea, Israel

under Solomon fought with homebred horses, im-

ported horses, and captured enemy horses. They

called on God to bless them as they tried to

overcome enemies with superior horse power.

While the kings of Israel pursued their reli-

ance on war-horses, the prophets continued to

assert that Yahweh's power was not dependent

on worldly weapons systems. Both Elijah and

Elisha bore the descriptive nickname "the chari-

ots of Israel and its horsemen." The prophetic

word is Yahweh's true instrument of warfare,

more powerful than any cavalry. Isaiah restates

Yahweh's consistent word: "Alas for those who

go down to Egypt for help and who rely on

horses . . . their horses are flesh, and not spirit"

(Isa. 31:1a, 3b).

In
the end, it is the cavalry of Calvary that

will confront the cavalry of the enemy. The
red horse of slaughter, the black horse of fam-

ine, and the pale horse of death confront the

white horse and its rider (Rev. 6:1-8). The rider

of the white horse "is called Faithful and True,

and in righteousness he judges and makes war

He is clothed in a robe dipped in blood, and his

name is called The Word of God" (Rev. 19:11, 13).

Following the white horse are "the armies of

heaven, wearing fine linen, white and pure . . . fol-

lowing him on white horses" (Rev. 19:14). This

heavenly cavalry has but one weapon: the sharp

sword which comes firom the mouth of their com-

mander-in-chief, a sword which will strike down

the nations. Again, the Word alone is sufficient;

only the Word can conquer. The rebellious caval-

ries of the nations attack the King on the white

horse, but they are utterly destroyed by the

sword that comes from his mouth (Rev. 19:15-21).

The weakness of earthly cavalries has been ex-

posed. The war-horse, no matter what its degree

of high-tech sophistication, can never overcome

the powerful Word of truth spoken by the war-

rior on the white horse wearing the bloody robe

of Calvary.

So the question of war in the Old Testament

comes down to the transposition of letters in

one word: cavalry becomes Calvary. Just as

God's intention for Israel was to do without the

horse, so the events of Calvary call us not to

rely on instruments of war for our security.

Weldon Schloneger is the pastor of the Bethel

Mennonite Church in West Liberty, Ohio. He cred-

its Millard hind's work, Yahweh Is a Warrior, as

an important source for the ideas in this article.

In the end, the cavalry of

Calvary will confront the

horses of the enemy. In this

battle the Word will conquer.
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Every doomsayer has
been batting .000

by Frank Ramirez

The morning after the ceasefire in Iraq

took effect I caught a glimpse of Henry
Kissinger on the Today Show on TV.

Hey, I thought, don't I know you? Didn't you
used to be the antichrist?

It was back in the early 1970s, during my days
in California (otherwise known as the womb of

the gods). New religions pop up like puppies
there, and old ones take on new life. I had been
to Calvary Chapel a few times, enjoyed Chris-

tian rock, and was leaning again toward Christi-

anity as my religion of choice.

Those were apocalyptic times. The United
States was reeling in Vietnam and Cambodia. A
presidency was on the verge of toppling. Govern-
ments in Europe were experimenting with social-

ism. Belief in basic values was being questioned.

Books by writers such as Hal Lindsay confi-

dently pointed to current events as clear point-

ers to the end. The strident nature of their call

turned off some nonbelievers—and many beUev-
ers as well.

The world didn't end.

Henry Kissinger now dwells in that twUight

zone between his memoirs, Time magazine, and
interviews with perky wake-up hosts who have to

remind us who he was. And I'm happy to say
that even though the world didn't end, many of

those converts from that time when our nation

seemed to be falling apart are still beUevers.

Yet the same people are still publishing books
interpreting current events as clear pointers to

the end.

Saddam Hussein was only the most recent

of a number of antichrists touted by sin-

cere people of faith. To be honest, Hus-
sein was not much of an antichrist. The emperor
wore no clothes, and the mother of all battles

turned into a lulu of a rout.

Nevertheless, in a short amount of time
Saddam created a tremendous furor among
preachers and believers regarding his place in

bibUcal prophecy. Books appeared with the
speed of a blitzkrieg affirming the end was near.

(Alas for the publishing trade, such books quickly

have become dated.) There were reports on Na-
tional Public Radio of children who came to school
crying because of what they had heard at church.

Attempts to match current world events to

Armageddon are nothing new. The events of a
millennium ago doubtlessly will be repeated dur-

ing the months leading to that moment in the

year 2000 when the odometer turns over and we
get to see all those zeros pop up.

The danger of those who cry "Wolf!" is that

they distract potential believers from the true

facts of the gospel—that no one knows the hour
this will occur. We are such things as dreams
are made of, and in his own time the dreamer
will cry "Wake!" to the sleepers and bring us all

to the new world of the morning.

Vemard EUer has written the best book on
the subject

—

The Most Revealing Book of the

Bible. It is currently out of print but available in

an authorized study edition through the Univer-

sity of La Verne (Calif.). Vernard points out that

every doomsayer has been batting .000. Is it fair

to assume, he asks, that God would reveal a mes-
sage about which every single generation but
one would be doomed to a false interpretation?

His book suggests that a more biblical approach
to the book of Revelation is to take its message
of salvation seriously instead of literally, espe-

cially since no one agrees with another on what
it literally says. The Bible promises that no one
will know the hour of the end but that all will

know what is expected of them. Revelation,

then, presents a gospel consistent with the rest

of the Bible.

Every preacher who stands up and identi-

fies the date and time, including those

who pointed to Hussein and Iraq as the

keys to understanding, while making an honest
mistake, ends up looking stupid in the eyes of

the world. And all of Christendom looks foolish

in the process.

All people of faith take a beating from these
speculations. The materialists thrive on those

who make a spectacle of themselves, since it con-
firms their fondest suspicions.

I suggest a moratorium on hysteria about the
end. I'd like my fellow preachers to think twice

before failing again at the game of biblical proph-
ecy. I suggest we all take a deep breath and calm
down, and that believers in general get back to the

business of the gospel. There are enough hurting

people who need what we have to offer to keep us
busy until the end really comes.

And you know, I've got a funny feeling: if we
just stop looking and pointing and matching, the
show really will close.

Frank Ramirez is pastor of Elkhart Valley

Church of the Brethren, Elkhart, Ind. This article

first appeared in Messenger, publication of the

Church of the Brethren.
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Prevention beats the cure
Your editorial "Children of the Saw-

dust Trail" (June 4) reminded me of

the ongoing debate concerning the age

to make a Christian commitment.

Our children are talking about drugs,

sex, pregnancy, birth control, and alco-

hol long before junior high. By then

both male and female are showing up
as patients in our nation's pregnancy,

family planning, and venereal disease

clinics. If our preadolescent children

are beginning to make these adult deci-

sions, then why are they not challenged

to make the most important decision

—

to follow Jesus as Savior and Lord for

life?

As I work with these sexually active

young adolescents, I am overcome with

sadness. I believe that had the good

news of the gospel become a real live

factor in their lives, then they would

not be needing these health care ser-

vices.

I personally believe my own preado-

lescent decision to become a follower of

Jesus has saved me from many irrevers-

ible and avoidable heartaches. The gos-

pel is good news for our children too!

B. E. Beiler

San Antonio, Tex.

Calling evil good
Gospel Herald is being degraded in its

Christian witness by publishing letters

that uphold homosexuality.

What if some one unlearned in the

Scripture should beUeve them? "Woe
unto them that call evil good" (Isa.

5:20).

Arvilla J. Bechtel

Spring City, Pa.

An idea for peace
in the Middle East
There is no way Israel can submit to

President Bush's and James Baker's re-

quests to give up territory for a peace

treaty with Arab nations. They cannot

discontinue the expansion of settle-

ments in the disputed territories or ban

Ethiopian Hebrews from these settle-

ments. Yitzhak Shamir is well aware of

Jehovah's promise that Israel should oc-

cupy the land from the river of Egypt

to the Euphrates. To give up some of

this land would only let enemies come
closer to their goal: the extinction of Is-

rael.

Even though wealthy Arab nations

could easily resettle displaced Arabs,

some of us Bible-believing, Christ-trust-

ing peacemakers want to help provide

them an opportunity for self-support

and productivity. So we've come up
with this plan:

We propose building small dams in

the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, along

with the larger ones that Turkey is

building. These would avoid any water

being wasted at flood time. This water

of eastern Turkey could be equitably

distributed to the Middle East, giving

displaced Arabs opportunities for bet-

ter irrigation farming and community vo-

cations.

This proposal was first made to Presi-

dent Bush, James Baker, and Menno-
nite Central Committee on March 21.

We had an appreciative response from

Shamir, stating, "We hope that before

long we shall be able to sit with neigh-

boring Arab states to discuss these

problems, which are the really impor-

tant problems of the area."

Paul E. Hooley

West Liberty, Ohio

Only one side

of the story

I was disappointed by your news item

"Traditional Hutterites Cut Ties with

Newer Communities" (June 11). It is

misleading since it gives only one side

of the picture.

It is not true that all traditional

Hutterites have cut ties with the newer

communities. It is true that the Lehrer

and Dariusleut Elders have sent a let-

ter stating this, but the letter is based

on a great deal of misinformation.

There were only 40 ministers present

when this letter was formulated. There

are many Lehrer and Darius ministers

who are completely opposed to this let-

ter.

Just this April we had a joint East

and West conference to which over 100

brothers and sisters came from South

Dakota, Minnesota, and Canada. We
have had 14 intermarriages between the

East and the West, including two of my
own children. We have started jointly a

community in Germany, which is also

being financed by western colonies. So

you can see that we will not so easily

be separated.

Please do not call us "The Society of

Brothers." We are Hutterites. The Soci-

ety of Brothers has been dead for many
years. It simply does not exist anymore.

Johann Christoph Arnold

Elder of Hutterian Brethren

Rifton, N.Y.
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To understand the ideal

and to apply it today
Levi Miller's classification of me with

the "fallen contemporary Mennonitism"
school of Anabaptist studies ("Search-

ing for a Usable Past," June 25) led me
to reflect both on his category and my
being in it. Of course all human culture,

including the church, falls short of its vi-

sion and ideals. In this sense 16th-cen-

tury Anabaptism, as well as

contemporary Mennonitism, are part of

the fallen condition.

What Miller's classification does not

enunciate is the concern those of us

have who studied with Bender. We are

concerned to understand the Anabap-
tist "ideal" and apply it usefully to our

present Mennonite situation. We are

convinced that the "ideal," although

not perfect, was a faithful reflection of

the biblical witness to Christ for the 16th

century. And we are concerned to find

how it might help us get our bearings in

the confusion of present-day pluralism.

While we do not dispute that the so-

cial origins of the Anabaptist move-
ments of the 16th century were diverse,

we nevertheless affirm a common vision

and ideal toward which they aspired.

And it was that vision which gave defini-

tion to the movements as "Anabaptist."

What does this vision call us to today?

C. Norman Kraus
Harrisonburg, Va.

Another look at history

Mattie Marie Mast's article, "What
Shall We Do with 1492?" (June 11) re-

minded me of questions which con-

fronted me while doing research into

my family's genealogical history. I

found that on May 10, 1728, several of

my Mennonite ancestors in eastern

Pennsylvania signed a petition with

many other Mennonite neighbors of

Colebrook Dale to "petition Cxovemor
Gordon, praying for relief against what
they suffered, and were likely to suffer,

fi'om the Indians, who had fallen upon
the back inhabitants about Falkner's

Schwamm and Goshenhoppen."
Mattie's questions are even tougher

than she suggests. To say that the

lands our European ancestors settled in

this country were "purchased" mis-

states the larger part of history. Trea-

ties were continuously broken by the

government; there was endless land-

grabbing by a variety of westward mov-
ing people. It is certainly true that we
who are not indigenous to this land

have "benefited from the violence" of

the American expansion.

Not only did our European ancestors

come to "own" land (ownership of

Mother Earth being totally unknown
and adverse to Native American reli-

gions) that had been stolen from the

original caretakers of the land, the 1728

petition shows that at least on one occa-

sion they also petitioned the govern-

ment for "relief from the Indians.

What kind of relief were they expecting

from government to which they did not

swear allegiance? Did they ever call for

adherence to existing treaties between
the nations?

I do not know what attempts were
made by our white Mennonite ances-

tors to develop communication and
friendship and respect between them-
selves and the native peoples. Did any

of them ever come to recognize the orig-

inal inhabitants as more than mere ge-

neric "Indians"?

Dennis Glanzer

Flagstaff, Ariz.

"The sword is ordained of God
outside the perfection of Christ"
Was the Gulf War a massive mistake,

as many Mennonites believe? I'm not

sure. I'm a pacifist, but nations are not

addressed in the Sermon on the Mount.
While I'm convinced that rational alter-

natives exist to nearly all wars, at least

a few seem virtually inevitable. The war
against Nazi Germany seems to be an il-

lustration of the latter.

Yes, the struggle against Hitler cost

tens of millions of lives, vast property

damage, and almost incalculable na-

tional treasure. But the alternative

would probably have been a Nazi Em-
pire brutally imposed for generations

upon many peoples. Was the war worse
than such a triumphant reich?

If Saddam Hussein had not been op-

posed by military force, he would have

been in control of 20 to 30 percent of

the world's oU. He might have driven

oU prices through the ceiling, to the det-

riment of the entire world. With his mili-

tary establishment, his vaulting

ambition, and his disregard for other peo-

ples, he was a loose cannon on a

crowded, heaving deck.

Could long-term sanctions have roped
him in? Apart from the issue that sanc-

tions themselves are an application of

force, I doubt if they would have been
enough to subdue the enormously stub-

bom Saddam.

Am I then upholding the concept of

"just war"? I don't like the term. It's an

abstract intellectual contrivance. There
are so many qualifications that perhaps
no war in history would have met all

the tests.

If I say that at least a few wars are

virtually inevitable, and also that as a

pacifist I could not fight in any of them,

am I not in a paradoxical position? If I

am, it is because a paradox has been
built into the biblical materials.

What is the paradox? The first half is

that the state is not addressed in the

Sermon on the Mount and that Rom.
13 gives the state a sword. If it has a

sword to maintain said order, can it be
expected never to use that sword to

maintain international order—or even

to defend its very existence? The sec-

ond half is that the individual commit-

ted Christian is called upon to heed
Matt. 5:38-48 and other Scriptures.

It may be that we need some version

of a two-kingdom position: the spiritual

kingdom of Christ and the material

kingdom of the state, with Christ's king-

dom of course being superior. But I

don't tell the state, "Do as you please;

it's no business of mine." I dialogue

with the state. I have a prophetic obliga-

tion. I suggest alternatives to military

action. I say to my country, "Your ac-

tions must be in line with the demo-
cratic principles that are rooted in your

history." And I appeal to biblical princi-

ples of justice.

The core of my concern is that Men-
nonites should not try to transform the

state into a nonresistant Christian. Ap-
ples cannot become oranges, nor frogs

princes. As John W. Miller implied in

"What Do We Really Believe About the

State?" (May 28) we need to read again

the 1527 Anabaptist Schleitheim Confes-

sion. In dealing with the state, Schleit-

heim declared, "The sword is ordained of

God outside the perfection of Christ."

Stanley Shenk
Goshen, Ind.

What does "606" signal?

With reference to the Mennoscope
item, "Mennonite Anthem" (June 11): I

must confess I too have considered ac-

quiring a "vanity" license plate for my
car. Until now I've refrained. What are

we saying about our "simple" lifestyle

with vanity plates? And what kind of

signal does "MH 606" send?

Jim Maust
Schwenksville, Pa.
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From climbing mountains to sitting

Depression is a common enemy of any-

one with a problem. We compare our-

selves with people more fortunate than
we. We also must look the other way.

by Jane Herstine Friesen

For most of us, malls are places to shop.

They're not the places we think about visit-

ing when we want to talk with people. And
few of us take the time when we're shopping a

maU to talk to the handicapped we might see

there.

Rene Brunk of Trinity Mennonite Church in

Glendale, Ariz., does all of them, however. He
goes to malls with a purpose: to stop and sit and
talk with strangers; to share of himself and learn

from others.

It was not always so. Rene was once an ener-

getic outdoorsman who loved to camp and climb

mountains for as long as he can remember. He
and his wife, Diane (Byler), met at Rocky Moun-
tain Mennonite Camp in Colorado and often

climbed Pike's Peak together that summer. They
were married in 1977 at Hesston Mennonite
Church.

Rene did his 1-W alternative service at

Hesston College, working as a cook. After his

marriage, he worked in construction, painted

houses, and cooked.

About eight years ago, Rene began to have

physical problems which doctors could not diag-

nose. Finally, after three years of testing, the ver-

dict came: multiple sclerosis (MS). To learn at

age 32 that his chance at a lifetime ceireer was
gone and that his mountain-climbing days were
over was a fearful and tragic discovery for Rene.

How has this affected his life? Physically, his

right arm and leg are affected, which slows down
his motor ability. Rene has no balance, so he

walks with a cane. A few years ago, he had to

stop working.

To fill his days and challenge his mind and
hands, Rene began taking an oil painting class

Rene Brunk (left) visiting in a shopping

mall: "I like to find people on the

fringes, those who are ignored and
neglected in a group or in the mall.

"

three times a week. Since he can no longer

climb mountains, he now paints mountain
scenes. He also works on other subjects.

Rene says, "I believe God gave me the talent

to paint. There are no limits to what I can put
on canvas." He enjoys expanding his imagination

and talent with paint and brush.

"I was always very health conscious, as is my
family," Rene says. "So where does MS come
from? No one knows."

As his illness progressed, Rene became de-

pressed. But that depression was short-lived. He
did not want to live in defeat. "Wherever I went,

I saw other handicapped people much worse off

than I. One man had no legs—they were ampu-
tated up to his trunk," he recalls. "But he

walked with his hands and scooted along on the

floor. In spite of an obvious handicap, he was de-

termined to keep going. And he had a good atti-

tude!

"I noticed other handicapped people were smil-

ing, and I wasn't! I thought, 'I better go home
and read my Bible and pray. Something is wrong
with me!'

"

The number one enemy of MS patients is de-

pression," Rene says. "But it is a common
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in malls

enemy of anyone with a problem. We often com-
pare ourselves up, with people more fortunate

than we." We also need to look the other way, at

those less fortunate than we.

Rene observes that too many Christians with

handicaps or other problems succumb to self-

pity and live in defeat. He wants Christ to be

his help and strength to root out self-pity and de-

pression, and he wants to help others be over-

comers as well.

"I know God is with me every moment," he

says, with his ever-ready smile and merry hazel

eyes. Rene's voice is gentle as he goes on, "He
helps me, guides me, and speaks to me. And I

want to be more sensitive to the Spirit to learn

what God wants me to do. It's taken years to

process this and get where I am today. It

doesn't happen overnight."

Rene and Diane took hospice training before

he had MS. Now Diane works at Glencroft Re-
tirement Center in Glendale. Rene has always en-

joyed older people so he began visiting the resi-

dents. They tell him, "You cheered me up," and
he responds, "You cheered me too." If they say

they're lonely, he tells them, "God is only a

thought away. Why don't you talk to him? If we com-

Most people are too busy to

stop and visit with the handi-
capped. They are like those

who pa^s by on the other side,

mune with God and talk to him, he's right there."

Rene believes, "We need an awareness that

God wants to help us, but we have to ask." He
adds, "Asking does not mean being cured. It

may and it may not mean that."

Having gained confidence from his work with

the elderly, several years ago Rene began visit-

ing with handicapped people at city malls in

Glendale and Phoenix. He wanted to broaden
his ministry of listening and caring.

"The handicapped are everywhere!" he says.

"I probably see them before others do. Every-
one has a handicap, but many are not as obvious
as those who have a physical one. Some have so-

cial, mental, emotional, or spiritual handicaps."

Rene recalls experiences in church and Sun-
day school as a youth when he'd have to witness

to people. "I'd always get lockjaw, poured in con-

crete!" But since his bout with MS, he has grad-

ually overcome his reticence to speak with

strangers.

Rene says, "People go to the mall to buy some-
thing. If they are sitting, it's not because they
want to but because they have to. They're sit-

ting ducks—a captive audience!" He approaches
them slowly, walking with his cane.

"Are you having a good day?" he asks. They're
suspicious of his motives and wonder what he's

selling or what he wants. Sometimes it takes a

while before they drop their defenses. He in-

sists, "I just want to know how you really are."

Rene feels deeply with these people with

whom life has been unfair, particularly handi-

capped men who were once strong and virile.

Now many feel they are less of a man. Once
they realize he is for real, they relax and begin

to share with him what they feel. He finds that

both men and women are hungry for kindness

and love, for someone who truly cares and appre-
ciates them.

If they ask, he tells them he's a Christian, but
he wants to keep the conversation as neutral as

possible. Rene believes God has given him a gift

to speak to people. He sees a big lack in their

lives and believes the church is failing by not

helping to meet this need in our society.

"Most people are just too busy to stop and
visit with the handicapped. They are like those

who passed by the man lying on the road from
Jerusalem to Jericho," he laments. "I like to find

the people on the fringes, those who are ignored

and neglected in a group or in the mall."

Jane Herstine Friesen is a free-lance writer who
lives in Phoenix, Ariz.

Mountains
are still a

favorite with

Rene. What
once he

climbed now
he paints.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Relief agencies say funds strained

by large number of disasters

Religious relief agencies say contribu-

tions are up, but the unusual number of

natural disasters and war-related trage-

dies in the first half of 1991 have put a

severe strain on supplies of food and
other aid. The wild card in their ability to

respond, say spokespersons for these

groups, is the amount of media attention

a particular disaster generates. For exam-
ple, they say, the plight of Kurdish refu-

gees and Bangladesh cyclone victims got

intense media coverage, and contribu-

tions poured in. But long-term problems
like famine in Africa do not attract as

much attention and thus contributions are

not as high. (RNS)

Christian universities come under fire

for seeking tax-free bonds
Jerry Falwell's Liberty University is not

the only school to come under fire for

seeking tax-free government bonds to fi-

nance building projects. Church-and-
state separationists have targeted two

more institutions: Pat Robertson's Re-
gent University in Virginia Beach, Va.,

and David Lipscomb University, a Church
of Christ school in Nashville, charging

that both should be constitutionally

barred from such funding arrangements.

Americans United for Separation of

Church and State contends that Regent's

request for $10 million in tax-free city

bonds to build 14 off-campus dormitories

should be denied because the school pro-

vides theological training. "We have no
problem with Pat Robertson running his

school any way he wants to. But we don't

expect the government to subsidize it for

him," Joe Conn of Americans United said.

Americans for Religious Liberty filed

suit against $15 million in tax-exempt

bonds issued to Lipscomb for building

construction because the university re-

quires daily Bible classes and chapel at-

tendance. Last January, the Virginia Su-

preme Court struck down a $60 million

bond issue to Liberty because it man-
dates chapel attendance and expects stu-

dents to adhere to certain doctrines. (NIRR)

Reports on sexual concerns dominate
Presbyterian assembly
Debate over a controversial document

on human sexuality dominated the 1991

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church (USA), but the assembly reached
agreement on a number of other issues,

including a new statement of faith. In a

separate vote, delegates adopted a policy

dealing with sexual misconduct by clergy.

Delegates to the gathering approved a

new policy that provides ways for victims

of misconduct by clergy to seek redress

within the 2.9-million-member church.

That followed on the heels of a vote that

overwhelmifigly rejected a human sexual-

ity document, which had recommended a

new sexual ethic that questioned such

traditional Christian standards of conduct

as prohibition of sex outside of marriage.

The "Brief Statement of Faith" was the

product of seven years of work and study.

The 80-line document uses language that

is intended to be free of gender bias and
also makes implicit references to environ-

mentalism and ordination of women. (RNS)

"RBIhasgiven me a solidScripturalfoundationfrom
which I can confidently evaluate other world views. The
dedicated instructors, drawingfrom a wealth of experi-

ence and study, have taught me that God's Word is the

standard against which other norms are measured. It is

this legacy of integrity andfaithfulness that I hope to pass
on to others as Ibegin the adventure ofpastoral ministry.

"

Roger Hazen
1991 graduate of RBI's Pastoral Ministries Program

ROSEDALE BIBLE INSTITUTE

The Pastoral Ministries Program is:

a two-year program with a core of general and
biblical studies,

specialized courses in pastoral ministry,

supervised personal/pastoral formation.

For more information write or call:

2270 Rosedale Road • Irwin, OH 43029 • 614-857-1311

Thomas, Roger, Caleb, Sharon and Emily Hazen
First pastorate: Beemer Mennonite Church, Neb.
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CHURCH NEWS

West Coast MCs and GCs focus
on evangelism at joint meeting

Canby, Ore. fGCMCj—Evangelism re-

ceived top billing at the annual meeting

of Pacific District of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church when it met
jointly with Pacific Coast Conference of

the Mennonite Church here June 21-23.

Marilyn Miller, secretary for evangelism

and church planting for the GC Commis-
sion on Home Ministries, addressed the

theme "Evangelism: Sharing Joy in Our
Worid."

"The great commission is the last thing

Jesus told the church to do—and it is the

last thing churches do," Miller said. "God
wants us to go to all nations with our

peace witness and evangelism.

She said "the advantage of a multi-

cultural church is that we receive the gifts

of other cultures. Jesus knew how to

receive"—a skill that would strengthen the

witness of the Mennonite church. "Men-
nonites are good at giving, but do we know
how to accept the gifts of others?"

Among the churches in the West, the

answer may be yes. It seems they have

gained at least modest success in drawing

members from diverse ethnic groups, as

witnessed by worship services led by Ig-

lesia Menonita Penticostes, a presenta-

tion by Hmong Mennonite leader Shoua
Moua, the news of two more Hispanic

church planting projects, and the Sunday-
morning bulletin with a congregational

response printed in four languages.

Business sessions were held separately

for MC and GC delegates the first morn-
ing. Both groups bid farewell to Harold

Hochstetler, retiring conference minister

for Pacific District and Pacific Coast Con-
ference. Larry Hauder, pastor of Hyde
Park Mennonite Church, Boise, Idaho,

will succeed Hochstetler in the half-time

position as of Sept. 15.

Announcing Hauder' s appointment at a

joint business session was a minor faux
pas, considering the MC side did not vote

on it until later. The GCs had earlier

accepted Hauder's appointment which
was made by a committee of their district.

For Pacific Coast Conference, however,

his nomination had to pass the entire

delegate body. As it happened, Hauder's
nomination sailed through.

The event served as an example of the

differing styles of governing by the GCs
and MCs. The joint session featured a

dialogue between outgoing moderators
Clayton Auemheimer of Pacific District

and Richard Headings of Pacific Coast
Conference.

"On the MC side we talk about matters

and work toward oneness," Headings said

Richard Headings (left), outgoing moderator of

Pacific Coast Conference, introduces Larry

Hauder, the new half-time conference minister

for his conference and the GC Pacific District.

of governing by consensus. "Sometimes
we end up in a holding pattern. The GCs
discuss an issue for a certain amount of

time and then vote on it."

Auemheimer earlier had made a joke

about this, saying that the GCs finished

their business session two minutes shy of

the scheduled three hours. A weary MC
delegate responded, "Maybe next year,"

noting the addition of a second Pacific

Coast Conference business meeting.

Steve Ratzlaff, pastor of the dually

affiliated Seattle (Wash.) Mennonite
Church, said, "Pacific Coast Conference

skirts around issues. Often a controversial

topic is tabled and never comes back.

Pacific District is prone to confront is-

sues, get them out in the open."

Philosophical differences as well as geo-

graphic distances present hurdles for

West Coast Mennonites. Pacific District

includes five states: Washington, Oregon,

Idaho, California, and Arizona. From Se-

attle to Tucson measures some 2,000

miles. The MC conferences are divided

differently, with Pacific Coast Conference

covering Oregon, Washington, and Idaho,

and Southwest Conference taking Califor-

nia and Arizona.

Last year Pacific District met jointly

with Southwest Conference and adopted

a plan for each congregation to consider

dual affiliation. This year the Integration

Committee for the three groups reported

on a survey that showed "overwhelming

support" for a merger between the MC
and GC denominations.

—

Beth Hege

Manitoba group proposes
radical new plan
for farmers in trouble

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—A radical new
form of land ownership which could help

farmers get out from under crushing debt
loads is being proposed by a Mennonite
Central Committee-supported agricul-

tural concerns group in Manitoba. The
new concept, called "land trust," would
find debt-ridden farmers transferring title

of their land to a community-based trust.

The trust would use its nonprofit status

to obtain grants, low-interest loans, and
donations from a variety of sources to pay
off debts owed to banks and other lending

institutions.

The idea is being promoted by Stew-

ards of the Land, an ecumenical group

supported by Manitoba's Mennonite, An-
glican, Catholic, and United churches.

The goal of the group is to foster commu-
nity in rural Manitoba and promote re-

sponsible farming practices. Around 85

percent of the group's budget is provided

by MCC.
The idea of land trusts is not a new one;

housing, conservation, and land trusts

exist in British Columbia and a number
of American states. Through a trust the

community is able to provide long-term

security for farm families, promote earth

stewardship by requiring farmers to use

sound conservation practices, and pre-

serve productive farmland from develop-

ment.

The trust also keeps money in the com-
munity. According to Ray Epp, coordina-

tor of Stewards of the Land, Manitoba
farmers paid over $200 million last year

to service their debts. Most of this money
went to lending institutions outside the

community, he says. "But it would stay at

home if a community land trust was the

source of financial support, rather than a

bank."

Farmers who participate in a land trust

would stiU make the day-to-day decisions

about how the farm is run, as well as

building up and selling equity in the op-

eration. The farmer would also continue

to own the buildings, livestock, and ma-
chinery. But the trust would own the

land—the farmer would only lease it.

"Individual ownership of land has al-

ways been the cornerstone of farming in

western Canada," Epp says. "But this

idea may have to change if farmers hope
to get out of the huge debt many find

themselves in."

—

John Longhurst
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CHURCH NEWS

Goshen College among
top international schools

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—A new report puts

the Goshen College international educa-

tion program squarely among the best in

the United States. "In the Nation's Ser-

vice: The Contributions of Its Interna-

tional Liberal Arts Colleges" lists 52 pri-

vate schools whose graduates receive

more than their fair share of prestigious

positions in government and academe.

Goshen College president Victor

Stoltzfus joined his colleagues at the

other schools in a conference at Beloit

(Wis.) College, the home of the study. He
was one of four asked to tell what it means
to be an "international college."

For the report, the authors examined

the number of students earning degrees

in foreign languages, studying abroad, and
attending from a foreign country. In an

article on the conference, The Chronicle

of Higher Education singled out Goshen
College because of the 80-85 percent of

its students who go to another country,

mainly through Study-Service Term.

Notice by the Chronicle is good news in

itself, said Stoltzfus, who is quoted in the

publication. "I believe this is the first time

we have gotten any kind of write-up from

them," he said.

Members of the newly formed "Interna-

tional 50" plan to meet again in 1992 and

cooperate year 'round, since the large

research universities snag most federal

international funds and programs.
Though they produce less than 2 percent

of all college graduates, the 52 smaller

schools contribute more than 10 percent

of the students to graduate schools of

international affairs, more than 9 percent

of the doctoral degree recipients in inter-

national fields, and a significant part of

America's diplomatic service.

While Goshen College has yet to pro-

duce an American ambassador, many
alumni go on to graduate school and serve

in academic, church, and social programs.

For example, former professor Henry
Weaver helped administer international

programs for the University of California

after helping found SST, and LaMarr
Kopp, a graduate and former faculty

member, became Pennsylvania State

University's vice-president for interna-

tional education.

Many of the colleges represented in the

study are elite institutions whose students

come from rich and powerful families,

Stoltzfus said. Any potential students, or

their cost-conscious parents, looking at

the list can see a bargain in Goshen
College. "I'll bet our tuition is the lowest,"

Stoltzfus said.

—

Wayne Steffen

Jennifer Lindberg (right) gets help on her "How
Many" project from Patricia King.

VSer creates mural
to mourn deaths
in Persian Gulf War
San Antonio, Tex.—Jennifer Lindberg,

a Voluntary Service worker here with

Mennonite Board of Missions, remembers
that as a child she was deeply affected by
the story of Sadako and the 1,000 Paper
Cranes. Sadako, a young girl who died of

the radiation exposure she suffered in the

bombing of Hiroshima, undertook to fold

1,000 paper cranes before her death, in a

quiet yet poignant stand for peace.

This past spring, in the wake of the

Persian Gulf War, Lindberg herself felt

prompted to find a creative and hopeful

way to witness for peace. The peace proj-

ect that she began in March was bom of

her need to better understand the statis-

tics cited by the American press during

the Gulf War, and thus grieve the lives

lost in the conflict.

The "How Many Is 100,000?" project is

an enormous mural literally overflowing

with human figures. Comprised of panels

2 feet by 4 feet, each containing about 250

figures, the finished mural will consist of

450 panels, together containing pictures

of some 100,000 people.

"I chose that number," Lindberg ex-

plains, "because that was the initial esti-

mate of collective casualties in the Per-

sian Gulf War. Estimates now range from

200,000 to 300,000. Although 100,000 is

merely a representative number, it is still

enormous; I have a hard time imagining

how big that number really is."

The project grew from this need to

"see" a number. Recalling the impact that

the story of Sadako's 1,000 cranes had
made upon her as a child and the feeling

of loss that she had experienced when
viewing "that seemingly endless list of

names" at the Vietnam War Memorial Ln

Washington, D.C., Lindberg decided that

her peace project, too, would be a means
of helping others to visuahze a seemingly

incomprehensible number.
When the project is finished, Lindberg

hopes to display the mural in churches

and schools. "The purpose of this proj-

ect," she reflects, "is to remind adults and
to teach kids that war is a tragedy, regard-

less of what your particular views on the

Persian Gulf are. War is not Hollywood;

war is not Rambo. The people who die in

war are not actors who can get up and
walk away when the filming is over."

Although it is currently only 10 percent

complete, the mural is already an awe-in-

spiring sight; the 45 existing panels em-
body a dizzying array of people of all ages

and races. No expected date of comple-

tion has been set.

The speed with which the mural grows

depends in part upon thie help that

Lindberg receives. Schoolchildren and

church groups, as well as friends and
relatives, have already contributed to the

project by donating money and by helping

to cut out figures for the mural.

Although the mural may not be finished

until next year, Lindberg and those who
have been assisting her already sense the

value of the "How Many" project. "My
dream for this mural is that it provide a

vehicle for mourning and thus for heal-

ing," says Lindberg.

People interested in helping with the

project are invited to contact Lindberg at

the VS unit, 602 Mission St., San Antonio,

TX 78210.—Patricia Kins
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Younger people move
into MCC service

at 'brisk pace'

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—Is Mennonite
Central Committee having trouble at-

tracting younger people to service? Over
the past few years the agency has worried

that younger people, including the large

"baby boomer" group, would not be will-

ing to make commitments for 2-5 years.

A recent survey shows that fear to be
unfounded. Some 82 percent of MCC's
960 workers are under the age of 45. Of
that number, 54 percent are "boomers,"

while 28 percent are ages 18-29—a group

often referred to as "busters." In the first

half of this year 33 percent of applications

came from "boomers," while 49 percent

came from "busters."

The bulk of leadership at MCC, at the

field and office levels, comes from the

"boomer" age-group. At MCC Canada
headquarters, 72 percent of office staff

come from the "boomer" category.

According to MCC Canada acting exec-

utive director Larry Kehler, the survey

results show that "boomers have moved
into leadership at MCC more fully than I

first thought." At the Board of Directors

level, however, "this age-group is only

thinly represented," he says.

Despite this, Kehler concludes that "the

management ofMCC is being transferred

into younger hands at an appropriately

brisk pace."

Third Mennonite church
established in Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii (MBM)—A second

English-speaking Mennonite congrega-

tion is underway in the Honolulu area.

Worship services began in April in Wai-
pahu, a rapidly growing area about 15

miles west of the city and near Pearl

Harbor. Gary and Judy Morris are leading

the new group, called New Life Christian

Fellowship Leeward. They continue to

lead the older group as well.

Some 35-40 people attended the first

service at Waipahu Elementary School.

Two people became Christians that eve-

ning, and the first home Bible study group
began in May.
Morrises are being assisted in the new

work by the three other members of the

leadership team of the mother church.

New Life Christian Fellowship Honolulu.

The third Mennonite congregation in

Hawaii is a Vietnamese church led by
James and Ruth Stauffer.

Irvin Weaver, MBM vice-president for

home ministries who visited Hawaii re-

cently, pointed out Morrises' good work
in developing local leaders. "The three

other persons on the leadership team

—

Paul Horiuchi, Junior Godoy, and Peter

Lewis—are taking more responsibility for

the parent church," he noted. Two others

are in training. The parent church, accord-

ing to Weaver, reflects the ethnic diversity

of Honolulu, with white people in the mi-

nority. Attendance is about 60 each Sunday.

The church planting efforts in Honolulu
are a cooperative effort of MBM and
Lancaster and Franconia conferences.

Retired professor offers

to help congregations
with computer setup

Harrisonburg, Va.—"Congregations
need help setting up new computers and
training people to use them. Art Smucker
is available to do just that." So reported

Ken Reinford to the Council of Mennonite
Computer Users, which met here.

Smucker, retired chemistry professor

and former director of academic comput-
ing at Goshen CoUege, has offered to help

congregations with computer installation

and training on a voluntary service basis.

In return for travel expenses and hookups
for his recreational vehicle, he will spend
up to a week on location providing sup-

port for congregations beginning to use

computers. Interested congregations may
contact him at Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

Another highlight of the computer
group's meeting was approval of a draft

statement on "Computerized Informa-

tion: The Ethical Use of Personal
Information" as a study document. Con-
gregations and church agencies need to

be aware of the potential for misuse of

data, said Nancy Floyd. Individuals and
groups may obtain copies of the docu-

ment and offer their responses by con-

tacting Floyd at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Reinford also reported that the Congre-
gational Systems Committee, which he
chairs, has again updated its recommen-
dations for computers in the congrega-

tion. Copies of the recommendation are

available from him at Provident Book-
store, Lancaster Shopping Center, 1625

Lititz Pk., Lancaster, PA 17601.

It all starts

on July 30
The big week for

which Carlos Romero
and Miriam Book have

invested hours, days.

nights, and months begins on July 30.

Q. What's one special feature you've

planned?

A. Mim: I've asked people to give

seven brief Vision 95 stories during the

General Assembly sessions. There will

also be a 30-minute Vision 95 staff

report. I look forward to hearing these

stories on stewardship, pastoring in a

city that previously had no Mennonite
fellowship, developing new leaders

within a congregation, and global wit-

ness. In two of the worship services

adults will have an opportunity to make
a public commitment or recommitment
to a deeper walk with God and to

stewardship and mission.

A. Carlos: The youth will hear Chris-

tian musician Phil Kaeggy in a concert,

and after the daylong trip to the coast,

will have a picnic and BASH (Bible

And Song Hour) in downtown Eugene.

Q. What would you like people to do
who won't be at Oregon 91?

A. Mim: Oregon 91 sets the stage for

the Ufe and work of our church for the

next two years. In that sense we're all

involved in Oregon 91. I encourage

brothers and sisters across the church to

read the pre-Assembly and post-Assem-

bly reports in the various church papers

and to pray for the leading of God's Spirit

in all the activities of the week.

A. Carlos: I would urge people to

pray for the youth that they might
commit or recommit themselves to the

life of the church as they ponder what
"Dying to Live" means in their life.

Q. What will you do after Oregon 91?

A. Carlos: I will spend a week of

vacation with my family. Then I look

forward to the process of evaluation of

the whole convention experience.

A. Mim: I will spend a couple days
on holiday in Oregon with members of

my family. I will spend another week-
end in a spiritual retreat. And I look

forward to sitting down with Carlos and
other staff to evaluate the Oregon 91

event and to sort out what that means
for the 1993 convention.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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• New Franconia church. Fran-

conia Conference is establishing

a congregation in the fast-grow-

ing Audubon-Oaks suburb of

Phoenixville, Pa. Word of Joy
Community Church, as it is

called, is led by Jim and Millie

Maust, who previously served

pastorates in Harrisonville, Mo.,

and Harleysville, Pa. The
emerging church is currently

looking for a meeting place and
is planning a telephone cam-
paign to invite community peo-

ple to the first worship service.

The church-planting project is

supported by six other Menno-
nite congregations in the area.

• New church building. Moore-
park Mennonite Church of

Three Rivers, Mich., has out-

grown its building and hopes to

erect a new structure in a new
location. Landlocked in its pres-

ent site, the 45-year-old congre-

gation purchased a six-acre prop-

erty two miles closer to town. At
the time of the purchase five

years ago, the members agreed to

begin construction after 80 per-

cent of the funds were raised.

They are eager to start soon, but

are still short of their goal. So
they are currently inviting people

in other areas to help them.

• Cambodian congregation. A
Mennonite congregation that was

started over a year ago for Chinese

immigrants in the western part of

Philadelphia is now predominantly

Cambodian and relocated in the

southern part of the city. Called

Philadelphia Mennonite Church of

Life, it was founded by Ted Yao,

who retired last fall. Since January,

the congregation has been renting

space in a United Methodist
church building. The pastor is

Luke Stoltzfus, and he is assisted

by Sarin Lay, a Cambodian man,

and Mary Chang, a Chinese
woman.

• AMBS summer school. The
new summer school at Associ-

ated Mennonite BibUcal Semi-

naries attracted 96 students.

There were 76 in the four

courses offered June 3-21 and
June 25-July 5, and 20 in the

Greek language course (which is

not new), July 8-Aug. 23. AMBS
is offering summer school for an

initial three-year period. The ex-

perience includes fellowship

gatherings and chapel services.

•Author has 200,000 books.
Herald Press author Mary
Christner Bomtrager now has

200,000 copies of her book series

in print. First published in 1988,

the four books aie novels set in

an Amish community. Bom-
trager, formerly a social worker,

started writing them after she

retired. She is a Mennonite who
grew up Amish. The books are:

Ellie (9 printings), 74,000; Re-

becca (7 printings), 60,500; Ra-

chel (3 printings), 40,500; and
Daniel (2 printings), 25,000. The
author is currently working on
the fifth book.

•40-year ministry. Former
members of Blenheim (Ont.)

Mennonite Church hosted a

40th-anniversary service in honor

of Arnold Cressman's ordination

to the ministry. The congrega-

tion, disbanded in 1974, cele-

brated the event with their for-

mer pastor in the old church

building, which is now a retreat

center for Eastern Canada Con-

ference. Cressman served that

congregation untU 1961, when he

moved to Scottdale, Pa., to be-

come field representative for the

denomination's Commission on
Christian Education. Later he

served at Mennonite Publishing

House and at LaurelvUle Menno-
nite Church Center.

• Nebraska churchman. J. R.

Barkman, a longtime Nebraska
Mennonite leader, received em

honorary doctorate from Brier-

crest Biblical Seminary in Car-

onport, Sask., at the age of 91.

A would-be missionary who
could not go overseas because

of the Great Depression, he be-

came a pastor in Henderson,
Neb., and founded Grace Chil-

dren's Home. Later he helped

establish Grace CoUege of the

Bible and much later—when he

was 73—he formed Grace Mis-

sion to conduct projects in Mex-
ico and other countries. Bark-

man was also an evangelist,

criss-crossing the country as re-

cently as two years ago.

• Developing a camp in Brazil.

Meimonite Board of Missions

workers John and Crissie

Graber have a new assignment

in Brazil: to direct the develop-

ment of the camp operated by
Brazil Mennonite Church near

Colmeia in Tocantins State.

Construction plans this summer
include a pole-bam meeting hall

and a dormitory for 50 people.

MBM is currently recruiting

North American volunteers to

help with the construction.

• Bible study in Argentina. Be-

lievers among a variety of Native

American groups in Chaco Prov-

ince of Argentina eagerly attend

Bible studies, according to Men-
nonite Board of Missions work-

ers there. Some of the recent

studies have been aimed espe-

cially at women, who have not

had many opportunities to study

the Bible before. MBM mission-

aries Willis and Byrdalene Horst

and Michael and Rebecca
Wigginton emphasize group in-

teraction in the studies.

• Staying in Suriname. Max
and Pauline Beachy, missionar-

ies in Suriname, are staying m
that South American country,

contrary to earlier plans. Rebel
activity had been hindering their

work, and they decided to trans-

fer to Ecuador. But changes in

the political situation and a

major malaria outbreak led

them to stay. Beachys serve with

Mission Aviation Fellowship

and are overseas mission asso-

ciates with Meimonite Board of

Missions.

• Historical minister. The
Pennsylvania Historic Comrnis-

sion has erected a roadside

marker honoring WLUiam Rit-

tenhouse, the first Mennonite
minister in America and the

founder of the first paper miU in

America. He was ordained in

1690 to serve the first Menno-
nite congregation, which was lo-

cated in Germantown near Phil-

adelphia. That same year he

began the manufacturing of

paper from the waste materials

of a nearby linen mill, becoming
the first and for 130 years the

largest paper maker in America.

The Rittenhouse Homestead is

administered today by German-
town Mennonite Church Corpo-

ration and is open for public

tours.

• New Call to Peacemaking.
After more than a two-year lull

in activity. New Call to Peace-

making is being reconstituted as

Tearing down church barriers. MiUersburg, Ohio—Encounter 91 "tore down a lot of barriers

between denominations. It was wonderful to see Methodists, Baptists, Mennonites, Presbyte-

rians, and other churches working together," said one woman who attended the eight-night

event. A large yellow tent in a pasture held as many as 2,500 people to hear Mennonite

evangelist Steve Wingfield from Harrisonbtirg, Va. Some 35 congregations participated in the

planning of the grassroots ecumenical meetings. More than 400 persons made new or

rededicated commitments to follow Christ. Each of these new Christians is teamed with a

"spiritual buddy" for discipling as the follow-up to Encounter 91 continues. More than 150

pastors and church leaders participated in a four-day evangelism conference before die stiu-t

of Encounter 91.
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a cooperative effort of Menno-
nites, Friends, and Brethren to

further their common peace wit-

ness. "The focus for the '90s will

be broader," says Linda
Peachey, a Mennonite represen-

tative on the new steering com-
mittee. "It will include not only

military violence but also do-

mestic violence, economic injus-

tice, and racism."

• Pastor transitions:

Steven Nyce became associate pas-

tor of Souderton (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church on June 1. He is a

1991 graduate of Eastern Men-
nonite Seminary.

Roy Bucher became interim pastor

of Beech Mennonite Church,

Louisville, Ohio, in July. He suc-

ceeds Paul and Grace Brunner.

Norman Derstine will become tran-

sition pastor of Lebanon (Ore.)

Mennonite Church in August.

He succeeds Richard Headings.

• Missionary transitions:

Dennis and Connie Byler returned

from Spain in June for a one-

year North American assign-

ment. They are Mennonite
Board of Missions workers who
assist several Christian renewal

fellowships in Burgos. Their ad-

dress is 2401 W. WUden St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Albert and Lois Buckwalter re-

turned to Argentina in June fol-

lowing a medical leave in North
America. They are longtime
MEM missionaries who are con-

tinuing their Bible translation

work among Native Americans
on a retirement basis. Their ad-

dress is Casilla 53, 3700 Pcia R
Saenz Pena, Chaco, Argentina.

Robert and Nancy Lee returned

from Japan in June for a six-

month North American assign-

ment. They are MBM ap-
pointees, with Robert serving as

director of Tokyo Mission Re-
search Institute and Nancy as a

consultant to China Educational
Exchange. Their address is

AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave.,
Elkhart, IN 46517.

Herman and Mary Ann Hartzler

returned from Spain in July for

a three-month North American
assignment. They are MBM
overseas mission associates who
work in media and literature

with Gospel Missionary Union.
Their address is c/o Willie

Miller, Box 466, New Paris, IN
46553.

Erin Osinkosky retunied from Uru-
guay in May following a one-year
MBM assignment as a mission
intern. She assisted with a vari-

ety of Mennonite outreach min-

istries in Montevideo. Her ad-

dress is 1157 Stuart St.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Coming events:
Development Seminar, Sept. 17-19,

at Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa. It is for development officers

and stewardship staff people
from Mermonite and related or-

ganizations. It is the fourth such

event sponsored by Mennonite
Foundation. The featured
speaker is Clinton Schroeder, a

Minneapolis attorney who is an
authority on taxation, estate

planning, and charitable giving.

More information from Jean
Leinbach at Mennonite Founda-
tion, Box 384, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone toll-fi-ee 800 348-7468.

Conference Ministers and Women
Pastors Meeting, July 31, at Lane
County Convention Center, Eu-
gene, Ore. It is a 5:00-6:30 dinner

meeting during the Oregon 91

convention of the Mennonite
Church. It will explore issues

related to women in ministry.

More information from Jane
Friesen at 6849 Regents Park
Blvd., Toledo, OH 43617; phone
419 843-2420.

Folk Concert, Aug. 17, at Spruce
Lake Retreat, Canadensis, Pa.

Featured will be nationally

known John McCutcheon, a folk

singer, songwriter, and story-

teller. He appeals to all ages.

More information from Spruce
Lake Retreat at R. 1, Box 605,

Canadensis, PA 18325; phone
717 595-7505.

CPS Reunion, Sept. 20-22, in Ev-
ansvUle, Ind. This is the 50th

anniversary reunion for World
War II conscientious objectors

who served in Camp 18 of Civil-

ian Public Service in Denison,

Iowa. More information from
Charles Llocanower at 59503 CR
13, Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219

875-5276.

• New resources:

Mission education materials from
Mennonite Board of Missions.

They help children and others

learn more about MBM mission

workers and are invited to sup-

port them with their prayers,

letters, and offerings. This
year's focus is on Spain. For the

first time, the Children's Caring

Project and Family Mission
Thanks-Giving materials are

combined. Under the theme
"Celebrating Jesus in Spain!" the

materials include a meal planner,

mission bank, place mats, a video,

music tape, and resource book.

They are available from Church

Relations at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219
294-7523.

Video on Mennonite Publishing

House from MPH. Featuring
Peter Dyck, a longtime church

worker and storyteller, it pre-

sents the story of MPH's minis-

try today. The 12-minute video,

titled Cover to Cover, was pro-

duced by Michael Hosteller. It

is available for free loan from
Rhoda Kalend at MPH, 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683; phone 412 887-8500.

Show and tell. Harrison-

burg, Va. (EMC)—More
than 1,000 students from

kindergarten age through

12th grade in the central

Shenandoah Valley filled

Lehman Auditorium at

Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege for a "Young Authors

Celebration." The center-

piece of the program was a

free-wheeling talk by noted

children's author Robert

Newton Peck, winner of

several literary awards for

his 1973 book, A Day No
Pigs Would Die. He de-

scribed how he uses every-

day events and people he

grew up with in developing

his stories. "Writers show,

not tell, a story; they paint

pictures for the reader,"

Peck said. Along the way he

played piano and harmon-
ica, balanced a broom on

his chin, and involved chil-

dren from the audience. Af-

terward, students met in

groups across the campus
to share stories they had
written.

• Job openings:
Minister of evangelism, Ohio Con-

ference. The person must have

an understanding of and the

ability to articulate an Anabap-
tist theology of evangeUsm and
church growth. Experience in

urban ministry is desirable.

Contact George Bixler at the

conference office. Box 210,

Kidron, OH 44636; phone 216
857-3011.

Director of Multicultural Center,

Goshen College, starting as

early as January. The person
will encourage intercultural

opermess on campus and help

minority students feel at home.
Qualifications include a

master's degree (doctorate pre-

ferred) and relevant work expe-

rience. Women and minorities

are urged to apply. Send resume
to Norman Kauffmarm at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526.

Teachers and administrators, Lake
Area Christian School, Sturgis,

Mich., starting this fall. This is

a new school supported by local

Mennonite congregations. Send
resume to the school at 63590

Borgert Rd., Sturgis, MI 49091;

phone 616 651-5135.

Teacher, Locust Grove Mennonite
School, Smoketown, Pa., start-

ing this fall. Needed is a junior

high science teacher. Contact
Dave Helmus at the school, Box
37, Smoketown, PA 17576;

phone 717 394-7107.

Staffpersons, Adriel School, West
Liberty, Ohio. Needed is a mar-
ried couple to work in a profes-

sional treatment program with

adolescents. Training is pro-

vided. Contact Melissa Harmah
at the school, Box 188, West
Liberty, OH 43357; phone 513
465-0010.

Assistant hosts/hostesses, Interna-

tional Guest House, Washing-
ton, D.C. These are one-year

voluntEiry service assignments.

Needed are two people, one to

start in August and the other in

December. Contact Annabelle
Kratz at 13495 Brighton Dam
Rd., Clarksville, MD 21029;

phone 301 596-9057.

Dietary supervisor. Dock Woods
Community, Lansdale, Pa. A
registered dietician is preferred.

Send resume to Janet Landes at

Dock Terrace, 275 Dock Dr.,

Lansdale, PA 19446.

Youth ministries director, Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church, Sara-

sota, Fla. This is a full-time po-

sition which may be divided be-

tween youth and Christian
education. Send resume to the

church at 4041 Bahia Vista St.,

Sarasota, FL 34232.
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Disabilities week. Canadensis, Pa.
—

"This retreat could make
the difference in holding our family together," was one
mother's comment. She was one of nearly 170 who attended
a week-long event for families with a disabled member July
1-5 at Spruce Lake Retreat. Internationally known artist,

author, and lecturer, Joni Eareckson Tada (pictured with
husband Ken), teamed with recording artist Sandi Rios,

mother of a severely disabled daughter, for the opening night

concert. Music and personal stories from this spirited team
drew an enthusiastic response from the crowd of over 600.

The concert proceeds will help frind scholarships to allow

more families to attend such retreats in the friture. It was a

retreat with a difference in that it addressed the needs of the

whole family and not just of the disabled member. The week
was cosponsored by Eareckson and her California-based

organization, Joni & Friends, and by Christian Overcomers
of Westwood, N.J. Both ministries are committed to meeting
needs in the disabled community and raising awareness in

the larger Christian community. Registrants could choose
seminars on strengthening marital relationships, dealing with

losses associated with a disability, and the significance of

God's sovereignty in their lives. "We scheduled lots of free

time where families could get together with other families,

because that's often where ministry happens, " said Ear-

eckson. "Disability puts a lot of stress on families. There is a

high divorce rate—something like 85 percent.

"

NEW MEMBERS

Faith, South Hutchinson, Kan.:
Amy Michelle Campbell and
Carrie Nichole Yutzy.

Charlotte Street, Lancaster,
Pa.: Yolanda Dixon, Andre
Martin, and Betti Risser.

Valley View, Spartansburg,
Pa.: David Bishop, Coleen
Bishop, Fred Barstow, and
Edna Barstow.

East Goshen, Ind.: Dan and
Cindy Steiner and Ruth Will-

stead.

Midway, Columbiana, Ohio:
Kris Witmer.

Beaverdam, Corry, Pa.: Sydney
and Louise Smith, Matthew
Hawkins, and Charlotte Hawkins.

Germantown, Philadelphia,
Pa.: Doug Alderfer, Lowell
Bishop, Angel Chiango, Sandra
Harrill, Lois Hernandez, Francis

Vemitsky, and Donald Winters.

West Zion, Carstairs, Alta.:

Shari Hartzler, Ken Buschert,

Bruce Smith, and Wibiia Koch.
Carpenter Park, Hollsopple,

Pa.: Carl Fisher, Norma Fisher,

Mindy Davldhizar, Stephanie
Holsopple, and Lori Greene.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Jenny Lou
Showalter.

Gilead, Chesterville, Ohio:
Chris and Janice Overholt.

BIRTHS

Hawkins, Matthew and Charlotte

(Christaful), Union City, Pa.,

Rachel Lorraine (first child),

June 16.

King, Glen and Judy (Culp),

Goshen, Ind., Jordan David
(third child), June 21.

King, Neal and Mary Lou
(Rohrer), Cochranville, Pa.,

Kelly Sue (first child), Feb. 5.

King, Richard and Ann (Beck),

Wauseon, Ohio, Lana Lynn
(fourth child), June 28.

Kreider, Jerry and Audrey (Ober-

holtzer), Lancaster, Pa., April

Cherie (second child), April 8.

Lamb, Harold and Trisha (Hooper),

Wooster, Ohio, Anthony Robert
(first child), June 27.

Lawrence, Richard and Sheila

(Widrick), Cape Vincent, N.Y.,

Rebecca Faye (fourth child),

May 20.

Lohr, Donald and Janet (Geil),

Broadway, Va., Rachel Geil (sec-

ond child), June 29.

Miller, Steve and Ruth
(Coblentz), Holmesville, Ohio,

Coty Jacob (second child), Jan.

10.

Nickel, Ray and Janet, Seattle,

Wash., Sydney Rae (third child),

June 10.

Pitonyak, Steven and Christine

(Troyer), Erie, Pa., Wil Steven
(first child), June 22.

Raber, Ernest and Delores
(Shoup), Mt. Eaton, Ohio, Mi-
chelle Lynn (third chUd), April

25.

Schwartz, Katrina, Sturgis,
Mich., Ashley Katrin (first

child), June 20.

Slabaugh, Mark and Kathy,
Goshen, Ind., Kari Jo (second

child), June 27.

Wright, Paul and RoseAnn
(Yoder), Walnut Creek, Calif.,

Nigel Jonathan Yoder (first

child), May 9.

Yoder, Dennis and Mary
(Coblentz), Holmesville, Ohio,

Megan Joella (third chUd), June
19.

Yoder, Wendell P. and Darlene
(Unzicker), Meyersdale, Pa.,

Timothy Andrew (fourth child),

June 1.

MARRIAGES

Brunsma-Yoder: David Brunsma,
Goshen, Ind. (East Goshen
cong.), and Yolanda Yoder,
Goshen, Ind. (East Goshen
cong.), May 18, by Mark Akers.

Edelman-Dinsmore: John Edel-
man, Blacksburg, Va. (Ciiris-

tiansburg cong.), and Diane
Dinsmore, Blacksburg, Va.
(Christiansburg cong.), June 8,

by Mark Akers.

Hayes-Miller: Robert Hayes,
Strasburg, Ohio (Christian
Church), and Wava Miller,

Winesburg, Ohio (Longenecker
cong.). May 18, by Melvin Leidig.

Hengartner-Martinez: J. Jay
Hengartner (Normal 111. cong.), and
Ruth Martinez, June 15, by Gary
Chocklett.

Jans-Steiner: Brian Jans, Gosh-
en, Ind. (BeUwood cong.), and
Lori Steiner, Berea, Ohio (Woos-
ter cong.), June 22, by Wayne A.

Nitzsche.

Langdon-Zehr: George Langdon,
Boston, Mass., and Linda Zehr,

LowvUle, N.Y. (First Mennonite
cong.), June 15, by Lester
Bauman.

Miller-Zook: Jon Miller, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. (Shore cong.), and
Melissa Zook, Middlebury, Ind.

(Shore cong.), June 8, by Brad
Miller.

Paxson-Majewski: Mark Paxson,

Valley Forge, Pa. (Ambler cong.),

and Cynthia Majewski, Horsham,
Pa. (Ambler cong.), June 22, by
Barry William Loop.

Rhodes-Yoder: Glen Rhodes,

Carlsbad, N.M. (Carlsbad
cong.), and Rhonda Yoder,
Lovington, 111. (Arthur cong.),

June 8, by Wayne King.

Schultz-Gerber: Dale Schultz,

Millbank, Ont. (Poole cong.),

and Donna Gerber, Milverton,

Ont. (Poole cong.), June 15, by
David Rogalsky.

Schultz-Jespersen: Kevin
Schultz, Edmonton, Alta.
(Holyrood cong.), and Rhonalee
Jespersen, Edmonton, Alta.

(Spruce Grove Alliance
Church), June 1, by Fred

Friesen and Ray Landis.

Shaffer-Gindlesperger: Rodney
Shaffer, Hooversville, Pa.
(Church of the Brethren), and
Anna Gindlesperger, Davidsville,

Pa. (Kaufman cong.), June 22, by
Donald D. Sharp.

Shelly-Willis: Glen Shelly, Ev-
anston. 111. (Reba Place cong.),

and Barbara Willis, Evanston,
ni. (Reba Place cong.), June 15,

by Allan Howe.
Stalter-Beeler: Terry Stalter,

Eureka, 111. (Roanoke cong.),

and Christal Beeler, Eureka, 111.
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(Roanoke cong.), June 1, by Rick

Troyer.

Yoder-Berkhimer: Floyd E.

Yoder, Johnstown, Pa. (Stahl

cong.), and Pamela J.

Berkhimer, Johnstown, Pa.

(United Methodist Church),
June 15, by Harold and Mary
Grace Shenk.

Yoder-Harms: Jerry Yoder, Man-
hattan, Kan. (Bonneyville
cong.), and Jene Harms, Man-
hattan, Kan. (Grace cong.), June

29, by Jeunes Voth and Harris

Waltner.

DEATHS

Ebersole, Elva S., 89, Elizabeth-

town, Pa. Bom: Aug. 9, 1901,

Conoy Twp., Pa., to Albert M.
and Mary (Kraybill) Stoner.

Died: June 8, 1991, Halifax, Pa.

Survivors—children: David M.,

J. Delmar, Clara E. Cutman,
Lois E. Kelchner, Marianna E.

Longenecker, Ruth Zimmerman,
Esther Yoder (foster daughter);

sister and brothers: Metry S.

Good, Menn K, Andrew K.; 29

grandchildren, 37 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Wal-
ter W. Ebersole (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: June 12,

Good's Mennonite Church, by
Russell J. Baer, Steven P.

Longenecker, and J. Nelson
Bechtold.

Erb, Emma, 90, New Hamburg,
Ont. Born: Mar. 12, 1901,
Wilmot Twp., Ont., to Aaron
and Susanna (Wagler) Ginge-

rich. Died: June 24, 1991,

Nithview Home, of coronary

thrombosis. Survivors—brother

and sister: Isaiah, Lavina
Gingerich. Predeceased by:

Christian 0. Erb (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: June 27, Maple-
view Mermonite Church, by Vic-

tor Dorsch.

Gascho, Eva Catherine, 78, Zu-

rich, Ont. Bom: Feb. 4, 1913, to

Solomon and Leah Baechler.

Died: June 4, 1991, London,
Ont., of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Clarence Gascho; daugh-
ters: Martha, Eunice Kropf; sis-

ters and brother: Verda
Baechler, Gladys Gingerich,
Irma Buehler, William; 3 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 8, Zurich Mennonite
Church, by Ephraim Gingerich.

Haas, John, 71, Hatfield, Pa.

Bom: June 22, 1919, Towamen-
cin Twp., Pa., to Fred and Ber-

tha (Markley) Haas. Died: June

6, 1991, Sellersville, Pa., of can-

cer. Survivors—wife: Mabel

Godshall; daughter: Dawn Mc-
Dermott; brother and sisters:

Oscar, Arlene SeU, Bertha; 4

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Funeral and burial: June

10, Upper Skippack Mennonite
Church, by John M. Miller and
Charles Ness.

Hemley, Elam R., 95, Lititz, Pa.

Bom: May 3, 1896, Lititz, Pa., to

Jonas B. and Ella Mary (Risser)

Hemley. Died: June 7, 1991,

Ephrata, Pa., of heart fedlure.

Sur%^vors—children: Elva Ruth
Markley, Charles Richard, Mar-
ilyn Louise; 10 grandchildren, 19

great-grandchildren, 2 great-

great-grandchildren. Predeceased

by: Mabel Ruth Stouffer (wife).

Funeral and burial: June 10, Scott-

dale Mermonite Church, by John
Sharp and Ruth Detweiler.

Kauffinan, David J., 87, South
Hutchinson, Kan. Bom: Nov. 26,

1903, Yoder, Kan., to Jonas H.

and Mary (Petersheim)
Kaufftnan. Died: June 9, 1991,

South Hutchinson, Kan., of heart

failure. Survivors— children:

Glen, Raymond, Willis, Betty

Bentch, Barbara Hochstetler,

Sheryl McMurphy; brothers: Ed-
ward, Leroy; 15 grandchildren, 9

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Elizabeth Headings
(wife), Janice Huyard (daughter).

Funeral and burial: June 11,

Yoder Mennonite Church, by
Dan Kauffinan.

Kauffinan, Roy S., Sr., 75, BeUe-
ville, Pa. Bom: Sept. 22, 1915, to

Levi and Emma (Click)

Kauffman. Died: June 19, 1991,

Valley View Haven. Survivors

—

wife: La Rue Bassinger; chil-

dren: Raymond, Esther Fisher,

Barbara Goss, Judy Goodman,
Roy, Jr.; stepchildren: Glen,

Burle, Charles, Kenneth Fisher;

sister: Edna Hostetler; 25 grand-

children, 10 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Katie Yoder
(first wife). Funeral and burial:

June 22, Locust Grove Menno-
nite Church, by Max Zook, Guy
Rocker, and Erie Renno.

Kehl, John William, 95, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Bom: Aug. 25, 1895,

Huron Co., Ont., to William and
Barbara (Rickert) Kehl. Died:

June 22, 1991, Cambridge, Ont.

Survivors—wife: Stella Witmer;
children: Esther Rose Homer,
Alice Kehl; 6 grandchildren,

great-grandchilden. Prede-
ceased by: Clifford (son). Funeral

and burial: Jime 26, First Menno-
nite Church, by Rudy Baergen.

He was ordained deacon in 1941

and served the First Mennonite
Church.

Kreider, Harold A., 71,

MarshaUviUe, Ohio. Bom: May

29, 1920, Wadsworth, Ohio, to

Arthur and EUzabeth (Shoup)

Kreider. Died: June 12, Dalton,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Helen Hartzler; children:

Reta McDonald, Lowell, Lyle;

sister: Esther Rohrer; 7 grand-

children. Funeral and buried:

June 15, Martins Mennonite
Church, by Vincent Frey and
Gary Krabill.

Linder, Clara E., 83, Louisville,

Ohio. Bom: Dec. 14, 1907, Lou-
isville, Ohio, to Daniel and Emma
(Conrad) Linder. Died: June 27,

1991, Canton, Ohio, of results of

a heart attack. Survivors

—

brother: Homer. Funeral and
burial: July 1, Beech Mennonite
Church, by Paul D. Brunner.

Spurgeon, Robert, Jr., 7, Fran-

conia. Pa. Bom: June 27, 1983,

Sellersville, Pa., to Robert and
Joanne (Derstine) Spurgeon.
Died: June 11, 1991, Sellersville,

Pa., of injuries of being hit by a

car. Survivors—parents; sister:

Regina Rochelle; maternal
grandparents: Kenneth and
Catherine Hunsberger Derstine;

maternal great-grandmother:
Mary Derstine; patemal grand-

mother: Alice Eleanor Cooper.

Funeral and burial: June 15,

Souderton Mennonite Church,

by Gerald A. Clemmer and Ste-

ven C. Nyce.

Stutzman, Elsie Elizabeth, 87.

Bom: Oct. 21, 1903, Milford,

Neb., to Joseph and Fannie
(Yordy) Yeackley. Died: June

23, 1991, Milford, Neb., of heart

failure. Survivors— children:

Merle, Richard, Belva Petersen,

Lois Riley, JoAn Stutzman;
brother and sisters: George,
Emma Roth, Eva Reeb; 19

grandchildren, 44 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Bert

Stutzman (husband). Funeral
and burial: June 26, East Fair-

view Mennonite Church, by WO-
liam Saltzman and Lloyd
Gingerich.

Yoder, Bertha, 95, South Hutch-

inson, Kan. Bom: Aug. 18, 1895,

Haven, Kan., to Abraham and
Eliza (Kauffman) Nissley. Died:

June 25, 1991, South Hutchinson,

Kan., of heart failure. Survivors

—

children: Harvey, Fred, Law-
rence, Edith Classen, Lela Petrie;

brother: EU; 13 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Dan C. Yoder
(husband), Daniel Ray (son). Fu-

neral and burial: June 27, Yoder
Mennonite Church, by Dan
Kauffman.

Yoder, Reuben, 91, East Lynne,

Mo. Bom: Dec. 19, 1899, East
Lynne, Mo., to Noah W. and
Catherine (Hartzler) Yoder.
Died: June 10, 1991, Harrison-

ville, Mo., of heart failure. Sur-

vivors— wife: Mary Ruth
Schrock; children: James L.,

Reuben Jerald, Donna Yoder; 7

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Funeral: June 13, Syc-

amore Grove Mennonite
Church, by Dermis Emest and
James D. Yoder. Burial:

Clearfork Cemetery.
Ziegler, Raymond H., 96,

HarleysviUe, Pa. Bom: March
25, 1895, Salfordville, Pa., to

Irwin G. and Ellen (Hagey)
Ziegler. Died: June 8, 1991,

Lower Salford Twp., Pa. Survi-

vors— children: Arlene C.

Ziegler, Mary Jane Moyer; sis-

ter: Alice H. Clemens; 5 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: SaUie L. Clem-
ens (wife). Funeral and burial:

June 12, Salford Mennonite
Church, by Willis MOler and
John Ruth.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church General Board,

Eugene, Ore., July 29

Mennonite Church Nominating
Committee, Eugene, Ore., July 29

Oregon 91, biennial convention of

Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of

directors, Chicago, El., Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annued meet-
ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference armual

meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mennonite Church Coordinating

CouncO, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

EvangeUsm and Church Planting

Conmiittee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-

cago, ni., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Fellowship of Concemed Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6
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THE LAST WORD

Why do we keep working at it?
Community. If there ever was an Anabaptist-

Mennonite buzzword, it has to be that. In Sun-
day schools, sermons, conferences, and assem-
bhes, it comes up often. You'll find it used
frequently in this pubHcation—especially on this

page!

It's on the agenda for Mennonite General As-
sembly in Eugene, Ore. Friday afternoon, Aug.
2, delegates are scheduled to discuss how to

keep the unity of the community in the midst of
our diversity. The topic is one of four big issues

on the General Assembly floor for discussion by
participants in Oregon 9L
Why? Perhaps because, as Delores S. WiUiams

writes in The Christian Century (10/3/90), "One
of the hardest things to do in our troubled
North American society is build community. . .

.

In our capitalist, technological society, we seem
to have very little knowledge of what it takes to

live together in peace and mutual acceptance."
How true! Or hasn't your church community

been on the verge of making a decision about
carpet for your meeting space when someone
gets up in the back and says, "Well, I just want
you to know I don't approve of what you're

doing"? And that likely came right after the

chair of the potluck committee resigned because
she had had one too many criticisms of how she
was doing her job—likely from last year's com-
mittee chair.

Or take how we disagree about time. When
some of us think people should be working for

the church, they're out bowling or golfing or bik-

ing. Others of us schedule what we think is some
much-needed recreation only to be hounded to

guilt by phone calls about more church work
that needs to be done.

Yes, community is hard work. In fact, if most
of us were honest, some of the people we have
to do that hard work with we really don't like all

that well. We wish some of them would do their

church somewhere else (some days it's all of
them!). "You don't have to like the people in

your church community," Christian educator
John Westerhoff is reported to have said. "You
just have to be willing to die for them!"
So why do we bother?

I found out why this summer during the an-

nual sessions of Allegheny Mennonite Con-
ference. I really didn't want to go. There were
too many uncertainties about my family's health.

There were too many letters to write, manu-
scripts to read, and deadlines to meet—some of
which had already passed. There were too many
unanswered questions about staffing and vaca-
tions and finances.

But I went, mostly because I had promised to

help give leadership to some of the sessions. "I

don't know how long I can stay," I told those in

charge. And I still recall with pain the dark
agony of the Thursday evening worship service

when I realized I did not have a single word of
praise on my lips or a prayer in my heart.

"God," I cried alone on the hill that evening in

the height of my anger, self-pity, doubt, and de-
pression. "I can't go on."

But the next morning a miracle began to hap-
pen. People I didn't even know asked about my
family's health. Persons I see but once a year at

conference told me they had been praying for

us. For the next two and one-half days both
good friends and passing acquaintances sur-

rounded me with warmth and love and accep-
tance.

Little by little I began to experience healing.

Bit by bit I came to understand that God was
standing beside me as that community held my
hand. God had come to me as my sisters and
brothers. By Saturday evening I could laugh
again. In the closing service Sunday morning I

was overcome with the realization that I had
more praise and more prayer than I could con-

tain.

"Viable, wholesome community is what each
of us needs in order to experience well-being,

care, and support," writes Williams.

That's why I keep working at it.—jlp

What is truth?

Pilate asked the question first. Our times and
culture prod us to keep asking. One answer
caught my ear recently during sharing time at

Belmont Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind.

Said one member: "Truth is more than the

camcorder catches."—;//?



B. Charles Hostetter, radio voice of "The Mennonite
Hour": During the early years people sat by their radio

listening quietly. Toward the end they were in their cars,

washing dishes, or working in the office.
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Mennonites help with
peace talks in Ethiopia 10
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The first broadcast voice of the church:

He never sat in an ivory
tower expecting his
church to come to him

B. Charles Hostetter, speaker on "The
Mennonite Hour" for 1 6 years and am-
bassador for the church for 50, reflects

on the future of the Mennonite Church.

His demeanor is that of an elder states-

man. Or he could be taken for a diplo-

mat. All this comes for good reason: for

50 years, B. Charles Hostetter has been an ambas-

sador for the Mennonite Church. He first served

as minister. That developed into being a coun-

selor. But most of us know him best for 15 years

as the broadcast voice on The Mennonite Hour.

B. Charles Hostetter's story begins in eastern

Pennsylvania. His growing-up years were spent

in Manheim, where his family had an acre of

greenhouses and operated Hostetter's Flower

Shop. In 1937, after a year at Perm State Univer-

sity, B. Charlie (as his friends call him) trans-

ferred to Eastern Mennonite College in Harrison-

burg, Va. There he became involved in public

speaking. "I had done some speaking and went
on touring groups, so it seemed speaking was a

gift I had," he remembers.
The year 1939 was a highpoint in Hostetter's

life. He married Grace Brackbill and also was or-

by

Ray
Snader



"When the Bible ceases to be the in-

spired Word of God, the final authority,

then what part is authentic? Where do
you stop? What is important to obey?"

dained as minister at Manheim Mennonite
Church. He served this congregation for six

years before being invited to "pastor boys away
from home" in the Civilian PubHc Service pro-

gram during World War 11.

After the war, Hostetter returned to EMC to

complete his undergraduate biblical studies. Fol-

lowing graduation, he joined the school's faculty

and became pastor of students. During the sum-
mer months, Hostetter became involved in evan-

gelistic work with a men's quartet. "We traveled

into Canada and across the United States with

the quartet and developed quite a reputation."

Some time later, a radio station in Harrison-

burg invited the group to sing for its listen-

ers on Saturday mornings. "When the

boys started giving their testimony, the station

management said if we wanted to preach our

doctrine, we'd have to buy air time," says

Hostetter in a voice that still reflects broadcast

quality.

So Hostetter recruited local businessmen to

pay for The Mennonite Hour, beginning in 1950.

As Mennonites from other parts of the country

visited the college community and heard the

broadcast, they asked for the program to be

made available to their local stations back home.
The members of the broadcast team, all of

them spoke at times, were well known in the

Harrisonburg community. But when the program
went to other areas, the decision was made to

identify it with one voice. After a period of test-

ing, Hostetter was chosen to be the speaker in

1951, and he remained in that position until 1966.

Reminiscing about The Mennonite Hour,

Hostetter says the program began as an indepen-

dent effort but later became associated with the

Mennonite Church as a denominational broad-

cast. After several years, it was shortened to a

half hour and then to 15 minutes. "That's be-

cause we were now competing with television,

and our audience was changing."

During the early years of the program, people

sat by their radio in the living room of their

home and listened quietly. "But toward the end
of my broadcasting career, people were listening

as they rode in cars, washed dishes, or worked
in the office," says Hostetter.

There were other changes. After years of a

cappella music, the program director moved to

classical music. Still later the program was cut

to five and then three minutes.

"I tried to reach middle America—people who
thought of themselves as Christians but didn't

go to church much," Hostetter says of his target

audience. Most of his listeners, he believes, were
likely feehng guilty for not attending church regu-

larly. So when they heard a religious program,

"they didn't turn it off at the first hymn." The
aim of his sermons was to help his listeners un-

derstand "what I thought a true Christian experi-

ence was all about."

When the program became associated with the

Mennonite Church, there was considerable oppo-
sition at first, especially from some areas. "At
one time, I had revival meetings in many eastern

Pennsylvania churches, but after we began the

radio program, I was no longer invited to some
of them because of their opposition to the

radio," says Hostetter. Later, however, as youn-
ger pastors took the pulpits, he was invited back
into these congregations and introduced as

"something of a pioneer" in Mennonite evange-
lism.

Following the years of broadcasting, B. Charles

and Grace were sent by Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions to Nigeria in 1970 to help with the develop-

ment of the Aladura Theological Seminary. Grace
was surprised to find Mennonites there reading

In churches where he was
once banned, B, Charles Hos-
tetter was later introduced as
^'something of a pioneer" in

Mennonite evangelism work.

several books written by her husband. Young
Nigerians were using Keep Yourself Pure in their

Bible studies. Another of his books which

proved popular was How to Have a Happy
Home. After six years in Nigeria, the Hostetters

also spent time in Jamaica and in Trinidad work-

ing on leadership development and training pro-

grams.

Today from his retirement home in Hickory,

N.C., B. Charles takes time to reflect on the fu-

ture of the Mennonite Church. He quickly em-
phasizes that he is not "a prophet or the son of

a prophet." Still, his primary concern is the

Bible and how it is viewed by Christians today.

"When the Bible ceases to be the inspired

Word of God, the final authority, then what part

is authentic? Where do you stop or start? What
is important to obey or authoritative for life?"

asks Hostetter. Removing the Bible as the au-

thority for the church, he believes, takes away
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the only source we have about Jesus Christ, the

origin of the world, and "the other side of death."

Seventy-five years old today, Hostetter recalls

a time when society at large supported the basic

premise of using the Bible for morality. Today,
however, the church must stand alone in its ef-

forts to encourage high standards of living. An
example of changing social mores, he says, is the

view of sexual behavior by school systems.

"When I was young, students who engaged in

sexual activity were expelled from school; now
they're taught how to use condoms and are en-

couraged to have safe sex."

Hostetter's concern is that the church may
not have the strong conviction which will

be required to support the Bible "when
it's no longer popular to be good." With
society's pressures increasing, and Christians

striving to earn more money and to succeed, the

temptation to compromise standards and ideals

increases.

A few years ago, most of our neighbors were
Protestant, Catholic, or the unchurched,
Hostetter notes. Today Christians have
"competition" from various religions from
around the world.

He also is concerned about a lack of accep-

tance of leadership in some Mennonite congrega-
tions. Because we have the opportunity to see

and hear outstanding preachers on TV and
radio, "a pastor is now compared not only to

other Mennonite preachers but to some of the
best in the business." As young people in Men-
nonite congregations become more educated,
they demand the best in a preacher. "We're no
longer sympathetic with the person who is learn-

ing and developing a talent to lead songs,

preach, or teach Sunday school." Hostetter says
today's leader is often expected to go to some
special school in order to be acceptable to the

congregation.

Young leaders, on the other hand, must be tol-

erant of their followers. Some ministers, he be-

lieves, obtain an education and then expect their

local congregation to adopt all their changes.
Such expectations lead to frustrations and
anger. "Those who go for training need to learn

to be able to start where local people are and
then lead them." Educated young leaders, he
says, "can't sit in their ivory tower and expect
the congregation to come to them."
The overriding responsibiUty of the church is

to teach Christ. "There's only one organization
in the world that will preach the gospel—the
army won't do it, the politician isn't going to do

the

it, neither is the classroom, the Kiwanis, or the

Lion's club," Hostetter says emphatically. Be-
cause the church is the only one to preach the

gospel, that becomes the Christian's primary re-

sponsibility.

"If we forsake that task, there isn't any other

organization that will pick up the flag for

Christ," he points out. He removes his bifocals

as he ponders life's difficult issues. "Christians

shouldn't do the things that government may be
able to do better while forsaking what only they

can do."

Ray Snader is news director at radio station

WNPC in Newport, Tenn.

Once society supported the

belief the Bible served as the

basis for morality. Today the

church is alone in encourag-
ing high standards of living.
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READERS SAY

Understanding our purpose

as a church in Jesus Christ

If we are to adopt a more responsible

attitude toward the state, as John

Miller suggests (May 28), it ought to

begin by developing healthy attitudes

toward ourselves as a body and under-

standing our purpose in Jesus Christ.

The historical roots of separatism

(the Schleitheim and Dordrecht confes-

sions), while acknowledging pne kingdom

symbolized by the sword and another by

the love of Christ, did not adequately ad-

dress the interrelationship between the

two. This has become a source of frustra-

tion to many who today earnestly desire

to impact a disintegrating world.

The lack of interaction between these

two kingdoms can be resolved if we are

to see our mission as ambassadors of

Jesus Christ carrying the good news of

our King to those who are bound by

this world's system. However, we recog-

nize our limitations. We cannot expect

to persuade once-born persons to ac-

cept twice-born behavior. Further, the

Scriptures do not teach that the world

will disarm and live like doves.

The aim of our work, then, is conver-

sion. By making peace with God, peo-

ple will receive the life of Jesus and

extend it to others, even at the risk of

their own. The church is called to be a

prophetic people, in the world, but not

of it. Now is not the time to retreat into

the ways of obscurity under the pre-

tense of humility.

As long as we persist in appealing to

Mennonite pride and tradition as the

source of our identity and loyalties, we

utterly fail our mission as the church.

Instead, we need to be invigorated by

the spirit of our Lord Jesus, who alone

will lead us in all truth and once again

in this generation call unto his own a

radical people willing to follow him in

all his ways.

Robert Bair

Elyria, Ohio

Misrepresentation of

Jesus' new commandment
I have serious reservations about

using the word nonresistance as a syn-

onym for the way of the cross ("Thir-

teen Reasons Why We Believe in

Nonresistance" (April 30). To me the

word nonresistance is more synonymous

with wimpy doormat.

If Jesus had been truly nonresistant,

he would never have ended up on a

cross. He not only resisted, but he bla-

tantly violated many of the social and

religious norms of his culture. By show-

ing love to the promiscuous Samaritan

woman, he ripped away all barriers be-

tween people. He continually and causti-

cally confronted the religious leaders of

his day who were so wrapped up in le-

galism that they forgot about love.

Active love implies resistance to any

structure where human power struggles

are the norm. Jesus lived and breathed

active love. Thus using nonresistance to

describe Jesus' lifestyle of peace is a

terrible misrepresentation of the new
commandment which Jesus brought.

Jonathan Martin

Enkenbach, Germany

The fewer that know the better

I am not convinced that open report-

ing of sin "would demonstrate our com-

mitment to the truth" ("Should We
Report Scandal in the Mennonite

Press?" April 30). Scandals should

never be reported to any one but the

person involved and the elders of the

church. The fewer that know about it

the easier it is for the church to work

things through and bring reconciliation.

R. Kenneth Yoder

Newport News, Va.

To follow Christ's

example of love

At some point, all of us raised in the

Mennonite Church choose whether we

will continue to participate in this de-

nomination—to claim its faith, values,

and traditions as our own. I question

my own participation when I observe

our denomination's cruel treatment of our

homosexual sisters and brothers, espe-

cially within Mennonite congregations, ed-

ucational institutions, and communities.

Whatever one's best guess of God's

view of loving relationships between in-

dividuals of the same sex, certainly we

are called to do something other than

to reject cold-heartedly those among us

who are attracted to the same sex.

Thankfully, concerns are raised (and

published by Gospel Herald) such as

Cindy Beck's (June 4) and David

Culnan's (June 11).

As long as discourse in the Menno-

nite Church includes such expressions

of sensitivity, I want to remain a Menno-

nite. I can continue to hope that we are

a denomination that seriously attempts

to follow Christ's example of love.

Becky Kurtz

Atlanta, Ga.
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READERS SAY

How to know God
I didn't know your Uncle Elam, but

from your editorial (June 11) your re-

spect for him was obvious. The edito-

rial raised a challenge: WiU I be able to

instill the same respect for God and the

Bible in the "nephews" of my genera-

tion?

But the editorial also raised a ques-

tion. You imply that the way to know
God was through the Bible. Jesus said,

"You diligently study the Scriptures be-

cause you think that by them you pos-

sess eternal life. These are the

Scriptures that testily about me, yet

you refuse to come to me to have life"

(John 5:39-40). From what you told us

about your Uncle Elam's faith, I sus-

pect that he would have affirmed that

the "way to know God" is to know the

Christ of whom the Bible speaks.

Vernon Myers
Oxford, Pa.

A time to examine
our "conquests" as well

Thank you for printing Mattie Marie
Mast's article "What Shall We Do with
1492?" (June 11). It was a joy to see

such material in Gospel Herald. As a

Newsweek article, "Columbus, Stay

Home," shows, there has been an in-

creasing awareness that for many Ameri-

cans 1492 was a date to be remembered
not with celebration but as the beginning

of centuries of exploitation.

We Mennonites need to consider seri-

ously the issues which Mattie ad-

dressed. It is not enough merely to

blame the Spanish and Europeans for

the conquest. The original Americans
have not had an historical voice. Mattie

emphasized the need to listen to the

Indians' stories as well so we can better

grasp the complete story.

As a denomination we should facili-

tate this dialogue. Mennonites in Latin

America and around the world have par-

Pontius' Puddle
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ticipated, albeit sometimes out of igno-

rance, in the exploitation of indigenous

peoples. We hope the anniversary will

enable our denomination to examine
our "conquests" as well. This will help

make our gospel message more credible

to persons of other cultures.

Rene Horst

Bloomington, Ind.

How to liven up
the editorial page
Your editorial "Eleven Ways to Get

Good Leaders" (June 11) must have

been designed to liven up the page.

Point 8 gives homage to our traditional

jack-of-all-trades administrator who at-

tempts to be prophet as well as priest.

Our prophet/pastors, like our

prophet/editors, cannot risk sufficiently

to say what needs to be said because of

their tenured positions.

The prophets were gifted individuals

who had a tenuous relationship with the

establishment. But they had a sharpen-

ing effect on the community. Most of

our current tradition has been built

around the decision to despise proph-

esy. A stimulating way to liven up the

editorial page would be to have more
frequent guest editorials by prophets.

This is the way it was done in your

Uncle Elam's day (also June 11).

Merrill M. Derstine

Harleysville, Pa.

"You're on Indian land"
We want to express deep apprecia-

tion for "What Shall We Do with
1492?" (June 11). Since late 1989, when
we moved to the Rosebud Sioux Reser-

vation, we have tried to understand
something of the pain and loss that our
Native American neighbors have experi-

enced since the beginning of European
exploitation in 1492. A reservation

bumper sticker says, "You're On Indian

Land," and that sticker reminds us that

ACTOALLV OPEvl
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in some profound sense we are simply

guests here "on the Rosebud." In fact,

as 1992 approaches, all of us non-Na-
tives might be reminded that we are liv-

ing and prospering on "Indian land,"

whether that be land in Lancaster

County, Honduras, or Manitoba.

We trust that the repentance of

which Mattie Marie Mast speaks might
move us toward a renewed sense of ser-

vice and humility as we learn to know
better the Native American peoples

among us. There is a growing sense of

pride in their own history and culture

as American Indians affirm their iden-

tity and peoplehood. We want to cele-

brate that healthy renewal as we live

and work among our Sioux friends. Cer-

tainly, in October, we'll feel closer to

the life and spirit of our local Native

American Day than we will to the mem-
ory of Columbus. After all, in spite of

our recognition of Columbus' great

feats, we remember that he was in-

volved in the killing and enslaving of

many Native American people.

Milton and Lois Lehman
Rosebud, S. D.

An alternative to the traditional

In her letter (June 18), Julia Spicher

Kasdorf talked about "powerful ethnic-

Mennonite families" and Daniel

Hertzler "retreating" to a family's living

room of "some people named Hurst."

Let me tell you about this fellowship in

Sydney and the people involved.

Hurst is married to a Huber. Both
grew up in Lancaster County, Pa., in

non-Mermonite families. Both became
pacifists as a result of the war in Viet-

nam and their studying the Bible, look-

ing for some answers. They were drawn
to the Mennonite Church by its teach-

ings on peace and justice, simple life-

style, and strong emphasis on
community.
The others in this "typical Mennonite

meeting" are named Baker, Rouse, and
Chan. All are first-generation Menno-
nites from Australia, England, New
Guinea, and South Africa.

We hope we do not represent "a de-

fensive and ethnocentric stance." Re-

joicing in our diversity, we stand as an
alternative to the traditional institu-

tional church and offer the world a dif-

ferent vision of what it means to be
Christian. I think this is what Daniel

was trying to say.

Mark S. Hurst

Sydney, Australia



Reflections on Luke 16:1-13

The unjust manager was
Why would a landowner fire his manager
for squandering property, then turn around
and congratulate him after he had reduced

the amount of rent that his tenants owed?

by Jacob W. Elias

Many of Jesus' stories are easier to under-

stand than the one in Luke 16:1-13.

Why would Jesus have told about a

crooked manager who is congratulated by his

boss for falsifying the accounts? Does Jesus com-

mend that kind of dishonesty?

Our problem in understanding is that we are

separated from that story in time by almost

2,000 years, in distance by some 6,000 miles, in

culture by different practices from our own. So

before we can understand what this parable

means for us here and now, we have to discover

what it meant there and then.

Can we envision this parable as a drama on

stage?

In scene one, the landowner calls in his man-

ager. "It has been reliably reported to me," the

owner thunders, "that you have been squander-

ing my goods. I want you to turn in all your ac-

counts! In other words, you're fired!"

Scene two shows the manager alone. He paces

the floor. "What will I do now?" he moans. The
manager weighs his options. He mutters to him-

self, "I am not strong enough to dig ditches, and

I am too proud to beg." Finally the manager

faces the audience and declares, "I have decided

what I will do."

In scene three, the manager visits the olive

groves in the Ephraim hills. He asks one tenant,

"How much olive oil do you owe as rent?"

"A hundred measures" comes the weary reply.

(This could be as much as 500 gallons.)

"Change it to fifty," the manager instructs.

The next scene takes place in the home of a

wheat grower. The manager inquires, "What
does your contract say? How much do you owe?"

;

"A hundred measures of wheat," the farmer

says.

"Quickly change it to eighty," the manager re-

plies.

Both times, as the scene changes, we see the

startled faces of the tenants. Unbelief and joy

overwhelm these tenants and their families as

the manager makes his exit. Their children

dance for joy while the parents embrace each

other with tears of relief. Finally they will have

enough to live on, maybe even a little extra!

In the fifth and final scene, we find the land-

owner and his former manager back together

again. Surveying the accounts, the owner
scratches his head in amazement. "You are one

shrewd character!" he declares. "Congratulations

on your wise and prudent action." With that the

curtain drops.

But now it is the hearers of the parable who
must scratch their heads. What is the point?

Normally one assumes that the manager in

this story, finding himself suddenly without a

job, ingratiates himself with his clients by falsify-

ing the records of the money they owe. Usually

we also understand the reduction of the debt to

have been at the expense of the owner. Both as-

sumptions are hkely wrong.

According to the economic practices of that

day, absentee landlords normally granted major

powers to those whom they hired as their manag-
ers. This included the right to set the rent. Usu-

Wealth used as a tool for min-

istry to others becomes an
investment in the true wealth

of warm, welcoming friends.

ally the owners did not know nor did they care

how much rent the farmers were asked to pay.

That level was the manager's to set. The man-

ager, of course, generally set the rent as high as

the market would carry. The manager also usu-

ally charged high interest on overdue rent pay-

ments.

What therefore was it that the manager had

chosen to do? He might have been expected to

say to himself: "I'm going to squeeze my cUents

for every cent I can get. I might as well make
money while I still can." Instead, he invited his

cUents, the olive oil and wheat growers, to re-

duce substantially the amounts that they owed.
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one shrewd character
This reduction came not at the expense of the
landlord. The manager himself absorbed the cut.

He voluntarily reduced his own commission, per-

haps even experiencing a net loss as a result.

Why did he do so? He realized that the good
will and the affection of people rates higher than
wealth.

During a time of personal crisis, which he
brought largely upon himself, this unjust man-
ager rather belatedly learned an important les-

son. Wealth and the power to accumulate more

How would Jesus have told

this parable of the unjust
manager had he lived in Isra-

el or on the West Bank today?

earthly goods are empty unless they are placed
in service for others.

How might this parable apply to us? Jesus'

story of the unjust manager reminds us that in

the midst of our personal or national crises, we
too must decide on our priorities. Will we
choose God's priorities, or will we decide only
for ourselves?

This parable speaks to our personal lives. It

tells us we don't need a crisis, whether in our
marriage or with our health or through losing a
job, to cause us to examine what truly comes
first in our lives. Ultimately the value of material
things fades into relative insignificance in com-
parison to human values: friends, family, caring
people. Wealth used as a tool for ministry to oth-
ers becomes an investment in the true wealth of
warm and welcoming friends!

This parable also tugs at me at another level,

our national priorities. In August 1990 my wife,

Lillian, and I led a group of high school youth to
Israel and the West Bank in the Mennonite Ser-
vice Venture program. We arrived in Jerusalem
on Aug. 1. On Aug. 2 we learned that Iraq had in-

vaded Kuwait. Soon we also heard that Presi-
dent Bush had ordered U.S. troops to Saudi Ara-
bia. We became keenly aware that the Israehs
were afraid and that the Palestinians were angry.

I have wondered how Jesus might have told
the parable of the unjust manager had he lived

in Israel or the West Bank today, especially in

light of the Persian Gulf crisis. Might Jesus have
named North Americans as the unjust managers?
Charges have been brought against us. "These

people are consuming too much of this world's
resources: too much of the food and water, too
much oil and other energy. Their way of life

squanders God's goods, the resources of this

earth."

Recent events in the Persian Gulf have threat-

ened that way of life many of us have come to

assume as our right. President Bush has essen-
tially said that we must have this oil so we can
maintain our way of life. Would that his re-

sponse had been more like that of the manager
in the parable, who in a crisis repented of his

warped priorities and chose the true wealth of
friendship with the poor and the underprivi-
leged. Pacing the floor in this crisis, the presi-

dent could have said: "We can do with less for-

eign oil. It is more important that we make
friends with the poor. I know what we can do.

We'll develop other energy sources. We'll use
less. It is not worth going to war over oil."

We have Palestinian friends who asked us
when we were there in August: "Why is the U.S.
so concerned about the occupation of Kuwait?
For 23 years Israel has occupied our land. There
has been no comparable U.S. or international

pressure for Israel to vwthdraw from the West
Bank. Why the difference?"

We had to admit to our shame: "U.S. self-inter-

est has made the difference. Americans want oil;

Kuwait has it." And we added: "If only we could
sacrificially make friends and work for peace
and justice instead."

Jacob W. Elias is professor ofNew Testament at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind. From January to March 1991 he
taught at Union Biblical Seminary, Pune, India.

During a time ofpersonal crisis, the unjust
manager learned a belated lesson: wealth
and the power to accumulate earthly goods
are empty unless placed in service for others.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Brethren confess racism and approve
plan to improve record

The Church of the Brethren, one of

America's historic "peace" churches,

wants to purge itself of institutional rac-

ism that has kept the denomination's

black membership below 0.5 percent and

left its national and district offices with-

out a single black staff official. Delegates

to the 150,000-member denomination's

annual conference held in Portland, Ore.,

endorsed a comprehensive effort to im-

prove the church's record—including de-

velopment of a partnership with a pre-

dominantly black denomination, hiring a

black staff person to work full-time in

black ministries, and vigorous affirmative-

action hiring practices in all Brethren

institutions. (RNS)

Bush praises Southern Baptists

for having 'held to faith'

In an address to the Southern Baptist

Convention annual meeting in Atlanta

that was marked by repeated standing

ovations. President George Bush praised

the strife-torn denomination for hanging

tough on key matters of faith and achiev-

ing numerical growth at a time when many
churches are declining. Bush also used the

platform to support a constitutional

amendment allowing voluntary prayer in

schools and tax incentives which would

allow parents to send their children to

private reUgious schools.

An Episcopalian, Bush praised the 15-

million-member church for having "held

to faith where others have lost it, gained

in numbers where others haven't, made a

difference where others couldn't." He told

the gathering of about 25,000 that for him
prayer had always been "important but

quite personal—you know us Episcopali-

ans." But he said he and his wife had

begun to cry while they were praying at

Camp David for U.S. troops just before

the beginning of the Persian Gulf War,

and "I no longer worried about how it

looked to others." (RNS)

Pope enters new relationship

with Polish Catholics

For more than a decade, Polish Catho-

lics have relied on comfort and encourage-

ment from Pope John Paul 11. On three

previous visits to his native land, the pope

vigorously supported Poles in their fight

against an oppressive communist regime.

But as John Paul recently toured the

country for the fourth time since becom-

ing pontiff in 1978, his relationship with

Polish Catholics entered a new stage.

In Kielce, the pope delivered an angry

sermon, shaking his arms in emotion and

accusing Poles of moral irresponsibility in

their support for abortion. The shift in

targets for the pope's anger is not surpris-

ing, even predictable, given the fall of

communism in Poland in 1989, according

to Eastern European experts. Poland

today is vastly different from the country

the pope experienced on his previous

visits, with many Catholics now alienated

from a church that has recently sought to

reassert authority over Polish society.

For John Paul, opposition to abortion

has long been a fundamental moral prin-

ciple, a central focus of Catholic moral

teaching. Despite an overwhelmingly

Catholic population, abortion enjoys a

high rate of acceptance in Poland, a dis-

junction that surely troubles the pope.

Nevertheless, the issue has been over-

shadowed on the pope's previous visits by
his political aspirations for his country,

namely the downfall of totalitarianism,

experts say. The pope equates abortion

with Western standards of freedom, with

the materialism and greed that he associ-

ates with Western capitalism. (RNS)

Court nominee has Catholic roots

but attends Episcopal church
Clarence Thomas' Catholic background

has raised questions about how he would

rule on abortion issues if his nomination

to the U.S. Supreme Court is confirmed

by Congress. But now it has come to light

that he and his wife attend an Episcopal

church in Fairfax, Va. And the particular

congregation chosen by the Thomases,

Truro Episcopal Church, seems to con-

firm the judge's reported antiabortion

stance. The congregation of more than

3,000 members is active in the National

Organization of Episcopalians for Life.

Truro church has a reputation of not only

being one of the largest congregations in

the Episcopal Church but also as a center

for charismatic renewal in the denomina-

tion. (RNS)

Fuller, in change of plans,

continues as Habitat president

Millard Fuller has withdrawn his resig-

nation as head of Habitat for Humanity,

the Georgia-based Christian group that

builds homes for low-income families.

Fuller had been pressured into resigning

in April after female workers accused him

of sexual harassment. He reportedly apol-

ogized, and no charges were filed.

Habitat's directors were at odds with

Fuller over several issues, but under pres-

sure from others, including former Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter and his wife, Rosa-

lyn—volunteer Habitat workers who
threatened to resign because of the cam-

paign against Fuller—the board voted to

reinstate him as president. (NIRR)

Vdiile Your CD is Maturing.

Take a Look at a
Full-Grown Alternative
If you like watching your CD grow, you'll be
even more impressed with MMA's Single

Premium Advantage Annuity. It works like a

CD—only better!

Designed for long-term savings, MMA's
Advantage outgrows a CD by giving you more
interest and tax-deferred interest income. Learn

more today! Just contact your local mutual aid

counselor or caU an MMA Member Services

representative at 1-800-662-6747.

Some withdrawal charges apply until

you reach age 59 and 1/2 and your
deposit has been invested seven years

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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CHURCH NEWS

Peace group promotes dialogue
between Palestinians and Israelis

Israeli-occupied West Bank (MCC)—
Dark smoke from burning tires rolled past

the second-floor window. In the street

below, shabab—young masked resisters

of the Palestinian intifada—demon-
strated, then melted into the village.

HeavUy-armed Israeli soldiers arrived,

knocking on doors in search of suspects.

Above this scene, a separate but equally

dramatic event was taking place: 20 Pal-

estinians and Israelis had crossed barriers

both geographic and cultural to talk with

one another. In today's Israel and West
Bank, this was as radical but much rarer

than the scene on the street below.

This dialogue was one of many spon-

sored by the Palestinian Center for Rap-
prochement Between People since it was
organized in 1988, soon after the begin-

ning of the intifada (the revolt against

Israeli rule). At first the center's organi-

zation was informal. Due to frequent ha-

rassment by Israeli authorities, however,
it decided to seek official status. Menno-
nite Central Committee served a crucial

role by providing an institutional base for

operation. MCC also arranged for office

and meeting space and currently provides

some financial help.

On this evening, as tires burned outside,

the focus at the center was not on dialogue

but on action. The group had been meet-
ing for some months in an effort to learn

to know and trust one another. Now they
wanted to brainstorm about concrete ac-

tivities they might undertake to encour-

age peace and justice in this war-torn

land.

The group divided into pafrs—Palestin-

ian matched with Israeli—and ideas
flowed. Committees were then formed to

develop the most promising proposals for

exploration at the next meeting.

"Could we move toward Jerusalem?"
asked one participant. It was offered as

possible action with symbolic value, a

march reminiscent perhaps of civil rights

walks in the United States. Given the

significance of Jerusalem for Jews and
Christians, though, the idea seemed to

offer another layer of symbolic meaning.
The meeting over, the participants

waited until it seemed likely that the

soldiers had gone. Palestinian partici-

pants walked to cars hidden on side

streets where they would not attract

soldiers' attention. Israeli participants got
on a bus with blue West Bank license

plates in order to avoid protesters' stones.

They would then transfer to a bus with
yellow Israeli plates to pass the military

checkpoint into Jerusalem.

Logistics of dialogue can be compli-

cated. As one participant observed to the
group, "We don't exactly live around the

comer from one another."—Howard Zehr

Panel of ex-MCCers
offers advice on serving
in repressive countries

North Newton, Kan.—Former Menno-
nite Central Committee workers were in-

vited to share a potluck supper with
Transcultural Seminar participants at

Bethel College here recently. It gave the
"alumni" a chance to meet some of the 51

seminar students. About half of the par-

ticipants were preparing to begin MCC
assignments, while the others were college

students.

MCC, along with Bethel, Goshen, and
Eastern Mennonite colleges, sponsored
the two-week seminar—an annual event
which rotates among the three campuses.
It featured a variety of speakers, including

World Neighbors director Bill Brackett,

Land Institute founder Wes Jackson, and
Burkina Faso missionaries Russ and Gail

Toevs and Loren and Dona Entz.

On alumni night, a panel of former
MCCers addressed the question: "Can we
serve where governments are radically

evil?" They said "Yes," calling on MCC
workers to try to effect change while

avoiding becoming pawns of the repres-

sive regime, or being forced to leave.

Panelists noted that the poor people
they served liked MCCers but did not like

U.S. government policies which often sup-
port oppressive governments. The poor
ask MCCers to tell their story to the
people in their home churches and to

witness to U.S. foreign poHcymakers.
"Where do you stand when people turn

to violence to work for justice?" a new
MCC volunteer asked. "I could tell them
what we believe, but couldn't condemn
them," Elaine Zook Barge replied. "I

don't know if I'd stiU be a pacifist if I had
17 family members killed by an oppres-
sive government."

Her husband, Nathan, issued a chal-

lenge to North Americans: "Can we say
that we are pacifist when we are still

paying taxes in support of war? Unless we
are actively stopping that kind of support,

I don't think we are being heard as paci-

fists in Central America."
What about safety?

"If my being there endangers other
people, I gotta get out," David Osborne
said.

"We should take our signals from the
local people," Vern Preheim replied.

"MCC has a pretty good intuition about
the degree of risk."

—

Susan Balzer

Two pairs ofpaHicipants—both consisting of an Israeli and a Palestinian—at the Palestinian Cen-
ter for Rapprochement Between People discuss ways to encourage peace between their two sides.
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Mennonites help with peace talks
In post-civil war Ethiopia

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia fMCCJ—Ethio-

pia appears headed toward greater stabil-

ity following roundtable talks here, July

1-5, that ended factional fighting and set

the groundwork for a transitional govern-

ment, says Menno Wiebe, a participant in

a peace initiative for the troubled country.

"Ethiopians are very excited and hopeful,

but they also seem fearful of being op-

timistic," said Wiebe, director of the Horn
of Africa Project at Conrad Grebel College.

"This tentative peace, like a fragile flower,

Ethiopians want to guard rather closely."

Wiebe is a consultant to the Ad Hoc
Peace Committee, made up of Ethiopians
in North America who are working for a

peaceful resolution to hostilities in that

country. The committee was invited as

official observers at the Addis Ababa
meetings and was one of three observers

invited to make a statement at the

meetings' conclusion. The Horn of Africa

Project promotes public education and
peace initiatives in that part of Africa and
is partially supported by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee.

John Paul Lederach of MCC's Interna-

tional Conciliation Service is also a con-

sultant to the Ad Hoc Committee.
Wiebe said the talks, which included

representatives from 24 Ethiopian political

and national factions, achieved two major

accomplishments: drafting a charter for a

transitional government leading to elections

within two years and reaching a consensus

on the breakaway province of Eritrea.

The Ethiopian People's Revolutionary

Democratic Front currently controls the

capital after deposing the Mengistu dic-

tatorship on May 28.

While the future of the Ad Hoc Peace
Committee is yet to be determined,
Wiebe said it will act as a "watchdog for

peace and democracy in Ethiopia," possi-

bly including encouraging dialogue be-

tween the current ruling party and other

groups absent from the Addis Ababa
meetings. He said participants at the

Addis Ababa meetings urged the commit-
tee to remain active in the peace process.

"Is it going to take root on the ground as

it did on the table?" he said. "We're not
out of the woods yet."

Neither Wiebe nor Lederach were in

Addis Ababa due to other commitments,
although they stayed in contact with com-
mittee members present at the meetings.

The International Conciliation Service

and the Horn of Africa Project, plus the

Life and Peace Institute fi-om Sweden,
were invited by the Ad Hoc Committee to

help facilitate its work, including some
fund-raising, organizing meetings, and ar-

ranging travel and telephone conferences.

Based on the traditional Ethiopian sys-

tem of elders, the Ad Hoc Committee was
organized last December in Princeton,

N.J., to work for a peaceful resolution

between the Mengistu government, then in

power, and numerous opposition groups.

Virginia IVIennonites

mark Independence Day
witli alternative event

Williamsburg, Va.—"My fondest hope
for you all is that you begin to experience

the mystery and the joy of peacemaking,"
said Gene Stoltzfus, coordinator of Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams, a Chicago-based
effort supported by Mennonites and
Brethren. He spoke to an alternative In-

dependence Day gathering of Mennonites
from southeastern Virginia at Williams-

burg Christian Retreat Center.

"You have a special ministry in this part

of Virginia where so much of the weap-
onry departed from these shores for Op-
eration Desert Storm," said Stoltzfus.

Close to 200 persons participated in the

various events, beginning with a lunch of

typical Middle Eastern food followed by

seminars led by Stoltzfus as well as mis-
sions leader Don Jacobs. A late afternoon

talent show provided opportunity to share

stories, songs, skits, or poetry on a peace
theme. Children enjoyed a vareity of ac-

tivities planned for them.

Speaking on the day's theme, "Cele-

brating Everlasting Peace Through
Christ," Jacobs, who directs Mennonite
Christian Leadership Foundation, said,

"Let us never have a theology of peace
that's divorced from the atonement." He
also encouraged the group to consider

living as the Levites of the Old Testa-

ment: people who did not own land, did

not fight, and who had a special mandate
to open "cities of refuge."

The evening session began with prayer
for the thousands who have suffered be-

cause of the Persian Gulf War and after

more input from Stoltzfus and Jacobs
concluded with a candlelight processional

and lighting the flame of peace.

Special music throughout the day was
provided by Andre and Kathy Gingerich

Stoner, who recently returned from a

Mennonite Central Committee term in

Germany where they worked on peace
with U.S. soldiers stationed there.

Luke Schrock-Hurst, one of the day's

planners, commented, "We felt that as a

peace church we simply had to provide an
alternate event for people to attend on

Luke Schrock-Hurst (right), copastor of Richmond (Va.) Mennonite Fellowship, and Wayne
Beachy, recently discharged military reservist and newly baptized Mennonite, lead a candlelight

procession to conclude the Independence Day alternative celebration.
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Eichers:

chief hosts
"God's Creative Acts

Continue . . . continue . .

.

and continue," Sam and F^ccTTSkTrTl
Roma Eicher, local coor- USCyUN ^1

dinators, said in their Oregon 91 report
to the annual meeting of Pacific Coast
Conference in June.

The host conference committee
members number 75, with many more
volunteers to be on board during the
week. "Pacific Coast Conference's spe-

cific task is to see that all logistical

details are arranged and in place so all

attendees wiU be able to worship, par-

ticipate in convention activities, and
conduct business adroitly!" Eichers
said.

July 4. Especially this year when so much
of our country was celebrating Operation
Desert Storm it seemed appropriate for

the peace churches to say, 'We celebrate

something different. We have a higher

allegiance than to our nation, and that is

to Jesus, the Prince of Peace.'
"

The day's events were sponsored by
Tidewater Mennonite Peace Committee
and Williamsburg Christian Retreat Cen-
ter.

—

Carmen Schrock-Hurst

Latest edition
of video series

features volunteers

Harrisonburg, Va. (MBMj—"Servants
and Stewards," six stories about Menno-
nites sharing their time, hospitality, heri-

tage, money, and passion, will be among
the creative acts aired at Oregon 91. The
14th and latest of the All God's People
series, the video was produced by Media
Ministries of Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. It will be introduced at the biennial

convention of the Mennonite Church.
The stories begin in Norristown, Pa.,

where a joint fellowship meal two years

ago inspired separate black, white, and
Hispanic congregations to combine their

worship and members. Today, renamed
Norristown New Life Mennonite Church
and relocated in one large building, they
beheve their coming together will erihance

their mission of bringing spiritual and
economic enrichment to the community.
In Burlington, Vt., Ken and Kass Seitz

connect forming friendships with estab-
lishing a Mennonite center and a new
Anabaptist fellowship emphasizing peace.
On the other side of the continent, mem-
bers of Pasadena (Calif.) Mennonite
Church blend personal and global peace-
making efforts with evangelism—a mix
they call "integrity evangelism."
In Clinton, Okla., Lavirrence Hart is

director of Cheyenne Cultural Center and
pastor of Koinonia Mennonite Church. In
both settings, he helps Cheyenne youth
develop both their self-identity and tribal

identity. He also teaches such Cheyerme
virtues as generosity and respect for all

life and land as sacred.

Professional volunteer Lois Kenagy
works to preserve the farmland in
Oregon's Willamette Valley. With the
support of her congregation in CorvaUis,
she also helps with a victim-offender rec-

onciliation program, spends time with

mentally disabled persons and grieving

parents, and speaks out for peace.

After a lifetime of giving their skills,

time, and money to constructing houses
and schools overseas, Becki and Wilbur
Hendricks of Telford, Pa., found their

lives rearranged by an accident which left

Becki confined to a wheelchair. They
continue opening their hearts and home
to international friends, while learning to

be gracious receivers.

A brief study guide accompanies the
video. A longer curriculum package will

be available through Mennonite Publish-

ing House in February.

The new video is available for $24.95 (in

Canada $29.95) fi"om Media Ministries at

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone toll-free 800 999-3534.

Spanish videos available
on church leadership
and Mennonite history

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Two new resources
are available for Spanish-speaking Men-
nonites. They are videos to help Hispanic
congregations learn about Mennonite his-

tory and how to develop church leaders.

Profetas de Revolucion tells the Anabap-
tist-Mennonite story in a lively style using
historical photographs, narration, and
graphics. It could be used in small groups,
classes for new members, or as a Sunday-
evening program. Samuel Lopez, presi-

dent of Hispanic Mennonite Convention,
narrates the 43-minute video.

Identificando, Reclutando, Reteniendo
Lideres, en la Iglesia Actual, intended for

pastors, church councils, and congrega-
tions, explores how congregations and
individuals can nurture church leadership.

The speakers on the 37-minute video are

Jose Ortiz, director of the Hispanic Min-
istries Department at Goshen College,

and Wilson Reyes, pastor of Iglesia

Cristiana Ebenezer in Apoka, Fla.

The videos are a cooperative effort of
Hispanic Mennonite Convention and the
Media Ministries Department of Menno-
nite Board of Missions. Partial funding
came from AMLAC, a group of Latin
American communicators. Elias Acosta of
New Vision Communication, Tampa, Fla.,

produced both videos.

Both videos are in Spanish and are
available for $24.95 from Centro De
Distribucion at Goshen College, Goshen,
IN 46526; phone 219 535-7468.

In shorthand, Sam and Roma de-

scribed local committee functions:

Transportation, getting people to and
from airports and the daily motel shut-

tle; Registration/Information, sign-in,

information packets, know when and
where to go or meet; Lodging, sleep;

Food Services, eat; Displays and Exhib-
its, display and tell about church orga-

nizations; Children's Program, learning

situations for children; Audiovisual,

hear and see well in large auditoriums;

Signs, know where to go; Decorations,

work and worship in an aesthetically

inviting environment; Ushers and
Greeters, help in locating meetings,
places, and people; Tours, see Oregon;
Finance, handle on-site finances; Med-
ical, take care of any health problems;
Activities, stay healthy; Media, "Oregon
91 Notes" and news in church and
public media;

Art, see artwork of the Northwest;
Prayer Council, provide a place for

people to quiet themselves and come
before the Lord; Congregational Repre-

sentatives, help to find volunteers; Host
Council and Local Coordinators, people
who connect all the hosting parts of

Oregon 91.

A further word on the art exhibit:

The works vary from serigraphs, pho-
tography, paintings, drawings, ceram-
ics, to sculpture. "As a group, the
artists' work is an ensemble of joy and
praise," said committee member Edna
Kennel.

Mennonite Church General Assembly

July 30 to August 3 • Eugene, Oregon
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Ethnic minority groups. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Brent Foster

(left) visits with Lemuel So, Philip Dich, Henry Brown, and
Ruth Mandl. Foster, an African-American, is an evangelism
and church development consultant for Mennonite Board of

Missions. So and Dich, who are Chinese, are both pastors in

Philadelphia. Brown, a Sioux Indian from Pine Ridge, S.D., is

a summer intern in the Urban Ministries Program of Menno-
nite Central Committee. Mandl, a Hispanic, is administrative

secretary of the Urban Ministries Program. The discussion

occurred during the first-ever meeting of Mennonite ethnic

minority groups in Elkhart, Ind. Representatives attended
from Afro-American Mennonite Association, Hispanic Men-
nonite Convention, United Native Ministries Council, the

new Lao Mennonite Conference, Chinese Leadership Coun-
cil, and Japanese Bible study groups in Ohio. MBM hosted
the event. Participants began exploring ways of working
together. "We're dealing with many of the same concerns
separately and individually," said MBM staff person Noel
Santiago. "What might God be calling us to do together?" The
group also agreed to find ways to share their common
concerns with the larger church.

• Brazilian leader dies.
Teodoro Penner, 51, executive

secretary of Brazil Mennonite
Church, died on July 19 of mas-
sive lung infections. He was hos-

pitalized a week earlier. He be-

came executive secretary in 1982

and continued as pastor of the

Mennonite congregation in Pal-

meira as well. In 1989 he and his

family moved to Campinas,
where the church had built its

headquarters. At that point he
also became director of the

church's leadership training

program. Penner, who is sur-

vived by iiis wife, Suse, was the

son of German-speaking Soviet

Mermonite immigrants in Brazil.

•SWAP attracts 130. During
the first two weeks of this

summer's Sharing With Appala-
chian People program, more
than 300 church people from
across North America worked
hard and learned to know the

people of that impoverished re-

gion. Half of the volunteers were
in Neon, Ky., and the other half

in Harlan, Ky. They took on
painting and renovation projects

at four homes. SWAP, a pro-

gram of Mennonite Central
Committee U.S., hosts church
groups of all ages for one-week
stints of home-repair work.

• Micro-enterprises. Mermonite
Economic Development Associ-

ates is conducting three major
workshops to help other agen-

cies strengthen their micro-en-

terprise lending programs. It is

part of an attempt by MEDA to

fight third-world poverty by as-

sisting small businesses. Two of

the workshops will be for people
in the field—in August in Bolivia

and February in Tanzania. The
third workshop, in Quebec in No-
vember, is for administrators in

government and private develop-

ment agencies. The workshops
are funded by Canadian Interna-

tional Development Agency.

• Teaching in Cuba. An unex-

pectedly large turnout of 130

people from 32 congregations in

Cuba took part in a seminar on
Christian education that was led

by Daniel Schipani of Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries. The participants repre-

sented 16 denominations. The
semineir, held at Meutin Luther
King Memorial Center in Ha-
vana, was peirt of a nine-day

teaching and preaching mission
for Schipani. He was startled to

find deep interest in the Ana-
baptist-Mennonite movement.

Many people are seeking a revi-

talized church, he said, particu-

larly as restrictions on religion

are relaxed by the communist
government.

• Sakakibara autobiography.
Japan Mennonite Literature As-

sociation has sold out its first

printing of the autobiography of

Gan Sakakibara, a longtime pro-

fessor who became an Anabap-
tist scholar and finally joined

the Mermonite Church Ln his

later years. The 700 copies were
sold within two months—an im-

pressive feat in a country with a

small Christian population and
an even smaller number of Men-
nonites. The publisher is now
considering a second printing.

• Desk calendar appreciated.
After 26 yeEirs of production, the

desk calendar produced by the

Media Ministries Department of

Mennonite Board of Missions is

still "deeply appreciated" and

"looked forward to," according
to a questionnaire sent to users.

"I feel positive about distribut-

ing these not only to church
members but also to the com-
munity," said one pastor. The
congregation (or business) that

uses the calendar can choose to

have information about it in-

cluded in the calendar.

• Teachers boost recycling.
When Mermonite Central Com-
mittee staff at the Akron, Pa.,

headquarters attempted to revi-

talize office recycling and con-

servation efforts, they realized

they needed someone who could

work full-time on the project.

They found Ken Gex, who ar-

ranged to leave his teaching job
in Oregon for a year to head the

effort. He was joined by his wife,

a former teacher. The couple's

enthusiasm was contagious.
They helped MCC staff become
more interested in envirormien-

tally sound living at home as

well as at the office. They also

got invitations to speak in local

schools, churches, and organiza-

tions. In addition, Gexes helped
MCC relief sale committees
think about ways to make their

sales more environmentally
sound.

• Sales seminar gets results.

Choice Books racks are being
placed in three new hospital gift

shops in Florida as a result of

contacts made during a Choice
Books sales seminar in Miami.
The seminar is held annually for

practical training and to encour-

age sales growth for Choice
Books distributors. Teams of

two make sales contacts in the

immediate area. This year's re-

source person was LeRoy Mul-
let, a real estate broker from
Berlin, Ohio, and an active lay-

man in Ohio Conference. Choice
Books is a program of Menno-
nite Board of Missions.

• New peace statement. The
Peace Committee of Mennonite
Central Committee has taken

the first steps toward writing a

new inter-Mennonite peace
statement. Meeting in Chicago,

the committee noted that it has

been 40 years since the last such
statement. John Stoner, interim

peace secretary, said it is "time

to move ahead wdth a peace
statement for the 1990s." Com-
mittee members agreed that the

aftermath of the Persian Gulf

War is a good time for a restate-

ment of Mermonite peace con-

victions. Committee chair Hel-

mut Harder said the war
"brought to hght the strength,

the vulnerability, and also the

diversity of opinion" among
Mermonites on the peace posi-

tion.

•Mental health scholarships.
Mennonite Health Services has

aw£irded six scholarships as part

of its Elmer Ediger Memorial
Scholarship program. Each re-

cipient gets $1,000 for the 1991-

92 academic year for studies in

a mental health field. The six

persons are Beverly Fleming of

Evanston, Dl.; Peggy Brown of

Fort Langley, B.C.; Myrliss

Demastus of Mount Joy, Pa.;

Eugene Klassen of Clearbrook,

B.C.; Valerie Wiebe of Morris,

Man.; and Willi Wiebe of
Clearbrook, B.C.

• Newly renovated building.
Ridgeway Mermonite Church of

Harrisonburg, Va., is back in its

newly renovated building after a
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six-month "exile" to another

meeting place—Eastern Men-
nonite High School. The buOd-

ing now has a sanctuary that

seats 250 as well as additional

classrooms and a large fellow-

ship hall. Over 2,000 hours of

labor were contributed to the

renovation. The project was di-

rected by Vic and Bev
Plessinger of Ohio, who moved
their motor home to the church

property. They have been in-

volved in over 40 church-related

building projects throughout the

U.S. for the past 12 years.

• New church has 40 people.

About 40 people are now regu-

larly involved in four-year-old

Peace Community Fellowship in

Burlington, Iowa. They are

mostly young families and single

people. The congregation con-

ducts worship services on Sun-

day morrings and Sunday
school classes in the evening.

Other ways of staying in touch

include get-togethers for women
on Wednesdays and for men on
Saturdays. The congregation

currently meets in a downtown
office building. The founding

pastors are Stan and Arlie

Weaver, former longtime mis-

sion workers among the Navajo
Indians in Arizona.

• Awards for MBM. Mennonite
Board of Missions received
awards for two communication
projects during the annual con-

vention of Religious Public Re-
lations Council. The two were
Edition 12 of the All God's Peo-
ple video series and a media
campaign to help change pubhc
misconceptions about Menno-
nites. The 12th video, called

"Peacemakers," features stories

from Bangladesh, Romania,
Northern Ireland, and West Vir-

ginia. The media campaign,
which includes an invitation to

visit a Mennonite church, in-

cludes five newspaper ads, three

TV commercials, and a veiriety

of radio spots.

• Small groups rediscovered.
Loneliness, fear, anger, and grief

are some of the needs people are

bringing to recovery groups. The
focus of the eighth annual Evan-
gelism Celebration sponsored
by Atlantic Coast and Lancaster
conferences was to help congre-
gations mobilize for small-group

ministry. The resource person
was Gareth Icenogle, copastor of

First Presbyterian Church of

Bethlehem, Pa. He said the se-

cret of church growth in the

early church was the small-

group fellowships where Chris-

tians met to eat, pray, and study

the Bible together. Face-to-face

encounter and accountability to

each other are important if

Christians are to change and
grow, he said.

• Grant of $767,000. The Em-
ployment Concerns Program of

Mennonite Central Committee
Canada has received a grant of

$767,000 from the Canadian gov-

ernment to cover the cost of

placing full-time coordinators in

six provinces. The grant, which
provides $398,000 for the first

year and $369,000 for the sec-

ond, will pay for coordinators in

British Columbia, Alberta, Sas-

katchewan, Manitoba, Ontario,

and the Maritime s.

• Hispanic work strengthened.
A Council of Hispanic Menno-
nite Churches was officially

formed during the semiannual

meeting of Southeast Confer-

ence. The delegates hope this

will strengthen the conference's

ministries among Hispanic peo-

ple. They also hope it will en-

courage fellowship between
Hispanic congregations and the

other churches of the confer-

Oldesl resident. Soudertxm,

Pfl.—Ruth Kraybill Souder,

who celebrated her 102nd
birthday on July 10, is the

oldest resident at Souderton

Mennonite Home. Bom in

1889, she was married in 1917

and widowed in 1958. Her
husband, Edwin, was pastor of

Rockhill Mennonite Church.

Seven of her 10 children are

still living. She has 70 grand-

children and more than 300
great-grandchildren.

ence. The council and the
conference's executive commit-
tee will work together on mat-

ters related to new churches and
to pastoral leadership.

• New appointments:
Mary Burkholder, executive secre-

tary. Eastern Canada Confer-

ence, starting in January. She
succeeds Peter Janzen, who
completed his term last Decem-
ber as the first executive secre-

tary of the conference, which
was the result of the merger of

three groups in 1988.
Burkholder is currently pastor

of Valleyview Mennonite
Church in London, Ont. Pre-

viously she was a teacher in

three foreign countries and an
administrator at Mennonite
Central Committee Canada and
at Bluffton College. She then
enrolled at Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, where
she graduated in 1987.

Judy Zimmerman Herr, Overseas

Peace Office secretary, Menno-
nite Central Committee, steirt-

ing in July. She succeeds in-

terim secretary John Stoner.

Herr and her husband, Bob,
served previously for nine years

as MCC country representatives

for South Africa. For the past

four years they were also MCC
regional coordinators for south-

em Africa.

Bruce Martin, campus pastor.
Eastern Mennonite College,

starting in August. He succeeds
Barrel Brubaker, who died in

February. Since graduating
from Princeton Theological
Seminary in 1983, Martin has

been the founding pastor of

Church of the Servant in Port-

land, Maine. This is a church-

planting project of Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions.

Steve Bustos, Great Lakes Region
area adviser, Mennonite Mutual
Aid. Based in Goshen, Ind., he
serves over 500 congregations in

Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, and Mich-
igan. He spent the past eight

years in banking and auto sales.

• Pastor transition:

Anne Kaufman Weaver was in-

stalled as youth minister at

Blooming Glen (Pa.) Mennonite
Church on June 30. She serves

alongside pastors Truman
Brunk and Robert Shreiner.

• Coming event:

Volleyball Tournament, Aug. 17, at

Pottstown (Pa.) Memorial Park.

It is a fund-raiser for a new
facility in Strasburg, Pa., called

the Clinic for Special Children.

The clinic serves the Amish and
Mennonites of Lancaster
County, who have an unusually

high rate of genetic diseases. It

was featured in the July issue of

Reader's Digest. The registration

deadline for the tournament is

Aug. 12. More information from
Philip and Deborah Good at

2575 Unami Cir., Harleysville,

PA 19438; phone 215 234-0661.

• Job openings:
Latin America director, Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions,

starting in January. The person
would oversee mission work in

South America, Central Amer-
ica, and the Caribbean. Contact
David Shenk at Eastern Board,

Box 628, Salunga, PA 17538; phone
717 898-2251.

Administrator, Gilead Community
Services. This is a residential

facility for 36 children and young
adults with developmental dis-

abilities. At least one year of

work experience in disabilities is

required. Contact John Rohrer
at GOead, 5123 Converse Huff
Rd., Plain City, OH 43064;
phone 614 873-5522.

Press operator/production man-
ager, Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, starting in Novem-
ber. At least two years of expe-

rience is preferred. Contact
Keith Maust at Eastern Board,
Box 628, Salunga, PA 17538;

phone 717 898-2251.

Executive director, Interchurch
Medical Assistance. This is an
organization that sends medical
suppUes to third-world countries.

Send resume by Sept. 15 to

search committee chair Ray Bea-
ver at Box 851, Valley Forge, PA
19482.

Director, Refugee Aid Project.

This is an ecumenical organiza-

tion that offers legal and social

services to Central American
refugees. Contact the search

committee at Box 7414, San An-
tonio, TX 78207; phone 512 226-

7722.

Assistant director of development
and public affairs, Bluffton Col-

lege, starting in September. A
master's degree and experience

in fund-raising and/or marketing
is preferred. Send resume to

Paul King at BC, Bluffton, OH
45817.

• Correction: Because of illness,

John Drescher wQl not be the

meiin speaker at the 100th anni-

versary celebration of Salem
Mennonite Church, Wooster,
Ohio, Aug. 16-18, as reported in

the July 9 "Mennoscope." For-

mer pastors will speak instead.
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We should be like them. Springs, Fa.—"Observe the happy children," says Gay Brownlee, a

local news reporter for Gospel Herald. Pictured are nursery-age children in summer Bible

school at Springs Mennonite Church. "Jesus taught us that to be great in his kingdom, we
should be like them," she says.

• New group in Germany. Eight

churches in Germany that are

made up of Soviet immigrants

have formed the Alliance of

Anabaptist Congregations. The
total membership is about 3,000.

Most of them are ethnic Ger-

mans who have been migrating

to Germany from the Soviet

Union since the early 1970s but

have not felt comfortable in the

existing German Mennonite
congregations. Four of the

churches in the alliance are of

Mennonite background, two are

Baptist, and two are other evan-

gelical. Alliance chair Heinrich

Loewen says his group is ready

for more contact with Menno-
nites in Europe. Recently he

invited Ed van Straten, a Dutch
Mennonite leader who is a Men-
nonite World Conference vice-

president, to speak at his church

in Oerlinghausen.

• Tenth anniversary in D.C.
Washington Community Fellow-

ship remembered the past and
prepared for the future during

10th anniversary celebrations in

June. Past and present mem-
bers as well as past and present

pastors participated. The cur-

rent pastoral team is made up of

Myron Augsburger, John Hays,

Miriam Mumaw, and Dennis
Hollinger. The congregation,

which purchased and renovated

a church buUding on Capitol

HUl, has grown to a membership
of 200 and a Sunday attendance

of 350.

NEW MEMBERS

Bourbon, Ind.: Davi Gingerich,

Marlin Gingerich, Amanda
Kauffman, Tasha Leichty, Mark
Miller, and Philip Reed.

Church of Life, Philadelphia,

Pa.: Saveth Chea, Hong Lay
Chheng, Roun Doung, Jade
Kao, Vuthea Kong, Peter S. Lay,

Sear Lear, Loun Lorn, Born
Nuth, Ann Choeu Phou, Thonh
Son, Heng Sreng, Thary Suon,

Heuang Thongvong, Channy
Touch, Mach Touch, Sovan
Van, Pok Van, Yan Van, Thoeun
Veang, Vuthy Kong, Sophal
Kruth, Sovanny Prak, Phuong
Seang, and Bounthok
Vongrackdy.

Crown Hill, Rittman, Ohio:
Darla Hilty, Michael Miller,

Tina Nussbaum, Patti Weaver,
and Diane Rhemy Zimmerly.

Oxford Circle, Philadelphia,
Pa.: Karla Nussbaum, Wayne
Nussbaum, Trudy Evans, and

Treva Stutzman.

Wideman, Markham, Ont.: Bev-

erly Byer, Eric Cleary, and Den-
nis Lofthouse.

Deep Run East, Perkasie, Pa.:

Brenda Allebach, Jennifer Delp,

Laura Detweiler, Dara Nyce,

Shana Swartley.

Lowville, N.Y.: Chad Erb, Cyn-

thia Roggie, Jennifer Jantzi,

Darcy Zehr, Derek Gingerich,

Brent Gingerich, David Atwood,

and Nancy Atwood.
Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Patty

Gross and Sarah and Mark
Householter.

Springdale, Waynesboro, Va.:

Omae Beiler, Deloris Beiler,

Kristen Beiler, Kevin Beiler,

Rhoda Showalter, Eric Beyeler,

Heather Burkholder, Kim Grif-

fin, Jonathan Grove, Jeff

Mininger, Jeremy Ross, Kris-

topher Smith, Amy Swanson,
Kaite Swanson, Heidi Wenger,
and Joseph Young.

Bethany, Albany, Ore.: Curt
Stutzman, Alvin Beachy, Jake

Claassen, Dan Lais, Amelia
Lais, Steve Gerig, Janna Gerig,

and Mervin and Iris Berkey.

MARRIAGES

Douangkham-Khiawpuang:
Luan Douangkham, Kitchener,

Ont. (Buddhist), and Khamdee
Khiawpuang, Kitchener, Ont.

(Lao St. Jacobs cong.), July 6,

by Ongakh Phounsavath.

Frey-FuUerton: David Frey, St.

Jacobs, Ont. (St. Jacobs cong.),

and Cheryl Fullerton, St. Jacobs,

Ont., July 6, by Sue C. Steiner.

Ingold-Moorhous: Michael In-

gold, Morton, HI. (First Menno-
nite cong.), and Deborah

Moorhous, Morton, 111. (Chris-

tian Church), June 29, by Glen

A. and Thelma Homer.
Kauffman-Moyer: Steve Kauff-

man, Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore

cong.), and Lisa Moyer, Sarasota,

Fla. (Bay Shore cong.). May 25,

by Howard S. Schmitt.

Kraill-Ledsome: John Brian
Krall, Harrisonburg, Va. (Park

View cong.), and Tamela Led-

some, Harrisonburg, Va., June

29.

Nussbaum-Friedt: Gilbert Nuss-

baum, Kidron, Ohio (Kidron

cong.), and Edna Friedt, OrrviUe,

Ohio (Orrville cong.), July 6, by
Bill Detweiler.

Parkhurst-Reed: Brett Park-
hurst, Oswego, 111. (United

Methodist Church), and
Gennifer Reed, Lancaster, Pa.

(Charlotte Street cong.), June 1,

by Harold Reed.
Reber-CoUins: Jon Ffeber, Ephrata,

Pa. (College cong.), and Kimberly

Collins, Lancaster, Pa. (Evangelical

Free Church), June 29, by Don D.

Pteber.

Sarco-Vaingat: Michael R. Sarco,

Keezletown, Va. (Park View
cong.), and Janet Vaingat, June

8, by Owen Burkholder.

Shaw-Mast: Greg Shaw, Sara-

sota, Fla. (Bay Shore cong.), and
Lenette Mast, Sarasota, Fla.

(Bay Shore cong.), June 29, by

Howard S. Schmitt.

Shenk-Amrhein: Gary W. Shenk,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View
cong.), and Laura Amrhein,
Elkton, Va. (United Church of

Christ), April 13, by Michael

Shenk
Unruh-Hiebert: Stacy Unruh,

Haven, Kan. (Faith cong.), and

Julie Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kan.

(Parkview cong.). May 25, by Tim
SuUivein.

BIRTHS

Beck, Tom and Jamie (Wilson),

Whitehouse, Ohio, Alyssa Joy

(third child), June 22.

Blank, Kenneth and Joann
(Beiler), Middleburg, Pa., Jea-

nette Marie (first child) , June 20.

Christo, Jordy and Cindy (Thur-

mond), Sarasota, Fla., Gregory

James (third child). May 11.

Detweiler, Wesley and Lori

(GodshaU), Telford, Pa., Tanner
Scott (first child), July 4.

Hall, Danny and Regina (Miller),

Chesapeake, Va., Travis Alan

(first child), June 26.

Hollinger, Jeryl and Mary
(Hurst), Lancaster, Pa., Anna
Purna Hurst (second child),

bom Nov. 12, adopted May 23.

Holsopple, Jerry and Mary
(Litwiller), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Kate EUzabeth (second child),

June 27.

Hunsberger, Ben and Beth
(Hochstetler), Shipshewana,
Ind., Amanda Charis (second

child), June 30.

Mansfield, Richard and Ruth
(Johns), Fishersville, Va., Ian

Stuart (first child), born May 13,

adopted May 15.

Morris, Loren and Pam (Mead-

ows), Hutchinson, Kan., Randi

Marie (first child), April 13.

Shrock, Marlin and Linda
(Lakes), Elkhart, Ind., Caitlin

Amber (second child), June 11.

Swartley, Phil and Jan (Alderfer),

Souderton, Pa., Kate Lynn (first

child), June 28.

Troyer, Ronald and Janet
(Miller), Centerville, Pa., Jona-

than Scott (fourth child), June

20.

Voder, Dennis and Mary
(Coblentz), Holmesville, Ohio,
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MENNOSCOPE

Megan Joella (second child),

June 19.

Zehr, Cal D. and Carol (Long),

Goshen, Ind., Heidi Jo and Me-
lissa Joy (second and third chil-

dren), June 29.

Zehr, Philip and Eileen (Bemat),
Canastota, N.Y., Kimberly Re-
becca (third child), June 18.

DEATHS

Baker, Elvin, 82, Exeland, Wis.
Bom: Nov. 25, 1908, Woodbum,
Iowa, to Shuman and Anna
Baker. Died: June 23, 1991,
Ladysmith Hospital, of cancer.

Survivors—children: John, De-
lores Ferr, Mavis Joyner, Jean
Knobeck; 18 grandchildren, 25
great-grandchildren; brother
and sister: Ken, Zelma Veness.
Predeceased by: Nellie Villiard

(wife). Funeral: June 26, Exe-
land Mennonite Church, by El-

wood Schrock and Larry
Hawley. Burial: Windfall Ceme-
tery.

Brunk, Perry Edwin, 59, Harri-
sonburg, Va. Bom: April 11,

1932, Tacoma Park, Md., to
Henry Martin, Sr., and Nora
Ellen (Kraus) Brunk. Died: July

1, 1991, Augusta County, Va., in

a private plane crash. Survi-
vors—wife: Fern Maust; chil-

dren: Sylvia Reece, Randall,
Steven, Janette, Christina, An-
thony; 3 grandchildren; brothers
and sisters: Esther Loux, Ellen
Griffin, Ruth Horst, Ahna Baer,
H. Nelson, Henry, Jr., Joseph.
Funeral: July 6, Lehman Audito-
rium of Eastern Mennonite Col-
lege, by Shirlee K. Yoder and
John R. Martin. Burial: Weavers
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Gindlesperger, Henry Merle
"Shorty," 73, Johnstown, Pa.,

Born: Sept. 4, 1917, Johnstown,
Pa., to Samuel and Minnie
(Kauffman) Gindlesperger.
Died: June 30, 1991, Johnstown,
Pa. Survivors—wife: Virginia
Blough; children: Donna Jean
Thomas, Dwight, Audrey Yoder,
Frank, Darwin, Dwynell Boyer;
14 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-
children; brother: Kenneth. Fu-
neral: July 3, Stahl Mennonite
Church, by Mary Grace and
Harold Shenk and Marvin Kauf-
man. Burial: Stahl Mennonite
Cemetery.

Kreider, John Franklin, 92.
Bom: Sept. 12, 1898, Palmyra,
Mo., to John M. and Hettie
(Buckwalter) Kreider. Died:
June 30, 1991, Maple Lawn
Nursing Home. Survivors—chil-

dren: Harold, John, Nelson,
Wendell, Vema GraybiU, Mir-
iam Umble, Kathryn, Ann Zook,
Carolyn Kearbey, Hazel
Kauffman; 29 grandchildren, 28
great-grandchildren; sister:

Amy Click. Predeceased by:
Mattie Mae Hinkle (wife). Fu-
neral: July 3, Haimibal Menno-
nite Fellowship, by Robert A.
Bixler and Reuben Horst.
Burial; Greenwood Cemetery.

Musser, Florence Herr, 91.
Bom: Oct. 24, 1899, Lancaster
Twp., Pa., to Landis B. and
Mary Ann Book Herr. Died:
June 26, 1991, Manheim Twp.,
Pa. Survivors—husband: Martin
S. Musser; children: Rosene
Brubaker, Audrey Murray; 4
grandchildren, 2 great-grand-
children. Funeral: June 29,
Mount Joy Mennonite Church,
by Shelley R. Shellenberger.
Burial: Cross Roads Brethren in

Christ Cemetery.
Rogers, Ethel Christina

Clarke, 88, Carstairs, Alta.
Bom: Nov. 25, 1902, Somerset
County, England. Died: May 8,

1991, Didsbury, Alta. Survi-
vors—children: Cicely Shantz,
Doreen Harder; 10 grandchil-
dren, 20 great-grandchildren.
Predeceased by: William Rogers
(husband) and Walter Rogers
(son). Funeral: May 11, West
Zion Mennonite Church, by
James Miller and Brian Harder.
Burial: West Zion Mennonite

Cemetery.
Rufenacht, Nettie V. Conrad,

95, Stryker, Ohio. Bom: Dec. 29,

1895, Smithville, Ohio, to Peter
and Caroline (Gerig) Conrad.
Died: June 24, 1991, Archbold,
Ohio. Survivors—sisters: Mar-
jorie Weldy, Elva Horst. Prede-
ceased by: John E. Rufenacht
(husband). Funeral: June 26,

Lockport Mennonite Church, by
Walter Stuckey and Elwood Gra-
ber. Burial: Lockport Cemetery.

Sauder, Mary A., 82, East Earl,
Pa. Bom: Feb. 24, 1909, New
Holland, Pa., to Martin G. and
Alice (Sensenig) Sauder. Died:
April 11, 1991, Landis Homes, of
heart disease. Survivors—chil-

dren: Martin G., Ruth Hollinger,

James, Esther Wert, John A.,

Marian Bauman, Warren R.,

Wilmer R., Susan E.; 23 grand-
children, 11 great-grandchildren;

sister: Edna Martin. Predeceased
by: Alvin Sauder (husband). Fu-
neral: April 14, Landis Homes, by
Donald Good and Nelson Bow-
man. Burial: Weaverland Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Stauffer, Ruth M. Loucks, 95,

Elkhart, Ind. Born: May 21,

1896, Olive Twp., Ind. Died:
June 24, 1991, Valley View Nurs-
ing Center. Survivors—children:

Bertha Miller, Florence Yoder,
Paul; 10 grandchildren, 15 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:
Ivan Stauffer (husband). Fu-
neral: June 26, Rieth, Rohrer,

Ehret & Lienhart Funeral
Home, by Dale Shenk. Burial:

Olive East Cemetery.
Swank, Jennie Lou, 34, Scott-

dale, Pa. Bom: April 9, 1957, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., to John E. and
Mildred E. (Clites) Swank.
Died: June 21, 1991, Pittsburgh,
Pa., of cancer. Survivors—one
child: Tiffani A.; 2 sisters and 7

brothers. Funeral: June 22,
Kingview Mermonite Church, by
Linford D. Martin. Burial:
GreerJick Cemetery.

Widders, Susan S., 69, Lancas-
ter, Pa. Bom: Feb. 20, 1922,

Manheim Twp., Pa., to Joseph
B. and Annie S. (Stauffer) Wid-
ders. Died: June 28, 1991, Men-
nonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., of
cancer. Survivors— brother:
Monroe S. Funeral: July 2, Men-
nonite Home Chapel, by Ralph
Cinder, Karl E. Steffy, and John
B. Shenk. Burial: East Peters-
burg Mennonite Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Oregon 91, biennial convention of
Mennonite Church, Eugene,
Ore., July 30-Aug. 3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of
directors, Chicago, El., Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference annual
meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing. Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual
meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mennonite Church Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-
gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,
Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mermonite Disaster Service Re-
gion IV annual meeting, Albany,
Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,
Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

EvangeUsm and Church Planting
Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.
27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-
cago, ni., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,
Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Fellowship of Concemed Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,
Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

VSers begin assignments. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Five people
began short-term or long-term Voluntary Service assignments
with Mennonite Board of Missions following orientation May
29-31. Four of the five are Summer VSers. The fifth, Deborah
Woodring, is serving a two-year term in San Antonio, Tex.
The VSers are (left to right): Ingrid Hess of Goshen, Ind.,
deaf ministries worker in Lancaster, Pa.; Kristy Shellenberger
of Paoli, Ind., teacher aide in La Jara, Colo.; Patty King of
Harrisonburg, Va., recreation worker in San Antonio, Tex.;
Randy Shank of Ephrata, Pa., refugee worker in Harlingeni
Tex.; and Deborah Woodring of Kingsport, Tenn., clinic
administrative assistant in San Antonio, Tex. Not participating
in orientation but beginning a Summer VS term was Erika
Thomas of Fremont, Calif, migrant day-care worker in La
Jara, Colo.
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THE LAST WORD

Oregon and/or bust
I like church conventions. I know, to some

that's strange. But there's something about a

group of God's children getting together for wor-

ship and fellowship and business that gets my
blood going.

It's been that way from the beginning, I'm

told. I went to my first churchwide conference

when four months old. My mother cairied me to

Mennonite General Conference at Allensville,

Pa., in 1939.

The first one I remember was at Wooster,

Ohio, in 1947. I really didn't mean to step all

over the toes of the woman beside me in those

concrete bleachers. To this day I can see the gri-

mace on her face as she tried to listen to the

speaker while avoiding this restless 8-year-old

trying to make sense out of a churchwide con-

ference.

I'm still trying to make sense out of them.

That's one reason why, by the time you read

this, I'll be with some 3,700 other Mennonites in

Eugene, Ore., attending the Mennonite Church's

biennial General Assembly and Churchwide Con-

vention.

Not that these conferences make that much
logical sense. By now many of us at Oregon 91

will have stories of delayed flights, late trains,

and cross-country travel with vans full of kids to-

tally bored through Utah and Nevada. We'll

have stood in line for name tags and meal tick-

ets. We'll continue to stand in line to get into

shuttle buses and rest rooms. And, yes, even

those of us who came to Eugene because we like

to be with people are beginning to find ourselves

at the local McDonalds, unable to face yet an-

other mass meeting.

"Why do we do it?" we'll ask ourselves as we
tear out and cash yet one more $50 traveler's

check for another night of fitful sleep in a

"strange" bed. It doesn't help either to know
that some back home who couldn't make the

trip will be doing calculations of their own

—

plane ticket: $350; registration: $90; food: $60;

take that times. . .

.

But for all their cost and logistical nightmares

(convention planners tell us we cram more into

less than any other group they work with), Men-
nonite conferences seem to be growing events.

Those who plan them say it's increasingly diffi-

cult to find places able to handle what our as-

semblies have become.

They're the church doing business, but with

many more than official delegates attending.

They're reunions, as those of us who attend bien-

nially get to know each other. They're family

events, bringing together adults and children

and youth. This week in Eugene the youth con-

vention has registered more than 2,000, out-

stripping the adult gathering by more than 500;

another 275 are children with special activities

of their own.

You don't have to be at many of these assem-

blies to know something special can happen
when we get together. It may be during intense

discussions at business sessions. It may be in

corporate worship services. It may be in infor-

mal conversations. But somewhere God will

break through and give us a new vision of what
we should be or do.

It happened at Ames 85, for example. We
called the result the Ten-Year Goals. For what-

ever we may think of what became Vision 95, at

the very least this movement got more of us

thinking outreach and church growth.

Something similar may happen this week in Or-

egon. That's why we keep on having assemblies.

That's the sense of churchwide conventions:

God will come to us in a new way as we create

and recreate our community of faith.

Biennial assemblies may not be the most effi-

cient way to get the church's work done. But so

far they seem to have been effective.—y/p

Work and rest

We at Gospel Herald have set for ourselves an

ambitious schedule for reporting on the activi-

ties and events of Oregon 91. If all goes as

planned, six days after its close our coverage

will be off the press. That's the issue dated Aug.

13. Extra copies will be available at 25<t each.

Call 1-800-245-7894 to order.

The week after we'll rest. There will be no

issue Aug. 20. Our regular weekly schedule re-

sumes with the Aug. 27 issue.—jTp



A retired pastoral couple, Ernest and Vema Moyer,
Quakertown, Pa.: where does one get identity when
work no longer serves as the center of one's life?
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And just what
do you do?
How do I answer that question now that

I am no longer a teacher or an editor

and the children have all left home?

Before retirement, I was only vaguely

aware of the hazards of life after "work."

I didn't realize how often I would need to

find an answer to the question, "What do you
do?" I wasn't prepared for the many times I

would have to ask myself: who am I when I am
not "working"?

Take, for example, the time I joined two oth-

ers to judge a poetry contest. In a publication

about the contest, one was listed as a college

teacher, the other as a high school English

teacher; I was listed by name alone.

Now sometimes a name is enough when the

person is well known; I knew that did not apply
in this case. But was there nothing to say? Did I

have no identity without work? Without that

identity would anyone have faith in my judg-

ment? Or was I asking these questions because
of a frail ego?

I have always liked to work. I remember how,
as editor of On the Line, I interviewed a 12-year-

old farm boy who worked on a large dairy farm
and enjoyed it. He said with, a twinkle in his eye,

"I think I was born to work!" I knew exactly

what he meant.

by

Helen

Alderfer
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Life is balancing achievement and en-

joyment. When I get to heaven, and St
Peter asks, "What did you do?** I want to

he able to say, "I watched sunsets."

I also know that persons like me with a strong

work ethic often lean too heavily on work for

their self-esteem. They can run into difficulty

when they can no longer work. So what could I

say when I was no longer a teacher or an editor

and the children had all left home?
John Wesley prayed this prayer: "0 Lord, let

us not live to be useless; for Christ's sake.

Amen." And then there's the story of a young

woman who once said to an old woman, "What
is life's heaviest burden?" And the old woman
said, "To have nothing to carry."

I
go to the Bible but find little there about re-

tirement, other than guidelines for abundant

living for all ages. Nor are there many mod-

els for aging. Many didn't live to be very old, or

else they blew all the stereotypes—like Sarah

expecting her first child when she was in her 90s.

I do find Anna of the temple. She was married

young to a man her father picked for her. He
may have been quite old, for he lived only seven

years after their marriage. She did not remarry

but lived her life as a widow, some think for up

to 80 years.

Anna lived in the temple doing good works

and praying. She was there the day Joseph and

Mary brought Jesus for a blessing. Anna recognized

Jesus the Christ, turned to the bystanders, and said

simply, "My redeemer and yours has come."

Anna did not recognize her redeemer by a

halo or by checking with others in the temple or

by calling a committee to pass on her hunch.

No, in solitude she had learned the art of listen-

ing and could trust her discerning of the Spirit.

Some say that from that day on Anna was

known as a prophetess, an honor given to few.

Anna is a model for me in the grace with which

she grew old.

Another model for me is my maternal grand-

mother, Verena Graber Conrad, who lived to be

85. She was in our household until I was 12. My
memory is of her sitting in the wicker rocker in

our dining room, reading a psalm before begin-

ning to piece ocean-wave quilts for her grand-

daughters. She was there when I came home
from school in the afternoon—a constant in my
life, never having to come home to an empty
house. I think of her as more being than doing.

My mother lived to be 95. She wrote us a let-

ter every week as long as she could, and I know
prayed for us by name each day. I still miss

both the letters and the prayers.

But I live in a different day. It's a day preoccu-

pied with staying young and being productive.

We Americans, for example, spend as least $5

biUion a year on gadgets, cosmetics, and tech-

niques to keep us from looking old. "See, I don't

have a wrinkle," an older woman once said to

the Swiss counselor, Paul Tournier. To which he

replied, "Whatever went wrong?" Life had

passed her by. There were no lines to show
where she had been.

Nor do many of us older persons want to do

what we did when we were younger. Says one,

"Don't push me to act young." Another resents

being encouraged to take advantage of all the ac-

tivities of a retirement center. "I didn't come
here to be busy all the time," she says.

A young woman once a^ked one

older: ''What is life's heav-

iest burden?" Came the reply,

"To have nothing to carry."

But some do arrive at old age without wrinkles

and still able to work hard. "Please," one says,

"I don't want to be known as an exceptional old

woman. That is too heavy a burden to carry and

live up to."

So what do I hope for as I continue to grow

older? I want time to watch sunsets. I believe

that with age one should be able to live with a
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new image of time, one less tied to watches and
clocks, those machines responsible for time fly-

ing or dragging. I want to be governed more by
my internal clock.

Iremember one summer in Illinois when there

were days of especially spectacular sunsets,

when sunlight and dust and water particles

in the atmosphere flung dazzling colors against

the sky. My mother asked a woman in our
church if she had noticed the sunsets that sum-
mer. "No," she said, "I don't have time to look

at sunsets."

I want to be able to watch sunsets.

There should be time to remember.
Poet WiUiam Stafford wrote, "Memory holds

the day together." I want to remember the good
times, the persons who lit my candle. With age
comes the realization that many of the impor-
tant persons in one's life are no longer living.

Thus memory becomes more important. I would
also like to profit from the memories of stead-

fast times but not be burdened by them.
In the simultaneous act of hanging in and let-

ting go, another task of the elderly, things

shouldn't matter so much. I would like to be
able to say to myself when I break a dish, 'So,

it's a dish. Remember, you broke dishes when
you were younger too. The world doesn't stop
turning with a dish." (I also want the freedom to

say it out loud without someone frowning about
older people talking to themselves.)

When, if not now, can I give myself permission
to miss appointments, just because I forgot?

When, if not now, can I have the freedom not to

attend every activity or program, even if it would
be good for me? Thomas Merton says that the se-

cret of the spiritual life is to be content to miss al-

most everything. And long before Merton, the

writer of the book of Isaiah told the people that

"in quietness . . . shall be your strength."

I hope to give what I can as long as I can. I

want to be a caring person, present to others,

not offering entertainment or distraction but a
listening ear and sustaining spirit. Peter Maurin,
who with Dorothy Day was the strength of the
CathoUc Worker Movement, would greet seekers
at the Catholic Worker House with the question,
"Did you come to get something or to give some-

thing?" I remind myself that it is a good ques-
tion to ask at any time of life.

One of my favorite epitaphs is in a New En-
gland cemetery. The stone has the woman's
name, the dates of her life, and this line: "She
done what she could."

I hope my giving can be in the framework of

choices, with the freedom to say no to requests
without guilt and without feehng like a stranger

in a world of activity, I also want to give in the

spirit of the poster on our kitchen wall: "Don't
just do something; stand there."

An old lady tells the following story: "I was so

happy when one day a young student came to

Older persons don't necessari-

ly want to do something all

the time. Some of us are very

happy just to be on occasion.

visit me. We had such a marvelous time. I told

her about my husband and my children and how
lonely and sad I often feel. And when I was talk-

ing, tears came out of my eyes, but inside I felt

glad that she was listening.

"But then, a few days later, the student came
back to me and said: 'I thought a lot about what
you told me and about how lonely you feel. I

thought about what I could do to help you. I

wonder if you might be interested in joining this

club we are having.' When I heard her saying

that I felt a little ashamed, since I had caused so

many worries for this good person. The only

thing I really wanted was someone to listen and
to understand."

Balancing achievement with enjoyment is not
easy. I doubt if I will do it here on earth. But
when I get to heaven and St. Peter asks, "And
what did you do?" I would like to be able to say,

"I watched sunsets."

Helen Alderfer lives in Goshen, Ind., where she

keeps busy with speaking, writing, and committee
assignments. She is the retired editor of On the Line
and a columnist for Christian Living magazine.



READERS SAY

The homeless are

in our neighborhood
Thanks to Carl Kreider for his article,

"Why Do So Many Live on the

Streets?" (July 2). As director of Bridge

of Hope, an organization serving home-
less women and children in Lancaster

and Chester counties (Pa.), I have seen

a new side to homelessness over the

past year.

Rural and suburban Mennonites
whom I come in contact with generally

think homelessness is a "city problem."

But homelessness is everywhere! The
homeless are hidden in a tent in a local

campground, or in a small apartment
with 10-12 relatives, or in a boarding

house over a pizzeria in a small town.

The homeless are not just "on the

streets"; they are hopping from one
cheap motel to another, never able to

save enough for a "real" home.
The homeless are young women who

grew up in middle-class homes but were
kicked out of the house when they be-

came pregnant. The homeless are fami-

lies living in their car until they can find

a shelter that will take in the whole fam-

ily, without separating the husband
from the wife and children. The home-

less are welfare mothers, minimum-
wage earners, and college graduates.

The homeless are victims of racism, sex-

ism, and classism. The homeless are

people of every size, shape, and culture.

Homelessness is in small towns, farm-

ing communities, suburbs, and big cit-

ies. I have been shocked to talk to

homeless women with children who are

from the small-town area in Lancaster

County in which I grew up. We must
never doubt the presence of the home-
less in our neighborhood.

Edith Yoder

Coatesville, Pa.

Danger from far greater heresy
Indeed, "What Do We Really Believe

About the State?" (May 28). John W.
Miller is right in stating that we are

sometimes arrogant toward the servants

of the state. But to suggest, as he

seems to do, that we have nothing to

say to the state is at least as dangerous

as is our arrogance.

To be sure, we are of a different king-

dom. And we forget that at our eternal

peril. But this separation is never abso-

lute. It was never absolute for the peo-

ple of the first century churches nor for

the 15th-century churches. As James
Stayer writes in Anabaptist and the

Sword, when they "saw power misused
they would call on the ruler to repent,

although leaving vengeance up to God."

If we are living a life of peace and jus-

tice, we will be involved in activities

that will in fact cause the state to ask

questions about what we are doing.

While working with victim-offender ac-

tivities, I was often asked why I was
doing this work. I could not answer
without commenting on the misplaced

use of power and coercion in our state

criminal justice system.

Surely we who have had experience

in the third world will have insight into

the pain and suffering that is caused

when the state uses violent means to

solve problems. Power prevents per-

sons from seeing clear alternatives to

force and violence. We must speak for

the oppressed when we see corruption

and abuse of power.

In a society that claims to value the

opinions of all of its citizens, we Ana-
baptist Christians have a chance to ex-

press our views. This becomes for us a

call to ministry. To be sure, we must

put our energy into building our commu-
nities of peace as visible witness. But
those among us who understand the

pain of our government policies on the

poor and weak do right in presenting a

Mennonite witness to our elected offi-

cials when there is abuse of power.

While it may be true enough that one
temptation for Mennonites today is ar-

rogance in advising the state, an
equally strong temptation is to make
peace with the state. Then we can live

in comfort and harmony with our afflu-

ence. We are in far greater danger of

this last heresy than the first.

Earl Sears

Newton, Kan. •;

In support of oppression?
The view of nonresistance in "What

Do We Really Believe About the

State?" discourages any involvement

with the political affairs of the state for

the sake of purity and the danger of

compromise. Since many Mennonites in

North America receive benefits from ex-

ploitation by the state, is this nonresis-

tance not a violent act against the poor

and oppressed?

For every 100 babies born into this

world, 40 die by the age of six, 40 are

impeded either physically or mentally

by malnutrition, and only three receive

adequate education for meaningful em-
ployment. Mennonites in this country,

including myself, are usually in this

elite group.

Many Mennonites in the U.S. have

gained economically from cheap oil

bought by the blood of the Iraqi peo-

ple. Mennonites that have received

money from farming have benefited

from the state driving the Indians from

their land. If we say nothing against the

state, then we support and maintain the

oppression by the state.

Ti'm Nafziger

Atlanta, Ga.

Hand trouble

I read "What Do We Really Believe

About the State?" with ambivalent inter-

est. We Mennonites are debating not

only who we are but also what we be-

lieve.

I feel akin to Tevyia in Fiddler on the

Roof having trouble with his hands: "On
the one hand ... on the other hand. . .

."

On the one hand, the state is respon-

sible to protect the good and to punish

the bad; on the other hand, it is also re-

sponsible for justice. On the one hand,

the church is responsible for evange-

lism, nurture, and education; on the

other hand, it too is responsible for jus-

tice. On the one hand, the state does

not tell the church how to do evange-

lism or education; on the other hand, it

does tell the church it must be honest.

On the one hand, the church does not

tell the state how to administer its jails;

on the other hand, the church does

have a responsibility to speak to the

state about justice in the administration

of its jails. On the one hand, the church

is a kingdom separate from the state;

on the other hand, when was the last

time the church functioned within a de-

mocracy?

On the one hand, I am glad John
Miller raised the questions he did. On
the other hand, I hope no one takes

him seriously before thoroughly examin-

ing the implications.

D. Lowell Nissley

Lancaster, Pa.
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READERS SAY

Is gospel "our music" too?

I was surprised and happy to come
across a photo of part of our church's

gospel choir (June 18). What was curi-

ous, though, was the decision to place

that particular photo as accompaniment
to an article titled "Will Our Children

Continue to Sing Our Music?" The Lee
Heights Gospel Choir sings, as the

name indicates, gospel music—music
traditional to the African-American
church experience. It is quite different

from the music sung in most North
American Mennonite churches.

No mention was made about the

strong music program at Lee Heights,

although the photo was included. It is

my hope that our church and choir's

music is included in the "our music" re-

ferred to in the article's title.

Regina Shands Stoltzfus

Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Agape love

God's providence and agape love

through Christ embraces all who come
to God. It is unfailing, unchanging, and
"in spite of." Love is a sustained, con-

tinuous direction of the will toward
another's good, regardless of how we
may feel about what they have done or

are doing or what they may look like. It

does not necessarily mean approval.

This has meant to me that I must be
very slow in "writing people off who
have offended me or who look or Uve dif-

ferently. It means that I can and do love

people that I don't like naturally, but
probably should! Who among us has not
discovered that some good spiritual per-

sons were difficult to Uve with—and vice

versa? "As much as Ueth in you" (Rom.
12:18) speaks to this human situation also.

"See that you love one another with a

pure heart fervently or warmly" (1 Pet.

1:22). One version uses the term "to ex-

cess." I believe this is God's enabling

will for our lives as the little girl

prayed, "Lord, make all the bad people
good and all the good people nice!"

Milton Brackbill

Sarasota, Fla.

Because we ask not
In reference to the editorial, "Are We

Still a Biblical People?" (June 18), I

could not agree more with the state-

ment, "We can pray that God's Spirit

can bring renewal among us."

About 25 years ago a Roman pope
prayed, "Lord, renew your wonders to

this generation as with a New Pente-

cost." The charismatic movement shook
the CathoUc Church so hard that at last

reports it is still shaking. A few Menno-
nites were caught up in the winds of

that renewal, but most of us sniffed

and wondered what had happened. We
are still hungering and thirsting for our
share of the handout. Understandably,
"we have not because we ask not."

Remember the promise of John in

Luke 3:16, "[Jesus] will baptize you
with the Holy Spirit and with fire."

Roy E. Hartzler

Wellman, Iowa

Statements must be challenged
We have been observing with increas-

ing dismay the apparent tolerance of

the editors of Gospel Herald to publish-

ing letters justifying the gay and lesbian

lifestyles without editorial comment (e.g.,

Cukian letter, June 11). We would hope
that a Christian periodical which has been
mandated to "herald the gospel" would
see fit, upon the authority of the Scrip-

tures, to challenge statements such as,

"Do not cast the first stone in labeling

same-sex contact in these times as a sinful

perversion." This must be challenged to

the satisfaction of every true believer.

Fishers of Men Sunday School Class

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Church

More confession of faith

"What We Believe About the Holy
Spirit" (May 7) is my first introduction

to the new inter-Mennonite confession

of faith, Reader's Digest level and Scrip-

ture reference included. I would be glad

to read more.

Raymond Byler

Williamsport, Pa.

Help with evaluations
Thank you for the insightful com-

ments supporting a new approach to

pastoral evaluations in your July 2 edi-

torial, "Amos Would Have Had a Bum
Evaluation." It may be encouraging to

you to know that we have heard from
many parts of the church on this subject

in connection with our Pastorate Project

work. Our staff and leaders working with

the pilot congregations are testing some
concrete proposals that may help congre-

gations and their leaders work more
fruitfully together in the future. Initial re-

sponses are encouraging.

Albert J. Meyer
David L. Sutter

Pastorate Project

Elkhart, Ind.
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Death is

A mother whose 23-year-old
son died in an accident while
on an MCC assignment tells

how affirmation helped her
family through their grief.

by Erma H. Wenger

We said good-bye to Danny, our 22-year-

old son, on Feb. 3, 1989, at the Philadel-

phia International Airport. It was a

joyful, tearless good-bye. We were excited about
his three-year commitment to serve with Menno-
nite Central Committee in Nicaragua as material

aid coordinator. Later we read in his journal that

he wanted his farewells to "be times of celebra-

tion, not sadness. Celebrate the good times and
friendships we have had and celebrate the new
beginning in my own life." That is what our fam-
ily did, anticipating his regular letters and a visit

with him midterm in Nicaragua.

On Dec. 30, 1989, our doorbell rang at 10:00

p.m. My husband opened the door to find our
two pastors and Rich Sider, MCC secretary for

Latin America. As they walked in, I blurted out,

"What happened? Is he dead?" Rich answered,
"Yes. He's dead." For several minutes I sobbed
aloud, "Danny! My Danny!" Silently I cried,

"God, oh God!"
Then we sat down and learned what had hap-

pened. Danny had been killed in a traffic acci-

dent several hours earlier as he accompanied a

group of Mennonite youth to an overnight re-

treat. Our earlier, joyful farewell was now a

heart-wrenching, grief-filled separation for all

time. While there was much in his Hfe which we
could celebrate as he had wished earlier, we
grieved deeply for the loss of one who brought
us so much joy and showed so much potential

for service.

The death of a loved one is a traumatic experi-

ence. When it comes with a terminal illness, one
may anticipate the end of suffering, yet one is

scarcely prepared for the finality of the separa-

tion. If the ill person is able to face the reality of

impending death, there is an opportunity to ex-

press love and care for each other in precious

times together.

But sudden death allows no preparation or pre-

cious moments of farewell. Those of us left be-

hind experience shock symptoms as our emo-
tions wrestle with the facts of death. In the days

following the sudden death of our son, affirma-
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a time for affirmation

tion of God's love and sovereignty and our pres-

ent and future hope were important to us. Our
loss and the reality of it were affirmed as others

grieved with us in our mutual loss.

Death is a time for affirmation, not judgment.
Katie Funk Wiebe says in Alone, "Leave censure
and judgment up to God. . . . Pray for (the fam-
ily), but leave judging to God." The following

are the kinds of affirmation that were helpful to

our family as we attempted to integrate the fact

of Danny's death into our hearts and our lives:

Affirm the loss. Most of us feel inadequate
when trying to express our feelings in the face of

death. Say, "I'm sorry" or "I care" or "God
knows and understands" or "I'm praying for

you." Even now occasionally we meet someone
who says, "Every time I pass your house, I pray
for you."

These simple statements say it all. Don't say,

"I understand," unless you have experienced the

same type of loss. Burying a child is significantly

different from burying a parent, spouse, or sib-

ling; the circumstance of the death may be tre-

mendously different, and we need to recognize
that.

Chuck SwindoU writes in For Those Who Hurt,

"When words fail, tears flow. Tears have a lan-

guage all their own, a tongue that needs no inter-

preter. In some mysterious way, our complex
inner-communication system knows when to

admit its verbal limitations . . . and the tears

come."

In Psalm 56:8 we read that God takes special

notice of our tears, puts them in a bottle, and en-
ters them into the record of our lives. In physi-

cal terms tears cleanse the body of chemicals
produced under stress and bring physical as well

as emotional benefits—to men as well as women.

Affirm God's love. The love of God was dem-
onstrated to us by people in many ways. Friends
stopped by with food, hugs, and offers of help. I

was grateful for the casseroles in the freezer
when house guests from a distance came months
later. One friend gave a casserole lined in alumi-
num foil before freezing so that the food could
be slipped into a plastic bag; that saved me the
problem of identifying and returning containers.

Others made phone calls to inform distant
friends and family or to cancel appointments.

I don't recall many specific words, but the
sense of love and concern I remember well.

When the letters and visits dwindled after a few
weeks, I woke up one night thinking about the
decreasing support. But the Spirit brought sev-

eral verses to me: "I will not leave you comfort-
less: I will come to you (John 14:18, KJV). I

shared this with Lois, a special friend, and soon
she was at my door with a book entitled / Will

Not Leave You Comfortless by Dorene Waggoner.
Today that book brings back the special memory
of that night and God's promises to all of us.

Affirm the value of the person. I remember
breakfast with Joyce, whose son had been handi-
capped all his Hfe; I thought that his handicaps
would have made his death easier to accept. But
she surprised me when she said it was so "hard
to give him up because he had so much poten-
tial." Potential—that was something many peo-
ple had said about our Danny, but a mentally
and physically handicapped child? "He had so
much love," she said.

After we had received hundreds of cards and
notes, a veteran Central American missionary
wrote that he was sorry he had never had the op-
portunity to meet our son, but that he had heard

We can affirm in death since
we know that Christ has con-
quered death and because we
have faith in the resurrection,

much about him. He wrote that people spoke as
well of Danny before he died as after his death.
That was a heartwarming confirmation of all the
other notes we had received. The ones we re-

ceived a year after Danny's death were espe-
cially special because we reahzed others remem-
bered with us.

Affirm reality. Marian came one day with a
loaf of homemade bread and an insightful ques-
tion, "Have you thought of playing games?"
"Games?" I asked. "Denial or fantasy games,"
she said. No, I didn't play denial games; the
news of Danny's death was seared in my mind.
But later it was a temptation to play games.

As the time of our son's birthday approached,
when we had planned to visit him in Nicaragua
at his work, I was depressed and couldn't moti-
vate myself to work. I knew I could get psyched
up to get a lot done if I pretended that I was get-

ting ready to go to see Danny. It really was a

temptation to pretend he was there, waiting for

us to come. Marian's question several months
earlier alerted me to the potential problem of
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My piece of mind comes from knowing
God is with me and grieves with me. It

does not come from saying that what
happened to my son was God's will.

playing games and helped me fight it when it

came. I'm grateful for her counsel.

Affirm relationships. One of Danny's friends

wrote that Danny wanted to live with us follow-

ing college graduation because he wanted to

"learn to know his family better." It also felt

good to have people write that Danny's life

showed evidence of the influence of a Christian

home. When I find notes of appreciation for

Danny's friends in his journal, I like to photo-

copy and give them to his friends to affirm the

relationships he shared with them.

On the first anniversary of our son's death, we
attended the dedication of the Daniel Wenger
Research Center in Managua, Nicaragua. To us

the center is a symbol of the significant relation-

ship Danny developed with the Nicaraguan peo-

ple in his 11 months of work there. On that visit

we went to the Nicaraguan home where Danny
had lived. The mother shared many memories of

Danny—his excited planning for our future visit

with him there, his talking with them of our con-

cern for their country as well as for his welfare.

Affirm life with its continuing purpose.

Many times when life has seemed too difficult,

I've remembered Jer. 29:11 (NW), which Joyce

shared with me: " 'For I know the plans I have

for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to prosper you

and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and

a future.'
"

It helps to get the grieving person involved in

church or volunteer work. Less than a month
after our son's death, Elizabeth invited me to

stuff envelopes for a mission agency. It was the

perfect thing for me at that time. It was a worth-

while activity which did not demand much of

me; I could talk to those working around me, or

I could simply stuff envelopes.

The grief process is hard work. We can't ex-

pect anything difficult to be tackled too soon. If

the grieving person is a busy mother or em-

ployee, an offer to do laundry, correct test pa-

pers, take the children for an outing, or help a

mother do grocery shopping may be what's

needed most. (Shopping can be difficult, espe-

cially for mothers as they face a child's favorite

food on the shelf.)

Affirm the commitment to forgive. Our son

was killed in an accident; no one person could

be blamed for what happened. We were spared

the struggle to forgive. When medical negli-

gence, drunkenness, or violence is involved, for-

giveness becomes a real test. In those times we

must rely on God for a continuing infilling of

love and grace to maintain a forgiving commit-
ment.

Affirm the sovereignty of God. Some peo-

ple believe God makes no mistakes. I say, God
doesn't, but people do; and God doesn't always

overrule to correct our mistakes.

We know God could have overruled in Danny's

death. Why God didn't is one of the mysteries

—

that is, what makes God, God. Our lack of under-

standing proves we are mortals. I cannot say

that it was God's will that our son's hfe ended at

age 23; I do believe God will bring some good

out of it because "we know that in all things God
works for the good of those who love him . .

."

(Rom. 8:28, NIV).

My peace of mind comes from knowing God is

with me and grieves with me. Friends whose son

was killed in an accident gave us this from Isa.

57:1-2 (NIV): "The righteous perish, and no one

ponders it in his heart; devout men are taken

away ... to be spared from evil. Those who walk

uprightly enter into peace; they find rest as they

lie in death."

We know our son has attained that peace. We
also know a measure of that peace, for "Thou
wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is

stayed on thee: because he trusteth in thee"

(Isa. 26:3, KJV). But we will never assume we
know God's mind and attempt to comfort with,

"It is God's will." Instead we stand by in love

and prayer that God will bring some good out of

the tragedies of human mistakes.

Affirm the resurrection. For me the most
wonderful consolation is our hope of eternal life,

our assurance of the resurrection. About two

months before Danny's death, he wrote his

grandmother:

"Grandpa will always be greatly missed by all

of us. I enjoyed his stories and counsel always.

Although his death saddens us, it is easier to ac-

cept in the knowledge of the full and rich life he

has had, the many lives he has blessed, and be-

cause we know that Christ has conquered death

and we have faith in the resurrection." Little did

Danny know, when writing his grandma, that his

note would reach us to affirm our common faith

in the resurrection as we grieve his death.

Erma H. Wenger and her husband, Daniel, live

in Lancaster, Pa. Erma presented this material

in this article in several area churches last fall

as a part of Mutual Aid Sunday.
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CHURCH NEWS

Mennonite General Board addresses issues
of homosexuality, minority relations, 1 992

Eugene, Ore.—In what has become a

traditional one-day session immediately
prior to the biennial gathering of Menno-
nite General Assembly, the members of

the church's General Board meeting here

on July 29:

• attempted to clarify how the church
might deal with the issue of homosexual-
ity more pastorally;

• agreed to increase its advocacy for

minority groups;

• recognized the need for in-depth dis-

cussion of the nitty-gritty issues of possi-

ble integration with the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church;
• celebrated 20 years of its existence.

Dubbed "the church council of the

Mennonite Church" by its general secre-

tary, James Lapp, the General Board
holds two three-day meetings each year.

In years when General Assembly meets,

the Board also gets together for an extra

day to take care of mostly routine business.

The subject of homosexuality has be-

come too routine for many Board mem-
bers, who felt that congregations and
conferences must recognize the need to

minister to and deal with homosexuals in

their midst. They expressed concern that

homosexuality has become most visible at

Mennonite General Assemblies, when
confrontations between individuals and
groups with widely differing viewpoints
have captured attention and headlines.

For this reason the Board adopted a

summary statement on homosexuality,
calling for local congregations and district

conferences "to recognize those strug-

gling with homosexual orientation and to

provide pastoral leadership in clarifying

understandings and responding
redemptively to homosexual people

"

The statement also reiterates the Board's
1987 document stating that sexual relations

are reserved "for a man and a woman united
in a marriage covenant. . .

."

In the Eugene meeting the General
Board adopted a resolution committing
itself to increase advocacy for minority
groups in the church. This includes
strengthening communication between
the Board and minority groups and in-

cluding minority issues on the Board
agenda in its regular sessions.

Also given the go-ahead was a proposed
statement on how the church should ap-
proach the anticipated celebrations in the
Americas of the "discovery" of the New
World. Noting that celebrations of this

event cause pain for Native American
Mennonites, the Board agreed to send to

the General Assembly floor a resolution

calling for repentance for past exploita-

tion of Native Americans and more sensi-

tivity to the issues facing this minority

group. Though passed, discussion of the

proposal was mixed, with ambiguity ex-

pressed on how the church should regard the

coming of the Europeans to the Americans.

One member commented that perhaps the

best the church could do in 1992 was ac-

knowledge confusion on whether to cele-

brate or to repent.

Board members learned that its trea-

sury is $41,455 in the red at the end of

five months of the current fiscal year.

They agreed to ask staff to solicit individu-

als for contributions to the General Board
budget. A similar move last year raised more
than $8,000 for the Board's work.

Teen campers experience
Kidron, Ohio—When the 72 high school

campers at Camp Luz went to eat supper
in the dining hall, they found the doors
closed. No food, they were told.

Disgruntled stomachs growled after a

strenuous afternoon of activity. After min-
utes passed, an announcement came that

there was a "soup kitchen" open under a

nearby tree. Lines quickly formed for a

bowl of soup, two half sandwiches, crack-

ers, and an apple half.

This was the first phase of a plan to give

the campers an unexpected firsthand ex-

perience into how it feels to be without
the comforts and necessities of life—to be
homeless.

Campers Brian Myers (left) and Rodney Calla-

han scrounge some cardboard for their

"homeless" night at Camp Luz.

The Board also agreed to work with
tough, practical questions related to

possible integration of the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church.
There was affirmation for churchwide

staff persons to make special efforts to

meet with baby boomers during the next
round of "conference consultations"

—

times when agency personnel meet with

representatives from district conferences.

The Board ended its day-long meeting
with a celebration of 20 years of history.

The General Board came into existence

with the reorganization of the Mennonite
Church in 1971. Paul Mininger, first chair-

man of the Board, spoke during this cel-

ebration.

—

J. Lome Peachey

homelessness
After a meager meal, they watched a

video. Shelter Boy, and learned that two
million Americans, including 100,000 chil-

dren, live without a roof over their heads.

After seeing the family in the film lose

their home to a tornado, the campers
found homelessness could happen to

anyone.

It happened to them. Youth camp di-

rector Eileen Kraybill announced, "You
have been evicted. You have seven min-
utes to get anything from your cabin." The
place resembled a disturbed ant's nest.

Youths scattered in all directions to res-

cue their belongings.

Each person was forced to decide what
items to take and what to leave behind.
Those who opted to take their sleeping

bags were fortunate, because after seven
minutes, cabins were locked and there

was no reentry. In a short time, the camp-
ers would be sleeping under the stars.

Each group and a counselor chose a

spot to spend the night—under the roof

of the chapel porch, by the pine grove, by
the garage, in picnic pavilions—anywhere
they could have some protection in case

of rain.

The next morning, the campers were
responsible to cook their own breakfast

over a "buddy burner." The small stove,

made of two tin cans and some paraffin,

can be used to fry an egg or make toast.

Youths who thought camp was a rou-

tine, predictable experience found that

this week was an exception. Organizers of

the experience hope it will help the young-
sters to appreciate the comforts and ne-

cessities of life, hopefully, for the rest of

their lives.

—

Celia Lehman
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CHURCH NEWS

Selfhelp-related center hit by volcano;
MCC plans long-term aid for Philippines

Olangapo City, Philippines (MCC)—The
director of a producers' center for Self-

help Crafts of the World says the center

will rebuild following destruction by
Mount Pinatubo's eruption. All 30 resi-

dents and 10 staff escaped the June 15

incident without injury. Selfhelp is a pro-

gram of Mennonite Central Committee.
Meanwhile, MCC is planning a long-

term relief and reconstruction response in

the country.

The dining hall/meeting room, a dormi-
tory, and part of the warehouse of the
producers' center, known as PREDA
Human Development Center, were de-

stroyed. The residents, teenage boys from
area jails and streets, make bamboo bas-

kets and tables for Selfhelp as part of

PREDA's drug rehabilitation and skills

training program.

Residents and staff fled the home,
amidst ash and stones raining from the

volcano—and a typhoon and earthquakes.

They returned the next day. "We decided
never to give up," Cullen said. He said a

foot of volcanic ash covers the grounds,

trees are stripped of leaves and branches,
and piles of rubble from damaged build-

ings are everywhere.

Reconstruction will take place as
PREDA has time and materials. In the

meantime, they have set up temporary
offices in part of their warehouse which
was left standing. One dormitory is also

still standing, but Cullen says many of the

children prefer to sleep outside for fear

of more tremors.

Tony Bejarin, representative in the
Philippines, is currently visiting produc-
ers there to determine needs following the

eruption.

MCC is also looking for a person to

serve in the Philippines for up to three

years as part of a long-term relief and
reconstruction work following the erup-
tions of Mount Pinatubo.

"It's become clear that long-term needs
will persist," said Earl Martin, MCC co-

secretary for East Asia. "Some people will

be homeless until new communities are

developed for them in other places. Some
people's rice fields have been covered in

several feet of ash and food needs will

persist."

Furthermore, Martin said, Filipinos are

concerned that world attention and con-

cern will quickly begin to wane. "Assis-

tance agencies will forget and go home
and so it will be important that there be
some continuing remembrance and iden-

tification with the people who have been
affected," he said.

Mary Bulatao, a tribal Filipino displaced by
the volcanic eruption, sits in an evacuation cen-

ter in Olongapo City. Her tribe, the Aeta, for

years lived on the slopes of the volcano.

The long-term worker will be based in

Manila, initially doing construction, but
eventually working with the Citizens Di-

saster Rehabilitation Center, a local relief

organization, editing training manuals for

disaster response.

In raid-July MCC sent six tons of cloth-

ing, infant layettes, and sheets as part of

its immediate relief response. The mate-
rials, worth $45,000, come from supplies

in the MCC British Columbia warehouse
and will need to be replenished. The
shipment will be consigned to the Citizens

Disaster Rehabilitation Center. MCC ear-

Her allocated $15,000 for response efforts,

most of which was used for food pur-

chases.

At least 245 people are known dead as

a result of the volcano and that figure is

expected to rise. More than 300,000 fam-
ilies have been affected by the volcano's

eruptions.

Martin said many of the dislocated peo-
ple were attracted to the region by jobs
around the Subic Bay and Clark military

installations of the United States. "We
believe that the U.S. government should
take some responsibility in responding to

the needs of these people," he said.

Scholars and COs
review war experience
of 50 years ago

Goshen, Ind. (Meetinghouse)~ln the
midst of flag-waving celebrations of yet
another war, a group of those who half a
century ago found a different way to serve
their country met to study and remember.
The "Mennonites and Alternative Service
in World War 11" conference took place
May 30-June 1 at Goshen College. About
125 people—many of them veterans of
alternative service—from the United
States and Canada participated in struc-

tured historical presentations and infor-

mal stories of camp life.

"It was a deHberate attempt to mix two
audiences—scholars and ex-alternative

service people," according to John Oyer,
a history professor at Goshen College and
conference organizer. The event was
sponsored by Mennonite Historical Soci-

ety and Mennonite Quarterly Review . "One
thing that was interesting was the differ-

ence between what the scholars said hap-
pened and must have happened based on
their research, and what the ex-CPS men
said did happen," said Oyer, who is a
member of both groups. "There was real

discussion there."

This year is the 50th anniversary of the

establishment of Civilian Public Service,

the U.S. alternative service program for

conscientious objectors to war.

Some 12,000 men served in CPS, in-

cluding 4,700 Mennonites, 1,000 Quakers,
and 1,400 Brethren. Estimates given at

the conference added 7,500 men for Can-
ada. CPS was administered by the U.S.

government with funds from the historic

peace churches, while the Canadian govern-

ment covered all supervision and expenses.

World War 11 was a catalyst for the

world at large and American Mennonite
churches in particular, according to a

research paper presented by Paul Toews,
a history professor at Fresno Pacific Col-

lege and director of the Center for Men-
nonite Brethren Studies. Speaking on the

last morning of the conference, Toews
summed up many themes from earlier

speakers.

New self-confidence, mission/service

activism, and an accelerated ecumenical
movement were three enduring legacies

of alternative service, he said. The pro-

grams coincided with a redefinition of

Mennonitism that peaked in 1944 with the

simultaneous publication of Harold
Bender's Anabaptist Vision and Guy
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Hershberger's War, Peace, and Nonresis-

tance. Toews called that year "the high-

water moment in the 20th-century intel-

lectual reconstruction of American Men-
nonite identity."

Alternative service gave Mennonites
and other peace church members the

chance to put their ideals into practice

and perhaps shape a new patriotism and
world order, he said. "The system permit-

ted Mennonites to fulfill a longing, fre-

quently expressed in the interwar years,

that their nonresistance be positive in-

stead of negative, active rather than pas-

sive, and engaged, not withdrawn." An-
other major result was a clash between
traditional ideals of separation from the

world and the desire to expand service.

By 1955, many of the CPSers were in

positions of influence within the churches,

and prewar fundamentalism gave way to

the search for an Anabaptist theology,

Toews said. Voluntary Service, Menno-
nite Mental Health Services, and a new
global outlook illustrated a new sense of

social responsibility.

Varying government statements and
practices were encountered by those cre-

ating and serving in alternative service.

This subject was addressed the first eve-

ning in two papers, one by William
Janzen, director of the Mennonite Central

Committee office in Ottawa on the situa-

tion in Canada, and the other by Al Keim,
a history professor at Eastern Mennonite
College, on the American scene.

Despite some real tensions, a reason-

ably cooperative approach by both sides

kept relations between Canadian Menno-
nites and their government good, Janzen
said. Changed attitudes from World War
I helped, he added. "The public was not

as excited about this war, and Mennonites
did not object to their government being

in war—only their own participation."

Echoing and expanding Janzen's con-

clusion, Keim said most Mennonites in

CPS were not trying to reform the state,

and put less emphasis on Christian wit-

ness. He said the Mennonites have been
called the "good boys" of CPS, noting

that they registered gladly, staged no

work stoppages, and criticized those who
did. But he tempered this with informa-

tion from some participants that they

thought the church cooperated a little too

much with the government.

Originally, CPSers were told by their

own leaders that they would not be under
government authority, he said. But this

was not true as early as 1941, and disillu-

siorm:ient set in among many as Selective

Service expanded control. There were few
alternatives to CPS. "The only clear pro-

tection was that the church was paying,"

said Keim. "It's amazing how much lever-

age that gave."

Though military people administered

CPS, Congress did change laws to con-

sider those members of the armed forces

as working for a civilian company, he said.

In turn, the religious groups adopted
many military terms.

Even with some problems and dissatis-

factions, CPS was more than a mere
compromise, Keim concluded. "Rather, it

was the best that could be gotten under
the circumstances."

—

Wayne Steffen

Does your Medicare supplement insurance

measure up to theMMA standard?
I ll) ' / I III

1 1

1

If you're on Medicare, you already know the importance of suppl
mental insurance. But ifyou aren't covered through MMA, it makes
sense to compare. MMA's Medicare Supplement is one of the best
values available today.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or call an MMA Member Ser-

vices representative at 1^00662-6747. We'll help you compare
MMA to your present coverage. There's no cost or obligation.

MMA Medicare Supplement mSSSAid
Insurance that helpsyou cover whatMedicare doesnt
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Fund drive at retirement community. Harrisonburg, Va.—
Maxine Miller (right) pets a Vietnamese potbellied pig held
by Lara Fisher at the annual fund drive celebration con-
ducted by the auxiliary of Virginia Mennonite Retirement
Community. Miller has an aunt residing there. The goal of
the event was to raise money to purchase a 15-passenger van
for the transportation needs of the residents. The retirement
community serves 625 residents in four facilities, from inde-

pendent living to nursing care. The community's mission,

according to President Elbert Detwiler, is "to bring dignity,

comfort, security, and fulfillment to the mature years of life

by providing comprehensive and quality care and service to

the aging."

—

Wayne Gehman

International Visitor Exchange
Program. It would be for the

first half or second half of the

year that starts this fall. Spon-
sors provide jobs and hosts pro-

vide lodging. Especially needed
at this point are jobs in the

following areas—accounting,
graphic design, auto mechanics,
printing, computer program-
ming, engineering, construction,

and office management. More
information is available from
MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717 859-1151.

•Correction: The telephone
number for the job opening in

the Ohio Conference office,

which appeared in the July 23

issue, was incorrect. It should be
216 857-5421.

NEW MEMBERS

San Diego, Calif.: Daniel Russell.

Communion, Goshen, Ind.:
Cheryl King, Casey Cabral, Dan
Holcombe, Michael Wiggs, Chris

• Janzen to leave MEDA. After

10 years as president of Menno-
nite Economic Development
Associates, Neil Janzen has de-

clared his desire to step down.
The exact timing of his depar-
ture will be decided in consulta-

tion with the MEDA board but
is expected to occur sometime
next year. MEDA is an associa-

tion of 2,000 business people
concerned with applying faith to

business and using business-ori-

ented means of assisting the

poor. It grew rapidly during
Janzen's tenure— in member-
ship, projects, and influence.

• Back to Ethiopia. Mennonite
Central Committee's three
workers in Ethiopia returned to

that country in June after two
months' absence due to civil

war. The three—Bert and Eve-
lyn Reimer and Marlene
Ewert—report "tremendous"
needs as a result of the war and
because of famine. They said

MCC facilities in the capital city

of Addis Ababa had a few bullet

holes and suffered minor van-

dalism and looting but other-

wise were in "good shape."
Rebel forces overthrew the gov-

ernment on May 27.

• Quake vt^ork finished. Menno-
nite Disaster Service has com-
pleted its earthquEike rebuilding

efforts in California. Long sifter

emergency offices had closed and
the post-disaster rush of compas-
sion ended, MDS work continued
in the area south of San Fran-

cisco. The earthquake was in Oc-
tober 1989. MDS volunteers—as
many as 40 at a time—assisted

150 households in Santa Cruz
and Watsonville. Mennonites
throughout North America con-

tributed over $100,000 to the ef-

fort.

• The most needy. The Menno-
nite earthquake response in

Costa Rica is focusing on a

group of people less likely to

benefit from government aid

—

indigenous Indian people who
do not have Costa Rican citizen-

ship. Mennonite Central Com-
mittee and Costa Rica Mermo-
nite Church are assisting Indian

famihes in the Volio area near
the Panamanian border.

•Families of homosexuals.
Some 40 people from 10 states

and one province attended the

retreat for the parents and sib-

lings of gay and lesbian people.

This was the second year for the

event, which is held at Laurel-

ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church
Center. Family counselors Ger-
ald and Marlene Kaufman led

the group in the dynamics of

searching for affirmation while

dealing with loss and fear. Ther-
apist Art Isaak used psycho-
drama to help participants reach
understanding and compromise
within conflict and disagree-

ment. Many of the participants

belong to a group called
Brethren/Mennonite Parents.
The group can be contacted at

Box 1708, Lima, OH 45802.

•MC-GC interaction. The
words "merger" and "integra-

tion" surfaced often when rep-

resentatives of local Mennonite
Church and General Conference
Mennonite Church congrega-
tions met recently in Pandora,
Ohio. It was the first such meet-
ing of MC and GC churches in

northwestern Ohio and one of

several held throughout the cen-

tral states. The day-long event
was planned, according to host
pastor Claude Boyer, "to give

grass-roots Mennonites a

chance to get together, fellow-

ship, worship, and become ac-

quainted— all with a view to-

ward possible integration" of

the two denominations.

• Retreat for men and boys.
About a dozen South Central

Conference men and boys took
up Western District's invitation

to join in its long-running annual
men's retreat at Camp Menno-
scah near Murdock, Kan. South
Central is part of the Mennonite
Church, and Western District is

in the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. Jerry Weaver,
dean of students at Hesston
College, spoke to the group on
"Changing Values of Youth."

• First Oyer scholarship. A
scholarship named for a nontra-

ditional teacher goes first to a

nontraditional student. Mat-
thew Lind, who this year was a

40-year-old junior at Goshen
College, received the premiere
Harold Oyer Scholarship for

Teacher Education. The
amount is $3,860. Oyer, who
died in 1988, was a GC graduate

who taught school for many
years and eventually became su-

perintendent of Elkhart, Ind.,

Community Schools and then a

public school administrator in

Pittsburgh.

• International visitors. Men-
nonite Central Committee
needs sponsors and hosts for its

Clayton Kratz Commemoration,
Aug. 18, at Blooming Glen (Pa.)

Mennonite Church. It will focus

on the life and vision of Kratz,

a young Mennonite relief worker
from this congregation who dis-

appeared—and was presumedly
killed—in the Soviet Union in

1920. A video about him will be
shown and historian John Ruth
will speak. More information

from the church at Box 236,

Blooming Glen, PA 18911;
phone 215 257-3431.

Nord, Keith and Marlene Wing,
MiriEim OUver, Jay and Grace
Graber, Steve Craft, Steve
Thompson, Kevin and Sandy
Plank, £ind Jeff and Dawn Clark.

West Philadelphia, Pa.: Paul
Robinson, and Greg Wilson.

Greeley, Colo.: Rod Bricker, Car-

olyn Bricker, Chad Crowder, Ad-
riana Koehn, Rashell Mininger,

Nolan Mininger, Penni Mininger,

Aaron Zook, David Ness, and Jeff

Ness.

Covenant, Lansdale, Pa.: Dawn
Moore and Rich Moore.
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Clarence Center, Akron, N.Y.:

Kenneth Abbott, Abigail Al-

brecht, Anne Janicz, Ronald
Martin, Berta McKenzie, Cindy
Sikora, Mike Sikora, and Laura
Yoder.

Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Sarah and
Mark Householter and Patty

Gross.

Waynesboro, Va.: Geraldine Eut-

sler, Gerald Hershey, and Jea-

nette Hershey.

BIRTHS

Benjamin, Evan and Kristen
(Sommer), Zuni, N.M., Ari
Sommer (first chUd), June 9.

Derstine, Ray and Cindy (Al-

derfer), Sellersville, Pa., Sara
Elizabeth (first child), July 9.

Esch, Randall and Tracy
(Graybill), Brownstown, Pa.,

Derick Scott (first child), July 2.

Eshleman, Rodney and Cindy
(Herr), Elmira, N.Y., Ryan Dan-
iel, May 3.

Fehring, John and Rhonda
(Rhodes), Kettering, Ohio,
James David (first chUd), June 19.

Click, Mark and Marci (Ropp),

Bloomington, Ind., Matthew
Robert (first child), June 24.

Groff, Geoffrey and Janet
(Burkhart), Strasburg, Pa., El-

Uot Michael (third child). May 6.

Hall, Danny and Regina (Miller),

Chesapeake, Va., Travis Allen

(first child), June 26.

Hirst, Jeffrey and Theresa
(Chaney), Creston, Ohio, Jeffrey

Bruce, Jr. (first child), June 30.

Hopkins, Scott and Carol (Knott),

Markham, Ont., Scott David
(third child). May 11.

Hostetler, Nathan and Miriam
(Gingerich), Middlefield, Ohio,
Jared Nathan (first child), July 6.

Hostetter, Elvin and Sharon
(Hess), Maytown, Pa., Aaron
James (second child), July 11.

Miller, Darrel and Lynette (Shoe-
maker), Danvers, 111., Grant Ste-

ven (third child), June 20.

Miller, Howard Daniel and Cheryl
(Worth), Watertown, N.Y., Seth
Vincent (third child), June 19.

Mills, Tom and Kathy (Bon-
trager), Indianapolis, Ind.,

Amber Nicole (first child), July 1.

Morgan, Jeff and Karen (Yoder),

Cresaptown, Md., Jeffi'ey Drew
(third child), June 20.

Noftsier, Randy and Connie
(Stahl), Croghan, N.Y., David
Randall (third child), June 19.

Nofziger, Arnie and Sheri
(Katterheinrich), Canby, Ore.,

Islathan Dean (first child), July 5.

Reesor, Keith and Jeannette
(Peet), Willowdale, Ont., Aaron

Chad (first child), March 13.

Roth, Jeff and Donna (Davis),

Morton, HI., Emma Ruth (first

child), July 8.

Schlabaugh, John and Jane
(Niffenegger), Kalona, Iowa,
Megan Linn (second child), July 6.

Schlotterbeck, Mark and Wendy
(Eifert), Springfield, Ohio, Es-
ther Rose (fourth child), July 8.

Troyer, Jon and Kelly (Miller),

Elkhart, Ind., Jordan Ray (sec-

ond child), June 23.

Vanden Tempel, Ted and Eliza-

beth, Poole, Ont., Sofia (fourth

chnd), July 12.

Weaver, James A. and Virginia

(Yoder), Lititz, Pa., Jason An-
drew (third child), June 13.

Yoder, Lowell and Mary (Brenne-

man), Lititz, Pa., David Benja-
min (first child), June 2.

MARRIAGES

Carr-Yoder: Scott Carr, Friends-

ville, Md., and Shelly Yoder,
Accident, Md. (Glade cong.),

June 29, by Alan Kauffman.
Gall-Weaver: William Gall,

Millersville, Pa. (Blossom Hill

cong.), and Margaret Weaver,
Lititz, Pa. (Blossom Hill cong.),

June 1, by Rodney Nofziger.

Gehman-Nichols: Dwane Geh-
man, Kinzers, Pa. (Ridgeview
cong.), and Jennifer Nichols, Lan-
caster, Pa., June 29, by Robert L.

Petersheim.

Hansard-Matheny: Nathan Thomas
Hansard, Fredricksburg, Va. (Pres-

byterian Church), and Rebecca Leigh
Matheny, Bridgewater, Va. (Park

View cong.), June 22, by Ruth Brunk
Stoltzfias.

Hill-Wengen Andrew Hill, Goshen,
Ind. (Communion cong.), and Mir-

iam Wenger, Goshen, Ind. (Com-
munion cong.), June 29, by Mi-
chael LechUtner.

Hooley-Balderston: Kyle Hooley,

Lancaster, Pa. (Forest Hills

cong.), and Heather Balderston,

Lancaster, Pa. (United Church of

Christ), June 22, by Mark R.

Wenger.

Hostetler-Kaufftnan: Larion Hos-
tetler, Harrisonburg, Va. (Lindale

cong.), and Ruby Kauffman,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Lindale
cong.), June 22, by George R.

Brunk m.
King-Bauman: John King, Men-

tone, Ind. (Nappanee cong.), and
Cynthia Bauman, Souderton, Pa.

(Line Lexington cong.), June 29,

by Lowell Delp and Harvey
Bauman (grandfather of bride).

Knott-White: John Knott, Harri-

sonburg, Va., and Amy White,
Dayton, Va. (Harrisonburg

cong.), June 29, by Steve Yoder.
Kuhns-Townsend: Tim Kuhns,

Pittsburgh, Pa. (Pittsburgh cong.),

and Cheryl Townsend, Pittsburgh,

Pa. (Pittsburgh cong.), May 25, by
John Stahl-Wert and George
Townsend.

Kurtz-Beiler: Stephen M. Kurtz,

Morgantown, Pa. (Conestoga
cong.), and Mabel K. Beiler,

Narvon, Pa. (Conestoga cong.),

July 6, by Omar A. Kurtz.

Lehming-Hoover: Edward Lehm-
ing, Scarborough, Ont., and Betty

Hoover, Stouffville, Ont.
(Wideman cong.), May 18, by
Lawrence Burkholder.

Litwiller-Oliver: Rod Litwiller,

Goshen, Ind. (Communion
cong.), and Keila Oliver,
Goshen, Ind. (Communion
cong.), June 15, by Dan Miller

and Don Fike.

Mast-Biesecker: Gerald Mast,
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Pittsburgh
cong.), and Sue Biesecker, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., May 11, by John
Stahl-Wert.

Miller-Miller: Craig Miller, Uni-
ontown, Ohio (Bethany cong.),

and Donita Miller, Hartville,

Ohio (Bethany cong.), June 28,

by John E. Gingerich.

Miller-Miller: Lance Miller,
Kalona, Iowa (Kalona cong.),

and Rhonda Miller, Kalona,
Iowa (Lower Deer Creek cong.),

June 29, by Duane Yoder.
Rhoades-Yoder: Glenn Rhoades,
Carlsbad, N.M. (Carlsbad
cong.), and Rhonda Yoder,
Lovington, 111. (Arthur cong.),

June 8, by Wayne D. King.

Sharp-Wyland: Kevin Sharp,
BellevUle, Pa. (Rockville cong.),

and Karla Wyland, Belleville, Pa.

(Rockville cong.), June 8, by John
Sharp.

Siebels-Ziegler: Richard Siebels,

Norfolk, Va. (Catholic Church),

and Theresa Ziegler, Newport
News, Va. (Warwick River cong.),

June 1, by Gordon Zook.

Strauser-Dennison: Michael
Strauser, McVeytown, Pa.
(Otelia cong.), and Lavonda
Dennison, Shirleysburg, Pa.
(Otelia cong.), July 4, by Stanley

R. Freed.

Watkins-Edgin: Michael Watkins,

Graber and her daughters. Archbold, Ohio—Artwork by
Esther Rose Graber and four of her daughters was the

featured exhibit of the annual Arts and Crafts Festival at

Sauder Farm and Graft Village here. Looking at a painting

of a scene in Puerto Rico, where she lives, is Graber, along
with local pastor Ellis Groyle. "We were pleased to continue
in our tradition of hosting Mennonite artists from time to

time," said Carolyn Sauder, managing director of the village.

The exhibit included watercolors by Esther Rose Graber,
original miniature acrylics and miniature reproductions of
late 19th-century masters by Susan Graber Hunsberger, Sibyl

Graber Gerig's watercolor illustrations for the recendy pub-
lished children's book entided The Underbed, miniature
to-scale replicas of late 19th-century pottery by Jane Graber,
and Ann Graber Miller's watercolors. Jane Graber was the
resident potter at Sauder Village from its opening year in

1975 until 1980.—Charbtte Croyle
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Robertsdale, Pa. (Otelia cong.),

and Renee Edgin, Mt. Union,

Pa. (Otelia cong.), July 6, by
Stanley R. Freed.

Wideman-Schmitt: Robert Wide-
man, Akron, N.Y. (Clarence Cen-
ter-Akron cong.), and Linda
Schmitt, Akron, N.Y. (Presbyte-

rian Church), July 13, by Clyde

Mighells and W. Roy Walls, Jr.

DEATHS

Beachy, Clyde L., 78, Springs,

Pa. Born: May 1, 1913, Grants-

viUe, Md., to Christian A. and
Mary Ann (Keim) Beachy. Died:

June 30, 1991, Meyersdale, Pa.

from pneumonia. Survivors

—

sister: Ethel Maust. Funeral:

July 3, Springs Mennonite
Church, by Steven Heatwole.

Burial: Springs Cemetery.

Climenhaga, Marion S., 84,

StevensviUe, Ont. Bom: May 25,

1907, StevensviUe, Ont., to Em-
erson and Frances Climenhaga.

Died: June 26, 1991, Clarence

Center, N.Y., from leukemia. Sur-

vivors—wife: Mamie N. Dise;

children: Doris E. Booker, May-
nard M., Marilynn L. Fox, Elea-

nor F. Miller, Pauline R.

Hostetler; 13 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren; brothers

and sister: Dale, Bert, Catherine

MoU. Predeceased by: Eva L.

Hoover (first wife). Funeral: June

29, Clarence Center-Akron Men-
nonite Church, by W. Roy Walls,

Jr. Burial: StevensviUe, Ont.

Groff, Martin R., 86. Born: Nov.

17, 1904, to Aaron and Annie
(Kurtz) Groff. Died: April 27,

1991, Mennonite Home, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Survivors—children:

Irene G. Noll, Jay M.; 4 grand-

children, 4 great-grandchildren.

One sister: Edna G. Hershey.

Predeceased by: Edna Martin

(wife). Funeral: May 1, Stump-
town Mennonite Church. Burial:

Stumptown Cemetery.
Herschberger, Eli A., 88, Mid

dlebury, Ind. Born: Msirch 25,

1903, Kokomo, Ind., to Abe and
Polly (Eash) Herschberger.
Died: July 3, 1991, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors—wife: Lydia Miller;

children: Perry, Omer, Ida Mae
Lehman, Mary Alice Yoder, Pau-

line Schrock, Farmie Kauffman,
Lovina Miller; 34 gr£indchildren,

87 great-grandchildren, 3 step-

great-grandchildren, 9 great-

great-grandchildren; sisters:

Fannie Schrock, Lovina Mast,

Lizzie Kauffman. Predeceased
by: Alma MUler (first wife). Fu-

neral: July 6, First Mennonite
Church, by Harold Yoder and Joe

Slabach. Burial: Miller Ceme-
tery.

Hockman, Eva H. DetweUer, 89.

Bom May 29, 1902, Bedminister

Twp., Pa., to Henry G. and Katie

(Bergey) DetweUer. Died: June 24,

1991, Rockhill Mennonite Com-
munity, West Rockhill Twp., Pa.

Survivors—children: Miriam H.

DetweUer, Kathryn H. Clemens,

Ruth M. Senior, Russell D., War-
ren D.; 15 grandchildren, 24 great-

grandchUdren. Predeceased by:

George L. Hockman (husband).

Funeral: June 27, Perkasie Men-
nonite Church, by WUson Kratz

and Richard DetweUer. Burial:

Perkasie Cemetery.

Home, Nellie E., 86, Shirleys-

burg. Pa. Bom: May 30, 1905,

Huntingdon Co., Pa., to WUliam
A. and Etta M. (McMullen)
Home. Died: July 2, 1991,

Shirleysburg, Pa. Survivors

—

chUdren: Dorothy Houser, Her-

bert L., Eugene S., Marlin E.,

Rhoda Baldwin, Sr., Jane James,

Barbara Vaughn; 16 grandchil-

dren, 17 great-grandchildren, one
great-great-grandchild. Prede-

ceased by: William Sherman
Home (husband), 2 sons and 2

daughters. Funeral: July 5, Rob-
ert D. Heath Funeral Home, Mt.

Union, Pa., by Stanley R. Freed.

Burial: Otelia Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Krabill, Elizabeth Yoder, 90.

Bom: Jan. 24, 1901, Logan Co.,

Ohio, to Isaac J. and Saloma
Yoder. Died: April 30, 1991,

Wooster, Ohio. Survivors—chil-

dren: Marvin, Gerald. Prede-

ceased by: Fred Krabill (hus-

band). Funeral: May 3, SmithvUle

Mennonite Church, by Glenn
Stetner and Richard Ross.

Landis, John E., 102, Lancaster,

Pa. Born: June 28, 1889, EUza-
bethtown. Pa. Died: July 1, 1991,

Lancaster, Pa. Surviving—chU-

dren: Maurice W., Raymond W.,

David W., Dorothy W., Naomi
W. Bair; 11 grandchUdren, 28

great-grandchUdren, one great-

great-grandchUd; brothers and
sisters: Chester E., Anna
Zeager, Grace Lamp, Mabel
Wert, Ruth. Predeceased by:

EUen Fry Weidner (wife). Fu-

neral: July 8, Blossom HiU Men-
nonite Church, by Chester
Wenger, Scott Fisher, and Frank

Zeager. Burial: Millersville

Mennonite Cemetery.
Ross, Stanley James, 49, Hamp-

ton, Va. Born: Nov. 15, 1941,

Harrisonburg, Va., to Robert R.

and Clara Ross. Died: July 2,

1991, Newport News, Va., from

a viral infection. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Myron E.,

Dean, Charies W., Helen R.

Burkholder, Gloria R. Flagg. Fu-

neral: July 5, Warwick River

Mennonite Church, by Gordon
Zook. Burial: Warwick River
Cemetery.

Shoemaker, Carl David, 69,

Springs, Pa. Born: Nov. 11, 1921,

Springs, Pa., to Ray and Susie

(Maust) Shoemaker. Died: May
20, 1991, Springs, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Thelma Rembold;
children: David E., Craig D.,

Sharon Urban; 4 grandchUdren;

brothers and sisters: Dorothy
MUler, Leora Briskey, Markle.

Funeral: May 22, Springs Men-
nonite Church, by Steven
Heatwole. Burial: Springs Cem-
etery.

Steiner, Elva Bernice Rafeld,

80, Akron, Ohio. Born: April 10,

1911, Dalton, Ohio, to Herman
J. and Emma (Wenger) Rafeld.

Died: July 7, 1991, Akron, Ohio,

from cancer. Survivors— chil-

dren: Doyle, Mahlon, Emma
Hicks; 6 grandchUdren, 6 great-

grandchUdren. Predeceased by:

Dennis Steiner (husband). Fu-

neral: July 19, Msirtins Menno-
nite Church, by Vince Frey.

Burial: Martins Cemetery.
Swartzendruber, Clarence M.,

82, Kalona, Iowa. Bom: Sept. 18,

1909, Welhnan, Iowa, to Mahlon
and Barbara (Hershberger)
Swartzendruber. Died: June 27,

1991, of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Edna; chUdren: Treva Stutzman,

Verlin, C. Ardell; 9 grandchUdren,

6 great-grandchUdren; brothers

and sisters: Mabel Zook, CordeU
Yoder, Genevieve Yoder, Emer-
son. Funeral: June 30, Lower
Deer Creek Mennonite Church,

by Orie Wenger and Wayne
Bohn. Burial: Lower Deer Creek

Cemetery.

Troyer, Mildred E., 81, Richard-

son, Tex. Bom: Oct. 27, 1909,

Elida, Ohio, to Elmer and Arma
(Howard) Zuecher. Died: July 1,

1991, Richardson, Tex. Survi-

vors—husband: Charles F.

Troyer; children: Carl, Ray,

Corlyn, Milton; 9 grandchUdren,

8 great-grandchUdren; brother:

Harold. Funeral: July 6, WeUman,
Iowa, by Dan Johnston and Dean
Swartzendruber. Burial: Lower
Deer Creek Cemetery.

Weir, Emma Pearl Kalten-
baugh, 83, Davidsville, Pa.

Born: Sept. 29, 1907, Con-
emaugh Twp., Pa., to Charles,

Sr., and Mary (Eash) Kalten-

baugh. Died: June 4, 1991, Som-
erset, Pa. Survivors—chUdren:

Barry R.; brothers and sister:

Leroy, Charles, Jr., Velma Gind-

lesperger. Predeceased by: WU-
liam S. Weir (husband). Funeral:

June 8, Tire HUl Church of the

Brethren, by Stanley R. Freed
and Jack Rupert. Burial: Stahl

Cemetery.
Zehr, Violet Bender, 68,

Hesston, Kan. Born: Nov. 18,

1922, Ont, to Jacob R. and Ve-
ronica (Schwartzentruber)
Bender. Died: July 13, 1991,

Halstead (Kan.) Hospital. Survi-

vors—husband: Elmer Zehr;
children: Farrel, Paul, John,
Dennis, Timothy, Ceirol Brown,
Wanda Doig; 16 grandchUdren,

3 great-grandchUdren; brothers

and sister: Cleason, Wallace,

Annie Leiss. Funeral: July 16,

Hesston Mennonite Church, by
Fred Obold. Burial: Eastlawn
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of

directors, Chicago, HI, Aug. 8-9

Conservative Conference armual

meeting, Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 15-18

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing. Cove VaUey, Pa., Aug. 16-17

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Wellman, Iowa, Aug.
16-18

Mennonite Church Coordinating

CouncU, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State FeUowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference faU assem-
bly. East Eari, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting, Albany,

Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
CouncU, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting

Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-

cago, m., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Mennonite Disaster Service exec-

utive committee fall meeting,

Oct. 4-5

FeUowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion III annual meeting, Kalona,

Iowa, Nov. 15-16
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He who has not traveled

thinks his mother is the
only cook.' —Ugandan proverb

In the tradition of the
More-with'Less Cookbook:

Extending the Table
A World Community Cookbook

Picture a vast table with room for everyone laden with taste-tempting
dishes from over 80 countries. Peach Chutney from Botswana, Ginger
Cooler from Ivory Coast, Pork Vindaloo from India, Buyani's Chicken
Soup from Indonesia, Rice Noodles with Vegetables from the Philippines.
You do not have to leave home to experience a wide variety of foods from
other countries and to learn about other cultures. Interspersed among the
recipes are stories about how hospitality is practiced around the world.
This is an opportunity for your family to learn about our world through ex-
periencing a little bit of the life of brothers and sisters from far away. Writ-
ten by Joetta Handrich Schlabach.
Spiral, $14.95; in Canada $18.95

Learning from the Third World

And Who Is My Neighbor?
Poverty, Privilege, and the Gospel of Christ
Reading the Bible through the eyes of poor people sheds new light on familiar Scriptures.

Study groups and individuals in North American churches are invited by Gerald W.
Schlabach to study the Bible together, to discover how it feels to be poor, and to under-
stand what Jesus says about the poor. Readers are asked to search together for answers:
What in life is really important? What is false and true wealth?
The last four chapters of this book offer resources to begin working for change that will

help poor people, locally and worldwide.
Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

World Winds:
Meditations from the Blessed of the Earth

In this sensitive collection of meditations and photographs, God's peo-
ple, the blessed of the earth, offer inspiration and hope. The ones poor
in spirit, the ones who mourn, the ones who are persecuted, and the
ones who make peace encourage us all in our journey of peacemaking,
our yearning to show mercy, and our hunger and thirst for righteous-
ness. These stories collected by Earl and Pat Hostetter Martin come
from daily experiences of Christians (primarily Mennonite Central Com-
mittee volunteers) in countries around the world
Paper, $12.95; in Canada $15.95

.\!odit.it)()ns from the Ble.'Sed ol the Eaith

I'-diietl by E.irl & Pat Hostetter Mania
KifcwoEiJ Desmond M. TulU

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include $2 00 for orders
under $20.00, 10% of retail for orders over $20.00 for shipping).

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

What makes a Mennonite unique?
I always squirm when I get the question,

"What's a Mennonite?" The last time it hap-

pened, I got into one of those Amish-Mennonite

discussions—you know, they're-plain,-we're-not,-

at-least-not-like-them talk. From there it went to

the Mennonite emphasis on peace and how that

distinguishes us from other Protestant groups. (I

must confess that one made me wiggle a bit too

at the time, because the conversation took place

in the middle of a plane full of young Army re-

cruits heading off to the Middle East.)

I wish now I had said something like this:

"We are a church of many cultures. We are

rich and poor and middle class. We have Native

American, colonial, and new immigrant roots.

We prefer different worship styles. We are

young, middle-aged, and older. We come from

large and small churches. We are old-line . .

.

and first-generation converts. We have varied

opinions on abortion, the death penalty, and ecu-

menical matters."

That would have been a great way to describe

the Mennonite Church, not? Trouble is, it's how
Herbert W. Chilstrom, bishop of the Evangelical

Lutheran Church in America, characterizes his

denomination in the July 17, 1991, issue of The

Lutheran.

That a description of modem Lutherans would

fit Mennonites won't surprise those who say the

Mennonite Church has for too long been getting

its cues from mainline Protestantism. As a re-

sult, look at what's happening:

"Sunday schools and related activities are . .

.

faltering. Sunday evening services . . . have expe-

rienced substantial declines in attendance; some
. . . churches have canceled them altogether.

Wednesday evening adult services . . . attract far

smaller crowds than they did a generation ago."

A denominational 10-year emphasis on church

growth is falling far short of its numerical goals;

"the energy poured" into the program "merely

maintained or slightly improved the status quo."

Another good description of the Mennonite

Church, including Vision 95? No. Nor is the sub-

ject a mainHne church. It's a group that has had,

until now at least, the reputation of growth and

vibrancy: the Assemblies of God {The Christian

Century, July 10-17, 1991).

Today all Christian groups—be they mainline

or evangelical, charismatic or liturgical, "low" or

"high" church—find themselves battered by
what one writer has called "the hammer of mo-
dernity." All churches struggle in a culture of vio-

lence, dishonesty, materialism, and individualism.

It's time for Mennonites to quit defining our-

selves in relation to other Christian groups:

we're different from the Amish in that. . . . We're

not like other churches because. . . . Those are

the easiest ways to make definitions, of course.

They also set up sides, making it seem we're op-

erating with different values.

"What holds us together . . . [is] a common con-

fession that Jesus is Lord," Chilstrom told the

Lutherans. That should be true for Mennonites.

It should also be what makes all Christians seem
alike.

Our battle is not with each other. It is with a

culture that spurns absolutes and makes Ught of

commitments. What does it mean, for example,

to be people of our word in a culture where an

oath on a Bible is the only way to bring out

truth—and even then we're not sure? What is

honest labor in a society in which the 7:00 p.m.

lottery drawing has replaced the weather as the

topic of casual conversation? How do we express

peace in a world that not only glorifies violence

on both the small and large screen but has also

come to expect it as part of everyday life?

In short, our task as Mennonites today is to de-

termine how to live as disciples of Jesus Christ.

With the demands of modernity battering us so

relentlessly, our answers will often align us with

other Christian groups. Sometimes we may wit-

ness to them. Often we will learn from them.

May the day come when we will not answer

the question, "What is a Mennonite?" by com-

paring ourselves with other Christians. May we
instead answer that we try to be a people of in-

tegrity, followers of Jesus Christ who do so hum-
bly and simply in a world of fragmentation, sin,

and pain. Then we will be truly unique. Along

with all sorts of other Christians.—j7p
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It was an ambitious schedule we set for
ourselves: six days from the end of
Mennonite General Assembly to publication.
We made it only through the help of a
community of journalists, photographers, and
communicators. Thanks to: Susan Balzer,
John Bender, Don Garher, David Graybill,
Daniel Hertzler, D. Michael Hostetler, Paula
Johnson, Richard A. Kauffman, Joan Kropf,
Cindy Mines Kurfman, Bev Miller, Phil
Richard, Maxim Schomer, Kerry Strayer, and
Sally Schreiner. We're also grateful to Cliff
Cole's Photographic Services of Eugene for
extended services—Editors

It may be the start
of something new
Oregon 91: it may be remembered as the

churchwide gathering of intense discus-
sion about peace education. Or the one

when invitations to commitment or renewal were
(re)introduced into mass worship services. Or
the Assembly when a day off for education and
relaxation became part of the tradition. Or the
one when the smallest conference ever to host a
large Mennonite Church gathering pulled out all

the stops for what many considered to be one of
the finest General Assemblies ever.

Oregon cooperated with sunny weather July 30-
Aug. 3. The site, Lane County Convention Cen-
ter, was bedecked with petunias, geraniums, and
mums. The 2,400-member Pacific Coast Confer-
ence hosted some 1,600 adults, 335 children, and
2,100 young people. The latter held their own
convention on the campus of the University of
Oregon.

The people who went to Oregon 91 did more
than admire flowers or visit friends, however.
They also worked. As representatives of Menno-
nite conferences and congregations across North
America, they came to speak the mind of the
church. And to make decisions about how the
church should go.

This issue of Gospel Herald reports those deci-
sions. It also attempts to tell how and why they
were made. And it reports on the host of other
activities that have come to characterize the bi-

ennial meeting of the Mennonite General As-
sembly and Churchwide Convention.—Editor



MENNONITE CHURCH GENERAL ASSEMBLY

General Assembly delegates recommit church to peace,

confronting racism, and understanding native peoples

Exactly one year after Iraq invaded

Kuwait, Mennonites met in Eugene, Ore.,

for the biennial Mennonite General As-

sembly and Churchwide Convention. And
like the smoke that continues to hover

over burning Kuwaiti oil wells, the Persian

Gulf War permeated business discussions

at the five-day Assembly held July 30-

Aug. 3.

The influence of the war was most

obvious in vigorous discussion about what

was called a "congregational peace edu-

cation initiative." Delegates agreed on the

need to do something about educating for

peace; what brought discussion was how

it should be done.

"In retrospect, we must confess there

was a serious lack of teaching about peace

in our congregations, as evidenced in the

recent Gulf War," Illinois Conference del-

egate Emma Richards said in introducing

the discussion. "Some of our leaders no

longer believe that peace is at the heart

of the gospel."

The resolution, passed unanimously.

calls for "all conferences and congrega-

tions to set peace education as a priority."

Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-

istries was charged with the responsibility

of implementing the resolution.

Agreement on the latter did not come
easily. Some delegates felt peace leader-

ship was of such priority that it should be

handled at the General Board level, rather

than by the program board with the lowest

annual budget. A proposal to establish a

peace and social concerns committee

under the General Board was defeated,

however, maintaining the tradition that

the General Board does not do program-

ming. Delegates did charge the General

Board, which acts on their behalf between

Assemblies, to "discern how the Menno-
nite Church can give priority to peace

leadership for the denomination and the

program boards and to the articulation of

our peace theology."

The peace education initiative was one

of four major issues delegates discussed

at this General Assembly. Others were

lifestyle for Christian disciples, unity and

diversity, and choosing priorities. These

issues were processed through telling sto-

ries, sharing in small groups, and dis-

cussion on the Assembly floor. Action

came only on the issue of peace education.

Giving time for issues discussion was

new to the General Assembly agenda.

General Secretary James M. Lapp noted

it was done to provide "a serious forum

for discussion on key front-burner issues

the denomination is facing."

Also new for the Assembly—and for the

church—was the affirmation of the first

woman as moderator-elect. Donella Clem-

ens of Franconia Conference will serve in

this position for the next two years and

become moderator of the church in 1993-

95.

While the affirmation for Clemens was

"clear and unambiguous," not all confer-

ences supported the move. One asked

moderator George R. Bmnk III to clarify

to the delegates that clear and unambig-

uous did not mean unanimous.

What also became clear at Eugene was

that delegates were not happy with what

they perceived to be a lack of im-

plementation of General Assembly ac-

tions taken two years previously in Nor-

mal, 111. One of these, a statement on

racism, had called for the church's boards

and agencies to help the church work at

racism awareness and eradication.

Many delegates felt that had not hap-

pened. So they worked on a resolution "to

encourage the General Board and the

program boards to report back to the 1993

meeting of the General Assembly on spe-

cific actions they are taking to address

racism as it impacts the mission of the

General Board and program boards." In

discussion, the word encourage became

require, the first time in many people's

memories General Assembly has been

that strong in its directive.

"But you must remember that the im-

plementation of the 1989 statement on

racism also depends on you as delegates,"

the Listening Committee said. Serving as

that committee during the sessions were

the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy.

Delegates did look to themselves in

reconsidering a 1989 statement on the

Donella Clemens, sitting here with the Franco-

nia Conference delegation, will be the first

woman moderator of the Mennonite Church as

a result of elections at Oivgon 91. She currently

represents her conference on General Board.
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General Assembly delegates use hand ballots to vote on the peace education initiative, in the hope of
strengthening the Mennonite Church's historic stance of a lifestyle ofpeacemaking and nonviolence.

Peace Tax Fund. The statement had
called on individual Mennonites to con-
tribute to this fund. Noting that less than
one percent had done so, this time dele-

gates took action to urge conferences and
congregations to put the Peace Tax Fund
in their budgets.

The Peace Tax Fund would allow con-
scientious objectors to pay their taxes by

diverting the military portion to a special

trust fund. Efforts are currently underway
to have the Fund be considered by lawmak-
ers in the U.S.; a comparable campaign is

also being considered in Canada.
A new resolution passed this year had

to do with the observance of the 500th
anniversary of the arrival of Columbus in

America. Recognizing the presence of Na-

New leaders for the Mennonite Church
These persons were affirmed or elected

to leadership positions by the delegates
to General Assembly:
Moderator-elect: Donella Clemens,

Souderton, Pa.

Nominating Committee: Leslie Fran-
cisco in, Hampton, Va.; Irene Bechler,

Sarasota, Fla.; James Metzler, Philadel-
phia, Miss.

Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy:
Michael Meneses, Peoria, Ariz.

Historical Committee: Sam Steiner, Wa-
terloo, Ont.; Beulah Hostetler, Willow
Grove, Pa.

Mennonite Board of Congregational
Ministries: Don Gingrich, Parnell, Iowa;
Nancy Sider, Harrisonburg, Va.; Nancy
Rodriguez-Lora, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Roy Wil-

liams, Land-O-Lakes, Fla.

Mennonite Board of Education: Ross
Collingwood, Salem, Ore.; Naomi Lede-
rach, Manheim, Pa.; Joseph Voegtlin,

Tofield, Alb.; Marc Yoder, Cedar Falls,

Iowa.

Mennonite Board of Missions: Michael
Chandler, Philippi, W.V.; Virgo Handojo,
Pasadena, Calif.; Jose Matamoros, Corpus
Christi, Tex.; Janice Sutter, South Bend,
Ind.

Mennonite Mutual Aid: Lee Roy Berry,

Goshen, Ind.; Kathy Grieser, Cleveland,

Ohio; Ruth E. H. Martin, Lancaster, Pa.
Mennonite Publication Board: Ron

Guengerich, Hesston, Kan.; June Mears,
Pasadena, Calif.; Elaine Stoltzfus, Ages,
Ken.; Shirley E. Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va.
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Southwest Conference delegate Ron Friesen pre-
pares to speak while others wait their turn.

five American peoples in the church, the
resolution calls for Mennonites to refrain

from a "triumphalist spirit" in any cele-

bration, to seek to understand the history

of native peoples, and to advocate
"redressing of injustices done to native
people in the past."

Delegates then took the first step to

implement the resolution. They unani-
mously affirmed a request from the Unit-
ed Native Ministries Council for consid-
eration as an associate group of the Gen-
eral Board. When implemented, the
Council will join the Afro-American Men-
nonite Association (AAMA), the Hispanic
Mennonite Convention, and the Women's
Missionary and Service Commission
(WMSC) in the associate category.

Also on the General Assembly agenda
was a look at the progress of Vision 95.

After noting that growth in numbers and
giving has been less than projected, dele-

gates agreed on an addendum that would
call each Mennonite to make a new
"firstfruits" financial commitment each
year, as well as to "engage in acts of
evangelism" and form special outreach
prayer groups. The addendum also calls

for congregations to send a team of mem-
bers for work and education in an eco-

nomically depressed area each year.

"But how many times do we need to be
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Moderator George Brunk III (right) helps Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries celebrate its

20th anniversary during MBCM's report to General Assembly. Each delegate got a birthday cupcake.

Phyllis Pellman Good headed the Listening Com-

mittee for the General Assembly in her role as

chair of the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy

called to make commitments?" one dele-

gate asked. "Can we admit that we have

sinned and violated our commitments of

1985?" Throughout the week various per-

sons told stories of their outreach and

stewardship activities in short "Vision 95

Vignettes."

A quarter of Assembly business time

went to reports from churchwide program

boards. One, Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries, served cupcakes in

honor of its 20th birthday; it was born with

the reorganization of the Mennonite

Church in 1971. Several agencies used

videos and one used drama in presenta-

tions of their work during the past bien-

nium.

While some expressed appreciation for

what they heard, more delegates were

distressed that they had so little time to

give feedback to the agencies. "The use

of videos is a paradigm shift for us," the

Listening Committee commented. "It seems

to short-circuit reflective dialogue." The

committee also asked the program boards

to reconsider using "what plays well on the

floor" to asking tough questions of the

delegates.

But even when there was time for dis-

cussion, delegates did not always re-

spond. A presentation by the Integration

Exploration Committee brought little dis-

cussion, though the Listening Committee

noted it learned of deep feelings on the

subject both pro and con. "For many of

us it's intimidating to voice a minority

opinion," the committee commented con-

cerning this and other issues on the floor.

Language was one of these. Several

delegates found offensive some language

used to refer to women. One delegate

voiced displeasure over the use of the

term CEO for the heads of agencies. And
question was raised on using minorities to

designate racial and cultural groups.

Baby boomers, that group of people

born between 1946 and 1964, received

attention during this General Assembly.

This group is said to have less interest in

the church than previous generations.

Yet, when delegates and staff who were

baby boomers were asked to stand, nearly

a third of the audience rose to its feet.

Several took the mike to say they did not

like to be singled out as separate or

different. Observers noted that this

Assembly's more frank and open discus-

sion may have been the result of a good

number of this generation among the 275

delegates representing the 21 district con-

ferences making up Mennonite General

Assembly.

All told, delegates spent 22 hours in

business sessions. But not everything was

solved. "I believe we have enough agenda

to have another Assembly," moderator

Brunk concluded.—J. Lome Peachey

George said it

With motions, amendments, delegates

who sometimes go on at length, an unlim-

ited agenda, and limited time, moderating

a General Assembly business session can

become a juggling act. Through it all at

Oregon 91, moderator George R. Brunk

III managed to keep his perspective with

an occasional quip.

• On attempting to wrap up a session

that was going overtime: "We know that

death is the last enemy. But I sometimes

think that time is the chief enemy."

• On commenting on churchwide

boards taking too much of theu- allotted

time for input and not enough for feed-

back, when they had been instructed to

do the latter: "I'm not sure if it's because

of miscommunication or because of some

other form of human weakness."

• On failure to take over the mike after

a spirited presentation by finance director

Stan Kropf: "We're doing so much acting

here I'm no longer sure when it's acting

and when it's not."
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OREGON 91 PERSPECTIVES

Opportunity missed
Two qualities need to be assumed

about those who traverse land, if not sea,
to attend Mennonite General Assembly:
loyalty to the Mennonite Church and a
high degree of knowledge about its pro
grams.

Too bad, then, that the program boards
of the Mennonite Church didn't assume
these qualities in preparing their reports
to the delegates of General Assembly. For
the most part they sounded more hke
cheerleaders attempting to rally the fans
than churchwide agencies making serious
attempts to ask the delegates: How are
we doing? What is your advice and coun-
sel?

The program boards also filled their
time allotment with input, cutting short
the time for delegate feedback, forcing the
moderator to chastise them pubHcly.
With few exceptions, delegate response

to program board input was lethargic.
During the first two days, people kept
wondering when something was going to
happen. Life was breathed into the ses-
sions when proposals came to the floor on
racism, the peace tax fund, and the forma-
tion of a committee to give overall direc-
tion to peace theology and education in
the church. Delegates were prepared to
get involved when issues were focused to
which they could respond.
Program boards would be better

served, and the delegates more fully en-
gaged, if the boards were to bring to the
floor issues about which they are strug-
gling. For instance, Mennonite Publishing
House reported a loss of over $600,000
during the preceding biennium, leading to
a severe fiscal crisis. Lines of credit are
being jeopardized, so radical measures
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need to be introduced—such as a 5 per-
cent wage cut—in order to demonstrate
to the banks that plans are in place to
reverse the situation.

No time was allowed for delegates to
respond to this crisis, however. When
some protested behind the scenes, time
was made available the last day for re-
sponse to MPH's report. Feedback was
supportive, concerned, and constructive.

Institutions, hke individuals, need to
learn vulnerability. People will rally when
church boards share the struggles they
face in trying to serve the church and be
faithful to their mission. Such an ap
proach, even in General Assembly ses
sions, will do more to garner support than
slick videos and contrived dramatic pre
sentations.—ffic/zard A. Kauffman, Gos
pel Herald editorial consultant

Opportunity grasped
In the past it has been possible to go to

a Mennonite General Assembly as a "Ca-
nadian observer" of "U.S. issues."
Not this time!

This time Canadian Mennonites share
the urgency about peace education, since
our country also participated in the Gulf
War. This time the financial crunch of a
Mennonite Church program board has
meant the sale of a Canadian Provident
Bookstore to a local investors group. This
time the Assembly focused issues of faith-
fulness in such a way that their relevance
for Canadian churches was unmistakable.
The hundred-some Canadian delegates

at Oregon 91 were grateful for the
thoughtful discussions, as well as the new
energy this week generated for us.—Sue
Steiner, Gospel Herald editorial consultant

General Board
finance director

Stan Kropf re-

ports on the fi-

nancial situation

of the Mennonite
Church He
dressed like an
old-time accoun-

tant and used an
overhead projec-

tor and antique

cash register.



ADULT CONVENTION

Hundreds respond to 'invitation'

during evening worship sessions

Above: Barbra Graber plays the part of the

woman who met Jesus at the well, in a mono-

logue written by Sara Wenger Shenk.

Below: Many people responded to the invitation

to come forward to accept a cup of water as a

symbol of salvation or renewal or empower-

ment. It was the first "altar call" for a Menno-

nite Church convention.

For the first time at a Mennonite

Church biennial convention, participants

responded to an "invitation," or what

some term an "altar call." By the hun-

dreds they left their seats on two occa-

sions during evening worship sessions to

walk forward to the stage. Some made
first-time commitments to follow Christ

and many others re-committed them-

selves to the Christian faith in a variety

of ways.

"Sometimes we falsely assume that ev-

eryone at a convention like this has al-

ready made a commitment," said Idaho

pastor Larry Hauder in introducing the

first invitation. It came after a sermon by

Michigan pastor Anne Stuckey on the

woman who met Jesus at the well. Just as

that woman found new Hfe at the well, she

said, people today can take the water

offered by Jesus.

Larry and Becky Hauder, who were the

worship leaders for the week, then invited

people seeking salvation or renewal or

empowerment to come forward to accept

small cups of water. Those who re-

sponded included old and young, new and

longtime Christians. Several church lead-

ers were among them.

The second invitation came at the last

session following a rousing address by

Paul Gingrich, president of Mennonite

Board of Missions. Speaking without

notes and standing away from the pulpit,

he said the denomination's Vision 95 goals

are a failure so far in terms of numbers.

Like the disciples who retreated to a

hiding place after Jesus' crucifixion, Men-
nonites today are living in a room with the

doors locked. "We're wallowing in self-

pity and self-recrimination," he said.

Speaking with emotion, Gingrich said

Mennonites desperately need to receive

and understand God's grace. "That is the

word of God to us tonight," he said.

Mennonites strive for perfection and

when they inevitably fail, they feel guilty

and defeated.

"We have come to a moment when we
can catch the wind of the spirit and get

moving," he said. "The living Christ has

been walking among us these days, nudg-

ing us to step out into the Jetstream of

God. Are you ready to accept God's com-

mission to be co-pilots?"

Hauders then invited the congregation

to respond in one of four ways. Each one

was a personal commitment to Vision 95:

• Increase giving to the church by one

percent a year for the next five years.

• Invite at least two people to church

each year for the next five years.

• Take a short- or long-term mis-

sion/service assignment with a church

agency.

• Meet with at least two other people

once a week for intercessory prayer.

The worship leaders added a fifth re-

sponse for people seeking spiritual heal-

ing or renewal.

At least half of the congregation re-

sponded in one of the five ways. Those

committing themselves to Vision 95 goals

received Oregon tree seeds. Those seek-

ing renewal or healing received a personal

"blessing" from church leaders gathered

at the front.

Oregon 91 recorded three other firsts.

One was that the youth convention par-

ticipants outnumbered the adults and

children. The organizers said the long

distance to Oregon for many Mennonites

was the primary reason. "When families

have limited resources and have to set

priorities, they tend to favor the youth,"

said Roma Eicher, who with her husband,

Sam, served as local convention coordina-

tors.

Earlier the organizers thought that

many families would use Oregon 91 as an

opportunity for vacation trips to the West

Coast. They initially projected 2,500

adults and children and 2,500 youth. But

in the end, the numbers were 1,900 adults

and children and 2,100 youth.

Another first was that Pacific Coast
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Conference, with 2,400 members, was the

smallest-ever host conference. The local

coordinators had to recruit hundreds of

volunteers from a small constituency, but
many participants agreed that Oregon 91
was one of the best-organized conventions.

Oregon 91 was the first time that the
General Assembly schedule was inter-

rupted for a day so that delegates could
join the other participants in tours and
seminars. The tours of local sites at-

tracted 750 participants and the all-day

seminars over 500. Four seminars were
offered: worship, urban ministries, the
envirormient, and stewardship.

Anyone who helps plan a Mennonite
Church convention soon finds out how
different it is from the conventions of
other denominations and organizations. It

is not just a gathering of official delegates.

It is a church family reunion for all ages.

In some ways the convention of thou-
sands has dwarfed the General Assembly,
made up of 275 delegates. In addition to

the traditional morning Bible studies and
evening worship sessions, the event in-

cludes a wide array of seminars, a full

schedule of children's activities, special-

interest group meetings, late-night activi-

ties, young-adult events, tours, exhibits,

and concerts.

The excuse for Mennonites to come
together is the business of the church—
the General Assembly sessions. But the
heart of it all at the biennial convention
is the worship.

And worship they did at Oregon 91.

Some said it was the best ever this time.

All the senses were engaged through a
variety of sights and sounds. The preaching
was focused and stayed within time limits.

Ken Nafziger and Marilyn Houser
Hamm, key people in the publication of
the 1992 hymnal, led the singing. They
were assisted by Jim Croegaert, Chuck
Neufeld, the Reunion Vocal Band, and
other musicians. Mennonites like to sing,

and they enjoy the challenge of new
hymns, but a few people complained that
too many of the songs were unfamiliar.

"God's Creative Acts Continue" was the
theme, and the gospel of John was the

primary text (using the inclusive-language
New Revised Standard Version). Differ-

ent symbols from the text were used each
night—light/darkness, water, vine/branches,
the cross, and wind.

The offerings each night were designat-
ed for the $30,000 deficit that resulted
from the lower-than-expected registra-

tions for the convention. Surplus funds, if

any, would go to the Mennonite Church
in Ghana. Later, in the Vision 95 spirit of
"first-fruits" giving, the planners decided
to "tithe" the first 10 percent of the
offerings for Ghana and then use the rest
to cover expenses.

In addition to Stuckey and Gingrich, the
speakers for the evening worship were
George Brunk III, John Drescher, and Bill

Pannell.

Brunk, who is dean of Eastern Men-

7726 lunch line winds past a huge flower bed
near the entrance to Lane County Convention
Center Flowers were everywhere—including on
all the tables for Assembly delegates.
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nonite Seminary, delivered the mod-

erator's address on the opening night. "We
must long, work, and pray for a church

that has a keen perception for the forms

of darkness that threaten the light of our

time," he said.

Drescher, a longtime pastor and writer

and former editor of Gospel Herald, talked

about ways that God trims back the rough

edges of Christians. He shared personally

how God has taught him humility through

difficulties in recent years.

Pannell, who is an evangelism professor

and black ministries director at Fuller

Theological Seminary, criticized success-

oriented American Christianity in a ser-

mon titled "The Un-American Cross." He
urged Mennonites to side with the poor

and to challenge the status quo.

He was followed by a couple who are

practicing what Pannell preached. Wel-

don and Marg Nisly of Cincinnati told how
they are refusing to pay the portion of

their taxes that goes to the military. The
Internal Revenue Service has frozen their

bank accounts and life for them has be-

come more inconvenient, but Nisleys said

this is one way for them to "say no to the

military monster." Their call for 100,000

other Mennonites to join them was met
with applause.

The Oregon 91 worship sessions started

and finished with a musical composition

sung by a choir made up of Oregon

Mennonites. Called "And We Beheld His

Glory," it was written—and accompanied

on piano—by Jim Croegaert.

—

Steve

Shenk

Hundreds of hands are raised as part of the

gesturing for a song featuring the Lord's Prayer.

Eleanor and Alan Kreider displayed wit and wisdom in their Bible teaching. They have worked to-

gether as Mennonite Board of Missions appointees in England since 1974.

Kreiders lead studies on
Alan and Eleanor Kreider, an Indiana

couple who serve at London Mennonite

Centre in England, led the morning Bible

studies at Oregon 91. The sets on stage

were appropriate, the songs from the

Hymnal Sampler supported the study,

and the drama group AKIMBO provided

flashes of illumination. But as a largely

unreconstructed left-brained wordsmith,

I took most of my notes during the Bible

lectures.

What impressed me particularly was the

radical nature of the Gospel of John as

interpreted by Kreiders. Beginning with

John 1:1-14, they called attention to the

discontinuity between the message of

John and our culture, which is based on

excess.

Kreiders described how Jesus' teach-

ing and behavior opened up new vistas

in (1) taking risks, (2) fruit bearing, and

(3) extravagance.

Risk-taking developed out of John's

story of Jesus' first miracle: turning water

into wine. The result was astonishment,

but nothing like the astonishment there

would have been if Jesus had failed and

the steward received dishwater instead.

Kreiders drew on the figure of the vine

and the branches in John 15, stressing the

radical' Gospel of John
importance of connectedness to Jesus.

Jesus' love provides the sap and the

Christians' love for others is the fruit.

Alan told of attending religious retreats

where the emphasis was that "I am
loved." This is needed, he said, because

there is "often much self-condemnation

among Christians."

The second emphasis in the chapter is

fruitbearing, "treating other people as

Jesus has treated us." And the third is

pruning. It is possible for a vine to bear

only leaves, and such vines are useless. A
pruned life, Kreiders said, is a disciplined

life.

In the final session, Kreiders returned

to the theme of excess with a text that

some have used to justify religious con-

sumerism: the story in John 17 of how

Mary dumped perfume worth 300 days'

wages on Jesus' feet. This was a moment
when extravagance was appropriate. The
common middle-class stance, Kreiders

said, is prudence. Mennonites are prudent

people, troubled yet trapped by our cul-

ture of excess.

Kreiders' Bible studies highlighted the

radical message of John. This gospel

speaks directly to our 1991 North Ameri-

can dilemma.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

Children's activities focus on environmental issues

"Do you recycle at your house?" Re-
becca Gingrich of Iowa was overheard
asking her kindergarten classmate during
children's activities. When the other girl

didn't answer, she explained, "That's
when it's empty; you give it to people and
they can use it again."

Care for the environment was presented
to the children in various ways. The theme
for the week was "Discover God's Won-
derful World." The kindergarten teachers
distributed "catch-a-cartoon" toys made
out of rulers, strings, and what the chil-

dren easily recognized as recycled milk
cartons.

Joe Blowers, team leader for the middle
school, led environmental games to wrap
up this special emphasis. Seventh and
eighth graders had witnessed an
"Ecopolis Town Meeting," where Paul
Toews, a logger, discussed concerns with
another Oregon Mennonite, Rosemary
Allen, who is an environmentahst.
To process this opportunity to hear

both sides, students received individual

identities such as government officials,

store owners, and teachers. After a trip

into an old-growth forest on Thursday's
outing to the coast, they held a Friday
town meeting in which they played theu-
roles while deciding what to do with a
forest property.

"Orie," who was originally sketched by
five-year-old Brandon Kennel of Oregon,
was the mascot for the week. The favorite

food of this stick fellow with a huge grin?
Oreo cookies, of course. While he is from
"Orygun," his favorite place to visit is the
Orient.

The children discovered their ability to
create. Papermaking began with newspa-
per pieces in a blender. Film containers
were made into kaleidoscopes. Middle
schoolers made bio-bottle communities.
The older children videotaped their orig-
inal scripts, ending the week with a film
festival.

In a special assembly, professor-magi-
cian Jep Hostetler talked about accepting
all kinds of people while students re-

sponded with sounds he taught them for
pity, anger, revulsion, fear, and accep-
tance. Using magic tricks, he also talked
about the need for children to take care
of themselves while making proper
choices.

"The mass cooperation has been so
neat," said Bonnie Heppner, who was
obviously satisfied with the outcome of
what she and her husband Caleb had
agreed to begin coordinating over two
years ago.

About 40 volunteers staffed the activi-

ties for the 335 chUdren, which were held
at nearby O'Hara School. All team leaders
and head teachers were professional edu-
cators. The school also housed a nursery
for 22 infants.—Bei' Miller

Above: Children line up for yet another of their

many activities during the five days of Oregon
91. Left: children learned about the Oregon
spotted owl controversy in listening to a conver-
sation between environmentalist Rosemary
Allen (left) and logger Paul Toews.



YOUTH CONVENTION

Youth Convention participants

say they are 'Dying to Live'

What could bring over 2,100 youth and

sponsors from all over North America to

the University of Oregon campus? What
provided the impetus for a full year of

fund-raising in the form of car washes,

chili suppers, and Valentines babysitting?

Why would so many people pile into

planes, trains, and automobiles (and

buses) to travel from near and far?

The answer was the Oregon 91 Youth

Convention which offered fellowship,

friendship, and fun. Indiana-Michigan

Conference led the way with 540 partici-

pants; Ohio and Iowa-Nebraska followed

with 380 and 190, respectively. Steve

Ropp, youth minister for Illinois Confer-

ence, said that when the youth return

home enthusiastic about their convention

experience, it spurs the curiosity of the

next group of youth and excitement con-

tinues.

The theme for the week, "Dying to

Live," was brought to life through the

fictional character Max (played by Terry

Zimmerly), whose conversion experience

Left: Terry Zimmerly illustrated the Bible study

themes by playing the character "Max" throughout

the week at the youth convention. Below: MacAr-

thur Court at the University of Oregon was the site

of the mass sessions for youth and of a conjoint

worship service (shown here) for both young people

and adults on Thursday morning.

was dramatized in the twice-daily BASH
sessions. (BASH stands for Bible and

Study Hour.)

Max's struggle to overcome the

weaknesses of human nature and to be-

come a new person was echoed in the

messages of speakers June AUiman
Yoder, Alan and Eleanor Kreider, Lynn

Miller, Michael Banks, and Daniel Yutzy.

They spoke on repentance and salvation,

trust in God, commitment, living the life

of the cross, and walking in the Spirit.

In the Friday afternoon session, a sym-

boHc funeral service was held for Max; on

Saturday morning, he rose again, like

Lazarus, to a new life in Christ. Thanks

to Max's example and the inspiration

provided by the speakers, a spirit of

concern and recommitment reigned and

many youth spoke in small-group settings

and at an open microphone session about

their own faith journeys and prayer needs.

Additional learning and growth came in

the form of over 60 different seminars

held over the course of the week. Topics

ranged from "Handling Your Hormones"

to "Movies and TV: Choosing and Cri-

tiquing What We Watch" to "The Call to

Youth for World Mission." Convention

coordinator Carlos Romero attributed the

high attendance at the seminars to the

number of choices available and the qual-

ity of the seminar leaders.



YOUTH CONVENTION

Late-night activities included a wide
range of entertainment possibilities.

AKIMBO, a professional theater group
affiliated with Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary, performed its comedy
show of high-energy skits to packed
houses four nights. A YES team from
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions
provided two evenings of praise music
and drama. Special concerts featured Phil

Keaggy, master guitarist and singer, and
Christian rapper Brian Wasko. In-house
talent, seen throughout the week in such
acts as "The Anabaptist Portraits" by the
youth from Seattle and the dance/mime
of the Phoenix youth, climaxed in the
Saturday night talent show sponsored by
With magazine.

One highhght of the week was a day-
long trip to the Oregon coast where ev-

eryone got to "eat some sand" and test

their bravery in the frigid waters of the
Pacific Ocean. A marvel of transportation

engineering which required over 60 school
buses, the day ended with a picnic and
open-air BASH in a local park. Other
highlights, according to the youth, were
"golfing at Laurelwood," "singing 606 in

BASH," "group volleyball," "meeting that
future spouse," and "going by the Incred-
ible Hulk's house."

A busy recreation staff organized week-
long activities plus an evening of tourna-
ments in basketball, volleyball, tennis,

racquetball, and soccer, and for the more
sedentary chess, checkers, and Rook.
Most of all, the youth seemed to enjoy

the opportunity to renew old friendships
and to form new ones. Standing in long
lines for meals was not so much an impo-
sition as a chance to chat. "God enjoys
fellowship and company," said BASH
speaker Michael Banks, and creating
community with God and each other was
a large part of the week.
The unsung heroes of the week were the

youth group sponsors and the convention
staff. Sponsors, the "key" to a successful
convention, according to planning com-
mittee chair Stan Shantz, spent the week
getting 2-6 hours of sleep a night, running
interference on any problems, enforcing
curfew, and meeting late planes at the
airport.

Del Hershberger, an Oregon pastor, and
Katie Deumling, a recent Western Men-
nonite High School graduate, plus a group
of nine musicians from Phoenix, led the
daily worship.—Xerry Strayer
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Above: A group of nine musicians from Phoe-
nix. Ariz., led the music during the mass ses-

sion. Right: Oregon 91 's youth convention had
so many activities, planners had to print a 108
page book to list them all. First order of busi-

ness when arriving was to read it Below: On
Thursday 2,100 young people boarded 60
school buses for an hour trip to the Oregon
Coast The day concluded with a picnic and a
mass worship session in a Eugene park.



OREGON 91 POTPOURRI

Day-long seminars part
of Oregon 91 agenda
Delegates to Mennonite General As-

sembly may have started a new tradition

this time by taking a day off on Thursday.
Instead of doing business, they joined

other Oregon 91 participants for either

tours or day-long educational seminars.

Four of the latter involved more than 500

persons in spite of beautiful weather for

touring.

Nearly 200 chose to focus on God's call

to the city in the seminar titled, "God's

Creative Acts Continue in the City: The
Subversive Memory of Who We Were."
The day-long seminar recalled the urban
roots of the Anabaptist movement and
provided windows into the '90s.

Feature speaker Bill Pannell, associate

professor of evangehsm at Fuller Theo-
logical Seminary in Pasadena, CaHf., pro-

vided a biblical survey about the city.

"God has a love affair with people in

cities," he said. "It doesn't make any
difference whether we like the city. The
future of the global community is an
urban future. We are all impacted by the

decisions and cultural values coming out

of the city.

"We must celebrate the fact that the

city is here to stay as one of God's creative

acts," Pannell commented, building on

Oregon 91 featured a total of 79 hour-long

seminars (below) on a variety of topics and con-

cerns. There were also four day-long educa-

tional opportiinities on Assembly's "day off.
"

the Oregon 91 theme. "The church that is

in the city is on the cutting edge of what
God is doing in our time." Pannell called

for an intentional and sustained ministry

to urban youth in particular.

A seminar on worship also attracted

nearly 200 persons on Thursday. In the

morning, participants could choose two of

12 hour-long workshops on such subjects

as introducing the new hymnal, planning

worship, using the lectionary, celebrating

the Lord's Supper, baptism, and the

Christian year.

After lunch Marlene Kropf addressed
current issues in worship. Among the

cutting edges she cited were: an aware-

ness of the presence of God in worship; a

renewed sense of worship as a corporate

experience; and an understanding of wor-

ship as a political act.

Kropf encouraged group members to

recover neglected elements both of their

Mennonite heritage and of the larger Jew-
ish and Christian traditions.

The seminar concluded with an hour-

long evensong on the theme of "Walking
on Water." Ron Guengerich presented a

homily for the service, which incorporated

resources from the new hymnal to be
published in 1992.

Two busloads of Assembly participants

traveled to Andrews Experimental Forest

near Blue Ridge, Ore., Thursday as part

on an all-day seminar on environmental

concerns.

At the forest, USDA research forester

Thomas Spies introduced the group to

the old-growth ecosystem. He explained

that the tree canopy consisted of 400-600

year old Douglas firs, the habitat of the

spotted owl. Beneath these were western

hemlock and red cedar.

Spies explained that the ecosystem ex-

tends below the ground, where springtails,

mites, and beetles live. "The diversity of

life in the soil exceeds that of the tropics,"

he said.

New logging systems are being designed
to slow the rate of removal of old growth.

Although the new systems are less eco-

nomically efficient than the old ones, "the

national forest is not the place to maxi-

mize economic returns," Spies said.

After returning to Eugene, the group
took part in a lively discussion between
Mim Hooley, a logger's wife from Sweet
Home, Ore., and Rosemary Allen, a vol-

unteer for the Oregon Natural Resources
Council. Concerns identified included:

wildlife habitat; quality of soil, air, and
water; making good use of old-growth

timber before it rots; economics; and pre-

serving the quality of life.

One participant pointed out that a

major interest of Oregon Mennonites is

maintaining a sense of brotherhood and
sisterhood in the midst of differences about

these issues. Carolyn Raffensperger
Rogovin and Jocele Meyer led the seminar.

The fourth day-long seminar was titled,

"Stewardship: Firstfruits Giving / Vision

95 Teams." Led by Ray and Lillian Bair

and Lynn Miller, the seminar featured

testimonies of many persons about how
their lives had been blessed through "first-

fruits giving." The 50 or so participants also

learned about Vision 95 teams, groups from

local congregations who spend a week of

service and learning in a culture different

from their own.

—

from reports by Don
Garber, Cindy Hines Kurfman, and Sally

Schreiner
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Seminars take a look
at 79 different topics
Some 79 seminars offered at Oregon 91

covered topics ranging from personal,

family, and congregational nurture to

global conflicts and environmental issues.

A three-member committee chaired by
Lois Kenagy, Corvallis, Ore., planned the

seminars. Kenagy said the presentations

were "exceptionally good. It's obvious the

presenters spent a lot of preparation time
and work on their respective seminars."

According to Kenagy, one of the best-

attended seminars was "Biblical Perspec-
tives on Contemporary Issues of Homo-
sexuality." About 200 people attended.

Other well-attended seminars included
the "Role of Deacon/Elder in the Church"
and "Don't Let Your Souls Wear Thin."

Kenagy expressed surprise that only 10

people showed up Wednesday afternoon
for a seminar on "Nurturing Conscien-
tious Objectors in the Family and Con-
gregation." "I have difficulty understand-
ing why so few people attended," Kenagy
said, "especially in light of the peace
education initiative proposal on the floor

of the General Assembly."
At the same time, Kenagy admitted that

some sessions may not have been well-at-

tended because "we put a lot of good
seminars up against each other."

Kenagy said her committee selected the

79 topics from among hundreds of ideas
submitted. "We wanted to provide semi-
nars that equip Christians for the work of
the church and the congregation. We also

wanted to offer seminars that helped peo-
ple understand the world outside their

home communities."
—Phil Richard

Convention goers relax
at late-night events
Late-night activities at Oregon 91

included concerts, drama, and special

worship services.

Jim Croegaert of Reba Place Church in

Illinois presented two concerts of original

music. He was backed by other members
of the Reunion Vocal Band, including

Dean Clemmer, Don Kulp, and Chuck
Neufeld.

The Reunion band sang and played in

an informal, folk-style coffeehouse Thurs-
day. The group was joined by Les and
Gwen Gustafson-Zook of Albany, Ore.,

who performed concerts of their own at

other points during the week.

Classical music received a hearing in a

combined concert of organ music and
hymn singing. Bradley Swope, a doctoral

candidate at the University of Cincinnati,

collaborated on the event with Kenneth
Nafziger.

In addition, a number of adults attend-

ed a contemporary-Christian music con-

cert by Phil Keaggy, which was officially

part of the youth convention.

Youth and adults also mixed at perfor-

mances by the drama group AKIMBO. As
its name suggests, the Harrisonburg, Va.,

company kept the audience off balance
with a mixture of comedy, drama, dance,
and music.

Meanwhile, seven young adults serving

in the YES program of Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions used drama and
music to challenge their listeners to follow

Jesus.

Throughout the week, a series of late-

night worship services focused on peace.
There were also charismatic and "third

wave" worship gatherings and opportuni-
ties for dialogue with Assembly speakers.

In addition to these activities, adults

could choose from a broad range of recep-

tions, storyteUing by mission and service

workers, and presentations ranging from
"Mennonites in the News" to an introduc-

tion to the new hymnal.

—

Dave Graybill

with a report from Susan Baher

Top: late-night activities included many differ-

ent events, including the drama group
AKIMBO. Left: a popular meeting place for

adults during the five days was this Sequoia
redwood outside the eating area. Here H.

Ralph and Elizabeth Hemley of Scottdale. Pa.,

coordinate schedules with each other.
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THE LAST WORD

Who we want to be
"Welcome Oregon 91," read the marquee

above the gate at the Lane County Convention

Center in Eugene, Ore., last week. It continued:

"Mennonite Church General Assembly and

Churchwide Convention, Tues. to Sat." To the

right was a smaller sign with these words:

"Udder Fun."

So it was that we who were at Mennonite Gen-

eral Assembly last week could not quite forget

the roots some of us have. Throughout the five

days we saw signs telling us that 10 days after

Oregon 91, Mennonite exhibits and worship servic-

es and food lines would give way to cows and pigs

and John Deere tractors for the Lane County Fair

held every year at the Convention Center.

Yet the fair sign was our sign too. We did

have fun. Once or twice we might have called it

utter fun. More often we were reminded of the

tension many of us Mennonites have between

two ideas of what we'd like to be.

On the one hand, we want to be professional.

We want our convention planners and agency

staffs to do things well and right. We want them

to challenge and inspire and entertain while they

take care of the daily details of our lives so that

an event like Oregon 91 can be both stimulating

and fun.

At Eugene, Ore., they did. We had well-orches-

trated and inspirational worship services. Busi-

ness sessions started and ended on time while in

between a crowded agenda moved with dispatch.

Reports and displays and late-night activities

sparkled and communicated.

All this was made possible by an impressive

array of technology: cellular phones connected

the youth and adult conventions; two-way radios

kept a host of hard-working local volunteers

coordinated and efficient; synthesizers and pro-

jectors and VCRs entertained and sometimes

dazzled. Oregon 91 was truly a Mennonite hi-

tech event. And it came off well. You had to dig

hard behind the scenes to find something that

didn't go right. Veteran Assembly goers said Ore-

gon 91 volunteers brought off one of the best-or-

ganized Mennonite events ever.

But for all the outstanding planning and

smooth execution, a vague sense of unease sur-

faced among some of us as the week progressed.

While we wanted well-run business sessions, we
grumbled quietly when agendas didn't allow

time for the discussion we wanted. While videos

and dramatics glued us to our chairs, feedback

the Listening Committee received from dele-

gates prompted them to go public with a request

that agencies reconsider polished presentations in

favor of bringing tough questions and unsolved

problems to the Assembly floor in the future.

We at Oregon 91 were caught in the Menno-
nite tension of the '90s: who are we, anyway?

Are we modern and professional, moved by pol-

ish and competence? Or are we what we have

long said about ourselves: simple people who
value each other's opinions, however unprofes-

sional, who come to action through the tedious

process of consensus?

There is some indication the two need not be

in conflict, that we can bring them together. One
family, delayed several hours by a railroad

bridge fire, called ahead to Eugene to say they

would be late. When they arrived at their motel

late that night, they found a volunteer had

pulled their materials from the registration line

and had them waiting at the front desk. When Il-

linois delegate B. Elaine Bryant was called home
because her husband had been hit by a drunken

driver, business came to a halt while delegates

prayed for travel safety, healing, and strength.

Can Mennonites be modern professionals who
are also caring, one-to-one persons? Oregon 91

surely asked the question. It may also have

started us toward an answer.—yTp

Mennonite movies
Mennonites reveled in videos at Oregon 91.

Program board after churchwide agency used

the silver screen to tell their story to sometimes

spellbound delegates and other Assembly partici-

pants. And once we got used to it, we applauded

most of them—^just like 20th-century movie

goers let the director know what they think of a

film.

There was even popcorn. If you didn't buy it

from the Lane County Convention Center

concession stand, you could at least smell it as

you sat in the business sessions. So when the

lights went down for yet another "feature," if the

chairs had been softer and a bit more plush, I

could have imagined myself in a movie theater.

With a Mennonite difference, of course. The
popcorn buyers were fairly free to share up and

down the row.—y/p
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Discipleship means standing for something. That
includes calling people to account when they fail. It

also means allowing them healing and forgiveness.
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When a congregation
faces a divorce

A couple of years ago I went through a
painful divorce. Fortunately, I was a
member of a church that was willing to

face the problem and deal with me.

Divorce is nasty stuff. A pact made for-

ever between a man and a woman—and
with God and the church—torn apart. Ex-

treme pain, worse than the death of a loved one,

because it lacks the affirmation of heaven. Tur-
moil, doubt, spiritual upheaval, sin. And often ha-
tred, confusion, misunderstanding, alienation.

What happens when divorce takes place within
the church? All too often there are no guidelines
or accepted procedures to follow. We don't know
what to do. So we respond with avoidance. We
pretend people and situations don't exist. We
hide. We certainly don't talk about it. Sooner or
later, the people disappear.

When this happens, the church has lost an op-
portunity to minister to human need. It has lost

a chance to rescue sinners. It has failed to deal
with its people's problems. It cannot practice re-

demption.

A couple of years ago, I went through a pain-
ful divorce. But I was lucky enough to be a mem-
ber of a church willing to face the problem and
deal with me.

Make no mistake about the principles here.

by

Brian

D. Smucker



It was my testimony before the church

that allowed people to talk with me and
with each other about me. That allowed

my healing to begin to take place,

Lombard (HI.) Mennonite Church does not sup-

port or condone divorce. Neither do I. Divorce is

failure of a holy covenant. "I hate divorce, says

the Lord, the God of Israel" (Mai. 2:16). Jesus

preached the sanctity and permanence of mar-

riage on many occasions.

Yet Jesus also preached redemption. He re-

fused to condemn the prostitute in John 8, in-

stead ordering her to leave her life of sin. He
spoke with the Samaritan woman in John 4, who
had had five husbands and was at the time liv-

ing with another man. FoUovdng her testimony

to the people of her town, Jesus stayed there

two more days, and "many more believed" (John

4:41).

What then can a church and individual mem-
bers do when faced with a divorce in their midst?

Care for the sinner. A person experiencing

marital failure caroms unpredictably through

emotional and spiritual extremes. Depression,

anger, pain, confusion, exhaustion, loneliness,

even giddiness—these and other emotions may
take control in rapid succession. People in this

condition have great needs for nurture.

We must show that we care. If we haven't ex-

perienced a similar situation, we will feel awk-

ward, we'll be afraid of saying or doing the

wrong thing. But we can't let this stop us.

People ministered to me by saying "I care."

By asking how things were going from time to

time. By giving a hug or a gentle pat on my
shoulder. By inviting me out for a pizza. By
being available for middle-of-the-night calls. By
praying with me or for me. By making allow-

ances for me sometimes not being "all there" at

a committee meeting. These "little things"

meant far more than many of the people who
did them vwU ever know.

One in particular cairied me through many
awful days and nights. What did this person do?

Just looked me square in the eyes at the end of

one service. My eyes were full of tears; hers

filled too. I could feel her very soul pouring out

for me. That has incredible power to overcome

the darkness.

Scriptures and scriptural adaptations may
help. Several spoke forcefully to me. I read

Psalm 23 and the Beatitudes over and over. I

wore out a tape of Handel's Messiah. The charge

in Rom. 12:12 became my personal command:
"Rejoice in your hope, be patient in tribulation,

be constant in prayer."

Encourage professional help. I received sup-

port and guidance from my pastors, church mem-

bers, family, and friends. But I needed more
than that. Some of the best money I spent

—

even at $70 an hour—paid for weekly sessions

with a therapist. I found a counselor with both

psychological and religious training. I needed

someone who could help with my human needs

as well as understand the moral battle within me.

Was going to therapy a sign of weakness?

Some might say so. I didn't care. I was beyond

what I could cope with. That counselor played a

critical role in my healing.

Provide some resources. There are video-

tapes, books, and other resources to help people

cope and work through divorce. There are bibli-

cal texts and position papers. Most of these I

found myself.

A year ago Illinois Conference adopted a

paper on marriage, divorce, and remarriage. It

was preceded by a proposal that contained a se-

ries of biblical passages and pointed questions. I

wish these materials had been available when I

was searching. I dug through everything I could

find to see if I would lose my church and my
claim to Christianity when I lost my wife.

Retreats can be helpful. In my case, the

congregation's peace center offered a retreat on

peacemaking and prayer at a time when I was

searching. The retreat was not set up to deal

with me or my situation, yet it opened some im-

portant new doors for me.

Churches should get a few of these resources

in the office or library and then pass them out

at the appropriate time.

Call people to account. Don't do it immedi-

ately, for people in crisis may be able to deal

with nothing but their crisis for a while. Yet, dis-

cipleship means standing for something, and

that includes calling people to account when
they fall short.

I felt my church was weak in this area. Was ev-

eryone leaving it to the pastors? Only one per-

son even asked me if I had remained faithful to

my wife.

But God did call me to account to my church.

When I shared this with my pastors, they had

the wisdom to encourage me to open up to the

church council. Later I shared with the entire

Today Fm ashamed to think

that it took a divorce for me
to allow the power of God to

really get through to me.
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congregation. I needed the opportunity to con-
fess my failure and to recommit myself.
My testimony in front of the congregation, fol-

lowed by a statement and prayer from the pas-
tors, allowed healing to take place. It also al-

lowed people to talk to me and to each other
about my divorce. That helped keep me and this
uncomfortable issue in the church.

Work for redemption. I do not believe that
God wanted my marriage to end in failure. Yet
God worked with my failure to redeem me.
For a time, at my most anguished, I demanded

facts, knowledge, understanding. I fought my es-
tranged wife for it. I prayed mightily for it. I

didn't get it. I couldn't sleep. I became de-
pressed and exhausted.

Finally, in desperation one night I asked for
the Lord's peace. God, let me let go. Immedi-
ately I felt God's love flooding over me. At the

end of my rope I finally found the right thing to
pray.

I have been a Mennonite all my life. I was
brought up right and ministered to well by the
church. Yet being constantly exposed to what I

knew I believed, I never really had to come to
grips with it. My faith had never been put to a
difficult test. Through my divorce, I was forced
to answer those awful questions: What is abso-
lute? What is critical? What is negotiable? What
must I sacrifice? What is human failure?

I am ashamed to think that it took a divorce
for me to allow the power of God to really get
through to me. Yet I can affirm that it hap-
pened. If Jesus continues to redeem sinners
today, can the church do any less?

Brian D. Smucker, Lombard, III., is an associate
publisher of a trade magazine. He was married
for 18 1/2 years before going through divorce.

How to discern false from true leaders
by John M. Drescher

In
his last words within the temple walls,

Jesus gave us three clear characteristics of
false leaders. He called them hypocrites,

blind guides, fools, and snakes. That's strong lan-
guage in Matt. 23, used to impress us with the in-
sight between false and true spiritual leaders.

1. False leaders are those who "do not prac-
tice what they preach." To ask people to be or
do what we ourselves are unwilling to be or do is

hypocritical. It is a mark of a false leader. Jesus
says that such also place burdens on others,
which they themselves will not bear. Beware of
those who preach or teach what they do not
practice.

True spiritual leaders practice first and preach
and teach second. True leaders say, "Follow me
as I follow Christ." True leaders are those who
not only know and show the way but also ones
who go that way.

2. False leaders are ostentatious. Jesus says,
"Everything they do is done for people to see."
Such leaders love a show. They do what will
leave an impression for self, draw attention, and
build one's own status and reputation. Such may
have long prayers in pubhc but short ones in pri-
vate. They wall give only if it is noticed. Upper-
most is the desire to be seen. This attitude is a
far cry from the ministry of those who sincerely

say, "Not I but Christ be honored, loved, ex-
alted."

3. False leaders love preeminence. Jesus says
such "love the place of honor at banquets and
the most important seats in the church." They
love to be greeted in pubhc places and to be
called professor, doctor, reverend, and bishop.
False leaders will be present when they are on
center stage or in charge, but they seldom show
up when someone else ministers or leads. False
leaders love to be honored, lauded, and recog-
nized for their position and attainments. "In
honor preferring one another" is absent from
their lives.

In contrast, Jesus gives two tests of true spiri-

tual leaders which continue current and clear.

These are humility and servanthood. These are
in such stark contrast to the marks of false lead-
ers that they can be easily discerned. They will

always characterize those who seek to serve and
follow Christ.

Christ humbled himself and became a servant.
True spiritual leaders will always be known by a
spirit which turns people's eyes away from them-
selves to Christ. True leaders vidll seek the privi-
lege to serve rather than a position to be served.

John M. Drescher, Harrisonburg, Va., is pastor of
the Zion Mennonite Church and a former editor

of Gospel Herald.
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Who had the command first?

Many who attended Oregon 91, espe-

cially from the East Coast, may be un-

aware of the radical environmental

changes which are taking place on U.S.

national forest lands in the Northwest

because of timber clearcutting. The situ-

ation has led to the listing of the spot-

ted owl under the Endangered Species

Act. As a result of the failure of the

Bush Administration to protect the

spotted owl, federal court decisions

have blocked numerous U.S. Forest Ser-

vice timber sales and left timber-depen-

dent communities angry and frustrated.

Mennonite churches in Albany,

CorvalHs, Eugene, Grants Pass, Leba-

non, Salem, and Sweet Home, among
others, are today being confronted with

the impUcations of Gen. 1:22. God gave

the command to be "fruitful and multi-

ply." It was given first of all to the

birds of the air and the fish of the sea

rather than to our own species. How
can we allow the whales and spotted

owls to be fruitful and multiply if we de-

stroy them or their habitat?

David E. Ortman
Seattle, Wash.

Witness with 6-OH-6
It's a misnomer to call a 606 license

plate a "vanity plate" ("Readers Say,"

July 23). My plate is 6-OH-6.

I am frequently asked its significance.

I'm glad to tell the inquirer that it is

the number in our hymnbook of an ar-

rangement of "Praise God from Whom
All Blessings Flow." This gives me an

occasional chance to invite someone to

worship with us.

Ida Mae Leatherman

Richmond, Va.

Urban future is no future

If "The Future of the Church Is in

the City" (July 16), then it may well be

that the church has no future! Why?
The city, as we know it, is not ecologi-

cally sustainable. It is only a matter of

time before the systems supporting

urban centers collapse.

Indeed, the city in human history rep-

resents an imperialistic power, sapping

the wealth and energy of the country-

side and its people in order to sustain

its life. It gives little in return save

waste and pollution. The culture made

possible by urban life comes with a

very high price tag.

The city is what Cain built when he

left God's presence. The Israelite em-

pire, which sowed the seeds for Israel's

fall as God's people, began with the es-

tabhshment of a capital city by David—
the city of Jerusalem, a city that has

consistently failed to live up to the

promise of its name.

Let us develop a theology for urban

ministry and urban work. But let us do

so with a realistic appraisal of the spiri-

tual powers at work in urban life. Let

us do so with a view toward making

urban life ecologically sustainable, a

place of justice and peace.

S. Roy Kaufman
Sterling, III.

War is stupid

Stanley Shenk's argument in "Read-

ers Say" (July 23) can be used to jus-

tify any war. Why was it important to

destroy Hitler but let Stalin go free?

Wouldn't it have been a glorious cru-

sade to destroy Stalin and liberate the

suffering Russian people? It might have

destroyed the world itself, but so what?

War as a solution to social and politi-

cal problems is too much like using a

sledge hammer to crack a nut. An Amer-

ican officer in Iraq said, "Don't let any-

one tell you this is a just war. There is

no such thing as a just war. It is an

abomination, a horror."

War is stupid, and Christians should

be the first to say so. If we don't do it,

atheists will have to do it for us.

Daniel Hertzler

Scottdale, Pa.

One possible answer
to money shortage

"Do We Really Want a Mennonite

Lottery?" (July 9) deserves a reply. I be-

lieve one reason money is not available

for outside use is because of plans some

conferences have for funding Christian ed-

ucation. A number of churches need be-

tween $5,000 and $10,000 per week to pay

Mennonite school tuition. And some par-

ents take this as a way for the church to

pay their tuition. But we wiU always have

those looking for a way out.

Harold W. Delp

Souderton, Pa.

Church should be leader

in environmental concerns

I would like to add one more ques-

tion to the list of priorities for the Men-

nonite Church in "What Do You
Think?" (July 9): How do we live at

peace with our environment?

We Mennonites have long thought of
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ourselves as peace-loving people. We
have worked hard at promoting peace
around the world. We have also real-

ized the importance of listening to the
other side in a conflict. Recently a

Christian delegation from the Middle
East met with Mennonite groups from
Canada to talk. A lot of healing took
place in this process.

Being a peaceful, compassionate, and
listening people, it should be natural
for us to listen to our precious earth
which God has entrusted in our care. I

would like to see the Mennonite Church
be a leader on this important issue.

Paul Yantzi

Shakespeare, Ont.

HMC office not closing
In your article, "Tender Spots and

Things to Be Proud Of (July 9), you
wrote, "HMC has also closed its Elkhart,
Ind., office for the same reason." This is

not accurate. Hispanic Mennonite Conven-
tion will be without an active executive
secretary as of Oct. 1. This does not mean
the closing of our office.

We are currently located in the Gen-
eral Board offices. However, serious

consideration will be given to transfer-

ring the office to another place if our fi-

nancial situation does not improve at
the end of this fiscal year.

Samuel Lopez, president

Hispanic Mennonite Convention
Elkhart, Ind.

Accountable to Christ
if we send wrong signals

In response to C. Norman Kraus'
question, "What does this [Anabaptist
Vision] call us to today?" ("Readers
Say," July 23), I believe we are stUl re-

sponsible to: a sacrificial cross, a posi-

tive witness, separation from the world,
fidelity to scriptural truth, following the
Christ way, a visual boundary between
the two kingdoms, and an unfluiching
witness in lifestyles and words.

If our actions, speech, and outward
adornment does not give a clear testi-

mony of our citizenship in the kingdom
of heaven, how can we model Christ
and the Scriptures? For sending wrong
signals, we are accountable to our king,
the Lord Jesus Christ.

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

The heart of the gospel
In "Peace Must Be Much More Than

I

the 'Back Porch' of Our Theology"
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(July 2), Maurice Martin says, "We
need to understand peace to be at the
heart of the gospel." I have always
been taught that Jesus Christ is the
heart of the gospel. Have I been taught
incorrectly?

E. Grant Herr

Harrisonburg, Va.

Secure in hope
Thank you for the editorial, "Waiting

for the Next Shoe to Drop" (June 25).

It comes so close to the human situa-

tion among us here at Greencroft Re-
tirement Center. An institution that

does all the things you named in the
last months of adversity must be
"divinely ordained." Some one has
been praying and serving!

We too have been fitted with "soft
sHppers." And we are learning to "be
still"—as well as feeling secure in our
hope.

Florence Amstutz
Goshen, Ind.

We are not a biblical people
The answer to Richard A. Kauffman's

question, "Are We Still a Biblical Peo-
ple?" (Jime 18) is not far away. A brief re-

view of recent trends reveals where we are:

Professors, editors, curriculum writ-

ers, and pastors for some years have
been telling us the Genesis account of
creation is merely the Hebraic version.

They've told us there are two "stories" of
creation, one in Gen. 1 and a second in

Gen. 2. They've told us the "science" of
Genesis cannot be trusted but that all by
chance sprang from one cell, including us.

They've told us, "The Bible is not a
guidebook. It is a play-by-play report
like a basketball game." They've told

us Isaiah did not write the whole book
bearing his name. They've told us we
don't know what Lev. 20:13 means
when God told Moses how the sexual
deviants should be punished.
They've told us the apostle Paul

would write differently were he Hving
today. So his teaching on leadership in

the congregation is irrelevant for the
twentieth century, and his teaching on
sexual impropriety is long out of date.

They've told us the Gospels do not
give us the historical life of Jesus.
Rather, they are the ideas the disciples
put together for preaching purposes sev-
eral decades after our Lord's crucifixion.

They've told us the virgin birth is not cen-
tral to an Anabaptist Christology.

They've told us we should interpret

5

the Bible dynamically, not literally.

They've told us the history in the Bible
is unclear, stacked in Israel's favor.

They've said the prophecy in the Bible
is unreal. They've told us revelation is a
trajectory: the ancients had the Old Tes-
tament, then they had the New Testa-
ment. We have the Now Testament. So
we can do today what the first-century

church could not do. They've told us
we cannot expect the Word of God to

be contained in the words of men.
From all this the answer to Richard's

question is very simply, "No, we are
not a biblical people anjonore." So the
question we must now address is,

"When will we once again accept the
Bible as the holy book of the living God
and order our personal and church lives

by its teaching?"

J. Otis Yoder

Breezewood, Pa.

Distinguish needs from wants
After a 33-year absence, I'm again a

member of the Mennonite Church. I

joined the Mennonite Fellowship of San
Diego as a charter member in 1990.

Most of the changes I've observed
seem to be good and outweigh the not
so good. I regret to see that some have
gotten away from the life of simplicity.

We need to be clear about the differ-

ence between our needs and our wants.
We are to be in the world but not of it.

Some of our Anabaptist ancestors in

the faith were affluent but attempted to

embrace the simple life. We should con-
tinue to attempt a life of simplicity in

spite of the affluence within the church.
E. Louise Croyle Wigle
Vista, Calif.

We need
support for COs

I've noticed something lacking in our
peace position. Nobody in the Menno-
nite Church is campaigning to support
those 1,000 conscientious objectors who
have recently decided war is wrong.
Some of them are now doing time in

prison for their beliefs.

If we are really serious about our
peace witness, then we'd flood their

mailboxes with letters of support. I see
those 1,000 as the real fighters for free-

dom—the freedom to say no to any war
machine. If each church would "adopt"
a CO that's trying to get out of the mili-

tary, what an impact that would have.
Shirley Horst

Sellersville, Pa.



Mannheim Mennonite is running out

of space because of fruitful outreach

It began as a dream to hire a "mission

enabler'' to encourage outreach. It's de-

veloped into deciding whether to contin-

ue growth or to plant another church,

by Arthur P. Boers

Mannheim Mennonite church, located

just outside of Kitchener-Waterloo,

Ont., is off the beaten track in many

ways. In giving me directions for finding the

building, people were careful to show me the

best way to avoid gravel roads. Driving there, en-

joying rolling hills and farm fields, I spotted a ground-

hog leisurely walking along. It was not the setting I

expected for a church to conduct vibrant outreach.

Mannheim defies other stereotypes too. We
sometimes beUeve that only young congregations

grow and change. But Mannheim's history dates

back over 150 years. In 1832, Mennonites in the

area began home meetings. Four years later they

ordained their first minister. In 1839, they pur-

chased land and built a log structure.

That log building was long ago replaced by a

brick structure. In 1980, the congregation moved

its meetinghouse up a hill to get away from

flooding and drainage problems. They linked it

with an old school building, which had served as

church hall and Sunday school space. That move

symbolizes Mannheim's creative style of prob-

lem-solving. Now the congregation is running out

of space, partly because of its fruitful outreach.

Since 1976, Jim and Helen Reusser have

each shared a half-time pastoral position

at Mannheim. In 1986, an adult Sunday

school class studied the churchwide Vision 95

goals and began to dream about hiring addi-

tional staff to encourage Mannheim's mission

and outreach. Two years later that dream bore

fruit with the hiring of Linda Worth as a mission

enabler.

Linda grew up in the congregation. The

mother of two school-age children, she brought a

wealth of experience to the position. She had

worked for Mennonite Central Committee and

for 15 years at the House of Friendship, a social

service agency that deals with the disadvantaged,

Linda has a pleasant personality, wears a per-

petually warm smile, and always laughs heartily.

She notes that her title, mission enabler, reflects

"our desire that this person would help us do

what we are being called to do rather than doing

our work for us."

Her first task seemed simple: interview all of

Mannheim's active members and participants.

She asked several questions: What are you as an

individual doing right now? What else would you

like to do? How can the church help? What is

the church doing in missions, service, and out-

reach that should be continued? What other

things should we do? Linda also quizzed commit-

tees about their connection to missions and out-

reach.

This study process proved helpful for the

members at Mannheim. Many felt affirmed, real-

izing that their encounters on the farm or in the

marketplace were a valid form of mission.

"We're witnessing, whether we think of it or not,

in our cumulative relationships in a normal

week," says Linda.

Mannheim discovered that many of its people

were already involved in service through work

and volunteer involvements: working for House

of Friendship, teaching, doing prison ministry.

Many had professional or volunteer experience

working with the poor and the disadvantaged or

in "helping" professions. However, Linda also

found farmers who hired troubled kids that

"needed a break."
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Some members were glad for the interviews,

which gave them a chance to speak about their

fears connected to missions. It was also a forum
for people to air their difficulties with the congre
gation. That was sometimes a source of healing.

With the interviews, Linda says, many felt

"better about ourselves and our congregation
and [became] more open to sharing our faith and
inviting others to join us." They realized that

God gives many opportunities to be his

witnesses.

The pastors also helped people understand
the gifts of this particular congregation's person-
ahty. According to Linda, Mannheim "is a
friendly, caring congregation which values diver-

sity, face-to-face relationships, simplicity, a high
level of participation, and decision making by
consensus."

As the result of Mannheim's concentration
on outreach, more than 20 new families

have become involved in the last few
years. While Linda enabled and encouraged out-
reach, she was never the primary contact person.
Newcomers were brought by many members, not
just a faithful few. Sunday morning attendance
quickly went from 75 to 125 (membership is

105). Since Mannheim values people being able
to greet each other on a first-name basis, that
kind of growth is almost overwhelming.

At first, Linda expected that her interviews
might lead to new mission projects for the con-
gregation. But that did not need to happen be-
cause missions was already very much in evi-

dence. As one family invited newcomers, there
were spin-offs. When people saw others invite

their neighbors to church, that was one more en-
couragement to risk doing the same.
Today Mannheim's growth rate is not as high

as before. But even so, Linda has worked with
three new families within the first few months of
1991. When a new family comes for a few weeks,
Linda offers to set them up with a more estab-
lished family, a "Friendship Family." "The ma-
jority of people that have checked us out have
stayed. It hasn't been that we have lots of peo-
ple check and then leave," she notes.

Some wonder whether Mannheim's intensity
actually scares people away; it is not a place
where newcomers can be invisible. Jim Reusser
points out that there are many kinds of Menno-
nite churches in the area, so Mannheim does
"not have to be all things to everybody." The
church is very friendly. "There's no way you can
get out of here without having someone talk to
you," laughs Linda. Friendliness is everybody's
responsibility.

When Linda connects a Friendship Family
with a new family, she has a list of suggestions
of what to do: keep in touch, help them under-

Opposite page: Mann-
heim's mission en-

abler, Linda Worth;

she's not a program-
mer but someone who
helps the congregation

listen to the promp-
tings of the Spirit.

Left: Mannheim
Mennonite's current

question is whether it

will continue to grow
at its present site or

work toward planting

another congregation.
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At first Mannheim expected to be in-

volved in new mission projects. That

didn't happen because its members were

already involved in many activities.

stand Mennonites or Mannheim, make sure they

feel welcome at various activities, understand

them, keep people from falling between the

cracks, answer questions they might be afraid to

ask, offer transportation.

Linda also sends a monthly memo to Friend-

ship Families highlighting upcoming events:

Does your family know about those events? Do

they need a personal invitation? Do they have

questions about the events?

After two years, people who were once new

have the option of continuing with a Friendship

Family, ceasing the relationship, or working with

another family. These relationships are reviewed

yearly.

Newcomers come from many backgrounds

and experiences. Some were brought up

Mennonite. Others grew up in the com-

munity or recently moved there. The congrega-

tion is spread out: a number of people drive 20

minutes to get to church.

Seeing the congregation's support of others in

crisis situations attracted some. Yet a significant

dilemma is that as the congregation grows, it is

harder for people to know and care for each

other.

Some newcomers with different church back-

grounds consider themselves "biblically illiter-

ate." Integrating persons raised in other denomi-

nations is not always easy. Some struggle to

learn what it means to be a Christian every day

of your life rather than only on Sunday.

For some newcomers, regular Sunday morning

attendance can be a problem, since that used to

be family time. This can lead to frustrations and

misunderstandings. Some longtime members ex-

pect newcomers to get involved in many church

activities. Churchgoers take many unspoken ex-

pectations for granted. Some complain that the

church has too many expectations.

Mannheim has changed from being "a rural, ex-

tended family congregation," where every good

member attended everything, to a church where

the majority does not need to be so busily in-

volved with everything. While that was an impor-

tant transition, Linda fears the opposite extreme

as well: "everything is negotiable."

Mannheim does demand commitments. Be-

cause of past difficulties, the congregation works

hard at making decisions by consensus. That is

no small feat for such a large group. Linda

notes: "We found out that if we don't take the

time, if we put ourselves under pressure, then

we make bad decisions."

But there are benefits as well as demands.

Mannheim is good at caring. A prayer chain re-

sponds to crises. "If there are needs, people re-

spond," Linda says. In Sunday services, people

share joys, sorrows, and prayer concerns. Re-

cently the congregation was tested by the fact

that a member was charged with a serious crime.

Mannheim has no master plan predicting quan-

tifiable growth. Linda is an enabler, not a pro-

grammer. She helps the congregation Hsten to

the Holy Spirit's urgings. The proof of the Usten-

ing is in its fruitfulness.

Linda occupies a unique role. She sometimes

wishes she could find counterparts in other con-

gregations with whom to compare notes. She

does not know of any other paid lay leader who

focuses on missions enabling.

Things have gone so well that Mannheim must

now deal with whether it will continue to grow or

plant another church. It does not have enough

room for Sunday school classes. And with its

growth, it is harder for the congregation to

maintaiin its uniqueness and stay connected

with one another.

Mannheim continues to face the challenge of

integrating new people. The caring friendliness

Most of us expect young con-

gregations to grow. But those

with a long history also have

good potential for outreach.

makes people feel welcome. But that is not al-

ways enough to make newcomers an integral

part of the body.

While some people expect young congrega-

tions to be particularly good at missions, Mann-

heim shows the potential for growth of congrega-

tions that have a long history. In Mannheim's

case, that history was strong enough to allow it

to hire a mission enabler and work at an innova-

tive outreach program.

Arthur P. Boers does free-lance writing assign-

ments and pastors the Windsor (Ont.) Mennonite

Fellowship.
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CHURCH NEWS

Disasters bring contributions,
drain MCC emergency fund

MCCers Nora Martin (left) and Tom SchaeUel (right) and Seluh, a local staffer, bag rice for vic-

tims of this past spring's cyclones in Bangladesh.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—A flood of natural

and human-made disasters in 1991 has
meant good news and bad news for Men-
nonite Central Committee. The good
news is that U.S. donations for disaster

response have brought contributions for

the year closer to expected levels. The
bad news is that MCC responses to these

disasters have left the emergency contin-

gency fund $25,000 in the hole.

The contingency fund was originally

budgeted at $350,000, but trimmed down
to $150,000 in March when U.S. contribu-

tions were running 10 percent behind
budget. Nancy Heisey, associate execu-

tive secretary, said the deficit in the con-

tingency fund will be made up by dipping
into operating fund reserves. "We're not
opposed to doing it if the need is really

great," she said.

MCC has committed $600,000 to re-

spond to various disasters. The most re-

cent events to draw on MCC finances

include the volcanic eruption in the Phil-

ippines, cyclones in Bangladesh, and hun-
ger in Ethiopia and Sudan. Earlier was
the Persian Gulf War, the effects of which
continue to plague that region.

MCC has received nearly $400,000 in

disaster-designated donations from its

U.S. constituency. That pushes projected

1991 contributions closer to the budgeted
level for the year. MCC had been planning
on contributions of $11 million for the
fiscal year. Ken Langeman, controller,

estimates MCC will receive about $10.5
million. Before contributions for the Iraqi

refugees started coming in March,
Langeman estimated contributions for the

year to be only $ 10 to $ 10.2 million, a shortfall

that would have been "critical," Heisey said.

MCC Canada, meanwhile, has received

more than $500,000 for disaster response
in the Persian Gulf, Philippines, Ban-
gladesh, and Costa Rica.

Money in the contingency fund is trans-

ferred to appropriate program budgets
when an emergency arises. Contributions
for emergency responses go to the pro-

gram budget, not to the contingency fund.

The fund is replenished annually, when
the new year's budget is compiled.
The largest MCC disaster response

came in the wake of the Persian Gulf War.
MCC sent milk powder, cooking oil, blan-

kets, medical supplies, personnel, and
money to the region. Most assistance
went to Iran, although some has also gone
to Iraq, Jordan, and the West Bank.
MCC noted a particular need among the

more than one million Kurdish and Shiite

refugees who had fled from Iraq to Iran.

MCC—along with American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, Church World Service,

and Lutheran World ReHef—in late April

provided a planeload of suppHes worth
$600,000. MCC's contribution included
blankets collected in a major MCC East
Coast drive as well as clothing and mOk
powder. In mid-May MCC Ontario orga-

nized a second flight to carry blankets,

milk powder, medicine, and cooking oil.

MCC sent Ann and Bruce Huntwork to

a refugee camp in the Balchturan prov-
ince of Iran. Ann is a medical social

worker and Bruce a physician. Another
worker, Carol McLean, is on a short-term

assignment in Iraq, helping design a pub-
lic health program in the area of Karbala.
MCC also sponsored several delega-

tions of church leaders from Middle East
countries to North America and plans to

send North American pastors and church
leaders to the Middle East later this year.

An MCC-sponsored peace seminar was
held in Cyprus in March.
The "Bridging the Gulf fund, created

to fund these and other Middle East
responses, has brought in $340,000.

In the Philippines, MCC has allocated

$18,000 and six tons of clothing, infant

layettes, and sheets for victims of the
June eruptions of Mount Pinatubo. More
than 300 people were killed in the erup-
tions, which also displaced about 300,000

people. Most of the MCC money went to

a local reHef organization for food pur-

chases, whUe the material resources—val-

ued at $45,000—will go to people dis-

placed by the volcano.

MCC wants to place a worker for up to

three years for reconstruction and editing

manuals for disaster response.

MCC has received about $19,000 in

contributions for its Philippines response.

In Bangladesh, MCC has authorized an
additional $125,000 for relief beyond the

annual Bangladesh program budget of

more than $1 million. MCC also distrib-

uted $138,000 worth of material resources

following the April 30 cyclone. More than
450,000 were killed or are missing.

In Costa Rica, MCC has committed
$25,000 and provided material resources
and short-term workers for reconstruction

efforts. This was at the request of Costa
Rican Mennonites in the aftermath of the
April 22 earthquake, which left at least

10,000 people homeless.

War and famine prompted MCC to

send food reHef to three African countries.

With Mennonite Board of Missions, MCC
sent canned meat and $10,000 worth of

rice seed to Liberia. MCC has also sent

4,000 metric tons of wheat to Ethiopia and
4,000 tons to Sudan. MCC is currently

exploring the possibilities of food reUef to

Somalia.

—

Rich Preheim
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Peace theology expands
but commitment declines

Clearbrook, B.C. (Meetinghouse)—Men-

nonite peace theology is changing and so

are the churches, concluded about 90

participants at the Peace Theology Collo-

quium VI sponsored by Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee and held at Columbia

Bible College here June 21-23. They had

discussed two recent studies of the Men-

nonite peace position by Indiana profes-

sor J. R. Burkholder and Leo Driedger of

Winnipeg, Man. Participants struggled

with the diminishing commitment by most

Mennonite congregations to the expand-

ing scope of Mennonite peace theology.

Major changes have happened in the

last decades. Mennonite peace theology

is now broader, deeper, more spiritual,

and more practical than it was only a few

years ago. This could be seen in the

colloquium format itself, where little time

was given to militarism. Instead the case

studies focused on ecology, family vio-

lence, and racism.

Participants saw the expansion of peace

theology as due to a change in under-

standing about the differences between the

world and the church. Mennonites no longer

see the two as fundamentally separated.

Behavior has changed as well. From the

political to the practical, Mennonites are

now more involved in all aspects of human
life and realize that God's love and a

commitment to peace relate to all of life.

In his response to the main papers,

Richard Showalter, president of Rosedale

"Even though i work in

North America, I have
been exposed to people
and problems around
the world and the work
God calls us to do. I

know I have 'sisters' and
'brothers' in other
countries."— Jill Wiebe,

administrative asst., Akron, Pa.

In MCC, overseas

workers are not the

only ones who develop

a "world view." If you

wish to develop a

"world view" while

using your abilities in

North America as an

administrative assistant

or secretary, contact

MCC and ask for the

Administrative assistant/

Secretary Packet.

Bible Institute, said that Mermonites can

no longer use peace as an excuse for not

evangelizing, nor ignore peace on the

mission field because they want to evan-

gelize. God wants peace for the whole

world, and that comes only as Christians

reach out to others with a gospel that

brings peace. Many participants echoed

this position.

But at the same time as Mennonite

peace theology is broadening, Mennonite

congregations are losing their peace wit-

ness, noted Leo Driedger. The Mennonite

Church, General Conference Mennonite

Church, and Mennonite Brethren Church

all show a lower level of commitment to

peace theology than 10 years ago.

Others said that Mennonite leaders and

pastors are less committed to peace than

they used to be. Although the colloquium

was held in one of the larger Mermonite

centers in North America and two provin-

cial conference offices are located within

a few kilometers of the conference site,

only one local pastor and one local con-

ference official attended briefly. However,

local lay people were well represented.

"Peace is on God's heart but Menno-

nites may not continue as the messen-

gers," Gerald Janzen of Columbia Bible

College said. John Toews, president of

Mennonite Brethren BibHcal Seminary,

noted that this decline in commitment to

peace comes when both evangelical and

mainline churches are looking to Menno-

A
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nites for a fuller understanding of God's

way of peace.

Mennonite peace theology needs to

move forward on two fronts, colloquium

participants concluded. One suggestion

for a careful working out of what peace

means in all aspects of Christian life was

a discussion between mission leaders and

peace theologians to bridge the gap be-

tween them. The other front which needs

work is the education of the churches.

Duane Friesen of Bethel College de-

scribed an intensive congregationally

based education program which has been

successful in Kansas.

Held every three years, the colloquium

gives church leaders, theologians, and in-

terested lay people from all over North

America an opportunity to discover the

status of peace theology and to suggest

where it should be going.

—

Bruce Hiebert

Hesston board
ponders finances,

school's future

Iowa City, Iowa (HCj—The Hesston

College Board of Overseers tackled a full

agenda at its summer meeting, which was

held at First Mennonite Church of Iowa

City, July 19-20. It included such major

topics as the development of five-year

strategic goals and financial plans, ap-

proval of a $7.5 million operating budget

for 1991-92, discussion and brainstorming

about a fund-raising program to increase

the college's endowment, and approval of

the Dyck Arboretum master plan.

Much of the meeting focused on issues

that impact the future of the college and

its relationship with the Mennonite

Church. In addressing these issues the

board focused on two major questions;

what kind of college should Hesston be

and how will the college gather the nec-

essary financial resources.

The board also discussed the ending of

the college's 1990-91 fiscal year with a

preaudited operating deficit of $150,000.

Since this followed a year in which

Hesston had carried a $60,000 surplus, it

was decided to reserve funds in the 1991-

92 operating budget to erase the deficit.

Wilbur Yoder, principal of Iowa Menno-

nite School, reported on the role of Men-

nonite secondary education in southeast

Iowa and the relationship between his

school and Hesston College. Yoder pre-

sented suggestions for strengthening the

relationship.
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Missions conference
draws 1 ,000
Lancaster, Pa. (EMBM)—The annual

Worldwide Missions Conference spon-

sored by Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions brought together 1,000 people at

its closing session. Held at Lancaster
Bible College, the event featured a choir

of Eastern board missionaries and head-
quarters staff and a choir of Youth Evan-
gelism Service alumni.

Christopher Marshall, a professor at

New Zealand Bible College, emphasized
that the Christian's goal is to be like

Jesus. He said the world needs to see

Christians repenting as they struggle to

be faithful to Christ. He believes this is

much more convincing than the good ap-

pearance Christians try to maintain.

Speaking on the theme, "Christ Our
Foundation," Marshall said, "We must
build upon Christ, not on our traditions."

He reminded his audience that people
with good traditions crucified Jesus.

Art McPhee, founding pastor of Good
Shepherd Christian Fellowship in the
Boston suburb of Needham, said that just

as Christians' foundation must be Jesus,
the building that we do has to also focus
on Jesus. Quoting Luke 4:18-19, he said

Christians must build by the power of the
Holy Spirit, by proclaiming good news, and
by carrying on ministries of compassion.
During the conference, 45 Eastern

Board missionaries were commissioned to

go to 19 countries. Twenty-two of them
were new appointees.

Native American churcli
in northern Argentina
experiencing hard times

Saenz Pena, Argentina (MBM)—The
Native American church in Argentina is

going through trying times, according to

Mermonite Board of Missions workers.
Several events surrounding the annual

convention here of the United Evangelical
Church highlight some of the struggles the
church is facing. MBM helped Toba In-

dian church leaders form the independent
Indian church in the 1950s. It now num-
bers 5,000 and includes Wichi, Mocovi,
and PUaga Indians as well.

A truck carrying 57 Tobas to the con-
vention slipped off the pavement,
dropped a foot to the shoulder of the road,
then rolled into a ditch. Six people were
killed, including a pastor and the non-In-
dian driver, and 30 were injured.

The town government of Clorinda,

which owned the truck, initiaUy refused to

accept any responsibility. But MBM
worker Willie Horst said lawyers are help-

ing the Indian community establish that

the municipality did have certain respon-
sibilities. That would include making
some type of payment to the families who
lost members and also to cover medical
expenses for the injured people.

MBM missionaries continue to visit the
injured, help persons make connections
with legal counsel, and otherwise stand in

solidarity with the Native Americans "to

assure that the tragedy doesn't result in

larger injustices," according to Gerald
Mumaw, director of MBM work in Latin

America. For example, the pastor of the
Toba church in Clorinda which requested
permission from the town to use the truck,

has received threats from the family of the

deceased driver. Mumaw said Native
Americans are mistreated in Argentina.

Two other groups never arrived at the

convention. One truck with 40 people
aboard broke down in a remote area. The
passengers were stranded alongside the
road for two days and had to seek cover
under the truck from rain and cold
weather. Some 80 Tobas traveling in a

public bus were also stranded when it

broke down. Far from food and safe drink-

ing water, the people stayed at that loca-

tion until the following evening.

Meanwhile, the leadership of United
Evangelical Church has been an issue of
deep concern for a number of years. An
attempt to elect a new president during
the convention was unsuccessful. "Those
in control presently are from the majority
group, the Tobas," said Mumaw. "The
minority groups often feel left out." An
added stress was the fatal accident, which
prompted some to request a delay in the

balloting.

Mumaw also noted that the Indian
church is spread out over an area about
the size of Indiana and Michigan. "The
people have no cars, so they depend on
public transportation to visit one an-
other," Mumaw explained. "They have no
telephones, so they send messages through
travelers and occasionally by mail.

"Their financial resources are very lim-

ited," Mumaw continued. "They are poor
and struggle to meet everyday needs of

living. Add to that the challenge of gov-
erning these people who represent four

different language/cultural groups. In any
such setting, there would be inherent

strains and tensions."

—Phil Richard
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MENNOSCOPE

• Good news for EMC&S. Con-

tributions to Eastern Mennonite

College and Seminary for the

1990-91 fiscal year that ended on

June 30 set an all-time record

and played a significant role in

balancing the operating budget.

Gifts to the annual fund totaled

$1,233,000, marking a 19 percent

increase over last year and sur-

passing the goal by $3,000. In

addition, the school received

$985,000 in restricted income

and $411,000 in church grants to

students. Contributions to capi-

tal projects, including a pro-

posed new seminary building,

amounted to $737,000. Total

cash contributions were
$2,955,000, up 4 percent over the

previous year. Meanwhile, the

ongoing "Choosing Distinction"

campaign to raise $30 million by

1993 has gone over the $18 mil-

lion mark.
• 1-W reunion. Conscientious

objectors were in alternative

service over the years at Cleve-

land (Ohio) State Mental Hospi-

tal got together recently. About

30 showed up for the reunion.

They were part of the 1-W pro-

gram in the 1950s and '60s.

• New appointments:
Lonnie Voder, assistant professor

of pastoral care and counseling.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary,

starting in August. He was pre-

viously a graduate student at the

University of Iowa, where he was

also a teaching assistant in the

School of Religion and a resi-

dent chaplain for the

university's hospitals and
schools. Before that he was as-

sistant pastor of East Union

Mennonite Church 1972-84. He
has also been assistant modera-

tor of Iowa-Nebraska Confer-

ence and board chair of Iowa

Mennonite School.

John David Bowman, executive di-

rector. Keystone Bible Institute,

starting in January. He will suc-

ceed Stanley Earhart. KBI is a

20-year-old program supported

by Mennonites and Brethren

that offers short-term Bible

training in various locations in

Pennsylvania. Bowman is cur-

rently interim pastor of Lancas

ter (Pa.) Church of the Brethren

and plans to start a business in

video production for church use.

Previously he was involved in

leadership training for the

Church of the Brethren.

• Pastor transitions:

Roger Hazen was licensed and in-

stalled as pastor of Beemer
(Neb.) Mennonite Church on

Palm sugar stoves. Prey Veng, Cambodia fMCCj—Cambodian villagers use improved palm

sugar stove in Prey Veng Province. Background left are Mennonite Central Committee workers

Helene and Carl Wirzba. The new stove design uses less fuel and produces better quality

sugar. MCC helped sponsor a seminar on the construction of the improved stoves. The

participants built stoves with local materials, based on materials traditionally used by the

villagers and the type of fuel available. After attending the seminar, villagers built the stoves

themselves and agreed to host groups from other villages who could come and learn how to

build stoves. Wirzbas visited the villages several weeks after the seminar and reported villagers

were pleased with the new stoves. In one month's time villagers had built 30 new stoves and

were using them daily.

June 30. He succeeds Clarence

Sutter. He is a 1991 graduate of

Rosedale Bible Institute.

Douglas Kaufman was licensed as

youth and young adult pastor at

Calvary Christian Fellowship

Church, Inglewood, Calif, on

June 16. He serves alongside

Pastor James Isaacs.

• Coming events:

MEDA Convention, Nov. 14-17, at

Lancaster (Pa.) Host Resort.

This is the annual convention of

Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates, a Winnipeg,

Man.-based organization for

business people concerned with

applying faith to business and

using business-oriented means

to serve the poor. This year's

theme is "The Business of Ser-

vice." More information from

MEDA at 12 Greenfield Rd., Lan-

caster, PA 17602; phone 717 399-

9440.

ACT Weekend, Oct. 18-20, at Men-
nonite Collegiate Institute,

Gretna, Man. ACT, which
stands for Aid to Christian

Teaching, is a hands-on experi-

ence for Sunday school teach-

ers, superintendents, pastors,

and Christian education com-

mittee members. The event is

sponsored by the Mennonite

and General Conference Men-
nonite churches. More informa-

tion from Susie Friesen at Box

250, Gretna, MB ROG OVO;

phone 204 327-5891.

Oak Leaf Retreat, Sept. 9-13, at

Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. It is

for those 60 and older. The re-

source persons are longtime Vir-

ginia church workers Linden

and Esther Wenger. More infor-

mation from the camp at 957

Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032; phone 717 896-3441.

• Job openings:

Assistant director of information

services, Goshen College. The
person is responsible for origi-

nating and editing materials pri-

marily for the Admissions Office

and Student Development Divi-

sion. Qualifications include a

bachelor's degree in communi-

cation or English and skills in

reporting, writing, and editing.

Send resume to John Yoder at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

Data entry operator/bookkeeper.

Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. The person would

serve in the Finance Depart-

ment. Contact Larry Zook at

Eastern Board, Box 628,

Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717

898-2251.
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NEW MEMBERS

Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.:

Bob and Janice MUler, Ralph
Sonuners, and Rick Johnson.

Marion, Chambersburg, Pa.:
Christopher Eby and Ian
Harnish.

Berkey Avenue, Goshen, Ind.:

Todd Gingerich and Brian
Yoder.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Ster-

ling Stoltzfus, Myrtle Stoltzfus.

First, Kitchener, Ont.: Lora
Woolner.

Bellwood, Milford, Neb.: Clay
Stauffer, Doug Maury, and Gar-
ett Beckler.

Akron, Pa.: Howard and Ruby
Zehr, Karyn Longenecker,
Steve and Delma Soltys, Carl

Shenk, Lorna Beth Shantz,
Lynn and Kathleen Roth, San-
dra E. Lowery, Chad Weller,

and Andy Weber.
Bethany, Albany, Ore.: Kristi

Stutzman.
Dayton, Va.: Carrie Elaine Beery
and Carmen Elizabeth Rhodes.

Calvary, Inglewood, Calif.:

Tianna Palmer.

East Goshen, Goshen, Ind.:

Dennis and Rhoda Stoesz, Dar-
rell and Lavonne Short, and
Wanda Wideman.

Ephrata, Pa.: Lyndell Martin.

Erb Street, Waterloo, Ont.:
Barry and Phyllis Bishop, Leola
Ruhl, and Susan Uptgrove.

First, Richmond, Va.: Heidi
Gehman, and David and Jaealyn
Lee.

Grace, Phoenix, Ariz.: Mervin
Coblentz, Karena Troyer, Kevin
Byler, Lance Troyer, Nathan
Schrock, and Elisia Vallejo.

Gray Ridge, Millersburg, Ohio:
Dawn MuUett.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Jenny Lou
Showalter, John Philip
Guengerich, Mark Lee
Hochstedler, Cory Benjamin
Trissel, and Philip Glenn
Metzler.

Hopedale, III.: Aaron Birky, Brad
Birky, Josh Smith, Michael In-

gold, Elizabeth Ingold, and
Loren Miller.

Huntington, Newport News,
Va.: Larry Stock and Dee
Swauger.

Midway, Columbiana, Ohio:
Janelle Clark.

Mount Clinton, Harrisonburg,
Va.: Lois Depoy, Todd Depoy,
Sandra Hartman, Nina Reedy,
Terry Reedy, and Tessa Reedy.

North Main Street, Nappanee,
Ind.: Bruce Slabaugh and
Sandy Slabaugh.

Rocky Mount, N.C.: Edward
Christian Brazerol.

Rouge Valley, Markham, Ont.:
Kyle and Lori Barber.

Stoner Heights, Louisville,
Ohio: Linda Sue Thomas.

Thomas, Holsopple, Pa.: Mat-
thew Alwine, Kelly Custer,
Jason Lehman, JaneUe Yoder,
NeU Yoder, and Paul Yoder.

Wellman, Iowa: Gwendolyn Kay
Shank.

Western, Salem, Ore.: Cheiylarm
Uchytil.

Yellow Creek, Goshen, Ind:
Brian Lee Balsley, Ryan Ray
Gingerich, Brad Dean Hartman,
Monte Lyn Hartman, Eric Lynn
Martin, Gerald Keith Miller,

Chad Matthew Ramer, Derrick
Devon Ramer, Kari Lynn
Stauffer, and Myron Ray
Stauffer.

BIRTHS

Beachy, Randy and Linda
(Beach), London, Ohio, Brook
Eileen (third child), July 17.

Bolton, Todd and Lori (Derstine),

Souderton, Pa., Kelby Ann (first

chUd), July 20.

Bomberger, Mahlon and Ronda
(Crider), Needham, Mass.,
Charles Jay (first child), June
16.

Broaddus, Kerry and Susan (Bru-

baker), Lancaster, Pa., Cora
Elaine (first child), July 31.

Burkholder, Jon and Karen (Vas-

elards), Lititz, Pa., Steven David
(second child), June 20.

Caley, Scott and Janet (Peter-

sheim), Elverson, Pa., Danielle
Loreanne (first child). May 2.

Carter, Ken and Anita (Snider),

Newton, Ont., Danielle Justine
(first child), July 2.

Carter, Matthew and Shelly
(MacDonald), Newton, Ont.,
Nickolas Watson (first child).

May 4.

Conkle, Stan and Tami (Larson),

Sugarcreek, Ohio, Hunter Ste-

phen (third child), June 28.

Cross, Krista (Reynolds), Arch-
bold, Ohio, Dallas Brock (sec-

ond child), July 2 (first child

deceased).

Derstein, Doug and Shari (Bil-

brough), Souderton, Pa., Kayla
Rachelle (first child), July 18.

Drescher, Dave and Rhonda
(Leadbeater), Annapolis, Md.,
Katie Elizabeth (first child),

July 5.

Fehring, John and Rhonda
(Rhodes), Kettering, Ohio, James
David (first ciiild), June 19.

Frey, Dave and Rita (Crider),

Chambersburg, Pa., Adam Park-
er (first child), July 23.

Froese, Kevin M. and Heidi K.
Kanning, San Antonio, Tex.,

Ruth Marie (first child), June 30.

Gerber, Paul and Heather (Paff),

Millbank, Ont., Rebecca Lynn
(fifth child), June 24.

Gutierrez, Mario and Tammy
(Smoker), Albany, Ore., Hayden
Mariano C. (second child), July
11.

Hershberger, Dean and Kim
(Pfile), Hesston, Kan., Austin
Clark (second child), July 20.

Hertenstein, Robert and Erika
(Moran), Morton, HI., Audrey
Lela (first child), July 14.

Hochstetler, J. Lee and Susan
(Sandberg), Mali, West Africa,

Laura Joy (first child), March
13.

Kawira, Josiah and Esther (Leh-
man), Musoma, Tanzania, Joel

Kawira (sixth child), June 27.

(Two children deceased.)

Kehr, Steve and Sherry (Wise),

Goshen, Ind., Sydney DiAnn
(second child), July 19.

Kichline, Adam and Karen (Al-

derfer), Souderton, Pa., Ashley
Dawn (second child), July 15.

Kreis, Jeff and Vonda (Steiner),

Dalton, Ohio, Melissa Renee,
(first child), July 15.

Landis, Stuart and Starla (Mast),

Lancaster, Pa., Kaela Sharae
(first child), July 13.

Lawson, Tim and Mary Ellen
(Chupp), Sarasota, Fla., Alexan-
der Glen (second chUd), June 21.

Leveque, Kyle and Wanda (Cole-

man), Inglewood, Calif., Wendi
Roxanne (third child), July 4.

Martin, Don and Juha, Normal,
111., David Emanuel (second
child), July 2.

Martin, Earl M. and Judy
(Sensenig), Lititz, Pa., Michael
Lee (second chOd), July 17.

Martin, Rodney and Evelyn
(Yoder), Lethbridge, Alta., Lisa

Ann (third child). May 14.

McMakin, Terry and Malaychauh
(Kamkasoumphou), Newbury
Park, Calif., Tiernan Michael
(first child), July 11.

Miller, Byron and Ellen (Kempf),
Waterloo, Iowa, Michael Alan
(second child), June 21.

Miller, Nathan and Denise
(Hostetler), Louisville, Ohio,
Keturah Noel (third child), April
14.

Miller, Sven and Laurie (Miller),

Lowville, N.Y., Joel Erik (sec-

ond child), July 30.

Mulhollen, Cory and Missy,
HoUsopple, Pa., Kevin Tyler
(first child), July 19.

Mulhollen, Philip and Jean (Liv-

ingston), Johnstown, Pa., Mary
Jean (second child), July 11.

Musselman, Kerrin and Lisa
(Moyer), Souderton, Pa., John
Ethan (first child), July 16.

Nofziger, Ross and Jo (Briskey),

Archbold, Ohio, Eliot Ross
(fourth child), July 25.

Notestine, Roger and Norma,
Sarasota, Fla., John Ethan (first

child), July 5.

Patton, David and Jean (Leh-
man), Wolcottville, Ind., David
Michael 11 (first child), July 3.

Raber, Eric and An Meyer, Beach
City, Ohio, Daniel Mason (sec-

ond child), July 14.

Robinson, Timothy and Karen
(Meighan), Tulsa, Okla., Timo-
thy Troy, Jr. (second child), July
18.

Roe, Brian and Tina (Nipper),

Goshen, Ind., Whitney Marie
(first chOd), June 30.

Schrock, Merv and Laura (Short),

Findlay, Ohio, Benjamin Aaron
(second child), June 3 (first child

deceased).

Shantz, Dawn Andrea, Wellesley,

Ont., Jacob Curtis (first child),

July 5.

Shaver, BOl and Pat (Hughes),
Seattle, Wash., Aaron Andrew
(second child), July 10.

Showalter, Kenneth and Marie
(Hostetter), Baltimore, Md.,
Ashley Elizabeth (fourth child),

July 21.

Sidenstricker, John and Teresa
(Beachy), London, Oiiio, Eric
Michael (first child), July 22.

Smith, Max and Laurie (Garey),

Malvern, Pa., Casey (first child),

July 8.

Smith, Stan and Carolyn (Martin),

Elkhart, Ind., Nicole Amanda
(third child), July 8.

Stout, Bill and Bev, Paoli, Pa.,

Rachel Dawn (third child), July 3.

Streb, Paul and Karen (Oswald),
Dalton, Ohio., Abby Kristine
(third child), July 22.

Suttles, Barry and Shari (Diller),

Medway, Ohio, Caitlyn Noel
(second child), June 16.

Swartzentruber, Craig and
Marita (Wenger), Odon, Ind.,

Sarah Marie (first child), June
30.

Troyer, Marcus and Phoebe
(Hostetler), North Canton,
Ohio, Zachary Micah (third

child), June 24.

Troyer, Perry and Miriam
(Yoder), Hartville, Ohio, Aman-
da Rose (first child), July 11.

VanDiepenbos, Jeff and Joy
(Detweiler), New Paris, Ind.,

Darcy Marie (first child), July 4.

Wagler, Leon and Carol (Swartz-

entruber), Montgomery, Ind.,

Charity Leanne (first child), July

5.

Correction: In the July 2 issue the
father of Jonathan Daniel Jero
was listed as Jero Paul. It should
have read Paul Jero.
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MARRIAGES

Bauman-Freeman: Merlyn Bau-

man, Floradale, Ont. (Bethel

cong.), and Sheri Freeman,
Alma, Ont. (Bethel cong.), June

I, by Arthur Byer.

Bauman-Shantz: Eric Bauman,
Waterloo, Ont. (Floradale

cong.), and Ann Shantz, St. Ja-

cobs, Ont. (Bethel cong.), June

8, by Arthur Byer.

Beale-Bane: Todd Beale,

Streetsboro, Ohio (Aurora
cong.), and Regina Bane,
Atwater, Ohio, July 13, by Mer-

lin Birkey.

Berger-Wenger: Daniel Berger,

Nappanee, Ind. (United Meth-

odist Church), and Judith
Wenger, Goshen, Ind. (Yellow

Creek cong.), July 6, by Wes
Bontreger and Jay Morris.

Bolton-Schantz: Mark Bolton,

Emmaus, Pa. (Upper Milford

cong.), and Ruth Schantz, Lititz,

Pa. (Lititz cong.), June 22, by

David Bartow.

Bontrager-Martin: Wendell
Bontrager, Middlebury, Ind.

(Clinton Frame cong.), and Shel-

ley Martin, Woodstock, Ont.

(Baptist Church), July 27, by

Vernon E. Bontreger.

Brummels-Troyer: Rodney
Brummels (Lutheran Church),

and Jane Troyer (Beemer, Neb.,

cong.), June 22, by Ivan Troyer.

Buch-Martin: Jeffrey Buch,
Akron, Pa. (Metzler cong.), and

Jenette Martin, Ephrata, Pa.

(Church of the Brethren), May
II, by Richard Buch.

Burkholder-Frankenfield: Ken-

neth Burkholder, Lititz, Pa.,

(Neffsville cong.), and Karen
Frankenfield, Souderton, Pa.

(Blooming Glen cong.), June 15.

Comeaux-Miller: Jeff Comeaux,
Allentown, Pa. (Allentown
cong.)., and Elizabeth Miller,

Schwenksville, Pa. (Salem
cong.). May 3, by Keith Blank.

Crowder-Slagel: Rick Crowder,

Goshen, Ind. (United Methodist

Church), and Rachelle Slagel,

Goshen, Ind. (Washington
cong.), July 13, by Ben
Whirledge.

Detweiler-Charles: Christopher

Detweiler, Telford, Pa. (Sou-

derton cong.), and A. Elizabeth

Charles, Schwenksville, Pa.,

July 27, by William Braun, Jr.,

Kenneth Ensminger, and Gerald

Clemmer.
Eash-Paigo: David Michael
Eash, Mitchellville, Md. (Car-

penter Park cong.), and Michelle

Paigo, Annapolis, Md. (Catholic

Church), July 17, by Marvin L.

Kaufman.

Fellenbaum-Blank: Richard Fel-

lenbaum. Mount Joy, Pa.

(Elizabethtown cong.), and
Gwen Blank, New Holland, Pa.

(Ridgeview cong.), July 20, by

Richeird Frank.

Fisher-Roth: Steven Fisher,

Solon, Iowa (First cong.), and

Dawn Roth, Solon, Iowa (Wash-

ington cong.), June 15, by Fir-

man Gingerich.

Ford-Schmoyer: Michael Jon
Ford, Huntington, Pa. (Upper

Skippack cong.), and Valerie

Schmoyer, Allentown, Pa.

(United Church of Christ), July

6, by Charles A. Ness.

Gingerich-Metzger: Derrel
Gingerich, Zurich, Ont. (Zurich

cong.), and Debra Metzger,

Elmira, Ont. (Bethel cong.),

June 29, by Art Byer.

Gusler-Detweiler: Chad Gusler,

Goshen, Ind. (North Goshen
cong.), end Cyndi Detweiler,

Goshen, Ind. (Weterford cong.),

Mey 25, by Harvey Chupp.
Heine-Hoover: Robert Heine,

Sellersville, Pa. (Brethren in

Christ Church), and Jill Hoover,

Gordonville, Pa. (Ridgeview

cong.), July 13, by Robert L.

Petersheim.

Hemley-Nixon: Ron Hernley,

Goshen, Ind. (Berkey Avenue
cong.), and Tracey Nixon, Roches-

ter, Ind., July 6, by Art Smoker.

Hildebrant-Uchytil: Eric Hilde-

brant, Salem, Ore. (Western

cong.), and Cherylenn Uchytil,

Salem, Ore. (Western cong.),

June 15, by Roger Hochstetler

and Dave Stutzmen.

Kauffman-Helmuth: Jeff Keuff-

man, Goshen, Ind., and Jen Hel-

muth, Apple Creek, Ohio (Son-

nenberg cong.), July 20, by

Sherman Kauffman.
Keim-Moyer: Kirby Keim, Lens-

dale, Pa. (Plains cong.), and
Yvonne Moyer, Lansdale, Pa.

(Plains cong.), July 20, by Rich-

ard J. Lichty.

Klassen-Culp: David Klassen,

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.

(Bethany cong.), and Susan
Gulp, Atwood, Ont. (Listowel

cong.), June 1, by Peter Klassen.

Krabill-Thomas: Tony Krabill,

Wellman, Iowa (Wellman cong.),

and Sally Thomas, Millersburg,

Ohio (Millersburg cong.), July

20, by Bob and Enid Schloneger.

Kuepfer-Kuepfer: Elroy Kuep-

fer, Milverton, Ont. (Riverdale

cong.), end Cora Kuepfer, Lis-

towel, Ont. (Riverdale cong.),

July 7, by Glenn Zehr.

Lahman-Eby: Brent Lahman,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Beldor
cong.), and Maria Eby, Har-

risonburg, Va. (Weavers cong.),

June 29, by Michael Martin.

Leatherman-Hathaway: Brian
S. K. Leatherman, Telford, Pa.

(Frederick cong.), and Jennifer

K. Hathaway, Palmyra, Mo. (Pea

Ridge cong.), June 29, by Reu-

ben Horst.

Lieferman-Wittrig: Steve Lie-

ferman, Jr., Hopedale, HI. (Trin-

ity cong.), end Theresa Wittrig,

Hopedale, 111. (Hopedale cong.),

June 15, by Carl Horner.

Litwiller-Andrews: Steven Lit-

willer, Emden, 111. (Hopedale

cong.), and Rita Andrews, Mor-
ton, ni. (Evangelical Mennonite

cong.). May 4, by Milo Nuss-

baum.
Lusczek-Kinkead: Bernard

Lusczek, Windber, Pa. (Catholic

Church), end Beth Ann Kin-

kead, Johnstown Pa. (United

Methodist Church), March 23,

by Phillip A. King.

Miller-Mongold: Joseph Miller,

Jr., Lacey Spring, Va., end Anite

Mongold, Criders, Ve. (Valley

View cong.), July 6, by H. Mi-

chael Shenk.

Patterson-Hershey: Todd
Patterson, York, Pe. (Mission-

ary Church), and Sharon
Hershey, Lancaster, Pa.

(Landisville cong.), July 13, by
Sam Thomas.

Porter-Moyer: Michael Porter,

Hopewell, Pe. (Church of

Brethren), end Pamela Moyer,
Woodbury, Pa. (Martinsburg

cong.), June 15, by John
Davidhizer.

Schnabel-Betz: Fred Schnabel,

Green Lane, Pa. (Pottstown

cong.), and Erma M. Betz, San
Diego, Calif. (San Diego cong.),

June 22, by Kirk Hanger.

Yoder-Berldiimer: Floyd E.

Yoder, Johnstown, Pa. (Stehl

cong.), end Pemele J.

Berkhimer, Johnstown, Pa.

(United Methodist Church),

June 15, by Herold end Mary
Grace Shenk.

Leadership seminar. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Fi\e members of

the Mennonite Church were among 21 new and continuing

field staff who participated in a special leadership seminar

at Mennonite Central Committee headquarters, June 4-14.

They were: Front—Mark and Angela Sprunger (with Jason

and Benjamin) of Lancaster, Pa., new country representa-

tives in Zaire. Back—Roy Hange of Sellersville, Pa., new

country representative in Syria; Sandra and John Lapp (with

Sophia) of Bath, N.Y., and Goshen, Ind., new country

representatives in Israeli-occupied West Bank.
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DEATHS

Boese, Anna Steffen, 88, Way-
land, Iowa. Bom: Aug. 28, 1902,

to John and Elizabeth Steffen.

Died: July 13, 1991, Wayland,
Iowa. Survivors—children: Al-

berta Miller, Carol Garret, Arley;

11 grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Albert
Boese (husband). Funeral and
burial: July 15, Sugar Creek Men-
nonite Church, by Dean Swartz-

endruber and Ruben Chupp.
Byler, Benjamin, stillborn.

Camp Verde, Ariz. Born: July

15, 1991, Camp Verde, Ariz., to

Chester and Karen (Yoder)
Byler. Died: July 15, 1991, Camp
Verde, Ariz. Memorial service:

July 21, Grace Mennonite
Church, by James L. Kropf.
Burial: Camp Verde.

Clark, Florence Fenton, 73,

Philadelphia, Mo. Born: Nov. 23,

1917, Palmyra, Mo., to Clyda M.
and Emma (Shank) Fenton.
Died: June 29, 1991, Philadel-

phia, Mo., of cancer. Survi-

vors—daughter: Elma Sum-
mers; brothers and sisters:

Walter, Helen Coleman, Mary
Clark; one grandchild. Prede-
ceased by: Elmer Clark (hus-

band). Funeral: July 2, Monroe
City, Mo., by LaMar Bender.
Burial: Philadelphia Cemetery.

Coffing, Betty Fletcher, 43,
Elkhart, Ind. Born: Nov. 6, 1947,
Elkhart, Ind. to LaMar and
Donnabelle (Goodman) Flet-
cher. Died: July 27, 1991, of
cancer. Survivors—husband:
Kenneth R.; children: Lorie
Turpin, Gregory Turpin; sister:

Gloria Bollinger; one grand-
child. Funeral and burial: July
31, Prairie Street Mennonite
Church, by Ruth Yoder and
Russell KrabiU.

Cronk, Olive Fern Troyer, 58,

Fairview, Mich. Born: Aug. 16,

1932, Mio, Mich., to Levi and
Stella (Detweiler) Troyer. Died:
July 25, 1991, at home, of cancer.
Survivors—husband: Dean;
stepdaughter: Janet; 6 step-

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Emmerson, Cleta Troyer,
Perry, Forest, Janet Zook. Fu-
neral and burial: July 29, Fair-

view Mennonite Church, by
Randy Detweiler and Thomas
E. Voth.

Denlinger, Betty Jane, 57. Born:
May 29, 1934, Kinzer, Pa., to
Earle H. and S. Margaret
(Krieder) Denlinger. Died: July
14, 1991, Lititz, Pa., of cancer.
Funeral and burial: July 18, Par-
adise Mennonite Church, by
John Denlinger, Fred Martin.

Derstine, LeRoy M., 74, Hat-
field, Pa. Bom: April 25, 1917, to

Rufus and Flora (Moyer)
Derstine. Died: July 16, i991,

Sellersville, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Margaret M. Landis; chil-

dren: James L., Ivan L., Gerald
Lee, Margaret Ann Conrad;
brother and sisters: Marvin M.,
Betty Landis, Anna Landes; 9
grandchildren, one great-grand-

chOd. Predeceased by: Louise L.

(child). Funeral and burial: July

20, Franconia Mennonite
Church, by Floyd Hackman,
Curtis Bergey, Russell
Detweiler, and Paul M.
Lederach.

Ealy, Elejah Eloise, 11, Los An-
geles, Calif. Born: May 20, 1980,

Los Angeles, CaUf., to Mikal and
Tanya (Grogan) Ealy. Died:
June 24, Louisiana, in an auto
accident. Survivors— sister:

Khalilah. Funeral: June 29, First

Church of God, by James M.
Isaacs. Burial: Inglewood Park
Cemetery.

Ealy, Sam, 69, Los Angeles, Calif.

Born: Sept. 19, 1921, Dothan,
Ala., to Dennis and Mamie Ealy.

Died: June 24, 1991, Louisiana,
in an auto accident. Survivors

—

wife: Dorothy Davenport; chil-

dren: Connie L. Ealy, Mikal,
Dennis, Carolyn M. Chambers
(adopted daughter); brothers:

Ulace Ealy and John WUshire; 5
grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Charles (son). Funeral: June 29,

First Church of God, by James M.
Isaacs and Hubert Brown. Burial:

Inglewood Park Cemetery.
Elias, Wilbur, 81, Markham, Ont.
Bom: June 10, 1910, Scarbor-
ough Twp., Ont., to Mary
(Reesor) Elias. Died: June 10,

1991, Markham, Ont., of a
stroke. Survivors—wife: Mary
Nighswander; children: Donald,
Glenn, Keith, Lynn; sisters and
brothers: May, Annie, Joe,
Frank, Ada; 3 grandchildren.
Funeral: June 12, Rouge Valley
Mennonite Church, by Steve
Drudge. Burial: Reesor Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Ernst, Chester, 73, Albany, Ore.
Born: March 14, 1918, Chapel,
Neb., to Tillis J. and Lydia
Stutzman. Died: July 11, 1991,

Albany, Ore. Survivors—wife:
Myrta M. Beckler; children:

Gary, Kenny, Joan Kuhns, Char-
lotte Tracy, Shelly Ernst, Donna
Maurer; brothers and sisters:

Earl, Hugh, Dean, Stan, Pearl
Roten, Alice Stutzman, Alva
Unrau; 8 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: July 15,

Plainview Mennonite Church,
by Dennis Stauffer and Rick
Showalter. Burial: Fairview

Mennonite Cemetery.
French, Sarah E. Miller, 69.

Born: Nov. 5, 1921, Mattawana,
Pa., to Ira E. and Mabel E.
(Miller) Miller. Died: July 11,

1991, Juniata Co., Pa. Survi-

vors—husband: Paul French;
children: Larry, Daiyl, William,

Thomas; brother and sisters:

Floyd, Margaret Kauffman,
Alice Dunmire, Esther Ritchey,

Marie Harshbarger, Betty
Reninger. Predeceased by: Nor-
man Dale (son) and 2 infant

sons. Funeral: July 14, Pine Glen
Church of the Brethren. Burial:

Pleasant View Cemetery.
Gingrich, Mary Hunsperger,

85, Cambridge, Ont. Born: May
13, 1906, Cambridge, Ont. Died:
July 10, Cambridge, Ont. Survi-

vors—husband: Cecil Gingrich;

children: Jeanne Weber, Doris
Gascho; sister: Edna Bowman;
7 grandchildren, 5 great-grand-
children. Funeral and burial:

July 13, First Mennonite
Church, by Rudy Baergen.

Henninger, Mary E., 81, Morton,
ni. Bom: Aug. 26, 1909, Provi-

dence, R.I. Survivors—chUdren:
Phyllis Miller; 3 grandchildren;

2 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: William Henninger
(husband). Funeral: July 8, Trin-
ity Mennonite Church, by Mike
Schneider. Burial: cremation.

Hershey, Blanche B. Brubaker,
80, East Petersburg, Pa. Bom:
Oct. 21, 1910, Manheim Twp.,
Pa., to Ephriam and Minnie
(Buckwalter) Brubaker. Died:
July 14, 1991, Lancaster, Pa.
Survivors—stepsons: John L.,

James L., David L. Hershey;
brother and sister: Paul B., Bar-
bara Hauck Hershey; 5 grand-
children, 4 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: John H.
Hershey (husband). Funeral and
burial: July 17, East Petersburg
Mennonite Church, by Karl E.

Steffy and John B. Shenk.
Horsch, Esther Nafziger, 85,

Fisher, El. Born: Nov. 29, 1905,
Delavan, 111. Survivors— chil-

dren: James, LuEtta Friesen; 13

grandchildren, 10 great-grand-

children; brother: Ammon
Litwiller. Predeceased by:
Henry L. (husband); Richard,
Galen (children). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 1, East Bend Men-
nonite Church, by Millard Os-
borne and Glenn Coblentz.

Hostetler, Daniel L., 73, Canby,
Ore. Born: July 27, 1918,
Tillamook, Ore., to Daniel and
Elizabeth (Troyer) Hostetler.
Died: July 28, 1991, Canby, Ore.
Survivors— wife: Florence
Lemery; children: Ron, Fritz, C.
Sue, Hap, Summer Dell; 12

grandchildren; sisters: Lila
Jones, Alice Kyllo, Betty
Kraxberger. Funeral: July 31,

Zion Mennonite Church, by
Richard Stoltzfus. Burial: St.

Patrick's Cemetery.
Ruber, Mamie L., 89, Lancaster,

Pa. Born: July 31, 1901,
Manheim Twp., Pa., to Abraham
K. and Fannie K. (Landis)
Huber. Died: July 7, 1991, Lan-
caster, Pa. Survivors— sister:

Lizzie L. Huber. Funeral and
burial: July 11, East Petersburg
Mennonite Church, by Karl E.
Steffy, John B. Shenk, and
Ralph Cinder.

Moyers, Bradley Carroll, 17,

Bergton, Va. Bom: Oct. 28, 1973,

Rockingham Co., Va., to Carroll

and Lois (Showalter) Moyers.
Died: June 25, 1991, Fulks Run,
Va., in an auto accident. Survi-

vors—parents; sister: Laura
Ann Moyers. Memorial service:

June 30, Valley View Mennonite
Church, by H. Michael Shenk.
Burial: Caplingers Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church Coordinating
CouncO, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion rV annual meeting, Albany,
Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,
Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting
Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-
cago, III, Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,
Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Mennonite Disaster Service exec-
utive committee fall meeting,
Oct. 4-5

Fellowship of Concemed Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,
Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-
tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion III annual meeting, Kalona,
Iowa, Nov. 15-16
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THE LAST WORD

The difference Oregon could make
By now most of them are back. Persons from

your conference or congregation who attended

Mennonite General Assembly in Eugene, Ore.,

July 30-Aug. 3, have unpacked their bags and

shaken the sand or fir needles from their shoes.

By now you've also likely seen one too many vid-

eos of Crater Lake or the Oregon Coast or heard

one too many exuberant testimonies about

Oregon's weather, fellowship, or worship— all de-

scribed as "warm" or "grand." You may even

have been tempted to ask, as did one person

after reading Gospel Herald's coverage of the

event (Aug. 13), whether Oregon 91 participants

did anything other than have fun.

They did (though most of us from the East

and Midwest also took the occasion to enjoy

Oregon's beauty). They worked. Hard. During

the 22 hours of General Assembly business,

there was rarely an empty chair at the delegates'

tables. Even the hundreds of seats in the back

for observers were well-filled during reports and

discussions.

So what difference will Oregon 91 make for

the Mennonite Church? Based on the intensity

of discussion, and the time it took to work

through them, here are at least four issues you

should hear much more about in the next two

years:

1. Peace. The Mennonite Church must in-

crease its efforts to educate about peace. On
that Oregon 91 delegates were almost unani-

mous. Glancing back at a "popular" war just be-

hind them, many delegates were uneasy with

how the church had responded to the Persian

Gulf conflict. They wondered aloud if we have

been teaching a theology of peace to our young

people.

Oregon 91 delegates agreed peace education

should have priority in the Mennonite Church.

You should see and hear a lot about this in the

next biennium.

2. Peace tax fund. In 1989 Mennonite Gen-

eral Assembly went on record to encourage indi-

viduals to contribute to a peace tax fund cam-

paign. Less than one percent of us did. So in

Oregon delegates made their action stronger:

they are now "urging" district conferences and

local congregations to put the peace tax fund

into their annual budgets.

So your congregation will need to make a deci-

sion about that "urging" some time in the next

two years. Will you give expression to your be-

Uef in peace by supporting a congregational bud-

get item to contribute to a peace tax fund? The

contribution will be used to help sponsor legisla-

tion in both Washington and Ottawa to legitima-

tize a peace tax fund as an option for persons

opposed to having their tax money used for mili-

tary purposes.

3. Racism. Delegates became most direct, if

not feisty, in dealing with the subject of racism.

In 1989 they had passed a resolution calling on

church agencies to help the denomination be-

come aware of racism and work toward eradicat-

ing it.

Many delegates felt nothing much had hap-

pened in the two years since. So this time they

passed another resolution, this one requiring

churchwide boards to report in two years on

their activities—or lack thereof—in this area.

You can be sure you'll hear something about

this one, for it's the first time General Assembly

delegates have been so direct as to require some

action. No churchwide board will want to face

the 1993 Assembly having failed to act on racism.

4. Vision 95. At Oregon 91 we admitted we

haven't made as much progress on grow^th and

stewardship as our goals had projected. Mostly

what we've done is maintain the status quo

(which, depending to whom you talk, can be

seen as quite an accompUshment in this day and

age). Nonetheless, delegates approved a Vision

95 addendum that calls each of us to increase

our giving by one percent per year for the next

five years, "engage in acts of evangeUsm," and

begin outreach prayer groups. The resolution

also calls for each congregation to send out annu-

ally a lifestyle team—a group of persons who

live and work in an economically depressed area

for a week or two.

Those are four issues you should be hearing

about in the next two years as the result of Ore-

gon 91. If you don't, someone will have failed to

follow through somewhere. Or your delegates

may have been on more of a vacation than ap-

pearances would have suggested.—j/p



Stan Hill has found that providing emergency ser-

vices can be kingdom work. See, "Fighting fires is

an extension of my faith in Jesus Christ, " page 6.
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Seniors for Peace:

Into all the world
in blue T-shirts

Senior adults don't have to be under-
used resources in proclaiming the mes-
sage ofpeace. Here's a report on what
many are doing throughout the world.

By
now you have met them anywhere in

your travels throughout the U.S. and Can-
ada: mature-looking Mennonites in T-

shirts. With the words, "Seniors for Peace."

Those light-blue T-shirts are not just showing
up in North America, however. Mennonite mis-

sionaries in South America are wearing them. Al-

bert and Lois Buckwalter recently acquired a

new supply to take back with them to Argentina.

Friends of ours encountered one in Moscow,
USSR. The wearer was a Baptist woman from
New York state, working with older women on a

peace witness. She had met some Mennonites in-

volved in working for peace and acquired a T-
shirt from them.

A couple from California learned about Se-
niors for Peace by way of the grapevine while

doing volunteer work in Poland. They called

Goshen, Ind., for more information. They wanted
to introduce the idea to the Methodist communi-
ties where they were involved with seniors. And
these blue shirts have reportedly been seen in

by

Winifred

N. Beechy



Seniors for Peace attempts to operate as

a **movemenf: no dues, no membership
cards, no annual reports. Individuals

and groups do what they wish for peace.

Amsterdam, Jerusalem, Ireland, and Germany.

What goes on here? What prompts older per-

sons across the world to wear T-shirts proclaim-

ing a message of peace?

The first impulse for this movement came in

December of 1986 when a carload of us were re-

turning from a meeting of the Christian Peace-

maker Teams in Chicago, 111. Our discussion cen-

tered on our concern for the biblical peace

stance historically held by the early Christian

church and the Anabaptists. We talked about

how to perpetuate peace in the church today

and the resources we have for peace education

in our congregations.

One of those passengers, my husband, Atlee,

felt that our senior members may be an under-

used resource for teaching and practicing the

ministry of reconciliation which Jesus began and

left to his disciples. Some time later Atlee

shared this with the senior members of his K-

group, who unanimously agreed that "senior

power" could be a useful asset in teaching peace

and justice to young people as well as for wit-

nessing to the power of God's love in reconciling

human beings to each other and to God.

Out of discussions in that K-group, three cou-

ples—Atlee and Winifred Beechy, Carl and Eve-

lyn Kreider, Roy and Ethel Umble—formed an

ad hoc steering committee for what became
known as Seniors for Peace. We six have contin-

ued to give leadership and to encourage the for-

mation of Seniors for Peace groups in many
places. The idea was first introduced to the Men-

nonite Church in a workshop at Mennonite An-

nual Assembly at Purdue, Md., in 1987.

Feeling that Mennonite churches have their

fair share of organizations with officers,

membership hsts, and other estabUshment

accoutrements, Seniors for Peace has attempted

to operate more as a "movement." Local groups

have complete autonomy—no dues, no member-

ship cards, no annual reports to a hierarchy. The
Inter-Mennonite Council on Aging has become

our umbrella, providing some office services and

a home base.

The purpose of Seniors for Peace, as stated in

its descriptive brochure, is "to stimulate,

deepen, and increase individual and group peace

witness through participation in worship, study,

prayer, discernment, and action." This call to be

ambassadors for Christ in the ministry of recon-

ciliation comes to all followers of Jesus. The spe-

cific way in which it is carried out is left up to

the discernment of the individuals and groups in-

volved in this program. Though the steering com

mittee advocates small groups for the benefit of

mutual discernment and accountability, we know
of two groups who have organized on a larger

scale. Ontario Seniors for Peace operate under

the provincial Mennonite Central Committee,

with Gordon and Tillie Hunsberger's leadership.

Seniors for Peace of Goshen, Ind., another large

group meet at Greencroft Retirement Center for

monthly meetings open to the public; until re-

cently 92-year-old Mervin Hostetler has served

as chairperson. Both of these groups, however,

make some provision for small-group activities.

So what have these seniors been doing?

Here are a few of our activities that have

been reported to me from across North

America. They represent just a few of the many
contributions by an active 65 to 92 age-group of

Mennonites.

Seniors for Peace organize prayer groups and

Bible study sessions, show concern for others,

and remain alert to needs for reconciliation.

They carry on correspondence with legislators

and other decision-making leaders. They write

letters of encouragement and appreciation as

well as letters of protest and request. On urgent

issues they telephone the White House and

other governmental offices, both local and na-

tional. Their letters to editors of newspapers

and church publications express their concerns

for justice and peace.

They work at peace education in the church

and in the home. They collaborate with church

committees and other groups who carry responsi-

bility for educating children and youth—as well

as sometimes for adults and the general pubHc.

They share stories of peace heroes with their

grandchildren or their war experiences with a

church youth group. Many speak out against war

toys for children.

They model the simple hfestyle, which pro-

motes justice for the poor at home and abroad.

They cooperate with other agencies which have

similar concerns and compassion. They support

alternatives to environmentally hazardous sub-

stances or procedures. They recycle whatever is

possible. They treat God's creation with gentle-

To pursue peace and mutual
upbuilding—that is what
motivates senior Mennonites

to give of their time and energy

to all sorts of activities.
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Seniors for

Peace origina-

tors and
"steering

committee"

(from left):

Winifred and
Atlee Beechy,

Evelyn and
Carl Kreider,

Ethel and
Roy Umble.

ness and try to limit their use of resources.
They have sold peace buttons to raise money

to help the needy. They have also sold jute shop-
ping bags made in Bangladesh. A slogan on one
side of the sturdy bags says, "Help Save Our
Planet"; on the other side, "Nobody Throws Me
Out." This project was initiated by the Ontario
Seniors for Peace and later adopted by the
Goshen, Ind., group. The bags are now available
at MCC Selfhelp shops.

Seniors for Peace practice hospitality—to
the lonely, the ahenated, those with a dif-

ferent point of view. Discussion over a cup
of tea may bring reconciliation or new under-
standings. Entertaining international students
helps build bridges of understanding and friend-
ship between nations.

They serve in MCC Selfhelp shops, providing
a market for third-world craftspersons. They
work with prisoners in local jails, bringing friend-
ship, prayer, reading materials, games, and Bible
studies. They help with transportation for fami-
lies of prisoners and sometimes with adjust-
ments to life after inmates are released.

They serve as counselors and friends for

young mothers and pregnant girls, some who
have no models for homemaking, family rela-

tions, or budgeting skills. Some retired persons
can walk alongside younger workers with career
problems in fields similar to theirs and lend sup-
port and advice.

Some work with inner-city children in summer
camps or in their homes. Others become in-

volved with migrants, refugees, or sanctuary
movements. Disaster service and the endless
number of local voluntary agencies provide op-
portunities for Seniors for Peace.

Some seniors have become involved in local

politics, helping with elections and voter registra-

tion. They feel the need to do what they can to
get the best public sei-vants elected and to sup-
port them in their tasks.

One couple have decided to give themselves
entirely to the work of interceding for others
who may in some way be suffering injustice.

Menno and Aggie Klassen call their Manitoba
home the "House of Intercession." Their letter-

head and logo indicate their biblical base and ex-

press the spirit of their advocacy work.
Some Seniors for Peace withhold the mihtary

portion of their income taxes and contribute it

to a peace fund. Many actively support lobbying
for legislation for a peace tax fund to provide al-

ternative service for tax dollars.

During the war in the Persian Gulf a group at

College Mennonite Church in Goshen, Ind., pre-
pared black armbands for distribution to mem-
bers of the congregation and others who wished
to wear them as symbols of mourning for all who
suffered in the war. These seniors held prayer
sessions each week in the church and made avail-

able reading materials to promote a better under-
standing of the history and culture of the people
of the Middle East and of the Islamic reUgion.

Joe Baer, an active Senior for Peace, recently
joined a Christian Peacemaker Teams' delega-
tion to the West Bank and Israel.

Seniors for Peace have been giving of them-
selves all over the world. The desire of the move-
ment is to carry out the admonition of Romans
14:19: "Let us then pursue what makes for peace
and for mutual upbuilding."

Winifred N. Beechy, Goshen, Ind., is a member of
the steering committee of Seniors for Peace.
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To those who attended Oregon 91:

Thanks to all who made the extra ef-

fort to recycle during Oregon 91 in Eu-

gene. All the sorted plastic, paper, and

cardboard have been taken to a local re-

cycling center, eliminating hundreds of

pounds of waste in our landfill. The

paper bags from three lunches have

been given to Oregon MCC SelfHelp

Shops to be reused. Thanks for the

help in trying to be faithful stewards of

God's gifts—our resources—even dur-

ing a large convention, when it is less

convenient to do so.

Becky Roth Schenck

Peace & Justice Committee

Pacific Coast Conference

Eugene, Ore.

Help in time of trouble

Amen to the letter by B. E. Beiler

("Prevention Beats the Cure," July 23)

regarding the editorial of June 4, "Chil-

dren of the Sawdust Trail." Having

made the big decision to follow Christ

in junior high school, I had a reason for

making right choices in situations I

faced later. We deprive youth if we

don't invite them to know personally

Jesus, "who is an ever present help in

time of trouble."

Frances Hooley .

Middlebury, Ind.

Preoccupied with trivia

Amen to PauUne Lehman's letter, "Is

Inclusive Language Really That Impor-

tant? (July 2). My sentiments exactly!

She states succinctly what I've been

thinking for a long time. The devil is

happy when we are preoccupied with

trivia.

Clara Jutzi

Kitchener, Ont.

Say no to pseudo-Christology

Mitchell Brown's letter, "Why We
Should Say No to the Trinity" (July

16), has the advantage of directness

and clarity. Unfortunately, it is mis-

taken in a number of crucial ways:

1. Brown says that the Trinity is "not

scriptural," specifically that it "does not

flow naturally from a commonsense

reading of the gospel story." However,

the Gospel of John, when read directly,

certainly seems to imply some sort of

"high" Christology—which requires, by

inference, some sort of Trinity. It

seems that Brown would restrict the

"gospel story" to mean the synoptic gos-

pels, now read "naturally." By that I

take him to mean that they should be

read like any history, giving facts about

the teachings of Jesus.

But the gospels, even the Synoptics,

were written from the standpoint of

faith, not as historical documents in a

critical, scholarly sense. Trinitarian doc-

trine is necessary because it is the only

way to make sense of Christian faith:

Jesus Christ is Lord.

2. Brown tries to dismiss the Trinity

as merely "theology" and therefore

"human-made." In its place he puts sim-

ply following Jesus. However, any sec-

ond-level understanding of who Jesus is

and how he wants us to live is "theol-

ogy." His view is itself based on a par-

ticular view of what Scripture is (a

historical text rather than a faith docu-

ment), what kind of person Jesus is

(the superlative teacher of a way of

life), and how we ought to live (follow

Jesus' teachings). AU that constitutes a

"human-made theology." The question

is not: is it theology? Rather which the-

ology best matches the character of

Jesus Christ, experienced as Lord in

the church, as interpreted in the light

of Scripture?

3. Brown says that the Reformation

"was fought to stop" the "inflation" of

theologies." No, it was a reform move-

ment within Latin (Western) Christian-

ity, primarily dealing with the issues of

worship, authority, and the need for re-

vitaUzed rehgious experience. Theology

may indeed need to be purified. But if

the very idea is jettisoned altogether,

the Christian community places in peril

its ability to criticize and reform itself.

I would agree with Brown's criticism

of Finger to the extent that the evangeli-

cal view of the Trinity is often "just the-

ology." EvangeHcahsm is heir to the

revivalistic rejection of all forms of

churchly, sacramental religious experi-

ence. The result is that evangeHcahsm

has the doctrine without the religious

experience which underUes and sustains

it. In the faith and experience which

lasted in Western Christianity for al-

most 1,500 years (and remains in East-

ern Christianity to this day), grace is

experienced in the ongoing life of the

church, specifically in the eucharist

(what we call the Lord's Supper).

The eucharist is the celebration of

the presence and power of Jesus

Christ, the crucified and risen Lord.

The doctrine of the Trinity is an at-

tempt to make sense of and explain

this experienced reality in conceptual
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terms. Mennonites will not be able to

make sense of Christology and the Trin-

ity until they understand that sacra-

ments are more than "just ritual," but
an integral part of Christian experience.

Brown calls upon us to "say no to the

Trinity." My response is that we must
say no to this pseudo-Christology which
reduces Jesus to the greatest teacher
and turns the Christian Hfe into a set of

ethical and moral guidelines to be fol-

lowed.

Jesus Christ is life, not a teacher.

What he gives, through his cross and
resurrection, is the power to live in and
through that life. This Hfe is most fully

experienced in the church's regular, fre-

quent celebration of the Lord's Supper,
which makes this life real and actual in

our day-to-day lives.

David Wayne Layman
Elizabethtown, Pa.

An opportunity
to be the church
Thanks for the great job you are

doing as editor of Gospel Herald. I ap-

preciate your openness and honesty.

The editorials, "The Last Word," are

actually the first words I read. Please
keep that a priority.

It is my belief that the Lord is plac-

ing before us a tremendous opportunity
to be the church. I think it no accident
that you are where you are. Keep
strong in the Lord.

Barry Loop
Shipshewana, Ind.

The question remains
Weldon Schloneger's article, "But

They Did Fight Wars in the Old Testa-
ment, Didn't They?" (July 23), is a bit

misleading in the way it tries to bring

light to the Mennonite dilemma of war
in the Old Testament. Schloneger
would do it by looking at "the ways war
was fought and what God's commands
were in relation to these wars."

The comments on Josh. 11 imply that

Israel fighting on God's order did no
killing, for Yahweh promised to "hand
over all of them, slain, to Israel"; the

only cutting enjoined by Yahweh was
that of the horses' hamstrings. In fact,

verses 7-9 make it clear that Joshua's

soldiers killed every soldier of the coali-

tion army. To write that victory was to

depend "solely on the miraculous

power of Yahweh" doesn't reflect the
facts, unless slaughtering the enemy is

a manifestation of Yahweh's power.
Examples of the "ways wars were

fought" and "God's commands" are nu-

merous. In Deut. 2, Moses deliberately

chooses what becomes the Anabaptist
option: to avoid war with Sihon of

Heshbon. But Yahweh has different

ideas. He makes Sihon's spirit stubborn
so battle becomes necessary. Moses, in

reporting the event, writes: "We . .

.

completely destroyed them—men,
women and children. We left no
survivors" (v. 34, NPV).

As a nonresistant Anabaptist, I say

that the last part of Schloneger's piece

is "right on." But I need more light to

answer the question, "But they did

fight wars in the Old Testament, didn't

they?"

Peter W. Buller

Goshen, Ind.

Give more attention

to the new hymnal
The Mennonite periodicals we receive

are informative and interesting. But
why is there so little mentioned about
the new hymnal? Is it so insignificant?

Hasn't the committee done a good job?
Why do people who contribute so much
pass on before some attention is given

to their work?

I find that the Hymnal Sampler con-
tains a good selection of both old and
new songs. They come from people of

many races and ethnic and cultural

qR!C Pontius' Puddle
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backgrounds. They address social con-

cerns and are written in our time. The
committee has done a good job. Let's

give more attention to the new hymnal.
Ezra Brubacher
Elmira, Ont.

Breaking the bondage
of stereotypes
Thank you for printing articles about

people who have disabilities, since they
represent 10 percent of our Mennonite
constituency. I appreciate it when peo-
ple are described by their many talents

and characteristics, only one of which is

a disability. But it disturbs me when a

writer groups people together because
of one characteristic, such as "the

disabled" or "the retarded." This termi-

nology identifies people only by their

disability. It removes their peoplehood.
A parallel would be to refer to people
with thinning hair as "the balded."

The preferred language is to say,

"People with disabilities, a person who
is blind, or a person who uses a wheel-
chair," if it is critical to mention a dis-

ability at all. Words and images can
perpetuate misconceptions and stereo-

types of people with disabilities, or

they can assist to break their bondage.
Christ worked for the latter, and we
can too.

Alonna Gautsche Sprunger, director

Mennonite Developmental Disability

Services, Akron, Pa.

Trinitarianism does not
preclude discipleship

I agree with Mitchell Brown in his let-

ter ("Why We Should Say No to the

Trinity," July 16) that "the Trinity does
not flow naturally from a commonsense
reading of the gospel story." However,
John's teaching on the Logos needs to

be considered too.

William Barclay expressed it well in

the book, By What Authority? "... In

Jesus we do not see the abstract God
of the theologians and the philosophers;

but we do see, perfectly and completely
in full revelation the Father, the atti-

tude of God to men, how God feels to

me. In Jesus there is fully displayed the
mind of God to men."
Surely this is the central teaching of

Scripture. Discipleship follows on from
the wonder of this revelation. Trinitari-

anism does not blur the call to disciple-

ship.

Anne Clarke

Victoria, Australia
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Fighting fires is an extension ofmy

In a firehouse, where closeness and
cooperation preclude any pretentious-

ness, a Christian's honest behavior be-

comes more important than dogmatism.

by Stan Hill

Most boys play "fireman" while growing

up. I was one of them. Some dream of

firefighting as a career. I was not one of

them. And yet, here I am, a fireman who be-

Heves my work to be my way of honoring Jesus

Christ.

I did not come to this point easily. Some Chris-

tians choose vocations directly related to the

church. Others find careers in medicine, educa-

tion, or social work. Many Christians are found

in occupations that aren't so obviously oriented

to human services: agriculture, manufacturing,

commerce; yet their faith still affects the work

they do. But a fireman? Yes, as a person whose

job it is to fight fires, my work is more than just

an economic necessity. It is also an extension of

my faith.

I fu-st began thinking about firefighting as a ca-

reer while in alternative service at Sonoma
(Calif) State Hospital as a psychiatric techni-

cian. Though a number of people who worked

with me continued with their alternative service

occupations for their careers, I viewed my work

as temporary.

Shortly after my wife and I were married, a

man died in a house fire a few blocks from

where we lived. This began my awareness of the

ongoing need for protection against a common
hazard. Up to that time, I had not thought much
about the threat of fire. I considered it and

other modern hazards to be a thing of the past.

Sonoma Valley, Calif, where we lived was

mostly rural. Small communities, with their own

small volunteer fire departments, were inter-

spersed throughout the valley. Although efforts

to coordinate activities were underway, much tra

ditional rivalry still existed.

My supervisor at the hospital happened to be

chief of the volunteer fire department where we

lived. Any show of interest was all he needed to

start talking about the fire service—and his en-

thusiasm was contagious.

He had improved the proficiency of his depart-

ment by ridding it of the social atmosphere and

rivalry of the past. He looked continually for peo-

ple who had a real interest in fighting fires be-

cause they allowed him to replace those who
just wanted to socialize.

We talked a lot about the fire service in gen-

eral and about my joining his department. Al-

though no openings were available before I fin-

ished my alternative service, the discussion

sparked an interest in me in pursuing fire-

fighting as a career.

We left Sonoma in June 1971, after my alterna-

tive service term was completed. Influenced by

an experience with Young Life in Colorado, and

specifically seeking a community where a career

as a firefighter might be possible, we moved to

Colorado Springs, Colo. With an eighteen-month-

old baby and no job, I entered a period of much
worry, waiting, and prayer. Later I found work in

a tire shop at minimum wage.

The first thing I had to do was take the fire de-

partment test. It was only given once a year and

took two months to complete. The competition

was tremendous—450 started the testing, but

only twelve were eventually hired.

One's personal faith helps in

developing the extra under-

standing needed to assist peo-

ple in adverse circumstances.

My wife and I rejoiced when the notification

came that I had been selected. I began my ca-

reer as a firefighter in January 1972. After three

months of training, I was assigned to a fire sta-

tion with experienced firefighters—and ongoing

training. The job seemed to fit like an old shoe

from my first shift in the fire station, even

though I had never worked in any situation quite

like it.

My working environment is shaped by a

unique schedule. There is the routine of mainte-

nance, training, and building inspections. But

readiness for emergencies requires flexibility.

There are no set meals or breaks, although there

is considerable freedom when other duties aren't

demanding attention.

In our firehouse the shifts are 24 hours long.

The firehouse often seems like a second home
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faith in Jesus Christ

to firefighters, alternating between going to work
at 8:00 a.m. one day and going home at 8:00 a.m.

the next. With spouses working and children in

school, many firefighters spend as much time
with their co-workers as they do with their own
families. However, a big difference between
work and home for some is that the workplace
demands cooperation. While some get along bet-

ter at work than they do at home, the spirit of

cooperation often carries over to home life.

Without the latitude to leave for breaks, we
must prepare meals in the station. The time that

can be devoted to cooking is limited by other ac-

tivity, but many firefighters manage to become
talented cooks. Even with more women entering

fire service, a firehouse is still one of the few
places where men may be found regularly ex-

changing recipes and cooking tips.

Toleration and acceptance are a must.
Avoiding antagonism is important to

building the cooperation that is necessary
for working together so closely, as well as to

helping people in various situations. While diver-

sity of views might be tolerated by co-workers,
the amount of time firefighters spend together
precludes pretentiousness—they quickly see
through a holier-than-thou attitude. A
Christian's honest behavior is more important
than dogmatism in the firehouse.

After being a firefighter for eight years and a

firefighter/paramedic for five, I was promoted to

Heutenant. In this role I am responsible to over-

see fire station activities and supervise fire-

fighters and paramedics. I sometimes find it per-
plexing to be part of an organization with a

military structure and to have a military title,

yet the organization is designed to help others,

not to be destructive.

A firefighter's job is one of helping people
with immediate needs. In addition to protecting
against the ravages of fire, emergency medical
service is a major part of the job. For a fire-

fighter catastrophic situations outside the nor-
mal experience of most people become common-
place.

As with other occupations, I've experienced
many changes in the last twenty years. Increas-

The author beside one of the

engines of the Colorado Springs

Fire Department: "I am grateful

to have found a vocation that

allows me to serve others."

ing attention is being given to hazardous materi-
als, emergency medical activities, public educa-
tion, and building inspections.

Most situations require attending to immedi-
ate physical and emotional needs. But sensitivity

to spiritual needs is important on the job. Draw-
ing on personal faith helps in developing the
extra understanding needed to assist the diver-

sity of people in adverse circumstances.

Occasionally, spiritual needs also demand im-
mediate attention. Then we try to arrange for a
visit from a minister, but it is sometimes neces-
sary to help meet spiritual needs on our own.
One day I went to a home where a child had
died from (SIDS) Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome. After taking care of several physical
needs, I gathered the rest of the family in a cir-

cle in the living room to hold hands and pray to-

gether. Leading an open prayer session isn't a

common practice in secular emergency services.

In this case I found it helpful.

I'm grateful to have found a vocation which al-

lows me to serve others. For me, fighting fires

and meeting medical emergencies is also an ex-

tension of my faith in Jesus Christ.

Stan Hill is a member of Beth-El Mennonite
Church in Colorado Springs, Colo., where he
serves as congregational chair.
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Learningfrom the Third World

In the

tradition

of the More-
with-Less

Cookbook:

Extending
the Table:
A World Community

Cookbook
Imagine a world poduck with

people from every country

bringing their favorite foods.

Picture yourself walking along

that table with your plate in

hand trying to choose from

Cheesy Tortilla Skillet (Mexico),

Rice Noodles with Vegetables

(Philippines), Festive Shrimp

with Coconut Sauce (Brazil),

Shanghai Ham (China), Sweet

Tomato Chutney (Lesotho),

Potato Curry (Bangladesh), Bu

Yani's Chicken Soup

(Indonesia), Wild Rice Bread

(Canada), and dozens of other

enticing dishes.

Extending the Table: A
World Community Cookbook

invites you to sit down with

new friends, taste the flavors of

their foods, feel the warmth of

their friendship, and learn from

their experience. You will find

excellent recipes from more

than 80 countries with stories of

the countries and people who
contributed the recipes.

Extending the Table comes

from Mennonite Central

Committee in the spirit and

tradition of More-with-Less

Cookbook. Written and

compiled by Joetta Handrich

Schlabach with the assistance of

Kristina Mast Burnett, recipe

editor.

Spiral, $14.95; in Canada $18.95

e who has not traveled

widely thinks his mother is

the only cook/'
—Ugandan Proverb

World Winds:
Meditations from the

Blessed of the Earth

In this sensitive collection of

meditations and photographs

by Earl and Pat Hostetter

Martin, God's people, the

blessed of the earth offer

inspiration and hope. The ones

poor in spirit, the ones who
mourn, the ones who are

persecuted, and the ones who
make peace encourage us all in

our journey of peacemaking,

our yearning to show mercy,

and our hunger and thirst for

righteousness.

"A truly joyous book,

beautifully printed and lovingly

presented, full of photographs,

prayers, and personal reflections

from all over the world. It

brings to life the vibrancy of the

Beatimdes."—777e Other Side

Paper, $12.95; in Canada $15.95

And Who is My
Neighbor?
Poverty, Privilege, and

the Gospel of Christ

Reading the Bible through

the eyes of poor people sheds

new light on familiar Scriptures.

Smdy groups and individuals in

North American churches are

invited by Gerald W. Schlabach

to smdy the Bible together, to

discover how it feels to be

poor, and to understand what

Jesus says about the poor.

Readers are asked to search

together for answers: What in

life is really important? What is

false and true wealth?

The last four chapters of this

book offer resources to begin

working for change that will

help poor people, locally and

worldwide.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or

write to Herald Press (include $2.00 for orders under $20.00, 10% of

retail for orders over $20.00 for shipping).

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7



CHURCH NEWS

International aid eases shortages,
but Liberia's problems still deep

Ruth Miller ofLowville, N.Y., goes over a health checklist with a new mother at the Cooper Clinic
in Monrovia, Liberia. Miller and her husband, Howard, are both registered nurses. Thev returned
to the United States on July 24, after serving three months as Mennonite Board of Missions ap-
pointees on an ecumenical health team. Liberia is struggling to recover from a civil war

Monrovia, Liberia (MBM/MCC)— 'This

whole relief program has really saved us,"

Casselie Stewart said.

Stewart, a middle-aged Lutheran, ex-

pressed thanks for international aid sent

to Liberia after the West African nation
was devastated by civil war.

When Monrovia, the capital, ran out of
food, Stewart survived for three months
on tea and on grass ground up and boiled

with a bouillon cube.

The first relief rice arrived in Novem-
ber, after a ceasefire took effect. Some
600 cases of canned beef chunks donated
by North American Mennonites came in

April.

The beef chunks were the first animal
protein Stewart—and many other Liberi-

ans—had eaten since the war.

Like thousands of others in her nation,

Stewart lost everything in the fighting.

Her house lies in ruins from shelling and
looting. She and her neighbors fled re-

peatedly on foot from advancing soldiers.

Of Liberia's 2.3 milUon citizens, nearly
half fled to neighboring countries or were
displaced within the country.

As recently as July, Stewart and her
neighbors were still surviving on rice and
beans from international agencies and a

few vegetables from backyard gardens.
They earned a few dollars by making rolls

or doughnuts and selling them on the
street.

"The vast majority of people are still

eking out their daily subsistence," said
Alfred Kulah, executive secretary of the
interim government's Repatriation and
Resettlement Commission.
Along with providing canned beef.

North American Mennonites have sent
505 bales of used clothing and 75 drums
of school kits to Liberia. The donations
were part of "Operation Hope," an emer-
gency relief effort jointly sponsored by
Mennonite Board of Missions and Men-
nonite Central Committee.
The school kits are being used in more

than 100 "emergency schooling pro-
grams," said Imogene Collins, chair of the
ReHef Coordinating Committee of the
Liberian Council of Churches. These pro-
grams are operated by local congregations
and are designed to prepare children to
resume regular classes in September.

Until Liberia's economy can be rejuve-
nated, a permanent government elected,
and a measure of food self-sufficiency

established, the country will need contin-
ued assistance from the international
community.

Relief workers expect that when the
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roads into Monrovia open, some 800,000
refugees, including many malnourished
people, could descend on the capital.

Enthusiasm for farming and gardening
is high, but the war robbed people of
tools, seeds, and pesticide, as well as
livestock and feed. Church World Service
is sponsoring several agricultural projects,

and Lutheran World Service is helping
replenish Monrovia's poultry stock, flying

500 baby chicks in each week.
However, more such aid is needed.

Technical assistance also is essential, es-

pecially for city dwellers not used to

growing vegetables or raising chickens.

Other urgent priorities include reconcil-

iation following a war that pitted family
members, neighbors, and people from the
same congregation against one another.
Many churches are holding workshops in

grief counseling and forgiveness.

"The bitterness, hatred, and resent-
ment have so seeped into people that a
healing process is a major concern of the
churches and the interim goverrmient,"
Collins said. "We have to forget those
things that divide us and remember the
ties that bind us more deeply."

—Carol Fouke

I 9

Native Council gains
official recognition
Eugene, Ore. fMBMJ—Mennonite

Church delegates have recognized in prin-

ciple the United Native Ministries Coun-
cU as an associate group in the church.
The resolution was adopted Aug. 3,

during the Mennonite Church General
Assembly sessions.

According to the resolution, the Council
requested the delegate action "in order to

more effectively give leadership to native
ministries in North America." The Coun-
cU represents six Indian tribes (Choctaw,
Creek, Cree, Navajo, Ojibway and Hopi)
and 13 Mennonite Church congregations in

Alabama, Arizona, Mississippi, and Ontario.

Council member Elmer Myron said

such an action would "make the Council
the official body in the church to give

leadership to native ministries." He said
the action would provide resources, in-

cluding funding, for such ministries.

"We need help from the larger church
for ministries in our congregations and
our communities," said Toney Sells,

Council vice-president. He and Myron
said priorities include evangelization and
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church planting, lay leadership develop-

ment for existing congregations, and edu-

cational scholarships for young people.

Sells, a Creek Indian, is a member of

Poarch Community Church in Atmore,

Ala. Myron, a Hopi Indian, is pastor of

Inter-Tribal Mennonite Fellowship in

Phoenix, Ariz.

James Lapp, general secretary of the

Mennonite Church General Board, said

the proposal was discussed earlier in the

week by the General Board. "We now will

need to develop criteria which don't pres-

ently exist in the bylaws."

Mennonite Board of Missions presently

provides a part-time staff person, Ray Horst,

and some funding for the Council. But

Horst' s position will end March 31, 1992.

Irv Weaver, MBM vice-president for

Home Ministries, said interim develop-

ment grants are projected for up to five

years or until the Council begins receiving

churchwide funding as an associate group.

"MBM is committed to work and walk

with the Council during this transition,"

he emphasized.

The delegate vote to consider the Coun-

cil an associate group came immediately

after delegates approved a resolution "On
Observing 1992." The eight-point resolu-

tion calls special attention to the concerns

of Native Americans and their experience

since Columbus came to the Americas 500

years ago.

EMC&S president lists

highlights and goals
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—"Four

dovm and four to go." That's how Eastern

Mennonite College and Seminary Presi-

dent Joseph L. Lapp prefaced his report

to the summer session of the EMC&S
board of trustees.

It was a fitting introductory remark for

two reasons. First, Lapp had completed

his first four-year term as president on

June 30, and second, he was about to

identify top priorities, or goals, for his

second term of office.

The president cited a number of high-

lights from his first term of office that give

10 /

him optimism for the future of EMC&S:
• A "highly committed" faculty and

staff who beUeve in the college and sem-

inary and share a common mission for

Christian higher education;

• A "feeling of strong support" from

churches, alumni, and business groups,

reflected in part by some $11 million in

contributions received over the past four

years and another $8.5 million in pledges;

• A doubling of the school's endow-

ment from $2.4 to $5.1 million since 1987;

• Two years of enrollment increases

(1987 and 1988) followed by stable stu-

dent numbers the past two years.

• The inauguration of the Longacre

Endowed Chair for EMC's business de-

partment, new outdoor athletic facilities,

general improvement in overall campus

appearance, and a continuing effort to

upgrade faculty salaries; and
• The reaccreditation of the college

and seminary for 10 years by the Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools.

Lapp told the trustees of his intentions

to intensify efforts in areas of finances and

facilities.

"I'd like EMC's endowment to double,

from $5 to $10 million, over the next four

years as a way of reducing the strain on

annual operating costs," he said. "At the

same time, I want to keep working on

improving faculty compensation and oppor-

tunities for professional improvement."

Another goal: to maintain college enroll-

ment at or above the 900 full-time equiv-

alent mark.

Completing funding and construction of

the new building for Eastern Mennonite

Seminary, a $4.5 million project, is a

primary concern, according to Lapp. "We
must also find the resources to renovate

the Northlawn residence/dining hall and

for a new recreation center, as well as

allocate additional funds for library tech-

nology and acquisitions," he said.

Lapp also expressed a desire to in-

crease the various types of financial assis-

tance EMC&S makes available and to

create a scholarship program especially

for honor students.

"Central to all these goals is to keep the

mission of Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary deeply rooted in Christian

faith," Lapp said.

The board devoted a major block of its

July meeting on campus to a brainstorm-

ing session. Among the ideas:

• That EMC require each student to

study multiple foreign languages.

• To have more global representation

in the faculty and student body.
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• Goshen balances budget.
Though it failed to meet its con-

tributions goal for the general

operating fund, Goshen College

finished its 52nd consecutive fis-

cal year with a balanced budget.

The college received a total of

$5.47 million, including $1.7 mil-

lion for the operating fund. The
total amount was a record, de-

spite the fact that unrestricted

giving was down nearly 4 per-

cent from the previous year.

Contributions included $530,000
from Mennonite congregations,

$1.9 million from alumni, and
$2.8 million from Associates

—

those committed to giving at

least $1,000 a year. Bequests
and matured life-income gifts,

such as annuities and trusts,

totaled a record $1.1 million.

• Mutual Aid Sunday. Sept. 15

is the date and "Building for the

Future" (1 Cor. 3:10-15) is the
theme for this year's Mutual Aid
Sunday. Now in its 10th year,

the special day is sponsored by
Mennonite Mutual Aid. Congre-
gations observe it through spe-

cial children's activities, ser-

mons, projects with mutual aid

themes, and fellowship meals.

All Mennonite pastors received a

special resource guide from
MMA. Additional copies are
available from Denise Hoffer at

MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone toll-free 800 348-7468.

• New faculty at EMC. Eastern
Mennonite College has ap-
pointed three people to special

teaching assignments for the
1991-92 academic year. Ray
Horst, assistant professor of
Spanish, has taught Spanish at

Houghton (N.Y.) College since

1977. Owen Byer, instructor in

mathematics, completed a
master's degree at the University

of Delaware this year. Mark Fretz,

assistant professor of theology,

was previously a religion profes-

sor at Bluffton (Ohio) College.

• Mission gifts on target. Con-
tributions to Mennonite Board
of Missions dipped slightly dur-
ing July after strong giving ear-

lier in the year, according to
development manager Sheldon
Burkhalter. But Burkhalter said
that with receipts of nearly $1.96
million, contributions at the
halfway point of the fiscal year
remain on target toward a goal
of $5.27 million.

• Cholera aid sent. Mennonite
Board of Missions has contrib-
uted $5,000 to help fund an

Haitian painter. Akron, Pa. fMCCJ—Pierre Edgard Satyre
demonstrates his work at the SELFHELP Crafts of die World
store in Ephrata, Pa. Satyre, 24, is part of a 17-member
association of artists in Jacmel, Haiti.

interchurch response to a chol-

era epidemic in Latin America.
The epidemic has claimed more
than 2,600 lives this year.

• Flood aid to China. China Ed-
ucational Exchange, an inter-

Mennonite program based in

Winnipeg, Man., has sent an ini-

tial $5,000 to help victims of the
worst flooding in China this cen-
tury. Plans call for sending an
additional $5,000 as it becomes
available. The contributions will

be used by Amity Foundation, a

Christian social service agency.

•Orlando church planted.
Ebenezer Christian Church of

Apopka, Fla., and Southeast
Conference are working together
to start a congregation in Or-
lando, Fla. Luis Valdez leads the
group. The first service was held
May 4.

• New church in Tampa. An-
dres and Joyce Alvarez are lead-

ers of Charity Christian Fellow-

ship in Tampa. The group held
a dedication service May 3 in its

rented facilities.

• Mime in New York. Manhat-
tan Mennonite Fellowship used
mime and bagpipe music by two
group members as part of a July

14 service. The gathering took
place in the courtyard of the
Quaker meetinghouse where
services are held Sunday eve-
nings.

• Infants tested. Newborn in-

fants of Mennonite families in 1

1

central Pennsylvania counties
are undergoing testing for
Maple Syrup Urine Disease
(MSUD), as part of a pilot study
by Magee Women's Hospital in

Pittsburgh. The study will end
late next spring. MSUD is a
genetic disorder that is much
more common among newborns
from Mennonite families than in

the general population. If not di-

agnosed and treated promptly,
MSUD can cause mental retarda-

tion, physical disability, and
death.—Gay N. Brownlee

• Urban sales up. Choice Books
reports a dramatic rise in sales

in urban areas, such as Detroit

and Mobile, Ala. According to

director Paul Yoder, rural com-
munities continue to lose mar-
ket share while urban areas and
major chain stores continue to

increase.

• Former missionary dies. John
R. Wenger, 55, of Clinton, Miss.,

died July 3. He and his wife,

Lucille, were Mennonite Board
of Missions workers in Israel

from 1965 to 1976.

•Paraguay worker dies.
Margarete Braun, 82, who
served with Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) in various as-

signments for 40 years, died July

1 of cancer in Asuncion,
Paraguay. Until her retirement
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in 1987, Braun ran the MCC
office in Asuncion. Braun had
worked with the Asuncion office

almost steadily since 1949, when
she and her extended family mi-
grated to Paraguay from Ger-
many.

•Youth program. Some 62
young people of minority back-
ground took part in the Urban
Community Development Sum-
mer Service program this year.

Sponsored by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee U.S., the nine-

year-old program enables par-

ticipants to work with a church
or service agency in their home
communities for 10 weeks.

• Mennonite-Polish friend-
ship. A group caUed the Men-
nonite-Polish Friendship Asso-
ciation unveiled a plaque in

Gdansk, Poland, on June 25. It

is at the site of a former Menno-
nite church in this city, which
was formerly known as Danzig.

• Coming events:
Annual Convention of New York

City Mennonite Churches, Sept.
27-28, New York, N.Y. This
eighth annual event is a time of
worship and fellowship for the
19 congregations in the city.

Guest speaker will be Allan
Yoder, a former Los Angeles
Mennonite leader who is now an
administrator with Mennonite
Board of Missions. More infor-

mation from Addie Banks at

Mennonite Church Office, 2019
Grand Ave., Bronx, NY 10453;

phone 212 294-7280.

Centennial Celebration. Sept. 7-8,

Erisman Mennonite Church,
Manheim, Pa. Marks the 100th
anniversary of the current build-

ing. The congregation itself is

nearly 200 years old. Guest
speaker is Mennonite historian

John Ruth. More information
from the church at 8 S. Erisman
Rd., Manheim, PA 17545; phone
717 653-4791.

Planned Giving Seminar, Sept. 12,

Kraybill Mennonite School,
Mount Joy, Pa. Will include pre-

sentations by a lawyer, accoun-
tant, insurance agent, and foun-

dation representative. More
information from the school at

R. 1, Box 234, Mount Joy, PA
17522; phone 717 653-5236.

Hermitage Days. The Hermitage
Community, Three Rivers,
Mich., Sept. 16, Oct. 14, Nov. 18,

Feb. 10, March 23, and May 4.

Six ail-day discussions in a re-

treat context. The Robert
Fabing book on The Experience

of God will be used. More infor-
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mation from Gene and Mary
Herr at The Hermitage Commu-
nity, 11321 Dutch Settlement,

Three Rivers, MI 49093; phone
616 244-8696.

Autumn Retreat, Sept. 23-27,

Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. For

adults over 60. Speaker is long-

time Lancaster Conference
leader David Thomas. More in-

formation from the camp at 957

Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032; phone 717 896-3341.

• Change of address:

Paul and Cathy Godshall from
Elkhart, Ind., to 603 Lynn Rd.,

Durham, NC 27703.

Vernon and Betty Schertz from
Tucson, Ariz, to 2010 Albany
Dr., S.W., Atlanta, GA 30311.

Carl E. and Vera Hansen from
Kenya, to 1644 S. Buttonwood
Ct., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Henry D. and Ethel Miller from
Wellman, Iowa, to 655 N. Mur-
phy St., El Dorado, AR 71730.

• Job openings:
Admissions counselor, Goshen Col-

lege, to begin Nov. 4. Primary
duties include representing the

college among prospective stu-

dents and their parents, and
communicating with prospec-

tive students. Qualifications in-

clude a commitment to the

college's mission, willingness to

travel, writing and speaking
skills, a bachelor's degree, and,

preferably, related experience.

Send letter of application and
resume, including three refer-

ences, to Marty Lehman Hooley,

Director of Admissions, Goshen
College, Goshen, IN 46526.

Associate nurture secretary, Fran-

conia Conference, starting in

January. This is a half-time po-

sition. The person directs the

conference's youth and young
adult program and serves as a

consultant to congregations in

youth and young adult minis-

tries. Mennonite schooling is

preferred. Contact James Long-

acre at the conference office,

Box 116, Souderton, PA 18964;

phone 215 723-5513.

Caregivers, Merimna Homes,
Goshen, Ind. Needed are four peo-

ple—single or married—to shjire

life with people who are develop-

mentally disabled. Each one is

free to work outside the home or

attend school. Contact Darrel

Hostetler at Mennonite Disabili-

ties Committee, Box 948,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219 533-

9720.

Counselor/therapist, Charis Cen-

ter, Sarasota, Fla. This is a half-

time position that may lead to

full-time. Requirements include

previous experience, a master's

or doctoral degree, and poten-

tial for licensure in Florida.

Send resume to Glen Denlinger

at 4041 Bahia Vista St., Sara-

sota, FL 34232.

Development associate, Indian
Creek Foundation, Harleysville,

Pa. The person helps generate

understanding and financial

support from business and com-
munity organizations. Indian

Creek serves people with devel-

opmental disabilities. Send
resume to Joseph Landis at the

foundation, Box 225, Harleys-

ville, PA 19438.

Development director, Mennonite
Collegiate Institute, Gretna,

Man., starting in October. Re-

quirements include organiza-

tional ability, communication
skills, and the ability to motivate

volunteers. Contact Allan
Dueck at MCI, Box 250, Gretna,

MB ROG OVO; phone 204 327-

5891.

Group marketing sales representa-

tive, Mermonite Mutual Aid. The
person sells group insurance

products. Requirements include

a record of achievement in sales,

background in insurance, willing-

ness to travel, and a life/health

license (or the ability to obtain it).

Contact the Persormel Depart-

School kit. Kingston, Ja-

maica (MCC)—Gregory

Campell sorts through the

contents of a Mennonite
Central Committee-do-
nated school kit at Alpha

Boys School here. The
school is home to about 240
boys who have nowhere
else to hve. This year MCC
shipped 6,000 school kits

made by North American

Mennonites to six countries.

ment at MMA, Box 483, Goshen,

IN 46526; phone 219 533-9511.

Managing dietitian, Mennonite
Home, Albany, Ore. The person

directs all food services for the

150-bed long-term-care facility

and for the restaurant that

serves the 450-resident retire-

ment community. Send resume
to Gene Kanagy at the home,
5353 Columbus St., SE, Albany,

OR 97321.

Pastoral leadership training direc-

tor. Eastern Canada Confer-

ence, starting next July. This

part-time position involves ad-

ministration of programs for

pastoral education as well as

counseling of people consider-

ing a pastoral vocation. Contact

Search Committee member Dan
Nighswander by Sept. 16 at 42

Mary St., Kitchener, ON N2H
3R1; phone 519 741-1256.

Program director, Lakewood Re-

treat Center. This person will

direct summer camp programs
and other Lakewood-sponsored
events, as well as host groups

and manage recreational facili-

ties. Contact the retreat center

at 25458 Dan Brown Hill Rd.,

Brooksville, FL 34602; phone
904 796-4097.

Project consultant, Conrad Grebel

College. This is a seven-month
position that could become
long-term. The person would
help launch a new program
called "Conflict Resolution in

Inter-racial and Cross-cultural

Contexts." It is part of the

college's Institute of Peace and
Conflict Studies. Preferred is

someone with a master's degree

who has experience in adminis-

tration and in conflict resolution

or in multicultural and race-re-

lations issues. Contact Ron
Mathies at CGC, Waterloo, ON
N2L 3G6; phone 519 885-0220.

Registered nurse, AuSable Valley

Home, Fairview, Mich. AuSable
is a retirement facility. Contact

Leta Gerber at the home, Box 8,

Fairview, MI 48621; phone 517

848-2241.

Resident director, Mermoheim Re-

spite Care Center, Goshen, Ind.

The facOity cares for people who
are developmentally disabled.

Contact Darrel Hostetler at

Mennonite DisabOities Commit-
tee, Box 948, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 533-9720.

NEW MEMBERS

Metamora, 111.: Shannon
Schrock, Brenda Bachman, and

Melissa Schertz.

Millersville, Pa.: Rita Bleacher,

Beth Ginder, Elsabet Haile, Jo-

lene Hamish, Sonya Hamish,
Christel Kautz, Jody Rohrer,

Sharon Shertzer, and Paul
Graybill.

Norma, Bridgeton, N.J.: Presley

Young and Etta Young.
Peace, North Port, Fla.: Rita

Berthold, Brian and Karen
Bettenhausen, Amos and Viola

Delagrange, David and Helen
Eshleman, Scott and Jana Gray,

Pat and Shawna Keefe, Michael,

June, Rebekah, and David
Knowles, Loren and Maryann
Miller, Don and Diane Pollard,

Shirley Puskaric, Dan Kauffman,

and Weldon and Tana Slaubaugh.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.:

Michael Eby, Jacqueline Hoo-
ver, Melvin Martin, Shirley Mar-
tin, Lori Martin, Lisa Martin,

Marian Redcay, Kevin Roth,

Cindy Roth, Doug Smoker, and
Vonda Smoker.

Trinity, Morton, 111.: Gabriel

Egli, Mark Rogers, Aaron
Kovach, and Rich Eigsti.

BIRTHS

Bowman, Randall and Barbara

(McCabe), Napoleon, Ohio,

Laura Alysse (third child), July 30.

Cleary, Tim and Bormie (Ging-

rich), Lancaster, Pa., Andrew
Scott (first chUd), born July 30,

received for adoption July 31.

Glick, Sam and Jean (Sutter),

Pekin, HI., Andrew David Sutter

(third child), Aug. 7.

Haile, Ahmed and Martha (Wil-

son), Elkhart, Ind., Safiya (sec-

ond child), July 10.

Hulvey, Don and Candy (Howdy-
shell), Harrisonburg, Va., Sara

Elizabeth (first child), Aug. 1.

Kauffman, Gary and Patti (Ho-

stetler), Millersburg, Ind., Tren-

ton Scott (third child), Aug. 2.

Kauffman, K. Scott and Jeanie

(Shue), Sarasota, Fla., Rachel

Ann (third child), July 22.

Leland, Mike and Diane (Clem-

ens), Waynesboro, Pa., Sarah

Jayanti (second child), born Oct.

30, 1989, received for adoption

June 24.

Litwiller, Richard and Cynthia

(Valdez), Peoria, 111., Andrew
Richard (second child), June 26.

Midkiff, Craig and Wanda (Mul-

lett), Wellston, Ohio, Tyler

Dane (second child), July 29.

Munzinger, Mark and Carrie

(Lindsey), Wichita, Kan., Anna
Elaine (second child), June 19.

Roybal, Joseph and Teresa (San-

chez), Colorado Springs, Colo.,

Jodi Rene (first child), Aug. 2.
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Schrag, Jonathan Alan and Mar-
cia (Powell), Scottdale, Pa., Mi-
chael Alan (first child), July 7.

Showalter, Roy Samuel, Jr., and
Joanna (Gray), Harrisonburg,
Va., Lucy Rae (second child),

July 25.

Skyrm, Jeff and Kris (Hoover),

Goshen, Ind., Lori Lynn (third

child), Aug. 3.

Stauffer, Russ and Melissa
(Hooley), Anchorage, Alaska,
Barbara Elizabeth (first child),

June 23.

vonEhrenkrook, Douglas and
Joyce (Loehr), Wichita, Kan.,

Andrew Gray (second child),

July 30.

Weaver, Neal and Laurie (Myers),

Scottdale, Pa., Anna Marjorie

(first child), July 26.

White, Lee and Nelena (Squier),

Pekin, El., Hannah Elizabeth

(second child), July 3.

Wittmer, Nelson and Theresa
(Swartzentruber), Odon, Ind.,

Kendall Brian (second chUd),

July 25.

Wooley, Richard and Rhoda
(Worthington), Lansdale, Pa.,

Richard David, Jr. (second
child), July 15.

Wunrow, Jon and Debra
Brushafer, Boise, Idaho, Seth
Wunrow-Brushafer (first child),

April 29.

Yoder, David and Julie (Mell-

inger), Hubbard, Ore., Joshua
Elliott (third child), July 20.

Yoder, Karl and Ruth (Pender-
grast), Ft. Collins, Colo., Kaleb
Pendergrast (first child), June
26.

Yoder, Rob and Lisa (Histand),

Coopersburg, Pa., Lydia Kate
(second child), July 11.

Yoder, Ross and Tiffany (Boyer),

Troy, m, Ferris Christian (first

child), July 12.

Zehr, Terry and Lisa (Roux), Low-
ville, N.Y., Brian Michael (first

child), July 17.

MARRIAGES

Blosser-Lehman: Kevin Blosser,

Columbiana, Ohio (Midway
cong.), and Joann Lehman,
Salem, Ohio (Midway cong.),

Aug. 3, by Larry Rohrer.

Bomtreger-Kauffinan: Todd
Borntreger, Goshen, Ind. (Wa-
terford cong.), and Amy Kauff-
man, Kalispell, Mont. (Moun-
tain View cong.), July 27, by
Norman Kauffman.

Clearwater-Eigsti: Kane Cleai-

water, Hopedale, 111. (Trinity

cong.), and Lisa Eigsti, Morton,
m. (Trinity cong.), Aug. 10, by
Mike Schneider.

Delp-Lee: Jay 0. Delp, Harleys-

ville. Pa. (Finland cong.), and
Deborah A. Lee, Clinton Cor-
ners, N.Y. (Evangelical Free
Church), July 27, by Steven E.

Landis and R. Bud Smythe.
Farace-Huyard: Louis Farace,

Wrightsville, Pa. (Ridgeview
cong.), and Rosa Huyard, New
Holland, Pa. (Ridgeview cong.),

Aug. 3, by Robert L. Peter-

sheim.

Gerber-Mast: Mark Gerber, Bru-
tus, Mich. (Maple River cong.),

and Kathy Mast, Wooster, Ohio
(Smithville cong.), July 27, by
Jim Gerber (father of the groom)
and BOl Detweiler (uncle of the

bride).

Jones-Ferrier: Thomas Jones,
Elkhart, Ind. (Prairie Street

cong.), and Michele Ferrier, Elk-

hart, Ind. (Prairie Street cong.),

July 20, by Ruth and Harold
Yoder.

Kauf6nan-Helmuth: Jeffery Kauff-

man, Goshen, Ind. (Bay Shore
cong.), and Janine Helmuth,
Kidron, Ohio (Sonnenburg cong.),

July 20, by William Helmuth and
Sherm Kauffman (fathers of bride

and groom).

Moore-Nofziger: Kyle Moore,
Napoleon, Ohio (Lutheran
Church), and Paula Nofziger,

Archbold, Ohio (Zion cong.),

June 22, by EUis Croyle.

O'Malley-Steiner: Michael O'Mal-
ley, Washington, D.C. (Catholic

Church), and Janet Steiner, Wash-
ington, D.C. (Pleasant View cong.),

Aug. 3, by Vernon E. Bontreger.

Reber-Collins: Jon Reber, Lan-
caster, Pa. (College cong.), and
Kimberly Collins, Blairstown,

N.J. (Evangelical Free Church),
June 29, by Don Collins and
Jack Kroeze.

Reesor-Guenther: Barry Reesor,
Markham, Ont. (Rouge Valley

cong.), and Lori Guenther, St.

Catharines, Ont. (Grace cong.),

June 1, by Henry Paetkau and
Steve Drudge.

Reitz-Horst: Dennis Reitz,
Gaithersburg, Md. (Gaithersburg

cong.), and Carna Horst,
Gaithersburg, Md. (Gaithersburg
cong.), June 8, by Otho Horst.

Schneider-Martin: Charles
Schneider, Marietta, Pa. (Neffs-

ville cong.), and Karen Martin,
Lancaster, Pa. (Neffsville cong.),

June 22, by Linford King.

Sommers-Weisent: Larry Som-
mers, Uniontown, Ohio (Maple
Grove cong.), and Michelle
Weisent, HartviUe, Ohio (Maple
Grove cong.), June 22, by An-
drew Troyer, Jr.

Springer-Braden: Doug Spring-
er, Delaven, 111. (Hopedale
cong.), and Cindy Braden,
Delavan, Dl. (Hopedale cong.),

English teachers leave for China. Elkhart, Ind. (CEE)—
Eight North American teachers left to teach English in China
after four days of orientation here in July. They are serving
under China Educational Exchange, a 10-year-old inter-Men-
nonite program based in Winnipeg, Man. They join 13 others
who are continuing CEE terms. The eight are: Todd and
Jeanette Hanson (left) of Radville, Sask., at Jiujiang Teachers
College; Dean and Heather Prior (top) of Edmonton, Alta.,

at Chongqing University of Medical Sciences; Phil and Karen
Miller Rush (center) of Goshen, Ind., at North Sichuan
Medical College; Karolyn Zerger of Kansas City, Kan., at

Sichuan Teachers University; and Jamie Metzler of Martins-
burg, Pa., at Sichuan Teachers College.

July 20, by H. James Smith.
Steckle-McClinchey: Kevin

Steckle, Zurich, Ont. (Zurich
cong.), and Lorraine McClinchey,
Auburn, Ont. (Dashwood House
Fellowship), July 6, by BUI Hurst.

Swick-Troyer: Rod Swick, Or-

lando, Fla. (Baptist Church),
and Jane Troyer, Goshen, Ind.

(Yellow Creek cong.), July 13, by
Dana Landen.

Thomas-Burkholder: Scott
Thomas, Sterling, HI. (Science

Ridge cong.), and Dawn
Burkholder, Archbold, Ohio (Cen-

tral cong.), July 13, by Ross Goldlus
and S. Roy Kaufman.

Turpin-Warren: Gregory Turpin,
Elkhart, Ind. (Prairie Street
cong.), and LeAnne Warren,
Wakarusa, Ind. (Lutheran
Church), June 29, by Karl Bren-
ner.

Yoder-Kaese: Tim Yoder, Boise,
Idaho (Hyde Park cong.), and
Brenda Kaese, Boise, Idaho
(Hyde Park cong.). May 25, by
Larry Hauder.

Yoder-Miller: Brent Yoder, Well-

mem, Iowa (Lower Deer Creek

cong.), and Tara Miller, Wash-
ington, Iowa (Washington
cong.), Aug. 3, by Orrie Wenger.

Yoder-Nyce: John David Yoder,
Elkhart, Ind. (Prairie Street
cong.), and Lynda Nyce,
Goshen, Ind. (Assembly cong.),

July 28, by Norm Kauffmann.
Zaluski-Kurtz: Dennis Zaluski,

Austintown, Ohio (Bethany
cong.), and Deborah Kurtz, New
Wilmington, Pa. (Bethany
cong.), Aug. 3, by John E.
Gingerich.

Zehr-Myers: Darwin Zehr, Bath,
N.Y. (Pleasant Valley cong.) and
Karen Myers, Silverdale, Pa.
(Perkasie cong.). May 11, by Tim
Martin.

Zehr-Shank: Kirkwood Zehr,
Martinsburg, N.Y. (Lowville
cong.), and Kristin Shank, Kid-
ron, Ohio (Sonnenberg cong.),

June 15, by Milton Zehr.

Zook-Martin: J. Mark Zook, Lan-
caster, Pa. (Ridgeway cong.),

and Kristen Martin, Orrville,

Ohio (Martins cong.), July 6, by
Dan Smucker and J. Clair
HoUinger.
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DEATHS

Jantzi, Magdalene Jutzi, 94,

Zurich, Ont. Bom: June 3, 1897,

to John B. and Elizabeth
(Jantzi) Jutzi. Died: July 5, 1991,

Exeter, Ont. Survivors— chil-

dren: Laverne, Albert; brother:

Rudy; 5 grandchildren, 10 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Noah S. Jantzi (husband) and
Clarine (child). Funeral: July 9,

Steinman Mennonite Church,

by Fred Lichti, Ephraim
Gingerich, and Ebner Schwartzen-

truber. Burial: Steinman Church

Cemetery.

King, Kenneth, 64, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: Feb. 21, 1927,

Wauseon, Ohio, to Simon and
Katie (Wyse) King. Died: July

10, 1991, Toledo, Ohio, from
complications due to open-heart

surgery. Survivors— wife:

Rhoda Frey; chOdren: J. Ran-

dall, Gregory Dale, Krist Drue,

Nick Alex, Pansy Marie Sheats,

Laurita Fay King, Cornela Sue;

brothers and sister: Willard,

Lawrence, Lester, Ada Miller;

18 grandchildren. Funeral: July

1.3, West Clinton Mennonite
Church, by James W. Roynon,
Earl Sheats, Dan King, and Ed-
ward Diener. Burial: Pettisville

Cemetery.
Kopp, Frances Risser, 89. Born:

Oct. 1, 1901, to Gabriel R. and

Lizzie N. (Stauffer) Risser.

Died: June 29, 1991, Mount Joy,

Pa., of heart failure. Survivor

—

sister: Elizabeth Risser. Prede-

ceased by: Leroy G. Kopp (hus-

band). Funeral: July 3, Erisman
Mennonite Church, by Howard
Witmer, Andrew Miller, and
Norman Shenk. Burial: Mount
Tunnel Cemetery.

Lederman, Ruby Ruth, 78,

Mendon, Mich. Born: Aug. 16,

1912, Shipshewana, Ind., to

John and Edna (Eash) Haarer.

Died: July 21, 1991, Three Riv-

ers, Mich., of natural causes.

Survivors—husband: David
Lederman; children: Betty An-
derson, Miriam Vincent, Paul,

WUliam, Bob, Thomas Persons
(foster son); 15 grandchildren, 2

stepgrandchildren, 11 great-

grandchildren; brother and sis-

ter: Orpha McLallin, Charles.

Funeral: July 24, Locust Grove
Mennonite Church, by William

Hooley. Burial: Shore Ceme-
tery.

Lehman, Cleo L. Weldy, 66, Elk-

hart, Ind. Born: May 11, 1925,

Wakarusa, Ind. Died: June 27,

1991, Elkhart, Ind. Survivors-
husband: Russell Lehman; chil-

dren: Gloria Reynolds, Dean R.,

Bruce L.; sisters and brother:

Vera F. Weldy, Mary Ellen

Derksen, Dale E.; 3 grandchil-

dren. Funeral and burial: June

30, Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church, by Wes Bontreger, Doris

Schrock, and Willard Roth.

Mast, John, 77. Bom: April 6,

1914, Arthur, III, to Andrew J.

and Millie (Yoder) Mast. Died:

July 8, 1991, Columbus, Ohio,

from heart problems. Survi-

vors—wife: Sara Farmwald;
children: Mary Louise Hodge,
Richard, John J., Andy J.;

brother and sisters: Toby, Tillie

Hershberger, Millie Gingerich;

12 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: July 13, Sharon Menno-
nite Church, by Elvin J. Som-
mers and David Lantz.

Miller, Barbara, 88, Albany, Ore.

Died: July 21, 1991, Albany, Ore.

Survivors— children: Alvin,

Roy, Orvan, Jim, Alma Larrew,

Betty McJunkin, Dorothy Good;
17 grandchildren, 17 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Emanuel L. Miller (husband).

Funeral: July 24, First Menno-
nite Church of McMinnville, by
Gil Miller and Louis Lehman.
Burial: Sheridan Mennonite
Cemetery.

Miller, Frances Gall, 78, Sug-

arcreek, Ohio. Born: Nov. 1,

1912, Wakarusa, Ind., to James
E. and Rebecca (Heckaman)

Gall. Died: July 21, 1991, Baltic,

Ohio. Survivors—children: Re-
becca Miller, Judson, Tim; 5

grandchildren; brother and sis-

ter: Roscoe, Florence Moyer.
Predeceased by: Stanley A.

Miller (husband). Funeral and
burial: July 24, Walnut Creek
Mennonite Church, by Ross A.

Miller.

Moyer, Ada Louise, 3, Plymouth,
Vt. Bom: May 26, 1988, Hano-
ver, N.H., to Stephen and Naomi
(Mast) Moyer. Died: July 16,

1991, Plymouth, Vt., of drown-

ing. Survivors—brother: Samuel
Levi; grandparents: Lloyd and
Alice Moyer, Miriam Mast. Fu-

neral: July 19, Bridgewater Con-
gregational Church, by James
W. Musser, Pam Lucas. Burial:

Plymouth, Vt.

Omelian, Anna Ilian, 71, Nampa,
Idaho. Born: Oct. 10, 1919,

Ukraine, Soviet Union, to Sam-
uel and Mary Ilian. Died: July 8,

1991, Nampa, Idaho, of natural

causes. Survivors—husband:
Andrew Omelian; daughter:

Susan Keith. Funeral: July 11,

First Mennonite Church of

Nampa, by Duane Oesch and
Robert Garber. Burial: HUlcrest

Memorial Gardens.

Peachey, Sadie Z., 78, Belleville,

Pa. Born: April 11, 1913, Belle-

ville, Pa., to Jesse and Mattie

(Hartzler) Peachey. Died: July

23, 1991, Lewistown, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Samuel, Louis,

Jr., Sara Hartzler, Catherine

Weaver, Lee, Charity Schober,

Anna McCarthy, Iva Portlock,

James; 10 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Louis S. Peachey (husband).

Funeral: July 27, Maple Grove
Mennonite Church, by David
Sheirp and Robert L. Hartzler.

Burial: Locust Grove Cemetery.
Riegsecker, Benjamin J., 60,

Middlebury, Ind. Bom: Jan. 25,

1931, Middlebuiy, Ind., to Sam-
uel and Fannie (Kauffman)
Riegsecker. Died: July 24, 1991,

Goshen, Ind., of heart attack.

Survivors—wife: Melba Miller;

children: JoAnn Brown, Jack,

Jim; 5 grandchildren; sisters:

Louisa Hershberger, Susie
Miller, Anna Miller. Funeral:

July 27, First Mennonite Church
of Middlebury, by Harold Yoder
and Samuel Troyer. Burial:

Grace Lawn Cemetery.
Roth, Eliza E. Reichhardt, 96,

Archbold, Ohio. Bom: March 23,

1895, Wauseon, Ohio, to Henry
and Elizabeth (Gernhardt)
Reichhardt. Died: July 12, 1991,

Wauseon, Ohio. Survivors

—

children: Edwin, Vernon, Helen
Meek, Clemma Stuckey; 26

grandchildren, 58 great-grand-

children, 3 foster great-grand-

children, 5 great-great-grand-

YES teams to five countries. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism Service teams

sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions departed in August for short-temi

assignments in Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, Jamaica, and Mexico. They spent the past

three months in preparation at YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia. The team members

are: front row (left to right)—Ben Woodard, Dean Wenger, Scott Hertzog, Brian Miller,

Michael Kauffman, Matt Morris, and Andrew Lee. Second row—Lisa Sikorski, David Reed,

Darwin Horst, Kevin Watterson, Greg Huber, John Frederick, and Janelle Schantz. Back

row—Carol Bollinger, Heather Loewer, Kris Cowan, Tammy Bean, Julie Wenger, Wendy
Miller, Karen Geissinger, Candi Esh, and Kathryn Keeler.
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MENNOSCOPE

children. Predeceased by: John
N. Roth (husband). Funeral: July

15, Short Funeral Home, by Ross
Goldfus and John McFarland.
Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Roth, Noah J., 88, Canby, Ore.
Born: Sept. 28, 1902, Woodburn,
Ore., to Daniel and Amanda
(Kauffman) Roth. Died: July 13,

1991, Estacada, Ore. Survi-
vors—children: Virginia Swartz-

endruber, Stephen; sister and
brother: Beulah Fretz, Nathan; 17

grandchildren, 25 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Lola
Roth (wife) and Norman (son).

Funeral and burial: July 16, Zion
Mennonite Church, by Maynard
Headings and Richard Stoltzfus.

Ryan, Bertha Lena Relph, 80,

Pueblo, Colo. Born: Oct. 4, 1910,

Cedar Bluffs, Iowa, to James
Grant and Flora May Relph.
Died: July 12, 1991, Denver,
Colo., of a stroke and heart at-

tack. Survivors—children: Mama
Reed, Irene Weeks, Velma
Yoder-McCormick, James; sis-

ters and brothers: Grace
Bradburry, Bessie Clayton,
Elmer, Archie; 19 grandchildren,

20 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Orie Lee Ryan (hus-

band) and Darlene (daughter).

Funeral: July 16, Adrian Comer
Garden Chapel, by Gregory A.

Sulat. Burial: Imperial Memorial
Gardens.

Sangrey, Anna Martin, 84,
Lititz, Pa. Bom: Sept. 18, 1906,

Manheim Twp., Pa., to Esrom
and Emilia (Bergman) Martin.
Died: July 13, 1991, Lancaster,
Pa. Survivors—husband: J. Clay-

ton Sangrey; children: Evelyn J.

Hess, Gladys S. Martin; brothers:

Ralph S., Paul B.; 11 grandchil-

dren, 16 great-grandchildren.
Predeceased by: infant son. Fu-
neral: July 16, Lititz Mennonite
Church, by J. Clair HoUinger,
Robert Petersheim, and Paul W.
Weaver. Burial: Hess Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Shenk, Rhoda C. Charles, 87,

Lancaster, Pa. Born: Feb. 14,

1904, Manor Twp., Pa., to Harry
D. and Hettie F. (Charles)
Charles. Died: July 9, 1991, Lan-
caster, Pa. Survivors—children:

John B., Charles E., Alma J.

Albrecht, Dorothy A. Shenk; sis-

ter: Marian C. Kreider; 8 grand-
children, 7 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Elam K. Shenk
(husband). Funeral: July 13,

East Petersburg Mennonite
Church, by J. Joseph Charles and
Karl E. Steffy. Burial: MiUersviUe
Mennonite Cemetery.

Showalter, Perry Emanuel, 86,

Waynesboro, Va. Born: April 16,

1905, Rockingham Co., Va., to

Amos Henry and Lillie H.
(Suter) Showalter. Died: July 4,

1991, Waynesboro, Va., of con-
gestive heart failure. Survi-
vors—wife: Elizabeth Heatwole;
children: Millard, Richard, Mar-
vin, Glennys Schrock, Wilma
Lee Yoder, Ruth, Louise, Goldie
Huber, Doris Ranck; 18 grand-
children, 10 great-grandchil-
dren; brothers and sisters:

Clark, Truman, Ehzabeth Mar-
tin, Anna, Mary, Laura Sho-
walter. Funeral and burial: July

8, Springdale Mennonite
Church, by John Risser, Charles
Heatwole, and Lloyd Horst. Or-
dained as deacon in 1939.

Sollenberger, Emma Meek, 76,

Lititz, Pa. Born: Aug. 17, 1914,

Rawlinsville, Pa., to Simon and
Ella (Meek) Huber. Died: July

19, 1991, Landis Homes Retire-

ment Community, Lititz, Pa., of
cancer. Survivors—children: J.

Wilbur, Leroy, Doris M. Dellin-

ger, Glenn, Parke, Esther
Zimmerman; 14 grandchildren,

5 great-grandchildren; brothers
and sisters: Clarence, Clayton,
Myrtle Burkholder. Prede-
ceased by: J. Ivan Sollenberger
(husband). Funeral and burial:

July 22, New Providence Men-
nonite Church, by Raymond L.

Deiter, Paul L. Dagen, George
Shultz.

Stahl, Dewey, 92, Lititz, Pa.
Born: July 13, 1898, Snyder
County, Pa., to Peter and Annie
(Brubaker) Stahl. Died: June 1,

1991, Lititz, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Omar, Anna Leakey, Milo,
Jacob, Sara Kreider, John; step-

daughter, Virginia Showalter; 21
grandchildren, 16 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by: Mary
Brubaker (first wife), Laura
Showalter (second wife). Fu-
neral: June 4, Millport Menno-
nite Church. Burial: Lindale
Cemetery.

Steider, Harvey, 81, Sarasota,
Fla. Born: July 31, 1910, Beaver
Crossing, Neb., to Sam and Jo-
sephine (Whitaker) Steider.
Died: Aug. 4, 1991, Sarasota,
Fla., of a stroke. Survivors

—

wife: Bertha Stoltzfus; child:

Verdella Whitman; 5 grandchil-
dren; 2 great-grandchildren;
brother: Elmer. Funeral: Aug. 6,

Wiegand Brothers Funeral
Home, by Howard S. Schmitt.
Burial: Sarasota Memorial Park.

Stetter, Robert F., 81, Lancaster,
Pa. Born: Feb. 17, 1910, Lancas-
ter, Pa., to Frank and Eva (Goss)
Stetter. Died: July 8, 1991, Lan-
caster, Pa. Survivors—children:

Robert M., Donald B., Eva M.
Rudy; brother: Woodrow W.; half

sister Jane Ranzinger; 10 grand-

children, 12 great-grandchil-
dren, 10 stepgrandchildren, 19

step-great-grandchildren. Pre-
deceased by: Carrie E.
Brubaker (first wife), Helen
Ritchey (second wife). Funeral:
July 11, Neffsville Mennonite
Church, by Linford King.

VanHyning, Anna Margaret
Marine, 75, Zanesfield, Ohio.
Born: July 1, 1916, West Liberty,

Ohio, to Arthur E. and Celesta
B. (King) Marine. Died: July 14,

1991, Zanesfield, Ohio. Survi-

vors—children: Donald L., Con-
nie WUhoyte; brothers and sis-

ters: James, Virgil, Warren,
Dorthy Humble, Phylhs Ken-
nedy; 5 grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: T. M. VanHyning
(husband). Funeral: July 17,

South Union Mennonite Church,
by Lynn Miller. Burial: Zanes-
field Cemetery.

Weaver, Harry B., 80, Wakarusa,
Ind. Born: Sept. 10, 1910,
Wakarusa, Ind., to Meno H. and
Minnie M. (Hartman) Weaver.
Died: May 8, 1991, at home of
heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Clara J. Burkey; children: Verda
MUler, Miriam Thompson, Ron-
ald; 5 grandchildren, 4 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: May 10, Prairie Street
Mennonite Church, by Harold
Yoder and Russell Krabill.

Weber, Joseph Henry, 101,
Cambridge, Ont. Born: Jan. 30,

1890, Waterloo, Ont., to Joseph
S. and Mary Ann (Shantz)
Weber. Died: July 15, 1991,
Cambridge, Ont. Survivors-
children: Agnes Brubacher, Jo-
seph, Reta Scheifele, Howard;
12 grandchildren, 16 great-
grandchildren; half sister: Beu-
lah Schmitt. Predeceased by:

Mary Erb (wife). Funeral and
burial: July 18, Erb Street Men-
nonite Church, by Doug Snyder
and Pat Falk.

Wenger, John R., 55, Clinton,

A^iss. Born: June 5, 1936, Ches-
apeake, Va., to Amos D. and
Lenora (Harkins) Wenger. Died:
July 3, 1991, Jackson, Miss., of
reaction to a yellow jacket sting.

Survivors—wife: Lucille Mayer;
children: Paula Duffy, Sharon
Montgomery, Julie, Jennifer;
brothers and sisters: A. Daniel,
James, Rachel Roth, Joy Mon-
roe. Funeral: First Baptist
Church, by Frank Pollard and
Don Rhymes. Burial: Lakewood
Cemetery.

Witmer, Mary V., 100. Born:
March 3, 1891, Leitersburg, Md.,
to Samuel and Lucy (Strife)

Diller. Died: Aug. 2, 1991,
Menno Haven Nursing Home.
Survivors—children: Kenneth

D., Richard E., Clarence V.,

Raymond M., Dothha Parmer,
Retha Keener, Mildred Landis;

28 grandchildren, 48 great-
grandchildren, one great-great-

grandchild. Predeceased by:
Raymond M. (husband), Nathan
P. (son). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 5, Cedar Grove Mennonite
Church, by Nelson L. Martin,
Phil Owens, Gary Zook, and
Raymond Witmer III.

Yoder, Elaine O., Middlebury,

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion rV annual meeting, Albany,
Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,
Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
CouncU, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangehsm and Church Planting
Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.
27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-
cago, m., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,
Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Mennonite Disaster Service exec-
utive committee fall meeting,
Oct. 4-5

Fellowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,
Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Comer, S.C., Oct. 12

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-
tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion HI annual meeting, Kalona,
Iowa, Nov. 15-16

Ind. Bom: May 7, 1915, Elkhart
Co., Ind., to Henry D. and Jen-
nie (Grenert) Miller. Died: July
26, 1991, at home of cancer. Sur-
vivors—children: Edward, Janet
Judy, Gloria Eash, Carolyn
Sherck; 6 grandchildren; one
great-grandchild; brothers:
Kenneth, Roscoe. Predeceased
by: Orrin T. Yoder (husband).
Funeral: July 30, First Menno-
nite Church of Middlebury, by
Joe Slabach and Harold Yoder.
Burial: Grace Lawn Cemetery.
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THE LAST WORD

We must learn to
Picture this: you find someone with whom you

think you might want to spend the rest of your

days. The two of you agree to explore the possi-

bihty of marriage.

The courtship goes well—you think. Then just

before the wedding, you learn your partner-to-be

has several nagging doubts and a list of unan-

swered questions. Apparently your communication

wasn't as open as you thought.

That could be how the General Conference

Mennonite Church will feel about the Mennonite

Church when a decision about integration comes

in 1995. For apparently we in the Mennonite

Church aren't saying what we think about a pos-

sible merger.

For example, a report from the Integration Ex-

ploration Committee brought little discussion to

the floor of Mennonite General Assembly in Eu-

gene, Ore., last month. Yet the listening commit-

tee at Oregon 91 noted delegates came to them

to talk about integration, both pro and con. "We
must learn to speak our minds," the committee

said in chiding the delegates to voice their con-

cerns on the floor. But it never happened.

Why? Nelson Scheifele, cochair of the Inte-

gration Exploration Committee, gave one ex-

planation at an Oregon 91 seminar on inte-

gration. He noted a feeling in some parts of the

church that the only way to faithfulness is

through integration. People won't speak out be-

cause they don't want to be labeled as someone

"who doesn't want to be faithful."

There may be another reason. It has to do

with "what the GCs will think." If we raise our

troubling issues and our concerns, will we ap-

pear to be criticizing the very group with whom
we might merge?
That surfaced in a General Board meeting the

day before General Assembly in Oregon. After

looking at a hst of 17 "MC Concerns About Inte-

gration," several persons protested the "negative

tone" of some of the questions and what this

would convey to any GCs who might happen on

to the list.

If this is where we are as a Mennonite Church,

are we really as ready to make an authentic deci-

sion on integration as we think? If we cannot

speak our minds to each other for fear of appear-

speak our minds
ing unfaithful, do we really know ourselves as we
ought? If we cannot voice our concerns aloud for

fear of offending our potential church-mates,

have we established as much openness and trust

with the General Conference as we tell ourselves

we have?

Will there be a marriage of MCs and GCs? It's

still too early to tell. Whether or not there is, we
MCs are going to have to learn to talk. Other-

wise, we can be accused of not being authentic,

of not acting in good faith. That's not a good

way to begin a marriage. Or to continue a friend-

ship.—;7p

The losers

At Oregon 91, some 26 persons were affirmed

or elected to leadership positions in the Menno-

nite Church. With a slate of 40, that means 14

were losers.

Of course, we tell them not to feel bad. At

least they were chosen to be on the slate. Some-

one has to lose in an election. There will be

other chances to serve.

But I've been on the losing side often enough

to know those statements don't help much. You
try not to let it affect you. But in those hours of

the night when sleep won't come, you find your-

self asking what it is about your personality or

style or reputation that kept people from choos-

ing you this time.

We losers do have biblical company, however.

His name is Joseph. He lost in Acts 1:23-26

when the apostles were trying to find someone

to replace Judas. They proposed two names: Jo-

seph and Matthias.

Matthias drew the lot. Yet the writer of Acts

spends more time telling us about Joseph. He
had three names, and Luke makes sure we know

all three: "Joseph called Barsabbas, who was

also known as Justus. . .

."

Might not the church do as well? For until we

find the human institution that allows us to af-

firm or elect one without rejecting another—be

it at Oregon 91, at the district conference, or in

the local congregation—we need to express as

much appreciation to the losers as we do acco-

lades to those who win.—jlp
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Rape also happens
on the church
college campus
It's a subject we don't like to talk about
But our silence and our ignorance will

only make our daughters and grand-

daughters more vulnerable to assault

Ayear ago this month, four women and one

man were brutally murdered at the Univer

sity of Florida in Gainesville. The deaths

are just one more item on a long, bloody list of

violence to student women which have come into

the media spotlight. A second widely-publicized

event last year concerned hsts of alleged date-

rapists written on the bathroom walls of Brown
University.

Violence to student women—particularly rape

and sexual assault—are not realities confined to

secular college campuses. A winter 1991 edition

of the Goshen (Ind.) College Record carried sto-

ries by three sexual assault survivors on campus,

including an account of acquaintance rape at the

college (none of the rapists in these specific

cases were Goshen students).

According to 1988 studies by Dr. Mary Koss,

who surveyed schools from big town universities

to small, seemingly "safe" Christian colleges,

one in four college women are victims of rape

—

half the rapes occur before college, half during

by

Cathleen

Hockman



One in four college women is the victim

of sexual assault Regrettably, this is

true whether they attend the large uni-

versity or the small Christian college,

college years. The average victim of sexual as-

sault is between the ages 16 and 24, the tradi-

tional age of the college student.

Though incidents of rape or assault may be
fewer at small private schools, such violence

does occur. Just one date rape was reported dur-

ing the 1990-91 academic year at Goshen College

and Eastern Mennonite College in Harrisonburg,
Va., combined, but that doesn't mean more
haven't taken place—^just ask around campus
among women students.

The most common form of sexual violence

faced by women students is not that of the ste-

reotypical shadowy stranger in a dark alley. Actu-
ally, stranger rapes in general are relatively few.

Koss' study with Ms. magazine and the National
Institute of Mental Health showed that in 84 per-

cent of rape cases, the attacker and victim knew
each other. Fifty-seven percent of rapes occur
on dates; unfortunately, the majority of these ac-

quaintance rapes are not reported.

Some people still do not understand that

rape can and most often does happen with
someone the victim knows. Rape means

penetration without consent. It may or may not
be accompanied by threat of violence. If a
woman says, "No," and sexual contact takes
place, she has been violated.

Women students on our Mennonite campuses
need to be informed on three areas concerning
assault and self-protection: knowledge of what
rape is, knowledge to help avoid a dangerous en-

counter, and knowledge on how to act if one
does get into a potential rape situation.

To help reduce the risk of assault, Jill

Borkenstein of the Women's Bureau of Ft.

Wayne (Ind.) emphasizes learning to be asser-

tive and to trust oneself, not worrying about
seeming "paranoid." "A lot of (self-protection),"

she said at a Goshen College self-defense work-
shop, "is just common sense, is just being smart."

Such defensive measures include these: Avoid
being in any isolated situation. After dark, keep
to well-lighted places. Date in groups until you
know your date fairly well. Know ahead of time
a plan of action and available resources in the
community in case one becomes a victim of as-

sault or crime.

If avoidance measures fail and a woman finds

herself in a threatening situation, she needs to

know other methods of self-defense. Some peo-
ple say a woman shouldn't struggle against her
attacker because she will Hkely be more severely
injured or even killed. While this proves true in

some cases, studies by sociologists Pauline Bart

and Patricia O'Brien (Stopping Rape, Pegamon
Press, 1985) don't support the generality (nor do
four other studies they cite).

"Fighting back significantly increases the
woman's chances of rape avoidance and some-
what increases her chance of rough treatment,"
Bart and O'Brien conclude. Resistance also may
help legitimize the woman's claim in court that
the assault was unwanted.
Most women aren't used to fighting physically

and don't know how to effectively do it. Classes
in self-defense can teach women simple tech-

niques to help them protect their own bodies
and to get away from their attacker. The key is

not to overpower the man's strength but to

strike vulnerable areas of the body. These tech-
niques don't require years of practice to learn;

even one class at a local YWCA could make a
crucial difference.

As pacifists, some Mennonites may feel uncom-
fortable with this talk of "self-defense." We've
heard the word too often used to legitimate evil.

We envision "justified" killings glorified in movies
or the news, shake our heads, say we could never
carry a gun or a knife.

Misunderstanding the meaning of our nonresis-

tance, however, can be dangerous. A lifestyle of

peace does not mean that we disregard the vio-

lence of our world. Nonresistance is not necessar-
ily incompatible with self-defense.

A better term might be "self-protection," sug-

gests Goshen College campus minister Martha
Smith Good. One does not have to carry a
weapon; such an action may even be psychologi-

cally dangerous, giving the person a false sense
of security. Yet neither does a woman—even a

We begin to combat sexual
assault by understanding that
rape most often happens with
someone the victim knows,

pacifist—have to be totally passive when faced
with the threat of sexual assault.

Good says, "I have no problem with (self-pro-

tection) because when I look at the overall pur-

pose of Jesus, one of the main concerns in his

ministry was to free the oppressed." Because in

our society women are more vulnerable and
therefore more subject to crime, we should help

to free them, to empower them through self-de-

fense training.

"I have the right to know some basic tech-
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A lifestyle ofpeace does not

mean disregarding violence.

Nonresistance is not incom-

patible with self-defense,

niques ... on how to protect myself—not to seek

the death of my assailant, but methods that will

free me to escape," Good says.

Former Goshen president and longtime peace

advocate J. Lawrence Burkholder says this

about self-defense: "If you don't allow the man
to rape or murder, you're doing him a favor.

That's the way to think of it. You're doing the

man a favor." When questioned about Christian

justification of "violence" in self-defense,

Burkholder answered, "The Bible doesn't ad-

dress every question in the world."

The tragedies of the last year, including the ab-

duction and murder of a Bethany Christian High

School student in Goshen last winter, bring the

violent world off the television screen and from

the newspaper and into our lives. Our Menno-
nite schools and colleges are not so safe as they

may seem. For the sake of our daughters and

granddaughters, our sisters and peers, we must
end the ignorance and naivete that contribute to

women students' vulnerability to assault.

Cathleen Hockman graduated from Goshen Col-

lege this past April. She is now in voluntary

service with the Mennonite Board of Missions

as a newswriter and editor for Bread for the

City in Washington, D.C.

H 'mihisTriesCHURCH 'Mllil
I

A CAMPUS EXPERIENCE AT EASTERN MENNONITE SEMINARY

You are invited to be tlie guest of Eastern Mennonite Seminary for a one

and one-half day campus experience, October 24 & 25.

You will have the opportunity to:

^ attend classes

4 visit with faculty and students

4 experience the vigor, inspiration and stimulation of our

learning community.

This is an excellent, cost-free way to look at ministry opportunities

and possibilities for further biblical and theological training.

m Eastern
Mennonite
SEMINARY
Harrisonburg VA 22801

For more information, a free

brochure, or to make your

reservations,

call John Kreider

toll-free 800-368-2665.
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READERS SAY

We must raise voices
against the evil of war
May I give a slightly different perspec-

tive to that of my friends John W.
Miller ("What Do We Really Believe

About the State?" May 28) and Stanley
Shenk ("The Sword Is Ordained of God
Outside the Perfection of Christ," July

23). Although the Sermon on the Mount
may not speak to nations, there is a

thread running through the Bible in

which God's people call on rulers, cit-

ies, and nations to repent and turn

from evil. A good example is the call of

Jonah to Nineveh.

We need to be clear that war is evil.

Linus Pauling recently put it this way:
"To kill and maim people is immoral.
War kills and maims people. War is im-

moral." We need to make that clear to

rulers.

Whatever might have been argued
about a "need" for war in the past
should now be passe. Today war is not

simply a group of combatants confront-

ing each other. It is the use of high-tech

devices which kill multitudes of people.

Further, our world has changed to a

global society. At one time in history cit-

ies were the entities that made war and
protected their people against it. Cities

no longer are the organizers of security

because commerce and culture became
integrated into a larger nation. Today
our commerce and economy has be-

come global in nature while our think-

ing stays national for security.

As members of the global society, we
ought to help our nation broaden its

sights to dependence on an interna-

tional entity for making, adjudicating,

and enforcing laws. Then in a few gener-

ations we will not make war for national

interests. Although the U.S. should be
commended for relating to the United
Nations in the Gulf War, the shots were
called by the US, not truly by the UN.
As citizens we need a world perspec-

tive. As Christians we should raise our
voices against the evil of war.

Henry D. Weaver
Santa Barbara, Calif.

What constitutes a young adult?
Oregon 91 is now history. It was a

wonderful time of reflection, renewal,

and experiencing and knowing God's
presence. I must say, however, it was
disconcerting to learn the Mennonite
Church now defines young adults as

those between the ages of 18 and 30.

Young adult participation and atten-

dance at OR 91 was much lower than
expected. Perhaps others besides my-
self were somewhat deterred by this

specific age- group limitation. If the

Mennonite Church wishes to keep
young adults involved in the life of the
church and wishes to nurture future

leadership skills and abilities, I would
strongly encourage a broader, more in-

clusive definition of who and what con-

stitute a young adult population.

It may also be significant for the

church to reconsider the decision made
by the Mennonite Board of Missions to

phase out programming for Student
and Young Adult Services. The 2,100
youth who attended Oregon 91 will

soon be in the young adult age cate-

gory. Let's hope they have interest and
remain in the Mennonite Church.
Joy D. Sutter

Iowa City, Iowa

Learning to know
how to help each other
"Death Is a Time for Affirmation"

(Aug. 6) makes an important statement.
Erma Wenger's reference to her son in

Nicaragua put me in touch with my own
six-week building experience with Men-
nonite Disaster Service in Costa Rica
this summer. As I helped rebuild earth-

quake homes, I was also helped to re-

build after my wife's sudden death last

August. Thank you for helping each of

us better know how to help each other.

Don Diller

Phoenix, Ariz.

Calvary not a principle

of political reality

I would question the simple juxtaposi-

tion of "cavalry" and "Calvary" in "But
They Did Fight Wars in the Old Testa-

ment, Didn't They?" (July 23). Here
both cavalry and Calvary are presented
similarly and without qualifications as

political policy alternatives. Cavalry may
symbolize excessive mihtary strength as a

constituent element of a political philoso-

phy. But to suggest that Calvary, its ethi-

cal opposite, may function in a similar

manner is, I fear, to distort both the mean-
ing of Calvary and political existence.

To me, at least, Calvary stands for

nonresistance, complete self-giving, sac-

rificial death, unlimited giving, and re-

nunciation of claims and counterclaims

in the struggle for existence. No state

can embrace such an extreme ethic and
do what the state is supposed to do; to

keep order in a sinful world and divide
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as fairly as possible the goods of life.

To construe Calvary as political philoso-

phy is to disregard essential distinc-

tions between Christian ethics and civil

morality, between agape love and puni-

tive justice, and between what may be

expected of believers and unbelievers.

Calvary as the formative principle of

politics would, if implemented, take the

form of a kind of reverse Corpus Chris-

tianum. The supreme sacrifice would be

expected of believers and unbelievers

alike. Furthermore, a theology of church-

state relations in which the state would be

nonresistant is to ask for anarchistic chaos.

Calvary is at best a personal and com-
munal possibility, not the way of govern-

ments. Even as Mennonites we are not

as selfless as to embrace the cross so

purely and simply. Do we not these

days, sue at law, join pressure organiza-

tions, participate in labor and profes-

sional unions, use political power,

compete for profits, demand our rights,

and call for police protection?

The apostle Paul wrote Rom. 13 to

counter the immediate politicalization

of the cross. By upholding the

government's use of the sword, he cor-

rected certain early Christians for

whom the "lordship of Christ" implied

—

in those days of intense eschatalogical

expectations and pagan rule—disre-

spect and disregard for governing au-

thorities and institutions. Paul's

doctrine of the divinely ordained sword

was intended to oppose a logic that

would, ironically, lead to anarchism or

armed revolution. These tendencies,

though diametrically opposed to each

other, are frequently found in close

proximity within radical Christianity.

To be sure, mainline Christianity has

turned Paul's provision for order into

justification for all manner of milita-

rism. That is a tragic fact of history.

But the answer to militarism is not Cal-

vary politicized except as hope coinci-

dental with the transformation of the

world by divine intervention at the end.

To be sure, there may be connections

between the cross and political reality.

But they may not be so direct and un-

qualified as Schlonegar seems to imply.

Christians may, indeed should, encour-

age governments to make peace, to

moderate their use of force, to formu-

late enlightened defense policies, to be
generous to the needy, to legislate

human rights, and to pursue imagina-

tive international relationships. In par-

ticular situations governments may

even be encouraged to surrender to su-

perior enemy power. But such policies

would reflect, from the government's

point of view, civil morality for which

there is a long, philosophical tradition

grounded in enlightened realism, natu-

ral law, and pragmatic experience. The
Christian ethic of love can penetrate

civil morality but not replace it.

Civil virtues like justice, truth, and

tempered force make national life possi-

ble in a sinful world, but these operate

on a level lower than the extraordinary

ethic of Christ in the Sermon on the

Mount (Matt. 5:48). Christians would

do well to urge governments to press to-

ward the highest possible levels of mo-
rality within their frame of reference.

But a political theory that would expose

the general public to the cross apart from

full participation in nonresistant faith

would be as unjust as it is unwise.

J. Lawrence Burkholder

Goshen, Ind.

The church has left

the back door open
Richard A. Kauffman wrote a timely

editorial, "Are We Still a BibUcal Peo-

ple?" (June 18). Our response to this

question will determine our response to

the issue of homosexuality.

Yet with all the biblical evidence, the

Mennonite Church continues to court

the Brethren and Mennonite Council

for Lesbian and Gay Concerns. One
way this is done is through the Listen-

ing Committee for Homosexual Concerns.

Recently this committee invited two per-

sons from BMC to meet regularly with

them.

Mennonite General Assembly also

gave a room at Oregon 91 to BMC from

which to do their lobbying. According

to a letter I received from an official of

the Assembly, BMC has not been
granted a display space at Oregon 91

but given a room in which to meet in

preference to having "a more confronta-

tional relationship" at Oregon 91.

But what's wrong with confrontation?

Jesus didn't back away from meeting

evil head-on. He singlehandedly

cleansed the temple of those who were

corrupting God's principles.

I can't imaguie in my wildest dreams
that we would assign a room to Menno-
nite youth who wanted to lobby other

Mennonite youth to enlist in the armed
forces. Does not integrity call for consis-

tency?

Two mainline churches—the Presbyte-

rians and the American Baptists—have

taken their stand against practicing ho-

mosexuality. Isn't it time for Bible-be-

lieving Mennonites to stand up and be

counted? Do we still claim to be a bibli-

cal church?

Might it be that we are trying to please

everyone? At Purdue 87 we stated that

homosexual practice is sin. But we contin-

ued to leave the back door open for an-

other agenda by means of the Listening

Committee for Homosexual Concerns. Its

agenda is leading more and more to the

acceptance of the homosexual Lifestyle.

Eugene K. Souder

Grottoes, Va.

The Holy Spirit uses
strategic planning
Your Aug. 13 issue was a gem. I read

all 16 pages, word for word. In that

issue you noted that Vision 95 goals are

short in membership and firstfruits

growth. Then you say the "delegates

agreed on an addendum that would call

each Mennonite to make a new 'first-

fruits' financial commitment each year,

as well as to 'engage in acts of evangelism'

and form special outreach prayer groups."

Traditionally, requests or actions like

this do not move people to respond. So
I suspect 1995 will come, and we'll be

far short of the two goals.

However, people do respond to vi-

sion, dreams, possibilities, and evi-

dences of changed individuals. People

want to be a part of a movement that

changes individual lives. For this to hap-

pen in the church requires a strategic

action plan, not just verbiage or a con-

ference action!

Have we considered helping individ-

ual congregations write and design their

own mission statement for their mem-
bers and assist them in adopting spe-

cific goals on how members will be

different three to four years down the

road? This will require planning and
specific steps that need to be deline-

ated and implemented. In other words,

things begin to happen because people,

under the direction of the Holy Spirit,

plan them to happen.

In the secular world this is called

"strategic planning." Those two words
frighten some of our people. They re-

spond, "You aren't leaving room for the

Holy Spirit!" But I say the Holy Spirit

can work much better through order and
planning than he can through chaos!

Daniel Kauffman
Goshen, Ind.
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For Stan and Janet Reedy:

Faith means building bridges

Vietnam is still an enemy by U.S. law.

Yet the Reedys have been able to work
out of a Mennonite Central Committee

office there giving humanitarian aid,

by Tom Price

Stan and Janet Reedy sit in familiar terri-

tory as they rel£ix on a porch swing at the

home they have seen httle of in the past

four years. It's a bright summer day, and the

Reedys talk plainly and openly about their work

behind what still is officially considered enemy
lines.

The Reedys are on a two-month leave from

their work as the Mennonite Central

Committee's country representatives to Viet-

nam, a nation the size of California. For most of

their fellow Americans, the mere mention of Viet-

nam evokes conflicting but deeply held convic-

tions more than 15 years after the last American

forces left Ho Chi Minh City, then called Saigon.

"Vietnam is still considered an enemy by U.S.

law," says Stan, a former Elkhart County, Ind.,

health officer who resigned in July 1987 to take

the MCC assignment. "The United States has

diplomatic relations with almost every country in

the world, except Cambodia and Vietnam. . .

.

There still is a total trade embargo implemented

by the United States."

The Vietnam syndrome persists, according to

Janet, a former coordinator of an Elkhart pro-

gram to assist battered women. "Until there is

normalization of relations and until the embargo

is lifted, I don't think it's possible to put that be-

hind us," Janet says. "Until it's done, that is still

a wound."
Last October, MCC became the first North

American humanitarian agency given official ap-

proval from the Vietnamese government to have

an office inside the country. (Recently, Save the

Children Federated U.S. and the American

Friends Service Committee joined MCC with of-

fices of their own.)

When the Reedys' assignment began in

1987, they lived in Bangkok, Thailand,

and carried out program planning and
evaluation through monthly visits to Vietnam.

But they were issued an invitation to open an of-

fice in Hanoi in January 1989, received their

visas a year later, and finally received official ap-

proval in the fall of 1990.

Their work is primarily administrative. They
receive proposals from Vietnamese organizations

for humanitarian projects, which tend to focus

on either education, reforestation, or agricultural

development. They also have placed two Enghsh
teachers at the University of Can Tho and soon

hope to place an agriculturist at another univer-

sity.

"The goal of the relationship is reconciliation.

That's the bottom line," says Stan, pointing to

the regular trips to Vietnam by U.S. veterans,

Vietnamese Americans, and journalists. "The
presence of (American) people is moving for-

ward at an alarming rate. One of the questions I

have is when the governments are going to catch

up with the process."

In early June, the Reedys were in Washington,

D.C., where they met with members of Congress

and MCC's Washington staff They also visited

their oldest daughter, who lives in the nation's

capital.

But they spent much of their time telling the

nation's leaders about their experiences in Viet-

nam—a country that has experienced changes

nearly as dramatic as those in Eastern Europe,

according to the Reedys.

"Since 1986, there has been a gradual opening

to the West, an awareness that probably their

destiny will best be served by having open rela-

"T/ie people-to-people relation-

ships are the most satisfying.

In Vietnam we experience

friendliness and openness,'

tions with Western countries," Janet says.

In a 1986 communist party conference, Viet-

nam took "irrevocable" steps toward a market

economy, and another party conference is sched-

uled for July, according to Stan. Although some
party leaders favor closer relations with China,

the more progressive party leadership wants bet-

ter ties with the West.

"Some very profound changes are taking

place," says Stan Reedy, noting that the govern-

ment is merely trying to keep up with the

people's demand for change. "It's really an un-

precedented situation. They're grappling in the

same way the Soviet Union did. Can you have

significant economic reforms without accompany-

ing political reforms?"
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The main obstacle to improving economic con-

ditions in Vietnam is the U.S. trade embargo,

which has existed since 1975. That action pre-

vents monetary organizations, such as the World
Bank or the Asia Development Bank, from pro-

viding assistance.

According to U.S. policy, a normalization of re-

lations can take place if Vietnam first clears two

hurdles. It must use its influence in the Cambo-
dian peace process, and it must work to resolve

disputes over U.S. prisoners of war who are

Hsted as missing in action. Recently, the United

States opened a temporary office in Hanoi to

work at resolving questions about POW/MIAs.

The Reedys say that normalized relations

between the two former foes are likely

within the next decade as the U.S. govern-

ment sees "diminishing returns" to pressing its

concerns about POW/MIAs. "For the

Vietnamese, that also is a very painful issue,"

says Janet, noting there are thousands more
Vietnamese MIAs, whose relatives cannot search

for them purely for economic reasons. But Stan

says Vietnam's decision to allow a temporary

MIA office could "go a long way toward helping

people feel that secrets aren't being kept."

In Hanoi, the Reedys live in the same complex

of buildings with their landlady and her ex-

According to the Reedys, the

obstacle to improving the ec-

onomic conditions in Vietnam
is the U,S. trade embargo,

tended, middle-class family. "Everyone in the

family has to work at least one and in many
cases two or three jobs just to make ends meet,"

he says.

"The people-to-people relationships, I think,

are the most satisfying thing and the most impor-

tant," Janet says. "One of the things Americans

experience in Vietnam is a great friendliness and

a great openness."

The Reedys' term with MCC ends next year.

Although they don't plan to continue, they have

yet to decide what lies in their future.

"What we're doing grows out of our faith and
our values," Janet says. "We often say to the

Vietnamese people that our role is to be a

bridge between the people of North America

and the people of Vietnam.

Tom Price, Elkhart, Ind., is a reporter for The
Elkhart Truth. His primary assignment is in

the area of religion.

Far left: Stan

Reedy (left)

goes over

plans for an
MCC office in

Vietnam. Left:

Janet Reedy

(left) with a
recipient of

an MCC
blanket after

a typhoon

damaged
Quang Binh

province.
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Shall we gather at the river
BEAUTIFUL RIVER 87. 87. with refrain

Robert Lowry. 1864

O

Robert Loivry, 1865
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CHURCH NEWS

Goshen College gets grant
for new multicultural program

Refugees. (MCC)—Kurdish mother and
child from Iraq at a field hospital in

Iran. Iraqi refugees have "amazing
spirit," says Ann Huntwork. She and
her husband, Bruce, returned Aug. 18

from a three-month medical assign-

ment with Mennonite Central Com-
mittee.

Meanwhile, MCC worker Carol

McLean says Iraqi children are starv-

ing needlessly. McLean, who returned

Aug. 16 from six weeks as a public

health nurse, says infant formula and
protein foods are in short supply. She
urges the lifting of sanctions that pre-

vent Iraq from selling its oil to get food

and medicine.

Goshen, Ind. fGCj—Goshen College has

received a Lilly Endowment grant of about

$190,000 for a multicultural program.

In addition, the school will participate

in a multicultural core curriculum project

sponsored by the American Association

of Colleges (AAC).

Since 1968, Goshen students have ex-

plored other cultures through the Study-

Service Term (SST). Over the years,

some 5,000 students have taken part in

SST, spending 14 weeks learning and
performing service projects in Central

..America, the Caribbean, and elsewhere.

But one program is not enough to de-

velop multicultural awareness, academic
dean John Eby says. He notes that stu-

dents often have trouble applying their

insights when they get home.

Meanwhile, students of other than

Northern European backgrounds often

feel that their heritages are neglected in

courses and campus activities.

The multicultural program is designed

to make majority students, faculty, and
staff members more aware of other cul-

tures, according to Norman Kauffmann,
who is dean of student development and
will serve as project director for the grant.

In addition, the program aims to better

represent and meet the needs of minority

students, Kauffmann said.

The college will appoint a multicultural

program director to work closely with

Kauffmann, Eby, and a committee of

faculty members and students. The com-
mittee will include newly appointed Black

Student Union adviser James Logan and
Latino Student Union adviser Rafael

Falcon.

The multicultural program will provide

10 faculty stipends, so that more work
from ethnic writers, musicians, artists,

scientists, and others may be incorpo-

rated into classes. In addition, workshops
will attempt to increase faculty and staff

members' awareness of the contributions

minorities make.
According to the grant proposal, the

college will try to attract and keep more
minority students. Of the nearly 1,000

people who attended Goshen during the

1990-91 school year, 26 were African-

American, 12 had Asian backgrounds, 28

were Hispanic, and 65 were natives of

countries other than the United States.

Multicultural committee members rec-

ognize that similar projects at some col-

leges have done more to divide than to

unite, Kauffmann said. He noted that

Goshen will be on the lookout for danger
signs.

"The one major goal of the program is

that we bring people together," he said.

Like the multicultural program, the

AAC curriculum project is designed to

strengthen student understanding of their

own and other cultures. The proposal to

the association of colleges was prepared

by Eby, English Department Chair Shir-

ley Showalter, and Music Department
Chair David Mosely.

According to Showalter, the proposal

suggests ways to make current general

education courses more multicultural and
to unite the Christian tradition and SST
wdth a core of learning in the humanities.

Multiculturalism is a sensitive issue,

Showalter observed. Faculty members
must approve changes in classes, she said.

Youth magazine gets
six-month reprieve
Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MPH)—The

magazine for Mennonite youth, With, sur-

vived a round of budget cuts this summer
and was granted six months to show an

increase in subscriptions or again face

extinction. The magazine is a joint project

of the General Conference Mennonite
Church (GC) and the Mennonite Church
(MC).

In its 22-year history, With has always

relied on subsidy from the GC and MC
publishing houses. The magazine has a

subscription list of about 5,000.

When Mennonite Publishing House
(MPH) of the Mennonite Church found

itself in a financial crunch this summer, it

proposed to cease publication of With,

along with a number of other publications

which continue to lose money. Faith and
Life Press, the GC copublisher, realized

it could not carry the expense of With

alone.

The editors and marketers of With ral-

lied for its continued publication. "With
is a good Christian magazine," said Mark
Regier, director of marketing for Faith

and Life Press. "It keeps teens thinking

and growing in the Mennonite faith."

"With is the only youth magazine that

promotes the Anabaptist agenda: issues

like peacemaking, justice, servanthood,"

said coeditor Eddy Hall.

The magazine was granted a stay until

January 1992, allowing marketers to go

ahead with the planned "Get With It"

promotional campaign to begin in Sep-

tember.

Regier and MPH marketer J. W.
Sprunger have been working on the cam-
paign for over a year. Promotional plans

include offering reduced group subscrip-

tion rates until Oct. 31 and urging youth

ministers to use and promote With.

Hall, Cynthia Linscheid. and Carol

Duerksen became coeditors of the maga-
zine last fall. The editors hope With will

eventually sell to a broader Anabaptist

market, such as the Brethren and other

Mennonite denominations.

First, however, they must attend to the

cry from the cooperative publishers to get

expenditures in line with income.

In order to cut costs, Linscheid has not

been replaced since she left the team to

begin a teaching position this fall. In

addition, the magazine's format will

change from 11 issues of 24 pages each to

eight 32-page issues, and the annual With

consultation has been canceled.

"The fate of With is in the hands of the

churches," Duerksen said.

—

Beth Hege
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Miller speaker
for Iowa-Nebraska

Wellman, Iowa—An enthusiastic guest

speaker, upbeat reports in delegate ses-

sions, and pleasant weather highlighted

the 71st annual Iowa-Nebraska Confer-

ence sessions Aug. 16-18 at Wellman
Mennonite Church.

Lynn Miller of West Liberty, Ohio, led

six teaching sessions on the theme "First-

fruits Living." Miller challenged his listen-

ers to give of their firstfruits, rather than

their leftover resources, and to contribute

a higher percentage of household income

each year than they did the year before.

In delegate sessions led by moderator

Paul Martin and assistant moderator

Noah Kolb, the conference agreed to:

• Support the Living in Faithful Evan-

gelism (LIFE) project and make it avail-

able to local congregations.

• Call on the U.S. government to lift

sanctions against Iraq.

• Accept a budget of $178,000 for next

year.

In addition, delegates elected Firman

Gingerich the new moderator and dis-

cussed the possibility of changing the

name of the conference, which now in-

cludes churches in Colorado, Illinois, Min-

nesota, and South Dakota, in addition to

Iowa and Nebraska.

Richard Showalter, president of

Rosedale Bible College, brought greetings

from the Conservative Mennonite Confer-

ence assembly being held at Kalona, Iowa.

Dean Swartzendruber presented greet-

ings to the Conservative gathering.

Along with worship and delegate ses-

sions, the weekend included special activ-

ities for children, young adults, women,
and men. Bill and Cheryl Fellows of

Omaha, Neb., led special singing on Sat-

urday evening.

—

Lois Gugel

South Central meeting
features new
conference minister

Harrisonville, Mo.—The commissioning

of Richard Headings as conference min-

ister highlighted the July 12-14 annual

meeting of South Central Conference at

Harrisonville Mennonite Church. Chosen
more than a year ago. Headings will move
to Hesston, Kan., and begin working with

the conference's 48 congregations in Au-

gust. Headings was a pastor in Lebanon,

Ore., for 18 years and served as moderator

of Pacific Coast Conference.

Headings was also the featured speaker.

"Jesus is the way," he said in his first

sermon. When Jesus said, "I am the way,"

Jesus declared himself God in flesh, who
is the conclusive way of direction to God's

presence. Jesus, the Truth and the Life,

can be trusted, and those who follow him

experience fullness of life.

Speaking on the conference theme,

"People on the Way," Headings urged his

listeners to walk "the narrow way"—

a

Ufestyle which must include denying self,

walking in the way of love and forgiveness,

boldness in proclaiming Jesus, and walk-

ing in the way of wealth for kingdom use.

In business sessions, delegates ac-

cepted a $173,000 budget and approved a

proposal that each congregation select

someone to serve as a liaison between the

conference and the congregation. The
representative would also promote the Con-

ference Mission Partners stewardship plan.

Marvin Zehr, a General Conference

Mennonite pastor from Wichita, Kan.,

joined South Central Conference moder-

ator Bo Bowman and conference admin-

istrator William Zuercher in a dialogue on

the possible merger of their two denomi-

nations and on cooperation between local

MC and GC congregations.

Fifteen South Central congregations,

including all the mid-Texas churches, are

affiliated with both denominations, and
Zuercher serves as administrator for both

South Central and the GC Western Dis-

trict.

Conference delegates approved a new
category of congregational affiliation. If,

as expected. Western District also ap-

proves this proposal at its meeting in

October, the new associate conference

membership plan would provide a way for

congregations to increase communication

and cooperation without becoming fully

dually affiliated, but keeping their pri-

mary identity with their present confer-

ence district.

—

Susan Balzer

Virginia Conference
focuses on reaching
'the marketplace'

Bergton, Va.—Bible studies, faith sto-

ries, and sermons focused on how the

Christian can make an impact for Christ

in the places where they live and work

during the annual assembly of Virginia

Conference near here. "There is a spiri-

tual battle for the marketplace," said

Missions leader Don Jacobs. "We need to

claim our little corner of the marketplace

for Jesus."

Retired professor Cal Redekop, speak-

ing on ethics in the marketplace, said,

"We must do a better job of teaching our

people to recognize the dangers of wealth

and the seduction of power which wealth

brings." Daryl Byler, an attorney and

pastor, challenged young people to seek

vocations of service rather than "big

bucks."

"My time at RBI gave me invaluable preparation

for my job as a youth worker. The practical,

down-to-earth studies keep on encouraging me to

be patient andpersistent in my relationship to God
and others."

Luceeta Rohrer
1989 graduate of RBI's Missions Program

The Missions and Cliurch Planting Program:

a two-year program wtilch includes a core

of general and biblical studies,

specialized missions courses,

supervised ministry.

ROSEDALE
B*I»B'L*E l*N*S«T«l»T»U«T«E
2270 Rosedale Road • Irwin, Ohio 43029 • 614-657-1311

WritB for a free catalog

Terry (computer systems

analyst) and Luceeta (florist)

Rohrer work with three-year-old

Agape Community Church In

Hilliard, Ohio.
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Foreign students. Hesston, Kan.

(HC)—Margarita Neris of the Domini-

can Republic assists other Peace Schol-

arship students at Hesston College in

planting a tree. Neris and 19 odiers

completed two years at the college and
returned to their home countries at the

end of July. Another class of students

from Central America and the Carib-

bean arrived Aug. 15.

A variety of music groups reflected

some of the diversity represented in con-

ference. Choirs from Washington and

Richmond gave tastes of Hispanic and

black music. A quarter of women from

Hickory, N.C., gave a sample of "camp
meeting" music and a Youth Evangelism

Service team sang contemporary Chris-

tian music.

The five business sessions were

crammed with reports and the discussion

of several position papers. Churches in

the Tidewater area of Virginia where

there are military bases presented a paper

they had written on criteria for church

membership for military personnel. A
paper on the New Age movement was

accepted and one on "Mennonite
Identity" was referred back to congrega-

tions for further study.

A brief interruption by David Hayden,

a former Virginia Conference pastor, and

some of the residents of Justice House in

Roanoke, Va., was resolved peacefully by

designating a nearby tent for continuing

discussion. The group pleaded for a re-

sumption of financial support for Justice

House.

Following the termination of support by

the conference over a year ago, a group

of individuals sent monthly contributions.

Most of them stopped sending funds after

many of the residents left Justice House
with complaints of ill-treatment and be-

cause of lifestyle changes by Hayden.

Congregations in the Harrisonburg, Va.,

area continue to send monthly food ship-

ments.

MEDA becomes broker
for 'debt swaps'
with poor countries

What does the button-dovra world of

Wall Street have to do with a Bolivian

villager? Plenty, says Jerry Quigley, direc-

tor of MEDA Trade International (MTI).

The common denominator is interna-

tional debt. While villagers may not un-

derstand the issue, they feel the effects

as their country sacrifices internal eco-

nomic growth and social programs to ser-

vice debt.

Quigley and his colleagues at the MTI
office in Waterloo, Ont., recently

launched Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates' latest foray into devel-

opment financing. They've been helping

nonprofit agencies arrange "debt for

development" swaps with low-income

countries. The brokerage service aims to

help agencies stretch the impact of their

development dollars while at the same

time helping poor countries reduce their

international debt.

The swaps are arranged between the

governments of poor countries and the

banks to which they owe money. For

example: a development agency may be

planning a $1 million development project

in a low-income country. The agency goes

to the bank that holds the country's debt,

and the bank (willing to recoup even a

fraction of the principal) sells the agency

$1 million worth of the country's debt at

a discounted price of, say, $500,000. The
agency then goes to the government of the

poor country and receives the local cur-

rency equivalent of $1 million.

All three parties benefit. The agency

can proceed with its project at half the

cost in hard currency; the bank gets half

its money, which is better than nothing on

an unpayable debt; and the poor country

gets to pay off part, of its debt in local

currency for a worthy project.

— Wally Kroeker

Retreat focuses
on deaf cliurches
Ml Pleasant, Pa. (MBM)—How can

deaf churches become stronger? That was
the question Sue Hill addressed in her

presentations at the annual Deaf Minis-

tries retreat June 14-16.

Sixty-six adults and 27 children partic-

ipated in the three-day event at Laurel-

ville Mennonite Church Center, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa.

Hill, who is deaf, had 18 years' experi-

ence teaching deaf children in Arkansas

and Louisiana, before she entered South-

western Baptist Theological Seminary in

Fort Worth, Tex., in response to a sense

of call to encourage the development of

deaf churches.

Hill's studies were postponed about a

year ago vrith the birth of a son, Colin,

who is deaf.

"The church is not a building. The
church is people," the speaker said. "If

the church is to become stronger, the

people need to become a new humanity,

the body of Christ, and the people of

God."

The discussion that followed empha-
sized the characteristics of the early

church found in Acts 2—especially shar-

ing, praying, displaying a deep reverence

for God, meeting regularly for worship

and fellowship, and expecting great won-
ders and miracles to happen.

Hill said that many values of hearing

culture are not valid for the deaf church.

Deaf people need to learn how to embrace

deaf culture within the context of the

church.

During a sharing time Saturday after-

noon, deaf adults described their feelings

growing up in hearing families and their

frustrations with the educational system.

They told hearing parents who have deaf

children how important it is that parents

communicate in sign language with their

sons and daughters.

Hearing parents of deaf children shared

their experiences of having a deaf child in

the family. Others who shared were deaf

adults who had deaf parents and a hearing

adult who had deaf parents.

The record number of children were

divided into four age-groups. Children's

activities included crafts and outdoor ac-

tivities, as well as Bible studies led by

Tracy Wiser and Kim Burkholder on the

fruit of the Spirit.

This was the 15th annual Deaf Minis-

tries retreat at LaurelviUe. For the first

time, the event was sponsored jointly by

Anabaptist Deaf Ministries (administered

by Mennonite Board of Missions) and the

Deaf Christian Leadership Program.
—Nancy Marshall
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• Radio spots. Stations in 40

states and Canada are airing

30-second spots on cultural di-

versity that were produced by
Mennonite Board of Missions

Media Ministries. The 65 spots

on the theme "Living with Our
Culturally Different Neighbors"
have been offered to 2,500 radio

stations in North America and a

few stations overseas. The
Choice 12 series was released in

late May.

• AIDS hotline. A group of Men-
nonites and Brethren in Lancas-

ter County, Pa., has started a

hotline for people who have
tested HIV-positive or are living

with AIDS. The number is 717

393-7140 and is open to people

from all parts of North America.

All calls are confidential, and
callers are not required to give

their names.—From Dialogue

• MCC sends letter. The United
States should end military assis-

tance to African countries, Men-
nonite Central Committee said

in a July 16 letter to the State

Department and members of

the U.S. Senate. Ending military

aid would support calls for Afri-

can democracy and help prevent

hunger, said the letter, which
was signed by MCC chair Ron
Mathies.

• Germans unify. German Men-
nonites have formed a new joint

conference, the Association of

Mennonite Congregations in

Germany (AMG). North and
south Germans had previously

been part of separate organiza-

tions. However, the Mennonites
that have immigrated to Ger-

many from the Soviet Union in

the past 20 years have not joined

the new conference.

• Worship in Poland. Represen-
tatives from Canada, Germany,
the Netherlands, and the United

States took part in a joint Pen-
tecostal/Mennonite worship
service in Gdansk, Poland, on
June 25. The service commem-
orated the long Mennonite pres-

ence in Gdansk, formerly Dan-
zig. The service was held in a

former Mennonite church build-

ing that now houses a Pen-
tecostal congregation.

•Ohio sale. The 26th Annual
Ohio Mennonite Relief Sale

raised $250,000 for the world-

wide relief and development
work of Mennonite Central
Committee. About $130,000 of

that total came from wood and

quilt auctions. The event was
held at Central Christian High
School in Kidron.

—

Celia Leh-

man

• Missouri anniversary. Some
700 people took part in an Aug.
10-11 celebration to commemo-
rate the coming of Amish Men-
nonites to Cass County, Mo., in

the 1860s. Events at Sycamore
Grove Mennonite Church in

Garden City included presenta-

tions by three speakers, a

hymnsing, and a barbecue. The
Solomon Yoder family came to

Cass County in 1860, but re-

turned to Ohio because of hard-

ships during the U.S. Civil War.
Followdng the war, they and sev-

eral other families settled per-

manently in the area.

—

lona
Schrock

• Mifflin bicentennial. The re-

lease of a book on the Mifflin

County Amish and Mennonite
Story, 1791-1991 highlighted a

bicentennial weekend at Belle-

ville, Pa., in late June. Author S.

Duane Kauffman is a Mifflin

County native who now lives in

Perkasie, Pa. Other events in-

cluded tours, a hymnsing, and
talks by sociologist John Hos-
teller and Scottdale, Pa., pastor

John Sharp, both natives of the

area. The county's Mennonite
Historical Society sponsored
the celebration. Kauffman's
book is available from the soci-

ety, Belleville, PA 17004.—Joyce
Bratton Yoder

• Arts program. A Cincinnati

congregation is planning a Men-
nonite Artist Exhibit for next

Febru8iry and a Mennonite Arts

Weekend for Feb. 7-9. Artists

interested in being included in

the exhibit are invited to submit
slides of their work, and people

interested in leading a workshop
or giving a performance at the

Eirts weekend are invited to sub-

mit proposals. More information

is available from Weldon Nisly

at Cincinnati Mennonite Fellow-

ship, 1301 E. McMillan St., Cin-

cinnati, OH 45206; phone 513

281-4452.

• Apartment ministry. Having
managed apeirtments for several

years, Jeff and Donna Books of

Albuquerque, N.M., have be-

come sensitive to the needs of

tenants, who £ire often without

social support systems because

of frequent moves. So the cou-

ple and Albuquerque Menno-
nite Church are sponsoring an

apartment that will be used as

an activity center for residents

of the Books's housing complex.

Possible activities include game
nights, movies, folksinging,

Bible study, and storytelling.

—

From The Echo, Rocky Moun-
tain Conference

•Tithing building project.
Bossier Mennonite Church of

Elizabethtown, Pa., has raised

an additional 10 percent of its

renovation expenses as a tithe

to help buUd churches in Kenya.
After the 87-member congrega-

tion spent $200,000 refurbishing

its building, the members
agreed to give $20,000 beyond
their regular missions giving for

the Kenya project, which was
suggested by Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. The
members successfully raised

that amount without affecting

their regular giving.

Mission author. Lancaster,

Pa.—Jonathan Larson does

research in the Mennonite
Historical Library here.

Larson is a General Confer-

ence Mennonite mission

worker in Botswana who is

currently on North Ameri-

can assignment. He is the

author of this fall's Adult

Bible Study Guide, which
combines Bible study of

Paul's missionary journeys

with present-day mission

stories. Mennonite Board of

Missions and the General

Conference Commission
on Mission worked closely

with the publishers of the

Guide—Mennonite Pub-
lishing House and Faith and

Life Press.

•New addition for church.
Northridge Christian Fellow-

ship of Springfield, Ohio, held a

groundbreaking ceremony on
June 2 for a new addition that

includes a 500-seat sanctuary

and Sunday school classrooms.

It is scheduled for completion
by January at a cost of $550,000.

The congregation, founded in

1962, has grown in attendance

from 80 to 250 in the past eight

years. For the past three years

the congregation has had to con-

duct two worship services on
Sunday. All but 7 of the 200

adults have come from outside

the Mennonite Church.

• Church buildings for Ethio-

pia. Ethiopian Mennonites have
raised $75,000 to erect church

buildings in their country, and
Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions has matched that
amount. In the early 1980s, the

Ethiopian government cracked

down on the churches and con-

fiscated their buildings. For nine

years Mennonites and others

were forced to meet in homes.
When permission was granted

again to construct churches, the

Ethiopian Mennonites, who had
grown greatly in number,
launched a campaign to raise

money and plan new buildings.

• Coming events:

Young Adult Retreat, Oct. 4-6,

Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. For

single and married young adults.

Speakers are Linford and Janet

Stutzman. More information

from the camp at 957 Camp
Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA 17032;

phone 717 896-3341.

18th Annual Apple Butter Frolic,

Oct. 5, Indian Creek Haven
Farm, Harleysville, Pa. Will in-

clude Pennsylvania German
foods, craft demonstrations, and
a folk art auction. The event is

sponsored by the Mennonite
Historians of Eastern Pennsyl-

vania as a major fund-raiser for

the operation of The Meeting-

House. More information from

Carolyn S. Nolan at The Meet-
ingHouse, Box 82, Harleysville,

PA 19438; phone 215 256-3020.

Women and Preschool Annual As-

sembly, Oct. 7, Neffsville Men-
nonite Church, Lancaster, Pa.

For churches in Lancaster and
Atlantic Coast conferences.

Barb Kanagy, director of school

mediation training at Lancaster

Mediation Center, will be the

keynote speaker. More informa-

tion ft-om Tina Snyder, 317 W.
High St., Manheim, PA 17545;

phone 717 664-4209; or Rhode
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Peace float. Archbold, Ohio—Luke Yoder and Nicole Nofziger (left photo) carry "Shalom"
banner in front of a float (right) sponsored by Mennonites in Archbold's 125th anniversary
parade July 20. Standing on the float is Luke Yoder, grandfather of the Yoder in the other
photo. The float was designed and constructed by Teresa Aeschliman, Chris and Holly Liechty,

Steve Liechty, Wayne and Lovida Liechty, and Loren Sauder. It depicts a man pounding a

sword on an anvil. Behind him are a plow and a globe surrounded by a rainbow and topped
with a dove. A week after the Archbold event, the float won second prize in the annual
homecoming parade in nearby Wauseon, Ohio.

—

Charlotte H. Croijle

Landis, 2635 Creek Hill Rd.,

Leola, PA 17540; phone 717 656-

7365.

Sesquicentennial Celebration of

the coming of the Amish to

Elkhart and Lagrange counties,

Ind., Oct. 12 at the Melvin P.

Miller residence on Lagrange
County Road 1150 W, south of

Forks Mennonite Church. Mar-
ion Bontrager, Hesston, Kan., a

descendant of one of the early

settlers, will be the speaker. The
event is sponsored by the Amish
Heritage Committee, composed
of representatives from local

Amish, Beachy Amish, Conser-
vative Mennonite, and Menno-
nite churches. More information

from Levi Hartzler at 1506
Greencroft Dr., Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 534-1254.

50th Anniversary Homecoming,
Oct. 12-13, Mt. Pleasant Chris-

tian School, Chesapeake, Va.

WOl include an open house, bar-

becue, memorabilia exhibit, and
a program with a skit, singing,

sharing of memories, and an en-

dowment fund announcement.
More information from the
school at 1613 Mt. Pleasant Rd.,

Chesapeake, VA 23322; phone
804 482-9557.

Exploring Church Ministries, Oct.

24-26, Eastern Mennonite Sem-
inary (EMS), Harrisonburg, Va.
For people considering semi-

nary study. The seminar is de-

signed to give participants a

firsthand look at the various

programs of study available at

EMS and to answer their ques-
tions. More information from
John T. Kreider, director of

seminary admissions, EMS,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
800 368-2665.

Retreat for Families with Special

Need^, Oct. 25, New Holland
(Pa.) Mennonite Church. For
people with physical or mental
disabilities, their immediate
families or caregivers, and pas-

tors and church leaders. The
speakers are two couples who
have experienced family hard-
ships—Jay and Lois Garber and
Henry and Gladys Zeiset. More
information from James
Gochnauer at 5110 Mine Rd.,

Paradise, PA 17562; phone 717
442-9895.

Wordpower Writers' Conference,
Nov. 1-2, Mennonite Brethren
Bible College, Winnipeg, Man.
For beginning and experienced
writers. The event is sponsored
by the Canadian members of

Meetinghouse, an association of
Mennonite periodicals and edi-

tors. Speakers include Tom
Sine and Paul De Groot, former

religion editor of the Edmonton
Journal. Discount for registra-

tions received before Sept. 30.

More information from Word-
power, 3-169 Riverton Ave.,

Winnipeg, Man. R2L 2E5;
phone 204 669-6575.

• New Books
The Christian and Jury Duty by
Duane Ruth-Heffelbower, pub-
lished by Herald Press. This
book is designed to help people
make an informed decision
about jury duty when they are

called. The author is an attor-

ney, justice activist, professional

mediator, and Mennonite pas-

tor.

Ministry in Partnership with Afri-

can Independent Churches, ed-

ited by David A. Shank. This is

a compilation of papers pre-

sented at a 1989 conference in

Zaire. The book is pubUshed by
Mennonite Board of Missions
and is available from the MBM
office in Elkhart, Ind.

Questions That Refuse to Go Away
by Marian Claassen Franz, pub-
lished by Herald Press. This
book challenges Christians to

get involved in stirring govern-
ments to provide justice and
well-being for all. The author is

executive director of National
Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund
in Washington, D.C., and a Men-
nonite lay leader.

Spanish edition of an inter-Menno-
nite church planting guidebook.
"Church Planting: From Seed to

Harvest" by Dale L. StoU has
been translated from English
and published by SEMILLA,

the Anabaptist theological pro-

gram in Central America. Cop-
ies in North America are avail-

able from Mennonite Board of

Missions, Elkhart, Ind.

Time to Fly by Karen Lansing,

pubUshed by Herald Press. This
is a children's novel about a girl

who faces a variety of changes
and crises as she enters her

teenage years.

• New resources:
Discover the joy . . . 30-day giving

calendar for 1991-92. Can be
used by church groups, families,

or individuals for a special
month of giving. Each day tells

about a Mennonite Central
Committee project or interna-

tional issue, suggests a simple
fund-raising idea, and includes

a Scripture reference. MCC giv-

ing cubes with photo inserts are

also available to collect contri-

butions. Available from MCC
regional and provincial offices or

the main offices in Akron, Pa.,

and Winnipeg, Man.

• Job openings:
Chaplain for children with behav-

ior problems, Adriel School,
West Liberty, Ohio. Responsi-
bilities include conducting Bible

studies, managing a youth vol-

unteer program, and seeking to

involve youth in churches. Also
responsible for counseling/ther-

apy with a very small caseload.

Candidates should have a semi-
nary degree and a solid back-
ground in CPE or postgraduate
education in counseling/ther-

apy. Competitive salary and ex-

cellent fringe benefits. Send
resume to Jim Burkett, Execu-
tive Director, Adriel School, Box
188, West Liberty, OH 43357;

phone 513 465-5010.

Couple needed to work in a profes-

sional treatment program with

adolescents (using family teach-

ing model). Necessary pre-
service training arranged. Con-
tact Melissa Hannah, Adriel
School, Box 188, West Liberty,

OH 43357; phone 513 465-0010.

Food service manager at Laurel-

vUle Mennonite Church Center,

Mt. Pleasant, Pa. This is a sala-

ried position with benefits. Pre-

vious quantity cooking and man-
agement experience preferred.

Person must be committed to

the ministry aspect of the re-

treat center. Please contact
Dana L. Sommers at R. 5, Box
145, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.

Host/hostess openings at Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions,

Salunga, Pa. For a married cou-

ple or two individuals. Two vol-

untary service positions include

assisting with meal preparation,

cleaning, and outside work.
Flexibility in matching responsi-

bilities with individual interests.

Contact Larry Zook at PO Box
628, Salunga, PA 17538; phone
717 898-2251.

Maintenance/housekeeping super-

visor at Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa. Needed immediately. This is

a salaried position with benefits.

Previous maintenance experi-

ence preferred. Please contact

Dana L. Sommers at R. 5, Box
145, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.
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• Change of address:

Herb and Dorothy Yoder from
Washington, Iowa, to 2674
Winkler Ave., Ft. Myers, FL
33901.

NEW MEMBERS

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Jes-

sica Bradford, Patrick Dunster,

Doug Geiser, Bob, Mike,
Morgon, and Mary Jo Kapper,

Lexi Neuenschwander, Conrad
Neuenschwander, Jr., Barb
Ressler, Winfred Ressler, Mike
Shank, and JuUa Dunster.

Wooster, Ohio: Jerry Norr and

Jamie Bruggeman.

BIRTHS

Ebersole, Brad and Cheryl
(Pashon), Milledgeville, El., Na-

than Lee (fourth child), June 11.

Folsom, Joseph and Mary, Hub-
bard, Ore., Josiah Benjamin
(fifth child), Aug. 10.

Meiners, Kevin and Rhonda
(Trobaugh), Sterling, 111., Travis

Michael (first child), July 23.

Miller, Christopher and t)arlene

(Brzyski), Darien Center, N.Y.,

Amy Ehzabeth (second child),

Feb. 19.

Miller, Daniel and Christine

(Kammen), Corfu, N.Y., Rustin

Floyd (third child), May 12.

Richter, Alfred H. Ill and Kim
(Hershey), Souderton, Pa., Ben-

jamin Hershey (third child),

Aug. 10.

Smith, Randy and Val, Peoria, III,

Chase Michael (first child), Aug.

12.

Smoker, Tom and Robin (Jor-

dan), Denver, Pa., Jonathan
David (first child), Aug. 12.

Sutter, David L. and Janice

(Yordy), South Bend, Ind., Ben-

jamin Earl (second child, first

deceased), Aug. 3.

Ulrich, John and Tina (Hartzler),

Elkhart, Ind., Corrina Jean (sec-

ond child), Aug. 8.

Yoder, Ron and Brenda (Lazzaro),

Shipshewana, Ind., Kaylee Jayne

(first child), Aug. 13.

MARRIAGES

Birky-Elliott: Eldon Birky,

Archbold, Ohio (Lockport
cong.), and Jan Elliott, Smith-

ville, Ohio (Oak Grove cong.),

July 20, by Allen Rutter.

Bomberger-Bontrager: Rohrer
Bomberger, Goshen, Ind.

(Silverwood cong.), and Arloa

Bontrager, Goshen, Ind. (Sun-

nyslope cong.), June 29, by

David W. Mann and Tim Weaver.

Depew-Steul: Wayne Depew,
Alden, N.Y. (Alden cong.), and

Sally Steul, Clarence, N.Y.

(Alden cong.), June 1, by Titus

Kauffman.
Evans-Furminger: James Evans,

Sarasota, Fla. (Bahia Vista

cong.), and Marcia Furminger,

Sarasota, Fla., Aug. 10, by A.

Don Augsburger.

Haarer-Reber: Phil Haarer,
Goshen, Ind. (Silverwood cong.),

and Shari Reber, Goshen, Ind.

(Yoder cong.), Aug. 10, by How-
ard Habetder.

Hamm-Lentz: Joe Hamm, Water-

loo, Iowa (Hutterthal cong.), and

Janis Lentz, Waterloo, Iowa

(Baptist Church), Aug. 3, by
Terry Rediger.

Holsopple-Waidelich: Bill Holsop-

ple, Wauseon, Ohio (North Clinton

cong.), and Beth Waidelich,

Archbold, Ohio (Central cong.),

Aug. 10, by Elvin Holsopple and

Ross Goldfus.

Hoover-Sauder: Dale L. Hoover,

Ephrata, Pa. (Neffsville cong.),

and Laurie Sue Sauder, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Aug. 10, by Linford D.

King.

Kegarise-Erb: Kevin Kegarise,

Manheim, Pa. (Brethren Church),

and Richelle Erb, Manheim, Pa.

(East Petersburg cong.), July 27,

by Percy Kegarise.

Kreider-Hart: Kenneth Wayne
Kreider, Washington Boro., Pa.

(Masonville cong.), and Kelly

Jean Hart, Lancaster, Pa.

(Brethren in Christ Church),

Aug. 17, by Omer King.

Landis-Sheacha: Darryl L. Lan-

dis, Lititz, Pa. (Gingrichs cong.),

and Suhaila A. Sheacha, Leba-

non, Pa. (Gingrichs cong.), June

8, by John G. Landis.

Lengacher-Koib: Rick Leng-
acher, Montgomery, Ind. (Provi-

dence cong.), and Jan Koib,

Goshen, Ind. (College cong.),

June 8, by James Waltner.

Lind-Lohrentz: Carl Lind, Seat-

tle, Wash. (Eugene cong.), and

Susan Lohrentz, Seattle, Wash.
(Seattle cong.), Aug. 10, by Steve

Ratzlaff.

Long-Schiltz: Douglas Long,
Sterling, 111. (Science Ridge

cong.), and Lisa Schiltz, Ster-

ling, III, Aug. 10, by S. Roy
Kaufman.

Moyer-Lowe: Leslie Moyer,
Manheim, Pa. (Hernley cong.),

and Glenda Lowe, Manheim, Pa.

(Hernley cong.), Aug. 10, by Jan

Peters.

Stewart-Fisher: Neil Stewart,

Goshen, Ind. (Catholic Church),

and Stacy Fisher, Topeka, Ind.

(Clinton Frame cong.), Aug. 10,

by Vernon E. Bontreger.

DEATHS

Bowman, Stanley, 72, Kitchener,

Ont. Born: Sept. 3, 1918, Wilmot
Twp., Ont., to Aaron and Se-

linda (Cressman) Bowman.
Died: July 31, 1991, St. Mary's

Hospital, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Lillian Axt; child:

Cheryl Lowe; brother and sis-

ters: Delton, Mary, Anna. Fu-

neral and burial: Aug. 2, First

Mennonite Church, by Rudy
Baergen.

Brubacher, Ezra K., 87,

Petoskey, Mich. Born: Jan. 2,

1904, Brutus, Mich., to Jesse

and Betsy (Kilmer) Brubacher.

Died: Aug. 9, 1991, Petoskey,

Mich., of a stroke. Survivors

—

wife: Martha Tyson; children:

Carol Champion, Dora Reber,

Fern Hertzler, Velma Hofmann,

Donna Burrows, Sidney; 28 grand-

children, 42 great-grandchildren, 5

great-great-grandchildren; broth-

ers: Sidney, Jesse. Funeral and

burial: Aug. 12, Maple River Men-
nonite Church, by James Gerber.

Crilow, Rodney Jay, 21, Freder-

icksburg, Ohio. Born: April 26,

1970, Wooster, Ohio, to Richard

and Louise (Begly) Crilow. Died:

Aug. 9, 1991, Sugarcreek, Ohio,

of injuries received from ultra-

light plane crash. Survivors-

parents: Richard and Louise

Crilow; brother and sisters: Jeff,

Dawn, Andrea. Funeral and burial:

Aug. 13, Martin's Creek Menno-

nite Church, by Carl Wiebe.

Ebersole, Anna Longenecker,

78, Landisville, Pa. Born: Dec. 7,

1912, Lancaster, Pa., to Henry S.

and Dora (Longenecker) Eber-

sole. Died: Aug. 9, 1991, Lancas-

ter, Pa., of cancer. Survivors

—

brothers and sister: Henry, Paul,

Rhoda Shenk. Funeral and
burial: Aug. 13, Landisville Men-
nonite Church, by Arthur Miller

and Sam Thomas.
Hartman, Edwin S., 65, Elida,

Ohio. Born: May 31, 1926, Allen

County, Ohio, to William and

Anna (Powell) Hartman. Died:

July 22, 1991, Lima (Ohio) Me-
morial Hospital, of cancer. Sur-

vivors—wife: Mildred Martin;

children: Harvey, Doyle, Ly-

nette Ream, Marilyn, Phyllis

Thomas; 8 grandchildren; broth-

ers and sisters: Marvin, Robert,

Clara Brunk, Ruby Good. Fu-

neral and burial: July 25, Pike

Mennonite Church, by Mervin

Miller.

Horst, Sarah Elizabeth Good,

70, Harrisonburg, Va. Born: July

24, 1921, Spring City, Pa., to

Allen H. and Hannah Good. Died:

Aug. 9, 1991, Rockingham Memo-

rial (Harrisonburg) Hospital.

Survivors—husband: Samuel
Horst; children: Hannah
Schertz, Sylvia, Barbara, Mary,

Carol, Kenneth; 4 grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters:

James, Lawrence, Claude, Er-

nest, Barbara Kurtz, Pauline,

Catherine Kurtz. Funeral: Aug.

14, Park View Mennonite
Church, by Paul T. Yoder, Shir-

lee Kohler Yoder, and Shirley E.

Yoder. Burial: Weavers Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Hostetler, Merritt F., 67, To-

peka, Ind. Born: Dec. 30, 1923,

Topeka, Ind., to Rollin and Irma

(Oesch) Hostetler. Died: Aug.

14, 1991, Topeka, Ind., from an

automobUe accident. Survivors

—

children: Myron, Brenda Jordan,

Janet Byers; 8 grandchildren;

brothers: J. Richard, Norman
(Bud). Predeceased by: Loleta

Miller (wife), and Glen (son). Fu-

neral: Aug. 17, Emma Mermonite

Church, by John C. Murray.

Burial: Shore Mennonite Ceme-

tery.

Howerter, Darlis A., 37, Orrville,

Ohio. Bom: Nov. 6, 1953, Belle-

ville, Pa., to Ivan E. and Mary
(Yoder) Yoder. Died: July 17,

1991, Cleveland, Ohio, of inju-

ries from a motorcycle accident.

Survivors—husband: James M.;

children: Reuben, Jeremy;
brother and sisters: Jonathan,

Sharon, Nancy, Bette. Funeral:

Chestnut Ridge Mennonite
Church, by Ron Williams; me-

morial service. Mountain View

Chapel, by Gerald Peachey, Jon-

athan Yoder, and Phil Kanagy.

Burial: Martins Cemetery.

Kreider, Sidney D., 56, Church-

vUle, Md. Bom: July 26, 1935,

Wadsworth, Ohio, to Ward and

Myrle Kreider. Died: Aug. 2,

1991, at home, of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Mildred Sherk; chil-

dren: Timothy Ward, Mary Eliz-

abeth; mother: Myrle Kreider

Miller; brother and sister: Rob-

ert Duane, Marilyn Studer. Fu-

neral and burial: Aug. 7, Deer

Creek Harmony Presbyterian

Church, by Scott L. Duffey,

Peter Haynes, Frank E. Nice,

and Gus Succop.

Lane, Neal E., 48, Green Lane,

Pa. Born: Dec. 28, 1942, Lim-

ington, Maine, to Alton J. and

Theresa I. (Pendexter) Lane.

Died: Aug. 2, 1991, Quakertown,

Pa., of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Lorraine P. (Barnes); children:

Cammy P., Mark E.; brothers

and sister: James A., Earl H.,

Celia M. Dustin. Funeral and

burial: Aug. 5, Finland Menno-
nite Church, by Steven E. Lan-

dis and Warren M. Wenger.
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MENNOSCOPE

Touching the worms. Scottdale, Pa.—Audra Shenk (far right)

shows second-grade students at Alverton Elementary School

how red wiggler wonns can be good for the environment.

Shenk, a member of Kingview Mennonite Church, explained

that this breed of worms will eat many kinds of organic

materials that are usually thrown away to be buried in a

landfill. Watching (left to right, center of photo) are Jesse

Hixson, Tonya Miller, Adam Strohm, and teacher Janis

Pajak.

—

David Hiebert

Leatherman, Arthur D., 75, Tel-

ford, Pa. Bom: Feb. 9, 1916,

Bedminster, Pa., to John G. and
Mary (Derstine) Leatherman.
Died: July 28, 1991, Lehigh Val-

ley Hospital Center. Survi-

vors—wife: Mabel B. (Lewis);

children: Barbara L., Mary Jane
L., Arthur L., Jr., Ray L.; 12

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children; brothers and sisters:

Margaret D. Myers, Marie
Hange, Reda Litzenberger,
Delia Gross, Harold, Wilson,

Richard, Earl, Ralph. Funeral

and burial: July 31, Franconia
Mennonite Church, by Floyd M.
Hackman and Russell M.
Detweiler.

McGary, Marjorie, 89, Elkhart,

Ind. Born: Aug. 24, 1901, Mil-

ford, Ind., to Albert and Mary
Sumptor. Died: July 25, 1991,

Elkhart, Ind. Survivors—children:

Zelda Kohler, Jean Filbert, Shirley

Baughman; 15 grandchildren, 47

great-grandchildren, 13 great-

great-grandchildren. Predeceased

by: Clem McGary (husband) and
2 sons. Funeral: July 29, Whites
Funeral Home, Elkhart, Ind., by
Duane Beck.

Miller, Barbara Hochstetler,
88. Bom: Dec. 4, 1902, Burton,

Ohio, to Jacob and Elizabeth

Hochstetler. Died: July 21, 1991,

Albany (Ore.) Mennonite Home.
Survivors— children: Alvin,

Alma, Roy, Betty, Orvan, Doro-

thy, Jim; 17 grandchildren, 17

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Emanuel L. Miller

(husband). Funeral: July 24, First

Mennonite Church, by Gil Miller

and Louis Lehman. Burial: Sher-

idan Mennonite Cemetery.
Moyer, Lillie H. Moyer, 99.

Born: March 15, 1892, Ehoy,
Pa., to John J. and Lucy Ann
(Hagey) Moyer. Died: July 30,

1991, Souderton, Pa., of isch-

emic heart disease. Survivors

—

children: Clarence M., Stella

Nast, Marcus M., Ella M.
Landes, Allen M., Sarah M.
Landes, Anna M. Stauffer; 17

grandchOdren, 24 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Clay-

ton Moyer (husband). Funeral:

Aug. 3, Plains Mennonite
Church, by Henry L. Ruth,
Henry D. Kulp, and Daniel W.
Lapp. Burial: Franconia Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Moyer, William H., 85, Doyles-

town. Pa. Born: March 7, 1906,

Williamsport, Pa., to William H.
and Mary (Beachy) Moyer.
Died: Aug. 6, 1991, Doylestown,
Pa. Survivors—brothers and sis-

ter: W. Paul, Mark E., Beatrice

Detweiler. Funeral and burial:

Aug. 9, Doylestown Mennonite
Church, by Ray K. Yoder.

Rhodes, Raleigh DeWitt
"R.D.," Jr., 72. Born: June 16,

1919, Dayton, Pa., to Raleigh

DeWitt, Sr., and Virginia (Kel-

ler) Rhodes. Died: Aug. 5, 1991,

Lancaster, Pa., of heart malfunc-

tion. Survivors—wife: Mary
Burkholder; children: Winston
D., Daniel Jacob, Galen Leon,

James David, Grace Anna, Elsa

Mae Bergey, Raleigh D., EI; 18

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Aug. 10, Dayton Menno-
nite Church, by Roman Miller,

Dewitt Heatwole, Herman Reitz,

Lloyd Horst, and John Mumaw.
Schweitzer, lone Kathryn

(Stauffer), 76, Shickley, Neb.
Born: April 13, 1915, Milford,

Neb., to Jacob C. and Lavina

(Miller) Stauffer. Died: July 29,

1991, Fillmore County (Neb.)

Hospital. Survivors— children:

Perry, Beth; brothers and sisters:

William, Vern, Wallace, Lola

Kennel, Ruth. Funeral and burial:

July 31, Salem Mennonite
Church, by Lee Schlegel and Ron
Kennel.

Souder, Edith G. Moyer, 76,

Telford, Pa. Bom: Feb. 12, 1915,

Harleysville, Pa., to Harry S.

and Sallie S. (Godshall) Moyer.
Died: July 31, 1991, at home, of

heart failure. Survivors— chil-

dren: Arlene, Miriam Beasley;

brothers and sisters: Norman
G., Harold G., Richard G., Ada
Delp, Esther Bechtel, Ella
Detweiler; 4 grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: WUliam B. (hus-

band) and Paul M. (son). Fu-

neral and burial: Aug 3, RockhUl
Mennonite Church, by Michael
Derstine.

Stauffer, Amanda, 88, Mendon,
Mich. Born: Sept. 3, 1902, Ches-
ter Co., Pa., to Ezra and Annie
(Kauffman) Stoltzfus. Died:
July 3, 1991. Survivors—chil-

dren: Mary Nissley, Verna
Swartzentruber, Anna Belle,

Christian, Melvin, Ruth Stoll,

Elsie Schowalter, Marian Car-

penter; 18 grandchildren, 21

great-grandchildren, 4 sisters.

Predeceased by: Peter (hus-

band). Funeral: July 6, Pilgrim

Fellowship Church, by Mose
Yoder and Roger Stauffer.

Burial: Sharon Bethel Ceme-
tery.

Unzicker, Iris Lavonne, 56,

Roanoke, 111. Born: Dec. 4, 1934,

Washburn, 111., to Andrew and
Goldie (Mischler) Unzicker.
Died: July 17, 1991, Peoria, EL,

of diabetic heart failure. Survi-

vors—brother and sisters: Wal-

ter, Violet Zoss, Marilyn
Stauffer. Funeral and burial:

July 20, Roanoke Mennonite
Church, by Dennis Kennell and
Elmer Wyse.

Yoder, Nancy B., 89. Bom: March
6, 1902, Elkhart County, Ind., to

John and Mary (Eash) Bontrager.

Died: July 28, 1991, Goshen, Ind,

from congestive heart, faUure.

Survivors—children: Ada Som-
mers, Rosa Moshier, Ruby
Coblentz, Harold, Paul, Mary
Hihner, Verda Miller, H. Dale,

Jerry; 32 grandchildren, 42 great-

grandchildren; sisters: Sue
Yoder, Salome Yoder. Prede-

ceased by: Homer D. Yoder (hus-

band), C. David (son), Elizabeth

and Ruth Ann (daughters). Fu-

neral: July 31, Mt. Joy Conserva-

tive Mennonite Church, by Ben
Shirk and Bob Yoder. Burial:

Miller Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church Coordinating

Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 10

New York State Fellowship dele-

gate meeting, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 14

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Nebraska, Sept. 14-17

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting, Albany,

Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting

Committee, Scilunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-

cago, m, Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Mennonite Disaster Service exec-

utive committee fall meeting,

Oct. 4-5

FeUowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

A celebration of Mennonites in the

city and the suburbs, Lombard,
m., Oct. 12-13

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-

tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion HI annual meeting, Kalona,

Iowa, Nov. 15-16
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THE LAST WORD

The Russians aren't coming
For most of my life I have lived with the Rus-

sians. No, they weren't on my doorstep. But
they would be, I was told, if:

• I didn't learn math and geometry and sci-

ence (remember Sputnik?)

• I didn't search the Scriptures to discern the
end times (remember those books equating the
USSR with the great beast of Revelation?)

• I wasn't true to God and the church (remem-
ber how communism was to have done in the
church?)

Yes, for most of my life, Russia has personi-
fied the "enemy." Oh, as a Mennonite who be-
lieves in the way of peace, that wasn't supposed
to mean much. But I must admit thinking once
or twice that if persecution ever came to the
North American Mennonite Church, it would
likely be by way of the communists (remember
China and Cuba?)

It appears the Russians aren't coming. At
least not now. The events of the past weeks
have made it clear citizens of the USSR have a
great deal more to worry about than overrunning
my Httle part of the world.

So what do we make of the dramatic changes
in world affairs of the waning days of August? At
this point, perhaps not much. It's still too early

to tell what the results will be. Yet who does not
struggle daily to understand what's happening
and what it might mean?
One way to respond is to praise:

• Give thanks for the times in which we live.

Has there ever been a generation as aware of
being a part of history as ours? Mass interna-

tional communication has made it possible. It's a
great time to live.

• Thank God for a relatively nonviolent revolu-

tion. We who believe in the way of peace should
raise voices of praise any time we see it happen.
What we may have witnessed in the USSR may
not be nonviolence as we know it, but who
would have expected so little bloodshed in a rev-

olution in this part of the world?
• Give thanks the future is God's. By now we

should have learned. To equate one country or
another ideology with a specific time or proph-
esy of the Bible is to court misrepresentation if

not outright untruth. Will we have learned by

the time the next enemy comes along?
• Thank God for the good news of the gospel.

Ideologies, no matter how well thought out, will

fail. The people of Russia know that. Some day
the lesson could come to us in democracies. The
good news is that the gospel transcends them
all. It will not fail.

In the past weeks I've had to change much of
what I grew up learning about the Russians,
both subtly and overtly. It's something I'm glad
to do.—y/p

New staff members are

It hasn't been as revolutionary, but change has
also become life for Gospel Herald.
Elva Yoder, Gospel Herald's secretary for the

past 25 years, retired on July 1. During those
years, Elva estimates she typed the names of at

least 75 percent of the Mennonite Church; com-
piled more than 50,000 births, marriages, and
deaths; and sent out more than 25,000 letters for

four Gospel Herald editors. We miss Elva's dedi-
cation and sense of humor.
On Aug. 16 Gospel Herald's managing and

assistant editor for the past seven years, Steve
Shenk, left us to become communications di-

rector at Eastern Mennonite College. Steve was
responsible for news, advertising, and promo-
tion. I also found him excellent for testing edito-

rial ideas.

Dotty Anderson has assumed many of Gospel
Herald's secretarial duties. Dotty's now the one
with the most tenure around here (i.e., the one
who knows how it used to be); she's worked in

circulation and promotion for the publication for

the past two years.

My new assistant editor is David Graybill, who
also continues as editor of Christian Living maga-
zine. Dave comes to Gospel Herald with news ed-

iting experience from working for us in 1979-80.

After only 11 months of editing Gospel Herald,
I'm the one who gets to say "thanks" to Elva
and Steve and "welcome" to Dotty and Dave.
No, our changes may not be as dramatic as

those in the USSR. But they can be every bit as

scary or as challenging. I choose to make them
the latter.—;7p
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When soldiers want
to become Mennonites

As congregations reach out, the good
news of the gospel attracts career mili-

tary personnel. What should be our an-
swer when they apply for membership?

Should persons active in the mihtary be re-

ceived as members of the Mennonite
Church? This question has become urgent

in some areas of our denomination. New or grow-

ing congregations—especially those near military

facilities—often have military personnel attend-

ing worship services and asking about member-

The Anabapti^t-Mennoniteb^^^^^^^ in the way ofpeace: '^^^^ ^^^1^ j^^^^ ^^^^ ^ situation? How
IS it the road to greater faithfulness or can it be- i- wi 11 11.. • ,1

come a barrier to the assimilation of new members?
early church relate to persons m the

Roman army? What can we learn from the story

of the Christian church that may help point the

way on this question?

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE "^^^ New Testament records several accounts

of what happened when persons in the army met
0,1 ij -I- 1 . Jesus or heard the gospel. The two most impor-
Should pacifism be a require- tant are the account of Jesus healing the servant
ment for membership? 5 of a Roman centurion at Capernaum (Luke 7:1-

10) and the story of Peter sharing the gospel

Does our answer have with another centurion named Cornelius (Acts

to be yes or no? 6 ^^;^'t^^\ , ,

in both stories the authors underscore the sur-

_ - - - - prising fact that the gospel has meaning beyond
Burkholder gets Closeup the boundaries of the Jewish community. Jesus
of failed Soviet coup 10 marvels at the centurion whose servant he

by J.

Nelson

Krayhill



Jesus makes it clear that following him
means a complete change of loyalty.

This loyalty switch is so great govern-

ments may execute disciples of Jesus,

healed, "Not even in Israel have I found such

faith!"

While we have no evidence that the centurion

at Capernaum ever became a disciple of Jesus,

the Cornelius story ends with the soldier receiv-

ing both the Holy Spirit and baptism. Peter and
the other circumcised believers were astounded
that the gift of the Holy Spirit had now been
poured out even on Gentiles (Acts 10:45).

The examples of Jesus and the apostles

suggest several principles for relating to

military personnel. For one, it is impor-

tant for Christians to show love toward soldiers

and to share the gospel with them. God shows
"no favoritism" (Acts 10:34) in his desire to call

men and women to faith. Mennonites and other

Christians should relate freely to persons in uni-

form and share the good news with them.

Christians must also share the gospel even

with enemy soldiers. While it may be true that

some Jews in Capernaum counted the centurion

there as a friend (Luke 7:4,5), certainly the

Roman army in general was not sympathetic to

the Christian movement. Both Jesus and Peter

died a brutal death at the hands of Roman sol-

diers. The message of the New Testament centu-

rion stories is not that Jesus or the apostles en-

dorsed the military. Rather, the point is that

believers are to share the good news even with

persons who someday may want to kill us.

But there are several things these stories do
not teach. Relying too heavily on these two nar-

ratives for our own attitude toward the military

could lead us to conclusions that are inconsis-

tent with the New Testament as a whole.

For example, there is no suggestion in the

New Testament that it is acceptable for a disci-

ple of Jesus to remain in the army. We simply

do not know what happened to the centurions

who met Jesus and Peter after their encounter

with the gospel. Did they renounce all—includ-

ing their military jobs—to follow Christ? Or did

they stay in active military roles? The Bible is si-

lent on this matter.

Nor do the centurion stories give us free-

dom to support the military involvement

of soldiers from our own nation today.

Jesus carefully avoided any show of support for

soldiers on "his" side of the Jewish struggle with

Rome (i.e., the Jewish "zealots)." The actions of

Jesus and Peter would suggest we should go out

of our way to share the gospel with soldiers from
whatever nation happens to be our "enemy."

This, of course, would be in addition to sharing

the good news with military personnel from our
own country.

It is a reliable rule of Bible interpretation to

base practice and belief on those parts of Scrip-

ture that are most clear and unambiguous on a

given issue. The New Testament centurion sto-

ries include references to soldiers. However, in

neither Luke 7 nor Acts 10 is military involve-

ment the primary issue under discussion. The
main point in both cases is that the gospel now
is shared with Gentries—even enemy soldiers.

We are fortunate to have a wealth of New Tes-
tament passages that deal directly with matters

We simply do not know what
happened to the centurions

who met Jesus and Peter after

they encountered the gospel,

of violence, enemies, and loyalty to governments.

These passages are so familiar to most Menno-
nites they scarcely need review. Among them is

Jesus' command for his followers not to resist

the evildoer and to love the enemy (Matt.

5:39,43).

Perhaps Jesus' most direct word on military in-

volvement is his insistence that discipleship be-

gins when persons "deny themselves and take

up their cross and follow me" (Mark 8:34). The
cross, in Jesus' day, was reserved exclusively for

those who would not accept Roman authority as

final. The Romans crucified persons who fos-

tered insurrection or engaged in treason. Jesus

makes it clear that following him means a com-

plete change of loyalty. This loyalty switch is so

great that governments may choose to execute

disciples of Jesus.

Students of church history are unanimous in

agreeing that early Christians did not join the

Roman army (or any other military group) for

many generations after the resurrection of Jesus.

But by A.D. 260 some Christians were found in

the Roman army. One early account tells of the

young Christian soldier named Marinus, who
was about to accept promotion to the position of

centurion. Another soldier—perhaps jealous of

Marinus' promotion—spoke up and said Chris-

tians will not perform the required sacrifices of

loyalty to the emperor and the gods.

When questioned about this by his superiors,
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Marinus met with his bishop to ask for counsel.

The bishop held out a Bible and a sword and
told Marinus he must choose. Marinus chose the

Bible, went back to his barracks, and was exe-

cuted for disloyalty.

This story illustrates the concern of the early

church for the matter of loyalty. The Roman
army required all soldiers to take an oath to Cae-

sar and to obey all commands. All modern ar-

mies do the same. No commander will take into

battle soldiers who might decide at any moment
to refuse to kill. Armies depend on absolute obe-

dience to any "lawful" order, which always could

involve killing another human.
The early church refused to give such total loy-

alty to any human institution, and hundreds of

men died when they became Christians while in

the mihtary. When the Roman government itself

embraced Christianity in the fourth century,

such executions stopped. Christians, in exchange
for tolerance from the government, abandoned
their conviction that disciples of Jesus should
not Idll. From that time on, Christians have al-

ways been involved in the military.

Not until the sixteenth century did any endur-
ing Christian movement again succeed in sepa-

rating believers from military roles. All major
branches of the Protestant Reformation (Lu-

theran, Reformed, Anglican) continued to bless

the involvement of believers in the military.

The small but dynamic Anabaptist move-
ment stood alone in insisting that Chris-

tians could not offer total loyalty both to

a government and to Christ. From this move-
ment emerged the Mennonite Church, nurturing

a belief that Christians must always practice the

way of peace. Because they would not give com-
plete loyalty to any government or army, Menno-
nites were executed by the thousands. Even in

some countries today Mennonites are in prison

or face abuse because of this stance.

From the start Mennonites also were a witness-

ing church. The early Anabaptist movement
spread quickly and attracted thousands. There
were no efforts to dilute the message of salva-

tion and discipleship to make it more acceptable

// we fail now to take a clear

stance on military involve-

ment, will Mennonites still

have a testimony for peace a
generation or two from now?

to prospective converts. The Mennonite clarity

of conviction and consistency of lifestyle was in

itself an attractive testimony.

Today most Catholic and Protestant churches
make no effort to call their members out of the

military. The Mennonite stance toward violence

is a small minority in the larger Christian

church. Surely our unambiguous conviction

about the use of force has turned away many
prospective members through the centuries. But
many other persons have sought out our faith

(continued on page 7)

When Mennonite General Assembly dele-

gates met in Oregon last month, they

agreed on at least two things:

• That peace should be a denominational

priority.

• That outreach should continue through

Vision 95.

Sometimes these directives appear to be on a colli-

sion course. This is especially true in areas that are

home to Mennonite congregations and large military

installations. The gospel as understood and prac-

ticed by Mennonites becomes attractive in outreach,

sometimes to career military personnel. Some of
these want more than just a relationship to the Men-
nonite church; they want to become members.
What should be the church's response? Is a belief

in peace a requirement for Mennonite Church mem-
bership?

In this issue. Gospel Herald presents two views

on that question, both by Mennonite pastors. Also in-

cluded is a tentative answer from a group of
churches in the Tidewater, Va., area.

At Oregon 91, peace and church membership be-

came one illustration in a discussion of unity and di-

versity. How much difference can we tolerate and
still be a unified body? What is the center of our

faith? How do we set our boundaries?

Oregon 91 delegates had time to do little more
than identify the problem and agree it must be ad-

dressed. In many ways, this issue of Gospel Herald
does the same. We trust it also helps us begin to

work toward some answers.—Editor
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READERS SAY

Wrong photographer
A correction to my feature, "From

Climbing Mountains to Sitting in Malls"

(July 23). I did not take the photos. They

were taken by Verda Albrecht of Trinity

Mennonite Church, Glendale, Ariz.

Jane Friesen

Phoenix, Ariz.

One important organization missing

I commend you and your journalists,

photographers, and communicators for

their concerted efforts in reporting the

events of Oregon 91 so quickly to the

church (Aug. 13).

There is one important piece of infor-

mation missing. I have perused this

issue several times and nowhere do I

find any mention of the activities of the

Women's Missionary and Service Com-
mission. WMSC reported pubHcly to

the Assembly, as did the program

boards. WMSC had a delegate session

and held officer's workshops. I am dis-

appointed that WMSC was only men-
tioned in the list of associate groups.

WMSC is represented on the General

Board, in the conference delegate bod-

ies of the General Assembly, on the pro-

gram boards of the church, and in other

official positions. We have a rich heri-

tage in the Mennonite Church. Let not

the church or the publications forget.

Irene M. S. Bechler

Sarasota, Fla.

A similar tradition

from plural origins

In "Searching for a Usable Past"

(June 25), Levi Miller brings us an up-

date of Mennonite studies and the bear-

ing they have on our self-understanding

and witness as Christians. As happens

so often when the tradition weakens,

we have a new respect for the views of

historians, sociologists, and anthropolo-

gists even though they speak as individ-

uals, give tentative answers, and proceed

on the basis of empirical methods. One

should be thankful for the cues we receive

from reliable research, but answers take

form and live on in communities of faith.

Today we are somewhat taken back

by the plurality in our origins. But one

wonders why, on a strict historical basis,

this plurality is limited to three. The
point is that the resulting Anabaptist tra-

dition which led to the formation of con-

gregations transcended this disparity with

a remarkable similarity in Switzerland,

Germany, and the Netherlands.

"Tradition is the living faith of the

dead; traditionalism is the dead faith of

the living" (Pelikan). The New Testa-

ment speaks of dead, misleading, and

living traditions. Our own tradition has

at times been dead, forgotten, and even

rejected. Today it is still living, al-

though severely threatened.

It was given to the early Anabaptists

to understand and accept a tradition re-

jected at least in major part by other

traditions. Actually, they did not think

of themselves as starting a new tradi-

tion but rather as continuing the tradi-

tion of the early church. Peace and

nonresistance, so relevant today for a

true witness, cannot be separated from

the larger biblical faith. Harold Bender's

"The Anabaptist Vision," I believe, gives

us the essence of our tradition as it took

form during the early period.

Irvin B. Horst

Lancaster, Pa.

Is there a drift

in our concept of the state?

Earlier this year our government

slaughtered hundreds of thousands.

Miller in "What Do We Really Believe

About the State?" (May 28) interprets

Romans 13 as preventing Anabaptists

from passing judgment on this event.

Such a contortion of Scripture would

have been appreciated by the German
churches under the Nazis. Miller de-

cries the poisonous fruit of political ex-

pertise by Mennonites, but there is a

world of difference between arrogantly

assuming the mantle of political acu-

men and giving governments a blank

check.

Similarly there is a world of differ-

ence in the context of Rom. 13 between

the operations of a government in con-

ducting a one-sided bloodbath as op-

posed to tracking down a serial killer.

To criticize the former is to incur "polit-

ical accountability," according to Miller.

What sort of accountability contends

that the sword is God's agent and per-

mits only non-Anabaptist Christians or

(worst of all) non-Christians to do the

dirty work of fighting and djang? Does

this make Mennonites tantamount to

rice Christians in shirking military ser-

vice but enjoying the fruits of victory?

Miller deplores the theological drift

from the Schleitheim confession to ac-

tivism. Is there a similar drift going on

in our biblical concept of the state dur-

ing the aftermath of a very popular war?

Paul R. Schlitz, Jr.

Baltimore, Md.
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Should pacifism be a require-

ment for church membership?

Total pacifism may be a cen-

tral implication of following

Jesus, but it wa^ never made
into a membership require-

ment in the New Testament

by Ryan Alghrim

Fact: many Mennonites are not pacifists.

The recent war in the Persian Gulf has ex-

posed that. The state of Mennonite consci-

entious objection to war is flabby in some
quarters of the church.

So what should we do? To prevent the erosion

of our historic peace stance, I've heard increas-

ing calls for Mennonite congregations to make
pacifism a requirement for church membership.
The proposal makes strong sense, and I sympa-
thize with its intentions. But I see compelling

reasons why we should not try to bolster our

peace stance with such a requirement.

1. Because baptism means membership. In the

past year I have baptized five adults. Some of

them first came to my church with little or no
faith, but they kept coming back Sunday after

Sunday. After months of nurturing, teaching,

and sharing, these adults embraced the lordship

of Jesus Christ and were ready and willing to

build up our church. They requested baptism.
But perhaps not all of them were pacifists.

What should I have done? Should I have with-

held baptism until they believed in the way of

peace hke the rest of us? Should I have told

these new Christians, "I'm sorry, but maybe you
ought to go to another church down the road to

get baptized, a church that doesn't make paci-

fism a requirement"? Or should I have baptized
them but barred them from membership until

they professed a behef in peace?
I believe all these options wrong. In the New

Testament, baptism is a rite of initiation for new
believers into the Christian faith. It is not re-

stricted to certain mature Christians. Thus, I am
obligated to baptize anyone who comes to faith

and wants to live in the bonds of Christian com-
munity.

Furthermore, in the Mennonite Church, bap-
tism means membership. Commitment to Christ

and commitment to a body of believers cannot
be severed. Thus, if I cannot bar a nonpacifist

from baptism, then I cannot bar a nonpacifist

from membership. The only way around this is

to have a two-tier approach to membership: asso-

ciate membership for nonpacifists and full mem-
bership for pacifists. However, this seems for-

eign to the New Testament.
2. Because the New Testament does not support

such a requirement. The Mennonite Church
takes the teachings of Jesus very seriously and
equates faith with discipleship. Even though the

Gospels never record Jesus speaking directly to

the issue of participation in war, a strong case

can certainly be made that total pacifism is the

implication of his teachings and example.
However, the New Testament never teaches

that Christians and church members must fully

comprehend all the implications of following

Jesus Christ. Frankly, pacifism is never a test

for baptism and membership. In Luke 3:14, sol-

diers ask John the Baptist what conditions he
would impose before baptism and membership
in his renewal movement. John does not tell

them they must first leave the mihtary. His coun-
sel challenges them where they are: give up pad-
ding your salary through extortion.

Similarly, Peter baptizes the centurion, Corne-
lius (Acts 10:47), because he is obviously filled

with faith and the Holy Spirit. There's comment
about his profession. And Paul converts an
armed jailer (Acts 16:33), baptizing him and his

family, without first requiring the abandonment
of his coercion-based occupation.

Total pacifism may well be a central impli-

cation of following Jesus. But this implica-

tion is never made into a membership
requirement in the New Testament.

3. Because we do not have the spiritual author-

ity to add such requirements. The most frequent
reason given for laying down additional member-
ship requirements is that this will strengthen our
unique Mennonite identity. No doubt it would,

but it would be at the expense of our identity as

a New Testament church. Reinforcing religious

boundaries through additional, well-intentioned

requirements is the option the Pharisees chose,

One way to prevent erosion of our his-

toric peace stance is to make pacifism a
test of membership. But is that a posi-

tion that can be supported from the Bible?
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and I'm afraid the unintended result will be the

same: self-righteous pride, exclusion, and legalism.

If we add our own unique membership require-

ments, then we are not a New Testament
church; we are an elitist Christian club, a new
form of monasticism. Ironically, this would also

remove us from the spirit of the 16th-century

Anabaptists, whose goal was to recover the New
Testament church, not create a "special" church

or exalt historic tradition.

I seriously question whether any church body
has the scriptural or spiritual authority to lay

down further requirements for membership than

those laid down by Christ and his apostles. If we
want a clear identity and sound church bound-

aries, the New Testament has given us the most
powerful of all: confessing that Jesus is Lord.

So what is the future of the Mennonite peace

witness? Am I saying we should abandon it or

let it erode? Not at all. We have an obhgation to

the gospel to preach and teach that the way of

Jesus is the way of compassion and nonviolence

in all areas of life. We must persuade our church

members, As well as Christians in other denomi-

nations, that the way of the cross is opposed to

the way of war.

Everyone who joins the Mennonite Church

should realize this. They should know
this is how we interpret the gospel, this is

the official stand of the church. Members may
not fully agree on all the imphcations of follow-

ing Jesus, but they must at least respect this

stand of the church.

Furthermore, I believe we do have the scrip-

tural and spiritual authority to lay down addi-

tional requirements for leaders. We expect our

leaders to be mature in their faith, recognizing

and being committed to the fuller imphcations

of Jesus' gospel. It is appropriate for the Menno-
nite Church to require bibUcal pacifism from its

leaders.

But even here we must be cautious. Leaders

also change their minds. Does that mean we re-

move their credentials. Perhaps a denomination

needs a few leaders who don't totally agree on

pacifism. They might help rescue us from tunnel

vision and "groupthink."

For from such we must be rescued. One way is

not, I believe, to make pacifism a requirement

for church membership. There must be other

ways to lead us into a more mature, less flabby

biblical pacifism.

Ryan Ahlgrim is pastor of the Peoria-North

Mennonite Church in Peoria, III.

The military

and church
membership:

Does our ansivei
The question of church membership for mil-

itary personnel is not just a "head trip"

for some 1,100 Mennonites who live in

Tidewater, Va., a region including the state's five

largest cities (Virginia Beach, Richmond, Nor-

folk, Newport News, and Hampton). This region

is dominated by multiple military installations

that serve as chief employers in the area.

Outreach by Mennonite congregations in the

Tidewater region has made the question of mem-
bership for military personnel a live issue. A
1990 survey showed that five of the dozen Men-
nonite congregations had a total of 12 active mili-

tary personnel as members and another 23 as

regular participants.

In light of a faith heritage which both reaches

out to new people and avoids military involve-

ment, questions were raised about the "criteria

for membership in Tidewater area Mennonite
churches." A yearlong study process produced
an 11-page "working document" which described

the situation, summarized biblical and Ana-

baptist practice, and suggested some current

guidelines. i

"We are stirred anew by the good news that J
God wills shalom and is even now working m
through Jesus Christ to offer that gift to individu- ^
als, nations, and the whole creation," the docu-

ments says. "We are convinced that the gospel

of peace is not an odd doctrine for odd people

but that it is good news for all Christians and, in-

deed, for all the world. . . . Perhaps it is precisely

in the military dominated areas of southeast Vir-

ginia where the message will most clearly be

heard for the astounding good news that it is."

The Tidewater document goes on to list the-

sekey agreements:

"Where growth toward God's kingdom includes

openness to Jesus' teachings on peace as gath-

ered in the Mennonite Confession of Faith, we
see it possible to baptize and receive as church

members those who may currently be serving in

the military.

"Generally ... we expect that military persons

will sense a growing incompatibility between the

military enterprise and the gospel of peace. As
we encourage them to leave the military, we
want to be supportive of their search for alter-

"We pledge ourselves to

remain open to the Holy
Spirit . . . and the counsel of the

larger Mennonite Church,"
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lave to be yes or no?
nate employment and/or vocational recycling.

"At the least, this assumes a commitment to

refuse any unjust order which would violate 'just

war' doctrine. . . .Additionally, we will ask such
members to accept only those military assign-

ments which we removed from the taking of

human life.

"At the same time, we will expect that those

Ccirrying primary congregational leadership . .

.

will fully own the biblical teachings on peace as

affirmed by our Anabaptist faith heritage."

The Tidewater statement concludes: "This

document represents the best current consensus

regarding membership expectations for churches

in the . . . district. It is not the final word. We
pledge ourselves to remain open to the Holy
Spirit for ongoing insight and guidance, as well

as to the continuing counsel of the larger Menno-
nite Church."

What do you think?
Believing that we come to truth as we talk

with each other, Gospel Herald is interested in

your opinion: should belief in the way of
peace be a requirement for membership in

the Mennonite Church?
Yes or no? Make your choice and send it to us

on a postcard or in a letter. And tell why you be-

lieve as you do. Please limit your comments to

no more than two or three paragraphs (50 to 75

words). Responses will be printed in a future

issue in "Readers Say." — Editor

When soldiers want to become Mennonites
(continued from page 3)

community precisely because of the ways we
seek to follow the Sermon on the Mount.
With the Mennonite Church's present commit-

ment to evangelism, it is important that our mes-
sage to the world be genuine good news, not an-

other means of endorsing sinful human behavior.

We can learn from the Scriptures and from
church history how to relate to persons involved

in the armed forces. I offer the following under-

standings for consideration:

1. Our attitude toward the use of force and loy-

alty to governments should be as unambiguous
as that of Jesus, the early church, and the early

Anabaptists. Taking up the sword is sin just as

surely as adultery or stealing.

2. While we relate with love and compassion to

persons in the military, we should not receive

them as members of our churches until they take

a public stance to get out of the military as soon
as possible. We should not accept military per-

sonnel as church members merely because they

are "willing to be taught" about peace.

3. We must humbly confess our own sin, imper-

fection, and moral failure. A clear stance toward
military involvement does not have to imply that

we think we are morally superior. It simply re-

minds us that discipleship is costly and cannot

be sold at reduced rates. Particularly on issues

of materialism and lifestyle, the gospel makes
radical demands that we should heed.

If we fail now to take a clear stance on mili-

tary involvement, will North American Menno-
nites a generation or two from now still give a

clear testimony for peace? Despite all sincere in-

tentions of present pastors to "teach peace" to

new members who are in the military, some will

not accept the difficult stance of the Sermon on
the Mount. Others will agree that violence is un-

desirable but will view this conviction as a mar-
ginal issue.

If
someday we find members of our own con-

gregations off on the battlefield, it will be al-

most impossible for Mennonites to give a

clear testimony for peace. We will hesitate to

add further grief to the spouses and children of

soldiers who sit in our congregations.

God spare us from that awful dilemma. Let us

accept now the "marketing limitations" of the

way of the cross and not imagine that disciple-

ship ever will be popular. In our heartfelt desire

for church growth, let us not gut the gospel of

the news that Jesus came to make "one new
humanity" (Eph. 2:15), never divided by war.

J. Nelson Krayhill, member of the First Mennonite
Church in Richmond, Va., recently moved to Lon-
don (England) Mennonite Centre.
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PERSPECTIVE

Last stop on the way to hell

Hate and fear boil in the heat and hun-
ger and oppression of the Gaza Strip,

by

Margaret

Foth
E nclosed in rows and rolls of tangled

barbed wire, the garbage-littered desert

sand burns under a brassy sun. The detri-

tus of almost a quarter million people, confined

to these 360 square kilometers, stretches in a

narrow band beside the blue Mediterranean.

The Gaza Strip has been a bitter home to Pales-

tinian refugees since 1948, but today the misery

mounts in a tight crescendo. Only two gates

open into this huge concentration camp; for the

refugees and prisoners here, there are almost no
exits.

Today I visited the refugee camp of Jabalia.

The streets of sand are filled with people

—

women carrying burdens on their heads and hold-

ing the hands of little children, men walking be-

side donkeys pulling carts, boys and sheep and
goats, a few cars with drivers honking and weav-
ing their way in and out. All but the children try

to avoid the open sewage running in the street.

There are no public services in the eight refugee

camps of Gaza—no sewers, water, garbage collec-

tion, or electricity.

Back in 1948, the 200,000 refugees lived in

tents, which they hoped were temporary. But as

the years continue without any solution to "the

Palestinian problem," the tents have been re-

placed with block shelters and sheds of corru-

gated metal with asbestos roofs.

"How do they go on living here?" Various non-

governmental rehef agencies have augmented
the subsistence which families could manage
from the sandy soil. A few are granted permits

to drive daily to Tel Aviv to do the menial work
which no Israeli wants; another few have been
permitted to find work in a neighboring Arab
state so they can send money to support one or

two or more families. Since the Gulf War and lat-

est Soviet and Ethiopian immigrations, these

two sources have dried up. Many are now facing

daily hunger.

But the constant, almost unbearable men-
ace is the Israeli military occupation. Sol-

diers in watch towers with sophisticated

weaponry survey the streets and houses. Army
trucks filled with soldiers move through the

streets, weapons constantly ready. No one and
no place is safe. Soldiers enter hospitals, throw-

ing canisters of gas into the ward ahead of them.

They beat up nurses and doctors as well as pull

patients out of bed to be hauled off to prison,

where they are held without charges or trial. The
soldiers knock down the doors of a school,

charge in, and chase the children who run to

hide. Soldiers invade houses, ruthlessly dragging
out young boys and men. They beat merci-

lessly—the young, the ill, the old, women and
men. The ammunition—gas, grenades, bullets

—

is crippling or deadly.

Today I heard the crying of a six-year-old boy
in the emergency room of the hospital. His legs

were broken—he had been trampled by terror-

ized children and soldiers giving chase. Today I

saw the weapons collected in two hospitals: gre-

nades, gas canisters, so-called "rubber" and
"plastic" bullets (the rubber is only a light coat-

ing around metal, and the plastic is 81% zinc,

9% glass, and 107o plastic, clearly showing up in

X-rays). Today I read "Made in the USA" on
the tear gas canisters which had been thrown
into a maternity ward.

Today I saw the hands of boys waiting for a

military truck—each hand held a couple of

stones. I saw a mother angrily slap her son as

she pushed him out of the street, out of danger.

I saw the soldiers gathering their forces. There
would be another confrontation between the mili-

tary occupation and these children, who live in

the heat of oppression.

Idon't remember who said, "We have to be
taught to hate!" The lesson for Israeli and
Palestinian is daily—hourly. Hatred and fear

boil in the heat and hunger and constant oppres-

sion of this enclosed Gaza Strip. A woman re-

cently sent to direct one aid agency said,

"Everything here is backed up by guns. There is

a limit to what these people and this land can

bear. There is a terrible sense of urgency here

—

something must give."

In this concentration of human misery, I saw
young mothers bringing children for their immu-
nization shots and women carrying water on
their heads and boys herding a few sheep or

goats and men building another block shelter

—

life goes on! The schools and hospitals and voca-

tional training of relief agencies offer assistance

in the Palestinian's fight for human dignity and
survival.

But I'm afraid. When will the fear and terror

erupt? Is this the last stop, the last chance?

Margaret Foth, Harrisonburg, Va., was a

member of a Christian Peacemaker Team
visiting the West Bank and the Gaza Strip this

past June.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Orthodox leader praised
for response to Soviet coup

Religious leaders in the West praised

Russian Orthodox Patriarch Aleksi II for

his role during the attempted coup in the

Soviet Union.

Joan B. Campbell, general secretary of

the U.S. National Council of Churches,

wrote to the Russian Orthodox leader that

she had been "deeply impressed" by news
reports that he had questioned the legit-

imacy of the coup leaders and urged the

national parliament to restore stability.

(RNS)

Military officials thank
American Bible Society

U.S. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Colin

Powell thanked the American Bible Soci-

ety for the 300,000 desert camouflage-cov-

ered Bibles it provided for U.S. troops in

the Persian Gulf.

The Bibles, in the Today's English Ver-

sion translation, were requested by the

Armed Forces Chaplains Board. The cov-

ers contained the insignias of the various

military branches.

"The American Bible Society has been
a long and valued friend of the Armed
Forces," Cheney wrote. (ABS)

Soldiers in Moscow given

New Testaments during crisis

Staff of the Bible Society in the Soviet

Union joined with volunteers to give New
Testaments to troops stationed in down-
town Moscow during the August coup.

According to information from the

American Bible Society, the New Testa-

ments were given only to soldiers poised

to attack coup resisters. Reportedly, only

one officer opposed the distribution.

(RNS)

Pastors seen as CEOs,
not as spiritual shepherds
Changing expectations of pastors ac-

count in part for a rise in firings, according

to experts.

Congregations are beginning to com-
pare their pastors to chief executive offi-

cers employed to achieve profits and
church growth, says Guy Futral, a consul-

tant in minister-church relations to the

Kentucky Baptist Convention.

A Southern Baptist study showed fir-

ings of pastors were up 28 percent in 1988

over 1984, when a similar study was con-

ducted. Speed Leas, senior consultant

with an organization that mediates church

conflicts, believes terminations are be-

coming more common in a number of

denominations. (RNS)

School publishes index
of black religious groups
The Howard University School of Di-

vinity in Washington, D.C., has pubhshed
a Directory of African American Religious

Bodies.

The volume includes some 200 groups,

ranging from the 7.5 million member Na-
tional Baptist Convention U.S.A., Inc., to

small Pentecostal missions such as the

Fire Baptized Holiness Church of the

Americas. (NIRR)

Bible supports equal rights,

conservative evangelical says
Kenneth Kantzer, former editor of

Christianity Today magazine and a leader

in the movement that believes the Bible

is literally true, told a conference in Col-

orado that Scripture asserts men and
women have equal rights.

"When God gives a gift. Scripture says

race and gender are not to be used to deny
it," Kantzer said. Those passages in the

Bible that appear to indicate female sub-

mission should be interpreted in light of

the larger biblical themes of creation and
redemption, he argued. (RNS)

Methodists cannot agree
on homosexuality, panel says
A United Methodist committee has con-

cluded after three years' work that the 8.9

million member denomination "has been
unable to arrive at a common mind" on
whether homosexual practice is accept-

able.

There is wide agreement that the

church should welcome people of homo-
sexual orientation, but deep division over

the issue of sanctioning homosexual prac-

tice. Similar disagreement halted discus-

sion in the Episcopal Church and the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) earlier this

year. (RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Burkholder gets closeup look
at failed coup in Soviet Union

Clayton Kratz remembered. Bloom-
ing Glen, Pa.—A memorial service

was held at Blooming Glen Menno-
nite Church on Aug. 18 to commem-
orate the life and service of Clayton

F. Kratz. Kratz, a member of the

congregation, was planning to start

his senior year at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege in 1920 when he accepted a call

from Mennonite Central Committee
to begin relief work in war-torn Rus-

sia. He was arrested by the Red Army
a month after his arrival and was
never heard from again. Shown above

are the congregation's pastors, Tru-

man H. Brunk (far left) and Robert

Shreiner (far right). Between them
are (left) Harley Smith, a nephew of

Kratz, and John Ruth, one of the

producers of "Can We Depend on
You?" a video about Kratz's life.

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—A trip to help estab-

lish a private college in Lithuania became
a front-row seat to August's coup attempt

in the Soviet Union for J. Lawrence Burk-

holder.

Burkholder, who was president of Go-
shen College from 1971 to 1984, traveled

to the Soviet Union for talks about the

school with the Lithuanian and Soviet

governments. He and Winnipeg, Man.,

furniture maker Art DeFehr were in Mos-
cow during the Aug. 19-21 attempt to

overthrow Mikhail Gorbachev.

This was not the first time Burkholder

had seen momentous events. In 1989, he

was in East Germany when the Berlin

Wall fell and in the People's Republic of

China a few months after the democracy
movement was crushed.

Burkholder was one of 100,000 to

200,000 people who gathered Aug. 20 in

front of the headquarters of Russian Fed-

eration President Boris Yeltsin.

Working his way through the crowd,

Burkholder approached a young officer on
one of the tanks near the building.

"My orders are to keep the peace," the

man said. He refused to name his supe-

rior, but his sympathies seemed to be with

the pro-democracy reformers rather than

those who staged the coup.

"Will you use your firepower on your

own people?" Burkholder asked. "I hope
not," the man replied.

Clashes and several deaths did occur,

but the feared full-scale conflict never

materialized. The following day, the coup

collapsed.

Burkholder believes his translator's

changing moods during the attempted

takeover reflected the feelings of many
people.

"Tuesday she said there would be a

return to Stalinism and there is no hope,"

he recalled. "Thursday she said, 'This is

a new day.' I'm sure if you asked her

today, this very reflective woman would
say, 'Our problems are not over.'

"

For the Russian people, the end of the

coup brought joy tempered by concern,

Burkholder observed. "Intelligent people

know problems remain. I think they are

really scared."

At the same time, "many opportunities

for civil war did not happen," Burkholder

said. "And since World War II, I think

people want peace more than they used

to."

Editor's Note: A feature article by J.

Lawrence Burkholder
—"The night the

tanks were silent"—will appear in the Oct.

1 issue of Gospel Herald.

Nicaragua groups start

joint peace organization
Managua, Nicaragua (MCC)—T\ie

three Mennonite conferences in Nicara-

gua have formed a joint Peace Commis-
sion.

The commission is petitioning the coali-

tion government of President Violeta

Chamorro to recognize Mennonites as a

peace church with a right to conscientious

objection. A similar petition, involving a

larger group of evangelical churches, was
rejected by the Sandinista government in

1983.

In the 1980s, Sandinista Army officers

mistreated some church members who
were conscientious objectors. Other
church members suffered at the hands of

the U.S.-backed contras.

The Sandinistas formally turned over

power to Chamorro's National Opposition

Union (UNO) in April of last year, follow-

ing UNO's election victory.

Nicaraguan Mennonites "are going to

work for peace and justice regardless of

which government is in power," said Al-

fredo Lumbi, coordinator of the Peace
Commission. "We as church members
must maintain a prophetic voice."

Lumbi noted that some ex-contras and
former National Guard members belong

to Mennonite churches. "We have a group

that is ready to take on nonviolence be-

cause it has experienced violence," he

said.

In addition to petitioning the govern-

ment, the Peace Commission is starting a

voluntary service program. Nicaraguan

Mennonites want "to show that we are a

serving church, that we care about what
happens in the community," the com-
mission's coordinator said.

While UNO's electoral victory brought

an end to Nicaragua's long civil war, the

nation remains tense.

The 14-party ruling coalition ranges

from extreme left, including the commu-
nist party, to extreme right. It is increas-

ingly clear that UNO is not as united as

its name implies.

President Chamorro continues to enjoy

respect "as a reconciling presence," said

Ron Flickinger, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee country representative in Nicara-

gua.

Yet the past year and a half has not

been without bloodshed, he noted. For

example, nine died and 60 were wounded
in protests last November.
"There are still a lot of guns out there,"

said Flickinger, who is from Indianapolis,

Ind. "A few times since UNO took power
it looked as though there would be a new
war. But each time the goverrmient was
able to break the tension through negoti-

ation.

"A problem now is that trust is eroding

because the government hasn't been liv-

ing up to all its negotiated settlements,"

he continued.

The Peace Commission is the first joint

effort for the Mennonite groups in Nica-

ragua, which have a combined member-
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ship of 6,000. The three Nicaraguan con-

ferences were begun by missionaries from

three North American groups: Conserva-

tive Mennonite Conference, based in

Rosedale, Ohio; the Brethren in Christ;

and the EvangeHcal Mennonite Church of

Canada.

—

From a report by Emily Will

Churches provide food
for hungry in Toledo
Archhold, Ohio—Inner-city people from

LoSalem Baptist Church in Toledo, Ohio,

and country folk from Mennonite
churches in Archbold took part this sum-
mer in the 11th "Corn Day," one of several

joint activities to feed hungry people.

An intergenerational group from the

two areas prepared 64 five-gallon buckets

of corn for use in the soup at the Martin

Luther King, Jr., Kitchen for the Poor in

Toledo.

The relationship between the two com-
munities began in 1977, through a busi-

ness contact between H.V. Savage, then
the LoSalem pastor, and John Baer, a

sales representative for an Archbold
church furniture company. Baer and his

wife, Cathi, met Savage and observed the

meal program he and his wife had
founded.

"We have all these cucumbers," Cathi

said. "Could you use them?"
"Sure!" Savage said.

John Baer and neighbor John Rich in-

vited people from their congregation,

Zion Mennonite Church, to contribute

food from their own gardens. A van load

of food came—a week later, two van loads.

Henrietta Dotson (left) and Amy Rich prepare

com for the Martin Luther King, Jr., Kitchen

for the Poor in Toledo, Ohio.

Over the years, many Archbold
churches have become involved. People

plant collards, mustard, and kale specif-

ically for the Toledoans. For Corn Day, a

farmer plants an extra acre of sweet corn

in the spring.

Earl Nafziger, a retired farmer from

Central Mennonite Church, collects pro-

duce from the entire northwest Ohio area.

He takes pickup loads of red beets and
tops, zucchini, carrots, tomatoes, turnips,

and cabbage to the Kitchen several times

a week.

At the end of the season, before farmers

plow under their excess crop, church

youth glean carrots, potatoes, cabbage,

and turnips for the inner-city program.
—Charlotte H. Croyle

Florida church uses
media to increase size
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—When Pas-

tor Dennis Gingerich began his church

planting work in Florida, he didn't know
his efforts would make the Cape Christian

Fellowship in Cape Coral a model for

church outreach through media.

Using brochures, direct mail, radio

spots, billboards, the Yellow Pages, news
releases, and advertisements has helped

the Mennonite congregation triple its av-

erage Sunday attendance from 65 when it

began meeting in 1987 to around 180 in

1991.

Many of the newcomers are persons

reestablishing church ties after a 15- or

20-year lapse.

Each year for the past four years, the

Fellowship has launched an Easter season

media campaign to attract visitors. The
centerpiece is a four-color brochure
mailed to about 20,000 homes and deliv-

ered door-to-door to several hundred
more. The 1991 brochure sported a neon
cartoon surfer confessing, "Sundays wipe

me out."

The brochures are unapologetically pro-

fessional—no blurry photocopied pictures

or collage of competing typefaces.

"One of the reasons our pieces are read

is because people don't expect such high

quality from a church," said Gingerich.

Concern for appearance doesn't mean
that cost effectiveness gets overlooked.

Visitors are asked how they learned about
the church, so that Gingerich can deter-

mine which outreach methods are most
effective.

The statistical analyses are time-con-

suming, he said, but "every time I do it, I

leam something. We need to know if we're

being good stewards of our time and
finances."

When Gingerich and his wife, Linda,

moved to Cape Coral in 1986, they first

surveyed local residents who didn't go to

church to find out why. Boring or irrele-

vant sermons and unfriendliness were
among the top reasons given.

"We picked up on that," said Gingerich.

"I work hard at, and get affirmation for,

making sermons relevant to daily life."

Understanding local demographics
helps define the congregation's mission.

Many activities are designed for families

with children, because the Fellowship tar-

gets persons aged 25-45. This determines

which radio stations to approach for air

time, where to distribute brochures, and
what special projects to take on, such as

sponsoring a soccer team in the local

youth league.

Other activities that make members
visible in the community have included

men's and women's softball teams, a job-

a-thon to help needy persons pay utility

bills, and front-yard evangelistic skits for

neighborhood children.

Few Mennonites join

Operation Rescue
Wichita, Kan.—Only a handful of Men-

nonites from area churches participated

in Operation Rescue's "Summer of

Mercy" anti-abortion protests or its

"Hope for the Heartland" rally on Aug.
25.

The protests, called "rescues," began
July 15. Protestors blocked entrances at

three clinics.

Operation Rescue's national leader,

Randall Terry, was jailed. More than

2,600 protestors were arrested, including

children.

Some 25,000 people attended the Aug.

25 rally, which featured television evange-

Hst Pat Robertson.

Michele Ruebke, a Hesston Inter-Men-

nonite Fellowship member, is executive

secretary of Kansans for Life—a group

that focuses on legislative issues and ed-

ucation to prevent abortion. According to

Ruebke, "most Mennonite church leaders

were not very receptive" to her group's

message.

Ruebke says she's "surprised at the

apathy and sometimes cold shoulder" of

many Mennonites, even though the Preg-

nancy Crisis Center where she volunteers

has a regular clientele of Mennonites from
the area's colleges and churches.

—Susan Balzer
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•Denomination turns 100.
September marks the centen-

nial of the charter of incorpora-

tion for the General Conference
Mermonite Church. The charter

was filed in Topeka, Kan., on
Sept. 5, 1891. It lists the group's

purposes for incorporation as

the "support of religious wor-

ship by the promotion and main-
tenance of home and foreign

missions, religious schools, |and|

seminaries," as well as "the pub-
lishing of church and Sunday
school literature."

•Hesston reaccredited.
Hesston (Kan.) College has re-

ceived reaccreditation for 10

years from the North Central

Association of Colleges and
Schools (NCA). An NCA review

team commended the college for

its global perspective and gen-

eral education curriculum, as

well as the quality of its faculty.

The team expressed concern
about strategic planning and the

need to continually update li-

brary resources.

•Tour planned. SELFHELP
Crafts will sponsor a 1992 learn-

ing tour to Central America for

North Americans who are in-

volved with the organization.

Participants will meet local craft

producers, church workers, and
people knowledgeable about
current events in the region.

Group size is limited. People
interested in the March 7-21

tour may apply before Oct. 1 to

SELFHELP Crafts of the
World, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500.

• Returned worker dies. Mary
Beth Bowman Moser, 31, died

unexpectedly Aug. 26 in Akron,

Pa. An autopsy report said she

died of natural causes related to

a heart condition. Moser served

with Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) and Mennonite
Board of Missions in Belfast,

Northern Ireland, from early

1989 through September 1990.

She was married to David Moser
of Berne, Ind., who currently

works for the MCC U.S. Peace
Section.

• Human rights alert. Christian

Peacemaker Teams (CPT) has
circulated a "Special Alert"

about human rights in Palestine

and Israel. According to CPT,
165 Palestinians were killed by
Israeli security forces in 1990

—

at least half of them because
they simply happened to be in

the wrong place at the wrong

time. The "Alert" calls for CPT
supporters to fax or write letters

of concern to U.S., Canadian,
and Israeli officials.

• City church grows. Philadel-

phia Mennonite Church of Life

received 25 new members, most
of them Cambodians, on June
16. The new congregants more
than doubled the group's mem-
bership. Begun in 1989 by pastor

Ted Yao as a Chinese church
planting, the group had become
mostly Cambodian by the time

Yao retired in October of last

year. Luke Stoltzfus, the current

pastor, believes the church is

the first Cambodian Mennonite
fellowship in North America.

• Evangelism training. Some
200 Mennonites attended Evan-
gelism Leaders Academies at

McPherson, Kan., North Man-
chester, Ind., and LaVerne,
Calif., this past summer. The
four-day training sessions
served as part of the Living in

Faithful Evangelism (LIFE)

program, which is now being

used by more than 60 Menno-
nite churches in North America.

LIFE is a three-year congrega-

tional process that combines
study, prayer, planning, and ac-

tion. It is designed to help

churches discover a new vision

for local outreach.

• Domestic violence program.
A new Mennonite Central Com-
mittee program will help Mani-
toba Mennonites deal with do-

mestic abuse. Called "Voices for

Nonviolence," it will provide a

variety of services to congrega-

tions, including consultation for

pastors and others working with

abusers and victims; support for

abusers, victims, and families;

and education and awareness-

raising in churches. The director

is Heather Block.

•CEE to move. The office of

China Educational Exchange
(CEE) will move this fall from

Winnipeg, Man., to Harrison-

burg, Va. As of Oct. 1, CEE's
address will be 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801;

phone 703 434-6701.

• SALT workers. Nine Menno-
nite Church members took part

in a Serving and Learning To-
gether (SALT) International ori-

entation at Akron, Pa., July 7-12.

They are: Eric Beck, Elkhart,

Ind., to Paraguay; Darrell
Bender, New Hamburg, Ont., to

Taiwan; J. Alex Hartzler, Mt.

Joy, Pa., to Bolivia; Ingrid Kopp,
State College, Pa., to Paraguay;

Tara Leaman, Lancaster, Pa., to

Zambia; Kerry McKenzie,
Kitchener, Ont., to the Philip-

pines; Michelle Milne, Goshen,
Ind., to Japan; Evelyn Overduin,

Waterloo, Ont., to Taiwan;
Karem Sandoval, Kitchener,

Ont., to Brazil.

• Canning completed. Some 231

tons of meat were prepared for

distribution to hungry people

during the 1990-91 canning sea-

son of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. The portable meat can-

ner stopped at 30 sites in 11

states, where volunteers helped
with the canning process. Most
of the meat goes overseas. This

year MCC sent 52 tons to war-

torn Liberia. Other shipments

went to Egypt, Haiti, Jamaica,

Nicaragua, and Israeli-occupied

West Bank.

• Bible story book in Swahili.

Christine Buckwalter, a mis-

sionary in Tanzania, has com-
pleted a Bible story book for

children in the Swahili language.

It is the first such book pub-

lished by Tanzania Mennonite
Church. Sara Mohler of
Ephrata, Pa., provided an illus-

tration for each of the 52 stories.

Buckwalter and her husband,
Victor, serve under Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

• Neighborhood Homes. About
70 low-income families in Wich-
ita, Kan., will be able to purchase
homes from Mermonite Housing
Rehabilitation Services in the

next 18 months through a new
program called Neighborhood
Homes. The program is made
possible through special grants

and loans provided by the city

and by two local banks.

• Volleyball benefit. Members
of Bally (Pa.) Mennonite Church
organized a volleyball tourna-

ment to benefit the Clinic for

Special Children, Strasburg, Pa.

The Aug. 17 event in Pottstown,

Pa., drew 150 players from 20

teams and raised some $7,000.

The clinic studies and treats

childhood diseases similar to

the one that took the life of

Sarah Good, an infant from the

Bally congregation, in 1989. Sev-

Hispanic Mission Team. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—An interna-

tional team sponsored by the Spanish Council of Lancaster

Conference spent much of this past summer working in Bible

schools, evangelism, and construction projects in Pennsylva-

nia and New Jersey. The group included three members from

Mexico and four from the New Holland (Pa.) congregation.

Pictured above are, back row, left to right: Ricardo Castaneda

(New Holland), Antonio Gaxiola (Mexico), Guillenno de

Novais (New Holland). Front row: Amparo Serna and Luz
Maria Reyes (Mexico) and Moniqua Castaneda and Martin

Ramirez (New Holland). In July, the Mexican team members
traveled to Sinaloa, Mexico, to preach, teach Bible classes, and

participate in community activities. Joining tliem for four

weeks were Bolivar Guadalupe and Miguel Rivas, teachers at

the Hispanic Bible Institute in New Holland, and Olga and

Marisol Rodriguez of the Vineland, N.J., congregation.
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eral of these illnesses are more
common among Mennonites
and Amish than in the general

population.—Decora/? Good

• Family video to air. At Home
with the Family, a four-part

video series written and hosted

by Mennonite counselors John
and Naomi Lederach, is being

broadcast on television during

September. A different part of

the series is being aired four

times each week on Vision Inter-

faith Satellite Network (VISN).

The Lederach series is aimed at

building positive family rela-

tionships. It was supplied to

VISN by the Media Ministries

Department of Mennonite
Board of Missions.

• No datebook. Mennonite Pub-
lishing House (MPH) will not

send a 1992 datebook to or-

dained persons, due to the

agency's unfavorable financial

situation. MPH hopes the cut-

back will be for one year only.

• Trail boss. M. Virginia Musser
has been elected to a second
two-year term on the governing

board of the Appalachian Trail,

(AT), according to reports in

The Souderton (Pa.) Independent

and Mennonite Weekly Review.

Musser is director of the Inde-

pendent Living Center at

Rockhill Mennonite Home, Sell-

ersville, Pa. The AT is a hiking

path that stretches 2,000 miles,

from Maine to Georgia.

•Pastoral milestone. Sam
Thomas, pastor of Landisville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church,
brought his jogging total to

10,000 miles with a two-mile run

with family and friends Aug. 31.

Thomas began to jog and keep
track of his miles after he under-

went successful treatment for

cancer in 1980. Thomas said he
runs five miles a day, four or five

times a week.

—

From Sunday
News, Lancaster, Pa.

• New appointments:
Jeffrey Hoffman, admissions coun-

selor, Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege, since August. He is respon-

sible for student recruitment in

the Midwest, New England, Can-

ada, Oregon, and West Virginia.

Katie Myers, coordinator of Global

Family Program, Mennonite
Central Committee, since Au-
gust. She succeeds Lois Keeney,
who served two years. The pro-

gram pairs North American
sponsors with individuals, fami-

lies, and communities overseas.

• Pastor transitions:

Joe Diener was installed as pastor

of Argentine Mennonite Church,

Kansas City, Kan., on July 14.

He succeeds Vernon Yoder.

Arlyn Epp and Judith Friesen will

become assistant pastors at

Vineland (Ont.) Mennonite
Church in mid-September.

Eleanor Epp-Stobbe resigned as

copastor of Hamilton (Ont.)

Mennonite Church in August,

She served alongside her hus-

band, David.

Edwin Heatwole was installed as

pastor of Stuarts Draft (Va.)

Mennonite Church on Sept. 8.

He and his wife, Eileen, pre-

viously were church planters in

Fredericksburg, Va.

Jean Henricks resigned as pastor

of Lawrence (Kan.) Mennonite
Fellowship, effective Sept. 30.

She is taking a leadership posi-

tion with the Church of the

Brethren.

Beryl Jantzi became associate pas-

tor of Akron (Pa.) Mennonite
Church on June 3. He serves

alongside Pastor Urbane
Peachey. He is a 1991 graduate of

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.

John Kampen was ordained on

June 2 for his work as academic
dean of Payne Theological Sem-
inary and as an associate pastor

at Cincinnati (Ohio) Mennonite
Fellowship.

Philip L. Kniss and Jane H. Peifer

were installed Sept. 8 in half-

time positions at Community
Mennonite Church, Harrison-

burg, Va. Kniss was pastor of

Emanuel Mennonite Church,
Gainesville, Fla., fi^om 1983 to

1990. He will have primary re-

sponsibility for preaching, wor-

ship, and small groups. Peifer

will oversee Christian educa-

tion, youth ministries, and out-

reach. Other pastoral team mem-
bers are Ann Graber Hersh-

berger, Teresa A. McDeiTnid, and
David A. Detrow.

Heidi Regier Kreider became pas-

tor of Emmanuel Mennonite
Church, Gainesville, Fla., on
Aug. 1. She succeeds interim

pastors John and Miriam
Beachy.

Walter and Joy Sawatzky became
pastors of Homestead (Fla.)

Mennonite Church in late Au-
gust. They succeed Raymond
Martin, who became general sec-

retary of Southeast Conference.

• Missionary transitions:

Wendell and Karen Amstutz re-

turned to Bolivia on Aug. 12

following a three-month North
American assignment. They are

overseas mission associates

with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions and work as self-employed

farmers. Their address is Casilla

213, Santa Cruz, Bolivia.

Dorcas Borkholder returned from
France on June 14. She was a

Mennonite Board of Missions

intern at the Foyer Grebel Men-
nonite Study Centre in Paris.

Her address is 60297 M-66, Cen-
treville, MI 49032.

Ron and Betty Lou Collins arrived

in Aibonito, P.R., on Aug. 12 to

begin a two-year assignment
with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. Ron will serve as director

of the Bible institute operated

by the Puerto Rico Mennonite
Church, and Betty will help at

the institute and at Betania

Mennonite School. Their ad-

dress is Apartado 2016,
Aibonito, PR 00609.

Garry and Ruth Denlinger, Menno-
nite Board of Missions workers,

have resumed their ministries in

Israel. Ruth and daughter Sheri

returned to the country July 15,

and Garry returned Aug. 21. Son
Ron will continue studies at

Eastern Mennonite High
School, Harrisonburg, Va. The
Denlingers serve in congrega-

tional development and theolog-

ical education. Their address is

Box 3703, 31036 Haifa, Israel.

Daniel and Jolene Foley went to

Guatemala in July to study
Spanish for six months in prep-

aration for an assignment in

Honduras with Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. They
will prepare Christian education

materials for Mennonite congre-

gations. Their address is Funda-
cion 23, 6 Avenida 6-126, Zona
1, Huehuetenango 13001, Guate-

mala.

John and Susan Gehman returned

to Haiti in June. They are East-

ern Board appointees who serve

with Lumiere Medical Minis-

tries. Their address is Hospital

Lumiere, Bon Fin, Cayes, Haiti.

Kevin and Rita Marie Hoover re-

turned to the United States on
Aug. 12 after a one-year intern-

ship with Mennonite Board of

Missions. They served with the

Araguaceman Mennonite
Church in Brazil. Their address

is 84 Haldeman Rd., Schwenks-
ville, PA 19473-2000.

Brian Jantzi arrived in England on
July 14 to begin a one-year as-

signment with Mennonite Board
of Missions. He is assisting staff

at the London Mennonite Cen-

tre. His address is 14 Shepherds
Hill, Highgate, London N6 5AQ,
United Kingdom.

Scott and Rhoda Jantzi arrived in

Puerto Rico on July 15 to begin

a two-year assignment with
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Scott is principal of Betania

School in Aibonito, and Rhoda
is assisting with Lamaze classes

at the Mennonite Hospital and
exploring other nursing jobs.

Their address is Academia
Menonita Betania, Apartado 6,

Aibonito, PR 00609.

Elaine Kauffman left for BrazU on
Aug. 7 following a one-year
North American assignment.
During the first year of her cur-

rent Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions term, she will update the

bookkeeping operations of the

Brazil Mennonite Church. Her
address is Rua Taquaritinga 76,

Jardim Nova Europa, 13035

Campinas SP, Brazil.

Nelson and Ellen Kraybill (shown

above with family) began a

three-year Mennonite Board of

Missions assignment in England
on Aug. 9. Nelson will coordi-

nate the Cross-Currents pro-

gram at London Mennonite
Centre and be available for

teaching and preaching. Ellen

will have various duties at the

Centre and explore part-time

physical therapy work. Their ad-

dress is 14 Shepherds Hill,

Highgate, London N6 5AQ,
United Kingdom.

Ivan and Mary Ellen Leaman re-

turned fromi Kenya in June.

They are Eastern Board medical

workers who had been tempo-
rarily serving Somali refugees

while they waited—and con-

tinue to wait—for an opportu-

nity to reenter Somalia. Their

address is 109 N. Decatur St.,

Strasburg, PA 17579.

Joe and Linda Liechty returned to

Ireland on Aug. 20 following a

two-month North American as-

signment. They work with peace

and reconciliation efforts in Ire-

land and participate in Dublin
Mennonite Community. The
Liechtj's serve under Mennonite
Board of Missions and Menno-
nite Central Committee. Their

address is 62 Willow Park Ave.,

Glasnevin, Dublin 11, Repubhc
of Ireland.

Paul and Dawn Ruth Nelson left

Dublin, Ireland, July 24 for a

one-year North American as-
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signment. The couple are over-

seas mission associates with
Mennonite Board of Missions
and Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. Their address is 468
Groffs Mill Rd., HarleysviUe,

PA 19438.

Linda Oyer. Mennonite Board of

Missions worker in France,
began a one-year North Ameri-
can assignment Aug. 1. She
teaches New Testament and
serves as dean of faculty at the

European Bible Institute in

Lamorlaye, France. Her address
is c/o 758 Morris, Hillside, IL
60162.

Tom and Disa Rutschman re-

turned to Sweden on Aug. 9

after a two-month North Amer-
ican assignment. They are self-

supporting overseas mission as-

sociates with Mennonite Board
of Missions. The Rutschmans
teach in local schools, partici-

pate in a small evangelical
church, and are involved in

youth ministries. Their address
is Lingonstigen 14, S-96040
Jokkmokk, Sweden.

Michael and Rebecca Wigginton,

Mennonite Board of Missions
workers in Argentina, began a

one-year North American as-

signment Aug. 3. They serve

among Indians in the Argentine

Chaco, visiting churches and
working with agricultural, eco-

nomic, and land issues. Their
address is 304 W. Cleveland,

Elkhart, IN 46516.

Linda Witmer went to Guatemala
in June for a one-year assign-

ment with Eastern Board. She
is a public health consultant
with the Kekchi Indian Menno-
nite congregations. Her address
is Apartado 1, 16909 San Pedro
Carcha, Alta Verapaz, Guate-
mala.

• Coming events:

Symposium on 1492, Oct. 19-20,

Prince of Peace Mennonite
Church, Corpus Christi, Tex.

Sponsored by Mennonite His-

torical Committee and Menno-
nite congregations of south
Texas. Speakers will include
Lawrence Hart, Jose Matamo-
ros, Levi Miller, and Jose Ortiz.

More information from Jose
Matamoros, Prince of Peace
Mennonite Church, 6030 Deer
Creek Dr., Corpus Christi, TX
78415, or the historical commit-
tee, 1700 Main St., Goshen, IN
46526.

Renewal celebration, Nov. 8-10,

Sormenberg Mennonite Church,
Kidron, Ohio. Richard
Showalter, president of
Rosedale Bible Institute in

Plain City, Ohio, will be the

keynote speaker. More informa-
tion from the church, PO Box
226, Kidron, OH 44636.

Sing with Alice Parker, Nov. 16, at

Elizabethtovra College, Eliza-

bethtown. Pa. Parker will lead

an afternoon workshop and sing-

ing school featuring music from
the Mennonite "Harmonia
Sacra" and "The Brethren's
Tune and Hymn Book." In the

evening, she will lead a hymn
festival. More information from
the Young Center at the college,

1 Alpha Dr., Elizabethtown, PA
17022-2298.

• New resources:
Packet on chronic mental illness.

Developed for congregations
and pastors by Karen Jantzi,

mental health advocate for

Franconia Conference. Includes

stories about living with mental
illness, ideas for ways to minis-

ter, bibliography, and additional

resources list. Available from
Karen Jantzi, Mennonite Con-
ference Center, Box 116,
Souderton, PA 18964; phone 215
723-5513.

• Job openings:
Naturalist needed at Camp Amigo,

Sturgis, Mich., to provide lead-

ership for the nature program.
This is a full-time, year-round
position. Education or biology

background with strong interest

in outdoor education relating to

youth. For a job description and
application, contact Camp
Amigo, 26455 Banker Rd., Stur-

gis, MI 49091-9355; phone 616
651-2811.

• Change of address:
Edwin and Eileen Heatwole from

Fredericksburg, Va., to R. 1, Box
360, Stuarts Draft, VA 24477.

Norman and Phyllis Lyndaker
from Watertown, N.Y., to 7700
North St., Lowville, NY 13367.

Daniel and Jennifer Schrock from
Lombard, 111., to Neil Avenue
Mennonite Church, 251 W.
Sixth Ave., Columbus, OH
43201.

NEW MEMBERS

Blough, Hollsopple, Pa.: Mi-
chelle Zimmerman.

Sod Hill Community, Es-
canaba, Mich.: Alicia Holmes,
Joleen Julien, Dana Nichols,

Matt Nichols, Bobbi Nichols,

Rich Nichols, and Jewel Troyer.
Swamp, Quakertown, Pa.:

Brian Faux, Jeanne Faux, Jo-

anna Weaver, Douglas Geis-

singer, and Stephanie Kolb.
West Union, Parnell, Iowa:
John Beck, Jackie Beck, Anita
Kanagy, Thelma Gragg, and
Don and Marcia Steckly.

Zurich, Ont.: Richard Vermeulen
and Marilyn Vermeulen.

BIRTHS

Deichert, Bill and Carol (Smith),

Zurich, Ont., Ethan Allan Cole
(third child), Aug. 14.

Harrison, Tim and Susan (Ken-
nel), Elkhart, Ind., Andrew
Peter (first child), Aug. 9.

Kochsmeier, David K. and Bev-
erly K. (Goshow), Bethlehem,
Pa., Philip Andrew (second
child), July 21.

Martin, Landis and Miriam
(Zimmerman), Northampton,
Pa., Daniel Eric (ninth child),

Aug. 9.

Mast, David and Karen (Stoltz-

fus), Stevens, Pa., Saralyn Kay
(fourth child), Aug. 19.

Mayer, C. J. and Jill (Stauffer),

Sarasota, Fla., Jackson Elliott

(third child), Aug. 20.

Parmer, Rick and LeAim, Lans-
dale, Pa., Jennifer Nicole (third

child), July 31.

Peachey, Max and Tambra
(Miller), Lewistown, Pa., Mikaela
Hannah (second child), Aug. 9.

Petersheim, Jon and Stacy
(Juetten), Reading, Pa., Eliza-

beth Grayce (first chUd), June 8.

Rupp, Steve and Susan (Rupp),

Fayette, Ohio, Levi Michael
(second child), Aug. 22.

Stutzman, Tony and Angle
(Kearns), Wellman, Iowa, Jarron

Anthony (second child), Aug. 19.

linger, Daniel and Rebecca
(Friesen), Akron, Pa., Caleb
Daniel (second child), Aug. 15.

Wagler, Norman and Carol
(Miller), Kokomo, Ind., Erin Ra-
chel (second child), Aug. 15.

MARRIAGES

Amstutz-Headings: Michael
Amstutz, Dalton, Ohio (Orrville

cong.), and Lisa Headings,
Wooster, Ohio (Wooster cong.),

Aug. 17, by Wayne A. Nitzsche.

Bast-Siegrist: Jason Bast, Wood-
ville, N.Y., and Connie Siegrist,

Gouverneur, N.Y. (Watertown
cong.), Aug. 3, by Andrew
Gingerich and Ed Bobbins.

Betmish-Martin: Richard Behnish,

Samia-Clearwater, Ont., Eind Lorri

Beth Martin, Samia-Clearwater,

Ont. (Zurich cong.), Aug. 17, by
Clayton Kuepfer.

Bergin-Weaver: Ian Bergin, Liv-

erpool, England, and Sarah

Weaver, Chalfont, Pa. (Swamp
cong.), Aug. 10, by William A.
Brunk.

Brubacher-Hershberger: Mark
Brubacher, St. Jacobs, Ont. (St.

Jacobs cong.), and Cynthia
Hershberger, Kitchener, Ont.
(St. Jacobs cong.), Aug. 17, by
Sue C. Steiner.

Chapman-Mast: Jay Chapman,
Kalona, Iowa (Trinity cong.),

and Diane Mast, Kalona, Iowa
(Lower Deer Creek cong.), Aug.
17, by Orie Wenger.

Derstein-Mast: Andrew Bryan
Derstein, Hatfield, Pa. (Cove-
nant cong.), and Karen Marie
Mast, Oley, Pa. (Oley cong.),

Aug. 17, by Earl Anders.
Gerber-Mast: Mark Gerber, Bru-

tus, Mich., and Kathy Mast,
Wooster, Ohio (Smithville
cong.), July 27, by Jim Gerber
(father of groom) and Bill

Detweiler (uncle of bride).

Kauffman-Unruh: Gordon Kauff-

man, Newton, Kan. (Hesston
Inter-Mennonite cong.), and
Janinne Unruh, Newton, Kan.
(Hesston Inter-Mennonite
cong.), Aug. 10, by Donovan
Unruh.

Kropf-Brenneman: Larry Kropf,

Guelph, Ont. (East Zorra cong.),

and Tracey Brenneman,
Tavistock, Ont. (Cassel cong.),

Aug. 10, by Vernon Leis and
Gordon Martin.

Kurtz-Bontrager: Eric Kurtz,
Lancaster, Pa. (Landisville
cong.), and Kimberly Bontrager,

Haven, Kan. (Yoder cong.), July

27, by Chester I. Kurtz.

Martin-Ropp: David Martin,
Alma, Ont., and Karen Ropp,
Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra
cong.), Aug. 17, by Vernon Leis.

Mellinger-Jewett: John Mel-
linger, Hesston, Kan. (Hesston
Inter-Mennonite cong.), and
Patty Jewett, Hutchinson, Kan.,

Aug. 16, by Duane Yoder.

Moyer-Grim: Douglas Moyer,
Perkasie, Pa. (Perkasie cong.),

and Gwendolyn Grim, Stephens
City, Va. (United Methodist
Church), July 27, by John E.

Conner.

Roth-Rhodes: Ted Roth, Ruidoso,

N.M. (Carlsbad cong.), and Doris

Rhodes, Carlsbad, N.M. (Carls-

bad cong.), Aug. 17, by Peter E.

Hartman.
Snyder-Martin: Eugene Snyder,
Waterloo, Ont. (St. Jacobs
cong.), and Sharon Martin, Wa-
terloo, Ont. (St. Jacobs cong.),

Aug. 10, by Sue C. Steiner.

Steckle-Roes: Brian Steckle, Zu-
rich, Ont. (Zurich cong.), and
Bonnie Roes, Milverton, Ont.

(Mapleview cong.), Aug. 3, by
Victor Dorsch.
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MENNOSCOPE

Creative expression. Harrisonburg, Va.—Arts and crafts

came aJive during the adult Sunday school hour Aug. 25 at

Community Mennonite Church here. Nineteen people from
the congregation responded to an open invitation to bring to

class artwork or other creative efforts from any period of their

lives. The exhibit in the church fellowship hall included

woodburnings, quilts, paintings, handcrafted furniture, pho-

tography, Navajo and nature weavings, sculpture, ceramics, a

handmade flintlock rifle, and an Appalachian banjo. Above,
high school senior Wendell Martin shows dolphins he formed
from paraffin.

—

Jirn Bishop

Yoder-Miller: Brent Yoder, Well-

man, Iowa (Lower Deer Creek
cong.), and Tara Miller, Wash-
ington, Iowa (Washington
cong.), Aug. 3, by Orie Wenger.

DEATHS

Bohning, Joel Andrew, 19,

Bethlehem, Pa. Bom: July 23,

1972, Fountain Hill, Pa., to Rob-
ert P. and Fleurette (Troxell)

Bohning. Died: Aug. 5, 1991,

Bethlehem, Pa., car accident.

Survivors—brothers and sister:

Jeffery D., Timothy R., Daniel

C, Nancy D. Schnecker. Fu-
neral: Aug. 9, Long Funeral
Home, by David K. Kochsmeier.
Burial: Hellertown Union Cem-
etery.

Horst, S. Elizabeth Good, 70,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: July 24,

1921, Spring City, Pa., to Allen
H. and Hannah (Gross) Good.
Died: Aug. 9, 1991, Harrison-
burg, Va. Survivors—husband:
Samuel L. Horst; children: Ken-
neth, Hannah Schertz, Sylvia,

Barbara, Mary, Carol; 4 grand-

children; brothers and sisters:

James, Barbara Kurtz, Law-

rence, Pauline, Claude, Ernest.

Funeral: Park View Mennonite
Church, Paul T. Yoder, Shirley

E. Yoder, Shirlee K. Yoder.
Burial: Weaver Cemetery.

Hunsberger, Vera (Hallman),
97, Cambridge, Ont. Born: April

28, 1894, Roseville, Ont, to

George and Veroncia (Hecken-
dorn) Hallman. Died: Aug. 13,

1991, Guelph, Ont. Survivors-
children: Albert, Gordon, Wil-

son; 11 grandchildren, 16 great-

grandchildren; sister: Salome
Shantz. Predeceased by: Abram
Hunsberger (husband). Funeral
and burial: Aug. 16, Erb Street

Mennonite Church, by Wilmer
Martin.

Lehman, Martin, 84, Kidron,
Ohio. Born: May 15, 1907,
Kidron, Ohio, to John P. and
Mary Ann (Zuercher) Lehman.
Died: Aug. 16, 1991, Walnut
Hills (Walnut Creek) Nursing
Home. Survivors—wife: Elda L.

Amstutz; children: Lester
Feltis; 3 grandchildren, 7 great-

grandchildren; brother: Weldon.
Funeral and burial: Aug. 19,

Kidron Mennonite Church, by
Bill Detweiler and Dennis
Kuhns.

Martin, Melvin S., 87, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Born: Aug. 5, 1904,

Kitchener, Ont., to Enoch and
MaryAnn (Shantz) Martin.
Died: Aug. 14, 1991, Cambridge,
Ont. Survivors— children: Stu-

art, Douglas, Richard; 13 grand-

children, 6 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: EUeen Snider
(wife), Harold (son), Isabell

(daughter). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 17, Erb Street Mennonite
Church, by WUmer Martin.

McGinty, Katelyn Ann, 2 mos.,

Coopersburg, Pa. Born: May 22,

1991, to Robert and Margaret
McGinty. Died: Aug. 3, 1991,

Coopersburg, Pa., of SIDS. Sur-

vivors—parents: Robert and
Margaret McGinty; sister:

Meghan Elizabeth. Funeral and
burial: Aug. 6, Swamp Menno-
nite Church, by William A.

Brunk.

Miller, Ernest L., 79, Gainesville,

Fla. Born: Aug. 10, 1911, Amboy,
Ind., to Albert A. and Sarah D.

(King) Miller. Died: July 29,

1991, Alachua Hospital (Fla.).

Survivors—brother and sisters:

Robert F., Dorothy Harvey,
Nada Smith. Funeral: Aug. 3,

Fenn Funeral Home, by Harold
Mast and Clayton Sommers.
Burial: Sunset Memory Gar-

dens.

Nussbaum, George H., 67, Twin
Falls, Idaho. Born: Feb. 1, 1924,

North Lima, Ohio, to Menno
and Kate Miller Nussbaum.
Died: July 25, 1991, Twin Falls,

Idaho. Survivors—wife: Viola

Nussbaum; children: Laura
Oates, Harold, Joletha Sturdy,

Karen Perkins, Melva Turner,
Wayne; 12 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild; sister: Ruth
Martin. Funeral: July 29, White
Mortuary (Twin Falls), by Terry
Miller. Burial: Sunset Memorial
Park.

Sensenig, Mildred B. Dombach,
87, Lancaster, Pa. Bom: April 27,

1904, Pequea Twp., to Adam and
Miriam Brenneman Dombach.
Died: July 28, 1991, Mennonite
Home (Lancaster). Survivors

—

children: H. Gerald, Dale D., Jay
v., Velma Gelmnan; 9 grandchil-

dren, 4 great-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Harry H. Sensenig
(husband), Glenn (son). Funeral:

Aug. 2, Gundel Funeral Home, by
Karl E. Steffy. Burial: New Dan-
ville Cemetery.

Stuckey, Genevieve M., 71,

Pettisville, Ohio. Bom: Nov. 4,

1919, Grabill, Ind., to Henry and
Emma (Yoder) Stuckey. Died:

Aug. 15, 1991, Wauseon, Ohio.

Survivors— sisters; Hermia
Nofziger, Luella Rupp. Funeral:

Aug. 17, West Clinton Mermo-

nite Church, by James Roynon
and Edward Diener. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.
Zimmerly, Ethel, 81, Wooster,

Ohio. Born: June 12, 1910, Mon-
trose, Colo., to Frank and Mary
(Bender) Sinclair. Died: Aug. 18,

1991, Massillon, Ohio. Survi-

vors—children: Frances Miller,

Dorothy Brown, Elizabeth
Boggs; 12 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Elam Zimmerly (hus-

band), Albert (son). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 21, Kidron Menno-
nite Church, by Bill Detweiler

and Dick Wolf.

Correction: In the Aug. 27 issue

under deaths, the correct name
for Esther Horsch should be
Esther Litwiller Horsch.

CALENDAR

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly. East Earl, Pa., Sept. 19

Mennonite Board of Education
board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 19-21

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion IV annual meeting, Albany,

Ore., Sept. 21

Worship Seminar, Hesston, Kan.,

Sept. 20-22

Vision 95 Goals Coordinating
Council, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 24

Evangelism and Church Planting

Committee, Salunga, Pa., Sept.

27-Oct. 1

Vision and Goals Committee, Chi-

cago, 111., Sept. 28-29

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Mennonite Disaster Service exec-

utive committee fall meeting,

Oct. 4-5

Fellowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

A celebration of Mennonites in the

city and the suburbs, Lombard,
m., Oct. 12-13

Symposium on 1492-1992 com-
memoration. Corpus Christi,

Tex., Oct. 19-22

Southeast Mennonite Conference
annual meeting, Lakewood Re-
treat, Brooksville, Fla., Oct. 25-

27

Education 2000, congregational
discipling event, Bradenton,
Fla., Nov. 8-11

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-

tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion in annual meeting, Kalona,
Iowa, Nov. 15-16
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THE LAST WORD

Fiddling with the boundaries
One of the first things I saw when buying the

house where we now hve was the iron post mark-

ing the boundary between our property and the

neighbors'. It seemed a bit strange at the time.

It still does, what with its being located right

along the street where everyone can see it.

My neighbor being a fellow Mennonite, I

didn't ask questions. The post is something both

of us have come to ignore. The only thing it

does today is delineate the 12 inches each of us

goes over the line when we mow the lawn (that

two-foot strip could be the best-mowed space in

our town).

How that post got there I have no idea. Did
the first editor of Gospel Herald put it there

when he bought the property in the early 1920s?

(Yes, that's right; 20 years ago I bought the

house built for the first editor of this magazine,

never dreaming that some day I'd be its fifth.)

Whatever its history, I must admit that should

I see my neighbor out eyeing that iron post

some morning, I'd get nervous. What was he up
to? Did he know something I didn't? What was
happening to our boundary?
This issue Gospel Herald fiddles with the

boundaries. We do so fully aware it could make
for a great deal of nervousness. The boundary

under discussion is one many of us have taken

for granted all our lives: our belief in peace, non-

resistance, pacifism, or nonviolence (whatever

term you use to describe it) as a central part of

who we are as Mennonites.

There are areas of the church, however, where

this can no longer be taken for granted. In our

outreach v^dth the gospel, soldiers and sailors,

sergeants and Ueutenants are being attracted to

our fellowships. Not all can or are ready to give

up their careers when they find Christ. What do
we tell them when they apply for membership in

our churches?

Every group needs its center and its bound-

aries. Otherwise it will no longer continue to be

a group.

And make no mistake about it: the Mennonite
Church has its center. It is Jesus Christ. We are

disciples of his.

We also have our boundaries. They have to do

with how we live out our behefs and our faith as

Jesus' disciples.

If we all agreed all the time, boundaries would
be easy. But we don't. So we need to continue

to talk.

Boundary discussions may help us to agree

more. They can keep us from stagnating, for

what we take for granted is too often what we
lose. Boundary discussions can also help us indi-

vidually to make centuries of belief and practice

our own.

They don't mean things have to change.

Boundary discussions can result in reaffirmation:

that acceptance of the way of peace is a test of

church membership, in this case.

A unique role for the Mennonite Church may
be to witness against militarism and violence in

this way. That becomes increasingly difficult to

do in a society of individualism and tolerance.

Yet it could be God is asking us to strengthen

this boundary of who we are. God may want us

to be more definite about who can and who can-

not be part of our group. At the very least, this

is an iron post of being Mennonite we must con-

tinue to examine as new people come to us.

—

jlp

A new sheet from heaven?

Boundary discussions also raise the possibility

of boundary redefinitions.

The apostle Peter learned that one day when
he merely wanted a brief nap. Instead he got

this vision of a sheet from heaven full of ani-

mals. A voice told him to do something he had
been taught all his life God would never ask him
to do: "kill and eat" (Acts 10:13).

Later Peter interpreted the vision as dealing

with the boundaries between Jews and Gentiles.

He summed up the unsetthng experience this

way: "The Spirit told me . . . not to make a dis-

tinction between them and us" (Acts 11:12).

The Mennonite Church needs to decide if it

sees a similar vision today. Is the question of

peace and church membership a new sheet God
is putting down before us? Or is it a case of wish-

ing there were a sheet where there is none?—y/p
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A sense of humor is part of our being created in

God's image. Our God must have had a laugh when
he made the baboon to itch and the penguin to walk.
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God hath made
me to laugh
"A merry heart doeth good like a medicine" (Prov. 11:22).

I try to remember that often. It helps when I

hear how a six-year-old boy responded after

hearing me introduced by my first name. He
leaned over to his mother and whispered, "Is

that the real Moses?"
Well, not quite. But by now I have lived long

enough to learn to laugh. Often there is no other

way!

One grandmother recalls how her young grand-

daughter asked, "Grandma, were you in Noah's
ark?"

"Oh, no!"

"Then why didn't you drown?"
It is a scientific fact that laughter reduces mus-

cle tension. The chest and facial muscles get a

good workout. With a good belly laugh, every

major organ of the body functions better (well,

at least your ulcer is not spreading while you
laugh). Scientific studies tell us a good hearty

laugh puts more oxygen into the blood stream
than does deep breathing.

No one ever died from laughing. No one ever

got sick from laughter. That's why one doctor

told a patient, "If you can't take a joke, then

you'll have to take my medicine."

Laughter is a unique, nonverbal way to commu-
nicate. You can laugh in any language.

God must have a sense of humor. God would
not have endowed us with the gift if it were not

by

Moses
Slabaugh



The biggest laugh of all is Easter. It is

the Christianas ultimate belly laugh. For
the serpent*s head is crushed! And the

deceiver of nations is conquered!

part of the divine. God must have had a twinkle

when making the baboon to itch and the pen-

guin to walk.

The word laugh and laughter occur 26 times in

the Old Testament. Often they are used to ex-

press God's scorn or derision against the wicked.

But six times happy laughter is used when God
was catching up on promises made to Abraham
and Sarah.

First God upgraded their names and then

announced a specific time. A son would be-

come an addition to their family. "As for

Sarai your wife—her name will be Sarah (prin-

cess). I will bless her and will surely give you a

son by her." That was funny to Abraham. He
laughed and said to himself, "WUl a son be born

to a man a hundred years old? Will Sarah bear a

child at the age ninety?" (Gen. 17:17).

Not long after that conversation the Lord ap-

peared again in the form of a delegation. Abra-

ham served a quick meal—and even included a

foot washing service.

While eating, the conversation continued.

"Where is your wife Sarah?" "There, in the

tent," Abraham replied. "About this time next

year . . . Seirah your wife, will have a son," the

Lord announced (Gen. 18:10).

Now Sarah was listening (who wouldn't try to

overhear such a conversation?). She laughed
(happy laughter) to herself as she thought:

"After I am worn out and my master is old, wiU
I now have this pleasure?"

The Lord said to Abraham, "Why did Sarah
laugh? ... Is anything too hard for the Lord?"

Sarah lied and said, "I did not laugh." But the

Lord said, "Yes, you did laugh" (same word:

happy laughter).

I can't believe the Lord had a scowl when say-

ing, "Yes, you did laugh." I believe God also en-

joyed the humor of the moment and laughed

with both Sarah and Abraham.
Jesus too had a sense of humor. He was

human, vented his anger, he threw furnitm-e, he
raised his voice. So why not conclude he also

laughed? Yes, he was a "man of sorrows" and
"acquainted with grief." But certain difficult pas-

sages in the Gospels can only be understood

Only the believer, the secure

can laugh. As we laugh we see

our own facade and know
that God's grace is sufficient.

when we conclude Jesus used irony and humor.
Take the drinking operations of the Pharisee.

What did the Pharisee drink? A camel! T. R.

Glover describes the details: "Then he sets

about straining what he is going to drink—an-

other elaborate process, and the series of sensa-

tions, as the long hairy neck slid down the throat

of the Pharisee—all the amplitude of loose-hung

anatomy—the lump—two lumps—both of them
slid down—and he never noticed—and the legs

—

all of them—with outfit of knees and big padded
feet. The Pharisee swallowed a camel and never

noticed it" (The Humor of Christ).

The modern writer would say the Pharisee

lacked a sense of proportion, and no one would

remember. But Jesus said the Pharisee swal-

lowed a camel, and who can forget it? It's the

humor of irony that gives the saying force.

The Pharisees were a pompous lot. The pomp-
ous lack a sense of humor. With humor Jesus

sliced away that hypocrisy and vanity. The chief

remedy for vanity is laughter.
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There's another scene of humorous irony in

Matt. 15:21-28. Jesus was in alien territory, the
region of Tyre and Sidon. A Canaanite woman
whose daughter was deranged cried, "Help me."
Jesus gave her the silent treatment. When he

finally talked, he said, "Jews come first. I have
no obhgation for the likes of you, and it isn't

right to give the children's bread to dogs."

Insulting remarks did not turn the woman off.

On her knees again she cried, "Help me!" and in

the same spirit of banter said, "Yes, Lord . .

.

but even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall from
their masters' table."

Woman, you have great faith!" Jesus re-

plied, and back at her home the demon
was gone. With irony Jesus encouraged

that woman's faith. She was quick to catch on,

and that day faith triumphed over nationality.

Only the believer, the secure can laugh. As we
rejoice unconditionally in God's care, can we see
our own facade, our own fallen nature, and know
that God has sufficient grace to accept us? God
restores our soul. God builds the church on the
back of transformed sinners.

The Lord Jesus paid a big price for us. We
are of great value to him. Thus we understand,
with George Fox, that though there is an ocean
of darkness, there is also one of light and love
which flows over the darkness.

We learn to laugh through our tears. Kisses
and tears are close together. Jacob, when he met
Rachel, "kissed [her], and lifted up his voice,

and wept."

At the age of ninety, Sarah laughed at the idea
that she should give birth to a son. Can God?
Will God? Did she name her son Isaac (laughter)

at the time she giggled in the tent?

Oh, there was crisis in her life. That extra

woman and her son in Sarah's house didn't

work. Sarah said "out." But her final testimony
was "God hath made me to laugh" (Gen. 21:6).

The Greek Orthodox celebrate Easter in a
way different from many other Christians.

They don't sit on the cold damp ground
in a cemetery Ustening to a sermon. They run
through the streets shouting, "The Lord is risen."

People raise their windows and fling open their

doors and shout, "The Lord is risen indeed."
The biggest laugh of all is Easter. This is the

Christian's ultimate belly laugh. Christ died!
Christ rose! Christ lives! I am no longer con-
demned. The serpent's head has been crushed.
The deceiver of nations has been conquered.
The accuser is cast out.

When the final day comes, and the saints go
marching in, there will be laughter.

Moses Slahaugh, Harrisonburg, Va., is a
retired pastor and journalist known by
many for the twinkles that stay in his eyes.

Did he ever laugh?

We know that Jesus wept.

Did he ever laugh?

Scripture describes a man of sorrows
Despised and rejected.

But we also meet a man
Whose human mantle

Reveals some funny stuff.

Can you picture

Two thousand pigs

Diving into their watery grave

People picking figs from thistles

Someone swallowing a camel?

Can you imagine

A plank in the eye

A lamp under the bed
A cup clean on the outside

But dirty inside?

We may not read

That Jesus laughed aloud

But with a gleam in eye
And tongue in cheek
His subtle humor
Refutes the reputation:

Somber mild and meek.

—Dorothy Shank
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—James 3:17-18, NRSV
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Worth bold print

I promoted your Aug. 6 editorial,

"What Makes a Mennonite Unique?" to

a number of Mennonites and others at-

tending the 46th annual CPS Reunion

held at the Lancaster (Pa.) Bible Col-

lege on Aug. 4. Your last two para-

graphs should be printed in bold and

displayed in a prominent place in every

Mennonite church. They are reminders

to us as to who we belong to and who
is our Lord and Master.

Maynard W. Shetler

Scottdale, Pa.

Homelessness reality check

I commend the staff and program di-

rectors at Camp Luz for their innova-

tive and thought-provoking "homeless

night" ("Teen Campers Experience

Homelessness," Aug. 6). Heightening

awareness among Mennonite young peo-

ple about this prevalent and frightening

situation should be a primary concern

among the church community. This is

especially important as the church be-

comes increasingly urban and we no

longer see such problems from our

small-town porch swings.

The Camp Luz staff might also add

additional reality checks: denied access

to rest rooms, forbidden loitering in

public places, one set of clothing for

the week. Of course, parents might

have a problem with the latter.

Beth Bontrager

San Francisco, Calif.

Another way
to do evaluations

In response to your editorial "Amos
Would Have Had a Bum Evaluation"

(July 2), here are some suggestions to

improve pastoral evaluation methods:

First, let's drop the corporation

model. The pastor's shepherding of

God's people in the congregation

should be quite different from the busi-

ness model. Let's have no anonymous

questionnaires, no ratings for excel-

lence, which invite unfair griping and

stabs in the back. These are all geared

to efficiency and production as corpora-

tions do it. We are not a "worldly busi-

ness," operating by such standards.

Second, let's try the "prophetic

model" you hinted at for the prophet

Amos. Let's agree where the congrega-

tion has felt called to go, as revealed by

its clearly stated goals. Let's ask in our

evaluations how God's prophet (pastor)

is helping us toward our goals and call

from God. We can further avoid the

cold hire-and-fire mentality if we evalu-

ate midterm, not at the end of a term

of service.

Instead of anonymous votes, let's

have the elders visit one third of the

congregation's members in their homes

every year. Let them interview the

members about: (1) their personal

progress, (2) the congregation's prog-

ress toward its goals, and (3) the

pastor's effectiveness in shepherding

the congregation toward its goals and

growth as Christ's body.

This interview and evaluation, mutu-

ally agreed upon by pastor and elders,

could invite member's evaluation of

how this pastor is helping this congrega-

tion to reach its goals. It could focus on

preaching, visitation, crisis counseling,

worship leading, instructing of converts,

teaching, relating to lay leaders, and

general pastoral administration.

This way members would have to

evaluate first themselves and the

congregation's progress. Only then

would it focus on the pastor. By then

the congregation should be more fair,

and the whole process could better fit

"the family of God."

Paul M. Miller

Lititz, Pa.

We do not want
a Mennonite lottery

I read with interest and concern J.

Lome Peachey's editorial about money,

"Do We Really Want a Mennonite Lot-

tery?" (July 9). But I decided to wait

until "after Oregon" to write. From

what I can learn, the problem was not

solved there.

I read that Mennonite Publishing

House employees took a 5 percent cut.

My question: Why should only MPH
employees take a cut? Why not MBCM,
MBM, and MBE employees also?

Wouldn't that be more in keeping with

1 Cor. 12:12?

On another page of the July 9 issue, I

take a quiz, purportedly about church

agencies. Every answer is MBCM. A
clever footnote explains, "Hey, we paid

for this ad!" My question: Why should

MBCM have to advertise? Why not pro-

mote the entire program of the entire

church?

Shouldn't there be more unity among

these working parts of the Mennonite

Church? Why should each agency have

to raise its own funds? The Mennonite

Church could learn from the General
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Conference Mennonite Church. Each
commission and the seminary get a per-

centage of the total budget pie. The
shares are not equal. Overseas
missions' share is by far the largest.

But if a cut is needed, everyone shares

the cut. And it is possible for individu-

als and congregations to designate gifts

to "where it is not needed."
I once asked James M. Lapp, execu-

tive secretary of the Mennonite Church:
"Suppose a not-well-informed person
wishes to give a gift to the Mennonite
Church. Can that person simply say,

'Use it where it's most needed'? He re-

plied, "It is not possible now, but we
are working on it."

I hope so. No, dear editor, we do not
want a Mennonite Lottery.

Elaine Sommers Rich

Bluffton, Ohio

Getting ready for worship
Much is being said and written in our

Mennonite circles about worship. Wor-
ship leaders spend much time in prepa-
ration, finding the right words with
which to begin, intending to point our
attention in the direction of the theme
for the service of the day. Liturgical

readings of prayers, confessions, and
words of praise are used to help us ex-

perience the spiritual movings the

leader has projected. Yet with all this, I

often find that a good portion of the ser-

vice has passed me by before I get

"tuned in."

I am a "gathering" person when I

come to our church's worship service.

I'm still driving or handling the details

of getting ready to come. A profound
thought or beautiful quotation whizzes
by me, and I am not yet gathered in.

The worship leader has been preparing
all week, but I have not. Should not the
leading of worship take into account
the gathering needs of the congregation
and not expect all of us to be ready for

profound and deep spiritual thinking?

For me, at least, I would find that to be
helpful.

Verle Hoffman
Elkhart, Ind.

Perspective
The other day I received an unsolic-

ited letter from the U.S. Social Security

office. Among other things they told me
how much I earned in the past 50
years. Once you're past age 65, the gov-

ernment will do nice things like that for

you.

According to the Office of Central

Records Operation in Baltimore, Md.,
my total 50 years of labor was worth
$299,425. Most of that was for services

rendered to the church, including a

brief stint in Voluntary Service. Of this

I returned about $50,000 to the church
by way of tithe. This left me with

$249,000. That's a lot of money in one
pile.

We've hved well on our quarter mil-

lion (plus some second income from my
wife). We managed to pay the mort-
gage, buy 25 cars, feed and clothe the

family, finance modest travel and hob-
bies, and educate the children (actually,

they paid for their own education).

Then I think of a man my age in

Bangladesh or Ethiopia (if he lives that

long). He would have earned in 50
years about $5,000 or $6,000. How
would he have used his money? What
would he be worth today?

D. Lowell Nissley

Lancaster, Pa.

The church does have
a future in the city

In response to S. Roy Kauffman's let-

ter, "Urban Future Is No Future" (Aug.

27): Where are all the big trees being

cut down? Not in the city. Where did
strip mining occur? Not in the city.

Where are the oil spills occurring? Not
in the city (well, yes, one in New York
Harbor).

On the other hand, where are the cen-

ters of modem medical advances? In

the city. Where are many of the educa-
tional institutions? In the city. Where
are the financial institutions that keep
our country going? In the city.

Most importantly, where are many of

the people for whom Christ died? In

the city. Paul estabUshed churches in

cities such as Corinth and Ephesus.
The church in Jerusalem was the center

of the early Christian church.

Come to New York City the last week-
end of every September when the 17

Mennonite churches come together in

convention. See what God is doing
here. And remember: we will be spend-
ing eternity in a city.

God is very much present in the city.

The church does have a future in the

city. Peace and justice are in the heart,

whether the heart chooses to live in the

city or in the country.

Ruth L. Burkholder
Bronx, N.Y.

The Bible is our only
source of knowledge
"Are We StUl a Biblical People?"

Richard A. Kauffman asks in an edito-

rial in the June 18 issue. He states, "As
a church we still give Up service to the

Bible as the source of life and faith, but
mostly there is benign neglect of the

Bible."

In the Aug. 27 issue J. Otis Yoder an-

swers in a letter: "No, we are not a Bib-

heal people anymore." He pleads that

we once again accept the Bible as the

holy book of the living God and order
our personal and church lives by its

teaching.

I agree with Brother Yoder. I pray
that we, as members of the Mennonite
Church, accept the Bible as the in-

spired and inerrant Word of God. The
Bible is our only source of knowledge
of the origin of the universe, of the na-

ture of God as our heavenly Father, of

the Lord Jesus Christ our Savior, and
of the Holy Spirit our faithful guide.

H. Harold Hartzler

Goshen, Ind.

Pontius' Puddle
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A Mennonite Vietnam

"How would you like to work
for us?** the Pentagon general

asked, "No thanks, I already

have,** said Vaughn Moreno,

by Tom Price

Vaughn Moreno still remembers how the

rear cargo doors opened on the medical

transport plane and in came a unit of Ma-
rines, the victims of a bloody ambush in Da
Nang. On his first mission in Vietnam as the

crew chief on a C-130 medevac unit, Moreno
heard the severely wounded teenage members of

the toughest U.S. military division scream for

help, for their mothers, for God.

"Twenty-three years later, I can still hear then-

screams without much effort," says Moreno, one

of a few Mennonite Vietnam veterans. "There

are soldiers in our Veterans Administration hos-

pitals that went into shell shock and never came
out of it."

At a time when U.S. President George Bush
has hailed the end of the "Vietnam syndrome,"

Moreno says Vietnam veterans know better.

"We're not through dealing with that," says

Moreno, who calls himself a "pacifist president"

of the Vietnam Veterans of Elkhart County, Ind.

"It was difficult to hsten to the president talking

about recognizing this great fighting force in the

Persian Gulf. But it wasn't a fight. It was a

slaughter. Let's not talk about the valor and the

courage of our armed forces. The Iraqis were

just pounded into oblivion. By the time our

ground troops moved in the area, they would
have surrendered to Boy Scouts."

But Moreno isn't interested in comparing
military prowess. Instead he describes his

long journey from being the son of a Ma-
rine officer and a Vietnam combatant to becoming

a pacifist committed to a broad interpretation of

what it means to work for peace.

"It's a journey that never really quite ends.

When you talk about nonviolence, peace, and jus-

tice, it doesn't matter if you're trying to stop the

tanks in China, racism in Indiana, or homeless-

ness in Chicago," says Moreno, who today is in-

volved in domestic violence work with Indiana

Michigan Conference of the Mennonite Church
and Central District Conference of the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

As the son of a Marine officer, Moreno spent

19 years in the Marines and four years in the Air

Force. But that did not prepare him for what he

experienced in Vietnam. "The reality of the war
was much different from what I had read

about," he says.

To insulate himself from the horrors of war,

Moreno quickly became desensitized to the vio-

lence. For example, there was the time he was
eating lunch on a transport plane when two new
recruits began to st^e at him. "I had sat on this

pallet of filled body bags for practical reasons; it

was a lot softer than a pallet of ammunition."

He said to the new recruits, "So what? They're

dead. I'm alive. If you don't want to eat your

lunch, I'll eat it too."

After leaving the military in 1970, Moreno
went on "a 10-year rampage" in Califor-

nia, abusing alcohol and drugs. He moved
to Goshen, Ind., when he married a woman from

a Mennonite family—though he purposefully re-

mained distant from God and the church.

"Part of my attitude and frustration with the

war was the church I had grown up with. The
Catholic Church in my estimation had supported

the war," Moreno says. "One of the last straws

for me was to hear a chaplain prajdng for good

weather so our planes would have good bombing
runs on the enemy."

Eventually, his father-in-law persuaded him to

attend a Mennonite worship service which

changed his life. "I remember that moment as

one of a great sense of relief and release for

me," he says. "Part of my anger and pain over

the 10 years was not having a God and being my
own god."

Moreno also was surprised to learn of the

Mennonites' peace theology. "This was the

Jesus that I heard about in my catechism les-

sons when I was a little kid," he says. "This was
not the Jesus I began to picture with bandoleers

of ammunition and an M-16 in his hand."

As a student in the early 1980s at Goshen Col-

lege, Moreno became a much-sought-after

speaker in Mennonite circles. "But my concept

of what peace meant began to expand beyond
just being against warfare," he says. "I began to

see how these same principles began to apply to

other people." Moreno extended his concerns to

internal issues: women in ministry, the

"oppression" of women, and patriarchal struc-

tures within the church. "All of a sudden, I

wasn't such a hot item," he says.

Today, his concerns range from domestic vio-

lence and literacy to AIDS and civil rights. After
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veteran switches sides

Former Vietnam veteran Vaughn Moreno now does
battle with the forces of evil by serving on a mayor's
commission on domestic violence in Elkhart, Ind.

working as a social worker for a local agency
that works with disabled people, Moreno was
named the director of the Elkhart Human
Rights Commission by the city's mayor.
"There are still people who say to me, 'Why

do we need a civil rights office? We don't have
problems anymore. That went out in the '60s,'

"

he says, noting that he simply invites critics to
review his case load. "It doesn't take very long
for them to realize that particular type of evil

doesn't go away."

Two decades after Vietnam, Moreno finds him-
self battling against domestic violence, serving
as vice-chairman of a special mayoral commis-
sion. It is his faith that enables him to continue
to confront problems that can overwhelm others
who seek to be activists.

"They become so overwhelmed by the evil in

the world and the enormity of the tasks that
they can't stay involved," he says. "It's very im-
portant that faith be tied into work for social jus-
tice. I couldn't do this without faith. I need to
know there is something out there that is sustain-
ing me through this.

"One of our jobs as Christians is not to run

away from evil, not to hide from it, but to be
where the evil is," Moreno says. He cautions
that we should not equate the avoidance of con-
flict with the avoidance of violence, particularly
in church circles. "We can't begin to portray our-
selves as a denomination of peacemakers until

we learn to deal with our own agenda within our
own body," he says, noting that he still has a
"love-hate relationship" with the wider church.
"I love the church for what it stands for and
what it could be. Sometimes, it frustrates me to
deal with what it is."

One of Moreno's frustrations was the ap-
parent weakness of the peace movement
in the Persian Gulf conflict. This was

true in part, he says, because members mobi-
Hzed only for a crisis and not the long-term work
of peace. That may have contributed to what
many perceived as a lack of alternatives to war.
"It's one thing to say, 'What you are doing is

wrong,' " Moreno says. "You have to be able to
say, 'Try this instead.'

"

Moreno also believes we must understand the
views of those who disagree with us and learn to
speak their language. "You can't really enter
into a dialogue of any meaningful kind with
them if you don't understand what they mean,"
he said.

When he was a Goshen College student,
Moreno traveled with a group of Mennonite sem-
inary students to Washington, D.C., where they
met with a four-star general at the Pentagon to
talk about peace concerns. Moreno caught the
general off guard by asking whether the Penta-
gon would abandon a rapid deployment force
surrounded by a much larger enemy force or use
tactical nuclear weapons to defend them.
Eventually the general acknowledged the lat-

ter. But his first response was to register sur-

prise at this Mennonite pacifist who was knowl-
edgeable of military strategies.

"How would you like to work for us?" the gen-
eral asked Moreno.
"No thanks, I already did that," Moreno an-

swered. "Now I work for them."

Tom Price, Elkhart, Ind., covers religion for The
Elkhart Truth.

Working for peace is a journey that
never ends. It doesn't matter if you're
trying to stop tanks in China, racism in
Indiana, or homelessness in Chicago.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Freedom brings mixed response

to faith in eastern Europe
A religious revival is taking place in

some parts of Bulgaria, Romania, and the

Soviet republics, but not in all post-Marx-

ist countries.

Speakers from eight eastern European

nations gave that assessment in a six-day

meeting in Budapest, Hungary, on "Evan-

gelism in Post-Marxist Situations."

Jaroslav Kratka of Czechoslovakia said

people of his country are learning to live

in freedom, which is sometimes more

difficult than living under persecution.

Now that the borders of Czechoslovakia

are open, "there is much more pornogra-

phy, drugs, crime, and other things that

are not a positive influence coming into

the country," he said. (WEIS)

Human rights group begins

look at killings in Guatemala
A team of international forensic ex-

perts, funded by the human rights moni-

toring group Americas Watch, has begun

exhuming graves near a tiny village north-

west of Guatemala City.

The group is trying to find evidence

about the killings of Indians by the mili-

tary and its civilian patrols in the early

1980s. "We want to identify the bodies

and work to put those people responsible

in jail," said Anne Manuel, associate di-

rector of Americas Watch. (RNS)

Teen pregnancies rise,

but abortion rate declines

More U.S. girls under 16 are getting

pregnant, but fewer are choosing abor-

tion, recent studies suggest.

The federal Centers for Disease Control

(CDC) reported that there were 949 abor-

tions for every 1,000 live births among
girls under 16 in 1988, the latest year for

which statistics are available.

That ratio was the lowest in this age-

group since abortion was legalized in 1973,

according to the CDC. At the same time,

the number of pregnancies in teens under

15 rose to 18.6 per 1,000 in 1987, up from

15.9 per 1,000 in 1980, according to the Alan

Guttmacher Institute, a New York group

studying abortion trends. (NIRR)

Nicaragua cathedral called

ugly, insensitive to culture

The start of work on a new Roman
Catholic cathedral in Managua has un-

leashed a storm of controversy over its

design and political implications.

Cardinal Miguel Obando y Bravo, a

conservative, supports the project. How-

ever, several of his prominent backers are

among those criticizing the cathedral

—

paid for by a U.S. pizza magnate—as an

example of cultural imperialism.

Dozens of writers have condemned the

building for looking like a mosque. An
architecture professor calls the design "an

example of exaggerated monumental-

ism," while a local art professor says it

"doesn't correspond to the Christian mys-

ticism of our people." (RNS)

Lutherans call for halt

in loan guarantees to Israel

Delegates to the Churchwide Assembly

of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of

America have passed a resolution on U.S.

policy toward Israel.

The resolution calls on the United

States to halt future loan guarantees to

Israel "unless and untU the construction

and expansion of settlements in the occu-

pied territories is stopped."

The measure drew an immediate angry

response from the Council of Presidents

of Major Jewish Organizations, which ac-

cused the denomination of following a

"partisan approach to the Middle East

problem." (RNS)

Small groups keep
large churches going

SmaU groups of about 10 people are

often vital to the growth and success of

megachurches that have average Sunday

attendance of more than 1,000, pollster

George Gallup said. He made his com-

ments at a U.S. conference on the church

in the 21st century. (RNS)

Anglican bishops urge end
to South Africa sanctions

Anglican bishops in southern Africa

have broken ranks with advocates of con-

tinued sanctions against South Africa,

calling for the convening of a meeting to

discuss "when and how" sanctions could

be lifted.

The AngUcan action follows on the heels

of a call by southern African Roman
Catholic bishops for a lifting of sanctions.

However, the South African Council of

Churches urges the continuing use of

sanctions until, in the words of general

secretary Frank Chikane, "the change in

South Africa is irreversible and profound."

(RNS)

Community Churches link

black, white congregations

A small denomination formed through

a 1950 merger of a black group with a

white group is laying foundations for a

program to link churches of different

races.

According to PhUlip Cusic, assistant

executive director of the International

CouncU of Community Churches, the de-

nomination is on the verge of drawing up

lists that will pair its 250 congregations by

race in hopes of advancing interracial

understanding.

The program was proposed by a reso-

lution passed at the International

Council's annual conference this past

summer. That resolution urged the church

to "take action to halt" the deepening

racial divisions in U.S. society.

(RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Civil war brings devastation,
people in Somalia tell visitors

Mennonite World Conference executive committee members share a Sunday meal hosted by French
Mennonites. The committee met in Strasbourg, France, in July.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Somalia's most des-

perate need is for peace.

That was the message people from the

east African nation gave Hershey
Leaman, food aid coordinator for Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC).
Leaman traveled in Somalia in July and

August, along with Bonnie Bergey of

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions,

and John Paul Lederach, who repre-

sented MCC International Conciliation

Service and the Somali Peace and Con-

sultation Committee (SPCC).

Leaman, Bergey, and Lederach met
with people affected by the civil war,

nongovernmental organizations, and gov-

ernment officials.

The war is rooted in rivalry between
Somali clans and has left great destruc-

tion, Leaman said. The capital, Moga-
dishu, is in a state of "armed anarchy."

Trucks with heavy weapons roam the

city, and few businesses or services are in

operation, Leaman said.

The northern city of Hargeisa has suf-

fered major damage from aerial bombing,

Leaman reported. Streets are lined with

rubble, and some 85 percent of the city

has been "virtually destroyed."

Yet Leaman, Bergey, and Lederach
found the atmosphere peaceful and few

weapons visible. "People moved about

with freedom," Leaman said.

In addition to physical destruction, the

war has produced thousands of refugees.

Nearly 100,000 Somalis have fled to

Kenya. In addition, some 300,000 are in

Ethiopia and hundreds of thousands more
are displaced within Somalia.

Thousands of soldiers and civiUans

have been killed in the conflict. Somalis
urged Mennonites to engage in peacemak-
ing efforts, Leaman said.

Lederach's contact with Somalis goes

back five years. For the past two years he

has worked directly with a group of prom-
inent Somali expatriates who are seeking

peaceful resolution of their country's con-

flicts.

MCC and the Horn of Africa Project

(HAP) at Conrad Grebel College in Water-

loo, Ont., have helped to sponsor a series of

SPCC meetings. The most recent gathering,

in Washington, D.C., Aug. 30-Sept. 1,

brought together representatives of the

major Somali clans to discuss reconciliation.

SPCC is urging the United States to

encourage disarmament inside Somalia

by promoting an international morato-

rium on arms sales to that country. In

addition, the group is asking for increased

humanitarian aid.

MWC group discusses
India plans, finances
Strasbourg, France (MWC)—The 13

members of the Mennonite World Con-

ference (MWC) executive committee met
here July 18-25 in their first gathering

since July 1990.

The members, who were elected at As-

sembly 12 in Winnipeg, Man., came from

Argentina and Brazil, Canada and France,

the Netherlands and Switzerland, the

United States and Zaire.

President Haul Garcia of Pehuajo, Ar-

gentina, opened the sessions on a note of

sorrow, as he reflected on the absence of

Jose Chuquin of Colombia. Chuquin died

this past May, after suffering gunshot

wounds in an attack by terrorists in Peru.

In keeping with Latin American tradi-

tion, Garcia set an empty chair at the table

with Chuquin's name card and invited the

committee to join him in a moment of

silence and intercession.

"May we be willing to be faithful, even

to die as martyrs if need be," he prayed.

Reports from each continent received

priority time early in the week. This is in

line with MWC's intent to place greater

emphasis on regional work and increased

exchange among the continents.

In addition, the committee heard final

reports on Assembly 12 and a progress

report on the feasibility study concerning

Assembly 13.

At Winnipeg, the MWC General Coun-
cil tentatively accepted an invitation to

hold the next assembly in India. The
councU requested a meeting in 1996 or

early 1997 in a city near a substantial

member population.

The council asked further that the as-

sembly reflect as fully as possible the

style of life of India's Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ churches.

Kathy Good, administrative services di-

rector, visited India this past spring. She
made the trip in association with Menno-
nite Christian Service Fellowship of India,

which issued the hosting invitation.

During Good's visit, the feasibility

study focused on Hyderabad in south

central India. The city is the sixth largest

in the nation and is home to nine Menno-
nite Brethren congregations.

Executive secretary Larry Miller plans

to visit India early next year. He is to be
accompanied by several other committee
members, including at least one from
Africa or another part of Asia.

Plans call for the executive committee
to discuss a detailed proposal in 1992. The
General Council is scheduled to take final

action on Assembly 13 at its 1993 meeting
in Africa.

In addition to looking at sites in India,

the feasibility study asks whether an as-

sembly is affordable. While the Assembly
12 deficit has declined significantly, com-
mittee members expressed uneasiness

about the amount of staff time invested

to make that happen.

As the assembly deficit dwindles, more
attention will be given to the operating
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Judy Miller of Othello, Wash., speaks at the dedication service for Hesston College's Kropf Center. She

is flanked (left to right) by her daughters, Kate and Amy, and her husband, Cecil.

and travel funds, which also need replen-

ishing.

Treasurer Reg Toews attempted a fi-

nancial projection through Assembly 13.

He noted that fiscal restraint will be

essential throughout the period.

In order to stabilize MWC finances, the

committee took action to challenge all

member groups to increased support

using Gross National Product per capita

as a giving guide.

The committee ^Iso heard a report from

Willard Roth on efforts to internationalize

communication. Beginning in 1992, the

MWC Spanish-language quarterly,

Correo, will be edited and published in

Latin America.

In addition, regional associate editors

are being recruited to work together as a

global team in gathering and disseminat-

ing news and views from the Mennonite

world family.

Committee members noted the impor-

tance of translation and urged greater

effort in providing French copy.

Also at the meeting, the group identi-

fied themes that need more staff work:

• MWC membership requirements.

• Delegate responsibilities between
General Council meetings.

• Strengthening "church to church"

ties, both among national conferences and

from congregation to congregation.

Mennonite identity emerged as a con-

stant issue around the world.

The committee heard reports of conver-

sations with two world communions

—

Baptist and Reformed. In addition, local

Lutheran and Reformed churches hosted

the group for lunch one day.

Executive committee members agreed

on the importance of relating to both

ecumenical and evangelical components
of the Christian church.

On Sunday, the French Mermonite con-

ference hosted the committee. Some
group members worshiped with the Stras-

bourg congregation and others with the

congregation at Le Hang.

All gathered for an afternoon dinner at

the farm home of Wilfred and Nadine

Keis, who catered the meal.

Before and after the meeting, commit-

tee members visited and spoke in Mermo-
nite congregations in Germany, Switzer-

land, and France.

During the week, group members stayed

in local homes and used the.mjeeting facili-

ties of the local Mennonite congregation

(where Miller, the MWC executive secre-

tary, serves on the pastoral team).

—Willard E. Roth

Hesston dedicates
new academic facility

Hesston, Kan.—Hesston College dedi-

cated its new Kropf Center academic

complex Aug. 31.

The $1.4 million facility houses three

lecture halls, 14 faculty offices, a com-
puter center with 30 work stations, and

three conference rooms.

The dedication service was to be held

on the lawn west of the new building, but

was moved to the sanctuary of Hesston

Mennonite Church because of rain. For

the most part, the 450 people at the

service welcomed the moisture, in spite of

the inconvenience it caused.

College president Kirk Alliman noted

that the building brings the Bible and

business departments under the same
roof. This symboUzes Mennonites' beUef

that work and faith belong together, he

said.

The new facility is named for Ivan and
Pearl Kropf, who made a major donation

to the project. Alliman recognized mem-
bers of the Kropf family, as well as 33

other donors to the college's $3.3 million

overall capital campaign.

The fund drive paid for demolition of

Hess Hall, which was formerly on the site

of the new building. The campaign also

provided funds for the construction of a

new Activities Center, four tennis courts,

a 7,000-square-foot storage building, a

parking lot, and a campus lighting system,

as well as the new academic facility.

The dedication service included music

by the Bel Canto singers, a litany written

by Phil Bedsworth of the Bible faculty,

and a presentatipn of symbols by people

associated with the Kropf Center project.

Items brought to the platform included

a Bible, newspaper, clock, laptop com-
puter, globe, and trowel. Cecil and Judy

Miller of Othello, Wash., brought their

college-age daughters, Kate and Amy, as

symbols of their commitment to the school.

A reception and open house were held

in Kropf Center after the service. Faculty

demonstrated the electronic capabilities

of the lecture halls, while guests took the

opportunity to visit the new computer
center and use the word processing and
desktop publishing software available to

students.

—

From reports by Susan Balzer

and Hesston College

Lieclitys woric for

Irish reconciliation
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM/MCC)—History

plays a major role in the tension, violence,

and bloodshed in Northern Ireland, ac-

cording to Joe and Linda Liechty, Men-
nonite workers in Ireland.

"History is a battlefield," Joe explained.

"The past—especially old hurts, suspi-

cions, and grievances— is constantly

erupting into the present and shaping

current events."

Liechtys and their colleagues, all jointly

sponsored by Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM), and Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC), serve as part of a

Mennonite peace witness aimed at recon-

ciliation in the Republic of Ireland and

Northern Ireland.

Joe completed a Ph.D. in Irish history

in 1987 and is using what he's learned to

further reconciliation, church renewal, and

peace in both the North and the South.

Joe's assignment has involved bringing

Protestants and Roman CathoHcs to-

gether to get acquainted and discuss Irish

issues. At the Belfast YMCA in Northern

Ireland, he teaches history in Protestant-

Catholic encounter groups that seek con-

structive ways to deal with bitter memo-
ries.
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Joe also teaches Irish history as part of

regular reconciliation seminars for Pres-

byterian youth leaders serving throughout

Ireland. And he lectures at St. Patrick's

College, Maynooth, Ireland.

Linda helped found and serves on the

board of an alternative public school in

Dublin, Ireland, that admits both Protes-

tant and Catholic students.

Most pubHc schools are run by either

the CathoHc Church or Protestant denom-
inations, she explained. TJiis perpetrates

walls between the two groups.

The North Dublin National School Proj-

ect has 300 pupils ages 4-12.

"Concerned parents decided keeping
Protestant and Catholic children apart

didn't make sense," Linda said. "Putting

them together in a school is one way for

them to get acquainted and break down
stereotypes."

For the past 18 months, Linda has also

volunteered and has been substitute

teacher at a school for emotionally dis-

turbed children. She would like to be a

full-time teacher, so wUl be studying the

Irish language in order to get a teaching

license.

Recent talks between the main political

parties in Northern Ireland ground to a

halt. Joe isn't surprised, since he believes

the parties "didn't come looking to com-
promise but to further their own agenda."

Still, Liechtys see many hopeful signs

at the grassroots level.

"We turn away three or four times as

many students as we accept at our
school," Linda said.

She noted that 10 multidenominational

schools like the one she supports are

operating in the Repubhc of Ireland, de-

spite tight finances. In Northern Ireland,

the government has recently begun ap-

propriating large amounts of money to the

growing multidenominational school
movement there.

Joe has been invited by a group called

Irish Inter-Church Meeting to serve on a

two-year task force that is examining re-

ligious-based conflict and tension. Task
force findings will eventually be sent to

Protestant and CathoUc churches partic-

ipating in the interchurch group and to

other organizations working for peace.

"Many Christians are working at recon-

ciliation in creative ways," Joe said.

One is Brother Eoin de Bhaldraithe, a

monk at a Cistercian abbey 40 miles

southwest of Dublin. Brother Eoin has
been a friend and supporter of Menno-
nites in Ireland from the beginning and
now serves on the Support Body for

Mennonite Witness in Ireland. The 10

members, influential Protestants and
Catholics from both the North and South,

meet twice a year to advise MBM and
MCC.
Liechtys are active members of Dublin

Mennonite Community. They say the

small Mennonite fellowship is presently

going through a period of uncertainty,

with an unclear future ahead.

Liechtys visited family and friends and
made church contacts during a two-month
North American assignment this past sum-
mer. They returned to Dublin Aug. 22.

Joe, a native of Goshen, Ind., and Linda,

bom in Philadelphia, Pa., are graduates
of Goshen College.

They have three children, Anna (12) and
Jacob and Aaron (both 11).

Group supports business
in occupied territories

*

Jerusalem fMCCJ—"Everyone is in the

mood to work," Sahir Dajani says. "We
have a lot of will; people have the skills

they need."

Giving a loan to someone "is an invest-

ment in our future," says Odeh Shami.

It sounds like an entrepreneur's dream.
But as Dajani, Shami, and other Eco-
nomic Development Group (EDG) staff

tell more about their situation, the picture

looks much less ideal.

Curfews and blockades disrupt their

clients' businesses in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank and Gaza Strip. Marketing
and resources are often limited.

The EDG is a Palestinian organization

here that offers credit to small businesses

in the Israeh-occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip. The nonprofit organization

began four years ago with Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) support.

EDG began as a way to encourage
entrepreneurship in the occupied territo-

ries, says Dajani, who is a founding mem-
ber and currently vice-chair of EDG.
Today EDG gives mostly $1,000 to

$20,000 three-year revolving loans. These
go primarily to dairy, food, sewing, and
textile businesses.

The group also funds a few $25,000 to

$50,000 loans.

EDG is funded by the European Eco-
nomic Community (EEC) and the govern-

ments of Spain and Canada. Its half dozen
staff members are volunteers.

Businesses that receive EDG loans are

often family-owned and have 10 to 15

workers.

EDG staff see themselves as match-
makers between ideas and money, says

Shami, who is general director of the

organization. Sometimes people come to

them with a business idea but no money;
others have money but need ideas for

economically feasible -projects. »

EDG field workers and a project man-
ager help applicants to reorganize their

proposals as needed to make them work-

able.

Nutritionist gets award. KathmaTidu, Nepal (MBM)—Miriam Krantz has received a
Medical Literary Award from the Nepal Medical Association for coauthoring the book
Child Nutrition and Health. Krantz, a Mennonite Board of Missions worker, was the first

full-time community nutritibnis't in this Asian nation. She is shown receiving the award
from Ganesh Man Singh (lower right), supreme leader of Nepal's ruling Congress Party.

Looking on are health minister I>. Mathura Shrestha (second imm left) and Dr. Heniang
Dixit, president of the medical associatioa
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• High schools open. Lancaster

(Pa.) Mennonite High School

began its 50th year of operation

Sept. 3 with a record enrollment

of nearly 700 students. Mean-
while, Eastern Mennonite High

School in Harrisonburg, Va.,

opened its fall semester Aug. 27

with an enrollment of 262 stu-

dents in grades 7-12. According

to EMHS, this is in line with

enrollment averages over the

past 10 years, though it is a

decrease from last year.

• Group turns 40. The Japan
Mennonite Christian Church
Conference, Hokkaido, cele-

brated 40 years of existence

Sept. 14-15. The conference in-

cludes 20 congregations.—From
Overseas Newssheet

• Illness recurs. Albert Buck-

waiter, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker in Argentina, has

suffered a recurrence of lym-

phoma. He and his wife, Lois,

arrived Aug. 23 in San Diego,

where Albert will undergo che-

motherapy for two to four

months. Albert was first diag-

nosed with the disease in Sep-

tember 1990 and had undergone

12 weeks of chemotherapy.
Tests before the couple re-

turned to the Argentine Chaco
this past June showed no signs

of the cancer. Albert plans to

continue translating the New
Testament into the Pilaga lan-

guage. The couple's address is

c/o Dr. Naomi Buckwalter, 3738

Kingsley Rd., San Diego, CA
92106.

• Units open. Mennonite Board

of Missions "Service Adven-
ture" units opened Aug. 26 in

Albany, Ore., Champaign, 111.,

and Philippi, W.Va. Service

Adventure is a 10 1/2-month

program for post-high school

young adults. It includes service

work, group living, a learning

component, spiritual direction,

and congregational involvement.

Household leaders are Mike and

Mary Hokkanen in Philippi,

Gayle Troyer in Champaign, and

Les and Gwen Gustafson-Zook

in Oregon.

•Reunion held. Some 64

Brethren in Christ, Mennonites,

Old Order Mennonites, and
Amish gathered for a 1-W re-

union Aug. 24. The event
brought together people who
had worked in Cleveland, Ohio,

during the 1950s and early '60s,

primarily at the city's university

hospitals. Held at a camp near

Lebanon, Pa., the reunion in-

cluded a presentation by a for-

mer supervisor at the hospitals.

The group plans to hold another

reunion in the next five years.

People who would like more in-

formation or want to suggest a

meeting place may contact Dan
Light, 300 Pine Meadow Rd.,

Lebanon, PA 17042, or Phyllis

Troyer, 4360 Troyer Rd., Smith-

ville, OH Umi.—Alice W. Lapp

• Summer visitors. Some 69

families hosted 73 children this

past summer as part of the 41st

Children's Visitation Program
(CVP) sponsored by the Home
Ministries department of East-

ern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. The host families repre-

sented 49 churches, 40 of them
from Lancaster Conference.

• New appointments:
Curtis R. Holsopple, principal of

Warwick River Christian
School, Newport News, Va. He
joined the school as administra-

tor and business manager earlier

this year, after serving as direc-

tor of communications at East-

ern Mennonite College and
Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va.

James and Rachel Metzler, local

program coordinators of the

Mashulaville, Miss., voluntary

service unit of Mennonite Board
of Missions. James continues as

half-time pastor of Choctaw
Christian Church, Louisville,

Miss., and Rachel will work part-

time in nursing.

Janet M. Stutzman, director of

alumni and parent relations.

Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, Va. She succeeds

Shirley E. Yoder, who is now
associate pastor of Park View
Mennonite Church in Harrison-

burg.

• Pastor transitions:

Randy E. Heacock, pastor of

Northern Virginia Mennonite
Church in Vienna, Va., was or-

dained Sept. 8. He has served as

licensed minister of the congre-

gation for three years.

Ken Liuengood was ordained July

28 at Whitestone Mennonite
Church, Hesston, Kan.

Diane Zaerr was licensed and in-

stalled as copastor of First Men-
nonite Church, Iowa City, Iowa,

on Sept. 8. She will serve with

Firman Gingerich.

• Missionary transitions:

C. Paul and Hildi Amstutz arrived

in Paraguay on Aug. 30. They
are overseas mission associates

with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions and mission partners with

the General Conference Menno-
nite Church. C. Paul provides

chaplain services and spiritual

outreach to employees of sev-

eral firms owned by German
Mennonites. HOdi gives pastoral

care to youth in various volun-

tary service units operated by
German Mennonites. The
Amstutz family's address is

Casilla de Correo 166, Asuncion,

Paraguay.

Rebecca Bare left for Puerto Rico

on Aug. 6. Bare, an overseas

mission associate with Menno-
nite Board of Missions, is serv-

ing as librarian at Academia
Menonita Summit Hills. Her ad-

dress is Academia Menonita,

Workers commissioned. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Some 29 workers have been commissioned

for assignments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. They are: 1st row (seated left to

right) Susan Miller, Wellman, Iowa, to Johns Island, S.C.; Marta Beidler, Souderton, Pa., to

Washington, D.C.; John Myers, Corry, Pa., to Atmore, Ala.; Greg Troyer, Aurora, Ohio, to

Corning, N.Y.; and Jodi Lehman, Albany, Ore., to Boston, Mass. 2nd row: Tracey, Gerald, and

Alycia Fox, Denver, Pa., to West Chester, Pa.; Tamara and Duval Denlinger, Pipersville, Pa.,

to Birmingham, Ala.; Donna Frey, Chambersburg, Pa., to Corning, N.Y.; Ron and Wanda Good,

Boston, Mass.; and Wanda and Bob Martin, Lansdale, Pa., to Corning, N.Y. 3rd row: Garlan

Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va., to Johns Island, S.C.; Marcia Stutzman, Harrisonburg, Va, to

Washington, D.C.; Laura Compeau, Philadelphia, N.Y., to Washington, D.C.; Jewel Mohler,

Stevens, Pa., to Americus, Ga.; and Kathy Harnish, Strasburg, Pa., to Boston, Mass. 4th row: Tim

Zikan, Richmond, Mass., to Washington, D.C.; Tim Freed, Putnam Station, N.Y., to Boston,

Mass.; Phil Sollenberger, Millersville, Pa.; Terry Reed, Fleetwood, Pa., to Johns Island, S.C.; and

Lance and Jill Miller, Middlebury, Ind., to Adantic City, N.J. 5th row: Amy Warnick, Lancaster,

Pa., to Corning, N.Y.; Shawn Musser, Lititz, Pa., to West Chester, Pa.; Steve Penner, Abbotsford,

B.C., to Washington, D.C.; and Debbie Lowe, Manheim, Pa., to Atlantic City, N.J.
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Summit Hills, Caparra Heights,

PR 00920.

Floyd and Janet Blosser returned

to Sicily on Sept. 2 for a three-

year term under the Virginia

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Blossers have planted a church

in Capaci, a small town north-

west of Palermo.

Glendon and Dorothy Blosser left

for Trinidad on Sept. 5 for a

short-term assignment during

the furlough of Ken and Twila
Brunk.

Ken and Twila Brunk, Virginia

Mennonite Board of Missions
workers in Trinidad, returned

Sept. 10 for a furlough. They are

leaders in the Charheville con-

gregation, 25 mUes southeast of

Port-of-Spain. In addition, Ken
teaches Theological Education
by Extension courses.

Kandace Helmuth left for Brazil on
Aug. 21 to begin serving as a

mission intern with Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM). After

a month of language study, she

will assist MBM workers Otis

and Betty Hochstetler in their

youth ministries and help with

Wednesday evening church ac-

tivities. Her address is c/o

Hershbergers, CP 748, 80001
Curitiba PR, Brazil.

Henry and Beth Jarrett left for

SicOy on Sept. 2 to begin a term
of service under the Virginia

Mennonite Board of Missions.

They will spend the first two
years in Palermo, studying the

language and learning to know
the church. Then the Italian

Mennonite Church will assign

them to another location.

Alan and Eleanor Kreider moved
Aug. 15 to begin a new assign-

ment in Manchester, England.
The Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions workers, who have served

in London since 1974, wiU be
honorary theologians in resi-

dence at Northern Baptist Col-

lege. In addition, Alan will teach

a course at the University of

Manchester and write and speak
on the early church. Eleanor is

writing a book on communion.
The Kreiders' new address is

589 Parrs Wood Dr., East
Didsbury, Manchester M20
OQS, United Kingdom.

Paul G. (Jr.) and Mary Jane
Leaman left for Nairobi, Kenya,
on Aug. 15 to begin a two-year

assignment as overseas mission

associates with Mennonite
Board of Missions. They are

serving at Rosslyn Academy,
Paul as biology teacher and
Mary as school nurse. Their ad-

dress is Rosslyn Academy, Box
14146, Nairobi, Kenya.

Marvin and Mary Ellen Miller left

for Nairobi, Kenya, on Aug. 11

to begin a two-year assignment

as overseas mission associates

with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. They are teachers at

Rosslyn Academy, Marvin in the

music department and Mary
Ellen in home economics. The
Millers' address is Rosslyn
Academy, Box 14146, Nairobi,

Kenya.

• Coming events:

Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS)
Region III annual meeting. Fair-

view Conservative Mennonite
Church, Kalona, Iowa, on Nov.
15-16. Keynote speaker will be
Richard Bentzinger of Zion
Mennonite Church, Donnelson,
Iowa. Registration must be com-
pleted by Oct. 15. More informa-

tion from local MDS represen-

tatives or Lynn and Barb
Troyer, 1001 8th Ave., RR 2,

Wellman, lA 52356.

• Job openings:
Administrator needed for Chris-

tian camp in southeast Pennsyl-

vania. Experience in reserva-

tions, bookkeeping, computer,

and public relations desired.

Needed soon. Competitive sal-

ary and benefits. Contact
Wayne Yost, R. 1, Box 208A,

Atglen, PA 19310; phone 215
593-5526.

• Change of address: John R.

Kraybill from Lancaster, Pa., to

RR 2, Box 90, Dillsburg PA
17019.

NEW MEMBERS

Bethel, Wayland, Iowa: Kathryn
Iwanowski and Bill Smithburg.

Bethel, West Liberty, Ohio:
Wendel Landes and Matt Roth.

First Mennonite, Richmond,
Va.: Eula Greene, Kevin
Custalow, and Cathy Custalow.

Laneville, Dry Fork, W.Va.:
Bobby Pauley and Sharon
Pauley.

Mt. Vernon, Grottoes, Va.: Lucy
Dennison, Debbie Lockridge,

and Donna Mace.
New Holland, Pa.: Loren

Bender, Judy Bender, Janice

Weaver, Henry Freed, Rachael
Freed, Mike Freed, and Faye
Freed.

Pleasant View, North Law-
rence, Ohio: Ron Petitte, John
Randolph, Diane Petitte, Gay
Randolph, Mfirion Heidy, Zehna
Heidy, and Edna Kandel.

Springs, Pa.: Karen and Jesse

Maust, Andrew Hershberger,

New VS coordinator.
Elkhart, Ind. (MBMj—Saul

Murcia, who begins Oct. 7

as new coordinator of the

Voluntary Service (VS) pro-

gram, said VS will continue

to focus on working with

the poor. "We want to be
involved in community ser-

vice and in helping people

in need," he said. A native

of Bogota, Colombia,
Murcia is a 1988 graduate

of Goshen (Ind.) College.

He was local program coor-

dinator of VS programs in

Brownsville, Harlingen, and
San Antonio, Tex., and La
Jara, Colo., from January
1989 until August of this

year. Murcia and his wife,

Rebecca Thatcher, plan to

continue living in Browns-

ville for at least a year.

and Seth Brownlee.

Thomas, Holsopple, Pa.: Doug-
las Kaufman.

Upper Skippack, Skippack,
Pa.: John Schlossman and
Roxann Schlossman.

Williamsburg, Pa.: Matthew
Panza.

BIRTHS

Grieser, Sam and Rosemary
(Gtoesch), Jefferson, Ore., Abigail

Mary (first child), bom June 29,

received for adoption July 23.

Hooley, Roger and Lois (Miller),

Pryor, Okla., Nathan Samuel
(fourth child), June 25.

Jones, Bruce and Rebecca (Ar-

nold), Prophetstown, Fla., Jesse

Roy (sixth child), Aug. 30.

Matthews, Duey and Stella (Pau-

lus), Pryor, Okla., Seth Andrew
(fifth child), May 24.

Miller, Crandall and Carla
(Hughes), Cleveland Heights,

Ohio, Adam Walter (second
child), June 22.

Nafziger, Gregory and Michele
(Stewart), Archbold, Ohio,
Jacob Lloyd (second child),

Aug. 20.

Schlabaugh, Mike and Amy
(Jones), Kalona, Iowa, Kaitlyn

Christine (second child), Aug. 1.

Smoker, Tom and Robin
(Jordon), Denver, Pa., Jonathan
David (first child), Aug. 12.

Smucker, Bruce and Carmen
(Weaver), Elkhart, Ind., Kelsey
Renae (first child), Aug. 22.

Wagler, Duane and Connie
(Chambers), Tavistock, Ont.,

Tyson Daniel (fourth child),

Aug. 21.

Waltrip, James and Jeri Ann
(Hughes), Cleveland Heights,

Ohio, Jonathan David (third

child). May 30.

Wisseman, Darrel and Janette

(Aeschliman), New Carlisle, Ind.,

Lacey Erin (first child), Aug. 15.

MARRIAGES

Beck-Alderfer: Kerry Beck,
Archbold, Ohio (Zion cong.),

and Mary Beth Alderfer, Wood-
stock, Vt. (Taftsville cong.),

Aug. 17, by Marty Kolb-Wyckoff
and ElUs Croyle.

Bergey-Blamer: Mark Bergey,
Souderton, Pa. (Franconia
cong.), and Darla Balmer, Tel-

ford, Pa. (Brethren Church),
Aug. 31, by Jay Delp and Roger
Wambold.

Clymer-Good: Michael Clymer,
Macon, Miss. (Fellowship of

Hope cong.), and Melody Good,
Macon, Miss. (Fellowship of

Hope cong.), July 27, by Vince
Thomas and Harley Good, fa-

ther of bride.

Dahlseid-Hoover: Jeff Dahlseid,

Fergus Falls, Minn. (Lutheran
Church), and Tina Hoover, Fort

Wayne, Ind. (First Mermonite
cong.), Aug. 3, by Mark Vincent.

Day-Zehr: Clark Day, Kitchener,

Ont. (Congregational Church),

and Peggy Zehr, Kitchener, Ont.

(First Mennonite cong.), Aug.

24, by Brice Balmer.

Deter-Saas: Russell Deter, Mor-
rison, ni. (Science Ridge cong.),

and Sharon Saas, Morrison, Dl.,

Aug. 30, by S. Roy Kaufman.
Gahler-King: Vernon Gahler,
MolaUa, Ore. (Zion cong.), and
LuciUe King, Lincoln City, Ore.

(Christian Church), July 21, by
Richard Stoltzfus.
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MENNOSCOPE

Good-Hoober: Garth M. Good,

East Earl, Pa. (Bible Church),

and Andrea R. Hoober, New
Holland, Pa. (Forest Hills

cong.), Aug. 10, by Mark R.

Wenger.
Hearing-Gerber: David Hearing,

Columbus, Ohio, and Laurie

Gerber, Columbus, Ohio
(Kidron cong.), Aug. 24.

Hiter-Swope: James Hiter,

Timberville, Va. (Church of the

Brethren), and Renee Swope,
Linville, Va. (Weavers cong.),

July 27, by Joe and Edith
Shenk.

Martin-King: John Paul Martin,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Zion cong.),

and Tonya Colette King, Per-

kasie, Pa. (Perkasie cong.), Aug.

10.

Morrison-Gingerich: Paul Mor-
nson, Kitchener, Ont. (Presby-

terian Church), and Jane
Gingerich, New Hamburg, Ont.

(First cong.), Aug. 10, by Brice

Balmer.
Penrod-Imhoff: Grant Penrod,

Fort Wayne, Ind. (United Meth-
odist Church) and Tanza Imhoff,

Fort Wayne, Ind. (First cong.),

Aug. 10, by Scott Penrod.

Pope-Brownlee: George Pope,
Salisbury, Pa. (Catholic Church),

and Tracy Brownlee, Springs, Pa.

(Springs cong.), July 27, by Ste-

ven Heatwole.

Quezada-Matos: Raul Quezada
and Lisbeth Matos (Clinton

Frame cong.), Aug. 3, by Israel

Garcia.

Richards-Swartzentruber: Dan
Richards, Fort Wayne, Ind.

(First cong.), and Sonya
Swartzentruber, Belleville, Pa.

(Maple Grove cong.), Aug. 24, by
Mark Vincent and Ivan Yoder.

Snow-Oswald: Randy Snow,
Elkton, Va., and Anne Oswald,

Centreville, Mich. (Locust
Grove cong.), Aug. 17, by Homer
Yoder.

Spicher-Leaman: Jefferson

Spicher, Harrisonburg, Va.
(Scottdale cong.), and Jean
Leaman, Charlottesville, Va.

(Landisville cong.), June 1, by
Hershey Leaman.

Steiner-Ratcliff: Duane Steiner,

St. Davids, Pa. (Kidron cong.)

and Denise Ratcliff, St. Davids,

Pa., Aug. 24, by Dick Wolf.

Walker-Martin: Brian Walker,

Berlin, Pa. (Lutheran Church),

and Heidi Martin, Meyersdale,

Pa. (Springs cong.), Aug. 9, by
Steven Heatwole.

Williams-Bontragen Donald Willi-

ams, Indianapolis, Ind. (Baptist

Church), and Denise Bontrager,

Middlebuiy, Ind. (Clinton Frame
cong.), Aug. 17, by Vernon E.

Bontreger.

Yoder-Kauffman: Rick Yoder,
Pettisville, Ohio (Central cong.),

and Lori Kauffman, Archbold,

Ohio (Lockport cong.), Aug. 24, by

Allen Rutter and Charles Gautsche.

DEATHS

Bachman, James M., 73. Bom:
Oct. 3, 1917, Wayland, Iowa, to

Joel and Anna (Slagel) Bach-

man. Died: Aug. 11, 1991, St.

Johns, Mich., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Esther Sharick; children: Mari-

lyn Pomeroy, James II; 6 grand-

children, 5 great-grandchildren;

sister: Verda Cubitt. Funereil:

Aug. 14, Bethel Mennonite, Gor-

don Myers. Burial: Washington
Township Cemetery.

Cable, Louise H., 88, Boswell,

Pa. Bom: Sept. 12, 1902, Boli-

var, Pa., to George H. and Elsie

(Robb) Hammer. Died: Aug. 2,

1991. Survivors— children:
George, Cora Schertz; 2 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren;

sister: Mildred Thomas. Prede-

ceased by: Robert M. Cable

(husband). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 5, Thomas Mennonite
Church, by Donald Speigle and
Homer Schrock.

Eshleman, Merle Weaver, 82,

Harrisonburg, Va. Bom: Oct. 12,

1908, Maugansville, Md., to

George S. and Amanda E.

(Weaver) Eshleman. Died: Aug.

22, 1991, Rockingham Memorial
(Harrisonburg, Va.) Hospital.

Survivors—wife: Seira Frances

Zook; children: David, Miriam
E. Warner; 7 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren; sister: Lela

Fretz. Funeral: Aug. 25, EMC
Lehman Auditorium, by Owen
Burkholder and Shirlee K.

Yoder. Burial: Weaver Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Frederick, Anna M., 82,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Sept. 29,

1908, Franconia Twp., to Frank

and Ida (Moyer) Frederick.

Died: Aug. 20, 1991, Souderton
Mennonite Homes. Survivors

—

brothers and sister: Mahlon,
Franklin, Maggie Detweiler. Fu-

neral: Aug. 22, Souderton Men-
nonite Homes Chapel, by Rus-
sell Detweiler, Floyd Hackman,
and Curtis Bergey. Burial: Fran-

conia Mennonite Cemetery.
Giesbrecht, David, 81. Born:

Sept. 29, 1909, Ukraine, Russia,

to Jacob and Anna (Penner)

Giesbrecht. Died: Aug. 13, 1991,

St. Mary's (Kitchener, Ont.) Hos-
pital, of lung cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Helene Wiebe. Predeceased

by: Alice Price (first wife). Fu-

neral: Aug. 16, Edward Good Fu-

neral Home, by Paul Martin.

Burial: Parkview Cemetery.
Lehman, Elda, 84, Kidron, Ohio.

Bom: Nov. 12, 1906, Kidron,

Ohio, to Cleophas and Caroline

(Lehman) Amstutz. Died: Aug.

23, 1991, Wooster, Ohio. Survi-

vors— son: Lester Feltis; sister:

Martha. Predeceased by: Martin

Lehman (husband). Funeral and
buried: Aug. 26, Kidron Menno-
nite Church, by Bill Detweiler

and Dermis Kuhns.
Miller, Perry "Pete," 64,

Millersburg, Ind. Bom: Jan. 11,

1927, LaGrange, Ind., to Amos
and Mary (Schmucker) Miller.

Died: Aug. 13, 1991, Chicago,

111., from cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Kathryn Litwiller Miller;

children: Larry Gene, Lonnie
Ray, Jan Plank; 8 grandchildren;

brothers and sister: Harley, Cal-

vin, Vemon, Mary EUen Blough.

Funeral: Aug. 18, Clinton Frame
Mennonite Church, by John J.

Yoder and Aden Yoder. Burijil:

Clinton Brick Cemetery.

Schlegel, Lee, 75, Shickley, Neb.

Bom: March 17, 1916, Shickley,

Neb., to Benjamin and Magda-
lena Schlegel. Died: Aug. 21,

1991, Schickley, Neb., of heart

failure. Survivors—wife: Doro-

thy Troyer; children: David, Dan-
iel; 4 grandchildren; brothers:

Dell, Al. Funeral and burial: Aug.

24, Salem Mennonite Church, by
Wilton Detweiler, Alvin Eichel-

berger, and Ivan Troyer.

Sweigart, Alfred W., 83, Gap,

Pa. Born: July 26, 1907, Lancas-

ter, Pa., to Calvin S. and Grace
(Myers) Sweigart. Died: July 17,

1991, Sarasota, Fla., of cardiac

arrest. Survivors— children:

Marian E. Riehl, Verna M.
Gockley, Parke E.; 9 grandchil-

dren, 3 great-grandchildren;

brother: Leroy. Predeceased by:

Mary E. Esch (wife). Funeral and
burial: July 22, Maple Grove Men-
nonite Church, by Richard Umble.

Troyer, Jerry L., 68, Adair, Okla.

Born: May 18, 1923, Chouteau,

Okla., to Jerry F. and Sovilla

(Mullet) Troyer. Died: July 6,

1991, Adair, Okla., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Sue Helmuth; children: Jerry

Jay, Larry Ray, Jimmy Lee,

Merl Wayne, Glenda Sue Win-
field, Judy Dee Colston; 18

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child; brothers and sisters:

Mary, Martha, Fannie, Alvin,

Earl. Funeral and burial: July 8,

Zion Mennonite Church, by Carl

Helmuth and Duey Matthews.

Wert, Paul M., 86, Manheim
Twp., Pa. Born: Oct. 14, 1904,

McAlisterville, Pa., to Henry W.
and Katie B. (Musser) Wert.

Died: Aug. 22, 1991, Landis
Homes Retirement Community.
Survivors— wife: Mary E.
Graybill; children: Marlin,
Charles, Roy, Melvin, Esther
Clymer; 14 grandchildren, 5

great-grandchildren; brothers
and sister: Boyd, Jacob, Earl,

Anna Zendt. Funeral and buried:

Aug. 25, New Holland Menno-
nite Church, by Clyde G. Kratz
and Daniel King.

Whisler, Walter D., 64, Hanover,
Pa. Bom: April 15, 1927, Hano-
ver, Pa., to Walter A. and Lottie

(Keagy) Whisler. Died: Aug. 8,

1991, Hanover, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Sadie Bair; children:

Glendon, Anita; one grandchild;

sister: Lois. Funeral: Aug. 12,

Bairs' Mennonite meeting-
house, by James A. Burkholder

and Richard Shaffer. Burial:

York Road Cemetery.

CALENDAR

New Pastor Orientation, Elkhart,

Ind., Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Peace Theology and Violence
Against Women Consultation,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 4-5

Churchwide Stewardship Council,

Oklahoma City, Okla., Oct. 4-5

Fellowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

AAMA board meeting, St. Louis,

Mo., Oct. 4-6

Fall Festival (reUef sale), Albany,

Ore., Oct. 12

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Comer, S.C., Oct. 12

A celebration of Mennonites in the

city and the suburbs, Lombard,
ni., Oct. 12-13

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Kidron, Ohio, Oct. 18-

19

Symposium on 1492-1992 com-
memoration, Corpus Christi,

Tex., Oct. 19-22

MBM board of directors meeting,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 24-26

Mennonite Publication Board,

Souderton, Pa., Oct. 25-26

Southeast Mennonite Conference

annual meeting, Lakewood Re-

treat, Brooksville, Fla., Oct. 25-

27

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting with institutional

boards, Chicago, 111., Oct. 31-

Nov. 2

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, AUensville, Pa., Nov. 2

Gulf States Fellowship annual del-

egates meeting, Des Allemands,

La., Nov. 2
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"Mutual Aid? You Mean,

like Bam Raising?"

A.actually, yes. Not so long ago

when a family's barn burned to the ground, the

community rallied together to build a new one.

That act of helping people—of friends, relatives

and neighbors helping another in need— is the

essence ofmutual aid.

In its day, barn raising was a nice model for

mutual aid as an act of Christian compassion. As

Christ taught, mutual aid is "others-centered," not

"self-centered." That'swhyMMA seeks to provide

plans and services that are "others-centered"—

that allow members to help other

members.

The trouble is barn raising isn't a

very common expression of mutual

aid anymore. I suppose that's be-

cause so few of us live on farms. Yet

people still face crises as devastating

as a burned bam.

As manager of Member Services at MMA, I

frequently work with people in crisis. Like the

family facing a $35,000 medical expense. Or the

retired person needing to understand what is and

isn't covered by Medicare. Or the young couple

trying to prepare for future education costs of

$100,000 for their two children. Or the widow

wanting to protect the savings she and her hus-

band worked so many years to create. These situa-

tions are all examples ofmodern "burned barns."

Mutual aid today is a lot like it always has

been—people giving to those in

need whether they receive a tangible

return or not. When you participate

in an MMA life, health, auto or retire-

ment plan, you help "rebuild barns."

That's a difference that can change

the world.

RogerNajziger

Member Sennces manager

We're more than just insurance.
For a copy of our new video, The Spirit of Community, call 1-800-348-7468.

Mennonite
MutualAid
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THE LAST WORD

We do not have a new problem to solve
We should have known it was coming. There

were predictions aplenty that as the generation

bom between 1946 and 1964 went through the life

cycle, the rest of us would surely know about it.

Know about it we did at Mennonite General

Assembly in Oregon this past summer. The
baby boomers, as this generation has come to be

called, came in for their share of observation

and discussion during Oregon 91.

The Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy set

the stage with its report: One-third of the Men-
nonite Church is now between the ages of 22

and 40. Many baby boomers live on the edge of

the faith community, "suspicious of institutions,

hierarchial structures, and authoritarianism."

They are the products of the sociological confu-

sion and turmoil of their parents.

Discussion on the Assembly floor soon showed
that, like other generations, this one does not al-

ways agree. Some affirmed observations about a

significant number of baby boomers not being in

the church. Other boomers raised voices of dis-

comfort with being singled out as a group with

special needs and problems. "It's not fun being

categorized," said one.

Categorized or not, baby boomers made a dif-

ference at this session of General Assembly. Dur-

ing discussion times, they were often the first at

the microphones, sometimes four to five deep.

They were also the ones who often challenged

and questioned. "I am angered by your carica-

tures . .
." one of them said after one churchwide

board report (it was left to a representative from

an older generation to smooth things over with,

"Yes, but I respond positively to. . .
.")

It also appeared to be the baby boomers who
made life more difficult for churchwide boards

as a result of Oregon 91. Two years previously

at the Normal 89 Assembly, the boards had
been told their reports were "too long and not

very interesting." This year they made them
interesting, if not much shorter. And this year

delegates—many of whom appeared to be youn-

ger and representatives from their conferences

for the first time—chided the agencies for slick

presentations and little time for discussion.

"What do we do next time?" churchwide boards

ask about the next Assembly.

So what do we do with this group of people

that continue to perplex and challenge us?

CFLS in its report gave several suggestions: be

open and honest about our fears and doubts as

well as our joys and triumphs; not insist on ma-
turity in faith and practice before using people

in the church; call boomers to commitment the

same as anyone else.

In other words, treat them as part of us.

That's much easier to acknowledge than to do.

Our temptation is to isolate a group with

"special" needs for study and analysis and, on
finding "solutions," assume we have solved our

problem. It's much more difficult to share the

power and the responsibilities of decision-mak-

ing and church administration.

Nor has our record been all that good to date.

One reason some racial and ethnic groups don't

feel more a part of our church is because we con-

tinue to see them as problems to solve, not as

sisters and brothers with us in the struggle to ex-

pand the kingdom of God.

Baby boomers are not a problem to be solved.

They are a group who can bring rich resources

and new energy into the life of the church. They
will if we allow them to take their place among
us.—;7p

Except for peanut butter jars

I hate to wash empty peanut butter jars.

Every time one finds its way into my dishpan,

I'm tempted to hide it beneath other garbage for

our once-a-week pickup. You're not supposed to

do that in our town.

It's not that I don't beUeve in recycling. It's

that recycling peanut butter jars is a pain.

I'm trying to stop most of my furtive trips to

the garbage can since I've calculated what would
happen if everyone followed my example: let's

see, [one peanut butter jar every two weeks] x

[26 weeks] x [2,200 households in my town] x [64

boroughs in my county] x [. . .
.]

"A journey of a thousand miles must begin

with a single step" (Lao-tzu) is a great quota-

tion. I just wish it didn't apply to recycling pea-

nut butter jars.—;7p
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How can we recover a biblical, Anabaptist view of
wealth in a society which worships money and
which glorifies those able to get it? See page 6.
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The Christian and money:

How is it Ifind
myself in India?

This doctor gave up a good practice in

internal medicine to spend the remain-
der of his 'productive years' among the
poor and homeless in the third world.

c

9

It
is the day before Christmas in Calcutta,

India. We have been invited to be guests of
the Salvation Army when they give a small

package of food to the poor. Facing us in the
room are 200 people, all homeless, given tickets

to get in. I give a short speech on Jesus the

source of hope and peace, the one who under-
stands the needs of the poor.

We then help hand out the packages as the
people come one by one. The faces are a study
in contrasts—some closed and fearful, some
open and smiling. Many look for a response
from us. One young mother, carrying a baby, is

wide-eyed with desperation. There is a whole
family—father, mother, and three small chil-

dren—who not only look desperately poor but
also beaten down. A few take their package and
try for a second. Some accept their gift with im-
pressive dignity.

All return to the street, to the same life of
hand-to-mouth, with no place to call home, no
roof over their heads, no knowledge of the

by

Glen E.

Miller



Early in life I learned money does not

come easily—and that some of it belongs
to the church, Fve since learned it's

hard to keep needs in line with income.

source of their next meal. And, worst of all, most
of them have absolutely no hope that it will ever

get any better. Repeatedly, I find myself getting

choked up and fighting back the tears. I realize

that nothing in my experience so far has ever

prepared me for this.

So why am I here in India anyway? What in

my childhood and later years motivated

me to make such a drastic change to my
life? Why did I leave comfortable semiretirement

to come to this place of so much misery?

I remember when, as a child, I first became
aware that our family was poor. Another child

pointed out to me that I had two different col-

ored buttons on my shirt. That's also when I no-

ticed the patches on my trousers, and I realized

maybe we were poor. But I don't recall any feel-

ings of insecurity, likely because I always had
enough to eat and a warm home.
Our family always went to church. In Sunday

school, we received quarters that we were to in-

vest "for Jesus" and bring back the profit. I also

recall that my father asked us to chase the pigs

to the barn so that he could select one to sell so

that he could pay the annual dues for the

church. And once my father lost his billfold con-

taining ten dollars while plowing the garden. He
overturned nearly the entire garden to look for

the billfold, but never found it.

So early in life, I learned that money did not

come easily—and that some of it belonged to the

church.

In
my teen years, I decided that I wanted to

become a doctor. When I talked to my father

about going to college, he said that was agree-

able with him, but he had no money to send me.

So accumulation of money became a high prior-

ity for me. After three years, I started college. I

got married during those college years and with

my wife, Marilyn, working—and my working at

nights—we actually saved money for medical

school.

Three children in the four years of medical

school allowed Marilyn to work only part time.

There was never money for more than the essen-

tials. At Christmas we would go home without

enough money to pay the return turnpike fare.

We knew that my parents would fill the car with

gas, give us a gift of ten dollars, and send us off

with a box of food.

We left medical school with significant debts.

But we postponed their repayment during a two-

year stint with Mennonite Central Committee in

Haiti.

The next years were fiUed with the pressures

of starting a medical practice. Systematically we
began to pay off our debts. After seven years

most were paid off. In the years following, our in-

come continued to increase each year. Yet each
year we never seemed to have quite enough.

Each year we felt that if we had had $2,000

more, we would have been comfortable.

We were beginning to understand that unless

we found some way to control perceived needs,

they would always outstrip our income.

The issue of needs and income came
sharply into focus in plans for our house.

We had bought a 100-year-old house with

several surrounding acres. We decided to con-

tact an architect about adding a garage. He said

we needed an overall development plan. That
evolved into suggestions for relocating the drive-

way, adding a three-car garage, adding a family

room to extend over the driveway, installing a

swimming pool behind the garage, and putting a

tennis court behind the pool. For good measure,

the architect suggested a golf green at the far

end of the property.

After years of financial struggle, we thought

maybe we deserved this. After all, we could pay
for it. And we could almost see our four children

and their friends swimming and playing tennis in

our backyard.

We did relocate the driveway. We built the ga-

We have found joy in serving.

And our work has brought the

invigoration that can accom-
pany a change in careers.
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rage. But the rest of the plans were placed in

the back of a file. We discovered them again
years later when we sold the house.
For once, we had succeeded in determining our

own needs, not letting someone else tell us what
they were.

Our previous experience in Haiti had given
us a view of third-world poverty. Later,

17 years of involvement as a director of
the Mennonite Board of Missions had height-

ened awareness of the wide disparity between
the wealthy West and developing countries. Med-
ical visits to Egypt and other travel reinforced
this awareness.

Marilyn and I began to discuss the possibility
of significant change in occupation, hfestyle, and
location. I knew I did not want to continue medi-
cal practice all of my life. Marilyn was also

ready for a change.

But in order to make such a change, we
needed to assess our financial plans for retire-

ment. Had we accumulated enough assets so
that we could volunteer our services? Friends,
who heard of our plans, pointed out that we
were in our most productive years and wondered
how we could give up the income.
We had finally come to the place where we

dared to ask ourselves, "When is enough, enough?"

In
1983, we decided that in five years we

would have enough for retirement needs.
When our decision became known, opportuni-

ties for service began to come. In August 1990,
we accepted a four-year assignment as MCC
country representatives in India.

Coming to India has caused mixed reactions
among our friends and family. Many are affirm-
ing with statements of support: "I wish I could
do that." Some look at us with a confused ex-

pression: "Why would you want to do that?"
Some seem to suspect we are driven by a termi-
nal case of guilt. But we are most comfortable
with the statement of our son who said, "When I

look back over your lives, going to India with
MCC seems the most natural thing to do."
Our work in India has brought the invigoration

that can accompany a change in careers. As di-
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rectors of the MCC program, we have found joy
in serving. With our Indian co-workers, we are
working to provide hope to those who have no
reason to hope, fulfillment to women and others
shut out by the system, and opportunities to

those who have no chance for an education or a
job.

After a year we still don't know how to relate

effectively to the beggars. We still struggle with
limited resources while faced with limitless

needs. We would prefer that the streets of Cal-
cutta would be less crowded and noisy.

So why am I here in India? I'm not really sure.

But I am aware of a strong sense of gratitude for
being here, for the freedom I feel, and for the
many Indians who have befriended us. I am
grateful for the privilege of being numbered with
those who are trying to make this part of the
world a better place. For now, India feels like

the only place to be.

Before going to India last year, Glen E. Miller had
an internal medicine practice in Bellefontaine, Ohio,

for 25 years. He also served as a director of the

Mennonite Board of Missions for 17 years. Glen
and his wife, Marilyn, are members of the South
Union Mennonite Church in West Liberty, Ohio.

I am aware of a strong sense
of gratitude for being here
and for the freedom I feel,

India is the place to be.



READERS SAY

Prayer update
Those who attended Oregon 91 may

remember being asked to remember
our son Matthew in prayer. Matthew
had been knocked off a 10-foot diving

board and had landed face first on the

cement. The first 24 hours in an inten-

sive care unit were critical, and we
thank you for the many prayers raised

to God on behalf of Matthew and our

family.

On Aug. 20 Matthew had another CT
scan, which gave us another good re-

port. He needs to remain quiet for the

next few weeks as his body continues

to heal. We thank God for all your pray-

ers.

J. W. and Deborah Sprunger

Scottdale, Pa.

Focus on the evaluator

as well as the leader
"How to Discern False from True

Leaders" by John Drescher (Aug. 27)

raised many questions for me. I believe

judgment and evaluation need to be

done. But justice demands full knowl-

edge and accurate facts for judgment.

While I do not disagree with the article

entirely, I do question the emphasis on
leadership and lack of emphasis on the

evaluator.

I am not a leader, nor do I desire to

be a leader any more than I desire to

be a blind follower. But I do feel com-

pelled to respond in defense of those

good leaders who may be harmed by
evaluators who jise a little knowledge

as the basis to judge spirituality or abil-

ity. Conscientious, good leaders may re-

spond more readily and possibly

inappropriately to such evaluation than

the false leaders who "in their own eyes

can do no wrong."

If evaluation is done by other leaders,

envy or covetousness may have an im-

pact on the outcome. If evaluation is

made by followers, other immoral atti-

tudes may influence the conclusion.

Drescher does not mention other

Scriptures appropriate in evaluation:

e.g., "Judge not, that ye be not judged"
(Matt. 7:1). For good leaders, possible

victims of misinterpretation of behav-

ior, Eccles. 10:4 may be appropriate: "If

the spirit of the ruler rise up against

thee, leave not thy place; for yielding

pacifleth great offences."

Drescher mentions the use of an
earned title as evidence of a wrong atti-

tude. But the objection to the use of an

earned title may indicate an unclean

spirit of the objector more than an im-

moral attitude of the user. An earned
title confers on the bearer expectations

for certain prescribed behaviors appro-

priate to the title. There usually is no
objection to the use of an acquired title

through matrimony. Should there be ob-

jection to the use of title through aca-

demic achievement?

A motto I like is, "Don't walk in front

of me, I may not follow. Don't walk be-

hind me, I may not lead you in the

right direction. Walk beside me and be
my friend." The Christian church needs

more persons who will walk beside oth-

ers in friendship. If we need to face the

"real world" and deal with leaders, hyp-

ocrites, servants, and other victims of

categorization, we could try to walk be-

side each other in honest friendship

with more than a little knowledge or a

weak commitment.
F. Arline Zimmerman
New Holland, Pa.

Does God listen to rock music?
Being a Mennonite today is not al-

ways an easy thing to do. Sometimes, if

you look closely, things that look clear-

cut are fuzzy around the edges. Music
is one area that appears such to young
Mennonite believers.

As a 16-year-old, I struggle daily with

the music that I thrust into my head. I

know I listen to rock music because sev-

eral people won't let me forget it. I am
sorry that issues aren't addressed untU

someone gets angry.

I go to at least one rock concert a

year. It is always a Christian concert. I

can say truthfully that I have never had
such uplifting experiences than at those

concerts. I see so many good people on
fire for the Lord—a lot more people

than I see at church.

I encourage anyone to attend a con-

cert of a well-known Christian artist. I

would tell them to listen closely to the

lyrics. Yes, you can hear them. (I find it

amusing that the people who claim you
can't hear the lyrics are the people who
use the public address boosters in

church.)

In my opinion, God does listen to

rock music. Believe me, when the time

comes, I will be jamming right next to

God. I have even a great reason to lis-

ten to Christian rock. I was converted

by it. One two-hour concert did what 16

years of church couldn't do.

Jeremy Zook
Dalton, Ohio
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The Christian and money:

The silence increases on the
questions of faith and wealth

Did Jesus really say it will be
very hard for a rich man to

enter heaven? If he did, what
does that mean for us today?

by Calvin Redekop

Many people have noted that Jesus spent
much of his ministry speaking about
money. That includes his statements

about covetousness, greed, and other economic
issues. He even proposed that riches and mem-
bership in the kingdom of heaven were almost in-

compatible. "How hard it is for the wealthy to

enter the kingdom of God" (Luke 18:24), he said.

Many serious Christians have concurred. They
have lived in ways that seek to follow the exam-
ple of their Master. We have the example of the
first Christians and of St. Francis of Assisi. But
there are many, many more.

Christian tradition has confirmed the central im-
portance of the material world and how humans
share it with each other. The Roman Catholic

church, guided considerably by Thomas Aquinas,
proposed that there must be a "Christian" eco-

nomic order, including a "Christian" interest rate.

John Calvin agreed and proposed a "just" society

in which wages, profits, and wealth would serve
the kingdom of God. Many sectarian groups made
economic sharing central to their way of liJfe.

The Anabaptist-Mennonite movement reit-

erated the significance of the economic di-

mension. Some groups reasserted the
biblical economic philosophy which dispensed
with the un-Christian nature of private property,
e.g., Hutterites, Muensterites, South Germany,
and some 20th-century forms. Other groups sub-
ordinated private property to the body of believ-

ers through semi-communal ownership and
extensive mutual aid systems, e.g., the Amish
and the Russian Commonwealth.
But there has been an incessant seepage in

the submission of economics to the goals of the
kingdom of heaven. Mennonite communities—be-
girming in Holland and continuing with the Rus-
sian Commonwealth and the North American set-

tlements to the present—have dovmplayed the
role of economics in the vitality of the Christian
community. It's as though there has been a "sec-
ond Garden of Eden" scenario—did Jesus really

say that it will be very hard for a rich man to

enter heaven?

This "second guessing" has not only softened
the life of the Mennonite community, but it has
been supported by its leaders as well. Menno-
nite scholars have tended to downplay the
strong emphasis on the rejection of private prop-
erty among early Anabaptists, and it has re-

mained for non-Mennonite scholars such as
Clasen, Kautzky, PackuU, and Stayer to suggest
that the Anabaptists were more concerned about
economics and sharing than Mennonites want to
admit.

Mennonite literature has been remarkably si-

lent about the role of property and wealth in the
kingdom of God. The Mennonite Encyclopedia
(Vols. I-IV) includes no references to economics
or property except for a historical review of the
Hutterites. Further, Mennonite scholarly jour-

nals have dealt with the issues historically, while
economists and sociologists have done little re-

search which studies the interplay of faith and
economics.

This is not to ignore the many conferences
and other initiatives which have taken
place in recent decades in the church.

The prophetic efforts in the relation of econom-
ics and Mennonite faith of Guy F. Hershberger,
Winfield Fretz, Donovan Smucker, Robert
Kreider, and Grant Stoltzfus will not be forgot-

ten.

But there has been a disturbing silence among
the rank and file of faithful believers about the
economic question. As this silence has in-

creased, we Mennonites have continued to go
about the business of accumulating wealth and
power. The evidence of this process is legion,

though little documentation has been done. Nor
is it hard to imagine why we wealthy Mennonites
and the institutions we support would prefer not
to study why it is difficult for the wealthy to

enter heaven.

It is, of course, easier to study examples of the
dangers of riches in history, since the people
this might indict are no longer living. Levi Miller
did such a study recently of the Scottdale Men-
nonite community {Pennsylvania Mennonite Heri-
tage, Oct. 1990). Even though his study did not
focus primarily on the economic factors, the con-

Are we ignorant of the real dangers of
riches? Or are we in the Mennonite
Church intentionally evading this most
troubling and most important issue?
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Throughout our church's

history, the pursuit of wealth
has continued to threaten to

close the gates of heaven.

elusions are convincing: it was the appetite for

accruing material wealth and power through

whiskey brewing, milling, mining, and land mer-

chandising that almost brought this Mennonite

settlement into extinction. Miller concludes,

"The Jacobs Creek community could not recon-

cile its cultural and economic life with its Menno-
nite Christian values."

The early Scottdale Mennonite community

may well be a prototype of Mennonite society

throughout history—it was the pursuit of wealth

that threatened to close the gates of heaven.

After reading the works of Guy Hershberger

many times, I am convinced that he saw no

greater danger for the Mennonite church than

materialism. He never tired of quoting T. 0.

Hylkema, who often said, "After the devil failed

in his attempt to destroy Dutch Anabaptism by

means of persecution, he almost succeeded

when he changed his tactics and made them
rich" {The Way of the Cross in Human Rela-

tions). Hershberger believed this was as applica-

ble to North American Mennonites as to the

Dutch.

Is the Mennonite church silent on wealth as a

barrier for entrance into the kingdom of heaven?

Is it ignorant of the danger? Or is it intentionally

evading this most important issue? Were the an-

cestors of the faith wrong who stressed the im-

portance of collective ownership and mutual aid?

Has this problem been rationalized to the point

where we can now justify wealth and gain

heaven?

One recent attempt to get a perspective on

this question took place last year at Con-

rad Grebel College in Waterloo, Ont. It

was a symposium on "Anabaptist-Mennonite

Faith and Economics: Breaking the Silence."

Out of the twenty presentations at that confer-

ence, these were some of the findings and con-

clusions:

• Christian faith and economics in general

have been divorced.

• The Mennonite view of property and eco-

nomics has been captured by acculturation to

the world (Robert Siemens).

• Mennonite views of property and justice

have become modified to fit a capitalist culture

(Roy Vogt).

• Mennonites have gradually resorted to the

sword to protect their property (Jacob Loewen).
• The entrepreneurial drive has tended to cor-

rupt many well-meaning Mennonite businesspeople.

This has included taking advantage of minority peo-

ple (Lee Harder, Kevin Enns-Rempel, Walter

Regehr, Ted Regehr).

• The Mennonite work ethic has changed

from working communally for the building of the

Christian community to working individually for

personal goals and benefits (Calvin Redekop,

Laura Weaver).
• Contemporary mutual aid programs illus-

trate possibilities for dealing redemptively with

Mennonite wealth (Willis Sommer).

Do these propositions reflect reality? Or is

wealth and riches a dead issue? One rebuttal

constantly rings in my ears: "There is nothing

wrong with wealth—it is one's attitude toward

it." But Jesus' pronouncement about the diffi-

culty for the rich getting into heaven came after

the rich man declined "in sadness" Jesus' call to

sell all and give to the poor.

How can we recover the Anabaptist view of

wealth in a culture which worships wealth and

those who achieve it at the expense of fellow be-

ings and creation? With the disciples, we may
well ask, "Who among us then can be saved?"

Who will answer?

A former professor at Conrad Grebel College, Wa-
terloo, Ont, Calvin Redekop is now retired and

lives in Harrisonburg, Va.
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PERSPECTIVE

The night the tanks were silent

by J. Lawrence Burkholder

What are your orders?" I asked the smartly
dressed young lieutenant.

"To maintain the peace," he answered.
"Who is your commander?" I asked. He shrugged.

He seemed not to know which side of the revolution
his tank column was poised to defend.

Such was the confusion in the USSR on Tues-
day, Aug. 20. I was one of those privileged to be
in Moscow on the day when changes began in

the Soviet Union that can only be compared in

magnitude to the ages introduced in that coun-
try by Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, Cather-
ine n, and the Communist Revolution of 1917.

Tuesday, Aug. 20, was the day thousands of
democratically minded young people and mili-

tary personnel mingled near the Russian Parlia-
ment building in Moscow. Those who watch
Cable News Network probably had a better idea
of what was going on than those of us who were in

the thick of it. But what a memorable experience
it was to see history unfold before one's own eyes.

Tuesday night was when it was expected to
happen. Boris Yeltsin and those around him in

the Parliament building were to have been
"liquidated" at nine o'clock. It was assumed that
the tank columns poised near Red Square would
support the KGB elite terrorist assault unit.

I left the barricaded area at 5:00 p.m. Many of
those traveling with me gathered to pray for

peace. Then I spent most of the night scanning the
Moscow sltyline for shells and burning buildings.

Tanks and mihtary vehicles rumbled past the
hotel. I heard one gunshot. But the massacre
that was predicted did not happen.

Later I learned the KGB elite disobeyed or-

ders, and the tanks were silent. Three
young men were killed as a confused tank

driver panicked and backed into the crowd. But
never in history had a revolution of such magni-
tude taken place so quickly and decisively with
only accidental loss of life.

Of course, the movement for democracy
launched by Mikhail Gorbachev in 1985—and
fostered so radically by Russian Federation Pres-
ident Boris Yeltsin—is not over. We do not
know whether the Soviet Union will break up
into some 15 independent states, whether it will

be redrawn as a commonwealth of repubhcs, or
whether the new entity will be a loose confedera-
tion tied together by economic and security

needs. But we do know that communism as a po-
litical philosophy is all but dead. The Commu-
nist Party has lost its power to direct the affairs

of state. The offices of the infamous KGB are
being redirected. The secret "informer" system,
which for 70 years had turned neighbor against
neighbor and spread a spirit of suspicions, even
among families, is gone. So it would seem at least.

What was I doing in Moscow at that time? I

was accompanying Arthur DeFehr, a Mennonite
industrialist from Winnipeg, Man., on a trip to
help evaluate a Christian language institute
which he organized last June in Lithuania. It

turned out to be an unqualified success; nearly
20 teachers and assistants (mostly members of
the Mennonite Brethren and General Confer-
ence Mennonite churches) taught over 100 Lithu-
anians for six weeks. The purpose was to teach
the English language and methodologies, but
more was communicated than language and
teaching techniques. The institute was spon-
sored in part by a small evangelical group with
Anabaptist sympathies that emerged from the
ministries of Logos, an independent German
Mennonite mission.

The institute was an exchange of cultures,

religious traditions, and human experi-
ence. In the spirit of glasnost, the North

American teachers had been most cordially re-

ceived, and the civil authorities had proposed
the establishment of an institute on a permanent
basis with a broad curriculum. Many tears were
shed when at graduation the course was brought
to a close.

After the graduation and the evaluation, a
group of us continued on to Moscow. That's how
we were fortunate to witness the events of Aug
19-21.

After returning to the States, I was describing
the four memorable days in Moscow to a Sun-
day school class. One woman asked, "Did God
do that in Moscow? Or did God just turn it over
to the people who were there?" What a ques-
tion! With understandable modesty, I said that I

was not sure. But if peace and justice, always rel-

ative in this world, are related to divine pur-
poses, one would expect that God may not be
displeased.

August 20 was the day changes began in
the Soviet Union which can only be com-
pared in magnitude to those introduced
by the Communist Revolution of 1917.
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The momentous changes that have occurred

within the Soviet Union are not those of a day

or an epoch. An old order has died, and a new

order is being born. On Aug. 20, my interpreter,

upon hearing about the coup, said, "Now we

shall return to the terrors of Stalin. I have lost

hope for my children." On the evening of Aug.

21, she said triumphantly, "My children will live

after all."

Why did the crowds in Red Square cele-

brate? Surely the people looked for-

ward to a more productive Soviet

economy. But their hope for the future may be

summarized by "democracy," that comprehen-

sive word which to many progressive Soviets

summarizes all that is good! To be sure, Soviet

society does not have a clear understanding

about what democracy means. But they know

that it impUes freedom to think, to speak, to

plan, to believe, and to live with integrity.

"Gone is the necessity to He," said a young

Christian who was once a member of the Com-

munist Party. Freedom to express oneself is a

human right that most older people of the So-

viet Union gave up long ago. I was told that the

significance of the kitchen in Russia was not just

to cook food. As the place least Ukely to be

bugged, here one could share secret thoughts,

with faces nearly touching, of course. Since

glasnost, however, people talk more freely in

their living rooms as well.

Of course, the future is uncertain. Can Soviet

society make democracy work? What will happen

to thousands upon thousands of military and

party personnel who will be "retired"? What will

fill the spiritual vacuum created by the ideologi-

cal demise of communism? How will education

be recast without Leninism, and how can the So-

viet economy move toward a free economy? Who
will control nuclear weaponry? Can democracy

be humanized without a transcendent source of

inspiration and criticism?

Surely the new order will be tested. And so
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will the Western nations and such an economic

power as Japan. Will the nations do what they

can to help prevent hunger and anarchy? May
this not be an unparalleled opportunity to radi-

cally reduce military expenditures?

Churches also need to search for appropriate

Christian approaches that express love and re-

spect rather than opportunism and exploitation

of weakness. And what kind of ethics will accom-

pany our technical and economic councils as the

new order moves toward a market economy?

What is impressive above all is that the revolu-

tion has been nonviolent, so far. Would not

Lenin and Stalin have been surprised had they

been told that some day their Utopian dream,

born through the "Uquidation" of millions of aris-

tocratic landholders and peasants, would be

brought to an end by a nonviolent revolution of

youth with master's degrees in engineering, frus-

trated writers and poets, mothers with children,

children with flowers, tank drivers no longer con-

vinced of the communist cause, and a KGB elite

unwilling to mow down their fellow citizens?

But to make the picture complete, we must

pay tribute as well to leaders like

Gorbachev and Yeltsin who used the ave-

nues of official power to change the course of

world history. In the Soviet Union the dialectic

of popular nonviolent resistance and the force of

enhghtened politics merged in unprecedented

power. So history moves from a period domi-

nated by totalitarian rule, fear, and subordina-

tion of the individual to collective power to a

more humane and democratic world.

Democracy is not a Christian idea as such. It

is not to be confused with the kingdom of God.

And its justice and humanity ultimately depends

upon the moral character of the citizenry.

But Christians can celebrate democracy, imper-

fect as it is, as a system which allows people to

do the will of God as they see it if they want to.

We may agree with Churchill, who once

quipped, "Democracy is the worst political sys-

tem if it were not for all the others." Or with

Reinhold Neibuhr, who once said, "Man's capac-

ity for justice makes democracy possible; but

man's inclination to injustice makes democracy

necessary."—Sept. 6, 1991.

J. Lawrence Burkholder is past president of

Goshen (Ind.) College. This is not the first time he

has witnessed changes in history firsthand. In

I
1989 he was in East Germany when the Berlin

f Wall fell and in China soon after the democracy

I movement there was crushed.
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General Conference cuts back
voluntary service, other projects

Church holds baptism. Lamb Christian Fellowship, Salunga, Pa., prepares to baptize
three new members in an Aug. 25 service at a farm pond. Pastoral team members
Don Crews, Patrick Tutella, and Bonnie Ritrovato stand (left to right) at the right
side of the photo. The church was planted earlier this year by Adantic Coast
Conference.

—

Dale D. Gehman

Newton, Kan. ("GCMCj—Mennonite
Voluntary Service (MVS) took the brunt

of budget cuts when the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church Commission on
Home Ministries (CHM) met here Sept.

5-7.

CHM cut $97,000 from its $987,000 bud-
get for 1992. Some $44,700—or 46 percent

of the overall reduction—will come from
MVS, which places volunteers in poor
communities in Canada and the United
States.

The $44,700 represents a 15.5 percent
reduction in the total MVS budget.

In addition, the Mennonite Indian
Leaders Council lost $20,000, or 13.5 per-

cent of its budget. The peace and justice

office took a 25 percent cut, totaling

$15,188.

Hispanic ministries will reduce its pro-

gram by six percent, or $2,615. Another
$5,000 will be taken from administrative

contingency funds.

Chinese ministries plans to raise $5,000

among Chinese churches to maintain its

program.

Two programs—evangelism and church
development and African-American lead-

ership development—were untouched by
the cuts.

CHM's budget woes developed over the

last decade, as new programs were added
without long-term funding. The commis-
sion relied on funds from the "Call to

Kingdom Commitments" campaign to

balance the budget, but eventually the

monies ran out.

In addition, overall giving to the General
Conference decreased.

In setting criteria for the reductions, the

commission agreed to make evangelism
the top priority. A proposal even arose to

increase the evangelism and church devel-

opment program to full tune from its

present three-quarter time status. But
commission members agreed that the

budget crunch wouldn't allow such a

move, especially in the face of drastic

reductions at MVS.
Several members proposed to discon-

tinue the African-American leadership

development office, which was estab-

lished in 1989 as a two-year program. The
proposal would have allowed the coordi-

nator, Les Tolbert, to continue as a con-

sultant. However, the commission had
promised last spring not to touch the
program.

Budget decisions were made at a closed
session Friday evening, after day-long
meetings with staff and Doug Penner, a

psychologist and resource person for the

weekend. The need to cut $97,000 had
been known since the Council of Commis-
sion meetings this past March.
In May, CHM staff held a retreat to set

goals and to offer their own proposals for

cutting the budget. This was done with
the understanding that the commission
would examine the proposals over the

summer.
Instead, at the advice of the consultant,

the proposals were handed to the com-
mission members when they arrived in

Newrton, to the dismay of some of the

staff.

On Friday night, Penner instructed

commission members to pull out clean

sheets of paper and develop a Hst of

budget cuts. The room filled with the

sound of shuffling feet and paper, the

clicking of calculators, and occasional

sighs.

Commission members expressed feel-

ings of pain at having to choose among
options that included firing staff and crip-

pling programs with cuts.

Members of the MVS staff wept openly
when the commission unveiled the cuts on
Saturday morning, aware that their pro-

gram likely will be forced to close units

and decrease personnel time.

The budget reduction plan will be final-

ized at Council of Commission meetings
next March.— Hege

Government returns
church buildings
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—The Ethiopian

government has returned five church
buildings to the Meserete Kristos Church
(MKC).
The Marxist government of Ethiopia

had confiscated the buildings in 1982,

when it closed the MKC and froze bank
accounts. The Marxist regime was de-

posed in May, and a government intent

on extending democratic freedoms is now
in power.

At Nazareth, 60 miles east of Addis
Ababa, some 2,000 people gathered as
MKC members celebrated the opening of

their building on Sept. 1.

Singing as they went, the congregation
walked several blocks from the location of

the first house fellowship that began when
the church was closed. More than half of

the people had to be seated in a tent

adjoining the church.

Mennonite Central Committee workers
Bert and Evelyn Reimer, serving as direc-
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tors of Mennonite Mission in Ethiopia,

described the atmosphere as ecstatic.

Nearly 30 people responded to an altar

call to accept Christ.

The leader of the service put his face in

his hands and wept, overcome by emo-

tion.

The Nazareth MKC building had been

used by the city court, and the sanctuary

had been divided by a cement block wall.

r6^
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Permission was granted on Thursday for

MKC to use the building, and by Sunday

the partition had been removed and the

interior restored for worship.

The church building was closed for

more than nine years. During that time,

believers met in homes throughout the

city.

The total membership of MKC grew

fourfold during the period of restrictions,

from 5,000 to 20,000 members. In addi-

tion, the number of congregations rose

from 12 to 31.

According to Reimer, MKC leaders ex-

pect the remaining buildings that were

confiscated to also be returned to the

church.

Lees teach, publish

in Japan, China
ElkhaH, Ind. fMBM)—Education tasks

in two neighboring but quite different

Asian countries have highlighted the work

of Robert and Nancy Lee.

The Mennonite Board of Missions

workers, currently on North American

assignment, have been based in Tokyo

since 1986.

Robert's work has focused on discuss-

ing Anabaptist ideas with members of the

evangelical church in Japan, while Nancy

has developed EngHsh composition mate-

rials for use in the People's Republic of

China.

For the past two years, Robert has

directed the Tokyo Mission Research In-

stitute, a joint venture of Tokyo Biblical

Seminary, OMS International (formerly

the Oriental Missionary Society), and the

Japan Anabaptist Center. He also teaches

at the seminary.

According to Robert, the institute's

seminars and forums provide opportuni-

ties for visiting Mennonite scholars to

present Anabaptist views "in a way that

was not possible earlier."

In 1986, some 41 evangelical denomina-

tions in Japan united into a single evan-

gelical church with more than 90,000

members. This church "sees itself at the

crossroads of a new mission challenge that

passed from Europe to North America

and has now come to Japan," Robert says.

Japanese evangelicals want to develop

a distinctively Japanese theology that

moves beyond the divisiveness inherited

from mission founders, he says. In addi-

tion, the Japanese want this theology to

reflect more holistically the issues of Jap-

anese and Asian people.

The institute is publishing much of the

material presented in seminars and fo-

rums. A 1990 book focused on the em-

peror system in Japan.

According to Robert, the death of one

emperor and the enthronement of another

left Christians caught between their feel-

ings of loyalty to the nation and their

confession of loyalty to Christ.

Nancy is English editor of institute

publications. At the request of Northeast

University of Technology in Shenyang,

China, she developed an English compo-

sition textbook and teacher's guide.

Each fall semester since 1987, these

materials have been tested at the univer-

sity by groups of Chinese and North

American teachers.

This spring, Nancy completed her final

revision of the textbook and teacher's

guide. The Chinese university is now pub-

lishing it for use in classrooms, while she

is preparing an expanded edition for use

outside China.

Nancy first went to Northeast Univer-

sity of Technology with a group of teach-

ers sent by Goshen (Ind.) College in 1981.

Since 1987 she has taught at the univer-

sity three different semesters under

China Educational Exchange (CEE).

Robert taught two semesters at the

same university under CEE.
This fall, the Lees are visiting family,

friends, churches, and schools in North

America. Robert is scheduled to return to

Japan on Dec. 28. Nancy will return Jan.

20.

Couple chosen to lead

Taiwanese in Argentina
Newton, Kan. ('GCMCj—Vincent and

Carmen Chen of Taipei, Taiwan, hope to

join fellow Taiwanese in Argentina by the

beginning of October, pending immigra-

tion visas.

The Chens have been invited to lead

the four-year-old Argentina Taiwan Men-

nonite Church in Buenos Aires.

The Argentine Taiwanese church is a

member of the Fellowship of Mennonite

Churches in Taiwan and relates to the

General Conference Mennonite Church

Commission on Overseas Mission.

The congregation also relates to

churches begun in Argentina by Menno-

nite Board of Missions workers.

Attendance at the Argentina Taiwan

Mennonite Church is about 50. The Chens

have expressed a vision to increase mem-
bership and to plant new churches.

Some 20,000 Taiwanese live in Buenos

Aires, and many do not speak Spanish.
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Richard Detweiler

(file photo)

• Church leader dies. Richard
C. Detweiler, 66, died on Sept.

23 at Grand View Hospital, Sell-

ersville. Pa., where he was un-
dergoing treatment for pancre-
atic cancer. Detweiler was
president of Eastern Mennonite
College and Seminary
(EMC&S), Harrisonburg, Va.,

from 1980 to 1987. More re-

cently, he directed a pastoral
training program for Franconia
and Lancaster conferences and
headed the theological educa-
tion committee of Mennonite
Board of Education. Before
coming to EMC&S, Detweiler
was pastor of Souderton (Pa.)

Mennonite Church. He served
as principal of Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School from
1954 to 1966.

• GC leader dies. Orlando A.
Waltner, 76, of North Newton,
Kan., died of cancer Aug. 30 at
his home. Waltner served as a
pastor, missionary to India, and
mission administrator. From
1962 to 1969, he was general
secretary of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church.

• Retreat held. The IBAD pro-
gram for biblical studies in

Spanish sponsored its third an-
nual retreat Aug. 31-Sept. 1 at

Chattanooga, Term. The event
drew 34 participants from Illi-

nois, Kansas, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Virginia, and Mexico.
Special guests were Jose Ortiz,

director of Hispanic ministries,

Goshen (Ind.) College; Daniel
D'Oleo, a Goshen College stu-

dent; and Jorge Rodriguez de
Gante of Mexico City.
Rodriguez de Gante has been
named to establish an IBAD
center in the Mexican capital.

Other major centers include
Chicago; Dallas; Lansdale, Pa.;

and Philadelphia.

• Church now official. The Con-
ference of Mennonite Churches
in Hong Kong (CMCHK) has
gained long-awaited legal certi-

fication. This action grants the
conference legal standing with
the government. The CMCHK
includes three congregations
with a total of 80 members.

• New school starts. The Men-
nonite College and Seminary of
Eastern Africa opened Aug. 8 at

Musoma, Tanzania, on the
southeast shore of Lake Victo-

ria. Twenty students from
Kenya and Tanzania have en-

rolled. The four-year curriculum
is designed to train people for

church ministry.

• School wing opens. Central
Christian High School, Kidron,
Ohio, dedicated its new educa-
tional wing Sept. 8. Guest
speaker was Peter Wiebe, pas-
tor of Trinity Mennonite
Church, Glendale, Ariz. Wiebe,
a former Ohioan, recalled that
the school began in 1961 with
less than 150 students, tuition of

$250, and a $250,000 building.

Now there are 280 students who
pay an average tuition of be-
tween $2,200 and $3,200, and
attend classes in a $2.4 million

facility.

—

Celia Lehman

• Poet wins prize. Julia Spicher
Kasdorf of Brooklyn, N.Y., has
been awarded the Agnus Lynch
Starrett poetry prize by the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Some 700-

800 contestants apply for this

award each year. Kasdorf is a
native of Irwin, Pa. The univer-
sity will pubhsh a book of her
poems in 1992.

• Student gets poetry award.
Regina Weaver of Goshen, Ind.,

placed first among 200 entrants
in the 1991 College Poetry Con-
test sponsored by The Lyric
magazine. The Goshen College
senior received a $200 prize and
her winning poem will appear in

the magazine's fall issue. Hon-
orable mentions went to writers

from Harvard and the Univer-
sity of Toronto.

•Faculty named. Hesston
(Kan.) College has appointed
five new faculty members. They
are: Barbara Beachy, college
writing and communications;
Doug Gohn, flight instructor;

Steve Hershberger, speech; Ar-
lene Jantz, voice; and Jen
LeFevre, aerobics. In addition
to teaching, Hershberger will

serve as resident director.

LeFevre will coach volleyball

and tennis and work in the Stu-
dent Life Department.

•New staff begin. Four new
staff members have begun work
at Hesston (Kan.) College. They
are: Joe Manickam and Dallas
Stutzman, admissions counsel-

ors; June Krehbiel, pubhcations
vvriter; and SheDa Yoder, resi-

dent director.

• Volunteers start. Two Menno-
nite Church members have
begun terms with the Mermonite
Voluntary Service program of
the General Conference Menno-
nite Church. Lois Meyer,
Rittman, Ohio, and Gwen
Shank, Wellman, Iowa, started
Aug. 24 as teachers at Hopi Mis-
sion School, Kykotsmovi Vil-

lage, Ariz.

• Couple to plant church. Doug-
las and Barbara Miller of the
Mercersburg, Pa., congregation
will begin as church planters in

WUliamstown, N.J., in Decem-
ber. Floyd Zook of the Hopewell
congregation, Elverson, Pa., and
Angelia Robinson of the Dargan
congregation, Sharpsburg, Md.,
will assist the Millers as self-

supporting church planting in-

terns.

• Church reopens. Community
Mennonite Church near Mount
Lena, Md., reopened Sept. 8
after being closed for eight
months. Lewis M. Coss will

serve as pastor. Amos Horst,
formerly of Sarasota, Fla., is as-

sistant pastor. The congregation
is a member of Lancaster Con-
ference.

• College okays credit. The
School of Witness (SOW), Bal-
timore, Md., has been approved
for college credit. SOW is oper-
ated at the Baltimore Youth
Evangelism Service center by
the Discipleship Ministries de-
partment of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-
burg, Va., will grant nine hours
of extension credit for classroom
work and three hours of credit
for internship.

• Peace camp. Twenty Kansas
children took part in a week of
Peace Camp led by the summer
coordinators of the Newton
Area Peace Center, Lorie Pre-
heim and Christy McKay. The
two-hour sessions held at Faith
Mennonite Church in Newton
included arts and crafts, games,
snacks, and stories. The chil-

dren learned about recycling, as

VORP discussion held. Akron, Pa. (MCCj—Eleanor Wiebe
of Seattle (left) and Mark Roy of Lafayette, Ind., were among
the 10 people who gathered Sept. 5-7 to learn about starting
church-based Victim Offender Reconciliation Programs. Ac-
cording to Ron Claassen of Fresno, Calif, who pioneered the
idea, a church-based VORP has a board made up of Christians
and gets its funding fi-om congregations and church members,
rather than public soiu-ces.
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well as about people in Africa,

India, Latin America, and the

Middle East. The Peace Center

is supported by local churches

and individuals.

—

Susan Balzer

• Softball event held. A men's

team from the Berea congrega-

tion, Cannelburg, Ind., and a

women's team from Bay Shore,

Sarasota, Fla., placed first in the

14th annual Indiana Mennonite

Slo-Pitch Softball Tournament.
The event was held Labor Day
weekend in Fort Wayne, Ind.,

with 70 teams from seven states

participating. All profits will go

to Mennonite Central Commit-
tee.

• Joint effort. An Indiana con-

gregation and two church agen-

cies are cooperating to support

three volunteers. Christy
Bechtel and Chad and Cynthia

Gusler— all of Goshen, Ind., and

North Goshen Mennonite
Church—work in outreach proj-

ects in Cumberland, Ky. Their

assignments are jointly spon-

sored by the North Goshen con-

gregation, Mennonite Board of

Missions Voluntary Service, and

Mennonite Central Committee.

In addition. Good Samaritan
Mennonite Church of Cumber-
land developed the local pro-

grams in which the Guslers are

involved.

• Placements end. Mennonite
Board of Missions is no longer

placing voluntary service (VS)

workers in Seattle. During the

past two years, five VSers pro-

vided research and administra-

tion for Mustard Seed Associ-

ates, a nonprofit Christian

agency designed to help

churches and institutions pre-

pare for the future.

• Stories wanted. Norman H.

Teague is looking for testimo-

nies from people who were

adopted or foster children.

Teague is writing Mamma's
Mountain, a book "to give trib-

ute to both biological parents

and those who provided a Chris-

tian environment." Material can

be sent to the author at 2233

Land of Promise Rd., Chesa-

peake, VA 23322.

• Video wins award. Dreamers,

a half-hour video encouraging

youth and young adults to de-

velop their creative talents, has

won a "Creative Excellence"

award from the U.S. Industrial

Film and Video Festival. The
video was written and produced

by Jerry Holsopple and Ron
Byler of the Mermonite Board of

Missions Media Ministries staff.

Dreamers is the 13th edition in

the AW God's People video series.

• Grants available. The Frank

H. Epp Memorial Fund annually

distributes approximately
$2,500 to support study/work

projects related to the history of

minorities, peacemaking, Men-
nonite ecumenicity, and com-

munication of the Christian

faith. Preference is given to

Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ persons who are studying

or working in Canada. AppHca-

tion forms are available from:

The Administrative Committee,

Frank H. Epp Memorial Fund,

Conrad Grebel College, Water-

loo, Ont. N2L 3G6; phone 519

885-0220.

• Scholarships offered. Schol-

arships for college or graduate

students pursuing careers in

mental health fields are avail-

able from the Elmer Ediger Me-
morial Scholarship Fund.
Awards will be made this com-

ing spring for the 1992-93 school

year. Deadline for applications

is Feb. 1. More information is

available from Mennonite
Health Services, PC Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501-0500, or MCC
Canada Mental Health Pro-

gram, 134 Plaza Dr., Wirmipeg,

Man. R3T 5K9.

• Sabbaticals in D.C. The
Washington office of Mennonite

Central Committee is beginning

a program for Mennonite pas-

tors on sabbatical to live and

work in the nation's capital for

one-month periods, starting

next January. Participants will

get an up-close look at govern-

ment and ways that the Menno-
nite church relates to it. More
information is available from

Delton Franz at the Washington

office, 110 Maryland Ave. NE,
#502, Washington, DC 20002;

phone 202 544-6564.

• New appointments:
Robert Rutt, chief administrator,

Penn View Christian School,

Souderton, Pa. He is a former

principal at Sarasota (Fla.)

Christian School.

Carol Swartzendruber, campus
pastor, Hesston (Kan.) College,

for the 1991-92 school year. She
graduated from the college's

pastoral ministries program in

May and did advanced work in

CHnical Pastoral Education dur-

ing the summer.

• Missionary transitions:

Jonathan and Mark Kay Larson

returned to Botswana Sept. 16,

following a North American as-

signment. The couple are work-

ers with the Commission on

Overseas Mission of the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

Jonathan is the author of this

fall's "Adult Bible Study Guide"

from Mennonite Publishing

House and Faith and Life Press.

• Coming events:

Art exhibit, "The Grabers: A Fam-
ily of Artists," Goshen (Ind.)

College Art Gallery, Oct. 4-27.

Works by Esther Buckwalter

Graber, four daughters, and a

son. More information from gal-

lery director Judy Wenig-
Horswell at 219 535-7594.

Racism and Mennonites, First

Mennonite Church, Morton, HI,

Oct. 5. Cosponsored by Lom-
bard (111.) Mennonite Peace
Center. More information from

the center at 708 627-5310.

Celebration of Mennonites in the

city and suburbs, Lombard (El.)

Mennonite Church, Oct. 12-13.

Sponsored by the Lombard con-

gregation and Mennonite Board

of Missions, in cooperation with

Chicago Area Mennonites. More
information from Joe Richards

at 708 627-5310 (days) or 708

279-5595 (evenings).

Fall brunch, sponsored by Busi-

ness and Professional Women's
Commission, Atlantic Coast and
Lancaster conferences, Lancas-

ter, Pa., Oct. 19. Cindy Peter-

sheim, director of development

at Lancaster Mennonite High

School, will speak. Reservations

must be made by Oct. 15. More
information from Rebecca Nolt,

108 Haskell Dr., Lancaster, PA
17601.

Today's South Africa, Lombard
(ni.) Mennonite Church, Oct. 19.

Topics will include the ending of

sanctions and the role of the

South African church. More in-

formation from Lombard Men-
nonite Peace Center, 528 E.

Madison, Lombard, IL 60148;

phone 708 627-5310.

Media and the congregation, Men-
nonite Board of Missions Media
Ministries, Harrisonburg, Va.,

Oct. 25-26. Seminary credit

available. More information

from Sheri Hartzler, MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia

Students explore ministry. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Six

Eastern Mennonite College students took part in a "Ministe-

rial Inquiry Program" this past summer. Working under

pastoral supervision, they planned and led worship, made

pastoral visits, taught classes, and preached or gave medita-

tions. The students and the churches they sei-ved were (front,

left to right): Tonya Osinkosky, Broad Street congregation,

Harrisonburg, Va.; Matthew Tschetter, Bethesda, Henderson,

Neb.; Ken Beidler, Nueva Vida, Norristown, Pa.; and (back)

Doug Horst, Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.; Marilyn Goulding,

Diamond Street, Philadelphia; and Theodore Greenawalt,

Olive, Elkhart, Ind. The program is sponsored joindy by die

Mennonite Church and the General Conference Mennonite

Church.
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Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801-

2497; phone 703 434-6701. Reg-
istration information from East-

ern Mennonite Seminary at 703
432-4000.

Developing new churches. Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 18-19.

For students, pastors, and lay

people. More information from
Dorothy Nickel Friesen at 219
295-3726.

Ethnic fair, Goshen (Ind.) College,

Nov. 2. Includes crafts, food,

and music. Folksinger Bill

Crofut will perform. The plan-

ning committee includes inter-

national students and represen-
tatives of 10 local ethnic groups.
More information from Janette
Yoder at 219 535-7545.

Reading our culture. Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 15-16. Re-
source people will include a so-

ciologist, an artist, a literary

scholar, a musician, and a sem-
inary church planting instructor.

More information from Dorothy
Nickel Friesen at 219 295-3726.

Mediation skills institute, Minne-
apolis, Minn., Nov. 18-22.
Taught by Richard Blackburn
and Janet WoUam. More infor-

mation from Lombard Menno-
nite Peace Center, 528 E. Mad-
ison, Lombard, IL 60148; phone
708 627-5310.

Conference on family abuse. Mount
Joy, Pa., Jan. 23-25. Planning
organizations include Menno-
nite Central Committee,
Philhaven Hospital, Lancaster
Conference Family Life Com-
mission, and the Brethren in

Christ Board of Brotherhood
Concerns. Preregistration is re-

quired, and lodging in area
homes is available. More infor-

mation from Cross Roads
Brethren in Christ Church, 800
Donegal Springs Rd., Mount
Joy, PA 17552; 717 653-1616.

• Job openings:
Administrative assistant for half-

time bilingual Spanish-English
position relating to Latin Amer-
ica and the Caribbean. For more
information call Bob Brubaker,
Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions, Salunga, Pa., 717 898-
2251.

Assistant hosts/hostesses, Interna-
tional Guest House, Washing-
ton, D.C. These are one-year
voluntary service assignments.
Two people are needed, one to

start in November and the other
in December. Contact Anna-
belle Kratz at 13495 Brighton
Dam Rd., Clarksville, MD
21029; phone 301 596-9057.

Couple who love to be with people
and want to serve Christ in a
growing Christian youth camp,
retreat center, and outdoor ed-
ucation setting. Two year-round
positions wiU be available early

in 1992. People with skills in

food service and maintenance
may contact Rod Detweiler at

Menno Haven Camp and Re-
treat Center, R. 1, Box 94,

Tiskilwa, IL 61368; phone 815
646-4344.

Director of human resources for

Mennonite mental health facil-

ity with 500 employees. Human
resources experience and
master's degree preferred. Ac-
tive involvement in Anabaptist-
related congregation required.

Position available January 1992.

Send resume to Executive di-

rector, Philhaven, PO Box 550,

Mount Gretna, PA 17064.

Meat canning operator needed im-
mediately by Mennonite Central
Committee. Person will be part
of a three-member team that

travels to various communities
to can meat for sharing overseas.

For more information, contact
Marsha Jones or Sherrie Ober
at MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; phone 717 859-1151.

Volunteer for half-time position
with personnel secretary of
Overseas Ministries Depart-
ment, Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, Salunga, Pa. For
more information, call Bob
Brubaker at 717 898-2251.

• Change of address:
Fred and Carolyn Augsburger from

Fresno, Ohio, to 34414 Plain
View Dr., Shedd, OR 97877.

Stanley and Ursula Green from
Pasadena, Calif., to 2006 S.

Fairgreen Ave., Monrovia, CA
91016.

Paul and Edna Hunsberger from
Waterloo, Ont., to 1804 S. 13th

St., Goshen, IN 46526.

• Correction:
The new address for Alan and

Eleanor Kreider in Manchester,
England, is 589 Parrs Wood
Road (not Drive).

NEW MEMBERS

Community, Lancaster, Pa.:
Tasha Clemmer, Ted Houser,
and Jill Armstrong.

First, Iowa City, Iowa: Diane
Zaerr.

South Colon, Burr Oak, Mich.:
Tom and Shay Stevens, Steve
and Becky Van Zile, and Kurt
and Diane Taylor.

Stores hold party. Janet
Eberly clowns for young
readers at Provident Book-
store in the Lancaster (Pa.)

Shopping Center. Some
1,382 children—250 more
than last year—read 26,000
books as part of the Sum-
mer Reading Club spon-

sored by the Provident
chain. Many of the young
readers and their families

attended club parties Aug.
24 and 25.

Southside Fellowship, Elkhart,
Ind.: Ryan Lloyd Miller and
Timothy John Swartzendruber.

Spring Mount, Pa.: Charles
Landes and Deborah Cassel.

Village Chapel, New Holland,
Pa.: Fasika Berhane, Cheryl
Gehman, Kathy Martin, Jenelle

Musselman, EHzabeth Roman,
and Crystal Sensenig

Whitestone, Hesston, Kan.:
Tonya Keim and Kelly
Leinbach.

BIRTHS

Elloitt, Jerry and Beth (Lerch),

Burton, Ohio, Jacqueline Kaye
(fourth child), Aug. 12.

Grove, Marlin and Kathy (Mar-
tin), Greencastle, Pa., Olivia

Mae (third child), Aug. 11.

Jaindl, Rob and Linda (Alderfer),

Quakertown, Pa., Jessica Lynn
(fourth child), July 30.

Kreider, John Michael and Cyn-
thia Marie (Hansen), Cusco,
Peru, Carlin Han (first child),

Aug. 28.

Leichty, Rol and Betty Jo
(Stuckey), Salem, Ore., Juhanne
Stuckey (fourth child; one de-
ceased), Aug. 29.

Litwiller, Dan and Susette
(Greider), Hopedale, 111.,

Kendra Jo (second child), Aug.
29.

McCord, Donald and Karla
(Stutzman), Halsey, Ore.,
Clarke Alton (first child), Aug.
12.

Miller, RusseU and Mary, Smith-
ville, Ohio, Samuel Christian
(first child), born Aug. 14,

adopted Aug. 26.

Moneyheffer, Troy and Angle
(Mullett), New Paris, Ind., Tren-
ton John (first child), Aug. 4.

Nofziger, Ron and Ardis (Kauff-
man), Canby, Ore., Cassandra
Feme (sbcth child), born Jan. 18,

1988, adopted Aug. 29.

Risser, Ron and Betti (Summers),
Lancaster, Pa., David Allen
(second child), Aug. 27.

Schmidt, Kenley and Joyce
(Lapp), Rochester, Minn., Jorie

Breanna (second child), July 20.

Stalter, Bradley and Kristi
(Starr), Salem, Ore., Kylie
Breann (first child), June 30.

Stauffer, Russ and Melissa
(Hooley), Homer, Alaska, Bar-
bara Elizabeth (first child), June
18.

Widmer, Tim and Cindy (Yoder),

Washington, Iowa, Erika Anne
(third child), bom Feb. 10, 1990,

adopted Sept. 3.

Yoder, Wesley and Jill (Minton),
Nappanee, Ind., Kyle Gene (first

child), Aug. 19.

Zimmerman, Lee and Maria (Bix-

ler). North Lawrence, Ohio,
Chad Jacob (second child), Aug.
28.

MARRIAGES

Brenneman-Fomey: Tony Bren-
neman, Iowa City, Iowa (First

cong.), and Mary Forney, Par-
nell, Iowa (First cong.), Aug. 11,

by Firman Gingerich and Anne
Stuckey.

Buchan-Groff: Robert Buchan,
London, England (Wood Green
cong.), and Gwen Groff, Lancas-
ter, Pa. (Community cong.),

Aug. 31, by Vern Rempel.
Bumsides-Miller: Ray Burn-

sides, Lebanon, Ore., (Lebanon
cong.), and Annette MUler, Hub-
bard, Ore. (Fairview cong.), Aug.
24, by Roy Hosteller.

Crider-Laird: Aldean Crider,
Chambersburg, Pa. (Cedar
Grove cong.), and Dawn Laird,

Chambersburg, Pa. (Marion
cong.), Aug. 17, by Nelson L.

Martin.

Dollmatsch-Schlabach: David
Dollmatsch, Columbus, Ohio
(Lutheran Church), and Joan
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Schlabach, Plain City, Ohio

(Sharon cong.), Aug. 31, by Elvin

Sommers.
Drawbond-Thiel: Jeff Draw-

bond, Iowa City, Iowa (First

cong.), and Jolene Thiel, Coral-

ville, Iowa (First cong.), July 27,

by Firman Gingerich.

Frey-Martin: Darryl Frey (Lan-

caster Community cong.), and

Melissa Martin (Lancaster
Community cong.), Aug. 10, by

Vern Rempel.
Graber-Swartzentruber: Jason

Leon Graber, Loogootee, Ind.

(Bethel cong.), and Christina

Lynelle Swartzentruber, Mont-

gomery, Ind. (Bethel cong.),

Aug. 24, by Melvin Paulus.

Miller-Stoltzfus: Lyle Franklin

(Frank) Miller, Oxford, Iowa

(West Union cong.), and Brenda

Stoltzfus, Oxford, Iowa (Mel-

linger cong.), Aug. 3, by Merv
Birky.

Miller-Yoder: Timothy Miller,

Middlebury, Ind. (Bethesda
cong.), and Kelly Yoder, Mid-

dlebury, Ind. (Clinton Brick

cong.), Aug. 17, by Edgar Miller.

Nitzche-Gascho: Dave Nitzche,

West Point, Neb. (Beemer
cong.), and Sheri Gascho, Grand
Island, Neb. (Wood River cong.),

Aug. 10, by George Hansen.
Schrock-Weaver: Brian Schrock,

Colorado Springs, Colo. (Beth-

El cong.), and Paula Weaver,

Philadelphia, Pa. (Gingrich

cong.), Aug. 24, by John Landis.

Stutzman-Martin: Jim Stutz-

man, Fairfax, Va. (Normal
cong.), and Ann Martin,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View

cong.), Aug. 17, by John R. Mar-
tin (father of bride).

Young-Roshong: Edward A.

Young, Jr., Hatfield, Pa., and

Debra E. Roshong, Spring
Mount, Pa. (Spring Mount
cong.). May 24, by Hubert
Schwartzentruber.

Zehr-Campbell: Phillip Dean
Zehr (Cornerstone cong.), and

Sherry Campbell, Aug. 24, by

Milford Lyndaker.

DEATHS

Erb, Allen, 79, Sarasota, Fla.

Born: April 10, 1912, Ontario.

Died: Aug. 22, 1991, Corfu, N.Y.

Survivors— wife: Laurane
Kipfer; children: Mahlon, Larry;

5 grandchildren; brothers and

sisters: Barbara Schrock, Ruth
Albrecht, Edna Slabaugh, Ezra,

Joseph. Funeral: Aug. 25, Bahia

Vista Mennonite Church, by A.

Don Augsburger, Gerald
Mininger, and John H. Shenk.

Burial: Palms Memorial Park.

Graybill, Mildred Resh, 85,

Freeport, 111. Born: July 26, 1906,

Osgood, Iowa, to John Martin

and Martha (Miller) Resh. Died:

Aug. 31, 1991, Freeport, 111. Sur-

vivors—daughter: Anna Mae.
Memorial service and burial:

Sept. 3, Freeport Mennonite
Church, by Robert E. Nolt and

Paul Sieber.

Horsch, Ervin, 84, Hopedale, 111.

Born: Dec. 28, 1906, Garden
City, Mo., to Henry and Kather-

ine Good Horsch. Died: Aug. 28,

1991, Hopedale Hospital. Survi-

vors—wife: Edna Springer; chil-

dren: Robert D., Loretta Boh-

len, Janice K. Litwiller; 9

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children; sisters: Lavina
Schertz, Katie Kennell, Elsie

Birkey. Predeceased by: infant

son. Funeral and burial: Aug. 30,

Hopedale Mennonite Church, by
H. James Smith and Carl A.

Homer.
Miller, John J., 71, Walnut

Creek, Ohio. Born: Feb. 5, 1920,

Aurora, Ohio, to John G. and

Niva (Christner) Miller. Died:

Aug. 28, 1991, Walnut Creek,

Ohio, of a coronary. Survivors

—

wife: Ruth P. Brubaker; chil-

dren: Patrick, Martha Weaver,

Esther Hofstetter; 6 grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters:

George, Paul, David, Arland,

Grace Nussbaum, Hazel Kinzer.

Funeral and burial: Aug. 31,

Salem Mennonite Church, by

Melvin D. Leidig, FUchard Ross,

and Leon Schrock.

Moser, Mary Beth Bowman, 31,

Akron, Pa. Born: Feb. 3, 1960,

Ephrata, Pa., to Ivan Earl and

Irma Ebersole Bowman. Died:

Aug. 26, 1991, Ephrata, Pa. Sur-

vivors—husband: David Moser;

brother: David J. Bowman. Fu-

neral and burial: Aug. 30, Akron

Mennonite Church, by Urbane
Peachey.

Nissley, Helen F., 93. Born:

Sept. 22, 1897, Manheim, Pa., to

Alien L. and Lizzie Franck

Brubaker. Died: Sept. 2, 1991,

Manheim, Pa. Survivors—hus-

band: Raymond Nissley; chil-

dren: Ahna Snavely, Elsie, Vernon

B., Mervin B.; 17 grandchildren,

36 great-grandchildren; brothers

and sisters: Warren E., Charles

E., J. Arthur, Fannie Martin, Ar-

lene Mosemann. Funeral and

burial: Sept. 7, Good Mennonite

Church, by Harold Risser and

Russell J. Baer.

Orpin, Ruth Fay (Jantz), 57,

Hesston, Kan. Born: Aug. 7,

1933, Hesston, Kan., to Ezra and

Ruth Hawkey Jantz. Died: July

28, 1991, Hesston, Kan. Survi-

vors—husband: Clarence Orpin;

children: Gary, Charles, Dana,

Roger, Mike, Sharon Koehn; 10

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Earl Jantz, Paul Jantz,

Neva Hershberger, Nona Sny-

der. Funeral: July 31, White-

stone Mennonite Church, by
Ronald Guengerich. Burial:

East Lawn Cemetery.

Ropp, Samuel M., 77, Albany,

Ore. Born: Dec. 3, 1913, Albany,

Ore., to Daniel and Barbara

(Maurer) Ropp. Died: Aug. 18,

1991. Survivors—wife: Verda
Kropf; children: Eldon, Letha

Roth, Wanda Scheler, Juanita

Hooley, Dwight, Dennis; 30

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children; brothers and sisters:

Aaron, Joseph, Eva Ropp, Anna
Mitchell. Predeceased by: May-
nerd (son). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 22, Fairview Mennonite

Church, by Roy Hostetler and

Clarence Gerig.

Singer, Louise (Vance), 86.

Born: 1905, Bluefield, Va., to

Steward and Nancy Vance. Died:

Aug. 17, 1991, Fountain View

Nursing Home, Dalton, Ohio.

Survivors—husband: Clyde
Singer; children: Dorothy Hamil,

Bennie Ruthford, Dale; 4 grand-

children, 8 great-grandchildren.

Funeral services: Aug. 19,

Monbarren Funeral Home, Dal-

ton, Ohio, and Aug. 21, Duxley

Mortuary, Bluefield, Va., by Dale

Singer (son) and Elmo Steiner.

Burial: Grandview Memory Gar-

dens.

Steckley, Reuben, 86, Millbank,

Ont. Born: March 22, 1905, Elma
Twp., Ont., to Mose and
Rachael (Kuepfer) Steckley.

Died: Aug. 29, 1991, Stratford,

Ont., of a stroke. Survivors

—

wife: Clara Schwartzentruber;

children: Kenneth, Sharon
Scheerer; 2 grandchildren;

brother: Solomon. Predeceased

by: Eldon (son). Funeral and

burial: Sept. 1, Maple View Men-
nonite Church, by Victor Dorsch.

Steiner, Minnie, 89, Kidron,

Ohio. Bom: Oct. 1, 1901, Kidron,

Ohio, to Caleb and Fannie

(Amstutz) Steiner. Died: Sept. 2,

1991, Kidron, Ohio. Survivors-

children: Florence Mangle, Ches-

ter, Lester, Vernon; 10 grandchil-

dren, 22 great-grandchildren;

brother: Phares. Predeceased by:

Albert Steiner (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Sept. 5, Kidron

Mennonite Church, by Bill

Detweiler and Melvin Nussbaum.
Woods, Valerie D. Kingsley, 28.

Bom: July 20, 1963, Moorhead,

Minn., to Clair and Dorothy (Erb)

Kingsley. Died: Aug. 14, 1991,

Cayuna Medical Center, Crosby,

Minn., of cEincer. Survivors—hus-

band: David J. Woods; parents;

grandparents: Omar and Mary
Ann Erb; brother and sister:

Amy Waltner, Scott. Funeral:

Aug. 17, Casselton Presbyterian

Church, by Tom Sahlstrom.

Burial: Casselton Cemetery.

Ziegler, William C, 81, Sellers-

ville. Pa. Born: Feb. 10, 1910,

Lederach, Pa., to William B. and

Lilly (Kulp) Ziegler. Died: Aug.

23, 1991, Grand View Hospital.

Survivors—wife: Alice E. Finn;

children: Geraldine HUtebeitel,

Marlene Phoenix, Nelda Nase; 8

grandchildren, 6 great-grandchil-

dren; brother and sister: Warren,

Esther Detweiler. Predeceased

by: William, Jr. (infant son). Fu-

neral and burial: Aug. 28,

Rockhill Mennonite Church, by

Michael Derstine, Russell

Detweiler, and Henry Ruth.

CALENDAR

Peace Theology and Violence

Against Women Consultation,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 4-5

Churchwide Stewardship Council,

Oklahoma City, Okla., Oct. 4-5

Fellowship of Concerned Menno-
nites annual Bible conference,

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 4-6

AAMA board meeting, St. Louis,

Mo., Oct. 4-6

Fall Festival (relief sale), Albany,

Ore., Oct. 12

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

A celebration of Mennonites in the

city and the suburbs, Lombard,

111., Oct. 12-13

MBCM board of directors meet-

ing, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 17-19

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Kidron, Ohio, Oct. 18-

19

Symposium on 1492-1992 com-

memoration. Corpus Christi,

Tex., Oct. 19-22

MBM board of directors meeting,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 24-26

Mennonite Publication Board,

Souderton, Pa., Oct. 25-26

Southeast Mennonite Conference

annual meeting, Lakewood Re-

treat, Brooksville, Fla., Oct. 25-

27

Mennonite Board of Education

meeting with institutional

boards, Chicago, 111., Oct. 31-

Nov. 2

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 2

Gulf States Fellowship annual del-

egates meeting, Des Allemands,

La., Nov. 2

Education 2000, congregational

discipling event. Bradenton,

Fla., Nov. 8-11
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Bridging the Sunday-to-Monday Gap
Going Broke:
Bankruptcy, Business Ethics, and the Bible
Record numbers of North Americans are going broke. Bankrupt Christians face

shattering economic, emotional, spiritual, and ethical trauma—yet often receive little

support from their church.

John R. Sutherland describes bankruptcy's economic toll. Taking into account both

Canadian and U.S. legislation, he explains what bankruptcy is, what causes it, and how
to avoid it. He also suggests ways to minister to persons devastated by this experience.

^Going Broke: Bankruptcy, Business Ethics, and the Bible deserves serious reading

by a wide audience. It belongs on every pastor's desk and in every church library. It's

great grist for Sunday school or small group discussion. Seasoned executives as well as

young people entering the business world will have their ethical edge shaipened by
the solid moral insights, abundant practical illustrations, and continual encouragement
to lodge their careers firmly under the lordship of Christ."—Wally Kroeker

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Questions that Reftise to Go Away:
Peace and Justice in North America
These questions have faced every generation that tried to keep a covenant with

God: Which king wiO we serve? 'What belongs to Caesar? Lord, who is responsible? Is

it I? Who is the Lazarus at my gate? Has our conscience been shaped by nationalistic

thought more than by the voice of God? Can we remain complacent with structures

that benefit us even when they destroy others? Can civil disobedience be divine

obedience? Readers will find inspiration for responding to injustice as well as

befriending the poor and powerless.

Volume 13 in the Peace and Justice Series.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50 MARIAN C FRANZ

The Christian and Jury Duty
A subpoena arrives in the mail. You must, it says, appear on the specified date at a

certain government building. Failure to report is punishable by fine or worse. You
have been selected for jury duty.

Can you be a good Christian and a good juror? As a Christian, you believe

Christians should obey government when appropriate. You also believe God's law is

above human law—and Christians must resist some forms of involvement in

government. This book does not give one right answer. But by taking a close look at

the legal system, the Bible, and Christian tradition, Duane Ruth-Heffelbower helps

potential Christian jurors make an informed choice.

Volume 14 in the Peace and Justice Series.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50

THE CHRISTIAN
AND JURY DUTY

DIANE
RUTH-iii I I I I Hdw ru

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press. Please include 10%
for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.

hP

Herald Press
Dept. GH
6l6 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

As systems come and systems go
For too many people, this is a time to gloat.

Communism is dying—if not already dead. By

now, according to our local newspaper, all "left-

wing liberals, pacifists, and other kooks" should

have learned that nothing works except democ-

racy.

As one of those pacifists, whose first loyalty is

to yet another system, I've tried to avoid the

gloating. But I confess I was feeUng some sat-

isfaction that the political system under which I

live appears to be the one surviving, at least at

present.

Then I got a summons to jury duty.

Now you must understand that participation in

government and politics has not been part of my
background. Few Mennonites even voted in my
home community. The only time I recall them

doing so was when the ballot contained a referen-

dum for a tavern in our dry town. It was de-

feated.

Nor has voting been a high priority of mine

since. As a result I've never shown up on jury

hsts. Until now. The court in our county has

begun to use Hsts of drivers license holders as

prospective jurors.

I scrambled. I found a new book. The Chris-

tian and Jury Duty (Herald Press), which helped

me decide I could participate in a civil case but

not in a criminal trial. And don't worry, said my
friends who had been summoned before, we

weren't called to a case.

I was. Fifty of us filed into the courtroom. The

judge's first words were, "This is a criminal

trial." The 42-year-old defendant was accused of

drowning the 8-year-old daughter of his live-in

girlfriend.

"How many of you have heard anything about

this case before?" Thirty of us had. The judge

decided to quiz each privately.

I was the first. "Can you set aside what you

have read and heard and make a fair and impar-

tial decision?" asked the judge. I said I'd try-

but the court should know that as a Christian I

would have trouble participating in a judgment

that could jail someone for life. That started a

barrage of questions. So for the next 20 minutes,

while 49 others waited in the next room, the

judge and the attorneys and I talked about my

beUefs as a Mennonite Christian, my responsibil-

ity as a citizen of this country, and how I try to

integrate the two in my Ufe.

The defense attorney pushed. Did I think no

one should go to jail? (Ideally, yes; practically,

no. But I could not conscientiously participate in

a decision that would put someone there.)

Didn't something have to be done with per-

sons who disobey the law? (Yes, but I wish as

much time and energy went into exploring alter-

natives to incarceration.)

My answers were faltering, sometimes hesi-

tating. More than I cared to, I said, "I don't

know."

I thought I would be reUeved when I was one

of 19 dismissed at the end of the first day. I did

not have to sit through what turned out to be

(according to subsequent newspaper accounts) a

parade of terrified children, crying mothers, and

defiant friends testifying before the court. But I

can't forget the eyes of the defendant as he

watched me leave the room. Would I have given

him a fair trial? The jury found him guilty; he's

now in prison for life.

Today I feel neither complacent nor euphoric

about the system under which I live. As J. Law-

rence Burkholder notes (page 8), democracy is

not perfect, it's not the kingdom, it's not Chris-

tian per se. Yet we can be thankful it does allow

people "to do the will of God as they see it if

they want to."

Since my experience as a prospective juror, I

continue to wrestle with the difficult questions

the juxtaposition of being Mennonite and living

in a democracy raise for me. How much can I

participate in the affairs of the state? Or do I let

that work to others while I take care of "king-

dom business"?

The questions are not new. Jesus faced them

(Matt. 17) as did Paul (Rom. 13) and Peter
^

(1 Pet. 2). If the responses to Gospel Herald's

publication of the article, "What Do We Really

Believe About the State?" (May 28) are any indi-

cation, these are questions about which the Men-

nonite Church has tremendous diversity.

We must continue to search for answers. As

systems come and systems go. With humility.

And no gloating.—y/p
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Stable homes, loving parents, and committed Christians
are important ingredients for solving the problems in

African-American communities today.
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The black family
is also part of
God's promise

But today it is being systematically
destroyed, much like the holocaust
experienced by the Jewish people in

Germany during Adolph Hitler's reign.

Acrisis has hit the African-American family.

This is especially true in urban areas,

where more than 50 percent of all black
families are headed by single women while

"problems of teen pregnancy, crime, substance
abuse, illiteracy, family dissolution, and unem-
ployment are at all-time highs," according to a

recent report in Christianity Today.
A complex set of sociological factors is respon-

sible for this crisis. Not the least of these are

economic disadvantage and continued racial dis-

crimination. The African-American community is

experiencing a holocaust that has been com-
pared to that of the Jews in Germany during
Hitler's reign. A group of people is being system-
atically destroyed.

Some say this is different, that the destruction
of the black family seems to come from within.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The
problems facing African-American families today
did not begin when U.S. President Roosevelt in-

by

Brent

Foster



The church can help by continuing to

support those programs that makes it

possible for African-American leaders to

build strong families and communities,

troduced the New Deal, the beginning of our

present welfare system. These problems began

over 400 years ago when slave traders thought it

profitable to buy and sell human beings created

in the image of God.

Traditionally, many have believed that if it

had not been for white missionaries going

to Africa, blacks would never have heard

the gospel. History reveals, however, that the Af-

rican community experienced spiritual revival be-

fore white North American missionaries came to

its shores. In fact, many of the second-century

church leaders were from northern Africa. Chris-

tian values were not first introduced to the Afri-

can continent when North American missionaries

arrived.

At that point the African family was experienc-

ing wholeness and stability. The African family

system was characterized by respect, restraint,

responsibility, and mutual exchange. The Afri-

can family structure was built on a mutual re-

spect for women, men, and children. A man had

no hold over his children except through his love.

It was slavery that systematically attempted to

destroy the black family.

Wallace Charles Smith writes in The Church

in the Life of the Black Family, "Once Africans

arrived in the New World, every attempt was
made to strip them of name, dignity, and cul-

ture. Even more tragic, morals were forcibly

stripped away as well. Black males were encour-

aged to be irresponsible breeders who served

nothing more than two functions—mating and

manual labor. Black females were accosted by

masters who forced them to have sex and bear

unwanted children. To make this systematic

rape of black women even worse, laws were

changed so that the inheritance for all these mu-
latto children would be traced through the

woman's lineage, cutting these children off from

access to master's capital" (Jackson Press, 1985).

When one looks back and sees the condi-

tions from which family life emerged

for sons and daughters of ex-slaves, it

is not surprising that present-day conditions

have developed as they have. We only need to

look at the statistics: approximately one in four

black males ages 20 to 29 are behind bars, on pa-

role, or on probation; 51 percent of black fami-

lies with children under 18 are maintained by
women, most of them single and living in cities.

But we cannot just blame the past for the de-

struction of the black family. Many forces are at

work today to do the same. For example, con-

trary to appearances, poor black kids don't have

the money necessary to keep a billion-dollar

drug business going. It's clear that outsiders are

feeding the system that contributes to destroy-

ing the African-American family and its culture.

Racism continues to alienate, unemployment con-

tinues to breed criminals, and the media and

television continue to distort the facts.

What can the Mennonite Church do to re-

spond to this dilemma?
We need to continue our financial support of

programs that help black families and communi-

ties, such as the James and Rowena Lark educa-

tional program through the Mennonite Board of

Education's Minority Fund. This program can

make a difference.

For example two recent participants, David

McKissic and Wayne Welsh, have started a new

My people need to be loved.

My people need friendship. My
people need to hear the good
news of the gospel of Jesus.

church in the Washington Gardens Housing proj-

ect in Elkhart, Ind. Washington Gardens is a

community characterized by unemployment,

unwed mothers, and crime. The new church is

the first African-American Mennonite congrega-

tion developed in the heart of a larger Menno-
nite community. The congregation, called

Church Without Walls, is committed to preach-

ing a gospel that is Anabaptist in theology but is

equally African American in its method of pre-

senting the gospel.

Mennonites need to continue financial support

of the Afro-American Mennonite Association

(AAMA) as it works toward being self-support-

ing. Recently the association sent five young peo-

ple and a leader to Jamaica as volunteers to as-

sist the Jamaica Mennonite Conference in its

summer youth program. This kind of progi'am

helps Mennonite African-American youth to ex-
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perience Christian service. It also gives them op-

portunities to serve as positive role models for

youth in their own communities.

Mennonites must continue financial sup-

port for Mennonite Board of Missions

as it labors to present the gospel

through its new urban thrust in North American
missions. This support enables Sam Wilson and
Rod WiUiams, two African-American leaders, to

plant a church on the east side of Detroit. Their

work is progressing as a joint effort of Ohio Con-
ference, Indiana-Michigan Conference, MBM,
and the Central District and Commission on
Home Ministries of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church.

All these efforts help to build the African-

American community. But no effort can ever re-

place personal contact by Christians with the Af-

rican-American community. My people need to

be loved. My people need friendship. My people

need to hear the gospel.

Restoration for the African-American commu-
nity is beginning in the home. Stable homes, lov-

ing parents, and committed Christians are impor-

tant ingredients for solving the problems in

African-American communities.

God told Abraham that all the families of the

earth would be blessed through him. This in-

cludes African-American families. As God's

promise to bless every African-American family

comes to pass, that love and peace will reenter

our communities.

Brent Foster, Elkhart, Ind., is on the staff of the

Mennonite Board of Missions. This article is

adapted from a sermon he preached Aug. 25 at

the Zion Mennonite Church, Archbold, Ohio.
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"We . . . see Jesus, who for a
little while was made lower

than the angels, now crowned
with glory and honor because

of the suffering of death, so

that by the grace of God he
might taste death for every-

one."—Heh. 2:9, NRSV
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READERS SAY

The city and the country

are in this together

Roy Kaufman's call to develop a the-

ology that makes urban life ecologically

sustainable is welcome to me, a city

dweller ("Urban Future Is No Future,"

Aug. 27). Our section of Lancaster

could use more trees and parks. I even

dream of becoming an urban gardener!

I do see structural elements in the

city that are ecologically healthy.

Houses are small and correspondingly

cheaper than large suburban houses.

We therefore use fewer resources to

build, buy, and heat our homes. We use

less land for building lots and dramati-

cally fewer resources to create and

maintain lawns. The concentration of

people in the city makes it possible to

walk or bike to work, shop, socialize,

and attend church.

Can our visible dependence in the

city on the food that comes from the

country be a conversation starter that

leads us to recognize the bonds of phys-

ical and spiritual dependence that bind

us all together?

David Schrock-Shenk

Lancaster, Pa.

Stewardship involves

preventing fires

I write to affirm Stan Hill in his decla-

ration that "Fighting Fires is an Exten-

sion of My Faith in Jesus Christ"

(Sept. 3). Stewardship is a teaching we
emphasize in the Mennonite Church,

but I fail to understand why we don't

more consciously expand the definition

to also include the control and preven-

tion of fire. Fires kill more than 6,000

people annually; they destroy property

valued into the billions. Many fires are

preventable. Doing so is rightfully a

Christian vocation.

Edgar Stoesz

Akron, Pa.

Women are to fight

to help a rapist?

The article "Rape Also Happens on

the Church College Campus" (Sept. 10)

states that a woman is doing a man a

favor if she fights in self-defense and

does not allow him to rape or murder

her. As a woman reader, I am incensed

and saddened by this advice.

Women do not need to be "doing

men a favor" when they are in a rape

situation. Fighting in self-defense to es-

cape is a logical response to a life-

threatening situation and nothing more.

The imphcation to help the rapist is ab-

horrent. The underlying assumption in

this advice is that men "can't help

themselves" and it's the women's re-

sponsibility to stop them by fighting.

The flip side is that if a woman does

not fight, she allows rape to happen.

For too long women have been coun-

seled by the church to respond passively,

or take responsibiUty for a violent situa-

tion as a "Christian response."

It's happened here again. How sad.

Susan Bergey

Waterloo, Ont.

Is anyone checking with

those who have merged?
Thank you for coaxing us to speak our

true feelings on the proposed merger of

the Mennonite Church and the General

Conference Mennonite Church ("We Must

Learn to Speak Our Minds," Sept. 3).

In theory and in principle, I'm all for

working together and for unity in the

church. As one who has worked for

years in Mennonite Central Committee

contexts, and as a member of a congre-

gation with dual MC-GC affiliation, I

find no relevant theological or historical

reasons why we should not merge.

There may also be some compelling

practical arguments.

But I would hope some among us

might examine carefully those mainline

churches that went through mergers a

decade or so ago. I sense some deep

trouble among some of those denomina-

tions when I attend meetings at the

Inter-church Center in New York City.

Today some of those denominations

seem to be wrestling with strong

charges from member congregations of

too much centralized elitism. Many
seem to be caUing their denominational

offices to leave their New York offices

and move out to the heartland, closer

to the grassroots. People want to feel

"ownership" in and access to their de-

nominational leaders. Does that have

something to do with familiarity or size?

Could it be that the genius of unity

might come more in MC and GC (and

Mennonite Brethren?) congregations

working together to respond to common
calls of service and witness rather than

concentrating on merging denomina-

tional structures? I really do not know.

I just hope someone is checking in with

other denominations that have gone

this road.

Earl Martin

Ephrata, Pa.
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READERS SAY

For the sake of our daughters,
we must educate our sons

I applaud Cathleen Hockman and
Gospel Herald for tackling head-on the
taboo subject of rape—particularly ac-

quaintance rape ("Ilape Also Happens on
the Church College Campus," Sept. 10).

I am convinced, however, that the ulti-

mate answer to the evil of sexual violence

is not to enable a woman to defend her-

self. Teaching self-defense is a valid first

step, but if our efforts end there, we are

merely reacting to the problem instead of

taking positive action against it.

The heart of the issue lies in a man's
ability—or inability—to treat a woman
with dignity and respect. The responsi-

bility for the crime of rape is solely the
man's, and it is his attitudes and ac-

tions that must be changed.
The root of sexual violence has at

least two components: (1) men viewing
themselves as slaves to their sex drives;

and (2) men viewing women as "weaker'
persons whom they may dominate by
physical force. To combat these two
myths, we must teach a young man that
he can exercise self-control and that

every woman is his equal, deserving re-

spect and dignity.

For the sake of our daughters and sis-

ters, we must educate our sons and
brothers.

Steve Hartman Reiser

Line Lexington, Pa.

Move violates Scripture
and confession of faith

The Mennonite Church has done it.

In an apparent effort to keep up with
other denominations, the Mennonite
Church has decided to have a woman
for moderator-elect (Aug. 13). This was
done in disdain of the sensitivities of
the thousands of members who still be-
lieve that the Bible means what it says
in regard to the relationship between
men and women. The move is also not
in harmony with the Mennonite confes-

sion of faith. A strange turn of events:

to elect a head not in agreement with
the basic beliefs subscribed to by the
denomination!

Having a woman at the head of the
church is contrary to God's original in-

tent for the sexes (Gen. 2:18). It is also

contrary to 20 New Testament Scrip-
tures that infer or state a leader-fol-

lower relationship between men and
women. It is also contrary to the gen-
eral tenor of Scripture from Genesis to

Revelation.

All this calls for the Mennonite
Church to get back to the Bible as a
basis for decision making. This is far su-

perior to the present method of relying

on logic and indulging in exegesis to jus-

tify aberrations based on prejudice.

May God call out a man to give leader-

ship to the church on the way back to

faithful obedience to the Word of God.
Samuel B. Nafziger

Buffalo Head Prairie, Alta.

We must make changes
to stay Anabaptist
Your editorial, "We Must Learn to

Speak Our Minds" reminded me of

Bethlehem 83 when George R. Brunk II

was publicly taken to task for speaking
his mind. At that time the message
came through clear that it wasn't an ac-

ceptable thing to do—at least not the
way Brunk did it. The method used
seemed to become a scapegoat for not
dealing with the issues.

Has anything really changed? We con-
tinue to promote the ordination of

women. Unsound teaching still takes
place in our colleges. We still hesitate

in taking a stand agamst homosexual
practice. At the grassroots level there is

a general feeling that what we say
makes little difference. So why bother
speaking our minds?

I don't speak my mind because I

don't want to create a problem. Several
years ago I made a decision to Hght a
candle rather than curse the darkness.
That is still my main focus. I'm commit-
ted to Anabaptist, evangeHcal Christian-

ity, which I realize doesn't always mix
well with the liberal peace propaganda
that keeps coming through denomina-
tional channels.

If I were to speak my mind, I would
say: let's get on with the task of evan-
gehzing the world. Let's stop spending
so much time and energy promoting
things that are counterproductive. The
proposed merger is one of these. To my
knowledge no denominational merger
has ever produced church growth. In

fact, it is the opposite which seems to

happen.

What we need is a Holy Ghost revival

similar to what took place among the
Anabaptists in the 16th century. When
we compare their evangehstic zeal with
what we see in the Mennonite Church
today, I wonder how we can honestly
call ourselves Anabaptist. We are living

in a time of tremendous opportunity for

evangelizing the world. The Mennonite

Church could be one of the prime mov-
ers in what may turn out to be the
greatest move of God since Pentecost.
I'm afraid we are largely unprepared.

We have lost our evangelistic fervor

and zeal which is central to what it

means to be Anabaptist. But God is

raising up another people to be the Ana-
baptists for our times. Unless some
major changes are made in our denomi-
national agenda, we probably won't be
counted among them. We may actually

find ourselves on the outside looking in.

Gerald E. Martin
Broadway, Va.

Wrong kind of classes
I was saddened to read "Rape Also

Happens on the Church College

Campus" (Sept. 10). The author offered
no biblical solution to the problem. Has
our beloved Mennonite Church gone so
far down the road of decadence that

our daughters have to be taught physi-

cal self-defense to protect themselves
from date rape? Why can't our daughters
be taught the protection the Bible offers?

In my mother's generation, the young
women were taught that the way of pro-
tection was to have a personal, vital re-

lationship with Jesus Christ, to cover
their bodies modestly and simply, to

wear the headship veiling God pro-

vided, and to date only Christian young
men with high dating standards. Many
young couples of my mother's genera-
tion shared their first kiss on their wed-
ding day. With those kinds of

standards, there was no date rape.

My generation rejected those stan-

dards. We call them old-fashioned and
Victorian. Even though our mothers
shared true stories of Christian girls

who were saved from assault because
of their modest dress and veiled head,
we chose to adopt the world's standards.

In my daughters' generation, not only
are the young women not being taught
modesty and purity, but they are al-

lowed activities which contribute to im-
morality. On one Mennonite coUege
campus recently, girls were observed at
a dance in swimsuits.

I would plead with our college cam-
pus ministers to hold classes for our
young men and women on purity, mod-
esty, and godly respect for their bodies,
which are temples of the Holy Spirit.

This is better than classes on self-de-

fense.

Faye Mummau
Quarryville, Pa.
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Myron Augsburger's hand keeps

by Glenn Lehman

If
we were to make a statue of Myron Shenk

Augsburger, where should we place it? In

Elida, Ohio, where he grew up? In Harrison-

burg, Virginia, where he led a church college for

15 years? In Washington, D.C., where he lives

now? Or in some airport, out of which he has

flown overseas 30 times?

And how would we sculpt Myron? Praying?

Preaching? Writing? Fund-raising? Telling a joke?

This public man has played many roles in the

Mennonite Church during the second half of the

20th century. Who else has been author, church

planter, popular theologian, Th.D., celebrity

speaker, international evangelist, and former

moderator of the Mennonite Church? Nor would

we have another name to offer so well known in

evangelical circles.

Dramatic events have followed Myron Augs-

burger from his birth, the year of the famous

stock market crash— 1929. His father, Clarence,

was born in Berne, Ind., but raised as an orphan

in Elida. In the new area, Clarence was always

the "orphan boy," an A name in a sea of Shenks

and Goods and Brennemans. That put some-

thing of grit in the family psyche. The orphan

boy Augsburger "married up." So Myron was

born of an "outside" father and an "inside"

mother, Estella Shenk. Five years into the Great

Depression, the farm mortgage got into trouble,

and Myron cried when some animals had to be

trucked off into the Ohio sunset.

Ilearn all of this in Myron's living room, a few

blocks from Capitol Hill. He is 61; the forti-

eth anniversary of his ordination and the

tenth of the church he started in Washington,

D.C., will come soon.

The boy Myron and his family spent the fol-

lowing three winters in Denbigh, Va., where they

leaned on some kin and where Clarence worked

as a carpenter. There at the Warwick River

church Myron got to know Norman Kraus, who
would later become a theologian, and George

Brunk II, the evangeUst, who told Myron's father

one Sunday that "Myron wasn't behaving in

church."

Talking with Myron, one begins to see

beauty in dare-devil discipleship. Vanil-

la administrators simply cannot begin

to touch all the glory there is to life.

Myrons' father's move to Ohio and the winters

in Virginia taught the Augsburger family to be in-

novative to succeed. The winters in Denbigh

"jerked us out of Pike parochialism," Myron
says. Although the Pike congregation in Ohio suf-

fered three major schisms in four decades, 1920

to 1960, it boasted unique powers and charms:

loving authority, revival, sense of destiny, mis-

sion emphasis, and spiritual mentoring. The lead-

ers beUeved in the young fellows. Pike's histo-

rian, James Lehman, asserts that "no other

Mennonite community of comparable size in the

United States has produced so many ordained

men."
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stirring the waters

One of the leaders, Lloy Kniss, a former mis-
sionary in India, had a daughter who had extraor-
dinary influence too. She was Esther, who was
having some culture shock in Elida. When she
was 15, Myron started to date her. Missionary
kid and carpenter's son were married at Pike in

November, 1950, two days later than they
planned because a bHzzard had dumped 30
inches of snow.

Myron has a list of credits to his name that
can make an average person like me feel very av-
erage. Esther has international recognition as a
sculptor. Yet they make me feel very welcome in

their home. I noticed many pieces of Esther's
sculpture and other art.

To non-Mennonites, he is ''Mr,

Mennonite," Among some
Mennonites, however, '7 may
not be Mennonite enough**

"Any chance this sculpture will outlast your
sermons?" I ask.

"I think of that sometimes," Myron repHes. "It

could."

I try to catch up on his life. He has written 20
books. The Christian College Coalition hires him
full-tune as its president. The Washington Com-
munity Fellowship uses him half-time, and Inter-
Church Evangelism considers him its part-time
evangelist. I count up over 150 percent employ-
ment! Doing this he drives 25,000 miles a year
and flies about 150,000 miles—a petroleum-inten-
sive ministry.

"What would it look like if you burned the can-
dle at both ends?" I ask.

"Well, Esther reminds me of that." He smiles.
The people at Inter-Church gave up trying to

slow him down years ago. "He's a human dy-
namo," says Eugene Witmer, the director of
Myron's evangelistic crusades in their hay-day.
Eugene ran a life insurance business to supple-
ment his income during the crusades and, after
selling a motel business, is active on several
evangehcal boards. "Myron seems to be happi-
est when he's the busiest."

Myron and Esther both studied at Eastern
Mennonite College. Janet Kreider, a student
there at the time and later his secretary when he
was college pastor, remembers him as an ath-
letic young man who was also interested in

church leadership. She remembers his Greek
cards spread out on the library table, always on

his way somewhere, a superior student, able to
captivate an audience.

At EMC he—along with Paul KraybiU, Roy
Kreider, Paul Gingrich, and others— formed a
small prayer group. One night in 1948 they expe-
rienced renewal which spilled over into an all-

morning chapel. For most students, life went on
as usual after the swelling of emotions. But
Myron took this new encounter with God so seri-

ously that he dropped out of school for a term.
Later back at EMC, Truman Brunk asked

Myron and Esther to lead a new church in Flor-
ida, and he became its first appointed pastor.
That church is now called Bahia Vista and has
628 members. Myron also started Community
Mennonite in Harrisonburg and a church in Ja-
maica as well as his present congregation. In
1955 he started crusades for Christ, and he be-
came a celebrity.

Thinking about the relevance of mass evange-
lism, I ask, "Myron, how did you come to faith?
Is your method of introducing people to faith an
extension of what happened to you? Or did mass
evangelism come as a special call?"

"I think I came to faith through the nurture of
family and church," he repUes. "When I asked a
seminary dean, H. S. Bender, for his advice
about graduate school, he told me that we have
enough teachers but not enough evangelists."
Myron chose to follow his advice. Those were
the days before evangeUsts were household
names.

Talking with Myron now, I begin to see
beauty in daredevil discipleship. Vanilla
administrators and academic straight

guys on tenure tracks simply cannot begin to
touch all the glory of life.

"You seem to be inside and outside the estab-
lishmer " I say.

"What 1 do does not always fit the bureau-
cratic structure. I would say I am a bridge,
rather than anti-establishment. So I get it from
both sides. To non-Mennonites, I am Mr. Menno-
nite. Among Mennonites, I may not be Menno-
nite enough."

"Anyway, it would appear that you got what
you wanted: college president at 35 years old,
founding director of the Christian College Coali-
tion. Anything you ever didn't get?"
"After leading EMC for 15 years, 1965 to 1980,

I was asked to consider Presbyterian pastorates
in Pittsburgh and Hollywood. These did not fit

my Mennonite convictions. Then Gordon
Cohwell Seminary narrowed its search for a pres-
ident from 33 candidates to me. Even though
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"What I do does not always fit the bu-

reaucratic structure. I would say I am a
bridge rather than antiestablishment.

That's why I get it from both sides,"

Billy Graham, a board member, said, 'Myron's

the man,' the board refused to move ahead with

a pacifist." Out of that broken hope came the

call to Washington and later the job with the Co-

alition, which offers educational events small.

Christian schools themselves cannot offer alone.

While continuing as an evangelist, but never

content with one project at a time, Myron
started a church in Washington, D.C. "I wanted

an Anabaptist faith without Mennonite

ethnicity," he says. "I want it to be nonpartisan,

not right or left. So we don't do demonstrations.

I want it to be Mennonite but also multi-

denominational. I want it to be holistic."

Some of that vision is already reality. The
Washington Community Fellowship keeps

growing, numbering now about 350. About

half of the people consider themselves Menno-
nite; others continue to keep their Presbyterian

or Baptist identities. The church requires com-

mitment to peace, but pacifism is not required

of those not choosing to be Mennonite. Senator

Hatfield attends when he is in D.C. The church

considers Esther's sculpting as one of its minis-

tries.

The life of this active evangelist has many of

the themes of the American Mennonite experi-

ence: rural to urban, working class to profes-

sional, poor to rich, tent meetings to interna-

tional conferences, selection by lot to talent

searches, missions to campus. A few themes run

counter: west to east, and doctorate to church

planting.

By late afternoon Myron and Esther have to

go to an office party. I want to stretch, find a

newspaper, and eat. On the way to a restaurant,

Myron points out the Supreme Court, Senator

Hatfield's office building where he recently at-

tended a reception of notables including Senator

Ted Kennedy ("who just shook hands and left")

and where he chatted with the former Chief Jus-

tice of the Supreme Court, another "burger."

At Armands' Chicago Pizza I find the deep

pan with no topping was too steep at $8.65. Now
I know why Myron told me that city pastors

ought to be paid at least $40,000. His rent alone

clips him $1,200 a month. I settle for linguini

with Long Island white clam sauce for $7.95.

Sunday morning at breakfast Myron read from

Stanley Jones' Mastery, which lay on a KJV
Bible. The Augsburger kitchen is homey. Snap-

shots of Myron playing horsy with the two grand-

children stick to the refrigerator. Beside the

door lies a flashlight close to a shelf of five tele-

phone directories and several cookbooks, includ-

ing Mary Emma's and Doris's classics and

Neffsville's. An iron gate secures the door.

Through the kitchen window they point out

Hatfield's house and car and the alley where Es-

ther helped a rape victim recently. The Augs-

burgers also keep an apartment close to EMC,
near their two sons. A daughter lives in California.

At Washington Community, thirty-year-olds

with coffee cups in hand set chairs in a

circle. They look like offspring Myron and

Esther would approve of A Baptist minister and

her husband, both new to the congregation,

teach us. Later, worship begins with simple

songs led by some instruments. The people, who
fill all the pews, confess their faith with the

Apostle's Creed. Lay people read Old and New
Testament lessons. Myron preaches. There is an

offering, hymns, and a time for "celebrations and

concerns."

After church the Baptist minister invites me to

come again. Myron's wonders never cease!

Thanks to him, a Baptist invites me to join a

Mennonite church.

If I could do a statue of Myron, I would sculpt

his right hand stirring the waters.

Glenn Lehman, Lancaster, Pa., wrote this article

as a freelance assignment. Glenn is editor of the

Lancaster Conference News.
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9 'There was a lot of fighting at

school. Mediation really worked.

"

# "Tonyell told me how good it works, so I signed

up. I feel good helping somebody else.

"

discover the joy of sharing. Give to one of these MCC projects.

Tree nurseries

MCC helps Bangladesh farmers plant fruit

tree nurseries so they can better feed their

families. $5 buys seedlings for one farmer.

Building supplies

MCC workers teach carpentry to the

Naskapi Indians, who were resettled in

Davis Inlet, Labrador, so they can build

homes with local materials. $2,000

buys materials for one home.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street. PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Dnve. Winnipeg. MB R3T 5K9
(204) 261-6381

•lew Orleans Mediation

^onyell Toliver and Clyde Staes, above,

•tudents at a New Orleans, La., middle
ichool, learned mediation skills in

JlCC-supported workshops. They now
lelp classmates handle disagreements
peacefully rather than with knives.

i7 buys a workbook. $126 buys
raining materials for a school district.

Cloth for refugee children

MCC and the Honduran Mennonite

Church supply cloth for one change of

clothing for refugee children there.

$3.65 buys cloth for one child.

Wells for clean water

MCC, the Tanzanian Mennonite Church

and villagers together build wells so

villagers have clean water. $775 buys

major components for one well.

Bibles for youth

Each year the Coptic Orthodox Church

offers thousands of Egyptian youth the

chance to join a Bible study

correspondence course. $1.75 buys a

Bible for one student.



CHURCH NEWS

Corporate executive appointed
to head Mennonite IVIutual Aid

Goshen, Ind. Howard Bren-

neman of Hesston, Kan., has been ap-

pointed president of Mennonite Mutual

Aid (MMA), Goshen, Ind.

He will assume responsibilities Jan. 1.

Prior to that date, current president

James D. Kratz will help Brenneman be-

came oriented to the organization and the

denominations it serves.

Brenneman served as president and
chief executive officer of Hesston Corpo-

ration, a worldwide manufacturer of light

industrial and farm equipment, from 1982

to 1986. He was president and chief oper-

ating officer of the company from 1975 to

1982.

Brenneman was most recently em-
ployed by Prairie View, Inc., Newton,

Kan., as a business and financial consul-

tant and as director of strategic planning

and development.

He serves on the boards of a number of

profit and nonprofit organizations, includ-

ing Mennonite Board of Education, Kan-

sas Gas and Electric, and Boatmen's First

National Bank of Kansas City.

"We are gratified that a person of

Howard's background and experience is

willing to give himself to the work of the

Howard Brenneman

church," MMA board chair Mary
Swartley said.

The search for a new president began
10 months ago, when Kratz announced his

intention to retire. The MMA board

formed a search committee, which inter-

viewed several applicants before recom-

mending Brenneman for the job.

The board formally confirmed his nom-
ination at a special meeting held in

Goshen on Sept. 21.

Brenneman, 51, is a graduate of Bethel

College in North Newton, Kan. He and his

wife, Sharon, are the parents of three

children.

Hernandez ends work
with Hispanic group
Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—Samue\ Her-

nandez has completed his service as ex-

ecutive secretary of the Hispanic Menno-
nite Convention. His last day was Sept.

30.

Hernandez served in the position for

nine years.

The Hispanic convention, an associate

group of Mennonite Church General
Board, has 3,000 members in 61 congre-

gations.

The staff position will be cut to half

time and will not be filled until June or

July 1992, said Samuel Lopez of New
Holland, Pa., president of the con-

vention's board of directors.

Lopez described the termination as ba-

sically a cost-cutting measure to erase an
ongoing convention deficit. The board of

directors has been working on a new
vision of visibility and service to its mem-
ber congregations, he said.

"The Hispanic Ministries Convention is

very grateful for the leadership Samuel
Hernandez gave to the convention in

terms of looking toward the future and
shaping the new vision," Lopez continued.

"We are grateful for his years of work with

us."

The convention office, located with the

General Board facilities, will remain open
with a part-time secretary. In addition,

Lopez will carry on staff work through

monthly one- or two-day visits.

"We will work very actively in develop-

ing four new programs in partnership with

Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-

istries," Lopez said. The programs, some
of them already underway, include a plan

for rotation of evangelists among the con-

gregations, seminars for Sunday school

teachers and on family life, and leadership

training in the local congregation.

Hernandez will be self-employed as a

counselor in helping college students find

scholarships or grants. He also plans to

be involved in congregational ministry.

He previously pastored congregations

in Oregon and Indiana.

Hernandez looks back over the last nine

years both wistfully and with satisfaction.

He would like to have seen higher visibil-

ity for the convention in the Memionite

Church. Still, "a lot of things happened,"

he said.

Activities included staying in "constant

contact with conferences and agencies in

advocacy and conflict resolution," as well

as "helping conferences and institutions

Chinese educators visit. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—An eight-member delegation

from the People's Republic of China visited Eastern Mennonite College on Sept.

12. The stop was part of a month-long itinerary in North America for top-level

administrators from the Ministry of Metallurgy Industry in Beijing and Northeast

University of Technology (NEUT) in Shenyang. The China Educational Exchange
program (CEE) has had an exchange relationship with NEUT for 10 years. Above,

group members talk with EMC dean Lee F. Snyder (front left) and president Joseph

L. Lapp (.second from right) during a campus tour.
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CHURCH NEWS

Indonesian youth serve. Betelene, Indonesia (MCC)—Mennonite youth and village

residents dig an irrigation ditch. Young people from a variety of Indonesian islands

and cultural backgrounds worked together on irrigation and church planting

projects, Aug. 4-10. Mennonite Central Committee helped to sponsor this 4th annual
work camp, which was hosted by the Christian Church of Central Sulawesi.

understand cultural differences and nu-

ances."

Recently, Hernandez has helped to link

the Hispanic Ministries program at

Goshen (Ind.) College with the extension

Bible school program being developed by
the General Conference Mennonite
Church.

He also has worked with the General

Conference on a theological consultation

about the 500th anniversary of the coming
of Columbus to the Americas. The con-

sultation will be held in conjunction with

the 60th anniversary celebration of

Hispanic Mennonite churches in late July

or August 1992.

Among highlights of the past nine years,

Hernandez lists the creation by Menno-
nite Board of Missions (MBM) of the

Hispanic media office, which Elias Acosta
staffed from 1985 to 1988.

Hernandez also enjoyed matching pas-

tors and churches with one another, re-

cruiting people for training for Hispanic

ministries, helping to create the Hispanic

Coordinating Council, planning the

convention's biennial assemblies, and re-

lating to church boards and program com-
mittees.

One of his biggest disappointments was
the discontinuation of the Spanish-lan-

guage publication Ecos Menonitas. A plan

had been developed to publish Ecos co-

operatively with the Hispanic offices of

the General Conference and Mennonite
Brethren churches, but budget shortfalls

and staff changes put the project on hold.

The last issue appeared in January
1991. Amoldo Casas had edited Ecos
since 1975, but his office of Congrega-

tional Education and Literature (Spanish)

at Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries (MBCM) was phased out in

1989.

The Hispanic Coordinating Council
"had a brief time of glory" in the mid-
1980s, Hernandez said. The group in-

cluded all of the Hispanic administrators

in the Mennonite Church and those serv-

ing with Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC).
The council's demise came with the

phasing out of MBCM Congregational

Education and Literature position and
MCC's Immigration and Hispanic Peace
and Draft Counseling offices.

Hernandez remembers the Hispanic as-

sembly in Montreal in 1984 as the first

one fully paid for by the Hispanic conven-
tion office. Montreal included the first

Hispanic youth convention, an event
which "sparked renewal among many

youth," he said. "The effects are visible

today."

Before becoming executive secretary,

Hernandez studied at Goshen College. He
graduated in 1982.

Hernandez and his wife, Donna, are the

parents of three children. They plan to

continue living in Goshen.

—

John Bender

Croats face trouble,

church workers say
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Yugoslavia's break-

away republic of Croatia faces a difficult

and uncertain future, according to two
Mennonite Central Committee workers.

Emmanuel and Helen Gitlin of Hickory,

N.C., were teachers at an international

nondenominational seminary in Osijek, a

city which became the site of battles

between Serbs and Croats.

The couple fled Osijek on Aug. 28 to

seek refuge in the Croatian capital,

Zagreb. At that time, the capital had not

yet been attacked, but the Gitlins noted
that residents had placed sandbags and
heavy metal barriers along streets.

On Sept. 17 the couple left for Austria,

because of sniper fire and the threat of

bombing.
In Osijek, the Gitlins' apartment build-

ing was bombed on three different nights,

causing damage to stores on the first floor.

The couple spent nights in basement
shelters.

The seminary at which the couple
worked was unable to reopen in its Osijek

location after the summer vacation. Ten-
tative plans were made to move the school

to a Pentecostal church camp in the West-
ern republic of Slovenia.

The Yugoslav army withdrew from this

area after heavy fighting there earlier in

the summer. Seminary leaders hoped to

begin classes Oct. 1, but nothing is certain

at the moment, the Gitlins said.

According to the couple, Croats feel

they are being occupied by a hostUe,

Serbian power. Under the regime of the

late Marshal Tito, nationalistic feelings

were suppressed. In addition, the Marxist

ideology of internationalism acted as a

moderating influence. Now these re-

straints are gone.

Anti-Semitism emerged quickly in Yu-
goslavia, despite the relatively small Jew-
ish population of about 8,000, the Gitlins

said.

Powerful hand-placed bombs caused
considerable destruction in a Jewish syn-

agogue and a Jewish cemeter>'. In addi-

tion, swastikas and stars of David have

appeared here and there on Jewish prop-

erty.

"We request prayers for our work and
for peace in Croatia," the couple said.
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Croegaert speaks. Har-

risonburg, Va. (EMC)—Jim

Croegaert, a pastoral elder

at Reba Place Church, Ev-

anston. 111., combined mes-

sages and original songs as

fall spiritual emphasis week
speaker at Eastern Menno-
nite College on Sept. 16-20.

• Military takes over. Haiti's

first democratically-elected
president has been overthrown.

Jean-Bertrand Aristide was
forced into exile following a

Sept. 30 military coup. Aristide,

a Catholic priest, was elected

last Dec. 16. Ontario Menno-
nites Kevin Abma and Arthur

Paul Boers were among approx-

imately 800 international ob-

servers who monitored the vot-

ing (see March 12, 1991, issue of

Gospel Herald). Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee, Mennonite
Economic Development Associ-

ates, and Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions have pro-

grams in Haiti.

• Workers evacuate. Most of

the 18 Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) workers in Zaire

left the country in late Septem-
ber, in response to civil unrest.

Craig Anderson, an MCC
worker in the Zairian capital of

Kinshasa, reported that nearly

all overseas church workers in

the nation had fled to the neigh-

boring Republic of Congo. Riots

broke out after some members
of Zaire's army refused their

salaries, about $5-10 a month,

saying the pay was inadequate

in light of inflation estimated at

more than 1,000 percent. In

Kinshasa widespread looting

caused many businesses to close

and food prices to soar. How-
ever, Anderson said he and
three other MCC workers—Ann
Campbell, Bruce Janz, and

Beate Mack—would stay in the

city as long as they did not feel

physically threatened.

• Seattle branch starts. Seattle

Mennonite Church has planted

an Eastside branch. The first

service was held on Sept. 22 in

a rented room in a school in

Bellevue, Wash. The Seattle

congregation held a commis-
sioning ceremony on Sept. 15.

The meeting place of the new
church is only 10 miles from
where the Seattle group meets.

However, commuting is difficult

because it requires crossing

Lake Washington on a crowded
bridge. Andrew Wade, a local

semineiry student and member
of the Seattle congregation, will

work part-time for the next se-

mester to help get the new
church estabUshed.

• Publication sold. Mennonite
Publishing House, Scottdale,

Pa., has sold Together to Shalom
Foundation in Virginia. "We
have been happy to be a part of

getting Together started, and we
want to continue promoting it,"

Congregational Literature di-

rector Laurence Martin said.

"But economically it was hard

for us to make ends meet. I

believe Shalom Foundation with

its lower overhead should be
better able to succeed with it."

Eugene K. Souder is managing
editor of the pubhcation, which

is mailed to approximately
250,000 homes in 80 different

editions. More information is

available from Together, Rt. 2,

Box 656, Grottoes, VA 24441;

phone 703 249-3900.

• New appointments:
Janice Martin Baldauf, director of

development. Locust Grove
Mennonite School, Smoketovra,

Pa. Baldauf worked previously

as director of the annual fund at

the University of Massachusetts

at Boston and as director of

news services at Goshen (Ind.)

College.

Jerry Miller, executive director.

Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa.

Miller served previously as di-

rector of admissions at Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va., and as director of

Outspokin', a Christian bicy-

cling organization. He will begin

at the camp Nov. 4. , .

• Pastor transitions:

Wayne Bohn was ordained at

Lower Deer Creek Mennonite
Church, Kalona, Iowa, on Sept.

8. He serves there as associate

pastor.

Tim Detweiler was installed as pas-

tor of Washington (Iowa) Men-
nonite Church on Aug. 25. He
succeeds Herb Yoder.

Paul Godshall was installed on
Sept. 22 as pastor of Durham
(N.C.) Mennonite Church.

Dennis Hollinger was ordained and
installed as pastor of Washing-

ton (D.C.) Community Fellow-

ship on Sept. 15. He is the lead

pastor of a team which includes

Myron Augsburger, John Hayes,

and Miriam Mumaw.

Ann and Brad Moyer were in-

stalled as co-pastors of San
Diego Mennonite Fellowship on
Sept. 15. Pearl Hartz had served

as interim pastor.

David Orr was installed on Sept.

22 as pastor of Friendship Men-
nonite Church, Bedford
Heights, Ohio. He had served

since 1978 on the staff of Men-
nonite Voluntary Service, New-
ton, Kan. Orr succeeds Leo J.

Miller, who retired in August
1990.

• Missionary transitions:

Brenda and Josef Berthold, New
Holland, Pa., went to Germany
on Sept. 9 to serve as co-mis-

sioners under Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. Josef

will be youth pastor of the Ger-

man Mennonite Conference.
The Bertholds' temporary ad-

dress is Ebersbach, Hauptstr. 8,

8061 Weichs, Germany.
Ellin and Glen Brubaker returned

to Tanzania on Sept. 1 for a

three-year term with Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Glen directs a Leprosy Control

Center and malaria and AIDS
research projects. The family's

address is Shirati Hospital, Pri-

vate Bag, Musoma, Tanzania.

Beth and Steve Gibbs, Lindenwold,

N.J., returned to Peru on Aug.

18 for a three-year term as

church planters under Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Their address is Apartado 708,

Cusco, Peru.

Audrey and Mark Hinton,
Owatonna, Minn., returned to

Volunteers oriented. Inoin, Ohio (RMM)—Twelve Rosedale Mennonite Missions volunteers

took part in orientation here, Sept. 13-15. They are (left to right): Irene and Emery Helmuth,

Vassar, Mich., to Rosedale, Ohio; Nancy Bontrager, Wellman, Iowa, to Louisville, Ky.; David

Bailer, Lancaster, Pa., to Phoenix, Ariz.; Tonya Troyer, Plain City, Ohio, to Louisville, Ky.; Keith

Miller, Manheim, Pa., to Louisville, Ky.; Amy Brown, Hummels Wharf, Pa., to El Dorado, Ark.;

Henry Redecop, Langton, Ont., to Louisville, Ky.; Christina Taube, Castorland, N.Y., to London,

Ohio; Jerald Schrock, Goshen, Ind., to Phoenix, Ariz.; and Etliel and Henry Miller, Wellman,

Iowa, to El Dorado, Ark.
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Associate pastor ordained. Rod Stafford, an associate pastor

at Pasadena (Calif.) Mennonite Church, was ordained re-

cendy. In addition, Stafford and his wife, Molly Day, dedi-

cated their baby, Julia Day Stafford, on the same occasion.

Along with his congregational duties, Stafford serves as

secretary of Southwest Conference. Taking part in the

ordination service were (left to right): James Isaacs, confer-

ence moderator; Stafford; Jim Brenneman, lead pastor, Pas-

adena congregation; and Stanley W. Green, conference

ministry director for southern California.

Nairobi, Kenya, on Aug. 23 for a

three-year term working with

WEC International in Islamic

ministries. The Hintons are as-

sociated with Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. The
family's address is MBEA, P.O.

Box 14894, Nairobi, Kenya.
Herman and Mary Ann Hartzler,

Mennonite Board of Missions

workers, returned to Spain on
Sept. 30 after completing a

North American assignment.
Their address is Apto. 570,

29080 Malaga, Spain.

Marian Hosteller, Elkhart, Ind., re-

turned to Djibouti on Sept. 13

for another term as an English

language teacher with Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Her address is B.P. 3468,
Djiboutiville, Republic of

Djibouti.

Lynn and Sharon Kandel, Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions

workers from Melbourne, Fla.,

returned to Tanzania on Aug.
31. Their address is P.O. Box 38,

Mugumu, Serengeti District,

Tanzania.

Jayne and Mark Kraemer, Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions
workers from Louisville, Ky.,

went to Hong Kong on Aug. 27

for a three-year assignment as

church planters. Their address

is Hong Kong Mennonite Cen-
tre, 76 Waterloo Rd. 1/F, Kow-
loon, Hong Kong.

Barry and Erika Kreider, Lancas-
ter, Pa., went to Germany on
Aug. 23 to conduct a six-month

study of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions' involvement

in Eastern Europe. The
Kreiders' address is Rottmann-
shart 2, W-8072 Manching, Ger-

many.
Dean and Sandy Larimer, Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions
workers from Bakersfield, Calif.,

completed French language
study in Longwy, France, and
went to Djibouti on Aug. 31.

Dean will teach Enghsh there.

The family's address is B.P.

3468, Djiboutiville, Repubhc of

Djibouti.

Jim and Ruth Mellinger of Agape
Fellowship in WOliamsport, Pa.,

went to Venezuela on Aug. 8.

They have begun a three-year

term with Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions as urban
church planters. The MelUngers
previously served with Eastern
Board in Belize. Their address
is Apartado 63099, Chacaito
1067 A, Caracas, Venezuela.

Doris and Gerald Miller, Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions
workers from Lancaster, Pa., re-

turned to Peru on Aug. 28. They

will serve another two-year term
in medical ministry and church
development. The Millers' ad-

dress is Apartado 708, Cusco,

Peru.

• Coming events:

Church college information day,

Rockway Mennonite Collegiate,

Kitchener, Ont, Oct. 17. Repre-
sentatives of 17 schools will be
present. More information from
Rockway at 110 Doon Rd.,

Kitchener, Ont. N2G 3C8;
phone 519 743-5209.

Benefit craft show, Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School, Oct. 26.

About half of the artisans are

graduates of the school. More
information from the school at

2176 Lincoln Highway East,

Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717

299-0436.

Fall conference, for congregations

of Illinois Conference and the

Central District (West) of the

General Conference Mennonite
Church, Peoria, III, Nov. 8-9.

The theme is "Family: Church,

Home, and More." Pre-registra-

tion is required for those who
desire lodging. These persons
may contact Ryan Ahlgrim at

309 688-8882 (days) or 309 685-

8897 (evenings).

25th anniversary, Valparaiso (Ind.)

Mennonite Church, Nov. 17.

People who had some connec-
tion with the congregation in the

past are especially invited. More
information from the church at

1305 SUhavy Rd., Valparaiso, IN
46383, or by phoning Pastor
Mario Bustos at 219 464-8187.

• New books:
Born Giving Birth, edited by Mary

H. Schertz and PhyUis Martens.
This gift book includes some 50

poems and 30 visual images by
Mennonite women from Canada
and the United States. The book
is published by Faith and Life

Press, Newton, Kan.
To Pay is to Die by Dale

Hildebrand. A former Menno-
nite Central Committee worker
in the Philippines examines that

country's foreign debt burden.
The book is available from Phil-

ippine International Forum,
P.O. Box 512, Cebu City 6000,

Philippines.

• New resources:
Tluo videos from Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee. La Imilla: Knit-

ting Sweaters in Bolivia is an
eight-minute VHS video that

shows how a Quechua women's
cooperative and SELFHELP
Crafts work together.
Toymakers of Haiti, a five-min-

ute video, tells the story of peo-

ple involved in a cooperative

that makes toys to sell through

SELFHELP. The videos are

available for loan or sale from
the MCC Akron Resource Li-

brary, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500, or from MCC Can-
ada, 134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg,
Man. R3T 5K9.

• Job openings:
Executive director, Beth Shalom,

Lancaster, Pa., beginning Jan. 1,

1992. Duties include fund-

raising, staff supervision, and
overseeing housing program for

single teen mothers. Contact
Ann Zimmerman, 200 W. Main
St., PO Box 98, Leola, PA 17540;

phone 717 656-2176.

Writers for Anabaptist Sunday
school curriculum for children.

Material to be published in Sep-
tember 1994. Assignments avail-

able for March 1992 through De-
cember 1994. Write or call for an
application blank, sample ses-

sion form, and more informa-

tion. Contact Marjorie WaybUl,
Mennonite Publishing House,
616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683-1999; phone 412 887-8500.

NEW MEMBERS

Greensboro, N.C.: Don and Vicki

Schools, and June Rotramel.
Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Dave
Pendergrass and Beverly Pen-
dergrass.

Maple Grove, Hartville, Ohio:
John and Jane Curtis.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Jayne
Liechty, Mark Handerson, and
Michael Stuckey.

Salem, Waldron, Mich.: Susan
Roth, Linda Langhann, Mat-
thew Stringer, Jared Stuckey,

Karen Leininger, Terry Stuckey,

Anne Stuckey, Ross Miller, and
Dee Dye MUler.

Salem, Ore.: Christa Eshleman,
Leon Eshleman, and Dianna Esh-
leman.

St. Jacobs, Ont.: Harold R.

Schlegel.

Warwick River, Newport
News, Va.: Charlene Deisch,

Dale Berkley, Ronda Berkley,

Curtis Holsopple, Edith
Holsopple, Thelbert Ponton,
and Elaine Smith.

Western, Salem. Ore.: Sharon
Fahndrich and Sheila Fahn-
drich.

BIRTHS

Benson, Don and Janet
(Schaefer), Powhatan. Va., Rick
Donavan (first child), March 20.

Berkey, Dennis and Connie
(Nyse), Shipshewana, Ind., Jor-

dan Michael (second child),

Sept. 9.

Cleary, Tim and Bonnie (Ging-

rich), Lancaster, Pa., Andrew
(first child), July 30, by adop-
tion.

Clemens, Brian and Sandra
(Derstine), Harleysville, Pa.,

Chad Tyler (first child), Sept. 3.
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Fisher, Jerome and Beth (We-

ber), Guernsey, Sask., Logan
Reed (third child), July 28.

Glanzer, Dennis and Judy
Apachee, Flagstaff, Ariz., An-

drea Lauren Apachee-Glanzer

(third child), July L
Hall, Brett and Anna, Stevens,

Pa., Barbara Anne (first child),

June 9.

Harder, Marilyn, Calgary, Alta.,

(twins) Catherine Marie and El-

liot James (second and third

children), July 23.

Hoover, Wendell and Trish
(Swartley), Souderton, Pa.,

(twins) Taylor Kathryn and Tor-

rie EUzabeth (second and third

children), Sept. 7.

Kauffman, Jamie and Cheryl
(Roth), Goshen, Ind., Seth
Charles (second child), Sept. 9.

Kennell, Larry and Shirley
(Chupp), Copenhagen, N.Y.,

Ryan Dean (second child), Sept.

14.

Kerschner, Bill and Khankeo
(Mounsithiraj), Sturgis, Mich.,

Michelle Vilophone (fourth

child), Sept. 5.

Kreider, John and Cynthia (Han-

son), Cusco, Peru, Carlin Hans
(first child), Aug. 28.

Landis, Glen and Carol
(Schaefer), Powhatan, Va.,

Dawn EUzabeth (fourth child),

June 12.

Lawhom, Jeff and Tina (Bender),

Elkhart, Ind., Robyn Marie
(third child), Sept. 5.

Longacre, Horace and Susan
(Gehman), Coopersburg, Pa.,

Brandon Paul (third child), Aug.

18.

Marner, Ivan and Louise (Yoder),

Hartville, Ohio, Dwight Patrick

(second child), Sept. 6.

Miller, Bill and Phyllis (Yoder),

Accident, Md., Lindsay Ann
(third child), Aug. 30.

Miller, Eric and Melody Short,

Bowling Green, Ohio, Mara
Dawn Short-Miller (first child),

Aug. 20.

Miller, Randal and Tracy
(Shafer), Lafayette, Ind., Kelsey

Ruedell (first child), Aug. 22.

Parson, William B. and Beth
(Yoder), Lancaster, Pa., Sarah

Elizabeth (first child), Sept. 12.

Schaefer, Eugene and Lorrie

(Stine), Powhatan, Va., Leah Ni-

cole (third child), April 7.

Schlosser, Jack and Jolene
(Hunsberger), Quinton, Va.,

Julia Elizabeth (second child),

Aug. 15.

Schrock, Lawrence and Linda
(Kauffman), Goshen, Ind.,

Lauryn Whitney (third child),

Sept. 11.

Showalter, Linden and Ruth
(Sollenberger), Waynesboro,

Pa., Gloria Beth (third child),

Sept. 12.

Wenger, Dave and Rose (Hoist)

Kitchener, Ont., Timothy Isaac,

(second child), Sept. 6.

Yoder, Mark and Cindy (Miller),

Goshen, Ind., Joshua David
(first child), Aug. 19.

MARRIAGES

Gripe-Miller: Loren Cripe, Go-

shen, Ind. (Yellow Creek cong.),

and Sheila Miller, Wakarusa,
Ind. (Yellow Creek cong.), Sept.

14, by Wes Bontreger.

Glick-Hsu: James Click (Maple

Grove cong.), and Mei-Mon Hsu
(Presbyterian Church, Hua
Lien, Taiwan), May 18, by Her-

man Click (father of groom).

Gonyer-Speigle: Kenneth Gonyer,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Cornerstone

cong.), and Karen Speigle, Bos-

well, Pa. (Thomas cong.). May 19,

by James Keegan and Donald

Speigle.

Good-Boll: Dean Good, Lancas-

ter, Pa. (Strasburg cong.), and
Louetta Boll, Holtwood, Pa.

(Rawlinsville cong.), Sept. 7, by
Charles E. Good (grandfather of

groom) and Raymond Harnish.

Groff-Heisey: Marvin Ray Groff,

Lancaster, Pa. (Masonville
cong.), and Marie Lynn Heisey,

Manheim, Pa. (Brethren in

Christ Church), Sept. 6, by Dale

Engle.

Heatwole-Cooper: Rick Heat-
wole, Silver Spring, Md.
(Hyattsville cong.), and DiAnna
Cooper, Scottdale, Pa. (Scott-

dale cong.), Aug. 17, by Allen

Holsopple.

Holst-Wagler: Mike Hoist, St.

Agatha, Ont. (St. Agatha cong.),

and Margaret Wagler, Welles-

ley, Ont. (St. Agatha), July 13,

by Ray Martin, Steve Gerber.

Koop-Neumann: Byron Koop,
Winnipeg, Man. (East View
cong.), and Jody Neumann, Cal-

gary, Alta. (South Calgary
cong.), Aug. 3, by Gerry Ediger.

Landis-Ober: Jacob David Lan-

dis, (West Franklin cong.), and
Brenda Lynn Ober (West Frank-

lin cong.), Aug. 3, by Caleb

Kreider and David M. Weaver.

Lehman-Roes: Delvin Lehman,
Castorland, N.Y. (Naumburg
cong.), and Sharon Roes,
Croghan, N.Y. (Lowville cong.),

Sept. 7, by Evan S. Zehr.

Leichty-Plank: Kerry Leichty,

Iowa City, Iowa (Lower Deer

Creek cong.), and Rebecca
Plank, Iowa City, Iowa (Hebron
cong., Hagerstown, Md.), July

27, by Emanuel Martin.

Mayberry-Jantzi: Tim May-
berry, Milverton, Ont. (United

Church), and Beth Jantzi,

Milverton, Ont. (Riverdale
cong.), Sept. 7, by Glenn Zehr

and NeU Lackey.

Nixon-Miller: Frank Nixon, Des
Moines, Iowa, and Yvonne
Miller, Ames, Iowa (East Union
cong.), Aug. 10, by Michael Loss.

Oesch-Eamest: Michael Oesch,

Nampa, Idaho (First cong.), and
Jana Earnest, Nampa, Idaho

(First cong.), Aug. 10, by Duane
Oesch.

Smith-Raynor: George Smith IE,

Waldorf, Md. (Methodist
Church), and Dawn Raynor, Ha-
gerstown, Md. (Hebron cong.),

June 29, by Emanuel Martin.

Stahl-Wilfong: Tim Stahl,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View
cong.), and Belinda Wilfong, Ha-
gerstown, Md. (Hebron cong.),

June 1, by Emanuel Martin.

Steckly-Williams: David Steck-

ly, Newton, Ont. (Momingview
cong.), and Tammy Williams,

Poole, Ont. (Riverdale cong.),

Aug. 31, by Glenn Zehr.

Workers get orientation. Akron, Pa. CMCCj—Eight people from the Mennonite Church

were among 21 workers who participated in a Mennonite Central Committee orientation,

Aug. 6-16. The eight are, first row (adults, left to right): Cindy Yoder-Widmer, Washington,

Iowa, to Jamaica; Karen Sensenig, Ephrata, Pa., to Sudan; Deb Cullman, Harrisonburg,

Va., to Ethiopia; Holly Miller-Eshleman, Goshen, Ind., to Jaitiaica. Second row: Tim

Widmer, Washington, Iowa, to Jamaica; Ken Sensenig, Ephrata, Pa, to Sudan; Dave

Cullman, Harrisonburg, Va., to Ethiopia; and Chet Miller-Eshleman, Goshen, Ind., to

Jamaica.
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Team serves in Jamaica. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Fwe young
people from churches related to the Afro-American Menno-
nite Association (AAMA) served in Jamaica this past summer,
as part of AAMA's first Youth Summer Mission Service
project. The program is a discipleship training experience for

youth ages 15-19. After a week of orientation in Philadelphia,

this year's team worked for three weeks at the Jamaica
Mennonite Church youth camp. Pictured above are, back row
(left to right): Ainsley Davis, team leader; Ben Thorpe, Joy
Fellowship, Peoria, 111.; Don Copeland, Calvary Community
Church, Newport News, Va. Front row: Stan Maclin Jr.,

Jubilee Fellowship, Richmond, Va., Rhonda Miller, Diamond
Street Mennonite Church, Philadelphia; and Sheronda Miller,

Jubilee Fellowship, Richmond.

Steinman-Culp: Bruce Steininan,

Toronto, Ont., (Tavistock
cong.), and Kristine Gulp, To-
ronto, Ont. (Listowel cong.),

Aug. 10, by Barrel Toews.
Young-Seiler: Bryan Young, Au-

burn, Ind. (North Leo cong.),

and Lana Seiler, Auburn, Ind.

(North Leo cong.), Aug. 31, by
Scot Wilson and Charlie
DeSanto.

DEATHS

Beck, Rebecca Ruth, 81,

Archbold, Ohio. Bom: May 21,

1910, Dayton, Va., to Ernest and
Bertie (Brown) Blosser. Died:

Sept. 11, 1991, Fairlawn Haven
Nursing Home. Survivors—hus-

band: Harold R. Beck; children:

Ruthann Stuckey, Thelma Bed-
ford; 5 gTEindchildren; brother
and sister: Charles Blosser,

Emma Friesen. Funeral: Sept.

13, Central Mennonite Church,
by Charles Gautsche and Walter
Stuckey. Burial: Pettisville

Cemetery.
Bridge, George T., 93, Staunton,

Va. Born: Jan. 17, 1898, Augusta
Co., Va., to Edward R. and Isa-

belle (Henderson) Bridge. Died:
May 5, 1991, Rockingham Me-
morial Hospital. Survivors

—

wife: EHza M. Bridge; daughter:
Ruby B. Harris, 2 grandchildren,

2 great-grandchildren; brother
and sisters: Vance, Edna Willis,

Viola Tisdale. Predeceased by:

Bertie Quick (first wife), Shirley

Lindamood (daughter). Funeral:

May 8, Waynesboro chapel of

Etter Funeral Home, by Alvin
Graber. Burial: Barren Ridge
Church of the Brethren Ceme-
tery.

Eicher, Amos Joseph, 94, Fulton
County, Ohio. Born: June 15,

1897, Fulton County, Ohio.
Died: Sept. 9, 1991, Phoenix,
Ariz. Survivors— sister: Clara
Short. Predeceased by: Vivian
Lenora Stucky (wife). Memorial
service: Sept. 13, Sunnyslope
Mennonite Church, by Brad
Eberly. Burial: Rest Haven
Cemetery.

Geil, Jacob Clark, 98. Born: Jan.

17, 1893, Rockingham County,
Va., to Jacob S. and Minnie
(Wenger) Geil. Died: Sept. 11,

1991, Culpeper, Va. Survivors

—

children: Allen, Jackson,
Thomas, Ruth Brown, Laura
Cline; 10 grandchildren, several

great-grandchildren. Funeral:
Sept. 14, Hopewell Methodist
Church, by Patricia Olson.
Burial: Lindale Mennonite
Cemetery, by Linden M.
Wenger.

Hogentogler, Berneda, 84,
Ephrata, Pa. Born: Dec. 15,

1906, Columbia, Pa., to Stuart,

and Elizabeth (Blumenschein)
Hogentogler. Died: Sept. 7,

1991, Ephrata, Pa. Survivors-
brother and sister: Harry, Grace
Eck. Funeral: Sept. 10, Clyde W.
Kraft Funeral Home, by Richard
L. Schwenkmeyer and J. Elvin

Martin. Burial: Concordia Lu-
theran Cemetery.

Miller, Frank J., 56, Ship-
shewana, Ind. Bom: Oct. 20,

1934, Wolcottville, Ind. Died:

Sept. 7, 1991, Sturgis, Mich., of

accidental drowning. Survi-
vors—wife: Jenny Schoonover;
children: Leanne Robinson,
Charles, Frank A.; 4 grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters: Lo-
lita Miller, Bernita Hall, Francis

Farrell, Fred, Floyd. Memorial
service: Sept. 10, Marion Men-
nonite Church, by Brad Miller

and Tim Lichti. Burial: Grace
Lawn Cemetery.

Miller, Katie, 58, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Oct. 22, 1932, Middlebury,
Ind., to Jacob J. and Fannie
(Hershberger) Schrock. Died:
Aug. 15, 1991. Survivors—hus-
band: Simon Miller; children:

Gloria Miller, Julie Bontrager,

Carolyn Mast, Marilyn Bon-
trager, Cheryl George; brothers

and sisters: Lavina Glick, Lydia
Gingerich, PoUyana Bontrager,
Melvin J. Schrock, Levi
Schrock, Menno Schrock; 15

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Karen (daughter). Funeral: Aug.
18, First Mennonite Church of
Middlebury, by Steve Thomas
and Alpha Miller. Burial: Millers

Eight-Square Cemetery.
Moyer, Mahlon L., 64, Frederick,

Pa. Born: April 4, 1927, Franco-
nia. Pa., to Nelson A. and Emma
Moyer. Died: Sept. 4, 1991, Bryn
Mawr, Pa. Survivors—wife:
Grace M. Godshall; children:

Larry G., Philip K., Carol A.
Godshall, Marlene F.

Frankenfield; 13 grandchildren;

brothers and sister: Bessie
Landes, Wellington, Nevin, Nel-
son. Funeral and burial: Sept. 8,

Franconia Mennonite Church,
by Russell M. Detweiler and
Ben F. Lapp.

Pratt, Richard RoUin, Jr., 5

months, Tucson, Ariz. Born:
March 19, 1991, Tucson, Ariz.,

to RoUin and Elsa Pratt. Died:
Aug. 26, 1991, Tucson, Ariz. Sur-
vivors—parents; brother and
sister: Ralph, Celina. Funeral:

Aug. 29, Shalom Mennonite Fel-

lowship, by Henry P. Yoder.
Burial: South Lawn Cemetery.

Yothers, Isaac W., 74, Telford,

Pa. Bom: Oct. 31, 1916, Hill-

town. Pa., to Abram K. and
Annie (Rice) Yothers. Died:
Sept. 6, 1991, Sellersville, Pa., of

pneumonia. Survivors—wife:

Mildred A. Hallman; children:

Dottie Sell, Gladys M. Benner,
Shirley Yothers, Brenda S.

Myers, Willard H., Jay B.; 11

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

chOdren; brothers and sisters:

Henry R., Warren R., Mamie
Allebach, Bessie Landis, Anna
Mae Yoder, Florence Huns-
berger, Ruth Moyer, Naomi
Martin, Elsie Moyer, Marian
Zischang, Erma Kulp. Funeral
and burial: Sept. 10, Blooming
Glen Mennonite Church, by
Tmman H. Bmnk and Robert L.

Shreiner.

Zook, Anna M., 89. Born: April

14, 1902, Allensville, Pa., to

Joshua B. and Mary Ellen
(Zook) Zook. Died: Sept. 10,

1991, Valley View Haven. Survi-

vors—sisters: Catherine E.
Yoder, Fannie Zook. Funeral
and burial: Sept. 13, Allensville

Mennonite Church, by Paul
Bender and Phil Barr.

CALENDAR

Fall Festival (relief sale), Albany,
Ore., Oct. 12

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion I annual meeting, Moncks
Corner, S.C., Oct. 12

A celebration of Mennonites in the
city and the suburbs, Lombard,
m, Oct. 12-13

MBCM board of directors meet-
ing, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 17-19

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Kidron, Ohio, Oct. 18-

19

Symposium on 1492-1992 com-
memoration, Corpus Christi,

Tex., Oct. 19-22

MBM board of directors meeting,
Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 24-26

Mennonite Publication Board,
Souderton, Pa., Oct. 25-26

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Lakewood Retreat,
Brooks\dlle, Fla., Oct. 25-27

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting with institutional
boards, Chicago, El., Oct. 31-

Nov. 2
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THE LAST WORD

The dogs will not get this church (1)
These days it's difficult not to be a pessimist.

Read the daily newspaper, and you come to

think all our world is about anymore is drugs

and scandal and sex and violence. Turn on the

TV, and you're sure of it.

That kind of thinking also creeps into the

church. Some days almost all the mail in my of-

fice tells how bad the church is, is becoming, or

always has been. For some people the dogs are

on the heels of the church. Their arguments are

at times persuasive.

Then one day I received an advanced copy of

a new book that shows a different church. Called

The Mennonite Mosaic (due from Herald Press

in Dec. 1991), this book is a summary of the find-

ings of the Church Member Profile II.

CMPII was a statistical study of five Men-

nonite groups, one of them the Mennonite

Church, done in 1989. That was 17 years after

CMPI, which means we can make comparisons

and identify trends as the result of these two

studies.

Now one must always be careful in quoting sta-

tistics, I realize. Often facts and figures can be

made to support whatever conclusion the one

using them wants to draw.

And not everything in this book is flattering to

the Mennonite church. Some statistics do sup-

port a more pessimistic view of where we're

headed.

For example, fewer of us Mennonites now at-

tend Sunday school than was true 17 years ago.

We believe less in traditional nonresistance;

fewer of us say today we would go into alternate

service should war come. And while fewer of us

smoke, more of us use alcohol.

But the picture that comes through in The

Mennonite Mosaic is not of a church going to the

dogs. It is rather of a group of God's children liv-

ing up to their faith and, in some instances, be-

coming more faithful.

Take a conclusion about faith and practice.

There has not been an erosion in what we be-

lieve and how we practice that belief between

1972 and 1989. What the researchers identified

as basic tenets of Mennonite faith or beUefs re-

mained "very stable" during these 17 years. Pri-

vate prayer and Bible reading are as high today

as in 1972. Bible knowledge "has not diminished

in recent years." Nor has religious commitment.

Mermonites are less rural and more urban, but

that has not weakened our adherence to Anabap-

tism. We also have higher social and economic

status, but this has not increased our secularism,

individualism, or materialism.

In some areas, we have changed for the better.

We experience less discouragement and fewer

doubts about salvation today than we did 17

years ago. More of us participate in leadership

in our local congregations. There's been in-

creased acceptance of racial equality, and 13 per-

cent more of us support education through our

church colleges than in 1972.

Other statistics from The Mennonite Mosaic go

against what is often common folklore about the

20th-century Mennonite church:

• Rural and urban Mennonites are "very

similar" in their adherence to "16-century Ana-

baptist principles." In fact, the researchers con-

clude that "Anabaptist beliefs are more amena-

ble to a sense of peoplehood in a mobile,

stratified, urban society."

• Urbanization facilitates outreach. The
CMPII found those who live in cities are more in-

clined to be involved in evangeUsm than those

who live in rural areas. So are Mennonites who

have more education and a higher economic posi-

tion.

• Education makes a difference in how we

practice our faith. College-educated Mennonites

are more inclined to attend church, pray, and

read the Bible than are those who have not at-

tended college.

• Mennonites today are more opposed to

abortion, smoking, and homosexual acts than is

the general population of either the United

States or Canada. The researchers concluded

Mennonites are "conservatives" who "clearly do

not fit the category of mainline Protestant."

That's what the statistics say, as interpreted

by leading social researchers among us (in this

case, J. Howard Kauffman and Leo Driedger, au-

thors of The Mennonite Mosaic). To me, it's not

a picture of a church going to the dogs. Jesus

promised that we wouldn't. More about that

next week.—jTp



How can we help those who have never warmed the

folding chair of a Sunday school? Where are we
when the military seems the only option for many?
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For many 17-year-olds:

The good news is

knowing other options

Thousands of young people live in not-

so-great pockets of the country looking
for a way out A peace church cannot let

the military provide the only answer.

Iran into Junior the other day. His real name
is Miguel, but his family and friends just call

him Junior. I hadn't seen him in years. Now
he's tall and 17.

I explained that I was doing Voluntary Ser-
vice, working with the Overground Raih-oad,

helping Central American refugees get to Can-
ada. He told me he was thinking about joining

the Army. He had an appointment scheduled
with a recruitment officer the next day. I was mo-
mentarily shocked. The Junior I remembered
had a big heart and was very sensitive to how
others felt. Why in the world would he want to

sign up to kill people?

"What is it about the Army that appeals to

you?" I asked.

"I want to learn a skill, see the world, get
money for college. Who wouldn't want that?" he
said.

"True, but Junior, being in the Army means a
lot more than money for college and seeing the
world."

"Yeah, I know that, but my family can't afford

college tuition right now, and I don't have a job.

by

Rochelle

Martin



Mennonites have a rich perspective for

which many young people are looking.

We must do all we can to make sure

they have a chance to hear about it

The army sounds so good," he said.

It became extremely important to me at that

moment that Junior not join the Army. I sug-

gested leammg skills and seeing the world with

Mennonite VS or Mennonite Central Committee.

I told him all I had heard about basic training

and the deception the military uses to get re-

cruits. I asked him, as a Christian, if he thought

Jesus would join the Army. Finally, I resorted to

appealing to him on a personal level, "Junior,

please don't join the Army."

After he left, I began to think more broadly

about the Army's appeal to Junior. I be-

came aware how the government specific-

ally targets fellows like him. And what a market!

Thousands of 17-year-olds live in the not-so-

great pockets of the country, looking for ways

out. Lack of money, poor quality education, un-

availability of work, and the absence of self-es-

teem make them prime candidates for the

military propaganda. They want to be all that

they can be. And one of the few places that will

accept them, even make them feel wanted, is the

military.

It saddens and angers me that our country

first robs these young men of their options (edu-

cation, jobs, a decent standard of living) by

pumping all its money into weapons and then

hands them the weapons to "protect your free-

dom." Freedom in this case appears to be a well-

masked cycle of enslavement, created and ma-

neuvered to protect the interests of the

country's elite. It's a system like those that

plague El Salvador and Guatemala, I realize, as

I meet 17-year-old refugees bearing physical and

emotional scars that testify to the violence in

their own countries.

What is the Mennonite church doing to pro-

mote alternatives to the inherent violence of the

military's practice of exploiting the poor of the

country? Mennonites try hard to encourage con-

scientious objection, teach love for our enemies,

and follow Jesus' example as a peacemaker. But

what have we done for the Juniors who have

never warmed a folding chair in a Mennonite

Sunday school room? Where are we when the

only options for too many appear to be the mili-

tary?

There are many ways Mennonites can promote

peace in response to this particular type of vio-

lence:

1. We must continue to work at basic efforts

to improve schools and health care, to provide

homes and other options for those caught in the

cycle of poverty. The military is not nearly as at-

tractive to those who grow up in healthy families

and communities.

2. We need to develop alternatives to military

service. Job opportunities and apprenticeship

programs could offer training and an income to

those who would not be able to find these out-

side of the military.

3. We can offer the opportunity to attend col-

lege to those who do not have the resources.

This support could come through college scholar-

ships, always desperately needed.

4. We must share our unique peace witness

with others. Mennonites have a rich perspective

that many young people are looking for. So far

they have never had a chance to hear. One way

would be to go into public high schools to

counter the recruitment of the military. We
could suggest options to those who don't really

know what they are.

5. Most important, Mennonites as individuals

must venture out of our safe communities to be-

friend, support, and personally encourage some

of these 17-year-olds to be all that they can be

without picking up a gun.

Junior called me a week later to tell me he

had canceled his appointment with the recruit-

ment officer. I thank God for what we both

gained from our encounter.

Rochelle Martin is a Voluntary Service worker

with the Mennonite Board of Missions at the Over-

ground Railroad in Chicago, III. She is a member

of Faith Mennonite Church in Goshen, Ind.
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No nonresistance
without nonconformity

I do not find it surprising that "Peace
Theology Expands but Commitment
Declines" (Aug. 27). The problem is the
predominant use of the word "peace"
has come to have more in common with
the "peace" movement in the wider cul-

ture than it does with God's revelation

in Jesus Christ. God raised Jesus from
the dead, thereby demonstrating revela-

tion in suffering servanthood, not in

worldly success or power. Ou/fore-

bears expressed this through
"nonresistance" and "nonconformity."
The simplest way to avoid the confu-

sion with "peace" from a non-Christian
perspective is to emphasize that the
Christian way is following Jesus Christ

to the cross and experiencing in that

crucified life God's resurrection power.
This certainly leads to peace, but not in

the way the world understands. We
Mennonites above all ought to under-
stand that Christian faith is rooted in a
radically different view of what reaUty
is all about.

The way of the cross is a whole way
of life, a package deal. We cannot have
nonresistance without nonconformity.
We cannot have a truly Christian

"peace theology" without "separation."

The way of the cross imphes rejection

of the way of the world. That rejection
is a rejection of greed, self-assertion,

and worldly lusts. We do not depend on
the worldly power and coercion, which
leads to violence and bloodshed. We
try to live simply, making frugal use of

the resources which God has created so
they can be shared by everyone.

The crucified life will always be an of-

fense and a scandal to the world (1 Cor. 1).

It will never understand the values or

the convictions which motivate and em-
power a life of suffering servanthood. It

wants peace as an absence of pain and
suffering. The Christian knows that the
world can be saved from suffering only
as suffering is freely borne so that God's
power and peace might be revealed.

No matter how appealing certain

worldly ideas or movements may be,

they will always spring from an ahen
source. No matter how similar to the
Christian message they may appear to

be, they will only corrupt the purity and
power of the gospel of the saving power
experiencing in unity with the crucified

and risen Lord.

David Wayne Layman
Elizahethtown, Pa.

The gospel is an alternative
to current political strategies
Because I have been called to teach a

radical and controversial book, the
Bible, I have found that for me it is

best to teach it as non-controversially

as possible. Since my name is con-

nected with "But They Did Fight Wars
in the Old Testament, Didn't They?"
(July 23), I feel a need to speak. Maybe
I can speak in a non-controversial way!

I liked the juxtaposing of "cavalry"

and "Calvary" as political poHcy alterna-

tives. We need to use symbols to state

our message imaginatively. If used as a

symbol, "Calvary" should include all the

teaching and acts of Jesus which led to Cal-

vary, as well as God's acts of resurrection

and ascension, which vindicate Calvary.

It is obvious that the Sermon on the
Mount is spoken to disciples. But the
strategy of Jesus was to preach and
teach via the disciples to all nations. Vo-
cation-to-the-world is a part of the defi-

nition of "church." It may be thought of
as a new poHtical strategy, if poUtics is

defined as that which has to do with
the public policy of the polis (or social

unit). If politics is defined as the manip-
ulation of power to achieve the ends of
the polis or state, based ultunately

upon the threat of force, this is what
the gospel is against.

The gospel is an alternative pohtical
strategy. Christ is placed over "all rule

and authority . . . not only in this age,

but also in the age to come" (Eph. 1:20-

21). The problem for the church is how
to fit the state, which usually accepts
the second definition of politics, under
the rule of Christ "in this age."

The rule of Christ is a theocracy. Jo-

sephus defined this as a rule by God
through Moses, a rule by persuasion, a
form of government different from all

other forms. Being a part of this theoc-
racy is serious business; we're really

not up to it, but must rely upon God.
The Early Church, like the prophets,

was always realistic about the power of
sin. Ezekiel said to the exiles, "Get
yourselves a new heart . . . (18:31). He
also promised that God will one day
give them a new heart (36:26). Chris-

tians claim that this day has dawned

—

though full noon is yet to come. If

Ezekiel was right, then Schloneger is

right in emphasizing it too: "Get your-
selves a new heart!" Not cavalry but
Calvary! All war is wrong.

Millard C. Lind
Goshen, Ind.
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God^s people tell

by

Ann
Martin

With 64 stories in 15 editions, "All God's

People" attempts to show how individu-

als, families, and congregations attempt

to be faithful to their call from God,

Mennonites can be wordy people. We like

words harmonized in hymns, shaped

into sermons, filling our magazines and

newsletters.

But words don't always do it. Sometimes we

need pictures too. So to tell our faith stories in a

new way today, we've turned to video.

The project, called "All God's People," is

made up of 64 stories. In the series individuals,

families, and congregations are caught mid-

stride as they respond to racism, poverty, family

crises, personal tragedies, and natural disasters.

We listen in as they worship, evangelize, and

give and receive care.

Some are reluctant role models, fUmed "under

protest." They stress faithfulness rather than

success and don't ask viewers to duplicate their

actions or join their causes. "When we prescribe

the 'oughts,' we've lost," says producer J. Ron-

ald Byler. "All we can do is share stories of peo-

ple who are responding positively to God's call

and challenge others to do the same."

The series shows us women who minister

through painting, sculpting, and quilting—and

who serve as pastors and spiritual directors. We
observe one woman working in overseas develop-

ment and another who adopted six daughters.

We meet men who minister through art, drama,

music, and carpentry, men who are pastors and

mediators, advocates for the homeless and for

Christian Peacemaker Teams. Congregations aid

refugees, operate food pantries, take the gospel

to the streets and into prisons, and come to-

gether across color and ethnic lines. We're re-

minded of parable characters: wise stewards,

careful sowers, yeast, and mustard seeds.

Byler tries to portray the full spectrum of who
Mennonites already are and who we are becom-

ing, in the video series, even if that means un-

derrepresenting the mainstream. He keeps a

mental record of his efforts at balance, noting

the strong stories about women, but too few sto-

ries about non-Anglos and Canadians. Ethically

diverse urban congregations receive more atten-

tion than suburban or rural churches. There are

features from Bangladesh, Northern Ireland,

Spain, Romania, and England, but he'd like fu-

ture editions to be even more international.

"We're trying to be intelligible and coherent

about a profound diversity, one that we not only

live with but also celebrate," says Duane Sider,

assistant professor of church ministries at East-

ern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va. He
and his wife, Nancy, a counselor and mediator in

private practice, narrate each half-hour edition.

We try to show there are stUl core issues, but

people work at those issues very differently.

Some would transform structures; others would

transform people."

For scriptwriter Melodie Davis, editing the sto-

ries without making them too alike requires in-

tegrity. "You tend to want to show upbeat sto-

ries, not failures or ambiguity, since there simply

isn't time to explore each story," she says. "For

the sake of brevity and coherence, many fascinat-

ing background details get cut."

Some persons have criticized "All God's

People" for telling only positive stories and im-

plying uniformly happy endings. Unlike CBS's
"60 Minutes," this series' purpose is to investi-

gate rumors of renewal rather than scandal, with

little time given to opposing viewpoints and fol-

low-up.

Byler especially hopes the series will reach

young, urban professionals, "a generation that

can be very skeptical of the church but wants to

see what can happen when people take their

faith seriously. I think the church is in danger of

losing a whole generation if we don't figure out

ways to be relevant to them."

About 45 percent of the videotapes sold

are being used in Mennonite Sunday
schools, small groups, and evening ser-

vices. Another 30 percent are rented by resource

centers, conference offices, and bookstores. A
1990 evaluation of the series concluded that

viewers are very positive about its quality and

value but that use is still too limited. Peace Men-
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their stories through video

nonite Church, near Los Angeles, attracted two
new famihes after a local cable company ran
"All God's People" stories for 12 weeks, but
such community exposure "does not happen
nearly as often as *it ought to," says Byler.

To increase sales, which approach 100 copies
per edition, MBM Media Ministries has experi-

mented with writing study guides and cooperat-
ing with other church agencies on thematic edi-

tions, including one in 1990 on peacemaking and
one in 1991 on witness and stewardship. Byler
also plans to coproduce an edition on older
adults with Jerry Holsopple, who wrote and pro-
duced an "All God's People" edition on career
and lifestyle choices for youth and a second this

year on music and worship.

Production costs per edition, not including
staff time, run $15,000 to $17,000. "We've got to
figure out ways to broaden our audience, or
we're going to lose the capability of speaking
through video because of the cost," says Byler.

Though the people featured are nearly all

from Anabaptist churches, the series tries to
avoid in-house lingo. "I try to keep references to
the Mennonite Church, even visually, down to a
time or two per story," says Byler. "We'll be less

relevant even with our own people if we lapse
into church-speak and don't keep that other-

than-Mennonite audience in mind."

The largest ecumenical audience for "All

God's People" is through Vision Inter-

faith Satellite Network (VISN) in New
York, which provides 24-hour-a-day program-
ming to 500 cable systems. Features Interna-
tional in Chesapeake, Va., uses the stories in a
monthly collection it sends to 30 Christian televi-

sion stations throughout the country.

The challenge is to increase usage without
compromising integrity. Last summer. Features
International used an "All God's People" story
on reconciliation efforts in Northern Ireland in a
program which also included the testimony of a
U.S. Army chaplain who had accompanied
troops invading Panama. "My head says we have
to be willing to give up a lot more control,"

Byler comments. "My heart says it's better to
reach a few people with the correct message
than a lot of people with a distorted message."

"I hope we continue asking, 'What next?' " he
added. "^ATiat is the next medium that will allow
the Mennonite Church to speak to others and to
its own members?"

Ann Martin is a free-lance writer who lives in

Harrisonburg, Va.

Above: "All

God's People"

producer J.

Ronald Byler

(left) coaches

Duane and
Nancy Sider,

narrators for

the series.

Left: one

video features

members of
Family Men-
nonite Church
in Inglewood,

Calif., distrib-

uting food to

the needy and
homeless.
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For Phil Rich of Archbold, Ohio:

Life has become much more

Service with Mennonite Central Com-

mittee opened up windows on the world

that make Phil Rich one of the few car

dealers with a master of divinity degree,

by Patrick Sauder

Phil Rich of Rich's Ford in Archbold, Ohio,

is a car salesman with a difference. A semi-

nary graduate, he speaks French, has

taught high school in Africa, and serves as chair-

man of the Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) U.S. board.

A man of many perspectives, Phil has seen life

from a variety of angles. These "windows on the

world," as he calls them, have given Phil an out-

look on life that few small town businessmen

achieve. The most unique thing, according to

Phil, is "having this window on the world, on the

whole world, that you don't get in Archbold and

you don't get by reading the local newspaper."

Phil's first window opened in 1969. He was

just finishing at Goshen College and was facing

the military draft. "Everyone was being drafted

at that time," says Phil. "It was not selective at

all."

Phil registered as a conscientious objector. He
and his wife, Gwen, had been married for a year

and had akeady considered doing some sort of

service through MCC. "By the time I gradua-

ted," he says, "my attitude was, whether the

draft board cooperated or not, I was going over-

seas."

Well, the draft board cooperated. Phil and

Gwen entered MCC's Teachers Abroad Program

and chose to go to Africa. "We said we wanted

to go to Zaire because we thought it would be

nice to learn French."

The young couple took off for Brussels, Bel-

gium, for one year of what Phil calls "the good

old days." There they took classes in French

(the official national language of Zaire) and trav-

eled throughout Europe.

When the year was up Phil and Gwen began

their assignment in Nyanga, Zaire, at a mission

station located along the rolling plains and grass-

lands just south of the tropical rain forest which

covers most of the country. Here Phil taught his-

tory and geography, in French, to Zairian stu-

dents.

This experience had a real impact on Phil's

Ufe. "We learned a lot more than we were able

to share with the people there," he says. "It re-

ally changed our life goals. It changed what we

thought about in many ways. I think most of us

in the '60s, even though we had a lot of idealistic

ideas on how to change the world, were also

very self-centered. I think some of our self-cen-

teredness was changed. It broadened our hori-

zons in ways we hadn't expected."

These changes were immediately evident in

Phil's career path. When he left for Af-

rica, Phil had planned to return to the

United States to go to graduate school. He had

a bachelor's degree in history and had consid-

ered further study in history, political science, or

law, but when Phil did return in 1972 he contin-

ued his education— but not in law school. He en-

rolled in the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind. Originally intending

a one-year stay, three years later he earned his

master's degree.

From seminary in 1975, Phil and Gwen went

back to Zaire as MCC country director. The cou-

ple then returned to Phil's home town of

Archbold, and in 1978 Phil began working in the

family car dealership started by his grandfather

in 1926.

How does a mission background and theologi-

cal training tie in with selling cars? "It doesn't al-

ways," admits Phil with a laugh as he adds, "I'm

probably one of the few active Ford dealers with

"a master of divinity degree." More seriously,

though, he feels that his background does give

"Most of us in the '60s, though

we had a lot of idealistic

ideas on changing the world,

were also very self-centered,"
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than selling Fords

Ford dealer Phil Rich: a theological education doesn't

always fit with selling cars, "but it has something to do
with the way in which I treat people.

"

him a different perspective on what he does for

a profession. "Hopefully, it has something to do
with the way I treat people," he says.

Settling down in Archbold didn't keep Phil
from opening more windows, however. He re-

newed his ties to MCC in 1981 when a position
opened on the MCC board. "They were looking
for someone who was young and who had experi-
ence overseas," Phil explains. "I was young
then," he adds with a grin.

Phil's term as chairperson of MCC U.S. ex-

pires in 1993, although he is eligible to serve an-
other term on the board. He is also vice-chairper-
son of the international MCC board until 1993.

Through this MCC window, Phil is able to
maintain his view on the world. "I'm always read-
ing about other places, other people doing inter-

esting and exciting things. I'm learning about,
not just the politics of an area, but about people
—ordinary people—in that place."

MCC service yields other benefits as well. The
network of friends that Phil and Gwen have de-
veloped spans the entire world. These are peo-
ple that they "wouldn't have met in Archbold."
They "use" these connections quite fre-

quently, too. For instance, Siegfried Bartel, a for-

mer captain in the German army and a longtime
friend of MCC, was in Archbold on a speaking
engagement. He happened to be at the Rich
household to watch the Super Bowl. After the
game, the kids (Sarah, Jonathan, and Rebecca)
spent the rest of the evening talking with Sieg-
fried about his experiences in Germany (they
had heard him speak earlier in the week). On
the Nielsen scale that night, ABC came in a dis-

tant second.

Working for MCC does have its draw-
backs. The job pays only expenses, yet
takes a good amount of time away from

home—about 30 days out of the year, according
to Phil. These usually add up in two- to three-

day sessions at different times. For someone run-
ning a profitable business and traveling the U.S.
for MCC, time is a very important and limited
resource. Conflicting schedules often "cause
some real tensions," admits Phil.

One way to protect personal time is by steer-

ing away from other involvements such as chair-

ing church committees (although he does fre-

quently serve as a Sunday school teacher) at

Zion Mennonite Church where the Riches are
members. "I have to protect some of those
nights so that I can go to my kids' ball games
and concerts and so I can just be at home when
they're around."

On the whole, Phil sees his MCC experience
as time very well spent. "It's been unique and
fascinating, and I know I will miss it a great deal
when I'm done." But Phil is sure that when his

term is over, he will find other windows on the
world.

Patrick Sander, Archbold, Ohio, is a junior at

Goshen (Ind.) College majoring in economics and
accounting. He attends the Zion Mennonite
Church. His article, written for a feature writing

class in Goshen, first appeared in the Ohio Evan-
gel.
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This controversy is about more than abortion

by

Katie

Funk
Wiebe

Operation Rescue, a pro-life organization,

made headlines for my new home, Wich-

ita, this summer. In particular, they

staged protests in front of the clinic of Dr.

George Tiller, who admits to thousands of abor-

tions and accepts out-of-state referrals for third

trimester abortions. The result has been a stand-

off between abortion protesters and pro-choice

advocates. Wichita has experienced a long hot

summer of conflict.

I do not accept abortion as a convenient

means of birth control. I agree generally v^th the

protesters' position and admire their fervor and

convictions. Yet I miss a strong spiritual dimen-

sion in their behavior. By contrast, during the po-

litical unheavals in South America, I recall im-

ages of South American women dressed in

black, standing silently in prayer before govern-

ment buildings, protesting the disappearance of

their loved ones. This present protest has much

noise and anger. Yet it is making people decide

their position on abortion.

Why the high level of involvement? In recent

years the tension between the Christian life and

the world has become slack. The boundary sepa-

rating Christian behavior and worldly behavior is

fuzzy. Finally, walking the streets for unborn chil-

dren is a specific cause for which people can put

their lives on the line. No wonder the protesters'

euphoria is contagious.

Yet as I read the news reports and editorials, I

ponder whether the issue is only abortion. It

seems to me this highly complicated issue has a

multi-layered agenda:

1. Those arguing for abortion are also arguing

for individualism as a way of life. Self-determina-

tion is their bottom line. A sign of maturity is

the readiness to consider how one's decision will

affect others. Extremists of the pro-choice view

argue for a woman's sole right to decide what

happens to her reproductive functions.

Though we, as members of covenant bodies,

usually decry individualism, it is no stranger to

us. It follows us into our faith decisions. Some
church members refuse to accept regular com-

mitments to service within the body of Christ be-

cause they want the right to follow their own in-

clinations as the spirit moves.

Some congregations that do not agree with a

denominational decision on theology or other

issue blithely disregard it to go their own way.

Whenever we hold to the exclusive right to make

our own faith decisions, we have joined the pro-

choice people philosophically.

2. Pro-choice people are attempting to

redefine woman and woman's power. This rede-

fining has been taking place for decades as the

women's movement has grown. Once women
were uneducated, lacked the franchise, and were

expected to be subservient to men in private

and in public life.

Part of this subservience meant women were

denied access to birth control information by

law until the 1920s. Abortion remained illegal

until the federal government decision in the

1970s. Consequently, before 1973 one million

women a year underwent illegal abortions. Five

to ten thousand women died annually of botched

abortions.

The answer to an age-old problem—an un-

wanted pregnancy—lies in part in a new defini-

tion of not only women, but also of men, and

how they should live together—with equal re-

gard for one another and for the result of their

sexual unions. Abortion is not just a woman's

issue; it is also about what men do with women's

bodies.

3. The pro-life group seems to see the need

for a greater regard for the sacredness of human
life, though this does not always come through

clearly. There I agree.

Pro-life people also argue that moral and legal

law must agree. Here they run into problems.

They have significant precedent in great civil

rights leaders Uke Ghandi and Martin Luther

King, Jr. Yet it is interesting that both federal

judge Patrick Kelly and Randall Terry, the

leader of Operation Rescue, have been com-

/ also long for law and order.

But I fear that when law de-

termines morality, we will

face a new kind of violence,

pared by the other side to Hitler in their strong-

arm tactics. We all know how his legal actions

proved disastrous for the world.

With other Christians, I long for law and

order, for safer environments, for moderation

and decency, for less violence in the media and

on the streets, for enough food and clothing for

everyone. But I fear that when the law deter-

mines moral behavior, we may face a new kind

of violence.

Katie Funk Wiehe, is a retired teacher from

Tabor College, Hillsboro, Kan., and a writer who

recently moved to Wichita.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Wars take high toll since 1945,
says study released by Red Cross
Some 20 million people have died in

wars since 1945, the year World War II

ended, according to a stud> released by
the International Committee of the Red
Cross.

The study found that another 60 million

people were wounded or uprooted. There
have been 105 different wars over the past
46 years, the study found. (MWC)

Activists campaign for end
to aid for Salvadoran military

Led by the Lutheran bishop of El Sal-

vador, some 200 religious activists lobbied
the U.S. Congress in late September as

part of a new campaign to cut aid to El
Salvador's military.

Bishop Medardo Gomez and the others,

including two U.S. Roman Catholic bish-

ops, argued against $190 million in mili-

tary aid strongly backed by the Bush
administration.

By law, U.S. military assistance to El
Salvador is linked to progress on ending
human rights violations. (RNS)

Minister in Scotland suspended
for opposition to baptizing infants
A minister of the (Presbyterian) Church

of Scotland has been suspended because
he refuses to baptize babies.

Sandy Shaw, 49, says he has concluded
that infant baptism violates the Bible.

The church's Inverness Presbytery has
voted to suspend him as pastor of the
Auldearn parish church in the Highlands
because he will baptize only professing
believers.

Robert Logan, moderator of the pres-

bytery, said Shaw is in breach of his

ordination vows to support the church's
doctrines.

Religious feud is major source
of conflict between Serbs, Croats
Deep-seated animosity between Roman

CathoUcs and Orthodox Christians is

playing an increasingly visible role in the
conflict between Serbs and Croats in Yu-
goslavia.

Religion is a major line of difference

between these two peoples, who basically

speak a common language. To the West
are the Catholic Croats, who for centuries
were part of the Hapsburg Empire, while
to the East are the Orthodox Serbs, who
for centuries were dominated by the
MusHm Turks.

Last month, Serbs demonstrated out-
side the office of the papal nuncio in

Belgrade, shouting slogans against the
pope and carrying placards describing
him as a fascist leader. (RNS)

Women still disadvantaged,

United Nations report says
Though the lot of women has improved

in some parts of the world in recent years,

women still trail men in power, wealth,
and opportunity.

So says a United Nations report on
"The Worid's Women 1970-1990." In

1985, for example, the number of illiterate

men was 352 million and falling, while the
number of illiterate women was 597 mil-

lion and rising. (MWC)

Peruvian evangelicals targets
of guerrillas, government forces
Some 400 evangelicals have been killed

in Peru over the past 11 years in attacks

by the Maoist Shining Path guerrillas on
one hand and by government security

forces on the other.

These casualties have been out of pro-
portion to the number of evangelicals in

the South American country. Incidents
during the past year have included the
killing of 32 people during a Pentecostal
church prayer vigil and the murder of two
World Vision executives—one of them a
Colombian Mennonite leader, Jose
Chuquin. (WEF)

Sociologist challenges
assumptions about giving
What motivates people to give money

or time to others?

It usually isn't a desire to feel better
about themselves, says sociologist Robert
Wuthnow of Princeton University.

Wuthnow, who conducted a study of

2,110 adults, said people also are less

motivated by religious affiliation or per-

sonal background than is generally thought.

Rather, people are motivated by stories,

role models, or the need to feel part of a

larger community, he says. (RNS)

Ukrainian ofiGcial remembers victims
of anti-Semitic massacre at Babi Yar
The foreign minister of the Ukraine

took part in a gathering at a New York
synagogue last month to remember
100,000 Jews murdered 50 years ago.

The massacre took place at Babi Yar,
near the Ukrainian capital of Kiev.

Foreign Minister Anatoli M. Zlenko
said that "for many years the tragedy of
the total annihilation of Ukrainian Jews in

Babi Yar was hushed up."

(RNS)

CathoUc, Southern Baptist numbers up,
according to figures firom yearbook
The two largest church bodies in the

United States gained members in 1990,
according to the 1991 yearbook published
by Abingdon Press for the National Coun-
cil of Churches.

The Roman Catholic Church and the
Southern Baptist Convention posted
membership gains. However, a number of
"mainline" Protestant denomination con-
tinued the membership slide that has
plagued them since the mid-1960s.
The yearbook also reports that:

• 40 percent of people in the United
States attended a church, synagogue, or
mosque in a given week last year.

• Women and blacks were more likely

to attend worship than men and whites.
• People who attended college wor-

shiped more often than high school grad-
uates. (RNS)

Graham sets attendance records
in New York, New Jersey crusades
Evangelist Billy Graham spoke to

250,000 people at a rally in New York's
Central Park in late September.
The crowd was the largest Graham has

ever addressed in North America.
Earlier, the evangelist broke rock star

Bruce Springsteen's attendance record at

New Jersey's Meadowlands Sports Com-
plex during a five-day crusade that em-
phasized both commitment to Christ and
social service.

The New Jersey crusade drew crowds
that averaged 21,200 nightly. The Friday
night crowd of 31,300 was 10,000 above
the arena attendance record that had
been set by a 1984 Springsteen concert.

(BGEA, RNS)

Polish Cardinal apologizes
to Jewish leaders for remarks
The leader of Poland's Catholic Church

has expressed deep regret over his state-

ments seen as hostile to Jews.

Cardinal Josef Glemp, at the start of a

14-city tour of the United States, met with
12 U.S. Jewish leaders. The leaders de-
scribed the conversation as a major step
toward healing the rift between Jews and
Pohsh Catholics.

But several other organizations, includ-

ing the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, boycotted the talks.

The controversy stems from 1989 re-

marks made by Glemp in the midst of an
international dispute over the presence of
a convent on the site of the Auschwitz
concentration camp. (RNS)
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World Conference erases deficit

left over from Winnipeg assembly

Enrollment up. Forrest Miller (right) of the admissions staff at Hesston (Kan.)

College assists Nemi Velez of Aibonito, P.R., during new student registration earlier

this fall. Hesston, Eastern Mennonite, and Goshen colleges all report enrollment

increases for the fall term. Hesston's freshman enrollment rose by 19 students, or

7 percent. Total enrollment is 501. Eastern Mennonite College (EMC) reports 915

full-time students—up from 895 last fall. The Harrisonburg, Va., school has a

full-time equivalent enrollment of 930, compared to 921 a year ago. Preliminary

figures from Goshen (Ind.) College show 1,114 students enrolled—up from 1,099

at the same time last fall.

Strasbourg, France (MWC)—The Men-
nonite World Conference assembly fund

is back in the black, according to MWC
executive secretary Larry Miller.

The deficit had stood at $273,000 (U.S.)

at the close of the 1990 assembly in Win-

nipeg, Man.
Erasing the deficit is "good news in-

deed," Miller said. Contributions from

around the world—nearly all of them from

participants in the Winnipeg assembly

—

made it possible to balance the account

earlier than expected, he said.

Miller observed, "at the risk of sounding

dramatic" that "the commitment for the

final amount needed to take care of the

deficit was received in Strasbourg [on]

July 29, 1991—exactly one year to the day

after the close of Assembly 12."

(Some 13,000 registrants took part in

the Winnipeg gathering. However, full-

time registration was lower than ex-

pected, causing the deficit.)

The assembly fund is one of three chan-

nels for MWC finances. The travel fund

covers costs of representatives from Af-

rica, Asia, and Latin America to take part

in world conference events. Ongoing ad-

ministrative expenses are paid from the

general fund.

"Both the travel and general funds need

continuing replenishment," Miller said.

MCC officials meet
with Cambodian leader
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Representatives of

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
met with Cambodian Prime Minister Hun
Sen on Sept. 23 to discuss humanitarian

needs and political developments in that

country.

Earl Martin, MCC East Asia co-secre-

tary, and Don Sensenig, a long-time MCC
worker who will return to southeast Asia

in January, attended the meeting. Repre-

sentatives of private assistance agencies

also took part in the gathering, which was

held in New York.

Hun Sen and other Cambodian political

figures were in the city for the opening of

the United Nations General Assembly.

The prime minister spoke at length

about the devastating effects of August

monsoon flooding in Cambodia and asked

for relief assistance. He said the most

immediate need is for agricultural aid,

followed by assistance in health care and

education.

Hun Sen also talked about Cambodia's

civil war. He said violence has declined as

the Cambodian goverrmient and three

resistance factions prepare for a political

agreement to take effect.

The agreement, which was initiated by

the United Nations, is to be formally

signed on Oct. 31. It calls for Cambodia
to be ruled by a Supreme National Coun-

cil of 12 people, including six members of

the current government and two members
each that are chosen by the three resis-

tance groups.

One of the factions opposing Hun Sen's

government is the Khmer Rouge, the for-

mer ruling party charged with killing one

million Cambodians.

The political agreement calls for all

parties to reduce their military comba-

tants by 70 percent. According to Martin,

however, many people fear the Khmer
Rouge will disguise members of its still

formidable army in order to evade cut-

backs.

Discussion with the prime minister also

focused on refugees who are living in

camps along the border between Cambo-
dia and Thailand. Hun Sen stressed that

repatriation must occur in a "well-organ-

ized way."

"The presence of tens of thousands of

land mines will likely cause many casual-

10 /

ties as refugees attempt to cross the

border and farm the land," Martin said.

MCC projects in Cambodia include

health worker training, with an emphasis

on preventive medicine; reforestation;

water management; and community de-

velopment.

Church creates fund
for accused teenager
Landisville, Pa. fLMCJ—Landisville

Mermonite Church has announced the

creation of a "70 x 7 Fund" to assist with

the legal, therapeutic, and educational

needs of Keith Weaver.

Weaver is charged with murdering his

parents, Clair and Anna May Weaver, and

his sister Kimberly last February.

Two other family members, Deborah

and Steve, survive. The Weavers were

members of the Landisville congregation.

Keith Weaver, 14, is being held in Lan-

caster County Prison while awaiting trial.

The "70 X 7 Fund" is based on Jesus'

call to his disciples in Matthew 18 to

forgive and restore an offender again and

again, even "70 times seven."

Gifts designated for the fund will go to
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cover needs not otherwise met through

institutional sources. These needs may
range from legal fees to vocational train-

ing.

Personal costs, such as writing paper,

toiletries, and snacks, will be covered

primarily from other sources. The church

youth group, of which Keith is a part,

currently provides a small monthly allow-

ance.

Should the need for funds no longer

exist, any monies remaining will be used
toward other offender-related ministries

as approved by the Landisville Mennonite
church council.

In an explanatory brochure, the congre-

gation lists the following rationale for the
"70 X 7 Fund":

• "To take seriously the biblical injunc-

tion that we have compassion for both
victims and offenders. . .

.

• "To put into practice the Anabaptist
understanding of mutual care . . . [even

toward] those among us who offend. . .

.

• "To witness to the meaning of for-

giveness and of Christian community.
• "To affirm Deborah and Steve

Weaver's commitment to their brother,

Keith, and to support them in this effort."

More information is available from the

congregation at 175 Church St., Landis-

ville, PA 17538.

Mideast staff heartened
by U.S. settlement stand
Washington (MCC)—Middle East per-

sonnel from Mennonite Central Commit-
tee say they are encouraged by President
Bush's position on Israel's request for a

$10 billion loan guarantee.

The President has asked the U.S. Con-
gress for a 120-day delay in authorizing

the request.

Israel initially said the loan guarantee is

needed to house Jewish immigrants from
the Soviet Union. However, the request

has been expanded to pay for job training,

new schools, and infrastructure costs.

President Bush notes that Soviet immi-
grants are being settled on the territories

occupied by Israel after the 1967 Arab-Is-

raeli war. By delaying authorization of the

loan guarantee, he hopes to prevent Israel

from building more settlements before a

projected Middle East peace conference.

Palestinian and Arab leaders may with-

draw from the conference if new settle-

ments are buUt.

Ed Martin, MCC secretary for the Mid-
dle East and South Asia, has encouraged
MCC's Washington office to express con-
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cem to Congress about the expansion of

IsraeU settlements.

More than half the land in the occupied
territories is currently under Israeli con-

trol. Vineyards, olive groves, vegetable

farmland, pasture land, and water are

increasingly subject to Israeli confisca-

tion.

According to public opinion polls, 67
percent of Israelis favor freezing settle-

ment construction to get peace negotia-

tions going. Some 60 percent favor trading

occupied land for peace.

Meanwhile, Israel faces soaring infla-

tion and a rapidly increasing budget def-

icit. Jobs are scarce, and discontent

among the thousands of Soviet immi-
grants is growing.

—

Delton Franz

Trees planted. Hanoi, Vietnam (MCC)
—Mennonite Central Committee and
the Vietnamese forestry service are

cooperating to bring trees back to the

southern province of An Giang. The
area was seriously defoliated during
the Vietnam War and by the cutting

of trees for firewood. Above, a forestry

worker shows how one of the new
trees has grown.
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Canadians reaffirm

overseas commitment
Winnipeg, Man. fMCCJ—Representa-

tives of Mennonite Central Committee,
MCC Canada, and the five provincial

MCC groups have reaffirmed MCC's
commitment to send overseas most of the

funds received from Canadian Menno-
nites and Brethren in Christ.

In a Sept. 13-14 meeting, the various

MCC representatives agreed that at least

60 percent of undesignated donations

should be used for overseas programs.
The remaining funds will be divided
among the provincial MCC bodies and
MCC Canada for programs in Canada.

Provincial organizations and the na-

tional group will discuss the decision at

the annual MCC Canada meeting in

Boissevain, Man., in January.

MCC Canada executive director Dan
Zehr said he was pleased with the out-

come of the September meeting. While
MCC should continue to respond to needs
within Canada, he said, "It is hard to

compare [Canadian problems] with the

needs in the world's poorest countries,

where people often live on a razor-thin

edge between life and death."

The roots of the current discussion go
back to the 1950s. At about that time,

MCC constituents and staff became con-

vinced that the organization's commit-
ment to help people overseas lacked in-

tegrity if needs in North America were
being overlooked.

Interest in Canadian programs in-

creased in the 1970s and '80s, as MCC
was called on to work with victims and
offenders, native people, refugees, the

unemployed, people with disabilities, and
the mentally ill, among others.

As MCC programs in Canada ex-

panded, contributions from Canadians
rose dramatically. As a result, MCC was
able to add domestic programs while

maintaining its activities overseas.

Due to the Canadian recession, how-
ever, donations to the general account
have leveled off over the past few years.

In lean years, budgets for local and na-

tional programs have sometimes been met
first, with fewer dollars sent overseas.

Last year MCC sent $37 million of aid,

including material assistance, to countries

overseas. Some $17 million of that amount
came from Canada, including government
grants.

About $4.1 million was spent on local

and national programs and administration

in Canada.
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Virginia sale held. The 25th annual Virginia Mennonite Relief Sale on Sept. 28

raised $178,000 in gross receipts for Mennonite Central Committee. Above, Marian

Morris (left) shows Keron Hutchinson a craft item.

Church starts preparing
for Mozambique peace
Maputo, Mozambique (MCC)—Despite

continued violence in this African coun-

try, the church in Mozambique has

launched an effort to prepare its people

for peace.

To begin this process, churches are

sponsoring a series of training seminars.

Mennonite Central Committee worker

Alta Brubaker, a child psychiatrist, serves

as a consultant.

The first seminar began Sept. 10 and

was scheduled to run for a month.

Several million people have been dis-

placed by the war in Mozambique, and

many families have been separated. In

addition, many people—including some
young children—reportedly have been

forced by the Renamo rebels to kill family

members or friends, or to commit other

atrocities.

The end of the fighting wUl bring a great

need for spiritual and psychological heal-

ing.

The church does not have an easy task.

A meeting of the committee to begin the

program preparing for peace took place

the same week as news reached here of

Renamo's occupation and destruction of

Lalawa, a small town in the northern part

of the country.

Local government officials said that the

rebels executed 50 people in the first

several days of occupation. Rather than

burying the bodies of those killed, the

Renamo forces decapitated the corpses

and put the heads on store shelves in

town, government officials said.

Emergency officials estimated that

12,000 people had fled to a neighboring

district.

IVICC U.S. to assume
peace responsibilities
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—The Mennonite

Central Committee U.S. executive com-

mittee has agreed to dissolve the U.S.

Peace Section board by 1993.

The decision came at a joint meeting of

the MCC U.S. board and the U.S. Peace

Section board on Sept. 14. The MCC U.S.

group also held separate sessions on Sept.

13 and 14.

MCC U.S. executive secretary Lynette

Meek said dissolving the Peace Section

board was necessary because peace and

justice issues have "become more central

... to everything MCC U.S. does." These
issues should be part of every MCC U.S.

program, she said, rather than addressed

through a separate organization.

However, some Peace Section board

members expressed reservations about
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whether the MCC U.S. board would bring

the "passion for peace" that a separate

board would.

"It is ironic that we phase out the Peace
Section board while we lament the state

of peace education in our churches,"

Peace Section board member Harriet

Sider Bicksler said.

But J. R. Burkholder of Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries noted

that "peace is not just for specialists."

Constituent church assemblies have af-

firmed the importance of peace in their

ministries, he said.

At the MCC U.S. meeting, worker Bob
Jones gave an evaluation of the Urban
Ministries program, which includes the

Urban Community Development Summer
Service Program and the Inter-Mennonite

Program for Alternative Career Training

(IMPACT).
Jones said there is strong support for

the Summer Service program from Afri-

can-American, Native American, and
Hispanic church leaders.

On the other hand, IMPACT has not

fulfilled its potential, he said. Only one or

two people a year are trained through the

program, and training is not linked to job

placement.

MCC U.S. wiU need to make a strong

commitment to placement, he said, if the

program is to be effective.

Workers will stay

despite 'tragic' coup
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Last month's ouster

of Haiti's democratically-elected presi-

dent is "extremely tragic," Rich Sider of

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
said.

However, all 17 MCC workers in the

country reportedly are safe and have no

plans to leave.

Under ousted leader Jean-Bertrand

Aristide, "Haiti had finally embarked on

a course that appeared to offer some
chance for positive change," said Sider,

who is MCC secretary for Latin Amer-
ica/Caribbean.

The Sept. 30 military takeover has

drawn strong condemnation from the 34-

nation Organization of American States

(OAS)—a group of countries in the West-

ern Hemisphere, including the United

States and Canada.

Most of MCC's workers live in rural

areas, where the situation as of Oct. 4 was

calm. However, schools and stores were

closed, and the military was enforcing a 6

p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew.
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• GC assembly planned. The
program committee for the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite
Church has approved a schedule

of events for Sioux Falls 92. The
triennial assembly, comparable
to Oregon 91, will be held next
July 22-26 in Sioux Falls, S.D.

The week will include business

sessions for Canadian and U.S.

delegates, children's activities,

seminars, tours to Hutterite col-

onies and other local sites, wor-

ship services, and a youth con-

vention. Planners estimate some
2,600 adults and 550 youth (plus

100 adult sponsors) will attend.

•MCC gets U.N. link. John
Rempel of New York, N.Y., will

serve as Mennonite Central
Committee liaison to the United
Nations (U.N.). MCC is regis-

tered at the U.N. as a nongov-
ernmental organization. Rempel
will attend General Assembly
sessions £ind other open meet-
ings. The MCC representative is

pastor of Manhattan Mennonite
Fellowship and spent a year
with MCC in the Phihppines.

•CPT group meets. Should
there be a "Peace Reserve" of

individuals ready for emergency
peacemaking activity? This was
one of the questions discussed

by the steering committee of

Christian Peacemaker Teams
(CPT) in a meeting, Sept. 20-21,

in North Manchester, Ind. Com-
mittee members noted that
there are already more skilled

peacemakers in constituent
churches than are being called

out by CPT or any other group.

As an interim step, the commit-
tee decided to develop a more
comprehensive listing of these

people and their language, lead-

ership, cross-cultural, and other
skills.

• Interracial program set. A
program on "Inter-Racial and
Cross-Cultural Conflict" has
been established by the Insti-

tute of Peace and Conflict Stud-

ies at Conrad Grebel College,

Waterloo, Ont. Gina Hsu, a To-
ronto elementary school teacher

with training in English as a

second-language, will serve as a

consultant. Long-term plans call

for the program to offer courses,

promote field studies in interra-

cial settings, and estabhsh a

scholarship fund.

• Educators meet. Some 240
teachers and administrators
from 14 schools from Oregon to

Puerto Rico took part in the

annual Mennonite Secondary
Teachers' Convention. More
than 20 church agency represen-

tatives also participated in the

meeting, which was held on Oct.

3-5 at Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mount Pleas-

ant, Pa. Speakers included EUas
George, Nancy Heisey, and Tom
Sine. Other activities included

departmental meetings, interest

workshops, and a singalong con-

cert by the Reunion Vocal Band.

• Musicians gather. About 30

Mennonite musicians, friends,

and family members took part

in a Reunion Vocal Band week-
end, Oct. 4-6, at LaurelviUe Men-
nonite Church Center. The musi-

cieins played together informally,

discussed the future of the group,

and performed a singalong con-

cert for participants in the Men-
nonite Secondary Teachers' Con-
vention. The musicians agreed to

hold another such weekend in

1992. In addition, some group
members plan to take part in a

benefit concert in Evanston, DL,

next May and to perform to-

gether in other settings.

• Vermont has first sale. Beth-
any Mennonite Church,
Bridgewater Comers, Vt., spon-

sored a SELFHELP Crafl; sale

on Labor Day weekend and the

following weekend. Elsie and
Leland Brenneman served as

coordinators. The Bethany con-

gregation believes this is the

first SELFHELP sale to be held
in Vermont.

• Church holds retreat. Some
175 people from Community
Mennonite Church, Harrison-
burg, Va., explored the theme
"The Balancing Act" in the

congregation's annual retreat,

Sept. 20-22. Guest speaker
Laban Peachey challenged the

notion that a balanced life in-

cludes little stress or conflict. "A
perfectly balanced life, Uke a

teeter-totter with no one on it,

may be rather dull," he said.

"It's more interesting when
there's movement." In keeping
with Peachey's comments, the

weekend schedule included a

business session, workshops, or-

ganized recreation, and a two-

hour variety show.

• Conflict can help. Teens can
respond to conflict in either pos-

itive or negative ways. Art
Smoker of Goshen, Ind., told

students at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School. Con-
flict can bind a person, provide

a bridge to God, or be used as a

lifeline to others. Smoker said,

using a rope as a symbol.
Smoker is congregational com-
munications manager at Menno-
nite Board of Missions. He
made his comments during the

school's commitment week,
Sept. 16-20.

• Workshop held. Larry Rohrer
and WUmer Swope made pre-

sentations at a hymn workshop
at Central Christian High
School, Kidron, Ohio, on Sept.

21. Rohrer, who is pastor of

Midway Mennonite Church,
Columbiana, Ohio, gave an over-

view of the history of Christian

singing. Swope reviewed Men-
nonite hymn books and vocal

music traditions. The workshop
also included the singing of new
songs by Ohio Mennonite hymn
writers and composers. Tapes of

the event are available from
Swope, 785 Beeson Mill Rd.,

Leetonia, OH 44431.

• Winners named. Four stu-

dents have won $75 awards in

the 1991 John Horsch Menno-
nite History Essay Contest.
First-place winners in the
contest's four academic levels

are: Linda Huebert Hecht, Wa-
terloo, Ont., seminary and grad-

uate school competition; Jalane

D. Schmidt, Washington, D.C.,

third- and fourth-year college;

Vernon H. Peters, Winnipeg,
Man., first- and second-year col-

lege; and Sarah H. Gerber, Bur-
lington, Vt., high school. Some
24 students submitted essays on
topics ranging from the life and
work of a 16th-century noble-

woman and Anabaptist—He-
lene of Freyburg—to Menno-
nites in the U.S. Civil War.

•MCC workers start. Three
people from the Mennonite
Church took part in a Menno-
nite Central Committee orienta-

tion in Winnipeg, Man., in Au-
gust. The workers and their

places of service are: Valerie

Krabill, Uniontown, Ohio, to

MCC's Canadian office in Win-
nipeg; Dwight Mitchell, Dayton,
Ohio, to Halifax, Nova Scotia;

and Luis Sandoval, Kitchener,

Ont., to Lancaster, Pa.

• Articles accepted. Two arti-

cles about Mennonites have
been accepted for publication

by a Baptist magazine in Po-
land. Doug Yoder, a former
Mennonite Central Committee
worker in Poland, wrote the

pieces. According to Yoder,

many Polish Baptists have
heard of Mennonites, but few
people know much about Men-
nonite theology or history.

Gdansk was home to a large

concentration of Mennonites
until World War U.

•Musician gets prize. Les
Gustafson-Zook of Albany, Ore.,

placed second in a national au-

toharp competition on Sept. 19

at the Walnut Valley Festival in

Winfield, Kan. Gustafson-Zook
and his wife, Gwen, are house-
hold leaders of a "Service
Adventure" voluntary service

unit in Oregon.

• Coming events:

Christian education conference,

sponsored by Nurture Commis-
sion of Lancaster Conference,
Nov. 2. Rosella Wiens Regier,

project director for the new
Anabaptist children's curricu-

lum, will be the keynote speaker.
More information by calling 717
293-5256.

• Job openings:
Chaplain, Lebanon Community

Hospital, Lebanon, Ore. A per-

son with strong hospital chap-
laincy experience is needed to

serve patients in a 50-bed,
acute-care setting. Demon-
strated experience in personal

counseling and CPE credential

required. The hospital is a not-

for-profit institution managed
by Mennonite Health Services.

Send resumes to Connie Erwin,
personnel manager, Lebanon
Community Hospital, PO Box
739, Lebanon, OR 97355.

Teacher, Lake Center Christian

School, Hartville, Ohio. Third-
grade teacher needed starting

second semester—Tuesday,
Jan. 21, 1992. B.A. degree re-

quired. Will need to apply for

Ohio certification. For more in-

formation or to apply, call Prin-

cipal Jon Dutcher at the school

office, 216 877-2049.

Youth program director. Highland
Retreat, Bergton, Va. This is a

two-thirds time, year-round po-
sition with salary and benefits.

The job includes leadership of a

10-week summer camp program,
staff recruitment, program plan-

ning, and promotion in Virginia

Conference churches. Addi-
tional one-third time responsi-

bilities are available in book-
keeping, office work, or
maintenance. Send resume or

contact Lee and Peg Martin,
Highland Retreat, Rt. 1, Box
121, Bergton, VA 22811; phone
703 852-3226.
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NEW MEMBERS

Belmont, Elkhart, Ind.: Tiffany

Slabaugh, Heather Hochstetler,

Phil Kaufman, and Jamie
Herrmann.

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.: Calvin

and Grace Ingalls.

Groffdale, Leola, Pa.: Stephanie

A. Musselman, Jennifer A. Mar-
tin, Andrea B. Stoltzfus, and
Keith R. Youndt.

Kalona, Iowa: Blanche
Brenneman.

BIRTHS

Blosser Yoder, John R. and
Holly (Blosser), Wellman, Iowa,

Jacob Sebastien (first child),

Sept. 17.

Brooks, David and Rita (Zimmer-
man), New Holland, Pa., Dan-
ielle Renee (first child), June 8.

Brumbaugh-Smith, James and
Amy (Smith), Wheaton, 111.,

Jacob Lee (first child), Sept. 16.

Christian, James and Judy
(Schmucker), Toledo, Ohio,
Chordel Calan (third child),

Sept. 17.

Classen, Steve and Treva (Miller),

Wahiut Hill, Fla., Randy Tyler

(fourth child), July 30.

Banner, Michael and Melissa
(Straza), Bloomington, 111., Julia

Christine (first child), Aug. 24.

Fox, Randy and Arlene (Meirtin),

Reinholds, Pa., Dusttn Shane
(first child), Sept. 6.

Gerig, Kevin and Beth (Good),

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, Jacob
Aaron (second child), July 30.

Groff, Daryl and Audrey (Augs-

burger). New Holland, Pa.,

Rebekah Mary (fourth child),

Sept. 9.

Hochstetler, Ledru and Sheri

(Martin), Albany, Ore., Cory
James (second chOd), born Jan.

13, received for adoption Sept.

12.

Ruber, Dale and Judy (Ropp),

Atmore, Ala., Timothy David
(third child), Sept. 6.

Hunsberger, Mark and Terri
(Ciccarelli), Collegeville, Pa.,

Aeiron Mark (first child), Aug.

25.

Kandel, Jerry and Denise, Kouts,

Ind., Caleb Jordan (second
child), July 14.

LeFevre, Dennis and Jennifer

(Friesen), Hesston, Kan., Kaedi
Jene (first child), Sept. 18.

Neff, Kevin and Colleen, Sturgis,

Mich., Brandy Elaine (first

child), Sept. 12.

Opel, John and Bonnie (Zeiset),

Meridian, Miss., Suzanne
Rachelle (first child). May 30.

Riley, Jed and Bucike (Roth),

Beaver Crossing, Neb., Dakotah
Shay (first child), Sept. 12.

Rush, Marcus and Debra (Gans),

Quakertown, Pa., Emily Su-
sanne (second child), Sept. 9.

Showalter, Joseph and Janice

(Miller), Flint, Mich., Elizabeth

Ann (second child), Sept. 6.

Snyder, Doug and Kim (Shank),

Elkhart, Ind., (twins) Douglas

and Kelly (second and third chU-

dren), Aug. 27.

Snyder, Neil and Coleen
(Dettweiler), Waterloo, Ont.,

Amanda Lynn (second child),

Sept. 5.

Souder, Michael and Tammy
(Levering), Sarasota, Fla., Jamie
Michael (second child), Sept. 8.

Toews, Robert and Brenda
(Stoltzfus), Goshen, Ind., Sarah

Grace (second child), Sept. 16.

Walworth, Albert and Frankie

(Kauffinan), Flint, Mich., Albert

Lee, Jr. (second child), Sept. 1.

Wunrow, Jon and Debra
Brushafer, Boise, Idaho, Seth

(first child), April 29.

Yoder, Paul R. and Heather
(Pidcock), Sarasota, Fla., Nicole

Heather (second child), Sept. 16.

MARRIAGES

Ackley-Matthews: Jim Ackley,

Forksville, Pa. (Living Hope Fel-

lowship), and Carol Matthews,

Forksville, Pa. (Living Hope Fel-

lowship), Aug. 11, by EU Beachy.

Alderfer-Cassel: Mark T. Al-

derfer, Heirleysville, Pa. (Cove-

nant Community Fellowship),

and Denise Kay Cassel, Harleys-

viUe, Pa. (Covenant Community
Fellowship), Sept. 14, by Stanley

R. Freed and Earl Anders.

Beale-Humberson: Collin Beale,

Streetsboro, Ohio (Aurora
cong.), and Robin Humberson,
Ravenna, Ohio, Aug. 17, by Mar-
lin Birkey.

Benner-Webster: Merlin Benner,

Morris, Pa. (Mennonite Bible

Fellowship), and MeUssa Web-
ster, Wellsboro, Pa. (Baptist

Church), Feb. 23, by Paul
Benner.

Caples-Troyer: Ray Caples, Mio,

Mich. (Fairview cong.), and Lu-

nette Troyer, Mio, Mich. (Fair-

view cong.), Aug. 31, by Randy
Detweiler.

Ebersole-Oswald: Doyle Ebersole,

Elizabethtown, Pa. (Church of the

Brethren), and Tina Oswald,
Strasburg, Pa. (First Deaf cong.),

Sept. 14, by Marlin D. Martin.

Freed-Burkhart: Dennis Freed,

Schwenksville, Pa. (Upper
Skippack cong.), and Barbara
Burkhart, LandisviQe, Pa (Landis-

ville cong.), Aug. 17, by Charles

A. Ness and Sam Thomas.
Gerber-Stever: Mark Gerber,
Cambridge, Ont. (Preston
cong.), and Laura Stever,
Fergus, Ont., May 4, by Amzie
Brubacher.

Grice-Herrmann: Johny Grice,

Elkhart, Ind. (Belmont cong.),

and Jamie Herrmann, Elkhart,

Ind. (Belmont cong.), Aug. 18, by
Duane Beck.

Handrich-Troyer: Wade Hand-
rich, Mio, Mich. (Comins cong.),

and Tiffany Troyer, Comins,
Mich. (Fairview cong.), Aug. 24,

by Virgil Hershberger.

Hollingworth-Erb: Bruce HoUing-

worth, Cambridge, Ont. (Pen-

tecostal Church), and Sonia Erb,

Wellesley, Ont. (CrosshiU cong.),

Aug. 3, by Ray Erb.

Horvath-Furtenbacher: Bob
Horvath, Cambridge, Ont.
(Preston cong.), and Judith
Furtenbacher, Tavistock, Ont.

(Tavistock cong.), July 20, by
Amzie Brubacher.

Knarr-Geissinger: Kenton
Knarr, Telford, Pa. (Rockhill

cong.), and Beatrice Geissinger,

Royersford, Pa. (Providence
cong.), Sept. 28, by Michael
Derstine.

MacKelvey-Bamdt: Daniel Mac-
Kelvey, Southampton, Pa. (Bap-

tist Church), and Barbara
Barndt, Pennsburg, Pa. (Finland

cong.), Sept. 14, by Steven Lan-

dis and John Comfort.

Magneson-Good: Terry Mag-
neson, Ryley, Alta. (Lutheran

Church), and Sharon Good,
Ryley, Alta. (Salem cong.), July

6, by Merlin Stauffer and Milton

Rude.

Kuepfer-Wagler: Glen Kuepfer,

Wellesley, Ont. (Crossbill
cong.), and Miriam Wagler,
Wellesley, Ont. (Crossbill
cong.), Aug. 24, by Ray Erb.

Martin-Zimmerman: Linford Mar-
tin, Bethel, Pa. (Schubert cong.),

and Marcella Zimmerman,
Mechanicsburg, Pa. (Slate Hill

cor^.), Sept. 14, by Norman Zim-

merman.
Miranto-Finochio: Joel Miranto,

PhoenixviUe, Pa. (Hopewell cong.,

Paoli), and Michelle Finochio,

Pottstown, Pa. (Hopewell cong.,

Paoli), Sept. 14, by Mark Nicolas.

Ranck-Myer: Eldon Ranck, Par-

adise, Pa. (First Deaf cong.), and
Debra Myer, New Holland, Pa.,

July 13, by Marlin K. Martin.

Roth-Prokopchuk: Myron Roth,

Edmonton, Alta. (Seilem cong.),

and Patty Prokopchuk, Edmon-
ton, Alta. (Missionary Church),

Aug. 3, by Ray L. Landis.

Smoker-O'Rilly: Richard Smoker,
Tofield, Alta. (Salem cong.), and
Sonia O'Rilly, Calgary, Alta.

(Community Fellowship), Aug.

19, by Levi Smoker.
Swartzentruber-Hoeks: Lon

Swartzentruber, Washington,
D.C. (Washington Community
Fellowship), and Sandy Hoeks,
Arlington, Va. (Washington
Community Fellowship), by
Clayton L. Swartzentruber and
Myron S. Augsburger.

VanPelt-Yoder: Floyd VanPelt,

Columbiana, Ohio (Midway
cong.), and Esther Yoder,
Columbiana, Ohio (Midway
cong.), Sept. 14, by Larry D.

Rohrer.

Varghese-Dewald: George Varg-

hese, Edmonton, Alta.

Family leads week. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMHS)—Pmi\,
Belinda, and Barbara Gaskins spoke and sang during spiritual

emphasis week at Eastern Mennonite High School on Sept.

16-20. Paul is pastor of a Virginia Conference congregation

in Washington, D.C. He is pictured above wiUi his sister

Barbara (playing guitar). His wife, Belinda, joined diem later

in the week.
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(Holyrood cong.), and Connie
Dewald, Edmonton, Alta., Aug.

27, by Ray L. Landis.

Wimmer-Clemmer: Gary Wim-
mer, Telford, Pa. (Souderton
cong.), and Kelly Clemmer,
Green Lane, Pa. (Branch Fel-

lowship), Sept. 12, by Nick
Clemmer.

Yoder-Kaese: Tim Yoder, Boise,

Idaho (Hyde Park cong.), and
Brenda Kaese, Boise, Idaho,

(Hyde Park cong.), May 25, by
Larry Hauder.

DEATHS

Brilhart, Anna (Harshberger), 89,

Goshen, Ind. Bom: July 1, 1902,

Somerset County, Pa., to John F.

and Jessie (Kaufman) Harsh-
berger. Died: Sept. 13, 1991,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—children:

Donald E., RuthAnn Peachey; 2

grandchildren; half sisten Mary
Harshberger. Predeceased by: J.

Frank (husband) and an infant son.

Funeral: Goshen, by Nancy
Kauffrnann and Edwin Alderfer;

Sept. 17, Scottdale, (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church, by John Sharp.

Burial: Scottdale Cemetery.

Bleile, Paul E., 84, Elkhart, Ind.

Bom: Nov. 19, 1906, Kosciusko
Co., Ind. Died: Sept. 14, 1991, at

home. Survivors—wife: Erma
Weldy; children: Naomi
Edmiston, Jan, Marlyn; brothers

and sisters: John, Gerald, Mary
Weldy, Ruth Sherman; 9 grand-

children, 2 great-grandchildren.

Funeral: Sept. 17, Retih,
Rohrer, Ehret and Lienhart Fu-
neral Home, by Sam Troyer and
E. Wayne Speicher. Burial:

Chapel Hill Memorial Gardens.
Gahman, Maggie (Derstine), 85,

Perkasie, Pa. Born: Dec. 23,

1905, Bedminster Twp., Pa., to

John and Lydia (Mill) Derstine.

Died: Aug. 31, 1991, Franconia,

Pa., of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Harold D., Erma Knarr; 6

grandchildren; brother and sis-

ter: Howard, Naomi Gahman.
Predeceased by: Harvey S. (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Sept.

3, Deep Run Mennonite Church,
by Arnold C. Roth.

Hartman, Lena Good, 93, Harri-

sonburg, Va. Born: June 10,

1898, Rockingham Co., Va., to

Gabriel H. and Annie Susan
Heatwole Good. Died: Sept. 16,

1991, at home. Survivors—chil-

dren: Geraldine Ebersole, Eve-
lyn Wenger, Brownie Bum-
baugh, Rhea, Dwdght, Ewell; 21

grandchildren, 26 great-grand-

children; brothers and sisters:

Wihner S. Good, Robert L. Good,

Mary Gingerich, Fannie E.
Good. Predeceased by: Dan
(husband), Raymond and Ralph
(sons). Funeral: Sept. 18, Park
View Mennonite Church, by
Owen Burkholder, Harold Es-
hleman, and Myron Ebersole.

Burial: Weavers Cemetery.
Hartzler, Ada Pearl Schrock,

93, Wellman, Iowa. Bom: Dec.

12, 1897, Garden City, Mo., to

David M. and Susanna Diener
Schrock. Died: Sept. 14, 1991,

Parkview Home, Wayland, Iowa.

Survivors—children: LaVerne
Wolfer, Orpha Yoder, Victor,

Dale, Orval, Robert; 18 grand-

children, 13 great-grandchil-

dren; brother and sisters: Law-
rence Schrock, Mary Schrock,

Florence Yoder. Predeceased
by: Jesse D. (husband), Maurice
(son). Funeral and burial: Sept.

17, Wellman Mennonite Church,
by Dan Johnston and Dean
Swartzendruber.

Hatab, Samuel, stillborn, Sept.

10, 1991, Boise, Idaho, to Paul
and Christine Ziemann Hatab.
Survivors— parents; sister:

Jemma. Funeral: Sept. 15, Hyde
Park Mennonite Church, by
Larry Hauder.

Lange, Mark, 76. Bom: March 26,

1915, Olingo, Russia. Died:
Sept. 10, 1991. Survivors—wife:

Frieda; son: Mark, Jr.; 2 grand-

children; brothers: Elmar, Ro-
land. Funeral: Craciun Funeral
Homes, by Leo Miller and David
Orr. Burial: Riverside Ceme-
tery.

Osborne, Eric Alan, 29, Lanes-
ville, W.Va. Bom: July 21, 1962,

Lebanon, Ore., to Millard and
Joyce Nyce Osborne. Died:
Sept. 11, 1991, Lanesville,
W.Va., of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Naomi Miller; brothers and
sisters: Myrna Lapres, Maylin
Wakefield, Joanna Masingila;
grandfather: Wynne J. Nyce. Fu-
neral: Sept. 14, Harmon Church
of the Brethren, by Woodie
Sites and Joe Mininger. Burial:

Lanesville Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Sauder, Clayton W., 88, Lititz,

Pa. Born: Feb. 22, 1903, Earl
Twp., Pa., to Franklin and Susan
Weaver Sauder. Died: Sept. 16,

1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors

—

children: Roy K., F. Lester, Jay
Lloyd, Ruth K. Sauder, Elva M.
Moyer; 11 grandchildren, 21
great-grandchildren; brother
and sister: Raymond W., Ella W.
Predeceased by: Lillian Mae
Kreider (wife). Funeral: Sept.

20, Ephrata Mennonite Church,
by J. Elvin Martin and Wilbert

Lind. Burial: Martindale Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Shantz, Lome, 85, Baden, Ont.

Bom: March 11, 1906, WOmot
Twp., Ont., to David and
Saloma (Schmitt) Shantz. Died:

Aug. 7, 1991, Baden, Ont., from
an automobile accident. Survi-

vors—wife: Ada Wismer; chil-

dren: Ralph, Marilyn Martin,

Clare, Harold, Doreen; 10
grandchildren; brother and sis-

ter: Stanley, Dene Burkhardt.
Funeral and burial: Aug. 11,

Shantz Mennonite Church, by
Doris Gascho and Jim Loepp
Thiessen.

Siegrist, Harvey S., 92, Man-
heim. Pa. Bom: Oct. 10, 1898,

Manheim, Pa., to John M. and
Anna Shreiner Siegrist. Died:
Sept. 9, 1991, Lancaster Menno-
nite Home. Survivors—wife:

Ada C. Stehman; children: Roy
S., Earl S., Jay M., Dorothy M.
Wenger, Esther M. Smith; 14

grandchildren, 21 great-grand-

children, one great-great-grand-

child; brother and sisters: John,
Barbara Mohler, Clara Landis.

Funeral: Sept. 13, Chapel—Lan-
caster Mennonite Home, by
Thomas Horst and George M.
Hurst. Burial: East Petersburg
Mennonite Cemetery.

Speigle, Paul O., 75, Hollsopple,

Pa. Bom: Dec. 21, 1915, Jenners
Twp., Pa., to Lawrence and
Sadie (Blough) Speigle. Died:

Sept. 18, 1991, Johnstown, Pa.

Survivors— wife: LaVerne
(Cable) Speigle; children: Lois

Spory, Pauline Kauffman, Dor-
cas Greene, Betty Lou Rish; 9

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children; sister: Erma Hostetler;

half-brothers and sister: Don
and Dalton Speigle, Twila
Ogburn. Predeceased by: WUma
Thomas (first wife). Funeral:

Sept. 21, Blough Mennonite
Church, by Richard Minninger
and Elvin Holsopple. Burial:

Thomas Mennonite Cemetery.
Thomas, Don, 69, Twinsburg,

Ohio. Born: Oct. 21, 1921,
DavidsviUe, Pa., to Edgar and
Bertha (Hershberger) Thomas.
Died: Aug. 30, 1991, of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Thelma; chil-

dren: Larry, Roger, Rohn, Shir-

ley Coblentz, Sharon Nickless,

Karen Ruff; 14 grandchildren, 4

great-grandchildren; father:

Edgar; brothers: Alton, Nevin. Fu-

neral: Sept. 3, Friendship Menno-
nite Church, by Leo Miller. Burial:

HiUcrest Cemetery.

Wert, Paul Musser, 86, Leola,

Pa. Born: Oct. 14, 1904,
McAlistersville, Pa., to Henry
W. and Katie (Musser) Wert.
Died: Aug. 22, 1991, Landis
Homes, Lititz, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Mary Graybill; children:

Marlin, Charles, Roy, Esther
Clymer, Melvin; brothers and
sister: Boyd, Jacob, Earl, Anna
Zendt. Funeral and burial: New
Holland Mennonite Church, by
Clyde Kratz and Daniel King.

Widmer, Beulah, 72, Woodbum,
Ore. Bom: Nov. 28, 1918, Al-

bany, Ore., to Chris and Mary
Roth. Died: Sept. 7, 1991,
Tualatin, Ore. Survivors—hus-

band: Urbane Widmer; children:

Arlen "Woody," Darlene
Kauffman, Charlotte Everts,
LaVonne Schroeder; 9 grand-
children, 7 great-grandchildren;

sisters: Gladys Stutzman, Violet

Schrock, Grace Headings, Delia

Steckly, Mildred Steckly, Mar-
ion Mitchell, Florence McTim-
monds. Funeral and burial: Sept.

11, Zion Mennonite Church, by
Richard Stoltzfus.

Zimmerman, Vernon R., 71, EUza-

CALENDAR

MBCM board of directors meet-
ing, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 17-19

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Kidron, Ohio, Oct. 18-19

Symposium on 1492-1992 com-
memoration. Corpus Christi,

Tex., Oct. 19-22

MBM board of directors meeting,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 24-26

Mennonite Publication Board,
Souderton, Pa., Oct. 25-26

Southeast Mennonite Conference
annual meeting, Lakewood Re-
treat, Brooksville, Fla., Oct. 25-27

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting with institutional
boards, Chicago, El., Oct. 31-

Nov. 2

Allegheny Conference delegate
session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 2

Gulf States Fellowship annual del-

egates meeting, Des Allemands,
La., Nov. 2

Fall conference, Illinois Confer-
ence and Central District fW'est)

of General Conference Menno-
nite Church, Peoria, El., Nov. 8-9

Education 2000, congregational
discipling event, Bradenton,
Fla., Nov. 8-11

bethtown. Pa. Bom: June 19, 1920,

Earl Twp., Lancaster Co., Pa., to

Moses and Amanda Rutt Zim-
merman. Died: Sept. 2, 1991, Pot-

ter Co., Pa. Survivors—wife: Maiy
Jane Kready; children: Nanc>' Gar-

ber, Grace Erb, Lois Good, Veron-
ica Ranck, Ruth Martin, Clair

Zimmerman; 15 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren; sisters: Alta

Peterson, Ruth Hershey. Funeral

and burial: Sept. 6, Elizabethtown

Mennonite Church, by Richard H.
Frank, Walter Keener, and James
Rhen.
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THE LAST WORD

The dogs will not get this church (2)
Last week I introduced several conclusions

from the Church Member Profile 11 that, to me
at least, show a healthy Mennonite church not in

danger of going to the dogs. When I read the sta-

tistics of CMPII, I see a church that continues

to be faithful as years pass, if not even more so.

While going through the facts and figures of

CMPII (to be published this December by Her-

ald Press as The Mennonite Mosaic), I kept

remembering Jesus' promise in Matt. 16:18:

"And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I

will build my church, and the gates of Hades will

not prevail against it" (NRSV).
We've done interesting things with this pas-

sage. Some of us would limit it to Peter. More of

us believe it applies to the church "in general."

Few that I've found would make it a promise for

the Mennonite church.

Perhaps with good reasons. Pride would be
one of them. So would the human danger of fa-

naticism that seems to come when we believe we
are being blessed by God. Then too, we could

be wrong: history can show us churches that

have gone astray and died out (check Rev. 2 and
3 for starters).

CMPII doesn't support the conclusion that

Mennonites are one of these at present. The leg-

acy of our 16th-century Anabaptist beginnings

appears to be strong.

We Mennonites can claim Jesus' promise for

ourselves. The gates of hell will not prevail

against us. The Mennonite church will triumph
over sin and evil.

This does not mean we have a comer on the

truth. Nor do we condemn those who do not

agree with our faith and practice. Jesus' promise

is much broader than our own limited view.

But it does apply to us. That is the point.

Jesus meant the Mennonite church when he lim-

ited the power of hell and sin and death against

the church.

When we become convinced of that, we will

not put nearly as much of our energy into pre-

serving what we have. Concerns about purity of

belief or rightness of action will have a place, to

be sure, but it will be second to our basic mis-

sion on earth: to bring the good news to the

world around us.

For we Mennonites do have good news for oth-

ers: (1) Jesus Christ has delivered us from sin;

(2) Jesus Christ has promised evil wUl not tri-

umph against us; (3) We have found in our com-
munity of faith a group of like-minded sisters

and brothers who become a source of strength

and conviction for both our faith and practice.

Time is not taking this away from us.

Not all will respond positively to the good
news as we proclaim it. But to those who do, we
can say welcome. Humbly. Quietly. Knowing
that neither hell nor the dogs are going to de-

stroy the church. Our church.

—

jlp

Dejd vu?

Sabers appear to be rattling again in the Mid-
dle East. Apparently Saddam Hussein has re-

fused United Nations' inspections of suspected

weapons sites or convoys, and the United States

if not the UN may call him to task for it.

Last time around, we Mennonites weren't sure

what to do with Saddam. While we didn't sup-

port the bloodshed and the violence, many of us

said an evil person had to be stopped somehow.
Some of us seemed glad someone was willing to

do it. (This time violence, if it comes, could have

even more support, since a potential nuclear ca-

pability for Iraq could be involved.)

"Do not resist an evil person," Jesus said in

Matt. 5:39, NIV. That's a tough directive, made
without qualification. It comes right in the mid-

dle of a passage that many find equally tough,

but which Mennonites have tried to live out at

face value: the Sermon on the Mount.
Do not resist an evil person. Can we ask that

of the state? I don't know. I do know we need to

ask it of ourselves, we who proclaim to follow

Jesus and the way of peace quite literally. That
should include not only our actions but also how
we speak about the "evil person" who happens
to be the "enemy" this time round.—yVp
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When it comes to integration:

How we phrase the
question may determine
how we find the answer

f fe
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What do you think
about integration?

Integration or cooperation:
two options for the future

We dare not restructure
a new Mennonite church
along national boundaries

Committee hears wide range
of views on integration . . .

8

11

lat are the major questions which
should be answered as the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church (GCMC)

and the Mennonite Church (MC) decide whether
to work toward integration? Should we focus on
clarifying theological assumptions about such

matters as leadership, authority, autonomy, the

fulfillment of the Christian mission, identity, and
unity? Or is there another place where we need
to begin the integration discussion?

Perhaps we would do well by looking at our

stereotypes.

In MC circles one of these has to do with what
has sometimes been called "faithfulness." Some
of the traditional MC images of GC Mennonites
collect around the notion that "they" are not

"faithful in all things." "They" have been more
liberal in their theology, more lax in their disci-

pline, and more lenient in their practice of nonre-

sistance and nonconformity. Such images are fre-

quently reinforced by stories about specific

persons, experiences, and events. Although the

stories vary from region to region, they presum-
ably confirm the same self-justilying stereotypes.

From the vantage point of GC circles, stereo-

types revolve around what constitutes "the es-

by

Marlin

Miller



sentials." This orientation would be character-

ized by the motto: "Unity in essentials; diversity

in nonessentials; love in all things."

Some of the traditional GC images of MC
Mennonites cluster around the view that "they"

are too preoccupied with nonessentials and too

slow to love. "They" have been more conserva-

tive in their theology, more coercive in their dis-

cipline, and more closed-minded in their nonre-

sistance and nonconformity. Such images are

frequently reinforced by stories about specific

persons, experiences, and events. Although the

stories vary from region to region, they presum-
ably confirm the same self-justifying stereotypes.

Are the somewhat stereotypical stories com-
pletely out of touch with GC and MC realities?

Or do they in fact contain a grain of truth? And
in either case, what difference would it make for

discussions about integration of GCs and MCs?
Conversations about integration should ac-

knowledge that such concerns (rightly or

wrongly) do exist. Conversations about integra-

tion would also do well to begin to explore how
these concerns can be raised constructively

rather than as exercises in self-justification.

No doubt there are some differences be-

tween the two groups on matters which
would fall under the rubric of

"faithfulness" for MCs or within the range of

"the essentials" for GCs. But the Church Mem-
bership Profile 11* shows there are greater differ-

ences within each of the two groups than

between them.

For example, the GC responses to several

*To be published in The Mennonite Mosaic (Herald Press) in December 1991.

This special integration issue of Gospel Herald
is a cooperative venture with The Mennonite, of-

ficial publication of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. Editor Muriel Stackley and I have
worked closely on securing and editing the mate-

rial that appears in these pages and in the Oct. 22
issue of The Mennonite. The experience has

been challenging and rewarding, one that demon-
strates integration, if it comes, has rich possibili-

ties for Mennonite media.

—J. Lome Peachey, editor.

questions designed to measure commitment to

16th-century Anabaptist teachings ranged from a

score of 10 to 36 with a mean score of 27.9 The
MC responses to the same questions ranged
from a score of 8 to 32 with a mean score of

28.9. The individual members of each group
range from one extreme to the other, but neither

the ranges nor the average scores on the scale

vary greatly between the two groups.

Similar results are surfacing in relation to such
things as doctrinal beliefs, religious observances,

moral issues, and social ethics. The diversity

within each group is greater than the differences

between them. (Perhaps the internal diversity

partially explains why the other group can al-

ways find stories to support the stereotypes.)

Of the five groups participating in the

Church Membership Profile 11, the aver-

age rank of GCs and MCs are next to

each other in the "variables of faith" and in the

"variables of ethics." They differ most in the

"work of the church variables," with the largest

gaps coming in the areas of Sunday school par-

ticipation and Bible knowledge. Does this statis-

tical proximity mean that the two groups are

also closer to agreeing on "the essentials" or

"faithfulness"?

The answer depends partly on whether the ap-

parent general proximity between GCs and MCs
on matters of faith and ethics carries into what
the groups consider the most important specific

areas of beliefs and behavior. For example, I.

Merle Good (of the Mennonite Church) has

stated that the average MC member assumes
conscientious objection to military service and
war as the expected position, but the average

GC member assumes that conscientious objec-

tion is optional. He then raises the question

whether integration would lead to watering down
the peace position {Gospel Herald, July 25, 1989).

James Schrag (originally of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church, now in a dually affiliated

congregation) has responded that as a group GCs
"have uncompromisingly supported everything the

MCs might want in a peace witness, plus more"
{The Mennonite, September 12, 1989).

Apparently Good would include the peace posi-

tion within what it means to be "faithful" and
Schrag would incorporate it into "the essentials"

of Christian faith and life. Interestingly, tables in

The Mennonite Mosaic show that GCs rank first

and MCs second in "adherence to pacifism."

Does that support Schrag's response to Good?
Does any evidence support Good's claim that

MCs are stronger on conscientious objection
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Conversations about integration must
explore how concerns of both groups
can be addressed constructively rather
than OS exercises in self-justification.

that GCs? The most likely answer to both ques-
tions is yes. On the overall pacifism scale, GCs
rank slightly higher than MCs; on the specific

issue of conscientious objection, MCs rank
higher than GCs.

The overall pacifism scale in the Church
Membership Profile II research has in-

cluded several components. Only one of
the questions focused on how church members
would respond to a military draft. To measure
the overall level of commitment to pacifism,
church members were also asked to respond to
several other items. For example, is owning
stock in companies producing war goods always
wrong? Should Christians take any part in war
or war-promoting activities? Should Mennonites
actively promote the peace position and attempt
to win as many supporters as possible from the
larger society? Should a member of our churches
pay the proportion of taxes which goes for mili-

tary purposes? On these and related questions,
GCs rank higher in their commitment to paci-
fism than MCs. In that sense and on those
terms, Schrag's claim can be substantiated by
the evidence.

Isolating the one question on how members
would respond to a military draft presents a
somewhat different perspective. Both Church

Membership Profile I (1972) and II (1989) in-

cluded the question: "Which one of the following
positions would you take if faced with a miHtary
draft: regular military service, non-combatant ser-
vice, alternative service, register but refuse in-

duction, refuse to register, quite uncertain?" The
percentage distributions for GCs and MCs are
as follows:

GC MC
1972 1989 1972 1989

Regular military 8% 6% 2% 3%
Non-combatant 15% 14% 3% 7%
Alternative 61% 59% 86% 73%
Register 2% 3% 2% 4%
Refuse to register 1% 5% 1% 3%
Uncertain 13% 14% 7% 10%

Taking the composite percentage of those who
choose alternative service, register without ac-
cepting induction, and refuse to register, 67% of
the GCs and 80% of the MCs would have taken
a conscientious objection position in 1989. In
these terms and in this sense, Good's claim is

correct: MCs generally rank higher than GCs on
the CO. position.

At least as significant for integration discus-

sions are the trends among GCs and MCs dur-
ing the last two decades. Remaining with the ex-
ample of conscientious objection to military ser-

vice, the position has apparently eroded among
MCs and improved among GCs between 1972
and 1989. The 67% figure for GCs in 1989 repre-
sents a 3% gain since 1972. The 80% figure for
MCs represents a 9% decline since 1972. Fur-
thermore, the GC percentages for regular mili-

tary or non-combatant service show a very slight

decrease if any change. The MC percentages for

these categories show a more significant in-

crease, thus reinforcing the decline in the CO.
position among MCs on their own and without
integration.

What might happen with integration?

Would the decline among the MCs be
reinforced with GC influence? Would

the improvement among GCs be undermined
with MC influence? It is too early to give well-

founded responses to such questions. I would,
however, suggest—on the basis of these few illus-

trations—that exploring the best ways to begin
phrasing questions about "faithfulness" and "the
essentials" is more significant for conversations
on "integration" than immediately having the an-
swers. Exploring how best to phrase the ques-
tions should include at least several

considerations:

• clarifying our terms (what do we mean by
faithfulness, the essentials, pacifism, conscien-
tious objection, the peace position);

• recognizing that the differences within each
group are generally greater than the differences
between the two groups;

• determining whether (or which) differences
amount to matters which should be considered
significant for the discernment of "the
essentials" or of Christian "faithfulness";

• weighing carefully the evidence rather than
resorting to stereotypes;

• acknowledging that we (whoever we are) are
in need of renewal and that preoccupation with
the shortcomings of the others hardly justifies

our own weaknesses and failures.

As we learn how to phrase the questions that
matter to each group, we should be better pre-
pared to move further toward finding true and
helpful answers with both groups.

On July 1, 1991, Marlin Miller became the first

jointly-appointed president of the Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries, a cooperative venture
of MCs and the GCs for several years. This article

first appeared in the AMBS Bulletin.
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To find out what some of us think

about a possible merger of our two

Mennonite groups, Gospel Herald
(MC) went to its editorial consultants

and The Mennonite (GC) to its district

advisers. "What do you think about

integration?" we asked them. "How do

people in your area feel about it?" Some

of their responses follow.

Let nature take its course

Jesus Christ, the Lord of the church,

wants his body to be one. It follows,

therefore, that our two closely-related

Mennonite communions should become

one. Practically, this needs to happen

at appropriate times and places. Can

we agree to clearly state our intentions

and then let the actual merger occur in

natural stages where and when opportu-

nities arisel—Robert Hartzler (MC),

Belleville, Pa.

With caution and deliberation

The average person probably is not

too concerned about this issue. Many
do not understand the full impHcations

of such a move. There are some, how-

ever, who are very concerned, espe-

cially as it relates to institutions. There

is also the question of how integration

will impact our relationship to our mis-

sionaries.

I believe there is strong support for

continuing cooperation wherever possi-

ble. But we are willing to move toward

integration with caution, deliberation,

and great sensitivity.—Lynn Liechty

(GC), Berne, Ind.

For the right reasons
I'm for integration if done for the

right reason(s). Integration shouldn't

happen for the convenience of folk like

me who work for dually-affiliated institu-

tions (or for dually-affiliated congrega-

tions or conferences).

I want us to do it with our eyes wide

open. For instance, "family" loyalties

die hard. There's nothing wrong with

family loyalty; it's just that blending

families doesn't happen overnight. And
it takes more than goodwill to make it

happen.

I want us to take our time, bringing

people along with us rather than losing

some along the way. To paraphrase

John Updike, what have you gained on

a winter night if you pull up the blan-

kets to cover your neck only to expose

your toes?—Richard A. Kauffman (MC),

Goshen, Ind.

Right idea, wrong group
Integration is not on the front burner

in British Columbia. Not that we've op-

posed to the idea—people who have

had contact vrith MCs generally feel

good about the experience. But there

are no MC churches in B.C., so the

issue has little direct relevance here.

We do work closely with Mennonite

Brethren, so integration with them

might have more significance in this

province.

—

Amy Dueckman (GC),

Ahbotsford, B.C.

A definite yes
Integrate? For me, the answer is a def-

inite "yes"! Why? In the world of de-

nominations, we are both tiny. And we
both have a solid Anabaptist-Menno-

nite witness. We risk dissipating that

witness when we each put so much en-

ergy into maintaining our own schools,

mission boards, and pubhshing houses.

The kind of cooperation we have now
also takes too much energy in the long

run. To direct our witness-energy out-

ward, we need to integrate!

—

Sue C.

Steiner (MC/GC), St. Jacobs, Ont.

Church as family

Our unity and oneness in Christ

forms the basis for ongoing cooperation

with other members of the historic

peace churches. Choosing to integrate

with another member of this faith

group becomes a matter as to whether

we can blend our vision for the church

and whether it makes practical sense.

Because of our common interests, theol-

ogy, and current levels of cooperation,

there are compelling reasons to con-

sider integrating. However, we need to

think carefully about what each group

stands to gain or lose if we move

ahead. Given the emphasis on the

church as the community of faith, we

will need to find ways of strengthening

rather than weakening the emphasis on

meaningful relationships and mutual ac-

countability. An argument based on

size (large or small) is not as important

as maintaining a sense of the church as

family.—i?a/p^ Lebold (MC/GC), Water-

loo, Ont.

Neither support nor opposition

Integration is not a high priority item

for the Conference of Mennonites in

Manitoba. I do not sense either support

or opposition. Concerns develop as we

see the projected organizational mod-

els. I'm in support of integration provid-
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ing it does not bring greater bureau-
cracy than we already have.—Neil
Heinrichs (GC), Winnipeg, Man.

Unofficial integration
I hope integration becomes reahty for

the Mennonite churches because:
• "There is one God, . . . and one

Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are
all things and through whom we exist"

(1 Cor. 8:6). God desires greater unity
within the Christian church.

• As Mennonites, we share a com-
mon commitment to Christ as Lord and
to the way of love, peace, and justice.

• Mennonite institutions—mission
boards, health organizations, schools
and colleges, and publishing and mass
media—already cooperate across de-
nominational lines at many levels.

• Many Mennonite congregations al-

ready identify with both the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church.

• Increasing numbers of Mennonites
have effected merger through inter-mar-
riage, attendance at each other's
schools and colleges, and participation
in congregations different from their
home congregations. Integration is hap-
pening quite apart from official actions
of church organizations.—Sfuart
Showalter (MC), Goshen, Ind.

Enough has been written and discussed
about the integration issue in the past
months to generate considerable re-

sponse already. What follows are two
which Gospel Herald received recently.

Choosing the strengths
and minimizing the weaknesses
My friend and fellow-historian, Paul

Toews of Fresno Pacific College, once
had this to say about traditional

MC/GC differences: historically, GC
Mennonites pursued faithfulness by de-
fining the core of beHefs and convic-
tions and letting the boundaries be
fuzzy. MCs pursued faithfulness by de-
fining boundaries.

Surely what Toews posed was not
one right way and one wrong way. It

was rather two ways, each having its

own strengths and weaknesses. The
strength of the GC way was that it

helped avoid a confusion of folkways
and cultural traits with biblical princi-
ples. The strength of the MC method
was that it helped build a sense of

GOSPEL HERALD / OCTOBER 22, 1 991

church and peoplehood, a people who
might speak with one clear voice and
have a corporate witness. The weakness
of the GC way was individuahsm and
lack of consistency of witness. The
weakness of the MC method was the
strong temptations of authoritarianism,
legalism, and artificial barriers.

Have we seen the strengths of both
ways? I think not. With few exceptions,
what I read and hear from both GCs
and MCs these days is that the GC way
was right, period.

As for the weaknesses, for a genera-
tion or more we MCs have been berat-
ing ourselves for the era of the bishops.
We have flagellated our body until it is

black and blue. We continue to do so.

We treat excessive church discipline as
a problem long after there is scarcely
any discipline left. Meanwhile, we hear
very little fi-om the GC side that sug-
gests any coming to terms with the
weak side of their formula. One place
to begin is to look at the 20th-century
record of military service.

Here, surely, we have agenda to work
through if there is to be merger. I hope
GCs will understand if some of us look
at both sides of GC history before tak-
ing it as a model. In the end, if GCs
and MCs merge, we should come to-

gether recognizing that what we have is

not the mistake of boundary mainte-
nance but a dilemma. The dilemma will

always be there if we genuinely em-
brace the Anabaptist-Mennonite empha-
ses on both discipleship and church.
So if we merge, let it not be with one

side abjectly appropriating the history
of the other. Let us choose the
strengths and minimize the weaknesses
of hoth.—Theron F. Schlabach, Goshen,
Ind.

Cooperation is best expression
of biblical mandate for unity
One area on which all Mennonites

should agree is on the biblical emphasis
on unity. So beautifully expressed in
Ps. 133 ("It is good and pleasant"), so
fervently shared by Jesus in John 17
("That they may be one"), so forcefully
taught by Paul in Eph. 4:3 ("Make
every effort to keep the unity of the
Spirit"), the call to unity is clear. The
question we face is how can this be real-
ized. By integration or cooperation?

I feel cooperation is the most consis-
tent answer. In cooperation we attempt
to include and involve every member of
the Anabaptist family. In integration

/ 5

the focus seems to be on one member
of that family only.

Cooperation in program rather than
integration of institutions has worked
well. MCC has led our churches to co-
operation in relief and justice matters
in a way unparalled by any other de-
nomination. Our mission boards have
cooperated effectively with other
groups in many areas.

The mood today is not for more cen-
tralization, consolidation, or bureau-
cracy. Our tradition of the involvement
of every member and the principle of
congregational representation should
not be sacrificed for organizational effi-

ciency. Continuing financial support
also depends so much on grassroots in-

volvement in the total life of the
church. Cooperation will embrace more
people in our quest for unity. The finan-
cial cost and structural implications will

be much less.

One of the reasons given for integra-
tion is to accommodate congregations
with dual membership. Another concern
has to do with MC and GC congrega-
tions in close proximity. But is there
not a prophet among us who can find a
way for members and congregations to
process these relationships at local lev-

els rather than through integration on a
broad level?

It is obvious that response to this

issue will vary greatly in geographical
areas. In Lancaster Conference, for ex-
ample, we have only one GC congrega-
tion for each 50 MC congregations. By
contrast, the ratio in our neighboring
Franconia Conference area is much
higher.

There are theological, organizational,
leadership, and congregational policies
on which we honestly differ. There will

be less tension on these issues if we
take the route of cooperation. I pray
that the same careful thought and
study be given to maintaining the unity
of the body as is being given to integra-
tion.—Dauid N. Thomas, Lancaster, Pa.

What do you think? Should the Menno-
nite Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church integrate? Yes or no?
Send your answer to "Integration, " Gos-
pel Herald, 616 Walnut Ave., Scott-
dale, PA 15683. Your comments are also
welcome; keep them to 75 words or less,

and we'll print them in a future issue in

"Readers Say."



Integration or cooperation?
Two options for the Menrwnite Church

and the General Conference Mennonite Church

Over the last several decades, the course

of events has led two branches of the

North American Mennonite faith family,

the Mennonite Church and the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church, into a growing degree

of common perspective, parallel vision, shared

life, and joint ministries. There is a widely held

conviction that this movement reflects the pur-

pose of God for the oneness of the church and

represents a strengthening of Mennonite life and

witness in our world.

In the light of these developments, these two

groups decided, at a joint assembly in 1989, to

explore the possibility of integration. An MC/GC
Integration Exploration Committee has been
working on this task. After some deliberation

and consultation, it seemed good to the commit-

tee to state a case for two possible directions:

(1) the integration of the two groups into one;

and (2) a continuation and development of the

cooperation mode.
In what follows, the committee has sought to

state a rationale for these two options. We offer

these for discussion and discernment.

Option A: The case for integration

One way into the future is to integrate the two

groups into one conference or church. To an ex-

tent the movement toward integration is ah-eady

underway at various points and on several lev-

els. Although the exact shape of the integration

and the organizational forms it would take have

yet to be discerned, there are compelling rea-

sons to bring the integration of these two bodies

to full realization. The following points support

integration.

1. Integration affords the basis for the confes-

sion of our common faith heritage as Mennonite

Church and General Conference Mennonite

Church bodies. Our history is a patchwork of dif-

ferent cultures and life journeys set against the

background of a common faith origin. Our sto-

ries tell of faithfulness in our distinctive ways.

They also contain examples of unfaithfulness

and of alienation from one another. The heritage

of our shared beginnings has drawn us to a con-

vergence of beliefs and practices. Integration

Integration or Cooperation? This document

was written by the MC/GC Integration

Exploration Committee for discussion in the two

church bodies. Your responses are welcome.

Send them to James M. Lapp, 421 S. Second

St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516, or to Vern

Preheim, 722 Main St., Box 347, Newton, KS
67114.

would strengthen the Anabaptist-Mennonite vi-

sion of faith and practice in keeping with the

will of God for the unity of the church of Christ.

2. Integration provides new opportunities for wit-

nessing effectively for Jesus Christ to a world in

need of reconciliation. Our Lord's own call for

oneness of believers was grounded in the con-

cern that the world might more readily beUeve.

The visible expression of love and mutuality in

the church provides opportunity for the world to

understand the gospel and find it credible. Orga-

nizational unity is not the heart of Christian

unity. However, it does communicate our values

and commitments and therefore strengthens our

witness. Moreover, sharing our program and fi-

nancial resources would make possible a greater

mission effort to a world of need.

3. Integration allows us to present a stronger

voice for the Anabaptist-Mennonite vision in the

larger Christian community. The understanding

of Christ's call which the Mennonite tradition

has held is particularly relevant for the Christian

faith in a world of religious diversity and secular

government. Believers of other traditions are urg-

ing Mennonites to share our bibhcal insights and

practical learnings from generations of beUevers

church history. In the fragmentation of small

groups, we Mennonite people have limited visi-

bility to other Christians. Integration would pro-

vide greater visibility and larger resources for

faith conversation with other believers.

4. Integration builds a basis for the promotion

of a process of unity already initiated by coopera-

tive ventures between our two bodies. Significant

development of inter-Mennonite cooperation

since World War I, e.g., alternative service proj-

ects and Mennonite Central Committee, has

moved us toward each other in ways unprece-

dented at any time in our history. Our two de-

nominations have worked together in joint state-
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ments of faith and in joint programs of education,
service, and church development. Numerous dual-
affiliated congregations and one dual-related dis-

trict conference have already chosen to live as one
people of God. Integration would permit this pro-
cess of unity to come to fuller expression under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

5. Integration strengthens the life of the church
by creating unified and expanded program struc-
tures. Consolidation of resources both spiritual
and financial would create a broader base from
which to minister, allowing for new programs to
be created and existing ones to be improved or
expanded. Duplication of organization structures
could be ehminated, freeing both personnel and
funds for further use in God's kingdom. Integra-
tion would offer structures that better serve the
mission of the church.

6. Integration sets the stage for simplifying rela-
tionships of our newer people groups to each other
and to the larger church. Both of our denomina-
tions have worked among the same ethnic
groups. Believers from these groups find impor-
tance in fellowship and work with their own peo-
ple across denominational lines. They do not
find denominational differences to be crucial. In-
tegration would strengthen the life and work of
these groups.

7. Integration encourages us to affirm that God
has a larger future purpose that calls us to be a
more faithful people. God has bestowed numer-
ous blessings upon us in the past, albeit as two
separate denominational groups. However, the

X 8e:lie\/e: tw^t
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past does not necessarily represent the best that
God has for us in the future. There is an unfold-
ing picture of what can be that should motivate
us toward unity. Integration would cause us to
reexamine Christ's vision for the church and
allow us to realize that vision more fully.

Option B: The cc
Another way into the future is to continue as

two distinct bodies, while encouraging and devel-
oping cooperation, the mode which has character-
ized our mutual relationship in recent decades.
We recognize that the shape of cooperation con-
tinues to develop as new groups emerge and as
circumstances and needs change. Cooperation
provides a mode of relationship that enhances
the strengths of each of our bodies and enables
us to respond by expanding our ministry and
uniting in our growing mission. The following
points support a continuing cooperation.

1. Cooperation permits us to express our unity
through the spirit of love, fellowship, and mission.
A sense of unity can remain strong even when

e for cooperation
mature brothers and sisters five in separate
households. The cooperative mode in working at
a common mission can build unity.

2. Cooperation motivates increased responsibil-
ity at local levels. We are more inclined to ob-
serve and work together in response to commu-
nity needs. We are less prone to appeal to or
wait for organizational structures to provide lead-
ership. Ownership for fellowship, service, and
mission in the local setting is thus enhanced.

3. Cooperation calls us to mutual accountability
in the Anabaptist spirit of community. This con-
trasts with the individualism and alienating struc-

(continued on page 10)
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We dare not restructure alo

Integration will surely make the idea of

national churches appealing, A united

structure will be too large and may well

shift power in uncomfortable ways,

by Harry Huehner and J. Denny Weaver

Some of the current discussion of the possi-

ble integration of the Mennonite Church

and the General Conference Mennonite

Church has to do with restructuring. More specif-

ically, there's the suggestion that any new struc-

ture that might emerge should allow for a

Canadian Mennonite church and a U.S. Menno-

nite church.

An important element in considering such a

suggestion concerns the way the church under-

stands its relation to the state and the dominant

culture. We must give careful attention to the im-

pUcations for the future of Mennonite coopera-

tion posed by the differing cultural ethos in Can-

ada and the United States. Failure to address

these matters could well mean a silent, unin-

tended, and theologically unsound acquiescence

to the powers of nation and culture.

Some would argue that the differing ethos in

Canada and the United States gives Mennonite

churches in the two societies different agendas.

They feel that restructuring of Mennonites along

the 49th parallel would be the fairest, most effec-

tive, and most efficient way to recognize these

differences. Such a restructuring would allow

each national church to pursue its own particu-

lar agenda without having to deal with issues

that seemed to pertain only to the other national

church.

We suggest something different. National

differences are one important reason

why Mennonites dare not restructure

along national lines. We believe that the long-

term faithfulness of Mennonites is at stake. The

church of Jesus Christ must be—and must be

seen to be—universal, not national. The follow-

ing analysis grows out of conversations in which

we sought from each other to understand our re-

spective national societies and their implications

for our common identity as Mennonites.

Canada and the United States do have signifi-

cant cultural differences. These differences push

Mennonites in the two countries in different di-

rections. Dealing with these forces should be a

major item of Mennonite faithfulness in the com-

ing decade and in the discussion about integra-

tion, regardless of its outcome.

The United States has a monolithic civil reU-

gion. The United States also considers itself a

melting pot of cultures. These two characteris-

tics of U.S. society pose an ongoing threat to the

identity and faithfulness of Mennonite churches

in this country.

Civil religion is dangerous. It imbues a power-

ful entity, a nation, with divine connotations.

Civil reUgion leads people to beUeve that serving

the nation is the same as serving God. In the

United States we hear a lot about God and coun-

try, particularly in times of war. The president

assures us that God favors the United States.

Further, civil religion portrays itself in primar-

ily civil or secular terms. The unaware do not

even recognize it as a reUgion. The God of civil

reUgion is referred to in distant terms: Supreme

Being, Supreme Judge. A number of years ago,

when Richard Nixon spoke at a Billy Graham

crusade, he said he could not be such a good

president without his great faith in "Something

Else."

Such vague references to God in civil reli-

gion allow every religious group to include

itself as subcategory under the umbrella of

civil reUgion. When this happens, each denomina-

tion becomes a particular representative of the

national reUgion. This is symboUzed best by the

presence of U.S. flags in churches.

Further, civil reUgion lifts political philosophy

to the level of unquestioned beUefs. Alongside

these stand individual rights; freedom of speech,

freedom of the press. The ultimacy of these be-

Uefs becomes clear when the nation assumes the

right to kill people who disagree with them. The

nation invokes the supreme sanction—death—on

people that threaten the U.S. version of ultimate

beliefs.

The United States takes pride in being a melt-

ing pot of cultures. This idea assumes that each

individual will adopt a common national identity,

namely "American." People who do not blend in

are not good Americans. People who cannot

blend in (for reasons such as color) frequently

experience discrimination.

Civil religion and the melting pot idea pose

problems for Mennonites. They are tempted to

sacrifice their Mennonite identity in exchange for

greater access to and participation in American soci-

ety.
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f national boundaries

If we take seriously that the church is an alter-

native to the surrounding society, then Menno-
nites need to stand consciously over against

American civil religion. And they should main-
tain some kind of religio-cultural identity in the
midst of the melting pot. Civil religion attributes

ultimacy to the wrong structure, the nation, in-

stead of the church. And Mennonites need to

preserve their religious identity rather than
blending into the American melting pot. Of
course, it goes without saying that the German-
Swiss, Dutch-Russian cultures are not the only

ones which should be preserved and which can
carry and convey Mennonite religious identity

over against the melting pot and cMvil reUgion.

In
the United States, to be a good Mennonite

means to be at least partially u/i-American
(not to be confused with an^t-American). It

means having a rehgious and personal identity

which is distinct from and poses an alternative

to American society.

This resistance to civil religion and the melt-

ing pot is responsible for the traditional hesi-

tancy of U.S. Mennonites to become involved in

politics. It is a reluctance to become involved in

a structure which usurps for itself ultimate

claims that belong only to the church. Participa-

tion in politics poses an almost irresistible temp-
tation to trade off Mennonite identity and issues

in exchange for greater success in the public

realm. The civilly religious pubhc sphere could
not tolerate anyone whose religious identity

takes precedence over or poses an alternative to

the national identity.

The situation in Canada is quite different.

The Canadian cultural and rehgious mo-
saic does not permit a monolithic civil reli-

gion to be nearly as visible as in the United
States. In fact, Canadians are now trying to de-
cide if the 10 provinces have anything at all in

common. In the United States the thought of the

one-nation-under-God was so strong that a war
was fought in the 1860s to preserve the union.

Canada is currently facing the possibility of ac-

cepting some kind of severance of Quebec from
the rest of the nation. At this point, there is cer-

tainly not one uniform, religious, ultimate vision

of Canada.

Further, Canada has no melting pot. Flather, it

is officially a cultural mosaic, a multi-ethnic soci-

ety. Various groups are expected and encour-
aged to keep and practice their particular identi-

ties. (This breaks down at some points of prac-
tice, however, as the French believe they receive

insufficient recognition, and the pressure on Na-
tives has always been to abandon rather than to

preserve their ethnic heritage.)

As Mennonites experience Canada, how-
ever, it is a multi-cultural society. In fact,

the government even gives some money
in support of various ethnic groups. Mennonites
in Canada have received such funds for the sup-
port of study conferences on Mennonites as well

as for the operation of Mennonite schools.

Thus, when Mennonites in Canada work to pre-

serve their heritage and to maintain themselves,
they are also being good Canadians. Whereas
American Mennonites need to be a bit un-Ameri-
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can to be good Mennonites, in Canada Menno-
nites can be happily Mennonite and Canadian.

In fact, since Canada officially supports the ef-

forts of ethnic groups to maintain themselves, on

the surface it would appear that being Menno-
nite can actually be reinforced by being Cana-

dian.

Participation in politics has different over-

tones in Canada than in the United States. In

the absence of a monolithic civil religion, and in

the presence of the multi-cultural society, partici-

pation in politics in Canada, particularly at the

local level, is much less a reUgiously slanted ac-

tivity. It is much more a faithful execution of a

necessary social service which enables mundane
life to function.

Even though the situation is different in

Canada, yet it also poses a threat—al-

though a less direct threat—to Mennonite

identity and faithfulness. The idea of the cul-

tural mosaic allows Mennonites in Canada to be-

come comfortable with government and with the

state. In a much more subtle way than in the

United States, it is possible for Mennonites to

loose sight of the distinction between the church

and the surrounding societal environment.

Further, when Mennonites become comfort-

able with this environment, it becomes more dif-

ficult for the church to offer a prophetic critique.

Such critique might result in lowered social

standing or it might slow up the flow of provin-

cial and federal monies for ethnic development.

Only time will tell whether the temptations

faced by Mennonites is more lethal in the

United States or in Canada.

Restructuring along national lines will be a

temptation for many superficial and natural rea-

sons if integration of the Mennonite Church and
the General Conference Mennonite Church takes

place. The united structure will be too large, and

the relative balance of power may well shift in

uncomfortable ways. However, we believe that

organizing along national boundaries would be a

mistake. We should do all we can to avoid it.

To organize along national boundaries would

be to allow national agenda and national priori-

ties to define the church. Mennonites ought not

and dare not belie their transnational character

by forming national conferences along Canada-

U.S. boundaries.

Further, given our respective national socie-

ties, we need each other. For example, Canadi-

ans need to look at the monolithic, idolatrous na-

tionally religious society in the United States

and develop more suspicion about government

per se. Mennonites in the United States should

observe the way Canadian Mennonites partici-

pate in Canadian society and learn particular

ways in which they could, without compromise,

participate in American society. Such interna-

tional learning will help to preserve the health of

both bodies. It will also continue to witness to

the international character of our church.

Harry Huebner teaches ethics and theology at Ca-

nadian Mennonite Bible College, Winnipeg, Man.
During the 1990-91 school year, he used a sabbat-

ical leave to write a text book on ethics. J. Denny
Weaver teaches theology and church history at

Bluffton (Ohio) College. During the 1990-91

school year, he took a one-year leave from

Bluffton to serve as visiting professor of theology

at CMBC.

Integration or cooperation?

(continued from page 7)

tures of our time which isolate us from one an-

other. The cooperative mode encourages dia-

logue and responsibility at all organizational lev-

els.

4. Cooperation respects our different identities

and historical roots. It honors our diversity and

protects plurality from the threat of conformity.

The cultural variety and richness which we enjoy

in worship and fellowship will not be jeopardized

by a focus on structured oneness.

5. Cooperation enables us to more fully main-

tain and cultivate relationships with other Anabap-

tist-Mennonite groups. A relatively smaller confer-

ence size encourages relationships with groups

of similar size and with smaller groups beyond

our conference circles. In areas where GCs or

MCs are not represented, cooperation supports

the congenial working relationships that have

been estabUshed with other beUevers church

groups.

6. Cooperation allows us to work at mutual min-

istries and enjoy growth in fellowship without in-

vesting large amounts of time and energy in struc-

tural unity. It is important that the focus of our

energies be primarily directed toward the mis-

sion of Christ in the world rather than toward re-

fining organizational details.

7. Cooperation can model, for other denomina-

tions and the world, God's call to unconditional

love for one another. We can maintain diversity

and work effectively and peacefully together.

Mennonite Central Committee illustrates the

beauty of respecting the diversity of its support-

ing groups while working cooperatively with a

heart for common mission.
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Committee hears wide range
of views on GC, IVIC integration

Milford, Neb. (GCMC, MCGB)—"Get
ting to know you, getting to know all about
you."

That could be the theme of the Integra

tion Exploration Committee, which met
here Sept. 14-16.

The committee was formed in 1989,

when the Mennonite Church (MC) and
the General Conference Mennonite
Church (GC) agreed to officially explore

the possibility of becoming one group.

The committee's task is to hsten to what
people from the two denominations are

saying about integration and to write a

recommendation in time for a joint assem-
bly in Wichita, Kan., in 1995.

During the past two years, the commit-
tee has held meetings in Pennsylvania,
Manitoba, and CaHfomia. In September,
the five MC and five GC committee mem-
bers listened to representatives of the

Iowa-Nebraska, North Central, and
Northern District conferences.

In addition, MC members preached in

GC churches and GC members in MC
churches.

Perceptions of all sorts come out in such
contact. For example, some MC people
have expressed concern about integration

in light of the national flags that are found
in some GC sanctuaries. Some GC folks

acknowledge anxiety about the role ofMC
bishops.

Opinions heard by the committee have
ranged all the way firom "Why integrate?"

to "Why not integrate immediately?"
To encourage informed discussion, the

committee is preparing a background
packet to be ready for congregations by
mid-1993. It will include brief histories of

the two groups and describe differences
in church "polity," or structure.

The committee has developed several
working assumptions:

• Both MC and GC patterns of organi-

zation can be improved.
• Denominational talk and work must

be rooted in a theology of mission.
• Denominational structures must

serve congregations, and they must help
the church serve in the world.

In addition, the committee has reached
tentative consensus on several procedural
issues. If integration occurs, committee
members beheve that:

• Binational, Canadian, and U.S.
agenda should be addressed separately.

Issues unique to Canada include French
and Native ministries. Binational issues

include congregational resources, global

mission, pastoral leadership, pubHshing,
schools, and theological reflection.

Burbanks commissioned. Chinle, Ariz. (MBM)—Peter and Lita Rose Burbank have
been commissioned to pastor Waterless Mesa Mennonite Church near Cottonwood,
Ariz. The congregation is one of three new Navajo churches in Southwest
Conference. The Burbanks were pastoral couple of Blue Gap Mennonite Church
near Chinle for almost 30 years. Above, Ron Friesen (third from left) and Tom
Burbank (right) lead the commissioning. Tom Burbank is lay leader of the Blue Gap
congregation, and Friesen is Southwest Conference area minister for northern
Arizona.

• An organization such as the GC Con-
ference of Mennonites in Canada would
continue, perhaps with some adjustments.

• A vehicle would need to he created
to handle U.S. agenda, in tandem with
binational business sessions.

• A triennial assembly would be the
best idea, with a small annual delegate

meeting.

• The different ways that colleges con-
nect to their respective denominations
would pose an administrative challenge.

—Muriel T. Stackley

Abuse widely condoned
in church, women say
Elkhart, /nd.—After theology student

Carol Penner and a friend were assaulted
a decade ago, Penner dreamed she was
screaming but no sound came from her
mouth.

"We didn't physically resist. We didn't

yell at him. We were almost polite," said

Penner, now a doctoral student at To-
ronto School of Theology and a teacher
at Conrad Grebel College.

"At the time, I believed I was acting Like

Jesus. I was suffering innocently and I did
not return violence for violence. Looking
back at it many years later, I wonder how
much of it was the proper response for

being a nice, Mennonite girl—she smiled,

she endured, and then she didn't talk

about it afterward."

Penner was among some 120 scholars,

theologians, and professionals who met
Oct. 4 and 5 at the Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries (AMBS) to discuss
ways for the peace-church tradition to

address violence against women.
Their findings included the concern

that in peace theology "suffering and
powerlessness have been glorified or ele-

vated to a virtue" for women victimized
by violence.

Participants in the consultation called

for a churchwide grievance policy and
other recourses for victims of violence, as
well as increased reflection and training

on these issues.

Violent acts against women are on the
rise, people at the meeting noted. One out
of every four women will be assaulted in

her lifetime.

"Lethal violence against women is more
frequent than violence in Northern Ire-

land, but it is not as frequently engaged
in our peace theology reflections," said

Gayle Gerber Koontz, AMBS dean and
associate professor of theology.

"For women, the very attempt to form
a heterosexual relationship . . . can be
seen as an exercise in loving your enemy,"
Gerber Koontz observed.

"To be the ideal Mennonite or Brethren
in Christ woman is to be a self-sacrificing,

self-effacing, submissive peacemaker, will-

ing to suffer anything for righteousness'

sake," said Harriet Sider Bicksler, director
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of the Brethren in Christ Board for Broth-

erhood Concerns.

"Rural areas and cities right now are

both in a rape epidemic," said Ruth Krall,

author of the forthcoming book Rape:

Dismemberment of Women's Lives.

"Where women once were raped, now
they are being mutilated as well."

Three recent studies suggest that Men-
nonite families are not immune to such

violence, according to Isaac Block, assis-

tant professor of contemporary ministries

at Mennonite Brethren Bible College in

Winnipeg.

"How are men able to espouse a theory

of nonviolence to the world and beat their

wives and children at home?" Sider

Bicksler said. "Do Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ men feel so emascu-

lated in the world . . . that they need some
place to exercise their own power?"

Krall who directs the peace studies

program at Goshen (Ind.) College, said

issues of violence against women necessi-

tate "a serious discussion of Christianity's

patriarchal world view."

Pastors have "contributed to a

tolerance" of family violence by "valuing

the permanence of marriage above the

sanctity of personhood," said Mary H.

Schertz, assistant professor of New Tes-

tament at AMBS.
Abusive marriages, she continued, are

"not marriages within the biblical guide-

lines." Such a view does not take marriage

less seriously, "but more seriously by

holding [it] to the highest kind of values."

Participants in the meeting differed on

such topics as self-defense.

Gerber Koontz said she rejects for her-

self such defenses as spraying mace or

poking fingers in an attacker's eyes. She

offered "an exploratory position" in favor

of "redemptive resistance to evil," a

means of responding to violent acts with-

out resorting to violence.

Others disagreed. "It's about time that

peace theology stopped being so con-

cerned with redemption and . . . [started

being] more concerned with . . . saying

these things are wrong and it's time to

change," Kirsten Peachey of Chicago said.

"I turned the other cheek, and he hit

that one too," she said, quoting a woman
repeatedly battered by a violent husband.

"What does peace theology have to say to

that?"

"Women really have paid the price for

speaking on these issues. The male lead-

ership of the church has up and killed

these messengers," said Vaughn Moreno,

a member of the Mayor's Commission on

Domestic Violence in Elkhart.

"I'm hoping we've come to the point

where if women have the courage to

speak, the men will have the courage to

change," he said.

Mennonites need a theology "which

doesn't see all suffering as redemptive,"

Penner said. "No woman chooses to be

abused. Her suffering is involuntary and

therefore does not correspond to Christ's

suffering on the cross."

—

Tom Price

Treaty raises hopes
for Salvadoran peace
San Salvador (MCC)—El Salvador has

teetered between hope and horror in the

past several months, as talks have been

held to end the nation's 12-year civil war.

On Sept. 29, after nine days of intensive

talks in New York, the Salvadoran gov-

ernment and the Farabundo Marti Na-

tional Liberation Front (FMLN) signed a

preliminary peace treaty.

Most Salvadorans, including local

church partners of Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC), seem enthusiastic

about the prospects for a ceasefire and

eventual reconciliation within their deeply

divided society.

"Our reaction to the accords is com-

pletely positive," said one Baptist pastor

with whom MCC works. "God has used

United Nations Secretary Perez de

Cuellar to put us on the road to reconcil-

iation."

But Salvadoran Christians caution that

their nation remains far from peace.

"The accords, the papers themselves,

are great," a young church worker said.

"What we don't know yet is how the

military is going to react. These agree-

ments are going to take away their bread

and butter."

The "New York Accords," as they are

called, address some of the most difficult

issues in the negotiation process. These

include incorporating former guerrillas

into a new, civilian-controlled police force,

dissolving the notorious security forces,

purging the Salvadoran military of officers

responsible for human rights violations,

and reducing the 50,000-member army.

"We hope that the U.S. government and

its people will not forget about us just

because a paper was signed in New York,"

said an elderly man whose son was assas-

sinated by the military. "We still do not

have peace, and when we do, we will need

lots of help to rebuild.

"We hope the U.S. will be as willing to

help us rebuild as they were to help us

fight," he added.

The U.S. government provided
Salvadoran officials with about $4 billion

during the course of the war.

MCC has 11 workers in El Salvador.
—Korla Leaman-Miller

Christians march. Burgos, Spain (MBM)—Some 300-400 Christians, including

Mennonite Board of Missions workers Dennis and Connie Byler (not pictiued),

paraded through the streets here in a second annual march to invite people to faith.

The sign reads: "I am the way, the truth, and the life." Burgos is a city of 200,000

in north-central Spain.
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•Zaire capital quiet. The
streets of Kinshasa, Zaire, re-

main calm, according to an early

October report from Craig An-
derson of Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC). However,
the political situation is still un-

stable, he said. Anderson is one
of four MCC workers who have
chosen to stay in this central

African nation in the wake of

civil unrest last month. Three
workers returned to North
America, while the other 12

workers in the country evacu-

ated to Brazzaville, Congo,
across the river from Kinshasa.

• California rally held. People
from four Anabaptist denomina-
tions and at least five ethnic

groups gathered Sept. 20 for the

annual rally sponsored by the

Council of Anabaptists in Los
Angeles. The event, held at

Faith Mennonite Church,
brought together participants

from Mennonite Church, Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite,
Brethren in Christ, and Menno-
nite Brethren congregations. Af-

rican American, Anglo, Beliz-

ean, Hispanic, and Indonesian

groups presented music, dance,
and readings.

•Group turns 40. The 3,000-

member Honduran Mennonite
Church celebrated its 40th anni-

versary last month. The main
celebration was held in Trujillo

on Sept. 22. A second church.

Amor Viviente, was founded in

1973 and has a membership of

4,900. James and Beatrice Hess,
Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions workers in Honduras
from 1951 to 1970, took part in

the commemoration.

•Canadian named. Gordon
Bauman, Tavistock, Ont., has
begun a volunteer position as

regioneil representative for Men-
nonite Board of Missions
(MBM) in the Conference of

Eastern Canada. Bauman sup-
phes information aboutMBM to

pastors and congregational
"mission communicators." In

addition, he informs MBM of

consituent ideas and reactions.

• Europeans gather. Some 65
people from eight countries met
in St. Gerard, Belgium, on Aug.
2-6 for a Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM) colloquium.
The annual gathering brings to-

gether people from European
church communities in which
MBM workers are or have been
involved. Groups in Dublin,

London, Brussels, Paris, and
Barcelona and Burgos, Spain,
were represented. Other partic-

ipants included Michel and
Margrit Rediger Ummel of Swit-

zerland, who are beginning an
assignment in Portugal; Traude
Rebman of Germany, who spoke
on conflict mediation; and MBM
Europe director Alice Roth, who
traveled from the United States

for the event.

• Texas Hispanics meet. Pas-
tors from nine Hispanic Menno-
nite churches in south Texas
have identified leadership de-

velopment as a high priority

over the next three to five years.

The pastors met in Corpus
Christi, Tex., with South Cen-
tral Conference moderator
Ernst Harder, conference minis-

ter Richard Headings, local con-

ference representative Lois
Leinbach, and Jose Ortiz, direc-

tor of the Hispanic Ministries

program at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege. The meeting was organized
by Noel Santiago, evangelism
and church development consul-

tant for Mennonite Board of
Missions.

• Virginia church grows. Hus-
band and wife Can Ngoc Le and
Xuan Huong Thi Pham were
ordained Oct. 6. They are co-

pastors of the Vietnamese
Christian Fellowship, Falls
Church, Va., which worships in

a room located at Holy Trinity

Lutheran Church. At the
couple's initiative, the ordina-

tion was incorporated into the

regular Sunday worship service

of the Lutheran congregation.

The Vietnamese fellowship is

sponsored by Virginia Menno-
nite Board of Missions, with ad-

ditional funds from Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions
and Franconia Conference. The
group now has 20 members.

• Centennial observed. Erisman
Mennonite Church, Manheim,
Pa., marked its 100th anniversary

Sept. 7-8 with dramas, tours, and
the release of a book, History of
the Erisman Mennonite Church.

John L. Ruth was the guest

speaker. Information about buy-

ing the book or videotapes of the

weekend is available from J. Mel-
vin Eby, 187 Weaver Rd.,
Manheim, PA 17545.

• Workers honored. The Brazil

Mennonite Conference has hon-
ored Glenn and Lois Musselman
for their 36 years of service with

the conference. The group's

Green appointed. Elkhart,

Ind. ("MBM)—Stanley Green,
Pasadena, CaJif., began work
last month as half-time urban

missiologist for the Evange-

lism and Church Develop-
ment Department of Menn-
onite Board of Missions.

Green sees part of his assign-

ment as helping congrega-

tions and individuals under-

stand that "the city is at the

heart of God's purposes in

the world." Green, who is

originally from South Africa,

will continue to serve half-

time as Southwest Confer-

ence ministry development
supervisor in Los Angeles.

He also is president of the

Council of Anabaptists in Los
Angeles.

president, Hans Gerhard Peters,

presented a plaque to the couple
during the conference's annual
meeting. The Musselmans are

Mennonite Board of Missions
workers. They plan to conclude
their ministries in BrazU this

coming March.

• New degree offered. Goshen
(Ind.) College will offer a

bachelor's degree program in or-

ganizational management. The
new program is aimed at stu-

dents 25 years old or over who
have attended college but not

earned a degree. The first regis-

tration will be Jan. 27, and
classes will start Feb. 3.

•College recycles. Goshen
(Ind.) College has a revamped
recycling center. New bins di-

vide recyclable material into 10

categories, including clear glass,

colored glass, paper, and plastic

milk jugs. Students worked with
Goshen city officials to obtain a

$12,000 grant from Elkhart
County and $1,000 from the

state of Indiana for the project.

•Facility to open. Ground-
breaking for a new retirement
center, Casa Del Sol, was held
at La Junta, Colo., on Sept. 29.

The facility is sponsored by Col-

orado Mennonite Retirement
Center, Inc., a statewide Menno-
nite organization. Completion of

the first building is scheduled
for this coming spring.

• Camp breaks ground. Camp
Amigo, Stugis, Mich., has begun
the first phase of a $2.6 million

building project. Groundbreaking
was held Aug. 19 for a retreat

center with meeting rooms, of-

fices, and storage space.

• Play contest open. Entries are

being accepted for the 1992
Peace Play contest at Goshen
(Ind.) College. Plays must be
unpublished and unproduced,
and should address contempo-
rary peace concerns for church
and school audiences. Scripts by
college students or faculty mem-
bers from one of the historic

peace churches are especiaUy
encouraged. Manuscripts must
be postmarked no later than
Dec. 31, 1991. More information

is available from Lauren
Friesen, professor of drama,
Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526.

• Youth to Europe. Fourteen
Mennonite Church young peo-
ple have begun a year in Europe
with the Intermenno exchange
program. Participants in Ger-
many are: Robert Dyck,
Hesston, Kan.; Jeff Konrad,
Leamington, Ont.; David Little,

Elkhart, Ind.; Starla Miller, Sar-

asota, Fla.; Kent Musselman,
Wellesley, Ont.; Shannon
Musselman, Harleysville, Pa.;

Krista Steinmann, Wellesley,
Ont.; Keith Unzicker, Roanoke,
111; Kelly Wilkins, Wellman,
Iowa; and Lynette Yoder,
Harrisonburg, Va. Participants

in the Netherlands are: Anita
Klassen, Vineland, Ont.; Troy
Osborne, Hesston, Kan.; Lisa

Sommerfeld, Apple Creek,
Ohio; and Minka van der Zwagg,
Mountain View, Calif.

• Pastor transitions:

Leon J. Miller was ordained on
Sept. 29. He continues to serve

as assistant pastor of Charlotte
Street Mennonite Church, Lan-
caster, Pa.

Richard H. Mininger was licensed

and installed as pastor of
Blough Mennonite Church,
Hollsopple, Pa., on Sept. 15.
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Shirley E. Yoder was licensed and
installed as associate pastor of

Park View Mennonite Church,
Harrisonburg, Va., on Sept. 29.

• Missionary transitions:

Herman and Mary Ann Hartzler,

overseas mission associates
with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, returned to Spain in Sep-
tember after a three-month
North American assignment.
They serve with Gospel Mis-
sionary Union in radio and liter-

ature ministries. The Hartzlers'

address is Apto. 570, 29080
Malaga, Spain.

Sandra Unruh returned to the

United States this month after

a one-year assignment in Brazil.

Unruh was a mission intern with
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Her address is R. 1, Box 99A,
Marion Station, MD 21838.

• Coming events:
Leadership seminar, Rosedale

Bible Institute (RBI), Irwin,

Ohio, on Nov. 18-22. Speakers
include Walter Beachy, Enos
Martin, and Dan Yutzy. More
information from RBI at 2270
Rosedale Rd., Irwin, OH 43029;

phone 614 857-1311.

• Address correction:

Rhoda and Scott Jantzi, Menno-
nite Board of Missions workers
in Puerto Rico: P.O. Box 2007,

Aibonito, PR 00705.

• New resources:
The Call is an 18-minute video

about finding pastoral leaders.

It can be used as a companion
piece to the John R. Martin
book Calling the Called. The
video is available from Menno-
nite Board of Congregational
Ministries, PO Box 1245,
Elkhart, IN 46515-1245.

A catalog listing videos for sale

through Mennonite Board of

Missions Media Ministries is

now available. Many of the vid-

eos also can be rented through
conference offices or local book-
stores. The catalog is free and
can be ordered from MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801-

2497; phone 800 999-3534.

MCC Interview: Iraq is an 18-min-

ute video featuring Mennonite
Central Committee worker
Carol McLean. Taped in Au-
gust, it includes McLean's com-
ments on economic sanctions

and the effects of the Gulf War.
The video is available for free

loan from the MCC Resource
Library, P.O. Box 500, Akron,
PA 17501-0500, or fi-om MCC

Canada, 134 Plaza Dr., Winni-
peg, Man. R3T 5K9.

• Job openings:
Housekeeping/maintenance couple

needed at Williamsburg Chris-

tian Retreat Center in south-
eastern Virginia. Ideal for semi-
retired couple seeking a

short-term service assignment.

Housing and monthly stipend
provided. Contact Ken Hartzler,

Williamsburg Christian Retreat,

9275 Barnes Rd., Toano, VA
23168; phone 804 566-2256 or

804 566-8335.

NEW MEMBERS

Carthage, Lowville, N.Y.: Rose-
Mary Franklin.

Dayton, Va.: Karma Marie
Grundy, Kathy Newswanger
Farren, and Martin Rhodes.

Peace, Dallas, Tex.: Kebreten
Manaye and Girma Beyene.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:
Audrey Guardacosta and Gary
Guardacosta.

Walnut Hill, Goshen, Ind.: Les
and Beth O'Connor, Jim and
Diane Faux, Cesar and Amelia
Sanchez, J.B. Miller, and Roger
and Evelyn Zumfelde.

MARRIAGES

Bartel-Chupp: Steven Bartel,
Hillsboro, Kan. (Mennonite
Brethren Church), and Jeanie
Chupp, Chouteau, Okla. (Zion
cong.), Sept. 21, by Duey Mat-
thews.

Dole-Mullet: Keith Dole, Hess-
ton, Kan., and Teri Mullet,
Hesston, Kan. (Hesston cong.),

Sept. 21, by Duane Yoder.
Dusterhoft-Miller: Brian Duster-

hoft, CoralviUe, Iowa (Lutheran
Church), and Twila Miller,

Kalona, Iowa (Kalona cong.),

Aug. 17, by Roy Wingate.

Gonsalves-Zehr: John Gonsalves,

Goshen, Ind., and Katherine
Zehr, Goshen, Ind. (Carthage,

N.Y. cong.), Aug. 31, by Earl
Zehr, grandfather of bride, and
Edward Roggie.

Guengerich-Landis: Larry Ross
Guengerich, Goshen, Ind. (Hold-

eman Mennonite Church), and
Karen LaVonne Landis, Ronks,
Pa. (Strasburg cong.), June 29,

by J. Wade Groff.

Hamish-Bathje: James Hamish,
Davenport, Fla., and Beth
Bathje, Haines City, Fla., Sept.

14, by Richard Chilton.

Hecker-Wallerich: Gary Hecker,
Charleston, S.C., and Jonni
Wallerich, Charleston, S.C.
(Kalona cong.), Aug. 16.

Hochstedler-Nofziger: Rex Hoch-
stedler, and Angela Nofziger,

Goshen, Ind. (College cong.), Aug.

31, by Nancy Kauffmann.
Kurtz-Kauffman: Robert Kurtz,

Honolulu, Hawaii (Belmont
cong.), and Heidi Kauffman, Ho-

Volunteers start. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Some 26 people have begun or resumed voluntary
service positions with Mennonite Board of Missions, following orientation. The volunteers are
(left to right), front row: Chad and Cynthia Gusler, Goshen, Ind., to Cumberland, Ky.; Monica
Ramer, Goshen, Ind., to Ocean City, Md.; Monica Short, Archbold, Ohio, to Richmond, Va.;

and Teresa Martens, Fresno, Calif, to Los Angeles. 2nd row: Brendan Callahan, Bethel Park,

Pa., to La Jara, Colo.; Cathy Hockman, Hubbard, Ore., to Washington, D.C.; Rodney Brubaker,
State College, Pa., to Pittsburgh; Cristina Graber, Wheaton, 111., to Tucson, Ariz.; Rosanne Jantzi,

Harrisonburg, Va., to Los Angeles; and C. Nick Mitchell, Sacramento, Calif, to Brownsville,

Tex. 3rd row: James and Rachel Metzler, Philadelphia, Miss., to Mashulaville, Miss.; Andrea
Welty, Wauseon, Ohio, to Pittsburgh; Teresa Dutcher, Navarre, Ohio, to San Antonio, Tex.;

Sarah Forrester, Salem, Ore., to Tucson, Ariz.; Craig Sottolano, Souderton, Pa., to Washington,
D.C.; and Jenny Evans, Elida, Ohio, to Los Angeles. 4th row: Elsie and Cornelius Driedger,
Altona, Man., to Tucson, Ariz.; Dennis Miller, LaCrange, Ind., to Mashulaville, Miss.; Ryan
Lehman, Elkhart, Ind., to Los Angeles; Matt Miller, Kalona, Iowa, to Los Angeles; Mark
Showalter, Harrisonburg, Va., to Washington, D.C.; and Kevin Sloat and Bedi Parker-Sloat,

Upland, Ind., to San Antonio, Tex.
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nolulu, Hawaii (Assembly
cong.), Aug. 10, by congrega-

tional blessing.

Miller-Hofstetter: Roger Miller,

Wooster, Ohio (Orrville cong.),

and Cathy Hofstetter, Orrville,

Ohio (Brethren Church), Sept.

21, by John P. and Barbara M.
Lehman.

Miller-Litwiller: Loren Miller,

Bloomington, 111. (Hopedale
cong.), and Debra Litwiller,

Delavan, 111. (Hopedale cong.),

July 27, by H. James Smith and
Orie Wenger.

Morgan-Riehl: Tedd Morgan,
Ronks, Pa. (Congregational

Church), and Ruth Riehl,

Greenwood, Del. (Tressler

cong.), Sept. 7, by Millard

Benner and Bruce Willier.

Miunaw-Fleisher: James Mumaw,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Plains cong.),

and Michele Fleisher, Leesburg,

Va. (United Methodist Church),

July 20, by J. Mason Cosby.

Showalter-Cendales: Steve
Showalter, Stafford, Tex.
(Kalona cong.), and Yamile C en-

dales, Bogota, Colombia, South
America, Aug. 24, by John J.

Miller.

DEATHS

Clemmer, Lester M., 86, SeUers-

viUe, Pa. Born: Oct. 12, 1904,

Souderton, Pa., to Michael R.

and Lizzie (Moyer) Clemmer.
Died: Sept. 15, 1991, Sellers-

viUe, Pa. Survivors—wife: Mar-
tha M. Derstine; children: Susan
C. Steiner, James D. Clemmer;
5 grandchildren, 9 great-grand-

children; sister: Esther M.
Musselman. Funeral and burial:

Sept. 18, Souderton Mennonite
Church, by Gerald A. Clemmer
and Steven Nyce.

Gelb, Phillip S., 71, Sarasota,

Fla. Bom: Feb. 21, 1920, Minne-
apoHs, Minn. Died: Sept. 23,

1991, Sarasota, Fla. Member:
Bahia Vista Mennonite Church.

Survivors—wife: Patricia; sister:

Lorraine Winnick; Cremated.
Gingerich, Dorothy Kathleen

(Shantz), 63, New Hamburg,
Ont. Born: Nov. 18, 1927,

WeUesley Twp., Ont., to Henry
and Barbara (Bender) Shantz.

Died: Sept. 16, 1991, Kitchener,

Ont. Survivors—husband: Mel-
vin Gingerich; children: Robert,

Wayne, Sharon Leis, Bruce,
Kathleen Dow, Sandra Scheerer;

14 grandchildren; sister: Lillian

Schmitt. Funeral and burial: Sept.

19, Steinmann Mennonite Church,

by Ingrid Loepp Thiessen and
FVed lichti.

Hartzler, J. T., 66, HarrisonvUle,

Mo. Born: Feb. 6, 1925,
HarrisonviUe, Mo., to Clarence

Vernon and Nellie Elizabeth

(Yoder) Hartzler. Died: Sept 22,

1991, HarrisonviUe, Mo. Survi-

vors—wife: Martha Reesor; chil-

dren: John, Charles, Harold,

Marilyn Bates; 10 grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters: Mary
Kathryn Yoder, Ethel Hartzler,

Evelyn Smith, Esther Hartzler,

Helen Kenagy. Funeral: Sept.

25, Sycamore Grove Mennonite
Church, by Dennis Ernest.

Burial: Clearfork Cemetery.
Hartzler, Lloyd D., 77, West Lib-

erty, Ohio. Born: June 15, 1914,

Logan County, Ohio, to Jesse

and Lydia Diener Hartzler. Died:

Sept. 19, 1991, Bellefontaine,

Ohio, of a heart attack. Survi-

vors—wife: Geneva Yoder; chil-

dren: Donald R., Lany D., Pris-

cilla Ann Moffitt, Nancy Lou
Holliday; 10 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren; brother: John
C. Funeral: Sept. 22, South Union

Mennonite Church, by Lynn
Miller and Randy Reminder.
Burial: Yoder Cemetery.

Jeschke, Charmaine Shidler,

62, Goshen, Ind. Bom: AprO 11,

1929, Chicago, 111., to Earl David
and Clara Nell Shidler. Died:

Sept. 15, 1991, Goshen, Ind., of

cancer. Survivors—husband:
Marlin Jeschke; children: Eric,

David, and Margaret. Funeral:

Sept. 19, College Mennonite
Church, by James Waltner and
Nancy Kauffmann. Burial: Vio-

lett Cemetery.
Johnson, Viola Marion Yoder,

79, Pinto, Md. Born: Nov. 16,

1911, Pinto, Md., to Norman S.

and Annie Mae Yoder. Died:

Sept. 24, 1991, Allison Park, Pa.,

of heart failure. Survivors

—

daughter: Carol Jean Hinds; 10

grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

children; brother and sisters:

Eva Barton, Sue Collins, Nor-

man Yoder. Funeral and burial:

Sept., 27, Pinto Mennonite
Church, by Roy Bender.

Miller, Perry J., 72, Middlebury,

Ind. Born: Jan. 25, 1919,
Goshen, Ind., to Jonas and Anna
(Chupp) Miller. Died: Sept. 9,

1991, Middlebury, Ind., of a

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Fannie Bontrager; children: Vir-

ginia Yoder, Judy Hogendobler,
Phyllis Dozier, Kathy Clark; step-

children: Nelson, Delbert, La-

Veme MUler, Verba DeMauro; 7

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchil-

dren, 10 stepgrandchildren;
brothers and sisters: Susie Mul-
let, Mattie Chupp, Jacob, Daniel.

Predeceased by: Florence Marks
(first wife). Funeral: Sept. 12,

First Mennonite Church, by Ted
Eash and David Helmuth.
Burial: Prairie Street Cemetery.

Nesselrodt, Tressie Elda, 78.

Born: Oct. 9, 1912, Fort Seybert,

W.Va., to Cyrus and Virginia

(Nesselrodt) Mitchell. Died:

Sept. 24, 1991, Harrisonburg,

Va. Survivors—children: C. Mae
Dove, Kathyrn Beck, Helen
Minnick, Carolyn Rothwell,

V.W. Bill, David, Lowell,
Jarrett, Stephen; 22 grandchil-

dren, 13 great-grandchildren;

sisters: Nellie Guthrie, Cleta

Emswiler, Mabel Alger. Prede-

ceased by: Homer William
Nesselrodt (husband). Funeral

and burial: Sept. 27, Trissels

Mennonite Church, by Stanley

R. Freed and Earl Delp.

Rutt, Edna N., 66, New Holland,

Pa. Born: Nov. 19, 1924,

Brecknock Twp., Pa., to Israel

B. and Anna Newswanger Bow-
man. Died: Sept. 22, 1991, New
Holland, Pa. Survivors—hus-

band: Phares B. Rutt; children:

June E. Stauffer, Ruth Ann
Stoltzfus, Ray H. Rutt, Merle N.

Rutt; 12 grandchildren, 1 great-

grandchild; brother: Harvey N.

Bowman. Funeral and burial:

Sept. 25, New Holland Menno-
nite Church, by Clyde G. Kratz

and Frank E. Shirk.

Showalter, Dorothy Suter, 61,

Rockingham County, Va. Born:

March 5, 1930, Rockingham
County, Va., to C. Justus and
DeOa Weaver Suter. Died: Aug.

18, 1991, Harrisonburg, Va. Sur-

vivors—husband: Melvin E.

Showalter; children: Dale A.,

Marilyn S. GoUaday; 2 grand-

children; brother: Donald Suter.

Funeral: Aug. 21, Harrisonburg

Mennonite Church, by Sam
Janzen, Wayne North, and
Steve Yoder. Burial: Zion Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Smith, William D., Jr., 44,

Medway, Ohio. Born: Dec. 8,

1946, Troy, Ohio, to William D.

and Gladys Perkins Smith.
Died: July 18, 1991, Medway,
Ohio, of a heart attack. Survi-

vors—wife: Cathy Diller Smith;

children: John, David, Brian;

one grandchild. Funeral: July 22,

New Carlisle, Ohio, by Paul

Conrad. Burial: Donnelsville

Cemetery.

Stehman, Tobias C, 85, Lancas-
ter, Pa. Bom: May 23, 1906, to

Henry and Adaline (Charles)

Stehman. Died: Aug. 22, 1991.

Survivors— children: Florence

Harnish, Miriam Kauffman,
Dorothy Landis; 9 grandchil-

dren, 18 great-grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Aug. 26,

New Danville Mennonite

Church, by David N. Thomas,
Jay C. Garber, and Mervin S.

Stoltzfus.

Whisler, Walter D., 64, Hanover,

Pa. Born: April 15, 1927, Hano-
ver, Pa., to Walter A. and Lottie

Keagy Whisler. Died: Aug. 8,

1991, Hanover, Pa., of a coronary

thrombosis. Survivors—wife:

Sadie Bair; children: Glendon
E., Anita E.; one grandchild;

sister: Lois E. Whisler. Funeral:

Aug. 12, Bairs Mennonite
Church, by James A. Burkholder

and Richard Shaffer. Burial: York
Road Cemetery.

Williams, Green B., 76. Bom:

CALENDAR

MBM board of directors meeting,

Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 24-26

Mennonite Publication Board,
Souderton, Pa., Oct. 25-26

Southeast Mennonite Conference
annual meeting, Lakewood Re-

treat, Brooksville, Fla., Oct. 25-

27

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting with institutional

boards, Chicago, El., Oct. 31-

Nov. 2

Gulf States Fellowship annual del-

egates meeting, Des Allemands,

La., Nov. 2

Fall conference, Illinois Confer-

ence and Central District (West)

of General Conference Menno-
nite Church, Peoria, El., Nov. 8-9

Education 2000, congregational

discipling event, Bradenton,
Fla., Nov. 8-11

Franconia Conference assembly,

Franconia, Pa., Nov. 9

Southwest Conference fall dele-

gate session, Blythe, Calif., Nov.

9

Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates annual conven-

tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Aug. 20, 1915, Ary, Ky., to

Fernanda and Mary (Young)
Williams. Died: Sept. 18, 1991,

Ary, Ky., of a heart attack. Sur-

vivors—wife: Oma Conway;
children: Raymond, Roy,
George, Keith, Letha Terry,

Velda Boggs, Bonnie Combs,
Mary Fugate, Betty Terry, Reva
Coe, Dorothy Ritchie, Norma
Sculley, Pamela Southwood,
Sharon Hayes; 46 grandchil-

dren, 49 great-grandchildren;

brother and sisters: Monroe,
Zola Young, Effie Stewart,
Sadie Worthington, Pearl
Grigsby, Goldie Watkins. Fu-

neral: Sept. 21, Glen Maggard
Memorial Chapel, by Orlo J.

Fisher. Burial: Conway Family

Cemetery.
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THE LAST WORD

God will need to

figure this one out

Tornadoes ripped through Kansas in

March 1990, two days after two congrega-

tions (one MC, one GC) began meeting to

study Witnessing to Christ in Today's World.

With both in the tornadoes' paths, Whitestone

in Hesston and Tabor near Goessel soon began

to share stories of common wounds.

"We met so that GCs and MCs could get to

know each other," said Brenda Martin Hurst, co-

pastor at Tabor. "But our focus should be that

together we can proclaim Christ to the world."

Should that kind of interaction become organi-

zational?

We have shown some trust of each other. MCs
have trusted GCs: Patrice Claasen coordinated

the combined youth conference at Normal 89;

Rosella Wiens Regier is directing a new joint cur-

riculum project; Eddy Hall and Carol Duerksen

edit With magazine. And GCs have affirmed

(MC) Marlin Miller as president of Associated

Mennonite BibHcal Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.

The consensus of the Integration Exploration

Committee is to use the GC model of a triennial

gathering in a possible new structure. GCs, on

the other hand, made a concession to the MC
model of "multi-streaming" at gatherings; new
for GCs will be workshops concurrent with busi-

ness sessions.

From where I sit, some integrated structures

of our two denominations look possible, if not in-

evitable. But the larger integration (pubUshing

houses, colleges, our two magazines) should not

be rushed. Where intersection and overlap

occur, we should cheer it on and nurture it. (In

some places, like British Columbia, the intersec-

tion and overlap occurs between the General

Conference and the Mennonite Brethren constit-

uencies. In the Eastern District, where many
GCs are excommunicated MCs, wounds may be

a long time healing.)

I have a personal goal of knowing many of the

63,000 of us GCs, of having a grip on who and

where and whereof we are. Another 102,000 peo-

ple is beyond my ken. God will need to figure

this one out—Muriel T. Stackley, editor, The
Mennonite

What integration
should be about

I
got my first taste of what integration could

mean at Bethlehem 83, the first conjoint

GC/MC gathering. The opening service was
on a warm night, and I had ridden bicycle 25

miles to get there. I didn't take time to change

out of shorts.

I was stopped at the door. "Are you MC or

GC?" the woman asked. "MC," I answered.

"See, Henry," she said turning to her husband.

"You could have worn shorts; the MCs are."

Ah, yes, integration is about stereotypes.

It's also about turf. Since becoming editor,

I've been asked frequently what will happen to

Gospel Herald should we integrate. Will MCs, for

example, continue to read about their births,

marriages, and deaths if 63,000 GCs join us? On
the other side, GCs could well wonder if they'd

recognize The Mennonite full of 102,000 MC
names and photos.

Yes, integration is about change. I admit, as

Gospel Herald editor, to a few fears about what

that change could mean for my publication. Mu-
riel hasn't told me, but I suspect she also has a

few for The Mennonite.

But integration is also about possibilities.

What new and better publication might result

with the combined resources of The Mennonite

and Gospel Herald? Who knows what the Spirit

could do with both our groups, once we get over our

stereotypes, our turf wars, and our fears of change?

Integration will be what we want it to be. If we
go into it suspicious and wary, it will become an

expensive, time-consuming experience that can

only produce bigger bureaucracies, splinter

groups, and crushed people.

If, however, we go into the discussions an-

ticipating a new move of God, we might be sur-

prised at what the Spirit will do. It may be

through greater cooperation rather than integra-

tion. But whatever, we will have demonstrated

that two groups of people from diverse back-

grounds can overcome their fears of each other

and work together. That will be good news in

the fractured, individualistic world in which we
live. And that should be what integration is all

about.—J. Lome Peachey, editor, Gospel Herald



I want my children to learn the Bible as the source

of truth. I want them to gain a reverence for the

past, specifically for the tradition of the church.
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^ What I would like

my children to learn

When I a^k this question about my chil-

dren, I go back behind the Sixties to an
older and longer tradition— to the val-

ues of my parents and grandparents.

Some of us had the fortune of growing up
as part of the Sixties. We have been

shaped by the values, ideas, and spirit of

that generation. To a large extent, what we say,

think, and do now is still determined by those

years.

Those were exciting times! I led a group called

The Faith and Life Singers in the waning years

of that era. We sang upbeat religious folk music

—to the consternation of the older generation.

We cut a few records, toured Manitoba Menno-
nite churches, and—just prior to breaking-up in

the summer of 1971— went on a singing pilgrim-

age to the Canadian Mennonite Conference in

Vancouver, B.C., and to the triennial sessions of

the General Conference Mennonite Church in

Fresno, Calif., singing, acting, and selling records

in chm'ches all along the way, always inspiring

some and provoking others.

One of the songs we used to sing was "Teach

Your Children" by Crosby, Stills, Nash, and

Young. In it you had a summing up of a whole

generation's philosophy of life, education, and

the past. There is a code, but the code is one of

by A.

James
Reimer



/ want my children to learn the Bible, I
want them to feel it, touch it, handle it,

and argue with it. I want them to think of
it as the most important source of truth.

the present, of dreams. The past is just a good-

bye, and parents seek the truth from their youth
and children before they die.

Occasionally I put on some of my scratchy rec-

ords from the good old days and try to recover a

bit of nostalgia for those years. But I quickly re-

alize that the music doesn't have the same
power over me it had then. I live in a different

age. I have changed. The world has changed.

I remember vividly how in the year 1970-71 I

and a few of my generation were asked by
Charleswood Mennonite Church in Winnipeg

to revamp the Sunday school. And this is ex-

actly what we set out to do! The first thing we
did was to have the basement walls of the

church removed. Open classroom concept. The
^ second thing we did was to throw out all Sunday-

school curriculum. It was time to do things right!

Time to teach children ways of doing things that

really mattered for them here and now. To be
child-oriented.

Instead of using books and materials from a

head office somewhere, we began designing our

own—what, we thought, was more relevant stuff.

We got the teachers together in a home once a

week to plan Sunday's activities. We concen-
trated not so much on content as on process:

drama, comic strips, finger painting, singing. We
had light folk music, not necessarily religious or

Christian, in which children could participate

freely and add their own verses and make up
their own tunes. The point was to get the chil-

dren involved, to have them express themselves,

to become creative human beings.

Creative activity—that was the key to Sunday
school success! For five years I had been direc-

tor at a Mennonite camp. It was there that I had
developed some of what I considered to be my
novel and more relevant, liberal ideas about edu-

cating children. Now, at Charleswood, we tried

to bring camp to Sunday school.

There was something exciting, invigorating,

and refreshing about the whole thing. We
thought we were creating a new church, a

new world. For one thing, there was an emphasis
on storytelling—after all, the stories of the Bible

lent themselves most readily to dramatization.

One could easily identify oneself with the genu-

ine, human characters of an Old or New Testa-

ment story. For another, there was something
highly personal about the whole approach: one
always tried to stress the feelings and emotions
of the children—fear, anger, unhappiness, love,

joy. These were the emotions that one could

most easily express through painting and other

media.

And yet, the whole method was quite one-

sided, extremely subjective. No memorization.
Little emphasis on objective content. One's pres-

ent emotions were the final authority. There was
also something arrogant about trying to be so

novel, throwing out all the traditional ways of

going about it.

What we were doing, of course, was reacting

against the way we ourselves as children had ex-

perienced church and Sunday school. I remem-
ber the Sunday school classes in the Altona
Bergthaler Church. Sitting on hard wooden
benches, in rows, listening to the teacher read

from the lesson material, following line by line

the instructions of the manual. Now is the time

to read the Scripture. Now is the time to stand.

Now is the time to sit. Now is the time to memo-
rize a verse. Now is the time to put your dime or

quarter—if parents hadn't forgotten—into the lit-

tle blue envelopes, which were ritualistically

/ would like my children to

gain a reverence and respect

for the past, specifically for

the tradition of the church.

slipped under the door for the superintendent or

treasurer to pick up with clockwork timing.

There was one assumption behind this older

way of teaching which began to erode in the

Sixties' approach. It was an assumption held by
everyone in my home, church, and Sunday
school. It was the conviction that there were
some objective truths, values, and norms by
which human conduct and belief had to be mea-
sured: children, teachers, parents, ministers,

bishops—all alike fell short of that objective

standard, but that yardstick, nevertheless, ex-

isted unaltered. What was that standard, that

rule of faith? It could be found in the Bible.

Human opinions, human emotions, human sto-

ries about the tradition all ultimately fell under
the judgment of the Bible.

This standard became increasingly relativized

and weakened in interpretations—in short, a

much more subjective authority tended to re-

place the more objective one.

Almost two years ago, I sat by the bedside of

my father, who was dying of cancer and heart

problems. He had gone through a year of awful
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suffering. Now Dad recounted how he, like me,
had sat beside his own father's bedside and
said, "Dad, all these years you have worked to-

ward and pointed others toward this goal: to see

the Lord. Now you're almost there yourself."

Grandpa had replied, "If only he will let me in."

This had made a deep impact on my fa-

ther. Dad told me this was the most pro-

found thing his dad had ever told him,

because it was the recognition that in the end all

our good works (and I would include here all our
right doctrine) will not merit eternal salvation

—

it will be God's grace alone. Our eternal salva-

tion is a gift of mercy to us. Both morality and
doctrines pale in the face of this reahzation. My
dad was keenly aware of the fact that despite all

his hard work, all his good deeds, all his moral
and doctrinal reprimands, he himself was a sin-

ner who stood under the same norm as we all

do; he was finally at the mercy of God. But this

itself is a confessional statement that needs to

be communicated somehow to the next genera-

tion.

When I ask myself now, after having helped to

bring three children into the world, what I would
like them to learn at home, at school, at church,

and at Sunday school, I reach back behind the

1960s to an older and longer tradition—to the

values and assumptions of my parents, grandpar-

ents, great-grandparents, great-great-grandpar-

ents, back through church history to the Bible.

The first, and by far the most important thing, I

would like my children to learn is the Bible:

learn to feel it, to touch it, to handle it, to read
it, to become familiar with it, to argue with it,

and to think of it as the most important source
of truth.

Iwould like my children to learn particularly

the stories of the Bible, stories about real

people with foibles like we have, but stories

which also tell of universal truths about God,
Jesus, the Holy Spirit, human beings, sin, salva-

tion, life, and history. Truths by which we ought
to govern our experiences, our behavior, and our
beliefs. Truths which have been given and re-

vealed to us and which we cannot manufacture
and manipulate at will, according to our own
passing fads, desires, and ideas. I would like my
children to gain a reverence and respect for the

past generally but also specifically for the tradi-

tion of the church—not only our own Mennonite
past, but the entire church past.

The writer of Deuteronomy put it well: "Only
take heed, and keep your soul dihgently, lest
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you forget the things which your eyes have seen,

and lest they depart from your heart all the days
of your life; make them known to your children

and your children's children .... Assemble the

people, men, women, and little ones, and the so-

journer within your towns, that they may hear
and learn to fear the Lord your God, and be
careful to do all the words of the law, and that

their children, who have not known it, may hear

and learn to fear the Lord your God, as long as

you live in the land which you are going over the

Jordan to possess (Deut. 4:9; 31:12-13, RSV).

A. James Reimer teaches theology and directs the

graduate program at Conrad Grebel College, Wa-
terloo, Ont. He and his family attend the Rockway
Mennonite Church.

When I ask

what I want
my children

to learn, I

reach back to

an older and
longer tradi-

tion of my
parents and
grandparents

and great-

grandparents

and. .

.
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We are a biblical people
all over the world

In his letter, "We Are Not a Biblical

People" (Aug. 27), J. Otis Yoder raises

a number of issues to which we direct

the following questions:

1. Which Mennonite persons believe

that "all [living things] by chance

sprang from one cell, including us"?

Certainly we don't.

2. To be sure. Lev. 20:13 calls for cap-

ital punishment of males having inter-

course with other males. But is Yoder
implying that we should still loll per-

sons engaging in such acts? What about

stubborn children (Deut. 21:18-21)?

3. At times, St. Paul's writings are ob-

scure or puzzling, but what does he
mean in Gal. 3 when he states that we
are all sons of God, that in Christ

(Christ's body) there is no male or fe-

male? In the light of St. Paul's insight,

why don't we treasure the women in

the Mennonite Church who have leader-

ship skills?

4. Isn't the theological idea of "virgin

birth" a Cathohc dogma? Perhaps
Yoder means "virginal conception," a

very different dogma indeed.

5. Since when do Mennonites regard

the Bible as a "flat" book, that all parts

are equally inspired or important for

our spiritual growth? Isn't Matt. 5-7

more important for modem Christians

than Lev. 20? We surely think so.

6. How does one refute Yoder's state-

ment, "We're not a biblical people

anymore"? We suggest he visit Menno-
nite churches all over the world. He
might be pleasantly surprised.

Gladys and Carl Keener
State College, Pa.

Don't stop with
Peace Tax Fund

In your report of Oregon 91 (Aug. 13)

I found this statement: "The Peace Tax
Fund would allow conscientious objec-

tors to pay their taxes by diverting the

military portion to a special trust fund.

Efforts are currently underway to have

the Fund be considered by lawmakers
in the U.S.; a comparable campaign is

also being considered in Canada."

The danger is that one would think

they are doing good by diverting taxes

to the Peace Tax Fund and stop right

there. It is true that this would allow

one not to directly contribute to the mil-

itary budget. But that will not change

anything. It does not pose a threat to

the military powers.

The Mennonite Church is called to

do more than be morally pure. Our caU
is to feed the hungry, clothe the naked,

and shelter the victims of war.

Rather than focus our energy and re-

sources toward our devoutness, perhaps
we could focus on a particular situation

where the destitute are being brutal-

ized. For instance, we could use our ef-

forts to discontinue U.S. military aid to

the government of El Salvador. Let's

focus on making it easier for peace to

happen in our world.

Tim Nafziger

Atlanta, Ga.

Jesus is superior
to all other beings
David Layman's letter, "Say No to

Pseudo-Christology" (Sept. 3) in re-

sponse to my nontrinitarian position

ably argues the counter position. He
rightly emphasizes that I search for the

Jesus of history as opposed to the

Christ of faith. I admit to this. If Jesus

is who we say he is, Messiah and Son
of God, then I seek the historical Jesus,

the Jesus who walked the earth. His-

tory must take precedence even over

Scripture when the two diverge. My po-

sition, however, does not reduce merely
being the "greatest teacher." A non-

trinitarian position still accepts that

Jesus is superior to all other beings. As
Hebrews puts it: "After he had pro-

vided purification for sins, he sat down
at the right hand of the Majesty in

heaven. So he became as much supe-

rior to the angels as the name he has in-

herited is superior to theirs" (1:3-4,

NIV).

To say that Jesus is not God impUes
no lessening of his status. A 16th-cen-

tury nontrinitarian Anabaptist, Ferenc

David, put it this way: "I love Christ in

that he really suffered, shed his blood

and died. Through his soul, he causes

me to give my life into his hands and to

be sure that he will keep me and will

give me eternal life.

Do we need to say more than this?

Mitchell Brown
Wilmette, III.

Some problems with
September 17 issue

Nelson Kraybill's article, "When Sol-

diers Want to Become Mennonites"
(Sept. 17) makes some sweeping state-

ments that may not be accurate. For in-

stance, it is true that the main leaders

of the early church (as far as we know)
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were pacifists, but this does not mean
that all church members were pacifists,

or that none stayed in the military after

becoming members. In fact, it was the

practice of the church in Rome during

the third century to allow soldiers to re-

main in the military after joining the

church so long as they committed them-

selves never to take a human life (a stip-

ulation quite similar to the Tidewater

Mennonite statement). Even the hard-

nosed and very pacifist Tertullian did

not automatically forbid soldiers to join

the church.

The same issue has the question:

"Should belief in the way of peace be a

requirement for membership in the

Mennonite Church?" The phrase "way

of peace" is far too vague and broad.

Even advocates of "just war" would

claim the way of peace as their highest

aim. The real question is: "Should paci-

fism (a refusal to do any harm in any

circumstances) be a requirement for

membership in the Mennonite Church?"

In addition, I was disappointed with

Pacifism and church membership
The following responses came to the

question raised in the Sept. 1 7 issue of

Gospel Herald: ''Should belief in the

way ofpeace be a requirement for mem-
bership in the Mennonite Church?"

Yes. Our congregation currently wel-

comes into membership those who have

not yet embraced pacifism as long as

they are open to it and pledge not to

speak against our peacemaking convic-

tions. However, I am more sympathetic

to Nelson Kraybill's argument than to

Ryan Ahlgrim's. The way of peace is a

central, nonnegotiable teaching of the

Mennonite church. May it always be so!

Mark Winslow

Allentown, Pa.

Pontius' Puddle

how my article, "Should Pacifism Be a

Requirement for Church Membership?"

appeared. A combination of editing and

typographical errors resulted in the obscur-

ing of what I believe were important points.

Ryan Ahlgrim

Peoria, III.

One of the errors that appeared in that

article was the misspelling of Ryan
Ahlgrim's name. My apologies.—Editor

A different question

The question, "Should beHef in the

way of peace be a requirement for mem-
bership in the Mennonite Church?"

Sept. 17) is not the most fortunate way
of posing the problem. "The way of

peace" suggests a strategy for achieving

a purpose. I believe that peace is the

way toward a better world. But I do not

see the Gospels sharing in my human
optimism.

Alternatively, Jesus commands that

we love our enemies and pray for our

persecutors. Why? Because love, good

deeds, blessings, and prayers for one's

Yes. When we are ready to acknowl-

edge and repent of our sin and surren-

der our Ufe to Christ, we are also ready

to "produce fruit in keeping with

repentance" (Luke 3:8). It will never be

easier to adopt the principle of love and

nonviolence than at the point of our con-

version.

We Mennonites are unique in the way
we have taken the principle out of our

constitution and try to put it into prac-

tice. That's just one concept that is spe-

cial about the Mennonite Church.

Wayne J. Liechty

Archbold, Ohio

No. Belief in the way of peace should

not be a requirement for membership

in the Mennonite Church.

enemies identify the child of God (Luke

6:35). Behaviors to the contrary identify

the child of God (Luke 6:35). Behaviors

to the contrary identify the child of

wickedness. God will bring this world

salvation. "The way of peace" will not.

A different question: Should refusal

to join any movement or race whose

purpose is the harming of "enemies" be

a requirement for membership in the

Mennonite Church? I say yes! Abso-

lutely so. God help us if we forget what

confessing Jesus as Lord means.

What is the implication of this differ-

ent question? I would whole-heartedly

welcome into full membership a brother

or sister who reserves honest, intellec-

tual doubt about the effectiveness of

non-violence but who accepts that

Christ refuses his followers any re-

course toward enemies but to love. Be-

lieving in "the way of peace" is a test I

could not pose in the hght of Jesus.

But practicing peace I could.

John Stahl-Wert

Pittsburgh, Pa.

However, the way of peace is a funda-

mental part of the gospel. Young Chris-

tians will learn the way of peace if we
are faithful in our teaching about Christ

and are obedient to him in living by his

Spirit and love.

Joe Johns

Sheridan, Mich.

Yes. Biblical nonresistance is integral

to Mennonite theology as a mark of

those who claim Christ. Living in a vio-

lent society ruled by a military-oriented

government doesn't lessen the impor-

tance of this witness; rather, its rele-

vance is heightened by the realities of

our world.

Many churches have lessened or ig-

nored completely this teaching of

Christ over the centuries. May those sol-

diers who feel they cannot leave their vi-

olent occupations find spiritual homes
in other churches.

Michael Yeakey

Salina, Kan.

No. Pacifism should not be made a re-

quirement of church membership. The
early church baptized polygamists and

slave owners, apparently, and let the

gospel do its work in them.

Catharine Leatherman

Mount Joy, Pa.
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READERS SAY

Should belief in peace be a require-

ment for church membership?

(continued from page 5)

Yes. The military complex has as its

goal to defeat the enemy by any means
possible. Therefore, this is inconsistent

with the second greatest command-
ment: "Love thy neighbor as thyself."

The state or practice of sin is to be
both forgiven and forsaken if one is to

be a true disciple of Christ. The church
in community has every right to set

standards of discipleship. I hope the

Mennonite Church makes this clear.

The practice of peace and serving in

the military are incompatible!

D. C. Myers
Kokomo, Ind.

Yes. Why would anyone who rejects

Christian pacifism choose to become a

member of a church which has persis-

tently refused to participate in war over

its 466-year history? At stake is the in-

tegrity of church membership, which
cries out for strengthening rather than

being made weaker.

Abraham K. Gehman
Bally, Pa.

Yes. Christ said to Pilate, "My king-

dom is not of this world, else would my
servants fight." This signifies that those

in Christ's kingdom should not fight.

We have more teaching on this in the

garden of Gethsemane. When they

came to take Christ, Peter took the

sword and cut the servant of the high

priest's ear. Peter was told to put the

sword in its sheath. Christ then healed

the servant's ear. That is a lesson for

us today.

Titus Martin '

Bird-in-Hand, Pa.

Yes. Membership in the Mennonite
Church should be limited to those who
renounce sin and accept the lordship of

Christ. Military personnel—whether
frontline soldiers or supporting noncom-
batants—must swear allegiance to mili-

tary commands, even those in

opposition to Jesus' teaching. The ulti-

mate purpose of the military is to de-

stroy the enemy; it must kill. It employs
all means—bulldozing live soldiers in

their trenches, bombing innocent

women and children near military tar-

gets to achieve its ends. This is sin.

John 8:2-11 is a beautiful example of

how Jesus brought the gospel to a sin-

ner. He did not follow the Old Testa-

ment command to stone the adulterer;

instead, he said simply, "Neither do I

condemn thee." But then he immedi-

ately added his call to discipleship: "Go
and sin no more." Evangelism must
bring this message to people who sin in

whatever form. We do not condemn
them but invite them to become mem-
bers of a church pledged to follow

Christ and, by God's grace, to "go and
sin no more."

Carl Kreider

Goshen, Ind.

Yes. Belief in the way of peace should

be a requirement for membership. We
need clear guidelines for membership
that must be taken seriously as a dis-

cernment of God's will for our denomi-
nation. Individualism is a threat to

unity in the body.

Doris North

Harrisonburg, Va.

No. If we believe the soldier's commit-
ment to Jesus as the absolute center of

our faith is genuine and has been ac-

cepted by God, who are we to deny fel-

lowship? Can we treat people caught in

military service any differently from
people caught in divorce or with feel-

ings of racism? If we deny membership
to persons in active military service,

what do we do with the civilian milita-

rist or the civil religionist?

D. Lowell Nissley

Lancaster, Pa.

No. John the Baptist, Peter, and Paul
all assumed that their nonpacifist con-

verts would become pacifists. Scripture

assumes that too, once believers re-

ceive the Spirit. Any group of people

who have in common the Holy Spirit

would have to be pacifist, otherwise a

part of the new life would include allow-

ing its members to kill each other when
circumstances demanded it.

When a convert does not assume the

inheritance of pacifism with the new
life, the result is what we have today: a

church which on occasion kills part of it-

self. No, we shouldn't exclude people

from God because they are not paci-

fists. But the result will—as the Scrip-

tures acknowledge—always be a church

of divided loyalty among its members.
Jeffrey Hatton

Greentown, Ind.

Yes. When I first read the Sermon on
the Mount, I was far from being a ma-
ture Christian, but I immediately knew
that the teaching of Jesus was contrary

to what I believed and what I had been

taught in church. My reading launched
me on a quest that eventually lead me
to the Mennonite Church. I doubt that

maturity is the reason that people who
have been instructed decide not to em-
brace pacifism.

We do have the spiritual authority to

"bind" and "loose" and to "forgive"

and "retain" sins (Matt. 18:18; John
20:23). If we think it a sin to join an or-

ganization, part of whose business it is

to destroy our enemies, then why not

"bind" the new member at the outset to

conscientious objection? If one thinks

that the Matt. 18 process should not be
applied to the issue of military service,

then we don't believe war is sin.

Bill Wilson

Gibson, Pa.

No. How would one define "belief

in"? Does that mean one cannot be in

active duty? Does that mean one is not
even allowed to think that way, to ask
questions? Where do we draw the line?

When we have to do so much spelling

out of details, then I believe Ahlgrim is

right: we become Pharisees.

What about other issues? We don't

all agree on abortion and capital punish-

ment. Should we define membership on
those issues as well?

I believe membership includes teach-

ing Christ and salvation through him.

Then we extend the call to follow him
and have confidence (faith) that the

Spirit leads.

Linford D. Martin

Scottdale, Pa.

Yes. We do not follow the way of

peace because it is church law. We fol-

low because we have a desire to follow

God's will revealed through Christ.

I recognized a need for a change in

my fife. That means I had to leave the

military. It has been extremely difficult

on myself and my family. A year later, I

am still looking for employment. Still,

the healing has begun.

J. Wayne Beachy
Matoaca, Va.

No. As Christo-centrics, we have no
alternative. Our neighbors aren't seeing

us as much as they are being attracted

to the beautiful, matchless Jesus! If peo-

ple don't stand in the way of these seek-

ers, somewhere they may find

acceptance and heaven at last.

Leonard Lehman
Goshen, Ind.
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Where faith and light are
just a song and dance away

God has chosen what is fool-

ish in the world to confound
the wise, what is weak to con-

found those who are strong,

by Barbara Esch Shisler

Larry lights the Jesus candle tonight. He
surprises me by pulling out a cigarette

lighter instead of taking the match I'm

holding. But the candle is lit. Now we sit in a cir-

cle of silence. We welcome Jesus to Faith and
Light.

Over half of the 40 people present are resi-

dents of group homes. Others are community
families or individuals. For three years Faith and
Light has brought us together every month for

worship and celebration, prayer and friendship.

Bob always asks for prayer for his mother. If

there's been a national disaster or serious acci-

dent, prayers rise powerfully. The war was wor-

ried over. Once when someone suggested prayer

for a newly-engaged staff couple, Carry leaped

to her feet and danced in the circle. She is the

same person who runs with a comforting hug if

someone begins to weep.

Singing sets everyone in motion. Once Dave,

who speaks so haltingly that he may bend to the

floor with the effort, stood up and let loose a

solo without a hitch. Clapping, waving red crepe

paper streamers, rhythm instruments, laughing,

dancing, and shouting are all acceptable musical

accompaniments.

The best stories are the impromptu dramas.

"Jesus" lounges on the floor beside a bright

cloth. His disciples hang around watching the

beshawled woman spray perfume on the head of

their friend. She is solemn and reverent. They
grin and nudge each other. Everyone gets

applauded when the story's over.

Faith and Light was bom 20 years ago when
French philosopher, Jean Vanier, led a pilgrim-

age of families with their disabled children to

Lourdes. That experience of shared prayer and
celebration has grown to 900 little Faith and
Light communities around the world. Here are

friends for persons with developmental disabili-

ties and support for their families. Mutual shar-

ing of gifts makes for uniqueness, simplicity, au-

thenticity, all invariably noted by visitors.

Coordinators from the international level to the

regional serve unpaid. Primarily Catholic, the

network welcomes everyone who has Faith and
Light's vocation at heart.

Faith and Light believes each person with a

handicap is fully a person with all the rights of a

human being: to be loved, recognized, and re-

spected. They also have the right to receive

whatever help is necessary to progress at every

level, spiritual and human. Every person, able-

bodied or handicapped, is equally loved by God.
Even the most handicapped are called to

deepen their lives in Jesus, to be a source of

grace and peace to the whole community, the

church, and for all humanity.

Faith and Light believes with St. Paul that

"God has chosen what is foolish in the world to

confound the wise: He has chosen what is weak
to confound the strong. . .

." Such a philosophy

explains why there is a growing interest in Faith

and Light among Mennonites.

"When's Faith and Light?" I'm asked when I

meet our members between meetings. I'm glad

it's only a song and dance away. I meet Jesus

there where Faith and Light hearts have time

and trust. They seem to say, "This way to the

kingdom."

Barbara Esch Shisler works at the Indian Creek

Foundation at Harleysville, Pa., where her Faith

and Light meetings take place.

Singing and clapping sets everyone in motion at a
monthly celebrotinn of Faith and Light participants.
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PERSPECTIVE

must all pay for bank failures

by Carl Kreider

In
1988 predictions were that the governmen-

tal bailout of failed savings and loan (S&Ls)
"may cost the U.S. taxpayer as much as $100

billion." But not to worry: conventional wisdom
was that commercial banks in general were in a

stronger position that S&Ls.
Three years later, the estimated costs of the

failure of S&Ls now run as high as $500 bilhon.

And reserves of the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation (FDIC), which insures commercial
banks, are in trouble. FDIC had $18.3 bilhon

four years ago, but it will be in the red $6 billion

in 1992. The government is ultimately responsi-

ble to meet FDIC deficits.

Widespread bank failures in the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s brought about our current sys-

tem. To make sure these never happened again,

the U.S. government passed laws providing for

government insurance for bank deposits. Banks
pay a premium for this insurance to the FDIC.
Originally deposits were insured up to a maxi-

mum of $10,000. Subsequent laws raised this

maximum to $100,000, but this limitation has

been virtually meaningless. Large depositors can
spread their deposits among several banks or in

different deposits in the same bank. Depositors

are covered not only by the accumulated assets

of the FDIC but by the "fuU credit of the U.S.

government."

At first few gave little attention to the mas-
sive government liability of this insur-

ance. Bank failures seemed to be a thing

of the past. In some years not a single bank
failed. The insurance premiums banks paid were
reduced because the FDIC had a "huge" re-

serve. Until recent years the interest on these re-

serves was greater than the premiums banks
paid.

But soon after banks became "totally safe,"

things began to change. The number of failures

increased from 11 banks in 1980 to 221 in 1988.

Some expect failures to reach 440 in 1991 alone.

An even more ominous statistic was the number
of "problem banks" identified by governmental
regulatory agencies. It grew from 217 in 1980 to

over 1,000 in 1991.

Record numbers of bank failures will mean
that the FDIC will soon have to start borrowing

money from the government. If there are many
failures and if some of the failed banks are

large, the FDIC will not be in a position to pay
back loans it has received from the government.

The taxpayer will ultimately have to pick up the

tab.

What are the causes of this development? The
most fundamental is government poKcy which
has (perhaps unwittingly) encouraged banks to

take risks. Deregulation has removed maximum
rates of interest on bank deposits. So banks
raised interest rates to compete with S&Ls and
with other financial institutions such as money
market mutual funds. To pay these higher rates,

they made unwise real estate loans to build

apartments, shopping centers, and office build-

ings. In some cases they even bought high inter-

est-bearing "junk" bonds. If these investments
proved to be good ones, the banks made enor-

mous profits. If they proved to be bad—well, the

government would bail them out. Heads the

banks win; tails the taxpayer loses.

Asecond cause is lax government supervi-

sion. President Reagan was elected in

1980 with the promise to "get the govern-

ment off our backs." But inadequate supervision

of banks, whose deposits were guaranteed by
the government, was just plain irresponsible. To
make matters worse, inadequate supervision

meant that government bank examiners failed to

discover cases of outright fraud and to spot

loans in default.

The tragedy, of course, is that the great major-

ity of our nation's 12,900 commercial banks will

suffer even though they have not been guilty of

shabby and often dishonest banking practice.

But someone will have to pay for the losses of

the 1,000 or more banks which are guilty. One of

the tough problems facing Congress as it seeks

to reform the American banking is whether the

losses of past mistakes should be borne by the

general taxpayer or by higher insurance premi-

ums levied on the well-managed banks. Ulti-

mately higher insurance premiums on deposits

would be borne by depositors as they receive

lower interest on deposits or on borrowers as

they pay higher interest on money they borrow.

But the picture is not all bleak. There is an-

other type of financial institution in the

U.S. and Canada—the credit union

—

which is in a much stronger financial position.

The fund insuring the deposits of credit union

accounts is the strongest of all the deposit insur-

ance funds. And the safety record of credit union

is much better than that of either S&Ls or banks.

Carl Kreider, Goshen, Ind., taught economics for

many years at Goshen College. He is now retired.
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CHURCH NEWS

Council discusses use of money,
other resources among IVIennonites

Marlene Kropf breaks bread for communion at the "Worship: Engaging God's People"

seminar in Hesston, Kan. Rebecca Slough assists.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—For the first

time ever, representatives of all 21 Men-
nonite Church conferences attended the

annual meeting of the churchwide stew-

ardship council Oct. 4-5.

In his keynote address, moderator Nel-

son Martin of Lancaster Conference de-

scribed "The Journey from Miserliness to

Generosity." Openhanded giving brings

God's blessing of joy and allows the needs

of the poor to be met, Martin said.

Lynn Miller seasoned each session with

a brief story, from "The Greatest Fisher-

man in Galilee" to "The Snake in the

Forest."

MUler is the author of Firstfruits Living:

Giving God Our Best. He has resigned his

pastorate in Ohio and will be available

beginning in March 1992 to teach and

preach about stewardship in congrega-

tions and conferences.

Council members spent much of their

time discussing the state of the Menno-
nite Church in giving and caretaking.

Eight years ago in Aurora, Ohio, the

council began focusing on a stewardship

goal for the Mennonite Church. That goal,

which became part of Vision 95, was to

increase congregational giving from five

percent to 10 percent of total churchwide

individual and family income.

Now, a two-part proposal urges that:

• Each person in every congregation

make a new "firstfruits" giving commit-

ment each year and, for at least the

remaining years of Vision 95, increase that

commitment by one percentage point of

income each year.

• Each church send out at least one

Vision 95 team each year.

By the end of this month, a free copy

of the handbook for Vision 95 teams is to

be sent to each Mennonite Church con-

gregation. Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries is using Christmas Shar-

ing Fund money to pay for the mailing.

Council members described what they

are seeing and hearing about stewardship

in their local areas. For example:

• A small conference and a larger one

are sharing gifts and financial resources

{see related story on page 10).

• Stewardship education is being taken

more seriously, and interest in volunteer-

ing for service has increased. Some teen-

agers and young adults have been espe-

cially receptive to teaching on biblical

caretaking.

• Congregational giving per person is

up. But much of this money is being used

to add staff, pave parking lots, and build

new facilities.

• People respond generously to spe-

cific needs and projects but find it hard

to "support budgets."

• An urban congregation increased giv-

ing to its district while building a new
facility. Members differed on their views

about the construction project, so they

spent much time listening to one another.

Building plans were adjusted more than

once. A Head Start program now has a

home in the new facility.

• Church planting and outreach pro-

grams produce heavy debt loads. Are

some conferences stretching themselves

too far?

• As wealth increases, lifestyles be-

come more extravagant.

• There is less understanding of mutual

aid than in the past.

• Congregations need help developing

a pattern of regular rather than sporadic

giving.

• Accountability on various levels is

needed.

A self-proclaimed "young whippersnap-

per," Cliff Yoder of Southwest Confer-

ence, led a closing worship service. Yoder

challenged his gray-haired colleagues to

find ways to help his generation feel own-

ership in church programs.

Present agencies and institutions are

not a product of the younger group's

dreams, he pointed out. These younger

members need to be convinced of the

value of supporting current activities and

also must find new expressions of stew-

ardship, he said.

—Sylvia Jantz and Bill Zuercher

Arts, mystery needed,
worship leaders say
Hesston, Kan.—Mennonite worship has

become too intellectual, leaders of a sem-

inar on "Worship: Engaging God's

People" said.

Some 150 people attended the Sept.

20-22 event, which was sponsored by the

Western District of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GC), South Cen-

tral Conference of the Mennonite Church

(MC), the GC Commission on Education,

and the MC Board of Congregational

Ministries.

Worship experiences at the seminar

incorporated a variety of elements, in-

cluding candles, sculpture, banners, litur-

gical singing and dance, and readers the-

ater.

"Our fundamental challenge is to set

worshipers free to meet God with their

whole selves," Marlene Kropf said at the

opening session.

"We come to worship with our whole

beings; we should let our bodies and

hearts move," continued Kropf, who is a

staff member at the MC Board of Con-

gregational Ministries. "We need to pay

more attention to the arts, [to] try to

connect mystery and meaning."

The role of music received special at-

tention in a Saturday morning presenta-

tion by Rebecca Slough, managing editor

of the Mennonite and Church of the

Brethren hymnal project.

Slough, who lives in El Cerrito, Calif.,

used the Hymnal Sampler to illustrate
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Farmers help each other. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Farmers in Lancaster County, Pa,
and Virginia's Shenandoah Valley are aiding farmers in drought-stricken areas of
central Pennsylvania via the Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS) network. According
to MDS coordinator Lowell Detweiler, MDS volunteers are providing corn silage

to fanners from Chambersburg in the south to Union and Perry counties in the
north. Pictured above is Mike Martin of Martin's Mulch, Ephrata, Pa., which
furnished trucks for transporting the silage.

"Essential Elements" of worship. She led

the group in singing some of the numbers
appropriate for different actions of wor-

ship—from "Gathering" to "Prais-
ing/Adoring" to "Sending."

There are "infinite possibilities in the

way these actions can be accomplished,"

Slough said.

Praising—"delighting in who God is"

—

can be difficult for Mennonites, she ob-

served. But people don't always have to

feel enthusiastic in order to praise, she

said after the singing of "Praise the Lord,"
which has a reflective, Japanese tune.

In the offering, people offer themselves
first to God, then to each other, and finally

to the world. Slough said. "God whose
farm is all creation" is an appropriate

offering hymn for rural people, she noted,

but city dwellers don't have a counterpart.

Slough encouraged congregations to im-

provise in singing. A church doesn't have
to have real African drums to accompany
African music, she said. At the seminar,

overturned wastebaskets served as

rhythm instruments.

Many of the seminar's worship experi-

ences borrowed from liturgical tradition.

Mennonites are trying "to recover sym-
bol and find a way to blend the physical

and the spiritual," said Duane Friesen,

who is professor of Bible and religion at

Bethel College, North Newton, Kan.
"I think there was an overreaction in the

16th century," Friesen said. "There has
been too much emphasis on words."

Marion Bontrager, instructor of Bible

and theology at Hesston (Kan.) College,

agreed.

"Perhaps we have been too afraid of

corporate mysticism," he said. "Live lit-

urgy takes us back to Jesus. . . . Some-
times we have to be reminded that God
is bigger than any of our traditions."

In addition to taking part in worship
sessions, seminar participants could
choose from 12 workshops. Topics ranged
from streams of spirituality to long-range

planning using the church year.

Planning for the seminar spanned over

a year. One of the program planners,

Ivorie Lowe of Markham, 111., described

the weekend as "a dream come true. With
joy I look at you, and I wonder what you
will carry back to your own communities,"
she told participants.

The event served as a prototype for

future seminars to be hosted by confer-

ences throughout the United States and
Canada.

—

From reports by Susan Balzer

and the General Conference Mennonite
Church.

Conferences develop
sister relationship
Harrisonburg, Va. (VMC)—Can a small,

mission-oriented conference and a larger,

more established conference work to-

gether for mutual benefit?

Specifically, could Gulf States Confer-

ence with 520 members in 11 congrega-

tions share resources and personnel with

Virginia Conference, which has 6,800

members in 86 churches?

Owen Burkholder and Daryl Byler, a

Virginia native who is Gulf States moder-
ator-elect, began talking about the idea

when they realized there were already

many personal ties between people in the

two conferences.

Burkholder, who chairs the Virginia

Council on Faith and Life, accepted an
invitation to speak at the Gulf States

assembly this past May. Byler recipro-

cated by speaking at the Virginia assem-
bly in July.

Since then, an informal "sister con-

ference" relationship has developed.

Howard Miller, Virginia Conference
youth minister, will lead a youth sponsors

retreat in Mississippi in December. Along
with this. Gulf States youth ministers wdU
be put on the mailing list for

Leadersource, a quarterly newsletter for

Virginia Conference youth sponsors.

In addition, titles in the Virginia video

library are available for loan to Gulf

States congregations.

A further possibility is for congrega-

tions to develop sister relationships. Zion

Mennonite Church near Broadway, Va.,

and the Jubilee congregation in Meridian,

Miss., already have taken steps to do this.

The two conferences "can learn from
each other," Burkholder said. In particu-

lar, Anglo congregations in Virginia Con-
ference "would have a lot to gain from
interchange with the rich variety of ethnic

backgrounds in Gulf States—Native
American, Cajun, and Hispanic."
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• MCC sends food. Mennonite

Central Committee has shipped

5,000 tons of corn and 200 tons

of beans to Mozambique. The
shipment left Montreal earlier

this month. War, drought, and

rising food prices have led to

widespread hunger in the east

African nation.

• Wise honored. Sheryl K. Wise

of Harrisonburg, Va., has been

named 1991 "alumna of the

year" by Eastern Mennonite

College (EMC). A 1968 EMC
graduate, Wyse has been a

teacher and administrator in the

Harrisonburg public schools for

24 years. Last year, the Virginia

Association of Elementary Prin-

cipals and the U.S. Department
of Education named her the top

elementary school principal in

the state.

• Couple get award. Harold G.

and Arlene Eshleman of

Harrisonburg, Va., have re-

ceived the eighth annual "distin-

guished service award" from the

alumni association of Eastern

Mennonite College (EMC). The
Eshlemans were cited for their

long years of involvement in

helping Cuban, Laotian,
Vietnamese, and Palestinian

refugees find housing and jobs.

• Church hosts exhibit. Pasa-

dena (Calif.) Mennonite Church
hosted £in exhibition of Menno-
nite and Amish quilts from

around the country on Oct. 19-

20. The church also held a music

program and celebration for ex-

hibit visitors on the final eve-

ning.

• First Soviet arrives. Arega
Bagirian of Armenia has become
the first Soviet to take part in

the 41-year-old International

Visitor Exchange Program of

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC). Bagirian learned about

Mennonites when she served as

an interpreter for MCC workers

who helped build medical clinics

following the 1988 Armenian
earthquake. She plans to teach

Russian language and Soviet

history at Lancaster (Pa.) Men-
nonite High School.

• New facility opens. Menno-
nite Disaster Service dedicated

a new Kansas headquarters on

Oct. 6. The new building in

Hesston, Kan., is located on the

site of a house destroyed by the

1990 Hesston tornado. Along
with a conference room, the

building includes storage space

for tools and three MDS vehi-

cles. The original vision for

MDS came from members of a

Sunday school class 40 years ago

at the Pennsylvania (now
Whitestone) church in

Hesston.

—

Susan Balzer

• Church planted. A group has

begun meeting on the north side

of the Detroit metropolitan area,

with the intent of becoming a

full-fledged congregation. Par-

ticipants currently gather each

week in the Lathrup Village,

Mich., house of Mathew and

Becky Swora. The couple are

former missionaries in Burkina

Faso.

• Protest held. Some 1,500 peo-

ple, including Mennonites,
formed a two-mile long "Life

Chain" in Newton, Kan., on Oct.

6 in a symbolic protest against

abortion. The chain was one of

17 in Kansas and 370 across the

nation. Some 13,000 people

formed a chain in nearby Wich-

ita, site of "Operation Rescue"

protests this past summer.
—Susan Balzer

• Students tour. The Rosedale

Chorale, a group of 26 students

and alumni of Rosedale Bible

Institute, Irwin, Ohio, has re-

turned from a tour of Europe.

The chorale sang in eastern Ger-

many and Poland, as well as

France, western Germany, Lux-

embourg, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland. One of the pro-

grams in Poland was sponsored

by a local group of Solidarity

leaders. In one town in eastern

Germany, a community choir

hosted the chorale. Mennonite
Central Committee-Europe
helped arrange the itinerary in

the former Eastern bloc nations.

• Station airs BBC. The FM
radio station at Eastern Menno-
nite College and Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va., has become
one of the few North American
affiliates of the British Broad-

casting Corporation. WEMC
began airing BBC World Service

programs on Oct. 21. According

to station manager Tony
Krabill, the station will carry 20

hours a week of BBC newscasts,

classical music, and other pro-

grams.

• Leaders available. Mennonite
Board of Congregational Minis-

tries (MBCM) is building a net-

work of workshop and seminair

leaders for congregational as-

signments. Under the program.

MBCM in Elkhart, Ind., will ap-

point 12-15 "Partners-at-Large"

and bring them together for an

annual in-service event. Groups

that invite a Partner-at-Large

must provide an honorarium to

the visitor and cover all ex-

penses. Three Partners-at-

Large have already been named.

They and their topic areas are:

Ken Nafziger, Harrisonburg,

Va., worship planning and intro-

duction of the new Hymnal;
Susan Mark Landis, Orrville,

Ohio, congregational peace edu-

cation; and Dale StoU, Bristol,

Ind., church growth. Congrega-

tions interested in the Partner-

at-Large program may phone
MBCM at 219 294-7523.

• Fruit ready for sale. Some
6,000 pounds of dried peaches,

nectarines, apricots, and plums

eire ready to be sold at relief

sales in Canada and the United

States. The project represents a

cooperative effort of farmers

and local coordinators in Cali-

fornia and youth from Oregon
and British Columbia. Farmers

salvaged the fruit from bins des-

tined for dumps. Groups from

three congregations, including

Grants Pass (Ore.) Mennonite
Church, each spent a week cut-

ting fruit and drying it. First

Mennonite Church in Reedley,

Calif., supplied housing for the

young people, and Kings View
mental health center provided a

shed and farm yard as work
space.

• Coming events:

Art 91, The People's Place, Inter-

course, Pa., on Nov. 8-9. Warren
Rohrer will speak on "A Consid-

eration: Influences of Heritage

and Place." Other activities in-

clude the opening of an exhibit

by two Seattle artists, Sandy
Zeiset Richardson and Stan

Richardson. More information

from The People's Place at 717

768-7171.

• New books:
A Christian Peacemaker's Journal,

compiled by Elizabeth Weaver
Kreider. This is a blank book
with a quotation on each two-

page spread. People quoted in-

clude Paul, Arme Frank, Kahlil

Gibran, Martin Luther King,

Menno Simons, and Desmond
Tutu. Good Books, Intercourse,

Pa., is the publisher.

A Penny and Two Fried Eggs by
Geraldine Gross Harder. This

book for children in grades 2-5

is a collection of stories about

early Mennonite leaders in

North America, including Chris-

Couple writes lesson series. Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—Emerson
L. and Ruth Detweiler Lesher of Lancaster, Pa, are the

authors of the winter quarter of tlie Adult Bible Study Guide.

Both are psychologists. In addition, Emerson is the author of

the book The Muppie Manual, and Ruth is a member of the

Mennonite Church General Board. The Guide is published

by Faith and Life Press, Newton, Kan., and Mennonite

Publishing House.
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Metzler meets prime minister. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Edgar
Metzler (center) talks with the newly elected prime minister

of Nepal, G. P. Koirala. Metzler, a joint appointee of Menno-
nite Board of Missions (MBM) and Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC), made the visit in his role as executive director

of the United Mission to Nepal. Since the election earlier this

year, the government has shown a new willingness to coop-
erate with the United Mission, of which MBM and MCC are

members.

topher Dock, Christian
Krehbiel, David Rittenhouse,
and Henry Smith. It is published
by Herald Press.

Precious Jewel by Jewel Evers.
This book tells how the author

became disabled through an in-

jury and later experienced heal-

ing. Copies are available from
Jewel Evers, 9620 Harmony Rd.,

Sheridan, OR 97378; phone 503
843-3064.

Seeking Peace by Titus and Linda
Gehman Peachey. The book in-

cludes more than 70 true stories

of Anabaptist people around the

world who are trying to be
peacemakers. Good Books, In-

tercourse, Pa., is the pubUsher.
10 Things Parents Should Know
About Drug and Alcohol Abuse
by Jep Hostetler. This book by
a medical school professor an-

swers basic questions, discusses

common myths, and suggests

ways to work at drug abuse pre-

vention. It is published by Good
Books, Intercourse, Pa.

• New resources:
Bethlehem Twilight is a cassette of

Christmas music by Randy
Zwally. Side one consists of fa-

miliar melodies performed on
classical guitar, while side two is

a collection of original Christ-

mas pieces. The tape is a fund-

raising effort for Heifer Project.

Cassettes may be ordered from
Zwally at PO Box 432, Dept. G,

Ephrata, PA 17522, phone 717
626-1731, or from Heifer
Project's Mid-Atlantic Office,

Blue Ridge and College Aves.,

New Windsor, MD 21776, phone
301 635-6161.

Hunger for Beauty by the Reunion
Vocal Band is a cassette of 12

folk and contemporary-Chris-
tian songs. It includes tradi-

tional numbers and original

songs by Jim Croegaert, Chuck
Neufeld, and five other band
members. The tape is available

from Alive Studios in Harrison-

burg, Va.; Provident Bookstores
in Goshen, Ind., and Souderton,
Pa.; or any group member.

Songs of Inspiration is a cassette

of hymns by the Mennonite
Hour Singers. Recordings are

taken from the original stereo

masters of eeirlier phonograph
releases. The tape is available

from Patty Eckard, MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801-

2497; phone 800 999-3534.

• Job openings:
Assistant director for Goshen Col-

lege degree completion program
in organizational management.
Program is for students who
have two years of college and are

currently working. Responsibili-

ties include recruitment, evalu-

ating credit for prior learning,

faculty relations, and other man-
agement tasks. Requirements
include master's degree, under-
standing of adult learning, com-
munication skills, management
experience, and marketing skill.

Minority persons and women
encouraged to apply. Reply to

John W. Eby, academic dean,
Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 535-7503.

Director for Goshen College de-

gree completion program in or-

ganizational management. Pro-
gram is for students who have
two years of college and are

currently working. The director

is responsible for leadership and
management of the program.
Requirements include an under-

standing of adult learning, com-
munication skUls, management
experience, and marketing skUl.

Teaching experience and doc-

torate preferred, master's de-

gree acceptable. Minority per-

sons and women encouraged to

apply. Reply to John W. Eby,
academic dean, Goshen College,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219
535-7503.

Faculty position in elementary and
special education, Fall 1992 or

1993. Doctorate and teaching

experience required. Women
and minorities are urged to

apply. Send resume to Dr. Lee
Snyder, Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

One-year paid fellowship in envi-

ronmental education at Merry
Lea, Goshen College's 1,150-

acre environmental center. Be-
gins Jan. 1, 1992. On-site hous-

ing is possible. Candidates
should have a bachelor's degree,

some knowledge of ecosystems
and environmental issues, dem-
onstrated abilities in working
with the public, and good com-
munication skills. Knowledge of

computers and desktop publish-

ing helpful but not required. Du-
ties include serving as a trail

guide, developing new pro-

grams, assisting with research

projects, and recordkeeping.
Work is outdoors in all seasons.

Women and minorities are en-

couraged to apply. Deadline for

apphcations is Nov. 18. Send
resume to D. Lynn Randolph,
director of business and finance,

Merry Lea, Goshen College,

Goshen, IN 46526.

• Address correction:
Norman and Phyllis Lyndaker,
mo N. State St., Lowville, NY
13367.

NEW MEMBERS

Beaver Run, Watsontown, Pa.:
Jennifer Fidler, Brian Landis,

Connie Robbins, Glenn Robbins,
David Kile, and Sharon Kile.

Bethel, Gettysburg, Pa.: Lottie

Whisler, Doris Martin, Wilmer
Martin, Greta Martin, Rita Mar-
tm, Jeffrey Nolt, Teresa Nolt,

John Berg, and Jalane Berg.
Bossier, Elizabethtown, Pa.:
Tadesse Bogale, Anketse
Gebru, Joe and Sarah Johns,
Jeremiah Johns, Derrick Gar-
ber, Tina Schaeffer, Matthew
Schaeffer, Chandra Wenger, and
Jeremy Sauder.

Clinton Frame, Goshen, Ind.:

Freeman Fry, John Grover, Jay
Schrock, Sam Bloomfield,
Delvin and Stephanie Mast,
Maynard and Joyce Kauffman,
and Fred and Marie Clemens.

Christiansburg, Va.: Tim Thome
and Trace Thome.

Dargan, Sharpsburg, Md.:
David Staubs, Melissa Staubs,
Bobbi Staubs, and Stacy
Staubs.

Followers of Jesus, Brooklyn,
N.Y.: Daniel and June Pollard,

Esronie Persaud, and Yvonne
Singh.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:
Calvin and Freda Redekop.

Prince of Peace, Anchorage,
Alaska: Mark McDonald.

Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Randy
and Debbie Jost, and Teresa
Kennell.

Smithville, Ohio: Ivan and De-
hght Chupp.

Wood River, Neb.: Sue and Brad
Jepson, JoAnn Roth, David
Jantzi, Benji Hansen, and
Shalen Hansen.

BIRTHS

Beiler, Danny and Kim (Switzer),

Sarasota, Fla., Danielle Nichole

(second child), July 19.

Beiler, Leon and Brenda (Dagon),

Sarasota, Fla., Virginia Lee
(third child), Aug. 20.

Benner, Dean and Jennifer
(Mast), Landisville, Pa., Andrew
Tyler (second chUd), Aug. 13.

Bishop, Gilbert L. and Bonnie
(AUebach), Perkasie, Pa., Daniel

Scott (third child), Sept. 24.

Denisar, Elizabeth, Sarasota,

Fla., Joseph Sebastian (first

child), Aug. 22.

Good, James and Keiren (Burk-

holder), York Springs, Pa., Mi-

chael James (first child), Sept. 23.

Grasse, Rodney and Luanne
(Reinford), Chalfont, Pa.,

(twins) Randall Scott and Re-
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becca Lynn (second and third chil-

dren), Sept. 23.

Gunn, William and Carol

(Metzger), Tavistock, Ont., Al-

exandria (fourth chOd), Sept. 20.

Gustafson-Zook, Les and Owen
(Gustafson), Albany, Ore., Si

Leslie (first chOd), July 17.

Heatwole, Myron and Eva
(Shank), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Megan Faye (second child),

Sept. 23.

Hershberger, James and Kathy

(Mast), Hartville, Ohio, Issac

James (first child), Sept. 17.

Horst, Roger and Janet (Geh-

man), Orrville, Ohio, Alyssa

Joy (second child), Sept. 16.

Kratz, Leon and Sherry (Anders),

Harleysville, Pa., Evan Leon
(first child), July 17.

Kreider, John and Cindy (Han-

sen), Cusco, Peru, Carlin Hans
(first child), Aug. 28.

Landis, P. Dennis and Joan
(Moore), New Columbia, Pa.,

Caitlin Abigail (third child),

Aug. 4.

Larson, Michael and Ruth
(Zettle), Rock City, 111., Meghan
Michelle (third child), Sept. 27.

Long, Paul and Mary Jo (Miller),

Lisbon, Portugal, Joanna Eliza-

beth (fourth child), Sept. 16.

Longenecker, Nelson and Dan-
ielle (Moyer), Nathan John (first

child), Sept. 17.

Mast, Dan and Cindy (Swartley),

Tempe, Ariz., Ian Kim Swartley

(second child), born Jan. 18, re-

ceived for adoption, Sept. 17.

McGhee, Steve and Joy (Wittrig),

Gilbert, Ariz., Zachary Michael

(first child), July 21.

Meyers, Tom and Rebecca
(Oyer), Goshen, Ind., Anicka

Leah (third child), Aug. 9.

Miller, Doug and Barb (Nafziger),

Mercersburg, Pa., Susanna Joy

(fourth child), Sept. 24.

Nissley, Gerald and Mary
(Weiler), Middletown, Pa.,

Celina Renee (fourth child),

Sept. 21.

Petersheim, Jerald and Freda

(Mast), Morgantown, Pa., Kristy

Lanae (third child), Oct. 1.

Ressler, John and Roberta
(DuCharme) Somonauk, 111.,

Noel Lorraine (second child),

June 28.

Rice, John and Sue (Longacre),

Rising Sun, Md., Joshua Mark
(first child), Aug. 17.

Schlabach, Stephen and Melissa

(Fenner), Dayton, Ohio, Timo-
thy James (first child), Aug. 27.

Sharp, Calvin and Kathy
(Benner), Greenwood, Del.,

Mary EUzabeth (fourth child),

Sept. 3.

Ulrich, Randy and Lonnie
(Schiemann), Roanoke, 111.,

Caleb Wessley (first child),

Sept. 15.

Walters, Jerry and Marilyn
(Yoder), Wooster, Ohio, Jessica

Lynn (second child), July 22.

Yoder, Dale and Debbie
(Hostetler), Belleville, Pa., De-

nise Kalin (third chUd), Sept. 22.

Yoder, Jeffrey and Beth
(Mishler), Goshen, Ind., Grant

Jefft-ey (first child), Sept. 24.

Yoder, Larry and Ranee
(Schlabach), Dalton, Ohio,

Briana Michelle (second child),

Aug. 24.

MARRIAGES

Blosser-Going: Vernon D.

Blosser, Wichita, Kan. (White-

stone cong.), and Brenda Going,

Ponca City, Okla. (Baptist

Church), Aug. 3, by Caroll Coon.

Bontrager-Bauman: Kenton
Bontrager, Newton, Kan.
(Whitestone cong.), and Phyllis

Bauman, Hesston, Kan. (First

Mennonite Church of New
Breman), Aug. 17, by Ronald

Guengerich.

Derstine-Gahman: Brian J.

Derstine, Souderton, Pa. (Fran-

conia cong.), and Denise
Gahman, Harleysville, Pa. (In-

dian Valley cong.), Oct. 5, by

Russell Detweiler and Jay Delp.

Groff-Kreider: J. Robert Groff,

Leola, Pa. (Village Chapel), and

Laurie Michele Kreider, Wash-
ington Boro, Pa. (Masonville

cong.), Sept. 28, by John
Nissley.

Gerber-Metzger: Roger Gerber,

Milverton, Ont. (Poole cong.),

and Judy Metzger, Shake-
speare, Ont. (Tavistock cong.),

Sept. 21, by David Rogalsky.

Hostetler-Lantz: Jeryl Hostetler,

Kalona, Iowa (Sunnyside cong.),

and Jill Lantz, Archbold, Ohio

(Central cong.), Sept. 28, by

Charles Gautsche and John
King.

Isaacs-Wedel: Mike Isaacs,

Hesston, Kan. (Whitestone
cong.), and Lauri Wedel, Mc-
Pherson, Kan. (First cong.), July

20, by Ronald Guengerich.

Landis-Bauman: D. Scott Lan-

dis, Telford, Pa. (Blooming Glen

cong.,) and Charla Rae Bauman,
Telford, Pa. (Rocky Ridge
cong.), Sept. 29, by Truman H.

Brunk and Larry Moyer.

Ropp-Martin: Michael Ropp,
Millbank, Ont. (Poole cong.),

and Janet Martin, Elmira, Ont.,

Oct. 5.

Rowbottom-Stauffer: Glenn Row-
bottom, Edmonton, Alta. (Pen-

tecostal Church), and Juanita

Stauffer, Fairview, Alta. (Bluesky

cong.). May 4, by Merlin L.

Stauffer, uncle of bride.

Schill-Nilsen: Pat Schill, Hess-

ton, Kan. (Whitestone cong.),

and Lana Nilsen, Hesston, Kan.

(Whitestone cong.), June 30, by
Ronald Guengerich.

Sehlabach-Patton: Jim Schlabach,

Homer, Alaska (Wasepi cong.).

and Shannon Patton, Canby,

Ore. (Four Square Church),

Sept. 14, by Jim Fourtner.

Tamblyn-Ramseyer: Rob Tamb-
lyn, Windsor, Ont., and Valerie

Ramseyer, London, Ont.
(Tavistock cong.), June 15, by

Darrel Toews.
Weaver-Schmidt: Rick Weaver,

Hesston, Kan. (Whitestone
cong.), and Jill Schmidt, New-
ton, Kan. (New Creation cong.),

June 22, by Steve Schmidt and

Jerry Weaver.
Wible-Burckhart: Kevin Wible,

Telford, Pa. (Souderton cong.),

and Carol Burckhart, Soud-

erton, Pa. (Souderton cong.),

Sept. 21, by Gerald A. Clemmer.

DEATHS

Cressman, Mabel (Groff), 89,

Cambridge, Ont. Born: Aug. 3,

1902, Waterloo, Ont., to Amos
and Mary Arm (Shantz) Groff.

Died: Sept. 20, 1991, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Survivors— son:

Donald; 3 grandchildren, 1

great-grandchild; sister: Reta.

Predeceased by: Simeon
Cressman (husband). Funeral:

Sept. 23, Preston Mennonite
Church, by Amzie Brubacher

and Rufus Jutzi. Burial: Hagey
Cemetery.

Culham, Ruth Marie (Salz-

man), 65. Born: Aug. 15, 1925,

Kitchener, Ont., to Joseph and
Mabel (Shantz) Salzman. Died:

ChUdren Creating Peace
A Mennonite Central Committee

videofor children

8 minutes

Features the Global Peace

Village created by school

children from Calcutta,

India. Portrays people from

15 countries through songs,

dances and displays.

Illustrates that peace begins

with an understanding

of other cultures.

Contact the MCC office nearest youforfree loan

Mennonite Central Committee
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500

(717) 859-1151

Mennonite Central Committee Canada

134 Raza Drive, Winnipeg. MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261-6381
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July 18, 1991, Cambridge, Ont,
of cancer. Survivors—husband:
William C. Culham; brothers and
sister: Cliff, Marcel, Gladys
Ramsyer. Funeral: July 21, Pres-
ton Mennonite Church, by Amzie
Brubacher. Burial: Shantz Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Detweiler, James Richard C,
66, Lansdale, Pa. Born: Sept. 26,

1924, Souderton, Pa., to Elmer
M. and Lillian (Clemmer)
Detweiler. Died: Sept. 23, 1991,

Sellersville, Pa., of cancer. Sur-
vivors—wife: Mary Jane Rudy;
children: Donna Louise Books,
Aim Elizabeth Leichty, John R.;

6 grandchildren; brother and
sister: Betty R. King, Robert.
Funeral and burial: Sept. 27,

Souderton Mennonite Church,
by Gerald A. Clemmer, Willis A.
Miller, Paul Lederach, Myron
Augsburger, Don Jacobs, Paul
Landis, James Longacre, and
Donella Clemens.
He was pastor of Perkasie

Mennonite Church, 1949-1963,

and Souderton Mennonite
Church, 1967-1980.

Gerber, Doris (Schrock), 64,
Walnut Creek, Ohio. Bom: Sept.
23, 1927, Wahiut Creek, Ohio, to

J. Albert and Ruth (Mast)
Schrock. Died: Sept. 27, 1991,
Canton, Ohio. Survivors—hus-
band: Harry Gerber, Jr.; chil-

dren: Randy, Elaine Starner,
Kathy Schlabach, Vicki Van
Natta; 8 grandchildren; brother
and sisters: Dale, Carolyn Mast,
Lucie Nofziger. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 30, Walnut Creek
Mennonite Church, by Ross A.
Miller.

Hallman, Jacob, 78, Kitchener,
Ont. Born: Sept. 30, 1912, Pe-
tersburg, Ont, to Mannassiah
and Lizzie (Erb) Hallman. Died:
Sept. 29, 1991, Kitchener, Ont.,

of a heart attack. Survivors

—

wife: R. Catharine Gulp; daugh-
ter: Alma; sister: Elverne. Fu-
neral and burial: Sept. 3, First

Mennonite Church, by Rudy
Baergen.

Krall, E. Ruth, 87, Mount Joy,
Pa. Bom: Feb. 5, 1904, Rapho
Twp., Pa., to John and Esther
(Rupp) Charies. Died: Sept. 25,

1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors-
children: C. Richard, John H.,
Ruth E.; 6 grandchildren, 1

great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Cari Krall (husband). Fu-
neral: Sept. 27, Mennonite
Home, Lancaster, Pa., by Shel-
ley Shellenberger and Joe
Sherer. Burial: Henry Eberle
Cemetery.

Miller, Charles L., 84, Pettisville,

Ohio. Born: Oct. 27, 1906, Arch-
bold, Ohio, to Christ and Laura

(Beck) Miller. Died: Sept. 30,

1991, Archbold, Ohio. Survi-
vors—children: Lois Short, Ada
Breneman, Marilouise Waidelich,
Robert, Glen, Marlin, Dale, Vir-

gil; 32 grandchildren, 49 great-

grandchildren; foster sister: Eva
Reynolds. Predeceased by: Bes-
sie Frey (first wife), Katharine
Schmucker (second wife), Ken-
neth (son). Funeral: Oct. 3, West
Clinton Mennonite Church, by
James Roynon and Edward Die-
ner. Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Miller, Dennis Jay, 64, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Bom: May 16, 1927,

Walnut Creek, Ohio, to Jonas D.
and Amanda (Stutzman) Miller.

Died: Sept. 19, 1991, Joplin, Mo.,
of heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Mary Katherine Bontreger; chil-

dren: Gloria Holub, LuAnn
Baker; 5 grandchildren; sisters:

Mary Fiye, Betty Yoder, Katie
Rheinheimer. Funeral: Sept. 23,

First Mennonite Church, by
David W. Mann and Sam Troyer.
Burial: Grace Lawn Cemetery.

Miller, Harry, 79, Fairview, Mich.
Bom: March 28, 1912, Fairview,
Mich., to Harvey J. and Lilly

(Yoder) Miller. Died: Sept. 21,

1991, Fairview, Mich., of conges-
tive heart failure. Survivors-
wife: Faimy Troyer; son: Lowell;
brother: Melvin; 2 grandchil-

dren. Funeral and burial: Sept.
23, Fairview Mennonite Church,
by Ellsworth Handrich and Vir-

gil Hershberger. Burial: Fair-

view Cemetery.
Moyer, Laura G. (Myers), 71,

Dublin, Pa. Born: Feb. 28, 1920,
Doylestown, Pa., to John C. and
Bertha S. (Godshalk) Myers.
Died: Sept. 24, 1991, Sellers-

ville, Pa., of cancer. Survivors

—

children: Sandra M. Landes, S.

Denise Herring; stepchildren:

Lorraine Pflederer, Harold G.
Moyer, Stanley G. Moyer, Glenn
G. Moyer; 3 grandchildren, 10

step-grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 26, Doylestown
Mennonite Church, by Ray K.
Yoder.

Ramseyer, Alvin, 85. Born: Sept.

12, 1906, East Zorra Twp., Ont,
to Noah and Annie (Bender)
Ramseyer. Died: Sept 19, 1991,

London, Ont. Survivors—wdfe:
Mary Ann Roth; chOdren: Oli-

ver, Melvin, Donald, Mayne,
Earl, Paul, Helen Zehr, Edith
Schneider, Elaine Novak; 28
grandchildren, 29 great-grand-

children; brother: Leander. Fu-
neral and burial: Sept 22, East
Zorra Mennonite Church, by
Darrel Toews and Rufus Jutzi.

Speigle, Paul C, 75, HoUsopple,
Pa. Born: Dec. 21, 1915, Jenner
Twp., Pa., to Lawrence and

Sadie (Blough) Speigle. Died:
Sept 18, 1991, Johnstown, Pa.,

of multiple bee stings. Survi-

vors—wife: LaVerne Cable;
children: Lois Spiry, Pauline
Kauffman, Dorcas Greene,
Betty Lou Rish; 9 grandchO-
dren, 3 great-grandchildren; sis-

ter: Erma Hostetler; half broth-
ers and sister: Donald Speigle,
Dalton Speigle, and Twila
Ogbum. Predeceased by: Wilma
Thomas (first wife). Funeral:
Sept. 21, Blough Mennonite
Church, by Elvin Holsopple and
Richard Mininger. Burial:
Thomas Mennonite Cemetery.

Stoltzfus, Hunter Alan, 6
months, Morgantown, Pa. Bom:
April 1, 1991, Morgantovm, Pa.,

to Glenn and Richenda Gail
(Raser) Stoltzfus. Died: Oct 1,

1991, Morgantown, Pa. of crib

death. Survivors—parents; sis-

ter: Richenda Justine. Funeral
and burial: Oct 4, Conestoga
Mermonite Church, by Nathan
and Harvey Stoltzfus.

Vang, Xia Fong, 58, Kitchener,
Ont Bom: July 10, 1934, Laos.
Died: Sept. 20, 1991, Kitchener,
Ont, of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Hang Pao Xiong; children: Tou,
Pah, Ge, True, Ger, Nou, Va,
Chong, Chou, Zoua. Funeral:
Sept. 25, First Mennonite
Church, by Ge Yang. Burial:

Woodlavra Cemetery.
Yoder, Clarence Monroe, 66,

Wellman, Iowa. Born: June 15,

1925, Wellman, Iowa, to Mahlon
S. and Ida (Kempf) Yoder. Died:
Sept 25, 1991, Iowa City, Iowa,
of heart failure. Survivors

—

wife: Helen Marner. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 29, Lower Deer
Creek Mennonite Church, by
Orie Wenger and Wayne Bohn.

Yoder, Stephen A., 102, Goshen,
Ind. Born: July 15, 1889, Mc-
Pherson Co., Kan., to Reuben C.
and Maggie (Borntreger) Yoder.
Died: Sept. 17, 1991, Goshen,
Ind. Survivors—wife: Edna G.
Kauffman; children: Lucille
Detrow, Clifford, Harold; step-

children: Evelyn Weldy, Marian
Kauffman, Dale Kauffman; 10

grandchildren, 11 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by: Es-
ther Mae Lehman (first wife).

Funeral: Sept. 20, Waterford
Mennonite Church, by Tim
Weaver. Burial: Sept 21, Mid-
way Mennonite Cemetery.
He was ordained to the minis-

try in 1927. He pastored the
Leetonia (Ohio) Mennonite
Church and was later ordained
a bishop in Ohio Conference.

Zeager, Carl B., 71, Bainbridge,
Pa. Born: Nov. 15, 1919, W. Don-
egal Twp., Pa., to Lehman and

Parthene (Steele) Zeager. Died:
Oct. 1, 1991, Bainbridge, Pa.
Survivors— wife: Nora G.
Whisler Zeager; children: Stan-
ley R., Herman L., Alma M.; 6
grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Glenn, Donald, Reba
Stonesifer, Grace Harman. Fu-
neral and burial: Oct. 4, Goods
Mennonite Church, by J. Nelson
Bechtold and Jay M. Bechtold.

Zehr, Annie (Roth), 87,
Tavistock, Ont Bom: Feb. 28,

1904, South Easthope Twp.,
Ont, to Jacob and EHzabeth
(Beck) Roth. Died: Sept 28,

1991, New Hamburg, Ont Sur-
vivors—children: Melvin, Dan-
iel, Lorraine Schultz, Edna
Yantzi, Irvin; 17 grandchildren,
13 great-grandchildren; brother:
Jacob Roth. Predeceased by:
Ezra Zehr (husband). Funeral
and burial: Oct 1, East Zorra
Mennonite Church, by Vemon
Leis.

Zimmerman, Mabel (Rudy), 90.

Born: Dec. 18, 1900, Harper,
Kan., to Jacob and Susan (Horst)

Zimmerman. Died: Sept 13,

1991, Protection, Kan. Survi-

vors—sister: Ruth Baker. Fu-
neral and burial: Sept. 16, Protec-
tion Mennonite Church, by
Raymond Unruh.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting with institutional
boards, Chicago, 111., Oct 31-

Nov. 2

Gulf States Fellowship annual del-

egates meeting, Des Allemands,
La., Nov. 2

Fall conference, Illinois Confer-
ence and Central District (West)
of General Conference Menno-
nite Church, Peoria, El., Nov. 8-9

Education 2000, congregational
discipling event, Bradenton,
Fla., Nov. 8-11

Franconia Conference assembly,
Franconia, Pa., Nov. 9

Southwest Conference fall delegate

session, Blythe, Calif., Nov. 9
Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-
tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion III armual meeting, Kalona,
Iowa, Nov. 15-16

Leadership seminar, Rosedale
Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio,
Nov. 18-22

Mennonite Church General Board,
Goshen, Ind., Nov. 21-23

MMA board of directors meeting,
Chicago, 111., Dec. 6-7

Pastorate Project Consultation,
Chicago, 111., Dec. 7-9
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^eBing video

segment.

Title

1. Following

God's Call

Price Total

$95 U.S.

$115 Can.

2. Whole People $59.95 U.S.

Whole Earth $72 Canada

3. Peacemakers $24.95 U.S.

$29.95 Can.

4. Dreamers

5. Salt of the

Earth

$24.95 U.S.

$29.95 Can.

$29.95 U.S.

$36.95 Can.

VA residents add 4.5% tax

Plus 10% shipping/handling

TOTAL

0 Bill church Payment enclosed

Please send to.,. I

I

congregation

address

city

state/prov zip/code

phone number

Additional copies of this flier are available on request for Sunday

School teachers or small group leaders.

CURRICULUM Resources

Fbllowing God's Call
13 sessions $95/$115 Can.

Materials: Three VHS videocassettes, editions 7, 8
and 9 ofAll God's People, leaders guide, 15 copies

of the lesson sheetsfor each of the 13 sessions,

(children's activities sheets, extra $5/$6 Can.)

Whole People
Whole Earth
7 sessions $59.95/$72 Can.

for

youth!

Materials: Video, Leader's Guide and mastersfor
student handouts. Part 2 availableJanuary 1992.

STUDY Resources

Peacemakers
4 sessions $24.95/$29.95 Can.

Materials: Video, teacher's guideplus student

handouts that can bephotocopied.

for youth

and adults!Dreamers
6 sessions $24.95/$29.95 Can.

Materials: Video (All God's People 13) with study

guidefor adults andyouth.

for

youth!Salt of the Earth
5 sessions $29.95/$36.95 Can.

Materials: This packet includes a video with five

stories takenfrom the video magazine "All God's

People, ° an audio cassette with three songs, a

leader's guide, and mastersfor student handouts.

Order today!
Call (800) 999-3534 to order

or ask for descriptive flier.

Your Outreach Partner

Mennonite
Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Ave. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497

Phone: (800) 999-3534

Mennonite Publishing House

616 Walnut Avenue • Scottdale, PA 15683-1999
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THE LAST WORD

Neither male nor female
What should an Anglo Mennonite male like

me say about the Oct. 11-15 events in Wash-
ington, D.C.? Perhaps nothing.

Yet the Senate confirmation hearings for Jus-

tice Clarence Thomas were surely a topic of con-

versation among us. An informal poll I did sug-

gests sexual harassment was the subject of at

least one Sunday school class discussion in al-

most every Mennonite congregation in the

United States on Oct. 13.

In the one I sat in on, a retired man admitted
being mesmerized by the proceedings on TV. An-
other said he wouldn't watch such "filth." Sev-

eral quoted John 8:7 with reference to the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee: "Let him without sin

cast the first stone."

What was it about those hearings that cap-

tivated us, that made a committee meeting out-

draw a football game and a soap opera on TV,
according to one report? Was it only voyeurism,

a "legitimate" way to view what Newsweek
called "an X-rated spectacle that was repulsive

and irresistible at the same time"?

It was more. The charges of sexual harassment
and the defense against it touched a raw nerve

in our psyches: the relation of women and men
as sexual beings, authority figures, and wielders

of power. For many men, it was the realization

that what has become all-too-acceptable behav-
ior in our society—the innuendo, the leer, the off-

color joke—can no longer be so. For many
women, Anita Hill's allegations were all-too-pain-

ful reminders of times they remained silent to

protect jobs, relationships, or positions of power.
Of course, such should "not be once named

among you" (Eph. 5:3). Nor is blatant sexual

harassment an obvious problem in the church
(though stories that lurk beneath the surface sug-

gest it may be more common than we would
wish).

But if I listen to Mennonite women, I hear
that relationships between the sexes remain
problematic in the church. Women tell me we
men have a language of our own, that we commu-
nicate with each other in subtle ways that make
it difficult for women to share power and leader-

ship with us. We have a camaraderie that

doesn't include women. We'll listen politely to

them, but not until an idea comes from a male

do we take it seriously.

"There is no longer male and female," Paul
says (Gal. 3:28). We've never come to terms with
that statement. In fact, when our backs are to

the wall, we men bring out "Women should be si-

lent in the churches" (1 Cor. 14:34) or "I permit
no woman to teach or to have authority over a

man" (1 Tim. 2:12).

Those of us in the church are tempted to scoff

at a political process that makes a circus out of

sexual harassment allegations. But we must also

admit that the unrest in our society about male-
female relationships is an uneasiness we share in

the church.

We can do something about it. A first step

would be for men to be silent for a time about
the meaning of Scriptures on the role of women
in the church. Let our female theologians tell us
what the Spirit is saying through them. Let them
give us a vision and a direction for true equality

in the future.

We men have been trying for years to un-
derstand Paul's words in the epistles. If we're

honest, we'll have to admit our interpretations

have made many women feel on the sidelines of

the church. Give women a chance, and we may
be one more step toward realizing Paul's dream:
"All of you are one in Christ" (Gal. 3:28).—/'/p

You've said it

Mail keeps pouring into the Gospel Herald of-

fice. So this issue we include three pages of

"Readers Say."

Much of it responds to the question in the

Sept. 17 issue: "Should belief in the way of

peace be a requirement for membership in the

Mennonite Church?" One month later, we've re-

ceived 55 answers; two-thirds say "yes," one-

third "no." Many of these will appear in future

issues. Along with a host of mail on other topics.

We welcome letters. But keep them short. And
to one point. You'll have a better chance of

showing up in "Readers Say."

Letters are one way we build the community
of faith. As we talk with each other about ideas

and issues, we all come to new understandings

of God's work among us—jlp



Childhood is for dreaming dreams; youth is for seizing

them. Every person has the right to dream, in color—
any color. And the church can help to make it happen.
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Bringing racism
to center stage
At Normal 89, racism in the church

moved from subtext to center stage,

Oregon 91 delegates said that even more
work must be done to combat this evil,

Y'ou are listening to your favorite radio sta-

tion when you hear:

African American male voice: "It starts

early, about fourth grade. The kids' dreams get

cut down to size."

Narrator: Growing up black and male is not a

time for dreaming great dreams.

African American male voice: "It's as clear as

if the teacher just said it today, 'You're not a sci-

entist, you're not a lawyer, you'll never amount
to anything. Now here's the basketball!'

"

Narrator: Childhood is for dreaming dreams;

youth is for seizing them. Every person has the

God-given right to dream all they can, in color

—

any color.

What you have just heard is part of one

of 65 new radio spots produced by Men
nonite Board of Missions Media Minis-

tries. The spots focus on an increasingly

colorful, multiethnic North America as viewed

through white, middle-class eyes. Each one

sketches a 30-second scenario of ethnocentrism

or racism—not the Ku Klux Klan variety, but

the subtler kind even "good" people harbor.

by

Ann
Martin



have a dream that some day every

racial and ethnic group represented in

the Mennonite Church will he involved

in all aspects of church ministry/'

These spots make up the 12th edition of Choice

produced since 1969.

A radio spot hits its mark when Usteners real-

ize they share the discriminatory sentiments

they hear—that other races are inferior or threat-

ening, that prejudice is natural. Some spots tar-

get biases based on taste, like favoring English

with a French accent over that spoken with a

Vietnamese accent. Other spots identify widely-

held beliefs as homegrown, not universal.

"Our culture tends to support individualism

and autonomy as the primary way to express ma-
ture selfhood and identity," says Choice writer

and narrator David Augsburger. But our cultural

certainty and tunnel vision are challenged when
we respect the way other groups cultivate loyalty

within families and between friends, resolve con-

flict through go-betweens, teach their children

how to speak up so they are heard, prefer face-

to-face communication over letters, or sacrifice

short-term happiness for long-term goals.

African Americans today represent about 12

percent of the U.S. population; Hispanics make
up 8 percent and Asians four percent.

Of 1,500 stations Media Ministries contacted,

nearly 200—twice the usual number—are using

the spots on racism so far. These spots treat rac-

ism as a kind of two-edged sword, which injures

minorities when they are its targets and also

when they adopt racist attitudes themselves.

Race relations and multiculturalism permeate
our national discourse, whether the topic is po-

lice brutality, a new Supreme Court nominee,

the fairness of quotas, or Japanese trade prac-

tices. Atlantic magazine recently called race "the

subtext of American politics. When Americans
talk about government spending, about welfare,

about crime, about unemployment, or about values,

they are to some degree also talking about race."

The Choice spots are a Mennonite and
Church of the Brethren voice in this dis-

course. But they also recognize the need
to keep racial issues visible in the church, says

Kenneth J. Weaver, MBM Media Ministries di-

rector. At Normal 89, racism in the church

moved from subtext to center stage when a state-

ment was adopted which called on single-race

congregations to fellowship with those of other

racial heritages, and on institutions to review

whether their hiring and promotion practices

were fostering racial equality. Delegates at Ore-

gon 91 reaffirmed the need for the church to do
even more work to combat racism.

"That was a beginning, to say to the world,

'We don't want to be like you,' " says Brent Fos-

ter, evangelism and church development consul-

tant with MBM. "But what we say and do have

got to meet."

"I wish that Mennonites would become much
more flexible than other groups about being in-

ternational and intercultural," says Augsburger.

"Our Mennonite experience overseas has under-

lined our capacity to do that effectively. How-
ever, I have a hunch that once we start our

church building here, we homogenize fairly rap-

idly, even though we deplore the theology of ho-

mogenization."

North American Mennonite congregations may
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be diverse in terms of age, occupation, or theol-

ogy, but most are racially homogenous. For ex-

ample, the majority of the 58 churches belonging

to the Afro-American Mennonite Association

(AAMA) have only African American members;

the rest are not necessarily "significantly inte-

grated," says executive director James Offutt.

Some of the 61 churches within the Hispanic

Mennonite Convention are bilingual, notes Jose

Ortiz, director of Hispanic Ministries at Goshen

(Ind.) College. But few congregations sustain a

long-standing Hispanic-Anglo integration or

other interracial blends.

There are also Native American,

Vietnamese, Indonesian, Chinese,

Laotian, Asian American, Japanese,

Ethiopian, Belizean, and Garifuna Mennonite

groups meeting in the U.S. and Canada. But

rarely do two or more ethnic groups share a

building and joint worship services.

"It's easy to say, 'We don't have any black or

white people around,' says Offutt, who also pas-

tors Joy Fellowship in Peoria, 111. "But we need

to reach out to each other, even if it is across

town or from rural to urban areas." African

American and Anglo Mennonites near Chicago

came together recently for a Festival of Prayer,

Praise, and Unity. "It has to move beyond that,"

says Offutt, "but at least that's a beginning."

"I'm a strong advocate for more partnership

between suburban and urban churches. Urban

areas are a mission field right in our front yard,"

says AAMA president and Richmond, Va., pas-

tor Stan Maclin. "Too often we have allowed the

urban church to face Goliath with meager re-

"Ethnic groups have to have
an identity apart from the

church before they can truly

have an identity within the

Mennonite denomination/'

sources. I'm by no means advocating that we ex-

clude our responsibility for overseas ministry.

But Jesus did say, 'Begin in Jerusalem.'
"

For many ethnic group leaders, a rehable indi-

cator of the church's stance on inclusion is how
resources, leadership, and programs are shared.

In integrated congregations, for example, author-

ity must be shared, according to Noel Santiago,

MBM evangelism and church development con-

sultant. "We have a few churches that have

struggled and worked with that in good ways,"

says Santiago. "But some churches might strive

for integration without testing or discerning its

implications, then find out they are not willing to

do that."

"From what I've observed, the Mennonite

Church has been very accommodating in display-

ing the inclusiveness of the gospel," says Maclin.

"But it disturbs and concerns me when I walk

into some of our institutions and see no minority

representatives at all. Our institutions need to

display the reahty that God is no respecter of

persons. If that requires affirmative action, then

I'm all for that."

"The church is beginning to think in terms of

how we're inclusive with our staff," says Foster.

"To that I say 'Amen!' But I also have a dream
that some day, every racial and ethnic group or

nationality represented in the Mennonite Church

in North America will be involved in all aspects

of church life and ministry around the world."

The self-examination which the Choice

spots encourages outside the church is

also being worked at from within, with

non-Anglos taking the lead. They remind the

Swiss-German majority that respecting their

uniqueness is a prerequisite for unity. "Ethnic

groups have to have an identity apart from the

church before they can truly have an identity

within the denomination," says Foster. Ortiz

agrees, "Mennonites cherish and protect their

right to be themselves. We should ask for noth-

ing less."

Foster, Santiago, and Carlos Romero, youth

ministries coordinator for Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries, have also developed a

"Harmony Through Diversity" workshop to help

equip congregations and individuals for cross-cul-

tural ministries and relationships. They look in

depth at some of the same issues the Choice

spots tackle in 30-second bites: personal style,

work style, conflict style. The goal of both is to

help intimate, trusting relationships from across

racial and ethnic divides.

For that to happen in the church, says Santi-

ago, we must spend time together in fellowship,

prayer, and worship. "It's easy to think the goal

is a bicultural church, but we are first and fore-

most children of God. The more we make Jesus

Christ the center of our relationships, the more
we'll overcome a lot of these barriers."

Ann Martin is a free-lance writer who lives in

Harrisonburg, Va.
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READERS SAY

Baby boomers are
not young adults

As the coordinator for the student

and young adult activities at Oregon 91,

I want to respond to the letter, "What
Constitutes a Young Adult?" (Sept. 10)

and make a few observations on this

issue.

During a business session at Oregon
91, delegates who were born between
1946 and 1964 were asked to stand and
declare themselves as baby boomers.

Reportedly almost half of the delegate

body rose to its feet. Unfortunately,

many left with the idea that this re-

flected an active young adult presence

in the church. These people suffer

under the delusion that baby boomers
are still young adults. Not so.

If we understand the baby boom gen-

eration to last until 1964, then, strictly

speaking, we have three years until the

last boomers turn 30, the unofficial and
somewhat arbitrary end of young adult-

hood. I am not sure about all of the del-

egates, but our MCEC delegates did

not have anyone under 30. I think it is

safe to assume that the vast majority of

those who stood were well over 30.

Baby boomers? Yes. Young adults?

Well, I don't think we can be so gener-

ous.

Many baby boomers still feel like

young adults, and I am aware of a num-
ber of "young adult" groups that feel

they need to label themselves as such

so they are distinguished from other

adults in the church who "don't know
how to have fun." They feel adults are

their parents' generation. The reality is

that their parents' generation is now
one of grandparents, and the baby
boomers are the parents.

So what is this generation of young
adults? Well, some refer to them as

"baby busters" because they have come
to age in harder economic times. Oth-

ers, such as author Doug Coupland,

refer to them as Generation X: "a suspi-

ciously hushed generation vaguely

known as 20 something . . . doing point-

less jobs done grudgingly to little ap-

plause."

These are indeed two different gener-

ations, just as REM is different from
the Beatles. As we walk beside our

young adults, we need to be aware of

the differences and not assume that

baby boomers will be in tune with what
it means to be a young adult today.

The Mennonite Church must do more
work at the issue of what it means to

minister with students and young
adults of the baby bust generation.

Young adult leaders need to make their

voices heard if young adult ministry is

not to be lost in the shuffle between
agencies as Student and Young Adult
Services is dismantled at the Menno-
nite Board of Missions in the coming
months.

Fred W. Martin

Student and Young Adult Minister

Mennonite Conference of Eastern Canada
Kitchener, Ont.

Why stop understanding?
It seems that the church ought to be

a place in which the people of God seek

to understand and care for each other

in a spirit of openness and humility. I

am, therefore, mystified by the vehe-

ment objections Eugene Souder raises

to the church's Listening Committee for

Homosexual Concerns ("The Church Has
Left the Back Door Open," Sept. 10).

The church is certainly not of one
mind on this question. There is misun-

derstanding and even misrepresentation

of the experiences of lesbian and gay

Christians, yet Souder would have us

terminate the one useful denomination-

wide instrument we have for trying to

gain clarity and understanding. Far from
being over and decided, the dialogue

about sexual orientation is only beginning.

Rob Gascho
Washington, B.C.

A "blind stump"
under our feet?

In Montana, when I was growing up,

a neighbor of ours used a team of Per-

cheron horses for all his farm work.

When pulling a plow, these horses

learned to stop when they walked over

a blind stump (tree roots below the sur-

face of the soil). When they stopped,

the farmer would lift the plow and go

over the blind stump. One day, near

quitting time, the horses stopped but

the farmer demanded they finish the

furrow and did not raise the plow as he

usually did. The horses obeyed, bruised

their shoulders, and bent the plow.

Could it be that the reason for

"Peace Theology Expands But Commit-
ment Declines" (Aug. 27) is that the

church feels a "blind stump" under
their feet? They sense, even though

they may not be able to communicate
to the leaders, the real reasons, that

there is danger underfoot and that

changes need to be made in the pres-
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READERS SAY

ent emphases and interpretations?

Are church leaders trying to get us to

move into areas that will hurt the

church in the long term? In addition to

peace, this could be true for new kinds

of leadership, sexual-orientation issues,

reinterpretation of basic biblical doc-

trines and views of Jesus Christ and

the Bible.

Marvin D. Kauffman
Albany, Oreg.

A kick out of recycling

I had to chuckle about your peanut

butter jars ("Except for Peanut Butter

Jars," Sept. 24). Try a hot water rinse-

almost boiling, if it doesn't break the

jar. Most of it melts, and you can pour

it down the toilet. At least, they say

you shouldn't compost fat, don't they?

I'm fortunate, I guess. I get a kick out

of recycling and composting (and frus-

trated by places that are too small to

have recycling programs). Some people

cheer me on for my compost heap. Oth-

ers wrinkle their offended noses at the

sight and smell of my "garbage."

Elaine Kauffman
Campinas, Brazil

Bringing souls to Christ

Reading a release recently from one

of our church agencies, I found in 11

news items only one reference to Bible

teaching. The rest was about meeting

physical needs and with absolutely noth-

ing about bringing souls to Christ.

Has the church lost the vision for lost

souls? Even with our good intentions

for building the church by 1995, it ap-

pears we are making little progress.

I challenge the church especially its

leaders, to the privilege, responsibility,

and excitement of leading people to

Jesus Christ. This is the thrust of the

New Testament Church. Should it not

be ours also?

Melvin Paulus

Odon, Ind.

Pontius' Puddle

Pacifism and church membership
The following are additional responses

to the question raised in the Sept. 1

7

issue of Gospel Herald: "Should belief

in the way ofpeace be a requirement for

membership in the Mennonite Church?"

Yes. Belief in the way of peace should

be a membership requirement in the

Mennonite Church. If deviation is toler-

ated, rising generations will accept the

exceptions as normal.

Ken Ranch
Mt. Crawford, Va.

Yes. If the Mennonite church accepts

military personnel as members, it will

lose its peace witness. We have already

compromised or discarded too many
biblical teachings.

Carl A. Sarvia

Chambersburg, Pa.

Yes. If the church cannot have any

boundaries, it might as well call itself a

social club.

Jay Miller

Apple Creek, Ohio

Yes. And we need instruction in the

Schleitheim Confession of Faith as a his-

torical document of our heritage, admit-

ting tensions in its declarations even for

us.

Elam S. Kurtz

Jefferson, N.C.

Yes. But I also believe there will be

situations in which people in the armed
forces come to know Christ and then

apply for membership. These people

need to know that, because they signed

a contract they need to do their job to

the best of their ability. It's up to other

members to understand that while they

believe in peace God also wants them to

do the job to which they're committed.

Debra Taylor

Corning, N.Y.

Yes, if . . . Would it not be of primary

importance to know why soldiers want

to become Mennonites? This could be

easily explored without any reason for

embarrassment. I would assume their in-

terest stems from an understanding of

a people who love and care for each

other, excluding all cultural, social, or

religious differences. This is the gospel:

"Love your neighbor as yourself." Coer-

cion does not resolve differences. How-
ever, we too should allow for growth.

Herman J. Liechty

Archbold, Ohio

No. As modern Mennonites, who fol-

low a much more participatory ap-

proach to society as opposed to the

separation model of our conservative

brothers and sisters, we should accept

members who feel called to be part of

the law-and-order function of the state.

This includes policemen and soldiers.

John Martin

Kitchener, Ont.

No. To be consistent, one could not

become a member of the Mennonite

Church until they take a public stance

to get out of a divorce and remarriage,

to give up their millions of dollars, or to

leave any institution that promotes prac-

tices, or allows abortion.

Direction is more important than posi-

tion. It's so much easier to live in peace

under law than in conflict, pain, and suf-

fering under grace. The early church ac-

cepted all who confessed Jesus as

Lord, then discipled powerfully in the

ways of God. Membership is not the

test for doctrinal purity. Walking with

Jesus is!

David K. Gerber

Harrisonburg, Va.

Yes. God's reconciling grace comes to

us through Christ's life, death, and res-

urrection. Accepting God's grace and

growing in love for God, neighbor, and

enemy is the good news. Our vocation

is to breathe, live, teach, and preach

Christ's reconciling way morning, noon,

and night. Peacemaking and righteous-

ness go far beyond nonparticipation in

the military. They involve all relation-

ships. To me this is central, not op-

tional. We are to "make enemies into

friends." We do this in the spirit of

love, joy, hope, humility, and humor
with a "grace" full heart.

Atlee Beechy

Goshen, Ind.
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READERS SAY
Should peace be a require-

ment for church membership?

(continued from page 5)

Yes. The whole purpose and origin of

the Mennonite Church was and still is a

way of life which Jesus taught and God
wants us to be: humble, of peace,

meek, yet strong in faith. The pacifist

way of life should be explained care-

fully to new, would-be members along

with Mennonite history so they will not

be forced but can make a decision open
to them. If Mennonites give up this re-

quirement, then the basis of history, be-

liefs, and a way of life are lost.

Helen Wilson

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

No. The gospel of peace is for all

Christians. All are sinners saved by
grace. I am very interested in keeping
our faith. But it is discouraging how
some cling to the word "Mennonite"
and by their appearance are very

worldly. For our good we need to spend
time reading God's Word.
Alma Mast
Hesston, Kan.

No. Growing up in a Mennonite
home, I had 17 to 18 years of teaching,

nurturing, and observing the way of

peace and how it can be lived out. To
expect newcomers to the Mennonite
Church to embrace such teachings in

several months or several years is un-

reasonable. To force newcomers to re-

main in limbo without baptism or

church membership until they reach a

sufficient level of nonresistance (who de-

cides that, anyway?) reveals our lack of

faith in the God of peace to work in the

life of that person. I do think it is rea-

sonable to expect clear pacifist convic-

tions of primary leaders, however.

Melodie Davis

Harrisonburg, Va.

Yes. Belief in the way of peace is cen-

tral to the gospel and is imperative for

all Christians, including Mennonites.
The term "Mennonite soldier" seems
contradictory—like hot ice or dry rain.

While we must relate to inquiring sol-

diers cordially, only those who are exit-

ing the military for reasons of

conscience should become Mennonites.
I am bothered by the tiered member-
ship requirements suggested, i.e., total

pacifism for primary leaders and less

for others. Could Sunday school teach-

ers be one-half pacifists, ushers one-

fourth such?

John A. Hertzler

Mathews, Va.

Yes. As a Mennonite young adult, it

is especially frightening to see the lead-

ers from a previous generation allowing

practicing military personnel to become
members of Mennonite churches. I be-

lieve that my peers are conscious as

never before of the danger of nuclear

war and the daily drain of resources for

military purposes which could be spent
instead to meet so many human needs.

It is in this time that a denominational
stance against participation in the mili-

tary should be very important.

Obviously we cannot take God's place

and judge those persons who profess

Christianity yet remain active members
of the military. Both we and they proba-

bly benefit from worshiping together

and exchanging images of God, and we
should not deny their sincere spiritual-

ity. But we are empowered by God to

erect the boundaries necessary to pre-

serve our unique denominational stance

against violence, and therefore should

require that persons leave the military

if they apply for membership in a Men-
nonite Church. Only this way will we
continue to be a credible witness for

Christ's peace within a violent world.

And only this way will there still be a

peace emphasis when we from the youn-
ger generation become the leaders of

the church.

Rene Horst

Bloomington, Ind.

Yes. Why? I beHeve it is biblical

(Matt. 5 and Rom. 12).

The big Russian threat has melted
without a single U.S. gun being fired.

That was followed by an admission
from the Pentagon that our most expen-

sive weapon ever (the Stealth bomber)
does not evade radar after all. What
other institution continues to be sup-

ported with such loyalty given so little

credibility?

Can you envision in your wildest

dream the sight of Jesus wearing cam-
ouflage and holding a gun? That does
not represent the God that I worship!

Elmer E. Yoder

Perkasie, Pa.

Yes. The church has the spiritual and
the scriptural authority to set bound-
aries and the obligation to maintain

them.

Nonresistance is not just our "unique
membership requirement." It was also

that of the early Christian church and
of our Anabaptist predecessors.

6 /

There are around us denominations
to serve as examples of what happens
when you officially declare nonresis-

tance a matter of choice: it disappears.

Let us spread the gospel without con-

forming ourselves to the surrounding
culture and its values.

Robert J. Schultz

Protection, Kan.

Yes. I go back to Lawrence Burk-

holder's statement (Sept. 10): "Calvary

stands for nonresistance, complete self-giv-

ing, sacrificial death, unlimited giving, and
renunciation of claims and counterclaims

in the struggle for existence." My own ex-

perience in the U.S. Navy convinces me
that such a stand would not only be unlaw-

ful in the military but also impossible out-

side the brig.

Pres Nowlin
Powhatan, Va.

No. Mennonites should influence peo-

ple to follow the way of the cross, not

war. Leaders should be persuaded to

embrace pacifism. Since an ounce of ex-

ample is worth a ton of advice, we can

do much by living peacefully in the

home, church, community, nation, and
world. But for church membership, ac-

cept Christians as they are. Allow each
to grow according to the Holy Spirit's

leading in the way of peace.

Dwight E. Wratchford

Martinsburg, W.V.

No. I believe very strongly in the posi-

tion of nonresistance. So what I ask of

the newcomer before baptism is, "Are
you willing to listen to teaching and
allow the Holy Spirit to direct you in

what follows?" Can we ask any more of

those who come to Christ than did the

leaders of the New Testament Church?
Clarence R. Sutter

Ml Pleasant, Iowa

Yes. But I am a reluctant pacifist.

However, Christ's teachings and exam-
ple leave little other choice. Still, I do
not feel much in common with the

vocal "peace movement" within the

Mennonite Church. Pacifism as pre-

sented by the church seems more secu-

lar and humanistic than Christlike.

We as Mennonites have challenged

the very tenants of our faith: the infalli-

bility of the Scriptures, significance of

the cross, and the deity of Christ, to

name a few. We have also errantly chal-

lenged clear biblical teaching concem-
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IN A MENNONITE VOICE:

WOMEN DOING THEOLOGY
sponsored by MCC Canada-Women's Concerns & Conrad Grebe! College

April 30 -May 2, 1992

Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ontario

This conferonce has been organized to provide a forum for l^er)nonite women to work on theologi-

cal Issues and to provide a meeting place for women and men who are Interested in exploring the

emerging theological voices of women. Major presentations will have been Informed by the

contributions of at least 4-6 oOier round-table participants. These papers will be available In

February for registrants, allowing the conference to be a continuation of a larger dialogue.

Relmaging God In the Context of Relmaging a Mennonite Community of

FaHh, MelanieMay

Women's HIstory-Women'a Theology: Theological and Methodological

Issues In the Writing of the History of Anabaptist-Mennonlte Women,

Lois Barrett

MennonHe Women Connecting Faith & Practice, Dorothy SarfeZ/Native

Issues; Rosalee Bender/Disabled & Third World; Dorothy Fr/esen/Racism;

Mary Anne H//de£»fand/Domestic Violence; Kaye flempeZ/Poverty

Towards a Mennonite Feminist Approach to the Bible, Lydia Harder

Sharing Our Stories, Katie Funk Wiebe

Worship Celebration, Patty Shelly

Pre-Registration

Lodging & Meals (3 nights double occupancylB meals) $1 00.00

Conference Registration (jncludes papers in February) $40.00

($60 after

Jan. 1, 1992)

Please send your check to: WOMEN DOING THEOLOGY
c/o Conrad Orebel College

Waterloo. Ontario N2L3G6

For more information call Chris Stickel: (519) 885-0220 ext 223

ing homosexuality and women's role in

the church.

Whereas the fundamentals of our

faith seem to be open to challenge, the

concept of pacifism seems to be sacro-

sanct. The "peace movement" for some

would appear to be more important

than a personal relationship with the

Prince of Peace (Jer. 6:14-16).

Merle Mullet

Glendive, Mont.

Yes. Christians must minister to ev-

eryone. But in deciding whether paci-

fism should be required for church

membership, Mennonites must choose.

Measuring members by numbers means

being all things to all people. Measur-

ing members by commitment means tak-

ing a stand. Not every Christian will

be—or want to be—a Mennonite.

Those who are, however, will take a

clear message to the world.

Wayne Steffen

Goshen, Ind.

Yes. I know of someone who has wor-

shiped with a Mennonite congregation

for years, yet vnll not become a mem-
ber because he knows he would go to

war if drafted. I believe he is being true

to his and his congregation's beliefs.

The gospel of peace is an understand-

ing we do not share with most other

Christian groups. While much has been

made recently of similarities between

Mermonites and other Christians, I would

hope this is one line which would con-

tinue to be drawn—boldly, not out of

pride, but to be clear on what we believe.

Greg Law
Schwenksuille, Pa.

Yes. Peace is not an option— it is an

integral part of the gospel. I hope we as

Mennonites will require a belief in

peace.

Harold Lauber
Tofield, Alta.

Yes. Belief in peace is not just an ad-

ditional feature which we Mennonites

tack on to regular orthodox behefs, mak-
ing it optional for church membership.

Rather we confess and teach from the

Scriptures that the centrality of Jesus'

gospel is one of peace. Belief in Jesus

and his radical way of peace is the es-

sence of our faith, the fabric of our

lives, and the foundation for our wit-

ness.

Membership in the local congregation

should be a result of the covenant we
share together. Everyone in our

churches, both members and attenders,

are at various stages of discipleship and

maturity. It is right for us to be sensi-

tive to one another and desire harmony
among the fellowship. But this should

not be accomplished by accepting the

smallest common denominator of what

we agree upon as the gauge. We must

allow the Lord of the church to be the

standard.

W. Roy Walls, Jr.

Akron, N. Y.

No. I believe the Christ-centered com-

munity is in line with New Testament

practice. Therefore I cannot draw a line

with me on the inside and the soldier

on the outside.

The concept of church does not mean
we can reduce the gospel to a few "core

concepts" or "fundamentals." Chris-

tians are not made by simply saying, "I

believe in Jesus" but not in peace.

Jesus is the Prince of Peace. If then I

am growing more like him, how can I not

come to the peace position as I grow?

Maynard Shirk

Conestoga, Pa.

Maybe. Does Scripture call for the

church to allow membership to those

who do not beheve in the way of peace?

Maybe so. Do Mennonites need to ac-

cept nonpacifists into their community?

Maybe not.

Perhaps the Mennonite tradition is

best understood not as church, pluralis-

tic and accepting, but as a religious

order made up of women, men, and fam-

ilies who are committed to a distinct

rule of life. As a religious order, we
need not have all the qualities of a

church. Ptather we emphasize those val-

ues important to us: community, disci-

pleship, peace. In doing so we perform

a prophetic function to the church.

Tom Garlitz

Belleville, Pa.
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This congregation invests in a

Southside Fellowship in Elkhart, Ind.,

formed a corporation to promote and
market the paintings of one of its

members with motor skills disabilities,

by Tom Price

When Chad Friesen lies prostrate on his

stomach, takes paint brush in hand,

and stares intently at a canvass spread
out on the floor in front of him, usually a set of

eyes stares back.

These eyes don't belong to the 24-year-old

painter, whose physical disability prevents him
from painting in the usual posture. Instead, they
are what he calls "God's eyes." Friesen paints

many eyes in his works; they fit with a vision of

the world not seen by most artists.

Members of Southside Fellowship, a Menno-
nite and Church of the Brethren congregation in

Elkhart, Ind., agreed. They formed a for-profit

corporation, God's Eye Gallery Inc., complete
with a board of directors, to market Friesen's

work and bought more than 40 shares of stock at

$100 per share to pay for supplies and expenses.
"Will people buy Chad's art? I'm not an artist,

but to me that is beautiful work," says board
member Merritt Lehman, pointing to one of

Chad's paintings. "Here's a person who has to

struggle with life. But he also has some talent in

art. There should be some appreciation in that."

Patrons and potential investors had a chance
to determine that for themselves in September
and October when there was a display of

Friesen's work at the Goshen pottery studio of a

Southside member. "It was the first real test of

the marketabiUty of Chad's art," says Dean Pre-

heim-Bartel, chairman of the board of directors

for God's Eye Gallery.

Members of the congregation (affiliated

with the Mennonite Church, the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church, and

the Church of the Brethren) had their first expo-
sure to Chad's paintings when one of their pas-

tors, Willard Roth, asked the artist to display

his work during a congregational meeting. Al-

though Friesen had participated and won awards
in local juried art competitions, his work is not

well known among the area's artistic community.
Since that showing at a congregational meet-

ing, several Southside Fellowship members have

met regularly to plan how to launch the business
venture. Congregation members and Chad make
up the board of directors.

"Business is part of my daily routine," says

Merritt, who saw his involvement on the board
as a way he could contribute his professional

skills to the work of the church. The corpora-
tion—a structure that protects Chad's disability

benefits—has contracted Chad to supply them
with paintings.

Only Chad will receive pay from the venture.

"As the paintings are sold, a certain amount of

profit will go back into the business," Merritt says.

"It probably will be awhile for Chad to get to

the point where the business becomes self-sup-

porting. If it goes really well, our intention is to

turn the business over to Chad and make it his,"

Dean says. "We each brought something to the

group. Part of my interest grows out of working
20 years as a professional in the field of disabili-

ties. I'm always interested in seeing what we can
do to create an environment in which persons
with disabilities can grow."

Initially, the board investigated housing alter-

natives for Chad who left a group home for

people with disabihties after he was judged
too independent for the supervised residential

setting. For now, he lives with his mother, where
he keeps his "studio" in a corner of his bedroom
Although both Chad and fellow board mem-

bers hope that one day his works will yield

enough to pay for his own studio, they acknowl-
edge that their primary effort is to market his

paintings. Their initial investment and ongoing
income will keep Chad supplied in paints, can-

vasses, and frames.

"We're really a process, rather than a place,"

Dean says. Chad, himself, supplied the name:
God's Eye Gallery.

"I named it that because in Jerusalem, above
the Arab stores, they would have a God's eye,"

says Chad, who was fascinated by the symbol.
"It meant that it was safe."

The eyes show the whole range of emotions:

anger, fear, sadness, and joy. His paintings fea-

ture a variety of subjects, from personal anger to

a series of paintings portrajang the devastation

wrought by the Persian Gulf war.

"The first time I knew he could paint was
when we left Jerusalem in 1976," says his

mother, Carol Nickel, who was given his collec-

tion of school paintings by one of Chad's teach-

ers. "I really knew there was some kind of abil-

ity here. I just kept him supplied with art

pencils and colored pens."
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sabled artistes future

At the same time, Chad continued to battle a

disabihty he had fought most of his hfe. Al-

though doctors were unable to diagnose the

cause, they said that Chad suffers from ataxia, a

seizure disorder. When he turned eight, Chad's

condition deteriorated, affecting his motor skills.

The disorder caused his body to shake to the

point where he now relies on a wheelchair to get

about. "Until he was eight, he did everything

himself," Carol says.

"He always wanted to paint with a paint-

brush. All I could see was this great mess. I fi-

nally gave in," she says. "He really doesn't do
anything else right now. I decided to put up with

the mess; it was worth it."

Although Chad lies flat and braces his right

hand with his left when he paints, the

lack of an easel or other painting tools

doesn't slow him down. "He paints upside down,
he paints from the bottom, he paints from the

side," his mother says.

The sheer volume of Friesen's paintings dem-
onstrates his prolific creativity. Board member
Kathryn Steckly, who is retired, was given the

task of cataloging Friesen's paintings. She spent
two hours per week for half the summer doing
just that and was little more than half done, with

about 200 paintings cataloged. "I've always sort

of prided myself in clerical skills," she says.

"This one has me stumped."
The whole process has been more than the

congregation bargained for. "It's a little more
complicated than you'd think and than we
thought when we first got started," says Dierra

Lehman.
"That's much like life," adds Alvina Nickel,

Chad's grandmother.

The first obstacle came directly from the artist

himself. "We had to persuade Chad he should

sell his paintings," says his mother.
"My paintings, to me, are like a diary," says

Chad, who usually paints four to five hours
daily. "People don't sell their diaries."

Yet the personal nature of Friesen's paintings

was what drew the congregation into a for-profit

business venture in the first place. "It's one of

the ways in which the church really lives out

who it is and what it believes—by putting our-

selves on the line. We're not just talking; we're

doing something for the benefit of another,"

Dean says. "If Chad can be successful, then I'll

feel good. Just to be part of his success feels

like one of the things we are about as a church

—

to stand by one another, to help each other

achieve our callings. This is Chad's calling."

"It's my job," Chad adds.

"His favorite question is, 'What do you think

about this painting?'" says his mother.

"I'm not asking, 'Is it good or bad?' " Friesen

says. "I'm asking, 'What do you see and feel in

the painting?'
"

Alvina Nickel notes there are "more than just

colors" in the paintings of her grandson, who ad-

mits he enjoys when people see something in his

work.

"Even if they see something different than

what you had in mind?" asks Dierra.

"Yeah," Chad says. "Everyone does."

Tom Price, Elkhart, Ind., covers religion for the

Elkhart Truth.

Chad Friesen discusses one of his

paintings during a presentation to

students and faculty at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.
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CHURCH NEWS

Pastor project, youth conventions top
agenda at meeting of MBCIVI directors

Pastors oriented. Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—A group of 11 pastors, most of them new
to the Mennonite Church, got an introduction to church schools and agencies in

northern Indiana Sept. 30-Oct. 2. The group visited the Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries; Goshen College; the boards of Congregational Ministries,

Education, and Missions; General Board; and Mennonite Mutual Aid. In addition,

three group members visited Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, Pa. Pictured

above, in front of the building where General Board has its offices, are (back row,

from left): Jeff Wright, Rancho Cucamonga, Calif; Alan Kauffrnan, Accident, Md.;

Dennis Ernest, Garden City, Mo.; Ananda Sairsingh, Upland, Calif; James Isaacs,

Inglewood, Cahf
;
Gary Blosser, Silver Spring, Pa.; (front) Anton Matthews, Chicago;

Rod Stafford, Pasadena, Calif; William Hartwell, Omaha, Neb.; Ervin Stutzman,

Mount Joy, Pa.; and Timothy Owolabi, Orrville, Ohio.

Elkhart, Ind. (MfiCM)—Reports on the

Pastorate Project and the 1991 and 1993

youth conventions highlighted a meeting

of the board of directors of Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries

(MBCM).
The board of directors also discussed

first steps in a Congregational Peace Ed-
ucation Initiative.

The board devoted five hours at its Oct.

18-19 meeting to reports from the Pastor-

ate Project. Under this study program, 16

pilot congregations and 10 Mennonite

Church and General Conference leaders

were asked to test new attitudes and
structures for relationships between pas-

tors and congregations.

Mennonite Board of Education (MBE)
administers the project, which is funded

by a grant from Lilly Foundation. After

this coming December, however, MBCM
will be responsible to implement what has

been learned from the study.

MBCM has hired Dale Stoltzfus, one of

the 10 project consultants, to serve on the

staff of the agency's leadership office.

Stoltzfus will work primarily with confer-

ence ministers in helping to improve pas-

tor-congregation relations.

At the meeting, the directors heard

from Stoltzfus and two other project con-

sultants, Marlene Kropf and James
Waltner. MBE's directors for the project,

Albert J. Meyer and Dave Sutter, also

gave reports.

A major consultation in Chicago on Dec.

7-8 will present formal findings from the

three-year study.

On another matter, the directors heard

reports on the Oregon 91 Youth Conven-

tion and plans for a 1993 gathering.

Carlos Romero, MBCM's coordinator

of youth ministries, received many ex-

pressions of gratitude from the board for

his work in coordinating the Oregon con-

vention.

Stan Shantz, a pastor from Glendale,

Ariz., who briefly served as a paid staff

member before Romero was hired, also

was recognized. He was given a $500

stipend for his extensive work as chair of

the Youth Convention Planning Commit-
tee.

Romero presented a preliminary finan-

cial report on Oregon 91. However, it will

be another month until MBCM can close

its books on the convention, because the

University of Oregon has not yet sent a

bill for lodging and feeding the 2,100

youth.

Considerable discussion focused on site

selection for the 1993 youth convention,

which is to be hosted by Lancaster and

Atlantic Coast conferences.

MBCM estimates that 3,000 youth will

attend. This means the site chosen earlier,

Towson State University in Baltimore, is

no longer acceptable, because it has only

2,000 available beds.

Romero reported that the University of

Maryland in College Park, near Washing-

ton, D.C., seems a very promising site.

Another possibility is to hold the meeting

at the Convention Center in Philadelphia

and lodge the youth in three downtown
hotels.

MBCM hopes to make a final decision

in December.
In another action related to youth min-

istries, the directors approved spending

$2,000 to fund rewriting of youth
mentoring material.

Steve Ropp, youth minister for Illinois

Conference, will rewrite the material dur-

ing a sabbatical.

Also at the meeting, MBCM staff mem-
bers G. Edwin Bontrager and J. R.

Burkholder presented suggestions for

launching the Congregational Peace Edu-
cation Initiative.

This program was mandated by General

Assembly at Oregon 91.

There was general agreement that re-

sources to help congregations deepen
peacemaking convictions are already

available. However, the challenge is to get

congregations to deal with the issue.

In an organizational matter, the board

elected Marcus Smucker, Elkhart, Ind., to

serve as president for the next biennium.

Four new directors joined the board for

the meeting. David Mishler, Johnstown,

Pa., and Peter Wiebe, Glendale, Ariz.,

were appointed by General Board this

past spring. Nancy Rodriguez-Lora,

Brooklyn, N.Y., and Roy Williams, Land-

0-Lakes, Fla., were elected by General

Assembly.
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CHURCH NEWS

Mennonites celebrate
1 25 years in Chicago
Lombard, III.—Speakers, seminars, and

a tour highlighted events marking the

125th anniversary of Mennonite activity

in Chicago on Oct. 12-13.

Lombard Mennonite Church and staff

members from Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM) planned the "celebration of

mission" weekend.

Richard Yordy, who spent his teenage

years at the Chicago Home Mission and
later served as conference minister for

Illinois Conference, spoke Sunday morn-
ing. In addition, Simon G. Gingerich of

MBM gave a slide presentation of Men-
nonite involvement in Chicago up to

about 1950.

Earlier, sociologist J. Howard
Kaufmann presented "A Profile of the

Mennonite Church." Wilbert Shenk, di-

rector of the Mission Training Center at

the Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries, Elkhart, Ind., spoke on "The Gos-
pel and Our Culture."

David and Janice Yordy Sutter, Richard
Blackburn, and Mark Vincent led semi-

nars on lifestyle, peace ministry, and com-
munity, respectively. Pat Swartzen-
druber, MBM vice-president for adminis-

tration, moderated a Saturday discussion.

During the fall of 1866, John F. Funk
and Peter Neff gathered a group together

for worship in a small room on the city's

near north side. The group disbanded in

1869, and the house was destroyed by the

Chicago fire in 1871.

By 1893, however, M. S. Steiner had
arrived to begin mission work in the city.

He started the Home Mission, which was
organized as a congregation of Illinois

Conference in 1903.

During the weekend celebration, many
persons who formerly attended the Home
Mission shared their memories. They re-

called streetcar rides to church, Fresh-Air

trips to the country, Sunday school diplo-

mas, Christmas dinners, and leaders who
influenced them.

A Saturday morning tour pointed out

the site, under an expressway, where the

mission used to stand. Other stops in-

cluded the Mennonite section of Glen
Oaks cemetery, Bethel Mennonite Com-
munity Church, Grace Community
Church, the Chicago Mennonite Learning
Center's new building, the area around
Lawndale Mennonite Church, and the

meeting places of some of the newer
Hispanic Mennonite congregations.

The Saturday evening meal, prepared

by John Burke of the Lombard church,

was reminiscent of Christmas dinners

served at the Home Mission.

Various memorabilia items were dis-

played throughout the weekend.
—Emma Richards

Students get groceries
for hungry in Lancaster
Lancaster, Pa. (LMH)—Lancaster Men-

nonite High School (LMH) students

raised more than $850 earlier this fall to

buy groceries for hungry people in Lan-

caster County.

Called "Dollars for the Hungry," the

project was planned and directed by 56

students taking a Foods and Nutrition I

course and their home economics teacher,

Deborah Van Pelt.

Seeing a video on world hunger led to

a day of brainstorming, in which all four

sections concentrated on choosing an ac-

tivity that would bring hunger awareness

to the entire school.

The project chosen invited all LMH
students and staff members to contribute

$1 each toward buying groceries for the

Lancaster County Council of Churches
food bank.

Van Pelt and her students hoped at

least half of the 693 students and their

teachers would remember to contribute

on collection day. To their amazement,
the total amount of money received

climbed to $864.

The next day, the Foods I students went
to a local grocery store to spend about $15
per person on nonperishable food.

Class members were asked to compare
prices and use coupons. In addition. Van
Pelt urged the students to study product

labels and choose foods low in fat, sodium,

and sugar.

Later that day, the students presented

some 90 bags of groceries to the Council

of Churches' food storage center.

James Hughes, executive director of the

council, praised the project.

"You're asking the kids to think seri-

ously about other people and teaching

them Christian stewardship," he said. "It

looks like a very comprehensive, hands-on
kind of project and goes well with the

Scripture verse 'Faith without works is

dead.'

"

According to Hughes, the number of

people needing emergency food service in

Lancaster County has increased consider-

ably during the past year, probably as a

result of a higher than usual unemploy-
ment rate.

Committee hears reports
from IVIideast worl^ers
Akron, Pa. (MCC)— Reports on the

Middle East and Poland headed activities

at the Sept. 20-21 meeting of the execu-

tive committee of Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC).
Carol McLean of Baltimore said 300,000

children in Iraq are starving, due to the

economic embargo against that country.

McLean, a public health nurse, went to

Iraq in July for a six-week MCC assign-

ment. She worked with UNICEF to

launch an emergency feeding and nutri-

tion program.

Milk powder, infant formula, and med-
ical supplies sent by MCC were useful and
appreciated, McLean said. However, re-

lief supplies can meet only 10 percent at

most of Iraq's food needs.

McLean urged that Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ call on the interna-

tional community to unfreeze Iraqi assets

and to permit Iraq to sell oil, under
international monitoring.

In addition to McLean's presentation,

the committee heard reports from Ed
Epp of Winnipeg and Doug Yoder of

Meyersdale, Pa.

Yoder, who returned from a three-year

MCC assignment in Poland, outlined the

opportunities he sees in Europe, now that

the political climate has changed.

Epp described how the GulfWar looked

from Cypms and Turkey and reported on
MCC work in Lebanon and other coun-

tries in the region.

Epp and his wife, Norilynn, served as

MCC country representatives for Leba-

non from 1987 until earlier this year. They
spent this past May in Turkey, coordinat-

ing MCC response to the Kurdish refu-

gees.

"As we commune with people in the

Middle Eastern churches," Epp said, "we
will be forced to reexamine our beliefs

about the state of Israel.

In addition, he told the committee, "We
will need to look again at our ways of

doing mission . . . [in] an area where an
indigenous church has existed since the

time of Christ."

Also at the meeting, controller Ken
Langeman reported that U.S. contribu-

tions to MCC in the first nine months of

this fiscal year were up 5.9 percent over

the same period last year.

The increase stems in part from a surge

of contributions during April and May.
This came in response to the Kurdish
refugee situation.
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• Zaire still troubled. Condi-
tions in Zaire remain unstable,

according to a late October re-

port from Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC). Following

riots in September, President

Mobutu Sese Seko reached
agreement with opposition lead-

ers and appointed a member of

the opposition as prime minis-

ter. But he dismissed the prime
minister Oct. 20, when the ap-

pointee refused to swear alle-

giance to Mobutu. Former MCC
worker Tim Lind traveled to

Zaire on Oct. 24 to meet with

the agency's church partners

and consider possible responses

to the situation.

•MBM urges prayers. The
board of directors of Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) has

called members of the Menno-
nite Church and others to pray

for the Middle East peace talks

that began Oct. 30. The resolu-

tion approved at the Oct. 24-26

MBM board meeting urges "all

people everywhere" to pray at

noon each day during the talks.

The resolution continues, "Let
us pray for this first face-to-face

meeting of Arab and Israeli

leaders in 43 years."

• Lesson series okayed. Men-
nonite Publication Board has

approved continued develop-

ment of a new children's curric-

ulum, which churches could use

in place of the Foundation Se-

ries. Mennonite Publishing
House will share the projected

$780,000 cost with its Mennonite
and Brethren publishing part-

ners. In other actions at the

board's Oct. 24-26 meeting,
Maurice Martin of New Ham-
burg, Ont., was reappointed
president. Levina Huber, South
Daytona, Fla., was appointed
vice-president, and John B.

Shenk, East Petersburg, Pa.,

was reappointed secretary.

• Committee meets. The Inter-

Mennonite Confession of Faith

Committee heard from mem-
bers of three Mennonite Church
(MC) and General Conference
(GC) conferences in a meeting
in Hesston, Kan., last month.
People from South Central,

Western District, and Iowa-Ne-
braska conferences asked ques-

tions and made suggestions.

Topics ranged from baptism
and communion to how much
emphasis to place on the cruci-

fixion as opposed to the resur-

rection. The new confession of

faith is to be presented for ap-

proval at the joint MC/GC as-

sembly in Wichita, Kan., in

1995.

—

Susan Balzer

• Pastors visit college. Some 22

pastors from six states came to

Hesston (Kan.) College on Oct.

7-8 for the school's annual
Church-College Conversations.

Em Griffin, professor of commu-
nications at Wheaton (111.) Col-

lege, spoke on "The Art of

Christian Persuasion," "Com-
munication Through Small
Groups," and "Who is the
Pastor's Friend?" In addition,

Merv Birkey of West Union
Mennonite Church, Parnell,

Iowa, described his journey to

the pastorate, and faculty mem-
bers Vickie Andres and Dwight
Roth spoke on making faith rel-

evant in the classroom.

• Griffin leads lectures. "Up-
ward mobility in this life is, ac-

cording to Jesus Christ, down-
ward mobility in the next life

and vice versa," Em Griffin told

students and faculty at Hesston
(Kan.) College. Griffin, a mem-
ber of the Wheaton (HI.) College

communications faculty, served

as Staley Distinguished Chris-

tian Lecturer at Hesston last

month. He spoke to four college

classes and to the entire campus
community during weekly con-

vocation.

• Goshen cited. U.S. News and
World Report magazine has
again hsted Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege as one of "America's Best

Colleges." The annual survey
ranked Goshen in the top quar-

ter of the 140 "national liberal-

arts colleges." This is the sec-

ond time the magazine has
ranked Goshen since the Carne-
gie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching reclassified

the school from a "regional lib-

eral arts college" to the more
competitive "national" cate-

gory.

• Anniversary marked. Some
250 people took part in an Oct.

12 service to mark the coming of

the first Amish families to the

Middlebury, Ind., area 150 years

ago. Speakers included Daniel

S. Bontrager and Daniel Beachy
of the Amish Heritage Commit-
tee and Marion Bontrager, who
is a member of the Bible faculty

at Hesston (Kan.) College and a

descendant of the early Amish
settlers. Marion Bontrager
praised the settlers for recogniz-

ing that "all of life |is| sacred."

At the same time, he asked a

series of probing questions. Did
the settlers ever wonder about
taking land from the native

Americans? Will Anabaptists
today be able to control technol-

ogy and maintain community?
Will they keep the church cen-

tral? The service included a song
from the Ausbund and "Gott ist

die Liebe" sung from mem-
ory.

—

Levi C. Hartzler

• Alumni return. Some 700 peo-

ple from off campus took part in

homecoming and parents week-
end at Eastern Mermonite Col-

lege, Harrisonburg, Va., on Oct.

11-13. Activities included class

reunions, seminars for parents,

alumni-varsity soccer and field

hockey games, an alumni-parent

worship service, a concert by the

Reunion Vocal Band, and per-

formances of "HomeComing-
Home," a multi-media produc-

tion by the college music and
theater departments.

• Sharing goal set. Meimonite
Church General Board has set a

$25,000 goal for this year's

Christmas Sharing Fund drive.

Christmas Sharing gifts will go

toward starting new churches in

Mexico City, helping ethnic mi-

nority students attend Menno-
nite high schools, and support-
ing a new peace education
initiative in congregations.

• Conference grows. Lancaster
Conference membership rose
from 6,000 in 1900 to 18,200 m
1990, according to figures com-
piled by the Home Ministries

department of Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. The
growth rate each decade fluctu-

ated from 27 percent for the

1910-1919 period to only 2 per-

cent in the 1960s. John Nissley,

associate director for evange-

lism, projects a growth rate of 18

percent for the 1990s. Currently,

the conference has 194 congre-

gations and 27 church planting

fellowships.

• Welcomed like family. African

Christians would like African

Americans to come as mission-

aries, Lindsey Robinson said.

Robinson, who is associate di-

rector of Home Ministries for

Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, visited Ghana and
Benin this past August. "We
were made to feel like family

New York churches meet. Bronx, N.Y. (NYCCMC)—A group
from Believers Mennonite Fellowship, Brooklyn, N.Y., sings

at the eighth annual convention of New York City Menno-
nites. Members of the singing group iu-e of the GariRma
people from Belize. During tlie Sept. 27-28 meeting at

Fordham University, Amor Viviente Mennonite Church of

Long Island was welcomed into the New York City Council

of Mennonite Churches. Pastor Victor Amador has been sent

to New York by the Mennonite Church in Honduras. With
the Amor Viviente church and a new Haitian Bible study

group in Irvington, N.J., there are now 19 Mennonite con-

gregations in the New York metropolitan area.
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members who had been away for

a long time and were now return-

ing home," said Robinson, who
traces his ancestry to West Af-

rica. Church leaders expressed

appreciation for white mission-

aries, but wondered why people

of African heritage did not

come, he said.

• CPS reunion held. Former Ci-

vilian Public Service workers at

Denison, Iowa, marked the 50th

anniversary of the camp's open-

ing with a Sept. 20-22 reunion in

Evansville, Ind. Guest speakers

Atlee and Winifred Beachy told

the 213 registrants about the

organization Seniors for Peace.

In addition, former camp direc-

tor Lester Gerig led a panel

discussion about camp experi-

ences. A video of the weekend
and information about the next

reunion in 1993 are available

from Henry Leamon, 92 Stras-

burg Pike, Lancaster, PA
17602.^ames R. Clemens

• Youth meet in Cuba. Nine
young Mennonites from Guate-

mala, Mexico, and the United
States attended a retreat in Ha-
vana, Cuba, in August. The
event was sponsored by a Bap-
tist congregation in the Cuban
capital. Mennonite Central
Committee provided some fi-

nancial assistance so the eight

Guatemalans and Mexicans
could attend. Steve Shirk,

Thornton, Pa., was the only U.S.

member of the group.

• Worker writes book. Melanie
Zuercher, a former Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC)
worker in eastern Kentucky, is

the author of a book about a

statewide activist group.
Zuercher grew up in Harlan,

Ky., and worked for Kentucki-

ans for the Commonwealth
(KFTC) as an MCC U.S. volun-

teer from 1986 until early 1991.

The book is titled Making His-

tory: The First Ten Years of

KFTC.

• Entries accepted. The Lion

and the Lamb Peace Arts Cen-
ter at Bluffton (Ohio) College is

now accepting entries for an
Outdoor Peace Sculpture Na-
tional Juried Competition. Par-

ticipants must have experience

wdth outdoor sculpture. Slides

of up to three works (no more
than 10 slides total) must ac-

company the application. Dead-
line is March 2, 1992. There is

no entry fee. More information

is available from Elizabeth

Hostetler, Lion and the Lamb
Peace Arts Center, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, OH 45817.

• Pastor transitions:

Mary Brenneman was ordained on

Sept. 29 at Central Mennonite
Church near Fort Wayne, Ind.

Brenda Glanzer, minister of edu-

cation at Hesston (Kan.) Men-
nonite Church, has resigned her

position effective the end of De-
cember.

Ray Lapp and Jon Hoover were
licensed at Ridgeview Menno-
nite Church, Gordonville, Pa.,

on Oct. 6. Lapp will serve as

associate pastor and Hoover as

pastoral assistant.

Brenda North Martin was ordained

for hospital chaplaincy in a Sept.

29 service at Raleigh (N.C.)

Mennonite Church.

• Coming events:

1-W reunion. First Mennonite
Church, Denver, on Nov. 30.

This is part of the church's 50th

anniversary celebration and the

dedication of its new facilities.

More information from the

church at 303 892-1038.

Pastorate Fi-oject consultation, Chi-

cago on Dec. 7-8. Congrega-
tional leaders and consultants

who have been involved in this

study project will shai'e theii'

experiences, and church school

and agency representatives will

respond. Other interested per-

sons are invited to participate as

long as space is available. Reg-

istration deadline is Nov. 15.

More information from Don
Garber, Mennonite Board of

Education, Box 1142, Elkhart,

IN 46515-1142.

Faith and Farming VII conference,

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mount Pleasant, Pa., on
Dec. 8-10. John L. Ruth will

present "The Story of a People

of the Land," and Ohio farmer

Valentine Yutzy will speak on
"biological farming." More in-

formation from Laurelville, R. 5,

Box 145, Mount Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412 423-2056.

Peace conference, sponsored by
Christian Peacemaker Teams
(CPT), Richmond, Va., March
6-8. Participants will reflect on
the Gulf War and on means of

protest such as war tax resis-

tance. More information from
CPT, 1821 W. CuUerton, Chi-

cago, IL 606708, or John Stoner,

conference coordinator, 728 Ful-

ton, Akron, Pa 17501; phone 717

859-1958.

Mennonite and Brethren Health

Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11. The theme is "Ana-

baptist Leadership for Change."

More information from Menno-
nite Health Association, 202 S.

5th St., Suite 100, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 533-9069.

Dialogue 92, Indianapolis, Ind., on
March 6-8. Health professionals,

pastors, caregivers, and others

will discuss health issues. More
information from Mennonite
Health Association, phone 219

533-9069, or from Mennonite
Health Services or Mennonite
Mutual Aid.

• Job openings:
Conference coordinator needed.

Franconia Conference seeks a

person with strong administra-

tive and team buUdLng skills and
the ability to publicly articulate

Anabaptist-Mennonite faith and
the conference's mission state-

ment. Full-time position. Con-
tact David Greiser, 1005 S. St.

Bernard PL, Philadelphia, PA
19143; phone 215 729-4424.

Volunteer needed to fill position of

program director. Social work
and some counseling skills nec-

essary. Contact Sheron Brun-

ner. Lifeline Ministries
Women's Shelter, 424 Guerrero,

San Francisco, CA 94110; phone
415 861-4820.

NEW MEMBERS

Assembly, Goshen, Ind.: Chad
Martin.

Emmanuel, Gainesville, Fla.:

David Kreider and Heidi Regier

Kreider.

First Mennonite, Indianapolis,

Ind.: Cecil and Ruth Simons,

Mark Sauder, David Talbott,

Eric Boschmann, and Stan and
Shelley Fletcher.

Glenwood, Glenwood Springs,
Colo.: Merle Detweiler.

Line Lexington, Pa.: Dan Sell,

Eva Sell, John King, Darlene

Hunsberger, John Rittenhouse,

Leni Rittenhouse, Troy Kratz,

Ken Maute, and Jacki Maute.
Sharon, Plain City, Ohio: Laura
Chuha.

Wilmot, Baden, Ont.: Stanley

and Verda Cook, and Sharlene

Heipel.

Zion, York, Pa.: Bormie Tyson
and Ethel May Flinchbaugh.

BIRTHS

Akers, Mark and Margie (Yoder),

Christiansburg, Va., Amy Eliza-

beth (third child), Aug. 31.

Barnes, Jeff and Shawn (Keller),

Green Lane, Pa., Brandon Jef-

frey (first child), Sept. 23.

Dunster, Patrick and Julia

(PoUit), Kidron, Ohio, Gideon
Patrick (fourth child), Oct. 1.

Hershberger, Randy and Marcia
(Schrock), Wakarusa, Ind., Ellen

Joy (first child), Oct. 7.

Hershey, Andrew and Yvonne
(Lefever), Paradise, Pa., Derek
Abram (third child), Sept. 24.

Hostetter, Alden and Louise
(Otto), Fairfax, Va., Andrew Lee
(third child), Oct. 2.

Hunsberger, Tim and Angela
(Grosse), Kitchener, Ont., Jer-

emy David (second child), Sept.

18.

Landis, Scott and Patti Jo (Hoch-

stetler), Hamilton, Mont., Aus-
tin Ray (first child), July 21.

Lorentz, Mike and Gina (Stoltz),

Kitchener, Ont., EUerey Hope
(first child), Sept. 9.

Miller, John and Tami (Wagner),

Constantine, Mich., Zachary
John (second child), Sept. 24.

Moyer, Gregory and Laurie (Kel-

ler), Harleysville, Pa., Jared
Gregory (second child), Oct. 10.

Strater, Noel and Michele
(Savoie), Clarksville, Mich., An-
drea Louise (first child), Sept. 3.

Swoyer, Terry and Kim (Kramer),

Sumneytowri, Pa., Shawna Rose
(second child), Oct. 10.

Yoder, Verlyn and Deb (Yoder),

Kalona, Iowa, Hannah Elyse

(second child), Sept. 21.

Zimmerman, Dale and Rosa
(Petersheim), New Holland, Pa.,

Kelsey Nadine (first child),

Sept. 23.

MARRIAGES

Bixler-Elmy Thomas: Reggie
Bbder, Saginaw, Mich. (Grace

Chapel), and Tammy Elmy
Thomas, Caro, Mich, June 22,

by Scott Holland.

Bustos-Litwiller: Steven Bustos,

Goshen, Ind. (Benton cong.),

and Lori LitwUler, Goshen, Ind.

(SUverwood cong.), Sept. 21, by
Galen Johns and Howard
Habegger.

Chubb-Lefever: Millard A.

Chubb, Lancaster, Pa. (S. Chris-

tian Street cong.), and Edna B.

Lefever, Lancaster, Pa. (S.

Christian Street cong.), Oct. 12,

by Lawrence Chiles and James
Hess.

Esh-Gingerich: John Esh, New
Holland, Pa. (Ridgeview cong.),

and Janet Gingerich, Strasburg,

Pa. (Petra Christian Fellow-

ship), Sept. 14, by Robert L.

Petersheim.
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Garot-Miller: Leon Garot, Glen-

wood Springs, Colo. (United
Methodist Church), and Rachel
Miller, Glenwood Springs, Colo.

(Glenwood cong.), Oct. 6, by
John Otto.

Harned-Kauffman: James Ham-
ed, Steger, 111. (Baptist Church),

and Christine Kauffman, Lake
Odessa, Mich. (Community
cong.), Sept. 14, by Barry Lee.

Hartranft-Zook: Craig Hartranft,

Ephrata, Pa. (Evangelic Free
Church), and Debra Zook,
Ephrata, Pa. (Ridgeview cong.),

Sept. 14, by Doug Winne.
Jantzi-Bradshaw: Tim Jantzi
(Wilmot cong.), and Kim
Bradshaw, Toronto, Ont., Oct.

19, by John Goulet.

Lackman-Miller: Luke Lackman,
Apple Creek, Ohio (Catholic

Church), and Nancy Miller,

Lakeville, Ohio (Wooster cong.),

Oct. 12, by Wayne A. Nitzsche.

Moyer-Halteman: Doug Moyer,
Souderton, Pa. (Souderton
cong.), and Glenda Halteman,
Souderton, Pa. (Franconia
cong.), Oct. 12, by Gerald A.

Clemmer.
Rusk-Yoder: Andrew Rusk, Ard-

more. Pa., and Anita Yoder,

Souderton, Pa. (Plains cong.),

Oct. 5, by Henry P. Yoder (fa-

ther of bride).

DEATHS

Beimer, Doris M., 56, Glenwood
Springs, Colo. Born: July 15,

1935, Franconia, Pa., to Norman
and Ethel (Weaver) Benner.
Died: Oct. 4, 1991, Glenwood
Springs, Colo., of cancer. Survi-

vors—brothers: Kenneth J.,

Douglas E., N. Dale, Herbert L.

Funeral: Oct. 8, Glenwood Men-
nonite Church, by John Otto
and Kenneth Benner. Burial:

Rosebud Cemetery.
Bergey, Sallie L., 70. Born: May

25, 1921, Franconia, Pa., to Vin-

cent K. and Maggie M. (Landis)

Bergey. Died: Oct. 6, 1991,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors

—

brother and sisters: Curtis L.,

Lizzie L. Guntz, Irene L.

Reinford. Funeral and burial:

Oct. 10, Franconia Mennonite
Church, by Henry L. Ruth, Ben
F. Lapp, and Merrill B. Landis.

Boshart, Milton, 87, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Born: Wilmot Twp.,
Ont., to Daniel and Magdalena
(Schwartzentruber) Boshart.
Died: Sept. 24, 1991, Kitchener,

Ont. Survivors—wife: Lucinda
(Mayer) Lebold; children: Rita

Horst, Robert, Gary, Stanley

Mayer, Ernest Mayer, Floyd
Mayer, Marie Huehn; 19 grand-

children, 12 great-grandchil-

dren; sister: Irene Jantzi. Mem-
ber: St. Agatha Mennonite
Church. Predeceased by:
Elmina Kropf (first wife), Berl

and Floyd (sons).

Boshart, Robert A., 32, Wood
River, Neb. Born: May 22, 1959,

Grand Island, Neb., to Amos
and Loretta (Stutzman)
Boshart, Jr. Died: Sept. 14,

1991, Grand Island, Neb. Survi-

vors—wife: Karen Heckman;
son: Seth; parents: Amos and
Loretta Boshart, Jr.; brother
and sisters: John, Jolene, Ann
Roth; grandparents: Mr. & Mrs.
Clarence Stutzman. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 18, Wood River

Mennonite Church, by George
Hansen and Cloy Roth.

Harder, Mary Elizabeth
(Shearer), 94. Jackson, Miim.
Bom: Oct. 19, 1896, Jackson,

Minn., to Samuel and Elizabeth

(Graybill) Shearer. Died: Oct. 7,

1991, Phoenix, Ariz. Survivors

—

daughters: Miriam Bowers,
Ruth Slagell; 6 grandchildren,

10 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Edward B. Harder
(husband). Funeral: Oct. 9,

Glencroft Retirement Commu-
nity, Glendale, Ariz., by David
Mann and Brad Eberly. Burial:

Bellview Mausoleum, OntEirio,

Calif.

Hershberger, John Edward, 66,

Kalona, Iowa. Born: June 19,

1925, Wellman, Iowa, to Simon
and Barbara (Bender) Hersh-

berger. Died: Oct. 3, 1991, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, of a heart attack.

Survivors—wife: Leola Yoder;
children: Dale, Edward, Clay-

ton, Shirley Yoder; 10 grandchil-

dren; brothers and sisters:

Glenn, James, Carroll, Paul,

Verda Miller, Mary Ellen Miller,

Norma Hostetler. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 6, East Union Men-
nonite Church, by Michael Loss
and J. John J. Miller.

Jantzi, Sarah, 91. Bom: Welles-
ley, Ont, to Daniel K. and Mag-
delina (Erb) Leis. Died: Oct. 2,

1991, Wellesley, Ont. Survi-

vors—children: Lloyd, Ralph,

Mabel Steckly, Norma Steckly;

13 grandchildren, 15 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Aaron W. Jantzi (husband). Fu-
neral: Maple View Mennonite
Church, by Ray Erb.

Mast, William A. "Willie," 83,

Millersburg, Ohio. Born: April 3,

1909, Millersburg, Ohio, to Al-

bert and Elizabeth (Mast) Mast.
Died: Sept. 19, 1991, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Amy Troyer; children: Bill

Gene, Donna Oswald, Janice

Miller; 9 grandchildren, 14

great-grandchildren; brother
and sisters: Evelyn Stutzman,
MeLxine CrUow, AJbert, Jr. Fu-
neral: Sept. 23, Millersburg
Mennonite Church, by Robert
and Enid Schloneger. Burial:

Berlin Cemetery.
Reed, Mama Mae (Ryan), 64,

Pueblo, Colo. Bom: Sept. 18,

1927, Gering, Neb., to Orie Lee
and Bertha (Relph) Ryan. Died:

Sept. 29, 1991, Pueblo, Colo., of

cancer. Survivors—husband:
Kent Reed; children: Kent, Jr.,

Robert W., Kathryn Lake; 5

grandchildren; brother and sis-

ters: James L., Irene Weeks,
Velma Yoder. Funeral: Oct. 2,

Adrian Comer Garden Chapel,

by Gregory A. Sulat and Eugene
Schultz. Burial: Imperial Memo-
rial Gardens.

Schrock, Mearl A., 77,

Metamora, 111. Born: Feb. 7,

1914, Lowpoint, El., to Joel and
Laura (Garber) Schrock. Died:

Sept. 8, 1991, Metamora, El., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Al-

meda Lasater; chOdren: Merlin,

Marvin, Mary Yoder, Marie
Selby; 7 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren; brother and sis-

ter: Milton, Esther Schrock. Fu-

neral: Sept. 12, Metamora
Mennonite Church, by Roger
Hochstetler and Paul Sieber.

Burial: Steward-Harmony Cem-
etery.

Schwartzentruber, Allen, 88.

Born: March 27, 1903, Peters-

burg, Ont., to Daniel and Bar-

bara (Erb) Schwartzentruber.
Died: Oct. 1, 1991, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Survivors— sons:

Vernon, Leonard; 15 grandchil-

dren, 19 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Elizabeth
Wagler (wife), Lyle (son).

Titel, Emily (DiPeppino), 66,

York, Pa. Born: Nov. 11, 1925,

Cleveland, Ohio, to Luigi and
Isabella (Medino) DiPeppino.
Died: Oct. 7, 1991, York, Pa., of

cancer. Survivors—husband:
Samuel; children: Dale P., Paul
P., Isabelle Craul, Hlona Miller;

6 grandchildren; brother and
sisters: Michael, Anna D. Car-

ter, Rosalie Dork. Funeral: Oct.

12, Workinger Funeral Home, by
Warren L. Tyson and David K.

Stoltzfus. Burial: Prospect HUl
Cemetery.

Wagler, Alfred M., 92, Wayland,
Iowa. Born: Feb. 21, 1899, Al-

sace-Lorraine, Germany, to

John and Anna Schertz Wagler.

Died: Oct. 3, 1991, Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa. Survivors— children:
Vada Reimer, Allen, Harold,
Willis, Edwin, Delmar; 25 grand-

children, 27 great-grandchil-

dren; brother: John. Prede-

ceased by: Josephine Isch
(wife). Funeral and burial: Oct.

5, Sugar Creek Mennonite
Church, by Dean Swartzen-
dmber and Robert Wolf.

Yoder, John K., 80, Comins,
Mich. Bom: Dec. 31, 1910, Os-
coda Co., Mich., to Joel S. and
Leah (Kauffman) Yoder. Died:
Sept. 21, 1991, Fairview, Mich.,

of Parkinson's disease. Survi-

vors—wife: Dorothy Layman;
children: Nelson, Roger, Ra-
mona Blouin, Deborah Evans; 8

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child; brothers and sisters: Anna
Gerber, Mary Hochstedler,
Aaron, Joseph. Predeceased by:

James Yoder (son). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 24, Fairview Men-
nonite Church, by Marvin
Troyer and VirgU Hershberger.

Zook, Esther E., 92. Bom: July

10, 1899, McVeytown, Pa., ttf

John D. and Nancy B.
(Harshberger) Byler. Died: Oct.

3, 1991, Mill Creek, Pa., of can-

cer. Survivors—children: Dor-
cas Musser, Carol Milder, J.

Mark, J. Marvin, Byron C,
Omar L., Dale S.; 28 grandchil-

dren, 25 great-grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: Harvey
Byler, Mary Hartzler, Bermett
Byler, Emma Byler. Prede-
ceased by: Chauncey Zook (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Oct.

7, Allensville Mennonite
Church, by Phil Barr and Paul
Bender.

CALENDAR

Fall conference, Illinois Confer-

ence and Central District (West)

of General Conference Menno-
nite Church, Peoria, HI., Nov. 8-9

Education 2000, congregational

discipling event, Bradenton,
Fla., Nov. 8-11

Franconia Conference assembly,

Franconia, Pa., Nov. 9

Southwest Conference fall dele-

gate session, Blythe, Calif., Nov. 9

Mennonite Economic Develop-
ment Associates annual conven-

tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion III annual meeting, Kalona,

Iowa, Nov. 15-16

Leadership seminar, Rosedale
Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio.

Nov. 18-22

Mennonite Church General Board,

Goshen, Ind., Nov. 21-23

MMA board of directors meeting,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 6-7

Pastorate Project Consultation,

Chicago, DL, Dec. 7-9

Faith and Farming VII retreat, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa., Dec. 8-10
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Building Community through Sharing Our Stories

Fight the Good
Fight
by Philip and Joyce

Bedsworth

Leukemia. Kidney failure.

Lung cancer. The diseases are

common. For all three to

strike the same person is not.

Sunlving them demands a

fight which nearly wrenches a

family apart.

Phil, who repeatedly nears

death, confronts the terror

and fatigue which accompany

unending sickness and faces

the complex decisions made
possible and inevitable by

modem technology. Joyce

struggles to survive as job

demands and responsibilities

as wife and mother threaten

to tear her apart. Sara and

Steven know Daddy may die

any time.

Fight the Good Fight is a

story for anyone who has

been forced to wrestle with

chronic illness and for those

who care for them.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95

Helen Wells Quintela

Foreword by John Perkins

Out of Ashes
by Helen Wells Quintela

Tliis is a painful story of the

effects of abuse and violence

on its victims. It explores the

power of evO, but also speaks

of hope and tells of tlie

rebuilding of lives broken by

hatred and despair. The story

will not be new to urban

dwellers. For tliose whose
lives are not touched by such

violence, Quintela's story of

her family's experience may
be shocking. Yet it is a story

the church must hear and

deal with.

Xhit ofAshes needs to be

read by everyone who sees

the plight of our urban

communities and is looking

for creative solutions to the

problems we are

facing."—from the foreword

by John Perkins, president,

John M. Perkins Foundation

for Reconciliation and

Development, Pasadena,

California

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95

UP

Up From the

Rubble
by Peter and Elfrieda Dyck

"Drama, suspense, humor,

pathos— it is all here. Like a

monument hewn out of solid

rock, this story stands tall and

strong, witnessing to faithful

service and God's mercy and

grace. "—Piatie Funk Wiebe

"In this century no story

out of the Mennonite

experience has captured the

hearts and minds of all

Mennonites and Amish

groups as the story of the

Berlin Exodus in 1947. The
deparmre from Berlin in the

early morning hours of

January 30 of 1,200

Mennonite refugees from

Russia is part of a larger epic

of the movement of 12,000

uprooted Mennonites to new
homes in Paraguay, Uruguay,

and North America. It brings

to memory the biblical

narrative of the mighty works

of God in that first

Exodus."—Robert Kreider

Paper, $14.95; in Canada

$18.95

A college junior tinds funiance,

adventure, unci deepening faith in an

exolic land.

Melodie M. Davis

Departure
by Melodie M. Davis

Imagine yourself as a

college junior leaving a

sheltered, small town in the

U.S. to fly off to romantic,

exotic Spain for a study year

abroad. Barcelona, Spain, a

beautiful city on the

Mediterranean, is in 1973-74 a

hotbed of student unrest. The

university does not open until

January, upsetting carefrilly

laid plans.

For one raised on religious

pacifist teachings, socializing

with U.S. Navy servicemen

who are Christians and hold

Bible studies on board ship is

nothing short of going into

the camp of the enemy. And
there are other challenges.

Deciding whether or not it is

okay to drink wine when
water is not always available

and soft drinks are more
expensive, wondering if it

seems too "goody two-shoes"

to refuse a cigarette when
offered, hearing constant

catcalls from men, and

wondering how far romantic

relationships should go.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95

Herald Press books are available through your local

bookstore or write to Herald Press. Please include 10%
for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add
7% of total for GST.

Herald Press
Dept. GH
6l6 'Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
'Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

You have the right to remain silent
I find silence troublesome. Something within

me wants to fill long pauses with noise. Too :

often that noise is my own talk. Is that why God
made me Mennonite rather than Quaker?

I could learn fi:'om the Quakers. How often

have I gotten myself into trouble because I

spoke too quickly, gave an answer before I knew
the question, or defended my side of an argu-

ment even before I knew there was another?

How many times have I been reduced to silence

because I regretted something I'd said in the

heat of the moment?
Is that why Jesus remained silent when the

scribes and Pharisees brought to him a woman
caught in adultery? Was he so angered by their

hypocrisy and duplicity that he didn't trust him-

self to speak? Was it the long pause before fi-

nally answering that enabled Jesus to articulate

wisdom that's still quoted: "Let anyone among
you who is without sin be the first to throw a

stone at her" (John 8:7)?

Is that too why God sometimes remains silent?

Does our hypocrisy, our selfishness, our petti-

ness keep God from words, so that when they do
come, they won't be the wrong ones? Or does

God hope that, by being silent, we too wiU learn

wisdom and truth come as we pause and wait?

Silence is not something that goes well in our
world. Musak and the local radio station make
sure of that. (Yes, I admit being guilty—just ask

my office colleagues, who have to put up with

my radio tuned to the local classical station.)

Yet it is often in the well-placed silence that we
can cut through the clatter and noise to come to

understanding and insight. It is in silence that

God can speak to our hearts as we calm our-

selves and wait.

Contrary to popular sentiment, we don't al-

ways have to speak. More times than not, it's

best to exercise our right to remain silent.—y/p

Grade one
One year ago this issue I began editing this

publication. It's been a great year—I don't know
of anything else I'd rather get up for in the morn-

ing. And I've learned a lot. Like:

• Not everything can be handled rationally. I

came into the job thinking you could. But on

some topics, no matter what you say, someone
will take offense, call you unscriptural, or tie up
your time in endless debate. Some topics are

truly too hot to handle. In the Mennonite Church
today, homosexuality is one of these.

• But responses can be unpredictable. I thought

integration would generate discussion. I didn't ex-

pect peace would.

Yet the question, "Should belief in the way of

peace be a requirement for membership in the

Mennonite Church?" (Sept. 17) brought 60 let-

ters. By contrast, the question, "Should the MCs
and the GCs integrate?" (Oct. 22) has so far gar-

nered two!

• Crisis unleashes Mennonite creativity. A com-
mon response to last January's Persian Gulf War
was to write. Articles, poems, and essays flooded

my office. We Mennonites agonized over that war.

So did I as I chose what to print. Much of what I re-

ceived was articulate, sensitive, and well-crafted.

• Change is a way of life. I came into the office

expecting to make some changes. I didn't antici-

pate they would continue even though I was
ready to stop. That hard lesson came the day my
assistant told me he had another job.

• Gospel Herald readers are tremendously

kind, forgiving people. My first year had its share

of mistakes. You've been subject to too many ty-

pographical errors, lost sentences, even whole

paragraphs repeated. I misspelled too many
authors' names. A few things I wish I hadn't

printed (no, I won't elaborate; authors also read).

But through it all, you've kept with me, forgiving,

reading, encouraging, and saying really kind

things when I meet you.

• God is in this work. How else can I explain

receiving an article on a topic just as it becomes
a national concern? How else would I get a com-

pleted manuscript just as I was about to assign

it? How else could readers tell me something

was in the right issue at just the right time?

Yes, the first year has been good. I look for-

ward to another. It will have as many lessons.

And no doubt as many surprises.—y/p
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Abuse survivors need to break the silence to begin

the recovery process. Perpetrators too must break the

silence for forgiveness and healing. See page 7.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

Abuse: to break the silence
is to begin to heal . . . .

Zehr inaugurated
as Bethel president ....

Native council meets
moderator, sets plans . .
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Mennonites and the ecumenical movement:

Our distance persists,

but so does our sharing

An overview of Mennonite involvement
in movements to bring unity and under-
standing on various issues between dif-

ferent groups and denominations.

We Mennonites have always had our sus-

picions about the ecumenical remove-
ment. This stems partly from our

history. When the Anabaptists sought to purify

the church, they were accused of disrupting its

unity—of not being ecumenical. For our ances-

tors, standing for Christ's truth and for

ecumenicity seemed opposed.

Later, as Mennonites became more culturally

isolated, relationships with other Christians

often ceased. All along we have been a fairly

small, close-knit group, usually fearful of giant

ecclesiastical structures. Then as liberal theol-

ogy began influencing the 20th-century ecumeni-
cal movement, many Mennonites worried that

ecumenism involved doctrinal compromise.
The word "ecumenical," however, carries many

meanings. Used very broadly, it can designate

all relationships among Christians of different de-

nominations. More narrowly, it often refers to or-

ganizations and dialogues working toward formal

Christian unity.

Today we Mennonites have become increas-

ingly ecumenical in the first, more general sense.

We have many more contacts, and undertake

by

Thomas
Finger



For the Mennonite church, our interde-

nominational dialogues are aimed at

mutual exploration and understand-

ing—not at ecclesiastical merger.

more local ventures, with other Christian groups.

Over the past decade, however, our involvement

in more formal ecumenism has also grown,

though in diverse and disconnected ways. But it

is growing. Here are some of the ways:

Interdenominational dialogues. In 1984,

the World AlHance of Reformed Churches ini-

tiated dialogues with the Mennonite World
Conference in Europe. In October 1989, this pro-

cess continued in North America. At the Univer-

sity of Calgary, Alta., Mennonite and Reformed
scholars discussed their denominations' differing

views of baptism, peace, and church-state rela-

tions.

A final statement expressed conclusions typi-

cal of such conversations. The Reformed encour-

aged Mennonite s (among other things) to con-

sider how to receive those baptized as infants

and to avoid using pacifism as an escape from

social issues. They expressed appreciation for

Mennonites' greater emphasis on church disci-

pline—something, they acknowledged, they had

largely lost. The statement encouraged contin-

ued discussions between Mennonites and Re-

formed churches.

Also in 1989, Mennonite World Conference

began dialogues with the Baptist World Alliance.

Conversations the past three years have been on

this continent, with mostly North American par-

ticipation. The May 1991 discussions in Hamil-

ton, Ont., covered worship, baptism, and the

Lord's Supper. The final session, in Amsterdam
next summer, will formulate a message on com-

monalities in faith and in the issues which both

groups face. The meeting will also celebrate his-

torical Baptist-Mennonite connections in that

city.

In 1987, what is now the Evangelical Lutheran

Church in America requested dialogues with the

Mennonite Church and the General Conference

Mennonite Church. But, apparently, both Menno
nites and Lutherans were too involved in their

own mergers to proceed further. Such conversa-

tions are being explored for Virginia or Pennsyl-

vania in 1992 or 1993.

Relationships focusing on peace con-

cerns. While interdenominational dia-

logues are fairly new, Mennonites have

had longer more formal relationships with other

peace churches. For years, John Howard Yoder
represented the Mennonite Central Committee's

Peace Section (now called "Peace Committee")

in a coalition of historic peace churches and the

Fellowship of ReconciHation. This group re-

cently published a biblically based Declaration

on Peace (Herald Press, 1991).

Between 1986-1988, the MCC Peace Commit-
tee appointed John R. Burkholder to contact de-

nominational and ecumenical offices on peace is-

sues. John followed up some of these during the

Persian Gulf War. Peace Committee also spon-

sors an Ecumenical Peace Theology Working
Group, which holds conferences and discussions

yearly.

The Vietnam War gave rise to a New Call to

Peacemaking, a coalition among Mennonites,

Quakers, and Brethren. After years of relative in-

activity, this group will be organizing local dia-

logues among peace and other churches.

National ecumenical organizations.

The United States and Canada each

have a "mainline" ecumenical group and

an "evangelical" counterpart. The National Coun-

cil of Churches of Christ (NCC) and the Cana-

dian Council of Churches (CCC) fill the former

roles. The National Association of Evangelicals

(NAE) and the EvangeHcal Fellowship of Can-

ada (EFC) occupy the latter.

The Conference of Mennonites in Canada
(General Conference) has "observer" status in

both the CCC and EFC. In 1990 a resolution to

make the conference "associate members" of

To swing neither mainline nor

evangelical, Mennonites choose

to be observers rather than
participants in the larger

ecumenical discussion.

both prompted much discussion, but no vote

was taken. Meanwhile, Helmut Harder, General

Secretary of the conference, attends the larger

meetings of both organizations. Lydia Harder at-

tends the Faith & Order Commission of the

CCC, while John Redekop of the Mennonite

Brethren currently chairs the entire EFC. Other

Mennonites are involved as Mennonite Central

Committee representatives in coalitions and task

forces in both organizations.

In 1984, the Faith & Order Commission of the

NCC (U.S.A.) asked for a Mennonite representa-

tive. The Mennonite Church and the General

Conference proposed sending observers to both

the NCC and the NAE. The NAE, however, for-

bids any denomination connected with the NCC
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to participate in its activities. Because of this re-

striction, and not to appear to give preference

for "mainline" over "evangelical" associations,

the Mennonite conferences sent one observer to

the NCC.
Individual Mennonites, however, have an im-

pact on the NAE. Myron Augsburger has long

been an influential member. Dick Blackburn, di-

rector of the Lombard (111.) Mennonite Peace

Center, chaired the NAE's Social Action Com-
mittee for three years. This Committee held sev-

Our historic distance persists.

Yet when asked, we are in-

creasingly willing to share

with and learn from others,

eral conferences on racism with the National

Black Evangelical Association, and helped pro-

duce a joint statement adopted by both the

NAE and NBAE. Dick Blackburn, John
Burkholder, and others have also been active in

the NAE's "Peace, Freedom, and Security" stud-

ies.

North American Mennonites have also partici-

pated in the World Evangehcal Fellowship (coun-

terpart of the "mainline" World Council of

Churches) and worldwide evangelical Mission

Fellowships. Ron Sider has organized confer-

ences for the WEF's Ethics and Society Unit; I

will participate in one on the environment next

summer.
Meantime, while retaining "observer" status,

our involvement in the NCC's Faith & Order
Commission has increased. In 1989 I cochaired,

along with a Greek Orthodox, a consultation on
the continuing significance of the fourth cen-

tury—the century of Constantine and the Nicene

Creed. James Reimer presented a paper and
Denny Weaver also participated.

March 1990 and October 1991 marked the first

two sessions of "The Apostolic Character of the

Church's Peace Witness," an NCC consultation

on peace. It is being chaired by Marlin Miller

and a Roman Catholic. Four other Mennonites
participated in these consultations. The book
emerging from the second will be edited largely

at the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

Finally, I presently participate in a Faith &
Order Study Group on "ecumenical
historiography"—on how church history might
be explored jointly by scholars from different de-

nominations. We are producing a book of essays.

I've been asked to write the concluding chapter.

Mennonite participation in formal ecumen-
ical activities has grown steadily over

the last decade—though it is still minis-

cule compared with many other denominations.

We have not, however, aligned ourselves with ei-

ther mainline or evangelical organizations. True
to our historic sense of distinctiveness and our

suspicion of large ecclesiastical bodies, we are di-

aloguing with both streams while maintaining

our own identity.

Though ecumenical involvement can dilute a

group's theological or ethical commitments, I do
not think we are close to that point. Our interde-

nominational dialogues are aimed at mutual ex-

ploration and understanding—not ecclesiastical

merger. We are only "observers" in the larger ec-

umenical bodies.

In many instances—the NGC, the Reformed-
Mennonite, and the Lutheran-Mennonite dia-

logues, for example—we are involved because

other Christians have sought us out. As they

search for their own identity in an increasingly

turbulent world, they ask how we have remained

a peaceful, committed group for so long.

We could do much more. Mennonite World
Conference has numerous opportunities, yet it

can scarcely fund its own programs. For several

years, the Mennonite Church has considered cre-

ating a part-time ecumenical staff position, but

no action has been taken. This fall, both the MC
and GC General Boards may establish an Ecu-
menical Advisory Committee, a small but signifi-

cant step toward coherence among the many ecu-

menical activities in which we are involved.

In many respects, our historic distance from
ecumenical structures persists. Yet, at least

when asked, we are increasingly willing to share

with and learn from others in a formal way.

Thomas Finger, Harrisonburg, Va., teaches at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary. This article was
adapted from a seminar presentation at Menno-
nite General Assembly this past summer.
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We don't hear much about

simple living anymore
Thanks for both articles on the Chris-

tian and money in the Oct. 1 issue.

They spoke to the need we Christians

have to set our Uves toward God rather

than toward material gain.

One of the attractions of the Menno-

nite Church for years was the idea of a

simple lifestyle, one focused on the spir-

itual and not the material. But I do not

hear much about simple living any

more. I know I need a support group to

help me deal with the invasions of

worldly priorities, especially when it

comes to my children and how to deal

with their need to accumulate to be like

other children and fit in. We need the

community of others who have braved

lifestyle issues before to show the way.

Barbara Watts-Huebert

Montoursville, Pa.

Dealing with the sin

of accumulation
Thanks for the two articles on "The

Christian and Money" (Oct. 1). We
have neglected and sadly fallen away

from bibUcal teachings on this subject.

Our thoughtless attitudes on the use of

money have caused the majority in the

church today to follow our wealthy cul-

ture, which revolves around comfort

and convenience at any expense.

We have allowed our lengthy Hst of

"needs" to include the luxuries of Amer-

ica. Even our church buildings reflect

this attitude as we build bigger, more

beautiful, and more comfortable

churches with the idea that this will

make us more inviting to new believers.

If even the needs of our churches are

being defined and dictated by our soci-

ety, can we ever expect to change our

individual attitudes?

I confess to my own difficulty in deal-

ing with wealth and the accumulation of

possessions. However, as with any

other area of sin in our lives, we need

to recognize and admit to the need for

a change in these attitudes and actions.

Otherwise they will continue to be

shaped by the world rather than by God.

Deborah J. Good
Harleysville, Pa.

Relationship between
two attitudes?

Kudos to Gospel Herald and Cathleen

Hockman for courage to address the

problem of acquaintance rape (Sept.

10). I also agree with Steve Hartman

Reiser's analysis that one of the roots

of sexual violence is men viewing

women as "weaker" persons.

How ironic that in the very next let-

ter (Oct. 8), Samuel Nafziger decries

having a woman as moderator-elect for

the Mennonite Church, calling it incon-

sistent with our confessions of faith and

with Scriptures "that infer or state a

leader-follower relationship between

men and women." Is there a connection

between these two attitudes that rein-

forces the problem?

I heartily agree that we need to get

back to the Bible as a basis for deci-

sion-making. So consider Gal. 3:25-28

"But now that faith has come, we are

no longer under a custodian [law]; for in

Christ Jesus . . . there is neither Jew

nor Greek, there is neither slave nor

free, there is neither male nor female;

for you are all one in Christ Jesus."

Jesus was consistent throughout his

earthly ministry in combating sexism. If

he is head of our church, then I beHeve

he is dehghted in the Mennonite

Church's openness to living out this

principle in our personal relationships

and in our church administration.

Clair Hochstetler

Danvers, III.

On rape and sexuality issues

Thanks to Cathleen Hockman for

"Rape Also Happens on the Church

College Campus" (Sept. 10). The accom-

panying photograph of my alma mater

makes Cathleen's points even sharper.

We Mennonites must end our ignorance

and naivete in sexuality areas. We must

take time for a hard look at rape as

well as other issues among us.

Joanne Hess Siegrist

Bird in Hand, Pa.

Someone must say, "enough!"
I agree with Gerald Martin's letter

("We Must Make Changes to Stay Ana-

baptist," Oct. 8) on the dangers of

speaking our minds regarding the Men-

nonite Church's drift toward liberal doc-

trine and practices.

Speaking our minds in the church

today is a dangerous affair. We may not

suffer public attack, but we will most

likely be quietly rebuked (or ridiculed)

for being in rebelHon against "the

church." The only comfort I find is that

we are in good company. The Martyrs

Mirror is filled with such persons.

As the Mennonite Church drifts fur-

ther from sound biblical doctrine to-
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ward socially acceptable behavior our

few voices may be crucial to its survival

as a Christian church. On issues such

as abortion, homosexuality, and women
in authority, dialogue is now considered

more important than biblical doctrine.

Somebody must say, "enough!" We will

be put down and rebuked for speaking

out, and it will hurt, but the Mennonite
Church is too great a gift from our

Lord to let it be lost without a fight.

K. Richard Helms
Wellsville, N.Y.

We can laugh too much
I agree that the Mennonite Church

needs a better sense of humor ("God
Hath Made Me to Laugh," Sept. 24).

But is it possible for Christians to

laugh a little without ultimately bring-

ing down the whole house?

If I am questioned on that final exam
that determines my destiny whether the

Bible is: (a) serious, (b) fairly serious,

(c) sometimes humorous, or (d) humor-
ous, then the only answer is an unam-
biguous ''serious." Jesus and Paul were
clearly not funny evangelists. The mes-
sage of hell and natural sin are clearly

not enjoyable. The zealous determina-

tion of martyrdom clearly does not mix
with the relaxation effects of humor.
When we start laughing, we may also

start to see the whole house collapse.

J. Steven Rutt

NoHhampton, Mass.

Men and women and the Bible
I write to affirm Samuel B. Nafziger's

letter ("Move Violates Scripture . .
.,"

Oct. 8): (We are both past 75 years

old.) "Having a woman at the head of

the church is contrary to God's original

intent for the sexes (Gen. 2:18)."

Consider this statement from the

Council on BibHcal Manhood and Wom-
anhood (Wheaton, 111.): With half the

world's population outside the reach of

Pontius' Puddle

indigenous evangelism; with the

stresses and miseries of sickness, mal-

nutrition, homelessness, illiteracy, igno-

rance, aging, addiction, crime, no man
or woman who feels a passion from
God to make his grace known in word
and deed need ever live without a fulfill-

ing ministry for the glory of Christ and
the good of the fallen world.

Raymond Byler

Williamsport, Pa.

Does not further the kingdom
What Pauline Lehman (July 2) and

Clara Jutzi (Sept. 3) are saying in let-

ters about inclusive language is exactly

what S.C. Yoder told me "way back"
when the Mennonite Church was debat-
ing the use of the Revised Standard
Version of the Bible. He said, "The devil

is very happy when we spend our time ar-

guing the pros and cons of the RSV.
Then we don't further the kingdom."

We are in the same situation today
with inclusive language.

Irene Hershberger

Sugarcreek, Ohio

Peace dialogue in context
While I affirm the dialogue on peace

promoted by Gospel Herald (Sept. 17), I

am concerned that it has begun in isola-

tion from the context of social justice.

The assumptions we Mennonites
make about adequate lifestyle, when
combined with assumptions about eco-

nomic activity, localize poverty and
wealth. A peace emphasis in an unjust

economic climate is an isolated absurd-
ity. It undermines the Christian basis

for peace. Perhaps this is why we need
to strive so mightily to maintain a

peace witness in the Mennonite Church.
I encourage a broadening of the

peace dialogue to include the "protec-

tion and provision" theology so power-
fully' developed in the book Journey
Toward Holiness by Alan Kreider. Dia-

logue about church membership and
peace emphasis will remain an interest-

ing but sterile intellectual exercise if iso-

lated from "provision" lifestyle

faithfulness.

Raymond Brubaker
St. Albert, Alta.

Peace and church membership
The following are more responses to

the question raised in the Sept. 1 7 issue

of Gospel Herald: "Should belief in the

way ofpeace be a requirement for mem-
bership in the Mennonite Church?"

Yes. How can anyone be committed si-

multaneously to two exclusive loyalties

—

the way of Jesus (love and life) and the

way of the military (ill will and death)?

The two are in diametric opposition and
cannot coexist. Choose whom you will

serve. You cannot serve two lords (Luke
16:13).

Evelyn B. Kreider

Goshen, Ind.

DESPERATE POR
NEW fAEHVCERS, 80T
THESE oRwE-sy sftv>r\sns
H^VE frOT TO STOP <

Yes. I might agree that to make paci-

fism a test of membership may be diffi-

cult to support biblically. But I have a

few questions:

What does a church teach that after

months persons are comfortable becom-
ing members of a church, "perhaps not

all of them were pacifists"?

What kind of commitment is there to

Christ if one does not embrace his

teachings and his example?
Can we have a double standard, one

for leaders another for members?
Moses Beachy
Managua, Nicaragua

As one who has on occasion received

persons into membership with remain-

ing military commitments, I say yes if it

means affirmation of a military career.

But I say no if it means sensitive teach-

ing and pastoral care to lead persons to

soUdarity with our covenant of peace-

making, reconciliation, and nonparticipa-

tion in military training and service.

In addition, I question two-level com-
mitment for clergy and laity as a norm.
While such a position is well reasoned,

I fear its effect on an already endan-
gered covenant.

Richard Yordy

Elmira, Ont.
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Should belief in the way of peace be a require-

ment for membership in the Mennonite Church?

(continued from page 5)

Yes. Military persons are in a group

that has openly stated they are walling

to kill to solve problems. If we replace

the verb "kill" with any other verb

—

such as lie, steal, or commit adultery

—

the statement makes the group in

question sound unacceptable.

It is probably true that there are

members who lie, steal, or commit adul-

tery in our churches, but they are ex-

pected to ask for forgiveness and turn

from their ways. The fact that mihtary

personnel openly state right from the

start that they are ready and willing to

kill and do not plan to change is a prob-

lem for me.

Terri Myers

Winnipeg, Man.

No. The call of Christ and the Menno-
nite Church is a way of nonviolence and

peace. It is also a call to love our ene-

mies, a call not to divorce, a call to give

to the needy, a call not to worry. In

other words, it is a call to a higher way
than our human nature craves. If that

higher way is enforced upon us, it may
not be a higher way.

After the prodigal son was given per-

mission to indulge his lower-way crav-

ings, he discovered the love and truth

of his father's higher way. On the other

hand, what did the rigid brother dis-

cover?

John Otto

Glenwood Springs, Colo.

Yes. Unless we are ready to disown al-

most 500 years of heritage and history.

Requiring biblical pacifism is not add-

ing anything to the gospel. It is only rec-

ognizing and taking seriously what is

already there. This a majority of Chris-

tians have chosen to ignore, compro-

mise, or reject since Constantine. Shall

we fall in line?

When Jesus' way is preached and

taught in its purity and power, the mili-

tary will not seek to join the church

while its hands are still bloody. If it

does, there is a useful little two-letter

word which Mennonites are going to

have to learn to say again.

Bob Hartzler

Belleville, Pa.

Yes. In 1975, I appHed to MCC as a

nonethnic (i.e., read non-Swiss-German)

Mennonite. Questions regarding the

peace issue puzzled and confused me;

but upon further reading, thought,

prayer, and discussion, I saw more

clearly that the gospel is not a peace

issue—the gospel is peace. Had I never

been challenged to think beyond my ini-

tial understandings of Christianity, I

likely would not have come to a new
faith perspective.

The Mennonite Church has a unique

history in living out the call of Jesus

Christ. Perhaps the question should be
rephrased to ask, "What are we doing

or failing to do to cause us to ask the

question?"

Brad A. Nance
Winnipeg, Man.

Yes. Although I am not a Mennonite,

I have respected Anabaptists for their

deeply held values of pacifism, noncon-

formity, and simplicity.

I think there is much integrity in the

effort to be true to Christ's teaching

and to the earliest church's practice.

To me, the idea of a "Mennonite

soldier" seems oxymoronic. If Menno-
nites abandon their claim for the

gospel's primacy in all areas of life,

what will remain? How will the Menno-
nites define themselves?

Kevin M. Stewart

Lancaster, Pa.

Yes. Either the Mennonite Church

thinks Jesus taught that taking life is

wrong, or it thinks he did not. If we
stand by the former, there can be no

compromise just to enlarge our member-
ship. There are many other churches in

which membership does not preclude

military service.

Rose Breneman Stewart

Lancaster, Pa.

Yes. All who follow Jesus must give

up the military. The General Assembly

delegates in Oregon have agreed that

peace should be a denominational prior-

ity. It follows then that belief in the

way of peace should be a requirement

for membership in the Mennonite Church.

H. Harold Hartlzer

Goshen, Ind.

No. The categorization of any group

is usually determined by the behef and

practice of the majority of that group.

Therefore, I conclude there is no

"peace church" in existence anywhere

in the world today.

In addition, a majority of Mennonite
pastors and an even greater percentage

of persons in the pew are not pacifists.

Therefore, it seems to me to be hypo-

critical to refuse membership to a mili-

tary person doing what the congrega-

tion really believes. Gospel Herald's

presenting the question is certainly a

verification of the above.

Daniel Slabaugh
Whitmore Lake, Minn.

No. And wrong question! God has

never asked people to commit adultery,

to steal, or to lie, but God has asked

people to kiU wicked people (Lev. 20:2).

I'm afraid Mennonites bent on spread-

ing pacifism will have to answer to God
for distorting truth. In the meantime,

western society will continue its decline

as governments walk away from their duty

to wield the sword against murderers.

George Berkey

Pine City, NY.

Yes. The way of peace is an integral

part of the Christian faith. If the church

does not require belief in this area,

peace teaching will erode even more
rapidly than it already may be doing.

Peacemaking and nonresistance are dif-

ficult to practice. We need the help of

our church community to be faithful.

Scott Kennedy
Salem, Ore.

God bless

As a peace-Christian pastor working

outside the historic "peace churches," I

found your Sept. 17 issue extremely in-

teresting. Should pacifism be a require-

ment for church membership? I would

not presume to offer advice.

It was agonizing for me in the recent

Gulf War to speak both prophetically

and pastorally when members of our

congregation had loved ones in the

Gulf It was difficult but not impossible.

And we are called to take up our cross.

I think I learned firsthand just a little

bit of what that means during the re-

cent war.

I find it interesting that while the

Catholic Church and many mainUne

Protestant churches are critically reex-

amining the just-war theory, a historic

peace church should be "fiddhng with

the boundaries" of its position on the

issue.

God bless you in your witness for

peace. Fiddle with the boundaries if

you must. But I am confident that you

will never abandon your basic commit-

ment.

Charles Kiker

Arco, Idaho
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Dealing
with abuse:

To break the silence is to begin to heal

My story is a painful one, I tell

it because I know God's healing
love can restore the lives of
both perpetrators and victims,

My
name is Jack. What I am about to

share, sad to say, is not unique. I am a

survivor of child abuse.

Confessing that I am from an incestuous fam-

ily awakens within me a turbulence of feelings:

guilt, shame ("I am dirty" feelings), confusion,

and intense struggle for balance, and a fear of

being abused again by the rejection, pity, and
misunderstanding of those who know my story.

But in order to experience healing, I need to

break the silence and deal with the past.

My dad was my physical and sexual abuser.

He was a violent man, especially when drunk.

His fits of temper and frequent drunken stupors

usually ended with one of his children being

beaten and bruised. Being the oldest, it seemed
that I was the one who most often caught it.

When I was three or four, I was playing with a

neighborhood friend, a girl about my age. We
were laughing, having a good time in a play-

ground fort some older children had built near
our homes. A man came into our fort; lying

down, he exposed himself to us. He told us it

was all right to come over and " " him.

He said he wasn't going to hurt us. I was afraid

and left for home. My friend went to him. As I

was leaving, he threatened to kill me if I told

anyone. I did not tell. That man was my dad.
Today I live with horrible "feeling memories" re-

lated to similar incidents that I know to be true,

though I cannot attach a time or date to them.
A vivid memory I have is of Dad molesting me

when I was seven. We were in the bathtub. He
asked me if I wanted him to show me how men
do it. I said, "Sure, Dad. Do what?" The experi-

ence was excruciating. I remember screaming.
Mom, in the next room, heard my screams and
shouted, "Gerald, leave the boy alone!" He
stopped. The sexual abuse from then on was via

other expressions. For example, he would take

me to watch dogs mating and say, "That's how
people do it." It was also a frequent occurrence
to find Dad in bed with other women.
My mother was my emotional abuser. She had

little confidence in herself and her circimistances.

Being a "dumb hillbilly" (her description of her-

self), she thought she was incapable of accomplish-

ing anything worthwhile. She was a screamer and
would lash out in anger or frustration to discipline

us. This mental abuse still haunts me. It's been a

most difficult hurdle. Even with several academic
degrees, honors, and a successful career, periodi-

cally I inwardly buckle with doubts and fears re-

garding my skills, abilities, and intelligence.

These are some of the memories of my child-

hood. I say some because, as with other sexually

and physically abused children, a lot of my child-

hood is a blank. I've blocked it out to survive.

Today I continue my journey of recovery. By
God's grace in Christ Jesus, coupled with an un-

derstanding wife and family, Christ-centered

therapy, and caring Christian friends, I have
come a long way up the road. I have reached
many vistas of peace. One such vista is with my
parents. Peace here is God-given and does not
mean acceptance or excuse of their actions.

Rather, in Christ, I have forgiven them. I realize

they, too, were victims.

This has not been a pleasant story to tell. Nev-
ertheless, I am convinced it is a story others

need to hear. Many adult Mennonite children

with abusive backgrounds have strengthened my
faith with their stories of surviving shame, guilt,

fear, confusion, and struggles with sexual iden-

tity. They have acknowledged the truth of se-

crets hidden for years, and God's healing love

and acceptance is restoring their lives.

My
recovery is as recent as 1982. Though

healing has taken place, in many re-

spects I am still in process. Church
members and friends played an invaluable role

in the recovery process. Their prayers, listening

hearts, warm embraces (ask permission before

you touch), and affirming words performed rela-

tionship miracles in my life. They helped to re-

store my trust in people.

The church also facilitated my pursuit of pro-

fessional counsel. I have found that child abuse
survivors need to share their stories with individ-

uals who are trained in the social, psychological,

and theological ramifications of child abuse.

Abuse survivors need to break the silence to

begin the recovery process. Perpetrators too

must break the silence, seek the forgiveness of

Christ, the church, and the victims of their

abuse, and get professional help. In this way
they too can experience healing.

Because of the personal nature of this story and
to protect his family, the author, a Mennonite pas-

tor, has chosen to remain anonymous. This article

first appeared in ACC Currents of the Atlantic

Coast Mennonite Conference.
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Hunger remains widespread
despite advances, report says

More than half a billion people— 10

percent of the world's population—are

continually hungry, according to an an-

nual church survey of world hunger.

Twice as many, or 20 percent, live in

households "too poor to obtain the calo-

ries needed for an active work life," said

the study by Bread for the World, a

Christian anti-hunger group.

However, the study also said the per-

centage of the world's population that

lives in hunger is slowly declining. (RNS)

Native Americans sharply critical

of celebration of Christianity arrival

While many people in the Western
hemisphere are preparing to celebrate

five centuries of Christianity in the Amer-
icas next year, Sarah James will be asking

the church for an apology.

"We had religion before Christopher

Columbus got here, and we believed in

the Ten Commandments before they

were shown to us in writing," said James,

a member of the Gwichin tribe from

Alaska.

"What's so great about Christianity?

There's so much crime and greed and

selfishness," she continued. "The church

should give us back our land and recog-

nize our belief in a good way of life."

James, 47, was one of 500 people from

27 countries who took part in a meeting

in Guatemala to protest the Columbus
Quincentermial celebrations. (RNS)

Peace depends on will,

Jerusalem patriarch says
Reaching a peace settlement in the

Middle East "is a problem of good will

rather than the political realities on the

ground," according to Bishop Michel

Sabbah, the first Arab to be Roman Cath-

olic patriarch of Jerusalem.

"If you have the spirit and will to find

a solution, you will find it," he said.

Sabbah, 58, was president of Bethlehem

University in the West Bank before being

appointed to his present post by Pope
John Paul H in 1987. (RNS)

Churches reassess policies

on sexual harassment by clergy

Four large U.S. denominations—the

Episcopal Church, the United Church of

Christ, the Presbyterian Church (USA),

and the United Methodist Church—have

taken official action about sexual harass-

ment by clergy.

Recent studies suggest a major problem
exists. A 1990 United Methodist study

found 77 percent of its female clergy had
experienced various forms of harassment,

with 41 percent reporting that colleagues

or other pastors were the perpetrators.

A report in the 1990 Yearbook of Amer-

ican and Canadian Churches said 98 per-

cent of the female clergy who answered a

question about sexual harassment said

they had experienced it in the church.

(NIRR)

Alliance of congregations founded
by dissenters in United Church
A "church within a church" has

emerged in Canada with the founding of

the National Alliance of Covenanting Con-

gregations, a protest and reform movement
in the United Church of Canada.

The group was spawned in the after-

math of the UCC's 1988 decision to per-

mit ordination of practicing homosexuals.

The alliance, which convened in London,

Ont., immediately announced a member-

ship of 81 congregations with more than

22,000 members. (NIRR)

Episcopal Church lays off staff

in response to large budget deficit

Episcopal Church leaders laid off 30

employees and eliminated other positions

at the denomination's New York head-

quarters.

The staff cuts are part of an overall cost

reduction plan in response to a $1 million

budget shortfall.

A number of dioceses have sharply

reduced giving to the national office of the

2.4-million-member group. (NIRR)

Legal brief says early feminists

were opposed to use of abortion

A brief filed with the U.S. Supreme

Court in a case involving demonstrations

at abortion clinics cites 19th-century fem-

inists who opposed abortion.

The brief, filed by Americans United for

Life, attempts to show that protests at

clinics do not undercut women's civil

rights. The brief cites antiabortion state-

ments by Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth

Cady Stanton, and Victoria WoodhuU.

(RNS)

Great Gifts For

Christmas And

Other Occasions!

Favorites
On CassetteA Cappella

We've taken the original recordings from The

IVlennonite Hour Singers, enhanced the quality,

and re-released them in this 4 cassette "Best Of"

offer. Featuring songs like:

The Star and the Wisemen, God of Grace and God of Glory, How
Great Thou Art, There Were Ninety and Nine, Steal Away, Deep River,

and many more.
$7.95 Each

Name

Address

.

City

State _ Zip

Sendpayment with order to:

fll||k Mennonite
'"HID Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue

Harrisonburg. VA 22801

OrCain800-999-3534

QTY TOTAL

NEW in '91 ! songs Of Inspiration

Mennonite Hour Singers

30 Men Sing

Mennonite Hour Men's Quartet AChorus

Hallelujah! Amen!

Mennonite Hour Singers

Favorite Hymns
Mennonite Hour Singers

SPECIAL!

GH

. Sets of all 4 for only $26.95 per set

TOTAL
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Zehr inaugurated as president
in ceremonies at Bethel College

Publishers talk for video. Goshen, Ind. (MPH)—When the three living pubhshers,
or chief executive officers, of Mennonite Publishing House found themselves in the
same town Oct. 8, they took the occasion to talk about their work directing the
Scottdale, Pa., agency. Mennonite Historical Committee videotaped the session.

Pictured above, from left, are: A. J. Metzler, Goshen, Ind., who served as pubhsher
from 1935 to I960; interviewer Leonard Gross; Ben Cutrell, Deland, Fla., who
headed the Publishing House from 1960 to 1987; and current publisher J. Robert
Ramer. Aaron Loucks founded Mennonite Publishing House in 1908 and directed

its operations until 1935.

North Newton, Kan.—John E. Zehr was
inaugurated as the 10th president of

Bethel College on Oct. 13.

A General Conference Mennonite
school, Bethel is the oldest Mermonite
college in the United States. It was incor-

porated in 1887.

Zehr was chair of the physiology and
biophysics department at the University

of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. He suc-

ceeds Harold J. Schultz, who was presi-

dent of Bethel from 1971 until earlier this

year.

John Paul Lederach of Harrisonburg,

Va., gave the inaugural address. A Bethel

College graduate, Lederach is associate

professor of sociology at Eastern Menno-
nite College and serves as International

Conciliation Service director for Menno-
nite Central Committee.
Lederach stressed the need for a liberal

arts education in which students learn to

think critically, make informed decisions,

and act with courage.

"We need to return to the roots of our
faith," Lederach said. He urged the

Bethel faculty to "both challenge students

academically and walk with them."

In his presidential response, Zehr said

that Bethel's identity as a church school

remains strong after 100 years. "We
pledge to maintain and enrich that iden-

tity," he said.

To Bethel students, Zehr advised, "Do
not be afraid to explore new things, but
do not be ashamed or embarrassed to

keep the best of the old."

An estimated 10,000 people attended
some part of the inaugural weekend,
which included Fall Festival, a production

of the musical Godspell, special worship
services, and a performance by the Great
American Indian Dancers of Oklahoma
City, Okla.

—

Susan Balzer

Native council meets
moderator, sets plans
Phoenix, Ariz. (MBM)—The United Na-

tive Ministries Council (UNMC) met with

Mennonite Church moderator David
Mann and worked on organizational is-

sues during an Oct. 10-13 meeting.

In addition, council members met with
representatives of two General Confer-
ence Mennonite groups—Native Minis-

tries of Canada and the Mennonite Indian
Leadership Council.

Mann, who lives in Phoenix, answered
questions about the UNMC's application

to become an official associate group of

the Mennonite Church.

General Board will decide at its Nov.
21-23 meeting whether to formally recog-

nize the council. Approval is almost cer-

tain, Mann said in an interview after the

council meeting.

Becoming an associate group brings "a
kind of blessing from the church," Mann
told council members. But it also involves

accountability, he said, including an in-

depth review every three years.

If General Board gives its approval, the

councO would be responsible to the board
beginning Feb. 1, 1992.

Council members named Toney Sells as

the group's General Board representative.

Sells is a member of the Creek tribe and
Poarch Community Church in Atmore,
Ala.

The council also decided to employ Ray
Horst as part-time staff person for one or

two years starting Feb. 1, while the group
looks for a young native American to

replace him.

Horst is a staff member with Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM), which has
been involved with the council since its

birth four and a half years ago. MBM has
provided funding and staff time for

Horst's work with the councU.

MBM has committed another $112,000
to the UNMC over the next five years.

Also at the meeting, the council ap-

proved a three-week visit of Neill and
Edith Von Gunten to Choctaw and Creek
congregations in Mississippi in February.

The trip is part of the couple's one-year

sabbatical from thefr positions as staff

members for Native Ministries of Canada.
The UNMC represents five tribes

(Choctaw, Creek, Navajo, Ojibway, and
Hopi) and 12 congregations in Alabama,
Arizona, Mississippi, and Ontario.

Officers chosen at the Phoenix meeting
are: Tom Burbank (Navajo, Chinle, Ariz.),

president; Jimmy Isaac (Choctaw, Phila-

delphia, Miss.), vice-president; Bobbie
Jean Frazier (Choctaw, Preston, Miss.),

secretary; and Liz Detweiler (Ojibway,

Morson, Ont.), treasurer.

Group discusses why,
how to work politically
Akron, Pa. (GCMC/MCGB)—Some 30

people gathered Oct. 10 to learn about the

biblical basis for political advocacy and
how to be politically effective.

The evening seminar was sponsored by
Akron Mennonite Church and Paul Gehris

of the Pennsylvania Council of Churches
Office for Social Ministry.

Speakers were Permsylvania state sen-
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Understanding needed. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMCij-S)—"If the Christian gospel is

to be communicated effectively across cultures, we must understand the needs and
concerns of the people we are trying to reach," Bruce and Kathleen Nicholls said

at Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary. The couple, who are longtime mission

workers in New Delhi, India, spoke in classes and college assembly as part of the

eighth annual Augsburger Lectureship in Mission and Evangelism. Above, they talk

with Anil Solanki, a native of India who is visiting professor of Old Testament at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.

ator Noah Wenger and Titus Peachey,

co-executive secretary of Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee U.S. Peace Section.

"Public policy work, motivated by com-

passion, is as much [an act of] worship as

giving a hungry chDd food or a homeless

person a place to live," Peachey asserted.

He recalled how, as an MCC worker in

Vietnam, he first became keenly aware of

the connections between individual acts

of kindness and public policy.

A missionary friend of Peachey's was
distributing Mennonite-donated roofing

tin to a bombed out neighborhood. At the

same time, however, bombs were drop-

ping on a nearby neighborhood.

"In that moment, that missionary knew
the greatest act of kindness would have

been to stop the bombing and prevent

destruction of homes and lives in the first

place," Peachey said. "To do so, however,

would have required venturing beyond
personal kindness into the world of public

policy."

Some people say Christians should not

be involved in public policy, because they

belong to the kingdom of God and not the

world. But Peachey said many North
American Christians are inextricably tied

to kingdoms of the world because of

economic choices they have made.

"In the context of the entire world,

many of us are people of power and

wealth," Peachey said. "Our lives, even if

we don't vote and are silent on questions

of public policy, have profound political

content."

Still, Peachey said, two-kingdom theol-

ogy does offer several important insights.

These include the recognition that:

• The Christian's primary identity is in

the kingdom of God.
• There are points of tension between

God's kingdom and the world.

• No matter how successful people may
be in shaping public policy, they will never

be able to legislate the kingdom of God.

If Christians enter the realm of public

policy, Peachey continued, they should

not ask the goverrmient to address issues

that the church itself is unwilling to con-

front.

"If we want the government to deal with

racism, we have to deal with it in our

churches," he said. "If we want the gov-

ernment to settle conflicts peacefully, we
must do so in our churches."

Senator Wenger, a third-term Republi-

can whose district includes Lancaster and

Chester counties, explained to the group

how a bill becomes law.

He enlivened this civics lesson with

accounts of behind-the-scenes maneuvers
and described the challenges of being one
of 50 representatives in a diverse state, in

which people have a wide range of con-

cerns.

"The work is very interesting, but frus-

trating too sometimes," admitted the

farmer-legislator from Stevens, Pa.

Following the presentations, partici-

pants split into small groups for discus-

sion.

"I used to think even voting was wrong
for a Christian," said one participant, who
is now active in promoting the environ-

mentally conscious Green Party.

"Now I firmly believe individuals can

make a difference. Politics is open to

anyone who is willing to invest time in

something they are about. You don't have

to be an expert."

Wenger agreed. "It's true that an in-

formed person has more than one vote,"

he said, "if you get excited about one

candidate and tell your family and friends,

it's quite likely they'll vote as you do. At
local levels that can make a big differ-

ence."

In addition, Wenger said he takes seri-

ously the letters he gets from constitu-

ents.

"My district has more than a quarter

million people in it," he said. "But if I get

12 well-written, thoughtful letters on any

particular issue, that makes a difference

in my mind."

—

Andrea Schrock Wenger

MBM board discusses
Mideast conflict, racism
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The Arab-Israeli

conflict, Africa, and racism in the church

headed discussion at a meeting of the

board of directors of Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM) on Oct. 24-26.

The board passed a resolution urging

"all people everywhere" to pray for the

Middle East peace talks that began Oct.

30 in Madrid (see "Mennoscope," Nov. 5

issue).

The action followed a report by MBM
president Paul M. Gingrich on a three-

week visit he and MBM Middle East

director Ron Yoder made to Cyprus,

Syria, Jordan, and Israel.

Gingrich said much of their discussion

with religious leaders focused on the

question, "Can there be peace between

Israel and its Arab neighbors?"

"If the Jewish people refuse to make a

just peace with their neighbors, it will

result in the ultimate destruction of Is-

rael," Jevrish scholar Marc H. EUis told a
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study group, in which Gingrich and Yoder
participated.

"Any inclination by evangelicals in the

West to embrace the Jews must also

embrace the Palestinians," said Ellis, who
is author of the book Toward a Jewish

Theology of Liberation: The Uprising and
the Future.

Gingrich described the current Mideast
situation as "more delicate and critical

than the recent war with Iraq. We are at

a critical juncture in world history," he

said.

Also at the meeting, James Offutt of

Peoria, El., and Stan Maclin of Richmond,
Va., reported on a three-week visit they

and five other African Americans made to

Ghana and Benin.

James Krabill, MBM worker in Ivory

Coast, led the August trip cosponsored by
the Afro-American Mennonite Associa-

tion (AAMA) and MBM.
Offutt, who is executive secretary of

AAMA, said the encounter with members
of the Ghana Mennonite Church and in-

dependent churches was a "homecoming
for us with people who share a common
racial and religious history."

Offutt said the visit to a slave castle in

Ghana revealed the brutality his ancestors

suffered at the hands of those in the slave

business.

Maclin, who is chair of AAMA, said his

hfe "will never be the same" after the trip.

He said Africans have much to share with

African Americans, such as the impor-
tance of family and a strong work ethic.

"We need each other," said Maclin, who
is senior pastor of Jubilee Christian Fel-

lowship, a Mennonite congregation in

Richmond.
In a follow-up to a General Assembly

directive, the MBM board asked Home
Ministries staff to draft a preliminary

response to a questionnaire from General
Board.

The questionnaire follows 1989 and
1991 General Assembly actions requiring

General Board and program boards to

report on how racism is being addressed.

Some Home Ministries staff said the

questionnaire seemed superficial. They
called for an independent audit.

"It's easy to imagine that agencies

might report actions that make them look

good," said MBM urban missiologist

Stanley Green.

With passion in his voice. Brent Foster

described some of the pain he feels as an
African American in the Mennonite
Church.

"Our church has a theology of commu-

I

nity, where everyone's opinions and input

are valued. But I don't think we always

practice it," said Foster, who is a staff

member in MBM's Evangelism and
Church Development Department.

Foster and others said racism must be
addressed if churches want to grow, par-

ticularly in urban areas.

Board chair Ron Schertz said the MBM
directors also will make a preliminary

response to the General Board question-

Hutchinson, Kan. (Meetinghouse)—
False beliefs are common among Menno-
nites, evangelist George R. Brunk II be-

lieves.

At the eighth annual Bible conference

sponsored by the Fellowship of Con-
cerned Mennonites (FCM), he called for

turning back to the Bible and away from
"false prophets" who are leading the

church into "apostasy."

"I beheve we are part of a winning
cause," he told an overflow crowd of about
500 people at Cedar Crest Amish Menno-
nite Church near Hutchinson.

"I believe the battle is on. . . . But I

believe God has his faithful people, and I

want to be among them," he said at the

Oct. 8 event.

Brunk, of Harrisonburg, Va., is execu-

tive director of FCM. The organization's

bylaws describe it as "a rallying point for

those who are grieved by and concerned
with the apostasy which they see in the

Mennonite Church."

About 4,000 people subscribe to the

fellowship's newsletter. The FCM In-

former.

Brunk draws encouragement from the

size of that readership, as well as from
response to the Bible conference. He told

conference attenders he "wept tears ofjoy

that God still has a lot of people who won't

bow their knees to Baal."

However, "there are people today who
are departing from the faith, and that

gives the reason for the existence of the

Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites,"
Brunk said. "The church today is con-

fronted with voices who are contrary to

the Word of God, and I'm not afraid to

stand up here and say so."

Topping the Ust of "departures from the

faith" that concern FCM is a diminishing

belief in the authority of Scripture, Brunk
said. The church is "weak and compro-
mising on that issue," he contended in an
interview.

FCM's view of scriptural authority is

naire. In addition, the board will discuss

MBM's activities in later meetings.

In financial matters, the board approved
a $9.25 miUion operating budget for the

fiscal year beginning Feb. 1, 1992.

The new budget includes a $5.4 million

contribution goal—a 3.5 percent increase

over this year's goal. But Schertz empha-
sized that ministry opportunities far sur-

pass the best projections of contributed

income.

symbolized by the fellowship's logo, which
shows an open Bible above the words
"Forever Settled."

"People say, 'The Bible says, but . .

.'
"

Brunk said. "We say, 'But what?'
"

According to Brunk, other examples of

Mennonite apostasy include an increasing

acceptance of homosexuality, allowing

women to serve as pastors, the teaching

of liberal theology at church schools, and
a peace witness that "interferes in the

affairs of government."

God doesn't require governments to

operate according to the principles of the

Sermon on the Mount, Brunk argued. If

the church expects it to, the church is

deviating from the historic position of

nonresistance, he said.

The FCM consulting board wrote a

confession of faith last year "to spell out

our positions doctrinally," fellowship ex-

ecutive committee member J. Otis Yoder
said at the Bible conference.

According to Brunk, the confession was
written on the assumption that the joint

Mennonite Church/General Conference

confession now being written "would not

satisfy the constituency of FCM." How-
ever, the work of the confession commit-
tee so far has been superb, Brunk said.

"Some of their statements of the nature

of God and Christ are better than ours,"

he admitted. "If the rest of it is as good,

we'll junk our confession."

But he predicted the committee's final

product probably won't conform to

FCM's expectations.

Brunk expressed mixed feelmgs about
the grassroots response FCM has gained

since it was founded in 1983, at the first

joint MC/GC assembly in Bethlehem, Pa.

Support is "good enough that I'm not

depressed but poor enough that I'm not

ecstatic," he said.

"We don't have the kind of acceptance

we wish we had, but we have an inner

assurance that we're giving a testimony

for truth."

—

Paul Schrag

Reject false prophets, Brunk tells FCM meeting
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School administrators meet. Halifax, Pa. (MEEC)—Menno-
nite Elementary Education Council held its annual
Administrators' Conference at Camp Hebron on Oct. 3-4.

Some 17 member schools were represented, along with

Eastern Mennonite College in Harrisonburg, Va., and Goshen
(Ind.) College. Gary McCartney, superintendent of Fleet-

wood (Pa.) Area Schools, was the speaker. In addition,

participants heard a progress report on the new Anabaptist

Bible curriculum being developed by MEEC, Mennonite
Publishing House, and Mennonite Board of Education. Pic-

tured above at the meeting are, from left: Ken Fry, Lititz (Pa.)

Area Mennonite School; John Weber, Kraybill Mennonite
School, Mount Joy, Pa.; Donovan Steiner, Eastern Mennonite
College; and Glenna Hershberger, Conestoga Christian

School, Morgantown, Pa.

• Haiti team reduced. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
is temporarily cutting the size of

its Haiti team. Rich Sider, sec-

retary for Latin America and the

Caribbean, said this is being

done to "reduce vulnerability."

Sider believes the embargo by
the Organization of American
States (OAS) may bring massive
unrest as shortages begin to

occur. Four MCC workers plan

to leave Haiti by the middle of

this month. In addition, three

couples now in North America
on leave or vacation will not

return for the time being. The
OAS embargo was imposed to

protest the overthrow of Haiti's

democratically elected presi-

dent, Jean-Bertrand Aristide,

on Sept. 30.

• Martins to Kabul. Two long-

term Mennonite Church work-

ers have arrived in war-ravaged

Afghanistan. Steve and Sheryl

Martin, Harrisonburg, Va., will

be based in Kabul, the capital,

for a four-year term. Following

language study, Steve will work
in the accounting department of

International Assistance Mis-

sion, and Sheryl will serve in

rehabilitative nursing.

• Group holds exhibit. "Art-

spirit," a group of some 50 art-

ists in Lancaster County, Pa.,

held a combined art exhibit and
music performance last month.
The event was part of "Art Sun-

day," an annual open house for

galleries around the city of Lan-

caster. The show took place at

Community Mennonite Church
of Lancaster (CMCL), where 10

people from the group are mem-
bers. Works exhibited ranged
from sculptures to photo collage

to watercolors. A variety of mu-
sicians, including CMCL pastor

(and jazz pianist) Vern Rempel,
performed during the event.
—From Lancaster Intelligencer-

Journal

• Professor visits. Theo van der

Laan of the Mennonite seminary
in Amsterdam, Netherlands, vis-

ited the Associated Mennonite
Bibhcal Seminaries (AMBS),
Elkhart, Ind., from Oct. 7 to 21.

Van der Laan observed the

AMBS Supervised Experience
in Ministry program and inter-

viewed students and local pas-

tors. In addition, he learned

more about the AMBS empha-
sis on "formation of spiritual-

ity." Van der Laan is organizing

a program of supervised minis-

tries for the Dutch seminary.

• Food Day observed. Goshen
(Ind.) College marked World
Food Day on Oct. 16 with pre-

sentations by Joetta Handrich

Schlabach and a teleconference.

Schlabach, author of the book
Extending the Table, spoke in

convocation and to the "Health

in a Changing Environment"
class. The teleconference,
broadcast from George Wash-
ington University, Washington,

B.C., featured an international

panel of experts.

• Singing raises money. Faith

Mennonite Church in Minneap-
olis held a pay-as-you-sing fund-

raiser Oct. 11 and raised about
$80 to buy new hymnals. Follow-

ing a potluck meal, people gath-

ered to sing their favorite

hymns—at a cost of $2 a song.

"It was fun," said Sue Dyck
Kliewer, who came up with the

idea. "It's easier for people to

contribute money this way, and
it was a good way for people to

become more acquainted with

our hymns."

• Job openings:
Program director needed at Spruce

Lake Retreat, located in the Po-

cono Mountains of northeastern

Pennsylvania. Position involves

planning and administering
some 20 programs throughout

the year, as well as assisting in

some other area of the retreat

operation. Year-round, salaried

assignment beginning winter or

spring 1992. Send resume or

contact Paul Beiler, R. 1, Box
605, Canadensis, PA 18325;

phone 717 595-7505.

Program director for Washington,
D.C., Study-Service Year. Half-

time, 11-month position begin-

ning July 1992. Responsibilities

include seminar teaching, over-

sight of internships, and student

counseling. Master's degree and
experience in program adminis-

tration required. Women and
minorities are urged to apply.

Send resume to Lee F. Snyder,

Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Registrar needed at Spruce Lake
Retreat, located in the Pocono
Mountains of northeastern
Pennsylvania. Responsible for

reservations for individuals,

guest and retreat groups, and
campground users. Year-round,

full-time position beginning win-

ter or spring 1992. Send resume
or contact Paul Beiler, R. 1, Box
605, Canadensis, PA 18325;

phone 717 595-7505.

Secretary for Asia, Commission on
Overseas Mission of the General

Conference Mennonite Church,

beginning summer 1992. Office

is in Winnipeg, Man. Responsi-
ble to coordinate COM program
in Asia. Qualifications include

administrative and relational

skills, college and seminary
training with adequate grasp of

theology and missiology, and
ability to communicate a vision

for mission. Asia mission/ser-

vice experience desirable. Send
resume by Dec. 31 to COM, Box
347, Newton, KS 67114, or 600
Shaftesbury Blvd., Winnipeg,
Man. R3P 0M4.

NEW MEMBERS

Bethany, Bridgewater Cor-
ners, Vt.: Jeremy Derstine.

Carpenter Park, Hollsopple,
Pa.: Sharon Davidhizar.

Faith, Fargo, N.D.: Ingeborg
Seel.

Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.:
Lynn and Ann Geil, Felicia

Craig, Ashley Swan, and Penny
Wedderman.

Mt. Vernon, Oxford, Pa.: Steve

and Faith Christophel, Lynn
Jones, Krista L. Dombach, Rick
and Sara Conrad, and John and
Brenda Beitler.

North Baltimore, Baltimore,
Md.: Ian and Terry Caisley, Mi-

chael Harmon, Barbeira Lehman,
William Nist, Sarah Leah
Spence, and Kevin and Lindy
Vereide.

Parkview, Kokomo, Ind.: David
Parker and Jean Parker.

Raleigh, N.C.: Kim Lillig, Bill

Johnson, Brenda North Martin,

and Stan North Martin.

Weavers, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Joseph Early, Ryan Heatwole,

Matthew Huffman, Keith
Kauffman, Corena Knicely,

Krista Knicely, Janelle Swope,
and Lonelle Yoder.

Zion, Elmira, Ont.: Marj
Gingrich, Carri Horst, Alison

Martin, and Jason Shantz.

BIRTHS

Ambrose, Jeffrey and Sharon
(Trauger), Coopersburg, Pa.,

Olivia Marie (second child), Oct.

15.

Engle, Ed and Beth (Lynes),

Christiana, Pa., Dean Robert

(fu-st child), Jan. 19.
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Gant, Edward S., Jr., and Lori

(Kaufman), Decorah, Iowa,
Anna Ruth (third chOd), Oct. 4.

Hershey, A. Duane and Marilyn

(Stoltzfus), Cochranville, Pa.,

Kacie Joy (fourth child). May 22.

Kratz, Leon and Sherry (Anders),

Harleysville, Pa., Evan Leon
(first child), July 17.

Maust, Christopher and Kim
(Schweitzer), Waterloo, Ont.,

Danika Jacinta (first child), Oct. 1.

Nilan, Tom and Ruth (McCon-
nell), Quarryville, Pa., Thomas
Sean (second child). May 17.

Roth, Andy and Brenda (Rein-

ford), Souderton, Pa., Rebecca
Joy (first child), Oct. 14.

Sauder, Larry and Linda (Leh-

man), Harrisonburg, Va., Jer-

emy Scott (first child), Sept. 23.

Skrabak, John and Jenny,
Cochranville, Pa., Andrew Jo-

seph (sixth child), July 7.

Stoltzfus, Art and Regina
(Shands), Cleveland Heights,

Ohio, Rachel (third child), Aug.

15, by adoption.

Stoltzfus, Linford and Jean
(Shearer), Cochranville, Pa.,

Valerie Kristin (second child),

Aug. 11.

Yoder, Brian and Lynn (MiUer),

Kalona, Iowa, Joshua Dale (sec-

ond child), Sept. 22.

MARRIAGES

Bodenbender-Lapp: Brian Bod-
enbender. Plain City, Ohio (Shi-

loh cong.), and Janice Lapp,
Plain City, Ohio (Mountain
View cong.), Aug. 3, by Dwight
Hooley.

Doerksen-Logan: Kelly Doerk-

sen, Inman, Kan. (Bethel cong.),

and Karla Logan, Kalona, Iowa
(East Union cong.), Oct. 12, by
Michael Loss and D. A. Raber.

Erb-Kuusik: James Erb, Naper-
vUle, m. (East Union cong.), and
Tina Kuusik, Naperville, 111.

(Lutheran Church), Oct. 12, by
Mihkel Soovik.

Miller-Beck: Howard E. Miller,

Wauseon, Ohio, (North Clinton

cong.), and Joanne Beck,
Archbold, Ohio (Inlet cong.),

July 13, by Lavon Welty and
Homer E. Yutzy.

Moon-Brenneman: Jerrold Moon,
KaUspeU, Mont. (Mountain View
cong.), and Karen Brenneman,
KalispeU, Mont. (Mountain View
cong.), Aug. 17, by John Bell.

Rohrer-Kreider: Gerald Rohrer,

Cochranville, Pa. (Mt. Vernon
cong.), and Cindy Kreider, Ox-
ford, Pa., Oct. 5, by J. Vernon
Myers.

Yoder-Berube: Austin Yoder,
Belleville, Pa. (Maple Grove
cong.), and Jodi Berube, Mikoy,
Pa. (Maple Grove cong.), Oct. 5,

by Robert Hartzler.

DEATHS

Alderfer, Elsie A., 87,

Souderton, Pa. Bom: Oct. 13,

1903, Franconia Twp., Pa., to

Joseph R. and Sallie K. (Al-

derfer) Landis. Died: Oct. 6,

1991, Sellersville, Pa. Survi-

vors— children: Kathryn W.
Benner, Gladys W. Neter, Es-

ther W. Landis, Ernest W., Earl

L.; 20 grandchildren, 41 great-

grandchildren; sister: Ella
Clemmer. Predeceased by:

Howard K. Alderfer (husband).

Funeral and burial: Oct. 10,

Souderton Mennonite Church,

by Gerald A. Clemmer and Ste-

ven C. Nyce.

Birkey, Manda Mae Stalter, 94,

Flanagan, 111. Born: May 10,

1897, Pike Twp., HI., to Henry
and Mary (Stalter) Stalter.

Died: Oct. 1, 1991, Bloomington,

m. Survivors—children: Lowell,

Leota Springer, Norma
Nafziger, Joan Litwiller, Marie
Oyer, Veida Birkey, Carolyn

Kutzner; 26 grandchildren, 38
great-grandchildren; sisters:

Ada Springer, Anna Springer.

Predeceased by: Silas Birkey

(husband). Funeral and buriad:

Oct. 4, Waldo Mennonite
Church, by Lester Zook.

Brilhart, David Scottdale, 90,

Scottdale, Pa. Born: Feb. 15,

1901, Scottdale, Pa., to John A.

and Mary Ann (Hummel)
Brilhart. Died: Oct. 1, 1991, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Gene, Bob, Barbara
Kozar; 5 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Mabel Nagle (wife). Mem-
ber: Mennonite Church of

Scottdale. Funeral: Oct. 4, Kapr
Funeral Home, by John E. Sharp.

Burial: Scottdale Cemetery.
Brubacher, Martha E. (Tyson),

89, Petoskey, Mich. Born: Oct.

10, 1901, Wakarusa, Ind., to

John and Isadora (Cupp) Tyson.

Died: Oct. 8, 1991, Petoskey,

Mich. Survivors— children:
Carol Champion, Dora Reber,

Fern Hertzler, Velma Hofmann,
Donna Burrows, Sidney; 28

grandchildren, 45 great-
grandchildren, 4 great-great-

grandchildren; sister: Rosetta
Kauffman. Predeceased by:

Ezra Brubacher (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Oct. 10, Maple
River Mennonite Church, by
James Gerber.

Buller, Jeff Chris, 69, KalispeU,

Mont. Born: Sept. 7, 1921,

Richey, Mont., to Chris and
Lena Buller. Died: July 29, 1991,

KalispeU, Mont., of cancer. Sur-

vivors—wife: Priscilla Mast;
children: Andy, Twila, Lee,

Frieda Kauffman, Sarah
Gunderson, Lena Dresbach,
EUen Gibson; 15 grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: Nellie

Becker, Henry, Adeline Ost,

Melvin. Member: Mountain
View Mennonite Church. Fu-

neral: Aug. 2, Johnson Funeral

Home, by Dwight E. Hooley.

Burial: Fairview Cemetery.
Collins, Edward Clarence, 86.

Born: Oct. 11, 1904, Masontown,
Pa., to John and Frances
(McCoy) CoUins. Died: Sept. 23,

1991, Vinton, Va. Survivors

—

wife: Genevieve M. CoUins; chil-

dren: June Marie Weaver, Rob-
ert, Ronald, Marlene Showalter;

17 grandchildren, 14 great-

grandchildren; brother: Walter
D. Predeceased by: Edith P.

Blough (first wife). Funeral:

Oakey's Vinton Chapel, by
Terry Mabrey and Michael
Palmer. Burial: Mountain View
Cemetery.

Derksen, Cornelius L., 77,

Goessel, Kan. Born: May 6,

Workers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Some 52 people took part in orientation at Mennonite
Centra] Committee headquarters Sept. 3-13. Eleven have assignments overseas, 14 witli Youtli

Discovery Teams, 20 in North America, and seven with SELFHELP Crafts. Participants

affiliated with the Mennonite Church were, left to right (front): Susan Klassen, Dave Gerber,
Tara Rosenberger, Deb Shapansky, Angela Brubaker, Liz Horst, John Leckie. 2nd row: Celeste
Martin, Tina Grove, Melody Lee, Veronica Arnel, Kathryn Thiessen, Rachel Wenger, Cannen
Brubacher, Vera and Eber Diener. 3rd row: Carmen Shapansky, Andy Grove, Doug Burkholder,
Mark Guengerich, Brad Click, Sheldon Neufeld, Janet North, Twila and Galen Sauder, and
Victor Thiessen.
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1914, Mountain Lake, Minn., to

John P. and Helen (Bergman)

Derksen. Died: Oct. 5, 1991,

Goessel, Kans., of a stroke. Sur-

vivors— wife: Lydia M.
Pankratz; children: Lester, Flor-

ence Allmond, Vernelle Koehn,
Mildred, LeRoy, Jeanette
Nixon; 11 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren; brothers

and sisters: Peter, Willard,

Kathrine, Hilda Curry, Anna
Pankratz, Stella. Memorial ser-

vice: Oct. 9, Hesston Inter-Men-

nonite Fellowship, by Duane
Yoder and Waldo Miller. Burial:

East Lawn Cemetery.

Gautsche, Homer C, 89, Arch-

bold, Ohio. Born: Nov. 29, 1901,

Archbold, Ohio, to Henry and
Mary Grieser Gautsche. Died:

Oct. 10, 1991, Archbold, Ohio.

Survivors— children: Charles,

Delila Dilbone, Marilyn Bechtol;

foster child: Denny Wood; 13

grandchildren, 18 great-grand-

children; sisters: Louetta Roth,

Selma Sauder. Predeceased by:

Dva Wyse (wife). Funeral: Oct.

13, Central Mennonite Church,

by Charles Gautsche, Dale
Wyse, and Ross Goldfus. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.

Hershberger, Bemice L. (Shet-

ler), 60, HoUsopple, Pa. Born:

July 6, 1931, Conemaugh Twp.,

Pa., to Harry Y. and Stella

(Thomas) Shetler. Died: Sept.

25, 1991, Johnstown, Pa., of leu-

kemia. Survivors—husband:
Boyd T. Hershberger; sister:

Lila Harshberger. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 28, Kaufman Men-
nonite Church, by Don Sharp

and Marvin Kaufman.
Kanagy, Florence Steiner, 88,

Orrville, Ohio. Bom: March 22,

1903, Wayne County, Ohio, to

Daniel T. and Mary (Musser)

Steiner. Died: Oct. 10, 1991, Orr-

ville, Ohio. Survivors—children:

Delight Chupp, Kenneth; foster

child: Anna Mae Shindledecker.

Predeceased by: Eli Kanagy
(husband). Funeral and burial:

Oct. 13, Crown Hill Mennonite
Church, by Ernest Hershberger
and Lester Sutter.

Kauffman, Alden J., 91. Born:

May 5, 1900, Belleville, Pa., to

John R. and Mattie (Harsh-

barger) Kauffman. Died: Oct.

12, 1991, Belleville, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Glenn D., Vir-

ginia Cherry, Betty Yoder, J.

Metrk, Ina Yoder, Fern Heirtzler,

Dean, Esther, Dennis, Gary;

brothers and sisters: Harvey,

Ernest, Donald, Blanche, Grace.

Predeceased by: Sadie Hartzler

(wife), one daughter and one

son. Funeral: Oct. 15, Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, by

Robert Hartzler. Burial: Locust

Grove Cemetery.
Klink, Charles L., 64, Water-
town, N.Y. Born: Syracuse,

N.Y., to Charles and Clara
(Baird) Klink. Died: Sept. 3,

1991, Watertown, N.Y. Survi-

vors—wife: Claramae Lehman;
children: Ann Herendeen, Paul,

Charles Jay; 4 grandchildren;

sisters: Grace Petersen, Robyn
Scharoun. Funeral and burial:

Sept. 7, First Mennonite
Church, by Edward Robbins, Jr.

Kratz, Elmer L., 62, Telford, Pa.

Born: Nov. 17, 1928, Norristown,

Pa., to Theodore and Mary
(Leatherman) Kratz. Died: Oct.

6, 1991, Telford, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Mamie Moyer; children:

Ruth Baker, Sharon Brunner,

Larry, Steven; 4 grandchildren;

brother: Horace L. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 9, Perkiomenville

Mennonite Church, by Charles

A. Ness and Stanley Godshall.

Marner, Blanche E. Swartz-
endruber, 89, Kalona, Iowa.

Born: Nov. 8, 1901, Johnson
County, Iowa, to Simon C. and
Mary (Kauffman) Swartzen-
druber. Died: Oct. 13, 1991,

Kalona, Iowa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Doris Swartzendruber,

Donald, Gerald, Philip; 10 grand-

children, 14 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Dave I. Mamer
(husband). Funeral and burial:

Oct. 15, Lower Deer Creek Men-
nonite Church, by Orie Wenger
and Wayne Bohn.

Martin, Anna Ruth, 75, Landis-

ville. Pa. Born: AprO 12, 1916,

East Lampeter Twp., Pa., to

Harvey and Susan Dussinger.

Died: Oct. 11, 1991, Landisville,

Pa. Survivors—husband: Eli S.

Martin; children: Larry E., Dona
L. Fisher, Nancy R. Martin; 5

grandchildren. Funeral: Oct. 13,

Lititz Mennonite Church, by J.

Clair HoUinger and Jacob Fred-

erick. Burial: Hess Mennonite
Cemetery.

Martin, Pearl Hallman, 86.

Born: May 30, 1905, Wilmot
Twp., Ont., to Moses and Min-
nie (Hertzberger) Hallman.
Died: Oct. 2, 1991, Kitchener,

Ont., of a stroke. Survivors

—

children: Robert, Shirley, Rita,

Bette. Predeceased by: Urias

Martin (husband). Member: Stir-

ling Ave. Mennonite Church. Fu-

neral: Oct. 5, Ratz Bechtel Fu-

neral Home, by Paul Martin.

Martin, Vada Catherine (Wen-
ger), 89, Dayton, Va. Born: Nov.

27, 1901, Rockingham County,

Va., to Jacob P. and Mary
(Heatwole) Wenger. Survivors

—

children: Catherine Martin, Reba
Nesselrodt; 4 grandchildren; sis-

ters: Delia Kiser, S. Esther
Wenger, Effie Sharpes, Martha
F. Wenger. Predeceased by:

Ammi R. Martin (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Oct. 14, Weav-
ers Mennonite Church, by Jo-

seph C. Shenk, Edith Shenk,

and Mike Martin.

Miller, Daniel E., Jr., 67,

Wellman, Iowa. Bom: Jan. 24,

1924, Wellman, Iowa, to Daniel

E. and Fanny (Swartzendmber)
Miller. Died: Oct. 11, 1991,

Wellman, Iowa. Survivors

—

wife: Leona Roth; children: Ra-

chel Quist, Lyle, Mary Lou
Gingerich; 9 grandchildren;

brother, sister: D. Max, Olivia

Blosser. Funeral and burial: Oct.

14, Wellman Mermonite Church,

Daniel R. Johnston.

Miller, Edith T., 81. Bom: Oct.

22, 1909, Bedminster Twp., Pa.,

to Samuel and Emma Trauger.

Died: Aug. 22, 1991, Lansdale,

Pa. Survivors—children: Sam-
uel T., Ruth M., Miriam T.; 13

grandchildren, 19 great-grand-

children; brother and sisters:

Lester T., Edna Moyer, Mary
Yothers, Carrie Wasser, Emma
Miniger. Predeceased by: Henry
0. (husband), Alma (daughter).

Funeral and burial: Aug. 27,

Deep Run Mennonite Church
East, by Jonathan Schmidt.

Miller, Henry C, 85. Born: July

25, 1905, Bedminster Twp., Pa.,

to Samuel D. and Anna Over-

holt. Died: June 24, 1991, Lans-

dale, Pa. Survivors—children:

Samuel T., Ruth M., Miriam T.;

13 grandchildren, 19 great-

grandchildren. Edith T. Miller

(wife) died Aug. 22, 1991. Prede-

ceased by: Alma (daughter). Fu-

neral and burial: June 28, Deep
Run Mennonite Church East, by
Jonathan Schmidt.

Richer, Lucinda (Aeschliman),

100, Wauseon, Ohio. Born: Jan.

12, 1891, Archbold, Ohio, to

Theophilus and Fannie (Vonier)

Aeschliman. Died: Aug. 24, 1991,

Wauseon, Ohio. Survivors

—

children: Harold, Orville, Lucille

Gerig; 11 grandchildren, 18

great-grandchildren, 5 great-

great-grandchildren, 10 step-

grandchildren, 18 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Samuel Richer (husband). Fu-

neral: Aug. 27, North Clinton

Mennonite Church, by Lavon
Welty. Burial: Pettisville Ceme-
tery.

Sutter, Ivis C, 69, Middlebury,

111. Born: Dec. 16, 1921,

Hopedale, 111. Died: May 13,

1991, Middlebury, 111. Survi-

vors—wife: Joan Zook; children:

Kenneth E., James, Robert; 8

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Odella Shank, Hilda Kurtz,

Mervin, Eldo. Funeral and buried:

May 16, Griner Conservative

Mennonite Church, by Robert
Riegsecker and Harley Troyer.

Varner, George B., 70, HoU-
sopple, Pa. Born: Oct. 12, 1921,

Johnstown, Pa., to Merle and
Nancy (Hunt) Vamer. Died: Oct.

14, 1991, Johnstown, Pa., of a

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Ethel Sipe; children: Sondra
Lee Griffin, Ronald, Kenneth,
David; 11 grandchildren, 4

great-grandchildren; brothers

and sisters: Raymond Hainsey,

Mary Burkhart, Merle, Hazel
Rager, Robert. Predeceased by:

Sandra Lee Claar (daughter),

Jack (son). Funeral: Oct. 17,

Carpenter Park Mennonite
Church, by Marvin L. Kaufman.
Burial: Maple Springs Cemetery.

Weldy, Mary E. (Bleile), 83,

Nappanee, Ind. Bom: May 16,

1908, Nappanee, Ind., to Ezra
and Sarah (Metzler) Bleile.

Died: Oct. 10, 1991, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors— children: Esther
Stichter, David, Joseph; 7

grandchildren, 5 great-grand-

children; brothers and sister:

Gerald Bleile, John Bleile, Ruth
Sherman. Predeceased by: Paul

J. (husband), Samuel (son). Fu-

neral: Oct. 13, North Main
Street Mennonite Church, by
Ken Bontreger. Burial: Yellow

Creek Cemetery.

Yoder, Francis M., 88, Hesston,

Kan. Born: March 14, 1903, to

Mose and Magdalena (Plank)

Yoder. Died: Oct. 2, 1991,

Hesston, Kan. Survivors—wife:

Dorothy Stutzman; children:

Dan, Kenneth; 2 grandchildren.

Memorial service and burial:

Crystal Springs Mennonite
Church, by Duane Yoder.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates annual conven-

tion, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 14-17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion in annual meeting, Kalona,

Iowa, Nov. 15-16

Leadership seminar, Rosedale
Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio,

Nov. 18-22

Mennonite Church General Board,

Goshen, Ind., Nov. 21-23

MMA board of directors meeting,

Chicago, m., Dec. 6-7

Pastorate Project Consultation,

Chicago, EL, Dec. 7-9

Faith and Farming VII retreat, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa., Dec. 8-10

Pastor's Week, Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31.
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THE LAST WORD

What are they up to now?
There's a group of people I want to meet. Ap-

parently powerful and pervasive, they're also

faceless and evasive. In my 52 years I've never

been able to find out who they are.

You've heard of them, of course. In govern-

ment, for example, they're the ones who make
the rules. Then later don't enforce them. "They"
were the ones who used to be selling us out to

the communists. Now it's to the liberals. Or to

the conservatives (depending on your political

ideology).

As though there weren't enough in government

to keep them busy, they've also found their way
into the church. Here "they" are the ones respon-

sible for the current discussions on MC/GC inte-

gration. Or so I've been told. "They" are bring-

ing women into leadership in the Mennonite
Church. Or keeping them out (again, depending

on your theological—and perhaps political—per-

suasion).

Though impossible to identify, "they" have be-

come responsible for much of what's wrong with

the church. Biblical illiteracy, homosexuality, di-

vorce and remarriage—you name it, if it's trouble-

some, "they" are probably behind it.

With that kind of record, obviously they're

powerful. That's why I've gone searching for

them. So far I've found only myself.

Within me I've discovered a real need for

"them." I need someone to blame when things

don't go as I wish. I need a scapegoat when my
efforts get me nowhere. In short, as long as

"they" are functioning, I don't need to take as

much responsibility for the situation I'm in, be it

in the world or in the church.

And therein lies the problem. The more of us

there are who take less responsibility for our ac-

tions, individually or corporately, the bigger

"they" become. Throw ourselves into the work,

assume with humility the responsibility our situa-

tion demands, and we discover "they" wiU most-

ly disappear.

Then "they" will no longer be up to anything.

Now or in the future.—jTp

It must make
But wait a minute. Does it really matter what I

think? How can one person make any difference?

Several people have asked me that after Gos-

pel Herald's issue on integration (Oct. 22). Why
bother voicing my opinion? It's already been de-

cided.

That's "them" thinking. Integration has not

been decided. Some say yes, some no. Even on

the committee exploring the subject.

Further, in a deliberate attempt not to become
another "they," the committee has decided to

hold its meetings in different Mennonite commu-
nities, listening to representatives from confer-

ences and congregations. Another committee,

the one writing a new inter-Mennonite Confes-

sion of Faith, takes time at its meetings to read

and discuss every letter it gets about its work.

The problem, of course, is that these commit-

tees—and scores of others working in the

church—get contradictory opinions. Some of us

think one way, some another. Someone has to

a difference
find a way through the maize. When they do,

they often get labeled "they," especially by
those of us who disagree.

Speaking up can be risky business. We may
find out we're on a limb, with almost everyone

else (for reasons we can't image) thinking other-

wise. If we're honest, that's what keeps most of

us silent—the fear of sticking out, of being differ-

ent.

But our Anabaptist-Mennonite church began
with two basic beliefs: (1) that individual be-

Uevers have direct access to God; (2) that indi-

vidual insights must be tempered by interaction

in the community of faith. To be committed to

this community means we must speak out. And
then listen. Through both acts God's revelation

becomes more clear to us all.

So we do make a difference. We must make a

difference. Otherwise, we will no longer be the

kind of church we have always said we want to

he.—jlp
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Reflections on a newspaper headline:

A dark cloud of
our life is lifting

For the first time in my life that I can
remember, my countrymen are not wait-

ing in or near nuclear bombers to mur-
der millions on a minute's notice.

Nuclear Forces Off Alert Status; First

Time in 37 Years." I glance at the news-

paper headline as I am leaving for

church. But I hardly notice as I hustle the chil-

dren out to the car. Keeping order preoccupies

Today women want to be released from the heavy lot me until we arrive. Then the children busy them-
of the past, to live without devaluation because they selves coloring and reading. The service begins.
are female. See "Stories Women Tell," page 2. My mind wanders: Back to the headline which I

noticed in passing, a headline like so many oth-

^ ers. Back across the years of my life, so inter-
ALSO IN THIS ISSUE twined with that headline.

I recall my earliest political memory, the crisis

Stories women tell 2 Hungary in 1956. I remember anxiously trying

to fall asleep while watching the streetlight out-

_ . . . side my bedroom window, fearing that it would go
Living among the saints 6 out when the Russians bombed nearby Wichita in

response to a possible American intervention.

Conference considers vision I remember the feeling of fear and helpless-

for Christian education 9 "^^^ during the Cuban missile crisis. I remember
years later learning that the f^ar was well-

TT. . 1
1

founded. My graduate school professor, a lead-
nistory meeting looks

i^g international relations scholar, recounted
at church, Columbus 10 how he had telephoned his wife to say good-bye

by

Ted

Koontz



Today is not the arrival of the reign of
God, And the end of the nuclear alert

does not make things right or me guilt-

less. But nonetheless, it is good news!

in case they never met again.

I remember Kissinger shuttling off to Moscow
in 1973 as American nuclear forces were put on
high alert status to deter the Soviets from inter-

vening in the war between the Egyptians and
the Israelis.

I remember the nuclear buildup in the early

'80s. I lectured often then on the dangers of mov-
ing from the frying pan of nuclear deterrence

through "mutual assured destruction" into the

fire of "first strike" strategies. I remember debat-

ing deployment of accurate, prompt, silo-destroy-

ing "peace keeper" missiles with 10 warheads
each. I remember watching as we deployed Per-

shing n missiles which could reach and destroy

Soviet nuclear targets in seven minutes. I remem
ber praying that the false alarms given sporadi-

cally by our electronic systems which monitored
the skies to detect incoming Soviet missiles

would not come at the height of a crisis.

I remember my graduate work, which focused

on nuclear policy. I remember the pain of facing

fully the depth, difficulty, and danger of the nu-

clear situation. It was a pain which helped push
me into a months-long depression that made it

practically impossible to read or sleep. I remem-
ber coming to the firm conviction that living as

an American with nuclear forces constantly

threatening to commit mass murder was the

great corporate sin in which I participated just

by living when and where I live. I remember
doubting that I would live to see the day when
this sin would end. I was convinced we were
fated to live under the threat of the nuclear

mushroom cloud.

Iremember delaying for years the decision to

have children. It was unfair to bring children

into such a world. I remember finally decid-

ing to have children, partly as a sign of faith that

God is ultimately powerful and good, despite the

nuclear threat. I remember, after the children

were born, imagining hiding with them in our

basement in the aftermath of a nuclear attack,

an attack which I knew realistically could come.

I remember debating in my mind what I should

think about God then, what I should tell my chil-

dren about God then. I remember wondering
whether I should, if that hypothetical basement
scene became reality, kill them as they slept or

let them live to die of hunger or radiation sick-

ness in that bleak post-nuclear war world.

Today is not the arrival of the reign of God.

Nor is the light that shines more brightly due
mainly to the wisdom of American leaders. The
end of the nuclear alert does not make things

right or me guiltless. I will go home and read the

details of the newspaper story, learn of all the

forces which still remain, ferret out the political

posturing which is always behind any such head-
Hne. I will continue to worry about nuclear weap-
ons, to teach about them, to oppose them—and
to live under their threat and with their guilt.

But for a moment, I am grateful. "Nuclear
Forces Off Alert Status." That is good news! A

Stories
What do women talk about when the si-

lence between them becomes comfort-

able? They talk about their lot in life.

Every woman has her little pile of stories to pon-

der. Here are a few of mine:

A student has difficulty telling me, "A relative

abused me sexually as a child. What do I do?"
The past keeps entangling the present. She
drops out of school. I never hear from her again,

but I wonder about her often.

A mother: "There was this 13-year-old in the

hospital when I had my baby. She was as naive

as a newborn about what was happening to her.

She kept repeating, 'I didn't think he'd do any-

thing to hurt me.' " "He" was an uncle.

A friend: "Whenever my mother found out she

was pregnant again, she went outside and hoed
in the garden all day. She hoped to abort."

A minister's wife: "Everytime my husband had
an affair, the elders counseled me to forgive him
and say nothing about what happened. But the

last time, he decided to marry the other woman.
After 40 years, how do I begin my hfe again?"

Another friend: "The last time he beat her so

hard she landed in the hospital. Yes, he was a

high school teacher and a church member. But
he couldn't help himself, he said."

The stories never stop. In my family archives

is the vague account of a distant relative, in an-

other country, in another culture, with too many
children, too much work, and not enough food

and personal resources to cope. She threw her-

self into the well. Her lot in life was too heavy.

Today's women, like yesterday's, tell stories of

rape. One mother silently grieves for the daugh-

ter who was date-raped at a Mennonite college.
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cloud which has darkened my Ufe is lifting. I am
reheved because my family—and all the world's
people—are safer, at least from this threat. It is

good to know that now, for the first time in 37
years, for the first time I can remember, my
countrymen are not waiting in or near nuclear
bombers to murder millions on a minute's no-

tice. I cry silently as some of the weight of fear

and guilt which has burdened my life is lifted.

Church ends. My mind refocuses on children, on
the buzz of friendly conversation, on ordinary
Ufe. I have missed the service. But I have wor-
shiped deeply.

Ted Koontz teaches ethics and peace studies at

the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. He and his family attend the Assem-
bly Mennonite Church.

women tell
by

Katie

Funk
Wiebe

The daughter could tell no one because she
knew she would be blamed
Though some women deny it, they are always

vulnerable to assault, regardless of how they
dress or behave. They always semiconsciously
carry the burden of possible assault. Girls are

taught today to defend themselves against rape.
It's part of their lot in life. Few women dare
walk alone at night in large cities, even in quiet
residential neighborhoods.

Women used to be part of the loot won in bat-
tle. They were married off to curry favor with po-
litical allies. In undeveloped countries women
are the last to be fed when food is short, the last

to be educated.

In
biblical times when a married man traveled

through alien territory where he could not ex-

pect legal protection, when danger threat-

ened his life, to keep himself safe he offered up
the weakest family member—the one who could
be replaced most easily and was not essential to

maintain the family lineage. These were often
the man's daughters and wives. Abram passed
off Sarah as his sister to protect himself. Lot of-

fered his daughters to the men of Sodom clamor-
ing at his door. Wives and daughters could be
replaced in the hierarchy. The male tribal leader
could not. It was a woman's lot to be valued less

than a man—and not to murmur.
Birth control information is now legal and even

encouraged. But it wasn't always so. The jour-

nals and letters of pioneer women reveal a pa-
thetic probing for birth control information and
veiled pleas to friends to pass on what they
know. Women knew that husbands, whom they

loved but sometimes endured, might be the
agents of their death when medical care was in-

adequate. Yet women wanted to live, and fre-

quent pregnancies endangered their lives. Dying
in childbirth was part of their lot.

Today women are saying loudly they want re-

lease from this heavy lot. This has caused huge
tidal waves of discomfort to move through soci-

ety. The issue is very comphcated because Scrip-
ture seems to support this lot. An abused wife is

sometimes counseled by her pastor to submit to

her husband, even though her life is in danger.
When he philanders, she is told to forgive, be-
cause submitting and forgiving are her Christian

duties.

Women are asking for the right to live without
devaluation as a person because they are female.
Yet freedom from this common lot will not hap-
pen unless something else happens first. We
need to acknowledge that this lot, this need of

men to subdue and the willingness of women to

submit to wrongs, is the result of the Fall.

We also need to accept that Christ came to

erase the bitter effects of the Fall, not to en-

dorse them. The cross shines in two directions

—

after Jesus' death and before Jesus' death,

writes Aida Besancon Spencer, in Beyond the

Curse. Women too are entitled to go beyond the

curse to a new freedom. Christians should edu-
cate men about the value of a woman in God's
sight and to instill in women respect for them-
selves as worthwhile beings.

Katie Funk Wiebe is a free-lance writer, a fre-

quent church conference speaker, and a retired

teacher who lives in Wichita, Kan.
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READERS SAY

Old readings keep
the status quo

I am an American Baptist minister

with strong sympathies toward Anabap-

tist theology and a fan of your pubhca-

tion. However, I was disturbed by the

letter in your Oct. 8 issue which ex-

pressed outrage that the Mennonite

Church, "in an apparent effort to keep

up with other denominations," has

elected a woman who has the nerve to

"lead" men (although I have never had

the understanding that the Mennonite

Church was only made up of men).

Yes, Paul does talk about the head-

ship of Christ and a hierarchical rela-

tionship. But, it is a headship and a

hierarchy turned upside down by
Christ. It is a headship which is defined

by servanthood and mutual subordina-

tion, not by subjugation and domination.

It is my prayer that the Christian

church can throw aside centuries-old in-

terpretations of Scripture that have

been used to justify the subjugation of

one class over another. It is not that

these passages are inherently wrong or

patriarchal. It is that they have been

misused and abused. Old readings are

easier to swallow because they don't dis-

turb the status quo. Somehow, I think

Jesus always disturbs the status quo.

Stanley A. Wheeler

Waterville, Maine

Language is not

a minor issue

After reading two letters on inclusive

language (July 2 and Sept. 3), I must

reply.

If we do not challenge sexist, exclu-

sive language, how do we change un-

healthy attitudes and wrong behavior?

It is not coincidence that the questions

of women in leadership and inclusive

language arise together.

When hymns speak of the "brother-

hood," they do not accidently exclude

women. On the contrary, these hymns
deliberately acknowledge the view that

the church is run by and for men, while

women are merely support staff who
take care of minor details. So I will not

sing about the "brotherhood," nor will I

refer to myself as a "son" during sing-

ing. In order for the hymns to have

meaning to me, I need to include my-

self in them.

It is time that we acknowledge the

hurt that has been done to women by

giving them inferior status and keeping

them on the edge of the church "broth-

erhood." When we engage in hierarchi-

cal thinking, valuing one task over an-

other, and when we restrict the most

respected tasks to one gender, we un-

dervalue certain gifts and certain people.

Many women undervalue their ser-

vice, thinking it is less worthy than

other contributions to the church. We
need to change everyone's thinking so

that each service is seen as a gift given

from a position of power (the power of

being God's children who are free to

serve in whatever capacity we are led),

not from a position of powerlessness (I

am just a woman and cannot do any-

thing of value).

How can we suggest that inclusive lan-

guage is a minor (i.e., women's) issue?

It hes at the heart of our understanding

of the role of women in the church. Are

women merely sideline groupies cheer-

ing on the men, who are doing all the

important work? Or are women full

members of the body of Christ who
have God-given gifts to share?

Nancy Frey

Palmerston, Ont.

God's miracle of

saving the rich

Amen to Calvin Redekop in "The Si-

lence Increases on the questions of

Faith and Wealth" (Oct. 1). My only dis-

appointment was that he didn't give

enough attention to the statement we
hear so often, "It's not money that's the

problem; it's one's attitude toward it."

As technically accurate as that state-

ment is, it can also be very deceiving.

Riches are deceitful because they con-

vey an illusion of security and of self-

sufficiency.

The question persists, "Isn't it possi-

ble to be righteously wealthy?"

All the evidence of Scripture would in-

dicate such a state is the exception, not

the rule. The rule is that wealth cor-

rupts, because it displaces one's single-

minded loyalty to and trust in God. The
exception is that what is impossible

with man is possible with God.

There is only one miracle greater

than the miracle of God saving a poor

sinner. That is the miracle of saving the

rich. The problem with us in the

wealthy church of America is that we've

taken this greater miracle for granted,

have cheapened the grace of God, and

have failed to see how impoverished we

have really become.

Bruce Jones

PropheL'itown, III.
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READERS SAY

We must believe

in all of Scripture
Thank you, Gerald Martin, for speak-

ing your mind ("We Must Make
Changes to Stay Anabaptist," Oct. 8).

Your prophetic words struck a note in

my heart. As an under-forty minister, I

am concerned that we as a Mennonite
Church are more preoccupied with being

culturally correct than spiritually awake.

If we want to stay Anabaptist, we
must get back to our biblical roots. The
Anabaptist movement was grounded in

the Scripture in its entirety, not just

the teachings of Jesus. We must get rid

of the belief that the teachings of Jesus
are our only rule of life, while the writ-

ings of Paul, Peter, and the other New
Testament writers reflect a first-century

cultural bias. We are judging the Word
of God when we take clear New Testa-

ment teaching regarding order in the

home and church and declare it cultur-

ally irrelevant.

In addition, world peace is not the

core of Christ's gospel; it is individual,

inner peace with God that leads to fam-
ily, community, and national peace. The
greatest thing we can do to achieve

peace on this earth is to be a channel

God can use to bring people to a saving

knowledge of him. And here again, a

strong view of Scripture is a must as an
impetus for sharing the good news. It is

a given that the denominations which
are experiencing the greatest growth
worldwide are those which adhere to

the historic view that Scripture, in its

entirety, is the inspired Word of God,
which has the answers to the needs of

20th-century men and women.
Thomas A. Horst

Ephrata, Pa.

Understanding our histories

Concerning the merger of the two
Mennonite Churches (Oct. 22): We
need to review why our two groups

Pontius' Puddle

went separate ways for the past 150

years. Both groups need to reexamine
the Word of God. If indeed there is fam-

ily reunion, are both humble enough to

choose the proper building material for

the united Mennonite Church to sur-

vive in the years ahead?
I credit the General Conference for

their adherence to the storehouse of

German hymn texts and hymn tunes.

The Mennonite Church almost totally

abandoned the treasure house of Ger-
man hymnody and adopted English
hymnody in a running hurry. These and
other areas must be given deep
thought, study, and prayer if we are

going to build a stronger united church.

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

Can the average person
understand the Bible?
As one who has been a pastor for half

of my 70 years, I now face a dilemma. I

grew up being taught that a clear word
of Scripture settles an issue. Now I feel

I am a member of a church which recog-

nizes few absolutes. Issue after issue is

presented in the Gospel Herald with no
apparent resolution. Someone always
seems to raise a "but on the other

hand."

I can allow for some difference of

opinion, but my fear is that a much
worse disease has attacked my church.

As in the Dark Ages, there seems to be
an attitude that the average person is

not able to understand, interpret, and
apply spiritual truth. So I need a set of

guidehnes as I read my Bible so that I

can recognize what passages I may take
at their face value and which ones I can
safely ignore without having a guilty

conscience.

Please help me. What is going on?
Am I alone in this dilemma?
Warren M. Wenger
Perkasie, Pa.

I CAN NEVER ^EtAEtABER \F
THE THANKSGrlVINGr STORY
12 IN TME OiX) OR NE.V
TESTArAtNT.

Wanted:
The Mennonite Church

Vision and Goals Committee

wants to hear your dreams for our

church after Vision 95.

Dream 1
What do you think God is

calUng our church to be and

to do in the next decade?

Dream 2
What strengths and gifts do you

think the Mennonite Church could

offer for local and global

ministry?

Dream 3
In what creative ways can the

Mennonite Church carry out its

ministries in the next decade and

beyond?

Send
your response by January 31,

1992 to James M. Lapp, General

Secretary, Mennonite Church

General Board, 421 S. Second St.,

Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

Mennonite
Church

Vision and Goals Committee:

Donella Qemens (chair), Stanley

Green, James M. Lapp, Jose Ortiz,

Rick Stiffney, and Eleanor Snyder. A
cooperative project with the General

Conference Mennonite Church.
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Living among the
by Rebecca Lehman

Fifteen years ago, when I lived in a small

rural community with three Mennonite con-

gregations, I remember the dismay of non-

Mennonites who moved into town and found
themselves surrounded by people with this

"strange" system of beliefs. These families felt

frustration, anger—even fear. Often they left the

community.

My own reaction was smug: hey, if they can't

accept the way we are, they should leave. Today,

I can feel compassion for these "strangers" and
their bewilderment; today, it is my own family

who are interlopers in a strange land—the

"gentiles" among the (Latter-Day) Saints.

When I first heard that our next home would
be in a predominantly Mormon area, I thought,

"Wonderful! No smoking, no drinking, strong

families—sounds ideal!" I knew so little, but I

felt we would certainly be welcome. It was my
neighbor Joan who shocked me out of this fan-

tasy the first time we met, when she said, "I

need to tell you that we're LDS. But don't

worry, because we're very open-minded. In Utah,

we would have harassed you out of the neighbor-

hood with threats and slashed tires."

Aghast, I quickly explained that we were Chris-

tians too

—

Mennonites (surely not objectionable

neighbors!)—and briefly described our faith: pac-

ifism, stewardship, and avoidance of material-

ism. But she seemed amused rather than reas-

sured, and I realized I needed to do some
homework.

There were certainly resources available. A
nearby church sponsored a group of ex-

Mormons called "Concerned Christians,"

who tirelessly circulate pamphlets and films

about the Mormon faith, but I felt that their

methods were unnecessarily "vigilante," and I

wanted a more objective and loving view. (I have
since learned that, in a fervent desire to rescue

a people they consider lost, this group speaks in

love and with great courage.)

Fortunately, God led us to our new church

home. With no Mennonite congregation nearby,

One time I lived in a community where
others were outsiders to Mennonite be-

liefs. Today Fm the stranger and inter-

loper, a '^gentile" to others' beliefs.

we found a vibrant, growing American Baptist

church where we immediately felt comfortable.

While my own Sunday school class was much
like others I had attended, my children were
quickly given a crash course in Mormonism.
"Did you know that . .

." became our most-used
Sunday phrase:

"Did you know that Mormons believe Jesus
had several wives and many children? And he
lived in America?"
"Did you know that they wear 'magic' under-

wear with symbols that are supposed to protect

them from evil spirits? And they can't ever take

them off?"

"Did you know that Mormons call up the spir-

its of the dead?"

No, I hadn't known, and now I was sorry I

did. By this time I had several Mormon
friends, and it was so difficult to keep

from asking them a million questions. I found

that by listening, though, I could still learn a lot.

I could also see a unique kind of pain as my
friends tried to fit the mold of a "good" Mormon
wife.

Karen, a talented mother of three, was ex-

hausted because the church required her to

work with the youth as well as donate her ser-

vices weekly as a dance instructor. In addition,

her youth work involved hikes into the moun-
tains (survival training is an important part of

Mormon life—they believe they alone will sur-

vive a nuclear war, and they learn weaponry and
other survivahst tools).

These are topics that are never discussed with

non-Mormons, of course. I always felt walls of se-

crecy separated me from Karen. We could not

discuss her
"^emple wedding, since Mormons

swear on pain of death never to reveal Temple
rituals. I also knew we couldn't discuss her frus-

trations openly because they were church-

caused, and to criticize the church was danger-

ous. "Losing your testimony" would be the

result, followed by the loss of the right to enter

the Temple. This threat kept our friendship on a

superficial level, to my regret.

Often, in classes I taught at Arizona State, a

Mormon student would identify himself and
come to my office to talk. I was very open about

being Christian, and the Mormons' mandatory

miasionaix training seemed to give them the,

boldness to discuss their faith. One of my stu-

dents, an articulate young man named Brian,

began confidently presenting the "image" of the

LDS church: family, wholesome lifestyle, and the

fact that they are the fastest-growing faith in the
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saints
world. But somehow, with a patience and
strength I didn't know I had, I began to question
him about the "dark side" of the sect: its violent

history, the questionable integrity of its found-
ers, and its foreboding secrecy. To my surprise,

he reluctantly admitted the shortcomings of the
faith and revealed some of the doctrines that

mold—and sometimes crush— its members.
The most startling tenet is the belief that God

was once a man, and conversely man can be-
comela ^x)d. After a life of good works and adher-
ence to doctrine (tithing, going on a mission,

serving in the Temple, etc.), each man will in-

herit a kingdom of his own and be equal to God.
Status in the celestial kingdom rests on earthly

performance; the status of each woman depends
on the man who "calls" her into his kingdom. I

now understood my neighbor's amusement when
I explained our "simple lifestyle" position.

Wealth, to her, was a sign of God's blessing and
a promise of blessings in heaven.
This doctrine has one stressful effect on Mor-

mon life—pressure to attain wealth and Temple
status and produce an exemplary family, who
will later join you in the celestial kingdom. One
of my fellow instructors, a young Mormon wife
with two children, divorced her husband with
the church's blessing, because (as she told me)
"he just doesn't want to work for Temple status
and I have to think of my future and my

Our greatest struggle is to

avoid the **us-versus-them**

mentality so tempting and so
destructive to relationships,

children's." A few months later, she married a
more suitable partner for "time and eternity."

With such emphasis on success, stress and de-
pression are visible in the community. For us
non-Mormons, "salvation by grace, not works"
takes on a joyful new significance.

In
sharing with my Mormon friends and stu-

dents, I agreed that the LDS lifestyle has
much to offer. Mormons can teach us about a

well-organized community of believers. Their re-

Hef society, for example, is an impressive system
for helping needy members. Wealthy saints are
visited by their bishop often and asked to con-
tribute extra to help families who can't pay for

weddings, missions, or education.

Mormons also know how to keep their youth

busy. The gymnasium is the heart of each stake
center, and Mormon youth groups often attract
converts with dances, sports, hayrides, and camp-
outs. As a result, "gentile" churches here match
these efforts—our new church building also has
a gym, and my children are busy at the church
several times a week. The church youth group,
then, becomes the primary social group too.

Mormons encourage their children to be
confident performers in music and
drama and in just talking to people. In

some neighborhoods, LDS toddlers and young
children often go door-to-door, selling pebbles or
asking for a piece of candy. This seemed odd
until I realized that they were httle missionaries
in training ! Unfortunately, I've also noticed that
hoards of little girls are entered in beauty pag-
eants and dressed in sequins and makeup to

nfarch in parades (my second-grade son asked,
"Mom, why are Mormon girls sparklyT). Long
blond hair, makeup, and Miss-America smiles in-

dicate that Mormons are still expected to be "the
fair and the beautiful," a concept that must be
painful to black and native American members.
On Monday nights, "Family Home Night," no

meetings are scheduled while Mormons practice
"togetherness." This is certainly an attractive

idea, particularly if it's voluntary rather than
mandated. All our schools respect this practice,

which gives even non-Mormon families a needed
break from activity.

At first, we felt besieged by strangeness here-
afraid and defensive. I remember with embar-
rassment the day I chased away two young mis-
sionaries who were aggressively witnessing to my
teenage son. I felt like an enraged mother bear
defending her young! And my blond, "clean-cut"
children, horrified at being mistaken for Mor-
mons, began wearing large cross necklaces, since
Mormons disavow the cross as a symbol. But
now that we understand our Mormon neighbors'
own struggles, we can nurture our friendships
and even witness to them in return.

Our greatest struggle is to avoid the "us-ver-
sus-them" mentality that is so tempting and so
destructive. At best, we have an uneasy toler-

ance of each other here. Still, churches here
seem to honestly try to balance a necessary
knowledge of LDS practices and a "Love thy
neighbor" approach. Perhaps with both this

knowledge and this love, we can reach out with
warm concern, past behefs to the beUevers.

Rebecca Lehman, Mesa, Ariz., teaches high school
English and literature at Arizona State.
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Why Do We Need Donated Funds?

1. To Make the Hymnal Affordable.

Mennonite Publishing House will provide about one half million dollars for

this hymnal project. We need an additional $150,000 from individuals to

keep this hymnal affordable. Donated funds reduce the price of the hymnal
from over $22.00 to $14.95.

2. To Keep Our Musical Heritage Alive.

The first American Mennonite hymnal, Zions Harp, published in 1803 started

a tradition of promotion and receiving of funds prior to publication. Hymnals
that have followed are: Church and Sunday School Hymnal 1902, Church
Hymnal 1927, Songs of the Church 1953, Mennonite Hymnal 1969, and
Hymnal: A Worship Book 1992.

Your Contribution

We need your gift to cover these development costs. If you can contribute,

send a copy of this page and your gift to:

Friends of the Hymnal
Mennonite Publishing House
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683

or call 412 887-5337 for more information.

Name
Address -

Phone

Congregation

Amount of gift

Contribution is tax deductible.



CHURCH NEWS

Conference considers new roles
and vision for Christian education

Palestinian leader spvuks. Coslini Ind. fGCj—Mubarak Awad talks to students
after speaking in convocation at Goshen College on Oct. 25. Awad worked v/ith

Mennonite Central Committee at a Bethlehem orphanage before attending Bluffton
(Ohio) College. Though he became a U.S. citizen in 1978, he returned to his
homeland in the 1980s to become a nonviolent leader there. The Israeli government
deported him in 1988.

Bradenton, Fla.—What would God have
us do on the threshold of a new century?

That is the question 110 Christian edu-
cators from the United States and Canada
asked each other when they met here Nov.
8-11.

Billed as "Education 2000," the event
brought together Mennonite Church and
General Conference Mennonite educators
working in district conferences, congre-

gations, institutions, and camps and re-

treats.

The question was first highlighted in

presentations by Mary Elizabeth Moore,
teacher at Claremont (Calif.) School of

Theology and president of the Religious

Education Association.

"Every community has a unique gift

from God," she said. Comparing the

Christian church to a hologram, Moore
noted that at a certain angle the Menno-
nite vision and commitment rises to the
foreground. That vision "can serve the
whole body as it reminds that body what
is deep inside it."

Moore outlined three gifts she believes

Mennonites have for the Christian com-
munity: (1) standing against culture as an
alternative lifestyle in today's world; (2)

making peace central to the gospel; (3)

living so as to give an example of what
church community can be.

"Violence in our world is greater than
ever," Moore told Education 2000 partici-

pants. "Mennonites have a vision and a

model for peace that can influence the
rest of the world."

She noted how the U.S. Peace Corps
had been modeled after Mennonite ser-

vice ventures in the past.

Moore's comments came after partici-

pants wrestled with trends in the Men-
nonite church influencing Christian edu-
cation. Their list of "Menno Trends" in-

cluded individualism, breakdown of
family life, less denominational loyalty,

secularization, lack of accountability, un-
connected generations, and theological

diversity.

"If any one word characterizes these
trends, it's disintegration,'' Marlene Kropf
of the Mennonite Board of Congre-
gational Ministries (MC) said. Kropf was
coleader of the event with Ken Hawkley
of the Commission on Education (GC).
But disintegration need not be negative,

Moore said. When things seem to be
falling apart, that is when the church
begins to search. "And that is when new
visions and new structures have great

possibilities."

Moore said she believes historic Ana-

baptist beliefs can lead in building these

visions and structures.

In an attempt to summarize what these
visions and structures might be. Educa-
tion 2000 organizers listened to small-

group discussions and then proposed six

Christian education goals for the next two
years:

• To explore how to teach from the
heart.

• To find ways to change language so
new persons feel welcome in the church.

• To encourage church structures to

take ministry to young adults more seri-

ously.

• To find ways to have congregations
and camps function as partners.

• To find new ways to minister to

families.

• To renew efforts in peace education
in congregational settings.

Discussion of these goals focused on
young adult ministries. A group of young
adults attending Education 2000 pleaded
at length for more programming for their

age-group.

In her presentations, Moore also chal-

lenged the educators to learn "to teach
from the heart" in their congregations and
conferences. Drawing on the Hebrew un-

derstanding of the heart as the center of

one's being, she defined teaching from the
heart as sharing of oneself.

"Students want the professor along with
the subject matter these days," she said.

Throughout the weekend. Education
2000 programming became a model of

different ways to educate in congregation
and conference.

For many participants, this was most
striking in Moore's talks. Much of her time
she told stories. For example, Moore illus-

trated four different approaches to spiri-

tuality—traditional, family-oriented, crit-

ical, and creation—with stories of
congregations and other groups that illus-

trated each one.

Her question, "What is God telling you
to do. .

.?" came from the story of a

Protestant church in Kenya that contin-

ues to ask itself this question whenever it

meets.

Worship times also became models for

education. Hymns, Scripture readings,

and litanies all came from the new hymnal
projected for pubhcation in 1992.

Since much of the material was new to

the group, music director Karen Moshier
Shenk of Harrisonburg, Va., used small-

group ensembles, "lining," and other
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techniques to teach new material in wor-

ship.

Mennonite Camping Association mem-
bers led Education 2000 participants in

an outdoor group activity which also be-

came a model for how to educate. They
divided the group into two. Some became
"insiders" with their own code of behav-

ior; the "outsiders" either observed or

tried to break in.

Following the simulated activity, leader

Terry Burkhalter led in an analysis of

what often happens in congregations

when new persons want to join.

Education 2000 ended with a commu-
nion service on Sunday night.

The event was cosponsored by Menno-
nite Board of Congregational Ministries

and Mennonite Publishing House of the

Mennonite Church and the Conmiission

on Education of the General Conference

Mennonite Church.

Education 2000 was the second such

conjoint MC/GC Christian education

gathering. Although Mennonite Church
educators have been getting together for

more than 20 years for developing vision

and building networks, their General Con-

ference counterparts joined them for the

first time two years ago in Illinois.

Planners indicated another conjoint

meeting will likely take place in two
years.

—

J. Lome Peachey

History meeting looks
at church, Columbus
Corpus Christi, Tex.—The 1492 arrival

of Columbus in the Americas can be
compared to the crucifixion, Lawrence
Hart said at an Oct. 19-20 symposium
sponsored by the Mennonite Church His-

torical Committee.

Prince of Peace Mennonite Church
hosted the bilingual meeting, which was
conducted in both English and Spanish.

The crucifixion was not an event to

celebrate. Hart said. However, what God
did through Christ in the resurrection is

cause for both commemoration and re-

joicing.

In a similar way, the violence of Euro-

peans against native Americans is nothing

to celebrate, continued Hart, who is a

Cheyenne chief and a General Conference

Mennonite minister.

But the survival of native people as

distinctive citizens deserves to be remem-
bered and celebrated, he said.

Hart pleaded for understanding of the

various cultures found in North America
today. He especially noted the struggle of

Lawrence Hart of Clinton, Okla. (right),

responds to questions at an October sympo-

sium on Columbus and Mennonites. Al
Keim of Harrisonburg, Va., listens at left.

Keim chairs the Historical Committee of the

Mennonite Church, which sponsored the

meeting.

many native tribes to preserve endan-

gered sites they view as sacred.

Mennonites themselves have a historic

affinity for land. Hart observed. So per-

haps they better than members of other

religious groups can understand what na-

tive Americans mean by "sacred geogra-

phy," he said.

Speaking on European immigrants who
followed Columbus, historical committee

director Levi Miller noted a tragic irony:

persecuted Mennonites and Amish grate-

fully settled on land that was being taken

from persecuted native peoples.

Nevertheless, these immigrants sought

to have peaceful—if not always just—re-

lationships with native Americans, Miller

said.

Spanish explorers and immigrants
wanted to Christianize the native peoples,

Jose Ortiz and Jose Matamoros noted.

"Their motivations were good, but the

strategy was a mistake," said Matamoros,
who is pastor of the congregation that

hosted the meeting.

Christ mediates and brings people to-

gether, yet honors distinctiveness among
various peoples, said Ortiz, who is direc-

tor of the Hispanic ministries program at

Goshen (Ind.) College. The strength of

North America is that many races have

contributed to it, he said.

In his Sunday morning sermon, Mata-

moros spoke of his dual ancestry—both

Spanish oppressors and native American
oppressed.

Jesus, he said, changed his attitudes

and ways of relating to people, replacing

hate with love.

Mennonites can do a better job of

preaching the gospel of peace, Matamoros
said. The starting point is to eliminate

stereotypes. The church needs to respect

people of various cultures, he said, in the

spirit of becoming one in Christ.

The symposium was held in conjunction

with the historical committee's semian-

nual meeting.

The committee will hold a May 1992

meeting for conference historians. In ad-

dition, the committee is exploring possi-

bilities for later meetings concerning the

experiences of Mennonite women and
past integrations, or mergers, of Menno-
nite groups.

—

Hope Lind

Committee seeks help
in choosing nominees
Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—The Nominat-

ing Committee for Mennonite Church
General Assembly has begun its work in

preparation for the 1993 assembly.

The committee compiles a slate of nom-
inees for General Assembly to choose

from in filling positions on churchwide

boards and committees.

The nominating committee requests

help in finding people to be considered

for:

• Moderator-elect (will become moder-
ator in 1995).

• Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy

(one member).
• Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries (four members).
• Mennonite Board of Education (four

members).
• Mennonite Board of Missions (four

members).
• Mennonite Church Historical Com-

mittee (two members).
• Mennonite Mutual Aid (three mem-

bers).

• Mennonite Publication Board (four

members).
• Nominating Committee (three mem-

bers).

The committee urges that prayerful

consideration be given to people "from

different geographic areas and with broad

experiences representing the diversity of

our constituency (age, gender, race, cul-

ture) for all positions."

Names suggested for the Nominating

Committee only will be forwarded to the

General Board personnel committee.

According to nominating committee

chair Robert L. Hartzler. qualifications
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for churchwide positions include:

• Membership in a Mennonite Church
congregation (special exception may be
made for people who currently live in a

community that has no Mennonite
church).

• Awareness of the vision, goals, and
mission of the broader Mennonite
Church.

• A sense of call that has been affirmed

by others.

• Experience related to the task.

• Readiness to work with a committee
process.

• Capacity for leadership and making
decisions. This includes the ability to

address issues and set policies.

The following information should be
included for all persons suggested,
Hartzler said: name, mailing address,
phone number, position for which the
person is suggested, congregational mem-
bership, conference, extent of church in-

volvement (local and conference), present
employment, and education or experi-
ence.

Suggestions should state why this per-
son would make a strong contribution in

this role. In addition, letters should in-

clude the name, address, and phone num-
ber of the person making the suggestion.

All suggestions must be mailed no later

than Jan. 15, 1992, to: Mennonite Church
Nominating Committee, 421 S. Second
St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

The Nominating Committee has ulti-

mate responsibility for preparation of the
slate.

In addition to Hartzler, committee offi-

cers include James Metzler, Macon,
Miss., vice-chair, and Rebecca Jimenez
Yoder, Goshen, Ind., secretary.

Catholic bishop speaks
to students at Goshen
Goshen, Ind. fGCj—Roman Catholic

Bishop John Michael D'Arcy drew on
sources from poet Robert Frost to the
University of Notre Dame football coach,
as he challenged Goshen College students
to live a life of faith.

The bishop made his comments in a

Nov. 4 chapel service. In addition, he
spoke in a rehgion course and a dialogue
organized by Goshen College President
Victor Stoltzfus.

D'Arcy's visit was the first to campus
by a Roman CathoHc bishop and came at

the invitation of Stoltzfus.

"We live our faith today in a culture that
is often in opposition to it," the bishop of
the Fort Wayne-South Bend diocese said.

Moreover, faith by its very nature
means trusting in what cannot be proved,
he suggested, citing a remark by Notre
Dame football coach Lou Holtz.

"If I could see it, it wouldn't be faith,"

Holtz once told D'Arcy.

"To be a Christian today is a less

traveled road. But take it," the bishop
said, referring to a Frost poem.

"This is my prayer for all of you young
people today—that you have the courage
to live with Christ," D'Arcy concluded.
"You don't give up joy, your joy is

increased. You don't give up human love.

You don't give up the beauty of a winter
day. You give up sin, and you get a better
life."

Following the chapel service and a re-

ception, D'Arcy joined Stoltzfus and some
20 other Catholics and Mennonites in a
discussion on the theme, "What is the
common faith we share?"

The dialogue soon branched into a dis-

cussion of spiritual authority.

Since the 1962 Vatican II council. Cath-
olic bishops are more "consultive,"
D'Arcy said. He explained that in his own
diocese he works with a council of priests,

a finance commission, a board of educa-
tion, and a liturgical commission. But
"that does not take away the responsibil-

ity of teaching with authority," he said.

In recent years. Catholics have become
"more biblical and the Protestant tradi-

tion is seeing more the need for teaching
with authority," D'Ai'cy said.

John Roth, associate professor of his-

tory and rehgion, agreed.

"Both traditions face a crisis in author-
ity," Roth said, in which "it's not at all

clear anymore who speaks the final word
on, say, questions of spiritual morahty."

MCC plans emphasis
on Canada's Maritimes

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—For about 20
years, salaries generated by Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) workers in New-
foundland and Labrador helped to fund
programs in wealthier parts of Canada and
the United States.

From the 1950s to the 1970s, the agency
placed teachers, social workers, and
nurses with the Newfoundland/Labrador
government to work in remote areas.

The province paid MCC for their ser-

vice, and the money went to assist other
MCC programs in North America.
Today, MCC wants to reverse the flow.

Now the agency would like to make more
funding and volunteers available for pro-
grams in Canada's eastern provinces.

According to Canadian programs coor-
dinator Ed Barkman. the bulk of MCC's
activity in Canada has been in the five

provinces where most Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ live—Alberta, British

Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, and Sas-
katchewan. But the Maritime provinces
have greater needs, he said.

Retiree visits. Harrisonburg, Va. fEMC^SJ—Milton G. Brackbill (right) of Sarasota,
Fla., talks with Joseph L. Lapp, president of Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary. Brackbill, 95, is EMC's oldest living former facultv member. He taught
short-term Bible courses between 1935 and 1951. In addition, he was pastor of
Frazer Mennonite Church, Paoli, Pa., from 1933 to 1966. His daughter, Peggy B.
Shenk, has been assistant to three presidents, including Lapp.
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Agency marks anniversary. New Holland, Pa.—Some 500
people celebrated Friendship Community's 19th anniversary

with an Oct. 25 banquet. The event included special music

by Michelee Rooney (pictured above), an 18-year-old singer

and songwriter who has a visual impairment. Later, historian

John Ruth told stories about people with handicaps and how
their congregations related to them. Friendship Community,

Lititz, Pa., offers residential services, training in daily living

skills, and social services to developmentally disabled people.

It relates to Lancaster Conference.

—

Nancy Witmer

• Chinese leader dies. James
Liu, Mennonite leader in China
and speaker at last year's world

conference assembly, died Oct.

13 at the age of 87. Death was
caused by complications from a

fall in his home nine days earher.

A former high school teacher,

orphanage director, and chair of

the Mennonite conference in

China, Liu was imprisoned for

three years during the Cultural

Revolution. In the post-Mao era,

he emerged as an unofficial

counselor to the churches of his

native Kaizhou area. Liu told his

life story in an evening session

at the Winnipeg assembly.

• GO editor resigns. Muriel T.

Stackley, editor of The Menno-
nite, the official publication of

the General Conference Menno-
nite Church, has announced her

resignation, effective Sept. 1,

1992. "Tell people the reason is

biblical," she said in a phone
interview. "Six days shalt thou

labor. . . . After six lively years,

I'm anticipating something at a

little different pace. I want to be

underwhelmed for a while."

Stackley's plans are indefinite.

• Black leaders meet. Some 30

people attended a Black/Urban
Leaders Conference at Salunga,

Pa., on Oct. 18-19. Tony Pierce,

pastor of a fast-growing Baptist

church in Peoria, 111., told the

group that "church growth
doesn't just happen; you have to

plan for it." Les Tolbert, pastor

of Community Mennonite

Church in Markham, 111., empha-
sized the need for spiritual

growth along with church
growth. God often uses adverse

circumstances to help people

grow, he said. The Home Minis-

tries department of Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions

sponsored the conference.

• Aid sent to Somalia. A Men-
nonite Central Committee aid

shipment sailed for Somalia on

Oct. 28. It included 2,500 pounds
of bandages and 100 cases of

soap, along with textbooks and
more than 4,000 school kits. So-

malia has suffered from civil war
for several years.

• Seminar held. A worker with

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) helped organize
Jordan's first-ever conference

for English teachers eeirlier this

fall. Some 70 teachers took part

in the meeting. The MCC
worker, Larry Epp, is a volun-

teer at an Anglican boys' school

in the Jordanian capital,

Amman.

• Student aid rises. Church and
conference aid to students at

Goshen (Ind.) College is up sig-

nificantly over last year, accord-

ing to preliminary figures from

financial aid director Walter
Schmucker. Church aid at East-

ern Mennonite College,
Harrisonburg, Va., is compara-

ble to last year, financial aid

officer David Schrock said. At
Hesston (Kan.) College, aid di-

rector Marcia Mendes reported

a slight decrease. Some 630

Goshen students will receive

more than $640,000 of aid from

their congregations this year—

a

10 percent increase. Forty stu-

dents at Goshen will receive

$8,950 in conference contribu-

tions—a 5 percent increase.

Goshen, Hesston, and Eastern
Mennonite colleges each match
church aid, up to $500 per stu-

dent. This matching assistance

is awarded in addition to other

scholarships or discounts stu-

dents receive.

• Haiti letter sent. In an Oct. 11

letter, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee in Canada urged the Ca-

nadian government to support

peaceful efforts to return to of-

fice Haiti's democratically-
elected president, Jean
Bertrand Aristide. "Long-term
stability and progress" are un-

likely in Haiti unless Aristide is

returned to office, said the letter

to Barbara McDougall, secre-

t£iry of state for external affairs.

• Flood victims helped. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
and Mennonites in France have

sent 3,000 survival kits to people
affected by late summer flood-

ing in Cambodia. Each kit in-

cluded plastic sheeting, nylon

rope, pots, utensils, firewood,

blankets, cloth, and fish paste,

to provide dietary protein. In

addition, MCC representatives

presented $2,000 worth of med-
icine to health clinics in four

provinces of Vietnam that also

were affected by the floods.

• Peru report mixed. The Men-
nonite congregation in Lucre,

Peru, celebrated its first anni-

versary Oct. 11-13. The church

now numbers about 25 and has

spawned groups in two neigh-

boring towns, Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions worker

Joe Lockinger said. At the same
time, lawlessness and terrorism

have increased in Peru in recent

months, Lockinger said. Peru
has experienced severe eco-

nomic difficulties, and govern-

ment troops are fighting guerril-

las from the Shining Path
movement.

• Water flowing. A long-term

water project has been com-
pleted at Shirati, Tanzania.

About 10 years ago, physician

Glen Brubaker proposed that a

large reservoir be built on a

hilltop near Lake Victoria to

supply water to Shirati Hospital

and 20,000 people in rural vil-

lages. With help from various

donor agencies, the reservoir

was built and pipe laid. How-
ever, the project was delayed

five years because of trouble in

building an electric line to power
the pumps. This past Septem-
ber, the pumps were turned on
to mi the 150,000-gallon reser-

voir. Brubaker says the clean

water supply will help prevent

many common Ulnesses the hos-

pital has been treating for the

past 50 years.

• Service tour held. Some 43

people from Indiana, Kansas,

Nebraska, and South Dakota
spent three days working at the

Akron, Pa., headquarters of

Mennonite Central Committee,

as part of a two-week "Service

and Sightseeing Tour." Some
group members assembled
school kits, while others helped

with general maintenance or as-

sisted at SELFHELP Crafts.

While in Pennsylvania, the

group also visited tourist sites in

Lancaster County and Philadel-

phia.

• Material wanted. Arlene Mark
is editing a collection of Ana-

baptist-Mennonite worship re-

sources. She invites people to

submit materials, either original

or adapted from historic peace

church sources (nothing fi-om

pubhshed anthologies). Submis-

sions are to include the author

or source, the occasion on which

the material was used (event or

church season), and the Scrip-

ture source. All material used

will be edited, and items submit-

ted will not be returned. Mate-

rial can be addressed to Arlene

Mark, 29222 Frailey Dr.,

Elkhart, IN 46514.

•Group forming. Mitchell

Brown would hke to organize an

informal group of Jewish Men-
nonites. He can be contacted at

Evanston Mennonite Church,

736 Dobson, Evanston, IL

60202.

• Standard forms help. Forms

for reporting births, marriages,

deaths, and the reception of new

members are available free from

Gospel Herald. Using these

forms (and typing or writing leg-

ibly) will help ensure that the

information that appears is ac-

curate and complete.

• Readers can cut costs. Gospel

Herald readers in the United

States can help keep down sub-
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scription costs by making sure

address labels are correct. The
U.S. post office gives discounts

for carrier sorting. To take ad-

vantage of the discount, we need
exact addresses. If you sub-

scribe individually, check the

label on this issue. If it's incor-

rect, send us both the incorrect

and correct information.

• New appointments:
Randall Jacobs, Mennonite Foun-

dation central region manager
(Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio). Jacobs, a lawyer, was pre-

viously in practice with a

Goshen, Ind., law firm. In addi-

tion to being regional manager,
he will serve as legal counsel for

the Goshen-based foundation.

Samuel 0. Weaver, associate di-

rector of development, Eastern
Mennonite College and Semi-
nary, Harrisonburg, Va. Weaver
served previously as executive

secretary of Virginia conference
and as principal of Eastern
Mennonite High School,
Harrisonburg.

• Pastor transitions:

Ken Bontreger was installed as

pastor of North Main Street

Mennonite Church, Nappanee,
Ind., on Oct. 27.

Leon Kaufman was installed Oct.

13 as interim pastor of Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, Burr
Oak, Mich. He will serve
through March 1993.

Jay Miller was installed Oct. 6 as

pastor of Michigan Avenue
Mennonite Church, Pigeon,
Mich.

Mark Schlotterbeck has resigned
as pastor of Southside Christian

Fellowship, Springfield, Ohio,
effective this coming summer.

Mick Sommers was ordained Oct.

27 at Howard-Miami Mennonite
Church, Kokomo, Ind. He will

continue to serve as associate

pastor.

Howard Tyler was officially re-

ceived as a Mennonite pastor in

an ordination recognition ser-

vice at Grace Chapel, Saginaw,
Mich. He had been ordained
earlier at Candlelight Baptist

Church in Saginaw.

• Job openings:
Counselor/therapist, full-time posi-

tion with Mennonite Church-af-
filiated family counseling center,

Sarasota, Fla. Requires master's
or doctoral degree with poten-
tial for licensure in Florida. Ex-
perience with children and pub-
lic speaking skills preferred.

Part-time option also available.

Competitive salary. Send

resume or vita to Glen Den-
linger, Charis Center, 4041
Bahia Vista St., Sarasota, FL
34232.

Faculty position in history. Eastern
Mennonite College. Two-year
temporary position beginning
Fall 1992. Women and minori-

ties are urged to apply. Send
resume to Lee F. Snyder, East-
ern Mennonite College,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Change of address:
Simeon and Jean Hurst from Clar-

ence, N.Y., to 1001 E. Oregon
Rd., Lititz, PA 17543.

NEW MEMBERS

Emma, Topeka, Ind.: Deann
Christner, Amber Delagrange,
Troy Hochstedler, Denise
Miller, Maynard Miller, Sherry
Miller, Jason Oswald, Jessica

Oswald, Marty Weaver, and
Rusty Yoder.

Maple Grove, Topeka, Ind.:

Mindy Emmert and Amy
Bechtel.

Michigan State University
Mennonite Fellowship,
Dansville, Mich.: David
Miller, Bob Perry, JoAnn Perry,

and Jenny Rentfrow.

Scottdale, Pa.: Brenda Martin,
Dave Graybill, and Margaret
Coffman.

Sunnyside, Elkhart, Ind.: Jay
and Cynthia Aeschliman, BarlD

Carbaugh, Howard and
Maribeth Friesen, Jim and
Linda Histand, James and Dor-
othy Kratz, Pam and Dexter
Prough, and Marlin and Linda
Schrock.

BIRTHS

Allan, Norris and Nancy (Richer),

Fayette, Ohio, Andrea Jean
(third child), July 26.

Ambrose, Jeffrey and Sharon
(Trauger), Coopersburg, Pa.,

Olivia Marie (second child), Oct. 15.

Baer, Gerald and Rose (Landis),

Elizabethtown, Pa., Christine

Rose (second child), Oct. 16.

Baker, Garry and Ida (Deckert),

Seattle, Wash., Todd Zachary
(fourth child), Oct. 12.

Brunk, Bradley and Patti (King),

Sarasota, Fla., Landon Nelson
(third child), Oct. 10.

Ebersole, Daryl and Brenda
(Peifer), Lancaster, Pa., Derek
Lynn (second child), Oct. 17.

Ernst, Steve and Debra (Kramer),
Colorado Springs, Colo., Toni
Jean (third child), Oct. 22.

Garlitz, Thomas and Jenifer

(Yoder), Belleville, Pa., Justin

Thomas (first child), Sept. 16.

Good, James and Karen (Burk-

holder), York Springs, Pa., Mi-
chael James (first child), Sept.

23.

Graber, Douglas G. and Dawn
(Yoder), Sarasota, Fla., Stuart

Guy (fourth child), Oct. 23.

Guth, John and Lori (Gundy), Eu-
reka, m, Caryn Marie (fourth

chOd), Oct. 16.

Hooley, Roger and Juanita
(Ropp), Albany, Ore., Ciara
Elizabeth (sixth child), Oct. 15.

Kauffman, Dave and Karen,
Topeka, Ind., Natahe Ann (third

chOd), Oct. 14.

Miller, Tim and Kathy (Hersch-
berger), Goshen, Ind., Kayla
Marie (thu-d child), Oct. 19.

Rheinheimer, Michael and Karen
(Binkley), Manheim, Pa., Steph-
anie Nicole (first child), Oct. 23.

Richer, Steve and Sue (Aesch-
liman), Wauseon, Ohio, Abbie
Nicole (third child), Oct. 17.

Rohrer-Meck, Marvin and Dar-
lene (Rohrer), Lancaster, Pa.,

Karina Sue (second child), July

12.

Rupp, Tom and Deanna (Beck),

Pettisville, Ohio, Sarah Eliza-

beth (first child), Oct. 6.

Sauder, Eric and Donna (Rohrer),

Leola, Pa., Derek Carl (third

child), Oct. 24.

Stutzman, Mark and Stacy

(Schweitzer), Albany, Ore., Lane
Earl (first child), Oct. 18.

Wilkinson, Jim and Carole (Des-

sureault), Elmira, Ont., Chris-

tina Anne (second chUd), Sept. 17.

Yoder, Ervin and Angela (Zelkie),

Tofield, Alta., (twins) Mathew
Ervin and Brian Leslie (second
and third children), Oct. 7.

Yoder, Timothy and Brenda
(Augsburger), Lancaster, Pa.,

Philip Timothy (second child),

Oct. 15.

MARRIAGES

Bean-Hackman: David Bean,
Doylestown, Pa. (Methodist
Church), and Connie Hackman,
Hatfield, Pa. (Plains cong.), Oct.

19, by Richard J. Lichty.

Bontrager-Miller: Dewayne R.

Bontrager, Shipshewana, Ind.

(Clinton Frame cong.), and Sara
Miller, Goshen, Ind. (Pleas-

antview cong.), Oct. 12, by Ritch

Hochstetler.

Bontreger-Wagler: Wesley Bon-
treger, Goshen, Ind. (Yellow
Creek cong.), and Cheryl
Wagler, Goshen, Ind. (Yellow
Creek cong.), Oct. 19, by Vernon
Bontreger (father of groom) and
Clare Schumm.

Collins-Delagrange: Steve Col-

lins, Goshen, Ind. (Clinton
Frame cong.), and Drucilla Dela-

MHS board meets. Akron, Pa. (MCC)~The board of directors

of Mennonite Health Services (MHS) held its fall meeting
Oct. 4 and 5. The directors accepted the Glencroft retirement
community, Glendale, Ariz., as a "sponsored member
institution" of MHS. In addition, the board appointed direc-

tors to the boards of seven of its institutions and decided to

meet three times a year in the future, instead of twice. Above,
MHS board member Larry Nikkei (front) illustrates a point,

while executive director Carl Good looks on.
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grange, Goshen, Ind. (Clinton

Frame cong.). May 18, by Ritch

Hochstetler.

Derstine-Crutcher: Christopher

Derstine, Souderton, Pa. (Fran-

conia cong.), and Janet Crutcher,

Newark, Del. (Franconia cong.),

July 27, by Paul M. Lederach and
Otis Doherty.

Detwiler-Miller: Carmen Det-
wiler, Pryor, Okla. (Zion cong.),

and Joanna Miller, Odon, Ind.

(Bethel cong.), Oct. 5, by Duey
Matthews.

Diller-Zehr: Jerold Diller (Hess-

ton cong.), and Kay Zehr (Bay
Shore cong.), July 6, by Fred
Obold.

Ehst-Martin: Joel Brian Ehst,

Souderton, Pa. (Haycock cong.),

and Sandra Carol Martin, Mt.
Airy, Md. (Mt. Airy cong.), Sept.

14, by Irvin Martin, Jr. (father of

bride) and Ezra Maust.
Fahnestock-Shaffer: Don Fahne-

stock, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and
Mona Shaffer, Hollsopple, Pa.

(Blough cong.), Oct. 19, by Dave
Mishler.

Gingrich-Klassen: Marvin Ging-

rich, Waterloo, Ont. (Zion cong.),

and Katherine Klassen, Kitchener,

Ont. (Zion cong.), July 13, by Doug
Zehr and Sue Steiner.

Kauffman-Bontrager: Darwin
Lee Kauffman, Middlebury, Ind.

(First cong.), and Susie Bon-
trager, Middlebury, Ind., Oct.

19, by Samuel J. Troyer.

Kauffman-Reiff: Benjamin M.
Kauffman, New Holland, Pa.

(Paradise cong.), and Sylvia J.

Reiff, Ephrata, Pa. (Weaverland
cong.), Oct. 19, by Leon Hurst
and Fred Martin.

Lichti-Wood: Robert Lichti,

Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra
cong.), and Lynda Wood,
Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra
cong.), Oct. 19, by Vernon Leis

and Fred Lichti.

McClain-Stauffen Jerrold McClain,

Colorado Springs, Colo. (Presbyte-

rian Church), and Nichole
Stauffer, Colorado Springs, Colo.,

(First cong.), Oct. 12, by Willard

Conrad and Allen Maruyama
(great-uncle of groom).

Miller-Chuha: Darryl Miller,
Plain City, Ohio (Sharon cong.),

and Laura Chuha, Plain City,

Ohio (Sharon cong.), Oct. 26, by
Elvin Sommers.

Risser-Graber: Eric Kisser, Elk-

hart, Ind. (Clinton Frame cong.),

and Tonya Graber, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Sunnyslope cong.), Oct. 19, by
Duane Yoder.

Rittenhouse-Moyer: Jon Ritten-

house, Souderton, Pa. (Plains

cong.), and Bambi Moyer, Fr£m-

conia, Pa., Oct. 12, by Richard J.

Lichty.

Rusk-Yoder: Andy Rusk, Ard-
more. Pa., and Anita Yoder,
Souderton, Pa. (Plains cong.),

Oct. 5, by Henry P. Yoder (fa-

ther of bride).

Santos-Metzler: Edwin Santos,

Atlantic City, N.J., and Gwen
Metzler, Ocean City, N.J.
(Martinsburg cong.), Aug. 24, by
John Davidhizar.

Zefferino-Cressman: Fernando
Zefferino, Kitchener, Ont. (Cath-

olic Church), and Laurie
Cressman, Elmira, Ont. (ELmira

cong.), Sept. 14, by Dale R.

Bauman and Thomas E. Moisan.

DEATHS

Blosser, Ardith L. Cullar, 60,

Columbiana, Ohio. Born: Nov.

25, 1930, North Lima, Ohio, to

John and Rena (Metzler) Cullar.

Died: Oct. 9, 1991, Salem, Ohio,

of cancer. Survivors—husband:
Arthur Blosser; children: Char-

lene Hedge, Allen, Byron, Rob-
ert, David; one grandchild:

brothers: John and Harold
Cullar. Funeral and burial: Oct.

13, Midway Mennonite Church,

by Larry D. Rohrer.

Blosser, Mabel (Martin), 97,

Wakarusa, Ind. Bom: Sept. 14,

1894, Harrison Twp., Ind., to Is-

rael and Mary Ann (Kehr) Mar-
tin. Died: Oct. 14, 1991,

Wakarusa, Ind. Survivors—chil-

dren: Irma Crilow, Verna
Gongwer, Lavon, Gerald, Ken-
neth; 17 grandchildren, 32 great-

grandchildren, one great-great-

grandchild. Predeceased by:

Oscar Blosser (husband). Funeral

and burial: Oct. 16, Yellow Creek
Mennonite Church, by Wes
Bontreger.

Coakley, Edith Frances, 83.

Bom: Aug. 22, 1908, Dayton, Va.,

to James G. and Annie
(Heatwole) Coakley. Died: Oct.

17, 1991, Dayton, Va. Survivors-
brother and sister: James M.,

Mary I. Brunk. Funeral: Oct. 20,

Dayton Mennonite Church, by
John R. Mumaw, Dewitt Heat-

wole, and Herman Reitz. Burial:

Weavers Cemetery.

Click, Carson, 35, Lancaster, Pa.

Born: Sept. 3, 1956, Bale Verte,

Newfoundland, to Vernon and
Feme (Pellman) Click. Died:

Sept. 23, 1991, Lancaster, Pa., of

AIDS. Survivors— sister and
twin brother: Kristine Thal-

heimer, Craig E. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 28, Akron Menno-
nite Church, by Urbane Peachey
and Beryl Jantzi.

Gross, Joseph L., 87, Doyles-

town. Pa. Born: June 12, 1904,

Fountainville, Pa., to Abram and

Sarah Ann (Lapp) Gross. Died:

Oct. 5, 1991, Lansdale, Pa., of

leukemia. Survivors—daughter;

Doris Stoltzfus; foster daughter;

Laura (Gilmore) Peters; 4 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren;

sisters: Elizabeth and Priscilla

Gross. Predeceased by: Bertha
Alderfer (wife). He was ordained

Dec. 31, 1935, and pastored
Doylestown Mennonite Church,
1935-1970; ordained as bishop
Jan. 18, 1944, Franconia Confer-

ence. Funeral and burial: Oct. 9,

Doylestown Mennonite Church,
by Ray K. Yoder.

Hartman, Carol Louise, 40,

Wooster, Ohio. Born: March 4,

1951, Lima, Ohio, to Melvin S.

and Mabel (Berkshire) Hart-

man. Died: Aug. 13, 1991, Woos-
ter, Ohio, of cancer. Survivors

—

parents: Melvin S. and Mabel
Hartman; brothers and sisters:

Ronald, Roger, Elaine Swann,
Glenda Kazsmer. Funeral: Aug
16, Salem Mennonite Church,
by Fred Augsburger, Terry
Brown, and Fremon Mast.
Burial: Maple Grove Cemetery.

Kennel, Berneice Hooley, 68,

Monmouth, Ore. Born: Aug. 8,

1923, Hubbard, Ore., to Alvin

and Elsie Hooley. Died: Oct. 15,

1991, Corvallis, Ore. Survi-

vors—husband: Earl Kennel;
children: Kathleen Schweitzer,

Dwight, Ardiss Burch, Robert,

John; 12 grandchildren; brother

and sister: Ray Hooley, Faye
Taylor. Funeral: Oct. 18, Prince

of Peace Mennonite Church, by
Earl Sheats. Burial: Fir Crest

Cemetery.
Siemens, Lois Bernice (Stan-

ton), 75, Duchess, Alta. Born:

Jan. 8, 1916, Hubbard, Ore.

Died: May 23, 1991. Survivors-
husband: Cornelius John Sie-

mens; children; David, Jon,

WUda Stauffer, Vi Dafoe, Ethel

Sheremeta, Ralph, Glenda
Wityshyn, Cheryle Meshen; 22

grandchildren, 22 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

May 27, Duchess Mennonite
Church, by Charles Ramer and
Don Gilette.

Slabaugh, Verna V., 75, Topeka,
Ind. Born: Oct. 8, 1916, Ship-

shewana, Ind., to Menno and
Dora (Mast) Hooley. Survi-

vors—children; Robert, Rich-

ard, Ruth Schrock, Rebecca
Mejer; 8 grandchildren; broth-

ers: Walter, Lester, and Marion
Hooley. Predeceased by: David
(husband) and Roger (son). Fu-

neral and burial; Maple Grove
Mennonite Church, by Gene
Troyer.

Steiner, Alvin, 79, Newport
News, Va. Born: Nov. 24, 1911,

Wayne County, Ohio, to Simon
P. and Martha (Amstutz)
Steiner. Died: Sept. 28, 1991,

Newport News, Va., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Ellen Geiser;

children: Marlene S. Flanagan,

Nevin, Sanford, Wayne, Eldon
R., Vilas; 8 grandchildren;
brother: Walter. Funeral and
burial; Oct. 2, Pike Mennonite
Church, by Nelson Showalter
and Charles Heatwole.

Weaver, Bessie (Hoover), 80,

Goshen, Ind. Born: April 16,

1911, Goshen, Ind., to Samuel
and Lucinda Hoover. Died; Oct.

13, 1991, Goshen, Ind. Survi-

vors—husband; Oscar Weaver;
children: Deloris Babcock, Tru-
man, Melba Martin, Rodney,
Leona Schmucker, Owen, Ju-

dith King; 11 grandchildren, 11

great-grandchildren, 2 step-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Weldon (son). Funeral and
burial: Oct. 16, Yellow Creek
Mennonite Church, by Wes
Bontreger and Clare Schumm.

Yordy, Omer, 81, Chenoa, El.

Born: Jan. 19, 1910, Waldo
Twp., 111., to Edward and Mary
(Beller) Yordy. Died: Oct. 14,

1991, Chenoa, III, of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Irene

Dellenbach; children: Barbara
Harland, Lowell; 5 grandchil-

dren, 4 great-grandchildren;

brothers: Gilbert, Clair, Edward
J. Funeral and burial; Oct. 17,

Waldo Mennonite Church, by
Lester Zook.

Young, Frances, 81, Belleville,

Pa. Born: Belleville, Pa., to Oli-

ver and Lydia Zook. Died: Sept.

5, 1991, Lewistown, Pa. Survi-

vors—husband: James Young;
children: Wilda Kanagy,
Wendall; 4 grandchildren; broth-

ers and sisters: Alan, Alphie,

Martha, and Ella Zook. Funeral:

Sept. 8, Rockville Mennonite
Church, by David J. Sharp.

Burial: Allensville Mennonite
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Leadership seminar, Rosedale
Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio,

Nov. 18-22

Mennonite Church General Board,

Goshen, Ind., Nov. 21-23

MMA board of directors meeting,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 6-7

Pastorate Project Consultation,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 7-9

Faith and Farming VII retreat, Mt,

Pleasant, Pa., Dec. 8-10

Pastor's Week, Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31
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THE LAST WORD

Sister^ can you spare an answer?
Like all children, I was full of philosophical

questions. Like: What am I? Or: Why am I me?
Why was I born to my parents at this time and
place? If I had been born to other parents,

would I still be me? Is life just a dream? If so,

what will I wake up to?

By high school, I found the truth-fullness of

Christianity worrisome. Is it the way, the truth,

and the life? Or might ultimate truth be on the

side of another religion, which would mean that

because I am Christian I will spend eternity in

hell?

In young adulthood I even pondered, briefly,

the potential truthfulness of communism. Maybe
Marx did have it right, and the key to history

was to be found in an unfolding movement to-

ward a godless, materialistic society. (Recent

events in Eastern Europe should have put that

Hne of reasoning to rest.)

Our education system, unfortunately, has a

way of squelching childlike wonder. And what
the education system doesn't destroy, the busy-

ness of life represses. What we're left with as

adults is a set of posturing, often self-defensive,

questions. Here are some of mine:

• Why must winter, the worst time of year, fol-

low fall, the best season of all?

• Why is experience—especially pain and suf-

fering—the best teacher? Why do we sometimes

not learn from suffering and instead inflict our

pain on others? Why can't my children learn

from my mistakes?
• Why do we throw so much responsibility at

people in their twenties, then take it away from

them when they're older and wiser just because

they've turned 65? Conversely, why is it some re-

tired folks don't know what to do with them-

selves when there are so many interesting things

in life to do and so little time in which to do

them? Why can't we take "retirement" in our

twenties when we're youthful and full of energy?

• When faced with problems, why do people

in institutions (church, home, workplace) tend to

attack each other rather than the problem?
• When did Mennonites decide to "go litur-

gical"? What are we gaining by using the lec-

tionary, the church year, and liturgical forms of

worship? What are we losing by giving up a more
"free church" approach to setting congregational

agenda and calendars? What theological Trojan

horse is being let in the back door of the church?

• Why do so many Mennonites (MCs and
GCs) say: I'm for integration but. . . ? Are we taking

our "yes, huts" seriously enough? Or too seriously?

• Why are pro-lifers so adamant about the

sanctity of life before birth but seem not to care

about the quality of life for children after birth?

Why can the same people oppose abortion yet

support warfare? Wliy aren't Mennonites more
concerned about the devaluing of life repre-

sented by the wholesale use of abortion in our

society? If Mennonites were to give a clearer,

more public voice against abortion, might we be

able to influence positively antiabortionists to-

ward a more holistic pro-life stance?

• Why did my son's soccer team have to get

knocked out of postseason play by a team they

had beaten twice before this year? Why did my
Pittsburgh Pirates have to lose the league

championship series on the same day?

These questions, to be sure, represent a con-

stricted sense of wonder. They say more about

my "location" in life than they do about life's

mystery. They betray the fact I'm a white, mid-

dle-class, middle-aged American father who
works for and cares about the Mennonite church.

I no longer ask, Why am I me? But being me,

and faced with this set of life circumstances,

these are some issues I wonder about.

All adults might be excused for asking more re-

stricted questions than was true of childhood.

Repression, I've learned from Ernest Becker, is

a necessary good (see The Denial of Death). We
can't think about or question everything at once,

or we'd go crazy.

And yet, I'm left with a sense of wonder. Penn-

sylvania Dutchman that I am, it wonders me:

why are there always more questions than an-

swers? Now that's a rhetorical question!
—Richard A Kauffman

One of Gospel Herald's editorial consultants, Richard A.

Kauffman Ls administrative vice-president at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.
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Larry Hauder, pastor of Hyde Park Mennonite Church
in Boise, Idaho, and Pacific Coast Conference minister:
the calling to be pastors is to function as poets,

prophets, and priests in the community.
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Beginning a three-part series:

What does it mean
to be a pastor?

The longer I work as a pastor, the more
my questions have to do with who I am
being and becoming as a person. These
are questions of the soul, not of style.

Gulf States group holds
annual delegate meeting 10

Since becoming a pastor four years ago, I've

asked often: what is this role to which I've

been called? Over these years my struggles

for answers have gone in two directions.

One has been with issues around what I think

a pastor should do: preach, teach, listen, coun-
sel, visit the sick, attend meetings, pray. Ques-
tions about the specific tasks of pastoring—how
to do a baptism or a burial—certainly arise from
time to time. Fortunately, I have a few friends in

the same work to whom I can turn to for such
help.

But during the past four years my questions
on what does it mean to be a pastor have had
less to do with the tasks and a lot more with the

spirit. Less about what I am to do and more,
much more, about how I am to be. For me the

question has changed from "How am I doing as

a pastor" to "how am I being and becoming as a

pastor?"

It's a lot easier to focus on what I'm doing and
how well I'm doing it. That's based on my job
performance, my attention to the tasks listed in

by

Alan

Moore-

Beitler



Three images expose the soul ofpastor-

ing: poet, prophet, priest They are the

essence of what I believe the call to be-

ing a minister of the gospel is all about.

my job description. It is far more difficult to ask

how I'm being as a pastor. Who am I becoming?

This has less to do with my style and more to

do with my soul. That evaluation is much harder

to make.
Asking being questions is also far more risky.

Though I've studied at seminary, my questions

about pastoring and my reflections on what I be-

have the call of the minister is have deepened

through my experience as a minister. Seminary

is helpful. Necessary. But it can only offer so

much insight into what this job requires on one's

inner self and spirit. The real learning about

that takes place in a congregation.

The Bible says very little about pastoring. The

word pastor itself is mentioned only once, in

Ephesians. I find the Bible offers important im-

ages that address the call of pastoral ministry.

These have come to mean a great deal to me
as I seek to make sense of this work: the pastor

as poet, prophet, and priest. For me these im-

ages expose the soul of pastoring. They are the

essence of what I beheve the call of pastoring is.

They describe the person a pastor is invited, by

the discipline of the work and the direction of

the Spirit, to become.

Part 1: The pastor as poet

One of the most important tools a pastor

uses is words. And they must be used

well: to open up an old truth in a fresh

context to turn a phrase in just the right way so

that it becomes alive and jolts all who hear it.

The way a pastor uses language is a critical el-

ement of pastoral work. To use words well, to at-

tempt to convey with power and freshness the

transforming wonder of the gospel and the mys-

tery of God's grace, a pastor must respond to

the call to become a poet. For poets and pastors

share some important common ground.

Evelyn Woodward writes, "Poets are people

who live life intuitively, who by their very nature

are drawn to probe the depth of human experi-

ence with deUcate accuracy and with 'just a

little' different slant of perception."

A poet attempts to see, understand, and raise

to awareness the grand rhythms of life. The poet

attempts to uncover what resides at the depths

of human experience, far below what the pace of

day-to-day living will often allow to surface.

These are questions of ultimate meaning, ques-

tions about life and death, questions about the

values that shape individuals and societies, ques-

tions about the existence and meaning of human
suffering, questions about the nature and the

whereabouts of God.

This is the realm of poets. It is also the realm

of the pastor. For these are the questions the

Bible probes with insight, wisdom, persistence.

The material is all there. But it takes one with a

poet's vision not just to see it but to speak of it

with candor and freshness. It takes a poet's

sense to make the old story brand new.

Poets use words not to convey information,

but to build a relationship in the soul between a

person and ultimate reality. Poets use words to

describe beauty, to declare truth. Poetry is not

language full of logic, certainty, or details. It is

language full of metaphors, images—and invita-

tion.

This should also be the language of the pastor.

Like poets, pastors are invested with a strong de-

sire to go to the depths. In the minister's case,

this is the desu-e to bring new speech to bear

about a different way of living in the world that

is several thousand years old.

By poetry I am not talking about "rhyme,

rhythm, or meter but language that moves like a

Nolan Ryan fastball, jumps at the right moment,

words that break open tired old conventional

ideas with surprise, abrasion and pace," writes

Walter Bruggemann {Finally Comes the Poet).

This way of careful and explosive use of lan-

guage is what pastors and poets share in com-

mon. This is why becoming a pastor has made

me appreciate more deeply others who use

words. Playwrights, authors, journahsts, and

poets all have my respect for their ability and

creativity to use words well. I find the call to be

a poet rewarding yet strenuous. It is especially

strenuous as it relates to three concepts, creativ-

ity, vulnerability, and vision.

Creativity. The truly astounding story of a

radical God who creates human beings for

freedom, loves us unconditionally, suffers

for the sake of our redemption, and patiently

and persistently weaves this world toward that

amazing day when God's agenda for peace and

justice will be the rule rather than the exception

is what I, a pastor, am to tell.

Where do I find the words, the right words, au-
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thentic words, honest words to speak week after

week of this incredible story? Over the past four
years I've reahzed this isn't something I can turn
on. There have been times when I have been cre-

ative. Other times there's been no spark or new-
ness. My words have been dull and flat, lacking
power and pulse.

There have been times too when I thought
what I'd prepared was really different, fresh, a

new perspective. And nothing happened in the
preaching moment. Other times I felt my sermon
was jumbled and ill-constructed. But in spite of
this some chords struck.

What I've learned is that creativity is a gift

that ebbs and flows. Pastors don't control it.

The most I can do is take the risk of going along
when a new idea or image breaks open through
study and reflection. Then I try to find some
way to say it in spite of my uncertainty as to

how it will be received. My spiritual struggle is

to stay open to creativity's spontaneous im-
pulses and, like a poet, find fresh words to say
not simply what I think but also what I feel.

Vulnerability. Like a poet, as a pastor I

must be vulnerable. Vulnerable to what I

see. Vulnerable to what I say.

Poets attempt to live with their eyes and ears
wide open. There is a cost to this. You soon see
and hear much that you wish you never had.
The temptation is to close off, shut down, insu-
late yourself—especially from the pain and suf-

fering of those close to you.
But a poet's inner struggle is to strive to see

things as they are—beautiful or ugly, unusual or
ordinary, actual or imagined, courageous or cow-
ardly. But poets do not just look; they also
speak of what they see—honestly. To strip away
illusions. To illuminate what had been dark and
murky. To dare to expose masks and false

fronts. This is also the challenge for a pastor.
What pastors say and how they say it matter

enormously. I may be tempted to distorted, safe
speech. Or I may settle for not really saying any-
thing at all, because faithful speech would be
too risky, would require too much. But shall a
pastor say only what is approved, what is ex-
pected, or what is safe?

The task of a pastor is to speak with rare hon-
esty, to guide people—including the pastor—
away from aUenation from themselves and to-

ward an honest look at who they are or are not,
away from a sense of aUenation from God to an
honest look at who God is and is not. This is an
invitation into a serious, dangerous, committed
conversation. It is a conversation only possible

where people take their relationship to them-
selves—and to God—very seriously.

This is the depth of conversation needed for

life-changing encounters. This is the conversa-
tion necessary for faith to become the adventure
it is meant to be.

Vision. What one says depends on how one
sees. The call toward being a poet in pas-
toral ministry includes the willingness to

accept a poet's way of seeing reality. It involves
looking at and living into biblical faith with a
poet's vision.

Here it is important to remember that the
prophets and the psalmists were all poets. Their
way of seeing God work in the world affected
their way of speaking about it. Their words were
dramatic and artistic. They still have the power
to invite people to deep and dangerous faith.

Their speech, if we allow ourselves to really
hear it, assaults our imaginations and challenges
the assumptions of the secular worldview in

which most of us are trapped. It is the truth still

ripe within their words that unsettles us and
points us to the Word and to those moments of
real conversion in our lives.

The vision of these biblical poets was based
on one important factor: their being foolish

enough to look at life from the heart. That sort
of foohshness is still needed by poets and pas-
tors today.

Looking at life from the heart is not always
practical or logical. It is intrigued by the ques-
tions and paradoxes of life and faith. It is not
much appreciated in a culture that desperately
seeks the specific, the concrete, the answers.
But, as Walter Bruggemann indicates, this des-

perate quest for answers falls short. It is not ulti-

mately satisfying. "Because finally church people
are like other people: we are not changed by
new rules. The deepest places in our lives . . .

are reached by stories, by images, by metaphors,
by phrases. By the work and words of a poet."
This is the character of language that touches

the soul. This is the nature of speech that
strains peoples' imaginations. These are the
words that exercise faith. This is the common
ground of pastors and poets—struggling to ac-

cept creativity's serendipity; resisting the temp-
tation of bland, safe speech; looking at life and
faith from the heart.

Alan Moore-Beitler is pastor of the Hyattsuille

(Md.) Mennonite Church. This series of three arti-

cles on being a pastor developed out of sermons
Alan preached to his congregation.
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No glee about ^

new Puritanism
I find it offensive that an editor of a

Mennonite church publication would ex-

press relief and satisfaction that Menno-

nites are more homophobic and against

reproductive rights for women than the

rest of the North American population

("The Dogs Will Not Get This Church,"

Oct. 8). You'll forgive me if I don't

share your glee at seeing my people

adapting New England Puritanism to

life in the 21st century?

Robert M. Kurtz

Honolulu, Hawaii

Integration no joking matter

Discussions about integration need to

be approached with much prayer and

study of the Scriptures. We need to

seek the direction the Holy Spirit

would lead in the days and years

ahead. The articles of your Oct. 22 indi-

cate such concerns.

I am perturbed, however, by the car-

toon on page one. I do not believe inte-

gration is a joking matter. Is that the

way we approach God? Is that the way

God talks to us?

Leonard E. Schmucker
Hesston, Kan.

Peace and church membership
Responses continue to the question

raised in the Sept 1 7 issue of Gospel

Herald: "Should belief in the way of

peace be a requirement for membership

in the Mennonite Church?"

No. I came to the Mennonite church

from a traditional, "mainstream" Protes-

tant background. It was one that had

God and country so tightly interwoven

that to question God was unpatriotic

and to challenge country was heretical.

I embraced this view for thirty-odd

years until a mid-life conversion that

led me to confront the fact that I sim-

ply did not believe many things that I

heard from the pulpit of my church. I

wound up in the Mennonite church.

But the "pull" for me was not the pac-

ifist stance. It was that, insofar as I can

observe, the members of the Mennonite

church where I worship embody commu-

nity more nearly than do most

churches. It was only after I became a

member of the community that I was

able to meet and know—for the first

time in my life—people who were com-

mitted to pacifism, who worked in be-

half of Amnesty International, who
tried to live out the peaceful imperative

in the Hfe of Christ. Had I been barred

from this community by a requirement to

be pacifist, I would never have witnessed

the lives that converted me to pacifism.

Instituting a requirement for pacifism

seems to me to be just another exam-

ple of the right/wrong, yes/no, win/lose

thinking that leads to warfare in the

first place. It completely precludes the

possibility of the Holy Spirit working

post-membership conversions in the

hearts of members. A better course is

to welcome all those who earnestly

seek, and to model for them a life (and

a lifestyle) that is worthy to be em-

braced and emulated.

J. Frank McNair
Winston-Salem, N.C.

No. Pacifism should be taught as the

church's present and historic interpreta-

tion of Christ's teaching, just as we also

teach honesty, love, mercy, caring, and

humility. The requirements for church

membership should be acceptance of

Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and a

pledge of allegiance to him and his king-

dom. A second requirement should be

desire to worship and grow in faith

within the body of the Mennonite

church.

There are so many sins within the

church body—pride, covetousness,

envy, lust, anger, deceit I feel it would

be inappropriate to specify one act as a

requirement for church membership.

Identifying with the Holy Spirit and our

efforts toward Christian perfection will

direct us in our Christian growth.

Sanford E. Miller

North Newton, Kan.

More questions. Since the Gulf War,

one hears a lot about pacifists and the

Anabaptists view of war. Now it has

even come so far as to the question

whether peace should be made a test of

membership.
We've all heard enough about the

Gulf War. Let's get on with teaching

and preaching.

Think about this: Anabaptists would

never have been seen wearing shorts,

nor would they have allowed girls

dressed in slinky apparel, such as we've

seen at Assembly 91 and pictured in

Gospel Herald. Will this too be made a

test of membership?
Mary E. Charles

Lancaster, Pa.
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The Mennonite church is alive
and growing in Australia

"We will grow because we
have what others are looking
for: peace, discipleship, sepa-
ration of church and state/*

by Daniel Hertzler

Sydney, Australia, is a city by the sea and—
like Ceylon in the old missionary hymn

—

every prospect pleases. Well, just about.
One worm in the apple of the Sydney Eden is in-

flation. For example, when Mark and Mary
Hurst and their three children were sent by the
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions to begin a
church in Sydney, their first urgent task was to

find an apartment. In due time it was done.
They now have a six-room flat at a modest Syd-
ney rate: $340 a week.
But the Hursts are not dismayed. They came

to Sydney with a background in Mennonite ser-

vice and a call. I found them an adventurous
family, all in the mission together: Matthew, 14;

Micah, 11; and Moriah, who turned 10 while I

was there.

Mark and Mary grew up in Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania. But their road to becoming Men-
nonite pastors in Sydney is long and winding. In
the first place, though each has Mennonite in

their ancestry, both families had followed other
faiths for several generations. Mark and Mary
found each other at Millersville State University,
where they were active in the Inter-Varsity Chris-
tian Fellowship.

At some point Mark and Mary found they
were peace people. Then they discovered,
through Uterature from the Mennonite Informa-
tion Center in Lancaster, that they thought like

Mennonites. Though they had grown up with
Mennonites around them, until then the Menno-
nite faith had meant nothing to them. Their first

Mennonite congregational experience was in a
small church in Maryland, where people were
friendly but kept them at a distance at commu-
nion time.

This did not stop the Hursts, and in 1981
they took an assignment with Mennonite
Central Committee in Atlanta, Ga. Here

Mark was program director and peace and jus-
tice coordinator in the city and Mary did conflict

resolution work with children.

Next it was to Associated Mennonite Biblical
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Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind., then another MCC
assignment in St. John, New Brunswick, in 1987-
88. Here Mary organized a Self-Help Crafts
store, which eventually had over 100 volunteers
representing all the churches of St. John. Mark
served as community chaplain working with per-
sons released from prison.

After a stint at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
the Hursts went to Sydney in August 1990. By
this time they had finally joined a Mennonite
congregation: the Petitcodiac Mennonite Church
in New Brunswick. On the Sunday they joined,
their son Matthew was also baptized and Mary
and Mark were ordained to the ministry.

Their vision is to organize a fellowship of Men-
nonite house churches in Sydney, a city of 3.5

million. Australians, says Mark, have rejected
the traditional model of church. The Hursts
want to offer an alternative.

The basis for their first house church was
already present when they arrived: four
people who identify themselves with the

Mennonite faith. They include Gary and Eleanor
Baker, Francis Chan, and Anne Rouse. Each has
a different story.

Gary and Eleanor found the Lord with the
Durham Mennonite Church during a nine-month
study session at a university there. "My conver-
sion to Christianity was not from any one per-
son," says Gary. "It was the whole group of the
Durham Mennonite Church. They weren't per-
fect, but they represented Christ to me."
Francis Chan was born in Papua, New Guinea,

The Hurst

family (from

left): Mark,

Matthew,

Mary, Moriah,

and Micah.
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The Mennonite
Church is alive

and growing
in Australia

Foppe (left)

and Alice

Brouwer:

their concern

is that others

learn to know
Jesus Christ.

moved with his family to Australia, and found a

good job. But the job was not enough to satisfy

his spirit. He read a book on the Amish, then

set out to hunt for Mennonites in Australia.

Somehow he came upon Foppe Brouwer of

Fennell Bay, two hours from Sydney. Foppe

gave Francis the gospel.

Anne Rouse grew up in the Mennonite church

at Fennell Bay where Foppe and Alice Brouwer

are ministers, Anne's mother, Pam, is a leader in

the congregation.

On Feb. 3, 1991, the Sunday before the

World Council of churches assembly in

Canberra, I went with the Hursts to visit

the Mennonite Church of Hope in Fennell Bay.

Foppe Brouwer led the meeting and preached

the sermon. Alice led the music. Anne Rouse

projected the music on the wall. Attendance was

not large—nineteen, including visitors. (The chil-

dren were in a separate room for Sunday school.)

The sermon was from John 1. "Jesus shows us

how to live in 1990-91 with the world in turmoil

and darkness," Foppe told us. "Winston Chur-

chill on his deathbed looked back at his life and

said, 'There is no hope.' What do we say? We
say there is hope."

After the service the congregation provided

lunch at the church and then Foppe and Alice

took me to their home, where I heard their story.

They came separately to Australia from Holland

after World War II. Foppe was looking for work;

he found a job working for Alice's father. This is

how they met. Foppe later got a job as an engi-

neer with a power company, an assignment from

which he retired last year.

Numbers of other Mennonites from Holland

went to Australia, but most tended to get lost.

Foppe began a newsletter for them, which circu-

lated for years. Foppe and Alice also began an

effort to bring the gospel to their neighbors. One
way they did this was through a fruit marketing

program. Among the people they met in this

business were Gordan and Margaret Peeden,

now in charge of a church development effort at

nearby East Maitland.

The Brouwers' call to the ministry developed

gradually. It seems to have come out of a re-

mark Foppe made while speaking to a Menno-
nite congregation in Downey, Calif. "I got car-

ried away," he says now. "I predicted, 'There

will be a Mennonite Church in Australia.'
"

Later someone suggested he carry out his vi-

sion by being licensed to preach. Foppe
decided that if he were to have ministerial

credentials they should come from the Menno-
nites of Holland and that Alice should be or-

dained also.

In 1978 that came about in Foppe's home
church in Friesland. When the Brouwers re-

turned to Australia after a six months' absence,

they found they had lost all their people. So
they began again.

"Sometimes there were personahty clashes,

maybe," says Foppe. "The biggest opposition

was from local churches. 'Why should you have

another church? What's wrong with us?'

"Local ministers asked, 'Who are the Menno-
nites?' and when I gave them a booklet, they re-

sponded, 'Oh, you are peace people.' They
didn't like that.

"Then I invited them to my house and loaned

them books. After four years they elected me
president of the ministerial association. Now we
have five ecumenical services a year."

The Brouwers are sensitive about the small

size of their congregation. Says Alice, "If we had

all the people we have led to the Lord, we
wouldn't have room for them in the church build-

ing. But we don't care as long as they know
Jesus."

"We will grow," says Foppe, "because we have

what other churches are looking for. We have

peace. We have discipleship. We have separa-

tion of church and state. We have independence

of the local congregation. We Mennonites have

taken these for granted for 400 years."

"What is your vision for the next ten years?" I

ask Foppe. "Five new churches in Australia and

one in New Zealand."

In
the meantime the Hursts are not in a hurry

to organize more house churches in Sydney.

Their contacts have said, "Go slow. The big

thing is to build trust."

But circumstances press in upon them. While

I was in Australia the Hursts came in contact

with a group that had named itself a "Peace Fel-

lowship." Recently this group has asked to join

with the Sydney Mennonites. In late April

Foppe and Alice Brouwer came from Fennell

(continued on page 8)
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' 'If MMA's special assistance

programs don't increase premiums,

why not just say so?"

Good idea, Mrs. Kusch.
Like a lot ofMMA members, Mrs. Clarence Kusch

of Fairview, Okla., is concerned about the rising cost

of health care and health insurance. She's also

concerned about a misunderstanding among other

members in her congregation. Some of them feel

MMA's Sharing Fund program is the cause of

increasing health insurance premiums.

Of course, that's not true. MMA health insurance

premiums are used to help cover the claims filed by
our members. As claims costs increase, so must

premiums.

But Mrs. Kusch raised a good point: a lot of

people don't understand that. She challenged us to

explain how it works.

Part ofMMA qualifies for a special

tax advantage as a fraternal organi-

zation.* Since MMA exists solely to

sei-ve the needs of Mennonites and

other Anabaptists, the IRS allows us

to channel our tax obligation back to

our members, provided that the

money goes to charitable causes.

This special arrangement allows MMA to provide

the Sharing Fund, which supports a variety of

special needs among families and congregations

not covered by insurance.

Best of all, the Sharing Fund doesn't increase

premiums! It represents the money MMA would
otherwise pay in taxes as a result of earnings and
investments.

That's what makes MMA different from commer-
cial insurance companies— with MMA, you are part

of an organization which helps others in need rather

than paying taxes and lining the pockets of share-

holders. So you see, the Sharing

Fund is made possible by our mem-
bers' participation in MMA—^not by

increased premiums.

We're grateful to Mrs. Kusch and

other members like her who feel this

difference is something worth talking

about.

We're more than just insurance.
For a copy of our new video, The Spirit of Community, call 1-800-348-7468

Mennonite
MutualAid
*This part ofMMA is known as Mennonite Mutual Aid Association, which provides liealth, life and long-tenn care insurance
and annuity accounts, as well as the Sharing Fund program.



ITEMS & COMMENTS

Black concerns group says

Church of England is racist

The Church of England, which has

strongly criticized the British government's

failure to improve relations between the

races, has itself come under fire for its racial

practices.

A highly critical report by the church's

Black Anglican Concerns Committee
claims blacks have suffered rejection and

discrimination in the church.

The report charges that most Anglican

churches in Britain have failed to conduct

education about racial prejudice or train

pastors and lay people to promote good

relations between the races. (RNS)

Coup interrupted plans

for literacy drive in Haiti

Unless ousted President Jean-Bertrand

Aristide returns to power in Haiti, the

poor majority in that Caribbean nation is

destined to remain illiterate and power-

less, according to a CathoHc priest who
ran Nicaragua's 1980 literacy campaign.

Fernando Cardenal, a Jesuit priest cen-

sured by the Vatican, visited Haiti in

August at Aristide's invitation. Cardenal

said the two talked at length about mount-

ing a literacy drive in Haiti.

Both Cardenal and Aristide have in-

curred church sanction for their political

stands. Cardenal was suspended by the

Vatican in 1985 because of his involve-

ment in the Sandinista government. Aris-

tide is a Salesian priest who was expelled

from his order in 1988 for allegedly

preaching violence and class struggle.

(RNS)

Anti-Semitic activities increasing

in Eastern Europe and elsewhere
Anti-Semitism around the world is

growing, speakers said at a Nov. 3-4 con-

ference in Montreal.

The collapse of communism in the So-

viet Union and Eastern Europe has resulted

in the expression of long-suppressed anti-

Jewish feelings. In the United States, anti-

Semitic incidents on college campuses rose

72 percent between 1987 and 1990.

North American speakers at the confer-

ence included columnist Richard Cohen,

movie critic Michael Medved, and former

New York mayor Ed Koch. (ADL)

Religion offers ecological hope,

theologian from Montreal contends
Some people say religion has encour-

aged abuse of the earth, through a focus

on "otherworldly" matters and a theology

that sees nature mainly as an instrument

for human use.

But if religion helped create the prob-

lem, it also can help solve it, a Catholic

theologian from Montreal says. Gregory

Baum, a professor in the religious studies

department of McGill University, believes

religion's "ethic of self-limitation" offers

a framework for overcoming ecological

problems. (RNS)

Winnipeg company to study effect

of oil spill on native Americans
A Winnipeg, Man., consulting firm has

been awarded a contract with Exxon Cor-

poration to study the cultural and social

impact of the Exxon Valdez oO spill on

native American communities in the area

of mishap.

Neil MacDonald, from Cross Cultural

Consulting, Inc., said the study is to eval-

uate the damage to the Indian way of life

in the Alaskan region near Prince William

Sound, where the spill occurred in 1989.

(CMC)

High expectations cause stress

for Southern Baptist ministers

Unreasonably high expectations for

pastors by Southern Baptist lay members
may account for a high degree of ministe-

rial stress, according to a survey to mea-

sure perceptions of the role of pastors.

John Dever, professor of church and

community at Southern Baptist Theolog-

ical Seminary in Louisville, Ky., said the

study showed that the most successful

pastors are likely to be those with "polit-

ical skills in the best sense of that word."

An ability "to balance multiple expec-

tations" also helps, he said.

According to Dever, lay respondents

showed a strong preference for an aggres-

sive, program-oriented leadership style.

Ministers, on the other hand, said they

value "shared, caring relational styles."

(RNS)

The Mennonite church is alive and growing in Australia

(continued Bay for a meal with the Sydney Mennonites and

from page 6) members of the Peace Fellowship, whose leaders

are Paul Rowley and Glen Bourke.

After later conversation and prayer "the out-

come was a request from them to join us," re-

ports Mark. Glen says he feels good about tell-

ing his friends he is a Mennonite.

Francis Chan was baptized in the Sydney Men-
nonite Fellowship on Easter 1991. Concerning

his experience, he writes, "Jesus Christ has

given meaning to my life. When I accepted

Christ it felt like a spiritual vacuum had been

filled."

He continues, "The Sydney Mennonite Fellow-

ship is a wonderful group. Not only do we share

a love of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we also

share our day-to-day experiences, good or bad.

But I would not like to paint too idealistic a pic-

ture, as we do have difficult times when the

strains of work and personal commitments con-

flict with obligations to each other."

Will Foppe's vision of five new Mennonite

churches in Australia come true? The future al-

ways provides its ovra answer. In Foppe's words,

"I have been wrong, but not often."

Gary Baker says, "I've always lived in Sydney.

It's a fairly lonely place. To find a way that peo-

ple can come together in openness and honesty

is extraordinary." On such words hang the future.

Daniel Hertzler, Scottdale, Pa., is the retired edi-

tor of Gospel Herald. He gathered the material

for this article in Australia to attend last year's

meeting of the World Council of Churches.
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Theme

Spiritualfitness
forpastors

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

by Maiiene Kropf

Keeping pastors

spiritually alive has

probably never been

easy. Today, as in the past,

pastors face enormous demands
on their time, energy, and faith.

The regimen of weekly sermon

preparation, the everyday

shepherding tasks of leading a

congregation, and the special

requirements of crisis ministry

can quickly drain the pastor's

spiritual vitality. If pastors do
not maintain their spiritual

health, they will not only lose

their own Ufe-giving connection

with the Holy One but will also

find themselves without

resources to minister to others.

Wliat do pastors need to keep

spiritually fit? What are the

essential ingredients for ongoing

spiritual health? The following

list is proposed as a basic routine

for spiritual fitness. The list

contains no luxuries-only the

necessities for stamina and good
health in the ordinary routines of

ministry.

1. A graceful rhythm of
ministry and sabbath.

Because pastors normally

work on the "sabbath," they

miss the weekly opportunity for

rest and renewal enjoyed by
others in the congregation. It is

imperative for pastors to claim

another day of the week for

sabbath-a day for letting go of

exterior demands and simply be-

ing. In addition to extended time

for worship on their personal

sabbath, such days should

normally include activities that

are particularly nurturing to the

pastor such as physical exercise,

solitude, participation in music
or other arts, and visiting with

friends. Tilden Edwards' book
Sabbath Time (Seabury Press,

1982) is one of the best guides I

know for reclaiming the sabbath.

2. Daily prayer and reflection

on Scripture for personal

nourishment.

Because of the demands of

preaching and teaching, pastors

usually spend a fair amount of

time each week in scripture

study. Most pastors also feel

obligated to pray regularly for

their flock. Although these are

necessary commitments, they do
not automatically nurhire the

pastofs own soul. Other modes

I

of prayer (especially listening

prayer) and scripture meditation

(including praying the scrip-

hires) are needed if pastors are

to remain healthy. Guides to

prayer such as the Bergan and
Schwan series (available from

Saint Mary's Press) are an

excellent introduction to a

variety of modes of prayer based

on scripture.

3. Regular spiritual account-

ability to another Christian.

In our world. Christian

leaders do not dare to try to

make it alone. All around us the

debris of ruined ministries and
broken relationships testifies to

the absolute necessity of

accountability. Whether such

accountability takes the form of

spiritual friendship (a relation-

ship between peers) or spiritual

direction (a relationship with a

trained spiritual guide), pastors

need to seek out and submit

themselves to the scrutiny.

counsel, and encouragement of

another Christian.

Although small groups can

provide a measure of account-

ability, they are often not

rigorous enough to provide

what pastors need. A Guidebook

for Spiritual Friends by Barry A.

Woodbridge (The Upper Room,
1985) could be a place for pastors

to start who want to explore the

potential of spiritual friendship.

4. Periodic retreats for

reneival.

The practice of daily and
weekly spiritual disciplines,

good as they are, will still not be

adequate for replenishing the

spiritual energy needed for

pastoring in a complex world. In

order to keep their priorities

clear and to see God's vision for

their congregation, pastors need

to get away periodically for

extended times of prayer and
reflection.

An increasing number of

congregations are affirming the

need for pastoral retreat days

and are beginning to write into

the pastor's contract a provision

for a night and a day of retreat

each month. Another provision

congregations are instihiting is

periodic sabbaticals -several

months or more of released time

for pastoral renewal. Retreat

centers such as The Hermitage in

Three Rivers, Michigan offer

sabbatical opportunities that

combine a rhythm of prayer,

study, and manual labor.

Marlene Kropf is minister of Worship

and Spirituality with Mennonite

Board of Congregational Ministries,

Elkhart, Ind.. and quarter-time

Spiritual Formation Program

assistant at AMBS.
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How does the seminary
prepare pastors to he

spiritually fit?

It isn't easy learning to

pray. I have been neither

as consistent as I would

like, nor have I spent the

time that I would like to

have spent at working on

prayer, but if nothing

else, I have come to a

point where I find myself

yearning for that time of

prayer.

student (1987)

Prayer Seminar

Agrowing spiritual

formation program at

AMBS provides training

in spiritual disciplines for

pastors-to-be and pastors-on-

sabbatical. An introductory

course in spiritual life disciplines

and one-hour seminars on a

variety of disciplines (prayer,

joumaling, use of scripture,

spiritual guidance) are the

foundation of the program.

AMBS also offers spiritual

direction for students who meet

regularly (every two or three

weeks) with faculty members

(both male and female) trained

in spiritual direction. In addi-

tion, the seminary plans day-

long retreats several times each

semester so students can

participate in extended times of

prayer and reflection.

Beyond the experiential

focus, courses are offered in the

history of Christian spirituality.

Students may also choose to

study particular dimensions of

spirituality in-depth in the

context of Bible or theology

courses.

Undergirding the spiritual

formation of all students are

regular corporate worship

experiences in chapel, opportu-

nities for participation in small

groups, and a special lecture

series focusing on spirituality

themes.

In recent years students have

expressed deep appreciation for

expanded spiritual formation

opportunities at AMBS. Many of

them hold in their hearts a fresh

vision for spiritual renewal in

congregations as they enter the

pastorate. I hope and pray that

God will reward their desire and

bring about a mighty renewal of

faith, hope, and love in the

church.-Mor/ene Kropf

A visitor to the seminary in June

1991 explores the Mirror of the

Martyrs, a traveling exhibit

showing and telling the stories of

the Anabaptist men and women
who valued their faith more than

their lives. One extimate is that

4,000 Anabaptists across Europe

were put to death for their

Christian faith and witness.

It is with gratitude that

I reflect on what I have

been learning about

relating to God and to

other believers in my
prayer life. Prayer is

much more dialogical

than I realized. I have

had to learn what it

means to wait on God.

student (1989)

Prayer Seminar

During the annual all-seminary

outing at Camp Friedensivald,

near Cassopolis, Mich., the get-

acquainted activity included

going around the circle and

having people identify what they

had done that nobody else in the

group had done.



I discovered that a

silent retreat can he

most refreshing.

student (1991)

Joumaling Seminar

Walking
with God
Peter Wiebe

My
own spiritual

formation has come
out of a simple life

style and a faith involving a

personal and direct walking

with God. I remember my father

stopping in the field and
thanking God for the growing

crops. So aspects of spirihial

formation for me were prayer,

trusting in God's providence,

pausing, and practicing a way of

life that shaped my approach to

the rest of life. Spiritual forma-

tion in the congregation, for me,
has been similarly event-

oriented, such as in birth,

marriage, sickness, bereavement.

Each "crisis" becomes a call to

pause in the presence of God for

a reorientation of life. Time and
again in these experiences

people have helped me in my
walk of faith as together we
found the way. Looking for God
in our lives is one of the things I

try to do as spiritual formation.

God is at work!

Peter Wiebe is pastor of Trinity

Mennonite Church, GlemMe, Ariz.

Peter has just conchided 12 years on

the Goshen Biblical Seminari/ Board

of Overseers. He celebrated his 40th

year of ordination on Sunday,

October 13, 1991.

Where
God's Spirit

hits home

What spiritualformation
means in my ministry

Laura Laewen

What has spiritual

formation meant for

me in my ministry? 1

was pleased that I was asked to

respond to tliis question.

Spiritual formation has

provided a lifeline for me. It has

become very important for me to

have someone to walk with in

my spiritual journey, to have a

place to process my faith

questions and struggles as I

minister to others.

Even though I trace my
spiritual formation to my
childhood, my friendship with

God has taken a new direction

since I found new ways of

approaching God. Our
Anabaptist tradition has shown
us the importance of studying

scripture. Now I am also blessed

by knowing how to pray with

scripture. Praying and identify-

ing with scripture has helped me
to encounter Jesus on a more
personal and feeling level. These
experiences have then often

inspired me with ideas for my
sermons. It is when scripture has

something to say to me in a

personal way that I become
excited m sharing it with others.

As important, if not more
important, has been the re-

creative and energizing nature of

the spiritual disciplines. In

taking the time to be with God
and to share these experiences

with someone on a regular basis,

I am continually needing to look

within to ask how God's Spirit is

presently at work in my own
Ufe. And if God is not alive and
weU in my own being, then I

know that my ministry will also

lose it savor.

Laura Loewen, a 1988 AMES
graduate, is pastor of the Mennonite

Fellowship of Montreal, Montreal,PQ.

Steve Ratzlaff

The life of a pastor is

busy, stressful, emotion-

ally-draining, and
exhausting (it is also very

rewarding). The importance of a

strong spiritual base cannot be

over-estimated. Without a

regular time of study, prayer,

meditation, and reflection a

pastor cannot expect to with-

stand the stresses and pressures

prayer and reflection is essential

to sustain that commitment. The
spiritual connection is vital for

me to remain faithful and
obedient. It also keeps my hfe

healthy, balanced, and focused.

Stme Ratzlaff is pastor of Seattle

Mennonite Church, Seattle, Wash.,

and has studied at AMBS during a

recent sabbatical.

of the task. And more impor-

tantly, without regular contact

with God a pastor can't possibly

be able to speak to others or

counsel them about spiritual life.

One who spends little or no time

with God cannot possibly help

others find a significant relation-

ship with God either.

Perhaps it is easiest to speak

about the importance of spiritual

formation in my ministry by
describing what happens when I

neglect that part of my life.

There are times when my life

gets so busy that 1 do not allow

for regular spiritual time. During
those times I find that I lose a

sense of focus, I get irritable, I

experience the physical symp-
toms of stress, and I feel over-

whelmed. I also tend to question

why I became a pastor in the

first place. In other words, life

gets out of balance.

My Ufe, as a pastor and

Christian, is comnutted to Christ

and his church. A regular

connection with Christ through

AMBS Community Day brought
out hands joined in on- and off-
campus work projects, children's

recreation, and a potluck supper.
Tlie alternate day of instruction

and experience is designed to

explore, learn, and appreciate
ivhat "community" means in

theological education.

I have appreciated the

tools this course has

taught me to promote

spiritual growth. I have

especially appreciated

my joumaling partner,

who has become my
prayer partner-one who
challenges and stands

with me.

student (1991)

Joumaling Seminar



President's Window

The test of

prayer

During the

annual senior

breakfast at

AMBS gradu-

ates recount

memorable

experiences, express their

gratitude to faculty members, or

even offer parting advice to

faculty and administrators.

Several years ago, a bright and
mature student rose to thank the

faculty especially because he had
"learned to pray again." I shall

call the student "Fred" (not his

real name).

Fred had come to seminary to

study theology thoroughly in

order to better understand God
and Christian faith. And Fred

had in fact been very pleased

with the courses and with the

faculty who had met all his

expectations. But he hadn't

expected to learn to pray again,

that is, to rediscover the sustain-

ing power of a disciplined

prayer life. He ended up
understanding God better

through both disciphned prayer

and careful study.

Fred's surprise came partly

because the seminary had

started an emphasis on spiritual

formation in the early 1980s, a

few years before he arrived. That

emphasis continues. It includes

courses on prayer and spirihaal

life, week-end retreats, guided

meditation on scriphire,

journaling, and working with a

spiritual companion or mentor.

In a recent survey, over half of

all students at the seminary were
involved in one or more of these

activities in one semester (even

after Fred graduated!). Contribu-

tors to this issue of Window agree

that nurturing the pastor's

spirihial life remains absolutely

necessary.

Since 1982 Marcus Smucker
has given leadership to the

emphasis on spiritual formation.

Others who have been or are

directly involved are: Thehna
Groff, Erland Waltner, Marlene

Kropf. Marcus' commitment to

the importance of spiritual

disciplines was deepened during

his years as a pastor. During a

time of crisis brought on by the

demands of pastoral ministry, he

rediscovered the importance of

taking time and disciplining

Wmself to commune with God in

order to nurture others.

An ancient church tradition

says that prayer is one test of

good theology. It's also a test of

good pastoral ministry. The
quality of ministry and theology

depends to a significant degree

on the quality of prayer.

-Marlin Miller

AMBS Panorama

Robert and Nancy Lee spent some of their fall North American assign-
ment at AMBS. They are Mennonite Board of Missions workers based in
Tokyo, Japan. Robert directs the Tokyo Mission Research Institute.
Nancy, English editor of institute publications, also recently had a
composition textbook and teacher's guide published for use in English
programs in China.

Fall enrollment
Fall enrollment at AMBS held close
to the previous year: a total of 187
students enrolled compared to 190
the previous fall. However, the
full-time equivalent declined from
117.1 to 109.5. Students come from
22 states, 4 Canadian provinces,
and 12 overseas countries.

Call on faculty
Plan ahead for a guest speaker
from AMBS. Ask for the Speaker's
Bureau brochure listing names of
faculty and possible topics. Write
or call Rosemary Reschly for a
copy.

Pastor's week
AMBS Pastor's Week, January 27-

31, 1992, will focus upon the
passion and resurrection stories of
the gospel. This is an opportunity
for personal renewal of pastors
through biblical teaching, corpo-
rate worship, workshops and
fellowship. A one-day workshop is

included (Tuesday) on "Pastoring
in Suffering and in Hope." Led by
Dan Lord, a United Methodist
pastor from Wichita, Kansas, it wOl
incorporate the week's biblical

materials within a family systems
perspective. For more information
inquire with Bev Sawatzky.

Seminary sampler
Are you interested in testing

whether seminary studies are in

your future? If so, try AMBS's
"Seminary Sampler," February 28-

29, 1992. You are invited to be part
of a day-and-a-half campus event
including inspirational lectures by
AMBS faculty, worship, interaction
with faculty members and
students, a tour of the seminary
campus, and fellowship with
others exploring seminary
education. Write or call Steve Path
for more details.

Not for singers only
Alice Parker, well-known com-
poser and expert on hymnology,
will be leading a hymn-singing
workshop and concert on the
AMBS campus, March 13-15, 1992.

For more information, check with
Dorothy Nickel Friesen.

Summer school
Now is the time to plan for a 1992
summer school course at AMBS.
Courses offered are: John, Pastoral
Psychology for Hispanic Congre-
gational Leaders, Worship, Issues
in Anabaptist and Mennonite Life

and Thought, Christian Initiation,

The World of the Bible, Ethics for

Church Institutions, Conflict and
Conciliation, Creation and
Spiritual Renewal (includes an
eight-day canoeing trip in northern
Minnesota), and Greek. Check
with Steve Path for more informa-
tion.

For information
To obtain further information
about any of the above events,

write the designated person at 3003
Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46526; or
call 219 295-3726.

Prayer
Thank you for your prayers for

students you know at seminary.
Your continued prayer support
undergirds them as they fulfill

their part in preparing as pastors,

missionaries, teachers, evangelists,

and other church leaders for

Christian ministry.

The purpose ofAMBS Window is

to invite Mennonite churches to

further the work of God's kingdom
by calling people to leadership

ministries and helping to support
their training for ministry.
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MEDA gathering focuses attention
on how business can serve church

Conference marks anniversary. Makubetsu, Japan (MBM)—A chorus sings during
the 40th anniversary celebration of the Japan Mennonite Church (Hokkaido) earlier
tJiis fall. More than 200 people attended the event, which focused on the theme
"Mission for the 21st Century: Vision and Commission." The Japan Mennonite
Church is the oldest Mennonite group in Japan and includes 20 congregations.

Lancaster, Pa.—WhOe 650 Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ businesspeople
met here Nov. 11-17, the U.S. stock mar-
ket took its fifth largest plunge in history.

But the dive garnered little more than
a few whispers at the 10th anniversary
meeting of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates (MEDA). What
did occupy participants from across the
U.S. and Canada was "the business of

service." And not just any service, but
service to the church.

"We at MEDA want to be part of the
church," MEDA's chairman. South Bend,
Ind., architect LeRoy 8. Troyer said in

opening remarks. "We are a part of the
church now, but we want to be even more
so."

MEDA began in Lancaster 10 years ago
with the merging of two organizations of
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ busi-

ness and professional people for inspira-

tion and development work. Today the
organization has 2,000 members and a

worldwide staff of 156.

Service to the church is not easy,

MEDA members were told. One reason
is the uneasy relationship between church
and business.

"The church is schizophrenic toward
you," Ervin R. Stutzman, Lancaster Con-
ference moderator said. "While we ask
you for your money, we also condemn you
if you make too much."
Businesspeople too carry responsibility

for the uneasy relationship. Wally
Kroeker, editor of MEDA's publication.

The Marketplace, asked: "Why is it that
entrepreneurs in business become conser-
vatives and stick-in-the-mud's in the local

church?" He challenged MEDA members
to behave at church the way they do in

the office.

Peter Wiebe, pastor of Trinity Menno-
nite Church in Glendale, Ariz., noted that
the early Anabaptists had a "Type A"
church; today the church is "Type B."
Businesspeople are more at home in the
former. Wiebe, a MEDA board member,
made his comments during two worship
presentations.

Charles Loewen, president of Loewen
Windows, Steinbach, Man., told the group
to "get in there and use your business
skills in the church. . . . How can we serve
our churches ifwe are timid about offering

our skills and talents?" he asked.
Loewen becomes MEDA's chair for the

next year.

What are these skills? Patricia
Hershberger, partner in a family-owned
auto dealership in Woodbum, Ore., was
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specific in her sermon at the closing Sun-
day-morning worship service:

"The church needs counsel on financial

matters such as budgets and forecasts

and long-range planning," she said.

Businesspeople have these skills, as well
as skills in management and supervision.

"We can also help the church understand
accountability and responsibility.

"But can we be secure enough in our
self-identity and free enough from our
inhibitions to give this counsel?" Hersh-
berger asked.

In another address, Hannah Mack
Lapp, a public relations associate from
Harrisonburg, Va., challenged MEDA
members to be examples to the church of
responsible lifestyles.

Yet in spite of best intentions, working
as businesspeople in the church creates
tensions, Phyllis Pellman Good and Merle
Good admitted in a joint address. The
couple are codirectors of Good Enter-
prises, Intercourse, Pa., which they de-
scribed as "sort of a business, sort of a

church, sort of the arts." They noted
strong pushes from all three communities
to become part of at least one.

"But can one succeed and stay in the
Mennonite Church?" they asked. "Or can
one fail and stay in the church?. . . Move
too close to success, and we feel the heat.

Move too close to failure, and we feel the
cold With both these questions the

/ 9

church has preferred to gossip rather than
to deal with the issues head-on."
Businesspeople must constantly ask,

"How much is enough?" the Goods said.

"How much money and power and pres-

tige is enough for me?"
Questions such as these are today's

frontiers of the Anabaptist tradition, Don-
ald B. Kraybill, professor of sociology at

Elizabethtown (Pa.) College said in his

address. He listed more questions that

Anabaptist-Mennonite business people
must address today:

• How does one down-size a business
in a Christian way?

• How does one distinguish between
good marketing and shrewd business
practices?

• What does the Christian do about
Sunday hours?

• How does one collect receivables in

a Christian manner?
Kraybill gave no answers, but he did

note that most of the decisions today's
businesspeople make are in gray areas.

Christian businesspeople need to be
"owls" with the strength to make deci-

sions in spite of the ambiguities involved.

It is also to live with uncertainties in the
marketplace. In reviewing the state of the
economy with MEDA participants, Jim
Harder, assistant professor of economics
and business at Bethel College, North
Newton, Kan., said, "The economic prob-
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Office staff meet. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—]une Alliman Yoder (center) visits with

LouAnn Eichelberger and Arlene Bradshaw of the Hesston College staff. Yoder

served as resource person for Office 91, held at the college Nov. 6. Eichelberger

chaired the planning committee. More than 120 clerical and office staff members

from 21 Mennonite agencies and congregations attended the event.

lem is not the wolf at the door; it is the

termites in the basement."

Harder noted that real income for the

average American reached its peak in

1973 and has been declining since. He
challenged MEDA members to work at

helping to make it profitable for the poor

to work again; most who do so today

receive wages that will never allow them
to escape poverty.

How? Wally Kroeker put it in terms of

a vision. He said, "We have in this room
the brains and the expertise to create

100,000 jobs by the end of this century."

MEDA is on the way to meeting this

goal with its Small Business Development

Program (SBDP). Since its beginning in

1986, SBDP has created more than 9,000

jobs in five countries: Haiti, Jamaica,

Bolivia, Nicaragua, and Tanzania.

SBDP creates these jobs through what

MEDA calls its "micro-lending program."

Members' money is made available for

loans to small businesses and cottage

industries for new equipment and market-

ing programs.

\Vhile the program has been successful

in most countries, MEDA members
learned that because of the recent politi-

cal coup in Haiti, all MEDA expatriate

staff have returned from that country to

the United States and Canada.

The breakdown of communication and

transportation in Haiti reportedly has

made it impossible for MEDA programs,

mostly in small, rural cooperatives, to

continue.

In other business, MEDA members ap-

proved a budget of more than $2.75 mil-

lion for the coming year. An offering

during the 10th anniversary meeting

brought in $10,000 toward this budget.

Members also agreed to meet in Denver,

Colo., next Oct. 29-Nov. 1.

During the three-day event, a group of

businesspersons from the Church of the

Brethren attended as observers. The
group is deciding whether to begin its own
organization or to ask MEDA to take in

Church of the Brethren participants.

In addition to Loewen, MEDA's newly

elected or reaffirmed officers are Sue

Miller, vice-chair, a restaurateur from

Middlebury, Ind.; Dale Weaver, treasurer,

church building manufacturer from Leola,

Pa.; and Thomas Jutzi, treasurer, lawyer

from St. Jacobs, Ont.
—J. Lome Peachey

Gulf States group holds
annual delegate meeting
Des Allemands, La.—Financial and per-

sonnel items headed the agenda at the

delegate meeting of Gulf States Fellow-

ship on Nov. 2.

A quiet atmosphere prevailed, as dele-

gates approved a $35,000 budget for 1992.

The budget includes a $9,900 contribution

from Mennonite Board of Missions

10 /

(MBM)—down 61 percent from MBM's
contribution last year.

The decrease is due in part to MBM's
focus on major metropolitan areas.

The budget projects $25,000 in confer-

ence-generated income, a 28 percent in-

crease over 1991. However, moderator

Glenn Myers and treasurer Mark Roth

expressed confidence this figure would be

met.

Conference giving rose 40 percent this

year, ft-om $10,700 in 1990 to $17,800 in

1991.

Meanwhile, stewardship minister

Howie Schiedel reported that total

pledges for "Stewardship Venture 95"

have reached $165,000.

Stewardship 95 is the conference's re-

sponse to Vision 95, a call by the Mermo-
nite Church to increase giving and mission

activity.

By 1995, Gulf States Fellowship hopes

to have raised $1 million through the

Stewardship 95 program. Funds would

pay for capital improvements at the con-

ference-owned Pine Lake camp, near Me-
ridian, Miss.

In addition. Stewardship 95 monies would

go to set up an endowment for leadership

development and church planting, as well

as for short-term projects.

In personnel matters, the delegates

elected David Weaver, Jr., of Gulfhaven

Mennonite Church, Gulfport, Miss., as

moderator-elect. Daryl Byler, pastor of

Jubilee Mennonite Church in Meridian,

moved from moderator-elect to modera-

tor at the close of the meeting.

The delegates gave special thanks to

Myers, who concluded his term as mod-

erator. Myers is pastor of Pearl River

Mennonite Church in Philadelphia, Miss.

In a separate action, Robert Zehr was

invited to continue as conference minister

for a three-year term. Until this year, the

appointment had been renewed annually.

Zehr is pastor of Des Allemands Men-

nonite Church.

Also at the meeting, Karen Fedrick of

the Des Allemands congregation was

named conference secretary. Olivette

McGhee, from Poarch Community Church

in Atmore, Ala., was reelected as associate

member of the executive committee.

Gulf States Fellowship includes 11

churches and two voluntary service units

in Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

Founded in 1979, the conference has a

multicultural membership including Afri-

can Americans, Cajuns, Hispanics, Native

Americans, and European Americans.

—Jody Miller Shearer
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Apartheid breeds hate,
group says at Goshen
Goshen, Ind. fGCj— Reconciliation in

the face of entrenched hatred is the goal

of a racially mixed team of young South
Africans that visited Goshen College on
Nov. 13.

The group from Youth for Christ South
Africa presented dramas in the school's

morning chapel service and then met with
a "Race and Ethnic Relations" class.

The group is a third of the way through
a six-week tour of the United States.

The six youth and leader Sean Daley
are all natives of South Africa, where they
have lived in a system of racial segrega-
tion.

"You call it 'apartheid,' but we call it

'apart-hate'—apart and hate," Daley told

students.

In South Africa there are four officially

recognized ethnic backgrounds—white,
black, "coloured" (racially mixed), and
Asian. The youth team includes two

Sale held. Albany, Ore-.—The 1991
Mennonite Central Committee Ore-
gon Fall Festival raised some $70,000
for relief and development. Items sold
ranged from baked goods to an Ohio
Star quilt that was auctioned for

$2,100. There was a shortage of quality

Oregon apples this year, but contacts
were made with growers in Washing-
ton state and a donor found. Crews
picked the apples the week before the
Oct. 12 event, and apples were avail-

able for tlie ss\e.—Margery Barkman

whites, one black, and three coloured
members.
About eight or nine different groups

make up the 80 percent of the population
that is black or coloured, team member
Glenda Dennis said.

As a coloured person, "you grew up
being told you were inferior," she said.

"Not as inferior as a black person, be-
cause your skin was a little lighter, but not
quite as good as a white person."

"I was protected from cross-cultural

relationships," said Adele van der
Westhuizen, one of the whites in the
group.

"I never lived closely to someone who
wasn't white. If I didn't come on [this]

team, I would have had no reason to come
close to another race."

The separation between ethnic groups
is apparent in all aspects of society, be-
ginning with the educational system,
group members said.

"The average black school is a building
with five or 10 rooms, while the white
schools will have a swimming pool and
tennis courts," Clayton Peters said.

Apartheid also has major economic im-
plications, said Peters, who is black.

"It's very difficult for a black to hold a
job as a manager," he noted. "Dad worked
for an American firm. He held a high
position, but when they pulled out he had
a difficult time finding a similar job."
As a teenager, Peters joined one of the

many "political organizations" available
for young blacks. "While we were fighting

prejudice, we were accumulating a preju-
dice ourselves," he said. "If we had [won]

freedom on the outside, we still would be
bound inside."

Instead, Peters became a Christian and
has begun seeking ways to interact with
people of other races.

Bonga Nomvete also was involved in

poHtical organizations while in school.

"I never used one, but I was taught the
theory of how to use a hand grenade," he
said. "I was taught how to use an AK-47
to shoot and kill. But there isn't much I

will get in that kind of freedom.
"Instead, I became a Christian and I got

an inside freedom. Now I am able to see
white persons as my brothers and sisters."

Though progress has been made in

some areas, geographic segregation con-
tinues. The only blacks found in most
white neighborhoods are those working as

gardeners or in other menial labor posi-
tions.

"Blacks can buy land [now]," Bridgette
Daniels said. "But because history has

Expectation
The spirit of joy, expectancy,

surrounds Jesus' birth. The same

expectation abounds as brothers

and sisters continue to share

humble yet precious gifts of

response. Consider a gift for the

approved projects for the Menno-

nite Church Christmas Sharing

Fund 1991.

Uiqh Aim
Expect life changes for racial

minority students in Mennonite

high schools.

Goal: $5,000

peace
Expect peace through stronger

efforts of peace education in our

congregations.

Goal: $5,000

MEXICO
Expect many new Mennonite

churches in Mexico City by the

year 2000.

Goal: $15,000

Mennonite Church

Christmas Sharing Fund 1991

"/ expect Christmas Sharing to

give as much joy to the giver as to

the receiver. " —James M. Lapp

Mennonite
Church

Make your check or money order out to

Christmas Sharing Fund and send it to

James M. Lapp, Mennonite Church General

Board, 421 S. Second St, Suite 600,

Elkhart, IN 46516 or 60 New Dundee

Road, Kitchener, ON N2G 3W5.
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JeffHoffer (right) presents the James and Rowena Lark Award to Raymond and Elizabeth

Rohrer. Hoffer is director of Anabaptist Deaf Ministries.

kept blacks in certain jobs, we can't afford

to live there (where whites do]."

Much has changed in South Africa,

Daley noted, "but the bottom Hne is that

only 20 percent have the vote. This has

caused anger and frustration."

Economic and political sanctions "have

hurt us and are hurting us," he continued.

"But they are bringing about change."

—Lyle Miller

Rohrers accept award
for ministry with deaf
East Earl, Pa. (MBM)—Raymond and

Elizabeth Rohrer accepted the James and

Rowena Lark Award earlier this fall, in

recognition for their work in deaf ministry.

The Rohrers helped to found the first

Mennonite congregation for deaf persons,

First Deaf Mennonite Church near Lan-

caster, Pa.

The Lark award has been given annu-

ally by Mennonite Board of Missions

since 1979. This year, Rohrers share the

award with Leroy and Irene Bechler of

Sarasota, Fla.

Before presenting the award, Jeff

Hoffer thanked the Rohrers for their min-

istry to him.

"If Raymond and Elizabeth had not

been listening to God's call, I don't know
if I would be in God's family today," said

Hoffer, who is director of Anabaptist Deaf

Ministries.

Hoffer's remarks and the couple's ac-

ceptance comments were both made in

sign language, with Jim Schneck provid-

ing verbal translation.

Raymond, the first ordained deaf min-

ister in the Mennonite Church, paid trib-

ute to the couple for whom the award is

named.
"James and Rowena Lark pioneered

work with African Americans," he said.

"Then congregations grew with Hispanics

and many other groups. The deaf, too,

now have church homes and leadership."

"The deaf shall hear the word of the

Lord," he concluded, referring to the

words of Isaiah that are the motto of the

First Deaf congregation.

The church meets in a renovated build-

ing that was formerly Smoketown (Pa.)

Elementary School. A hearing congrega-

tion shares the same facility.

Both groups began in 1946, when Ray-

mond was 15 years old. The deaf church

has about 40 members, whUe the hearing

group numbers about 100.

—Glenn Lehman

Haitians seek return

of leader, workers say
Akron, Pa. (MCCJ—The world is receiv-

ing a distorted message from the military

government now controlling Haiti, Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC) work-

ers say.

MCC personnel met in the capital, Port-

au-Prince, on Oct. 30 to discuss the situ-

ation.

According to Gordon Zook, MCC coun-

try representative in Haiti, the majority of

Haitians still support ousted President

Jean-Bertrand Aristide. However, their

voice is "being completely suppressed by

the army. This creates the impression that

public opinion is divided on whether he

should return."

Zook returned to the United States on

Nov. 1 with his wife, Carol, and their two

small children.

He says MCC workers have heard re-

ports of killings and arrests by the military

since it seized power Sept. 30 and forced

Aristide into exile.

"One of the biggest casualties of the

coup was hope," Zook observes.

Aristide comes from a poor peasant

family. He is a Catholic priest who had

worked with the urban poor before being

elected president.

Haitians, who have a per capita income

of $300, felt that Aristide understood

them and their difficulties, Zook says.

After Aristide's election, people in Port-

au-Prince became more conscious of

keeping the streets free of garbage and

graffiti, Zook says. In addition, Haitians

began to feel more secure as Aristide

jailed the armed gangs that had terrorized

the capital.

Now people are frightened again, he

reports. City streets are empty by 8:00

p.m., and Haitian public schools have not

opened since the coup. Parents fear their

children may become targets of violence,

he says.

Nevertheless, "The bulk of Haitian so-

ciety seems willing to be patient and to

wait and see what the outside world will

do to return Aristide to power," Zook

says. "Aristide has encouraged people not

to use violence to overturn the present

government."

Zook believes most Haitians support

the Organization of American States

trade embargo against Haiti, even though

it will cause hardship. The embargo was

put in place days after the coup, in an

effort to pressure the military to reinstate

Aristide.

"Haitians seem willing to suffer today

in order to have more control over their

lives tomorrow," Zook says. However, if

they get the impression the world has

forgotten them, street demonstrations

and strikes may occur, he observes.

Seven MCC volunteers remain in Haiti.

Most work with peasant groups in health

and agricultural projects in remote areas.

However, the groups have been unable to

meet since the coup, because people are

afraid to gather together.

A training center for peasant group

leaders in central Haiti was ransacked by

an unidentified group rumored to be as-

sociated with the army. Because group

leaders teach peasants about their rights,

and because the groups have been affili-

ated with Aristide, the current govern-

ment sees them as a threat, Zook says.
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• Talks give hope. The recent

Middle East peace talks in Ma-
drid have brought "a breath of

hope to many people who have
long lived without |it|," says
John F. Lapp, a Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee worker in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank.
However, he reports deep dis-

agreement among both Palestin-

ians and Israelis about whether
negotiations should continue.
Meanwhile, Israelis go on estab-
lishing settlements in the West
Bank, he observes.

•Thomas elected. Everett
Thomas, executive secretary of
the Mennonite Board of Congre-
gational Ministries, has been
elected to the Goshen, Ind., city

council. Thomas, who ran as a

Democrat, outpolled his Repub-
lican opponent by a 611-445
margin.

—

Tom Price

• Dual churches aided. South
Central Conference and the
Western District Conference of
the General Conference Menno-
nite Church have made it easier

for congregations to have dual
affiliation. Both conferences
have approved a new category of

associate membership. This al-

lows congregations to be mem-
bers of both conferences while
keeping major financial commit-
ments with only one conference.
The 15 churches fully affiliated

with both groups are expected
to divide their giving equally.

But associate members are en-

couraged to give their associate

conference only 10 percent of
what they give the other
group.

—

Paul Schrag

•Hymnal events held. Ken
Nafziger led two Nov. 10 gather-
ings to acquaint Mennonites
and Church of the Brethren
members in central Pennsylva-
nia with the new joint hymnal.
Nafziger is editor of Hymnal: A
Worship Book, which is sched-
uled for release this coming
June. He led an afternoon
hymnsing at Hollidaysburg
Church of the Brethren and an
evening one at Maple Grove
Mennonite Church in Belleville.

Using the Hymnal Sampler,
Nafziger selected both old fa-

vorites and new numbers, in-

cluding songs of non-European
origin.

—Gay N. Brownlee

• Canada guidelines set. Men-
nonite Central Committee
(MCC) has adopted new guide-

lines for beginning and ending
programs in Canada. According
to the guidelines, MCC will ask
these questions before starting

a program: Is there a need? Is

MCC involvement the most ef-

fective way to address it? Will

the program create depen-
dency? Is there support for the
program in constituent
churches? The new policy states

that before a program is

launched there should be a clear

understanding of its intended
life span and objectives.

• Expansion begins. The Lan-
caster (Pa.) Mennonite Histori-

cal Society broke ground Nov. 2

for an expansion to its current
facility along U.S. Rt. 30. Along
wdth providing more library and
archive space, the enlarged
building is to house a new ex-

hibit area and an enlarged book
shop. Construction and furnish-

ing costs are estimated at $1.5

million. Another $500,000 is

being raised for a maintenance
endowment fund. The historical

society is sponsored by its mem-
bers and Atlantic Coast and
Lancaster conferences.

• MCS makes list. Mennonite
Conciliation Service (MCS) is

compiling a directory of Menno-
nite and Brethren in Christ con-
flict resolution programs, prac-

titioners, and trainers in the
United States. The list will be
available to denominational and
conference offices, congrega-
tions, and individuals. It will in-

clude the following categories:

community mediation, congre-

gational or organizational con-
sulting, family mediation, con-
flict resolution trainers for

chUdren and youth, and other
conflict resolution work. People
who want to be considered for

listing and have not been con-

tacted may write Ellen
HoUinger, MCS, PO Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501 before Dec. 15.

• Pastor transitions:

Ann Showalter began a nine-
month term on Oct. 15 as in-

terim pastor of First Mennonite
Church, Denver, Colo.

John M. Ehst was installed Nov. 10

as lead pastor of Franconia (Pa.)

Mermonite Church. He joins as-

sociate pastor Russell M.
DetweUer and youth pastor Jay
Delp.

Ed Miller was commissioned and
installed as pastor of Springdale

Mennonite Church, Waynesboro,
Va., on Sept. 8. He succeeds
Duane Gingerich.

Gary Zook was ordained Nov. 10

at North Side Mennonite
Church, Hagerstown, Md.

• Coming events:
Four States meeting of Mennonite
Economic Development Associ-
ates (MEDA), Dec. 6, South
Bend, Ind. MEDA president
Neil Janzen will speak. The pro-
gram also will include presenta-
tions by the Kern Road Singers
and Goshen (Ind.) College busi-

ness students. For more infor-

mation and reservations write to

Michiana MEDA, Box 871,
Goshen, IN 46526, or phone 219
533-6230 before Dec. 2.

• New books:
Anabaptism Revisited, edited by

Walter Klaassen. Anabaptist
scholars offer essays on issues

important to Anabaptist and
Mennonite studies. A tribute to

Anabaptist scholar C. J. Dyck,
this book also includes bio-

graphical vignettes from his hfe

and a bibliography of his works.
Herald Press is the pubhsher.

Jesus and Divorce by George R.
Ewald. This book offers "a bib-

lical guide for ministry to di-

vorced persons." It is published
by Herald Press.

A Sunday Afternoon: Paintings by
Henry Pauls, edited by Hildi
Froese Tiessen and Paul Gerard
Tiessen. This limited edition art

book celebrates the work of
Leamington, Ont., artist Henry
Pauls, who began to paint at age
70 after retiring from farming.
The book is jointly pubhshed by
the Institute of Anabaptist
Studies at Conrad Grebel Col-
lege and Sand Hill Books.

Whisper of Love by Jewel Miller.

This "Amish romance" is set in

western Kansas in the early 1900s.

It is published by Herald Press.

• New resources:
Tu>o direct mail cards for early

1992 are available from Menno-
nite Board of Missions Media
Ministries. The first includes a

color photo of two children en-

Because of a short work
week at Mennonite Publish-
ing House in observance of
U.S. Thanksgiving Day, Gos-
pel Herald will not be pub-
lished next week. Our next
issue will be dated Dec. 10.

Service Adventure begins. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Some 14
volunteers and five household leaders began 10-month Ser-
vice Adventure assignments with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions this fall. Pictured above are members of the Champaign,
III, unit (left to right): Gayle Troyer, leader; Phil Kaufman,
Elkhart, Ind.; Mindy Zook, Newport News, Va.; Anthony
Keim, Grottoes, Va.; Julie Schrock, Fort Wayne, Ind.; and
Tricia Blosser, Goshen, Ind. Other units and participants are,
Albany, Ore.: Les and Gwen Gustafson-Zook, leaders; Jenny
Helmuth, LaGrange, Ind.; Clara Roemer, Pekin, 111.; Brad
Weirich, Goshen, Ind.; and Eric Wenger, Columbiana, Ohio.
Philippi, W.Va.: Mike and Mary Hokkanen, leaders; Toni
Graber, Millersburg, Ind.; James Lichti, St. Louis, Mo.; Sara
Rich, Archbold, Ohio; Stacy Schmucker, Goshen, Ind.; and
Jeremy Stoltzfus, Hubbard, Ore.
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joying fresh flowers and says

"Spring—time for new begin-

nings." The second card reads;

"No matter what kind of boss

you face on Monday, it can help

to spend time in church on Sun-

day." Both cards include space
for a congregation to list its

name, address, pastor's name,
and worship times. More infor-

mation about these materials is

available from Melodie Davis or

Marian Bauman at MBM Media
Ministries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497;

phone 1 800 999-3534.

• Job openings:
Director of housing and residence

life, Eastern Mermonite College

and Seminary, Harrisonburg,
Va. This is an 11-month, full-

time position. Master's degree

in student persormel, counsel-

ing, higher education, or a re-

lated field desired. Responsible
to provide a safe, secure, and
comfortable housing environ-

ment which is conducive to a

Christian lifestyle, the pursuit of

academic excellence, and per-

sonal growth for approximately

500 students. Also responsible

for policy development and im-

plementation, selection, train-

ing, and supervision of residence

staff. Minorities encouraged to

apply. If interested, contact
Peggy Landis, director of student

life, EMC&S, Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703 432-4128.

Executive director, Camp Amigo,
Sturgis, Mich., to begin summer
1992. Responsibilities include:

promoting Camp Amigo's vision

locally and churchwide, fund-

raising, monitoring and main-

taining quality programs, devel-

oping marketing strategies,

supervising staff, and maintain-

ing financial affairs. Qualifica-

tions include: a commitment to

Christ's teaching within the

Anabaptist tradition and a call

to ministering in a camp context,

experience in youth camp/re-
treat center work and adminis-

tration, ability and willingness

to work flexible hours. Send let-

ter of application and resume,

including three references to In-

diana-Michigan Mennonite Con-
ference, 212 S. Main St., Goshen,

EM 46526, attention Camp Amigo
Search Committee.

M.S.W. or equivalent to do case

management/therapy and su-

pervise a new specialized foster

care network in northwest Ohio.

Competitive salary and benefits.

Send resume to Maren Seay,

Adriel School, PO Box 188,

West Liberty, OH 43357.

BIRTHS

Binder, Neil and Anna Margaret
(Sietsema), Port Allegany, Pa.,

Jonathan Michael (third chOd),

Sept. 30.

Freed, Daniel and Donna
(Ruster), Souderton, Pa., Ryan
Marc (second child), Oct. 19.

Haas, Bryan and Melanie (Dela-

grange), Newport News, Va.,

David Forrest (second child),

June 16.

Hochstetler, Michael C. and
Diane (Smith), Millersburg,

Ohio, Joshua Roy (fourth chOd),

Oct. 24.

Jantzi, Tom and Sherri (Young),

Kitchener, Ont., Candice Lynn
(first child), Oct. 10.

Koch, Robert and Linda (Epp),

Craig, Colo., Evan Robert (third

child), Oct. 10.

Kuepfer, David and Lorena (Cor-

don), Atwood, Ont., Derek (first

child), July 23.

Nice, Stanley Ray and Kathy
(Stewart), Williamsburg, Va.,

(twins) Travis Jacob and Tyler

Jennings (third and fourth chil-

dren), Oct. 16.

Nierle, Judson and Pamela
(Young), Newport News, Va.,

Heather Joy (second child), Oct.

25.

Nolt, Barry and Lisa (Bish),

Ephrata, Pa., Ryan Michael
(first child), Oct. 14.

Pereira, Ian and Lillian (Scho-

enbein). Long Beach, Calif.,

Douglas Isaiah (first child), July

23.

Smith, Bob and Sharon, Topeka,
Ind., Lauren Brooke (third

child), Oct. 27.

Walters, Jim and Carmella
(Hochstedler), Kokomo, Ind.,

Emily Janell (third child), Oct.

17.

Witmer, Mark and Linda (Kurtz),

Columbiana, Ohio, Taylor Pa-

mela (fourth child), Oct. 23.

MARRIAGES

Bamer-Lyman: Kirk Barner, Cir-

cleville, W.Va. (Presbyterian

Church), and Cori Lyman,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View
cong.), Oct. 12, by Tom Bcirner

(father of groom).

Burkholder-Oesch: Lyle Burk-
holder, Hutchinson, Kan. (Yoder

cong.), and Lori Oesch, Carson,

Mich. (Bethel cong.), July 6, by
Duane Oesch.

Carter-Steckly: Roger Carter,

Milverton, Ont. (Riverdale
cong.), and Michelle Steckly,

Milverton, Ont. (Riverdale
cong.), Sept. 27, by Glenn Zehr.

Gingrich-Weber: Meirvin Gingrich,

Ebnira, Ont. (Emmanuel Mission-

ary Church), and Dianne Weber,
Elmira, Ont. (HawkesviUe cong.),

July 13, by Don Penner.

Jackubowski-Frey: Frank Jack-

ubowski, Dundalk, Ont., and
Laurie Frey, Waterloo, Ont.

(Hawkesville cong.), July 6, by
Don Penner.

Linscheid-Miller: Jeffrey Alan
Linscheid, Parnell, Iowa (Lower
Deer Creek cong.), and Marcille

Elizabeth Miller, Kalona, Iowa
(Kalona cong.), Oct. 26, by Orie

Wenger.
Maldonado-Martin: Salvadore
Maldonado, Chicago, HI., and
Linda Christine Martin,
Goshen, Ind. (North Goshen
cong.). May 25, by Martha Smith
Good.

Martin-Lehman: Don Martin,
Baltimore, Md. (North Balti-

more cong.), and Barbara Leh-
man, Baltimore, Md. (North
Baltimore cong.), Oct. 19, by
John R. Martin (father of

groom).

Miller-Shaffer: Timothy Miller,

Landisville, Pa. (Landisville

cong.), and Kelly Shaffer, Mount
Joy, Pa. (Landisville cong.), Oct.

19, by Sam Thomas.
Van Brant-Weber: Donald Van

Brant, Brantford, Ont., and
Kathy Weber, Toronto, Ont.
(Hawkesville cong.), Aug 10, by
Don Penner.

Yoder-Gehman: Jeffrey Dean
Yoder, Telford, Pa. (Indian Val-

ley cong.), and Julie Marie
Gehman, Morwood, Pa. (Indian

Valley cong.), Oct. 12, by David
D. Yoder and Harlan De Brun.

DEATHS

Albrecht, Aaron J., 91, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Dec. 25, 1899, Mil-

verton, Ont. Died: Oct. 22, 1991,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Kathryn R. Hooley; children: Al-

fred, Leoneird, Willard, LueUa
Gerig; 10 grandchildren, 12

great-grandchildren; brother;

Amos; halfbrothers and sisters;

Loren, Emanuel, Harry, George,

Ervin, Armand, Clara Schlegel,

Selina Boshart, Lena Schantz,

Eileen Wolner. Funeral: Oct. 25,

Forks Mennonite Church, by
John Troyer and Eugene Bon-
trager. Burial; Shore Cemetery.

Brenneman, Sadie Alice
(Huntsberger), 89, Orrville,

Ohio. Born; April 18, 1902, Dal-

ton, Ohio, to Samuel M. and Ida

Ellen (Metzler) Huntsberger.

Youth team commissioned. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—A 12-mem-
ber Youth Discovery Team has begun a seven-month music

ministry in southern Africa. The team held a service of

commitment Oct. 5 in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. Members of the

group are, back row (left to right); Darryl Barg, Winnipeg,

Man.; Wendy Janzen, Winnipeg; Thomson Down, Bulawayo,

Zimbabwe; Hlengiwe Ngwenya, Biuilawayo; Basiki Lebekwe,

Mochudi, Botswana; and Steve Abniii, Niag;ua-on-the-Lake,

Ont. Front row: Mathata Magapatona, Gabarone, Botswana;

Liz Horst, Newton, Kan.; Carmen Brubacher, Waterloo, Ont.;

Nonicizulu Ndlovu, Bulawayo.
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Died: Oct. 25, 1991, Orrville,

Ohio. Survivors—children: Es-
ther Yoder, Mildred Peachey,
Paul H. and Alvin H., Jr.; 11

grandchildren, 8 great-grand-

children; brothers and sister:

Raymond, John, Paul, Stella

Lautenschlager. Predeceased
by: Alvin G. Brenneman (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Oct.

30, Crown Hill Mennonite
Church, by Ernest Hershberger.

Detweiler, John F., 74, Soud-
erton. Pa. Born: March 30, 1917,

New Galina, Pa., to EH and
Stella (Fulmer) Detweiler. Died:
Aug. 12, 1991, Sellersville, Pa.

Survivors—wife: Sallie; chil-

dren: John, Judy Moyer, Jean,
J. Paul, Leona Lightcap, Carol

Demacedo, Royden, Nancy
Nolan; 17 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild; sister: Anna
Mary. Funeral and burial: Aug.
14, Plains Mennonite Church,
by John Stoltzfus and Dennis
Moyer.

Esh, Katie Handrich, 93. Born:
Jan. 13, 1898, Iowa, to Henry and
Elizabeth Lownberg Handrich.
Died: Oct. 25, 1991, West
Branch, Mich., of heart failure.

Survivors—brothers and sister:

Harvey Handrich, Rueben
Handrich, Laura Swartz. Prede-
ceased by: John Esh (husband).

Funeral and burial: Oct. 29,

Fairview Mennonite Church, by
Virgil Hershberger and Randy
Detweiler.

Frye, Harvey S., 102, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Jan. 28, 1889, Emma,
Ind. Died: Oct. 23, 1991, Goshen,
Ind. Survivors—children: Doro-
thy Roe, E. Jay, Freeman, Er-
nest, Edward, LeRoy; 2 grand-
children, one great-grandchOd;
sister: Cassie Miller. Prede-
ceased by: Mary Ann Christner
(wife). Funeral: Oct. 25, Yoder-
Culp Funeral Home, Goshen,
Ind., by Clare Schumm. Burial:

Elkhart Prairie Cemetery.
Hagey, Katie L. (Clemens), 87,

Souderton, Pa. 13orn: Dec. 19,

1903, Montgomery Co., Pa., to

Henry and Lizzie (Landis)
Clemens. Died: Oct. 21, 1991,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Jonas C, Jean C. Miller,

EUzabeth C, AUce C. Gotwals,
Eva C. Clemmer; stepchildren:
Beatrice F. Ruth, Velma F.

Derstine; 16 grandchildren, 24
great-grandchildren; sister:
Naomi Ruth. Predeceased by:

Jonas G. Hagey (husband). Fu-
neral and burial: Oct. 24, Fran-
conia Mennonite Church, by
John M. Ehst and Curtis L.

Bergey.

Kreider, Irvin K., 92, Landisville,

Pa. Born: Feb. 5, 1899, East

Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Frank
N. and Lizzie Arm Kauffman
Kreider. Died: Oct. 12, 1991,

Lititz, Pa. Survivors—chOdren:
Roy H., Ehzabeth H, Janet H.; 3

grandchildren, 8 great-grandchil-

dren; brother: B. Frank Kreider.

Predeceased by: Fannie M. Herr
Kreider (wife). Funeral and
burial: Oct. 16, East Petersburg
Mennonite Church, by Karl E.

Steffy, David N. Thomas, John B.

Shenk, Donald W. Good.
He was ordained Aug. 4, 1948,

at East Petersburg Mennonite
Church and was a pastor 35
years.

Kropf, Melvin D., 73, Waterloo,
Ont. Born: July 10, 1918, Ont.,

to John and Catherine (Bren-

neman) Kropf. Died: Oct. 24,

1991, Kitchener, Ont., of a heart
attack. Survivors—wife: Martha
Adams; children: Brian, Marvin,
Murray, Kathy; stepchildren:

Jeanette Pride, Linda Schenk,
Paula McCarthy, Shawn La-
Combe; 14 grandchildren; sisters:

LueOa Burgetz, Beatrice Cress-
man, Alice Martin. Predeceased
by: Doreen LaCombe (first wife).

Funeral and burial: Oct. 26, First

Mennonite Church, by Brice
Balmer, Luther Eberhardt.

Metzler, Isaac John, 95, Lancas-
ter, Pa. Born: March 5, 1896,

Salisbury Twp., Pa., to Christian

and Mary Hershey Metzler.
Died: Oct. 14, 1991, Lancaster,
Pa. Survivors—wife: Mae Groff;

chilcL-en: Mildred Marshall, Vir-

ginia Ebersole, Joyce Petro,
Nancy, Orpha Leaman, Ella
Jean Kopezynski, Carol
Harnish, William Wayne, Har-
old, Everett, Clair, Elvin, Glenn;
41 grandchildren, 32 great-

grandchildren, one great-great-

grandchild. Predeceased by:
Rhoda Wenger (first wife). Fu-
neral: Oct. 18, Landisville Men-
nonite Church, by Sam Thomas,
Robert A. Martin, and Ralph G.
Ginder. Burial: Kinzers Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Miller, Eva R., 61, Hollsopple,
Pa. Born: April 28, 1930, Somer-
set County, Pa., to James F. and
Minnie (Wingard) Miller. Died:
Oct. 22, 1991, Goshen, Ind., from
a brain tumor. Survivors— sis-

ters: Louise Gehman, Mary
Holsopple, Esther Miller. Fu-
neral: Oct. 26, Carpenter Park
Mennonite Church, by Marvin
L. Kaufman. Burial: Kaufman
Cemetery.

Schlegel, Carolyn L. (Kandel),
33, Shreve, Ohio. Born: Dec. 25,

1957, Orrville, Ohio, to Arthur
and Mary (Stauffer) Kandel.
Died: Oct. 30, 1991, Shreve,
Ohio, of cancer. Survivors—hus-

Book director bikes.
Harrisonlnirg, Va. (MBM)—
Choice Books director Paul

Yoder (left) and Oren Shank
begin a 762-mile bike trip

from Elkhart, Ind., to

Harrisonburg, Va. Yoder
made the trip to celebrate

Choice's sale of nearly 1 mil-

lion books in 12 months.

Shank, from Broadway, Va,
is a friend who accompanied
Yoder on the Oct. 4-12 jour-

ney. Other friends joined

diem for parts of the trip.

Choice is a bookrack minis-

try coordinated by Menno-
nite Board of Missions.

band: Kurt Schlegel; children:

Nathan and JuHane; brothers
and sisters: Joyce Conley,
Karen Youngs, Jerry Kandel,
Ron Kandel. Funeral and burial:

Nov. 2, Martins Mennonite
Church, by Vincent Frey and
Gary Krabill.

Schmitt, Beulah Weber, 82,
Cambridge, Ont. Born: June 4,

1909, Waterioo, Ont, to Joseph
S. and Hannah (Shantz) Weber.
Died: Sept. 7, 1991, Cambridge,
Ont., of kidney failure. Survi-

vors—children: Howard S., Dor-
othy L. Shantz, Betty S. Martin;

5 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 12, Manheim Men-
nonite Church, by Eric Remple,
James and Helen Reusser, and
Howard S. Schmitt (son).

Schmitt, Leona Rosenberger,
81, Cambridge, Ont. Born:
March 20, 1910, Guernsey,
Sask., to Isaiah and Persida
(Shantz) Rosenberger. Died:
Oct. 26, 1991, Cambridge, Ont.
Survivors—husband: Leighton
Schmitt; children: Verdella
France, Ruby Schmitt; one
grandchild; sisters: Mary Kehl,

Alda Gascho. Funeral: Oct. 29,

Fairview Mennonite Home,
Cambridge, Ont., by Brice
Balmer and Lester Kehl. Burial:

First Mennonite Cemetery,
Kitchener, Ont.

Showalter, Elizabeth Margaret
Heatwole, 86, Waynesboro, Va.
Born: Nov. 27, 1904, Augusta
County, Va., to Etler F. and
Margaret Weaver Heatwole.
Died: Sept. 29, 1991, Waynes-
boro, Va., of myasthenia gravis.

Survivors— children: Glennys
Schrock, Wilma Lee Yoder,
Ruth, Louise, MUlard, Richard,
Marvin, Goldie Huber, Doris
Ranck; 18 grandchildren, 10

great-grandchildren; brothers
and sisters: Elmer, Roy, Alvin,

Galen and Alta Mae Heatwole,
Viola Showalter, Florence
Smith. Funeral and burial: Oct.

2, Springdale Mennonite
Church, by Nelson Showalter,
John Risser, Charles Heatwole
and Lloyd Horst.

Ummel, Maretta, 86, Colorado
Springs, Colo. Born: Aug. 31,

1905, Ness County, Kan., to

Christian and Ella Mae
(Mishler) Ummel. Died: Oct. 25,

1991, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Survivors— sister: Nellie Mc-
Nutt. Predeceased by: Eddie
Ummel (son). Funeral: Oct. 29,

Limon, Colo., by Willard Conrad
and Eldo Miller. Burial: Per-
shing Memorial Cemetery,
Limon, Colo.

Young, Amber Leah, 20. Born:
March 5, 1971, Grand Island,

Neb., to Daymen and Sally
Young. Died: Oct. 26, 1991, Fort
Dodge, Iowa. Survivors—par-
ents: Daymen and Sally Young;
brothers: Monte and John. Fu-
neral: Oct. 29, Fort Dodge Men-
nonite Church, by Scott
Swartzendruber. Burial; View-
field Cemetery, South Dakota.

CALENDAR

MMA board of directors meeting,
Chicago, m, Dec. 6-7

Pastorate Project Consultation,
Chicago, m, Dec. 7-9

Faith and Farming VII retreat, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., Dec. 8-10

Mennonite Board of Education
annual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training
(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-
ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2
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THE LAST WORD

What makes a successful pastor?
Most pastors I know are answer people. Give

them a question, and they'll come up with an an-

swer—of some sort.

Except for one: "How will you know when
you're a success?" One of my pastor friends actu-

ally babbled in trying to come up with an answer:

"Well . . . I'll know if people start coming and

the church gets full . . . although, understand,

I'm not a numbers person . . . what's most impor-

tant is that people find Jesus Christ . . . though

I'm not one to count there either ... I do hope

through my ministry people find a deeper rela-

tionship with God . . . that's difficult to measure,

I know. . .
." Five minutes later I still wasn't sure

of his answer.

Maybe there isn't one. Of all the callings a per-

son can have, being a pastor has to be one of

the hardest to evaluate. Pastoring has so many
responsibilities. All have to do with people. And
not only with people, but people's relationship

to God. At best that can only be approached

with awe and humility—being thankful when one

can help, praying when one can't.

This week Gospel Herald begins a three-part

series on what it means to be a pastor. The
focus of the series is not on what the pastor

does but on who the pastor is. Also during the

next year, Gospel Herald will carry a series of tes-

timonials from people currently in pastoral minis-

try. They'll talk about their call, the excitement

and challenge, the discouragements and frus-

trations. I also hope they'll answer one other

question I gave them: "If you had to do it over,

would you be a pastor?"

That's not all. In the months ahead you'll read

and hear much about pastoring and leadership.

They're high on the church's agenda right now.

Next month, for example, the Pastorate Project

—

a two-year study of pastor-congregation relation-

ships—will have its learning and summary meet-

ing. Out of that should come ideas and guidelines

that could direct the church for years to come.

The purpose of all this activity is to develop

an understanding and appreciation for the role

of the pastor in the life of the church. It is to in-

vite others to consider the call. Even more, it is

to challenge all of us to consider who we are and

who we are becoming.

The pastor is the focus of all this because the

pastor is the obvious leader in the church. But
those of us who are not pastors must remember,

as we read, that what can be said of our leader

can also be said of us. In the ways of the king-

dom of God, what we do is not what is most
important. It is rather who we are. It is who we
are becoming.

That is difficult to measure. Knowing if we are

what we should be or becoming who we should

become does not come through standardized

tests and objective measurements. Often it can-

not come from others, who are limited in their

perceptions of us by what they see us doing.

True measurement of who we are or should be-

come comes only as we quiet ourselves before

God and allow the Spirit to speak to our hearts. In

our hearts we will know whether we measure up.

Are we who we want to be? Are we who God
wants us to be? Those are the measures of faith-

ful disciples. And of successful pastors.—jTp

Changing faces

Anyone who reads the masthead (does any-

one?) may have noted a change recently. There's

a new name on our list of editorial consultants.

George R. Brunk III, Harrisonburg, Va., joins

the group to replace Ralph Lebold, Waterloo,

Ont. This change is part of a rotation system

we've developed for bringing new people to our

consultant group.

We'll miss Ralph, who had the knack of asking

questions that quickly took us to the heart of a

matter. He liked to talk issues and brainstorm

feature ideas—and admitted that being a Gospel

Herald consultant was "more fun and more inter-

esting than I thought it would be."

We welcome George, who recently took over

the position in the Mennonite Church called

"past moderator." George also serves as dean of

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.—y/p
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Part 2: What does it mean to be a pastor?

The pastor
as prophet v . 10m

Prophetic pastoral ministry is not so
^

much harsh protest or futuristic fore-

casting as it is a persistent call, a call

to a different way of being in this world.

The pastor must be a prophet. That is a

dangerous thing to say. For the word
prophet creates very different, very emo-

t^^^mmmmammmm tional images in people's minds.
^ For some prophet conveys images of someone

Anne Stuckey, member of the pastoral team at from the Bible able to tell the future. Prophets

ofZ ^rTSTforOre^
Waldron, Mich., was one ^re those Old Testament eccentrics who, with

Ann7rZZtly%ned MmnonMe TolrdofclT'
righteous condemnation and amazing accuracy,

gregational Ministries staff in leadership work.
dec ared to Israel ^yhat would happen as a result

of their misguided behavior and faith.

Others hear prophet and think of impassioned
ALSO IN THIS ISSUE social activists. So committed are these people

to their cause they lose sight of much else

KT 1 14. J around them: relationships, love, the capacity for
1 had to do it over d ^ j i , -^u ^u_ -J joy. Burdened and burmng with therr convic-

1 would preach again! 6 tions, they are driven individuals. Full of righ-

teous indignation and anger, their lives are often

General Board changes marked by very Uttle grace,

site of 1993 convention 9 ^^^^ stereotypes of a prophet are dan-

gerous for pastors. Neither accurately depicts

T»|-pp 1 11 ,1
what prophetic pastoral ministry is about. Not

IVie_l^ WOrKer expelled
g^gj^ angry person is prophetic. And can any

by Laotian government 10 person who beheves in God's design for the fu-

by

Alan
Moore-

Beitler



The prophetic pastor*s task is

to prod the community's imag-

ination toward acts that re-

veal its allegiance to God,

ture accurately predict when and how it will hap-

pen?
There is another way to understand the word

prophet, one that truly conveys what prophetic

pastoral ministry is about. From my experience

the past four years as a pastor I believe that un-

derstanding has to do with definition, desire,

and direction. It has to do with what a prophetic

pastor is, feels, and does. These three verbs

help me as I struggle with the call toward being

prophetic as a pastor.

Prophetic pastoral ministry is not so much
harsh protest or futuristic forecasting as it

is a persistent call. This is a persistent

call to a way of being in this world that is differ-

ent from the way of secular culture.

Prophetic pastoral ministry is a persistent as-

sault on the dominant culture's worldview. It is

an assault aimed at showing that the world's

view of reality—rich get richer and the poor get

trickle-down, white males dominate, the earth

can be used and destroyed, the Northern hemi-

sphere dominates the Southern—this worldview

is not absolute. And its assumptions must be

brought into serious question.

Dale Stoltzfus, New Paris, Pa., Allegheny Conference minister, also

recently joined MBCM staff half time working with Anne Stuckey

(cover) in pastoral and congregational leadership development.

But in addition to questioning the values of

secular society, the prophetic pastor's task is to

offer a thinkable, visionary alternative. It is to

strike a dissonant* chord. It is to present an alter-

native perspective grounded in a fundamental re-

ality, the sovereign reign of God.

The prophetic pastor's task is to prod the

community's imagination toward acts of faith

that reveal its unusual allegiance. It is to pro-

pose and promote an alternative conscience in

people, one that bases its claims on this bedrock

conviction: God is sovereign. The self is not pri-

mary, as our culture says; God is.

This is a definition of prophetic pastoring.

This is the focus of a prophetic pastor. This is

what prophetic pastoring is. It is not future fore-

casting or strident protest. It is the persistent

call to an alternative worldview, one centered

upon the reality of God.

To accept that agenda, to proclaim that convic-

tion about God, in our time, in this society, is

odd. Different. Out of step. And difficult. Un-
comfortably so.

It is so difficult that, like Jonah, there are

times when pastors flee from the call to be pro-

phetic. There was within Jonah a deep reluc-

tance, an inner resistance that caused him to

head in a different direction. We see this same
reluctance throughout Jeremiah and in the patri-

arch of prophets, Moses, especially in the story

of his calling at the burning bush. This inner re-

luctance describes what one challenged to pro-

phetic speech feels.

This feeling of resistance is caused by several

factors. First is the recognition of being unfit for

the task. Moses' question to Yahweh, "Who am
I that I should do this?" hits it on the head.

Who am I to say that the gospel's challenge is

for us? Who am I to promote an alternative view

of reality that challenges the status quo? At
times those questions have more power than my
puny faith. And like Jonah, I run.

Resistance is also based in self-preserva-

tion. Who wants to speak what none of

us, including myself, wants to hear? The
image I've often associated with prophets is of

one who told everyone else what they needed to

hear. Sort of an Amos type. An impassioned

critic of those around him. Caustic. Condemning.

I've never felt comfortable and have no interest

in that.

If pastors have any prophetic word to offer, we

also stand under its challenge and conviction as

much or more than anyone else. Prophetic pasto-

ral ministry is not done from some safe place
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outside the congregation. It is done from within.

It simply cannot be otherwise.

There are times I don't want to hear the chal-

lenge that an alternative, gospel-based perspec-
tive calls us to any more than anyone else. To
speak what people don't want to hear—not be-
cause it is unclear, but because it is much
clearer than any of us would like to admit—is

threatening. At times I shy away, temper my
speech. That's another way of taking off for Tar-
shish instead of going to Nineveh.
For people who care how others feel about

them, and most pastors I know are cut from that

cloth, the prophetic edge of pastoral ministry
feels like a jagged precipice. Yet that is the
place one must go. And furthermore, one goes
alone.

There is a necessary loneliness to pro-

phetic pastoring. It is found in the bal-

ance between desiring to be available and
involved in the lives of people in the congrega-
tion, but also needing at times not to allow those
deep feelings to keep one from saying what must
be said.

This aspect of loneliness has been particularly

hard for me. I have friends in the church I serve.

Many good ones. But there are times when, if I

am to do my job well, if I am to really be a pro-
phetic pastor, I can't allow my friendships to

keep me from saying what we all need to hear.

That's a risky undertaking.

This inner resistance—feeling ill-suited to the
task, saying what no one really wants to hear,

struggling with the necessary balance of friend-

ship and loneliness—are all wrapped up in the
reluctance I feel to the prophetic edge of pasto-
ral ministry. At times, having as little courage as
Jonah, I set sail in another direction.

But reluctance, based in ambivalence and fear,

is no safe harbor. Choosing to follow it leads to
high seas and swirling inner tempests. Allowing
our resistance to keep us from going where we
know we must go is damaging to conscience and
spirit. Surrendering to it puts one in a place that
is spiritually dark, restricting, and confining.

This is the challenge for every prophetic pas-

//pastors have any prophetic
word to offer, we also stand
under its challenge and con-
viction as much as anyone.

tor. Cast into the deep, tempted to flee because
of one's inner reluctance, there is a choice to be
made. There is a fundamental question to be an-

swered. "Ultimately, for whom are you working?"
If the response is "the congregation," the pas-

tor will be restrained by the desire to please and
run from the call to be prophetic. Pastors need
to keep remembering who they're really working
for.

The pastor who is willing to wrestle with this

inner resistance has the chance to find out what
prophetic ministry does. And that is "to hold be-
fore the community the story that defines its

very existence. And makes it possible, not for

the pastor to be prophetic, but for the commu-
nity to be so," says Hauerwas in The Pastor as
Prophet.

There is a boldness to such a stance that

threatens the status quo. As a claim to author-
ity, the powers of the world ask, "What is

legal?" The prophetic church asks, "What, for

God's sake, is moral?" "What is faithful?" Often
those two questions lead to very different an-
swers. In order to sustain its authority and con-
trol, society seeks to intimidate the church by
claiming it fringe. On the margins.

But prophetic ministry contends that the

margins are the middle. The fringe is ex-

actly where the focus should be. Because,
contrary to the culture's impression that God is

irrelevant, or at best important only at crisis

time, the prophet's call—whether by pastor or
entire congregation—is that God is critically im-
portant. God is ultimately sovereign.

Claiming that with conviction speaks an alter-

native voice in this world. Paying attention to

this voice leads individuals and congregations in

a very different direction, down a very different

road from those others are taking.

It is a voice that claims that the goal of human
history is ultimately the full realization of the
reign of God. It is a voice that speaks for spiritu-

ality in an age of secularism, faith in an age of
reason, living the future now into the present.

This different agenda is what the prophetic
church speaks and acts into being. This is what
prophetic pastoral ministry is, feels, and does. It

invites the church beyond resistance, and guid-

ance, and fear toward the courage to be the alter-

native, God-focused, countercultural community
it is intended to be.

Alan Moore-Beitler is pastor of the Hyattsville

(Md.) Mennonite Church, a dually affiliated

MC/GC congregation.
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READERS SAY

Editorial contradicts Scripture

Whoa! Wait a minute, editor. While I

am enjoying your editorials, and do not

wish my comments as a personal at-

tack, the editorial "Neither Male Nor
Female" (Oct. 29) struck a nerve.

In the past we were told to apply the

literal sense of the word where it made
sense. This seems to be in question

today. Gal. 3:28 does not refer to vari-

ous male-female roles in life, such as

church administration. It says simply

we are all one in Christ in regard to sal-

vation.

Paul was not a woman hater, neither

am I. I love, appreciate, and respect

women dearly. For this reason alone, I

want to see them freed from the pres-

sures of church administration. Women
have been given feminine qualities the

like of which man can never hope to ob-

tain. Each of us do well to take our

place in society, the home, and the

church.

Your editorial suggests that men be

silent and allow women theologians the

floor. That is in direct contradiction to

the literal sense of Scripture. Yes, we
are all one in Christ for salvation. But

God has not given us identical roles in

life or church administration.

Kenneth Mast
Parkeshurg, Pa.

Mennonite priorities?

During the Persian Gulf War, when
the Mennonite church called for an

emergency Sabbath, I was humbly ex-

cited to be able to participate in such

an important service. With the empha-

sis Mennonites put on peace, I was ex-

pecting standing room only at our com-

munity service. How disappointed and

dismayed I was that Monday evening to

find our church only half full.

Recently the Mennonite churches of

northwestern Ohio came together for a

financial planning symposium. The
church was almost filled.

As a person who was not raised a

Mennonite, I question the priorities of

many people in the church. Is it possi-

ble that the copper tube really was in-

vented by two Mennonites pulling on

the same penny?
Rick Kauzlick

Archbold, Ohio

Sexual harassment
not only a male thing

In the editorial "Neither Male Nor
Female" (Oct. 29), men are charged

with having a language and subtle ways

of communicating. Really now, is this

only a male thing? As a male and a reg-

istered nurse for nearly 30 years, I have

found the reverse also true. Women in

power are just as capable of discriminat-

ing against and sexually harassing men.

There is also language and subtle ways

that exclude men. Some of my memo-
ries fade very slowly.

You asked what you should say about

Clarence Thomas. Say that loyal

friends are precious. Say that before

making an allegation, be ready to prove

it. Say that when told something in con-

fidence, keep it that way. Say that be-

fore throwing stones, make sure the

stones are not from the road we should

be traveling together.

Stephen R. Michalovic

Philadelphia, Miss.

The editor's in the corn
I'm amazed that you misspelled

"maze" as "maize" ("It Must Make a

Difference," Nov. 12). Were you trying

to be corny?

Ken J. Shenk
Bellefontaine, Ohio

The word picture of the Inter-Menno-

nite Confession of Faith Committee try-

ing to find its way through the cornfield

is priceless. Then again, it's not such a

bad idea. Some of the most profound

theology I have discussed was with my
dad on the plains of South Dakota as

we walked the cornfield pulling cockle-

burs. There's something about work

done together in community that keeps

our theology real. The confession of

faith committee could do worse that

find its way through the maize!

S. Roy Kaufman
Sterling, III.

First it was fowl, now it's maize. What

next from this farmer-editor? Some-

thing corny at the very least!

Will Zuercher

Hesston, Kan.

Like they say, you can take the boy out

of the country, but you can never take

the country out of the boy. Or is it the

other way round?—Editor
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READERS SAY

Peace and church membership
Responses continue to the question

raised in the Sept. 1 7 issue of Gospel
Herald: "Should belief in the way of
peace be a requirement for membership
in the Mennonite Church?"

Yes! As long as soldiers are bound by
their oaths and commitments to the mil-

itary, how can they make the commit-
ments expected of candidates for

baptism?

Clarence Y. Fretz

Hagerstown, Md.

Yes. But your question is quite ironic.

Is adultery allowed in the church? Is for-

nication? Is malice? Is gossip? Is di-

vorce? If we say "no" to these, then I

say "no" to warfare. But are we not par-

tial to pick out the peace issue?

Margie M. Wolfe

Lincoln, Neb.

Yes. Mennonites have said that war is

sin. Participation in war is sin. The
Mennonite church does not accept alter-

nate views, such as the idea of the just

war theory.

Franklin D. Semkow
Litchfield, Ohio

Yes. Though we need to offer friend-

ship, counsel, and dialogue, I do not un-

derstand how there can be any
compromise on church membership for

nonpacifists.

Jesus taught the way of peace, both
in words and life. If we are to follow

Jesus' example, then we should be seek-

ing that peace in our own lives. It's

contradictory to proclaim Jesus and his

way of peace, and yet support an insti-

tution, the military, that often distorts

or opposes peace.

Two foundational beUefs of our Men-
nonite heritage are pacifism and believ-

ers baptism. Just as it would be
senseless for Mennonites to practice in-

fant baptism, so it would be senseless

for Mennonites to support nonpacifism.

Carol S. Kotva
Bronx, N.Y.

No. A faithful church does not need
legal barriers to keep seekers out. We
certainly need to continue to teach dili-

gently against participation in the mili-

tary complex, but we need also to

caution about the snares in the eco-

nomic structures of society. An honest
confession of Jesus as Savior should be

enough to get believers started. If they

come to us from another tradition, ac-

cept them as believers. I've seen a lot

of pain caused by legal barriers to enter-

ing the Mennonite Church. Let's live

the way of peace, justice, and simplicity

and see what happens.

Dorothy Cutrell

DeLand, Fla.

Yes. That's what most of me wants to

say. However, we need to find a way to

love and accept people while they strug-

gle to grow in their faith journey. All of

us are pilgrims on the journey of disci-

pleship. We are sinners saved by grace

and in the process of being transformed

by the Holy Spirit. We are still on the

way.

Therefore, as we speak, we need to

be humble and sensitive to the leading

of the Holy Spirit. If we approach is-

sues like this too legalistically, we may
end up condemning ourselves.

Vernon Lohrentz

Hesston, Kan.

No. Do we want an exclusive Menno-
nite club, or do we want to share the

gospel with anyone, in uniform or out,

who has a desire to learn about and fol-

low Jesus? What is the purpose of a

"test of membership"? Do we test

every one who has been a member for

years, since most people do undergo
change?

I'm disturbed by the harsh and unlov-

ing attitude we have toward the "per-

son in uniform." We seem to categorize

the soldier as having only one mind-set:

to kill the enemy.
I would suggest we direct our criti-

cisms toward the "war system," in

which we are all involved as citizens.

"The righteousness of God has been
disclosed . . . through faith in Jesus

Christ for all who believe" (Rom. 3:21).

Anyone who accepts and understands
this is qualified to receive baptism and
become a member of Christ's body, the

church.

Knowing that my own righteousness

is as filthy rags before a righteous God,
I must rely fully on the righteousness of

Christ. Therefore, why should we build

walls to keep out anyone who has even
a tiny spark of interest in following

Jesus?

I would rather open the doors of the

church to anyone who would come in,

making the entry as pleasing and ac-

cepting as is possible. I would also

want my church members to commit to

the highest moral and ethical standards

embodied in the meaning of Jesus as

Lord and Savior of our common life.

But I would expect this process to have
a very simple beginning of behef in

Jesus and a willingness to walk in his

way and grow throughout life.

Don D. Reber
Goshen, Ind.

No. The peace position works well

when second-or older-generation Men-
nonite family young people join the

church. However, when thrust upon a

first-generation new believer with prior

military experience and a patriotic fam-
ily, it can cause grave problems.

That was my experience, and I found
little understanding within the Menno-
nite Church for the conflicts created

both in my mind and between family

and friends. What is casually accepted
as truth by most Mennonites is irratio-

nal in the minds of others. Some of us

have a bit further to grow in the Spirit

than others when we come to the Lord.

Don't make acceptance conditional; the

Spirit is to be trusted.

Monroe Roberts

New Holland, Pa.

No. Do not make it harder to become
a Mennonite than it is to become a Chris-

tian. Jesus did not leave us a set of rules.

I was born an "outsider." Though at-

tending and contributing faithfully for

the last 20 or so years, I never officially

joined and have appreciated the total

lack of pressure on me to do so. Why
did I never join? Because I am afraid of

all "isms," pacifism being one of them.
Of course, I am totally against war

and against fighting. I suffered great

personal loss during WW II.

But that still does not mean that I

would like to see pacifism made a legal-

istic issue. No doubt this would lead to

a more select group, but you might end
up being only that: a group.

I am thankful that this issue is being
raised and that there is freedom in the

Mennonite church to discuss and to let

the Spirit lead. In fact I feel I'm almost
ready to join!

Margaret Overduin

Waterloo, Ont.

After 68 letters, this issue is the last in

which we'll print responses to the question

on peace and church membership. Thanks
to all who participated.—Editor
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If I could live life over:

/ would be a preacher again!

If there is an authentic forgiveness

offered by the Son of God for sin, then it

is a privilege to take part in telling to

everyone how to receive this forgiveness,

by Bill Detweiler

When Jacob Shenk fell out of the sky

somewhere over Tennessee, I made up
my mind: I would be a preacher. Up

until then, I had vaguely considered becoming a

minister, but I had not yet made any ultimate vo-

cational decision.

That decision came after a long journey. Dur-

ing junior high school, I thought about being a

chemist. That was likely because my parents

gave my twin brother Bob and me a Chemcraft

chemistry set one Christmas. But one course in

high school chemistry cured my curiosity about

that subject.

Later, for reasons not requiring a psychoanalyt-

ical check-out, I was fascinated with the pros-

pect of becoming a funeral director. But I got lit-

tle encouragement in my pursuit of that

fascination, and soon the mortician in me died.

Then Mrs. Murray got to me. Her high school

literature classes, though regarded as rigorous,

opened up so many worlds that by the time I

headed for college in the Shenandoah Valley, I

knew that EngUsh and literature would be my
major. In the classrooms at Eastern Mennonite

College, Hubert Pellman and Ruth Brackbill con-

firmed and nourished my love for the Enghsh

language and literature. The prospect of a life in

teaching and writing began to become more and

more attractive.

But when my decision was just about made,

Jacob Shenk's Beechcraft Bonanza went down
somewhere over Tennessee. I didn't know Shenk

well, although Bob and I, as college freshmen,

had lived in one of his turkey hatcheries which

had been "converted" into a starkly inelegant

men's dormitory. But I did know enough about

Jacob Shenk and what he had been doing with

his life that his abrupt death made me face the

essential meaning of living. If his death was ca-

pricious and meaningless, then life really was

just a dirty trick.

On the other hand, if there truly were a God
who took notice and cared when even a

"sparrow" fell out of the sky, that was the kind

of knowledge that could do things to you. And if

Jacob Shenk actually wasn't dead at all when he

died, that absurd truth could generate some-

thing worth preaching about!

So, during my sophomore year of college, be-

cause Jacob Shenk dropped out of the sky, I

made the choice to become a preacher. And I'm

sure glad I did. If I had my hfe to live over, I'd

do it again!

I'd do it again because of what the gospel is!

Even though it is easy for most of us to take

Christ's redemptive work for granted because of

our regular exposure to its truth, the message of

the gospel is the superlative good news: it is the

"best news"!

If there is an authentic forgiveness offered by

the Son of God for sin (yes, sin—denying a dis-

ease does not defeat the death it may deal),

then the way to receive this forgiveness should

be told to everyone. If the "gift of God is eternal

life," what a privilege it is to tell others about it!

My
ministry has been weakened by my

own failures, but the strength of my
ministry has been my complete confi-

dence in the gospel of the Bible. Let us never

forget that the Bible alone is the source of the

gospel. I have not wasted time in sorting out the

words of Scripture which have been declared by

some to be in error or plainly untrue. In looking

back, I sincerely thank God that I have been

spared from nagging doubts about the absolute

// for no other reason, I would
enter the ministry again be-

cause of the peerless power of

the redeeming Word of God.

truth of God's Word! Total confidence in the

Scriptures has given me the confidence to

preach the gospel.

About a century ago, Joseph Parker said, "I

will embolden myself to say that the older I

grow the more inspired the Bible seems to be-

come." I agree! I will be eternally grateful that

my mind received the Scriptures, that my will

obeyed the Scriptures, and that my heart

trusted the Scriptures. If for no other reason, I

would enter the ministry again because of the

peerless power of the redeeming Word.

I'd do it again because of God's people. I re-

member hearing William Ward Ayre say years

ago that it is the privilege of a pastor to "handle
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Bill Detwei-

ler, pastor,

Kidron (Ohio)

Mennonite

Church.

the jewels of life." The truth of those words has
often been confirmed in my ministry. Looking
back across the years, I can't forget how my life

has been strengthened by so many vahant peo-
ple who showed me what it means to trust in

Jesus. I can't forget the indomitable humor that
so often came to the surface in the lives of those
who were being battered down by defeat and de-
privation and death—because they knew the joy
of the Lord. No other vocation has the privilege

of dealing daily with so many "jewels." How rich

they have made me.

This is not to say that the ministry is pure
joy. The pastor experiences to a deeper
degree than most the hurt of heartbreak

and the pain of disillusionment. The Lord him-
self knew the agony of the deliberate betrayal of
friendship. Nor is it to say that the only good
and wonderful people are in the church. But it is

to say that if you would like to work for and
among the most wonderful people in the world,
you need look no further than the Christian min-
istry.

I'd do it again because I can 't do it again! Even
the beer people, in their more sober moments,
remind us that "you only go around once!"
Years ago, when Bob and I were taken by our
parents back to our family "roots" in eastern
Pennsylvania for each summer's vacation, I

would read on the wall in the home of our three
maiden aunts the sixteen-syllable quatrain:

Only one life

'Twill soon be past
Only what's done
For Christ will last.

And Richard Baxter, the 17th-century Puritan,
knew that he had only one life to live when he
wrote:

"I preached as never sure to preach again.
And as a dying man to dying men!"

If there were the prospect of some New Age
kind of reincarnation, then maybe I would have
been a chemist or a literature professor or even
a funeral director. But since each of us "goes
around only once," and because when I stand be-
fore God I'll need to tell what I did with my one
"once," I'd sure do it again!

Gardner C. Taylor, in his 1976 Lyman Beecher
Lectures on Preaching, sums up almost perfectly
why I'd do it again, when he says:

"It is a great privilege, I believe the very high-
est on earth, to be called to the preaching of
this gospel. You will not hold me condemned for

pressing upon you the privilege of our calling

with an experience which occurred recently in

my own ministry.

"On a fall day and under a gently weeping sky,

we laid the body of Deacon William Clapp in its

grave. I have never in all of these years known a
person who received the gospel more eagerly
and gladly than William Clapp

"I stood with his daughter in the intensive

care room of one of New York's hospitals on
what proved to be the next to last day of his

life. By then he was comatose, but she told me
of how he spoke in his last rational moments of
his love of the church and its time of worship.
"She said that the last thing he said was, 'I

wish I could hear him preach one more time.'

Now, no preacher has of himself . . . anything of
real significance to say to anyone who is within
view of the swelling of Jordan.

But there is a gospel, and you are privi-

leged to be summoned to declare it. It

can stand people on their feet for the liv-

ing of their days. And also—what a privilege al-

most too precious to be mentioned— it may be
that the gospel which you preach will then
steady some poor pilgrims as they come to

where the bridgeless river is and some of them,
feeling the spray of Jordan misting in their

faces, just might thank God as they cross the
river that he made you a preacher" (from How
Shall They Preach? by Gardner C. Taylor, used
by permission from Progressive National Baptist
Convention).

Bill Detuieiler has been pastor of the Kidron (Ohio)

Mennonite Church for 33 years. He is also speaker
on the weekly radio broadcast, The Calvary Hour.
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New Selections in Children's Books

The Trouble with Dreams

Lee Ann Lewis Tirzah

In the flight

JitzaU loania fi

•mo '.immf-
0 - -

j
APenny and
Two Fried Eggs

& Other Stories

Gcraldine Gross Harder

For Families, Church Libraries, Christian Day Schools

The Trouble

with Dreams
Being the favorite

son is not always fun.

Young Joseph enjoys

lavish gifts and special

attention firom his

father, Jacob. Unaware

of his brothers' intense

jealousy and hatred, he

shares his dreams

where sheaves and

stars, representing his

brothers, bow down to

him. Their father's final

gift to Joseph, a

glorious, multicolored

coat, is the last straw

for his brothers. In

outrage they sell him

to slave traders who
are passing through

the area. Joseph's life

looks hopeless. But

what about the

dreams? "Was God
speaking to him in

those dreams? How
could they ever come
true now? A novel for

8-to- 12-year-olds by

Lee Ann Lewis.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada

.$7.50

Tirzah
Twelve-year-old

Tirzah and her family

are slaves in Egypt.

Pharaoh forces the

slaves to make mud
bricks without straw

and they crack their

whips to make the

slaves work harder and

harder. If only Moses

could persuade the

Pharaoh to let them

leave Egypt for a better

life somewhere else.

Surely Yahweh, the

Lord God, will hear

their prayers. A novel

for 9-to- 13-year-olds by

Lucille Travis.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada

$7.50

Distant

Thunder
In this sequel to The

Christmas Surprise,

Ruth Nulton Moore

tells a story of heroism,

intrigue, and

self-sacrifice during the

Revolutionary War. The

peaceful Moravians in

Bethlehem,

Pennsylvania, are

forced to house

prisoners of war, an

army hospital, and

supply wagons. With

their Indian friend.

Brother Aaron, Kate

and her cousins try to

help an escaped

Hessian drummer boy

avoid capture by the

army. For

9-to- 13-year-olds.

Paper, $5-95; in Canada

$7.50

A Penny and

Two Fried

Eggs
and Other Stories

what would it be like

to cross the ocean in a

sailing ship? Sleep under

a blanket covered with

snow? Go to a

one-room log school?

Make a waterwheel that

works? Study the stars

with a telescope?

Christopher Dock,

Christian Krehbiel,

David Rittenhouse, and

Henry Smith were

Mennonite boys who
grew up to be leaders

in early America. They

tumed their big dreams

into reality by

experimenting with new

ideas and developing

new and better ways to

do things. Faa-based

stories for

7-to-lO-year-olds by

Geraldine Gross

Harder. Paper, $6.95; in

Canada $8.95

Time to Fly
At 13, Danielle

knows she is getting

too big for her

treehouse. But it is a

private place to think

about the confusing

changes in her life.

Especially the biggest

one—her mother is

having a baby.

Danielle must take

over the housework

and cooking. She is

angry at having to

grow up so fast.

It is hard to know how
to relate to the other

girls now that she is a

teenager. And she has

mixed-up, shivery

feelings about Michael,

a boy at school. A
novel for

9-to-13-year-olds by

Karen E. Lansing.

Paper, $5.95; in

Canada $7.50

Herald Press books are available through your local

bookstore or write to Herald Press. Please include 10%

for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add

7% of total for GST.

Herald Press
Dent. GH
6l6 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7



An Open Letterfrom Mennonite Publishing House

Dear Readers:

We who work at the Mennonite Publishing House appreciate the

support we receivedfrom delegates and others at Mennonite General
Assembly in Oregon this past summer.

We took advantage of our reporting time to share with you our new
video, "Cover to Cover. " We were not able to answer allyour
questions so we have prepared this insert to provide you additional

information.

Mennonite Publishing House's business is to make available

Mennonite/Anabaptist/Christian materialfor all ages in a variety^ of
formats We distribute both to churches and to other interestedpeople.

But the sale ofsome products taigetedfor our churches do not cover
costs Youth publications are one example. Wefeel these are
important, but they lose money.

We have established Provident Bookstores in areas with large

numbers ofMennonites Our U.S. locations are covering their costs

Our Ontario store operation, with different tax laws and business

considerations, has not workedfor us So we are selling our stores

there.
i

Although many ofour publications and bookstores have paid their

own ivay—thanks in goodpari to our dedicated employees, the losses

we have incurred with some products and stores have substantially

increased our debt load. In today's banking environment, that makes
it difficultfor us to borrow short-term money to carr\> us through slow
periods. We have taken drastic measures at the House to help us
through our current period ofstress For example, all employees took
a 5 percentpay cut this pastfuly. Senior managers volunteered an
additional 5 percent cut in their salaries

You can join us in our mission by making a contribution to our
work using the envelope included in this insert This uill make it

possible to continue some projects that do notpay their own way
as well as to restore the 5 percentpay cut to our employees. No
amount is too small. We welcome whateveryou are able to send.

P.S. We at the House felt an outpouring ofsupportfrom delegates
and others who attended Oregon 91. We trust this concern uMl
translate into financial help at this time.

f. Robert Ramer
Publisher



Publishing Market

Laurence Martin, Director
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Mission

J. W. Spninger
marketing

director

Congregational Literature
This division of the Publishing House provides Sunday school

lessons, magazines, and other materials for all age-groups in the

Mennonite Church.

Developing curriculum and other resources takes time. The
process involves working with congregations and church agencies
to discern needs, test feasibility, develop outlines, write and edit

material, distribute the product and provide customer service,

and evaluate the results.

The new hymnal will be available this coming summer. A joint

venture with the General Conference Mennonites and the Church
of the Brethren, the hymnal will allow users to enjoy many famil-

iar songs while learning new ones. Development costs for this

project are over $150,000.

In addition, MPH has decided to join the General Conference Mennonites,
Church of the Brethren, and Brethren in Christ in the development of a new Sun-
day school curriculum for children. Our development costs on this project are

$400,000 to $500,000, money that must be spent before any income from sales is re-

alized. This curriculum is scheduled to be published for the fall of 1994.

Provident Booicstores
Provident Bookstores' mission is to serve as a resource center

for the local community, meeting diverse needs with quality books.
Bibles, church supplies, and music. While the nine Provident stores

sell significant amounts of Mennonite Publishing House products,

most sales are of materials from a wide range of publishers.

Provident reevaluated its presence in Ontario this year and con-
cluded that the best way to put the Canadian stores on firm

financial footing was to find local owners to take over these

ministries. A group purchased the Kitchener/Waterloo area store.

Key statistics for the total chain are encouraging. Customer
counts and sales are rising. There is strong participation with

book clubs, children's reading activities, library programs, and
Proindent Book Finder.

Upgrading stores is a pressing need. Several Provident Bookstores underwent
much-needed remodeling recently and the Bloomington, Illinois, store is next on
the schedule. "While sales can support current store operations, additional capital is

needed for opening new stores and refurbishing existing ones.

Herald Press
Herald Press, the trade (wholesale) division of MPH, releases

about 30 new books annually. These and 400 titles from previous
years are sold through thousands of U.S. and Canadian book-
stores (including Provident) and 14 jobbers overseas.

We also promote and sell the Come and See and Herald Sum-
mer Bible School Series through bookstores.

We serve our customers both from Scottdale, Pennsylvania, and
from Waterloo, Ontario. Catalogs of our books go to 8,000 stores;

to 4,000 public, school, and church libraries; to 3,000 appropriate
coUege and seminary professors; and to 3,000 pastors and stu-

dents of Anabaptist/Mennonite and peace studies.

Foreign rights to about 100 Herald Press books have been sold
to British, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Afrikaans, German, French,
Swedish, Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Arabic, Japanese, Chinese, Indonesian, and
Thai publishers.

Annual sales from more than 400,000 copies of Herald Press books now exceed
$1,500,000. Included in the price of our books is about $100,000 a year of interest

on more than $1,000,000 of borrowed capital. Many of our scholarly books require
subsidy to break even.

Ron Meyer
marketing

director

Betty Kurtz
marketing

director

Printing
More than two-thirds of the

design, and printing work goes
to in-house projects. Projects

from other organizations

within the Anabaptist family ac-

count for about 25 percent of

the total, and commercial print-

ing for 5 percent.

Recent jobs for church orga-

nizations include printing

Bible commentaries in Russian

for Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, producing a four-color cal-

endar for Mennonite Board of

Missions, and printing district-

conference papers.

Equipment requirements for

printing remain high. Even
though we have purchased a

new press, $250,000, upgraded
our typesetting system,

$100,000, and computerized
our working environment,

$90,000, our equipment needs
continue.

During the next year we
must upgrade a signature

folder, $8,000, and purchase a

three-knife trimmer, $80,000.

The printing field is experienc-

ing rapid technological

change. We must keep in-

formed and upgrade our equip-

ment within a long-term per-

spective. The expenditures for

this year help us serve the

church in the most cost-effec-

tive manner.

Glenn Millslagle

production

manager



Impact

Dear Sirs:

We uisb to compliment you folksfor the way the S.S. quarterly and "teacher" are

illustrated and the extra new things you have added.

' Mr. and Mrs. Milton Winborn
Iowa City, Iowa

Dear Christian Friends:

/ have truly been richly blessed through the years by reading Rejoice! each morning

E.M.C.

Millersburg, Ind.

Dear Becky Sprinkle:

As a Quaker booklover, I'm a greatfan o/" Provident Book Finder / respect the

carefully thought-out comments ofyour many reviewers My only regret is that I

can'tfind time to read all the books your reviewers convince me are important to

read.

Larry MacKenzie
: Birchrunville, Pa.

Dear Editor Horsch:
'

Purpose is a good little weekly and I read it, usually, from front to back. It is a

Mennonite periodical but I share it with non-Mennonites without apology. It is

Christian.

Esther Heatwole

Rocky Ford, Colo.

Dear Glenn:

/ am writing on behalf ofMennonite Board ofMissions to say thanksfor the

splendidjob you and your staff (including Dan fohnson) andfames Horsch and
his staff did on the 1991 MBM wall calendar.

Phil Richard

Information Services Manager

Dear Wilbur:

It's a great book [Extending the Table]. It's gotten rave reviewsfrom my students,

whose homelands rangefrom Ethiopia to Mexico to Thailand.

Linda S. Davis

Carbondale, 111.

Dear Editor:

Vmnks so much for an excellent Christian magazine [Christian Living]. Keep up the

good work! Welcome to the new editor!

Peter Rempel
Rosemary, Alta.

Dear Editor:

/ was happy and heartened to read Levi Miller's article, "Mennonites and the Con-

servative Impulse" Qune 26). I commend Gospel Herald /or printing the article.

Linden M. Wenger
Harrisonburg, Va.

Our mission is not

easy during these

turbulent economic times

We are constantlyfaced

with the task of developing

meaningful materialsfor a

small denomination. The

development costs are high

and the audience is

relatively small Many
times the cost of the

materials is not covered in

the selling price. Your

contribution indicates

sensitivity

to this

tension.

m
Reuben Savanick

Operations

Director
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General Board changes Assembly site,

urged to streamline business agenda

Music adds to story. Brussels

(MBM)—Jean Gerber Shank, Menno-
nite Board of Missions worker in Bel-

gium, demonstrates different bird

songs as part of a children's story. The
story was part of an activity at the

Anatoth Children's Peace Library at

Brussels Mennonite Centre.

Goshen, Ind.—The 1993 Mennonite
Church convention site, a new associate

group, deficit financing, long-range fund-

ing, peace education, health, history, inte-

gration.

All these and more were on the agenda
of the Mennonite Church General Board
when it met here Nov. 21-23.

The three-day business marathon
prompted a committee reviewing the

board's work to call for streamlining to

slow the pace and to allow for more time

for listening, discussion, and discernment.

Perhaps most dramatic of the board's

decisions was the site change for the 1993

General Assembly, originally scheduled

for York, Pa. The board voted to move
the gathering to the new Pennsylvania
Convention Center in Philadelphia.

The move came in response to post-Or-

egon 91 requests for adult and youth
conventions to be at the same site. As-
sembly 93 plans had been for two separate

locations.

To their surprise, board members were
told lodging and convention expenses
would be lower in Philadelphia than in

York.

The decision came easily after the

board learned the move had been af-

firmed by the Lancaster Conference
bishop board and the Atlantic Coast over-

seers, both meeting at the same time as

the General Board. These two confer-

ences will host the 1993 conventions.

"I'm excited and a little bit surprised

that we can change direction like this so

quickly," a board member commented
afterwards.

What wasn't a surprise was a unani-

mous yes to a request from the United
Native Ministries Council to become an
associate group of the board. Initiated

during Oregon 91, board action came in

response to a formal request from UNMC.
UNMC becomes the fourth associate

group of the General Board (see separate

story). It joins the Afro-American Menno-
nite Association (AAMA), the Women's
Missionary Service Commission
(WMSC), and the Hispanic Mennonite
Convention.

Associate groups each have one mem-
ber on the board.

Financial concerns occupied much of

the board's time during the Goshen meet-
ing. Members heard they are currently

operating with a $30,880 deficit. This

stems from decreased revenues, not from
increased costs, staff told the board.

With the deficit in mind, the board
passed a $620,000 budget for its next

fiscal year, a 6 percent decrease from this

year. The budget contains no salary in-

crease for staff and cuts funds avaUable

for some committees and projects.

The board agreed to establish a task

force to "study the decline in financial

support from congregational offerings of

churchwide ministries and suggest solu-

tions."

This came after board members learned

that while 29.5 percent of Mennonite
Church contributions were for church-

wide institutions in 1963, today that figure

is 5.5 percent. By contrast, local congre-

gations now use 73.9 percent of their

contributions at home, compared to 50.9

percent in 1963.

But not all financial news was bad.

Oregon 91 expenses had been held in

check, making more than $18,000 from
offerings available for use by the Ghana
Mennonite Church and other overseas

work.

The board also approved plans for the

1991 Christmas Sharing Fund to provide

$15,000 to evangelism and church devel-

opment in Mexico City, $5,000 for High
Aim assistance, and $5,000 for peace ed-

ucation.

In another action related to Oregon 91,

the board agreed to appoint a Peace and
Social Concerns Committee. This group
will review work on peace in the church,

identify peace issues which need atten-

tion, evaluate current theological state-

ments on peace, and propose ways to

strengthen the church's peace witness.

Also under discussion was who should

supervise a spokesperson for the denomi-

nation to relate to other groups and inter-

Mennonite peace committees.

Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries has asked not to have this in

its area of work with its concentration on
congregational life. General Board hesi-

tates to take on this additional function.

Likewise, some hesitation came to a

proposal from Mennonite Health Services

(MHS) for a relationship with the General
Board. An inter-Mennonite group of

health-care institutions, MHS is seeking

to establish a more formal relationship to

the church.

"MHS has observed that institutions

tend to adopt the norms of society' and
become secularized," Carl Good, MHS's
executive director, told the board.

"If our institutions are to continue to be
part of the church, we need a deep tap-

root into the church. We need to be
accountable in some way."

Board members lauded that request for

accountabilit>\ But a full agenda made
them question whether they had the ex-

pertise to provide the counsel and super-

vision MHS was requesting.

"You have the expertise of knowing how

What is the UNMC?
The United Native Ministries Coun-

cil was organized in 1987, according to

Toney Sells, Atmore, Ala., UNMC's
representative to the General Board.
At that time there were five Native

American churches related to the

Mennonite Church; today there are 12.

Prior to the UNMC "different tribes

were not aware of each other," Sells

said. "Today we meet with each other

and worship together." Tribes in the

Council include the Choctaw from
Mississippi, Creek from Alabama and
Florida, Navajo from Arizona, and
Ojibway from Ontario. One church in

Arizona is intertribal.

Tom Burbank from Chinle, Ariz., is

president of UNMC.
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to relate to and direct other boards,"

Good told them.

Each meeting the board conducts an

in-depth review of two committees, asso-

ciate groups, or program boards. Re-

viewed at this session were the Historical

Committee and the General Board itself.

This was the first time the General

Board had a review of its work.

"The agenda for the board is too full,"

the committee reviewing the General
Board said. "The board [must] keep its

focus and primary attention on two key

roles: (1) listening to the constituency and

(2) articulating the vision."

One solution, which the board will con-

sider in its next meeting, is to establish

an executive committee which can func-

tion for the board between its semiannual

sessions.

During this session, held at the Clinton

Frame Mennonite Church, board mem-
bers talked with leaders from Indiana-

Michigan Conference. They also spent

time in orientation, since a third of the

board's members were new at this meet-

ing.

—

J. Lome Peachey

MCC worker expelled
by Laotian government
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Laotian govern-

ment officials asked Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) worker Gordon Pater-

son of Port Pirie, Australia, to leave Laos

on Nov. 27.

Paterson had worked there for about a

year promoting sustainable agricultural

practices.

Laotian officials were suspicious of

Paterson' s contact with Christians in

Sayaboury Province, home to 800 Chris-

tians.

In addition, Paterson was involved with

several repatriate villages. These villages

are composed of Laotian refugees who have

recently returned to Laos from Thailand.

Sayaboury Province shares a border

with Thailand, and resistance groups are

active in the area. Provincial leaders fear

Christians and repatriates may join the

resistance, according to Pat Hostetter

Martin, MCC co-secretary for East Asia.

Christian villages suffering from a re-

cent drought had asked Paterson to help

them set up a rice bank—a distribution

system in which rice is stored until times

of hunger. Thinking he had the approval

of local officials, Paterson made plans to

assist them.

"Gordon is a compassionate person,"

Martin said. "When people come to him

with needs, he feels he should respond."

Although Paterson tried to be open
about his involvements, officials misun-

derstood and accused him of giving rice

to Christians and discriminating against

Buddhists, Martin said.

"Given the history of Christian mission-

ary activity in Laos and its close alliance

with the U.S. -led war there, it is no won-

der the government continues to be sus-

picious of Christians," she observed.

Laotian officials stressed that although

Paterson must leave they are eager to

have MCC continue working there. Pater-

son is being considered for an MCC as-

signment in another country.

Be creative In mission,

Santiago urges ACC
Lancaster, Pa. (ACC)—Presentations

by Noel Santiago, the annual "Nickels for

Neighbors" celebration, and reports of

1991 church plantings highlighted the Fall

Festival of Missions sponsored by Atlan-

tic Coast Conference (ACC).

The one-day event was held Nov. 2 at

Neffsville Mennonite Church.

Santiago, who is evangelism and church

development consultant for Mennonite

Board of Missions, was the keynote

speaker. He described himself as a

"Puerto Rican Dutchman" who grew up
in New Holland, Pa., on rice and beans

and shoofly pie.

Santiago encouraged creativity and in-

tentional discomfort in church planting.

"The mission of the church happens in

uncomfortable places," he said. "There
was no comfort zone on the cross."

Many barriers to church growth are

found in the church, he noted. These
include failure to pray, ego problems, fear

of rejection, and attitudes such as "we've

never done it this way."

But Christians are commanded to share

the good news with authority and uncon-

ditional love, he said, and to go wherever

there are people who need Christ.

In the Nickels for Neighbors celebra-

tion, children from ACC congregations

brought nickels, dimes, pennies, and

quarters they had collected during the

year.

As in 1990, the total came to more than

$5,400. The money will go to sponsor

Christian programs for children in English

and Spanish on Alternative Cable Televi-

sion, Reading, Pa.

Also creating excitement at the meeting

were reports on three new congregations

that began this past year. Each is spon-

sored by an established ACC church.

Good Shepherd Community Church

near Denver, Pa., was planted by Hope-

well Mennonite Church, Elverson, Pa.

Immanuel Christian Fellowship, located

in the Manheim-Lititz area northwest of

Lancaster, was begun by Petra Christian

Fellowship—itself a Hopewell church

planting in the early 1980s.

Lamb Christian Fellowship, sponsored

Noel Santiago (left) of Mennonite Board of Missions spoke on church growth at Atlantic

Coast Conference's Fall Festival of Missions. In another activity at the meeting, Rodney
Umble (right) presents coins collected by children from Maple Grove Mennonite Church
as part of the "Nickels for Neighbors" project.
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by the Neffsville congregation, was
formed from a Bible study group in Lan-
caster. The new congregation now holds

Sunday afternoon services at the meeting-
house of Salunga (Pa.) Mennonite
Church.

Along with reports on these groups,

festival participants heard updates on
congregations in Baltimore, New York,
and Ocean City, Md.
The day concluded with an evening

youth rally. Youth Evangelism Service

(YES) teams from the YES discipleship

center in Baltimore presented music, tes-

timonies, and skits.—Minam Martin

Enrollment rise allows
EMC&S budget Increase
Chicago (EMC&S)—The Eastern Men-

nonite College and Seminary (EMC&S)
board of trustees increased the 1991-92

budget by 11 percent over the previous

year during its Nov. 1-2 meeting here.

The higher expenditures were made
possible largely because more students

than expected enrolled this fall at the

Harrisonburg, Va., school.

The $12.3 milHon budget is $900,000
higher than the preliminary budget ap-

proved this past March. That budget was
based on a projected full-time equivalent

(FTE) of 880 students.

The actual fall FTE was 930.

The extra funds will go to restore cuts

made in the March budget, such as faculty

travel to professional meetings, director

of business affairs Ronald E. Piper said.

The 13-member governing board for

EMC&S met in Chicago, in conjunction
with a workshop sponsored by Mennonite
Board of Education (MBE). Board mem-
bers from all Mennonite Church colleges

and seminaries attended the MBE event.

In other financial business, the EMC&S
board heard that the fund drive for a

proposed $4.5 million seminary building

has brought in $1.8 million so far.

According to director of advancement
David F. Miller, a major effort is under-
way to obtain the total amount in time to

begin construction next spring. EMC&S
earher had hoped to start construction
this year, he noted.

In his report to the board, president
Joseph L. Lapp listed five tension points

as EMC&S attempts to be "an authentic

educational center and authentically

Christian within the Mennonite tradi-

tion." The five are religious faith, social

relationships, economic fairness, intellec-

tual freedom, and political responsibility.

Also at the meeting, the board approved
six-month sabbatical leaves for George R.

Brunk III, seminary vice-president and
dean, and Lee F. Snyder, college vice-

president and dean. Brunk plans to take

his leave in fall 1992 and Snyder in spring

1993.

Hesston board adopts
set of five-year goals
Techny, III. (HC)—The board of over-

seers of Hesston (Kan.) College focused
on long-range planning during a Nov. 1-2

meeting here.

The meeting was held in conjunction
with a Mennonite Board of Education
workshop.

The Hesston board adopted a set of

strategic goals for 1991-96. The plan calls

for the college to:

• Increase endowment.
• Take an integrated approach to

student's academic, spiritual, social, and
personal development.

• Build diversity by hiring minority,

female, and international faculty and ad-

ministrators.

• Improve campus facilities in hne with
assessed needs.

In addition, board members and college

officials began work on a new five-year

financial plan.

Goshen appoints two,
okays president's leave
Chicago (GO—The Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege board of overseers approved two
appointments at its fall meeting Oct. 30-

31 in Chicago.

Steven E. Edwards was named admis-
sions counselor. Edwards is a 1989 grad-

uate of Hesston College and a 1991 grad-

uate of Goshen College.

He will have responsibility for contacts

with prospective students in Illinois, Iowa,

Ohio, and Canada.
In addition, Lyle G. Miller was ap-

pointed assistant director of sports infor-

mation. A 1989 Goshen College graduate.

Miller has been a sports reporter for the

Elkhart Truth and part-time coach for the

college cross-country and track teams.

Miller's responsibilities will include
writing materials for the admissions of-

fice, financial aid office, and student de-

velopment division.

In other actions, the board conferred
emeritus status on two retired faculty

members. Willard Krabill was designated
college physician emeritus and associate

Expectation
The spirit of joy, expectancy,

surrounds Jesus' birth. The same

expectation abounds as brothers

and sisters continue to share

humble yet precious gifts of

response. Consider a gift for the

approved projects for the Menno-

nite Church Christmas Sharing

Fund 1991.

Uiqh Dim
Expect life changes for racial

minority students in Mennonite

high schools.

Goal: $5,000

peace
Expect peace through stronger

efforts of peace education in our

congregations.

Goal: $5,000

MEXICO
Expect many new Mennonite

churches in Mexico City by the

year 2000.

Goal: $15,000

Mennonite Church

Christmas Sharing Fund 1991

"/ expect Christmas Sharing to

give as much joy to the giver as to

the receiver. " —James M. Lapp

Mennonite
Church

Make your check or money order out to

Christmas Sharing Fund and send it to

James M. Lapp, Mennonite Church General

Board, 421 S. Second Sl, Suite 600,

Elkhart, IN 46516 or 60 New Dundee

Road, Kitchener, ON N2G 3W5.
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professor emeritus of health education.

Before his retirement this past June, he
had been college physician since 1967.

Henry Weaver was named professor

emeritus of chemistry and provost emer-
itus. He was a member of the Goshen
faculty from 1957 to 1980 and played a

major role in the development of the

Study-Service Term program in 1968.

Weaver retired last year from his posi-

tion as deputy director of international

education for the University of California

system.

In a separate action, the board ap-

proved a three-month sabbatical for pres-

ident Vic Stoltzfus from mid-April to

mid-July 1992.

Stoltzfus will spend the sabbatical

studying governance structures and is-

sues in Hberal-arts colleges that have
maintained close ties to a religious de-

nomination.

In financial matters, the board ap-

proved a $13.3 million budget for 1991-92.

The budget is 2.9 percent higher than the

1990-91 budget.

Also at the meeting, the board heard
reports on plans for a campus Night Spot
and a multicultural center.

The Night Spot will be located in New-
comer Center and could be the location

for such activities as coffee houses, spe-

cial colloquium events, improvisational

theater, film classics, weekend residence-

hall parties, and poetry readings.

The tasks of the multicultural center

include:

• Making the campus more hospitable

for minority students.

• Increasing instructional resources.

• Giving multicultural issues more vis-

ibility on campus and in the curriculum.

• Developing a long-term funding strat-

egy for itself.

A $190,000 matching grant from Lilly

Endowment, Inc., is providing initial

money.
—John D. Yoder

Members asked to help
in setting IVIC, GC goals
Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB, GCMC)—The

general secretaries of the Mennonite
Church (MC) and the General Conference
Mennonite Church (GC) are inviting

members to help set direction for the

groups in the next decade.

James M. Lapp (MC) and Vern Preheim
(GC) are asking for response to three

questions:

• What do you think God is calling the

church to be and do in the next decade?
• What strengths and gifts do you think

Mennonites could offer for local and
global ministry?

• What creative ways can Mennonites
carry out their ministries?

Lapp and Preheim would like to receive

responses by Jan. 31, 1992. MC members
can write to Lapp at 421 S. Second St.,

Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

The two general secretaries serve as

staff for the Vision and Goals Commit-
tee
—

"really two committees doing their

work jointly," Lapp said.

According to Preheim, the GC church

plans to review and update its existing

goals. The Mennonite Church wants to

develop "continuity with Vision 95 ef-

forts," Lapp said.

The GC denomination currently has

four broad goals—to "evangelize, teach

and practice biblical principles, train and

develop leaders, and work for Christian

unity."

The MC Vision 95 goals focus on in-

creased outreach and financial giving.

In its most recent meeting, the joint

committee approved a statement that will

give theological focus to its work.

"Called by God, redeemed by Jesus

Christ, [and] empowered by the Holy

Spirit," the statement says, "we seek to

be a community characterized by grace,

joy, hope, and love; engaged in reconciling

all creation to God; committed to peace

and wholeness; and disciplined through and

for worship, community, and mission."

In addition to Lapp and Preheim, mem-
bers of the Vision and Goals Committee
include Abe Bergen, Winnipeg, Man.;

Janeen Bertsche Johnson, Wichita, Kan.;

Donella Clemens, Souderton, Pa.; Stanley

Green, Monrovia, Calif.; Gerald Hughes,

Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Ron Krehbiel,

Freeman, S.D.; Jose Ortiz, Goshen, Ind.;

Clare Ann Ruth-Heffelbower, Fresno,

Calif.; Alberto Quintela, Jr., St. Paul,

Minn.; Eleanor Snyder, Kitchener, Ont.;

and Rick Stiffney, Goshen, Ind.

J. Mennonite Church^
Historical Association

NateYoderrevisits theMennonite fundamentalists (sympathetically);
Sam Steiner reflects on a sixties radical (himself); Julia Kasdorf
reviews recent martyr books; and Leonard Gross analyzes how the

Swiss Brethren rewrote the Dordrecht Confession.

^ Join the conversation of the Mennonite historical

community

^ Receive the Mennonite Historical Bulletin

^ Support the Archives of the Mennonite Church

^ Pray for your children's faith

^ Membership has its responsibilities

A free copy of Bulletin
Write or call us: Historical Committee of the Mennonite Church, 1700
South Main, Goshen, IN 46526. Telephone 219 535-7477.
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• Somali war goes on. Heavy
fighting continues in the east

African nation of Somalia, ac-

cording to a report from Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Bonnie Bergey, who represents

both Eastern Board and Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
visited northern Somalia in No-
vember. She and MCC worker
Jacob Schiere contacted gov-

ernment officials about MCC in-

volvement in cleaning up rubble
from the ongoing civil war.

• Congratulations sent. John A.

Lapp, executive secretary of

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC), has sent a congratula-

tory letter to 1991 Nobel Peace
Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi.

She was awarded the prize for

her nonviolent struggle for de-

mocracy and human rights in

Myanmar, formerly Burma.
Since July 1989, she has been
under house arrest in the capi-

tal. "Our prayers are with you
and your people in your search
for freedom and wholeness,"
Lapp wrote.

• Integration discussed. The
possibility of integration be-
tween the Mennonite Church
(MC) and the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GC)
headed discussion at a meeting
of the GC General Board, held
Nov. 8-9 in Newton, Kan.
"We've tried to respect each
other's tradition and values, but
there has to be give and take,"

GC general secretary Vern Pre-
heim said in a report on behalf
of the Integration Exploration
Committee. "We can't necessar-
Uy conceive of a tidy structure
where everything fits neatly," he
added. "Perhaps it will take cre-

ative messiness."

• Parents meet educators. The
presidents of three Mennonite
Church colleges met with east-

ern Pennsylvania parents Nov.
12. Kirk Alliman of Hesston
(Kan.) College, Joseph Lapp of
Eastern Mennonite College in

Harrisonburg, Va., and Victor
Stoltzfus of Goshen (Ind.) Col-
lege spoke and answered ques-
tions about their schools. The
meeting was sponsored by At-
lantic Coast Conference, Lan-
caster Conference, and Lancas-
ter Mennonite High School.

• Bartel speaks. North Ameri-
can Mennonites need to renew
their peace witness, Siegfried

Bartel said at the Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind., earlier this fall.

Bartel, now of Agassiz, B.C.,

grew up in a Prussian Menno-
nite family but fought in the

German army in World War II.

He told an AMBS forum about
his conversion to pacifism and
said he sees North American
Mennonites moving from peace-
making to patriotic thinking, as
his parents' generation in Eu-
rope did.

•Harder appointed. Willis
Harder, Moundridge, Kan., has
been named president of
Schowalter Foundation. He suc-

ceeds William Friesen, who will

retire at the end of 1991 after 16

years of service. The inter-Men-

nonite organization gives grants

to church, peacemaking, and so-

cial service groups.

• Brunk to Lancaster. Eastern
Mennonite Seminary dean
George R. Brunk III will teach
at the school's Lancaster, Pa.,

campus this coming winter and
spring. In addition, he will serve

as scholar-in-residence for Lan-
caster Conference and speak in

local churches. Brunk will teach
a 15-week credit course on "The
Epistle to the Galatians" begin-
ning Jan. 28. In addition, he will

teach a 10-week course on "Bib-
lical Interpretation" for mem-
bers of Atlantic Coast, Franco-
nia, and Lancaster conferences.

•Advising offered. Hesston
(Kan.) College is starting a new
advising program for students
and alumni. The program will

offer both a placement service

for people who have completed
two-year career programs and
an academic advising service for

students interested in transfer-

ring into four-year degree pro-
grams. Funds to estabhsh the

program are part of a three-year,

$600,000 grant from the U.S.
Education Department.

• Augsburgers speak. Myron
Augsburger was guest speaker
for an interdenominational Fes-
tival of Faith in Archbold, Ohio,
on Oct. 18-24. Esther Augs-
burger presented morning work-
shops on "The Christian and the
Arts."—Bei' Miller

• Ohio women meet. Women
need to learn to say no, Anne
Stuckey told a meeting of the
Northwest Ohio Mennonite
Business and Professional
Women's Organization earlier

this fall. Women are taught to
give, but it is impossible to give

Grebel speaks. Bedford
Heights, O/jio—"Conrad
Grebel" was the Reforma-
tion Day speaker at Friend-

ship Mennonite Church in

this Cleveland suburb. Pas-

tor David Orr assumed the

identitx' and costimie of the

16th-centuiy Swiss Anabap-
tist leader. Member Jane
Yousey created the costume,

and John L. Rudi's book Con-
rad Grebel: Son of Zurich

provided the source for many
of "Grebel s" remarks.

all the time, Stuckey said. So
women must learn to set hmits
and define their worth on the
basis of God's love for them,
rather than how much they do,

Stuckey told the group.

—

Karen
Ringenberg

•Volunteers oriented. Eight
Mennonite Church people took
part in orientation for Menno-
nite Voluntary Service (MVS)
on Oct. 21-25 at Camp
Mennoscah, Murdock, Kan.
MVS is a program of the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite
Church. The volunteers are:

Bob Campbell, Waterloo, Ont.,

to Kansas City, Kan.; Karis
Engle, Harrisonburg, Va., to

Winnipeg, Man.; Brent Frey,

Elmira, Ont., to Wichita, Kan.;
Danielle Gugler, Hamilton, Ont.,

to Cincinnati, Ohio; Darlene
Shantz, Elkhart, Ind., to Denver,
Colo.; Chad Sherman, Goshen,
Ind., to Winnipeg; Donna
Tracey, Kitchener, Ont, to Win-
nipeg; and Jonathan Wenger,
Fresno, Calif., to Brandon, Man.

• Pastor transitions:

Richard Gehring was installed and
Hcensed Oct. 27 at Sermon on
the Mount Mennonite Church,
Sioux Falls, S.D.

• Coming events:
Program on the failed Soviet coup,

Lombard (111.) Mennonite Peace
Center, Jan. 11. Jim Halteman

and Clyde Weaver will speak.

Halteman was in the Soviet
Union during the attempted
coup, and Weaver visited imme-
diately afterward. More infor-

mation from the center at 528 E.
Madison, Lombard, IL 60148.

Ministers Week, Eastern Menno-
nite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16.

Duane Beck, Anne Stuckey, and
United Methodist seminary
president Leonard Sweet will

speak. George R. Brunk III and
Marlene Kropf will lead worship
and Bible studies, and Karen
Moshier Shenk will introduce
material from the new hymnal.
Other speakers and workshop
leaders will include Donella
Clemens, John Esau, Paul Gas-
kins, Naomi Lederach, and Ahce
Price. More information from
Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9. The event
is sponsored by Cincinnati Men-
nonite Fellowship and will in-

clude presentations of dance,
drama, fiction, music, poetry,

storytelling, and visual arts.

Choral groups from Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-
burg, Va., and Lee Heights
Community Church, Cleveland,

will perform. More information
from Cynthia Stayrook at 513
721-6373.

Church Planter Discernment Days,
April 2-5, Chicago. The event is

designed to help people learn

more about church planting and
reflect on whether they are
being called to such a ministry.

Sponsors include the Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries, Eastern Mennonite Sem-
inary, the General Conference
Commission on Home Minis-
tries, Hesston College, and
Mennonite Board of Missions.

More information from Noel
Santiago, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515-0370.

• New books:
The Nature of Things is a collection

of poetry by Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege senior Regina Weaver. The
book is published by Pinch-
penny Press and is available

through the Goshen College En-
glish department.

• New resources:
Brochures for congregations are

available from Mennonite Board
of Missions Media Ministries.

Designed for outreach in various

settings, the brochures describe

Mennonite beliefs and can be
customized with information
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specific to an individual church.

More information is available

from MBM Media Ministries,

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone 1 800
999-3534.

A planning calendar for congrega-

tions is available from Menno-
nite Board of Congregational

Ministries (MBCM). The calen-

dar hsts special days designated

by the Mennonite Church and
provides readings for congrega-

tions wishing to follow a three-

year cycle of teaching from the

entire Bible. Free copies of the

calendar were distributed in the

November issue of "Memo to

Pastors." More information is

available from MBCM, PO Box
1245, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219 294-7523.

A poster about the arrival of Co-
lumbus in the Americas is avail-

able from Mennonite Central

Committee. Designed by
graphic artist Ronald Tinsley,

the red, yellow, and blue poster

includes illustrations of Colum-
bus and a Caribbean Indian,

along with quotes from
Columbus's log. The poster
measures 11 x 17 inches and can

be ordered from MCC, PO Box
500, Akron, PA 17501, or MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Dr., Winni-

peg, Man. R3T 5K9.
Tif'O videos related to the Persian

Gulf War are available from
Mennonite Central Committee.
"MCC Interview: Iraq, Carol

McLean" features a public
health nurse who worked in Iraq

this past July and August. A
study guide is available. "MCC
Interview: Noel Nickle" features

an MCC worker in Jordan who
assisted evacuees fleeing Ku-
wait and Iraq in late 1990. More
information is available from
MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501, as well as regional and
provincial MCC offices.

• Job openings:
Executive director needed immedi-

ately for full-time position. The
Nazareth Project, Inc., is a non-

profit organization supporting

Nazareth Hospital, Nazareth, Is-

rael. More information is avail-

able from Darryl L. Landis,
president, Nazareth Project,

Inc., 8 N. Queen St., Suite 700G,
Lancaster, PA 17603; phone 717
392-4365.

Teachers, New Covenant Christian

School, Lebanon, Pa. Math and
science teacher for grades 6-8

needed immediately. Art and
music teacher for kindergarten-

Grade 8 also needed. The school

is a member of the Lancaster

area council of Mennonite
schools. Contact Vel Shearer,

administrator, at 717 274-2423.

NEW MEMBERS

Assembly, Goshen, Ind.: Patty

Bomtrager and Lenora Hirschler.

Bellefontaine, Ohio: Rudi
Bucher Kauffman.

Erisman, Manheim, Pa.: Eric

Henderson and Marilyn Hen-
derson.

Franconia, Pa.: John Ehst, Bev-
erly Ehst, Jeremy Ehst, Su-
zanne Ehst, and Douglas Ehst.

Garden Chapel, Victory Gar-
dens, N.J.: Ginny Worthy and
Dorothy Mincey.

Groffdale, Leola, Pa.: Lisa Kaye
Nolt.

Huntington, Newport News,
Va.: Sammantha Taylor.

Oak Hill, Winston-Salem, N.C.:

Jean Zook, Jessica Zook, Tom
Zook, Sam Parker, Tim Parker,

and Darrell Grieser.

Riverdale, Millbank, Ont.:
Roger Carter, Gordon and Jea-

nette Chapman, and Stan Wagler.

Salem, Ore.: Jim McKinnell and
Trudy McKinnell.

Springdale, Waynesboro, Va.:

Ed and Wendy Miller.

Walnut Creek, Ohio: Galen and
Anna Mae Amstutz.

Washington, Iowa: Katie

Graber, Charlotte Gingerich,

Shannon Miller, Travis Roth,

Joni Stutzman, and Nicole
Widmer.

BIRTHS

Beachy, Brad and Beverly
(Yoder), Hartville, Ohio, Brad-
ley Vernon (fourth child), June
17.

Brass, Dave and Mindy (Schultz),

Coldwater, Kan., Hannah Lyn
(first child), Oct. 16.

Bontrager, Kevin and Natalie

(Lockhart), Greentown, Ind.,

Austin Levi (second child), Oct.

9.

Bontrager, Steve and Shelley

(Stoner), Middlebury, Ind., Jordan

Steven (second child), Oct. 12.

Brubaker-Zehr, Scott and Mary,
Bogota, Colombia, Benjamin
Andres (first child), Oct. 13.

Chupp, Mark and Sharon (Shu-

maker), Elkhart, Ind., Emily
Marie Shumaker Chupp (second

child), July 8.

Critchnay, Tim and Margaret
(Miller), Owasso, Okla., Eric

Alan (second child), Oct. 21.

Dalebroux, Mark and Cinda,

Madison, Wis., Kate Elizabeth

(second child), Oct. 7.

Elias Piche, Benjamin and Ra-
chel, Kitchener, Ont., Jay
(fourth child), Sept. 30.

Graber, Joe and Karen (Miller),

West Unity, Ohio, Kenneth
David, July 17.

Harms, Tim and Lisa (Gingerich),

Wichita, Kan., Philip Edward
(first child), Oct. 11.

Hinojosa, Gregorio and Maria
(Garcia), Brownsville, Tex., Sam-
uel (fourth child), Nov. 4.

Jantzi, Loren and Melissa
(Gydesen), Greig, N.Y., Devin
Gydesen (second child), Oct. 31.

Kiser, Brian and Bonnie
(Schlosser), Pennsburg, Pa.,

Brittany Kathrine (second
child), Oct. 24.

Klemm, Ulli and Theda (Siegrist),

Chicago, 111., Kelvin Richard,

Aug. 16.

Lantz, Randy and Mary, Mound-
ridge, Kan., Katie Noelle (sec-

ond child), Oct. 4.

Link, Dave and Michelle (Yoder),

Bellefontaine, Ohio, Colin Ray
(fifth child), Oct. 29.

Loberg, Lance and Frances
(Butz), Salem, Ore., Emily
Adela (second child), Oct. 27.

Mininger, Richard and Linda
(Huber), Boswell, Pa., Emily
Huber (second child), Oct. 23.

Moyer, Brett and Brenda
(Willover), Silverdale, Pa.,

Jenna Elizabeth (first child),

Nov. 5.

Nissley, Tim and Miriam (Law-

ton), Charlottesville, Va., David
Anthony (third child), Aug. 14.

Otto, Willard and Dianna (Mur-
ray), Leonard, Mo., Nolan Ken-
dall (second child), Sept. 9.

Regier, Randy and Vicki (Roth),

Salem, Ore., Rachael Nicole
(second child), Oct. 20.

Rues, Kevin and Yvonne (Roggie),

Lowville, N.Y., Brandy Mae
(third child), Nov. 3.

Widmer, Tim and Cindy (Yoder),

Washington, Iowa, Erika Anne
(third child), born Feb. 10, 1990,

adopted Sept. 3, 1991.

Yoder, John H. and Joni (Miller),

Wellman, Iowa, Kaitlyn Rae
(second child), Oct. 28.

Zehr, Edwin and Judy (Noftsier),

Croghan, N.Y., Tyler Thomas
(second child), Oct. 11.

MARRIAGES

Landes-Landis: Corey Landes,
Telford, Pa. (Covenant Commu-
nity Fellowship), and Gwendo-
lyn Landis, Souderton, Pa. (Fin-

land cong.), Oct. 19, by Earl

Anders and Steven Landis.

Rohr-Holsopple: Charles Rohr,

Pettisville, Ohio, and Darla Hol-

sopple, Goshen, Ind. (Clinton

Brick cong.), Oct. 12, by Elvin

Holsopple (uncle of bride) and
Ross Goldfus.

Wood-Roggie: Harold Wood and
Judy Roggie (First Mennonite
cong.. New Bremen, N.Y.), Oct.

Landisville district meets. Mount Joy, Pa.—Glen Hostetler

and Dan and Naomi Leaman give a Quechua greeting at the

annual "Missionfest" sponsored by the Landisville distiict of

Lancaster Conference. Hosteder's sister Doris Miller is a

missionary to the Quechuas in Fein. The theme of the Nov.

10-12 meeting was "Loving Heiuts for Diverse Peo-

ples."

—

Dale D. Gehman
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13, by Lester Bauman.
Yoder-Burkhardt: Kyle Yoder,

Elkhart, Ind. (Olive cong.), and
Nancy Burkhardt, Petersburg,
Ont. (Manheim cong.), Sept. 21,

by Dale Shenk.

Zehr-Dutcher: Colin Zehr, Grand
Rapids, Mich. (First Mennonite,
New Bremen), and Patti Butch-
er, Grand Rapids, Mich., May
25, by Lester Bauman.

DEATHS

Baer, Velina, 85. Born: March 5,

1906, Woolwich Twp., to Nor-
man and Magdalena (Bowman)
Martin. Died: Oct. 21, 1991,

Kitchener, Ont., of a heart at-

tack. Survivors— husband:
Oscar Baer; children: Esther
Etchells, Abner; 3 grandchil-

dren, one great-grandchild;
brothers and sisters: Norman,
Oscar, Lena Schmitt, Almeda
Schiedel. Funeral: Oct. 24, Nith
Valley Mermonite Church, by
Harold Schilk. Burial: Blenheim
Mennonite Cemetery.

Erb, Gordon H., 75, Zurich, Ont.
Born: April 27, 1916, Zurich,

Ont., to Aaron and Veronica
(Gerber) Erb. Died: Oct. 29,

1991, Exeter, Ont., from a

stroke. Survivors— children:
Charles, Phihp, Delphine Zehr,
Joy Klassen, Carol Gingerich,

Eleanor Jantzi, Kathryn
Steckle, Marjorie Steckle; 17

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-
children; brothers: Leroy and
Harold. Predeceased by: Mabel
M. Jantzi (wife). Funeral: Nov.
1, Zurich Mennonite Church, by
Ephraim Gingerich and Paul
Brunner. Burial: Blake Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Feick, Mary Magdalena (Lena)
(Sauder), 73, St. Jacobs, Ont.
Born: Aug. 19, 1918, St. Jacobs,
Ont., to Ezra and Sarah
(Houser) Sauder. Died: Oct. 24,

1991, St. Jacobs, Ont., of cancer.

Survivors— children: Ardith
Toogood, Valerie Feick,
Vivienne Collinson, Deborah
Musselman, Felicity Finn,
Winnifred Faries, Andrea Horst;
12 grandchildren; brothers: Ver-
non, Lewis, Clayton. Funeral
and burial: Oct. 26, St. Jacobs
Mennonite Church, by Sue C.

Steiner and Harold Schlegel.

Gascho, Nicholas J., 93. Born:
Feb. 17, 1898, Tavistock, Ont.,

to John and Mattie (Roth) Gas-
cho. Died: Oct. 11, 1991, Pigeon,
Mich. Survivors—children: Ger-
ald, Stanley, Celesta Snyder; 15

grandchildren, 23 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by: Me-

linda Brenneman (first wife),

Mary Reber (second wife), Leon
Gunden (son), Dellit Auvil (fos-

ter son). Funeral and burial: Oct.

14, Pigeon River Mennonite
Church, by Thomas Beachy and
Luke Yoder.

Goshow, Margaret (Krout), 80,

Souderton, Pa. Born: June 1,

1911, Souderton, Pa., to William
and Stella (Meyers) Krout.
Died: Nov. 1, 1991, Souderton,
Pa. Survivors—husband: Mar-
vin M. Goshow; son: Dennis;

sister: Myrtle Gross; 3 grand-
children, one great-grandchild.

Funeral: Nov. 5, Souderton
Mennonite Homes chapel room,
by Steven C. Nyce and Henry L.

Ruth. Burial: Souderton Men-
nonite Church Cemetery

Headrick, Mary, 35, Cheraw,
Colo. Born: May 22, 1956, La
Junta, Colo., to Melvin and
Clara (Esch) Headrick. Died:
Oct. 10, 1991, Cheraw, Colo., of

cancer. Survivors— parents:
Melvin and Clara Headrick; sis-

ters: Betsy McCrae, Susan
Wheeler, Christina, Rachel
Boehs. Memorial service and
burial: Oct. 12, East Holbrook
Mennonite Church, by Merritt
Welty and Darrel Otto.

Kauffman, Wilma L. Boiler, 76,

Kalona, Iowa. Born: Dec. 5,

1914, Kalona, Iowa, to Jason G.
and Emma Miller Boiler. Died:
Nov. 2, 1991, Kalona, Iowa. Sur-

vivors— husband: Joe N.
Kauffman; sons: John, Nyle; 8

grandchildren, 4 great-grand-
children. Funeral and burial:

Nov. 4, East Union Mennonite
Church, by Michael Loss and
Wilbur Nachtigal.

Kolb, Verna, 95. Born: 1896,

TraU, Ohio, to Emanuel M. and
Susannah (Miller) Troyer. Died:
Oct. 28, 1991, Walnut Creek,
Ohio. Survivors—stepchildren:

Wilma Basinger, Mai'garet Cas-
tro; 8 stepgrandchildren, 12 step-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: William Kolb
(husband). Funeral: Oct. 31,

Gresser Funeral Home, Orrville,

Ohio, by Richard Ross. Burial:

Maple Grove Cemetery.
Miller, Arlene Louise, 58,

Grabill, Ind. Born: Aug. 18, 1933,

Midland, Mich., to Sam and
Clara Miller. Died: Nov. 6, 1991,

Grabill, Ind., from a stroke. Sur-
vivors—sisters: Viola Lengacher,
Cara Mae Glanzer. Funeral: Nov.
8, North Leo Mennonite Church,
by Charlie DeSanto, Don
Delagrange, and Scot Wilson.
Burial: Yaggy Cemetery.

Ramirez, Joe H., 49, Browns-
ville, Tex. Born: Jan. 1, 1942,

Brownsville, Tex., to Domingo

and Oralia (Gomez) Ramirez.
Survivors— wife: Laura A.
Ramirez; son: Joe H., Jr.; one
grandchild. Funeral: Nov. 5, Ig-

lesia Menonita del Cordero, by
Conrado Hinojosa. Burial:
Buena Vista Burial Park

Ranck, Kenneth Eugene, 41,

Philadelphia, Pa. Bom: Sept. 2,

1950, Manheim Twp., Pa., to

Glenn and Erla Heller Ranck.
Died: Sept. 6, 1991, Philadel-

phia, Pa., homicide. Survivors

—

brothers and sister: Donald,
James, Karen Rush. Funeral
services: Sept. 10, Oxford Circle

Mennonite Church, Sept. 11,

Habecker Mennonite Church,
by Charles A. Ness, James
Leaman, and John Leaman.
Burial: Habecker Mennonite
Cemetery.

Raum, Elsie, 83, Lancaster, Pa.
Born: April 27, 1908, Lancaster,
Pa., to John K. and Lydia Umble
Raum. Died: Nov. 1, 1991, Lan-
caster, Pa. Survivor— sister:

Anna Mast. Funeral: Nov. 6,

Forest Hills Mennonite Church,
by J. Lester Graybill and Mark
R. Wenger. Burial: Millwood
Mennonite Cemetery.

Shellenberger, William H., 90,

Manheim, Pa. Born: March 7,

1901, Oakland Mills, Pa., to

Henry B. and Clara Musser
Shellenberger. Died: Oct. 24,

1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors:

wife: Jessie Shotzberger Fultz;

children: Shelly R., Marlin C,
W. Robert; stepchild: Olive M.
Foltz; brothers and sisters: Mae
Solace, David, Esther C.
Gebhard; 16 grandchOdren, 31

great-grandchildren, 4 step-

grandchildren, 14 stepgreat-
grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Joyce Shelly Shellenberger (first

wife). Funeral and burial: Oct. 28,

Erisman Mennonite Church, by
Norman G. Shenk, Andrew G.

Miller, and Eric B. Henderson.
Smucker, Mary Ann Neu-
hauser, 83, Winter Park, Fla.

Born: Nov. 29, 1908, Eureka, 111.,

to Amos and Katie Householter
Neuhauser. Died: Nov. 4, 1991,

Winter Park, Fla. Survivors-
husband: George Smucker; chil-

dren: Judy Chambers, George-
ann Neff; 6 grandchildren, 5

great-grandchildren; brother and
sisters: Tim Neuhauser, Ruth
Stalter, Martha Pappas. Funeral:

Nov. 9, Maitland, Fla., by Ron
Guiles. Burial: Roanoke Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Snyder, James Albert, 50,
Breslau, Ont. Born: Aug. 30,

1941, Kitchener, Ont, to John
and Lena (Martin) Snyder. Died:

Sept. 28, 1991, Kitchener, Ont.,

from diabetes complications.

Survivors— wife: Margaret
(Peggy) Musselman; children:

Jennifer, Bradley, Joanna;
brother and sisters: Stuart,
Kathleen, Brenda Hallman. Fu-
neral and burial: Oct. 1,

Bloomingdale Mennonite
Church, by Bertha Landers and
John Snyder.

Swartzendruber, Harvey J., 70.

Born: March 16, 1921, Pigeon,
Mich., to Emanuel and Kathryn
(Zehr) Swartzendruber. Died: Oct.

31, 1991, Pigeon, Mich., of leuke-

mia. Survivors— wife: Mabel
Schrock; sister: Ruth N. Swartz-

endruber. Funeral and burial: Nov.
2, Pigeon River Mennonite
Church, by Thomas Beachy and
Luke Yoder.

Weber, David E., 38. Born: Oct.

4, 1952, Reading, Pa., to Monroe
H. and Viola (Eberly) Weber.
Died: Sept. 30, 1991, Kutztown,
Pa., of a brain tumor. Survi-

vors—parents: Monroe H. and
Viola Weber; daughter: Jenni-
fer; brothers and sisters: Edith
Leaman, Lois McPherson,
Rhoda Mack, Leon, Nelson,
Linford, Monroe. Memorial ser-

vice: Oct. 1, Hopewell Menno-
nite Church, by Calvin Kurtz.

Witmeyer, Byron B., 75, Goshen,

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education an-

nual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training
(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-
hart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Fac-
ing Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1.

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9.

Mennonite Central Conamittee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Feb. 13-15.

Mennonite and Brethren Health
Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Ind. Born: April 13, 1916, Miami
County, Ind., to Fleet and Ger-
trude Brubaker Witmeyer.
Died: Nov. 1, 1991, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors—wife: Donna Unger
Lee Bontrager; sister: Martha
Jean WoUenhaupt. Predeceased
by: Marjorie Hight (first wife).

Funeral: Nov. 4, College Menno-
nite Church, by James H. Walt-
ner. Burial: Violett Cemetery,
Goshen, Ind.
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THE LAST WORD

An open letter to the
Integration Exploration Committee

Dear Friends:

Were I a card-sending Mennonite, I might
have sent you a large, flowery one back in

1989. That's when you were appointed to ex-

plore whether the Mennonite Church and the

General Conference Mennonite Church should
merge. Some of us saw your committee as excit-

ing, one in which to dream and plan. Being part

of it certainly seemed to deserve congratulations.

Were I a card-sending Mennonite today, I'd

tend more toward a staid and proper expression

of sympathy. For something has happened on
the road to determining whether the MCs and
the GCs should integrate.

Not that you haven't done your work well.

You've come up with an articulate, well-crafted,

and convincing rationale for integration. The same
can be said for your rationale for cooperation.

Response from the church? Yawn!
At least that's the indication from an informal

poll Muriel Stackley, editor of The Mennonite,

and I conducted in our conjoint Oct. 22 issues

on integration. "Should the MCs and the GCs
merge?" we asked.

Muriel received 17 responses. Ten readers of The
Mennonite said "yes," six "no," one was imdecided.

Though the Mennonite Church is larger than
the General Conference, my responses were less

than half of Muriel's: eight. Three said "yes,"

one "no," and four can Ijest be described as "no
decision" (including one offended that our Oct.

22 covers featured a cartoon).

So what has happened to the initial enthu-

siasm for integration? At Normal 89, close to 87
percent of both GCs and MCs voted to explore

merger. Today few get excited about discussing

it. At a recent Mennonite Church General Board,

for example, leaders had to push hard to get the

conversation going. Said one member: "The longer

we get into this discussion, the less I feel I have to

say. . . . And then we wonder how local people are

going to talk about this."

When the discussion does happen, it's incon-

clusive at best. A Sunday school class at the

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Church discussed
the Oct. 22 issue of Gospel Herald at length. Af-
terward they voted: exactly half wanted to inte-

grate; the other half opted to cooperate.

So what has happened?
A lot since 1989. More of us are in danger of

losing our jobs. If we still have them, we have
less real dollars to spend. We've had to cope
with another war. AIDS. Abuse. Racism. And a

host of other issues. Churchwise, denominational
loyalty isn't as strong—nor are the dollars to sup-

port church structures. In all this, what we Men-
nonites have come to call integration doesn't
seem that important to many of us anymore.
Then there's the matter of geography. Some of

us say integration won't affect us. We don't

know anyone from the other group. They don't

live in our communities.

Others of us have for all practical purposes al-

ready integrated. We share conference offices

and staff. We attend dually affiliated congre-

gations. We too ask, "Why all the fuss?"

Can you as a committee bring these two
groups together? Do you have to? Are the

only options integration or cooperation?

Or is there another alternative, a third way? (We
Mennonites like that term; this time we may
need to apply it to ourselves.)

As MCs and GCs, we already share a semi-

nary—AMBS—and a relief and service organiza-

tion—MCC. Would we dare combine our re-

sources into one mission board, one publishing

house, one board of education? Would we dare

do that without asking our congregations to

come together under one Mennonite umbrella?

Does the congregation always have to lead the

way? We have said our theology and polity come
out of the pew. But are there times when struc-

tures can show the way for the pew?
Those are a lot of questions, I Imow. My sjmipa-

thies. On the other hand, help us learn the answers,

and I suspect you'll find most of us ready to follow

your lead. And give you congratulations.—
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Memories of good times of worship and celebration

challenge us to a growing relationship with the one

our Christmas festivities are all about. See page 6.
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Part 3: What does it mean to be a pastor?

The pastor
as priest

The important questions about being a
pastor have more to do with soul and
less with style. Concluding a three-part

series on a pastor as person and leader.

At times in a pastor's ministry, someone
will come as a person desperately seeking

assurance of God's grace. There are times

when a person invites a pastor to be a mediating

presence of that grace. These are not normal, ev-

eryday occurrences. They are occasional, special,

rare. And it is in those holy moments that pas-

tors beai" a priestly role.

This is hard for Mennonite ears to hear. It is

awkward for this Mennonite pastor to acknowl-

edge. The word "priest" arouses strong objec-

tions emotionally and theologically for us.

For example, Jesus never commended priests.

In fact, he used them as examples of the wrong

kind of faith. Recall the story of the good Samar-

itan. Other Scriptures don't really promote this

image either. Other than a few verses in Heb. 5,

there is Uttle in the New Testament about what

a Christian priest is or does.

In addition, our Anabaptist heritage and theol-

ogy comes out of a reaction to the hierarchical

and dominating pattern of leadership often illus-

by

Alan
Moore-

Beitler



The pastor as priest experiences sacred
moments when invited by people to walk
along on the journey of their inner lives.

When it happens is a moment of grace.

trated by power-driven priests. Anabaptism re-

jects the notion of a priest holding special power
or authority. And rightly so.

So why do I suggest pastors have at times a

priestly role? Must this image be so loaded nega-

tively that it is impossible to use in a Mennonite
context? I hope not, for though our tradition

doesn't accept this image, my experience as a

pastor points otherwise. There have been times

for me as a pastor—special times, sacred times,

holy moments—when I have been asked by peo-
ple to be their priest.

Nor is what I have experienced unique to

being a pastor. Our Anabaptist theology would
say there are times when we all are priests for

others. Yet because I am a pastor—and perhaps
for that reason alone—I am invited to this depth
of relationship more often than I deserve.

Let me illustrate what I mean:

The young man was dying. Only 40, he had
been the picture of health when I first

met him soon after we moved to Washing-
ton, D.C., four summers ago. I knew him through

his sister and brother-in-law, who were members
of our church.

Later that fall I learned Stan had been diag-

nosed with cancer. I wrote him a letter express-

ing my concern and offered to come visit him if

he would appreciate that. I didn't really expect a

reply. We didn't really know each other. And he
didn't reply for several months.

But when he went to the hospital for the begin-

ning of treatment, his sister mentioned Stan
might appreciate a call. After talking by phone,
we set up a time for me to see him.

Those early conversations are a blur for me.
They weren't lengthy or frequent. I kept in

touch through an occasional phone call. But as

the months progressed and the urgency of his ill-

ness increased, I offered to go back to see him. I

was not prepared for what I saw.

The earlier optimism for a full recovery had
been damaged by the pain of chemotherapy.
There was still hope, but the odds were slim.

After a bone marrow transplant and intense radi-

ation treatments, hope returned. Then just a day
or two before Stan was to be released from the

hospital, he felt something again under his arm.

His worst fears were realized.

What do you say to a forty-year-old man
who has suffered extremely through

treatment, thought it had been success-

ful, and then must face the grief and terror of

his impending death?

During those days I remember feeling so ill-

equipped. I was unsure of what to say or do. But
I also remember very clearly walking down the

corridors of the medical center in the midst of

excellent surgeons, nurses, and social workers
valiantly caring for this man. And it became very
clear to me why / was there.

The others were there to care for Stan's body.
I was there to care for Stan's soul. To be avail-

able to talk with him about matters of life,

death, and eternity. Though I still felt ill-pre-

pared, the awareness of my role gave me clarity

in the face of personal uncertainty. I still con-

sider that experience in the hallway one of grace

being offered me.
As Stan's life began to slip away, he began to

ask his other visitors if they knew if and when I

was coming again. When I was told he was ask-

ing for me, I didn't understand at the time why
he did this. Only much later did it become clear

to me.

Though he hadn't participated in church, in

those last days of his life, Stan was asking me to

be his pastor. More than that, he was inviting

me to be his priest. I was to somehow be a medi-
ating presence of God's grace as he prepared to

die. It was an experience, an invitation, I'll never
forget. Such an invitation is mysterious. And pro-

foundly humbling.

There have been other times as well. There
have been occasions when people have come to

The priestly role is not one a
pastor controls, directs, or

sustains. It comes only as

offered by those one serves,

me to tell me things I frankly had no right tp

know. At times people talk to their pastor about
something so deep and personal that they have
not shared with their spouse, their children,

their parents, their closest friend.

It doesn't happen often. It is infrequent

enough that it still grabs my attention when a

conversation moves to that level, that depth. In-

variably the question that runs through my mind
is, "Why are you telling me this? Why are you
sharing this with me?"

I used to wonder more than I do now. Now I

take it for what I believe it is: A holy moment
when I, as a pastor, am being invited by people
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to walk along the sacred journey of their inner

lives. When I am being asked to hear a "confes-

sion." When I am drawn into someone else's

search to experience grace in the midst of inner

agony and darkness.

These are sacred moments. Time for a while

seems to stand still. Is there any other way to un-

derstand spiritually what is happening in those

times but to recognize that I'm being asked to

be a priest? Not to bestow grace or direct it. For

both those acts are not possible for any human
person to do. But to offer it and somehow, some-

Matters of the Spirit have
their own timing. The task of
the pastor is to be available

when the invitation comes,

I

how in those moments, mysteriously mediate

God's divine grace and love.

If indeed there is a priestly role to pastoral

ministry, where do Mennonite pastors learn

what this role means? And just as important,

what it doesn't mean? Heb. 5 gives important
guidance.

In a few verses this text offers much of what is

needed to shape the priestly conscience of a pas-

tor. It is important because it describes the lim-

its of priestly power and authority.

Three important points come from Heb. 5. A
priest is appointed from among the people to

act on their behalf in matters related to God.
Priests are aware of their own weaknesses. And
priests are invited by people to be a mediating

presence to God. It is a role offered a pastor,

not one a pastor controls, directs, or sustains.

Pastors must always remember this fact: what-

ever authority they have as spiritual leaders comes
from being among the congregation, not some posi-

tion above it. Too many pastors lose sight of this.

And too many congregations let them.

There is no prestige, status, or personal au-

thority to the priestly side of pastoring.

As Heb. 5 suggests, the authority for

priestly ministry is not internal. It comes from
the people. It is given by the congregation.

This is not an abdication of their spiritual re-

sponsibility. Rather it is a congregation's deci-

sion to invite one or more persons to the task of

calling people in the community to take seriously

their own spiritual responsibility. The priest is

one who invites, reminds, confronts people with

their need to deal with questions of God, life,

eternity, says Maggie Ross in Pillars of Flame.

Heb. 5 also emphasizes that those asked to be

priests are to "deal gently" with people who
come to them, because priests are aware of their

own personal weaknesses. Compassion not con-

demnation is a priestly response. Grace is what
redeems, not criticism or judgment.
Nor are pastors priests all the time, especially

in a Mennonite setting. This is not an invitation

or a continuous role. These invitations are seren-

dipitous, intermittent, occasional. That should

come as no surprise. Matters of spirit always

have their own rhythm, their own timing.

The task of a pastor, then, is to be available

—

mentally, emotionally, spiritually—when these

holy invitations come. They aren't usually ex-

pressed. People don't say, "Will you be my
priest now?" It's more subtle, hidden, tender,

and reverent than that.

When these sacred moments of confession and
searching take place, for a short time a pastor is

invited to be present at the very depth of

another's inner journey. And then they pass.

And the pastor is no longer priest. The ex-

perience of those holy moments may
never be forgotten. But the priestly na-

ture of pastoral ministry has limits. Boundaries.

It comes and goes.

Pastors too caught up by an accomplishment-

oriented agenda will often be too busy to sense

this rhythm. Listening well takes great disci-

pline. A frantic schedule allows little time for

this to happen.

The conscience of a pastor must be shaped by
remembering the limits of the priestly nature of

pastoral ministry. It's not about status, author-

ity, prestige. It's about willingness. A willingness

to be used. To be available. A willingness to be

a mediating presence.

To be present when people share their deep-

est selves and offer them the scandal, the abso-

lute scandal, of God's grace. In those holy mo-
ments, pastors serve as priests, hoping that

scandal will be heard. And believed.

Alan Moore-Beitler is the pastor of the Hyattsuille

(Md.) Mennonite Church, a dually affiliated

MC/GC congregation. He and his wife, Karen, are

the parents of two children, Rachel (8) and David

(3). Alan is a graduate of Bluffton College (1976)

and of the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies (1982).
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READERS SAY

Yes! Integrate!

I grew up in the Newton, Kan., area

and because of intermarriage now live

in Scottdale, Pa. This permitted me to

be a part of both the GC and MC
church. Our Anabaptist theology is

broadly accepted by both groups. The
primary differences I have experienced

is ethnic idiosyncrasies and church pol-

ity. It is still difficult for me to accept

only a few persons making local church

decisions after coming from a more
democratic church-decision making pro-

cess.

Integration is being addressed com-
prehensively and articulately by church
leaders. It is time to do extensive home-
work at the congregational level. The
names of MC leaders are unknown to

GC's, and the names of GC leaders are

unknown to MC's. Past images remain
strong. The strengths of each group re-

mains vague to the other. Can the deci-

sion of church leaders and 300

delegates at Mennonite General Assem-
bly implement the integration of thou-

sands of persons?

Our sons, to a limited degree, have ex-

perienced both church groups. When at-

tending Bethlehem 83, they asked for

the first time the meaning of MC and

GC. I take that to show focus as par-

ents on a larger Mennonite church was
effective. Doing homework on the con-

gregational level may permit the next

generation to experience true integra-

tion.

Phebe Erb Cressman
Scottdale, Pa.

Integration may be
a survival tactic

Some reflections on the proposed
MC/GC merger (Oct. 22):

In the last 35 years, our congrega-

tion—Steinmann Mennonite—has

experienced three conference changes:

from Amish Mennonite to Western On-
tario, from Western Ontario to Menno-
nite Conference of Eastern Canada.
The latter was a merger of MC and GC
churches. Our congregation was not visi-

bly affected. Most of the members did

not experience any noticeable differ-

ence.

Let the denominations merge. But
the financial reality will dictate a more
simplified, leaner structure. Denomina-
tional bureaucrats will have their wings

clipped. Institutions will continue to

live, but with less monetary support.

A merger of MC and GC structures

may be a survival tactic. The local con-

gregations wall hardly notice the differ-

ence. Their security is based on
long-standing Christian commitment
and tradition, not on the shifting sands
of denominational structures.

Vernon B. Zehr

New Hamburg, Ont.

Time to stop and refocus
In response to the integration issue

(Oct. 22), I am concerned that we are

pleased to be distracted from the real

questions. We are wasting time, energy,

and money in a desire to be an effi-

cient, mainline denomination. This is in-

stead of housing the homeless, feeding

the hungry, and all the other work
Christ wants us to do. The fact that

you received only two letters on the

subject (Nov. 5) should tell our leaders

to stop the process and refocus on what
is important to the faithful.

Mieke C. Malandra
Lebanon, Pa.

Time for a truly

international publication

I affirm Weaver and Huebner in their

article, "We Dare Not Restructure

Along National Boundaries" (Oct. 22).

The ethnic strife in many parts of the

world today amply illustrates what the

church should not be. Let's not be

sucked into the mood of the times to

isolate ourselves nationally or ethnically

into increasingly tiny enclaves. Rather,

from the richness of our ethnic and na-

tional roots let us be free to share our

insights for the good of the whole.

In fact, it may be time for Gospel Her-

ald to represent in a better way the

global character of the church. I have

often wished that regularly we could be

hearing from writers in all parts of the

global church. Likewise, I wish many
Gospel Herald articles could be read by
mai^ sisters and brothers in all parts

of the world.

The church, rather than news maga-
zines, should really have been the first

to do this. The church is the only truly

global community that spans all ethnic

and national loyalties and differences.

Practically, such an approach may re-

quire some subsidy from the one-third

world, but it could be worth that extra

expense.

More and more persons are being at-

tracted to Anabaptist churches because

of the nonethnic character of that wit-

ness, despite ourselves. It may be one
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thing for an ecumenical body to have a

periodical that gets worldwide circula-

tion. But it would be an even greater

witness, it seems to me, if we as a de-

nomination could express the real non-

ethnic character of the church by
having a magazine that is read and writ-

ten by the church in all parts of the

world.

Milo D. Stahl

Mandeuille, Jamaica

Having eyes we see not

In "Reject False Prophets, Brunk
Tells FCM Meeting" (Nov. 12), I read

that false beliefs are common among
Mennonites. Voices contrary to the

word of God are in the church. Topping
the list of departures from the faith is

the diminishing of belief in the author-

ity of the Scriptures.

How can we adequately communicate
this to local congregations? How may a

local body, whose theology remains

solid, speak to the greater Mennonite
church: its leadership, its publication,

its schools? It seems like having eyes

we see not and having ears we hear not.

Has the god of this world so blinded

our minds lest the light of the truth of

Christ shines unto us?

Clayton Peters

Milford, Neb.

Values for our children

"What I Would Like My Children to

Learn" (Oct. 29) was of particular inter-

est to me. In a time when there is so

much far-out, ridiculous things for chil-

dren to watch on TV, Reimer's desires

for his children are desires of mine. I

like the fact that he regards the tradi-

tion of his parents and grandparents as

values worthy of being passed on to his

children.

This was an excellent article. Thank
you for printing it.

Ruby L. Yoder
Allensville, Pa.

Pontius' Puddle

Law must regulate behavior
"This Controversy Is About More

Than Abortion" (Oct. 15) ends on a

very uncertain note. It says, "But I fear

that when the law determines moral be-

havior, we may face a new kind of vio-

lence."

This implies that the law should not

regulate moral behavior. If this were

the case, then such things as thievery

and homicides would be legalized.

Since no reasonable person would con-

sider this alternative, then neither

should we support legalized abortion,

which results in the murder of the un-

born.

Martha Ann Kanagy
Kidron, Ohio

No letters, more silence

"The Silence Increases on the Ques-

tions of Faith and Wealth" by Cal

Redekop (Oct. 1) was an outstanding ar-

ticle. I don't remember reading a single

letter to the editor in response. Is this

part of the "increasing silence"?

We have been attending a non-Men-
nonite church (in the absence of a Men-
nonite fellowship in DeLand). The
alternative Sunday school class invited

us to talk about Mennonite faith and
life one Sunday. We started by trying

to find out what class members knew
about Mennonites. What emerged, sur-

prisingly, was our emphasis, not on

peace, but on simple living. The over-

whelming impression seemed to be that

Mennonites live simply even though

many of them are wealthy and could

live otherwise.

It seems to me Mennonite General

Assembly's list of important issues

misses one—materialism and how it af-

fects the hfe and witness of the church.

It takes thoughtful, intentional action to

combat the lure of consumerism. We
need all the help we can get.

Dorothy Cutrell

DeLand, Fla.

Baptism does not mean
church membership

In "Should Pacifism Be a Require-

ment for Church Membership?" (Sept.

17), I was somewhat troubled by the

statement that in the Mennonite church

baptism means membership. In my con-

gregation, baptism does not mean
church membership.
New believers are baptized at their re-

quest. Church membership, however, is

a choice. It is not automatic. Baptism
needs to be a rather immediate re-

sponse to faith in Jesus. Church mem-
bership, however, is a commitment
which may require more preparation.

Believers of Jesus, whether members
or nonmembers, are fully accepted into

the body of our church fellowship.

There are only a few leadership posi-

tions which are restricted to church

members. When choosing membership,
persons are aware of the commitment
involved. They sign a covenant that

eliminates any misunderstandings about

the meaning of church membership.

Anita Whisler

Morgantown, Pa.

Mennonite education
determines church's future

Recently I attended a meeting of the

presidents of three Mennonite colleges.

Not competing with each other, they

were together making a strong case for

Mennonite colleges education. They ar-

ticulated well the uniquenesses of Men-
nonite colleges: balanced curriculum

adapted to our Anabaptist understand-

ing of the Bible; cross-cultural experi-

ence; church ownership; a unique

environment for teaching the spiritual,

moral, and social values important to

Mennonites. I wished there had been
many times more persons present than

the 50 or so who were there.

One of our major tasks is to convince

parents that what we say about Menno-
nite colleges is more than self-inter-

ested rhetoric. Seventy percent of

college students decide they are going

to college while in elementary school,

and many of these have chosen their

college by the age 15 or 16. The burden
of the right choice rests largely on the

shoulders of parents.

Our Mennonite colleges offer the most
scholar-per-dollar of any college or univer-

e sity in North America. The future of the

I Mennonite church depends on it.

I D. Lowell Nissley

I
Lancaster, Pa.
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Christmas is memories, most

Our memories of good times of worship
and celebration can challenge us to a
growing relationship with the one that

our Christmas festivities are all about.

by Nancy Witmer

What makes Christmas special? Elaborate

gifts? Family dinners? Church pro-

grams? What about those years when
Christmas comes with sadness and unfulfilled

dreams?
To find out what makes Christmas a special

time of year, I asked a number of people to

share their best and worst Christmas memories.
For some, these memories were filled with

warmth and love. For others, the memories leave

pain and anguish. For all, past experiences have
helped them understand more fully what Christ-

mas is all about.

For Bessie Short, a great-grandmother from
Archbold, Ohio, Christmas two years ago
was special because the whole family came

home. Bessie's daughter Bev and her family live

in British Columbia and aren't always there for

the holidays. The Short family spent several

days together and enjoyed a traditional Christ-

mas feast that included Bessie's molasses cook-

ies in the shapes of camels, bells, stars, and
candles.

Bessie also made pumpkin and pecan pies. "I

wanted to do more baking," she says, "but I

didn't get it done with all the people staying at

my house. But we had enough to eat," she says,

smiling, "and we enjoyed just being with each
other."

After eating, Bessie gathered the family

around her and read to them from the book. The
Gift of the Child, by Marion Stroud. She read

about accepting the baby Jesus into the family

and then spoke about accepting the new two-

month-old great-granddaughter into their family.

She applied other sections of the book to the 10

grandchildren and still others to their parents.

The loss of a family member made Christ-

mas 1989 the worst for Betsy Martin.

Christmas came just two weeks after her

husband, Ike, was murdered in Miami, Fla. Ike

and Betsy had traveled to Miami from their Lan-
caster Pa., home to arrange to ship a bus to

their daughter and son-in-law's church in Costa
Rica. Two men accosted them on the street, de-

manded Betsy's purse, and then shot Ike while

Betsy looked on.

"I was still in shock on Christmas Day when
Ike's family got together," Betsy says. "That was
a difficult day for all of us."

Nevertheless, it was the support of family and
friends and Betsy's faith in God that helped her

get through that first Christmas without Ike.

Harry Hess, a great-grandfather, fondly re-

calls the Christmas when he was ten

years old and received a new suit. He
can remember his mother kneeling in front of

him and adjusting his new necktie.

Two years later, Harry got a three-man bob-
sled as a Christmas gift. He had fun with the

sled until too many of the older students at

school piled on it and broke a runner.

Two years ago, Christmas was a sad one for

Harry. His wife had died in February, and even

though the rest of the family got together, it

wasn't the same.

"I'm looking for a brighter Christmas some-
time," Harry says, wiping a tear. "But it might
not be here on this earth."

Paul and Dorothy Martin, Des Moines,

Iowa, found Christmas especially meaning-
ful when they shared the story of Christ's

birth with people hearing it for the first time.

In the early '80s, their church, Des Moines
Mennonite, sponsored a number of refugees

from Asia. Over the Christmas season, the Mar-
tins and others in their congregations spent

three months teaching these people about the

events surrounding Christ's birth.

The Asians listened intently. At first, they

asked no questions, because, in their culture,

questioning a teacher indicates disrespect.

Later, they did ask questions. "Why is there so
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pleasant, some not

much about sheep and shepherds?" they wondered.

Other parts of the story were especially rele-

vant to their experiences. "The women could

identify with Mary having her child without bene-

fit of a doctor or hospital," Dorothy explains.

"They had had their own children at home and
unattended by health professionals."

Christmas 1980 started out like any other

happy one for John and Barb Brubaker
from Christiana, Pa. They spent Christ-

mas Day with John's family and later in the

week hosted Barb's family. But events several

days later almost wiped out those good memo-
ries.

One evening as the young couple was in the

barn doing the milking, a fire raced through

their home. The flames destroyed most of their

material possessions, but the Brubakers were
spared a greater tragedy. That night, they had
taken little Andrea in her infant seat along to

the barn.

The next morning, John and Barb walked
through their house to assess the damages. They
saw wedding gifts that had barely been used;

now they were worthless. Walls that they had pa-

pered and painted only two years earlier were
blackened with smoke and streaked with water.

In despair, the young couple surveyed the rub-

ble that had been their home. How would they

ever clean up the mess?
Before long, however, friends and relatives ar-

rived and went to work. They removed the de-

bris and returned day after day to scrub, paint,

and hang wallpaper.

Now when Barb looks back on those difficult

days, she remembers most how other people re-

sponded. "I couldn't believe how many people

reached out and helped us when we needed it

most," she says.

Florence Mellinger, a resident at the Menno-
nite Home, Lancaster, Pa., vividly remem-
bers the Christmas when she was in first

grade at a one-room country school. Although
that was 70 years ago, she still can repeat the

poem she gave to welcome the guests at the

school's Christmas program.

"That poem has become even more meaning-
ful to me as I grow older," Florence says. "It

speaks about wishing everyone all over the

world a Merry Christmas, and I now correspond
with friends all over the world."

Florence also remembers the Christmas sev-

eral years later when her parents surprised the

family with the gift of a Victrola.

"It was after supper when the chores were
done and the dishes washed," she recalls, "that

my parents brought the new Victrola from an-

other part of the house into the warm kitchen."

Florence and her brothers and sisters eagerly

gathered around the record player and listened

to the records their parents had bought.

"That gift was special because I think my par-

ents sacrificed to buy it," Florence says. "It gave

us so many happy hours."

Jeremy Stauffer, 11, remembers his best

Christmas as the one when he and his

brother and sister each received a life-sized

doll. "I named my baby, Sammy," Jeremy says,

"and we pretended that we had triplets."

Jeremy's worst Christmas was the year when
the family went to a friend's house and a pour-

ing rain disintegrated the wrapping paper," Jer-

emy says, sadly. "It wasn't a surprise when I

opened it." Nevertheless, Jeremy has had fun

with his sleeping bag in the years since then.

For Albert and Gertrude Landis, who now
reside at Mennonite Home, their best and
worst Christmases were just one year

apart.

"Christmas 1943 was the worst," Gertrude

says. "It was our first year at the mission station

in Chile, South America. I had a new baby and,

as the missionary's wife, I was expected to plan

the Christmas program."

This program was a special event because ev-

eryone in the village attended, and it was an op-

portunity to share the gospel with those who
weren't Christians. Gertrude wanted the pro-

gram to be perfect, but events seemed to con-

spire to wreck her plans.

Osvaldo, the little boy who was supposed to

give the welcome speech, was nowhere to be
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GIVE MUSIC THIS CHRISTMAS

^REUNION VOCAL BAND

16 Mennonite musicians
. . .featuring former members of

Rebirth and Daybreak
Jim Croegaert
Cliucl( Neufeld
John Wiebe and others

gather together from across North

America to make a cassette recording.

Available from:

Provident Bookstores and Alive Recordings
in Souderton, PA 1251 Virginia Avenue
Lancaster, PA Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Goshen, IN " - ^ (703)434-6701

Price: glO.OO

For rush orders, call (Incl. postage)

1 (800) 759-4447 or 3 for 825.00

found when it was time to start. His grand-

mother said that his mother had taken him to

buy a pair of shoes. Consequently, the program
began with singing instead of the speech. When
Osvaldo did arrive, he gave his welcome. But no-

body looked at him; they were too busy looking

at his new shoes.

"I was very frustrated," Gertrude says, "but it

didn't matter to them that the welcome was in

the middle of the program."

For another part of the program, Senora So-

phia played the guitar. But the senora knew only

one set of chords so all the songs were sung in

the same key. As Gertrude hstened to the unhar-

monious sounds, her frustration mounted. This

was not the flawless program she had envisioned.

After the program, however, a woman told Ger-

trude that she thought the senora's guitar play-

ing was wonderful. "We should start an orches-

tra," the woman suggested.

Gertrude laughs now as she remembers that

evening. "I was all hot and bothered by the

things that I thought went wrong," she says.

"But the local people thought the program was
great. The Lord received glory in spite of our

mistakes."

The next Christmas was much better.

That year the women at church observed that

one Httle boy who would be in the program al-

ways wore tattered clothing. To help him and
others, they decided to provide something for all

the children in the Sunday school. So the

women cut apart feed bags and sewed shirts for

the boys and aprons for the girls.

For all of us, Christmas is memories. As is

true for those I talked with, some of these memo-
ries are good, some are not. But each challenges

us to a growing relationship with the one that

our Christmas celebration is all about.

Nancy Witmer is a free-lance writer from Manheim,
Pa. She is a member of Hernley Mennonite Church.
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Pastorate Project summary meeting
quick on problems, slow on solutions

Chicago, III. (Meetinghouse)—In what
turned into one of the largest gathering of

Mennonite leaders ever, some 200 per-

sons met here Dec. 7 and 8 to learn the

results of the Pastorate Project, a four-

year study of the relationships between
congregations and pastors.

Participants came from almost every

General Conference Mennonite district

and Mennonite Church conference. They
included pastors, conference commission
members, churchwide agency staff, and
representatives and consultants from the

pilot congregations of the Pastorate Proj-

ect (see separate story).

They came with high expectations. "It

is most appropriate to conduct this con-

sultation during Advent," Dorothy Nickel

Friesen of the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., said in an
opening worship. "This is a season of

hope. And of waiting."

Consultation participants found they

would wait more than they had hoped. For
it soon became obvious that problems in

pastor-congregation relationships are eas-

ier to identify than to solve.

What are the problems? James E. Lapp,
Mennonite Church General Secretary,

identified five:

• "Involuntary terminations" (firings).

• Loss of experienced leaders.

• Freedom of persons with poor leader-

ship skills to move from chui'ch to church.
• Poor image of pastoral ministry, par-

ticularly among young people.

• Pain, low self-esteem, and loss of

energy in congregations because of unre-

solved conflicts.

"The problem is not just with individu-

als or with certain congregations," Lapp
said. "It is with our system."

How do we change that system? Partici-

pants listened to stories from the 16 pilot

congregations for clues.

Several told of establishing "pastoral
care relations committees" (PCRCs) to

work at the well-being of pastors as per-

sons. EstabHsh PCRCs in every congre-

gation, participants summarized.
Well, no, said Pastorate Project consul-

tants. This may work in some congrega-
tions but not in others.

Other pilot congregations told of
strengthening lay leadership teams to work
with pastors. Should we bring back "the

bench"— a mostly unused Mennonite
Church model for shared ministry through
having several pastors m one congi'egation?

No, said consultants, this isn't a panacea.

A few pilot congregations wrote mission
statements and established long-range out-

reach goals through participation in the

project. But while this solved problems
for some congregations, it did not for

others.

By this time consultation participants

seemed tired of waiting. "We have been
told what has happened in these
congregations," one of them said. "But
this isn't giving us an answer to what we
can do in our churches."

"Did consultants go into congregations

with a model to test?" several asked. (No.)

"Are you saying we need a consultant for

every Mennonite congregation?" (Again, no.)

"We need to be more modest in what
we are trying to do," said Marlin Miller of

the steering committee. He noted that

while the Pastorate Project had identified

some of the problems and tested some
ideas in pilot congregations, much more
work had to be done before suggesting

system changes.

"I'm almost frightened when I see the

high expectations for the Pastorate Proj-

ect in the church," said James Lapp. He
characterized the Chicago meeting as only

one point "on a longer journey of change."

So consultation participants kept talk-

ing and processing, mostly in small table

groups. Out of a wealth of information and
data, several ideas appeared to emerge.
One was to promote a new view of the

pastor. Too many leaders see themselves
as facilitators while congregations need
and often want clearer direction in vision

and mission.

Chicago. III. (Meetinghouse)—What is

the Pastorate Project?

Participants in the Dec. 7-8 summary
meeting (see separate story) learned it

was a systematic study of ways to work at

pastor-congregation relations in the Men-
nonite and the General Conference Men-
nonite churches. Begun in 1987, the four-

year study was funded by a $368,000 grant

from the Lilly Foundation.

The Pastorate Project steering commit-
tee chose 16 churches to serve as "pilot

congregations." District conference lead-

ers helped identify these churches as "rel-

atively healthy" and "open to change."
Seven of the 16 volunteered for the proj-

ect through notices in The Mennonite and
Gospel Herald.

The steering committee also identified

10 "consultants" who worked with pilot

congregations through six visits. They
helped identify and implement ways to

Pastors also need constant support,

both for who they are as people and for

their roles as leaders. "The signal we are

trying to give is that the pastor should not
be out there alone," said Dale Stoltzfus,

New Paris, Pa., a Pastorate Project con-

sultant. "Every pastor needs a group with
whom to work."

Participants also agreed the language of

leadership needs to change. Terms such
as "servant leaders" and "the priesthood
of all believers" have come to mean that

churches ask for "non-leader leaders," a

term used by Laura Loewen of the Men-
nonite Fellowship of Montreal.

Marlin Miller, president of AMBS,
noted that these terms have also made
some feel they are betraying the Anabap-
tist vision if they have just one pastor.

What these terms should mean is that

"faithfulness to Anabaptism is the pastor
functioning as leader from within the con-

gregation," Miller said.

Other themes included the need for

lines of communication between all lead-

ers in the congregation ("a simple thing

we too often forget") and the need for

denominational offices "to create confi-

dence and self-esteem on the part of the

ministry," as John Esau of the GC minis-

terial leadership office put it.

Participants were also cautioned about
how to institute change.

"Lay people are very well intentioned,

but they are not sure how to work at

relationships with their pastors," said

improve pastor-congregational function-

ing in each setting.

The 16 pilot congregations were East
Goshen (Ind.); Emmanuel, Reinholds, Pa.;

First, Edmonton, Alta; First, Reedley, Calif.;

First, Iowa City, Iowa; First, Richmond, Va.;

Frazer (Pa.); Houston (Tex.); Hyde Park,

Boise, Ida.; Mennonite Fellowship of Mon-
treal (Que.); Pleasant Valley, Harper, Kan.;

Portland (Ore.); Ridgeview, Gordonville,

Pa.; Sterling, Winnipeg, Man.; Wooster
(Ohio); and Zion, Elbing, Kan.

Staff work on the Pastorate Project was
done by Mennonite Board of Education,
under the supervision of the GC and MC
general boards.

At the summar>' meeting, MBE execu-
tive secretary Albert Meyer announced
that Lilly Foundation will fund additional

work on summarizing and publishing the

findings of the Pastorate Project.
—J. Lome Peachey

Project works on pastor-congregation relations
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James Gingerich, Moundridge, Kan., one

of the Pastorate Project consultants.

Gingerich and others also noted that change

in structure doesn't necessarily mean
change in attitudes and behavior. The latter

takes years of patience and work.

"Change is possible" became a theme
of the event. In fact, change is inevitable.

Healthy congregations will be those who
plan to change and make themselves

ready for it.

How? In a Sunday morning sermon,

Marlene Kropf of the Mennonite Board
of Congregational Ministries (MBCM)
challenged the group to help make
congregations centers of spiritual discern-

ment: "Just as spiritual discernment is a

discipline for the individual, so it must
become for the congregation."

Kropf called for churches to integrate

worship and decision making, with times

of silence and prayer to discern the mind
of the Spirit. Disciplined spiritual discern-

ment will go far to renewing and building

both the congregation and its leaders.

Discernment may also be needed on the

part of the denominational leadership of-

fices. Work on the Pastorate Project's

findings will continue through MBCM and
the GC ministerial leadership staff.

—J. Lome Peachey

MEDA suspends work
in Haiti following coup

Winnipeg, Man. fMED/lJ—Discourage-
ment. Disappointment. Disarray.

These were some of the words used by
Mennonite Economic Development Asso-

ciates (MEDA) staff to describe Haiti

following the Sept. 30 ouster of President

Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

MEDA's three expatriate staff mem-
bers in Haiti—Henry Hunse, Kim Pityn,

and Lowell Peachey—returned to North
America in October when international

aid programs were suspended.

With the Haitian economy nearly para-

lyzed from the trade embargo imposed by
the Organization of American States,

there was little point in continuing, they

said during MEDA's annual general meet-

ing Nov. 15.

MEDA has had one of its largest pro-

grams in Haiti. The agency has some
$850,000 invested in micro-enterprise and
cocoa cooperative programs there, much
of it in revolving loan funds.

"There's no functioning economy for us

to operate in," said Peachey, director of

the Small Business Development Pro-

gram. "The legal environment also is not

functioning.

"There's no fuel, so cocoa can't be
shipped," he continued. "And in our

micro-enterprise program, at least a third

of our urban clients have fled to the

countryside."

Pityn, director of the Rural Business

Development Program, said the decision

to leave was wrenching. "You don't make
a decision like that lightly," she said.

Many Haitians support the economic
embargo and understand MEDA's depar-

ture, she observed. Even so, "when the

foreign community pulls out they lose

hope and feel abandoned."

The disappointment of the past few

months contrasts sharply with the excite-

ment that followed Aristide's installation

as Haiti's first democratically elected

president earlier this year.

The country "was enthusiastic," Pityn

said. "The economy was moving forward,

our projects were moving forward. Then
all of a sudden, the hope was punched out

of them."

Staff members say they're anxious to

return.

"MEDA's in there for the long haul,"

country manager Henry Hunse said, "not only

in economics but in standing with the people."

But as of early December, MEDA still

had no idea when—or if—its programs

could resume in Haiti. Much of the

agency's funding comes from the Cana-

dian International Development Agency,

and those monies are frozen for as long

as the economic embargo is in effect.

"We'll continue to monitor the situation

closely," MEDA operations director Allan

Sauder said. "Before we make any deci-

sion to resume, we have to go back and

assess how many of our clients are still in

business and how much of our loan port-

folio is still solid.

"We'd like to be able to make that kind

of assessment early in the new year, but

right now the situation is too volatile,"

Sauder continued.

At the annual meeting, MEDA staff

reviewed recent events with members of

other organizations involved in Haiti.

International workers give little cre-

dence to the coup leaders' claims of

human rights abuses by the Aristide gov-

ernment. Instead, they cite greed and

hatred for the peasants as reasons for the

takeover.

"Eighty percent of the wealth in Haiti

is controlled by 3 percent of the people,"

said a person who has worked for a num-
ber of agencies there. "Aristide repre-

sented the other 97 percent."

The elite "were angry because Aristide

was making them pay their taxes, which they

hadn't done for years," the source continued.

"And he was going through the records to

take back wealth they had stolen."

The worker also said that Aristide was
"trying to close down the drug trade—

a

major source of funds to the army."
— Wally Kroeker

Indiana leaders talk

about local outreach
Elkhart, Ind.—Leaders from three

northern Indiana congregations discussed

community outreach methods at a Dec. 5

forum at the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries (AMBS).
Randy Grossman of Faith Mennonite

Church in Goshen, Wayne Welch of the

Church Without Walls in Elkhart, and
Duane Beck and Rhea Zimmerman of

Belmont Mennonite Church, also in

Elkhart, described activities that have

brought them in contact with people who
have no association with a local church.

Zimmerman, a community worker for

the Belmont congregation, spends her

days visiting 300 homes in the church's

neighborhood. She talks with residents to

learn their needs and organizes church

projects, such as raking leaves and win-

terizing a home for a 77-year-old resident.

"The one thing people are amazed at is

that church people will come and do

something for them when they don't at-

tend our church," said Zimmerman, who
is the third staff community worker since

the program began in 1980.

"If Belmont's community work were

justified on how many people were
brought into the church, probably [the

congregation] would not have [provided]

a community worker after the first year,"

she noted.

Grossman, pastoral elder at Faith Men-
nonite Church, said he ministers to "14

community people who have yet to darken

the church doors," including one man who
openly states he does not want a pastor.

"If I find that someone in the Goshen

community is unchurched, I become their

pastor," said Grossman, a church planter

who in 1989 helped 12 people from As-

sembly Mennonite in Goshen launch a

congregation that meets for worship on

Sunday nights.

One church member befriended a

woman with four children, occasionally

volunteering to care for the children. This
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Pastors and Others. . . January 13-16, 1992

at the annual

School for

Leadership Training
(Ministers Week)

at Eastern IVIennonite Seminary
This year's theme:

Renewing Leadership in tiie Congregation

Coordinator: Duane M. Sider

•.Choose from a dozen classes taught by a variety of instructors

• Listen to main speakers Leonard Sweet, Anne Stuckey and Duane Beck
• Enjoy Bible study led by George R. Brunk Hi

• Experience worship led by Marlene Kropf and Karen Moshier Shenk
• Meet Moderator-Elect Donella Clemens and other women leaders

• Hear the first results of the Pastorate Project

For more information, call 703-432-4260.

Eastern
Mennonite
SEMINARY

Harrisonburg VA 22801

provides a break for the woman and her

live-in boyfriend, who has resisted

Grossman's ministry.

In addition to supporting Zimmerman's
work, the Belmont congregation has
added a noon Sunday worship service to

reach people not served by its earlier,

more traditional format.

"We realize that most of our people

listen to the country-and-western radio

station, so our songs have to be geared to

that," pastor Duane Beck said. He joked
that one day participants in the noon
service may "sing 606 with a banjo."

Welch, assistant pastor of the Church
Without Walls, described how his congre-

gation is serving a predominantly African-

American neighborhood in south-central

Elkhart.

People from the church, which was
planted with help from Indiana-Michigan

Conference, have taken inner-city youths
to a summer camp. In addition, members
continue to hold bimonthly meetings with

teens on topics from gangs and drugs to

sex and AIDS.
The congregation's pastor, David

McKissic, found his car burned not long

after a community anti-drug march in

which he had a visible role.

The seminary forum on outreach came
one month after a pubUc challenge by
Welch and McKissic.

In November, the two sent a letter to

regional and national church leaders,

many of whom have offices next door to

the south-central neighborhood. The pas-

tors called for local mission efforts to live

up to the standard set internationally by
Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM).
"How can we facilitate missions thou-

sands of miles away, when we have yet to

begin in south-central Elkhart?" they
wrote. "When will we begin to see death,

crime, gangs, drugs, and hopelessness as

mission?"

Copies of the letter went to Mennonite
Church general secretary James Lapp,
MBM president Paul Gingrich, Indiana-

Michigan Conference executive secretary

Sherm Kauffman, AMBS president Mar-
lin Miller, and Goshen College president

Victor Stoltzfus.

McKissic and Welch called for Menno-
nites to adopt an "African-American
agenda," in which the church would make
a "collective effort" to get as involved in

south-central Elkhart as secular social

service agencies.

Although the pastors have not gotten

replies from everyone, "for the most part

responses have been positive and sup-

portive," Welch said. McKissic has ad-

dressed a chapel audience at the national

church offices and Welch was featured in

the seminary forum.

—

Tom Price

Airport program tops
Virginia mission event
Lyndhurst, Va.—Activities at a local

airport raised money and awareness dur-

ing a November missions festival spon-

sored by the southern district churches of

Virginia Conference.

Richard Showalter, president of Rose-
dale Bible Institute in Irwin, Ohio, spoke
at evening sessions at Lynside Mennonite
Church. In addition, a children's choir

directed by Linda Burkholder sang.

But a Saturday program at Waynesboro
(Va.) Airport highlighted the festival.

Mission displays were set up in one of

the hangers, and music groups performed.

There were puppet shows for children,

and tickets were sold for brief airplane

and helicopter rides.

Southern District overseer Richard H.

Showalter had offered to give a free air-

plane ride to each child who read three

missionary books. About 30 children

earned the prize.

Meanwhile, amateur radio operators set

up antennas and tried to contact overseas

missionaries. Several people were able to

talk with Sue Horst, Virginia Mennonite
Board of Missions worker in Sicily.

The airport events netted some $1,300

for Virginia mission programs. Another
$2,000 was received in offerings.
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•Base closes. The United
States closed Clark Air Base in

the Philippines on Nov. 27.

Talks on a possible withdrawal

from Subic Bay naval base seem
likely to occur soon, according

to an Associated Press report.

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) has long opposed the

bases and has developed pro-

grams for Amerasian street chil-

dren and the "hospitality
women" of Olongapo, just out-

side Subic Bay. This past Octo-

ber, nine MCC volunteers and
18 other church workers signed

a letter objecting to the bases.

The letter urged U.S. Christians

to call on their government to

honor a Sept. 16 vote by the

Philippine Senate against the

U.S. military presence.

•Iraq letter sent. Canada
should release frozen Iraqi as-

sets and urge the United Na-
tions to loosen trade sanctions,

the Canadian office of Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
said in a November letter to

Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.

The letter said the actions are

needed to prevent the deaths of

thousands of people from mal-

nourishment, lack of medicine,

and unsafe water supplies.

•Youth to Philadelphia. The
1993 Mennonite Church youth

convention, like the adult as-

sembly, will be held in Philadel-

phia. Earlier plans had called for

the youth to meet in Baltimore

and the adults in York, Pa. The
youth site change was approved

by the Mennonite Board of Con-
gregational Ministries executive

council.

• Romania considered. Eastern

Mennonite Board of Ministries

is exploring the possibility of

sending a Youth Evangelism
Service (YES) team to Roma-
nia. Galen Burkholder of East-

ern Board visited the former

Communist Bloc nation in Octo-

ber, along with a group from

Weaverland Mennonite Church,

East Earl, Pa.

•Church celebrates. Peace
Mennonite Church of Dallas,

Tex. (formerly Dallas Menno-
nite Fellowship), celebrated its

20th anniversary on Nov. 17.

Ernst Harder, who served as

pastor from 1979-1986, was the

speaker. Earlier, the congrega-

tion received the 1991 Peace-
maker Award from the Dallas

Peace Center for the church's

work in juvenile mediation, ref-

ugee assistance, and coordina-

tion of peace and justice pro-

grams.

• Proceeds reported. The Cana-
dian office of Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) reports that

$1.1 million was raised at 13

MCC reUef sales and church

fundraisers in Canada this year.

In addition, MCC thrift stores

across Canada earned more
than $1.6 million in 1991. Money
from the sales and stores will go

to relief and development work
around the world.

• Volunteers increase. Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions

reports that nearly 1,300 people

served in its volunteer programs
during the 1980s. According to

the agency, the number of vol-

unteers rose steadily through

the decade.

• Jobs program grows. More
than 500 Canadians have re-

ceived employment or job train-

ing this year through the Em-
ployment Concerns program of

Mennonite Central Committee.
Since the program began five

years ago, the number of people

served has jumped nearly 1500

percent. All but $80,000 of the

program's $5 million budget
comes from contracts with fed-

eral and municipal governments
and private business.

• School holds auction. Lancas-

ter (Pa.) Mennonite High School

raised some $85,000 at its annual

benefit auction Nov. 22-23.

Some $17,000 of the total came
from the sale of 50 special edi-

tion copies of the school's new

book, Passing on the Faith by
Donald Kraybill. The book,
which describes growth and
change during the school's first

50 years, is published by Good
Books, Intercourse, Pa. Other
items sold ranged from quilts to

a championship soccer ball.

•Name changed. New York
State Fellowship has officially

,
become New York Mennonite
Conference. Delegates ap-

proved the change at the group's

September business meeting.

• Weaver resigns. Jerry Weaver
has resigned as dean of students

at Hesston (Kan.) College, effec-

tive June 30. He has directed the

Hesston student life program
since 1986. According to a state-

ment from the school, Weaver's

tenure has been marked by "in-

creased integration of academic
and residence life" and the ex-

pansion of career and personal

counseling services.

• Gifts exceed goal. Eastern
Mennonite College's annual

alumni phonathon Nov. 4-9

raised a record $91,000 in con-

tributions, exceeding the

$75,000 goal. Matching funds

from two anonymous donors

raised the total to $116,000.

• Steury gets award. Goshen
(Ind.) College gardener Lores

Steury has received an award for

serving as an official weather

observer for the National
Weather Service. At 7:00 a.m.

each day, Steury checks his in-

struments in the college weather

station for barometric pressure,

humidity, temperature, wind di-

rection and speed, and precipi-

tation during the previous 24

hours. Steury, who is now semi-

retired, has been a weather vol-

unteer for 13 years. He says

keeping track of the weather
gives him "a good excuse to get

up in the morning and get some
exercise."

• Seminarians to city. A small

group of students from the As-

sociated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries (AMBS), Elkhart,

Ind., visited Chicago on Nov.
1-3. The group visited churches,

community service programs,
and the office of the Seminary
Consortium for Urban Pastoral

Education (SCUPE). Two
AMBS students are currently

emolled in SCUPE.

• Festival held. Cornerstone
Mennonite Fellowship, Broad-

way, Va., held a Fall Heirvest

Festival on Nov. 15-17. The key-

note speaker was Howard Foltz,

professor of missions at Regent
University, Virginia Beach, Va.

The event included the commis-
sioning of some 65 people for a

new church planting in Augusta

County, Va.

• Athletes honored. Radella
Todd Vrolijk of Eastern Menno-
nite College (EMC) has been
named women's field hockey
"player of the year" in the Old
Dominion Athletic Conference.

At Eastern Mennonite High
School (EMHS), Joy Kingsley

shattered an 11-year scoring rec-

ord in girls basketball. Vrolijk, a

senior from Manheim, Pa., led

EMC to a 12-3-2 record. Kings-

ley, a junior, averaged 20 points

Group celebrates 1953 hymnal. Lancaster, Pa.—Some 45 singers from 35 Lancaster Confer-

ence congregations are presenting a series of programs celebrating Songs of the Church, a 1953

hymnal edited by Walter Voder. The "Table Singers Three" offer renditions of some 20 hymns

from the collection, which is now out of print. A 50-minute cassette by the gi oup is available

from the conference Board of Congregational Resources.

—

Glenn Lehman
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Host and hostess start. Washington. D C. f/GHj—Howard
and Miriam Cressman (left) of Cambridge, Ont., have begun
a voluntary service term as host and hostess at the hiterna-
tional Guest House. They succeed Harold and Anna
Brennenian (right) of Houston, Del. A project of Allegheny
Conference, the guest house provides lodging for overseas
visitors. One-year volunteer assignments as hosting assistants

are available, starting this winter. Interested people may
contact Annabelle Kratz, 13495 Brighton Dam Rd., Clarks-
ville, MD 21029; phone .301 596-9057.

a game and broke a season scor-

ing mark dating back to 1980.

• Teams improve. The men's
soccer team at Eastern Menno-
nite College, Harrisonburg, Va.,

enjoyed its first winning season
since 1988 this fall. The team
finished with a 9-8 regular sea-

son record. Meanwhile, the
women's cross country team
posted a perfect 12-0 mark in

dual meet competition, while

the men's cross-country team
finished at 12-3.

• Pastor transitions:

Steven C. Nyce was ordained Nov.
24 at Souderton (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church, where he serves as

associate pastor.

Joe M. Haines was installed as

pastor of Ambler (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church on Oct. 20.

• Coming events:
Pastors' Week, Associated Menno-

nite Biblical Seminaries
(AMBS), Elkhart,, Ind., Jan. 27-

31. Activities include teaching,

preaching, an evening of music
led by Mary Oyer, and a ban-
quet at Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church. Dan Lord, a United
Methodist pastor and professor
from Wichita, Kan., will lead a

daylong workshop on 'Tastoring
in Suffering and Hope." Renee
Sauder will lead a meeting for

women pastors. Other speakers
include Mary Schertz and June
Alliman Yoder. More informa-
tion from Bev Sawatzky, AMBS,
3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN
46517; phone 219 295-3726.

Mennonite Central Committee an-
nual meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Feb. 13-15. Along with sessions

of the MCC and MCC U.S.

boards, the meeting will include

Feb. 14 presentations on "1492-

1992: Implications for the Chris-

tian Task." MCC staff and
board members will speak in

area churches Feb. 16. More in-

formation from MCC, PO Box
500, Akron, PA 17501.

Association of Mennonite Psychol-

ogists, annual conference,
Hesston (Kan.) College, March
5-7. The meeting is open to

Mennonite psychology profes-
sors and practitioners, under-
graduate and graduate psychol-
ogy students, and others with
similar interests. More informa-

tion from Phil Osborne, Box
3000, Hesston, KS 67062; phone
316 327-8330.

Genealogy Conference, Lancaster,
Pa., March 28. The event is

sponsored by the Lancaster
Mennonite Historical Society

and will include an address by
John L. Ruth. More information
from Lola Lehman, Lancaster
Mennonite Historical Society,

2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster,

PA 17602-1499; phone 717 393-

9745.

• New resources:
Wall calendars for 1992 have been
published by Mennonite Board
of Missions (MBM). Copies of

the "Circling the Globe" calen-

dars should arrive in Mennonite
Church congregations—except
those in Conservative and Lan-
caster conferences—during De-
cember. Churches that do not
receive copies may contact
MBM Church Relations, Box
370, Elkhart, IN 46515-0370;
phone 219 294-7523.

• Job openings:
Graphic designer, Mennonite Mu-

tual Aid (MMA), Goshen, Ind.

MMA is seeking a full-time de-

signer to work in its Goshen
office in helping meet the com-
munications needs of the agency
and its programs. Candidates
must: have at least four years of
full-time, hands-on experience

as a designer or a degree in art

or graphic design with two years
full-time experience; have at

least one year of experience
using a PageMaker desktop
pubUshing system; be able to

work independently and take

initiative. Interested people may
phone the MMA personnel of-

fice at 1-800-348-7468 or send
resume to MMA, 1110 N. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526.

BIRTHS

Abrahams, Edward and Cythia,

Brooklyn, N.Y., Shani Safiya

(third child), Oct. 25.

Anders, Blaine and Becky (Mar-
tin), Wasilla, Alaska, Lillian

Kristine (first child), Nov. 7.

Bauman, Tim and Sonia (Martin),

St. Jacobs, Ont., Nicholas Paul
(second child), Oct. 18.

Brenneman, Randy and Marci,
Accident, Md., Amanda Nicole

(first child), Nov. 8.

Buckmaster, Mike and Tami
(Beachy), Deland, Fla., Brett

Ronald (second child), Oct. 29.

Driver, Daryl and Kay (Hartzler),

Hydro, Okla., Bethany Dawn
(second child), Sept. 21.

Eigsti, Mike and Starla (Al-

brecht), Sebewaing, Mich.,
Caitlin Leight (first child), Oct.

23.

Ely, Jeff and Lori (Banks),
Goshen, Ind., Megan Rebecca

(second child), Oct. 28.

Emswiler, Verlin and Ruth
(Slabach), South Boston, Va.,

Mindy Leigh (second child),

Aug. 2.

Esh, Douglas and Cynthia
(Rager), Milroy, Pa., Benjamin
Warren (second child), Oct. 28.

HoUinger, J. Daniel and Dawn
(Martin), Washington, D.C.,

Aaron Martin (first child), Oct.

22.

Lentz, Dave and Glynette, Mar-
ion, Pa., Natasha Renae (second
child), Oct. 3.

Macaluso, Joseph and Amy,
Waynesboro, Pa., Seth Joseph
(third child). Sept. 29.

Mast, Delvin and Anita (Nyce),

Weatherford, Okla., Courtney
Elizabeth (second child), Oct.

14.

Miller, Loren and Sharon (Nisly),

Austin, Tex., Katie Lorellen
(first child), Oct. 26.

Moore, James and Bonnie
(Good), Alton, Va., Christopher
Henry (first child). Mar. 14.

Nevin, Denise (Newswanger)
Horning, Lititz, Pa., Destinee
Yvonne (first child), July 26.

Rands, Barry and Janine (Ken-
nel), Niamey, Niger, West Af-

rica, Daniel William (first child),

Oct. 26.

Schlabach, Roger and Kendra
(Nice), Amity, Ore., Joshua
Roger (second child), Oct. 15.

Schrock, Stan and Rita (Evers),

Sheridan, Ore., Melinda Ann
(fourth child), Oct. 18.

Shenk, Jeff and Heidi (Marr),

Portland, Ore., Sarah Noel (sec-

ond child), Nov. 10.

Slabach, David and Gertrude
(Miller), Earlysville, Va., Sarah
Elizabeth (fourth child), June
25.

Stoltzfus, Donald and Joanne
(Kunkel), Morgantown, Pa.,

Ashley Grace (first child), Oct. 5.

Waybill, Steven and Suzi
(Furguson), Columbus, Ohio,
David Steven (second child),

Sept. 14.

Wayne, Loretta (Newswanger)
Kuepfer, Millbank, Ont.. Alicia

Ada (first child). May 22.

Weber, Phil and Phylis (Krabill),

Pottstown, Pa., Christian Edward
Ki-abill (second child), Oct. 15.

Yoder, Edward and Carol (Good),

Huntingdon, Pa., Evan Hans
(fourth child), Nov. 3.

Yoder, Willard, Jr., and Betsy
(Stitt), Huntingdon, Pa., Joshua
Willard (third child), Oct. 30.

MARRIAGES

Brubacher-White: Ron Brubacher,
Elora, Ont. (Bethel cong.), and
Karen \MTite, Elora. Ont. (Bethel

cong.), Sept. 7, by Art Byer
Erb-Wideman: Tony Erb, New
Hamburg, Ont., and Cindy
Wideman, Elmira, Ont. (Bethel
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cong.), Oct. 5, by Art Byer.

Hays-Gautsche: Steve Hays, Mo-
bile, Ala., and Lisa Gautsche,

Coldwater, Mich. (Locust Grove
cong.), Oct. 26, by Dean
Brubaker.

Reesor-Hamilton: Merle Reesor,

Stouffville, Ont. (Hagerman
cong.), and Catherine Hamilton,

Uxbridge, Ont. (Catholic
Church), Aug. 17, by Art Byer.

Spittle-Reesor: Robert Spittle,

Richmond Hill, Ont. (Pres-

byterian Church), and Helen
Reesor, Stouffville, Ont.
(Hagerman cong.), Sept. 28, by
Art Byer.

DEATHS

Beiler, Stephen M., 83. Born:

Aug. 25, 1908. Morgantown, Pa.,

to Levi and Sarah Stoltzfus

Beiler, Sr. Died: Nov. 8, 1991,

Tampa, Fla. Survivors— chil-

dren: Allen R., Lavern U., Merle

D., Glen G., Pearl Good, Marian
Miller; 17 grandchildren, 12

great-grandchildren; brothers

and sister: Martha, Isaac, L-vin,

Harvey. Predeceased by:

Gertrube Stoltzfus Beiler (wife).

Funeral and burial: Nov. 11,

Conestoga Mennonite Church,

by Harvey Z. Stoltzfus and Na-
than Stoltzfus.

Bucher, Alma Rudy, 87, Lititz,

Pa. Born: May 1, 1904, Bareville,

Pa., to Aaron L. and Lizzie Groff

Groff. Died: Nov. 6, 1991, Lititz,

Pa. Survivors—children: John
Rudy, Paul Rudy, Clarence

Rudy, Mary Jane Detweiler,

Sarah Sauder, Nancy Martin;

stepchildren: Samuel Bucher,

Harold Bucher, John Bucher,

Anna Lois Charles; 22 grand-

children, 29 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Bela L.

Bucher (second husband) and
James S. Rudy (first husband).

Funeral and burial: Nov. 9,

Stony Brook Mennonite
Church.

Cotsones, Addie Bender, 95.

Born: July 1, 1896, Kalona, Iowa,

to William C. and Rebecca
(Kauffman) Bender. Died: Sept.

19, 1991, Iowa City, Iowa. Prede-

ceased by: James Cotsones
(husband). Funeral: Sept. 21,

Wellman, Iowa, by Larry Evers
and Paul E. M. Yoder. Burial:

East Union Cemetery.

Hartzler, Eva May (Welday), 90,

West Liberty, Ohio. Born:
March 6, 1901, Medina County,

Ohio, to Grant and Cora
(Spangler) Welday. Died: Nov.

2, 1991, West Liberty, Ohio. Sur-

vivors— son: Donald; 3 grand-

children, 7 great-grandchildren;

brother: Jay E. Welday. Prede-

ceased by: Harry Hartzler (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Nov.

6, Oak Grove Mennonite
Church, by Larry Augsburger.

Kauffman, Floyd D., 62, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Sept. 14, 1929, West
Branch, Mich., to David and
Katie (Jantzi) Kauffman. Died:

Nov. 8, 1991, Indianapolis, Ind.,

from heart failure. Survivors

—

wife: Jean Delegrange; children:

Vicki Yoder, Cindy Beck, Kris

Kauffman; 5 grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: Fannie
Eash, Barbara Gingerick, Ad-
eline Graber, Maudie Graber,

Henry Kauffman, Alvin
Kauffman. Funeral: Nov. 12,

North Goshen Mennonite
Church. Burial: Elkhart Prairie

Cemetery.

Keller, Anna B., 97, Lititz, Pa.

Born: Feb. 2, 1894, to Ruben and
Susan Bollinger Brubaker.
Died: Aug. 10, 1991. Survivors

—

children: Mildred B. Nolt, Anna
Mary, Ruth A. Charles, John B.,

Lloyd B.; 21 grandchildren, 66

great-grandchildren, 13 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: John R. Keller (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Aug.

14, Erb Mennonite Church, by
Lester Zimmerman, Don Good,

and Mervin Keller (grandson).

Leakey, William Eugene, 61,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Nov.

30, 1929, Ephrata, Pa., to Clar-

ence and Esther Shelley Lea-

key. Died: Sept. 16, 1991,

Harrisonburg, Va., of renal fail-

ure. Survivors—wife: Anna
Stahl; children: J. Michael, J.

Kenneth; 2 grandchildren;
brothers and sisters: Shirley

Peachey, Stella Eshleman, Jack,

Janet Weber, Doris Weidner;

half brother: John Everdige. Fu-

neral: Sept. 19, Lindale Menno-
nite Church, by Laban Peachey
and Ralph Ziegler. Burial: Blains-

port (Pa.) Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Miller, Velma, 68. Born: June 22,

1923, Berlin, Ohio, to John and
Eva (Miller) Kandel. Died: Nov.

8, 1991, Apple Creek, Ohio, of

cancer. Survivors—husband: P.

Jay Miller; children: Marlene

Collier, Anita Bixler, Dallas,

Gary, Fred, Jim, Eric; 12 grand-

children; brothers: Homer,
David, and Reuben Kandel. Fu-

neral and burial: Nov. 10, Smith-

ville Mennonite Church, by
Richard Ross and Glenn
Steiner.

Roth, Levi G., 86, Wayland, Iowa.

Born: Oct. 6, 1905, Henry
County, Iowa, to Joseph and
Fannie (Gerig) Roth. Died: Nov.

7, 1991, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, of a

stroke. Survivors— children:

Dorothy Boese, James, David;

20 grandchildren, 36 great-

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ters: Ray, Orie, Mary Swartz-

endruber, Helen Beachy.
Predeceased by: Mayme Wyse
(wife). Funeral and burial: Nov. 9,

Sugar Creek Mennonite Church,

by Dean Swartzendruber.

Rutt, Peter Roy, 79, Lititz, Pa.

Born: Sept. 16, 1912, Ephrata
Twp., Pa., to Edwin and Emma
Brubaker Rutt. Died: Nov. 6,

1991, Coatesville, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Peter, Mary Ar-

lene Hostetter, Emma Keens; 9

grandchildren, 7 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Susie

Rutt (wife). Funeral: Nov. 9,

Ephrata Mennonite Church, by
J. Elvin Martin, A. Richard

Weaver, and Leroy Martin.
Burial: Weaverland Brick Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Schrock, Raymond P., 77, Way-
land, Iowa. Born: Feb. 27, 1914,

Shickley, Neb., to Dan and Anna
(Roth) Schrock. Died: Oct. 16,

1991, Wayland, Iowa. Survi-

vors— brothers and sisters:

Ervin, Edwin, Elmer, Daniel,

Fred, Jacob, Howard, Mabel
McKittrick, Bessie Swartzen-

druber, Bertha Miller, Lillie

Thomas, Esther Siville, Lydia

Ann Kennel. Funeral: Oct. 19,

Salem Mennonite Fellowship, by
Wilford Stutzman and Dean
Swartzendruber. Burial: Lower
Deer Creek Cemetery.

Shank, E. Clayton, 87, Harrison-

burg, Va. Born: March 5, 1904,

Waynesboro, Va., to Erasmus C.

and Ida Rhodes Shank. Died:

Oct. 9, 1991, Harrisonburg, Va.,

from pneumonia. Survivors

—

wife: Mary Holsinger; daugh-

ters: Lucille Allen and Elizabeth

Histand; 9 grandchildren, 16

great-grandchildren; brother:

Russell M. Shank. Funeral and

burial: Oct. 12, Lindale Menno-
nite Church, by Duane Bishop,

Regan Savage, Linden Wenger,

Robert Harding, Ralph Ziegler

and Laban Peachey.

Snead, Lucy Watts, 91, South
Boston, Va. Born: Dec. 10, 1899.

Died: Oct. 30, 1991. Survivors-

son: Otis Bowie, Jr.; 4 grandchil-

dren, 9 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Otis Bowie,

Sr., (husband) and Miriam
(daughter). Funeral: Powell Fu-

neral Home Chapel, by Monroe
Slabach and Paul Slabach.

Burial: Oakland Cemetery,
Scottsburg, Va.

Souder, Wilmer B., Sr., 95,

Souderton, Pa. Born: April 13,

1896, Franconia, p'a., to Chris-

tian D. and Lizzie (Bergey)

Souder. Died: Nov. 10, 1991,

Sellersville, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Irene B. Derstine, Erma B.

Halteman, Mary Kathryn
Young, Rhoda B. Landis, Ro-

berta B. Moyer, Wilmer, Ray-
mond B.; 28 grandchildren, 41

great-grandchildren, 7 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Marietta M. (Bergey)

Souder (wife), Stanley B. (son),

and Harley B. (son). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 13, Franconia Men-
nonite Church, by Russell M.
Detweiler, Floyd M. Hackman,
and John M. Ehst.

Swanger, Florence M., 74. Born:

Feb. 16, 1917, Mount Joy, Pa.,

to Irvin G. and Elizabeth
Sweigart Swanger. Died: Oct.

16, 1991, Mount Joy, Pa. Survi-

vors—brothers: Elmer S., Ray
N. Funeral: Oct. 19, Mount Joy
Mennonite Church, by Shelley

R. Shellenberger and Robert H.

Garber. Burial: Cross Roads
Cemetery, Mount Joy, Pa.

Troyer, Roy M., 81, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Born: June 2, 1910,

Walnut Creek, Ohio, to Mose E.

and Susan Miller Troyer. Died:

Nov. 8, 1991, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,

of a heart attack. Survivors

—

wife: lOpal Miller Troyer; chil-

dren: Larry, Muriel Yoder; 4

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Nov. 12, Walnut Creek
Mennonite Church, by Ross A.

Miller.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education an-

nual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training

(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associa-

tion board meeting, Philadelphia,

Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1.

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-

tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board di-

rectors meeting, Pittsburgh.

Feb. 14-15

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22
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Ruth Boehm, of Winnipeg. Manitoba. (MCC service. 1987 to 1989) worl<ed as a mediator and conflict resolution trainer at the Community Dispute Centre
assistant pastor at Bethel tvlennonite Church in Winnipeg.

PEOPLE ARE OUR BEST RESOURCE.

Uennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
1 7501 -0500

717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
204) 261-6381
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THE LAST WORD

It's going to he a great Christmas
Thanksgiving Day (Canadian and U.S.)

wasn't even upon us yet before predictions

about Christmas 1991 began to appear:

• It was going to be a great season. We shop-

pers were Lining up at the doors, clutching our credit

cards and our long wish lists. With our cooperation,

the North American recession was about to end.

• Well, not quite. There were also predictions

it could be a flat holiday. Too many of us were

just clutching, not using those credit cards. Our
wish lists were just that: wish lists. If we didn't

get out there and loosen up, who knows what

the economic outlook would be.

Hey, don't look at me! My family knows it's im-

possible to get me feeling guilty about any part I

might have in the upswing or downturn of some

economy. Mention the possibility of a shopping

trip, and I can come up with more excuses than

a 10-year-old facing piano lessons. If none of

them works and I trudge along, chances are

you'll find me by the ubiquitous mall waterfall,

reading a book or a magazine, refusing to do my
part to end a recession. I've even heard the

words stubborn and Scrooge on occasion when I

become obnoxious with my views about Christ-

mas and commercialism.

It's not that I don't enjoy Christmas. It's just

that something inside me rebels at joining

crowds of bargain hunters mostly failing to make
available cash and gift lists meet. Is this what

Christmas is all about?

But every year, somewhere along the way, I

come to realize that gift-buying too should be part

of Christmas. I think it comes from reading the

story of Jesus' birth in Matthew or Luke. Maybe
it's when I hear again the tale of Bob Cratchet and

Tiny Tim in Dickens' Christmas Carol.

For it is in hearing these stories that I again

survey my world, my relationships, my life. And
I become grateful for what Christmas is about:

• That God came to earth, taking on the diffi-

culties and frailties and uncertainties that I expe-

rience, but also knowing the joy and delight and

pleasure of being human.

• That somehow that incarnation, in ways yet

mysterious, is the key to meaning in this life as

well as to salvation in the life to come.
• That Jesus the babe makes it possible for

Lorne the adult to experience forgiveness and

acceptance and understanding.

• That this mystery and joy are mine through

the grace of God alone, not through anything

that I have done or deserve.

When once again I realize all that I've re-

ceived, suddenly I find myself wanting to give to

others. Joy and acceptance and love can't be ex-

perienced alone. I need to give to others.

So I join my family at the mall, this time be-

cause I want to. And I find it fun to hunt for just

the right thing to surprise one of them. Or to

take a spur-of-the moment break together at the

ice-cream shop or the pizza parlor.

As I listen to the talk around me, I realize

there are others just like us. They too are revel-

ing in relationships and secrets and surprises.

They too have a spirit of fun and festivity and

joy that's catching.

Sure, there's way too much commercialism

and complaining and frustration. But lis-

ten, and you'll come to realize that at this

time of year people tend to talk more about oth-

ers and less about themselves than at most

other times. As Jesus taught us later, that too is

what his coming to earth is all about (see, for ex-

ample, Mark 12:31).

Furthermore, dig into the history of the cele-

bration of Christmas, and you'll discover a

strange mixture of practices that come from

both church and culture. Gift-giving is one of

these. True, today it often seems to get out of

hand. But done simply and humbly, it can be an

expression of gratitude and love and awe.

Every year, it takes me a while to get to that

point. I guess it's part of how I experience Christ-

mas. You'd think that after 51 chances I'd learn.

Some year I hope to get it right from the start.

It's going to be a great Christmas.—y/p
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The simple lines of
the heavenly host

We know the words well: "Glory to God,
peace on earth, good will to all," But in

their familiarity, we often forget the

significance of these words for our lives.
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More than anything else, giving "glory

to God'' is putting things into proper

perspective: We are God's creation and
God's children. But we are not God,

and who God is. It is knowing that while we
were created in God's image, we remain simply

that: God's creation and God's children. We are

not God.

From early on, however, we have struggled

with this simple notion. We have strived to work

around God, without God, beyond God, as if we

were God. But the angel and the host proclaim

the divine and earthly reality of a God who is

"before all things and who holds all things to-

gether."

More than two Christmases ago, I was

working with a very volatile and violent

situation involving armed Mohawks and

the Canadian government. Negotiations failed,

and the Quebec and Canadian governments sent

nearly 4,000 troops to confront the Mohawks. On
the morning when it looked as if they would

move on the Mohawk barricades, I spoke with

one of the clan mothers, a traditional leader, a

grandmother whose children and grandchildren

were at the barricades. She lamented the vio-

lence and the threat of violence and then said,

"Some people beheve they are above the Cre-

ator." She continued, "Nobody stands above the

Creator."

To give glory to God is to recognize the source

and sustenance of our gift of life, and to give our-

selves—our service and our lives—back to the

Creator. This simple act involves a choice. At es-

sence, the bibUcal story of faith is a story of

choices, of people who chose to put themselves

and their allegiances in relationship to God. "I

have set before you life and death," God said;

"therefore choose life, that you and your descen-

dants may live, loving the Lord your God, obey-

ing his voice, and cleaving to him" (Deut. 30:19).

Glory to God is a profound recognition that

life is a gift from God, that each Ufe is a child of

God. We are not God that ultimately gives or

takes life away. No one of us stands above the

Creator.

Peace on earth. The babe in swaddling

clothes lying in a manger announced the

coming of peace on earth. Peace on earth?

Is it possible? Is it even thinkable this Christ-

mas?

Reality tells us it is not possible. Many would

have us believe peace is an unrealistic hope, an

ideaUst's dream, a utopia for pacifists. The argu-

ment is strong, especially when we consider the

real world this Christmas.

The cold war may have thawed, but the race

for nuclear superiority fought between East and

West has hidden the reality of warfare in our

world. Consider today's geography of war.

Researchers tell us there are currently approxi-

mately around 40 armed conflicts being fought

around our globe. That is 40 wars. The vast ma-

jority are fought in the third world, in countries

burdened with impossible national debts, pov-

erty, and often starvation. Though these wars

tend to be internal rather than international, the

vast majority of the weapons being used are sup-

phed to all sides from sources outside the coun-

try.

To put it bluntly, guns, ideologies, and relief

aid flow from the North; blood, sweat, and tears

come from the South. We are entering an era in

which the lines of global conflict are no longer

East and West. Rather the prosperous, consum-

ing North is in conflict with the open veins of

the South. Draw the new Berlin wall along the

Mexican border and the Mediterranean Sea.

This is the voice of reaUsm this Christmas.

The causes of the 40 wars are essentially so-

cial, political, and economic in nature. They are

When tempted to ash, is peace
possible, we must remember
the angel's words were a proc-

lamation, not a question,

problems of unequal access to resources and

benefits; of historic contentions for land, bor-

ders, and governance; of out-of-control regional

arms races. Yet for some odd reason the world

continues to believe we can solve these prob-

lems by military means. This is the real world

this Christmas.

Yet we sing, "To us a child is born. To us a

gift is given." As Zechariah prophesied, we cele-

brate again this Christmas the gift that will "give

Hght to those who sit in darkness and in the

shadow of death, to guide our feet in the way of

peace." Is peace on earth possible? For the an-

gels, peace on earth was a proclamation, not a

question.

The significance of God's Christmas gift is the

presence not just of the word, but the word be-
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coming flesh. The Christ child born humbly in a

violent world is the presence, in the here and
the now, of what God desires for all people.

That is the Christmas story. We do not deny the

harsh reality of violence in our world, but we ac-

knowledge the presence of a new way, a redemp-
tive and reconciling project. That is the Christ-

mas story.

Faith, we are told, is not blindness to the real-

ity around us but conviction of things not seen.

Hope against hope, we, the people of faith, be-

lieve that peace on earth is possible because we
have experienced the redemptive love and sacri-

fice of our Lord Jesus Christ.

And we join that odd cloud of witnesses

that went before us: crazy Noah, who was
told to build a boat when it wasn't even

raining; wandering Abraham, who left his home
to receive his inheritance without even knowing
where he was going; spunky Sara, who continued
to believe she would have a baby even though
she was impossibly past her prime; Anabaptist
Dirk Willems, who seeing his executioner fall

through the ice stopped his flight and returned
to save him.

Ah, with such a cloud of witnesses, how can
we but run the race that has been put before us,

looking to Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our
faith, who endured the cross and is seated at the

right hand of God? But Jesus also calls us to the

challenge of continuing the ministry of reconcilia-

tion, of breaking down the walls of hostility, of

bringing enemies together.

Peace is not a Utopian dream. It is the matter
and stuff of kingdom work. This Christmas, as

we gather to worship the baby in the manger, we
know that the manger event stands as a symbol
of life against the warring madness that stirs

around us.

Good will. Good will is about action. But
usually, when we hear about people of

good will, we also hear about naivete.

You know, "Well, they are people of good faith,

well intentioned, but they just got in over their

heads; they're naive."

Good will may be naive, but it is a divine na-

ivete that often brings fresh approaches to old

ways of resolving problems. It is what I was
taught as a child and what I try to teach my chil-

dren because it is what I beUeve God calls us to.

So it is good to remember that Christmas is

about a baby and little children.

What are those teachings of good will from
childhood? It takes two to get into a fight, and it

Good will may be naive, but it

is a divine naivete that often
brings fresh approaches to old

ways of resolving problems,

takes two to get out. Be honest. Say what you
need, and understand what your brother and sis-

ter need. Don't hit; hitting doesn't solve the

problem. Talk it over. Admit when you are

wrong. Make it right. Don't do it again.

Is it too much to think these simple ideas

apply to our world? Maybe, just maybe, that is

how lives are saved and wars are prevented.
Maybe that is the divine part about being naive;

it leaves a place for God to work in our lives and
relationships.

As people of good will, we embrace the diffi-

culty of human conflict, seeing it as a problem
to be solved, not a battle to be won. We move to-

ward the enemy as a challenge to be confronted,

understood, and loved, not an evil to be de-

stroyed. Most important, we accept the chal-

lenge of looking first to the part we play rather

than laying blame at the feet of others.

This year again, in the midst of all the prob-
lems of our world which encroach on our
Christmas, we as people of faith hear the

song of angels to the shepherds below.

Glory to God in the highest. Nobody stands

above the Creator. Life is God's to give and take.

Peace on earth. In spite of a violent reality

around us, we are a part of a kingdom move-
ment that beheves peace is possible. We even
act like it is.

Good will to all. Recognizing the facility of cre-

ation and our complicity in human conflict, we
actively pursue alternatives for resolving prob-
lems without taking life.

This Christmas we hear and speak to God's
truth and desire for creation: seek peace and
pursue it. Thus we pray incessantly and are

moved to active compassion for all God's chil-

dren around the globe.

John Paul Lederach, Harrisonburg, Va., is an as-

sociate professor of sociology at Eastern Menno-
nite College. He is also director of the Interna-

tional Conciliation Program for Mennonite
Central Committee.
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READERS SAY

Cult awareness
"Living Among the Saints" (Nov. 19)

reminded me how fortunate I was to sit

in on much cult awareness teaching,

both at my Mennonite church and also

at Women's Aglow Fellowship meet-

ings. All people, especially Christians,

should be aware of what is being dis-

seminated erroneously in our neighbor-

hoods and magazines in the name of

Christ (e.g., Jehovah's Witnesses, Mor-
mons, Christian Scientists).

Cathy Middleton Raphael

Newark, Del.

Informative and thought-provoking
I found your Nov. 19 issue informa-

tive and thought-provoking. I especially

appreciated the three pieces authored

by women.
"Stories Women Tell" was not pleas-

ant to read. But as long as women are

not treated with equal value and re-

spect, these stories need to be repeated

until they are heard.

Nancy Frey's letter, "Language Is Not
a Minor Issue," is a good reminder that

our language reflects our theology and

behavior. Let us hear the real pain our

sisters experience and consider how we
might strive to include all people in the

life of the church.

"Living Among the Saints" by Re-

becca Lehman is a terrific account of a

Christian willing to love and relate to

people without paranoia or a judgmen-

tal spirit. With an attitude like that

(hke Christ's), she will no doubt have

many opportunities to share her faith

with LDS friends and acquaintances.

Randall J. Roth

Des Moines, Iowa

Some abuse stories

have another side

Abuse is an ugly, horrible happening.

It is rightfully becoming an issue that

needs to be dealt with in our churches,

our feminist groups, our communities,

and our health centers.

But be careful. My sister falsely ac-

cused my parents of abuse, spinning

yams of untruths. She had a history of

inability to separate fact from fantasy

long before she first told her abuse

story. Her stories are now believed by a

Mennonite pastor counselor, a Menno-
nite social worker, and many in her and

my family's Mennonite community.

The climate in our Mennonite commu-
nities is currently to embrace all

"stories" and "confessions" without any

validation of the alleged events. So my
sister was encouraged by Mennonite
counselors "to tell her story." My
Mermonite church, community, her min-

ister, and her social worker have done
tremendous injustice and harm to me
and my family. We are all betrayed. My
mother and dad have been convicted

without a trial.

I am aware that those falsely accused

fall into a very small percentile of all

abuse stories. Our family's pain is no

less because of that fact. As I read

abuse stories in our church papers, I

wonder if other innocent people are

being devastated.

My questions: (1) How can one deny

false accusation without being accused

of participating in the crime? (2) How
can those falsely accused forgive when
the accusers do not admit to the

wrong? (3) What processes do Menno-
nite mental health staff have in place to

admit wrong to those falsely accused?

(4) How does healing take place in the

church and in our Mennonite commu-
nity once these wrongs occur?

I plead for justice and peace to all, to

the abused, to the abusers, to the

falsely accused, and to their families.

Name withheld by request

Where are Christian voices

against violence of abortion?

Having been in the pro-life movement
for almost three years, I have been dis-

appointed with the lack of response to

the abortion issue by Christians.

Now Katie Funk Wiebe ("This Con-

troversy Is About More Than Abor-

tion," Oct. 15) writes of Operation

Rescue protests as noisy and angry. She

questions the tactics of the protestors.

I have tremendous respect for those

who risk imprisonment and being misun-

derstood. We are not angry or noisy

enough about this issue. Have we be-

come so "peaceful" that we have been

willed into inactivity? When are we
going to stop looking the other way and

start to see the horrible violence that

takes place against women and their un-

born children?

We feel so comfortable with the clini-

cal and sterile language that the media

perpetuates when speaking of abortion.

In reality, unborn children are being poi-

soned and dismembered, and women
are paying for it with their spiritual,

physical, and emotional well-being.

Heike Ingram
Fairview, Alta.
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READERS SAY

God's controlling hand
With Ted Koontz in "A Dark Cloud

of Our Life Is Lifting" (Nov. 19) I too

remember when bomb shelters were
first talked about. I also recall accounts

of cities of people through the years

trapped and waiting to be starved out

and killed by an invading army. Wars
are as old as humankind, though tactics

and weaponry change. The innocent

still suffer along with those who hold
power.

The lifting of a dark cloud of possible

nuclear attack, however, cannot bring

as much individual or national peace as

my acceptance and dependence of

God's controlling hand even in the mid-
dle of a dark cloud.

Rhoda H. Sauder
York, Pa.

To love God first

In "What I Would Like My Children
to Learn" (Oct. 29), the writer makes
one statement that leaves me uncom-
fortable. He says, "The first, and by far

the most important thing, I would like

my children to learn is the Bible: learn

to feel it, to touch it, to handle it, to

read it, to become familiar with it, to

argue with it, and to think of it as the

most important source of truth."

Instead of focusing first on the Bible,

I beheve parents should help their chil-

dren to love God, giving priority to

God's saving actions, God's love and
power, God's ongoing self-disclosure

through the witness of the Spirit. For
me the Scriptures are important be-

cause they witness to Jesus Christ by
calling us to faith and guiding us to a

life of discipleship.

Vernon Leis

Tavistock, Ont.

Understanding the Bible
not a clear or simple process
In his letter, "Can the Average Per-

son Understand the Bible?" (Nov. 19)

Warren M. Wenger writes about a cru-

cial issue in the Hfe of our church: how
we interpret the Bible.

If we acknowledge the Scriptures to

be written over a 1000-year period,

among God's people in many different

places and times, with very different

types of literature (narrative history,

law codes, poetry, letters, parables), we
begin to see why the "clear word" is

not so clear.

Many of us would not really advocate
we foUow every statement in the Bible

(e.g., Exod. 31:14; 34:22; Num. 15:37-

38). We each interpret as we read. This
isn't sinful obfuscation or obstinacy. As
disciples searching the word, we bring

our perspectives without realizing it. All

are not equally valid, but neither is the

sorting out as simple as some would
make it.

I believe we need teaching in our
churches about issues of biblical

interpretation because they are so cen-
tral to our faith. This includes attention

to our translations themselves as inter-

pretations of words written down long

ago. It includes understanding the his-

torical contexts which God through the
writers addressed. This will help us not
to distort God's word or mold it to fit

our own particular worldview.

We do need to use our God-given in-

telligence as we read the Bible. Com-
mentaries, dictionaries, and guidelines

are tools.

Knowing the importance of these is-

sues—and the damage done by misuse
of Scripture—I too sometimes wonder,
with Warren, how God may make these

essential skills available to the "average

person" in the pew. And I speak for my-
self.

Anne Meyer Byler

Champaign, III

Mennonite stereotypes
are all too true

Unfortunately, there is more truth

than fiction to the stereotype of the

Mennonite church outlined in the arti-

cle, "How We Phrase the Question May
Determine How We Find the Answer"
(Oct. 22). Coerciveness in discipline and
closemindedness may not be seen in

the academic and theological centers of

the church. But they do exist.

I grew up in the Mennonite church
and would not have believed these ste-

reotypes for a second. But I have now
experienced them. Leaders in a congre-

gation know all the right words and
phrases, but subtle actions and politics

within the church speak a different lan-

guage. I felt accepted as long as I

agreed with everything leadership said

and did. I was soon pushed out of any
meaningful role in congregational life

when I voiced opinions contrary to that

of the leaders.

There is major discrepancy between
the teachings of Mennonite theologians
and that of leaders at the grass roots. I

have seen this difference drive away
young dynamic leaders of a congrega-

tion, leaving only those members who
are followers.

David L. Weldy
Mantua, Ohio

Using rather than discerning
on the leadership question
As I read the continuing debate on

male and female roles in leadership,

time and again I find proof-texting and
using Scripture out of context. For ex-

ample. Gal. 3:28 is often used to make
the point that male and female roles in

the church can be alike.

I have read this passage in various

translations. I've read what is before it

and what follows. This passage is teach-

ing us that "we may be justified by
faith." This passage is about being chil-

dren of God and belonging to Jesus
Christ. This passage teaches that Jews
and Greeks, slaves and free persons,

males and females, can receive the

adoption and become children of God
through Jesus Christ.

I find nothing in the context of this

text that teaches on the role of leader-

ship, the use of spiritual gifts, or church
administration. Quoting Gal. 3:28 as a

proof-text in the leadership debate
comes closer to "using" the text than
"rightly dividing" the word of truth.

Simon Schrock

Fairfax, Va.
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'The hopes and fears of

Once I found it easiest to be-

lieve God spoke through me to

others. Today I listen to make
sure that I don't miss what
God is trying to say to me,

by Ronald J. Hunsicker

0 Little Town of Bethlehem." I've sung it

often at Christmas. Without thinking I

know the words, including the end of

verse one: "The hopes and fears of all the years

are met in thee tonight."

I used those words last year as a central

theme in a sermon preached for my congrega-

tion on Dec. 16, 1990. In that sermon I at-

tempted to illustrate how the Christ event can

meet the hopes and fears in each of our lives. I

further suggested that with Christ's advent we
can embrace these hopes and the fears which

make up our individual and corporate lives.

Exactly two weeks later, I—an avid and regu-

lar jogger, nonsmoker, only 45 years old—suf-

fered a heart attack. Four days more, and I un-

derwent open heart, double bypass surgery. The

hopes and fears of all the years are met in thee to-

night!

For most of my Hfe, I have provided care to

others. I guess that is how I learned hfe as

the oldest child in a family of four chil-

dren. I also learned there wasn't much that I

could not do if I just set my mind to it. I was

successful. I was an achiever. Along the way, I

even left a few positive impressions on others.

As a minister, I was there when others needed

me. I was there when the first child was born,

when the anxiety of waiting was enormous. I was

there when a young couple was killed in an auto

accident, leaving two small children. I was there

when pEirents were so desperately trying to un-

derstand their teenage children. I was there

when marital conflict wrenched the life out of

well-meaning couples. I was there when a congre-

gation struggled with their response to the Viet-

nam war.

As a chaplain, I was there when no doctor

wanted to tell the family that their 18-year-old

daughter would never function again. I was there

when the emergency room was overrun with acci-

dent victims. I was there when family and

friends asked why? I was there when a 54-year-

old, holding my hand, said, "I'm going now," and

died. I was there when hospital employees were

laid off and lost their jobs.

As a health care administrator, I was there in

all the discussions about the uninsured and the

underinsured. I was there and helped to estab-

lish new programs to treat alcoholics and ad-

dicts. I was there and fought with insurance com-

panies to recognize the disease of addiction with

as much conviction as they recognized heart dis-

ease.

I was there, in most all the right places at the

right time. I was there with a lot of people who
were in need. I attempted to reassure and to

represent to those people the power and love

and consistency of God. I attempted to repre-

sent to them the healing and consistency of our

Lord. And all the while, I figured that I could

keep on doing this forever.

Iwas there! Usually I was able to fulfill all my
dreams of life. Oh, there were some detours

and some rough spots, but I managed to "tough"

those out and continue to move forward. Most of the

time I thought that this drive, this push, this "I was

there," was what God wanted me to do.

But slowly my tank was being drained. Deep
down inside me, there was a fear, an emptiness,

a soreness in my heart (literally and figuratively)

that every so often would surface as I wondered

how I would face my own fears if I ever found

out that I was not as strong or as in charge as I

thought I was.

On Dec. 30, 1990, those fears came charging

into the open. My struggle was to embrace the

hope that would see me through the next several

terrifying days. That relatively normal Sunday

turned into a day of intense chest pressure with

pain in the elbow, shoulders, and jaw.

As the first pain became real to me, I

sensed something was wrong and I was

not going to hke the outcome. My wife,

with more sense than I, called our family physi-

cian, and soon we were on our way to the emer-

gency room. The drawing of blood, blood

pressure cuffs, EKGs, and nitroglycerine became

the focus of that Sunday afternoon for me in-

stead of the NFL playoffs. With only minor pro-

tests from me, I was admitted to the hospital for

a "few tests." So far my hopes were working just

fine and I had my fears under control: It must

have been something I ate. It was "just a reac-

tion." That seemed to be the best explanation I

wanted to hear.
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However, during that first night in the hospi-

tal, I knew that things were going to be differ-

ent. I knew that I was going to have to let others

minister to me as I had ministered to others.

The morning came and with it those "just to

be sure" tests. "Sure I can run on the treadmill;

how long would you like me to run?" My at-

tempts at wit were mostly ignored by the people
assigned to collect the data. They injected radio-

active dye into me in order to determine if all

my heart was getting enough oxygen.

At 5:10 p.m. that afternoon, the cardiolo-

gists and my family physician came into

my room. They were no longer smihng.

"There is an area of your heart that is not get-

ting enough oxygen; it also looks like there has
been some prior heart damage" were all the

words I heard. I know they said more, but I lost

them. I fought back the tears and reached for

my wife's hand. This was not supposed to be
happening to me. This was not part of my plan!

The following day was New Year's day, my
only day to think. The next day I was to have a

cardiac catherization, and then we would know
for sure what we were facing. Now helpless and
with rising fears, I was beginning to wonder

Sometimes I wondered how I
would face my own fears ifI
ever found out that I wasn't
OS strong as I thought I was.

where the strength would come from to have my
fears met by hopes so that I, too, could always
rejoice.

The catherization procedure was simple, pain-

less, and mostly comfortable. In less than thirty

minutes it was over, but not before I knew the
results. One artery was blocked 95 percent, and
another was blocked 70 percent. Because of the

size and location, the procedure would be open-
heart surgery. No longer able to fight back the
tears, I began to cry. I cried when I was re-

turned to my room and the nurses said that they
were sorry to hear the results. I cried when my
wife came into the room after she had also

talked to the cardiologists. Open-heart surgery. I

thought this only happened when, well, when
you got old. Furthermore, I had ministered to

families who had a member who died during
open-heart surgery.

There was no hiding it now. My fears were

real. They were strong, and they were powerful

—

and I did not like it one bit.

In a few hours I met with the surgeon, and I

was told what a good candidate I was for the pro-

cedure. After a bit of negotiating, I suddenly dis-

covered that I was scheduled for surgery the

next morning. Things were moving too fast. I

was no longer in control.

During those next hours, as the "technicians"

began to organize my life and arrange my body
for the surgery, I was ministered to. Our pastor,

my pastor, made several visits to the hospital.

Through the powerful words of Isaiah, he slowly

began to mend my broken heart and allow me to

embrace Christ. Through those powerful words,
the constant companionship of my wife, the en-

couragement from my congregation and house
church connections, hopes began to replace my
fears. I was able to approach surgery with a new
sense of "I was there." But this time I was re-

ceiving, not giving.

In
the wee hours of the next morning, I began

to become aware that it was now over. I felt

my chest, and it was very tender. I knew that

I had a tube in my nose and one down my
throat. My first act of thanksgiving was to offer

a silent (of course) prayer to God. My fears had
been met with the hopes of countless people
who had rallied around me. My fears had been
met with the hope that God offered me as well.

During the early recovery process, I continued
to be ministered to by the church. More words
from Isaiah and other biblical passages spoke to

me. I began to open up and share with my pas-

tor some of those fears that had swelled up in-

side me through this experience. Those were the

fears I was not supposed to have.

Since then, my recovery has gone very well.

Oh, I still want to work longer than others think

I should. I still want to achieve. I still make de-

mands of myself and of others. And when I am
really honest, I want to pretend that this did not
happen to me.

God spoke to me through that event. Before

Dec. 30, it was easier for me to beheve that God
was speaking through me to others. Now I will be
spending more time listening to make sure that I

don't miss what God might be saying to me.

The hopes and fears of all the years are met in

thee tonight.

Ronald J. Hunsicker is executive director of The
Terraces, a center for addiction medicine in

Ephrata, Pa. He and his family attend the Akron
Mennonite Church.
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Bishops oppose budget cuts

in Central American nations

Roman Catholic bishops from across

Central America have expressed strong

opposition to hefty cuts in health and

social programs by the region's govern-

ments in order to make larger payments

on foreign debt.

The cuts come at the same time the area

is experiencing an outbreak of cholera, a

deadly disease caused by impure drinking

water and poor sanitation. (RNS)

Salvation Army top recipient

of U.S. charity contributions

The Salvation Army is the favorite char-

ity in the United States, according to data

released by the Chronicle for Philan-

thropy.

The group received gifts totaling $1.2

billion in 1990, topping the list of non-

profit organizations.

NonProfit Times, which published a sim-

ilar list of charities this past November,

said that the majority of charitable groups

did not experience a significant decrease

in revenue, despite the recession. (NIRR)

Lausanne director forecasts

growth in Latin nations, India

The largest response to the gospel in

the remainder of this decade will be in

Latin America, India, and China.

That's the prediction of Tom Houston,

international director of the Lausanne

Committee for World EvangeUzation.

Houston estimates that by A.D. 2000

there could be 50 million new believers in

Latin America, 40 million in India, and 30

million in China. (WEIS)

Jesus' advice not relevant

for church funds, lawyer says

Jesus' advice in the Sermon on the

Mount not to be anxious about tomorrow

doesn't apply to investments of Church of

England funds, a lawyer argued in British

High Court.

Attorney Robert Walker gave his bibli-

cal commentary in a case challenging the

refusal of the Church Commissioners

—

the 95 men and women who oversee the

church's $5 billion investment portfolio

—

to divest from any holdings in companies

that do business with South Africa.

The General Synod, the church's policy-

making body, has repeatedly told the

commissioners to divest from such hold-

ings. In their defense, the commissioners

have claimed that as trustees of pension

funds they are bound by the national

Charities Law to place funds into the

highest-yielding investments.

Jesus' teaching is "all very well for those

seeking personal sanctity," Walker said,

but it is neither "permissible nor

admirable" in a situation involving sala-

ries, pensions, and housing of present and

future generations of clergy. (RNS)

Jewish group seeks ban
on ads denying Holocaust
The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith is urging college newspapers to

reject ads by individuals or groups deny-

ing the reality of the Holocaust.

Declaring the issue "not debatable," the

Jewish organization announced its posi-

tion in response to the publication of such

ads in student newspapers at Cornell,

Duke, and the University of Michigan.

(RNS)

Natives want land from Quebec
if province opts to leave Canada
Native Canadians will try to keep most

of Quebec if that province separates from

Canada, Assembly of First Nations chief

Ovide Mercredi said.

Mercredi added that aboriginal peoples

will expect the federal government to

protect their rights.

Quebec denies native groups the same

rights to self-determination being sought

by the province's French-speaking major-

ity. River Desert chief Jean-Guy
Whiteduck said. (CMC)

Interfaith group looks at ways
to fight prejudice in New York

Christian, Jewish, and Muslim clergy

from throughout New York City gathered

earlier this month to discuss ways they

can fight bigotry in their neighborhoods

and congregations.

Pastor Austin H. Armistead described

his church's innovative approach to coop-

eration and understanding across ethnic

lines.

The congregation—Community United

Methodist Church in the Jackson Heights

neighborhood of Queens—has members
from more than 60 nations and holds

Sunday services in Korean, Chinese, En-

glish, and Spanish. (RNS)

Africans need own theology,

former president tells scholars

African Christians need to gain theolog-

ical independence from Europe and

North America, just as African nations

became politically independent earlier in

this century.

Canaan Sodindo Banana, who made

that assertion to a meeting of religious

scholars, knows both poHtics and theology

firsthand. He served as Zimbabwe's pres-

ident from 1980 to 1987 and now teaches

religious studies, classics, and philosophy

at the University of Zimbabwe.
"Western theology is theoretical,

whereas we are faced with practical prob-

lems of living," he said. "We want to eat

today rather than tomorrow. We ddn't

want to postpone living." (RNS)

Soviet Christians ask for help

from Africa and Latin America
Christians from the Soviet republics

have urged Christians from Africa, Asia,

and Latin America to help them in evan-

gelization.

The appeal was made by an eight-mem-

ber delegation at a meeting organized by

the Lausanne Committee for World Evan-

gelization earlier this fall.

Delegation leader Johannes Reimer

said Christians from southern nations can

be more effective than those from North

America and Europe in reaching people

in the republics. (MWC)

Anglican leader urges restraint

as ordination vote approaches
Archbishop of Canterbury George

Carey has urged Church of England lead-

ers to reject acrimony in debate over the

ordination of women.
Carey made the appeal in his first ad-

dress to the church's synod since he be-

came archbishop this past April.

Noting that Anglican unity has already

been stretched to the breaking point, the

archbishop warned that a sharper test is

yet to come when the synod votes next

year on the issue. (RNS)

Pope's visit shows importance

of Brazil to Catholic Church
Pope John Paul 11 repeated two familiar

themes during a 12-day trip to Brazil.

On one hand, he offered hope for the

poor and straightforward criticism of civil

authorities. On the other, the pope

warned priests against deep political in-

volvement.

To some observers, the visit and mes-

sage show the importance of Brazil to the

church's future. Brazil has the largest

Catholic population of any country in the

world. An estimated 88 percent of the

nation's 150 milHon people are Cathohcs.

In addition, Brazil embodies the strug-

gle taking place throughout the region

between progressive and traditionalist

forces. (RNS)
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MCC to send food shipment
to ease hunger in Zaire capital

Akron, Pa. (MCC^—Mennonite Central

Committee plans to send at least 1,000

metric tons of food to Kinshasa, Zaire, in

response to growing hunger in that Afri-

can capital.

In addition, the agency has given

$25,000 to the National Inter-Mennonite

Committee (CONIM) to buy local food.

MCC is inviting U.S. farmers to donate

corn and soybeans to the food shipment,

which is to be sent in early January. Other

people, including Canadians, are invited

to contribute money to the project.

According to MCC, ocean freight costs

will be at least $155,000.

The food crisis follows inflation, cur-

rency devaluation, and political unrest in

Zaire.

This past September, riots broke out

when members of the nation's military

refused their salaries, about $5-10 a

month. The soldiers said the pay was
inadequate in light of rapid inflation.

In the past few months, prices in the

capital have increased 3,000 percent. In

addition, Kinshasa's unemployment rate

has soared to 70 or 80 percent.

Food remains available in rural areas.

But security problems and high costs

make getting it to the city difficult.

Moreover, many of Kinshasa's 4 million

residents cannot afford current food

prices.

Mennonite pastors in the city report

that their children are suffering from mal-

nutrition.

MCC's food shipment will go to CDI
Bwamanda, a development program that

has a large milling operation in Kinshasa.

Farmers interested in donating food

may contact the MCC office nearest them
for information about collection sites.

Cash contributions can be mailed to any

MCC office and designated "Com and
Beans for Kinshasa."

If contributions exceed costs, the

money will go to other MCC relief activi-

ties or the agency's agricultural work in

Zaire.

Two children hurt
by rocks in Botswana
Akron, Pa. (MCC/AIMM)—Lon Fast,

nine-year-old daughter of Botswana Men-
nonite Ministries country representatives

Eric and Kathleen Fast, was injured in a

Nov. 30 rock-throwing incident in

Gabarone, Botswana's capital.

Also hurt was Mueni Mutava, a friend

of the Fast girl.

According to the Fasts, the incident was
not politically or racially motivated.

The injuries occurred when the Fast

family and two friends were returning

from a birthday party at 10:30 p.m.

Youths leaving a concert at the local

stadium threw rocks and bottles at pass-

ing vehicles, including the Fast car.

Rocks broke two side windows and the

windshield of the car, striking both Lori

and Mueni in the head. Both girls sus-

tained skull fractures.

The Fasts drove immediately to a

nearby hospital, where both children un-

derwent emergency surgery.

As of early December, both girls were
still hospitalized. However, both were
doing well, Kathleen Fast said by phone.

Lori suffered a depressed fracture and
is fortunate not to be paralyzed or have

brain damage, her mother said.

Kathleen expressed appreciation for

the work of the two Cuban surgeons who
operated on the girls. Both have been
coming in on their own time to check on
the children, she said.

The rock-throwing was drug or alcohol-

related. Fasts said, noting that consump-
tion of both is common at stadium con-

certs in Gabarone.

Many vehicles were stoned on the night

of the incident, the couple noted, and Lori

and Mueni were not the only people in-

jured.

Ironically, an important part of the work
of Botswana Mennonite Ministries has

been raising awareness about drug and
alcohol abuse.

The morning of Nov. 30, the Fasts had
attended a public alcohol awareness event

organized by Mennonite Ministries
worker Glenn Swier of Grand Rapids,

Mich.

The Fasts are from Altona, Man., and
are jointly appointed by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee (MCC) and Africa Inter-

Mermonite Mission (AIMM). All MCC
and AIMM work in Botswana is done
jointly through Mennonite Ministries.

Workers keep teaching
despite Yugoslav war
Murska Sabota, Yugoslavia (MCC)—

Two Mennonite Central Committee work-

ers are finding new direction for their

work amid Yugoslavia's ci\il war.

Emmanuel and Helen Gitlin of Hickory,

N.C., were teaching at a nondenomina-
tional seminary in Osijek, Croatia, when
fighting broke out. At the beginning of

October, the Gitlins and the school were
forced to relocate in nearby Slovenia.

Closed roads and disrupted communi-
cations made it impossible for some stu-

dents to attend. By the middle of Novem-
ber, however, enrollment had stabilized at

about 30.

Last year some 100 students attended

EMC hosts Suzuki program. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege Junior Edie Lantz gives violin lessons to twins Kate and Meg Schrock. Lantz
is a student intern in the college's Suzuki music program, the only one of its kind
in the central Shenandoah Valley. Each week some 110 children and youtli take

lessons in violin, viola, cello, and piano. Some 40 of the older students in the program
make up the Shenandoah Valley Youth Symphony.
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the seminary, known as the EvangeHcal

Theological Faculty.

The current student body includes Al-

banians, Bulgarians, Russians, Ukraini-

ans, and two Ethiopian Mennonites, along

with members of three of Yugoslavia's

ethnic groups— Croats, Serbs, and
Slovenes.

War and the change of locations have
created erratic teaching conditions. Em-
manuel has no steady teaching schedule

for his Old Testament and Hebrew
classes. However, Helen's English teach-

ing schedule is more regular.

In early November, a lull in the fighting

allowed the Gitlins to travel back to Os-

ijek, which they had left with only an

hour's notice at the end of August.

They found that grenades launched

from neighboring villages had fallen on
many civilian targets and the hospital had
been bombed repeatedly. Every third

house in the city of 140,000 had been
damaged.
However, the couple learned that mem-

bers of a local Pentecostal church had
been maintaining the former seminary

buildings. Except for a few broken win-

dows, the buildings were intact.

Emmanuel Gitlin was invited to return

to Osijek on Dec. 1 to celebrate commu-
nion in the parsonage of the Lutheran
church, which is now pastorless.

In addition, the Jewish community in

Zagreb has invited him to travel there

every Wednesday to teach courses in

Jewish life and Hebrew language.

The Gitlins are "making a fine contri-

bution in a turbulent situation," said

MCC executive secretary John Lapp, who
visited Yugoslavia from Nov. 16 to 19.

Lapp lectured at the seminary on Men-
nonite pacifism. The students responded
well but "a little incredulously in the

midst of the immediate conflict," Lapp
said.

MCC involvement in Yugoslavia began
during World War II, when the agency

assisted refugees. MCC began working
with the seminary in the late 1970s, send-

ing both students and teachers.

MCC, college sponsor
mission/ecology event
Harrisonburg, Va.—Church leaders, ac-

ademics, ecologists, and mission workers

seldom gather to share ideas about broad
issues facing the church.

But that's what happened when Eastern

Mennonite College (EMC) and Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC) held a

consultation at the college Nov. 22-24.

Titled "Preparing for Mission 2001,"

the meeting drew some 35 participants

who represented a variety of professions

and ideological perspectives.

John Paul Lederach, professor of soci-

ology at EMC, spoke on the need for a

new understanding of relationships

among cultures and people. Later, Carl

Keener of Penn State University called

for a new outlook and approach that "does
not utilize coercive power to enable one's

activities."

Keener also called for a new view of

God. "One's vision of God is critically

important because it represents the cen-

tral focus of our lives and how we might
properly respond to the problems of our

environment," he said.

Roundtable sessions during the week-
end provided a chance for interchange

among all the participants. Much of the

discussion focused on the themes of

wholeness and integration.

"There is a keen sense that much of

what we do in theology and mission is no
longer adequately addressing the inter-

connectedness of what we understand

about human beings, technology, and the

earth," said EMC Bible professor Ray
Gingerich, one of the coordinators of the

event.

"The consultation did not intend to

answer all the questions," said EMC so-

ciology professor Vernon Jantzi, another

of the organizers. "The focus was to renew
or reformulate our understanding [of]

technology and ecology, mission and jus-

tice, and the relationship between them."

The catalyst for the weekend was Jacob

Schiere, an MCC worker who returned

from the highlands of Guatemala a year

ago and is on sabbatical in Virginia.

The consultation concluded with a wor-

ship service, at which group members
planted three sugar maple trees on the

hill above the EMC campus.

—

Marshall

King

U.S. workers mistreated,
activist says at Goshen
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Low pay, arbitrary

firings, and demeaning or unsafe working

conditions are typical for U.S. workers,

activist Karen Nussbaum charged in an

address at Goshen (Ind.) College earlier

this month.

Nussbaum, cofounded and serves as

executive director of 9to5, the National

Association for Working Women. She

spoke as part of the Frank and Betty Jo

Yoder Public Affairs lecture series.

Nussbaum told stories of people such

as Earlene, "who was fired after 15 years

with the same company because she was

Student cares for cougar. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—Hesston College sophomore Carla

Kennell holds Joe, a pet cougar cub being treated at the Hesston Veterinary Clinic.

Kennell, who hopes to find a job in a veterinary office after graduation, worked 12

hours a week at the clinic this fall. In addition to earning money, she received

college credit under the school's Cooperative Education Program.
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Karen Nussbaum, cxecuta'c dirrclor of

9to5, the National Association for Working

Women, speaks at Goshen (Ind.) College

earlier this month.

late to work. She was late because she was
making special arrangements for her he-

mophiliac son."

The 9to5 director also told of a boss

who, to save space, made a secretary work
for seven months in a bathroom.

"She sat on the commode. To add insult

to injury, she got a bad work report

because she failed to keep her workplace

tidy."

Nussbaum noted that 23 workers,

mostly women, burned to death in a fire

at a poultry plant in Hamlet, N.C.

"They died because management re-

fused to keep fire doors open, because
they were afraid workers would sneak out

for a cigarette or steal chickens," she said.

Falling pay, rising numbers of two-pay-

check families, and a squeeze on benefits

and working conditions are ways U.S.

business has tried to adjust to a new world

economy, Nussbaum said. She charged

that employers have chosen to copy the

low-wage policies of nonindustrialized na-

tions rather than the high-production

methods of Europe and the Far East.

The disparity between U.S. executives

and entry-level workers is higher than any-

where else in the world, Nussbaum said, and
has increased threefold in 30 years.

Meanwhile, the United States is the

only industrialized democracy without na-

tional family leave, child care, or health

insurance, she said.

The role of the worker must be changed,

Nussbaum argued. She cited Volvo's find-

ing more than two decades ago that con-

tented workers, who were trained and

included in management decisions, be-

came productive employees.

This idea spread through Europe and
Asia without touching U.S. shores, she

said. "The model in the United States

presumes workers are stupid and that

money will not be spent to educate them,"

she charged.

In Singapore, people with routine jobs

get 40 hours to six weeks of training,

Nussbaum said. In the United States, less

than 8 percent of all employees not in

management receive any instruction.

In an effort to keep up with foreign

competition, some businesses are taking

ominous measures, she said. These in-

clude using computer keyboards to mon-
itor how long workers are away from their

desks and having supervisors listen in on

employee headsets.

Though her organization is specifically

concerned with women's rights on the job,

Nussbaum directed her comments to all

current and potential workers.

"This is a cautionary tale for those who
have not joined the workforce, for those

in the workforce who have not experi-

enced what I am talking about, and for

men who think I'm not talking to them,"

Nussbaum said. "It's what's in store for

everyone—if we don't do something about

it."

—

Wayne Steffen

Seminary event studies
popular culture, mission
Elkhart, Ind. fAMBS)—Presentations

ranging from the arts to anthropology

highlighted a gathering on "Reading Our
Culture ... Its Challenges to the Church."

Some 30 people attended the event,

held Nov. 15-16 at the Associated Menno-
nite Bibhcal Seminaries (AMBS).
Paul G. Hiebert of Trinity Evangelical

Divinity School, Deerfield, 111., gave "An
Anthropologist's View of North American
Culture."

Hiebert described the postmodern
world as focused on individual needs. Its

characteristics include deification of self,

relativism, and experientialism, he said.

By contrast, the church too often seems
to emphasize organization and tasks over

people, he noted.

Abner Hershberger, professor of art at

Goshen (Ind.) College, presented a slide

show in which he placed visual art into

five categories: art with religious themes,

signs of ahenation, art as protest, painting

as a critique of society, and art as affir-

mation and celebration.

Hershberger said he appreciates art for

"its way of creating a new language" that

helps decipher today's world.

Dennis Friesen-Carper, a music teacher

from Goshen, Ind., described 20th-cen-

tury music from folk to African to tech-

nology-spawned music videos.

"There's something in music that re-

minds us who we are and how we experi-

ence Hfe," he observed. Churches need to

experiment with "different worship expe-

riences with different kinds of music," he

said.

Ruth Johansen, who teaches at Notre

Dame University and is a member of the

Church of the Brethren, examined reli-

gious and mythic themes in U.S. litera-

ture.

She described typical views of money,
power, love, freedom, nature, and God in

U.S. society and in Anabaptist churches.

Then she contrasted these views with

those of Jesus.

For example, popular culture encour-

ages people to make as much money as

possible. Anabaptists call for frugality.

But Jesus calls for selling all that one has

and giving it to the poor, she said.

Popular culture confuses love with sex,

Johansen continued. Anabaptists view

love as sexuality linked to procreation and
gender roles. But Jesus, she said, sees

love as mutuality between males and fe-

males and as friendship between God and
creation.

In popular culture, God is an absent

figure whose place is taken by patriotism

and nationalism. Anabaptist heritage

views God as a fatherly authority,

Johansen said, while Jesus understands

himself as God incarnated and made vis-

ible.

The meeting also included comments
by Wilbert R. Shenk, director of the Mis-

sion training center at AMBS, and Gary
Martin, instructor in evangelism and
church planting.

The church is called to be both a radical

critic of the secular present and to be
responsibly present in today's world,

Shenk said.

Martin, who is part of the leadership

team of a new congregation in Goshen,

described how people are responding to

the call to be disciples of Jesus.

—

John
Bender
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Workers honored. Lancaster, Pa. (EMBM)—Five fonner
workers with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions share

stories at a banquet in their honor. The event was held Nov.

9 at Charlotte Street Mennonite Church. From left are: James
and Rhoda Sauder, former workers in the Dominican Repub-
lic and Honduras; Grace Hockman, Honduras; and Evelyn
and Ira Kurtz, Hong Kong.

• Center dedicated. Some 700
friends of Lancaster (Pa.) Men-
nonite High School attended a

Nov. 24 celebration to mark
completion of the school's $3.5

million auditorium/fine arts cen-

ter. The 1,500-seat auditorium
will be used for chapel services

and a variety of school and
church events. The building also

includes rooms for art, drama,
and music.

• School holds rally. Central
Christian High School, Kidron,

Ohio, held a fundraising rally

Dec. 2 as the final phase of a $2.4

million building project. The
event included a musical pro-

gram in the Performing Arts

Center and an address by John
Rudy, Leola, Pa.

—

Celia Leh-
man

• Officers named. Joe Bren-
neman, Wichita, Kan., has been
appointed chair of the 12-mem-
ber Board of Overseers of
Hesston (Kan.) College. John
Hershberger, Arvada, Colo., will

serve as vice-chair and Vicki

Hoffman of Hesston will be sec-

retary. New members of the

board eire Lynn Egh, Vancouver,
Wash., and Kathleen Keener
Shantz, Glendale, Ariz.

• Patients aided. First Menno-
nite Church, Iowa City, Iowa,

offers a hospital hospitality min-

istry for individuals and families

of patients undergoing treat-

ment in the Iowa City area. Ser-

vices available include short-

term housing, financial assis-

tance, and visitation. More in-

formation is available from the

congregation at 405 Myrtle Ave.,

Iowa City, lA 52246.

• Arts enhance teaching. Zion
Mennonite Church, Archbold,
Ohio, is combining Christian ed-

ucation and the arts. Three
young artists from the congre-

gation—Elaine Gooding, Amy
Rich, and Jonathan Rich—cre-

ated note ceirds with peace mes-
sages as part of a peace teaching

series earlier this year. This
month, local potter Mark
Nafziger allowed his seventh
and eighth grade Sunday school

students to use his shop and
materials to make pottery
Christmas tree ornaments with

religious themes.

—

Charlotte H.

Croyle

• Miller studies hope. Paul M.
Miller has interviewed 74 people
who are 80-year-old or over in a

project called "Aging with
Hope." The study is designed to

uncover "secrets of hoping" that

can help people avoid discour-

agement in a pessimistic era.

Miller is professor emeritus of

practical theology at the Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries, Elkhart, Ind., and clinical

pastoral education supervisor at

Philhaven Hospital, Mount
Gretna, Pa. He is collaborating

on the project with Emerson
Lesher, a gerontologist at
Philhaven.

• Mock interviews held. Three
school administrators from
northern Indiana helped senior

education students at Goshen
College prepare for job inter-

views. Bob Duell of Goshen
Community Schools, Henry
Smith of Wawasee Community
School Corporation, and Fred
Stump of Mishawaka City
Schools, conducted mock inter-

views with students and evalu-

ated their performance.

• Nurses pass boards. All 17 of

Eastern Mennonite College's

1991 nursing graduates have
passed their state board exami-
nations, nursing department
chair Beryl H. Brubaker said.

This is the third consecutive

year students from the
Harrisonburg, Va., school have
had a 100 percent passing rate,

she said.

• Showalter on panel. Goshen
(Ind.) College professor of English

Shirley Showalter wiU be a mem-
ber of a panel at the annual meet-

ing of the Association of American
Colleges, to be held Jan. 8-11 in

Washington, D.C. Showalter wiU

take part in a session on "Seeking

Authenticity: Grounding Re-
sponses to Pluralism in Institu-

tional Mission."

• Lectureship available. Gos-
hen (Ind.) College and Bluffton

(Ohio) College are accepting
proposals for the 18th annual C.

Henry Smith Peace Lecture-
ship. Presentations may consist

of drama, stories, or visual art,

as well as traditional lectures.

The award carried a $2,000 sti-

pend, along with $500 for re-

search and travel. Entry dead-
line is Feb. 15. More information

is available from John Eby, aca-

demic dean, Goshen College,

Goshen, IN 46526.

• Exchange supported. Viet-

namese, other Asians, and
North Americans are learning

from one another through the

work of the Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) Center for

Educational Exchange Pro-
grams, Bangkok, Thailand. For
the past year, the center has

helped organize conferences,

training programs, and study

tours. Vietnamese and Thais
have studied agriculture in one
another's countries. In addition,

MCC Bangladesh workers and
their local partners have visited

Vietnam as part of a joint soy-

bean program. Meanwhile, the
center offers a point of contact

for universities and organiza-

tions interested in setting up
exchange programs with Viet-

nam.

• Chilean women meet. Some
25 women, including Mennonite
Board of Missions worker Karen
Guenther, took part in a meeting
in Santiago, Chile, on "Theology
from a Woman's Perspective."

The event was sponsored by a

newly formed department of the

Evangelical Theological Com-
munity, the seminary where
Guenther's husband, Titus, is a

teacher. Topics discussed in-

cluded marriage breakups, do-

mestic violence, financial issues,

involvement ofwomen in church
leadership, and Jesus' encoun-
ters with women.

• Brazilians march. Mennonites
joined members of a number of

Protestant churches in Con-
ceicao, Brazil, in a march on
Sept. 7, Brazil's Independence
Day. People from the Menno-
nite congregation carried a ban-
ner that read, "Jesus makes our

homes united and happy." At
one point, the procession passed
in ftont of city hall and civil

leaders seated on a platform.

Mennonite Board of Missions

workers Glenn and Lois
Musselman are pastors of the

local Mennonite church.

• Commencement held. Corner-

stone Bible College, affiliated

with Cornerstone Mennonite
Fellowship of Broadway, Va.,

held its first commencement
Nov. 23. George R. Brunk H
spoke and two students received

degrees.

•Fund established. A Clifford

Snyder Memorial Fund has

been established at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.

Named for a former pastor and
Hispanic ministries worker, the

fund will provide grants to can-

didates from the following cate-

gories: Latin American pastors,

leaders, and potential leaders

who wish to study at Com-ad
Grebel; and Canadian pastors,

leaders, and potential leaders

pursuing study at the college in

order to prepare for assign-

ments in Latin America. Poten-
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tial recipients and people who
wish to contribute to the fund

may contact Nelson Scheifele or

Arnold Snyder at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.

N2L 3G6.

• Profits aid hungry. Money
from food sales in Eastern Men-
nonite High School's student

lounge will help hungry people

in the Harrisonburg, Va., com-
munity. Nicole Bauman and
Dawn Mosemann of the student

council lounge committee pre-

sented an $800 check to Daisy
Yoder, director of Friendship

House. The amount represents

more than half of last year's

profits from soda, fruit drink,

and snack machine sales.

• MCC reunion set. A 50th anni-

versary reunion will be held this

coming May for people who
served at Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) headquar-
ters, Akron, Pa., between 1941

and 1946. More than 100 people

are expected to attend the May
5-7 gathering of former staff.

Civilian PubUc Service (CPS)
workers, and spouses. The first

two CPS assignees. Otto
Sommer and Emil Thiessen, ar-

rived in Akron in early 1942.

Both are on the reunion plan-

ning committee. More informa-

tion is available by writing to:

MCC 50th Anniversary Re-
union, c/o Richard Ebersole, PO
Box 84, Akron, PA 17501.

• Station holds drive. Eastern

Mennonite College's FM radio

station, WEMC, received some
$4,000 in cash and pledges from
hsteners during "WEMC Week"
in November. Another appeal

will be held this spring. Founded
in 1955, WEMC is 'Virginia's old-

est noncommercial radio sta-

tion.

• Scholarships planned. The
music department at Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va., plans to estabhsh a

scholarship program for incom-
ing freshman who expect to

major in music. According to

department chair Stephen
Sachs, the initial goeil is to pro-

vide four $500 awards on a merit

basis for the 1992-93 school
year. The depeirtment will hold

a benefit concert for the pro-

gram on Feb. 23.

• Discount offered. Full-time
students from Mennonite col-

leges are now eUgible to take one
course at the Associated Men-

nonite Biblical Seminaries
(AMBS) at one-quarter the reg-

ular tuition cost. The offer ap-

plies to upper-level students

with the recommendation of

their faculty advisers. More in-

formation is available from
Steve Fath, admissions coun-

selor, AMBS, 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

• Clicks meet team. Del and
Charlotte Holsopple Glick,

Mennonite Board of Missions

workers in Shenyang, China,

met an unexpected group of

North Americans this fall—the

Harlem Globetrotters basket-

ball team. The Globetrotters

began their second tour of China
with a series of games in

Shenyang. The Clicks saw them
play twice and talked with them
at a reception in their honor.

• Pastor transitions:

Jane H. Peifer was Ucensed on Dec.

9. She will serve as a member of

the pastoral team at Community
Mennonite Church, Harri-

sonburg, Va.

• Coming events:

Conference on family violence and
sexual abuse, Sonnenberg Men-
nonite Church, Kidron, Ohio,

March 20-21. Ruth Krall, direc-

tor of peace studies at Goshen
(Ind.) College, wUl speak. In ad-

dition, the event wdll include

worship, art, and workshops.

Sponsors include Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC)
Great Lakes Region and Ohio
Conference. More information

from the MCC Great Lakes of-

fice, 13363 Jericho Rd., Box 82,

Kidron, OH 44636; phone 216
857-7721.

25th anniversary, Inter-Mennonite

Children's Choir, Waterloo,
Ont., May 2-3. Activities will

include concerts by an Alumni
Choir and the current children's

choir. More information from
Jane Schultz-Janzen at R. 3,

Wellesley, Ont., NOB 2T0,
phone 519 699-6090, or by con-

tacting Betti Erb at Conrad
Grebel College.

• New books:
75th anniversary book, Calvary

Christian Fellowship Church,
Inglewood, Calif. The book in-

cludes a historical article by
Douglas Kaufman, photos, re-

flections, and specific informa-

tion about Calvary's ministries.

Copies may be ordered from the

church, 2400 W. 85th St., Ingle-

wood, CA 90305; phone 213 752-

8552. SuppUes are limited.

• Job openings:
Administrator, Juniata Mennonite

School, McAlisterville, Pa.

Needed by July 1992. Juniata is

a K-8, patron-operated school in

rural central Pennsylvania.
Master's degree with teaching

and administrative experience

preferred. Contact the school at

717 463-2898.

Faculty member in business ad-

ministration. Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan. Full or

part-time position, starting Feb-

ruary or September 1992. MBA
required. Rank and salary

negotiable depending on load

and qualifications. Candidate
needs primary experience in

business administration, but
other teaching or administrative

skills may fill a full-time con-

tract. Send vita to Wynn
Goering, academic dean. Bethel

College, North Newton, KS
67117, by Jan. 1.

NEW MEMBERS

Bally, Pa.: Mark Bechtel, Ryan
Ehst, and Keith Schoenly.

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Marna
Elzinga and Jesse Elzinga.

Bethel, Gettysburg, Pa.: Seth

Althoff, Joy Hess, Bradley Fair,

Valeri Fair, Anthony Kehr, Tara
Strausbaugh, and Debbie WU-
kinson.

Covenant Community Fellow-

ship, Lansdale, Pa.: Dan An-
derson, Carole Lund, and Eric

Lund.
Ephrata Pa.: Mark Troyer and
Rose Troyer.

First Deaf, Lancaster, Pa.:

Aaron Ranck, Jessica Gascho,
Glen Blessing, Sherrie Reinford,

Kam Emery, Karisten Emery,
Geneva Martin, Jonathan
Stoltzfus, Dan Boyer, Karen
Diffenbach, Mervin Landis, Jan
Mast, Rebecca Nolt, David
Swartley, June Landis, Ira

Nissley, Harry Hall, and Brian

HaD.
Glade, Accident, Md.: Bonnie

Friend.

Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.:
Jerry GeU and Lilly Dickens.

Holyrood, Edmonton, Alta.:

Jose Gaitan, Seidy Gaitan, and
GaO Walters.

Locust Grove, Elkhart, Ind.:

Rosemary Poe.

North Goshen, Goshen, Ind.:

Glen and Jolene Miller, and
BiUy and Lucy Muntukwonka.

Peace, Dallas, Tex.: Justina

Dienner, Jethro Dienner, Jo-

anna Dienner, Jacob Dienner,

and Kathryn Dienner.

Plains, Hatfield, Pa.: Kathy Rit-

tenhouse, Alpheus Ruth, Mir-

iam Ruth, Phil Swartley, Carrie

Zweig, and Harry Zweig.

Salem, Quakertown, Pa.: Bruce
Eglinton-Woods and Nancy
Eglinton-Woods.

Salem, Waldon, Mich.: Patty
Fry.

Chaplains meet. Lancaster, Pa.—Four Mennonite women
from the Lancaster area who serve as chaplains met for

support and encouragement. They are (from left); Jean

Shenk, chaplain to Mennonite and Amish patients in Lancas-

ter area hospitals; Faye Stauffer, chaplain s assistant at Lan-

caster Count}- Prison; Bett>' Landis, chaplain at Ephrata

Community' Hospital; and Grace Shenk, chaplain at Columbia

Hospital.

—

Nancy Witmer
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St. Jacobs, Ont.: Maria Boehm,
David Frey, Tim Janzen, Debbie
Martin, Karen Martin, Marty
Martin, Michael Martin, Tony
Mohr.

Sugar Creek, Wayland, Iowa:
Jessica Miller, Denise Richard,
Kyle Roth, Pat Yoder, Brandon
Bachman, Denise Conrad, Andy
Eichelberger, Jason Eubanks,
Tim Graber, Brian Meyer, Clint

Roth, Russell Yoder, Don Gard-
ner, Michelle Richard, Chad
Scarff, Jennifer Unternahrer,
Brad Yoder, and Jeff Eubanks.

Williamsburg, Va.: Jaime
Treleaven, Kari McLaughlin,
Grace Marvuglio, Rachel Chris-

topher, Gretchen Geyer, Larry
and Rachel McLaughlin, and
Mark and Grace Marvuglio.

BIRTHS

Acorn, Brent and Grace (Yantzi),

Tavistock, Ont., Zachary Alex-

ander (first child), Nov. 16.

Albrecht, Keith and Grace
(Mast), Clarence Center, N.Y.,

Kyle Jacob (third child), Nov.
10.

Bowman, Philip and Brenda
(Yantzi), Tavistock, Ont.,
Catrina Jane (third child), Nov.
7.

Drawbond, Jeff and Jolene
(Thiel), Coralville, Iowa, Alex
Thiel (first chUd), Nov. 8.

Evans, Steven and Diane
(Schimpf), Elida, Ohio, Zachary
Taylor (second child), Oct. 31.

Freeman, Omar and Judy (Kaye),

Kitchener, Ont., James Derek
(first child), Nov. 4.

Handrich, Lynn and Sonja
(Borst), Fairview, Mich., Kyle
Robert (third child), Nov. 26.

Herschberger, Brian and Sylvia

(Mast), Kalona, Iowa, Kathryn
Mardelle (third child), Nov. 21.

Keiry, David and Margo (Wittrig),

Medford, Ore., Melissa Ranae
(first child), Aug. 20.

Kostanciak, Jerome and Heidi
(Federspiel), Akron, N.Y., Sarah
Mae (second child), Oct. 1.

Mahoney, Michael and Cheree
(Allen), Davenport, Fla., Israel

J. (fourth child), June 16.

Martin, Kirby and Darcie
(Messerli), Hesston, Kan., Chase
Parker (first child), Nov. 17.

Miller, Dan and Jaynette (Miller),

Newton, Kan., Bryant Stephen
(fourth child), Nov. 11.

Pounds, LaVerle and Denise,
Hutchinson, Kan., Adam Steven
(second child), Aug. 6.

Rider, Michael and Roxanne
(Naylor), Gettysburg, Pa., Sarah
Anne (second child), Oct. 28.

Sears, Craig and Leane (Lit-

willer), Hesston, Kan., Nathan
Craig (first child), Nov. 14.

Tennefoss, T. J. and Jolene (Neu-
enschwander). Greenwood, Del.,

Julianna Rae (third child), Sept.

25.

Widmer, Dan and Sue, Washing-
ton, Iowa, Mallory Lyn (second
chOd), Nov. 7.

Zimmerman, Verl and Linda
(Imel), Harper, Kan., Ethan
Taylor (first child), May 22.

MARRIAGES

Craig-Willems: Matt Craig,
Ridgefield, Conn., and Jennifer

Willems, Hutchinson, Kan.
(South Hutchinson cong.), July

27, by Calvin King.

Payne-Hansen: Eric Payne,
Waynesboro, Va. (Baptist
Church), and Sheryl Hansen,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Salem cong.,

Tofield, Alta.), Aug. 17, by Carl

Hansen and Theodore Payne.
Yutzy-Overhold: Ronald Yutzy,

El Dorado, Ark. (Townline
cong.), and Regina Overbold,
Topeka, Ind. (Townline cong.),

June 22, by Calvin Borntrager.

DEATHS

Bowman, Ivan M., 84, East Earl,

Pa. Born: March 18, 1907, East
Earl, Pa., to Benjamin B. and
Alice Catherine (Good) Bow-
man. Died: Nov. 14, 1991, Lititz,

Pa. Survivors—children: Emma
Ruth Felpel, Ivan Earl, E. Clair,

P. Wilmer; 12 grandchildren, 24

great-grandchildren; sisters:

Lena Jones, Anna Bowman.
Predeceased by: Eva Z. Martin
Bowman (wife). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 18, Bowmansville
Mennonite Church, by Wilbert
Lind and Stephen Esh.

Brubacher, Tobias, 80, Elmira,

Ont. Born: Jan. 18, 1911, to

Henry and Hannah (Shantz)

Brubacher. Died: Nov. 4, 1991.

Survivors—wife: Leah Baumein;

children: Florence Frey, Alice

Martin, Esther Nafziger; 10

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child; brothers and sisters: Irvine,

Elmer, Emerson, Rebecca
Bauman, Sarah Buehler, Elvina

Martin. Funeral and burial: Nov.

7, Glen Allen Mennonite Church,
by Mark Hallman and Willard

Metzger.

Mast, Pearl (Klopfenstein)
Burkholder, 81, Wauseon,
Ohio. Born: Sept. 21, 1910, Lex-
ington, Neb., to Levi and Abigail

(Roth) Klopfenstein. Died: Nov.

6, 1991, Wauseon, Ohio, of can-

cer. Survivors—children: Ernie
and Dale Burkholder; stepchil-

dren: Jerry and Jim Mast, Joann
Burkholder; 12 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren, 7 step-
grandchidren, 1 step-great-
grandchild; brothers: Roy and
Clyde Klopfenstein. Prede-
ceased by: Levi Burkholder
(first husband), J. Edwin Mast
(second husband), Virgil
Burkholder (son). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 9, Lockport Menno-
nite Church, by Allen Rutter,

Jim Groeneweg, and Walter
Stuckey.

Miller, Ruth E., Born: Nov. 23,

1917, Minneola, Kan., to Frank
and Leah Schmucker. Died: Oct.

15, 1991, from a heart attack.

Survivors—husband: Lawrence
R. Miller; children: Marilyn S.

Miller, Beverly A. Cromwell;
one grandchild; brother and sis-

ter: Carl Betts, Fern Showalter.

Funeral: Oct. 17, South Hutch-
inson Mennonite Church, by
Calvin R. King. Burial: Memo-
rial Park Cemetery.

Mincner, Hazel Irene Miller,

78. Born: Feb. 16, 1913, Louis-

ville, Ohio, to Edward and Clara

Miller. Died: Oct. 9, 1991, Lou-
isville, Ohio. Survivors—hus-

band: Otto Mincner; children:

Barbara Smith, Judith
Goebeler, Robert; 6 grandchil-

dren, 3 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral: Oct. 12, Stier-Israel Fu-
neral Home, by Gerry
Vandeworp. Burial: Beech Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Schantz, Sadie G., 86, Lansdale,

Pa. Born: Dec. 14, 1904, Bally,

Pa., to Daniel and Katie
Schantz. Died: Sept. 27, 1991,

Lansdale, Pa. Survivors—sister

and brothers: Anna G.
Hockman, Henry G., Allen G.

Funeral: Oct. 1, Mann Funeral

Home, East Greenville, Pa., by
Roy K. Yoder. Burial: Bally

Mennonite Cemetery.
Schmucker, Effie Malinda

(Pica), 90, Newport News, Va.

Born: Feb. 8, 1901, Chicago, 111.,

to Joseph and Mary Pica. Died:
Nov. 11, 1991, Newport News,
Va., of a stroke. Survivors— son:

Donald Wayne; 2 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Adam
Schmucker (husband). Funeral

and buried: Nov. 15, Warwick
River Mennonite Church, by Gor-

don Zook and Lloyd Weaver.
Snyder, William F., 70, Elkhart,

Ind. Born: April 8, 1921, Elkhart,

Ind. Died: Oct. 4, 1991, Elkhart,

Ind. Survivors—wife: Lula
Hahn; children: Marlene Hart-

man, Elaine Yoder, Duane; 10

grandchildren, 5 great-grand-
children; sister: Jean Nettrour;

stepsister and brother: Marie
Severy, James Sweat; half sis-

ters and brothers: Bethel Drake,
Vera Morgan, Russell Snyder,
Warren Snyder. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 7, Olive Mennonite
Church, by Dale Shenk and Ted
Eash.

Widders, Barbara B., 89, Lititz,

Pa. Born: Jan. 14, 1902, Ephrata
Twp., Pa., to Monroe and Anna
W. (Bucher) Widders. Died:
Nov. 13, 1991, Lititz, Pa. Fu-
neral: Nov. 18, Spacht Funeral
Home, Lititz, Pa., by J. Clair

HoUinger and Paul W. Weaver.
Burial: Middle Creek Church of

the Brethren Cemetery.
Zaerr, Marguerite Elizabeth

(Nofziger), 70, Archbold, Ohio.

Born: June 11, 1921, Archbold,

Ohio, to Amandaus and
Arminda (Short) Nofziger. Died:

Oct. 29, 1991, Archbold, Ohio, of

a stroke and congestive heart

failure. Survivors—husband:
Maurice Zaerr; children: Sarah
Schrock, Dean, Karen Vonier,

Lois Grime; 13 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren; brothers:

Chauncy, Harold, and Don
Nofziger. Funeral: Nov. 1,

Tedrow Mennonite Church, by
Roy Sauder and Randall
Nafziger. Burial: Pettsville

Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education an-

nual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training

(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associa-

tion board meeting, Philadelphia,

Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1.

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board di-

rectors meeting, Pittsburgh,

Feb. 14-15

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 28-29
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How our kids are shaped to be members of
God s kingdom here on eardi is our first priority.

That'swhywe chose Hesston."

"People often ask us, "Why in the world did you

send your children to a small coOege 900 miles from

home?" The answer is simple. Ifwe'd have wanted

Chad and Wendy to just gain knowledge, we'd have

sent them to a technical school or a local university. But

we wanted them to be prepared for life - to gain

wisdom, understanding, and righteousness. That's why

we chose Hesston.

"We reaUy see the qualities and values held by

Hesston's faculty reflected in Wendy, who graduated in

1990. It's easy for teenagers to slip away from Christian

beliefs, but being exposed to people who value their

faith and model it in the classroom makes a difference

in those formative years.

"We've worked hard at helping our kids develop a

sense of faith and commitment. Hesston College

continues that ptocess, and offers them a great start on

adulthood."

A lot ofparents make the same choice Edand Sue did.

Because Hesston College offers a coinbination you can 't

find anywhere else. A. solid education. A value-centered.

Christian campus that's small enough to care. Close,

personal mentoring by skilled educators. Tuition costs

below the tiational average. Not to ynentiori, the wide,

Kansas sky.

Hesston 's acclaimed careerprograms offer something

special: a chance to enter thejob market in two short years

(with a degree!) or go on tofinish afour year college edu-

cation. As a result, our graduates ofien have more options.

Find out more about the advantages Hesston has to

offer. Call write or visit. We'll be happy to showyou

whatparents like the Troyers have already discovered

about Hesston College.

Spreadyour wings

Hesston
Coll\^ \^ U.S. ph.

Box 3000. Hoston. KS 67002-2093

loll free: 800-835-2026

iCMdc ihc continental

collect; 316-327-8222
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THE LAST WORD

Good King Herod
Watch a Sunday morning sermon develop

sometime. Things generally go rou-

tinely, with members of a congregation
tuning in and out according to their interest in

the subject, the movement of sisters and broth-

ers around them, or even the temperature of the

room in which they worship. Then the preacher
hits an illustration, and heads snap to attention.

Is that why the writers of two of the Gospels
chose story as the way of telling us of God's com-
ing to earth? Matthew's and Luke's accounts of

the incarnation have become some of the best-

known stories ever told. (Contrast that to John's

more theological explanation; I find his words
hard to remember without outright memorization.)

Stories are powerful ways to communicate.
Whether from the past or the future, good sto-

ries grip us when they connect with our present.

We are moved by stories when we see ourselves

in them.

That's why, come Christmas, I've tried to find

characters in Matthew's or Luke's accounts with
whom I can identify. It's more difficult than you
might think.

Take the shepherds, those simple folk to

whom the angels sang. Well, I did grow up on a

farm. But animals were not my first love. Cows
and pigs and sheep and I were in constant con-

flict. Had I been one of those shepherds in the

fields on that starry Bethlehem night, I suspect I

would have been out chasing a balky lamb and
completely missed the angels' story.

Then there are the wise men. Besides the obvi-

ous problem with wisdom, there's also the mat-
ter of gifts. Socks and sweaters and Christmas
cards baffle me. What would I have done with a

Hst that included gold, frankincense, and myrrh?
And let's not even talk about identifying with

the angels or Mary or Joseph. For example,
when my son was born, I was in a restaurant eat-

ing supper. The doctor had assured me it would
be a long time. He was wrong. So was I in any
aspirations I had to an attentive father image.

That leaves a character who doesn't even
show up in any Christmas carol that I remem-
ber. He's Herod. The vUlain. The bad guy. I'd

rather not bring him up. But if I'm honest,

there's more of him in me than I care to admit.
Look at the record. God came to earth that

first Christmas. When Herod heard about it, "he
was frightened" (Matt. 2:3). On realizing that at

least three humans had apparently joined God's
cause and refused to obey his orders, "he was
infuriated" (Matt. 2:16).

Then Herod did what many humans do when
the props fall and the unknown takes over: he
panicked. He made decisions and committed
acts that have earned him the worst reputation
of any character in that first Christmas story.

True, most of us aren't as ruthless or as de-

monic. But do we not understand the impulses
to preserve what we have, to do away with what
threatens? I can.

God came to earth. That's the point of the

Christmas story. Reading more of the

Gospels' stories tells us God's coming
challenges the status quo, the sources of power,
the temptations to egotism.

Too often when that challenge comes, I find

within me the stirrings of Herod's panic. I too
want to lash out. I too want to destroy. Not inno-

cent two-year-olds, to be sure. But the reputa-

tions and the characters I assassinate are every

bit as precious. And my actions can be every bit

as much against God as Herod's.

"There are only two or three human stories,"

Willa Gather wrote in 0 Pioneers! "And they go
on repeating themselves as fiercely as if they

had never happened."
I don't want to repeat Herod's response when

I meet up with new revelations of God's pres-

ence. I want to be more like the shepherds, be-

lieving, acting, ready for new ventures. It is my
prayer for this Christmas.

Noel, noeV.—jlp
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: The dream goes on:

Anabaptism continues
to be as impractical
and as difficult as ever

As we go into the third millennium, six

central commitments are emerging that

are distinctively Mennonite, validating

our existence as a peculiar people.

Anabaptists are dreamers. Opponents of

our vision have not hesitated to point out

the impracticality of our perspective. Pro-

ponents have recognized the difficulty of the de-

mands of Anabaptism. Yet the dream continues.

As we near the end of its fifth century, the
The issue should not be whether to witness to gov- dream—as in every previous century—is being
emments but what to say and how to say it. See

reconsidered, recast. Every generation must re-
"What Shall We Then Say to the State? page 5.
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lenges of their context, and keep unchanged

those central continuities which make it distinc-

tive.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE What are these distinctives? Today we speak

of them less as boundaries and more as central

What shall we then commitments as we move into the third millen-

ct»v tr, tlit^ cf at*^9 ^ "i^™- ^^^^ thought primarily with bounded
s,*iy lo me hiaie u

^^^^ .^^^^^ values, and definitions and

guarded those boundaries with ban and frown.
Europe: a common think in sets of central convictions.

house still divided 8 Xhese allow clear confession of position but wel-

come persons to move toward that center with

Brenneman installed less we-they thinking, less either-or judgments,

as president of MMA 9 less in-or-out designations. So distinctives be-

by

David

Augs-

burger



Once we thought primarily with bounded
sets of ideas and values. Today we tend
toward central convictions that allow
for both confession and incorporation.

come focal points of faith, centering points of

spirituality, pivotal points around which one's

theology turns.

What are these central characteristics? As a

Mennonite in an urban, pluralistic, multicultural,

multidenominational context, I listen to what my
sisters and brothers say about their vision—and
what they leave unsaid. What I hear are six cen-

tral commitments which continue to surface

from the depths of feeling about our faith.

The Anabaptist vision has traditionally fol-

lowed the H.S. Bender ABCs: (a) author-

ity of Scriptures, (b) baptism of believers,

(c) church as community of the transformed,

(d) discipleship of life, (e) ethic of love and non-
violence. But in the twenty-first century, Anabap-
tism is offering a shift in focus, a slightly differ-

ent definition of distinctives which express the

central commitments which shape our
community's theology.

These central six are:

1, Jesus fixation. "Woke up this morning
with my mind fixed on Jesus," the spiritual con-

fesses. Anabaptism begins with this fascination

for, commitment to, this centeredness in Jesus.

One key word is discipleship, following Christ

in life. "None can know Christ truly except by
following him daily in life," early Anabaptist

Anabaptism for a new millenium

Six central distinctives of the Mennonite dream:
1. Jesus fixation: "My mind is fixed on Jesus"

—discipleship and devotion.

2. Biblical identity: "Spirit and life . . . words
thou dost speak"—owning and obeying.

3. Stubborn loyalty: "I bind my soul this day"
—commitment and community.

4. Enemy love: "Where there is hatred, love"

—nonresistance and nonviolence.

5. Concrete service: "In service. Lord, for

thee"—assistance, aid, and action.

6. Authentic witness: "So that everyone may see

in our fellowship the promise"—presence and
relationship.

Hans Denck wrote. He added, "And none can
follow him faithfully except those who truly

know him."

Another key word is devotion. Following Christ

is imitation; he has left us an example, and we
are to follow in his steps. It is also participation

in Christ's presence in the world now. Both are

expressions of the incarnation of Christ in the

church. Christology is central to our theology,

ethics, and lifestyle. "Other foundation can no
one lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ"

was Menno Simons' life motto.

2. Biblical identity. "Spirit and life are they,

words thou dost speak; I hasten to obey. . .

."

Mennonites claim the Bible as a ground for de-

fining identity. We use the Bible differently from

It is Jesus who is central to

our theology, our ethics, and
our lifestyle. It is Jesus whom
we both worship and obey,

other groups. It is not primarily a creed or code.

It is our story. The key words are owning and
obeying. We own the stories as ours, connecting

our story to the Biblical account. There is a soli-

darity between the biblical world and our own.

We obey and in the process both form and ex-

press our identity. The Bible is a story to be
lived, not just loved.

3. Stubborn loyalty. "I bind my soul this day
to the stranger far away, to the neighbor near at

hand, in this town and in this land."

Mennonites are stubbornly loyal people in

their expression of commitment and community.
Committed to a vision of the church as an organ-

ism, not just an organization, we are too stub-

born to give up our ties, lose our roots, forget

our origins. Dropped into a city, we find each

other in loyal networking and trusted interrelat-

edness.

At its worst, this creates ethnic exclusivism,

historical traditionahsm, silly name fetishes. At
its best, it's a communitarian rejection of rugged

individualism in working out life with sisters and
brothers.

4. Enemy love. "Make me a channel of your

peace; where there is hatred, let me bring love."

Anabaptists understand agape as more than

benevolence, obedience, or sacrifice. It is an
equal regard that values the adversary, em-
braces the enemy. The key words are nonresis-

tance, nonretaliation, nonviolence. But these are
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—Rachel Zepp

negations. The affirmation is love for enemy that

is creative, that refuses warfare but seeks jus-

tice, builds peace, and reconciles relationships.

5. Concrete service. "Sister, let me be your

servant, let me be as Christ to you."

Mennonites respond to human need with con-

crete assistance; mutual aid; and specific, action.

This manifests itself in giving relief, confronting

waste, living simply, and honoring ecology.

6. Authentic witness.

"Kindle in us love's compassion, so that every-

one may see in our fellowship the promise of a

new humanity."

Mennonites are committed to presence and re-

lationship in their witness to faith in Christ and
life in the Spirit. In contrast to popular method-
ologies of rapid growth, numerical successes,

and pubhc relations techniques, Mennonites per-

sist in the attempt to build contagious communi-
ties of faithful discipleship and relational authen-

ticity.

What triumphalism to claim all these as

Anabaptist-Mennonite distinctives.

There are other gi'oups that do any one

of these better. But the uniqueness of Anabap-
tism is the combination, the configuration that

has continued for almost five hundred years.

These elements are distinctively Mennonite,

quirkily Mennonite, perhaps inescapably Menno-
nite. They show up in new participants within a

matter of months after they join the community,

often in exaggerated form. They suggest the con-

tribution that validates our ongoing existence as

a peculiar people.

David Augsburger is a charter member of Peace

Mennonite Fellowship, Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.

A professor of pastoral care and counseling at

Fuller Theological Seminary, he was a visiting pro-

fessor at the Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries this past fall.
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READERS SAY

On FCM coverage
Thank you for giving such good cover-

age to the annual conference of the Fel-

lowship of Concerned Mennonites
("Reject False Prophets, Brunk Tells

FCM Meeting," Nov. 12). We were not

privileged to attend this meeting, but

as FCM members, we are certainly in

accord with what it stands for.

Robert & Elsie Pennington

Lancaster, Pa.

Building on German hymnody?
In response to the letter, "Under-

standing Our Histories" (Nov. 19) I too

agree that in the merger of the two
Mennonite churches we need to

"choose the proper building material."

However, it has always been my under-

standing that the church is built upon
Jesus Christ alone. It is not built on
forms of worship, heritage, and—of all

things
—"German hymnody." I find it

hard to believe that our Hispanic and
African-American brothers and sisters

need German hymnody upon which to

build the church.

Name withheld by request

The church must stop hiding sin

I believe juxtaposing two articles

from the Nov. 19 issue gives a solution

to a major problem in our church.

In "Stories Women Tell," Katie Funk
Wiebe shares the pain several women
have experienced from abusive men. I

was particularly moved by the

minister's wife who had been advised to

forgive and keep silent for forty years. I

infer from the length of time involved

that the elders had not required repen-

tance from the minister and that he

was allowed to continue his ministry.

"Living Among the Saints" by Re-

becca Lehman tells the story of a

woman who was given her church's

blessing to divorce her husband be-

cause he was not living up to the tenets

of the Latter-day Saints, and acting in

the best interests of his family. While I

have no question that the LDS is a

cult, I believe their leaders may have a

lesson for us.

For many years, women have had to

watch themselves and their children be
destroyed in the silence of submission

encouraged by the church. How healing

it would be if our church leaders were
to take a stand in favor of the best in-

terests of the entire family! How much
better if the church were to say to men
who have abused their families and who

have cheated on their wives, "No more
will we assist you in hiding your sin."

Satan does his work in darkness. Si-

lence on the matter of abuse, indeed
any sin, enhances the devil's power and
control. Calling persons to repent

should be explicit and direct as needed.
The church must bring sin into the

light of God where it can be dealt with

and healing can begin.

D. Lynn Randolph '<

Goshen, Ind.

What God has purposed
in male-female relationships

Here's what women should talk about
(and what Gospel Herald should herald):

Part of the curse (Gen. 3:16-19) is

that men are given the responsibility

(not honor) of headship. If women, in-

stead of "talking about their lot," would
claim Matt. 18:19 and pray for the one
who has more God-given authority over

them than any king, mayor, or presi-

dent, before long they would be talking

about 1 Tim. 2:8, where men are pray-

ing everywhere, "Hfting up holy hands,

without wrath and doubting."

Could the Gospel Herald—and our

preachers and teachers—herald (not sto-

ries like we read and hear on the

media) Scriptures like Deut. 24:5, show-
ing that it is Yahweh's will that newly

married men give priority, at least for

the first year of marriage, to becoming
acquainted with the emotional needs of

his new wife? Why not talk about Eph.

5:23, 25-26, giving man an idea of his re-

sponsibility for the body and life of the

wife? Or Eph. 6:4, Isa. 38:19, and Prov.

4:1, to impress upon the husband and
father his need for knowing the written

word so he can properly answer and
nurture his children and his wife?

What a head for the family! Yahweh
has purposed it, and Scripture tells us

what God has purposed will be accom-
plished! Let's expect it.

Verna L. Guengerich

Glenwood Springs, Colo.

The soul has no sex
In response to Katie Funk Wiebe's

"Stories Women Tell" (Nov. 19): Amen.
And, again. Amen!
The last sentence in her article says

it all. For me the bottom line has al-

ways been: my soul has no sex, and
God knows it. Why can't the church
understand that?

Sharon Britton Miller

Calgary, Alta.
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What shall we then
say to the state?

The issue is not whether we
should witness to governments.

It is what we should say and
how we should say it,

by J. Lawrence Burkholder

It
takes many forms. Some write to legisla-

tors. Others phone the White House opera-

tor. Some demonstrate before atomic

weapons plants. Others travel to distant places

of conflict with councils of reconciliation.

Most people call it social action. Mennonites

call it "witness," suggesting its theological basis

and gospel orientation. The practical purpose of

this witness is to help form public opinion, to in-

fluence decision-makers in high places.

Social witness is relatively new for Menno-
nites, even though some individuals of most gen-

erations have "spoken out" for this or that.

Throughout the years, the peace section of Men-
nonite Central Committee has helped those of

us in North America to organize our thoughts,

and churchwide assemblies and conferences

have frequently sent messages to the U.S. presi-

dent and the Canadian prime minister.

Yet many Mennonites insist that witness

aimed at convincing governments to act more
like Christians is inappropriate. Political activ-

ism cuts across too many deeply held Mennonite
presuppositions to be accepted without question.

For one thing, Mennonites have tradition-

ally placed political reality outside the

realm of redemption and theological mean-
ing. God's purposes are fulfilled through Christ's

body, the church, not through public administra-

tions. Furthermore, Christians should not feel re-

sponsible for the outcome of history. God will

see to that, so our theology goes.

With a "hands off sociology and a "minds
off theology, how can we speak to governments
with integrity? As pacifists, we do not suffer the

consequences if our counsels are tried and fail.

Furthermore, if we, while refusing to accept polit-

ical office for moral reasons, nevertheless coun-

sel political decision-makers, can we remain im-

mune to moral culpability?

The issue of competence is sometimes raised

as well. Do Mennonites have sufficient knowl-

edge and experience in the political realm to

speak with authority? After all, there have been

few Mennonite mayors, judges, senators, police,

and high officials of whatever description from

which to form a knowledge base. Political sci-

ence gets short shrift in Mennonite colleges.

Such criticisms must be taken seriously. But it

is worthy of note that restraints are largely inter-

nal. So far as the democratic state is concerned,

Mennonites, like all others, are invited to say

their piece and do their thing. There are no ex-

ternal vendettas against full Mennonite participa-

tion, despite our peace position. In general, it

seems that Mennonites are respected more in so

far as they are participants in the political pro-

cesses than as withdrawn sectarians. Of course,

as Mennonites we are sometimes jabbed in the

local presses for not being willing to defend the

freedom with which we speak. Nevertheless, we
are legally free to say whatever we please. This

is one of the fine fruits of democracy.

The issue, as I see it, is not whether we
should witness but what we should say

and how we go about it. What do we ex-

pect of governments? What should governments

do and refrain from doing? Must all social com-

mentary be negative? How specific shall our

judgments be? To what extent do our recom-

mendations to governments proceed directly

from our theology, or are they simply human
considerations justified by common sense and
pragmatic consequences?

To be sure, any speech to government by non-

resistant Christians is likely to be problematic.

That is mainly why we Mennonites have been
relatively quiet. It would appear that Christians,

especially nonresistant Christians, should at

least be careful about what they say. Neverthe-

less, I would propose that Mennonites should be

free to exercise their democratic freedom to

speak out as citizens and as Christians. They
should add their convictions to the democratic

mix.

In doing so, however, we must speak "with

salt." Mennonites must know what we are talk-

ing about and be prepared to make some theo-

logical adjustments in the process.

Roughly speaking, there are at least three lev-

Mennonites* restraints on witness to the

state are mostly internal. The democrat-

ic state invites all people to have their

say in how government should function.
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Mennonites must learn to speak '*with

salt/' We must know what we are talk-

ing about and be prepared to make
theological adjustments in the process.

els on which Mennonites can speak. Each succes-

sive level becomes more complicated and ambig-
uous. These levels have to do with the specific-

ity of proposals, the ambiguity of poHtical

reality, and the special issue of defense.

Level one: general statements in support of
accepted goals in Western democracies. It

may seem innocuous to write letters in the

abstract to legislators and other decision-makers,

in support of commonly professed goals of de-

mocracy and the best in our national tradition. It

may even seem redundant to encourage lawmak-
ers to uphold and exalt the obvious—such as jus-

tice, truth, peace, concern for the poor, good
education, fair taxation, thoughtful diplomacy,

and political courage. That may be like saying,

"Be good." But were those in power to be
flooded with letters, albeit in general terms,

about the moral implications of their duties,

they would at least be encouraged to rise above
partisan politics. And they would enjoy some re-

lief from the constant pressures of special inter-

ests.

By the same token, Mennonites may offer neg-

ative criticism. Mennonites could point to what
in democratic life is inadequate and morally

repugnant. In many cases, lawmakers would
agree. General criticism would at least let the

government know that there is a moral climate

out there about which they should be aware.

General statements about commonly held pub-
lic virtues and aspirations need not be distinctly

Christian. Christians may speak out as human
beings reinforced by the best in political science

and moral philosophy. To speak in general terms

from one's human experience is the least prob-

lematic kind of language that one can use.

Level two: particular statements about spe-

cific policies. These would be "how to" pro-

posals about the means by which public

goals may be achieved. Specificity and concrete-

ness tend to imply responsibility. It is one thing

to talk about ideals, especially generally ac-

cepted ideals. It is another thing to talk about
how to reach them. To speak on this level is

risky. We can be wrong.

Christian commitment and the best of inten-

tions do not guarantee correctness. To say how
our nation should defend its citizens and how to

educate its children and how to divide its tax

dollars challenges us to be informed technically.

In a democracy one has the legal right to speak
nonsense, but to be helpful one should speak
with intelligent understanding.

Witness on the second level presupposes not
only knowledge but also participation in the am-
biguity of political reality. Ambiguity does not

necessarily begin with politics, but it is obvious
that political issues are seldom black and white.

In the political realm there are virtually no per-

fect choices. Choices are not best ever but best

possible. Even budgetary processes take from
some and give to others. High-minded principles

and pragmatic accommodations mingle. Perfect

justice, not to speak of agape love, is impossible.

Pohticians may reach for the ethical absolute,

but they must come to terms with the relative

when "all things" are considered.

Mennonites have generally assumed that they

remain ethically unblemished as prophets, while

others who serve as responsible lawmakers and
administrators in the public realm are morally

culpable. Responsibility is attached only to

those who make decisions. But this is illusory.

The three levels on which we
can speak have to do with the

specificity ofproposals, the

ambiguity of political reality,

and the issue of defense.

Those who speak are also morally responsible.

To use an analogy, an observer may encourage

the surgeon to promote health (level one) and
even go so far as to suggest a surgical procedure

(level two), assuming that only the surgeon who
actually uses the scalpel is responsible. Quite to

the contrary, those who propose solutions are

also morally responsibile for the consequences

of their proposals.

The first casualty of Mennonite political wit-

ness is the myth of Mennonite purity, since we
are all involved in political reality. Even those

who have little to say to the political order are

deeply involved in the political realm. Take, for

example, the monthly social security checks. Or
I have yet to hear of older Mennonites who re-

fuse to accept Medicare or younger ones who re-

fuse public scholarship assistance because

government belongs where Mennonites have tra-

ditionally placed it—in "the world." Be that as it

may, if we take it upon ourselves to exercise our

democratic rights to counsel the government on

anything from sewage disposal to Desert Storm,

we will find that we have entered a world of am-

I
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biguity and compromise. This is the dilemma
faced by anyone who becomes involved in poli-

tics. But the political dilemma can no longer be

avoided, apart from radical withdrawal from the

social order.

Level three: statements about national de-

fense. To counsel a government about war
belongs in a category of its own. It is one

thing to call for such ideals as peace and social

justice. It is another thing to counsel the govern-

ment about the defense of its people. Justice

cmestions have to do with shared quality of life;

defense questions have to do with the possibility

of life itself.

Should Mennonites speak about defense,

given the cruciality of the issue? I believe we
should do so, even though the risk may be great,

depending upon how closely a particular war
may appear to be justified. Today I believe one
could condemn the Vietnam War with impunity.

That was clearly an unjust war. One could criti-

cize the Persian Gulf conflict with less certainty.

After all, those who council peace and those who
council war in a given political situation make
judgments based upon calculations that are un-

certain. Nevertheless, Mennonites should exer-

cise their democratic rights to say what they will.

But Mennonites are not justified in opposing

defense in principle. To renounce the "sword" in

all its manifestations is to ask for anarchy and
the dissolution of the state itself. An orderly

state is the presupposition of justice and peace.

Unfortunately, order cannot be achieved in a na-

tion or between nations without the availabihty

of force in one form or another. Witness which
would by implication deny all use of deadly
force is simply irresponsible. That is one of the

implications of Romans 13.

Obviously, that does not mean that Chris-

tians should support any defense policy

and any war that comes along. Indeed, ex-

cesses in the area of arms proliferation are a

curse to the world. Post-World War II atomic de-

fense policies have been absolutely absurd. But
the proper response to militarism is not absolute

renunciation of force. It is the intelligent applica-

Having spoken to the state, the

church must be ready to accept
the consequences of the moral
ambiguity involved.

tion of minimal force for the sake of peace and
justice.

We must make distinctions between peace-

making and pacifism. The proper work of every

individual and every government is peacemak-
ing. The making of peace may take thousands of

forms. In fact, the term is used so broadly these

days that what it says covers almost anything

positive in human relations.

What is at issue is whether the Mennonite po-

sition on "nonresistance" or "nonviolence"

(these are not the same) applies to government.
My own position is that while I council govern-

ment to make peace by all possible means, I am
not prepared to call on government to be paci-

fist. This is an implication of the 1527 Anabap-
tist Schleitheim Confession with which I agree. I

would add, however, that as an ethical dualist, I

do not agree with the virtual absolute dualism of

Schleitheim. I do not believe the realm of

redemption and preservation, of the church and
the world, of good people and sinners can be so

simply separated as Schleitheim professes. Men-
nonites, I believe, must witness to the state, But
we must be careful in what we say. And having

spoken, we must be ready to accept the conse-

quences of the moral ambiguity involved in our

speech.

J. Lawrence Burkholder, Goshen, Ind., is presi-

dent emeritus of Goshen College. Prior to his

years at Goshen, he was on the faculty of Har-
vard University.
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PERSPECTIVE

Europe: a common house still divided

Jjy J f I
throughout the years of Cold War, that

P 7 I limbo of no-war yet no-peace, Europe
txOOert _1_ lived as a divided continent. For nearly a

Charles ^^^^ century, it seemed to defy the famous asser-

tion and scriptural allusion of the 1858 Illinois

Repubhcan Senate nominee named Abraham
Lincoln—that "a house divided against itself can-

not stand" (Matt. 12:25).

World War II had destined Europe to become
that house divided. Battered and demoraUzed
by six years of conflict, Europe was reshaped
after two models. In West Europe different so-

cial, economic, and political conditions and val-

ues emerged from those in East Europe, mirror-
ing the deep contrasts between the United
States and the Soviet Union.

After a period of initial reluctance, a prosper-
ous and powerful United States assumed a lead-

ing role in rebuilding and integrating the capital-

ist economies and democratic political systems
of western Europe. Meanwhile, a victorious yet
devastated Soviet Union determined to establish

a security zone between itself and Germany. To
this end it redrew eastern borders, displaced
populations, and imposed regimes dependent on
Moscow. It redirected economies tied for centu-
ries to Germany toward the USSR.

In the West, the desire to overcome the

deadly quarrels of 1914-18 and 1939-45 found in-

stitutional expression in the Council of Europe,
the European Community, and the Atlantic Alli-

ance. In the East, the Council for Mutual Eco-
nomic Assistance (COMECON) and the Warsaw
Pact intended to create close economic and mili-

tary relations among the states of the "socialist

commonwealth."

Europe's postwar division had tragic

human consequences, especially for the

divided Germans, This was also true in

eastern countries periodically visited by Soviet
tanks when Communist regimes trembled. Yet
most Europeans probably preferred their

continent's partition, however unfortunate, to

the kind of unity which the Nazis had tried to

impose by force of arms.

By the 1960s, however, Europe's division in-

creasingly came to be deplored as artificial.

Countries sought both official and unofficial

ways of building bridges. As international ten-

sion subsided and detente blossomed, West Ger-
many forged new relations with the East. In

1975 the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe was created, bringing together 33
European states plus the United States and Can-
ada. This body seemed to prefigure an eventual

overcoming of Europe's political and military di-

visions.

Lincoln's beUef that "this government cannot
endure, permanently half slave and half free"

had been substantiated in the United States in

1865. Similarly, the dramatic events of 1989 and
1990 showed that a divided European house
could not last indefinitely.

Through heroic and largely peaceful efforts of

peoples, churches, and government leaders, di-

vided Europe is no more. Mikhail Gorbachev's
evocation of a "common house of Europe" in

which "every nation is entitled to choose its own
way of development" signaled the shift in Soviet
policy that ended the Cold War. The Iron Cur-
tain and the Berlin Wall litter history's dustbin
along with the German Democratic Repubhc,
COMECON, and the Warsaw Pact.

If
Europe no longer is the house divided that

it was between 1945 and 1990, has it now be-

come Gorbachev's "common house" or the

"Europe whole and free" of George Bush?
Not yet. As 1992 begins, democratic western

Europe builds a single economic space and talks

of political union. To the east countries struggle

to revitalize post-Communist civic, political, and
economic hfe. Free to travel, economic migrants
now stream in ever-increasing numbers from
East to West—where they (and Third World
workers) are being met with growing hostility.

Political nationalism seems to be waning in the

West; to the East it tears apart Yugoslavia and
the Soviet Union—both multinational states now
clearly seen as divided and unstable houses. Un-
able to say "yes" but reluctant to say "no," both
NATO and the European Community now find

former Warsaw Pact and COMECON requesting

a security umbrella and full membership.
Last June, John Paul II voiced the "hope of

building a spiritual Europe" with "the values

and traditions that once shaped Europe and are

now capable of guiding it toward unity." Perhaps
when the road to this kind of unity is discov-

ered, in freedom and in a spirit of mutual enrich-

ment and tolerance, Europe will transcend its

Cold War experience of being a house divided.

The United States still labors to overcome its

legacy of once having been half slave, half free.

One only can hope that the construction of

Europe's common house will require less time.

J. Robert Charles is a doctoral student in interna-

tional relations at Tufts University, Medford,
Mass. He and his family attend the Mennonite
Church of Boston.
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Brenneman installed as president,
new officers appointed by MMA board

Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—Howard Brenne-

man was officially installed as president

of Mennonite Mutual Aid (MMA) during

a meeting of the agency's board of direc-

tors here on Dec. 6-7.

In addition, Richard Reimer of Woos-
ter, Ohio, was appointed chair of the

board and William Dunn, Sarasota, Fla.,

was named vice-chair.

Brenneman's installation took place

during a special service at Yellow Creek
Mennonite Church. Mennonite Church
general secretary James Lapp and Vern
Preheim, general secretary of the General

Conference Mennonite Church, partic-

ipated in the service.

Representatives of the Brethren in

Christ Church, Church of the Brethren,

Mennonite Brethren Church, and Mis-

sionary Church also took part.

Brenneman was named president-elect

this past fall. He succeeds James D.

Kratz, who is retiring after serving as

president since 1986.

Reimer, the new board chair, succeeds

Mary Swartley of Elkhart, Ind., who is

retiring from the board after three four-

year terms.

Reimer is the former vice-chair of the

board and has been an MMA director

since 1986.

Dunn, who replaces Reimer as vice-

chair, was a member of the board from

1967 to 1980 and began his current tenure

in 1983.

Also at the meeting, the board installed

four new members and announced a new
Sharing Fund program.

New board members are Kathleen
Grieser, Cleveland; Bruce Harder, Port-

land, Ore.; Ted Koontz, Elkhart; and
Henry Landes, Sellersville, Pa.

Grieser, Harder, and Landes represent

the Mennonite Church, while Koontz is a

General Conference representative.

The new Sharing Fund program wiU

provide a $1,000 student aid grant to each

of the Mennonite/Anabaptist colleges, be-

ginning in the fall of 1992.

The money will be available to students

with financial need who have been in-

volved in some form of mission or volun-

tary service the previous two years, or to

students who are studying in a health or

business field.

Group holds vigil

for homicide victims
New Orleans (MCC)—As tourists

strolled by and mules pulled carriages full

of sightseers, a small group gathered in

the French Quarter here on Nov. 25 to

remember the 297 people murdered in the

city during the first 11 months of 1991.

"I [am here] tonight in memory of my
son, Joseph Butler."

".
. . in memory of my husband, Isaac

Gould."
".

. . in memory of my brothers, Jerome
and Brian Carr."

Esther Butler, Eva Mae Gould, and

10-year-old Christian Carr joined 20

friends and members of the group Survive

in naming and remembering loved ones
who had been killed.

A printed list gave silent witness for

victims who had no one to call out their

names.

"I have come tonight to grieve the death
of my son and my sister," Eloise Williams

said. "All of us have been left grieving

—

black, white, everybody."

The candlelight vigil closed with a gos-

pel rendition of "Amazing Grace" and a

prayer by Survive member Dorothy Barnes.

"Come and touch us with your mighty

hand," Barnes asked God. "We are a

heavy-burdened people."

"I think God answered Dorothy's
prayer," Mary Riley said, referring to the

hugs exchanged before parting.

A Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) worker from Harrisburg, Pa., Riley

is director of Survive.

The organization, which is staffed and
sponsored by MCC workers, tries to meet
the needs of families of homicide victims

to grieve, to learn from their grief, and to

assist others. Survive offers counseling,

group meetings, and advocacy.

In 1991, New Orleans had the second-

highest per capita murder rate in the

United States.

—

Jody Miller Shearer

Bechlers accept award
for urban church work
Sarasota, Fla. (MBM)—Le Roy and

Irene Bechler of Sarasota have received

the James and Rowena Lark Award fi'om

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM).
The couple were honored for their work

in church planting and cross-cultural min-

istry.

MBM has given the award annually

since 1979. The Bechlers share this year's

award with Raymond and Elizabeth

Rohrer, who were recognized for their

work in deaf ministry.

Noel Santiago, MBM evangelism and
church planting consultant, made the pre-

sentation to the Bechlers at the annual

meeting of Southeast Conference at Lake-

wood Retreat, Brooksville, Fla.

Le Roy is home missions secretar\' for

the conference.

"We appreciated the background and
values of diverse racial and ethnic

groups," said the Bechlers, who helped to

plant congregations in Chicago; Saginaw,

Mich.; and Los Angeles.

"We went to minister but were minis-

tered to by untold hundreds of people,"

Students submit research findings. Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Goshen College nursing
department chair Miriam Martin (left) meets with senior nursing majors Rita Enns
and Janelle Seitz. Enns, of Altona, Man., and Seitz, of Port Republic, Va., designed
their own research project on health-care practices in the Caribbean nation of

Guadeloupe. They plan to submit their findings to the papers committee of the

International Transcultural Nursing Society.
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Noel Santiago (left) presents the James and Rowena Lark Award to Irene and he Roy
Bechler. Santiago is evangelism and church development consultant with Mennonite
Board of Missions.

Irene observed in accepting the award.
"We did not take God to the city. God was
ah-eady there and we became his co-labor-

ers."

Le Roy credited the Larks, for whom
the award is named, with sparking his

interest in cross-cultural ministry.

"I lived in their home in Chicago during
the summer of 1946," he said. "They
modeled and introduced me to life in the
inner city and to another culture."

Irene and Le Roy planted Ninth Street
Mennonite Church in Saginaw, which in

turn started the Grace Chapel congrega-
tion. Later, the couple guided the Calvary
congregation in Los Angeles in its transi-

tion from a white, Anglo congregation to

an integrated one.

Since assuming his current position in

1984, Le Roy has been involved in starting

seven Southeast Conference churches. In

addition, he is the author of the book The
Black Mennonite Church in North Amer-
ica, 1886-1986, pubHshed by Herald Press.

Irene is a member of the Mennonite
Church nominating committee and a for-

mer vice-president of the churchwide
Women's Missionary and Service Com-
mission.

—

Miriam Beachy

Worker helps school
in France build unity
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—European Bible

Institute in Lamorlaye, France, shows how
Christians from a variety of denomi-
nations and cultures can live and work
together, according to a Mennonite Board
of Missions (MBM) worker.

Linda Oyer is academic dean and dean
of faculty at the institute, as well as a New
Testament professor. She is presently on

a one-year North American assignment.
The 80 students at the interdenomina-

tional institute represent 20 nationalities,

Oyer said. Faculty members come from
Assemblies of God, Baptist, Free Church,
Mennonite, Methodist, Plymouth
Brethren, and Presbyterian churches.

"As a faculty, we want to show that it

is possible to live our unity through our
diversity, and to teach the students to do
this also," Oyer said.

Students live together in the 130-year-

old castle in which the institute is housed.
They also eat meals together.

According to Oyer, Christians in France
are divided. In addition, nationalism and
racism are on the rise in French society,

she said.

"In this wall-making atmosphere, it is

important to be models of and instru-

ments in God's wall-breaking ministry,"

Oyer said.

"The quality of our community life to-

gether as a school is an essential part of

our mission to the world," Oyer contin-

ued. "We seek to demonstrate that God's
love and reconciling power is not an ab-

stract doctrine but a tangible reality."

For example, a former student moved
to a town where churches from four dif-

ferent traditions did not cooperate.
Through his efforts, the congregations

participated together in an evangelistic

concert.

This shows "how the students carry into

the world" their vision of wprking together
as Christians, Oyer said.

Students at the institute are required to

take part in practical ministries during the

week. In the past, they often participated

in children's clubs and street evangelism
in Paris, 24 miles away.

Two years ago, Oyer asked faculty

members, "What can we do in our local

town?"

Now, students lead a 40-member
children's choir in Lamorlaye, as well as
a Sunday morning worship service at a
local retirement home and an aerobics
class for townspeople.

In addition, some students participate

on local soccer, basketball, and handball
teams as a way of being a light to the

community.
Along with her institute responsibilities,

Oyer preaches once a month in her local

church. She also speaks at weekend Bible

studies and retreats for Mennonite con
gregations in France and Switzerland.

Oyer began her current North American
assignment this past July. In addition to

renewing contacts with family, friends,

and supporting churches, she hoped to

finish her doctoral dissertation in bibhcal

studies at CathoKc Institute in Paris.

Oyer is comparing the theologies of

mission in the Gospels of Matthew and
John.

Oyer has lived in France for 20 years.

From 1971 to 1980, she served in youth
and discipleship work with Eglise Evan-
gehque de Deuil-la-Barre—an evangelical

church planted in a northern Paris suburb
in 1969.

She presently serves on the church's

leadership council.

A native of Fisher, 111., Oyer has a

master's degree in psychology from the

University of Illinois-Chicago Circle. She
also received an M.A. in bibhcal studies

from Columbia (S.C.) Graduate School of

Bible and Missions.

—

Phil Richard

Native people show
spirit of generosity
Formosa, Argentina—"Our Native

American sisters and brothers often show
incredible generosity, even in great mate-
rial poverty," Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM) worker Willis Horst says.

Horst and his wife, Byrdalene, work
alongside Christians from the Mocovi,

Pilaga, Toba, and Wichi tribes in Argen-
tina's remote Chaco region.

The people's generosity is "rooted in

the culture which the Lord of Life nur-

tured in them even in their pre-Christian

times," Horst wrote in a letter.

"They find this value confirmed by the

Jesus of the New Testament," he contin-

ued, "but not by the Jesus of the 'stingy'

non-Indian 'Christian' culture which now
surrounds them. That culture worships
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the twin gods of riches and private prop-

erty."

The Horsts experienced generosity in a

recent visit to a native settlement.

"As one family served us, with obvious

joy, a plate of corned beef with fried

tortillas, our host said, 'I didn't know why
I bought that can this morning in town. I

rarely buy it, and my wife hadn't even

asked me to get it! Without knowing it, I

was getting ready for your visit!'

If that weren't enough, the host's wife

gave Byrdalene one of her handcrafted

baskets as a token of her friendship.

"We were genuinely blessed," Horst

said, "but perhaps they received the

greater blessing in giving."

—

Phil Richard

Son of refugees chairs

MCC board of directors
Winnipeg. Man. (MCC)—Ron Mathies

of Kitchener, Ont., says his involvement

with Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) represents "a circle come full."

Mathies, who chairs the MCC board,

notes that his parents received help from

the agency in 1924. MCC assisted them
in coming to Canada as Soviet refugees.

"My parents were eternally grateful,"

he says. "MCC had a high profile in my
home."

In addition, MCC assisted Mathies'

wife, Gudrun, when she was a refugee in

Germany at the end of World War II.

From 1964 to 1967 and again from 1970

to 1973, the couple served with MCC in

Malawi. From 1978 to 1981, they were
MCC country representatives for Swazi-

land and Mozambique.
In addition, Gudrun worked with MCC

on the book Extending the Table: A World
Community Cookbook, published in 1991

by Herald Press.

Ron has extensive board experience

with the agency. He served for six years

on the MCC executive committee and for

five years on the MCC Canada executive

committee. He also chaired the MCC
Ontario board for six years.

Mathies, who directs the Peace and
Conflict Studies program at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont., says his

years in Africa were pivotal in his life.

"I went to Africa to teach high school

math, and I expected to return to Canada
to be a math teacher. But that experience

showed me a wide world I hadn't encoun-

tered before. It led me into further service."

Friendships with African Christians left

a lasting impression.

"It was remarkable to read the Bible in

Africa with them," he says. "As we talked

about their suffering and anguish, I began
to understand the ministry of Jesus and
the church in a new way."

"I began to see what it means to have

faith in the midst of turmoil," he contin-

ues. "I realized how much I needed to

learn from brothers and sisters who,
though poor in material resources, were
rich in faith."

In Africa, Mathies says, he began to

understand "what Christ's incarnation

was all about—that he came into the

world to serve it, to suffer with it, and to

die for it.

"I learned that God is calling those who
dare to call themselves followers of Christ

to give themselves to the world in the

same way."

—

John Longhurst

Archbold groups talk

on personal finances
Archbold. Ohio—Members of Menno-

nite churches in the Archbold area got

together this fall to discuss a subject most
people tend to keep private—personal

finances.

The Central, Lockport, and West Clin-

ton congregations hosted a Financial

Planning Symposium on three consecu-

tive Sunday evenings.

Piather than call in outside people, plan-

ners of the event chose local members
with experience or careers related to spe-

cific money matters.

Three panels gave presentations. One
group discussed personal budgeting,

credit, investment planning, and practical

ways to get out of debt.

A second panel talked about estate

planning, investments, inheritance, retire-

ment planning, and taxes, while the third

group discussed financial openness, giv-

ing, and how to teach children about

stewardship.

The panels rotated among the host

churches. Members from each of the 15

Mennonite congregations in the area were
assigned to attend sessions at one of these

three locations.

On Sundays of the svTnposium, pastors

of local congregations preached on the

aspect of finances that their members
were to hear about that evening.

Ron Short, a member of the Ohio Con-
ference stewardship commission, con-

ceived the event.

—

Bev Miller

Canning starts. Akron, Pa. fMCCJ—Students at St. Mary's Coptic Orthodox
School, Cairo, Egypt, hold containers of canned beef received from Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) earlier this year. In November, a three-member MCC
crew began collecting and processing meat for distribution in the coming year. The
crew will travel to Mennonite and Brethren in Christ communities in Kansas,
Nebraska, South Dakota, Minnesota, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Missouri,
and Oklahoma.
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• Zaire shipment set. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
has set a date for sending food
to Kinshasa, Zaire (see Dec. 24,

1991, Gospel Herald). A ship-

ment of 1,000 metric tons of corn

and beans will leave PhOadel-
phia on Jan. 6. Mennonite Di-

saster Service (MDS) is helping

to collect and ship the food.

Funds received after Jan. 6 will

go toward transportation and
other costs. More information is

available from MCC offices or

MDS units.

• Ethiopian leader dies. Kiross

Bihon, former pastor of the
Meserete Kristos congregation

in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, died

Nov. 19. He was in his late 50s

and had suffered from an inop-

erable brain tumor. Kiross and
five other Mennonite leaders

were imprisoned for four years
in the 1980s when the govern-

ment closed the Meserete
Kristos Church and nationalized

church properties.

• Manila poor aided. A Philip-

pine Mennonite church is serv-

ing in a low-income area of Ma-
nila. According to Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions,

the Old Santa Mesa Community
Church has begun a preschool
program and is presenting
Christ as an alternative to drug
and alcohol abuse. Some 3.2 mil-

lion of Manila's 8 million people
are squatters, Eastern Board
workers Earl and Ruth
Zimmerman say, and the city is

growing too fast to keep up with
basic services.

• Somali city rebuilds. Hargeisa
in Somalia is trying to rebuild

after suffering heavy damage in

the Somali civil war. According
to Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions worker Bonnie Bergey,

schools are starting to reopen.

But recovery efforts are being

hampered by the presence of

land mines, continued looting,

and widespread addiction to

"chat," a narcotic leaf.

• Native team starting. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
needs Native American and Na-
tive Canadian applicants for a

Youth Discovery Team to Cen-
tral America. The team will in-

clude five Native Canadians and
Americans, five indigenous
Mennonite Brethren young
adults from Panama, and per-

haps several Kekchi Mermonites
from Guatemala. Team mem-
bers will study Spanish from
September to November 1992,

visit Central American churches
until February 1993, and then
report in their home countries.

More information is available

from MCC Visitor Exchange
Programs, PO Box 500, Akron,
PA 17501-0500. Applications are

due Feb. 15.

•CPT studies Haiti. Christian

Peacemaker Teams (CPT) is

trying to find people to explore

possible actions in Haiti. Ac-
cording to CPT, the ouster of

President Jean-Bertrand Aris-

tide has led to shortages of food
and medical supplies, as well as

human rights abuses. People
with expertise in Haiti may con-

tact CPT at 1821 W. Cullerton,

Chicago, IL 60608.

•AMBS boards meet. The
boards of the Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., have approved a

new concentration in Christian

spirituality, as part of the M.A.
in theological studies program.
The action, taken at the groups'

fall meeting, must be approved

by Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion and the Association of
Theological Schools. Also at the

meeting, fundraising consultant

Mark Dillon reported and archi-

tect LeRoy Troyer presented a

revised version of a campus
master plan.

• Seminary rates well. The As-
sociated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries rated high in a facil-

ities audit of 202 theological

schools in North America. The
general condition of most build-

ings on the AMBS campus in

Elkhart, Ind., was listed as

"above average."

• Program trains 100. Amzie
Yoder, director of the Latin

America Anabaptist Seminary
in Guatemala City, says more
than 100 students from outside

Guatemala have taken courses

at the seminary since its Central

American Study and Service

Program (CASAS) began two
years ago. CASAS is designed
for students who want to study
short term to learn Spanish and
understand issues facing the

Guatemalan church. CASAS is

part of the SEMILLA seminary
extension program.

• Nepal visit held. Some 14 peo-

ple from North America and a

Mennonite Board of Missions

(MBM) worker in Japan partic-

ipated in a Mission Fellowship

Visit to Nepal on Oct. 3-26. The
MBM-sponsored trip provided

a chance to interact with Men-
nonite workers serving under
United Mission to Nepal
(UMN), to see UMN projects,

and to meet Nepali Christians.

In addition, the group stopped
briefly in Tokyo and Hong Kong
to visit workers there.

• Center honors Eby. Lloyd Eby
has been recognized by the

Mennonite Information Center,

Lancaster, Pa., for his 20 years

of service there. He received a

plaque from center director

Maribel Kraybill on Dec. 10.

Eby was director of the center

from 1971 to 1976, then contin-

ued to work part-time answering

visitor's questions and giving

lectures about the center's He-

brew tabernacle reproduction.

• Standard forms help. Forms
for reporting births, marriages,

deaths, and the reception of new
members are available free from

Gospel Herald. Using these

forms (and typing or writing leg-

ibly) will help ensure that the

31,1991 / GOSPEL HERALD

Workers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Some 29 workers took part in orientation at Mennonite
Central Committee headquarters here Nov. 5-15. Mennonite Church participants included
(from first row, left): Mary Grieser, Jefferson, Ore., to Akron, Pa.; Sheryl and Seth Long,
Morgantown, Pa., to Whitesburg, Ky.; Monica Shiefele, Waterloo, Ont., to Petticodiac, N.B.;

(second row) Jesse Grieser, Jefferson, Ore., to Akron, Pa.; Menno Wiebe and Debbie Fast,

Kitchener, Ont., to Garissa, Kenya; Moses Dejesus, Lancaster, Pa., to Akron, Pa.; and Mina and
Fred Swartzendruber, Akron, Pa., two-year assignments in Akron.
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Refugees flee war. Dumaguete, Philippines (MCC)—Philip-

pine internal refugees share a meal of rice. According to

the refugees, the Philippine military bombed their houses

as part of its war against communist insurgents. Mennonite
Central Committee says the government's "total war" cam-

paign has displaced thousands of innocent people.

information that appears in ac-

curate and complete.

• Readers can cut costs. Gospel

Herald readers in the United

States can help keep down sub-

scription costs by making sure

address labels are correct. The
U.S. post office gives discounts

for carrier sorting. To take ad-

vantage of the discount, we need

exact addresses. If you sub-

scribe individually, check the

label on the issue. If it's incor-

rect, send us both the incorrect

and correct information.

• Coming events:

Litigation Issues Facing Menno-
nites, Forest Hills Mennonite
Church, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1. East-

ern Mennonite Seminary dean
George R. Brunk III will speak.

The meeting also will include a

case study, panel discussion,

and workshops. Sponsors in-

clude Atlantic Coast and Lan-

caster conferences and Menno-
nite Economic Development
Associates (MEDA). Registra-

tion is required. More informa-

tion from MEDA, 12 Greenfield

Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602;
phone 717 399-9440.

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20. The week will focus

on "Worship Renewal in the

Mennonite Church." Speakers

include Ross T. Bender, John G.

Fast, Marilyn Houser Hamm,
Marlene Kropf, Shirley Martin,

John Rempel, and Rebecca
Slough. The event is sponsored

by Mennonite Conference of

Eastern Canada (MCEC) and
Conrad Grebel College. More
information from Pastoral Lead-
ership Training Commission,
MCEC, 60 New Dundee Rd.,

Kitchener, Ont. N2G 3W5.
Regional conferences on aging, four

locations during June 1992.

These inter-Mennonite events

are designed to help congrega-

tions expand their vision of

aging and address ethical issues

related to growing older. Dates
and places are: Pacific College,

Fresno, Calif., June 5-7; Mes-
siah College, Grantham, Pa.,

June 5-7; Goshen (Ind.) College,

June 12-14; and Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan., June 26-28.

More information from Menno-
nite Health Association, PO Box
818, Goshen, IN 46526-0818;
phone 219 533-9069.

• New resources:
More Than Joyful Noise is a 30-

minute video about music in the

church. It includes reflections

from Reunion Vocal Band mem-
bers, Mary Oyer, Tabor Menno-
nite Church in Goessel, Kan.,

and Calvary Community
Church, an African-American
congregation in Hampton, Va.

The video. Edition 15 in the "All

God's People Series," concludes

with a look at "Praise God from

Whom All Blessings Flow" (No.

606 in the The Mennonite Hym-
nal). Tapes can be bought or

rented by contacting Beth
Benner, Mennonite Board of

Missions Media Ministries, 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 1 800 999-3534.

• New books:
Baptism, Peace and the State in the

Reformed and Mennonite Tradi-

tions, edited by Ross T. Bender
And Allan P. F. Sell. The book
includes papers from a 1989 di-

alogue at the University of Cal-

gary that was co-sponsored by
Mennonite World Conference
and the World Alliance of Re-

formed Churches. The book is

published by Wilfrid Laurier

University Press, Waterloo, On-
tario.

John Smyth's Congregation by
James R. Coggins. This book
describes the contact between
John Smyth's English Separat-

ists and Dutch Mennonites in

the early 1600s. Herald Press is

the publisher.

Meditations for Parents of Sexually

Abu.sed Children by K. C. Ri-

dings. The author describes her

response when she learned her

two adopted daughters had
been abused. She also provides

a 31-day series of Scriptures,

meditations, symbols, exam-
ples, letters, prayers, and prac-

tical suggestions. Herald Press

is the publisher.

The Mennonite Mosaic by J. How-
ard Kauffman and Leo
Driedger. This book draws on
1972 and 1989 surveys to explore

Mennonite beliefs, practices,

and social attitudes. It is pub-
lished by Herald Press.

• Pastor transitions:

Richard Stoltzfus has resigned as

pastor of Zion Mennonite
Church, Hubbard, Ore., effective

Dec. 31.

• Job openings:
Director of admissions. Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan. To
begin as soon as Feb. 17. The
director reports to the director

of marketing/church relations

and assists with development
and implementation of student

recruitment strategies. The ad-

missions director is responsible

for student recruiting programs,

hiring, and supervision of pro-

fessional and support staff and
the recruitment budget. Appli-

cants should have: minimum of

a bachelor's degree; strong com-
munication and interpersonal

skills; administrative experi-

ence; experience with adminis-

trative computer systems; sym-

pathy with the historic tenets of

the Mennonite church; and a

commitment to the mission of

Bethel College— integrating

Christian faith and a quality lib-

eral arts education. Experience
in admissions preferred. Submit
resume and cover letter by Jan.

15 to Melvin Goering, Bethel

College, 300 E. 27th, North New-
ton, KS 67117.

• Change of address:
Elmer Bontrager from Glendive,

Mont., to 2249 E. Alta Vista,

Phoenix, AZ 85040.

BIRTHS

Albrecht, Jay and Heidi (Yoder),

Middleport, N.Y., Aaron Jay
(first child), Sept. 4.

Beechy, Floyd and Michelle
(Nisley), Millersburg, Ind.. Tim-
othy Lee (second child), Nov. 8.

Derstine, Galen and Theresa
(Godshall), Green Lane, Pa.,

Leanna Rachelle (first child),

Nov. 8.

Esh, Douglas and Cynthia
(Rager), Milroy, Pa., Benjamin
Warren (second child), Oct. 28.

Freeman, Dale and Gloria (Leis),

Elora, Ont., Nickolas Dwayne
(third child), Nov. 17.

Gehman, Philip and Carol
(Wenger), Boyertown, Pa., Tyler

Philip (second child), Nov. 1.

Hathaway, David and Jeanette

(Kauffman), Goshen, Ind., Jade

Nicole (second child), Nov. 11.

Hershberger, George and Lu-

Anne (Yoder), Tempe, Ariz.,

Greg Anthony (second child),

Nov. 7.

Keim, Robert and Debbie,
Shreve, Ohio. Matthew Aden
(third child), Nov. 11.

King, James R. and Cindy
(Bragg), Bellefontaine, Ohio,

Katie Lou (fifth child), Nov. 24.

Landis, Douglas and Joy (Neu-

mann), Mason, Mich., Jonathan

Neumann (second child), Nov. 3.

Martin, David and Rachel
(Witmer), Lititz, Pa., Rebecca
Marie (second child), Nov. 16.

Mast, Delvin and Stephanie, Mid-
dlebury, Ind., Heather Nicole

(first child), Oct. 29.

Miller, John and Anita (Fuller),

Chesapeake, Va., Timothv Rich-

ard (first child), Nov. 10.

Ricca, Edward and Judy
(Eberty), Weyers Cave, Va., Al-

yssa Kelsey (first child), bom
Oct. 22, received for adoption

Nov. 18.

Schooley, Chris and Joan (Ruby),

Kitchener, Ont., Michael
Thomas (first child), Nov. 8.
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Sharp, Donald and Penny (Con-
nelly), Greenwood, Del., Donald
Wayiie, Jr. (first child), Oct. 13.

Whitcher, Sid and Kathy (Erb),

Hesston, Kan., Wendy Kay
(third child), Nov. 12.

Yantzi, Maynard and Connie
(Zehr), Tavistock, Ont., Jesse
Lee (third child), Nov. 17.

MARRIAGES

Gangwer-Herschberger: Andy
Gangwer, Elkhart, Ind. (Mission-

ary Church), and Tami Hersch-
berger, Middlebury, Ind. (First

cong.), Nov. 16, by David Helmuth.
Long-Hurst: Dale Long, Hart,
Mich. (Baptist Church), and
Jewel Hurst, Lancaster, Pa.

(ACTS Covenant Fellowship),

Oct. 26, by Henry Buckwalter.
Steckly-Steckle: Randall Steckly,

Brunner, Ont. (Riverdale cong.),

and Karen Steckle, Zurich, Ont.

(Zurich cong.), Nov. 16, by Jim
Mullett.

DEATHS

Bechtel, Willard, 66. Born: Sept.

13, 1925, Centreville, Ont., to

Eden and Marietta (Rudy)
Bechtel. Died: Nov. 22, 1991, of

cancer. Survivors—wife; Doris

Weber; children: Sandra Ulrich,

Paul, Ross; 4 grandchildren.
Memorial service: Nov. 25, Stir-

ling Avenue Mennonite Church,
by Paul Martin. Burial: Wood-
land Cemetery.

Beckler, Delia Pearl, 68. Born:
July 22, 1923, Martland, Neb., to

Fred and Nellie (Detweiler)

Reeb. Died: Nov. 9, 1991, Lin-

coln, Neb. Survivors—husband:
Lawrence William Beckler; chil-

dren: Richard, Larry; 3 grand-
children; sister: Lela Miller. Me-
morial service: Nov. 12,

Bellwood Mennonite Church, by
Noah Kolb. Burial: Seward
Cemetery.

Burkholder, Esther Mabel
(Hahn) Baer, 85, Denbigh, Va.
Born: Nov. 1, 1905, Denbigh,
Va., to Emanuel and Myra
(Miller) Hahn. Died: Aug. 25,

1991, Denbigh, Va., of a heart

attack. Survivors— children:
Dorothy Powell, Esther Mable
Yoder, Jacob E. Baer, Nelson D.
Baer; 12 grandchOdren, 21 great-

grandchildren; brothers and sis-

ter: Melvin Hahn, Mahlon Hahn,
Bessie Schaefer. Predeceased
by: Jacob Elton Baer (first hus-
band) and Lewis A. Burkholder
(second husband). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 29, Warwick River
Mennonite Church, by Gordon
Zook and Nelson Burkholder.

Herr, Barbara H., Bom: West
Lampeter Tvfp., Pa., to Abra-

ham L. and Amanda L. Herr.
Died: Nov. 13, 1991, Lancaster,
Pa. Survivors: sister: Mary H.
Herr. Funeral: Nov. 16, Oreville

Chapel of Lancaster Mennonite
Home, by Leon Oberholtzer and
Ralph Ginder. Burial: Mellinger
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Kerman, Amanda B. Stemen,
71, Elida, Ohio. Born: Dec. 17,

1919, Lima, Ohio, to Simeon and
Mary Brenneman Stemen. Died:
Nov. 13, 1991, Elida, Ohio. Sur-
vivors—husband: Richard H.
Kerman; sister: Martha Swartz.
Funeral and burial: Nov. 23,

Salem Mennonite Church, by
Ed Yoder.

Manweiler, Bessie E. (Miller),

85, Pueblo, Colo. Born: Feb. 22,

1906, McPherson County, Kan.,
to Persaville and Ida Miller.

Died: Oct. 13, 1991. Survivors-
brothers and sisters: Elgin,
Leroy, and Percy Miller, Nettie

Brennman, Ethel Short. Fu-
neral: Oct. 17, George McCarthy
Historic Chapel, by James Bare.

Burial: Imperial Cemetery.
Miller, Phares K., Born: East
Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Abram
and Fannie (Kauffman) Miller.

Died: Nov. 13, 1991, Lancaster,

Pa. Predeceased by: Fannie
Stauffer Miller (wife). Funeral:

Nov. 15, Oreville Chapel of Lan-
caster Mennonite Home, by Wil-

ham Houser, Ralph Ginder, and
Paul Witmer. Burial: Hammer
Creek Cemetery.

Peachey, Rachel Marie, 2 1/2

months, Petersburg, Pa. Born:

Sept. 1, 1991, State College, Pa.,

to Timothy R. and Marlene K.

(Click) Peachey. Died: Nov. 19,

1991, State College, Pa., of SIDS
(crib death). Survivors—parents:

Timothy R. and Marlene K.
(Click) Peachey; brother and sis-

ters: Carrie L., Rebecca J., Tyler

G. Funeral: Nov. 22, Allensville

Mennonite Church, by PhU Barr.

Burial: Locust Grove Cemetery.
Schmidt, Edna M. Berg, 75,

Goessel, Kan. Born: Nov. 23,

1915, to Jacob W. and Marie
Woelk Berg. Died: Nov. 22, 1991,

Goessel, Kan. Survivors—hus-

band: Charles W. Schmidt; chil-

dren: Richard, Carol Sooby,
Jeanne Banulski, Marilyn Ruby;
sisters: Hulda Pearce, Esther
Weins; 8 grandchildren, 10

great-grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Nov. 26, Walton Menno-
nite Church, by Fred Obold.

Swartzentruber, Enos, 80,

Millersburg, Ohio. Born: Sept. 1,

1911, Maysville, Ohio, to Simon
D. and Catherine (Ley) Swartz-
entruber. Died: Nov. 19, 1991,

Millersburg, Ohio, of cancer. Sur-

vivors—wife: Nellie Isabelle

Henney; children: Clare Raber,
Marie Garber, Ervin, Lucille

Owen, Glen, Larry; 24 grand-
children, 20 great-grandchil-
dren. Funeral and burial: Nov.
22, Gray Ridge Mennonite
Church, by Robert Wengerd.

Yoder, Russell L., 74, Kalona,
Iowa. Born: May 16, 1917, Par-

nell, Iowa, to Omer J. and Nettie
Hooley Yoder. Died: Nov. 19,

1991, Kalona, Iowa. Survivors

—

wife: Miriam Whitesel; children:

Judith, Sandra Black, Sheldon,
Sherrill, Sherwood; 7 grandchil-

dren, one great-grandchild. Fu-
neral: Nov. 21, First Mennonite
Church, by Wilbur Nachtigall,

Firman Gingerich, and Diane
Zaerr. Burial: West Union Cem-
etery, Pamell, Iowa.

Yordy, Elsie, 84, Morton, 111.

Born: March 3, 1907, Morton,
ni., to John and Lena Springer
Eigsti. Died: Nov. 22, 1991, St.

Louis, Mo. Survivors—children:

Daniel, John, Eleanor Dooner,
Jewell Coleman; 13 grandchil-

dren, 4 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Robert Yordy
(husband). Funeral: Nov. 26,

First Mennonite Church of Mor-
ton, by Glen A. and Thelma
Horner. Burial: Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education an-

nual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training
(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan.,

Feb. 13-15

Mennonite Publication Board di-

rectors meeting, Pittsburgh,

Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Choice Books holds banquet. Hesston, Kan. CMBMj—Ralph
Beebe, coauthor of Blessed Are the Peacemakers, speaks at

the Choice Books annual banquet held here in November.
The book, which tells the story of Palestinian Christian Audeh
Rantisi, won Choice's Book of the Year Award. Seated in the
foreground is Simon Schrock, supervisor of Choice Books of
northern Virginia.
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'"When Kate said she hadn t gone out all

weekend because she had to study, we knew
Hesston had been the right choice."

"We didn't have to persuade our daughters, Kate and

Amy, to attend Hesston College. It was really their

choice. But we didn't shy away from sharing our feelings.

"We knew that Hesston was strong on academics.

That was important to us, especially since Kate and

Amy were good smdents in high school. Both were

recruited heavily by some big-name schools. But we felt

confident about Hesston's academic excellence.

"That confidence has been well supported as we've

watched their progress. We appreciate Hesston's solid

degree requirements and rigorous classes. (We've kept in

touch with parents ofmany of Kate's high school friends

and we've compared notes on colleges. Hesston has

proven to have some of the most stringent academics.)

"We've also appreciated the caring teachers our

daughters have found at Hesston. They really go the

extra mile to give their students time and support.

"But despite the studies, Hesston offers chances to

have fun, to try new things, to better understand the

world, and to grow in faith. We consider Hesston the

best 'home away from home' college setting our

daughters could have chosen.

"

A lot ofparents shareJudy and Cec Miller 'sfeelings.

Because Hesston College offers a combination you can 't

find anywhere else. A solid education. A value-centered,

Christian campus that's small enough to care. Close,

personal mentoring by skilled educators. Tuition costs

below the national average. Not to mentiori, the wide,

Kansas sky.

Hesston 's acclaimed careerprograms offer something

special: a chance to enter thejob market in two short

years (with a degree!) or go on to finish afour year

college education. As a result, our graduates ofien have

more options.

Find out more about the advantages Hesston has to

offer. Call, write or visit. Well be happy to show you

whatparents like the Millers have already discovered

about Hesston College.

Spreadyour wings

Hesston
Box 3000. Hcss.on, KS 67062-2093

Phone coll fccc: 800-835-2026

isidc [he contincnul

colleen 316-327-8222
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THE LAST WORD

When we all read together
"I can will what is right, but I cannot do it. For

I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not ,

want is what I do.

"

I'm not sure what the apostle Paul had in
mind when he wrote those words (Rom. 7:18b-
19) in the middle of the first century. Had he
been writing at the end of the 20th, he might
have meant Bible reading.

Many Christians today, including me, are like

a friend who, when asked about Bible reading,
answered facetiously, "What's that?" We know
we should. We fully intend to. But we don't.

It's not that we don't read. In fact, many of us
have to be vociferous readers to keep up with
our jobs or our professions. We also read to
keep up with our world. And with our church—

I

hope! But with our jogging (for our bodies), our
recycling (for our environment), and our relating
(quahty time with our famihes), serious, concen-
trated Bible reading to better ourselves as fol-

lowers of Jesus doesn't come all that easily.

So it comes as a surprise even to myself that
right now I'm reading through the New Testa-
ment. It's not because of some personal resolu-
tion. (I've made enough of those to know they
soon wear thin.) It's because my congregation is

systematically doing it together.

The plan is simple. Between Advent and Eas-
ter, we're all reading one, two, or three chapters
a day. Our pastor, who divided the New Testa-
ment in manageable segments of 15 minutes
each or less, also develops a sermon from each
week's readings. It's not as vigorous as a read-
through-the-Bible-in-a-year plan, but it seems to
be working.

Though we're just one month into the pro-
gram, there are already reports of families spend-
ing new time together listening to the day's read-
ing (tapes are an option some of us are trying).

And one person notes Sunday school discus-
sions are broader, with people making comments
based on Scriptures beyond that covered by the
day's lesson. I think I also detect a new sense of
satisfaction that we're accomplishing something
together.

So why does this work for me when personal
resolve doesn't? It's because I've committed my-
self to this group, and I know I need to give an

account to at least some of them whether I'm
keeping that commitment.
I'm really not veiy good at faithfulness on my

own. Left alone, I don't read the Bible system-
atically unless I'm meeting some kind of as-

signment. (Like an editorial!) I need sisters and
brothers covenanting with me toward a common
goal.

If it works for Bible reading, why not for the
other spiritual disciplines? Like prayer. Silence.
Fasting. Lifestyles. Giving.

We're not used to working at these together.
The individualism of our society has permeated
too far into our congregational life. Though we
meet regularly, we tend to let each individual de-
termine how and when to put into practice faith
and commitment.
As a result, we end up with churches that tell

us what to do: read the Bible, for example. But
we get very little help on how to do it.

Of course, there are pitfalls: legalism, ritu-

alism, institutionalism, or any of the other isms
that have dogged the Mennonite church at one
time or other. But we cannot let reactions to the
past or fear for the future keep us from helping
each other today.

If we are to survive, we individual Christians
must ask our churches to help us be better disci-

ples. In concrete ways, like reading the Bible.—;7p

How your church helps you
Some concrete help in being faithful is hap-

pening among us. One congregation I know, for

example, gets together for a half hour of silence

and prayer before each business meeting. An-
other has a recycling "barn" in the parking lot to

help members be good stewards of their re-

sources.

How does your congregation help you to be a
better disciple? Send Gospel Herald (616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683) one concrete way,
along with your name and the name of your con-
gregation. We'll share it in a future issue. For
just as individuals too often go it alone, so do
congregations. Through sharing an idea or two,

perhaps we can all grow in faithfulness.—y7p
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